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MPTOA,

PCC

Joint

Convention:

The MPTOA will meet here June 8 to 10 in joint convention with
the Pacific Coast Conference of ITO, with the PCC as hosts of
the national convention, according to present plans. Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, will submit the PCC invitation to the MPTOA board of directors but there is not expected to be any opposition to a joint meeting. Kuykendall, who conferred with PCC officials, is en route to Dallas and Okla-

$34,000,000 PIX COIN "FROZEN" IN U. K.
Extend Teaching Films Contract for Three Years

Will Run Until June, '45;
New Catalog to be Issued
May Have 150 More Shorts
Extension of the present contract
by which selected non-current theatrical shorts are distributed by
Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., to
American schools until June, 1945,
is assured.
Directors of Teaching Film Custodians have okayed negotiations for
a new three-year pact to supplement
that expiring in June, 1942.
A revised
catalog
of selected
'lined on Page 6)

Crime and Horror
Films Decline 3%

Hays Report Gives Figure;
Says Aid Policy Ameliorates the Exchange Problem

Hays on the Industry
CONSENT DECREE: "Only time can determine whether the experiment now undertaken will work out in every provision. What has been established, however, is a result
which neither destructive legislation nor expensive litigation could by themselves produce.
Legislation and litigation may decide an issue, but only self-regulation can solve a problem."
o
RULES OF ARBITRATION: "By adopting once more a plan of arbitration, it (the
industry) has moved in the direction of peaceful settlement of trade disputes. It is
earnestly recommended that the effort for better understanding be pursued both by
exhibitors and distributors."
TNEC

MONOGRAPH:

American film company revenue
"frozen" in England under remittance agreements negotiated since
the outbreak
of World War
II will, at the
present rate,
imately
total
approx000,000
b $34,y
Oct. 31 when
the present
pact
expires,
according
to
the annual
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Walbrook Decision
Split; No Appeal

No Specific Number
Of Pix from Para.
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Crime and horror pix in 1940 Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A split decision
dropped more than 3 per cent, ac- marked
the first arbitration case
cording to PCA statistics contained
to
be
decided
in the Washington
in the annual report of Will H. Hays,
MPPDA prexy. Films in this classi- area, as Arbitrator E. Barrett Pretfication in 1940 totaled 108 or 20.65 tyman made his award in the Walbrook clearance case over the weekper cent as against 139 or 23.80 per
cent in 1939.
end after a five-day hearing.
Prettyman
announced
that
he
While Western and action pictures
(Continued on Page 6)
found that(Continued
the clearance
of
Durkee's
on Page 4)

Paramount will not announce any
specific number of pictures for the
new season, Barney Balaban, president, said yesterday because, under
the new system of selling in blocksof-five, the "season" will be eliminated. The studio will simply turn
out pictures continuously to be sold
in blocks-of-five, doing away with the

Sunday Pix for Service Men
Weston Gets Membership Fred Hutchinson Appointed Defy Virginia Blue Laws
In Local 228, East St. Louis Para. Sales Chief in U. K.
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY

Hollywood — Louella Parsons, Hedda Hopper, Jimmy Fidler, Fred Othman, Jimmy
Star, Douglas Churchill,
(Continued on Page 6)

East St. Louis, 111.— Clyde A. WesFred Hutchinson, currently in Mton, ousted business agent of Local
143, Operators, has been granted G-M's sales department in London,
a membership card in Local 228 has been named Paramount's genhere.
eral sales manager for Great Brit(Continued on Page 4)
Action came after Local 228 for

Washington — Basing their action
on a ruling handed down 10 days
ago by Commonwealth Attorney Albert V. Bryan, Alexandria (Va.)
movie theaters opened Sunday for

Columbia Complaint
Answers Gov't's
Amended

(Continued on Page 6)

150-DIinute Program
Bill in Mo. Senate
Jefferson City, Mo. — The 150minute program bill, sponsored by
the Better Films Council of Greater St. Louis, and drafted by its
counsel, Col. Milton F. Napier, has
been hoppered in the Senate here
by Sen. Michael Kinney of St. Louis.
Measure quickly had its first reading.

(Continued on Page 2)

West

(Continued on Page 4)

TNEC Report Silent on Films
Propose FTC Regulation of Trade Ass'ns

NBC Red, Mutual, Colonial,
Nets in Davis Pix Plugs

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— The TNEC (Monopoly Committee), headed by Sen. Joseph O'Mahoney, in its final report to
yesterday, called for reguWorld premiere of Bette Davis' Congress
lation of trade associations by the
starrer, "The Great Lie," in Littleton, N. H., Saturday night is set Federal Trade Commission, restrictfor radio plugs via both the NBC
ed Federal charters to control corpoRed Network and Mutual, Coast to
rations engaged in interstate trade,
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

H'wood Syndicate
Reps, to Aid Industry
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its

Coast

Bureau

of
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DAILY

Columbia Pictures yesterday filed
answer(Continued
to the
Government's
on Page
4)

De Toto Withdraws
Arbitration Case
Arbitration case filed by Richard
De Toto, owner of the Genesee Theater, Mount Morris, N. Y., against
20th Century-Fox and Warner Bros,
has been withdrawn. De Toto had
charged that the two companies had
refused to make their 1940-41 program available to him. Case is reported to have been settled between
the parties involved.
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Preview "Caught in Draft'
At Camp Ord May 2
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, will
be a witness at the trial of Joseph
M. Schenck in Federal Court today,
and former Postmaster General
James A. Farley will be a witness
on Thursday to testify in behalf of
Schenck, it was stated yesterday.
Charley Chaplin was on the stand
yesterday as a witness for his old
friend, Schenck, as was Phil S. Gibson, Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of California.
C. F. O'Donnell to Arbitrate
Irving Berlin and John Golden tesAustin Drive-in Complaint
tified to the good reputation of
Dallas — C. F. O'Donnell has been Joseph H. Moskowitz, also on trial
named arbitrator for the case filed on a tax fraud charge.
Presentation of defense witnesses
by the
Joseph'sCase
Drive-in
near
Austin.
will beTheater
heard began after the Government closed
its case and Judge Grover M. MosApril 10.
cowitz had denied defense motions
for a dismissal of the case.
La. Supreme Court Kills
Chicago — M-G-M was instructed to
offer its 1940-41 program to E. P.
Van Derveer's State Theater, Morris,
111., in a decision by Charles Henkle,
arbitrator in the case. Seeking MG-M pictures on a "some run" basis,
Van Derveer had charged that the
distributors had refused to license
him nroduct, thereby violating Section 6 of the consent decree.

Davilla's Boswell Suit
New Orleans — The Louisiana Supreme Court yesterday dismissed a
$7,300 suit brought against the three
Boswell sisters by Joseph J. Davilla,
New Orleans agent, for alleged
breach of a verbal contract. Davilla claimed the sisters — Connie.
Martha and Vet — broke a verbal contract in April, 1926, to sing behind
movie screens to give the impression of talkies, which were still in
their infancy.
In dismissing the suit, the high
court upheld a previous decision bv
Civil District Judge William H.
Byrnes, Jr., that Davilla failed to
show existence of a contract.

1

12%
3i y4

DAILY.

Hollywood — Paramount will press
preview "Caught in the Draft" at
Camp Ord, near Monterey, Calif., on
May 2. Hollywood press representatives augmented by approximately 30
screen personalities will make the
trip in a special train. They will be
greeted by Gen. Stillwell, commander of the Seventh Division, by three
army bands, and by as many of Camp
Ord's 30,000 soldiers as can be spared.

Hays, Farley to Appear
As Witnesses for Schenck

D of I Can't Ask Triple
Penalty, High Court Says
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — By a split 4-3 decision, the Supreme Court held yesterday that the D of J cannot sue for
triple damages claimed to result
from price-fixing by competitors in
violation of the Sherman anti-trust
act. The decision held the U. S. was
not a "person" within the meaning
of the anti-trust law and hence could
not maintain the suit.

RKO Board Meets Friday
On "Kane" Controversy
RKO's board of directors is slated
to meet Friday to consider the release of Orson Welles' "Citizen
Kane." Reliable reports indicate that
the picture will be released within
two weeks.

Anti-Ascap Bill Filed
In Illinois Legislature
Springfield, 111. — Representative
Leo Crowley of Peoria yesterday introduced an anti-Ascap bill in the
Illinois Legislature.
Siamese Pix In Belmont Bow
"King of the White Elephant,"
Siamese pix, will have world premiere at the Belmont Theater Friday night.

Tuesday, April 1, 1941

No Specific Number
Of Pix from Para.
(Continued from Page 1)

numerical program of former selling
seasons.
The appointment of Leonard Goldenson as head of the theater department, which was announced by Balaban at the week-end at a meeting
of theater partners, will not affect
other members of the department,
Balaban stated. Goldenson has
nominal head, of the department .c
some time; his occupancy of that post
has now been made official.

Nova Scotia Theaters
Admissions at Record

Halifax, N. S.— The year, 1940,
brought a new record in paid theater admissions and in amusement
fee collections, in Nova Scotia. The
Ban on Juve Admissions
paid admissions totalled 8,079,958,
Still Stands In Montreal
which were higher than 1939, by
1,517,713.
fees, the total collected
Montreal — Admission of children for 1940, In
was $234,247 which was
under 16 to motion picture theaters,
higher than for 1939. Durexcept where the Attorney-General $46,609
ing 1940, the censors passed 1,899
of Quebec province gives special films, totalling 5,500,000 feet. A
permission, is not yet lawful in Monon last year's actreal, despite predictions that the statisticaltivitiesreport
of the censors, was subenforcement of the ban would not
mitted to the provincial secretary.
be so severe henceforth. This conclusion developed from a judgment Weavers and Elviry Sign
of Recorder Leonce Plante in a case
in which the City of Montreal pro- New Six-Pix Pact at Rep.
ceeded against the Princess theater
on several counts of having on vari- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic has signed a J
ous days last year admitted minors
six-picture pact with The Weato the showing of "Snow White and new ver
Brothers and Elviry.
Armand
the Seven Dwarfs."
Schaefer will continue to produce.
Last of the pictures on the Hill- 1
billies' old contract is "Thunder Over!
Gross Business Tax Bill

Signed by N. Y. Governor

The Hebert
Ozarks." to Handle
Bill
Albany — Governor Lehman has Publicity for Goldwyn
approved the Moffat bill permitting
a city of one million inhabitants to West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
impose a tax of one twentieth of
Hollywood — Bill Hebert, formerly
one per cent on gross receipts of with C. B. DeMille and David O. Selzness.
all businesses except financial busi- nick has been made publicity director for Sam Goldwyn. He is now
The tax is to commence with July completing some magazine assignments and will assume his new duties
1 of the year in which a local law
within two weeks.
imposing it takes effect.
The law provides that it shall be Para. Signs Helen Gilbert
presumed that all receipts are a
Coast Bureau' of THE FILM
DAILY
proper measure of the tax until the WestHollywood
— Helen Gilbert, formercontrary is established.
ly with M-G-M has been signed by
Paramount to long-term contract.

St. Louis Local B 2 Spurns
Pact Offered by 60 Indies
St. Louis — Proposal for a new fiveyear agreement between 60 indie
houses in this city and St. Louis
county and Local B 2, IATSE, comprising ushers, ticket takers, doormen and service help, has been rejected by the union. The union is
seeking an immediate increase in all
classifications, with an early settlement expected as discussions continue. Pickets posted in front of
four nabe houses a few weeks ago
have been withdrawn by the union.

Charles McCarthy
Wallace
Beery
Leon Janney
Harry Green
Dorothy Revier

v

Practically Every Situation Sets
Extended Time in the First
Roaring Week of Release!

EDW. 6. ROBINSON
IDA LUPINO
JOHN

GARFIELD

by

WOLF9
SEALONDON
THE JACK
with ALEXANDER

KNOX • GENE IOCKHART

Screen Play by Robert Rossen

• BARRY FITZGERALD

• Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold

Directed by

MICHAEL CURTIZ

"WARNERS

CAN TAKE

A

BOW--1 THE SEA W0LF»
IS HOLLYWOOD AT ITS

BEST. n

N. Y. Daily Mirror
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Report of TNEC
Silent on Films

Walbrook Decision
Split; No Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

revision of the patent laws to end
patent monopolies, new restrictions
on corporate mergers, outlawing of
the basing point price system and
general tightening of the anti-trust
laws.
The report, which made no reference to the recent critical TNEC
monograph on the film industry, recommends, among other things:
A ban on mergers involving competing corporations with more than
$5,000,000 in assets unless okayed
by the FTC.
Legislation which will require that
any future patent is to be available
for use by anyone who may desire
its use and who is willing to pay a
fair price for the privilege.
Twenty-year limitation on the life
of patents.
Tightening up of existing antitrust laws by making directors of
companies and the companies themselves liable to civil penalties for
violations, and raising maximum
fines under the laws from $5,000 to
$50,000.
The report asserted that concentration of economic and political
power was undermining the foundations of both free enterprise and
free government in the U. S.

Ambassador theater over Thomas D.
Goldberg's Walbrook in Baltimore,
was not unreasonable. He further
found, however, that the clearance
of Durkee's Forrest and Gwynne theaters over the Walbrook was unreasonable and decreed that hen'
forth the Forrest and Gwynne ck
ance should be merely ahead of tne
Walbrook. This means that the
Walbrook will be entitled to receive
the films played in the two Durkee
theaters as soon as they are available, which it is understood will be
the next day after the Forrest or
Gwynne run is concluded.
All parties to the proceeding appeared to be well satisfied with
Prettyman's decision and outward
indications were that no appeal will
be taken, despite the voluminous
record that was built up during the
hearing. Counsel for all parties
commended Prettyman for his immony.
partiality and patience in hearing
the prolonged arguments and testi-

Columbia Answers Gov't's
Amended Complaint
(Continued from Page 1)

amended complaint in the New York
equity suit in the Federal Court.
In asking for a dismissal of the
action against it, Columbia named
several defenses.

''Names Mahe

T
▼
T
News" . . . and a Colyum

• • • GEORGE M. Cohan, whose life and songs will reach the
screen via Warners' "Yankee Doodle Dandy." starring James Cagney
as Cohan, will go to the Coast in mid-Summer to supervise the production Mutual's ace sports commentator, Red Barber, joins RKO
Pathe News staff this week
Norman Zeno has written an original
musical satire for Ampa's Jubilee ball at the Hotel Edison Friday night
Edward Small has added Richard Henry Dana's "Two Years
Before the Mast" and Howard Ectabrook's "In Rudolf Valentino's Day"
to his production program
Warners have added Martha Raye to
"Navy Blues" in the second femme lead
Michael Ames who
recently attracted Jack Warner's eye here in "My Sister Eileen" has a
term WB pact and will debut in "The Flight Patrol"
Gov. Lehman,
celebrating his 63rd birthday last Friday, saw "I Wanted Wings," Para,
rushing a print to Albany for an Executive Mansion screening
T
T
T
• • • THAT Collier's article, "The Mayor of 44th Street,"
by Luther Davis and John Cleveland, will be given a fictional
treatment by RKO, which has bought screen rights
Warners
will remake Oscar Wilde's "Lady Windermere's Fan"; new script
will be by Anne Froelich and Ulrich Steindorff
Metro has
changed its mind, with the result Shirley Temple's first will be
a co-starrer with Wally Beery, "Lazybones"
George Carleton Brown, one-time publisher of the Syracuse Bugle, has sold
"The Best American" to Republic
David O. Selznick has
added Oliver H. P. Garrett to his writing staff
And signed
Don Alden King, former gas station attendant, to an acting
termer
Greta Garbo gets a dual role and, what's more, will
sing in her next, an untitled American comedy by Walter Reisch
and Salka Viertel which George Cukor will direct
Sam Wood
will direct Augusta Tucker's "Miss Susie Slagle" for Paramount
before he starts at RKO as producer-director.

Interested exhibitors and others
who sat through most of the proceedings
agreed this
that District
the firstwas
arbi-a
tration
case in
distinct success, both from the viewpoint of the arbitrator and his decision, and the efficient manner in
which the local AAA office provided
facilities and handled the case.
The lone suggestion for improving the proceeding in future cases
was to have the parties stipulate
many of the non-disputed facts to
speed up the hearing.
The Westway clearance case, also
arising in Baltimore, has been set
foi
Darr.April 15, before arbitrator Sefton

Bill Makes Exceptions in
Maximum Ticket Premiums NBC Red, Mutual Colonial Sunday Pix for Service Men First Withholding of Prints
Nets in Davis Pix Plugs
Defy Virginia Blue Laws
Albany, N. Y. — A bill was introduced in the Legislature last night
which makes an exception in the requirement regarding maximum premiums for theater tickets. The measure states that the maximum won't
apply in the case of tickets for a
concert, recital, opera, game or sporting event where they are sold or
allotted to a license without the
privilege of returning them for credit
or redemption.
Sponsor of the bill was Senator
Frederick R. Coudert, Jr., of New
York City.

(Continued from Page 1)

Coast, and the Colonial (New England) network.
Miss Davis, whose birthday comes
on Saturday, will appear Friday
night on Twenty Grand's NBC Red
Network program, originating with
WJZ. Also set for the show is
Jimmy Dorsey's ork. which will appear at the N. Y. Strand theater
with the Davis pix. Program runs
from 9:30-10 p.m.
Mutual and Colonial Network will
cover the charity premiere at Littleton's 786-seat Premier theater. Accompanying festivity program, which
WB "Ad Sales Week" Set
Week of April 6-12 has been set will attract a special train load of
aside by Warners as Ad Sales Week newspaper and magazine writers
from the East, includes a torchlight
in conjunction with the company's motorcade, winter sports and ball.
"20th Year for Sears" Sales Drive," Gov. Blood of New Hampshire and
which ends on Apr. 19.
Miss Davis will lead the grand
march.

New Openings In Hub

Boston — For the first time in at
least 15 years there was not a single Empire, Syracuse, Dark
week-end film opening at a Boston
Syracuse, N. Y. — Empire,
RKOdowntown theater.
Schine pool house, is again dark.

(Continued from Page 1)

entertainment of soldiers assigned
to nearby camps. Bryan previously
nolle prossed a warrant against operators of a skating ring charged
with operating on Sunday.
Alexandria police said there was
no opposition to the opening and
they would take no action unless a
specific complaint is filed. The opening in defiance of the blue laws
climaxed a campaign by the Northern Virginia Defense Council which
favored Sunday movies to provide
recreation for nearby trainees.
Nashua Beano Bill Killed
Concord, N. H. — A measure which
would have permitted the holding of
"Beano" games in the city of Nashua, if the majortiy of voters there
favored the proposition at a referendum, has been killed by the
House, in the State Legislature here.

Complaint Filed in Denver

First arbitration case involving
withholding of prints has been filed
by E. K. Menagh, owner of the Star
Theater, Fort Lupton, Colo., with
the Denver tribunal. Complaint
names the five consenting companies
to the consent decree.
Menagh charges that the Star has
day-and-date availability with the
Rex Theater in nearby Brighton,
Colo., but that he frequently is unable to hold to his schedule because
distributors inform him that there
is no available print. The Rex, he
contends, always is furnished with
a print.

Hutchinson Appointed
Para. Sales Chief in U. K.
(Continued from Page 1)

ain.
He succeeds D. E. Griffiths,
who resigned on Saturday.
Hutchinson is scheduled to take
over his new duties in about two
weeks.

ANOTHER COLUMBIA "QUIZ" HIT

A Star-Studded
Musical Comedy
Quiz!

*HENDRIK
WILLEM
VAN
LOON
*JESSICA
DRAGONETTE
(Noted Author, Historian)
(Famed Radio Singing Star)
*C0L. LEMUEL Q. ST00PNAGLE*SIR(Renowned
HUBERT
WILKINS
Arctic Explorer)
with

(Radio's "Quixiedoodle" Comic)

LEONARD
LIEBLING
and featuring TED COTT

{Celebrated Music Critk)
Master of Ceremonies

Radio Production by ROGER

WHITE

A B.K.BLAKE
Production
"Quiz"
Reel
A Columbia

TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT
wlth BOB HAWK •j&KSS

JUNIOR I. Q. PARADE
NOW

BOOKING!

Id

Short-Subject
Presentation

^

34 Million Pix Coin
"Frozen" in U. K.
(Continued from Page 1)

the 20th year. Carl E. Milliken was
re-named secretary. George Borthwick, assistant treasurer, was advanced to the treasurership and
named to the board, replacing Col.
F. L. Herron, now on active Army
service in Washington. F. W. DuVall
was elected assistant treasurer. The
Board adjourned to meet again on
telephone call either tomorrow or
Thursday when its business program
will be completed.
Stresses Pix's Defense Aid
The 38-page printed report, a comprehensive summary of widespread
and varied MPPDA activities during
the year, stressed the industry's part
in the national defense program, reemphasized the shrinkage of the
foreign market, touched upon the
New York consent decree and the
recent TNEC monograph, dealt with
the inter-American films agenda and
reviewed the Hollywood year.
Discussing the British exchange situation,
the Hays report indirectly gave substantiation
to
THE 21FILM
DAILY'S of
exclusive
story of
March
that reopening
the remittance
issue with the U. K. impended. Hays writes :

Of

523

features

and

707

shorts

released in the U. S. during 1940,
only 20 were the object of serious
objection on the basis of good taste,
Prexy Will H. Hays of the MPPDA
asserts in his annual report. Hays
points out that in these few cases,
"equally sincere critics were
agreed."

not all

Teaching Films Pad
Extended Three Years

Hays on the Industry
(.Continued from Page 1)
the trees — the essential factors by which the industry grew up, the art developed
were vastly multiplied until the film became a universal form of entertainment."

and

theaters

OPPORTUNITY: ". . . the leaders of the industry, in this crisis of events, face an unparalleled opportunity for service, and a heavy and continuing responsibility ... I am confident
that the industry will rise to its full opportunity."
ETERNAL VIGILANCE: "It is not enough to follow the letter of our own codes with regard
to the production and advertising of our screen entertainment. We must be everlastingly vigilant
that both in theme and treatment we maintain the spirit of these codes — and that's a job for
every individual studio as well as for the organized industry."
o
ENTERTAINMENT PROCRESS: "Our indusry has learned that whatever the economic problems
that must be faced, it must build upon the truth that our entertainment public is as big as

(Continued from Page 1)

shorts, which may include approximately 150 new subjects, is in preparation and is expected to go to
schools during this month. In excess of 5,000 schools used films for
educational purposes more or less
extensively last year.

good pictures can make it."

Human byRelations
short subjf^
produced
the Commission
on
man Relations of the Progressive
Education Association with a grant

THE SCREEN
IN NATIONAL
DEFENSE:
"The over-all effort organized by members of the
industry is evident in! the composition of the committees now co-operating . . ."
o
INTER-AMERICAN FILMS:
"On the basis of plans already announced and in work our reply
to the President can well be: "We shall not fail."

by the Rockefeller Foundation's General Education Board, now constitute a self-sustaining project.
These shorts, excerpts from noncurrent feature films, are distributed
to
basis.schools on a non-profit rental

o
ESSENTIAL SERVICE Of THE FILMS: ". . . it is entertainment appeal which must continue to
provide the broad highway of communication with the people . . ."

NEWSREELS: "The services rendered by our newsreel companies during the past year have
been truly historic . . . Germany, Finland, Italy, Denmark, the Netherlands and Belgium, Norway,
Japan and finally the Balkans became
HOLLYWOOD:

inaccessible to our newsreel coverage."
o
"Careful surveys made in Hollywood have dissipated many

rumors or false

statements."
TRADE PRESS: "The trade press is continuing to serve well the general interests of the
motion picture as an institution ... It has a most important function that entails definite responsibilities and obligations, of which none is more aware than the trade press itself."
o
"LAND OF LIBERTY": "The impact of the film upon our national morale is in the manner
in which it revives the spirit of sacrifice of our pioneer ancestors, the courage of their achievements and the freedoms which they built up."

Crime and Horror
H'wood Syndicate
Reps, to Aid Industry Films Decline 3%

"It is a problem which understanding
and good-will must solve, now that the
exchange problem has been ameliorated by
our national policy of all out aid to
Britain."
Reference obviously is to the
lend-lease law.
The Hays report recounts that in 1939-40,
(Continued from Page 1)
the industry lost all income from 14 war-torn
countries and additionally saw income from
13 others all but cease as a result of hostili- Sidney Skolsky, Edward Schallert,
ties. Exchange restrictions further diminished Harrison Carroll, Harold Heffernan
dollar receipts, Hays points out.
and Wolfe Kaufman were among
Cargo Space for Films
leading Hollywood syndicate news"The hunger for film entertainment that has
paper and magazine representatives
no propaganda to serve is evident from the
action taken by the Swedish Shipping Board who organized an informal organizaat the instigation of the Swedish Government
tion to co-operate with the film industo provide cargo space for films in spite of all
try and to solve mutual problems
other demands,"
Hays declares.
affecting the press and the industry.
Discussing the Latin-American field, which Churchill presided.
he says, "continues to be of great interest
A committee consisting of Miss
and importance,"
the MPPDA
prexy states:
"Difficulties arise in connection with ex- Parsons, Schallert,
Heffernan,
change, taxes and certain outside political
pressures, but the progress in the amities Churchill, Othman and Kaufman will
and the mutual purposes for co-operation con- confer with studio publicity directors.
tinues."
Community
Service Program
Detailing the MPPDA community service Carlson Studios Burn
program, carried on regardless of Association
Detroit — Carlson Sign Studios
economies, Hays discloses that in addition to
thousands of letters, there were more than 15,- were gutted Saturday in a $25,000
000 personal interviews in 1940. "Misunder- fire, starting from painting chemicals. Arthur Comber, a Carlson
standings" as to the prevalency of drinking and
as to predominance of representatives of one
or other of the various religious faiths on the employe, was seriously burned.
screen and with reference to charges of cruelty
to animals were cleared, it is stated.
A Community Service Department represen- than 900 important community leaders in 1940,
tative traveled 14,800 miles, visited 69 cities, Hays reveals.
delivered 181 addresses and interviewed more
Exchange fire loss in 1940 was zero, according to the Hays report.

"Good Taste" Issue
Raised by Only 20
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(Continued from Page 1)

dropped from 160 or 27.4 per cent
to 115 or 22 per cent, they still lead
the field last year, the PCA records
establish.
Comparative table follows:

Weston Gets Membership
In Local 228, East St. Louis
(Continued from Page 1)

the second time in six months had
denied Weston
restoration
of his
membership card.
Weston has been working as a
projectionist at the Miners Theater,
Collinsville, for several months under a permit secured from Local
228 because of his membership in
the Stage Hands Union.
Weston helped organize the East
St. Louis local but six years ago
took a transfer to the St. Louis
union to become its business agent.
There are only 14 members of the
East St. Louis local.

Weston, with John P. Nick, former first international vice-president
of the IATSE, has an appeal pend1939
1940
ing from a sentence of five years in
Per cent
Per cent
Class
No. of Total No. of Total prison and a $10,000 fine imposed in
Social Category. .. 54
9.25 35
6.69
the Federal court in St. Louis folCrime, Horror
139
23.80 108
20.65
lowing conviction of violating the
Musical
19
3.25 27
5.16
Western, Action..
160
27.40 115
22.00
Federal
anti-racketeering law. He
Miscellaneous
212
36.30 238
45.50
was
permanently
enjoined from parTotals
584
100.00
523
100.00
ticipating in the affairs of Local
Detailed statement of the PCA's 143 by Circuit Judge Ernest F. Oakgeneral activities during 1940 folley of St. Louis last April, when
lows:
the court ousted him and Nick from
1940
control
of Local 143.
Total Number of books, synopses, plays
and stories read
461t
Curiously, it was a decision by
Number
of scripts
read
(including
Judge Oakley which apparently
changes)
2595
paved the way for Weston to again
reviewed
1362*
Number of pictures
consultations.
1453
Number
of opinions
written,
dealing
get a Local 228 card. The Court
with stories, scripts, pictures, etc... 4708
a year ago ruled that Weston had
never been a legal member of Local
t Includes short subjects.
143. The IA accordingly takes the
* more
Includesthan a once.
number
of pictures reviewed
position that his transfer to Local
143 was never effective, so Weston
N. H. Booth Measure Dies
was entitled to continue as a Local
Concord, N. H. — A bill which would 228 member.
have prohibited the issuance of liFewer Can. Cuts, Rejections
censes to motion picture operators
Despite Strict War Censorship until they had satisfied licensing
"Pvt. James Stewart"
Detroit — "Private James Stewart,
Despite stricter war-time censor- boards that their projection equipment was housed in fireproof booths,
ship in Canada, the trend has been
U. S. A.," is being advertised in
towards reduced cuts and rejections has been killed by the House, in the
display type in newspaper ads by the
Adams Theater currently. Film is
of American pictures, according to State Legislature here.
"Vivacious Lady," with Ginger
Will
H.
Hays'
annual
report
as
MPPDA prexy.
comAcademylessAward
New Dodge-Matson Firm
Rogers, but
binationthe
even proved
important
In 1940, Canada imported 455 U.
in advertising than the Army tieup,
Martin Dodge and Carlton K. MatS. pix, 42 British films and in the son have formed a new public relawith pictures of Stewart in uniform
tions firm, with offices in the RKO
early part of the year, 56 French Building,
easily making all the papers.
features, Hays states.
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Your theatre is your show
window. Don't waste it. Keepjj
it fresh . . . clean . . . colorfulL

Change frequently. Plan caref •
r

11

w'w

"i ■

-.-ill

advertising and it will dravi
people in. . .people who migh |
otherwise not come in. Ancf
that's where those extra prof it|j
come from. Don't let thll
picture die. You have greaf
powers to swell your box
office receipts. But they an
mostly unused. There ar<
dozens of selling ideas in pro!
ducers press -books. Dozen!
of suggestions. Use them'
Don't let your lobby dieL
Don't let your marquee die}
Don't let the picture die. Usf
advertising . . . use it gr<
ciously . . . consistently . .1
according to plan. It will pa
out in the long run . . . for th
long run. Don't let the pictu:
die. Use
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ROSS OF CWTW HITS $30,870,000^ MARK
Studios
Coast's
in
Sharply
Rising
Loans
alent
Expected to Climb
to
$35,000,000 Before General
Irnii; M. P. Service
[Move for Custom-Tailored

Casts Seen as Indicating
[Policy for 5-Block Selling
'est Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Studio trend toward
Lalent loans is sharply indicated by a
(Film Daily checkup
covering the
prst three months of the year which
Jliscloses no less than 58 individual
leals covering players were made by
[oi-oducers during that period.
Large
total
of loan - outs
is
nterpreted
as indicating
several
(Continued on Page 8)

oast Studios Send
14 More Into Work
West Coast Bweau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fourteen pictures are
Scheduled to go into production during the week. Paramount with 9
Uhooting, is the most active studio
currently. The check-up:
At Paramount: Nine shooting, including Harry Sherman's "Parson of
|Panamint,"(Continued
western,
Peter8) B. Kyne
on Page

[ays Testifies Schenck
Known for His Honesty

Headed

by Herron

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Lt. Col. Frederick
L. Herron, former MPPDA foreign
dep't executive and treasurer, is now
in c h a r g e of
the Armytion Picture
Mo- I
Service, it has m
been disclosed.
Lt. Col. Herron replaces ta
Maj. T. J.F
Davis, who has
been named I
Assistant Ex
ecutive Officer]
of The Morale
Division under
which The
Army Motion LT. COL. F. L. HERRON
Picture Service operates.
Lt. Col. Herron's duties are described as "just like running a large
chain of theaters." He is expected
to stay at the film post for "the dura-

Evolve New Merger
Plan for Hoyts, GUT
tion."

Release Dates Are Finished; Pix on Current Engagements Has Grossed $6,750,000 Here, $1,560,000 Abroad

"Gone With The Wind" as of last week-end has a total gross
of $30,870,000 for its roadshow and general release playoffs
throughout the world, with a large percentage of the general

Livingston May Head
Revived MPTO of Neb.

release engagements not yet played,
it was learned yesterday. On the
basis of this figure and the consistently strong attendance it is estimated that its earnings will total

$35,000,000.
Now holding all known records for
gross earnings, it is unlikely that the
Lincoln, Neb. — Re-establishment David O. Selznick production will
of the MPTO of Nebraska as a ever be topped. A costume and era
first-line organization is in the works picture, it will never become dated,
here, with R. R. Livingston, owner making periodical
(Continued onreissues
Page 6) a possiof the Capitol Theater, slated unofficially to head the unit. Association has lagged in activities since
the death of Charles Williams, long
an MPTOA leader.
Livingston has been very close to
the political situation in Nebraska
and has been the front man for the
motion picture industry in all acBanks financing independent protions concerning legislation.
ducers hereafter will insist that
Plan is to get the Nebraska unit enough money be allowed to provide
organized not only as a state-wide for a special sales representative
on Page
7)
it willon Page
be to7) see that
meet- whose duty
sectional
geared for
body but IContinued
(Continued

Indie Pix Must Have
Special Sales Reps.

PRC Closes New Five-Year Sher, Hayes on AAA

Panel,

Sydney (By Cable) — Despite nu- British Distribution Deal
But Won't Hear Pix Cases
merous reports that the proposed
Joseph M. Schenck's reputation
•was highly praised yesterday in operating amalgamation of Hoyts
between
Robert Sher and Joseph Hayes,
Under a deal completed
Union
Theaters
has PRC
|Federal Court by Will H. Hays dur- and Greater
and William J. Gell, managing former U. S. assistant attorneys
(Continued
on
Page
6)
ing the trial of Schenck and Joseph
director of Pathe Pictures, Ltd., the general, who were instrumental in
|H. Moskowitz on income tax fraud
the consent
in the
latter will distribute PRC's programs fashioning(Continued
on Pagedecree
7)
Jcharges. Hays declared that Schenck U. S. Circuit Court Will
(Continued on Page 7)
from 1942 to 1947 at more advanHear Gary Appeal May 7
tageous terms, according- to Leon
Fromkess, PRC's head of foreign and
Wis. Merchants Drop
Chicago — U. S. Circuit Court of domestic distribution.
Theater's Garages
Appeals has set May 7 as the date
exerhas
y
compan
British
Free Outdoor Films
The
Become B.O. Annexes
for hearing's
to start on the Gary
(Continued on Page 6)
on Page
7) te PRC's
distribu
option to
cised its(Continued
Milwaukee — Good news to WisBoston — The Capitol Theater in
Allston, residential suburb, has a new
wrinkle. Manager Joseph Marquis
leased two garages across the street
from the Capitol, and now when a
Capitol patron drives in, he may purchase his theater ticket at the garage.
Or when he alights at the theater his
car will be taken across the street
and stored for him until after the
show. It's the first attempt of this
kind in the Hub.

"Little 3" Mum

on Uniformity

No Clearance Stand Until Problem Arises
War Propaganda Filling
Screens, Senate Hears

A policy of "not crossing bridges
until they come to them" appears
to have been adopted by the socalled "Little Three" on the quesWashington — "If we are pulled intion of whether they will grant an
to this war,
I desire to state with- exhibitor the same clearance as the
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 8)

consin exhibitors is the announcement that free outdoor movies and
weekly cash drawings, which have
been conducted for several years as
trade boosters by the villages of Balsam Lake, Centuria, Cushing, Luck
and Milltown in Polk County, have
been canceled by mutual agreement
among the commercial clubs of each
village. Business men who have
sponsored
the justify
shows the
decided
turn did not
cost. the re-
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MARKET

STOCK
High

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2%)
■■•■
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
135
do pfd
17514
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
31%
do pfd
108%
Paramount
12%
Para. 1st pfd
Para.
2nd
pfd
11%
Pathe Film
8Vi
RKO
20th Century-Fox
.. 6
20th Century-Fox pfd. 17l/2
Univ. Pict. pfd.. .....1541/2
Warner
Bros.
3 Vi
do pfd
59%
NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3 Vis46
Para. B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 95 Vi
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95%
NEW
YORK
CURB
Monogram Picts
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
8%
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . 7
Universal
Picts

Low

Net
Chg.

Close

135
175

1
17

V2

313/4
1 08%
12%
111/4

8 'A

313/4
108%
12%

+
+
+

3/8
3/g
%

111/4

8 1/2

6
6
17%
171/2 ..
1 541/2 1541/2 -f3
31/4 +
591/2
59% +
MARKET

95% 95%
95% 95%
MARKET
8%

8%

'6%

'6%

Exhibs. to Get Pix Info.
First-Hand at Coast Meet

Philadelphia — Hearing on a bill in
equity filed in Common Pleas Court,
No. 6, by Lewen Pizor against
Charles Segall, Louis Segall, Catherine Segall, Sablosky Eastern Theaters, Inc., and Boro Theater Corp.
yesterday will be held next Monday
before Judge J. L. Levinthal. Appointment of a receiver to handle
the theater properties and a temporary injunction will be asked at
the same time.
The action was preceded by a
judgment for $55,124, entered March
29, by Charles Segall in Common
Pleas Court, No. 6. on a lease for the
Apollo, Philadelphia, of which he is
the lessor, and Segall and Pizor are
the lessees, following default in four
months' rent. Various charges
against Segall are made by Pizor in
his bill.
Pizor, UMPTO head, and Segall,
former UMPTO president, are partners in four local houses, the Ace,
Tioga, Chelten and Apollo.

MPTOA's selection of Los Angeles
for its annual conventoin was made
for the purpose of allowing exhibitors to get first hand information on
pictures
from the
"Bier after
Five" Aug;.
that
will be offered
to them
31 when the consent decree in the
New York equity suit becomes effective. Sessions are to be held at
the Ambassador Hotel. June 8-12.
in conjunction with the Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Theater
Owners.
Delegates are expected to be R'iven
opportunities to discuss product with
producers and to Ret a line on forthcoming: programs, as well as observe
pictures in production.
Because of the new system of
selling by five major companies
starting- in September, MPTOA executives believe that Los Angeles
is the logical place for the convention. Tentative plans to hold the
conclave in Excelsior Spring's. Mo.,
were discarded in favor of Califor-

D of I to Oppose Appeal
Move by Nick and Weston Will Correct Phraseology
to Van Derveer
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY In Award

riNANCIAL
NEW

Pizor-Segall Law Suit
To Be Heard on Monday

Stoneman Suit Dropped
Discontinuance of the $250,000
damage suit of David Stoneman
against Stephen A. Lynch was filed
yesterday in the New York Supreme
Court. Plaintiff, an attorney, was
seeking to recover fees claimed to
be due for services performed during
reorganization of Paramount Pictures from 1933-35.

Washington — Department of Justice officials said yesterday that the
matter of restoring Clyde A. Weston,
former business agent of Local 143,
operators, of St. Louis to membership in Local 228, East St. Louis,
after conviction on Federal charges
was entirely up to the union. Department officials indicated they will
take no action in this regard.
However, it was revealed yesterday that the Department is filing a
brief with the Federal Court in St.
Louis opposing the appeal taken by
Weston and John P. Nick, former
IATSE vice-prexy, to reverse their
conviction of violating the Federal
anti-racketeering law. The Department of Justice is following the regular procedure in attempting to uphold the conviction in the higher
court.

"Dragon," Disney's Next;
Fantasound for "Bambi"?
Walt Disney will release "The Reluctant Dragon" via RKO as his
next feature and campaigns are now
being prepared for the pix which
has Bob Benchley starring.
Whetheron Disney's
"Bambi"
will be
recorded
Fantasound
and released
on the same basis as "Fantasia" has
not been determined.
Boston — David Adkins, manager of
New England Town Hall, has been
named promotion manager for Walt
Disney in this territory.

$60,000 In Brockton Fund
Benny's Violin Aids Greeks
Chicago — Jack Benny will auction
off his violin at tonight's Greek War
Benefit here. Show is expected to
net $20,000.

Chicago — Although a decision apparently favorine E. F. Van Derveer,
operator of the State Theater, Morris.
over
Inc.,Charles
was han-Z.
ded111.,down
by Loew's,
Arbitrator
Henkle last week, a definite, clearcut award is being- held up pending
correction in the phraseology.
A copv of the decision with sug-gested chang-es is now in the hands
of M-G-M lawyers in New York.
Should M-G-M refuse to accede to
the chane-es it will be necessary to
hold another hearing.
Chang-es would eliminate reference
to 1940-41 from the award proper.
it is understood.

COmmG and G0IDG
MRS. SAM ROSEN of New Haven has joined
her husband in Miami for a few weeks.
DELL GOODMAN, Canadian sales manager for
Paramount, has arrived in Toronto from New
York.
NORMAN

TAUROG,

Metro

director, arrives

here Friday from the Coast for a vac?'
JOSEPH COULD and HYMAN GLIC
of the SPG, go to Washington, tomorrow.

J\N

LEON NETTER, Paramount theater department
exec, returns today from New Orleans.
RUBE JACKTER has returned to the Columbia
home office after a vacation
in Florida.
NORMAN LAURIE. 20th-Fox theater partnei
in Johannesburg, S. A., left yesterday for California to spend several weeks before leaving
for South Africa, via New York.
ARCHIE
dorf.

MAYO

and his wife are at the Wal

MAX KRAVATZ, special representative for th<
Dr. Christian pictures, is in town.
director
CHARLES B. MOSS, managing
the Criterion, and MRS. MOSS,
return
her*
today from
Florida.
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON is stopping a
the Waldorf.
has arrived in Ne
MAUREEN
O'SULLIVAN,
York
for a short
stay.
days.
MARY BETH HUGHES is in town for a few
CAROLYN
New York.

LEE has arrived in Hollywood fron

NORTON RITCHIE, head of Monogram's for
eign department, and WILLIAM GELL, distribu
tor of Monogram product in Great Britain, leavi
today by plane for Los Angeles to attend th
company's annual convention.
RAPHAEL HAKIM is at the Pierre.
BERNARD KREISLER, Universal short subject
manager, left yesterday for a swing arouni
Middle-West
offices.
WILLIAM SEITER, with his wife the forme
MARION
NIXON,
arrive here today.

AMPP Accepts Invitation
To Mexican Film Festival
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI LI

Hollywood — Y. Frank Freeman
president of Association of Motioi
Picture Producers, announced Holly
wood has accepted invitation of Pres
ident Camacho of Mexico to attenc
the Mexican motion picture festiva
April 12-14 in Mexico City. A dele
At Metro's home office yesterday, gation of Hollywood personages wil
it was said that the company's atti- attend the affair.
week. tude would be clarified within the
James Roosevelt had original!;
planned to take a press delegatioi
to
Cityin for
of "Po
O' Mexico
Gold" but
viewpremiere
of the festiva
Wagner Billboard Measure and
personal invitation from Presi
Reaches Final Vote Today dent Camacho he expressed his wis!
to withdraw his own plan in favor o
participation and has bee]
Albany — Assemblyman Robert F. industry
made a member of the committee i:
Wagner's outdoor advertising- bill charge of arrangements.
yesterday was put over in the assembly for final vote today. The
Burrows anti-discrimination measure
went over until tomorrow.
Davidson bill amending civil rights
law in relation to refusal of admission to or wrongful ejection from
places of amusement, theaters, etc.,
of people more than 21 except for
abusive speech or conduct will be up
foi consideration today. Measure has
From
been amended now to eliminate apTHE FILM
DAILY to
plication to motion picture theaters.

Boston— More than $60,000 has
now been raised for families of the Spitz Off Racing Group
13 firemen killed in the fire which
Chicago — Leo Spitz has resigned
wrecked the Strand Theater in as a member of the Illinois Racing
Brockton in March.
Commission.

Charles B. Pair.
Arthur Hirsch
W. Arthur Rush
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Gross of GWTW Hits

Evolve New Merger
Plan for Hoyls, GUT

$30,870,000 Mark
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

been definitely called off, it was
stated yesterday by authoritative
sources actively concerned with the
two theater chains that a new plan
has been evolved as a basis for discussion, and that conferences are under way now in an attempt to complete the deal.
Under the original plan the two
companies were to have been merged
in a pooling setup for a 20-year period, with General Theaters Corp. to
have been the operating company.
Numerous conferences were held
here and in the U. S., with negotiations finally stalled. It is also reported that a representative of interests holding stock in Hoyt's will
come here from the U. S., but his
identity was not disclosed.
Thesis of the plan is to effect operating economies and strengthen
product lineups.

Clerics Okay Sunday Pix
For Men in Uniform Only
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Alexandria (Va.)
Ministerial Association yesterday
qualified its absolute opposition to
Sunday movies in Alexandria, voting to have only members of the
armed forces permitted to attend
Sunday shows, with citizens to be
excluded.

Warners
Buy "Corn
Green"
West Coast Bureau
of THE IsFILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, yesterday bought "The Corn Is Green,"
Ethel Barrymore's current Broadway
stage hit, as vehicle for Bette Davis.
Price was not disclosed.

WEDDING
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Nelson himseli

▼
was never the author oi a more

withering
"broadside"
in a military
sense
and his UA aides were in a promotional sense
end
When
all the shootin' was over
also in the thick of the space-grabbing fray — ■
were
which

dripping with photos
and yarns
anent
moves into the Music
Hall tomorrow

than Lord Margolies
over the past week— with Morris Helprin
the metropolitan dailies
"That

Hamilton Woman"
The Sunday Times,

Herald
Tribune,
News,
Mirror, Journal- American,
PM's
Weekly
and the Saturday editions of the World-Tele, Sun, Post, Journal-American,
et al
each gave the pic a tremendous "break"
The reason
for it springs from two sources:
(1) the enterprise of the MargoliesHelprin
forces
and (2) the downright
conviction
(on the current
q.t.) of film editors and critics
that U A and Korda have a whale
of a hit on their hands
powerhouse "Rebecca" made

T

— that the
its bow

T

opus

is UA's

best

since

the

▼

• •
• NOT only in noozeprint did "That Hamilton Woman"
dominate
but in the exploitation class
Witness:
Four special windows
at 5th Ave. Bonwit
Teller
Huge
painted sign (30 x 70) in the Great White Way area
Display
in Lady Hamilton Room at Gimbel's Hearst exhibit
1,000
one-sheet snipes throughout Greater N. Y
200 windows, including special displays in Hilton Clothes stores
600 threesheets in suburban spots
550 special one-sheets in BMT and
Independent subways
— and the display of the Lord Nelson
painting by Gainsborough in the Radio City Music Hall
which Gertrude Lawrence will unveil this afternoon at one o'clock
Barker
Bros., of Los Angeles, owners
of the painting
which is valued at $100,000
have authorized placing it at auction for the benefit of British Charities
T
T
T
• •
•
MANY
of Hollywood's
leading
stars and directors
will sponsor the art exhibition to be held by the Screen Publicists Guild
of N. Y
58th St. and
Norman

Frederick G. Magee, Burget Director of Ross Federal Service Inc.
and Ross Federal Research Corp.
was married last Saturday to Alice
G. Heslin.

LORD

Young

from
Sixth

April
Ave

McLeod, Edward

20-30

at the Barbizon-Plaza Gallery
John Barrymore, Douglas Fairbanks,

—
Jr.,

bility. What its final total earnings
will be, is hard to estimate, but it
is likely that the figure will go over
the $40,000,000 mark. Earning?- sn
far have been sharply hit by' i'
foreign
revenue
the a picture
would
war
which
shut off
great deai-^i'
surely have garnered.
The Film Daily was the first paper to make an estimate that the
film would go well over the $20,000,000 mark on the roadshow engagements,
$30,000,000
or more
estimated with
for the
combined
roadshow
and general release grosses.
Approximately $22,580,000 was
earned on the first-run playoff. On
the current engagements it has
grossed approximately $6,750,000 in
the domestic market, and $1,560,000
in the foreign market, with this
figure probably higher due to latetries. ness of reports from many coun-

Immediate Bargaining
Asked by SPG of Majors
New York SPG has sent letters
to the heads of seven of the eight
majors, asking for immediate collective bargaining for the five categories of home office publicists conceded
by the producers at the recentlyconcluded formal hearings before
NLRB Trial Examiner Dan Baker
to be within the appropriate bargaining unit. Warners, which made no
concessions, was not included in the
request.
Oral arguments will be heard tomorrow at the Board's offices in
Washington in the Guild's petition
as the appropriate collective bargaining agency for home office publicists
employed by the eight majors. The
SPG will be represented by Joseph
Gould, president, and Hyman Glickstein, Guild counsel.

G. Robinson, Josef von Sternberg and Roland

are among those who
tions to sponsor the exhibit

have already accepted Guild invita-

Brewster Sues Technicolor, Heidt and Ork in Roxy
Claims Patent Infringed
P.A. as "Gold" Debuts

Cincinnati — Abe Libson, connected
Technicolor, Inc., and Technicolor
with RKO interests here was married Saturday to Helen Knecht of Motion Picture Corp. were named
defendants yesterday in a $100,000
the RKO personnel.
damage and injunction suit filed in
The Harry Fishmans of the Fish- the Federal Court by Percy Douglas
man Theater circuit in Connecticut, Brewster. The suit claims the inannounce the engagement of their
fringement of plaintiff's patent described as "a method and apparatus
daughter, Jean, to Dr. Aaron Hoffman of Bridgeport.
for color cinematography."
Manchester, N. H. — Marriage in- Rosenzeig Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services for Mrs. Esther
tentions have been filed at City Hall
here by Carroll T. Wilson, theater Rosenzeig, mother of Charles, Mormanager, of Middlebury, Vt., and
ris and Joseph Rosenzeig, all idenVirginia E. Easier, this city.
tified with the trade, will be held at
1 p.m., tomorrow at Park West Memorial Chapel, W. 79th St. Mrs.
Detroit — Ellen Johnson, M-G-M
contract clerk is honeymooning in Rosenzeig died at her home, 120
Florida with her new husband, Ran- Bennett Avenue, yesterday, followdolph (Randy) Hancock.
ing an illness of about a year.

Horace Heidt will make a p.a. at
the Roxy in connection with the
New York premiere of James Roosevelt's "Pot O' Gold" tomorrow. Heidt,
who together with his Musical
Knights
is making his film debut in
ing.
"Pot O' Gold," will headline the
Roxy stage revue at the 9 p.m. show-

U. S. Circuit Court Will
Hear Gary Appeal May 7
(Continued from Page 1)

anti-trust case against the major
companies. Date formerly was April
11. Attorneys for the defense and
plaintiffs have filed their papers in
the case.

ST
"Sy Son, My Son!" and "Yes, my
Darling
are first-runin feature Daughter"
attractions, respectively,
the
houses of two Altec inspectors. A
boy weighed in at the home of
George LeBlanc, Altec man in Waterloo Iowa, and a girl is providing
intermittent sound effects at the J.;
B. Peseks'. Pesek is an Altec in
spector in the Chicago territory.
Pittsburgh — Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Mungello, who operate theaters in
Burgettstown and Slovan, are the
parents of a new 6% pound baby
girl, born at the Magee Hospital
here.
Springfield, Mass. — A son was born
Snnday to Samuel Goldstein and Mrs.
Goldstein at the Western Maternity
Hospital. Goldstein is vice-president
of Western Massachusetts Theaters,
Inc.
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Hays Testifies Schenck
Known for His Honesty
(Continued from Page 1)

..as known for his honesty, integrity
ind square shooting, and that he had
lever found the defendant unco>perative in advancing' the moral and
educational values of motion pic:ures. Hays reiterated his views in
:he face of cross-examination which
-ought to discredit Schenck.
Gene Fowler took the stand to tes:ify on behalf of Moskowitz. Fowler said that he knew many people
familiar with the defendant and that
:hey all had a good word for him.
Benjamin Miggins, a foreign department executive of 20th-Fox, deiailed the activities of Schenck while
in Europe in 1936-37 to refute the
Government's assertion that both visits had been of a private nature. The
witness related that Schenck had
signed up a number of actors and
producers, had addressed the convention of the company and had been
instrumental in securing a number
of theaters to exhibit films.

PRC Closes New Five-Year
British Distribution Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

1941-42 lineup of 24 features in the
U. K., it was also disclosed.

R. George Fleitman Joins
PRC as Aide to Fromkess
R. George Fleitman has been appointed assistant to Leon Fromkess,
vice-president in charge of domestic and foreign distribution. Fleitman for 10 years was chief accounting officer for Fox Theaters Corp. and
until recently was affiliated with Leo
T. Abbe, certified public accountant,
-resigning to accept the PRC post.

Sher Hayes on AAA Panel
But Won't Hear Pix Cases
(Continued from Page 1)

i New York equity suit, have been
■ named members of the American Arbitration Association panel of arbi; trators to sit strictly on commercial
cases. They will not be permitted to
hear any complaint concerning the
motion picture industry.
Sher and Hayes recently resigned
their Government posts to become
partners in a private law firm in
Washington.

HLfllS

"Flight From Destiny"

with Thomas Mitchell, Geraldine Fitzgerald,
Jeffrey Lynn

(Continued from Page 1)

Tigs when problems arise. Sections
vould be located in at least four
"ongressional districts with a unit
y^president in each district.
^"Tvingston
giving a
rreat
deal of currently
time to theis scheduled
neeting of state exhibitors in Omaha
lext month.

I16UJ

with Loretta Young, Robert Preston, Edward
Arnold, Gladys George
Universal
87 Mins.
LARGE SCALE WESTERN SAGA WHOSE
ILLOGICAL STORY HANDICAPS AN ABLE
CAST AND DIRECTION.

Cheyenne"

Although done on a large scale, this fea-

Warners
PSYCHOLOGICAL

DRAMA,

74

Mins.

SPLENDID-

LY DONE, IS IN THE "DIFFERENT" CLASS.
Departing from the generally accepted
story classifications, Warners have produced
a psychological drama that is definitely in

ture's story is pretty much a "pattern"
affair, whatever originality it possesses

the "different" category. The story has
a lot of power, the cast is splendid, the direction is intelligent and the staging is

springing from the angle of how Wyoming's
women got the vote, — and the incredible
circumstances of that achievement.

first-rate, but general audience reaction is

Without

being prepared to argue the

point, it seems somewhat far-fetched that
a character such as Loretta Young is called
upon to portray succeeded in a political
reformation of any State. Her performance
of the naive little Pennsylvania Quaker who
is transplanted in Wyoming and there
teaches school is far more delightful than
the screenplay
is convincing.
The other bright spots of "The Lady
From Cheyenne" can be set down as the
sincere and enthusiastic acting by a wellselected cast, and the excellence of Frank
Lloyd's direction of a loose screenplay. There
is much in the offering to please the average audience, such as excitement, heroics,
chicanery, gunplay, fisticuffs, et al, — yet
the picture falls short of the really hardhitting epics of the West, and seem to hover
more in the stratum of the overgrown variety
of everyday western.
Robert Preston is the young lawyer for
the Edward Arnold gang, who goes to the
Wyoming Legislature, and finds out rather
late in his political career that he loves his
"foe" — Loretta Young.
The latter has as her supporters in the
suffrage battle the small-town housewives
and henpecked hubbies of her community,
plus the ladies of the evening in Ole
Cheyenne (indeed suffrage was a democratic movement!!. Why the comely Miss
Young wanted her sex to get the ballot was
merely a matter of convenience, — to form
an all-femme jury to convict (without deliberation) the villainous Arnold. His conviction she held essential because he was
the cruel, didn't-stop-at-murder, boss of the
town, and tried to get her little plot of
land along the "river" to serve the ends of
graft.
It's all quite usual meller.
CAST: Loretta Young, Robert Preston, Edward Arnold, Frank Craven, Gladys George,
Jessie Ralph, Stanley Fields, Willie Best,
Samuel S. Hinds, Spencer Charters, Clare
Verdera, Alan Bridge, Joseph Sawyer, Ralph
Dunn, Harry Cording, Charles T. Aldrich,
Dorothy Granger, Marion Martin, Gladys
Blake, Sally Payne, Iris Adrian, June Wilkins,
Charles Williams, Erville Alderson, Emmett
Vogan, Roger Imhoff, William Davidson,
James Kirkwood, Emory Parnell.
CREDITS: Producer-Director, Frank Lloyd;
Original Story, Jonathan Finn, Theresa Oaks;
Screenplay, Kathryn Scola, Warren Duff;
Cameraman, Milton Krasner; Art Director,
Jack Otterson; Costumes, Vera West; Sound
Supervisor, Bernard B. Brown; Musical Director, Charles Previn; Associate Producer,
Jack H. Skirball.
DIRECTION,
Top.

Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Tip-

difficult to gauge. The idea of a man committing a"socially necessary" murder may
not appeal to some people. However, exhibitors have a number of exploitation possibilities and the picture deserves attention
on its merits.
Thomas Mitchell gives a fine portrayal
of the college professor doomed to die in six
months because of a heart condition. His
philosophy makes his murder of Mona Maris
completely believable. Jeffrey Lynn and
Geraldine Fitzgerald are personable and
competent as the young married couple.
James Stephenson is excellent in a supporting role, but it is regrettable that he does
not get more to do. Miss Maris is probably
the only weak spot in the cast. Her characterization as a ruthless and unrepentant
woman, with Lynn under her thumb, is not
as convincing as it might have been. Jonathan Hale, Thurston Hall and Mary Gordon
contribute effective support.
Credit for the intelligent direction goes
to Vincent Sherman, and credit for the ably
contrived screenplay goes to Barry Trivers.
Although Mitchell's murder is telegraphed
early in the story, once the film gets underway after a slightly hesitant beginning there
is considerable suspense that is skillfully
built to a climax, with an unusual twist to
wind it up. All technical phases of the picture are first-rate.
Miss Fitzgerald goes to Mitchell shortly
after he has learned he is to die, and tells
him she feels she is losing her husband, Lynn.
Mitchell starts investigating and discovers
that Lynn is copying old masters which Miss
Maris is selling in her art gallery. He warns
her to leave Lynn alone, but when she refuses he kills her. Mitchell then has a job
convincing the police and district attorney
that he committed the murder because
strong evidence points to Lynn.
He finally does get convicted, but before
he goes to the death house he discovers
that his taking the law in his own hands
has caused another such crime, and he realizes that whatever motive he may have
had no human has the right to willfully kill.
CAST:

Thomas Mitchell, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Jeffrey Lynn, James Stephenson,
Mona Maris, Jonathan Hale, David Bruce,
Thurston Hall, John Eldredge, Hardie Albright, William Forrest, Weldon Heyburn,
DeWolf Hopper, Mary Gordon, Alexander
Lockwood, Frank Reicher, Willie Best, Libby
Taylor.
CREDITS: Produced by Warners; Direction, Vincent Sherman; Screenplay, Barry
Trivers; Story, Anthony Berkeley; Cameraman, James Van Trees; Editor, Thomas Richards.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Indie Pix Must Have
Special Sales Reps.
(Continued from Page 1)

the product is liquidated as quickly
as possible.
Theory back of the new rule is
that independent product taken over
by major companies for release often does not get the sales attention
it deserves, with the result that negative costs are not returned and the
backers are the losers. The special
sales representative will work in
the field and push play dates on the
independently-made pictures for a
period of 18 months after release.
Distributors and banks are reported to have agreed on the procedure which is to become effective
immediately.

War Propaganda Filling
Screens, Senate Hears
(Continued from Page 1)

out hesitation that a great many of
the producers of motion pictures in
this country may certainly lay the
fault at their own doors," Sen. Robert R. Reynolds (D., N. C.) asserted
on the Senate Floor Monday.
Senator Reynolds, protesting bitterly that the screens are filled with
war propaganda, charged that the
Trans-Lux Newsreel Theater has
been turned into a house of propaganda and the pictures which are
shown there elicit from the audience
reactions which are calculated to be
productive of hysteria.
He pointed with some pride to the
fact that in Brazil those in theater
audiences are forbidden to express
their views.

McKean Named by Para.
As Special Shorts Rep.
Tom McKean, Paramount salesman in Oklahoma City, has been
appointed special short subjects representative inthe territory covering
Dallas, Oklahoma City and Memphis. Appointment of Ted Mendenhall as special representative for
Kansas City, St. Louis and Des
Moines, thus completing the recently organized short subjects department, was announced two weeks ago.
Mendenhall was Omaha branch manager. Oscar Morgan heads the short
subjects department.

"Sis Hopkins" Overflow
Going to Two Theaters
St. Louis — With a sellout at the
Fox indicated for the world premiere
here Friday of Republic's "Sis Hopkins," plans were being made last
night to handle the overflow at the
adjoining first-run Missouri and St.
Louis theaters. Greek War Relief
gets premiere's net proceeds.
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Coast Studios Send
14 More Into Work

Talent Loans Rise on Coast
58 Individual Deals by Studios in 3 Mos.
(Continued from Page 1)

things, among them a general producer desire to give product custom-tailored casts. While the vast
novel, with Charlie Ruggles, Phil
majority
of the player deals affect
Terry, Ellen Drew, Joseph Schildkraut and Porter Hall. William Mc- pictures on this season's program,
Gann directing; "Nothing But the what is transpiring in this connection
Truth," comedy, with Bob Hope and is accepted as a forecast of what may
Paulette Goddard, supporting cast be expected when the "Big Five"
including Edward Arnold, Helen Vin- tackle the production of films to be
son and Lief Erickson. Elliott sold next season on the five-block
Nugent directing, and is an Arthur
Scarcely less significant, too, is
Hornblow, Jr., production; "World plan.
Premiere," comedy-mystery, starring what a breakdown of the 58 loan-outs
John Barrymore, Frances Farmer, discloses. Of the 50 individual deals,
Ricardo Cortez and Fritz Feld. Di- no less than 38 concerned actors, thus
rector, Ted Tetzlaff. Sol C. Siegel attesting once again to the serious
production.
shortage of male talent with box
At Columbia : Three shooting including office potentialities.
"Blondie In Society," ninth in the series,
Most active loaning studio in the
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms
and Daisy again will be featured with Frank period covered by the survey was
B. Strayer directing and Robert Sparks pro- Metro, with 13 player deals; Paraducing; "Betty Co-Ed."
Keeler, Harriett
Hilliard, musical,
Gordon with
OliverRuby
and
mount was second with 11, and WarOzzie Nelson and his Band, Charles Judels,
ners, third, with 10.
Kathleen Howard, George Lessey, Byron FoulColumbia, which loaned a single
ger and Don Beddoe. Edward Dmytryk directing under production supervision of Irving player to three other producers, itBriskin with Louis DaPron directing the dance
self was accommodated by other studios with 10 loans. The Columbia
routines; "Obituary," (temporary title) melodrama, with Eileen O'Hearn, Frank Craven figures are given added interest by
and Edgar Buchanan. Charles Barton directing for Producer Jack Fier.
the fact that the company in its
At M-G-M: Seven shooting.
answer to the amended complaint in
At RKO-Radio:
Seven shooting.
At Republic : Four shooting, including the New York equity suit, just filed,
"Thunder Over the Ozarks," western, Nick contends that it is forced to borrow
Grinde directing for producer Armand Schaef- and loan stars in order to survive.
er.
(Hollywood talent loans recently
At 20th Century-Fox: Five shooting, including "Man With a Shovel," drama, with came in for attack via a TNEC monoGeorge Montgomery, Osa Massen and J. Cargraph, which charged, among other
rol Naish. Ray McCarey directing, associate producers, Ralph Dietrich and Walter things, that "competition between the
major companies has been minimized
Morosco.
Original by Dalton Trumbo.
At Universal: Eight shooting including, "In since 1930 by the device of loaning
(Continued from Page 1)

the Navy," comedy, with Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello. Director, Arthur Lubin ; associate producer, Alex Gottlieb ; "Too Many
Blondes," musical, with Rudy Vallee, Helen
Parrish, Jerry Cowan, Eddie Quillan, Iris
Adrian and Lon Chaney, Jr. Director, Thornton Freeland ; "Beyond the Law," melodrama.
Director, George Waggner.
At Warners: Seven shooting.
At Monogram: Four shooting, including
Lindsley Parsons' "King of the Zombies,"
drama, with Henry Victor, Joan Woodbury,
Dick Purcell, Leigh Whipper and Manton
Moreland. Jean Yarborough directing; Edward Finney's "The Pioneers," James Fenimore Cooper novel, starring Tex Ritter, others
in cast include Slim Andrews. Red Foley,
Daya O'Dell, Wanda McKay. Al Herman directing.
At Producers Releasing Corp.: Two shooting, including "The Lone Rider Gallops to
Glory," western, Sig Neufeld producing and
Sherman Scott directing.

Club's
Boston
led
Are yInstal
Officers Variet

PARAMOUNT
Fred MacMurray to Warners for "Dive
Bomber" ; Frances Gifford to Republic for
their serial "Jungle Girl" ; Virginia Dale to
Republic for "The Singing Hills" ; William
Holden to Columbia for "Texas"; Susan
Hayward to Columbia for "Adam Had Four
Sons," Robert Sherwood Prod. ; Richard
Denning to Columbia for "Adam Had Four
Sons," Robert Sherwood Prod. ; Robert Preston to Universal for the Frank Lloyd Production, "The Lady From Cheyenne," to RKO
for "Parachute Battalion" and to Universal
for "Unfinished Business" ; Jackie Cooper to
Columbia for "Her First Beau"; Brian
Donlevy to M-G-M
for "Billy
WARNER
BROS.the Kid."
Bette Davis to Samuel Goldwyn for "The
Little Foxes" ; Anthony Quinn to 20th-Fox for
"Blood and Sand"; Donald Crisp to M-G-M
for "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"; Mildred Coles
to RKO for Jerrold Brandt's production
"Scattergood Pulls the Strings" ; George Brent
to Columbia for "They Dare Not Love" and
Edward Small for "G-Man vs. Scotland Yard" ;
Wayne Morris to Paramount for "I Wanted
Wings" ; Olivia de Havilland to Paramount
for "Hold Back the Dawn" ; Ronald Regan
to M-G-M for "Bad Man."
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
Jane Withers to Columbia for "Her First
Beau" ; Sheldon Leonard to Paramount for
"Buy Me That Town"; Don Ameche to
Paramount for "Kiss the Boys Good-Bye";
Henry Fonda to Paramount for "Lady Eve" ;
George Sanders to M-G-M for "Rage in
Heaven" ; George Reeves to Alexander Korda
Prod. ; John Loder to Paramount for "One
O. SELZNICK PROD.
Night DAVID
in Lisbon."
Ingrid Bergman to Columbia for Robert
Sherwood's production. "Adam Had Four
Sons" and to M-G-M for "Rage in Heaven"
and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" ; Joan Fontaine to RKO UNIVERSAL
for "Before the Fact.'

Franchot Tone to Columbia for "She Knew
All the Answers"; Anne Gwynne to M-G-M
for "Washington Melodrama" ; Robert Cummings to RKO for "The Devil and Miss
Jones" and to 20th-Fox
for "Miami."
COLUMBIA
Rita Hayworth to Warners for "Strawberry
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Blonde"
and "Affectionately
Yours"
and to
talent")
Walter Pidgeon to 20th-Fox for "Man 20th Century-Fox
"Blood and Sand."
SAMUEL for GOLDWYN
Hunt" ; John Carroll to RKO for "Sunny" ;
Walter
Brennan
to Universal
for "Nice
James Stewart to James Roosevelt for "Pot
O' Gold"; George Murphy to RKO for "A Girl" ; Gary Cooper
to Warners
for Jesse
Girl, A Guy and a Gob" ; Edward Arnold to L. Lasky's production
"Sergeant
York."
RKO-RADIO
Universal for "The Lady From Cheyenne"
and to Paramount for "Nothing But the
Anne Shirley to Paramount for "West
Truth" ; Robert Montgomery to RKO for Point Widow" ; Charles Laughton to Universal
An Angel." KORDA
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith"; Universal for "Un- for "AlmostALEXANDER
finished Business" and Columbia for "Heaven
Merle Oberon to Warner Bros, for "AffecCan Wait"; Robert Young to 20th-Fox for
"Western Union''; Chill Wills to 20th-Fox
tionately Yours."REPUBLIC
for "Western Union" ; Rosalind Russell (most
John Wayne to Paramount for "Reap the
recently) to Universal for "Hired Wife" ;
Ruth Hussey to Columbia for "Our Wife."
Wild Wind."

Sunshine Productions
Signs Contract With SAG

Hollywood — Sunshine Productions,
Inc., of New York, has signed a contract with the Screen Actors Guild.
The Guild on Monday halted production work by this company on a newsreel version of a radio program in
which Jimmie Fidler was announcer,
which was being shot at a Hollywood
radio studio. The Guild withdrew all
actors from the production because
of failure of company to sign a contract.
Under the contract just signed,
Sunshine will respect the Guild-producer contract minimums and other
conditions of the basic agreement
which covers all motion picture production.

Boston — First officers of the Boston Variety Club since the transition
from the Friar's Club were installed
here yesterday, the ceremonies at
the Hotel Statler attracting John H.
Harris of Pittsburgh, national chief
barker; Bob O'Donnell of Dallas, his
assistant, and James Balmer of
Pittsburgh, national dough guy.
Installed to head the local club
were Martin Mullins, chief barker; Al
Kane, assistant; Harold E. Stoneham, dough guy, and William H.
Erbb, property master.
No Sunday Legit, in U. K.
Mullin paid warm tributes to Steve
London (By Cable) — Sunday legit,
Broidy, former head of the Friars, program of the Government was
and Maurice Wolf, also long identified day.
killed in Commons, 144-136, yesterwith the Friars.

"Little Three" Mum
On Uniformity
(Continued from Page 1)

"big five" when the latter are sdP
directed by an arbitration decision.
Executives of the three companies
not affected by the consent decree ird
the New
equity
— (V #;.' Ti-bia, UnitedYork
Artists
and suit
Univel,
apparently are awaiting until they?
come face-to-face with the situation^
before taking a formal stand.
Ad-|
justment of clearance through arbi-T
tration is binding only on the five*
consenting companies, and only voluntary co-operation by the othei
three majors can make
clearances
changes uniform.
While Columbia and Universal]
could make a quick decision on suchaction, United Artists would have tci
get the permission of each of its
producers to change clearance con-U
tracts. So an attitude of "no com- 1
ment until the situation arises" hasl
been taken by those outside the de-J
cree.

Julius London Arbitration
Case to be Heard April 19

Detroit — Julius London's arbitra j
tion case involving his Midtown The- ,
ater and the alleged unreasonable
clearance granted to the Coliseum
Theater will be heard April 19. RKO.f
Paramount, Warner Bros. and =:
Loew's were named in the complaint, R
After opening arguments at their
week-end it appeared that the cast J

rested largely on the plaintiff's con- '
and Colithe inMidtown
that not
tention
seum were
competition
be- :'
cause they drew different classes oi
clientele although only two blocks
apart. Defendant companies claimed
that an arbitrator has no jurisdic-J
tion in the case because the plaintiff
was seeking determination of a particular run and clearance, which
should be sought under Section 10,
of the consent decree which does,
become effective until Aug. 31,,
Celebs and Emcees Galore not
Therefore, it is claimed, that the,
should be thrown out because
To Attend Ampa's Jubilee case
bringing it under Sections 6 and
8 is subterfuge
for inapplicable
10.
Attendance at Ampa's silver jubi- Section
Both sides will present briefs or
lee ball at the Hotel Edison Friday
night is expected to be the biggest question of jurisdiction by April 12
in
the history
of the
affairs.
At least
40 organization's
celebrities of Goodstein Arbitration Hearing
the entertainment world will be Resuming in Denver Tomorrow
guests and six or seven masters of
Denver — The Goodstein arbitratiof
ceremonies will be on hand to intro- case hearing will be resumed here
duce the galaxy of stars.
tomorrow. Goodstein claims inability to get sufficient product for his
Among those who will attend the
h
party are Graham McNamee, An- Longmont, Colo., Theater.
5 e>
dre Baruch, Bill Slater, from the
11
newsreels; Ed Sullivan, James Dunn, Give Plane In Para. Tie-up
Lucy Monroe, who will sing the naThrough a tie-up concluded betional anthem; Louis Prima and his
tween Paramount and the Piper Aircraft Corp., a Piper Cub plane, and
orchestra, with Lily-Ann-Carol, Connie Klaff, Jack Powers, Frank Fed- $80,000 worth of flying lessons will
erico and "The Original Six"; Ray- be given away in a national defense
mond Massey, Danny Kaye, Willie letter-writing contest based on twe
Howard, Ezra Stone, Arthur Trea- Paramount aviation pictures, "]
cher, Lyle Talbot, Carol Bruce, Leon Wanted Wings," and the forthcoming
Kairoff and others.
"Power Dive."
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STUDY STUDENT PIX HABITS IN 50 CITIES
Add Editorial
342 Names to Arbitration Panels for Films
Hays Reports
. . . "eternal vigilance"

i«

— —

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

=

^ROM the long range industry standpoint,
certainly not the least important pararaphs in the report submitted this week
y Will H. Hays as president of the MPPDA
'ere those which appeared under the terse
-ib-title, "Eternal Vigilance."
Writes the General:

■ :: r

m

"The responsibilities undertaken by the
ldustry on every front of total defense
emand greater vigilance than ever at the
ykes of self-regulation. Our pictures must
erve the entertainment needs of a nation
i possibly its greatest historic moment,
lundreds of thousands of young men, with
rawn from the normal activities of home,
ffice or shop have been transferred to
lilitary training camps from Coast to Coast,
o our greatly expanded navy and our grown- air force. An even greater army of workrs stands behind them.
Entertainment has
more responsible function than ever.

"With the mental, physical and spiritual
lealth of so many at stake, the inevitable
nterference with normal life brings new enertainment problems as well as other soial problems. For many years after the
■Vorld War the backwash of such problems
overed the literature of the day, colored
he demand for amusement, and presented
*reat obstacles to those who sought to exDress a high sense of social responsibility
n the entertainment then offered.
o
j"|N the present emergency we have the
' organization,
the machinery,
the will
| land the means to maintain our public responsibility from the social as well as the
artistic standpoint. It is healthy entertainment which the nation demands. Pictures
do not exist in a vacuum. The screen must
express our traditions, our ideals and our
beliefs as to right living. This may not be
the only test of art, literature or drama,
but it certainly should be the final test of
such a universal medium as the screen.
"With so many strains upon the fibers
:, of society we are fortunate that we have
built up a structure of self-regulation that
permits us to maintain a program of constantly better pictures and gives us the
means to resist the destructive effects which
laxer forms of entertainment might exert
on the screen. This is a period which calls
not only for the maintenance but the
strengthening of our defenses. Motion pic(Continued on Page 2)

Approximately 1.000 Now
Available for Tribunals;
Further Additions Likely
Arbitration panels throughout the
country have been supplemented by
342 names, it was announced by the
American Arbitration Association
yesterday. Additional names brings
the total number of available arbitrators to approximately one thousand in the 28 arbitration tribunals
and it is reported that the lists may
be further supplemented.
Twelve new arbitrators were announced for New York City, including William Randolph Hearst, Jr.,
president and publisher of the N. Y.
Journal- American;
C. Roy Dickin(Continued on Page 5)

Fill Three Canadian
Film Board Vacancies
Montreal — Three vacancies on the
Film Board of Canada were filled
yesterday. Donald Cameron of the
University of Alberta replaces Dr.
Walker Murray, formerly of Saskatchewan University, and Dr. George
Bouchard, (Continued
Assistant
Deputy
Minison Page
5)

Du Pont Film Reports

Wis. Governor

Gets

Ascap "Teeth" Bill
Madison, Wis. — The State Assembly yesterday passed the Cashman
bill putting "teeth" in the Ascap
licensing bill, and the measure now
goes to Governor Heil for his signature.
Measure makes the Secretary of
State the enforcement officer in
licensing and collecting fees from
Ascap and other copyright music organizations operating in the state.
Receipts are estimated at $50,000
yearly under the bill.

Camp Fire Girls Making
Three-Part Survey; Will
Issue Report Next Month

A survey of the motion picture
habits and preferences of high school
students in 50 American cities ha?
been launched by Camp Gire Girls.
Inc., and the results of the studj
will be included in a report to bt
issued May 1.
The survey is being conducted in
three parts, comprising a popularity
ballot on players and pictures, data
as to frequency of attendance and
(Continued on Page 6)

Meet on Neely Bill 20fh-Fox Mexican
Within Next 10 Days
Biz Running Ahead
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sen. Harley Kilgore,
D., W. Va., chairman of the Senate
judiciary sub-committee considering
the Neely divorcement bill, stated
yesterday that he hopes to have a
meeting of his sub-committee within a week or 10 days to decide on

Arriving here yesterday from Mexico City for home office conferences,
Gustave Mohme, general manager in
Mexico for 20th-Fox, stated that
company business is well up for the
first three(Continued
months onof Page
this 4)year com-

(Continued on Page 4)

Atlas Directors Renamed;
Child Actor Bill Clears
Assembly; Senate to Okay Deny RKO Post for Odium

Wilmington, Del. — At the annual
Albany — The child actor employ- stockholders' meeting of Atlas Corp.
ment bill, which transfers authori- held here yesterday, Harry M. DurnA net profit of $1,569,989 for 1940
zation for theatrical performances
Boyd Hatch, Oswald L. Johnafter charges and allownaces for of all kinds, for children under 16 ing, L.ston,
Floyd B. Odium and Samuel
Federal income taxes was reported to educational authorities, passed
(Continued on Page 6)
yesterday by the Du Pont Film the Assembly yesterday without a
Manufacturing Co. This compares dissenting vote. Sponsored by AsArnold to Get More
with $1,650,274
earned in 1939. Howsemblyman Haroldon B.PageEhrlich,
Buf(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued
4)

$1,569,989 Net for '40

Dave

Asks Arbitration

Newcastle Exhib. in Demand

for Metro Pix

An arbitration case under Section
6 of the consent decree was filed
in Philadelphia yesterday against
M-G-M as the defendant company
J. Cheever Cowdin, Universale and Loew's Parkway Theater, Newcastle, Del., as an interested party.
board chairman, will attend two sesComplaint was filed by David Silver,
sions of the four-day conference of of the Earle Theater, Newcastle,
Latin-American
managers
which who charged that M-G-M had refused
(Continued on Page 6)

n atng Cris
"U'sl"
to toba
Con
dintioFlyi
Cowven

(Continued on Page 6)

Trust-Busting Coin

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Report of the House
Appropriations Committee yesterday
recommended $2,325,000 for Thurman W. Arnold's Anti-Trust Division
of the D of J, which is $1,001,200
over the current year and $750,000
more than the Budget Bureau estimate. Enforcement of the anti-trust
laws is a "most urgent" requirement
in the defense program, the committee said. There was no discussion of
film cases in the Department of Justice section.

THE
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, April 2)
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

MARKET
Low

Net
Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2%)
43/4
45/8
4%—
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 23y4
23
23
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
7y2
7'/2
7l/2
East. Kodak
135
135
135
do pfd
175
175
175
Gen. Th. Eq
127'-,
12%
127/8
Loew's,
Inc
32
32
32
do pfd
Paramount
123/8
12l/4
123/8
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
11 1/4 11 1/8 11 1/4
Pathe
Film
8V2
8V2
8'/2
RKO
2%
23/4
27/8
RKO $6 pfd
421/4
41
421/4
20th Century-Fox
. . 6Vs
6
6'/8
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd....
Warner
Bros
31/4
3'/8
3l/8
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46

Vs

+1/4

+
+
+

i/8
^3^
l/8

—

l/8

Loew's deb. 3'/2s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47
Warner Bros.'
6s48 96
96
—
l/8
NEW dbs.YORK
CURB 96MARKET
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 67
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58

69V2
60'/2

Late 1943 Release for
WB "The Corn is Green'
Warners paid $135,000 for "The
Corn Is Green," it was learned yesterday. An odd feature of the
purchase came to light when it
was disclosed that the release date
for the picture will not be before
Nov, 26, 1943.
Paramount was reported yesterday
to have purchased "Out Of The Frying Pan," current Broadway play,
foi $40,000.

Dr. A. H. Giannini stated yesterday
during the trial of Joseph M. Schenck
Joseph H. Moskowitz that
tures are an absolutely necessary factor in and
Schenck's reputation had been so
the nation's total defense.
good that he had been invited to
"It is not enough to follow the letter become a member
of the board of
of our own codes with regard to the prodirectors of the Bank of America
duction and advertising of our screen entertainment. We must be everlastingly vigi- and a number of other organizations. Giannini stated that he had
lant that both in theme and treatment we
known Schenck for the past 22 years,
maintain the spirit of these codes — and
and that his reputation for honesty
that's a job for every individual studio as
and integrity was equal to the best.
well as for the organized industry. The
American public, very rightfully, will not
Fox Film Corp. had a total deficit
at the end of 1933 of $22,271,754
stand for any violations."
Carol F. Hall, CPA, testified. He
0
declared that his analysis of the
REMEMBERING
happenings of the past,
books
of Twentieth Century-Fox
"* largely distant but some recent, the
Film Corp. conclusively demonstrated
significance of those paragraphs — as admirthat Schenck had paid tax on a diviable a statement of industry policy and prodend of $469,064 received in 1937
gram as could be desired — is too appa.ent
which was not properly taxable
to require comment.
And equally so is the fact that strict since the company payment had been
made out of capital and not from
adherence to policy and program will safesurplus.
guard the industry from much grief in the
His testimony was supported by
days to come.
that of Myron A. Fink, another accountant, who showed that no surJai Alai on Pari-Mutuel
plus was available in 1937 because
of the tremendous deficit of the old
Basis, New Md. Threat
Fox company. Fink estimated that
Schenck overpaid $55,442 after acAnnapolis, Md. — Setting- an almost
all Government figures as
all-time record for speed, a bill leg- previouslyceptingpresented.
alizing- Jai Alai fronton, introduced
in the legislature on Saturday, has Driscoll
Dennis' & F.Raftery,
O'Brien,testified
of O'Brien,
as a
already been passed by both branch- character witness for Moskowitz.
es. If signed by the Governor, a
group of Florida promoters will erect New York Assembly Kills
a $250,000 building to house the
sport in Montgomery county. It is
estimated that $500,000 a year would Wagner's Billboard Bill
be collected in State and Federal
Albany — The Assembly after debate defeated 86 to 52, the Wagner
taxes on pari-mutuel bets and admissions.
bill regulating outdoor advertising
on public hig-hways.
The Assembly passed the Ostertag
File Counter Brief in Det.
employment agency regulation bill
which provides $15,000 for enforceRKO Uptown-Royal Suit
ment by the State Department of
Labor.
Detroit — A counter brief has been
filedthebyMontcalm
plaintiff's Theater
counsel Co.
in the
suit "The Light" in Peskay House
of
against
Greenwich, Conn. — A modern and
operators of the Royal Theater and non-sectarian version of the Passion
five distributing companies in reply Play, "The Light," presented by local
to the brief filed by the defendants. talent,
opened a three-day engagement at the Pickwick Theater here
The suit challenges, on behalf of
the RKO Uptown Theater, the right last night. More than 500 persons
of the Royal Theater to have films are in the cast of the production
day-and-date with the RKO Uptown, which was written by Ottis Lucas
which is a second-run theater. No and directed by Don Dero. Ed Peskay,
decision is anticipated for probably operator of the theater, is donating
two weeks.
the receipts from
thecharities.
three days'
performances
to local
(Continued from Page 1)

McNamee. Emanuel Exec.
Philadelphia — Jay Emanuel announced yesterday that Frank L. McNamee, until recently RKO branch
manager here, had joined the Jay
Emanuel theater organization in an
executive capacity.
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THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS IS

Tostal
Telegraph

corpII

CHARGES
'PHONED

FOR
TELEGRAMS
IN APPEAR ON YOUR

COminC and GOMG
ARCHIE MAYO leaves today for Havana for a]
short stay before returning to Hollywood.
S. BARRET McCORMICK
from the Coast.

returned yesterday

ORSON WELLES and his publicity representative, HERBERT DRAKE, have returned \y aftei
spending a few days on the Coast.
V
ROBERT S. BENJAMIN, Pathe LabcT.dtories,
Inc., attorney, has returned from Hollywood.
ARTHUR MAYER, managing director of the
Rialto, left for the Coast yesterday on business.
JUAN
MEDINA,
president
of Latino
Films
Distributing Co., LUIS SANCHEZ AMAGO, vice- t
president, and ALBERTO
MOLA, JR., Cuban exhibitor, are en route here from Havana.
CHARLES COBURN will make a p.a. in Miami
tomorrow at the Tri-Theater world premiere of
"The
Devil and Miss Jones."
ANITA LOUISE returns to Hollywood today
after a six-week p.a. trip.
BETTE
week.

DAVIS

flies back to the Coast next

ROBERT BRUCKNER,
the Coast today.

screen writer, leaves for

LEON NETTER, Paramount theater executive
day.
who is in New Orleans attending a directors'
meeting of the Paramount-Richards Theater. Inc.,
is scheduled to return to the home office MonEDWARD S. CANTER, comptroller of the
M & P circuit, has returned to Boston after a
vacation in Florida. REGINALD MORSE, chief
executive of the Morse and Rothenberg circuit;
LOUIS ROTHENBERG, of the same circuit; LOUIS
STERN, SAM PINANSKI and MARTIN MULLINS,
have also returned to Hub after Florida visit.
JOHN
Florida.

OBOLD,

of

Springer

3|r3Jv

TELEPHONE

BILL.

is

in

The J. B. FISHMANS of the Fishman circuit,
New Haven are due home Saturday after 6 weeks
in Miami Beach. HARRY FISHMAN has also
returned from a Florida vacation.
MORRIS NUNES of Progressive Premium, New
Haven, is visiting the china factories in Ohio.

Pa. Bill Would Restrict
Sunday Juve Admission
Harrisburg, Pa. — Children under
15 would be prohibited admission to
movies on Sunday unless accompanied by parent or guardian under a
bill introduced in the House this
week
by G.
Reps.
Reuben A. Nagel and
Herbert
Gates.

VITACOLOR
PRESENTS
PERFECT

TWO

AND

THREE

COLOR

16mm SOUND PRINTS from your
negatives, including Kodachrome.
Uniform, highest quality, color corrected, permanent, transparent prints
on
GASPARCOLOR
film.
Delivered speedily at competitive
prices! Demonstrations arranged by
appointment. Also complete facilities
for taking 35mm two and three color
negatives.
Two and three color 16mm prints also
tives.
made from 35mm separation negaPhone, write, or wire
HOLLYWOOD
COLORFILM
CORP.
(VITACOLOR)
230
West
Olive Avenue
Burbonk, California
Phone: CHarleston

1600 B'WAY, N.Y.C- CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

Pictures,

66477
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SPRING

And here's the great news to help you enjoy this happy season*
A theatre man just back from Hollywood gives eye-witness, projection
room reports on 6 great M-G-M

productions for coming weeks!

MEN OF
BOYS TOWN

ZIEGFELD
GIRL

LOVE
CRAZY

Spencer Tracy and Mickey
Rooney are headed for
record grosses in this sequel
that tops the original

The biggest screenful
this industry ever saw.
Beyond belief till you
see it with your own eyes.
James Stewart, Judy
Garland, Hedy Lamarr,
Lana Turner and many
others. For the big dough!

Bill Powell and Myrna
Loy in the kind of show
you ask for in your prayers
The funniest in their
entire career. When you
can get hysterical in a
cold projection room, you
know it's in the bag!

"Boys Town". It's got
more heart-throbs, more
thrills than the first one.
Money in the bank!

A WOMAN'S
CE" made after a
A FA
prediction
projection-room screening
of Joan Crawford, Melvyn
Douglas and a big cast in
"A Woman's Face." "IT
WILL BE ONE OF THE YEAR'S
TEN BEST!" You'll hear a
lot about it from now on.
A thrilling masterpiece
of the screen is on the
way to fame and fortune!

BILLY,

a

a

BLOSSOMS
IN THE DUST

An eyeful!KIAnd
in
D"
TH
E
Technicolor! An epic
western that moves like
lightning. Hats off to
Robert Taylor for another
big- time performance.
Not since "Northwest
Passage" has such a
fortune been poured into
an outdoor production.
A Big One in every way!

a

Powerful human document filmed in Technicolor, starring Greer
Garson and Walter
Pidgeon. Its power comes
from the fact that it's a
of a woman's
tru© story
fight
to give a name
to unwanted children.
A woman's picture that
will pack 'em in!
\^m
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Meet on Neely Bill
Within Next 10 Days

20lh-Fox Mexican
Biz Running Ahead
(Continued from Pane 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

nared
to the same neriod of 1940.
Mohme
said the "The
Mark
Of
Zorro" had rolled up terrific gx ->ses .
for the companv on the othiel
ide
of the Rio Grande.

what action will be taken, and particularly on whether hearings will be
held.
Senator Kilgore said the sub-committee is now in the process of collecting all previous data on film
legislation, including copies of the
New York consent decree which will
be a primary consideration, and
stenographic reports of the former
hearings on film measures before
Congressional
committees.

Child Actor Bill Clears
Assembly; Senate to Okay
(Continued from Page 1)

falo, it goes to the Senate for likely
passage there.
School authorities, i.e., boards of
education, etc.), may grant consent
if, in their opinion, such exhibition
or employment is not harmful or undesirable, giving written approval
in advance of performance. Presently, the matter is covered in the
Penal Code, but the bill amends the
education, penal and labor laws
alike.
Earlier in the session, the Senate
passed a somewhat similar bill by
Senator Hampton, but it was killed
in the Assembly Committee. Present measure is an amendment to the
earlier Ehrlich-Hampton bill.

Early Press Screenings
Planned for Welles Film
Arrangements

to hold immediate

press screenings of Orson Welles'
"Citizen Kane" indicate that RKO
has decided to release the picture
shortly. Formal action may come
tomorrow when RKO board of directors is scheduled to meet, although
it was pointed out yesterday that
RKO had not, at any time, announced that it would not release the controversial picture.
Orson Welles has returned from
the Coast and will be on hand for
the press screenings. Reaction to
the press previews may determine
whether "Kane" will go into general
release or be presented initially on
a roadshow basis.

•

•

•
ACCORDING
to Pete Wood
ITO of Ohio's secretary
a missive was received by him t'other day
from an undisclosed member of the org
which read in part —
T

▼

T

• •
• "My dear Pete:
I am enclosing a check for $16.30
to pay my dues
and you will notice that I now only have 163
seats instead of 205
because I cut some of them out
and where I had them is now a room where I have six pinball
machines
and this is the reason why I am able to pay you
my dues
T

T

T

• • • "BUSINESS has been lousy and the only reason I keep
running the show
is because my wife Martha and the grandchildren like the movies
and I figure, if I can break even, I am
saving money
because otherwise the family would have to spend
money for gasoline and admissions to see the shows in Gatesburg
T

T

T

• •
• "I have recently started to run double bills because
the film salesmen told me
all of the first-class houses were
doing it and that it was the thing to do
but Martha is complaining because it has put her behind in her knitting
Next
week I am showing 'Gone With The Wind' and 'Land Of Liberty' on one bill
and have arranged for the lunchroom next
door to furnish meals
T
•

T

•
"ALL of the film salesmen who have been in to see us
have been telling me of how patriotic their companies are because
they are distributing films
for the relief of Great Britain, Greece,
etc
I thought, in the beginning, that we would get these pictures
free on account of this patriotism
but it turns out that the theater
owners must pay for them
so that it winds up with us giving
the

distributors'
T

• •
•
everything

patriotism
T

How

does

this look

T

"I like to receive your bulletins because they tell me
except how to make money out of running my

theater
Can't you do this sometime, although I don't care so
much now
since putting in the pinball machines
"
And that's that
T
T
T
• •
•
THE White House tonight will celebrate a dual event
starting with a birthday party for Crown Princess Martha of Norway
Following an informal family dinner
the President will take
the entire group to the White House preview
of James Roosevelt's
first film, "Pot O' Gold"
starring James Stewart and Paulette
Goddard
This is the first time anyone in the Presidential family
has seen young Roosevelt's initial production
T
T
T

From
THE FILM
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George Jessel
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•

•

UA to be Cocktail Party
Hosts at V. C. Convention

United Artists will be the hosts
at a cocktail party during the seventh annual convention of the national Variety Clubs in Atlantic City
May 15-17 at the Traymore Hotel.
Arthur Kelly, UA vice-president in [:
charge of sales, has informed the
convention committee that the party
would be held on the afternoon of
May 17, immediately following the
boardwalk parade.
Elaborate plans for the affair are
being
worked Harry
out by Gold,
Kelly, Murray
Silverstone,
Haskell '
Masters and Monroe Greenthal.

T

•

money
and
to you, Pete?

He was also optimistic about con- tinuing increases in Mexican business due to a steady theater building- program, which is continually
increasing seating capacity throughout the country. Speaking of new
theaters recently built or under construction, Mohme said that a new
house in San Luis Potosi was asmodern in every respect as any new
theater in this country. He expects
to return to Mexico City this weekend.

•
WINNERS in the national "Ziegfeld Girl" art contest
sponsored by M-G-M in association with the Art Students
League of New York
will be selected next Monday
Judges include Neysa McMein, McClelland Barclay, James Montgomery Flagg, John LaGatta and Gilbert Bundy, leading illustrators and Robert B. Hale, vice-prexy of the Art Students
League

TO THE

COLORS!

Harold Marshall, Metro exploita
tion representative assigned to the
Indiana and Northern Kentucky territory, and working out of the In- dianapolis exchange, has volunteered
for a year's service under the Selective Service Act. He will be in New
York soon to see his family before
leaving for camp.
Lieut. Harold E. Knox of Pathe
Laboratories, Inc., Hollywood, is on
active duty with Signal Corps Training Film Field Unit No. 1 at Fort
Monmouth, N. J.
Cincinnati — Dick Brown, 20th-Fox
shipper, was guest of honor at a
luncheon Saturday, and a farewell
party at the exchange, prior to his
departure for Army training.
New Haven— Adolph Johnson of
the Strand, Harden, reports appointment of his son, Robert as chief
petty officer and physical director
under Gene Tunney, to be stationed
at Jacksonville.
Sidney Lax, Columbia shipper, is
scheduled for a Hartford final exam
next week to pass on his induction
into the Army. Harry Caplan, and
Frank Toth, projectionists at the
Colonial, Bridgeport, have both been
called for training.
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dd 342 Names to
rbilration Panels
(Continued from Page 1)

•n,an president
Printers'
and
George S.ofHarris
of theInk,
School
]'. ■ Newark University.
' _ s newly named for New York
y panel embrace Lloyd Buchman,
torney; Jose Camprubi, editor of
Prensa; Michael N. Chanalis,
?wark attorney; Ralph Foss, Mc•aw-Hill Pub. Co.; John H. Hemway, Everett Jacobs; Irving' Riker,
torney; William E. Stevenson and
muel W. Tannenbaum, attorney.
Supplementary panels follow:
ALBANY
Henry M. Anderson, trustee, City & County
vings Bank, retired business man ; John
Brady, Jr., attorney; Alfred I. Schimpf,
ker. National Commercial Bank & Trust
. ; Judge H. Myron Lewis, attorney, Assoc.
:y Judge of Utica ; Ernest V. Hoit, presiit, E. V. Hoit Corp. and Eugene A. Sporrg, real estate broker.
ATLANTA
VV, Xeal Baird, lawyer; E. L. Booth, credit
mager, Atlanta Milling Co.; Prof. J. L.
mpbell, professor of statistics; Prof. L. E.
mpbell, professor of accounting; T. Elbert
:mmons, International Business Machine
rp. branch manager; Lewis F. Gordon, Sr.,
re-president. Citizens & Southern Nat'l
nk ; Granger Hansell, attorney; Bryon P.
irris, CPA, Arthur F. Morton & Co. ; A.
. Heden, district manager, Sinclair Refining
; Mills B. Lane, Jr., first vice-president,
.tizens & Southern Nat'l Bank; Carl H.
wis, vice-president ; Citizens & Southern
it'l Bank; Harry S. McCowen, lawyer;
iter X. Maddox, vice-president, trust offi-. First Nat'l Bank of Atlanta; Prof. Harold
Murphy, professor of marketing; F. J.
Gara, vice-president, Davison-Paxon ; W. R.
born, CPA, Osborn & Stribling; Thomas
well Scott, attorney; Harry Sommers, presnt, Harry Sommers, Inc., motor cars; W.
lgene Harrington, vice-president, Spartin,
irrington & Thomas, Inc., and Parker G.
nford, sales manager,
Retail Credit Co.
BOSTON
Prof. Raymond G. Blades, lawyer ; Thomas
Barb, Haskins & Sells ; Campbell Bosson,
lamberlin. Stone & Bosson ; Alden C. Brett,
■asurer. Hood Rubber Co.; Matthew Brown,
vyer; Arthur L. Bull, vice-president, Crocki Burbank Papers, Inc.; Albert Minot Chand■■, attorney; Henry M. Channing, attorney;
inforth
W.
Comins,
lawyer;
Courtenay
cker, lawyer; Frederick A. Dakin, State
'lard of Housing;
George
E. Gordon,
at■rney; Arthur P. Hardy, lawyer; Garrett S.
•oag; Ernest A. Johnson, secretary-treasurer,
nlding
& Construction
Trades
Council;
-ederick W. Mansfield, lawyer ; Prof. Leo
'rew O'Neil, Boston
U. ; Henry
Parkman,
.. lawyer; Robert L. Rice. Hood Rubber Co.,
c. ; Ben M. Selekman, Director of American
.wish Philan. ; John E. Tha--''; Prof. Harry
Tosdal, Harvard ; Robert C. Van Amringe,
torney; Wallace N. Watson, Conn. Mutual
{ fe Insurance
Co. ; Raymond
S. Wilkins,
.vyer, and Edward A. Coulihan. Jr., lawyer.
BUFFALO
) Robert W. H. Campbell, Liberty Bank of
jffalo ; Michael Catalano, attorney; Frank
Densburger, Superintendent of Schools ;
_ mes McCormick Mitchell, attorney ; Prof.
nomas Norton, professor of Economics, and
Dbert A. Scott, Equitable Life Assurance
iciety.
CHARLOTTE
' H. R. Biggers, Biggers Bros., Inc., wholele produce; J. L. Blythe, contractor, Blythe
ros. Co.; T. R. Brem, Travelers Insurance
.:>.; F. L. Jackson, secretary and treasurer,
avidson College; C. D. Kirkpatrick, Mutual
life Ins. Co. of N. Y. ; John M. Scott,
BankInc.,
& Trust
Co ; and
A. K.
."achovia
K. Sutton,
president,
Prof.Sutton,
Paul
'heeler, Prof, at Winthrop College.
CHICAGO
Roger K. Ballard, Roger K. Ballard & Co.;
erbert Devereaux, Lake Shore Trust & Savigs Bank; Cyrus J. Dunachie, Stein, Hall &
?.; Geo. P. Ellis, Wolf & Co.; James P.
' ssn.
aynes,of Transportation
of the Esq.,
Chi.
Comm. ; Albert Comm.
G. McCaleb,
wyer;

John

W.

McClure,

Nat'l

Hardwood

'Gentlemen Prefer. . .'
Detroit — Bagley Avenue, center of
United Detroit Circuit, is risking all
currently on its customers' preference
for blondes. The Michigan Theater
is showing "Strawberry Blonde," with
"Blonde Inspiration" holding forth
at United Artists.
Lumber Assn.; Thomas W. Merritt, broker;
Leo T. Norville, Esq., lawyer; Sidney L.
Parry, vice-president, Chicago Stock Exchange; W. A. Patterson, president of United
Air Lines; Raymond E. Rickbeil, accountant;
Lewis J. Ruskin, Ford Hopkins Co. ; Walter
Dill Scott, Northwestern U. Edwin W. Sims,
lawyer; H. L. Stevens, H. L. Stevens & Co.;
Russell Winslow, Richard J. Kuhns, attorney,
and Col. Henry Barrett Chamberlain, Chicago
Crime Comm.
CINCINNATI
Joseph W. Austin, National Life of Vermont ; Oliver G. Bailey, attorney ; Jerome
Clark, Union Central Life Ins. Co. ; Anthony
B. Dunlap, Esq., attorney; Willis D. Gradison,
broker; W. W. Hewett, professor of economics; Julius Holzberg, lawyer; Judge Standley
Matthews, Court of Appeals of Appellate,
Dist. of Ohio; Edward P. Moulinier, attorney, and Walter M. Shohl, attorney.
CLEVELAND
Howard F. Burns, Esq., attorney; C. Herbert Cox, CPA; Louis Cull, Cleveland Chain
& Mfg. Co.; C. R. Cummins, C. R. Cummins
Co.; Hal Griswold, Esq., attorney; Marvin C.
Harrison, Esq., Harrison & Marshman; L. L.
Marshall, attorney; Wm. J. P. Moonan,
Scovell, Wellington & Co., CPA; Frank H.
Pelton, attorney ; Earl L. Shaner, Penton Pub.
Co., and Clare M. Vrooman, attorney
DALLAS
J. E. Hutchinson, Jr., CPA; C. F. O'Donnell. Southwestern Life Ins. Co. ; Ted Robinson, Bordon Co.; Harold S. Star, Dallas Title
& Guaranty Co., and Leslie Waggener, Esq.,
Republic National Bank.
DENVER
John Charles Davis, Davis Bros., wholesale
drugs; A. De Bernardi, Jr., Denver Post.;
Walter J. Morris. National Fuse & Powder
Co.; Richard J. Osenbaugh, Denver Sewer
& Pipe Co. ; Ernest B. Fowler, attorney, and
Paul W. Lee, Lee, Shaw & McCreery.
DES MOINES
M. C. Nelson, Equitable Life. ; William
Widdup, accountant; Fred J. Peterson, Wolf
& Co., CPA; Fred M. Morrison, Valley Savings Bank, and Clyde H. Doolittle, Iowa-Des
Moines National Bank & Trust Co.
DETROIT
F. J. Armstrong, U. S. Radiator Corp. ;
E. W. McFarland, professor of social science;
Paul T. Rankin, Detroit Council of Social
Agencies; Paul W. Voorhies, attorney; Edmund M. Brady, Esq., Matheson, Dixon &
Brady, and Dr. Lent D. Upson, Detroit
Bureau of Governmental Research.
INDIANAPOLIS
Fred J. Hamerin, Business Furniture Corp.,
and A. Rice Emmet,
educator.
KANSAS CITY
Paul Barnett, Esq., attorney; Glen L. Bennett, Equitable Life Assurance Society of
U. S. ; Carlton R. Benton, Public Administrator of Jackson County ; Wendell Cloud, attorney ;Forrest F. Dodds, American Radiator
& Standard Sanitary Corp. ; Edward Fraser,
CPA; Russell F. Greiner, Greiner-Fifield
Lithographing Co.; Cliff C. Jones, Kansas
City Fire & Marine Ins. Co. ; George E.
Powell, Baltimore Bank ; J. Robertson, general counsel of Employers' Reinsurance Co. ;
E. N. Ronnau, Cook Paint & Varnish Co. ;
John
Director
of Boys' Club,
and R. Thornberry,
Carter Tucker,
attorney.
LOS ANGELES
Milo W. Bekins, Bekins Van & Storage
Co.; William C. Mathes, attorney; Dean E.
J. Miller, educator; W. H. C. Ness, National
Cornice Works, Inc. ; Henry Thomson, accountant; J.L. Van Norman, Van Norman
& Morrison, Inc.. and H- M. Walker.
MEMPHIS
Sim F. Clark, Clark, Burke & Co.; Wils
Davis, attorney; T. W. Lewis, Lewis Supply
Co.; Judge R. I. Moore, Board of Bar Examiners; James J. Pleasants, Jr., assistant
city attorney; Robert H. Stickley, lawyer,
and Hillsman Taylor, attorney.
MILWAUKEE
Howard H. Brown, attorney; Dr. Edward
A. Fitzpatrick, president of Mt. Mary College ; William A. Hayes, attorney ; Rudolf
Hokanson, Guardian Mutual Savings Bank. ;
Louis A. Lecher, attorney ; Michael Levin,
attorney ; William
J. Morgan,
attorney ; Leo

DAILY

Illinois Billboard Bill
Opposed by Theater Men
Chicago — Theater sign men in this
state are up in arms against a House
bill 242, introduced at Springfield by
Finnicune, which imposes a tax of
$1 on each advertising sign along
the public highways of the State.
It also requires that all signs must
be 35 feet back from the highways
and contains other stringent regulations, which would result in eliminating road signs on private lands along
the highways.
F. Nohl, attorney ; Charles F. Pattison, auditor, and Carl J. Zaiser, president, Ampco
Metal, Inc.
MINNEAPOLIS
Leslie L. Anderson, attorney ; Monte Appel,
attorney ; John W. Barton, Inland Coal &
Dock Co.; Francis M. Boddy, lecturer in
economics; Kyle G. Cudworth, Link Belt Supply Co. ; George Filipetti, U. of Minnesota ;
Edward G. Jennings, associate professor of
law;
E. Junkin,
S. Jones,
Marquette
Bank;
Allen V.
attorney
; ArnoldNat'l
A. Karlins,
lawyer; Charles A. Koepke, professor of Mechanical Engineering; Arthur O. Lampland,
attorney; Henry L. McClintock, professor
of law; Philip J. Mackey, attorney; Ben W.
Palmer,
lawyer;
Henry
Rottschaefer,
pro-

Fill Three Canadian
Film Board Vacancies
(Continued from Page 1)

ter of Agriculture succeeds R. S.
Hamer, whose term had expired.
Commander Edwards, Deputy Minister of Transport, succeeds the late
Col. V. I. Smart.
fessor of law ; J. Warren Stehman, professor
of economics and finance; Arthur R. Upgren,
associate professor of economics; Mark J.
Woolley,
lawyer, and Dale Yoder, professor
of
economics.
NEW
HAVEN
Hudson B. Hastings, professor of economics;
George
R. Holmes,
McLagen
Foundry
Co.,
and Albert L. Worthen,
The New
Haven
Trap Rock Co.
NEW ORLEANS
Theo. W. Bethea, attorney ; Gordon S. Boswell, attorney ; E. L. Demmon, Southern
Forest Experiment Station ; Robert W.
Elsasser, professor of economics and management ;Philip E. James, attorney ; Sumter
D. Marks, attorney; H. Grady Meador, Gulf
Refining Co. ; W. H. Osborn, American Baltic
Chartering & Shipping Co., and R. V. Whittaker, auditor and CPA.
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Survey Student Film
Habits in 50 Cities
(Continued from Page 1)

what determines choice; attitude on
double features; films' influence on
reading' choices; interviews with local theater managers on technicalities of picture presentation, sales
policies, etc., and practice in reviewing- films.
Local exhibitors are co-operating
by serving- on advisory committees,
arranging demonstrations of theater
eqpipment and explaining the procedure of booking' and exploitation.
The girls also will draft recommendations for the improvement of local
film
Reports
the Camp
girls'
activities fare.
will be
sent toof the
Fire Girls national headquarters and
the best will be selected for a special exhibit by a committee consisting of Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt, Helen
Hayes, Robert Montgomery and Edward Weeks, editor of The Atlantic
Monthly.
Similar polls are being made on
radio programs and magazines under
a project titled "Movies, Mags and
Mikes."

s"
"U'bal
tosto
dintioFly
Cowven
n ing
at Cri
Con
(Continued from Page 1)

Universal is holding- in Cristobal.
Cowdin will leave New York by
plane tomorrow night, and will be
present at the Saturday and Sunday
gatherings. President Nate J. Blumberg and Vice-Presidents J. H. Seidelman are presiding at the conference.

Small Signs Fairbanks
For "Corsican Brothers"
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Edward Small has
signed Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. as the
star of "The Corsican Brothers."
Fairbanks will play a dual role —
the twins Mario and Juan. Pix will
have a budget above $1,000,000.

Hakim to Do Legit. Piece
Raphael Hakim, one of the French
film-producing- brothers, will turn
Broadway legit. producer with
"Happy Days," Zoe Akins adaptation of Claude Andre Puget's French
play, "Les Jours Heureux."

WEDDING

BELLS

Thomas McCabe of the home office
exploitation staff of United Artists
will be married to Dorothy Lunny of
Waterbury, Conn, on April 19 at the
Blessed Sacrament Church in New
York.
Springfield, Mass. — Miss Elma E.
Goldstein, daughter of Samuel Goldstein, president of the Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., was married recently to Arthur H. Preston,
a member of the firm of Foster &
Preston, New York.

<REVIEUS»
"Free And Easy"
with Robert Cummings,
Ruth Hussey,

Judith Anderson
Metro

56 Mins.

Mono. Eastern Contingent
On Coast for Convention
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eastern delegation to
Monogram's three-day sales convention which opens here tomorrow arrives this morning on the Super
Chief. Contingent is headed by
Henri Elman, Monogram's Chicago
rep., and includes John Mangham,
Atlanta; Ben Welansky, Boston;
Harry Berkson, Buffalo; William
Onie, Cincinnati; Nate Schultz,
Cleveland; Charles Trampe, Milwaukee; Ben Nathanson, Minneapolis.
Franchise holders will be greeted
at the convention at the Roosevelt
Hotel by company's contract stars
and members of casts of five pix
now in work. They include Wallace
Ford, Jean Parker, Jed Prouty, Polly
Ann Young, Bela Lugosi, John McGuire, Clarence Muse, Dick Purcell,
Joan Woodbury, John Archer, Mantan Moreland, Johnny Downs, June
Lang-, Eric Blore, Marcia Mae Jones,
Jackie Moran, Dorothy Lee, Evalyn
Knapp and Betty Compson.

TIME-WORN STORY IDEA AND OVERLY TALKATIVE SCRIPT MAKE PICTURE
DULL SCREENFARE.
The sole redeeming feature of this new
Metro offering is an able cast, but it is
defeated in its efforts by the material at
hand. The story of the poor young Englishman who has to marry for money, and the
poor young girl in love with him who must
do the same thing, has a long beard. However, even such a time-worn plot can be
dressed up with smart situations and dialogue to make it interesting, but all the
ancient cliches are in evidence, there is
nothing novel or new in the script or dialogue, and the general result is very dull
screenfare.
Robert Cummings fills the bill as the
handsome but penniless young man, and
Miss Ruth Hussey makes a charming visa-vis. Miss Hussey is beautifully gowned,
effectively photographed and a delightful
addition to this or any other picture. Judith
Anderson is miscast badly, but makes her
role credible because of her own ability.
C. Aubrey Smith, Nigel Bruce, Reginald
Owen and Tom Conway are also in the
cast, making the most of what they have
to do.
No appeal has been made to the
to review the Howard
The production is far better than the MPPDA
picture. George Sidney directed from a
Hughes production "The Outlaw,"
screenplay by Marvin Borowsky. Miss Hays Office officials declared yesterHussey is about to marry Owen, wealthy and
day when questioned as to the austuffy. Enter Cummings, poor, handsome
thenticity of a published report to
and about to marry Miss Anderson, wealthy, the effect that a production code
good-natured, but homely and older. Gamseal has been refused for the picture in its present form by the PCA
bling debts of Bruce, Cummings' father,
force him to break his engagement to Ruth in Hollywood. It was also stated
and enter into one with Judith. Misunder- by a 20th-Fox official, distributors
standing, Owen marries money, understandof the picture, that no information
ing and clinch.
That's all, brother.
had been received here that the picture had been denied a code seal, and
CAST: Robert Cummings, Ruth Hussey,
Judith Anderson, C. Aubrey Smith, Nigel as far as they knew there was still
Bruce, Reginald Owen, Tom Conway, For- work being done on the picture. No
rester Harvey, Charles Coleman.
print is expected here before April
CREDITS: Produced by Metro; Director, 1 9
George Sidney; Screenplay, Marvin Borowsky; Based on a play by Ivor Novello;
Cameramen, Charles Lawton and George
Folsey; Editor, Frank E. Hull.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY

News to Hays Executives

Appeal on "The Outlaw"

Cultural Relations Coin
Recommended to Congress

Washington — The House ApproAtlas Directors Renamed;
priations Committee yesterday recommended to Congress an approDeny RKO Post for Odium
priation of $545,000 for improvement
(Continued from Page 1)
of cultural relations between the
Zemurray, — the complete directorate U. S. and the American republics,
of the company, — were re-elected.
by the State Department. This activity is separate from the work of
The stockholders approved reduction of capital from $37,774,750 to Nelson A. Rockefeller's organiza$34,249,185 by returning 704,953
tion. Of this amount, $6,750 is for
shares of common stock of no par motion picture programs and $20,value held in corporation's treasury 000 is for editing and scoring in
Dec. 31, 1940.
Spanish and Portuguese by the InFloyd B. Odium was not present
terior Department of Travel Bureau
at the meeting, being currently in pictures for exhibition in the AmerCalifornia. Sources close to him
ican Republics.
asserted yesterday that the repeated
reports of his taking a key post in Len Daly Speaks Today
RKO Radio are, as far as they know,
Len Daly of UA's foreign publicity
without any foundation whatever.
department today will address the
Advertising Society of the School of
Art Morrone 111
Business Administration, C.C.N.Y.
Pittsburgh — Art Morrone, head of He will discuss contemporary pubthe Motion Picture Supply Co. here,
licity and advertising methods as
is confined to the Mercy Hospital they apply to motion pictures in the
with a serious foot infection.
foreign field.

Newcastle Exhib.
Asks Arbitration
(Continued from Page 1)

to sell him product on several 01
casions, causing loss of patronage
Silver asked that the arbitr»-*se d
rect M-G-M to sell its prof ,d< i:
the same manner and terms as' othe
major companies. This is the secon
arbitration case filed in Philadelphia

Great Neck, L. /., Clearance
Case to be Heard Tomorrow
Hearing on the Great Neck, L. ]
clearance complaint against the fiv
consenting companies will be hel
tomorrow instead of today as pre
viously scheduled. Case was filed b.
the Squire Theater which seeks
change in the clearance now grante<
to Skouras' Playhouse.

Nabors Named to Arbitrate
New Orleans Drive-in Case
Eugene A. Nabors has been name<
arbitrator in the hearing of a com
plaint filed by the Modern Drive-ii
Theater, New Orleans, against M
G-M. Case will be heard in Nev
Orleans on April 8.

Du Pont Film Reports
$1,569,989
Net for '40
(Continued from Page 1)
ever, $751,702 was paid in Federa
income taxes for 1940, compared t<
a total of $357,471 paid in 1939. P
special reserve fund of $150,000 wa:
also established last year. If taj
scales had not increased as heavih
the net profit for 1940 would havi
been higher than in 1939.
A net profit of $439,416 was re
ported by Pathe Film Corp. for 194(
after Federal income taxes. This h
equal to 67 cents a share after dividend requirements had been made
for the $7 cumulative preferred
stock,
in
1939.compared to 64 cents per share
Pathe Film Corp. annual
holders meeting will take place
ing.
29, it was learned yesterday.
directors will be elected at the

stockApril
Seven
meet-

Father Flanagan Lauds
"Men of Boys' Town"
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Father Edward Flanagan, founder of Boys' Town, predicted that M-G-M's "Men of Boys'
Town" would awaken the public toward a realization of its duty in the
proper solution of the delinquency
problem. Speaking at a luncheon
yesterday given by Louis B. Mayer
in the M-G-M studios, Father Flanagan made a plea for the welfare of
youth. Bishop James Ryan, at the
same luncheon, praised the motion
picture, press and radio for their
functioning as powerful instruments
in the continuing education of +he
people.

Year after year * for
twenty-three years *
our subscribers *
have been calling *
The Film Year
Book
* the greatest ever *
and the 1941 Edition
* will be no exception
to the rule * now on
the presses * out soon *
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WO PARA. AFFILIATES IN DRIVE-IN TESTS
9,225,000 Sales Quota, Mono. Meet Told
and of Sky Blue Water"
ad "Navy Bound" to Top
ogram, Says Johnston
st Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bureau
of THE
FILM

jGreat Near
StatesEastCloses
Site
(Deal
St. Louis;
B & K Also Setting Plans
Two Paramount theater affiliates
will experiment in the drive-in theater field, it was learned yesterday.
Great States circuit of Chicago has
closed a deal for a site near East
St. Louis, 111., where a drive-in spot
to accommodate a large number of
cars will be constructed.
At the same time, it is reported
that B & K is planning to build a
drive-in theater in the vicinity of
Chicago. Plans are said to be in
a formulative
stageon but
(Continued
Page it
3) is under-

DAILY

rlollvwood — Monogram's
sales
ita for 1941-42 stands at $9,225,), the figure announced
a year
o for the
hrent seai, it was
s c 1 o s ed
ere by
• e x y W.
ay Johnin as the
m p any's
nual
sales
n v e ntion
t under
i,y at the
b 1 1 ywood
d o s e velt
>tel.
W.
RAY
JOHNSTON
John ston
closed as well that plans had been

Hexler Arbitration
Case,
Philly's Third
Philadelphia — Third arbitration

(Continued on Page 8)

BC in Large-Screen
;le Trials Tonight
NBC tonight will test its large
een television pick-up at the New
rk Theater in New York before
(Continued on Page 8)

een Notifies Studios
gainst Sweaters in Pix
st Coast

Bureau
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Hollywood — Joseph Breen's office
the Hays organization has noti(Continued on Page 6)

Raid Coohing School
At the S-W Sedgwick
Philadelphia — The cooking school
session at the S-W Sedgwick was
raided by police yesterday on the
charge that raffling off of door prizes
constitutes an illegal lottery. About
500 women were present at the
school session, which is co-sponsored
by the Philadelphia Record and General Electric.

Yesterday's sensational opening at Radio City Music Hall, of Korda's "That Hamilton
Woman!", is the talk of the industry. 6,000-seat house filled in forty minutes.
At three o'clock two hour wait for seats. Combination of Vivien Leigh, Laurence
Olivier and "That Hamilton Woman!" has resulted in a box-office smash that is
toppling all records! — Advt.

Anti-Discrimination, Child jCensorship Fee Advance
Actor Bills to Gov. Lehman Killed in Md. Legislature
Albany — With the adjournment
rush in full swing, the Senate yestei'day completed legislative action on
the Ehrlich child acting bill for children under 16 by passing it and
(Continued on Page 3)

Annapolis, Md. — Measure providing for drastic increases in censorship fees was killed by the State
Legislature's Legislative Council,
while the State Senate rejected a

Orleans Ruling Arouses Industry Ire

Barring of the press from hearings on the Modern Drive-in Theater
arbitration case in New Orleans is
regarded in trade circles as an open
With 360 engagements already set violation of the New York consent
decree, according to comments yesfor "The Great Lie," Bette Davis terday.
starrer which has its world premiere
in Littleton, N. H., tomorrow night,
The entire purpose of the arbithe Warner home office yesterday
tration system is threatened when

360 "Great Lie" Dates
Give WB Easter Record

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 3)

Annual Meeting of Ascap
Waits on By-laws Changes
Although Ascap's radio committee is mulling over plans to be presented to a similar group representing the broadcast industry, its
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 7)

Rap Arbitration Press Ban
New

case in this area was filed here yesterday by Rose Hexler, Breeze theater, Philadelphia, against Warner
Brothers Circuit Management Corp.,
Vitagraph. Paramount and 20th Century-Fox, based on a clearance claim.
The Breeze theater, which now plays

(Continued on Page 8)

Ohio House Smothers
Anti-Ascap Measure
Columbus, O. — Ohio's anti-Ascap
bill, for all practical purposes, died
when the House Judiciary Committee referred it to a sub-committee
"for further consideration." Officially
still alive, possibilities of any additional consideration, however, are
deemed too remote to even consider.
Committee's course of action was
taken, it is understood, to let the
measure's author, "Cap" Mowrey,
"down easy."
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Joseph H. Moskowitz, defendant
with Joseph M. Schenck, yesterday
took the stand in Federal Court in
his own defense to refute Government income tax fraud charges.
Moskowitz, after giving his personal
history, asserted that he had never
seen expense vouchers from California in preparing the tax returns of
Schenck. The defendant declared
that there was no way to accurately
figure the exact amount of expenses
incurred by Schenck for business
purposes and those for personal reasons.
Moskowitz said that in all cases
he would estimate the amounts and
that, in the instance of California
expenses, he would apportion a
greater percentage for business
which would be balanced by smaHer
or no expense in New York and
elsewhere. Moskowitz continues on
the stand today. He was preceded
by James A. Farley, who spoke highly of Schenck, and by Martin Quigley, who testified in behalf of Moskowitz.
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Washington — Federal legislation
to meet the situation confronting the
D of J as a result of the U. S. Supreme Court decision holding that
the Government cannot demand triple
damages in anti-trust litigation is
expected to materialize.
Administration leaders follow the
line laid down by a three-member
minority on the court, led by Justice Black, that the U. S. could sue
for triple damages under Section 7
of the Sherman Act which permits
"any person" who is injured by another person or corporation as a result of a violation of the law to sue
for threefold the loss sustained.
The Supreme Court majority, however, ruled that the Government was
not
a
"person"
within the
meaning orof "corporation"
the Sherman
law which permitted treble damage
suits.

British Propaganda Shorts
Rentals Swell Plane Fund

Myron Fink, an accountant, disclosed that Schenck on March 12,
last, filed a claim with the U. S.
Treasury for a refund of $202,621,
the full amount of his tax paid in
1937. The refund is claimed due because Schenck has contended that a
large dividend payment received
from 20th-Fox was out of capital
and not surplus. Gustav Mohme,
20th-Fox manager in Mexico, told
the Court that Schenck in 1937 visited Mexico for business purposes.

WILL H. HAYS, MPPDA prexy, arrives on the
Coast today from New York.
CEORCE J. SCHAEFER, RKO Radio prexy,
leaves New York tonight for the Coast.
JAMES R. GRAINGER and HERBERT
have arrived in St. Louis from
New

J. YATES
York for

premiere
"Sis Hopkins"
return^
respective of Republic
and CFIand home
of their;
ord
Monday.
<
GRADWELL L. SEARS, MORT BLUMENSTOCK,
CARL LESERMAN, ABE SCHNEIDER and other
Warner execs, return to the home office next
week from the Coast.
LEO
DEVANEY
and HARRY
MICHALSON
of
Chicago.
RKO Radio planed into New York last night from I
MARY MARTIN left New York yesterday for
Hollywood where she will arrive on Sunday.
JAMES ROOSEVELT leaves New York on Sunday for the Coast and Mexico City.
S. BARRET
McCORMICK
RKO
Radio's
ad-- 1
publicity chief, has returned to his headquarters
here front the Coast.
J. S. MARKSTEIN, president of Screeno Amusement Co., is back in Chicago after a visit to
Honolulu and several Coast cities.
ARTHUR ZIEHM, prexy of Arthur Ziehm,
Inc., has left New York for a two-weeks swing
of his West, Midwest and Southern exchanges.

Washington — At the reauest of
Adjourned annual meeting of the the Boston Edison Co., the FCC yesMPPDA board will not be convened
terday dismissed its application for
for some time, due to the absence a new television station which was
from New York of Will H. Hays. to be operated on 78,000-84.000 kilocycles 10,000 watts power A3 and A5
The MPPDA prexy departed suddenly for the Coast Wednesday emission. The application was dismissed without prejudice and retired
night.
to the close file.

DeMille Signs Raymond

Massey

i(

VIRGINIA CRUZON, San Francisco's contribu- (
visit.
tion to the front line of Metro's Ziegfeld girls, ^
arrives in New York this morning for a brief i]

Contributions of American filmgoers to the British Spitfire Fund,
established for the purchase of
ERIC SEVAREID, radio commentator who has
American aircraft to be used by the
in Europe since the war's outbreak, arrives
R.A.F., has been boosted by $35,000 been
Monday on Warners' Burbank lot to deliver
through release by Warners, of the background sound track on "Underground."
British propaganda shorts, "Lon- River Theater Corp. Drops
don Can Take It" and "Christmas
Under Fire." The fund grew to the Majors as Defendants
new high mark when Jack L. Warner sent a check for $10,000 to Lord
River Theater Corp., operator of
Beaverbrook. All rentals for the the Central Theater, Pearl River,
two shorts were turned over, with N. Y., yesterday filed discontinuance
Warners contributing distribution in the Federal Court of its antiTrustee Asks $500,000
services without cost.
trust suit against all majors, with
For Films Lost In Fire
the
exception
of M-G-M Pictures
11.121 See Korda Pic
Corp. andCorp.
Universal and Skouras
Suit of Harry G. Fromberg, as
Theaters
trustee of Grand National Pictures, At First Two Showings
Complaint alleged that the CenInc., for $500,000 damages against
which originally followed the
20th-Fox Film Corp. and De Luxe
Radio City Music Hall execs, re- Nyack tral,
by seven days, was relegated
ported last night that 11.121 persons
Laboratories, Inc., was revealed yesterday in the New York Supreme saw Alexander Korda's UA release, to between 52 and 70 days clearance
had demanded the seven-day
Court. The plaintiff, who is suing as "That Hamilton Woman!" in its first and
clearance again.
assignee of Educational Film Corp. two showings yesterday, setting an
of America, seeks the damages for eisht-year record for the theater.
loss of 2,200 negatives and prints in Added draw was the Music Hall's Hull, "U" Indianapolis
a fire at the De Luxe warehouse in Easter program.
Branch Manager, Dead
Little Ferry, N. J., on July 9, 1937.
W. G. Van Schmus, managing diDefendants have served an answer
Indianapolis — Hadley Hull, 49,
rector, estimated that the first day's
counter-claiming for work done and attendance would exceed 20,000 per- manager of the Universal Exchange
claiming that the loss had been set- sons.
here, died Wednesday, following a
tled with the plaintiff.
heart attack in the office of the InDetroit Theater Cuts
diana theater, Bloomington.

Boston Edison Co. Drops
MPPDA Adjourned Meeting Tele Station Application
Deferred; Hays to Coast

Olson's Daughter Killed

DAILY "Triple
Damages" Measure
Said Headed for Congress

Prices for Service Men

Detroit — Half-price policy for soldiers, sailors, and marines in uniform
went into effect vesterday at the
first-run Wilson Theater. Policy
will apply to all service branches,
but will not include other persons
escorting soldiers.

"Brinaina Up Babv" Will
Be RKO Re-issue May 2

Detroit — Evelyn Olson, 18, daugh- Wr<* Cnast Bureau of THE FIT M DAILY
RKO will reissue "Bringing Up
ter of James Olson of Clare, upstate
Hollywood— Cecil B. DeMille has
on May • 2. Picture co-stars
circuit operator, was killed in an signed Raymond Massey for the role Baby"
Cary Grant and Katharine Hepburn,
automobile accident, while driving of King Cutler, leader of the pirate
currently teamed in "The Philadelher sister to school in Grand Rapids.
gang, in "Reap the Wild Wind,''
phia Story."

AT Tostal

EVERY TELEGRAM GETS
INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION

Telegraph
CHARGES
'PHONED
Kr">V

FOR
TELEGRAMS
IN APPEAR ON YOUR

TELEPHONE

BILL.
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Para. Affiliates
In Drive-in Tests

exler Arbitration
ase, Philly's Third

(Continued from Page 1)
stood that several sites are being
considered.

(Continued from Page 1)

•en days after the Stanley-Warv Earl, 28th and Reed, (not to be
ifused with the Earle first-run
j^-jHe house) is asking: that its
i changed to seven days after
ERtvoia and Broadway, the firsti S-W houses in the neighborhood,
omplainant asserts that before
mley-Warner took over the Earl,
,? run was seven days after the
-voia and Bi'oadway and although
> Breeze has the same admission
* id as many seats as the Earl, it is
kv playing; 35 days after the Sa" a and Broadway,
[t names as interested parties the
and, Jackson and Colonial, which
* i.y seven days after the Savoia
d Broadway even thoug'h these
•ee houses are much nearer the
voia and Broadway than the
eeze.

todstein Arbitration Case
aring Resumes in Denver
Denver — Charges that J. J. Goodin had violated the copyright laws
re injected into the hearings yesday when arguments were rened in Goodstein's "some run" arration case. Goodstein, who opnjjites the Longmont, Colo., Theater,
med 20th Century-Fox, Para>unt and Loew's, in his com_Aint.
'l foe Ashby, RKO exchange maner, testified that Goodstein had
.yed "Kitty Foyle" a day in adice of play date and did not re•t it until the matter came out in
J_: hearings last week. Effect of
odstein's alleged action will be
re careful checking by the dis" tutors, Ashby said.
:! goodstein declared that Rick Rick8 on, division manager for Fox Ina a mountain theaters, dictated all
3f itracts in towns where theaters
?rate in opposition to Fox and
t Fox pays rent on dark theaters
keep out competition,
ndications are that the hearings
1 continue for several more days.

/
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•

•

•
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NOTE to Paramount

Success of the ventures will defield.
termine further expansion in the

T
Registration by your company of

Houdini's name
as a potential film title
reminds that undoubtedly the best collection of Houdini
story material
is the
property of Joe (Fabian) Lee
Not only has Joe hundreds of faded
newspaper clips, books, etc
but he knows countless unpublished
Houdini yarns
all smacking of box-office
And it was Joe who
during his years with the magician
but the how of it is Joe's secret

▼

put

T

"sex"

in Houdini

T

• •
• NOTE
from Boston:
(Mary Louise Walliser of
the San Antonio Evening News please copy)
Beantown's
Back Bay and Beacon Hill dowagers all but collapsed in their
bustles
when they recently attended Grand Opera in the community's Metropolitan Theater
Upon leaving the lobby of this
huge pic palace temporarily devoted to classic warblings
they found staring them in their patrician pusses a colossal drape
poster in said lobby
It read: "Next Attraction — Bing Crosby
and Bob Hope in 'The Road to Zanzibar"
The stony old descendants ofthe original Plymouth Rock-ettes
described the
promotion of the pic as "positively sacrilegious"
and staggered to the newly-installed circular bar for a bracer of champagne

T

T

T

• •
•
NOTE from M-G-M:
"Strange Things Have Happened
in Brooklyn," by Daniel Fuchs, which was published in Collier's recently
and "The Old Fellows Get a Break," by Rector Lee
are
among
the week's
story purchases
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(foregoing is verbatim)
Could it be for a double bill?
T
T
T
• •
•
NOTE to filmland:
Walter Gould, UA's foreign
dept. head, will celebrate his 15th anniversary with the company
on Palm Sunday
(an appropriate day for applause)
Walter
joined UA in '26 as treasurer in company's Cristobal office
Today he'll be presented with a bound volume, entitled "Salute
to Walter Gould," containing messages of good-will addressed to
him by UA producers, producers' representatives, and h.o. execs.
T
T
▼
• •
• NOTE from o'er the East River:
Ralph Percy, assistant
mgr. of the Brooklyn Paramount Theater
is celebrating his 11th
year in theater biz
and is looking forward to the day when he
can join the ranks of Jack (Columbia) Cohn's famous Motion Picture
Pioneers
T

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
APRIL 4
Al Lichtman
Harold B. Franklin
Cene
Reynolds
-Richard Rosson
Rosemary Lane
Agnes Ayres
Carmel
Myers
APRIL
5
Spencer Tracy
Melvyn Douglas
Esrelle Bradley
Mike Simmons

APRIL 6
Walter Huston
Dudley Nichols
J. C. Nugent
Arthur
Cozine

T

of the Latin American premiere of James Roosevelt's "Pot O' Gold"
ceremonies will be broadcast to the U. S. and throughout our other
hemisphere republics

«

«

Anti-Discrimination, Child
Actor Bills to Gov. Lehman
(Continued from Page 1)
sending it to the Governor.
Measure is regarded as a liberalization
of the present Penal Law.
The Senate also passed the Andrews bill writing anti-discrimination
policy into the Penal Code and making penalties. The bill, which previously had passed the Assembly,
was not opposed by theaters.
The Legislature passed the bill of
Assemblyman Irwin Davidson which
prohibits the denial of admission to
or ejection from theaters, except motion picture theaters, of persons over
21 possessing tickets of admission
and not acting or speaking abusively
or objectionably. It is designed to
prevent barring of theater critics
from legitimate theaters, etc.
The Assembly joined the Senate in
passing the Coudert bill which pror
vides that when ticket brokers cannot
return purchased tickets for redemption, the 75 cent brokerage over admission fee law does not apply. Here,
too,
motion picture theaters are not
affected.
Fate of the Ostertag employment
agency bill, to which theatrical agencies are opposed, was still in doubt,
but it had not passed the Senate
with but a few hours left.
The Bewley bill putting impost on
films which average more than 16
frames to the foot or double that now
charged 35 mm. per 15,000 feet
passed the Senate but not yet the
Assembly. However, it was believed
likely to prevail.

T

• •
• NOTE from St. Louis:
James R. Grainger and
Herbert J. Yates have arrived in ole St. Lou to 'tend the world
premiere o' Republic's "Sis Hopkins"
tonite in the big Fox
Theater
Company's Bill Saal has made the city and surrounding mid-Mississippi diggin's resound with his promotional campaign which has included posting 10,000 two-sheets and 500
twenty -fours
plus 10,000 display cards at strategic points. . . .
His radio exploitation has set a local high of more than 400 spot
announcements, o'er St. Lou stations
T
T
T
• •
• NOTE from Mexico City:
On April 12
the date

«

Paramount is the first of the majors, through subsidiaries, to invade
the drive-in field which, during the
last two years, has expanded markedly. The Phil Smith interests of
Boston within the last year have been
particularly active in the mid-West.

»

»

TO THE

COLORS!

Rochester — Edward Bourne, chemist at Eastman Kodak and one of
drafted.
the city's crack

shots, has

been

Parsons Trotter, another Kodak
employe, is in the army at Camp
Stewart.
Plymouth, Pa.- — Thomas P. Brinzo,
assistant manager of the Shawnee
Theater, has been drafted.
Rochester — Rufe Wesson, a Kodak
mechanical engineer, is now a lieutenant with the 209th Field Artillery at. Camp Stewart, Ga.
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:< REVI€UI5
"The Great Lie"

with Bette Davis, Mary Astor, George Brent
10"7 MinsWarners
A SPLENDID DRAMATIC PICTURE;
PARTICULARLY SHOULD GO
WOMEN
FOR IT, AND IT SHOULD BE A STRONG
B. 0. ATTRACTION.

"Pot O' Gold"

with James Stewart, Paulette Goddard,
Horace Heidt
United Artists
86 Mins.

JIMMY'S GOT IT; A FIRST-RATE B. O.
ATTRACTION THAT IS ENTERTAINING,
AMUSING AND SHOULD DRAW WITH
GENERAL AUDIENCES.
Chalk this one up as another chapter in
The debut of James Roosevelt as a film
the Warners- Bette Davis success story.
producer
can very definitely be termed ausinterit
find
should
generally
Audiences
esting and absorbing screenfare, and it
picious. "Pot 0' Gold" is an amusing and
should go over big with female audiences, as entertaining picture that should please general audiences everywhere. Exhibitors should
it is more of a woman's story than anything
else. Exhibitors should find it a strong do very well with this release. The air
show
of the same name has a tremendous
attraction for any theater and Miss Davis,
audience,
James Stewart and Miss Goddard
Brent and Miss Astor are "names" that
have plenty of marquee value. The story are excellent marquee draws, the name of
itself is dramatic in content, the production Roosevelt connected with the picture has
value is top-drawing, the cast is excellent big sales possibilities, and Horace Heidt
and the direction deft.
is a very popular ork leader. All in all,
Edmund Goulding, who has always been the film presents a wealth of exploitation
material for exhibitors to capitalize on, and
a great women's director, handles the players and story with a sure touch that brings the picture merits attention on its entertainment merits.
fine results. He does not allow the story
Roosevelt has given the picture plenty
to become overly sentimental, and at the
same time shades the heavier drama neatly of production value, and deserves credit for
to keep it from going overboard. Credit assembling an expert group of technicians
and players to put it over. A nice pace
for the moving and smoothly paced screenplay goes to Lenore Coffee, who adapted has been given the picture by director
the Polan Banks novel for the screen. All George Marshall, and a well-geared screenplay was whipped up by Walter De Leon
technical aspects are top-flight.
Miss Davis displays her splendid histrionic from the original story written by Monte
talents effectively and efficiently in a more Brice, Andrew Bennison and Harry Tugend.
Stewart is personable, competent and
sympathetic role than she had in "The Let- effective in the lead role. The pulchritudinter." But it is Mary Astor who is outstanding in the cast. Given a strong role that ous Miss Goddard dances, sings and turns in
required a great deal of acting ability and a well-rounded job. Heidt leads his orchestra, films well and is all right in what
understanding to make it thoroughly convincing, she does a superb job. She is beau- he has to do. A grand comedy characterization iscontributed by Charles Winninger,
tifully gowned and photographed to perfection as well. Brent capably carries the and Mary Gordon, Frank Melton and other
burden of the principal made role on his capable players give able support.
Stewart, penniless grandson, of millionshoulders, registering strongly. Hattie Mcaire Winninger, arrives in the big city to
Daniel, Lucile Watson, Grant Mitchell,
Jerome Cowan, Thurston Hall and Russell work for him when he goes broke. He immediately gets mixed up in the middle of
Hicks give able support. A little less of
Miss McDaniel in a couple of sequences the feud raging between Winninger and the
would have been all right.
McCorkle family, Miss Gordon, Miss Goddard, et al, and their friend Heidt and his
Brent, in love with Miss Davis, marries
Miss Astor, a noted concert pianist, as the band, who all live in the house across from
climax of a terrific party. At the end of Winninger's office and are slowly driving
a week, and in a sober moment, he learns him crazy with their music.
The story as a whole is, light and frothy,
from his lawyer that Miss Astor's divorce
was not final so that the marriage is auto- but it serves as a frame-work to get the
matically void. He flies to Miss Davis' Pot 0' Gold show on the air, settle the feud
plantation to tell her it was a mistake, but and work out a romantic ending for Stewart
doesn't get around to it. He does marry and Miss Goddard. There is a liberal
Miss Davis shortly after, though, and short- amount of comedy that will get laughs from
ly after that is lost in the Brazilian jungle. every audience, and the picture as a whole
The conflict between the two women comes is good entertainment for any and all audito a head when Miss Davis learns Miss ences.
Astor is going to have a baby, and she insists that she have it, taking care of her
financially for life for doing it.
Complications ensue when Brent is found,
returns, and believes Miss Davis is the
mother of his child. A dramatic climax is
worked out for a happy ending that should
please audiences.
CAST: Bette Davis, George Brent, Mary
Astor, Lucile Watson, Hattie McDaniel,
Grant Mitchell, Jerome Cowan, Charles
Trowbridge, Thurston Hall, Russell Hicks,
Virginia Brissac, Olin Howland, J. Farrel
MacDonald, Addison Richard, Sam McDaniel.
CREDITS: In charge of Production, Jack
L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B.
Wallis; Associate Producer, Henry Blanke;
Director, Edmund Goulding; Screenplay,
Lenore
Coffee;
From
a novel by Polan

CAST: James Stewart, Paulette Goddard,
Horace Heidt, Charles Winninger, Mary
Gordon, Frank Melton, Jed Prouty, Dick
Hogan, James Burke, Charlie Arnt, Donna
Wood, Larry Cotton, Henry Roquemore,
William Gould, Aldrich Bowker.
CREDITS: Producer, James Roosevelt; Director, George Marshall; Screenplay, Walter
De Leon; Story, Monte Brice, Andrew Bennison and Harry Tugend; Cameraman, Hal
Mohr;
Editor, Lloyd Nosier.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
Banks;
Cameraman,
Ralph Dawson.
DIRECTION,
pert.

Fine.

Tony

Gaudio;

Editor,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Ex-

"The Bad Man"
Barrymore,

with Wallace Laraine
Beery, Lionel
Day
Metro
BEERY

FANS

THERE'S TOO
ACTION.

SHOULD

MUCH

'Mr. District Attorney'
with Dennis O'Keefe, Florence Rice,
Peter Lorre

70 Mins.
LIKE IT, BUT

TALK, TOO

LITTLE

Wallace Beery's many fans will undoubtedly get a considerable amount of entertainment from this release, with the Metro
star roistering through the type of role
which he likes best. But the picture as a
whole falls below the standard of other
recent Beery releases. There is too much
talk and too little action in the picture.
On the plus side of the ledger is a cast
that is not only capable, but one which
boasts a lot of players that will draw at the
B. 0., the technical standards are tops,
use of sepia enriches the picture and many
people will remember the stage play of the
same
name
which starred Holbrook
Blinn.
Beery is first-rate as the philosophical
Mexican bandit; Lionel Barrymore portrays
the crusty old ranch owner ably, but overacts several scenes; Laraine Day is decorative and capable in her part; Ronald Reagan
fills the bill as the hard-working young
nephew of Barrymore; and helpful performances are contributed by Chris-Pin Martin,
Henry Travers, Tom Conway, Chill Wills
and Nydia Westman. Richard Thorpe directed from a screenplay by Wells Root.
The principal fault with the picture seems
to be in the script. It is more of a stage
presentation than a film script, with the
continuity and action hamstrung to a certain extent so that it seems to be too
condensed.

Republic
MODERATELY ENTERTAINING/ \j
GRAM OFFERING HAS ABLE CASV WJ
69 Min<
SCRIPT IS FAULTY.
Pop house audiences should get a fai
measure of entertainment from this offer
ing. There is a considerable amount of ac
tion, quite a few laughs and a highly com
pefent cast that works hard, but the stor I
has a number of holes and the' dialogue a !
times is below par.
Story concerns a dis
trict attorney, a young socialite law schoo
graduate wished on him, a pretty reporte
and a couple of bad men, all of which pre
sents interesting possibilities.
However, i
is hard to believe some of the things thai
credulity.
happen, even though you are top-heavy witl!
Dennis O'Keefe is okay as the bunglinij
socialite attorney. Miss Florence Rice neatl
fills the bill as the pretty reporter. Stank'
Ridges is good as the district attorney, an<
nicely turned
characterizations
are con:
tributed by Peter Lorre, Minor Watson ami
Charles
Arnt.
William
Morgan
directei
the picture, achieving good results from thai
material at hand. The screenplay was writ '
ten by Karl Brown
and Malcolm
Stuar

Boylan.
O'Keefe is sent to Ridges, the d. a., by ai '
influential uncle. He has no sooner beei
assigned to a department and sworn it
than he bungles a case for another prosecu
tor due to a mixup with Miss Rice. Ridge!
then gives him a supposedly dead case tc
work on to get rid of him. But things happen, a supposedly dead man is apparently
alive, there are two murders and the actior
becomes very lively right through a weirc

Reagan and Barrymore are rustled by
Beery. They are about to lose the ranch
to Travers when Miss Day, childhood sweetheart of Reagan, shows up with a husband, climax that vindicates both O'Keefe anc
Conway. Conway thinks there is oil on Miss Rice.
the place and it looks like they will get
CAST: Dennis O'Keefe, Florence Rice
some money after all. Then Beery shows Peter
Lorre, Stanley Ridges, Minor Watson
up with his gang, and after discovering Charles Arnt, Joan Blair, Charles Halton
that Reagan is the same person who had Alan Edwards, George Watts, Sarah Edwards,
saved his life a few years before, he sets Helen Brown.
to work to straighten things out. He shoots
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Leonard!
Conway to get rid of him, works out a few
other minor problems and hooks a rope on Fields; Director, William Morgan; Screenplay, Karl Brown and Malcolm Stuart BoyBarrymore's wheelchair to get him to town
lan; Based on the Phillips H. Lord radio proin time to pay off the mortgage.
gram; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; EdiCAST: Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore,
tor, Edward Mann.
Laraine Day, Ronald Reagan, Henry Travers,
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Chris-Pin Martin, Tom Conway, Chill Wills, Good.
Nydia Westman, Charles Stevens.
CREDITS: Producer, J. Walter Ruben;
Director, Richard Thorpe; Screenplay, Wells
Root; Based on a play by Porter Emerson
Browne; Cameraman, Clyde De Vinna; Editor, Conrad Nervig.
{Continued from Page 1)

Breen Notifies Studios
Against Sweaters in Pix

fied studio censors that sweaters that
are too revealing or outlining woman's breasts will not be permitted
to be used in pictures.
Deny Change In Venue
Breen's office also called attention
Motion for a change of venue by to a clause in the Production Code
Herman Robbins, Toby Gruen and that restricts the use of apparel
National Screen Service, defendants which is too revealing.
in a case filed by Charles Casanave,
has been denied by Justice Patterson Mctltuck Funeral Today
of the Supreme Court of WestchestBrooklyn funeral services will be
er County, N. Y. Defendants sought
to have the trial transferred from held today for George F. Mattuck
Westchester County, where the case 53, theatrical attorney, who died in
was filed, to New York County.
Miami Beach after a two-day illness
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

■n
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v .v Reviews of the new fiLfns & .v
"The King of the

"Golden Hoofs"

"In Old Cheyenne"

"Horror Island"

with Dick Foran, Leo Carrillo, Peggy Moran
Universal
60 Mins.
MYSTERY YARN LACKS SUFFICIENT
I
LOTS OF ACTION, ROGERS' HEROICS ACTION AND EXCITEMENT; CAST IS
°OP
TRADE;
TROTTING
HORSE AND PERSONALITY COMPENSATE FOR BETTER THAN MATERIAL.
IN-AND-OUT STORY.
A deserted island with a deserted fortress
MARKS
BUDDY
ROGERS
COMEwould seem to be an ideal setting and plot
There's not much solid framework to for a mystery yarn, but without too much
i amiable tale of trotting horses forms
: jsis for the story, a personable cast the story, — nor logic to some of the char- mystery and insufficient excitement and
acterizations and situations, — but there is
les the picture, and the pop trade
a lot of action, several good tunes, and, of suspense it turns out to be only moderately
id find it agreeable entertainment.
In
interesting screenfare for nabe audiences.
4 ion, the vehicle serves to bring Charles course, Roy Rogers' ingratiating personality. A first-rate cast of competent players does
Consequently the segment of fans to whom
its best with the material at hand.
dyl Rogers back to the screen, and
cactus yarns are catnip will enjoy this pic.
Dick Foran, Leo Carrillo and Peggy Moran
' are a number of fans who will probAt the outset, matters are a bit in- headline the cast, with all of them capable.
be pleased
about
that.
Exhibitors
d find the picture generally useful.
volved because George "Gabby" Hayes and Fuzzy Knight, John Eldredge, Lewis Howard,
ss Withers
is her usual competent his followers are allegedly the vidians of Hobart Cavanaugh, Walter Catlett, Ralf
the
opus,
while the clique headed by George
Rogers makes
a handsome
leading
Harolde and Iris Adrian are in the supportand Katherine Aldridge, George
Irv- Rosener is in the hero notch. But actually
ing cast. George Waggner directed from a
the
reverse
is
true
as
the
plot
unwinds.
• ind Buddy Pepper are helpful.
Lynn
screenplay by Maurice Tombragel and Vic, is directed from a screenplay by Ben Roy Rogers is tagged as the New York
tor McLeod.
newspaperman who hies out to Wyoming to
man Kohn.
Foran owns a deserted island off the Florida coast, and Carrillo, a seaman, believes
rss Withers,
although
quite young, is get at the bottom of the warfare being
trainer of the Yankee
Stock
Farms, waged 'twixt the ranchers and the townies that a treasure map he possesses will lead
of Cheyenne.
them to a fortune supposedly buried on the
sk alists in trotters.
The place is sold
As a scribe he scarcely looks the part, island. Cavanaugh, a cartographer, tells
ogers, and Jane hears that he is going
:i t rid of all the trotters to make room but this can be rapidly overlooked as he them the map is a fake, but when an assorted collection of characters set sail for
this flat racers.
However,
when
he swings into the saddle, courts the animated
::•! ;s up she sells him a bill of goods and comely Joan Woodbury (who fills her the island he goes along. Two murders
-i ilso gets a crush on him. Miss Aldridge, role neatly), croons a melody or two, and take place and Cavanaugh is spotted as the
finally leads the battle which brings to murderer. The Government buys the island
«i Irs' fiancee, shows up and Jane's big
in tnce is chilled, but she does produce well-merited defeat the Rosener gang. His as a defense base, the treasure is uncovered
winner of the big trotting event and reward, aside from winning the Woodbury
and Foran wins Miss Moran, a nice day's
l| |TS retains her as trainer of his trotting heart and hand, is acquisition of the editor- work if you can get it.
CAST: Dick Foran, Leo Carrillo, Peggy
s. There is a lot of atmosphere and
ship of her father's Cheyenne newspaper.
sat deal of information about trotters
Cast is capable generally; direction is Moran, Fuzzy Knight, John Eldredge, Lewis
e film.
okay; and the photography at times is ex- Howard, Hobart Cavanaugh, Walter Catlett,
ceptional and always satisfactory. Houses Ralf Harolde, Iris Adrian, Fay Van Dolsen,
!*.ST:
Jane Withers,
Charles
(Buddy)
Emmett Vogan.
trs, Katherine Aldridge, George
Irving, showing westerns will find this better than
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;
ty Pepper, Cliff Clark, Phillip Hurlick, average. Chief assets are that there is
always something happening, and Rogers, Director, George Waggner; Screenplay,
i Ryan, Howard
Hickman.
Maurice Tombragel and Victor McLeod;
EDITS:
Associate
Producers,
Walter Hayes, et al, are at their best.
Original Story, Alex Gottlieb; Cameraman,
sco and Ralph Dietrich; Director, Lynn
Bredell.
CAST: Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Elwood
■ 's; Screenplay, Ben Grauman Kohn; Or- Hayes, Joan Woodbury, J. Farrell Macdonald,
DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY Good.
Story, Roy Chanslor and Thomas Lan- Sally Payne, George Rosener, William Haade,
ic > Cameraman,
Lucien
Andriot;
Editor, Hal Taliaferro, Jack Kirk.
M is B. Clark.
CREDITS: Associate Producer-Director,
Joseph Kane; Original Story, John Krafft;
«• SECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Screenplay, Oliver Cooper; Production Manager, Al Wilson; Photography, William
Six hundred and fifty persons are
Nobles; Film Editor, Charles Craft; Musical expected to attend the Ampa Silver
Director, Cy Feuer.
Jubilee Ball tonight at the Hotel
Jane Withers, Charles (Buddy) Rogers,
Katherine
Aldridge
-Fox
67 Mins.
3REEABLE
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR

with Roy Rogers and George "Gabby" Hayes
Republic
58 Mins.

J-C

650 Persons to Attend
Ampa Silver Jubilee Ball

* Vy's Daylight Saving
\ a Spurned by Mayor

!:• jrfolk, Va. — Proposal by rear

m

iral J. K. Taussig, commandant
e Fifth Naval District, that this
on adopt daylight saving time
summer left Mayor J. D. Wood
Proposal was regarded as in
with national defense program,
the Mayor.
m opposed to a daylight saving
If people desire to go to work
lour earlier during the warm
:hs, that is their affair. I have
ys opposed a daylight saving
and always will.
It does no

■:.
ai

J

icago — The voters of Rockford
Galesburg, 111., have turned down
ght saving time, but Bloominglespite theater opposition, adopt-

. Seldomridge Rites
iladelphia — Last rites were held
;rday for Clinton J. Seldom!, 69, veteran exhibitor.

with Renu Kritayakorn, Suvat Nilsen
Pr.di— King of the White Elephant
66 Mins
ART THEATERS MIGHT FIND THIS PICTURE USEFUL AS A NOVELTY OFFERING
Produced in Thailand (Siam) with an allnative cast, this production has a number
of meritorious points, but compared to
any
Hollywood offering it is woefully deficient.
A foreword on the screen states that the film
is not to be compared to Hollywood standards. The cast tries hard, several of the
players giving performances that put them
above the rest of the cast, some of the outdoor scenes with large numbers of extras
and herds of elephants are unusual, and
the picture as a whole has an air of sincere
effort about it. Much credit is due the
cast for the terrific work involved in learning and speaking all lines in English.
Art theaters might find this picture useful as a novelty offering, selling it for just
what it is, an amateurish feature produced
by a group of Thailand natives. Technical
aspects of the picture are not too bad considering difficulties involved, lack of experience and lack of equipment.
Story concerns the invasion of the kingdom ruled by Kritayakorn by Pradab Rabilvongse, ally of an unscrupulous land grabber.
A number of warnings are sounded in the
picture which apply to the world situation
of today. Suffice it to say that right triumphs
in the end.

White Elephant"

CAST: Renu Kritayakorn, Suvat Nilsen,
Pairin Nilsen, Luang Srisurang, Pradab
Rabilvongse, Vaivit V. Pitaks, Luang Smak.
CREDITS: Production supervision and
story, Pridi Bonomyong; Director, Sunh
Vasudhara.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

St. Louis Hears D of J
In IATSE Investigation
St. Louis — Department of Justice,
through its special agent here, is
reported investigating the circumstances surrounding the restoration
to membership in Local 288, Operators, of East St. Louis, 111., of Clyde
A. Weston, former business agent
of Local 143 here.
With John P. Nick, former IATSE
vice-prexy, Weston was convicted
here of violating the Federal antiracketeering statute in conducting
the affairs of Local 143.
It is reported that the IATSE
suspended the autonomy of Local 288
for about 24 hours during which
time Weston's membership was restored. The Local itself is understood to have twice refused to restore Weston to active membership.
Reports are current here that the
D of J not only is scrutinizing the
latest developments in Weston's case
but is also quietly extending its inquiries into the IATSE in Chicago,
New York and Hollywood.

Edison with entertainment provided
by two score of celebrities, President
Leon J. Bamberger said last night.
Boxes have been taken by 15 organizations including Paramount, RKO
Skouras Library Lost
Theaters, RKO Radio Pictures, WarAs Summer Home Burns
ner Bros. Theaters, Warner Bros.
Pictures, Consolidated Films, QuigGeorge P. Skouras, president of ley Publications, M-G-M, Walter
Skouras Theaters Corp., estimated Reade Theaters, Skouras Theaters,
yesterday that the fire which de- National Theaters Amusements, Universal Pictures, Columbia Pictures,
stroyed his summer home on Greenhaven Road, Rye, N. Y., on Wed- National Screen Service and the
nesday night resulted in a loss to- MPPDA.
taling some $70,000, representing
$40,000 to the building proper, and Censorship Fee Advance
$30,000 to furnishings. Valuable
Killed in Md. Legislature
library of first editions was lost.
When notified at his other home in
(Continued from Page 1)
Rye of the conflagration, he tried bill which would have authorized
to enter the burning house to save the classification of films as suitable
valuables, but was driven back by or unsuitable for children under 16.
In Washington, officials of the D
flames and smoke. Structure was in
of J declined to comment on St.
charge of an employe of the Skouras Co-op Sound Service Sold
St. Louis — Control of the Co-oper- Louis reports that a broader IATSE
company
and were
the absent
employe's
both
of whom
when wife,
the
ative Sound Service Supply Co., has inquiry was on the Departmental
blaze broke out.
been sold to the Sound Systems.
DIRECTION,
Skillful.

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

program'.
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Mono. Sales Quota
Up to $9,225,000
(Continued from Page 1)

completed for a 50 per cent increase
in the budgets of 16 features and a
30 per cent tilt in the appropriations for 12 others. For the current
season, Monogram announced 50 per
cent tilts for 14, 30 per cent for 12.
Full 1941-42 lineup calls for 53 features, including 13 re-issues.
Company's top bracket pix for
1941-42 will be two Premier Productions, "Land of the Sky Blue
Water," outdoor spectacle, originally
scheduled for the current program,
and "Navy Bound," Collier's story
by Talbert Josselyn, both included
among the titles recently announced
in New York by Johnston. Former
will have Charles Wakefield Cadman
music.
"East Side Kids" In Four
The "East Side Kids" will be seen
with an adult male star in four Box
Office Champions, first of which will
be "Ghosts in the Night," co-starring Bela Lugosi. No other titles
were mentioned, although the lineup
released by Johnston in New York
had identified the other three.
Placed in the Monogram Money
Makers group are "Aunt Emma
Paints the Town," by Harry Horuey;
"The Night of Horror" and "Kiss
of Death," to star Lugosi; "The
Spy," by James Fenimore Cooper;
"You Can't Beat the Law," also referred to as "Beating Back," by Al
Jennings; "Trail of the Wolf," by
Jack London; "Sweetheart of the
Campus," by Leona Dalrymple, said
to be announced for the current lineup as "College Sweetheart"; "Top
Sergeant Mulligan," "Down Memory
Lane" and "Here Come the Marines." With the exception of the
Lugosi vehicle, earlier identified as
"Nights of Horror," these titles were
not on the list announced in New
York last month by Johnston.
Monogram will have another
string of 10, the Showmen's Success
Series, to include "God's Country
and the Law," by James Oliver Curwood; "False Colors," Satevepost
racing tale by Lew Lipton and James
Edward Grant; "Sunshine Sally,"
"Law of the Jungle," "Isle of Lost
Men," "Man from Headquarters,"
"The Fighting Cadet," "Hill-Billy
Willie" "Li'l Louisiana Lady" and
"Flame Fighters," largely titles announced in New York.
It was also announced that the
company would make "Freckles
Comes Back" by Jeanette Stratton

OJ», Yeah?
Rochester — Featuring "outstanding Italian films produced last year,"
the Embassy will be reopened here
today by V. B. Faga. Opening program is topped by "Masaniello."

Annual Meeting of Ascap
Waits on By-Laws Changes
(Continued from Page 1)

Raps Ban on the Press
At Arbitration Case
(Continued from Page 1)

hearings are conducted behind closed
doors, it was said. A lai-ge crowd
of interested exhibitors attempted to
sit in on the case which involved a
"some run" dispute, but the complainant, Charles Woolner, is reported to have asked the arbitrator,
Philip E. James, to bar everyone
except those actually concerned in
the arguments.
James, a New Orleans lawyer, interpreted the decree on this procedure to mean that decisions and
demands "could" be made public and
not necessarily "must" be made public, thereby taking the position that
he could bar outsiders.
One prominent exhibitor said yesterday: "At a time like this when
every exhibitor is interested to see
or learn how the hearings are conducted, itis unfair to the entire industry to keep the press from reporting them from first-hand observation. Arbitration is news — perhaps the most important news to be
printed in the trade press in years."
James reserved decision on the arguments presented against Paramount which allegedly had refused
to service the theater.

greatest problem at the moment,
according to society officials is to
complete the re-writing of its bylaws in order to comply with the
U. S. consent decree. Work on the
by-laws has been in constant progress since the decree was signed.
Necessity of readying the new bylaws as soon as possible is due to
the fact that the annual meeting of
the Ascap membership usually held
in March, has been postponed indefinitely. In order to further comply with the Government's decree,
the membership will have to ratify
the proposed new by-laws and also
the method of choosing members of
the board.
Possible that Ascap committee and
Mutual will hold another meeting
early next week. Also another
confab with the NAB before a definite proposal will be presented. Perpiece plan, it is said, still holds too 360 "Great Lie" Dates
many bugs for an immediate pro- Give WB Easter Record
posal, due for one thing to lack of
(Continued from Page 1)
machinery to keep track of individual uses of songs.
claimed an all-time record high for
Easter Week bookings. Numerous
others are in the making it was
Porter, as a special. Pix was on said;
the 1940-41 lineup announced a year
New York newspaper, magazine
ago. Also identified by Johnston and radio contingent to attend the
as "specials" were "Aunt Emma premiei'e and participate in the inPaints the Town," "False Colors"
cidental Davis birthday party proand "The Fighting Cadet."
gram pulls out for the New HampAim Westerns at Latin Trade
shire dot on the map tonight. It's
The Western series and re-issues headed by Mitchell Rawson, WB
stand as announced in New York by Eastern publicity director, and includes Ralph Budd, Larry Golob, Sid
Johnston, the latter asserting that
Gil Golden and Eva Siea "great portion" of the Westerns Rechetnik,
will be slanted for Latin-American gel of the home office. Norman
appeal. Several features, Johnston Ayers. Boston branch manager, and
added, will have South American Lee Blumberg will pilot a similar
locales and others will get Spanish Hub delegation. Bill Brumberg, Isaorks, dancers and songs. Titles belle Turner, Bob William and Phil
were not mentioned.
Engel of the WB publicity departare in Littleton to
it already
up.
Distribution and production prob- whoop ment
lems hold the spotlight at today's
Trade paper reps, going tonight
sessions, with Johnston presiding
and Steve Broidy, sales chief, and with Rawson include Al Steen, Jack*
Harrison. Jim Cunningham, Red
Trem Carr, production head, speak- Kann, Ralph Cokain, Jim Dalton,
ing. Tomorrow the convention will Sherwin Kane. Others in the party
hear from Arthur Mayer, William
J. Gell, Norton V. Ritchey, John include critics, columnists and staff
Mangham, Harry J. Thomas, Howard writers of all New York dailies,
Stubbins, Scott Dunlap, George wire services, syndicates, magazines
commentators from several raWeeks, Paul Malvern, Lindsley Par- and dio
stations. Newspaper men from
sons,
I.
E.
Chadwick
and
Sam
Katzman.
Chicago, Pittsburgh and Providence
Katzman entertains the visitors will also cover the premiere.
Littleton program starts with the
at the Hollywood Legion fights to- arrival of the New York and Boston
night and a get-together at Charley parties totalling about 75 at 9 a.m.
Foy's Club follows. Tomorrow night, tomorrow. Visitors return home
Wilmington, Del. — Wedding bells
gives a banquet at NTG's Sunday night.
will ring in April for two cashiers Chadwick
Florentine Gardens, while on Sunday, Weeks will be host at the Range Goldwyn Signs Carlson
of Loew's Theater. Kathryn Card
is the bride of Lawrence A. Wharry. Busters' Ranch.
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY
Norma Fisher will be married to
Conventioneers, totalling 125, inHollywood — Sam Goldwyn yesterWilliam J. Lazartic April 12 at
clude all franchise holders and comday signed Richard Carlson for "The
Sacred Heart R. C. Church.
pany home office execs, and directors.

WEDDING

BELLS

Little Foxes."

NBC in Large-Screen
Tele Trials Tonight
(Continued from Page 1)

a special audience composed of Mik
Jacobs, fight promoter, and sporti
writers of the daily papers in Nen
York, it was learned yesterd/";
The trials, both mechanic^ , /In
technical, will feature pick-ups iron
the boxing bouts at Madison Squar
Garden, and it is believed that th
results will be used to base furthe I
pick-ups on the large screen. Toq
the results will determine whethe
or not NBC will attempt any futur
prize-film demonstrations via tel«
vision in the future.
NBC announced yesterday that
would televise a two-way British .
refugee program Easter Sunday i
12 noon-12:30 p.m. from their heai
quarters in Radio City. The progran
will feature evacuee children speal
ing via short wave to their parent
and relatives in England.
NBC
will
televise
tomorrow!
Army Day parade.

s

NLRB Hears Arguments
On N. Y. SPG's Petition

Washington — Counsel for the m&\
jor film companies and the Net
York SPG submitted arguments b<
fore the NLRB yesterday as 1 ]!
which employes should be include [
in the election to be conducted 1 J|
determine
if thecollective
SPG should
be ce$''
tified as the
bargainin
agent for publicity employes. Cont£f
panies involved are: WB, Loew'
Columbia, UA, Universal, 20th-Foj
RKO and Paramount.
Three main points of contentio
involved were free lance artists, enj
ployes of foreign publicity depart
ments and certain named individ
uals in various publicity offices.
Counsel for major companies in
sisted free lance artists are inde ,
pendent contractors
considered
employes, and
that cannot
employe H'j*
of foreign publicity offices stations
in U. S. do totally different worl
than
domestic
publicity employe

and
shouldthenotlistbe ofincluded,
and wen
through
individuals
coi '--,■_
tending generally they do supelh
visory or clerical or other non-pub
licity work.
SPG counsel contended,
all three classes belong within juri: r
distion of the union.
NLRB's decision will be followt
by the election.

STORKS
Medford, Ore.— George Hunt, own<
of the Craterian Theater, has a ne'
son.
Spokane — Manager Willard T
Seale of the Orpheum Theater, has
new son, Michael Daniel.
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TEN CENTS

NTI-5 BLOCK BILL PASSES MINN^HOUSE
lect Youngman,

(Continued on Page 7)

AA Moves to End
ress Hearing Ban
fforts to avoid repetition of the
11w Orleans incident in which the
jss and others not directly con•ned with an arbitration case were
-red from the hearings will be
de by the American Arbitration
sociation.
Kt was said on Friday that the
iA was considering
steps that
(Continued on Page 6)

Did Hearing Wednesday
jn Wis. Distributor Tax

Hays Report

By GEORGE E. GUISE

-

judge indicated that he didn't particularly like the way the test case
had been brought up with police cooperation and inferred that the regulation of the game would be up to the
police as he believed that even a
game of skill could be turned into
gambling if the operators of the game
desired. However, the games which
have been playing in a few theaters
in the city are legal.

FILM DAILY

Staff Correspondent

Minneapolis — The Minnesota House of Representatives Friday
passed
anti-blocks-of-five bill sponsored by Allied Theater
$34,000000 "FROZEN": Annual re- Owners the
of the Northwest.
The vote was 104 to 3, with the
port of Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy,
—

By L. H. MITCHELL

—

gives a total of $34,000,000 pix coin
"frozen" in the U. K. and states that
our lease-lend legislation ameliorates
the exchange problem. Report cited
Swedish Shipping Board's allocating
cargo space for films despite all
other demands, and details the national defense program of the industry. It also cites a three per Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cent decline for the year 1940 in
Washington — The Motion Picture
crime and horror pix.
Division of the Department of Commerce, headed by Nathan D. Golden,
has been abolished as a separate
LEGISLATION: Senate judiciary
a sweeping reorganisub-committee named to consider entity, zationunder
of the Bureau of Foreign and
Neely divorcement bill, may hold Domestic Commerce. Golden has
hearings . . . Maryland bill to in- been appointed industrial consultant
crease censor fees was killed . . .
handle the entire amusement industry.
House Appropriations Committee to
recommends increase in Thurman W.
As the situation shapes up under
Arnold's trust-busting fund.
the reorganization, a motion picture unit will be established under
a Merchandising- Division, which
will handle(Continued
domestic
film matters
on Page 7)

Golden in New Spot;
D of C MP Div. Out

Great Opportunities
In Decree— Johnston

Madison. Wis. — The Senate Taxai-n Committee will hold a hearing West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Wednesday
on the bill of Sen.
Hollywood — The consent decree
I own, Oshkosh, levying a tax of 50 offers the greatest opportunities that
• jiits for each 1,000 lineal feet of have ever been presented to Mono(Continued on Page 7)
gram, said W. Ray Johnston, president of the company, in addressing
the ninth annual franchise holders'
meeting at the Hollywood Roosevelt
Pit illy Judge Okays
Hotel on Saturday.
Lucky 13 and Qutzo
"We expect to take full advantage
Philadelphia — Judge Eugene Allesandroni declared the games called
Lucky 13 and Quizo to be legal. The

Offices

Only Three Ballots Cast Against Measure Designed
To Nullify N. Y. Consent Decree Selling Provision;
Senate May Pass It Tomorrow; Governor Will Sign

THE
WEEK
IN REVIEW

{■acceed William Mallard,
^signed, as Gen. Coun1-1 and Sec'y, Respectively
Gordon E. Youngman was elected
leral counsel of RKO Corp. and J.
Her Walker was elected secretary
a meeting of the board of directors
Friday. William Mallard resigned
general counsel and secretary to
er private law practice in New
rk City.
tlallard also retired from posts as
e-president, secretary and general

Walker to New RKO

(Continued on Page 6)

JJ

New RKO District, Branch
Managers Are Appointed
Several managerial changes have
been made in RKO sales staffs in
Albany,
Cleveland, Denver and Salt
Lake City.

(Continued on Page 6)

Goodstein Drops His
Case, Assessed Costs
Denver — J. J. Goodstein on Friday
asked for the dismissal of hearings
on his arbitration complaint against
Loew's, Paramount, 20th CenturyFox and the Fox Theater, Longmont,
Colo. Dismissal was granted and
costs were assessed against Goodstein Enterprises, Inc.
Hearings
had been held for four
(Continued on Page 6)

Squire Hearing Deferred;
Air Regent's Case Today

(Continued on Page 7)

Goes in Two Houses in N.Y., Chi., L.A.

Littleton, N. H.—Thanks to Warners, creator of the junket world
premiere, this New England
town

(Continued on Page 7)

Max Westebbe, former RKO manager for Holland, has been made
First New York arbitration hearAlbany branch manager, succeeding
ing which was scheduled to be held
Bernie Kranz who has been trans- last Friday was postponed until
Clevelandon inPagethe7) same ca- Wednesday because of the inability
ferred to(Continued

Kane" as Roadshow

INS Gives "Lie's" Debut
Wired Pictorial Coverage

trio opposed giving no explanation
of their ballots.
The Senate Judiciary Committee
already has recommended the bill
for passage by that body and the
measure has been on the general orders calendar of the Senate for
nearly two weeks. It was expected
here it might be reached by tomorrow.
Senate Passage Said Certain
The measure is almost certain to

"Citizen Kane," Orson Welles'
production, distribution of which
reportedly was held up due to
Hearstian opposition, will be presented as a roadshow attraction,
bowing in within a month in two
houses in (Continued
each of oil
three
cities — New
Page 6)

Columbia to Co-star
Top Western Actors
Columbia will co-star outdoor players of top b.o. magnitude in two
series of eight films each on next
season's program. Charles Starrett,
and Russell Hayden, will be teamed
in one series. Bill Elliott and Tex
Ritter, will be co-starred in the
other group of eight.
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FINANCIAL
{QUOTATIONS
NEW

OF FRIDAY,

YORK

STOCK
High

Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
ColumbiaFm. Picts.
pro1.
Con.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen.
Th.
Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe
Film

RKO

20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. . .
do pfd

APRIL

5)

Parade S

Picture and Distributor
Theater
Meet John Doe
(Warner
Bros. Pictures-Capra-Riskin) — 4th . week
Rivoli
Nice Cirl? (Universal Pictures) — 2nd week
Paramount
The Sea Wolf (Warner Bros. Pictures)— 2nd week
Strand
That Hamilton
Woman
(United
Artists-Korda)
Music
Hall
The
Bad
Man
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Capitol
Pot o' Gold
(United
Artists-Roosevelt)
Roxy
Free and Easy (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
Criterion
The Lone Wolf Takes a Chance (Columbia Pictures)
Rialto
Escape to Glory (Columbia Pictures)
Globe
Crooked
Circle
(Times
Pictures)
(a)
Central
The Last Mile (Astor Pictures)
(a-d)
Central
In Old Cheyenne (Republic Pictures)
(a)
New
York
Pirate of the Seven Seas (Film Alliance)
(a)
New York
King of the White
Elephant
(Pridi-King
of White
Elephant)
Belmont
Six Charlie Chaplin Short Subjects (Guaranteed Pictures)
(d)
5th Ave. Playhouse
Hells Angels
(Astor
Pictures)
(d)
New
Amsterdam
Footsteps in the Dark
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
Palace
Scattergood Baines (RKO Radio Pictures)
(a-b)
Palace

♦
Fantasia
I Wanted

TWO-A-DAY

RUN

(Walt
Disney
Productions) — 21st week
Wings
(Paramount Pictures) — 2nd week

♦

FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

Pepe le Moko
(Mayer & Burstyn) — 6th week
The Dream of a Butterfly
(Esperia Films) — 8th
The New Teacher (Artkino)
El Astro del Tango
(Cinehispano)

♦

FUTURE

♦

FEATURES

World
Cine Roma
Miami Playhouse
48th St. Theater

week

OPENINGS

♦

Road to Zanzibar (Paramount Pictures) — April 9
Men of Boys' Town
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — April 10
The Penalty
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — April 10
Flying Wild (Monogram Pictures) — April 11
The Great Lie (Warner Bros. Pictures) — April 11
Manon
Lescaut
(Esperia Films) — April 12
Girl in the News (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)
The Flame of New Orleans
(Universal Pictures)
(c)
Lady from Cheyenne
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
The Devil
Bat (Producers Releasing Corp.)
(a-c)
38
Outlaws of the Rio Grande (Producers Releasing Corp.)
(a-c)
That Night in Rio (Twentieth Century-Fox) — April
10
(a-b)
Scotland
Yard
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — April 10 (a)
Nobleza Baturra
(Cinehispano) — April 11
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

Follows Current bill,

♦

Broadway
Astor

48th
(d)

Paramount
Capitol
Criterion
Rialto
Strand
Cine Roma
Globe
Rivoli
Roxy
New York
New York
Palace
Palace
St. Theater

Re-issue.

MARKET
Low

Close

1/4

81/g

8I/4

225/8

225/8

225/8

Net
Chg.

+

l/4

Treasury Names Duffus
As Assistant to Dietz

Carlton Duffus, Metro exploitation
rep., has been appointed to the publicity department of the Defense
321/2
i/8
13% 321/4
iivi 323/8
iivi—+ "vi
Savings staff of the Treasury and
will be located in Washington.
99i/g 99 99
—
1/2
Duffus will assist Howard Dietz,
12% '.'.'.'.'.
121/2 11%
12% H%
115/8
85/8
85/g
85/8
who has taken charge of motion pic31/4 3i/g
3i/g —
%
ture activities in the promotion of
6i/s
61/g
61/g —
% the sale of the forthcoming issues
18
18
18 +
1/2
of defense bonds and stamps.
3%
31/4
33/g +
%
Dietz left Friday for California
to arrange studio co-operation in
BOND
MARKET
connection with the drive.

1371/4 136

136

—
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COfllinG and GOIHG
SIDNEY R. KENT returns from Florida the la
ter part of this week.
SPYROS SKOURAS is on the Coast, returnir|
here late this week.
CHARLES

SKOURAS

is due here this week-er

after visiting a number of National Theat'< '
offices
throughout
the country.
^f;
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS,
JR., arrived yestii;,
from the Coast for a short stay.
ROBERT
Hollywood

T. KANE and his wife are here frojl
for a few days.

MAUREEN
erland.

O'SULLIVAN

is at the Sherry Net)]

ALAN FREEDMAN, president of De LuJ
Laboratories,
returns this week from the Coas!
CLYDE W. ECKHARDT, branch manager I
Chicago for 20th-Fox, has returned to that cij
after a Southern vacation.
VIRGINIA

CRUZON

and MYRNA

DELL, wt

are
Metro's
Girl," arrived he
Friday in from
the "Ziegfeld
Coast.
MORRIS ALIN and his bride, the formSYLVIA HOROWFTZ left for a Florida hone;
moon following their marriage here yesterday.
HARRY A. ROSS, DENSMORE A. ROSS, CLII
FORD B. ROSS, FRANK X. MISKE, FRED MAGE
B. E. JOLLEY, BEN SPURLING and W. J. SHIN
of Ross Federal left for Chicago
Friday.
HOWARD DIETZ flew to the Coast by Ame J
ican Airlines Friday; he returns in about a wee I
JUDY GARLAND was a Chicago visitor, ov j
the week-end.
MORRIS LEONARD, B & K general counsel
and his bride, the former VERA FOLEY, ha>!
returned to Chicago from an extended hones J
moon.
ARTHUR COLDBERG, Chicago film attornej
and family have returned from a Florida vacf
tion.

Ross Federal Convention
Calls Execs, to Chicago

Gov't Okayed Computatioi
Plan, Moskowitz Testifies

Chicago — -Executives of Ross Federal Service, Inc., are here for a
convention at the Hotel Stevens.
Fifty Ross men, including Home
Office executives, branch and district managers, district supervisors,
are meeting for discussion of plans
for the Spring and Summer. Represented are Ross Federal offices
from the South and Central parts
of the country.
President Harry A. Ross heads the
group. Other New York home office execs, attending include: Densmore A. Ross, General Manager;
Clifford B. Ross; Frank X. Miske;
Fred Magee; B. E. Jolley; Ben
Spurling; W. J. Shine.

Joseph H. Moskowitz in FederE
Court on Friday displayed a lette
which he had received from the Gov,
ernment in 1933 which gave the Gov
ernment seal of approval to Moskc
witz's method of computing expen
ses of Joseph M. Schenck for ta
purposes. Moskowitz, who testi
fied for the full trial day, state
that he had used the letter as th

basis
for computations
on Schenck'
1935-36-37
expenses and
that th
U. S. Treasury Department, whic
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.102i/2 102y2 102i/2 +
%
had approved this method in 193c
Loew's
deb. 3 V2 s46 . 1 04 1/2 1041/4 104'/2 —
1/2
never told him that his estimate
Para. B'way 3s55
were
improper.
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 96
96
96
+
1/2 Metro Buys "Drivin' Woman"
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 963/4
96i/2
96 Vi +
Vi West
In
this
regard, the witness sak
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Hollywood — Metro has bought
Government agents after examinin;
Monogram
Picts
records had approved of the Agu
screen rights to the novel, "Drivin'
Sonotone
Corp
83/4
83/4 +
%
Caliente deal and the sale of th
Technicolor
8%
Woman," by Elizabeth Pickett Che- Roach Denies Padding Charges
valier, for approximately $100,000.
Trans-Lux
yacht
prior to the inception of th
Universal Corp. vtc. . 7
All charges Corp.
of Loew's
6% '67/8 :::::
Universal Picts
Distributing
that and
Hal M-G-M
Roach Government case. Moskowitz state
Studios had padded its bills on pro- that in 1935 he had only deducte
duction expenses were categorically two-thirds of the expenses o
denied on Friday in a reply filed Schenck's trip to New York, al
Don't Forget....
20th-Fox to Have 10 Pix
though 100 per cent would have bee
by Roach in the Federal Court an- fair
You Have a Date ....
the purpose of the tri
swering the M-G-M $500,000 coun- was since
Ready for "5 Block" Sales
to negotiate the Fox merge) |
terclaim. Roach is suing for $1,
National Convention of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The defendant will return to th
263,993 damages for claimed viola- witness stand today.
Hollywood — Production plans .betions
of
distribution
contracts
The Variety Clubs
made with the defendant.
ing worked on by Darryl F. Zanuck
"The Outlaw" for May 2?
of America
call for 10 features to be ready for
"The Outlaw," Howard Hughe
Set
Bill
Sussman
Month
the start of selling under the New
Traymore Hotel
May has been designated by the production being distributed b
York consent decree the first of
20th-Fox, will probably be set fo
10 territories in the 20th-Fox East- first-run
Atlantic City, N. J.
September. Company policy of
release dates around Ma
ern Division as Bill Sussman Month
shooting Technicolor releases in
in honor of the Eastern Divison 2, it was learned at the week-enc,
May 15th, 16th & 17th
paii's will also be continued next
Company has an open release dat
manager. Drive period will run from that
season.
week.
May 4 to June 7.
NEW

YORK

VQ4/SED TO TNC
POISED FOR FABULOUS

"THE THRILL OF A
LIFETIME!" VS
. . • And every New
overboard

V7KU)5E9i

HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

York critic, every trade paper critic went

with the same

superlatives for Paramount9

Ml HAND HOLDEN MORRIS DONLEVY
with

CONSTANCE MOORE • VERONICA LAKE • HARRY DAVENPORT
A PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

•

DIRECTED

BY

MITCHELL

LEISEN

Screen Play by Richard Maibaum, Lieut. Beirne Lay Jr. and Sig Herzig • Based on a Story
by Eleanore Griffin and Frank Wead • From the Book "I Wanted Wings" by Beirne Lay Jr.
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"This is Lubitsch — bottled in bond, 100 proof Lubitsch — all Lubitsch and
utterly delighful. It should prove a solid audience hit."- Hollywood Reporter
"Has a potential for profitable grosses. Lubitsch has lost nothing of his
inimitable touch!"

"Good

box-office!"

— Hollywood Variety

— Film Daily

"Lubitsch delivers a comedy drama of married life that sparkles."
— Motion Picture Daily
"For an advanced course in the sort of fluff and nonsense which has been
the Lubitsch trade mark, 'That Uncertain Feeling' is a prerequisite."
— -Time Magazine

" Pic of the Week — an appetizing cinematic froth !"
"One

— Jimmie Fidler

of the most amusing pictures this writer has ever seen. Lubitsch is

still the master of subtle comedy. Merle Oberon is superb!"
— Louefla O. Parsons
"Rates high as entertainment. 'That Uncertain Feeling' has a certain feeling
of being an outstanding hit."

— Los Angeles Herald and Express

the last word in the dictionary

is ZYZZOGETON...
The Last Word in Great Comedy

is LUBITSCH !

&

$
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RKO to Roadshow

Goodstein Drops His
Case, Assessed Costs

Orson Welles' "Kane

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

York, Los Angeles and Chicago.
Press previews will be held in Los
Angeles and New York Wednesday
at the Ambassador and Broadway
theaters, respectively.
Announcement of the impending
release and playing policy was made
Friday by Ned E. Depinet prior to
the RKO board meeting at which,
it had been reported, the problem
poised by "Citizen
to be
considered.
It was aKane"
matterwasof trade
comment that the Depinet statement came well in advance of the
board's session.
According to Depinet, one theater
in each city will play the picture
on a two-a-day reserved seat policy
and the other with continuous performances.
Other cities which will have early
engagements are Washington, San
Francisco, Seattle and San Diego.
The fact that New York, Los Angeles and Chicago had been chosen
for the first roadshow engagements
of "Citizen Kane" convinced trade
observers over the week-end that
any Hearstian objections, if they
had existed, had done a fadeout.
Hearst has powerful dailies in all
three cities. He also has dailies in
Frisco and Seattle.

UA May Set Percentages
During Engagements
West

Coast

Bu eau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

▼

T
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AMPA'S Silver Jubilee Dinner and Dance
in the Hotel
Edison's Grand Ballroom
was indeed a sterling affair
not only
providing the larga attendance with an evening to remember
but
also a goodly swatch of coin for the
which was beneficiary of the event

DAILY

to

Irene Castle
Walter Winchell
Neal Hart
Gavin
Cordon

organization's Relief Fund
In addition to the gross derived

from tickets
the "take" comprised the revenue outcropping from the
souvenir program
edited by Martin Starr
and assembled by
his staff which comprised Hap Hadlsy, Dave O'Malley, Charlie A'icoate,
and Charlie Sonin
This program, generously supported by the advertising of pic biz-enterprises
praiseworthily
interested in Ampa
and
the good cause of Relief, is a thoroughly professional job
and a
creditab'e symbol of the ability which is Ampa's
In fact 'tis about
the most intelligence-reflecting souvenir program we've lamped in many
moons

T
T
▼
0
© • GLAD rags and dancing shoes will again be in order
tonight
in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Astor
where
The Eighth Annual RKO Ball will hold forth
for the theater
service staffs and h.o. employes
Harry James and his Orchestra featuiing Dick Haymes and Vido Musso
will share
musical honors with Dick Rogers and his Orchestra
with
Bobbie Engel as vocalist
Committee
in charge of the big
doin's comprises I. Berger, L. Jacobi, Bill Abrams, J. Quinn, J.
Cahn
J. Lyons, B. Drexler, J. Harness, J. T. Dolan, Harry
Mandel and W. B. England

Great Opportunities
In Decree — Johnston

Hollywood — United Artists is con(Continued from Page 1)
sidering a sales plan whereby top
the situation by presenting a group
grossing pictures will not have their of
percentage fixed before booking time of features that not only will stand
but percentage will be decided upon on their own but will meet any challenge, Johnston continued.
during engagements. Adjustments
"We of Monogram feel that the decree will
would be made with exhibitors in in- bring
to the United States field of exhibition
stances where a picture fails to do as conditions parallelling those which still prevail within the industry in England where
much business as expected.
trade showings alone determine the value
The new plan has been submitted and
importance of each picture at the box
to producers by Arthur W. Kelly and office. Further it is our intention to support through streamlined advertising and exit is known producers favor it alploitation this group of higher budgeted films.
though some slight changes may be Because local
conditions vary throughout the
made.
United States, we have decided to permit our
Daily Matinees for Nabes
Milwaukee — H. J. Mirisch's Tower
and Oriental theaters are the latest
nabe houses to adopt daily matinee
policies.

T

exchange men to evolve selling policies best
suited to their own needs. In some instances
it will be to the advantage of the exchange
to sell in blocks-of-five in others as single
features.

"Despite the loss of certain markets abroad,
the opening up of the industry domestically
as well as in the Latin-American market will
provide a boom year. Also I look for steady
improvement in economic conditions due to
general prosperity and these are certain to
have their effect on the motion picture indusTrem Carr, member of the board of directors, said that Monogram was about to achieve
for itself a brilliant future. Talent of all
kinds is now more abundantly available than
ever before and the free lance market enables
thetry."
studio to obtain players on a single picture basis to an extent never before possible.
All of the Monogram producers heading
their individual units were presented and each
outlined his plans for the coming year. Other
speakers were Arthur Mayer, prominent exhibitor ;Steve Broidy. general sales manager,
who outlined the sales policy for the year;
William J. Cell and Ray Young, treasurer.
Following
the close
of Saturday afternoon's
business
session,
the conventioneers
attended
a screening of two new Monogram features,
Scott R. Dunlap's "Roar of the Press" and

INS Gives "Lie's" Debut
Wired Pictorial Coverage

days, during which Goodstein a
leged that the Fox Theater wa
favored over his own Longing
Theater and that he was urr
to get product of the defence,
companies. Charges were denie
bv the defendants who declared tha
the exchanges were desirous of sel
ing Goodstein first available run an
that Fox was not even buying sec
ond-runs on all product on whic
it had first-run.

Florence Arbitration
Decision is Reserved
Philadelphia — Decision was r«
served Friday by Arbitrator Robei
J. Callaghan in the clearance arb:
tration case filed by the Florenc
Theater, Florence, N. J., after i
hearing which lasted throughout th
day. The Florence, now playing 1
days behind the Fox Theater, Bui
lington, N. J., asked that its cleai
ance be cut so that it could play irr,
mediately after the Fox.
Testimony did not begin until lat;
in the afternoon
following earlicsessions which were devoted to tec}
nical discussions on the interprets
don of the word clearance.
M-G-M, Paramount, Warner Broi
and 20th Century-Fox were repn
sented by legal counsel.

AAA Moves to Put
End to Press Hearing Ban
(Continued f,om Page 1)

(Continued from Page

1)

would prevent further banning c
now knows what those "Hollywood reporters, basing the move on th;
openings" they've read about really interpretation of the consent decrei
are. With all the traditional hoopla Hearing in question was that of th
and fanfare, including the attendance "seme run" complaint filed by th
of a train load of newspaper, mag- Modern Drive-in Theater.
azine, wire service, syndicate and
16 Frame Tax Measure Dies
radio people from New York, BosAlbany — Bewley Senate bill whic
ton and other Eastern spots, Warwould have imposed a tax of $t
ners launched "The Great Lie," for each 1,000 feet or fraction there
Bette Davis starrer, at the Premier
theater here Saturday night.
of on original film averaging mor
than 16 frames to the foot and $
The opening and attendant festi- foi each additional copy thereof 1:
vities, including a parade, scenic
tour, cocktail party at the Iron censed by the State died in the As,
Mine Inn with the star as hostess^ sembly Rules Committee as th'
adjourned.
torchlight motorcade and ball in the Legislature
The Senate defeated on roll ca
Littleton Town Hall, brought some
bill.
10,000 visitors into this dot on the the Ostertag employment agenc
map. They included Gov. Blood of
New Hampshire, Gov. Wills of VerLloyd Weighs Starring Pix
mont and sundry others of note.
St. Paul — Here for the America
NBC, Mutual and the Colonial network covered various aspects of the Bowling Congress, Harold Llov
told interviewers he may star in ai.
program, while INS wired pictorial other comedy next season.
coverage to client papers and serin
"breaks"
spot
vices, assuring
New York,
Boston,
Chi.,
Cleveland,
Washington, Frisco and Los AnThe visiting firemen returned
geles.
home yesterday.
the Sam Katzman production "The Invisible
Ghost." The annual banquet took place the
same evening at the Florentine Gardens in
Hollywood.

WEDDING

BELLS

Morris Alin, editor of Progress
Universal's house organ, was ma
ried yesterday
at Zion Temple
Sylvia Horowitz.
The couple le
for a Florida honeymoon.
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nfi-5 Block Bill
i$$e$ Minn. House
(Continued from Page

1)

-3 the Senate and will be signed
nout delay by Gov. Harold E.
-?sen, it has been indicated.
11 e bill, as drawn by attorneys
— .orthwest Allied, provides that
r distributors within the State
;t sell their product in seasonal
ks rather than in blocks-of-five
provided in the New York con: decree.
istributors put up a spirited
t against the measure in com:ee hearings but were unable to
reome the pressure put on by
thwest Allied and the Catholic
ion of Decency local officers.
Catholics for Measure
he latter group favored the measbecause it permits cancellation
0 per cent of pictures contracted
ooral, religious or l'acial grounds.
"innesota is the first state to
g out an anti-five bill and, if the
ate appi'oves, will be the first in
nation to have such a law.

"James" Pix Shown
As 195-Min. Single
A new precedent for re-issues was
set by 20th-Fox last week when
"Jesse James" and "The Return of
Frank James" were released in the
Mid-West territory as a single attraction running, three hours and a
quarter. Second picture immediately
follows the first without any titles
on the screen. A number of bookings
for the bill were reported at the
week-end.

Golden in New Spot;
D of C MP Div. Out
(Continued from Page

1)

and an export-import unit will handle foreign film data, formerly handled by Golden's division. The Merchandising Division will be headed
by Fletcher Rawles and the seven
or eight industrial consultants will
be under a division of industrial
economics headed by Robert Martin.
Id Hearing Wednesday
Details of the plan are not altogether complete and there is still
. Wis. Distributor Tax
some doubt as to exactly what unit or
-:
division will handle film matters,
(Continued from Page 1)
)ion picture film distributed in previously handled by Golden. The
consin. Tax would be assessed Amusement Division, however, will
distributors, or direct-selling still be concerned primarily with
lucers, and bill provides penalty motion pictures in light of a recent
rom $100 to $1,000 for violation, Census Bureau survey showing films
reates a bureau to collect the accounted for two-thirds of every
amusement dollar spent in the
United States.
istributors and producers exed to appear before committee
rotest the measure,
ssessment on any person, firm, New RKO District, Branch
ciation engaged in selling, rent- Managers Are Appointed
leasing or distributing films,
assessment would be on all
(Continued from Page 1)
ts.
pacity.
Kranz
replaces
George
Lefko, resigned.
1. Calls in Field Men
Bernie McCarthy, former salesman in Buffalo, has been appointed
"Serenade" Showing
Denver branch manager, replacing
olumbia
is calling1 into New Joe Ashby. In Salt Lake City, Len
k its exploitation staff from the Gruenberg, a salesman, has been
and a large number
of its
appointed branch manager, succeedich managers to attend a spe- ing Hal Fuller, who has been named
press trade showing of "Penny district manager for Denver and
Salt Lake.
l» nade."
' reening will be followed by a
s of meetings within the next
i to formulate plans for an ex- Squire Hearing Deferred;
: ive advertising, publicity and
oitation campaign,
Air Regent's Case Today
rrangements for the meeting(Continued from Page 1)
being handled for David A. Lipj by Frank McGrann and Hor- of one of the defense attorneys to
be present. Case concerned the
e Schorr.
complaint filed by Herbert Schefnan, Hartman Hurt in Crash
tel, operator of the Squire Theater,
racuse, N. Y. — Sidney Lehman Great Neck, L. I., against the five
consenting companies and naming
•nt "iuffalo and Joseph Hartman of
. city, both on the staff of UA's Skouras' Great Neck Playhouse as
interested party. Issue involves
I alo branch, are in St. Joseph's the
clearance.
oital here, following a North unreasonable
cuse auto crash in which they
Postponement of the hearing gives
s seriously hurt.
Car in which the case filed by the Regent Thewere riding swerved suddenly
ater, Brooklyn, the honor of being
void hitting several boys who the first to be held in New York.
run into the street and crashed Case, involving clearance, will be
a tree.
held today.

DAILY

Youngman, Walker
New RKO Officers
(Continued from Page 1)

counsel and director of RKO Radio
Pictures Corp., Youngman succeeding
him as vice-prexy, counsel and on the
board, while Walker was named to
replace him as secretary.
J. J. Nolan Not Renamed
J. J. Nolan, vice-president in
charge of production since February
1940, was not renamed to that post
by the RKO Radio board, the announcement disclosed, but he was
elected assistant secretary. Recently Schaefer has spent considerable
time at the studio.
The last RKO Radio official slate
did not include a board chairman and
listed Walter J. Derham as comptroller.
Full slate of officers named by the
RKO Radio Pictures board, follows:
George J. Schaefer, president and
chairman of the board; Ned Depinet,
W. J. Merrill, Phil Reisman, J. R.
McDonough, vice-presidents; Gordon
Youngman, vice-president and general counsel; W. H. Clark, treasurer;
J. Miller Walker, secretary; George
Muchnic and G. B. Howe, assistant
treasurers; J. J. Nolan and Muchnic,
assistant secretaries.
Board of directors includes Schaefer, Depinet, McDonough, Gen. James
Harbord, John E. Parsons, R. C. Patterson, Jr., N. Peter Rathvon, Gordon
Youngman and Lunsford P. Yandell.

$2 Preferred Dividend
Declared by RKO Board
Dividend of $2 per share on its
cumulative 6 per cent preferred
stock was declared by RKO Corp.
at a directors' meeting Friday. Accrued and unpaid preferred dividends as of May 2 will total $5.50
per share. Improved conditions in
the first quarter justified the dividend in the opinion of the board
which pointed out that the payment
did not mean necessarily the inauguration of regular dividends on
preferred stock.
! Dividend declared Friday will be
the first to be paid on the new stock
of RKO
Corp.
Impaired foreign markets and
other uncertainties which held back
dividends during 1940 still continue,
it was said, and these conditions
may affect the dividend policy during the remainder of the year.

RKO Sales Staff to Pay
Tribute to Andy Smith
Andy Smith, RKO sales manager,
will be honored the last two weeks
of the Ned Depinet Drive in an appreciation tribute. Designation of
the period has been made by Captain Leo Devaney and division and
district managers who have set as
their goal the greatest billings total
in the history of the company. The
Andy Smith Appreciation Tribute
will run from April 26 to May 9.

• REVIEWS.
"Sis Hopkins"

with Judy Canova, Bob Crosby,
Charles Butterworth, Jerry Colonna
Republic
98 Mins.
LIVELY
MUSICAL
COMEDY
STUDDED
WITH GOOD TUNES AND POP APPEAL,
PLUS JUDY CANOVA IN TOP FORM.
Straighttentious
off,musical,
here's
preand Republic's
a field daymost
for Judy
Canova whose picture it is, lock, stock and
barrel. There is a lot of real entertainment
in the production, and it should do right
nicely at the b.o.
On the credit side there is the star's
amusing and versatile performance which
runs the gamut from her characteristic hillbilly stuff to a rather surprising interlude
when she sings an aria with excellent popular effect.
Too, there is personable Bob Crosby with
his band and the harmonious Bobcats;
Jerry Colonna's monkeyshines; some fine
production numbers, chiefly at the finale
when Canova & Co. rib Cleopatra and Marie
Antoinette; and a collection of tunes made
to order for singing and swinging. Of these
latter, two are exceptional: "That Ain't
Hay" and "Well! Well!" Additionally there
are some seasoned favorites such as "Wait
for the Wagon" and "Some of These Days."
On the more critical side, the footage
could be enlivened by a bit of expeditious
cutting, since it has a tendency to slow
down on occasions. This is doubtless accentuated bythe length of time it takes
the story to get under way. Gag lines in
the dialogue could have been more barbed.
Plot is typical and good musical comedy.
Judy is taken by her wealthy uncle to live
in his menage where she is sandpaper to
his snooty wife and daughter. Latter goes
to college, and, at the dictatorial command
of the aunt to get rid of Judy before she
shatters the family's social position, off
she's sent to the same seat of learning.
Her hillybilly manner and dress make her
the scapegoat of her fellow femme students,
but her genuineness and performing talents
win over the whole school.
The role of Judy's cousin is played by
attractive Susan Hayward. Charles Butterworth is somewhat stilted in his assignment.
Katharine Alexander portrays the socialclimbing aunt with good effect, and Bob
Crosby's performance is right good.
Between Joseph Santley's capable direction, Jack Marta's photography, and Ada
Broadbent's skillful handling of the dance
routines, "Sis Hopkins" clicks. Moreover
it serves notice that Republic is taking long
annually.
strides toward bigger pictures of all types
CAST: Judy Canova, Bob Crosby, Charles
Butterworth, Jerry Colonna, Susan Hayward,
Katharine Alexander, Elvia Allman, Carol
Adams,
Lynn Merrick,
Mary Ainslee.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert
North; Director, Joseph Santley; Screenplay,
Jack Townley, Milt Gross, Edward Eliscu;
Original Story, F. McGrew Willis; Production Manager, Al Wilson; Photography, Jack
Marta; Supervising Editor, Murray Seldeen;
Film Editor, Ernest Nims; Art Director, John
Victor Mackay; Musical Director, Cy Feuer;
Special Music and Lyrics, Jule Styne, Frank
Loesser; Orchestrations, Walter Scharf;
Wardrobe by Adele Palmer; Dance Director, Ada Broadbent.
DIRECTION, Tip Top. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Expert.

THANK

YOU!

The Motion Picture Industry came through with flying colors in putting over
Greek War Relief Week. We should be proud to belong to an industry that is so
ready to help those in distress.
Thousands of women and children in Greece, whose men are defending democracy,
will benefit through our industry's cooperation.
On their behalf we want to thank :

ALL TRADE

PAPER

PUBLISHERS

The 7,420 Exhibitors and the hundreds of firms and individuals who cooperated
CAMPAIGN

COMMITTEE

L. E. Thompson,
Chairman of Campaign
Leonard Goldenson
J. S. Connolly

A. P. Waxman,
Director of Campaign
M. D. (Red) Kann
George P. Skouras

DIVISION CHAIRMEN
J. R. Vogel
M. J. Mullin
Harry M. Kalmine
Jules J. Rubens

Elmer C. Rhoden
John
Friedl
M. A. J.Lightman
Wm, K. Jenkins

EXHIBITOR CO-CHAIRMEN
Moe Silver
Vincent McFaul
Harry Brandt
John
O'Connor
A. A. J.Hovell
Don Jacocks
Harold Stoneman
I. J. Hoffman
Morris Rosenberg
John Kalfat
Ike Libson

John Schlanger
J. Payette
Ted
S. J. Gregory
Harold Fitzgerald
Don Rossiter
Ray Branch
A. H. Blank
J. Kinsky
Harry C. Arthur
E.
Ruben
Ed R.Sapinsley
Frank J. Miller

DISTRIBUTOR
Bernard G. Kranz
R. M. Avey
Norman Ayers
K. G. Robinson
R. J. Ingram
Clyde Eckhardt
Allen S. Moritz
I. J. Schmertz
H. R. Biersdorf
Chester J. Bell

E. V.
Richards, Jr.
R.
J. O'Donnell
Frank H. Ricketson
Arch M. Bowles

H. F. Kincey
Louis Charninsky
Horace Falls
A. H. Higginbotham
William
Steege
Robert J. Selig
Hall Baetz
Frank Newman
Albert J. Finke
R. H. Poole
Harry Nace

CO-CHAIRMEN

E. J. Tilton
E. Heiber
G. R. Frank
Robert Withers
W. E. Callaway
Frank Willingham
O. J. Ruby
Harold Johnson
L. C. Wechsler
Ernest Landaiche
Bob Wolfe

A. O.
Mendenhall
J.
Rohde
William G. Mansell
Harry Seed
R. O. Wilson
Morris Schweitzer
William F. Gordon
Barney Rose
F. M. Higgins
Eddie Fontaine

i

ADOLPH ZUKOR, Chairman
Amusement Industry Division
JOHN H. HARRIS, Chairman
Exhibitors' Committee
GRADWELL L. SEARS, Chairman
Distributors' Committee
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NDICATE SCHINE SUIT SETTLEMENT OFF
riargolies, Stamatis in Arbitration Settlement
jreement Precludes Hearg of Brooklyn's Regent
rise; Distributors Agree
Sew York's first arbitration case
s settled before being heard by
arbitrator yesterday when the
ncipal parties adjusted their dis:e between themselves.
Albert Margolies, operator of the
gent Theater, Brooklyn, had
ight day-and-date availability
;h George Stamatis' Apollo Their which now has seven days'
arance over the Regent. Maries had submitted the complaint
the New York arbitration tribunal
(Continued on Page 8)

llman Again Heads
KO Palhe News, Inc.

Seven Majors in Overtures to Sam Goldtvyn;
JVo Plans Beyond Current UA Pact — Selznick
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Every major company with the exception of Metro has made
overtures to Sam Goldwyn, it is authoritatively reported.
Goldwyn,
however,
is keeping
his own counsel despite published reports that he will tie up with
Warners for distribution.
Commenting on a locally published report that he will likely align with
Warners after completing two pictures for United Artists, David 0. Selznick
declared that he has received offers from every major company and has made
no plans beyond his current United Artists contract.

Gold Names Dervin GTE Net Up $153,758
UA Southern Manager
in '40
$849,820
Consolidated
net profit
of GTEC
Appointment of John J. Dervin, To
UA Boston exchange manager since for 1940, after all charges including

1933, as Southern district manager Federal income and excess profits
in charge of the territory embracing taxes, amounted to $849,820 comDallas, New Orleans, Atlanta and
pared with $696,062 for 1939, acCharlotte exchanges, was announced
cording to the company's annual report. The 1940 earnings, a gain of
by Harry Gold, vice-prexy
«Ied E. Depinet, president of Pathe yesterday
and Eastern sales chief.
$153,758,
were eauivalent to $1.45
ws, Inc., announced yesterday that
At the same time, Gold announced
per share on 586,087 shares of capiiderick Ullman, Jr., has been reof A. I. Weiner, Pittstal stock outstanding at the yearled to his former post as operating the promotion
(Continued on Page 8)
end compared
with $1.17 per share
iid of RKO Pathe News, Inc., to
( Continued on Page 6)
ceed Frank R. Donovan, who has
Kuykendall
to
Serve
Again
dered his resignation to take effect
Detroit Manaaers Union
the convenience of the company.
Jllman returns to RKO Pathe If Demand is "Unanimous" Pickets Schreiber House
fws from a production post at the
Memphis — Ed Kuykendall will
(Continued on Page 8)
succeed himself as prexy of the
Detroit — Managers union is pickMPTOA at the annual June coneting Raymond Schreiber's Palmer
vention
in
Hollywood,
it
is
indicated.
nn. Legion of Decency
theater, following warning noHere en route to his Columbus, Miss., Park tice
served on the circuit operator
home, Kuykendall told interviewers more than a week ago. House, one
ses "Lady Eve" Bout
he had agreed tentatively to an- of five operated bv Schreiber, is in
?t. Paul — Minnesota Legion of Deother term if the demand that he
the suburb
of Highland
It's
cy, actively supporting North- serve is "unanimous."
(Continued
on Page 8)Park.
;t Allied's anti-five block measure
the State Legislature, sought a
ice ban against showing of Para.'s
ie Lady Eve" at the Paramount,
was turned down after a policeSaid Leading Pix Industry Upturn
man, assigned to see the film, re- Paramount

B.O. Peak in Autumn

(Continued on Page 8)

iLoetc's to Produce
\ew Broadway Play
Dramatic rights to "We Fought
at Arques," a story by Frederick
Hazlett Brennan, have been acquired
}y Loew's which will produce it as a
Broadway play. Casting is to start
mmediately.

la. Legislature Opens Up
Schools for Public Shows

Forecast

The largest upturn in business
for the motion picture industry in
recent years will begin early in the
Fall, according to predictions by the
Des Moines, la. — The Iowa Legis- Wall Street Journal which sees a
lature turned out its first anti- tide of spending due to high levels
theater bill of the session, giving of employment and wage advances.
Earnings of the major companies
final approval to S.F. 242, a measure allowing public school buildings so far this season have been spotty,
to be used for public purposes.
the newspaper asserts, but it is
Although
the bill had not been pointed out that adjustments
are
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 8)

D of J to Eye
"Big Five"
Records,
Correspondence;
Borkland Will Prosecute
Abandonment of all hope of
settlement
the Government's
anti-trust ofsuit
against the
Schine strongly
circuit and
the "Little
Three"
was
evidenced
yesterday
when
the "Big
Five"
agreed attorneys
in the U. for
S. District
Court
to
furnish voluminous records and contracts to the D of J in preparation
of its trial. Attorneys for the "Big
Five," although not opposing the subpoenas, pointed out to Special Assistant Attorney Generals Herbert
Borkland and Seymour Simon the
expense and labor involved.
The Government will assign a number of men to inspect these records
with the first port of call the Loew
(Continued on Page 8)

Allied Atlantic City
Meet Opens June 11
New Jersey Allied has set June
11-13 as the dates for its 22nd annual convention in Atlantic City.
Sessions will be held at the RitzCarlton Hotel.
Committee
in charge
desig(Continued
on Page 7)has

1,000 New Accounts for
Season Give Col. Record
Columbia has set a record in new
accounts with approximately 1,000
more contracts on its books for the
(Continued on Page 7)

10% Admission Levy,
3-10% Surtax in S. C?
Columbia, S. C. — Under the terms
of the new general appropriation bill,
given second reading in the Senate,
a flat 10 per cent tax would be levied
on admissions, which are now taxed
on an indirect basis, and a surtax
ranging from three to 10 per cent
would be imposed on gross admission
receipts. Population of towns and
cities would determine the rate.
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Schenck Only Signed Tax
Returns, Says Moskowitz

Landers, MPPDA Cashier,
Killed in Auto Accident

Joseph M. Schenck confined himself to the formality of signing
blank income tax returns which his
aides completed, it was testified to
yesterday by Joseph H. Moskowitz
at resumption of the trial of the
Government's income tax fraud
charges. Moskowitz, who was on
the stand the entire day, stated that
he estimated the figures received by
him from Dolph Schadler. tax accountant of 20th-Fox Film Corp.,
who forwarded these figures weekly
from California. The witness asserted that he used the same method
in computing his own income tax as
he used for Schenck, and that no
criticism had been directed against
it by the Government agents.
Moskowitz faced cross-examination of U. S. Attorney Mathias F.
Correa during the entire afternoon.
Correa brought out the fact that
Martin Moskowitz, a brother, is indebted to Schenck for $22,000 on
money loaned on stock transactions.
Correa will continue cross-examinaing Moskowitz today.

Funeral services for John F. A.
Landers, 35, MPPDA cashier and
assistant auditor, who was killed in
an automobile accident Saturday,
will be held this morning at St.
Monica's Roman Catholic Church,
413 E. 79th St. Interment will be
in Calvary Cemetery, Queens. The
accident occurred while Landers
was en route to his home in Queens.
Landers is survived by his wife.
Mrs. Helen Landers, and a son,
John Jr., 4% years old.

Paper, Magazine Reps.
Ask Hollywood Previews

FINANCIAL
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(Monday, April 7)
NEW

YORK

STOCK

High
Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2%)
43/,
Columbia
Picts.
pfd. 22

Con.

Fm.

Ind

]/2

MARKET
Low
45/8
22

Vi

45/8 —
22
—

V2

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
135
134i/2 134i/2
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
12y8
12'/4
12%+
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
llVi
1 1 Vi
HV2
Pathe
Film
8V2
83/8
8V2
RKO
20th Century-Fox
. . 61/g
6
6/8
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros.
.:....
3Vi
3%
3Vi
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.102'/4 102 1/4 102 1/4

Loew's

Net
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%
1 Vi
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—

Vs
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—

V4

1% +
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Vs
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deb. 3Vis46
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3s55....
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Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 953/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96 Vi
NEW
YORK
CURB
Monogram Picts
Sonotone Corp
1%
Technicolor
8%
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp. vtc.
6V2
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

54/4
54/4
953/4
953,4
96 Vi
96 Vi
MARKET
\*A
8%
6V2

6Vi —
Vi
SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 663,4 69Vi
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58
6OV2

"U" Party for Seiter
Universal is hosting a cocktail
party at the Terrace Club of the
St. Moritz this afternoon for William A. Seiter.
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Hollywood — That pictures be previewed in Hollywood within a week
after their final sneak previews was
the request made by committee representing Hollywood's leading newspaper, magazines and syndicate
representatives at a meeting with
the
studio publicity directors' committee.
The press committeemen declared
that manv pictures are being previewed in New York before their HolIvwood showing and they expressed
their opposition to this.

Woman"
"That o' Hamilto
g ,
"Pot
Gold" nClickin

COminG and GOIM
JAMES R. GRAINGER and HERBERT J. YAT
returned to the home office yesterday from !
Louis accompanied by HARRY ARTHUR, Jl
of Fanchon & Marco, at whose Fox Theater R
public's
"Sis Hopkins" had its world premie
on
Friday.
JOHN

WAYNE

is spending a few days in N(

York
completion of his role in Re-T^';,
"Ladyfollowing
from Louisiana."
j
to

ARTHUR KELLY is now expected to ,etu
his UA home office desk Thursday.

J. A. McCONVILLE, Columbia's foreign ma
ager, arrived in the home office over the wee
end
after a five-week business trip to Cent
America.
CRADWELL SEARS, SAM SCHNEIDER, CA
LESERMAN and MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warr
home office executives, return to New York 1
day from Burbank. They were away f
weeks.

of
e "take"
ximat
appro
With0 an
days at
four
first
in its
$67,00
s
Korda[
Radio City Music Hall,
"That Hamilton Woman" will hit
around $100,000 for the week, UA
reported yesterday. Through Suntered. day, 85,000 admissions were regis-

JACK
HARRY
booking

s
se, Roose
00 in
relea
$30,0velt'
about
d UA
" did
o* Gold,
A secon
"Pot
and
its first four days at the Roxy,
a $45,000 week is indicated. Pix,
seen by 56,205 in four days, stays
for a second.

DAN HOULIHAN, 20th Century-Fox booker
Albany,
has returned
in Washington,
D. C. from a few days' vacati

Training Films Planned
For "Home Town" Theaters
Rochester— R. J. Fisher, long acretive here in the film field, hassion
ceived War Department permis
camps
Army
to shoot sound films in
where Guard troops and draftees are
training for theatrical distribution
in the soldiers' home towns.

SHEA, of the Shea Theater Circuit a
KAPLOWITZ. of Warners' home offi
department,
were
in Albany
yesterd,

DAVE CHERMAN, of the Lawrence Theat
New Haven. MRS. CHERMAN, and son, HERMA
are in Atlantic City for a week.
I. J. HOFFMAN. Warner theater departme
head, New Haven, is due back from Florida t
week.

NORMAN

TAUROG

is at the Waldorf.

ALICE FAYE, her mother, and RICHARD M
CAULAY, Warner writer, and his wife, arr
here today from the Coast on the America.
the

ROBERT
Coast

BUCKNER, Warner writer, arrived
yesterday
after a vacation
here.

MERIAN C. COOPER is due today from List
on the Clipper. He spent two months in El
land gathering material for "The Eagle Squ;
ron," which will be produced by Walter Wang

McGinley to Indianapolis
For "U"; Blake Promoted

Universal
announced
yesterd
that L. J. McGinley,
manager
its Seattle Exchange has been trar
"Penny Serenade" Special ferred in the same capacity to B
Showing at Astor Apr. 15
dianapolis, following the death
DG Dismissal Motion
H H. Hull.
Decision Is Reserved
Foster Blake, a salesman in t
Columbia's special press-trade
yes- Los Angeles branch, has been pi
Serenade" York
The Dramatists Guild yesterday showing terdayofwas "Penny
moted
to manager of the Seat
set for the New
Exchange.
asked New York Supreme Court Astor theater a week from today
at 11 a.m.
Justice Isidor Wasservosrel to dismiss the complaint of the League of
New York Theaters for insufficiency Edwards Suit Settled
in law. The Court reserved decision
Suit brought by Sol Edwards,
after the Guild argued that individual members of the League alone former sales manager of Film AlPRESENTS
could claim damages for alleged violiance, against the company for allations of the anti-trust laws by
leged breach of an employment conPERFECT TWO AND THREE COLOR
tract yesterday was settled by Northe Guild.
16mm SOUND PRINTS from your
negatives, including Kodachrome.
man Nicholson, Edwards' attorney.

VITfiCOLOR

Goldwyn Signs Busch
As Ass't and Story Editor
Wt~t

Cast

B--C"

of THE

FTT M

DAILY

Hollvwood — Samuel Goldwyn has
signed Niven Busch as his assistant
and storv editor to a long-term contract. Busch is a veteran screen
writer.

Richey, Rodaers' Aide,
Undergoes Operation
H. M. Richev. assistant to W. F.
Rodeers, M-G-M sales chief, is recovering from an operation in the
New Rochelle Hospital.

Uniform, highest quality, color corrected, permanent, transparent prints
on
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TELEGRAMS
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GASPARCOLOR

film.

Delivered speedily at competitive
prices! Demonstrations arranged by
appointment. Also complete facilities
for taking 35mm two and three color
negatives.
Two and three color 16mm prints also
tives.
made from 35mm separation nega-

Phone, write, or wire
HOLLYWOOD

COLORFILM
(VITACOLOR)

230 West
Olive Avenue
Burbank, California
Phone: CHarleston 66477

CORP.

From Wamer

BrOS. Starring

HUMPHREY BOGART

JOAN LESLI
EDDIE ALBERT
SYLVIA SIDNEY
Directed by RAY

ENRIGHT

Screen Play by Fred Niblo, Jr. and Barry Trivers
Suggested by a Story by Francis Wallace
A Warner Bros.-First National Picture
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GTE Net Up $153,758

DAILY

Forecast Boxoffice
Peak in Autumn

To $849,820 in '40
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

earned on 592,887 shares in the preceding- year.
Provision for Federal income and
excess profits taxes for 1940 amounted to $259,300 compared with $104,000 provided for Federal income tax
in 1939.
After dividend payments aggregating $499,454, the net addition
from operations to consolidated
earned surplus was $350,365, making a total of $1,075,268 added to
consolidated earned surplus since the
inception of the corporation in 1936.
During the year 6,800 shares of capital stock of the corporation were
acquired in the open market and retired at a cost of approximately
$8.74 per share, which was charged
to paid-in surplus.
Prexy Earle G. Hines in his letter to stockholders declared that the
1941 outlook is for a "somewhat
better than normal business" in sale
of theater equipment and supplies.

being made to cope with the loss a
foreign
markets.
"The amusement industry alway
lags about six months behind ,J ^jVo
business swings," the articJ '.(
ports. "Its record peak, for example
was made in 1930. This is becaus
the public with income rising pay
bills and buys necessities before gc
ing to amusements, and when bus
ness turns down does not cut ex
penses until the pinch become

Creative Age Film Corp.
Enters Educational Field

T
•

•

•

THAT

on-the-deadline

National

Loew's Frank Murphy
Hull, please note

for

masterminding

▼

Bureau

of
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Hollywood — David O. Selznick has
purchased screen rights to "Drake's
Drum" by Peter Viertel, staff writer,
which appears shortly in Liberty.

Soviet-Jugoslav

T

this

one

and

Cordell

T

•
•
UP in Boston on Sunday
popular Bert Mackenzie, New England publicist and promotional director for M-G-M,
was tendered a surprise birthday party
at his home in the
swanky Walnut Hill suburb
All afternoon and evening folks
swarmed in to celebrate the occasion
and partake of good
cheer, table delicacies, and a three-tier, festive cake
Among
those who dropped in were Maurice Wolf, Morey Goldstein, Joe
Di Pease, Jack Granara, Phil Elwell, Al Somerby, Jack MacLain,
Dr. John White
Among congratulatory messages received were
those from Bette Davis, Governor Leverett Saltonstall and Mayor
Maurice Tobin
T
T
T

To Nat'l Advisory Council

Coast

oi

•

Wash. ITO Meets in Spokane

West

pronouncement

sentatives of the Boy Scouts, women's clubs, et al, were on hand
unity
appears
to have been realized at last
Credit

Board of Review Adds 12

"Drake's Drum"

T

friendship
was
no more
startling than the unique "approchement" last mid-week 'twixt fillums and radio
Up in Syracuse, Radio
Station WSYR
actually held an invitation screening oi Metro's "Men
of Boys' Town"
right in the broadcasting studio!
Newspaper
critics, radio columnists, editors, clergy of all denominations, and repre-

Albany — Creative Age Film Corporation with $100,000 in authorized capital stock in $100 shares
has been chartered here to conduct
motion picture biz of educational
and news subjects. Subscribers are
Bernard O'Connor, Ridgewood, Frederick Farran, E. Elmhurst and A.
M. Docken, Sunnyside, while directors of record are Eileen J. Garrett,
Florence Brobeck and Elmer A.
Lindsay, all of New York.

Spokane, Wash. — State-wide meeting under the auspices of the ITO
of Washington, Northern Idaho and
Alaska will be held in the Davenport
Hotel here today to discuss the operation of the New York consent
decree, state and Federal legislative problems and tax increases.

T

©
•
•
UP to now
monopoly
on covering

the Sherwin-Williams
Paint Co
the earth
But Paramount
has

had the
seriously

"Askit Basket" Giveaway
Gets Green Light In Neb.

National Advisory Council of the
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures has been increased by
12 to act as liaison between the
Board and local film guidance groups,
it was announced by James Shelley Hamilton, executive director.
N ew members
are :
Dr. William Lewin, Newark; Dr.
Campton Bell, Denver; Mrs. Richard McClure, Cbjcago; Mrs. Frank
A. Linzel, Washington; Mrs. Clarence Echols, Dallas; Harold M. Turney, Los Angeles; W. W. Whittinghil'l,
Detroit;
Mrs.Samuel
Lewis B.P. Cuthbert,
Addoms,
Brooklyn;
Mrs.

Lincoln, Neb. — Holding that the
Nebraska theater's "Askit Basket"
giveaway program is not a lottery,
Judge E. B. Chappell ruled that the
grocery quiz idea was perfectly all
right for use as a crowd come-on in
movie houses and didn't run afoul of
the state lottery law. This is the
first time in years of contest against
one kind or another of giveaway
and prize programs in theaters that
a game won out.
City Manager R. W. Huffman, of
J. H. Cooper theaters, and Gene
Shanahan, the house manager, were
also in the suit as defendants.

Pittsburgh; Mrs. Walter L. Gilbert,
Cobleskill; Mrs. Arthur D. Kerwin,
Detroit; Mrs. Charles W. Swift, El-

New

Bengal Tax May
Bureau

of

THE

Hit Pix
FILM

1940 March period. Loew's is ac
justing its operations so that it ca
make money on domestic busines
alone, it is said, and the compan
has the strongest cash position i
its history, $32,000,000. Warn*
Bros, is running well ahead of las
year and should earn 90 cents ,
share for the 1941 fiscal year, th
Journal declares.

Twenty Leading Film Star
To Attend Mexican Festive
West

muscled-in
The Balaban
outfit has made
"Road
to Singapore"
followed by "Road to Zanzibar"
and now it's gonna make
"Read to Moscow"
How those Para, boys do gad about!. .....

Washington

The Journal asserts that Pars
mount is leading the upturn of th
industry and that the March quai
ter profits should be around $1
acute."
share on the common stock, con '
pared with 53 cents earned in th

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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DAIL

Hollywood — Twenty leading Hollj
wood players will attend the motio
picture festival in Mexico City Apr
12 to 14, according to plans outline
at meeting of the Association of Mc
tion Picture Producers. Three plan
loads of Hollywocdites will leave Fri
day morning for Mexico staying ove ■
City.
in San Antonio and leaving- San At
tonio Saturday morning- for Mexic
Several important pictures will b
shown during the festival with a com
mittee of Mexican exhibitors arran
ing for the showings.

Warner Club Honors Three
Cincinnati — The Warner Club bai
queted three members at the Hot<
Alms, leaving the exchange her
Nelson Lewis, who enlisted in th
Coast Guard Artillery, was pri
sented with a camera. Mrs. Mar
Hoffman received a dressing gow
and
kit. Miss Ruth Reynolds, a beaut

DAILY

Washington — The Government in
Bengal, India, according to the DeKaye Replaces Doug Yates
partment of Commerce, has been
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY discussing the possible levy of a tax
Hollywood — Gordon Kaye, who has on traders whose total annual sales
been in the production department exceed 20,000 rupees ($6,000). The
at Republic for the past two years, Bengal Motion Picture Producers
has been appointed assistant to pro- Association promptly protested,
Mary Pickford
Victor
Scherrzinger
ducer Al Cohen, taking over the spot pointing out that no exemptions will
vacated by Doug Yates, son of H. be possible under this low minimum
Yola Levy,
D'AvrilJr.
Fred
J. Yates, who joins the Motion Pic- figure, which is exceeded by every
ture Division of the Signal Corps.
company in the industry.

Ituttk Night Brings
Exhib.'s Indictment
Chardon, O. — L M. Smith, manager of the Geauga Theater, is under
indictment for operating a "Bank
Night" at the theater. The grand
jury accused Smith of disposing of
tickets in a "lottery, policy or scheme
of chance known as Bank Night/'

IM
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lied Atlantic City
set Opens June 11

DAILY

V REVIEWS Of THE DEW fILfllS >
"The Devil and

"The Man Who

Lost
with

{Continued from Page 1)

!-d the affair as the "good-will
..-ention of the motion picture inrv. sponsored
by New
Jersev
Every sales manager will
"^ted
to attend and outline his
policies,
astern regional conference of Alleaders will be held in conjuncwith the convention,
ouis Gold of Newark is convenchairman.
Other members
of
committee are Irving Dollinger
linden and Harry Lowenstein of
vark. E. Thornton Kelly is con,tion manager.

) Greyhound Racing
tes, Mass. B. O. Worry
- oston — The Massachusetts State
ing Commission has granted 200
' ng dates for greyhound tracks
:his state. 100 being allotted to
nderland Park located at Revere
' ch just over the Boston line and
!e competition, of course, for all
ton theaters.
To the Raynham
: Die:hton tracks each located withmiles of Taunton, 50 nights each
e allotted,
leanwhile
Suffolk Downs
horse
[ing plant has been granted 60
is of racing while Narragansett
nearby Pawtucket and Rockingi at Derby, N. H., both depen,t upon Massachusetts patronage
!e been granted 75 and 50 days
actively.

10.000 for Met. Opera
Boston Film House
Boston — Engagement of the Metolitan Opera in the Metropolitan
ater, M & P's huge film house
e, hung up a "take" in excess of
0,000, a new record for Opera in
•ton. Figure is some $65,000
ater than last year's receipts at
It's asOpera
Boston
ad
that the
Met. House.
will continue to
y the M & P house for several
sons.

-States Takes Over
lawa Lepowitz Houses

t*

•nawa, la. — The Iowa and Onawa
ters, owned by Roy Lepowitz,
e joined the Tri-States Circuit.
tier the deal, Lepowitz will conae to manage the two Onawa
ses.
.epowitz purchased the two 450ters last January from R. A.
/er. Lepowitz also operates the
.'a theaters at Madrid and Des
ines.

tie
Tierney for
"Belle
Starr"
t Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
lollywood — Gene Tierney has been
t for the title role in "Belle Starr"
20th Century-Fox.

Miss Jones"

with

with Jean Arthur, Robert Cummings,
Charles Coburn

Brian

Aherne,

Kay

Francis,

Henry Stephenson
Universal
72 Mins.
RKO
92 Mins. j
SOLID ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
MILDLY AMUSING COMEDY IS EXAUDIENCES; PICTURE IS AUSPICIOUS
PERTLY ACTED, BUT PLAYERS ARE SUPERIOR TO SCRIPT.
DEBUT FOR ROSS-KRASNA PRODUCTION
GROUP.
Amusing complications are latent in this
First effort of the Frank Ross and Norman story, but they are not realized to a full
Krasna producing organization, "The Devil degree and despite the best efforts of a
and Miss Jones" is a swell job on all scores. talented and hard-working cast the picture
Audiences should like it immensely and is only mildly amusing screenfare. It has
should be solidly entertained by it. Natural- |the benefit of a cast which should draw at
ly, a good picture that is amusing and the box office. Technically the picture is
entertaining gets lots of word of mouth ad- up to snuff in every respect and the direction isokay.
vertising, and this is the type of film that
will get that sort of advertising. Exhibitors
Aherne is fine in a dual role, making the
should give this picture a push as it will be most of his opportunities at all times. Miss
to their benefit as well as the producers Francis is attractive, beautifully gowned,
and distributors.
effectively photographed and capable. An
The story itself is pure fiction, and the expertly turned comedy part is contributed
producers kid it with an amusing foreword, by S. Z. Sakall, and Henry Stephenson, Nils
but it is substantial enough to provide a Asther, Sig Rumann, Dorothy Tree, Janet
framework for highly amusing comedy de- Beecher, Marc Lawrence and Henry Kolker
velopments which are fully realized. Krasna are effective in supporting roles. Edward
also wrote the story and screenplay in addi- Ludwig directed, doing all that was possible
with the material. Eddie Moran wrote the
tion to getting credit with Ross as co-pro- screenplay.
ducer. On the production side there is
nothing lacking. Director Sam Wood also
Aherne, as a visiting business man, runs
deserves a full share of the laurels while
into Aherne, as a no-good department store
they are being tossed around. He smoothly executive and estranged husband of Kay
guides the players, builds the laughs and Francis. Due to their similarity they decide
makes the more serious scenes convincing to celebrate, with Aherne, as the business
and appealing.
man, waking up the next day in the other
Miss Arthur once again has a chance to
man's bed. Not only do his protestations
display her talents as a comedienne, and of
mistaken identity fall on deaf ears when
does a whale of a job. Robert Cummings
he talks to the butler, Sakall, but Miss Franneatly fits the bill as the juvenile lead. Specis and others also don't believe he is not
cial credit and mention go to Charles Co- the department store executive, who is
burn. This very fine actor has never had found dead, but identified as the other man.
a better role, nor has he appeared to better
Numerous complications ensue, but everyadvantage, making the most of every line
thing is smoothly
worked
out.
and every situation. Edmund Gwenn, Spring
CAST: Brian Aherne, Kay Francis, Henry
Byington and S. Z. Sakall round out the
Stephenson, S. Z. Sakall, Nils Asther, Sig
top of the cast with expert jobs.
Coburn, richest man in the world and a Rumann, Dorothy Tree, Janet Beecher, Marc
Lawrence, Henry Kolker, Sarah Padden, Eden
stickler about remaining out of the public
Gray, Selmar Jackson, William Gould, M.
eye, wakens one morning to discover his
Armstrong, Ethel Clifton.
effigy has been hung by a group of departCREDITS: Producer, Lawrence W. Fox,
ment store's employes in a store he had for- Jr.; Director, Edward Ludwig; Screenplay,
gotten he owned. He burns up and orders
a detective hired. The detective wants to Eddie Moran; Based on a novel by H. Dewait a few days before starting because his Vere Stacpoole; Cameraman, Victor Milner.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
wife is having a baby and Coburn takes
the job himself.
Good.
Coburn gets a job in the shoe department
using the name of the detective. Miss Metro Signs Val Heflin
Arthur and Miss Byington are employed in West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
the department, which is run by Gwenn, a
Hollywood — Metro has signed Van

Himself"

sarcastic martinet. Cummings, Miss Arthur's
sweetheart, has been fired because he tried
to organize the employes. With that as a
starter, the action is fast, furious and funny.
Coburn mellows, falls for Miss Byington
and arranges a happy ending for everybody
after a hilarious free for all in the store.
CAST: Jean Arthur, Robert Cummings,
Charles Coburn, Spring Byington, S. Z.
Sakall, William Demarest, Walter Kingsford, Montagu Love, Richard Carle, Charles
Waldron, Edwin Maxwell, Edward McNamara, Robert Emmett Keane.
CREDITS: Producers, Frank Ross and Norman Krasna; Director, Sam Wood; Screenplay and Story, Norman Krasna; Cameraman,
Harry Stradling; Editor, Sherman Todd.
DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

Top-Notch.

PHOTOGRA-

Heflin, Broadway actor, to a term
contract. His first picture will be
"Enemy
will direct.Within." Richard Rosson

Judy for Edgar Selwyn Story
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

"Up
In the
Air"
Frankie Darro,
Marjorie
Reynolds,
Mantan Moreland

Monogram
62 Mins.
INCONSEQUENTIAL STORY MADE
PASSABLY ENJOYABLE BY PEP AND PERSONALITY OF THE STAR.
Minds with but a single thought, — and
upwards, — can grasp readily the plot of this
latest Frankie Darro opus, because it is
about as inconsequential and primary as the
jingle, "Who Killed Cock Robin." There
are a couple of Cock Robins to conjure
with. One is easy-to-look-at Lorna Grey,
the lithe and temperamental radio songstress,
and the other, Gordon Jones, who essays
the role of a singing cowboy. Each is murdered at a convenient point in the story.
The demise of Miss Grey is regrettable and
untimely as far as the visual appeal of the
picture is concerned, although in her allotted
rharacterization she is fit for treason,
stratagems and spoils. Mr. Jones is more
easily spared from the footage for the reason that the script calls for his inability to
pass his radio audition successfully, which
seems a mite incongruous considering the
texture of much
current radio talent.
Frankie Darro is the page boy in the
broadcasting station where he devotes his
efforts to three objectives, ( 1 ) getting the
pretty and golden-voiced Marjorie Reynolds
a starring spot on a program; (2) doing
ditto for himself and his Negro janitor pal,
Mantan Moreland; and (3) tracking down
the murderer of Miss Grey and Mr. Jones.
He succeeds in all but the middle instance.
Along the way there is some good light comedy, garnished
personality.with
Marjorie Frankie's
Reynolds pep
is aandcomely
and competent
bers pleasingly. ingenue, and sings her numHoward Bretherton's direction is firm and
flashy, while Fred Jackman, Jr., contributes
all-that-can-be-desired photography. "Up
in the Air" will go well with Darro fans
and fill the bill for houses whose admish
tickets can stand the taxation better than
the mentalities of the patrons.
CAST: Frankie Darro, Marjorie Reynolds,
Manton Moreland, Gordon Jones, Lorna Grey,
Tristram Coffin, Clyde Dilson, Dick Elliott,
John Holland, Carleton Young.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons; Director, Howard Bretherton; Photographed by
Fred Jackman, Jr.; Musical Director, Edward Kaye; Sound by William Fox; Screenplay and Original Story by Ed Kelso; Film
Editor, Jack Ogilvie.
DIRECTION, Firm. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Thorough.

1,000 New Accounts for
Season Give Col. Record
(Continued from Page 1)

1940-41 season than was listed last
Hollywood — Judy Garland and
Kathryn Grayson will likely play the year, it was announced yesterday,
as the "Columbia Exhibitors Goodleads in Edgar Selwyn's "Eight Girls Will Campaign" rounded out its
and a Horse" for Metro.
fifth week in the drive that will end
May 30.
Columbia also will establish a new
RKO
Buys
"Powder
Town"
all-time
record in billings for the
West Coast Bureau
ei THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — RKO has bought current fiscal year, based on returns
"Powder Town," story by Vicki now coming in from the company's
Baum. Cliff Reid will produce from exchanges,
it was said at the home
office.
scenario by John Twist.
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Indicate Schine Suit
Settlement is Off
(Continued from Page 1)

home office, tomorrow. After the
Government men complete their scrutiny of the contracts and correspondence, oral examinations of company
officials of the "Big Five" is scheduled for April 24. The subpoenas
served by the Government on attorneys for the five majors called
for the production of all contracts
governing feature pictures released
in 58 towns in New York State, 17
towns in Ohio, 11 in Kentucky, 5 in
Maryland, and 1 in Delaware. The
contracts refer to the 1931-32 —
1940-41 seasons inclusive.
Asks for All Correspondence
The Government also asks for all
correspondence and memoranda relating to the availability and selection of playdates and the negotiations of these contracts. Additionally, a list is set forth of blank number of Government witnesses and
complainants with a request that the
"Big Five" furnish all correspondence
covering refusals to negotiate or to
license films to these exhibitors.
General information is sought as
to all features released between Jan.
1, 1931, and Jan. 1, 1941, by the five
majors, total number of exhibitions
of each picture, and the receipts in
six exchange offices located in Buffalo, Albany, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Philadelphia
and Washington.
It was disclosed yesterday by the
Government that Borkland has been
assigned to try the Schine suit. Robert L. Wright will handle the trial
of the Griffith action in Oklahoma
City, while Allen Dobie will appear
in the Crescent suit, filed at Nashville.
Allege Licenses Refused
The Government asked for all information regarding the alleged refusal of the five majors to negotiate
licensing agreements with the following:

Philip Charnes, Hippodrome Theater (now
known as the State), Bucyrus Theater,
Bucyrus, O.; Theodore Gutilla, Henry Damm,
Bellefontaine, O. ; Clarke Young-, BowlingGreen, O.; John Bahas, Ohio Theater, Ashland, O.; Henry Bieberson, John Buchman,
Star Theater, Delaware. O.; Medina Theater,
Princess Theater, Medina, O.; Colonial Theater, Fostoria, O. ; Joseph H. Felter, Moose
Theater, George K. Angelus, Frank Hiltz,
Forum Theater, Norwalk, O. ; Emerson W.
Long, and
Memorial Theater, Mt. Vernon, O.; State
Theater, Castamba Theater, Shelby, O.; Grand
Theater, Lyric Theater, Ritz Theater, Tiffin
Theater, Tiffin, O. ; Strand Theater, Carl B.
Moore, Ohio Theater, C. L. Dasher, T. G.
Evans, Van Wert, O. ; Max Lefkowich,
Wooster,
O. ; Helen
Ulman's M.Theater. Salisbury,
Md. ; Ulman,
Vic Theater,
K.
Murphy, Price Coomer, G. C. Scott, Corbin,
Ky. ; Harry Schwartz, Paris, Ky. ; H. P.
Wallace, and
Capitol Theater, Auburn, N. Y. ; Morris
Gaby, Plaza Theater, Frederick Gerber, Palace
Theater, Corning, N. Y. ; Fred Mausert; State
Theater, Glens Falls, N. Y. ; Richard De Toto,
Louis De Pillo, Geneva, N. Y. ; Palace Theater, Reliance Theaters, Inc., Lockport, N.
Y.; Morris Kronick, Amsterdam, N. Y. ;
Thomas Warne, Hippodrome Theater, Little
Falls, N. Y.; Frank Kuras, Rialto Theater,
Massena, N. Y. ; Michael Boumansour, Plaza
Theater, Malone, N. Y. ; W. C. Smalley,
Smalley's Theater, Norwich. N. Y. ; Peter
C. Vournakis, Strand Theater, Liberty Theater. Watertown,
V'.; MaxMonroe
Fogel, Theater,
Webster
Theater.
Madison N.Theater.
Dixie Theater, Rochester, N. Y. ; Empire

rheati

a < , X. Y.

'Smelltes' au Naturel
Detroit — The ne plus ultra in odors
to accompany pictures was reached
by Roy Campbell, manager of the
Shafer Theater at Garden City with
"Listen Darling." Audience watched
the scene when the boy in the film
shoots a skunk, and is put in coventry until
"de-skunked"
some hundreds of feet
later.
At the same instance, a zephyr
of 100 proof skunk struck the house,
lasting about the same length of time.
Checkup found a lone skunk from
the nearby fields, chased by a dog up
to the building near the air conditioning intake, when the skunk decided to attack the dog, with disastrous results for the house.

Gold Names Dervin
UA Southern Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

burgh branch manager, to the Boston post vacated by Dervin, and the
advancement of Nat Beier, sales
supervisor in the New York exchange, to Weiner's old Pittsburgh
spot.

la. Legislature Opens Up
Schools for Public Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

fought strenuously by the theater
men, it was on the agenda of the
Allied theater owners of Iowa and
Nebraska as a negative bill. Theater exhibitors felt the bill would
allow competition to arise from
opening up the school buildings to
unlimited entertainment by community groups.
Rep. C. F. Shimanek of Elkader
attempted to amend the bill in the
House to prohibit any admission
charge by any of the groups using
the school houses, but it was turned
down by a voice vote.
The House added an amendment
to the Senate bill, however, requiring1 that any organization using the
school buildings must not be alien
or against the American form of
government. The bill will be returned to the Senate for concurrence
in the amendment and then will be
sent to the Governor for his signature.

Frederick Ullman Again
Heads RKO Pathe News
(Continued from Page 1)

Bernie Kamer has been appointed RKO Coast studios where he has
permanent UA field exploiteer in the been making pictures for the past
year. Previous to going West, Ullman had been in charge of the
New England
territory
by "Skip"
Weshner,
exploitation
director.
He
pioneer
newsreel and its shorts proreplaces George Scher, now in the
Army.
duction department, making Sportscopes, Reelisms, etc. Information
Please is also made by this organization.
Detroit Managers Union
In addition to his managerial
Pickets Schreiber House
duties, Donovan has actively directed Information Please and other
(Continued from Page 1)
shorts series.
the first managerial
picketing on
record.
Union claims 100 per cent membership in all Schreiber houses and
asserts it will not sign a contract
covering the Palmer Park until
agreement is made for all situations.

Philippine Film Biz Off
Manila (By Air Mail)— Film attendance here and in the provinces
is down, with drop in the latter estimated at 40 per cent. A number
of provincial houses have folded,
others are operating only two or
three nights a week.
Hancock, Accident Victim

Margolies, Stamatis

I

Settle Arbit'n Cases
(Continued from Page 1)

and the hearing was set for yestei
day. However, Stamatis and Me
golies reached an agreement befr
the case could be heard but th<v "a

goes down on the record as(| "| '
Terms of the settlement were
tlement.
' ,-■'nl
revealed but it is understood thl
the clearance over the Regent h !
been cut to three or four days. T
five consenting distributors agre]
to the settlement.
Julius Henry Cohen was the all
trator who was to have heard t
case.

Mark
on Detroit's
Second Time
Arbitration
Case
Detroit — A desire to study t
progress of Detroit's first arbiti
tion case, on the part of both sidf
is responsible for delay in settii;
a date for hearing on the second 1
cal case, by mutual consent. T
plaintiffs are the same in each case
Julius and Milton London, althou
on behalf of different theaters, wh
several of the intervenors are i
volved in both cases.
Both sides appear to agree th
they can learn from the procee
ings in the first case, and that the
is no point to going over the sai
arguments twice, inasmuch
charges are fairly similar, in d'
ferent situations, for the two cas<
(Continued from Page 1)

Minn. Legion of Decency
Loses "Lady Eve" Bout
(Continued from Page 1 )

ported there was nothing indeee;
Interstate Will Build
in it.
Legion induced the St. Paul cil
Two More in Houston
council to cancel the engasreme
Houston — Interstate, with 13 of the stage show, "DuBarry Was
at the municipal auditoriu \
nabes, including the recently opened Lady,"
Engagement was promptly switch
Almeda, already operating here, is to adjacent Minneapolis where it
further splurging.
booked Sunday.
for the Mayor
Lyceum, George
openi'j•
Plans for two new $125,000 Easter
at the Lol
houses were announced at the week- Leach of Minneapolis,
end, following site acquisitions in ion's l'equest, has directed the y]
Washington Ave. and Harrisburg licewomen's
bureau
to investigf
St. Less than three weeks ago. and report.
Interstate disclosed plans for anTheater Bomb Hurts Five
other, to cost $100,000, on University. Interstate also has leased a
Meridian, Miss. — An explosion
$100,000 house being erected by the the Royal Theater, which police sa
Wayside Realty Co. at Telephone was caused by a time bomb, injur
and Wayside
drives.
five persons, four of whom are .
a hospital.
Fire was averted.

Indianapolis — H. L. Hancock, 20thFox salesman, was seriously injured
in an auto accident near Rushville. Edward Riesenbeck Dead
Dr. Jack Young Dead
He is now confined to St. Vincent's
Cincinnati — Edward Riesenbeck.
Hospital with several broken ribs
Clinton, S. C— Dr. Jack H. Youi I
and a broken leg.
father of the managers of several
66, owner of four motion pictul
greater Cincinnati theaters passed theaters
here and a former may<|
away. Four sons, John Riesenbeck, died after an extended illness.
Roy M. Brosius Dead
mgr., of The Strand, Newport, Ky.;
Detroit — -Roy M. Brosius, 48, man- Edward, manager of Ketih's, Cin- NSS Dedicates Exchange
ager of the Bagley Theater, died
cinnati; Albert, in charae of the serNational Screen Service will fori
suddenly. Survivors include Mrs.
vice department at RKO Palace and
Douglas Brosey, a sister, who is William, connected with Sears Roeally dedicate its new "streamline
wife of the owner of the Amsterbuck, survive, besides his widow New York Exchange today and i
stall Leo Abrams as its manager.
dam Theater.
and two married daughters.
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TEN CENTS

'-T, WOMEN'S CLUBS FIGHT MINN. BILL
ireenwich $5,000,000 Anti- Trust Suit is Filed
ng-Pending Action
jainst Distributors
;ks For Triple Damages
tait for $5,452,575, representing
>le damages, has been filed in the
leral District Court for the SouthDistrict of Connecticut, New
ven, by the Perfect Theaters,
., against the eight major complies, Monogram, Republic, SkouTheaters and Fox Metropolitan
yhouses.
Suit involves the 2,(Continued on Page 4)

)llywood Starts
1 More This Week
t Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

lolly wood — Eleven pictures are
eduled to go into production durthis week.
RKO
Radio, with
en, tops the activity lineup. The
ek-up:
it Columbia: Six shooting includ"Heaven
Can Wait," comedyma, with
Robert
Montgomery,
'ude Rains and James
Gleason.
xander Hall directing for proer Everett
Riskin; "Prisoner on
(Continued on Page 10)

M.S. Arrival Ignored
i Newsreel Bow to Knox
n line with the policy requested
Secretary of The Navy Frank
ix that all press, radio and phoraphic agencies refrain from
'licizing or reporting in any form
■vements or the presence of Brit' ships (Continued
of war inon this
country, all
Page 10)

Will Oppose Circus
With Circus Feature
Wilmington, Del. — Circus day in
•Vilmington will be May 27, and the
•A/B Savoy will return "Chad Hanna,"
:ircus pic, for the day, according to
:arle G. Finney, manager. Decision
esulrs from Finney's successful experiment with a revival of "The
vlighty Barnum" on Circus Day in
1937.

PREMIUMS, DIME NIGHTS IN WIS.
Circuit

Theaters
Resorting
to Dishes — Bargain
Policy Also Gaining Around State

Admission

Deluge State Senate With
Letters Assailing Allied
Anti-Five Block Measure
By GEORGE

FILM DAILY
Milwaukee, Wis. — An increase in
the number of houses using dishes
as giveaways, particularly among
circuits, is being evidenced here. In
the dish giveaway category are
houses which have never offered
such premiums in the past.
Dime night houses are also showing an increase locally and around
the state. Thursdays and Fridays
are the heaviest dime nights in Mil-

Universal Contracts
Rise 10% to 10,000

waukee. Around the state "barMinneapolis — Parent-Teacher
gain nites" are common, observed
usually two or three nights out of organizations of Minneapolis
the week at admissions ranging and members of the Fifth Disfrom a nickel to 20 cents, but in all
trict, Minnesota Federation of Women's Clubs, opened a last-minute
instances below the regular admission policy anywhere from a dime to campaign yesterday to defeat the
20 cents.
anti-blocks-of-five bill in the Minnesota Senate.
Racine moviegoers
are offered a
The measure, sponsored by Allied
pietty good pick of dime nights with
(Continued on Page 10)
Theater Owners of the Northwest
has passed the House and already
has been recommended for passage
bv a Senate committee. It is on the
Senate general orders calendar and
may be reached at any time.
Members of the Senate were de-

9,1 25 Theaters Sign
For Defense Reels

A total of 9,125 theaters have
Universal's contracts for the current season have hit approximately signed to show films furnished by
10,000 running about 10 per cent the Motion Picture Committee Cooperating for National Defense, it
ahead of the company's total for
was learned yesterday. List is ex1939-40, it was reported yesterday.
pected (Continued
to go up on
to Page
12,000
for the
"U's" gross and net are said to
3)
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 10)

$5,000,000 Gross

Walter Brown Named WE
V.-P., Counsel and Director

Walter Brown of Huntington. W.
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — Policy of the foreign exchange control Va., yesterday was elected a director of Western Electric Co. by the
office in issuing very few impoi't
permits for raw stock and studio stockholder (Continued
and ona Pagevice-president
10)
(Continued on Page 10)

Metro, Woo liter in Settlement
N'Orleans Exhib Drops Arbitration Case

Weil Will Hear Fields
Arbitration Case Apr. 16

New York arbitration case No. 4
will be heard on April 16 with
Frank Weil as arbitrator. • Case involves clearance and was filed
against the five consenting companies by Jack Fields of the Cameo
Theater, Jersey City. Listed as interested parties are the Fulton,
Orient and Apollo Theaters of the
Skouras
circuit.

New Orleans — The second arbitration case in New Orleans territory,
involving "some run" was settled by
mutual consent yesterday when
Charles K. Woolner, president of
Modern Theaters, operators of city's
only drive-in theater, withdrew his
claim against Metro half an hour
before the arbitration hearing was
due to open.
Decision on the first case, one of
three brought by Woolner, is expected this week.
In this case,
(Continued on Page 4)

rr

for "Kane
Expected
Hollywood— A gross of $5,000,000

West

Raw Stock at 20-30%
Premium in Argentina

E, GUISE

Staff Correspondent

Coast
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on "Citizen Kane" is anticipated by
RKO, it was reliably reported yesterday. Picture goes into roadshow
release shortly with only one very
minor change from the originally
(Continued on Page 3)

Variety Club Convention
To Call N. Y. Top Execs.
First reservations to be made for
attendance at the national Variety
Club convention in Atlantic City May
15-17 were announced yesterday, and
(Continued on Page 4)

Wetland, Pittsburgh,
Passing to Warners
Pittsburgh — Effective April 15,
Warner Bros. Circuit is taking over
the Weiland Theater, East End, heretofore operated by A. A. Weiland.
The acquisition of this house gives
Warners six theaters in that section
of the city.
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Testimony of Moskowitz
Spikes Prosecution Gun

"Ziegfeld Girl" Caravan
To Start 75-City Junket

One of the Government's guns
were spiked yesterday during trial
of Joseph M. Schenck and Joseph
H. Moskowitz on income tax evasion
charges when the latter explained
on the witness stand that an item
in Schenck's records which indicated
that Moskowitz owed to Schenck
$71,457 was in reality the debt of
William Klein, lawyer for the Shuberts.
The Government had made much
of this debt, which it had claimed
showed that Moskowitz had made
misstatements during his direct examination when he testified that he
owed nothing to Schenck. Schenck
had turned over to Klein 3,000 shares
of common stock of 20th-Fox Film
Corp. and guaranteed him against
loss as a voluntary act to repay
Klein for losses which he sustained
as officer and stockholder of
Schenck's Artcinema Corp.
Although this stock dropped from
20 to six, Schenck never made a
claim against either Klein or the
Government for the loss, Moskowitz
concluded.
During the greater part of the
day, Moskowitz faced cross-examination and explained his methods of
computing business expenses. The
cross-examination covered practically all points testified to by other
witnesses and did not throw any
further light on transactions which
the
Government has questioned previously.

Nation-wide "Ziegfeld Girl" tour
featuring costumes from the new
Metro musical of the same name,
along with two of the girls in the
picture and a group of original oil
paintings personifying the ideal
1941 show girl will start Saturday
in Chicago. The tour will cover
about 15,000 miles in two months
with stops scheduled in 75 cities.
The costumes and paintings which
will be featured in the caravan are
valued at $100,000. In each city a
contest will be staged to find a girl
whose measurements come closest to
fitting1 one of the gowns worn by
Judy Garland in a musical number
in the picture.
Caravan idea originated with
Howard Dietz; Billy Ferguson is
supervising the junket.
M-G-M yesterday announced dates
for 36 key city engagements of
"Ziegfeld Girl," starting April 17 at
the United Artists, Detroit.

Depinet Drive Billings
Above Those of 1940

Billings for RKO's current Ned
Depinet Drive during its first ten
weeks show a substantial increase
over the same period last year, ac(Tuesday, April 8)
cording to Leo Devaney, captain
- Vs
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
- Va
who has returned from a tour of
Net
exchanges with Harry Michalson,
Chg.
High
Low
Close
short subjects sales manager.
Am.
Seat
8'/s
8'/g
8'/8 —
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%)
45/g
4'/2
41/2%
'A
Impetus of "Kitty Foyle" plus the
Columbia
Picts. pfd
11/41%
Re-direct examination of Mosko- returns from "Mr. and Mrs. Smith"
Con. Fm. Ind
witz will continue today.
and
other product were given credit
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd....
IVi
73/8
7l/2
'A
East. Kodak
134'/4 134% 134y4
for the strong start of the drive.
do pfd
Additional branches are expected to
12
Cen. Th. Eq
12%
12
Pizor-Segall Law Suit
31
reach their quotas with the reLoew's, !nc
31 Vl
31
To Be Heard on Friday
do pfd
lease of "The Devil and Miss Jones."
1%
Paramount
121/2
1134
113,4
Devanev said that defense money
Para. 1st pfd
983,4
98y2
98i/2
Philadelphia
—
Hearing
on
Lewen
was being spent generously asd that
Para. 2nd pfd
11 Vs
11
11
Pizor's suit against Charles Segall, theater grosses definitely were on
Pathe
Film
83/8
83/8
83/8
21/4 Sablosky Eastern Theaters. Inc.,
RKO
the uptrend.
RKO $6 pfd
441/s
44i/8
441/g
and Boro Theater Corp. will be held
20th Century-Fox . . . 6V8
5%
5%
1
on
Friday,
having
been
postponed
20th Century-Fox pfd. 17%
17
IV
Univ. Pict. pfd
149'/2 1 48 1/2 148i/2
from yesterday. Preceding the acWarner Bros
3l/2
3%
3V4
Celebs.
tion was a judgment for $55,124. Industry
Attend Mex.
Pix Who'll
Festival
do pfd
571/4
571/4
571/4
entered March 29, by Charles Segall
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
on a lease for the Apollo Theater
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
here, of which he is the lessor and West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Loew's deb. 3!£s46
Hollywood — Frank Capra, reprePara. B'way 3s55
543/8
543/8
543/8 +
l/8 Segall & Pizor are the lessees, folsenting the Screen Directors Guild,
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 95%
95'/2
95V2 —
1/4
lowing default
in fourcharges
months'against
rent. Kenneth Thomson, the Screen Actors
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96
96
96
—
l/2 Pizor makes
various
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Guild, Mr. and Mrs. David O. SelzSegall in his bill in equity.
Monogram
Picts.
5-16
5-16
5-16 +1-16
nick, representing the producers,
Sonotone
Corp
1%
1%
1% —
Va
Technicolor
March of Time to Produce John A. Whitney, the United States^
Government, Mickey Rooney, WalTrans-Lux
7/8
y8
%
Universal Corp. vtc.
lace Beery, Johnny Weismuller,
6 1/2
6i/8
6i/8 —
% Reel on U. S. Communists
Universal Picts
Laurel and Hardy, Joe E. Brown,
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
March of Time, it was disclosed Mischa Auer, James Roosevelt, WilSECURITIES
Bid Asked
liam Holden, Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz,
yesterday,
is working on a forthMet. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45 . 66% 691/4
coming
issue
which
will
deal
with
Sabu,
Susan Hayward, Brenda MarRoxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58
60l/2
shall, Patricia Morison. Esther Ferthe Communist Party's activities in
nandez and Brenda Joyce will be
this country. Title of the reel will
among
those
attending the motion
be:
"Communist
Party,
U.
S.
A."
Casanave's Motion Denied
picture industry festival in Mexico
A motion by Charles Casanav.e to United Artists Advances
City April 12 to 14.
consolidate his action against Herman Robbins and National Screen Selling Season Two Months
VITACOLOR
Service in Westchester County with
PRESENTS
the action brought by Robbins and West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
PERFECT
TWO
AND
THREE
COLOR
lBmra
NSS against Casanave in New York
Hollywood — Arthur W. Kelly anSOTFND
PRINTS
from your negatives. Includnounced that United Artists sales
County was denied by Judge Pattering Koclachrome.
Uniform, highest quality, coior
forrer.ted.
permanent,
transparent
prints
on
son Monday in Westchester Su- season is being advanced two months
GASPARCOLOR film
preme Court. Casanave sought to to May. That is for the purpose of
HOLLYWOOD
COLOR
FILM
CORP.
have the two cases tried as one in
keeping up a flow of pictures to exBurbank, Calif.
Westchester.
hibitors through the Summer months.

COfninC and GOIflG
NATE J. BLUMBERG returns Sunday fro
Panama,
and leaves on Monday for Hollywoo
J. ROBERT RUBIN has returned f ]y, M
Coast.
, „
SPYROS SKOURAS is due back here jarurd:
from a brief visit to Los Angeles.
ARTHUR WILLI, Eastern talent scout for RK(
left yesterday for Chicago.

bef<

RALPH
E. PACKHAM,
sales
director
f.
"The
King of the White Elephant,"
leaves tt
morrow
an extensive
sales trip with Bostc
the first onstop.
TERESA WRIGHT leaves tomorrow for tl
Coast. She will appear in the Samuel Goldw>
production of "The Little Foxes."
PAT CASEY is due here this week-end
Hollywood.

fro;

ANN SOTHERN leaves the Coast around Apr
15 for a New York visit.
RISE
STEVENS,
singer
recently
signed
t,
Metro, leaves Saturday for the Coast, with sev
eral concerts
scheduled
en route.

RAYMOND ELTON, March of Time camerams •'
from London,
left yesterday
for Halifax, N.
where he will sail for his post in England.
RAY MILLAND arrives in New
from the Coast by plane.

York

todj ,

CLAUDETTE COLBERT leaves Hollywood shorl
for New
York.
HERBERT T. SILVERBERC. Hollywood film al
torney, is at the Warwick.

ly

JOSEPH E. SHAGRIN, Ohio theater owner wli
operates the Foster and State Theaters Young!,
town, is visiting New York, accompanied I
MRS. SHAGRIN, and will return home tomorrov

Defer UA Sales Meetings
For 2 Weeks; First, Apr. 2
Because of newly - formulate
plans that will expand United Ai
fists' releasing program for th
coming season, Arthur W. Kell
announces a postponement of th
company's annual district
tions. Instead of starting onconvex]
Apri
14 as previously announced, th
regional meetings will open on Apr
28 in New York, continuing in Ne\
Orleans, Cleveland, Chicago and Sb
Francisco.

Irene Francis Joins Republic
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Irene Francis ha
joined Republic as assistant to
Maurice Hanline, who is head of Re
public's story and writing depart
ment.

I

...IT'S LIFE!
Come to our Thursday-Sunday
Dinner-DancesI
Gonzales'
orchestra, celebrated
guests, great
fun, no cover charge, everything I
7 P.M. CR 1-8131 for reservations

BEVERLY
BEVERLY
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HOTEL
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9,125 Theaters Sign
For Defense Reels

415,000,000 Gross
xpeded for "Kane

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Pane 11
mpleted version, it is understood
>re

J

controversial Orson Welles
cture is to be screened this af.irnoon for the press in both New
ork and Los Angeles.
Welles is retiring to a private sanirium for a brief vacation andrest
>on the insistence of his physician
ho will accompany him to a destinam unnamed, it was reported last
ght.
It is understood that an announcement will be made within a few days
. to the plans for Welles' next film
•oduction.

•ave Barnholtz Turns
xhibitor In Pittsburgh

.

Pittsburgh — Dave Barnholtz, who
is been city salesman for the local
niversal exchange for many years,
is resigned to go on the other side
the fence.
He has purchased an
terest in the Roosevelt Theater
?re and will take an active part
i its operation.
Barnholtz has been replaced by
rands Guehl. heretofore head
joker and office manager; Peter
uitter, assistant booker, replaces
uehl and "Red" Silverberg has
sen promoted from the ad sales to
le assistant booker position.

.epublic to Make Film
)n Lewis-Clark Expedition
-est Coist Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Republic will make
rhe High Road to Oregon," based
1 famous Lewis and Clark expedion. Budget is $1,250,000. Gene
utry, John Wayne and Roy Rog•s to play the leads.

•re. Theater Gets Tax Refunds
ashington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington— U. S. Board of Tax
■ ppeals held yesterday that ParaT>rt Theater Leasing Corp. of Oreon was entitled to a refund of $2,L2.64 for 1936 and $2,838.13 for
337 paid in taxes over objection
• International Revenue Bureau.

T

▼

T

• • • NATIONAL Screen Service unveiled its new streamlined
New York Exchange yesterday. . . .on the second floor of 630 Ninth Ave.
and installed Leo Abrams as its manager
It was a heartwarming house warming
which began at 11 a.m. and lasted through
the day
Some 600 of our industry gentry paid their personal respects to NSS and Leo by dropping in for the festivities
which included a buiiet lunch and other refreshments
The new quarters
sported the company's newest accessories of various types
Louis
Frisch. Sam Rinzler, Harry Mandel, Leo Brecher, Max Fellerman, Charley
Moses, Herman Becker
Ed Rugoff, Bingo and Lou Brandt, Julius Joelson and John Benas
were but a few of the Film Row-ites on deck
at the celebration
T
▼
▼
• •
•
PRESS and mag folks who attended "The Great Lie"
premiere
in Littleton, N. H. last week
are still talking
about the grand time accorded them by the Warner boys
and
the smoothness with which the junket was conducted
Responsible for it all were Mitchell Rawson, Eastern publicity mogul
and the "advance guard" which spent two weeks in the town
getting everything ready for the guests
They were Phil Engel,
Bob William and Bill Bromberg
Those who saw that every
minute of the train ride was thoroughly enjoyed were Larry Golob,
Sid Rechetnik, Leonard Spinrad
Isabel Turner, Eve Siegel,
Lee Blumberg, Gil Golden and Ken Aneser

▼
•

•

•

TV

SIX more top Hollywood personalities have joined roster

of sponsors
of the Screen Publicists Guild of New York's art exhibit which'll take place at the Barbizon-Plaza Gallery, April 20-30
They are Wa'.ter Wanger, Harold Lloyd, Mervyn LeRoy, Anatole
Litvak, Gregory La Cava and Susan Hay ward
Previously, the SPG
boys announced John Barrymore, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Edward G. Robinson, Norman McLeod. Roland Young and Josef von Sternberg on the
sponsoring committee

▼

•

•

•

WALTER

▼

▼

Niebuhr, pic director, has ready his three-

reel educational talkie
titled "The Machine; Master or Slave"
which he made for the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
On
Walter's staff were Dan Cavelli and Frank Zucker at the cameras
Edward Craig as musical director
Lang Bros, and Joe
McCrory in charge of optical effects. . . .Walt Sheridan as assistant
director
and George Oschman as sound engineer
Leading roles were taken by Clyde Fillmore, Donald Foster, Ernest
Woodward, Alexander Gray, Fred Howard, Lyster Chambers and
Phil Ober

▼

▼

▼

• • • UNIVERSAL threw a cocktail party yes'day in the Terrace
Room of the St. Moritz Hotel
for William A. Seiter, top-flight pic di-

Allen Jenkins
Sharon Lynn
Jeff Lazarus
William G. Shiber

rector who'll make his next two fi!ms on the "U" lot
a circumstance which, org. declares, makes it proud and unafraid of the future
Among those present at the reception were:
Sondra Karyl,
Mitzi Holmes, Larry Reid, Miriam Nadel, Katherine Roberts
Pete
Harrison, Sherwin Kane, Lionel Toll, Al Steen, Fred Smith, Chester Bahn
Lou Pollock, Jimmie Dunn, Llewellyn Miller, Evalyn Van Horn,
Regina Cannon, Elizabeth Lockwood
Thyra Sampter Winslow, May
Kelly, Larry Goodkind, Eileen Creelman, Robert Stolz, Peter Martin, Ken
McCaleb
Radie Harris, Laraine Stevens, Charles Prutzman,
Sam
Shain. Harry Blair, Phil Hartung and William Heineman.

n
-
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showing of a current trailer titled
Calling All Workers."
Two thousand prints of "Calling
All Workers" will be shipped to the
31 exchanges handling the defense
reels this week. Reel is part of a
campaign conducted by the Social
Security Board to register "unemployed employables" so that the
neht person can be put in the
right fob.
A bulletin is being sent out by
Joseph Bernhard, ■ chairman of the
theaters division to theaters urging
inv-nediate showing of the trailer:
Failure of other exhibs. to pledge
co-operation thus far. Bernhard said,
was essentially due to the fact that
thev are not correctly informed concerning the function or the purpose
of the Committee. Letters coming
to the Committee established that,
Said Bernhard:
he added.
"I want to ■ make it clear and emnhatic that the committee does not
handle commercial film. Its review
action passes on films prepared by
the Government on various phases
of the defense effort. This group
recommends changes or revisions
and only when finally acceptable to
the committee, are these Government
films accepted for a showing in the
theaters which have plede-ed co-operation and become members.
"These films are furnished ■ free
to the theaters.
"When exhibitors show these
films they do so as a patriotic duty.
"While on the positive side, it is
the aim of the committee to maintain national morale, to keep the
public informed about the various
phases of the defense effort, it also
attempts to keep the film which it
accepts on behalf of its 9,000 members, as attractive as possible, so
that the public is entertained, as
wellCo-ordinating
as informed."Committee which
decides whether a picture is to be
approved for showing in the theaters, is composed of — R. B. Wilby,
chairman; A. H. Blank, Chas. C.
Moskowitz. Spyros Skouras and E.
V. Richards.

Frank on Harmon Story
We-t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Frederic Frank will
script "Harmon of Michigan" for
Columbia to star Tommy Harmon.

"Crime Doesn't Pay"

St. Louis — Andrew Gruen and Neal
Tesson, who obtained $1,500 in the
holdup oflast
Fanchon
& Marco's
Fox
Theater
Christmas
were sentenced to serve five years at Algoa
Intermediate Prison when they pleaded guilty to a charge of first-degree
robbery before Circuit Judge Joseph
Ward.
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Greenwich Theater
Sues For $5,000,000

TO THE

Denver — Si Gertz, manager of the
Egyptian and exploitation manager
000-seat Pickwick Theater, Green- for
the Civic Theaters, and Ralph
wich, Conn., operators of which
claim they have been unable to get Hamilton, manager of the Santa Fe,
product until several months after joined the marines and have left for
their base at San Diego, Calif. At
first-run in Stamford and Green- the
time he enlisted, Hamilton was
wich.
married to one of his cashiers, Lola
Because of the clearance situa- Calomino, in Denver.
tion, the plaintiffs alleged that the
theater has been losing $25,000 a
Albany — Samuel Goldberg, Cayear for the last six years and that
a profit of $40,000 could have been hoes, formerly manager of the Palace Theater, Troy, and assistant
earned last year if there had been
free competition. Land and prop- manager of the Troy Theater, was
erty are said to be valued at more inducted last week. Goldberg's
than $1,000,000, but it is charged father was once a Russian Cossack.
that the good-will has been destroyed and value decreased because
Indianapolis — James Franklin, of
of the reported inability to obtain the Twentieth-Fox exchange staff,
new product.
will leave for service April 16, at
Actual damages are claimed at Ft. Benjamin Harrison.
$1,817,525, which may be tripled
under the anti-trust laws.
Milwaukee — Frank Clark, Jr.,
Case is considered an interesting doorman at the Riverside, has been
one inasmuch as the Department of inducted into the Army.
Justice was reported to have planRichmond, Va. — Carl Brown, serned to use the theater as its "guinea
pig" in prosecuting the industry a
vice staff of Wilmer & Vincent's Cofew years ago. At one time a deal
lonial Theater, leaves here April 26
whereby Loew's was to have taken co join the U. S. Navy.
over the house was said to have
been in work but the deal fell Universal Contracts Rise
through when the D of J disap- 10 Per Cent to 10,000
proved. Townspeople of Greenwich were said to have been willing
(Continued from Page 1)
to help finance the prosecution in be both maintaining the rate of gain,
order to get first-run pictures at and the next financial statement will
the big theater.
reflect continued improvement.
"Buck Privates," the Abbott-CosAGVA Nominations Apr. 12
tello "sleeper," is mopping up, and
AGVA has extended the deadline in many spots is outgrossing even
for filing nominations for the na- Deanna Durbin pictures, it is said.
tional election to April 12. Ballots When all the exhibitor returns are
will probably be mailed around April in, it would not be surprising were
17.
"Buck Privates" to prove the company's biggest grosser.
Exhibs.
stand
get the
lion's
share
out of
the to
picture
inasmuch
as it was far from being in the
company's top bracket.
Harry G. Black, general manager
of Fabian Theaters on Staten Is- Wilmington Sunday Pix
land was married to Bebe Clyde, Tom Will Start on April 20
Ball dance directress, by Judge
John J. O'Brien in Greenwich, Conn.,
Wilmington, Del. — Although film
Monday. The Blacks are honey- theater managers maintain silence
mooning in Mexico and Cuba and on the subject of Sunday movies,
return May 5.
The Film Daily learns that employes have been assigned to duty
Chicago — Francis Buckles of War- on Sunday, April 20.
ners' Ogden Theater married Mary
Guaroscio, while Jack Fleming of the Wilson Named RKO Salesman
Cosmo Theater has revealed his reIn addition to changes in RKO's
cent marriage to Mae Jackson.
field staff, announced in The Film
Daily Monday, Clarence Wilson,
Weirton, W. Va. — Engagement of
Thomas Anas, son of N. A. Anas, and booker in Dallas, has been appointed
associated with his father in the a salesman in the same office, filling
the vacancy caused by the recent
operation of theaters here and Holi- death of J. E. Huey. Ed J. Smith, Sr.,
dayscove, to Regina Pelis, of New Des Moines salesman, has been moved
Orleans, has just been announced. to Buffalo to succeed B. J. McCarthy,
Marriage will take place in New Orwho was appointed manager in Denleans on June 11.
ver.
Detroit — Harold Bernstein, owner
of three theaters at Bay City, and "Penny Serenade" April 24
Margaret Barnett, of Monogram PicGeorge Stevens' "Penny Serenade" will be nationally released by
tures office, are honeymooning in
Columbia Apr. 24.
Florida.
(Continued from Page 1)
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Metro and Woolner
Settle Arbitration Case

COLORS!
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Dale Tholen of George
Pal's studio staff is the first there
to get a call to the colors. He goes
to Randolph Field.
Chicago — Henry Allegrezza of
Metro's exchange staff has been
called to the colors.
Cambridge, O. — Gene Neavitt, who
was shifted from the assistant manager's berth at the Fulton theater,
Pittsburgh, to Shea's Ohio here, is
now one
of Uncle
khaki
at Camp
Meade,Sam's
Md. boys in
IV est

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Gerson, Garson
Kanin's protege and assistant, has
received his selective service questionnaire and expects to be called
into the service June 1. That is the
date Kanin also will report.

(Continued from Page 1)

against Paramount as distributoi
Arbitrator Philip E. James, 0Jtorney, confronted by Section X7\ i 11)
of Rules of Arbitration an^ Appeals in the consent decree, ruled
in favor of petitioner Woolner and
ordered a private hearing. It waj
the first hearing where the press
was barred.
If "access to the record of any
proceeding or appeal" is not permitted to outside parties when completed, James ruled, access to the
proceedings or appeal while it is
going on should be barred. A repi
resentative of the New York AAA
office present at the hearing indicated the issue would be considered
in New York.
In Woolner's third claim against
Vitagraph. the arbitrator expected
to be selected on April 12.

New Haven — James Wilson, doorman of the Shelton Theater, has Presentation to Brown
left for Camp Blanding, Fla. John
Queally, usher at the Poli, Worces- On Montreal Departure
ter is at Camp Edwards, and usher
Joe Cazmina of the same house, is
Montreal — Matched traveling' bag;
in the Navy at Jacksonville.
were presented to Mannie Brown,
for the past seven years district
Variety Club Convention
manager for Paramount at Montreal at a send-off gathering held
To Call N. Y. Top Execs.
in the Tic-Toe. Tom Dowbiggin.
(Continued from Page 1)
who succeeds Brown as Montreal
indicate that New York home offices manager, made the presentation and
will be depopulated of execs, during was in turn presented with an engraved silver cigaret case by Brown
the three-day conclave.
Set to attend are:
in
recognition
of seven years' close
Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis, association. A presentation was also
Sam Dembow, Leonard Goldenson, made Brown by the local Paramount si-aff. The occasion was ManNeil Agnew, Bob Gillham, Charles
nie's departure for Denver where
Reagan and Claude Lee, all of Para.
Herman Robbins and George Dembow, of he will head a new western disNational Screen.
trict comprising Denver, Omaha and
Joseph Bernhard and Leonard Schlesinger, Salt Lake Citv. with headquarters
of Warners.
at Denver. "Bill" Lester, assistant
Bill Sussman. Herman Wobber. Bill
director
of United AmuseGehring, William Clark. Bill Kupper and Harry managing
ment Corp.
presided.
Buxuaum,
all of 20th-Fox.
Rick Ricketson, Fox-lntermountain, Denver.
W. F. Van Schmus, managing director,
Radio City Music Hall.
George J. Schaefer and Maj. L. E. Thompson, Arthur Willi, RKO.
Murray Silverstone, Arthur Kelly, Harry
Gold, Haskell Masters, Monroe Greenthal,
Jim Mulvey, Harry Buckley, Manny Silverstone,
of
UA. Al Margolies and "Skip" Weshner, all
Nate J. Blumberg, William A. Scully and
LouJames
Pollock,
of "U." Republic.
R. Grainger,
Edward Grainger, M. A. Shea, Inc.
Joseph Seider, Prudential Circuit.
Wm. F. Rodgers and H. M. Richey, Metro.
George Skouras and party, Skouras Theaters.
Marty Mullin and Sam Pinanski, M. & P.
Theaters.
Steve Broidy, Monogram.
Also, Senator J. J. Davis, of Pennsylvania;
John Eberson, New York; Fulton Oursler,
Editor of Liberty ; Father Edward J. Flanagan
of Boys' Town, and J. Edgar Hoover.

Rossheim in Loft Post
Irving Rossheim, one-time head of
the Stanley Company of America,
has been elected secretary of the
Loft Candy Co., of which Jack Beresin of the Berlo Candy Co. is president.

STORKS!
Ernest Dorau, manager of the
Morris Pouzzner theaters in Middletown. Conn., is father of a new
baby girl, born at Middletown HosWest

Coast

Bireau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Compton, Repital.
public studio press rep., has a new
son.
Ernest Dorau, manager of the
Morris Pouzzner Middletown. Conn,
houses, is the father of a baby girl
Chicago
— Ray has
Kenney
of Warners'
Cosmo
Theater
a new
7 pound
daughter.
Sigmund Maitles of National
Screenment has
Service's
editorial born
depart-m
a new daughter,
Mrs. Maitles at Royal Concours]5
Hospital, the Bronx.

AVALCADE". . ."MUTINY ON
THE BOUNTY". . ."WELLS FARGO"
. . . GREAT PRODUCTIONS

FROM A

GREAT PRODUCER-DIRECTOR . . .
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INC.,

• The story of a glamorous ma'am who turns on the
wham . . . and captures the town with a kiss . . . told in
d.

«
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the epic setting of the West's most colorful era . . .
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THE WINTER IS Oi/ERf
The Lady

From

Cheyenne"

is entertainment

aimed straight at the hearts of America!

QUIT H IBEX DATING 7
"The Lady From Cheyenne"

is entertainment from

a producer who has welded drama, romance, adventure and comedy together with magical skill.
■ ii-'i;'1'

BOOK WUR SPRING PROMS HOW
The Lady

From

Cheyenne"

is entertainment

th every element of box office ... a showmanip special that will exceed every claim and
ease every customer.
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"The Lone Wolf
A Chance"
Takes
'h Warren William, June Storey,

Eric Blore
umDia

76 Mins.

VELL-PACED ACTION MELLER IS ENITAINING OFFERING FOR AVERAGE
DIENCES.

of thc n€U) fiLms
71

"City
Missing
with H. of
B. Warner,
Astrid Girls"
Allwyn,
John Archer, Sarah Padden
Select Attractions
73 Mins.
GANGLAND
MELLER
WHOSE
THEME
IS SURE-FIRE FOR STANDS TRADING IN
SENSATIONALISM.
Whatever

deficiences or famines film-

land has faced through the years, the "missing girls" angle, like the proverbial poor,
is always with us. This tried and true

Varren William and his supporting cast
h a few new additions are back on the
sen in another Columbia release based
the well-known fictional character of theme, which apparently never ceases to intrigue some producers and a wing of the
is Joseph Vance, The Lone Wolf. Latest
■he series, the picture is one of the best public sufficiently wide to warrant frequent
date. It has a liberal amount of suspense,
repetition, outcrops currently as "City of
-e than enough action and a good cast
Girls."
make the whole thing tick. The story Missing
Because
of its sob-sister sensationalism,
'ell-geared, the production value adequate this version of the missing misses is certain
the direction competent.
to fill its function handsomely, namely to
Villiam gives his customary suave in- excite border-line audiences to a point
jretation to the principal role, with Eric
they gasp
credulously:
"So that's
re once again portraying his man Fri- where
what happens
to the
little gals who
leave,
Miss Storey is a decorative addition to
—
and,
alas,
never
write,
—
home!"
The
inpicture, and Henry Wilcoxon in a heavy
iquitous whirlpool which sweeps them into
• is also a welcome addition to the cast, its vortex, never to be heard from again
irston Hall and Fred Kelsey represent the (with some rare exceptions), is the group
ice, as usual. A little less of the broad of evil theatrical agents who are in league
wning done by Blore and Kelsey would with gangland.
e made the film a little smoother. Earl
The aspiring little girls seek only the
ton and Sidney Salkow wrote the story footlights, but wind up in the glow of what
screenplay, and the competent direcamounts to more deeply-colored illuminaal job was also done by Salkow.
tion,— as the mere chattels of the underVilliam, trying to win a bet from his
world mob. H. B. Warner, a captain of
nd and police adversary, Hall, by staying
detectives, has long tried to trap the rats.
of trouble, gets mixed up in a murder,
Then along come the pretty-much-fumbling
then witnesses a kidnapping. He sud- yet youthful district attorney in the person
,ily finds himself embroiled head over
Is in the mess, with the police after him of John Archer, and the somewhat irritatthe kidnapped man his only real alibi, .ngly-portrayed newspaperwoman, Astrid
ere is lots of excitement and furore until Allwyn. This justice-dealing trio, toiling
iiandsomely at cross-purposes, finally gets
lliam unscrambles
everything.
enough evidence on the sleek and slick
IAST:
Warren
William,
June
Storey,
r'hilip Van Zandt and his evil co-workers
iry Wilcoxon, Eric Blore, Thurston Hall,
to "send them up."
|i Beddoe,
Evalyn Knapp,
Fred Kelsey,
But the path to this glory is thick with
■I lliam Forrest, Walter
Kingsford,
Lloyd
gore and death. It's all very heart-rending,
I 'dges, Ben Taggart, Richard Fiske.
rootage is well-calculated to make femmes
J IREDITS: Producer, Ralph Cohn; Director, jspirmg to the stage pay business visits to
ney Salkow; Story and Screenplay, Sidney theatrical agents only with the FBI as
cow and Earl Felton; Based on a character
ated by Louis Joseph Vance; Cameraman, escort. There is some romance in "City of
Missing Girls," provided by the Archern Stumar;
Editor, Viola Lawrence.
Allwyn combo. There is a surprise ending
n that the audience is sure they are going
)IRECTION, Competent.
PHOTOGRAf, Good.
to
wed. It is surprising because it's so
conventional.

cpect
'Tantasia"
to Play
dditional
Mass. Theaters
Boston — "Fantasia" in its 11th
iek at the Majestic grossed about
),000. Picture will remain at
1st another four weeks. Advering which has read. "Not to be
own in any other Massachusetts
Mm or City" was suddenly changed
orders from New York Disney
Lees to read, "Not to be shown
any other Boston theater." Surse is that picture will go to
Jrcester, Springfield and perhaps
well and Lawrence.

CAST: H. B. Warner, Astrid Allwyn, John
Archer, Sarah Padden, Philip Van Zandt,
George Rosener, Katherine Crawford, Patricia Knox, Walter Long, Gail Storm, Boyd
Irwin, Danny Webb.
CREDITS: Producers, Max Alexander,
George M. Merrick; Director, Elmer Clifton; Production Manager, Alfred Stern;
Original Screenplay, Oliver Drake, George
Rosener; Photography, Edward Linden; Settings by Fred Preble, James Altweis; Sound
Engineer, Clifford Ruberg; Film Editor,
Charles Henkle; Assistant Director, Arthur
Alexander.
DIRECTION:
Good.

Solid.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

:Guire Injured In Fall

Rites for Mrs. Hanauer

Detroit — Thomas McGuire, direcof public relations for Co-operae Theaters of Michigan, is recovng from facial injuries received
a fall when he fainted due to loss
blood from a broken blood vessel.

Beaver Falls, Pa. — Funeral services were held yesterday for Mrs.
Sam S. Hanauer, wife of the operator of the Rialto and State Theaters who died at her home here
Sunday after a long illness.

x

"This Is England"

*

SHORTS
"Abroad At Home"

*

(New York Parade)
Columbia
10 mins.
First Rate Short
First of a new series, this reel is
standout and packed with humor and
novelty. Fundamentally it is a travelogue, showing certain places of
interest (chiefly of an architectural
nature) in New York City, but companion reels using the sights of other
leading U. S. cities can be just as
logically produced. What this short
demonstrates, among other things, is
that there are many unusual features, reminiscent of foreign lands,
right in New York, if only her natives and visitors would stop to think
about it. Camera catches, for example, the Japanese temple in Central Park. It might well be a view
in Kyoto, Yokohama or Kobe, — but
when the camera "pans," there looms
the nearby horizon, packed with skyscrapers.
Each scene utilizes flesh actors for
atmosphere. These players are, costumed depending upon the nature
of the background to be filmed. The
historic Jumel Mansion is shown
with colonial atmosphere; Pythian

t<

(Cinescope Series)
Columbia
10 mins.
Inspiring and Timely
When Harry Hopkins, personal
representative of President Roosevelt, returned from England
, he
<
brought back with him ,
this inspirin
documentary which vividly portraysg
the heroic manner in which people
of the Midlands are withstanding the
hammer blows struck against them
by the Nazi air forces. Steel workers of Sheffield, women toiling in the
cotton mills of Lancashire, and the
"thumbs up" folks of devastated Coventry are shown going about their
tasks resolved on victory, regardless
of the length and extent of the suffering which is and must be under-

In a number of sequences, typical
Midlanders tell of their experiences
during raids, and express views on
gone.
the war. The latter drive home to
the filmgoer the unquenchable spirit
which animates Britain's population.
A very effective commentary by Edward R. Murrow, CBS's London reporter, accompanies the scenes. One
of the most impressive aspects of this
short is the manner in which the
Midlanders differentiate 'twixt the
Nazis and the German people. The
former comprise the true enemy; the
'atter a duped and exploited group.
Symbol of this attitude is the Halle
Orchestra's rendition of Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony which is cheered by
Temple,
St. Bartholomew's
Church, Egyptian;
Venetian, etc.
Narration is the English audience.
Timely and highly interesting,
by Harry Hershfield, one of the
"This .Is England" deserves wide
world's foremost humorists, and it booking
is very cleverly done. Production and
direction are by Edmund L. Dorfman,
with Herbert N. Bobrow as associate.
"Highways Of New England"
(A Northern Tour)
Marc S. Asch is editor, while photography is by Edward Horton and Emerson Yorke
ll mins.
Daniel Cavelli.
Magnificent Reel
This series should build up a big
This subject is expertly produced
following.
It's good box-office, and and depicts in the hues of Cinedifferent.
color numerous historical and recreational highlights of New Hampshire
"Tortoise Beats the Hare"
and Vermont. The picture is an
7 mins.
Warners
efficient and effective "outrider" of
the approaching vacation days for
Funny Cartoon
When the Tortoise challenges Bugs millions of Americans. The footBunny to a race, the hare gives him
age "turns on its full charm" by
a big laugh. The bet is made and revealing New Hampshire's great
the race gets under way with Bugs cotton mills and Currier Gallery of
off in a cloud of dust as the tortoise Art in Manchester; Concord, her
slowly follows. But the tortoise has capital city; Hillsboro and Frankfriends and relatives all along the
lin, respectively the birthplaces of
race course and Bugs finds himself President Franklin Pierce and Daniel Webster: the elorious White
the victim at the finish of an amazing upset. Very funny. Reel is a Mountain region; Lake WinnipesauLeon Schlesinger subject.
kee; Dartmouth College; the Connecticut Lakes, and many other
nlaces of interest. Vermont eoual"Goofy Groceries"
Warners
7 mins. ly inspires the onlooker with Bennington and its famed battle monuNovelty Cartoon
ment: the Molly Stark Trail; Barre,
A grocery store shelf, peopled by world's granite center; Lake Chamthe various cans and packages is the plain; the birthplaces of Admiral
setting for this cartoon. A ferocious Dewey and President Coolidge: to
inmate of the animal cracker box name but a few sights. Solita Palbreaks loose and goes on a rampage,
mer's original music score is both
but his reign of terror is finally over- expressive and exquisite. "Highcome by the strategy of the threatways of New Enarland" technically
ened victims. As a novelty, it's okay. is just as smooth as the best of
Subject was produced by Leon those it portrays. Narration by
Aleis Havrilla is very good.
Schlesinger.
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P-T, Women's Clubs
Fight Minn. Bill

Herman M. Levy, Connecticut
MPTO executive secretary, has written a defense of the exhibitor in an

(Continued from Page

article "More Sinned Against. . ."
in the current issue of the National
board of Review Magazine. For the

1)

luged with letters yesterday, urging
them to vote against the measure
in order to "prevent a reinstatement
in Minnesota of block-booking and
the evils of block-booking, which we
have opposed for many years."
Urge Blocks of 5 Trial
"We feel that the national plan
of buying and booking pictures as
deset up in the so-called consent
cree should be given a full and fair
"If this
trial," said the letters.
anti-folocks-of-five bill is enacted
of
efforts
our
into law it will nullify
opthe
impede
will
it
many years;
eration of a national plan of regulation and will compel block-booking in Minnesota."
The letters were signed by C. B.
of the LegislaJohnson, chairman the
Minneapolis
tive committee of
Central Council of Parent-Teacher
Organization. Mrs. Frank Kurtz,
chairman of the Better Films Committee of the Fifth District, MinClubs
nesota Federation of Women',s former
and Mrs. Robbins Kilman
Federal Motion Picpresident of the
ture Council of America, inclusive.
erMrs. Gilman's letter, consid
ably more in detail than the others,
told how for 25 years she has been
an active participant in local, state
l organizanational and internationa
tions working for improvement ol
the standpoint
motion pictures from
of the offended public.

Mrs. Gilman's Letter
"Until this fundamental effort of
the Government (the New York consent decree) has been tried," she
wrote, "it would seem not only superfluous but doubtful procedure for
this State to enact a less adequate
and wholly inefficient and expensive
measure."
Mrs. Gilman also was formerly
chairman of the National Motion
Picture Committee of the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers.
"I sincerely hope you will oppose
this bill," she said in closing her
letter. "In my judgment the measexure has no merit in itself for will
hibitors or for the public, and
serve only to confuse the issues
and nullify the protection to the
indepeople of Minnesota and the under
pendent exhibitor will receive
seathe consent decree and require ors,
sonal block sales by all distribut
allowing exhibitors to cancel 20 per
Minnepictures bought."
of all first
cent sota
state where attempt
is the
made to set aside the conhas been decree
by legislation.
sent

Nate Le Vene Seriously 111
Cincinnati — Nate Le Vene, Universal salesman, is seriously ill at
Christ hospital, following the bursting of a stomach ulcer, and blood
transfusions have been resorted to,
as an emergency.

'More Sinned Against'

benefit of the "better pictures"
groups, Levy says the exhibitor is the
"butt of the greatest abuse in the
industry," and not just "... a chronic
complainer, who goes to California
or to Florida each year on his losses."
He does not foresee much help in the
consent decree, and urges better film
education start in the schools and
homes.

Premiums, and Dime
Nights in Wisconsin
(.Continued from Page 1)

the Douglas and Crown playing 10
cent shows on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday; the Capitol on Tuesday
and Wednesday and the Uptown on
Saturday and Sunday.
In Kenosha, where the previous
low adult admission was for a downtown house 15 cents, Standard Theaters has opened the Chief with a
10 and 15 cent policy. In Sheboygan also the dime nig-hts are pretty
well divided with the State and
Strand operating such an admission
policy on Wednesdays and Thursdays, the Van Der Vaart on Thursdays and Fridays and the Majestic
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

H.M.S. Arrival Ignored
As Newsreel Bow to Knox
(Continued from Page 1)

newsreel releases yesterday omitted
material on the arrival here Sunday of a British battleship.
It was the stated policy of Movietone and News Of The Day that
they were not using pictures now
on the British ship, nor would they
in the future, as per the Knox request. Other reels followed suit.
However, the New York morningpress was divided on the subject,
with a note by the editor in yesterday's Daily News stating that the
paper used material and pictures
because the arrival of the British
ship was newsworthy. The News
suggested that the Government adopt
an official policy of censorship and
not "requests" if such news is to
be censored.
It was also rumored yesterday
that some official pressure had been
brought to bear on the newsreels
to play down the strike situation,
but this was denied by the newsreel
companies, and strike material was
in evidence in the different releases.
Making It Legal in Philly
Philadelphia — With police haltingdoor prizes, cooking school co-sponsored by GE and the Record at the
S-W Sedgwick has resorted to a
quiz contest to distribute prizes.

Hollywood Starts
11 More This Week
(Continued from Page 1)

Devil's Island," drama, with Sally
Eilers, Donald Woods, Eduardo Cianelli and Victor Kilian. Lew Landers
directing, Wallace MacDonald, producer; "One
Way Russell
Street," Hayden,
drama,
with Anita
Louise,
Noah Beery, Jr., George McKay and
George Cleveland. Robert Florey
directing under the production supervision of Irving
Briskin.
At M-G-M:
Six shooting.

At Paramount: Seven shooting, including
"Henrv for President," third in the series
of Henrv Aldrich Family pictures, with
Jimmy Lydon, Martha O'Driscoll, John Litel.
Dorothy Peterson. Charles Smith. Mary Anderson and June Preisser, Hugh Bennett
directing and Sol C. Siegel is the producer.
RKO-Radio: Eight shooting including an
untitled Tim Holt western, with Marjorie
Reynolds. Ray Whitley and Emmett Lynn.
recting.
Bert Gilroy producing and Edward Killy diAt Republic: Four shooting, including
"Angels with Broken Wings," musical, with
Binnie Barnes. Gilbert Roland. Lenni Lynne,
Jane Frazee and Mary Lee. Director, Bernard Vorhaus for producer Albert J. Cohen ;
"Kansas Cyclone." Don Barry western with
Lynn Merrick in the feminine lead. George
Sherman
producing
and directing.
At 20th Centurv-Fox: Five shooting including "Belle Starr." western, (Techni
color), with Henry Fonda. Randolph Scott
Elizabeth Patterson. Dana Andrews. Louise
Beavers. Chill Wills. Olin Howland and Pau
Burns. Director. Irving Cummings, Associate producer, Kenneth
Macgowan.
At Universal:
Seven
shooting, plus two
to go. "Half
Shanghai."
comedydrama.
Noel Way
Smith todirecting
and producei
Marshall
Grant:
"Rhapsody Kenin Goldsmith
Stripes,
musical.
Associate
producer.
Warners:
Seven shooting.
Monogram:
Three shooting.
Producers Releasing Corp. : Three shoot
ing. including K. B. Productions initial pic
ture. "Paper Bullets," mystery-drama, di
rected bv Phil Rosen. Original story by
Martin
Moonev.

Walter Brown Named WE
V.-P., Counsel and Director
(Continued from Page 1)

and general counsel by the directors. Brown, who is resigning as
vice-president and general counsel
of Henry L. Doherty & Co. to accept the WE post, succeeds T. Brooke
Price who is to become general attorney for the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. Brown also becomes general counsel of Erpi.
The stockholders also yesterday
elected Charles J. Whipple as a director. Whipple is president of
Hibbard,
Chicago. Spencer, Bartlett & Co. of

Raw Stock at 20-30%
Premium in Argentina
(Continued from Page 1)

equipment is seriously affecting domestic production. American raw
stock is now being sold here with
a 20-30 per cent premium on import
quotations.

Warner
West Coast Bros.
Bureau Buys
of THE"Choir
FILM Boy"
DAILY
Hollywood — Irving Appelbaum has
sold his
picturestarring
"Choir the
Boy,"Robert
tworeel
musical,
Mitchell Boy Choir to Warners.

By RALPH

WILE

HOLl/.1 yeste
GORDON OLIVER, was —engaged
day for the romantic lead opposite Rul
Keeler, in Columbia's new filmusical, "Bet

•

•

kyjONTE
BLUE and
Pauland
White,
the Thi
la
'"'
ter a colored
actor
former
ater Guild contractee, have been signed I
Producer Jerrold T. Brandt to play imports
Co-Ed."
roles
in "Scattergood Pulls The Strings
which Christy Cabanne is directing.

•

•

/"\UR Passing Show: Jack Brower, Jac
^-^ Mulcahy, Harry Lichtig, Sam Rheim
Marty Cohn, Charles Medcraft, Sherid;
Gibney and William Ullman, Jr., lunchir

•

•

•

•

at Al Levy's.
r DWARD ARNOLD, Mrs. Sam Briskin, Mi
■■ Sol Lesser, Stephen Gooson, Mary Picl
ford are among the members of the o
ganizing committee for the Garden show ar
Floral Fiesta, which will be held at tl
Uplifters Club May 7 to 1 1 for the benef
of the British war relief association. Charl
Rosher is chairman of the committe
Arnold will be in charge of the speci
show to be held in the Gottschalk outdo
theater.

^■"^ the big
picture,next
"Down
Mexico will
Way I
£1ENE
AUTRY'S
at Republic
instead of "Under Fiesta Stars," as pr<
viously announced. Picture is schedule
to go into production May 15 and Har
Grey will be the producer. It will have Me)
•can background, with plenty of Mexic; i
singing and music. Dorrell and Stuart M( <
Gowan have been assigned to the polishir
job on the screenplay.

•

•

^HARLIE
RUGGLES,
^"/
"Chuckawalla
Bill" in who
"Parsonis ofplayir
Pan;
mint," which Harry Sherman is producir
for Paramount, plans to make a person
appearance tour of South America.

•

•

DEPUBLIC has changed the title of "Tl
■* Lady From New Orleans" to "The La(
From Louisiana," John Wayne and Ona Mui
son co-starrer.

•

•

DETTY JANE RHODES, First Lady of Teh,
■"^ vision, has been signed by Republic fi
the feminine romantic lead opposite Ral|
Bowman
for "Thunder Over the Ozarks
Weaver Bros, and Elviry picture.

•

A RTHUR

•

MARTI NELLI

has been sign;

** as cameraman on "Paper Bullets," whic
Phil Rosen will direct
• for •KB Productions.
CIGNED

to a long term contract at Repul

** lie, Lynn Merrick, formerly called Mai
ilyn Merrick. She is now appearing i
"The Gay Vagabond," and upon completie '.
of that she will immediately go into "Kansi

•

•

ANN
RUTHERFORD,
Andy
Hardy
■** sweetie in the Hardy series, has signe
a new Metro contract.
Cyclone."
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.V SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

"The Seeing Eye"
(Broadway Brevity)
s
20 mins.
Top-Flight Subject
Packed with tenderness and hu»n interest, two-reeler discloses
i training- of the famous "Seeing
"e" in
dogsMorristown,
at the Seeing
fce
N. Eye
J. InstiIt is
'ese shepherds, loyal and obedient,
no become the inseparable commons of blind masters, and supb in large measure a substitute
if lost sight.
The processes whereby dog and
in are instructed and then codinated are depicted, and finally
e partnership enables the blind
rson to go out in the world and
rsue with confidence and a readable degree of safety the acuities of life which would be im. ssible of achievement otherwise,
rome Hill is the producer of this
ort, and has done a fine job. Wherer it is shown, audience hearts
11 be warmed.
This is one of the top two-reelers
rrently and will grace any film
ogram anywhere.
"Alluring Alaska"
9 minstetro
Colorful Travelogue
! Latest in Metro's series of James
1 FitzPatrick travelogues, this one
; interesting and colorful. Alaska
ii.sht rightfully be described as this
juntry's last frontier, with its vast
rritorial area and population of
me 60,000 persons. The magnifiJnt scenery is photographed beautiilly in Technicolor. Glaciers, mounins, including Mt. McKinley, hight in North America, industries of
e country and its inhabitants are
en in the reel. It should be of
terest to general audiences.

"Abdul the Bulbul Ameer"
,ietro
8 Mins.
Amusing Cartoon
The legendary battle between
odul The Bulbul Ameer and Ivan
:avinsky Scavar is presented by
rtoonist Hugh Harman in this reel
ith entertaining results. The charterizations are good, the action is
1st and funny and Technicolor eninces the subject.
"In Defense Of The Nation"
I jtte American Social Hygiene
association. Inc.
12 mins.
A Message
For The Public
Produced in co-operation with the
ational Defense Program by the
;sociation's Committee on National
efense Activities, this reel has a
mely message for the public. It
designed to show how a commuty can help protect members of
le U. S. Armed forces from social
seases, and it is stressed in the
m
that this
is every
citizen's
:atistics
in the
film show
that job.
an
nazing amount of man hours were
st in World War I due to these

diseases. Subject also attacks the
ring-leaders of gangs who organize
vice in towns adjacent to military
concentrations. Narration is provided by Ben Grauer and the subject was produced by Jam Handy.
Subject is available in both 35 and
16 mm. prints.
"The Cat's Tale"

Warners
7 mins.
Amusing Cartoon
The little mouse gets tired of being chased by the cat and decides to
have a showdown. Much to the cat's
amazement the mouse boldly confronts him and tells bim that it is up
to the cat to get the dog to stop
chasing him and then he will no longer have any desire to chase mice.
The dog refuses to listen to reason
and the mouse is again on the run.
It's very amusing. Leon Schlesinger
produced the reel.
"Porky's Bear Facts"
Warners
7 mins.
Fair Cartoon
Porky warns his neighbor, the lazy
Bear, that unless he does some work
he will be hungry when winter comes.
Winter arrives and the bear is slowly starving until Porky takes him in,
and the bear states that he has
learned his lesson. With warm
weather, however, it is tbe same old
story. Rate it as just fair._ Leon
Schlesinger produced the subject.

:<

\-

doors in a pool fed by hot springs
"Publicity Sports"
an unusual sight to see. Ted Husing
RKO-Pathe
9 mins. provides the commentary, and truly
Publicity Hocus Pocus
a more beautiful spot would be hard
This reel serves as an expose of a to find than this Idaho mecca of
sports lovers. The camera work is
number of the alluring pictures seen excellent.
in Northern papers during the win"Delhi"
ter months that do so much to entice people to sunny Florida. At the
same time it works out nicely as a Paramount
11 mins.
Fair Travelogue
publicity piece for Miami. Some wellknown people are seen engaging in
Use of Technicolor enhances the
different sports, and then the cameras
reveal how most of the publicity beauty of this travelogue, but on the
pictures are made. Frank Donovan whole it is just fair for a reel of this
was the producer.
type. Subject features Delhi, ancient
city in India which has been de"Sun Fun"
stroyed eight times in history by inParamount
10 mins.
vaders, and today stands as one of
the most beautiful cities in this AsiSport At Its Best
country. However, more variety
The amazing contrasts of Sun Val- in theaticreel
would have made it more
ley are depicted in this reel, which
should make all sports lovers, winter interesting. The cameras are seemingly repetitious as they keep focusor summer, envious. The famed resort is shown both in winter and
ing onangles.
one or two spots from different
summer, with winter swimming out-

"Freddy Martin and Orchestra"

Warners
10 mins.
First-Rate Musical Reel
Freddy Martin, his orchestra and
soloists offer several well-known
numbers in this neatly turned out
band reel. There are also two dance
numbers. Heard in the subject are:
"Bye Lo Bye Lullaby," "I Get A Kick
Out Of You," "Tales From The Vienna Woods," "Say Si Si," and "Jaywalk." Jean Negulesco directed.
"Ye Olde Minstrels"

Metro
11 mins.
Musical Comedy
Given a considerable amount of
production value, the Our Gang kids
are seen in a minstrel show in tbis
release. There is an elaborate stage
presentation with some novel effects achieved by lighting as the
kids go through their paces. The
show is put on by the kids for
the benefit of the Red Cross. Edward Cahn directed from a script
by Sam Baerwitz.

JUDY CANOVA
BOB CROSBY
AND HIS BAND WITH THE BOBCATS

CIC HOr^

^91^9

SANUEY, Director
("lay by

JOSEPH Screen
S
Up

JACK T0WHIEY, MILT 6S0SS

"Memory

Tricks"

Metro
9 mins.
Novel Subject
Pete Smith presents a simple system for remembering things in this
reel. He shows how an association
of ideas can be tied in with the
instructions somebody has received
to carry out during the day. Naturally, Smith injects a considerable
amount of humor into the reel, and
it should prove to be entertaining
for any audience.

CHARLES BUTTERWORTH

ant EDWARD EllSCU
Original Story by

JERRY COLONNA

f. McSltfW WIIUS

SUSAN HAYWARD
KATHARINE ALEXANDER
AND AN ALL-STAR CAST

IT'S

A SUPER-COMEDY

WITH MUSIC!

DEFT treatment and dramatic lighting contribute much to modern screen productions.
Unusual effects receive competent support
from the wide latitude and exact uniformity
of Eastman negative films. They always can
be depended upon to meet director and
cameraman
Kodak

more

Company,

than halfway. Eastman
Rochester,

J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

for general studio use

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLUS-X

N. Y.
Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when tittle light is available

BACKGROUXU-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN
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TEN CENTS

"NEELY BILL" BEFORE MEXICAN CONGRESS
Denies Dismissal of Momand
udge Murrah Rules That
"he Plaintiff's Action
'roceeds Out of Contract
Oklahoma City — An opinion of
ar-reaching importance in this
■tate and in Federal court trials,
ivolving the assignment of causes
f action has been handed down by
"ederal
P. Murrah,
in the
uit of Judge
A. B. A.Momand,
Shawnee,
perator of a string of motion picure theaters, against most of the
lajors.
The companies had moved dismis(Continued on Page 3)

Ifudio Crafts Name
16 Pad Conditions
Vest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

$4,500,000 Suit

Orson Welles' "Citizen Kerne" Acclaimed
As 22 Karat Artistic Achievement in Cinema
Orson Welles' Mercury Theater production, "Citizen Kane," given its Eastern press preview by RKO Radio at the Broadway Theater yesterday afternoon,
is a 22 karat artistic achievement, marked by impressive departures in technique,
by an absorbing dramatic story which holds audience interest for 120 continuous
minutes, by an array of brilliant characterizations and sincere portrayals, by
magnificent direction, by opulent production values, by outstanding photography,
and by the deserved personal triumph of Welles who conceived and collaborated
on the screen play, produced, directed and starred.
In "Citizen Kane," the cinema assures anew that its rompers days are over
and that it has attained man's estate. That the picture will win for itself, those
engaged in its making and the company which will distribute it the enthusiastic
plaudits of appreciative moviegoers, equally adult in their viewpoint, is obvious
indeed. That it will be found among the Ten Best, come next December,
is akin
— BAHN.
to a 100 to 1 shot at Bowie.

Proposed Measure Would
Drastically Regulate Distribution ofU. S. Product
By MARCO-AURELIO

FILM DAILY

Mexico City — (By Air Mail)
— Designed to drastically regulate distribution of American
filmsbeen
here,introduced
a Mexican
"Neely
bill"
has
in the
Congress
as a result of a study made of this
country's film business by a Congressional committee headed by
Reps. Luis Ordorica, Leopoldo Zincunegui
Perez. Tercero and Pascual Abarca
On

DAILY

Propose Cuban Tax
Start al 50 Cents

Hollywood — Sixteen conditions
ipplicable to all studio crafts in
negotiations with studios for new
Havana (By Air Mail) — As an alternative to the proposed 10 per
tontract affecting Los Angeles lo:als which recently abandoned in- cent Federal tax on admissions from
lividual parleys for collective bar- 21 to 75 cents, inclusive, the National Union of Exhibitors would
jaining are: (1) Computation of
laily overtime; (2) Computation of restrict the levy to admissions startSunday time; (3) Computation of
ing at 50 cents.
Move for modification of the tax
loliday time; (4) Conditions where
{Continued on Page 8)

Paramount's Western Div.
Reorganized by Smith
Paramount's Western division
;ales staff has been reorganized resulting in several promotions and
;ransfers in the territory, accordng to George A. Smith, division
sales head.
Under the new setup, C. H. (Buck)
(Continued on Page 8)

51 Writers Worh
On 38 at Warners
W est Coast Bur., THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Fifty - one writers
working on 38 screen stories brings
Warners' writing staff up to a new
record of activity. A great diversity
is shown in the material now under
the typewriter, with three plays, 17
novels, 16 originals and two biographies represented in the material being readied for production.

(Continued on Page 4)

50-50 Chance Schine
GHQ to Switch Here
Gloversville — There's a "50-50 possibility" Schines' GHQ may be
switched to Now York from this

(Continued on Page 8)

A flare-up between Federal Judge
Grover M. Moscowitz and Harold
H. Corbin, defense attorney, during
trial of Joseph
M. onSchenck
(Continued
Page 4) and Jos-

Copyright Can rt Protect Games

Federal Judge Rules They Are Lotteries
Theater games which distribute
City Tax for Band Concerts
cash prizes to patrons are lotteries
Proposed In Mo. Measure and their novelty cannot be proJefferson City, Mo. — The House
has a bill to permit all cities of the
State to levy a special tax to provide funds for the support of municipal band concerts. Measure will
also bar playing for money by members of bands or orchestra in taxsupported schools of the State.

the

theory onthat
(Continued
Page leading
4)

dis-

100% Demand Halls
Disney-AFL Parley
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Discussions between
A F of L representatives and Walt
city,
J.
Myer
Sch'ne,
president
of
Schine Enterprises, Inc., told THE
studios were halted yesterFilm Daily correspondent yesterday. Disney
day with (Continued
the studioon agreeing
to conPage 8)
Schine said he hoped that some
way could
be
found
to
avoid
reK-A-O Stockholders
(Continued on Page 8)

Squire Clearance Case
Motion for Mis-Trial
Hearing Resumes Tuesday Denied in Schenck Case
Hearing
on the arbitration case
filed by the Squire Theater, Great
Neck, L. I., and involving clearance
was adjourned yesterday until next

GALINDO

Staff Correspondent

tected by the copyright laws, Federal Judge Edward Conger ruled
yesterday.
The court dismissed the suit of
Louis Kessler, doing business as
Novelty Games Co., against Abraham Schreiber, of Premium Products Co.,(Continued
after refusing
to restrain
on Page 4)

Re-Elect All Directors
All directors of Keith-Albee-Orpheum were re-elected yesterday at
a meeting(Continued
of the on
stockholders.
OfPage 3)

Four Mexican Nabes
Designed
for "Flesfe"
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — The
Mexican Government's Central Department under Javier Rojo Gomez
this week announced plans for the
construction of four new neighborhood theaters destined for stage
shows exclusively. Rojo Gomez declared his department is planning
other measures to further a revival
of the native stage, and to assure
the regular employment of thousands
of native players and technicians,
among whom unemployment has been
steadily increasing for the past decade.
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Point Won by Robbins
Objectionable Films Hiking In Case Against Casanave
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(Wednesday, April 9)
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Ccn. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd.
Paramount
Para.
1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe
Film
RKO

Low

l/2

1/2

13334 133

Net
Chg.

Close

l/2

13334—

i/2

12l/4
30%
3'/8
113,4
2%
98V4
10%

115/8
30i/8

12
30l/4 —

H3/g
2%
98y4
IOV2

1134
93i/4 —
10%

RKO $6 pfd
42V4
20th Century-Fox
. . 5%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros.
......
33/8
NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46

421/4
5%

42i/4
5%

2%

%
1%
y4
i/4

—

y4
Vs

3%
33/8 +
MARKET

l/8

Loew's
deb.
3'/2s46.1043/8 1043/8 1043/8
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 951/2
95 V2
95'/2
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95
95
95—1
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
83/4 +
Monogram
Picts
5-16
5-16
5-16
Sontone Corp
1%
1%
1% ..
Technicolor
8%
8%
Trans-Lux
%
%
6i/8 . .
Universal
Corp. vtc.
6%
6l/8
% ••
Universal Picts
N.

Y.

OVER-THE-COUNTER

SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58

68l/2
60y2

"Juke" Licensing Meeting
To be Called This Week
Paul Moss, license commissioner
of1 New York City, this week will
call a meeting of manufacturers
and distributors of coin-in-the-slot
film devices for the purpose of discussing the proposal to license all
such machines. Moss recently announced that all so-called "juke
boxes" would be required to be licensed and suggested that manufacturers formulate a plan.

Canberra, Aust. (By Air Mail) —
Objectionable film features, which
had been on the decrease until 1939,
are now on the increase, according
to the report of the Commonwealth
film censor. Percentage of cuts in
1940 was 15.8 compared to 11.5 in
1939. Cuts necessary in British
films were twice those in American
product; 4.2 per cent of British pix
viewed were totally rejected as
against 2.3 per cent of the U. S.
productions.
The censor expressed regret that
films are becoming increasingly
adult entertainment, making it more
and more difficult to provide matinee
programs for children. Many exhibitors try to meet their problem by
booking cartoons, serials and other
films with juvenile appeal.
Films classified as unsuitable for
general exhibition predominated last
year, but that did not prevent distributors from offering them, nor
exhibitors from showing them.
Neither did parents keep their children away from theaters showing
such pictures, the report states.

Herman Robbms yesterday won an
important point in nis action against
Charles Casanave when Judge Peter
JSchmuck denied a motion by Casanave for an excension of time to
file his answers to Robbins' charges.
Casanave is charged with making
secret agreements whereby he obtained money while being an officer
and director of Mational Screen Accessories, Inc.
Louis JNizer, attorney for RobDins, argued that Casanave was trying to prevent the case from coming to trial by getting an extension of time. Judge Schmuck, in
denying Casanave's motion, said
chat the application could serve no
other purpose than to delay the ultimate result. Casanave was iniately.
structed to file answers immed-

Alfred U. Students May
Again See M of T Reels

Alfred, N. Y. — A vote taken among
the student body at Alfred University here, shows a majority in favor
of short films on current topics regardless of their content.
Atlanta's Variety Club
An organized drive last month by
Fulfills Charity Pledge
a small group of students to drop
Atlanta — Atlanta Tent 21 of the from the assembly schedule short
Variety Clubs of America has raised political and economic films, such as
its $6,500 charity pledge a month the March of Time, brought about
before convention time and Harry the student vote during an assembly period. The results would indiBallance, charity committee chairman, turned over the certified check sity. cate that March of Time films will
once
more be shown at the univerto Chief Barker Jenkins at the
monthly luncheon this week.
Ballance, district manager of 20th
Century-Fox, is also in charge of Export Control Schedule
arranging transportation to the At- Effective on April 15
lantic City convention. He announced the club was in position to
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
pay transportation and hotel bills Washington
Washington — The Administrator
for the entire membership attend- of Export Control has issued a booking the national convention.
let containing export control regulations and export control schedule
Patriotic Service Cross
No. 1, including a list of articles
materials prohibited for export
To be Given De Rochemont and
except under license. Effective on
April 15, the list includes lenses,
Louis de Rochemont, producer of optical glass, electrical wiring,
the March of Time, will receive the transformers, radio tubes and other
Patriotic Service Cross from Col. materials used in radio and motion
James A. Moss of the United States pictures.
Flag Association
luncheon meeting of at
the today's
Advertising

SIDNEY R. KENT returns to New
week-end from the South.

York this

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, Universal board chairman, goes to the Coast next week.
GORDON DOUCLAS, director, and MRS. DOUGLAS, are here from the Coast for a vacation.
HARRY
COHN
arrived
here yesferd;
the Coast.

lumbers of a 20th-Fox crew, have arrived in
Havana to film material for "Caribbean
Cruise."
ni^M?RELHfH
JACKSON and
other

JAMES ROOSEV
has returne
d to HollyHol.ywoEodSP,NGOLD ELT retUrn£d
yeSterda*
ft™
LARRY DARMOUR is here from, the Coast
on
wood.
'
WA£LTER BRANSON, Midwestern district manager for RKO, ,s in New York for a few
>~=ai days
office huddles.
homesi
for
bu
ness.

Make N. Y. a Play Date
Not Career, Says Coburn
Atlanta— "New York should be
considered just another play date,
not a career," declared Charles
Coburn, making a p.a. here in connection with the preview of RKO's
"The Devil and Miss
." Coburn urged that screen Jones
players tour.
He also suggested that colleges
change their dramatic departments
from amateur standing to professional to save the acting art. His
suggestion was that entire compa
nies of actors be hired as the "fac
ulty" in colleges to give plays anc
to let students act in minor roles
He contended acting can only b
learned from watching actors per- k
form, not from written textbooks.

Great States Calls
Its Pfd. Stock at $105
Chicago — Great States Theaters
B & K subsidiary, has called its
preferred stock for redemption at
$105 a share plus accrued dividend.
Secretary Elmer Upton said bank
loans have been arranged to pro
vide the needed cash.

Fonda,
Bennett for "Wild Geese'
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Henry Fonda and Joan
^Bennett will play the leads in 20th
Club. The M of T's new release,
Freeland, Pa. — Allen Feist was Century-Fox's "Wild Geese Calling."
"Men of the FBI— 1941," will be re-elected
of Local 557,
screened. Louis D. Nichols, adminis- A F of M,president
the annual meeting
trative assistant to J. Edgar Hoo- here. Otheratofficers
elected were:
ver, will speak at the luncheon.
.WHEN MINUTES
Charles Lentz, vice-president; James
'
Maloney, secretary-treasurer; John
Para.'s "Zanzibar" Clicks
Potzner, business agent; Vincent
Paramount's "The Road to Zanzi- Maloney, James Malloy, Al KushneTELEGRAPH
VIA
g^MEAN
MONEYbar" got off to a good start at the rick, John Potzner, John Sloane,
Broadway Paramount yesterday executive board.
when the first day's receipts were
slightly
o'clock. more than $9,000. There Small Anounces Two More
were 12,000 admissions up to 5 West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Small has
made two additions to his forthcomWhiteman Band in Atlanta
ing production schedule: A. E. W.
Atlanta — Paul Whiteman and band Mason's "Clementina" and "Heels to
CHARGES
FOR
TELEGRAMS
'PHONED
IN
are set for a four-day Easter en- the Sky," story of an American stunt
APPEAR
ON
YOUR
TELEPHONE
BILL.
gagement at the Paramount the- flier with the RAF, which Ian Dalater here.
rymple is adapting.

Allen Feist Re-elected

Tostal
Telegraph

fnursday, April 10, 1941
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- ourl Won't Dismiss
lomand Trust Suit

Aprildorf-Astoria.
13: Treasurer's Club benefit show, Wal-

(Continued from Page 1)
] of Momand's $4,500,000 anti-trust
lit on the grounds the causes of
ition had been assigned to Momand
v the group of theaters he repre3, contrary
to the Oklahoma
i~yyhich provides a cause of ac8ik cannot be assigned unless
it
a based on a contract.
Judge Murrah's opinion rules the
tate law applies
to the Momand
jit. but holds that the action pro;eds out of a contract, even though
le contract was not breached.
The Momand suit against the film
ompanies was filed under the Sherlan anti-trust act. and Judge Mur>ah ruled "is a right of action creted by Federal
statute."

Vomers to Plug Drafted
'layers While in Service
'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Drafted Warner play's will have the advantage of pubcity insurance for the period of
ieir military service, according to
plan instituted by the studio's
ress department.
Players who receive the call to
?rvice will be publicized in connecon with the studio for the year
ney are away from the cameras
' ublicity department will work to
•ard keeping their names alive in
lotion picture departments of newsapers and magazines in spite of
bsence of definite film assignment
e-ups. Move is expected to foretall new and cold start on resumpon of film careers.
First player to benefit from deartment's idea will be Keith DougBs, who had his most important
ole in "Passage From Hong Kong"
nd was inducted day following comletion of picture.
John R. Holmes
of studio press
•taff has been assigned to operate
raftees' publicity service and serve
is liaison between studio and play
::: its

LI Sheehcm In Sanitarium
Boston — Al Sheehan, veteran theter manager, is seriously ill in a
anitarium. His place at the Comial is being taken by Sol Kaplan.

T
•

•

•

IT may

sound

T

a mite

Apr. 14-15:
UA district convention, New York.
Apr. meeting,
15: 20thhome
Century-Fox
stockholders' annual
office.
April 16: Exhibitor-distributor Good-will Cet
Together, Penn Alto Hotel, Altoona, Pa.
April 17:
AGVA
special election.
Apr. leans.
17-18: UA district convention, New Or-

▼

wacky

to say

that a contest

dea'ing with paintings
ended up in a photo finish
but that's
what happened
in the national competition which the Art Students
League of New York sponsored
to determine
what artists could
streamline a Ziegfeld gal on canvas and such
and wind up with
the prizes posted by Metro
the company's
"Ziegfeld Girl"
Kansas, won by an artistic nose
the first prize of 500 smackers
to Leon Nowak of Cleveland
the coffers of Melville A. Phillips
of $50 each were garnered by

— as a swell hunk of promotion for
Well, Victor Kalin of Lawrence.
(or was it by a mere palette)
Second place and 200 berries went
while the third slot enriched by $100
of Lynbrook, L. I
Four prizes
J. Clark Worth
of Westport, Conn.;

Jaque Carlton, of Houston; Shirley Nadonley, of Manhattan's Riverside
Drive; and Frank Nicclet of swanky
local Fifth Ave
We note
that our ole friend Andor Novak led the honorable mention list
Judges were lames Montgomery
Flagg, John LaGatta, Raeburn
Van
Buren, Hey worth Campbell and Robert Hale

T

•

•

•

VICTORY

T

V

in another sphere has come to rest on the

brows of the Majesties
Lou Gaudreau's howling team
which has won the RKO championship after the season's competition in which 10 five-men units were entered
In the
winning
combo
besides
Lou
were
Humenik,
Yeransian,
Schactel and Clark
The Orpheums landed second
captained by Herb McEntee
Angus had high individual average
with mark of 180
and he and Mannino were deadlocked for
high individual score at 245
▼
T
T
•

•

•

EDDIE
Saunders, M-G-M's Western
cuperating rapidly at his home in Bronxville

sales manager, is reand thanks very, very

hearti'y the boys on Film Rows
everywhere
for the nice cards,
letters and other messages
which have been sent to him
T
▼
T
• •
• DAVID M. Idzal, managing director of Detroit's Fox
Theater
has established a policy of free admission for all
recruits signing up during the week
for three years of army
service
Stunt's part of a promotion for Universal' s "Buck
Privates"
and follows closely half-price policy for service
men in uniform
presenting themselves at the Wilson Theater.
T
▼
T
• •
•
EVER
since Basil Rathbone's speaking
voice was voted
tops by the American
Association of Voice Teachers
his larynx
has been in delirious demand
Brigadier General C. H. White enlisted him to appear on a radio program on Army Day at Camp Roberts
On Easter Sunday he gives a dramatic reading with the San
Francisco Symphony Ork
He'll speak at a mass meeting in Seattle
on April 18 under sponsorship of Friends of Britain
and five days
later will address Vancouver's St. George Day celebration on co-op. 'twixf
U. S. and Britain
if the Nazi menace is to be ended
AH this
and other duties, too
T
▼
T

THE FILM
DAILY to

Nick
Lou

Stuart
Rydell

George
Arliss
Joe Moskowitz
Tim
McCoy
Tom
Ceraghty
Harold S. Buequet
Eddie Rubin

BOOK

• •
• ARTIE Newmann, Republic's branch manager, heads
publicity committee
for the Albany exchange's Bundles for
Britain dance to be held in the DeWitt Clinton Hotel on April 19.
T
▼
▼
• •
•
NOTE
to be heeded:
A certain ace press agent
blandly told us yes'day that he's taHng a load of manure down to
his neerrby suburban
home
and'll spread it on Sunday
Wouldn't
you think a p.a. would
get away
from business
ONE
day a week?

April ball,
20: Cocoanut
Boston MP
Salesmen's Club charity
Grove.
April 20:
NVA benefit show, Manhattan Center.
Apr. 21-22:
UA district convention, Cleveland.
April 22: All-industry meeting, sponsored by
Omaha
Variety
Club, Omaha.
April 22: Universal voting trust certificate holders meeting, Wilmington.
April 24:
Ampa
annual
meeting.
Apr. 24-25:
UA district convention, Chicago.
April 27: Jewish Theatrical Guild benefit, Imperial Theater.
April 28: Bernard Kranze testimonial, New
Kenmore
Hotel, Albany.
Apr. cisco.
28-29:
April ing.
29:

UA

district convention, San Fran-

Pathe Laboratories, Inc., annual meet-

April 30: Chicago Film Row League banquet,
Harry's New York Club.
May White
2: Chicago
Warner Club Spring festival,
City.
May 5-8: SMPE Spring convention, Sagamore
Hotel, Rochester.
May 6:
RCA stockholders meeting,
New York.
May 12-14: National Film Carriers annual convention. Park Central
Hotel.
May 15: ITO of Montana meeting, Billings,
Mont.
May 15-17: Variety Club national convention,
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 6: Chicago Film Bookers Club dinnerdance, Sherman
Hotel.
June 9-11: MPTOA-PCCITO convention, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
June 11-13: New Jersey Allied convention, RitzCarlton. Atlantic City.
Sept. 19: Philadelphia Variety Club— The Exhibitor golf tournament, Philmont Country
Club.
Nov. 2:
Pittsburgh

Variety

Club

banquet.

K-A-O Stockholders
Re-Elect All Directors
(Continued from Page 1)
ficers of the company are to be elected at a meeting of the directors today.
The board consists of Donald K.
David, Monroe Goldwater, Malcolm
Kingsberg, John J. McCaffrey, N.
Peter Rathvon, George Schaefer and1
L. P. Yandell.
The stockholders also voted an
amendment to the by-laws whereby
the corporation will pay legal expenses of directors if they are named
in a suit involving the company.

Will See "Penny Serenade"

Columbia's press and trade preview of "Penny Serenade" scheduled for next Tuesday at the Astor
Theater, will be attended by most
of its division sales managers and
Eastern branch managers as well
as the field exploitation staff.

Wc-t Coast Bureau of THF, m"
FILM
DAILY
Vidor on "Pulha
King
Hollywood — King Vidor will produce and direct "H. M. Pulham, Esq."
for Metro.

TORKS!
Hazleton, Pa. — A son was born to
Carl Pfeil, manager of the Family
Theater, and Mrs. Pfeil last week.

Thursday, April 10, 1941
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Neely Bill" Before
Mexican Congress
(Continued from Page 1)

tributors — and this applies almost
exclusively to the eight American
majors — follow unfair booking practices damaging to the domestic industry, the measure provides that,
(1) being "contrary to good faith
in trade and the development of
commercial enterprises, especially
that
the be
motion
nicture industry,"
there ofwill
forbidden:
"A. The compulsory booking of a
given block of pictures as a condition for exhibitors to secure any
particular picture.
"B. The booking of pictures not
yet produced.
"C. For distributors to refuse to
rent a given picture to exhibitors
who oppose the execution of any
or all the acts herein forbidden, or
the use of means which directly or
indirectly may produce the same results.
"D. All kinds of acts which tend
to limit the freedom of the exhibitor as to the leasing of the pictures he may wish to select.
"E. The imposing of fines, or the
use of any coercive measure, employed directly or indirectly by distributors or by persons connected
with them. (2) In case the rental
price of any given picture be a percentage of the gross receipts of the
house in which the picture rented
is shown, distributors will be under the obligation to contribute with
a share of their percentage to cover
advertising expenses."

RKO-Schine Books Legit.
Syracuse —
will have the
"The Man Who
April 25-26.
legit,
house. booking

TO THE

RKO-Schine Empire
touring company of
Came to Dinner" on
It will be the first
for the RKO-Schine

COLORS!]

Chicago — Robert Haley, publicity
director for RKO theaters here, expects to be called into service in
mid-April.
Chicago — Joe Real of Warners'
Highland theater goes to Camp Forrest, Tenn.
Chicago — James B. Holmquist of
Warners' Cosmo theater is now stationed at Key West Naval Air Station.
Rochester — Richard Wilton and
John Pearsall took leaves of absence from their Eastman Kodak
jobs to volunteer for Army service.
Both men are married and both
wives also work at Eastman.
Oklahoma City — ■ Julius Krisch,
manager of the Midwest, has been
inducted into the Army for a year's
service at Fort Sill.

All the Angles
Toronto — Warners will give "The
Sea Wolf" a gala Hollywood-type
Canadian premiere in London, Ont.,
on April 18. City is the birthplace
of both Jack Warner and Gene Lockhart, latter seen in the pix, bears the
same name as the story's author
(Jack London) and is not too distant
from Strathroy, birthplace of Alexander Knox, also seen in the feature.

Propose Cuban Tax
Start at 50 Cents
(Continued from Page 1)

schedules contained in the measure
proposed by President Batista will
be sponsored by two members of
the House, Dr. Carlos M. Palma and
Rep. Baldomero Acosta. Former is
counsel of the National Union.
The exhibitor association points
out that to impose the levy on lower
admissions will work undue hardship upon the average Cuban and
seriously affect domestic grosses.

DAJLV

Rule Copyright Laws
Can't Protect Games

HCLLyWCCD

Speaking—

(Continued from Page 1)

the defendant from using a game
"Bango" which allegedly unfairly
competed
withstated
plaintiff's
"Banko."
The opinion
that there
was
no doubt that "Banko" was a lottery and although "it may not be
a crime" to sell the game to a theater, it was a lottery for a theater
to play the game regardless of
whether paid admissions are required as a prerequisite.

Motion for Mis-Trial
Denied in Schenck Case
(Continued from Page 1)

eph H. Moskowitz on income tax
evasion charges yesterday resulted
in the first motion for a mis-trial
bv Corbin.
Robert T. Kane, 20th CenturyFox producer, had been reprimanded
by the court for failing to give answers responsive to questions when
Corbin sprang up to object to a
show of anger by the court. After
Industry Co-ordinating Com. Judge Moscowitz charged Corbin
Officially Established in Cuba with playing an act Corbin moved
the mis-trial "not only on what
Havana (By Air Mail)— The Mov- for
the record shows the court to have
ing Picture Industry Co-ordinating said
but also on the manner in which
Commission, created by Decree No.
604, has been officially established
was denvine
said." the motion, the court
by Dr. Jose T. Onate. Minister of it In
Commerce, and henceforth will reg- ordered Corbin "to stop talking and
ask questions." Kane testified that
ulate the film industry in Cuba.
Schenck spent $3,000 in Paris to
Personnel of the Commission ementertain artists and thereby sucbraces:
ceeded in signing Annabella and
Dr. Marcelino Vazquez, repre- Elisabeth Bergner. This sum was
sentative of the Ministry of Com- not deducted as a business expense.
merce. President: Dr. Jose B. del it
was stated. Moskowitz concluded
Cueto, renresentative of the Min- +wo days of testimony prior to
istry of Education, Secretario; Dr. Kane's testimony.
Oscar Gutierrez Sanchez, representative of the Ministry of Interior;
Marcelino Vazauez Aces, represen- "Neither Blood Nor Sand'
tative "f the Ministrv of Commerce:
Carlo Badia, representatives of the Versus "Blood and Sand"
Association of Artists of Cuba: Dr.
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— With
Manuel Pellon, representative of the
Association of Distributors of Cuba: 20th Century-Fox making "Blood
Jose M. Arriete. representative of and Sand" on location here. POSA
the Union Siudical of Musicians: has iust finished its first production,
Dr. Felipe Trinchet, representative "Neither Blood Nor Sand" at the
of the Association of Exhibitors of <"'LASA studios. Native film stars
the Republic of Cuba: F. Gonzalez Mario Moreno, and was directed by
Galindo.
Perez, representative of the Union Alejandro
of Exhibitors, and Pedro Sainz, representative of the Association of "Blood and Sand" Out May 30
Motion Pictures of Havana.
Twentieth-Fox will release "Blood
and Sand" on Memorial Day, it was
announced
yesterday. Other May
"Serenade" Showing Enjoined
Montreal — Juderment was Hven in releases include "The Great American Broadcast" on the 9th, "Cowboy
Superior Court by Justice Elie Salvas granting an interlocutorv iude- and the Blonde," 16th and "The Great
ment to prohibit, until final iude-- Commandment," indie production acquired months ago with a view to rement on +he merits, the showing1 of
making, on the 23rd.
the film "Serenade" in Montreal and
elsewhere in Canada. Petitioner
was the France-Film
Co.
Sunday Pix for Calais, Me.
Calais, Me. — Calais voters voted
'Tot o' Gold" Big in Denver
in favor of Sundav motion pictures
Denver — ''Pot 'o Gold" in its open- 1,085 to 1,042. Maine has had Suning at the Denver here topped all
day films, with local option, two
UA releases of the last three years years. This is the second time
with the exception of "The Great Calais voters have had an opportununity to declare their preference.
Dictator."

—HOLLYWOOD?1
BT RALPH WILE

=
OLENTY

of casting activity at 20th-Fox.U

' Gene Tierney draws the title r'~ in J
"Belle Starr" and Chill Wills and SI 'rd
Strudwick also go into the pix; Gazette j
Colbert is definitely set to star in "Remem-j
ber the Day"; Betty Grable is assigned tci
the femme with
lead in
"A Yank
in the R.A.F.,'']
co-starring
Tyrone
Power.

•

HAUL

JONES

•

has set Apr. 28 as the start!

r ing date of "Sullivan's Travels," hi* 1
forthcoming production for Paramount am]
his first under his new seven-year contract
Preston Sturges will direct. This will marl!
the fourth production on which Jones an
Sturges have worked together.

•

•

£1E0RGE
who produced
an
^~ directed STEVENS,
"Penny Serenade,"
for Colum
bia, is an ardent baseball fan and likes t
spend his spare time at Gilmore Field
watching the Hollywood Stars in action
Stevens' producing-directing career has beei
confined chiefly to Gower St. After makin
seevral pictures at RKO, he moved Sout
on Gower to Columbia.

•

•

A NTHONY COLDEWAY has been signe,
'* by Republic to write the screenplay bi
"Gaucho of El Dorado."

•

•

JOE
E. BROWN
is believed
the on!
■'
screen
star who
has hadto abe universit
baseball diamond named after him. Th
University of California at Los Angeles dedi
cated the new field this week. The come
dian has been an ardent supporter
athletics at U. C. L. A.

•

•

£"*AREY
20-year-old
^■^ Nancy WILSON'S
Hope, , is out
to make daughtei
a nami
for herself as an actress. She has en
rolled in the American Academy of Drama
•.';' •
tic Arts in New •York.
CTARTING preparation on his first direc
** torial assignment under his new M-G-K*
term contract. "The Chocolate Soldier,'
Rov Del Ruth has started making costum
tests. Uniforms of many countries am
oeriods are being tested to determine whicl
will be the most colorful and photogeni
for this romantic light opera.

•

•

/^EORGE
production
hea,
^1*/
of PDC, BATCHELLER,
has purchased the
screen right
to the Argosy Magazine story, "Loot Be
low" bv Eustace Adams which John 7
Coyle will produce as "Dangerous Cargo.
Morgan Cox has been signed to do th
screenplay.

IXENNY MORGAN, formerly" with Repub j
'7 lie and the Hollywood Reporter has bee j
made manager of the Hollywood office 0
the Mills Music Co.

•

•

™ » gossio columnist in the new Paramoun
^yiLLIAM WRIGHT'S role of movi
comedy, "World Premiere," will be heavil
built up. the studio announced today, as
result of the young actor's hit performanc
in a Republic picture, "Rookies on Parade.

FROM

A FULL HEART

M-G-M takes this opportunity
To thank all who took part
In the making of "MEN OF BOYS TOWN,"
Towering over the earlier record- setting triumph.
It is rich beyond rosiest dreams in
Those assets of thrill and humanity and Star Power
That foreshadow box-office immortality!
To the screen's Greatest of All Time
Add "MEN OF BOYS TOWN."
•>•>

SPENCER TRACY • MICKEY ROONEY
"MEN OF BOYS TOWN
with Bobs Watson • Larry Nunn • Darryl Hickman • Henry O'Neill • Mary Nash • Lee J. Cobb • Original Screen Play by James
Kevin McGuinness • Directed by Norman Taurog • Produced by John W. Considine, Jr. • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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\ REVIEWS OF THE n€UI flLHIS

"Road
To Zanzibar"
ith Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy

Lamour
• mount
92 Mins.
OCKO ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
DIENCES; SHOULD BE SOLID B. 0.
^kEVERY PLACE.
«^^;ollow had
up the
to the
"Road to Singae^which
Crosby-Hope-Lamour
as stars, Paramount offers a concoci of mirthful entertainment that should
p any audience in a good humor from
It to finish. There are laughs galore
Mjghour the picture, the dialogue is
ny, the gags and situations are all amus, and the players fill the bill perfectly.
0 credit the picture with a lot of proton value and smart direction that rolls
along at a brisk pace.
Exhibitors should have a field day with
s picture.
Not only is it a highly amuspicture, but it has three top "name"
:ws for marquee purposes. In addition
their picture following, both Crosby and
pe have tremendous air audiences which
1 certainly help to swell the b.o. take.
y exhibitor can safely put a campaign be■d this picture as swell entertainment
the whole family.
•Director Victor Schertzinger, who also

with

"Billy the Kid's
Bob
Steele, Al (Fuzzy)
Pals"St. John,
Fighting
Phyllis Adair

Producers Releasing Corp.
62 Mins.
PLENTIFUL ACTION IN THIS OFFERING SHOULD SATISFY WESTERN FANS,
BUT STORY IS ROUTINE.

Eliminating the customary musical interludes and romantic buildup, this western has
plenty of action as the players shoot each
other up, ride hell-bent-for-leather and
punch each other around. Western fans
should get a fair measure of entertainment
from the offering. Production value is adequate and the direction is well-paced. Story
is routine without any novelty.
Bob Steele handles the principal role
easily, sitting his horse well, using his guns
with a flourish and walloping the villains
with abandon and devastating results in hand
to hand encounters. Al St. John provides
a few laughs, and the rest of the cast is
adequate, with Phyllis Adair, Carleton Young
and Charles King prominent. Sherman Scott
directed from a screenplay by George
Plympton.
Steele, cast as Billy The Kid, is entreated
by his pals, Young and St. John, to get out
ected "Singapore," does a swell job. of the country because the law is hot on his
_ ven a lengthy script with more gags, sit- trail. But Steele decides to visit a small
tions and dialogue than actual story, he town where the honest people are beset by
nches out the laughs with a perfect sense
a tough gang. Naturally, he cleans the sittiming and keeps the situation in hand at
uation up after the usual amount of trouble.
times. Several sequences might have
CAST: Bob Steele, Al St. John, Phyllis
s
come ridiculou with less judicious handAdair, Carleton Young, Charles King, Curly
g. Frank Butler and Don Hartman whipped
Dresden, Edward Peil, Sr., Hal Price, George
■ the screenplay from an original by Hart- Chesebro, Forrest Taylor, Bud Buster, Julian
an and Sy Bartlett. The two writers aimed Rivero.
§. script to capitalize on humor, and they
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;
me up with the goods. Paul Jones gets
Director, Sherman Scott; Screenplay and
e nod as the producer.
Crosby, Hope and Miss Lamour are all Story, George Plympton; Cameraman, Jack
ie in the three top roles. Crosby sings Greenhalgh; Editor, H. N. Todd.
DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
fectively, as does Miss Lamour, and Hope
is never been funnier, timing every laugh Good.
:pertly. Crosby also gets a bow for the
ughs he contributes in partnership with
ope. Una Merkel also registers in a good
pporting role, with the remainder of the
st effective.
New Haven — Kellert's Amusement
The story itself is pure fiction. Crosby,
circus barker and idea man, continually Co. of New Haven reports the Connecticut territory will soon have its
earns uo new stunts for Hope to do, usualwith disastrous results. A gag with Hope first movie coin machines. The outfit will distribute Spotlight, a 5-cent
pposedly shot from a cannon goes hayre and the dummy shot out sets the cir- machine, and plans to install the
js on fire and the boys take a powder, first machine delivered in the Asfiev are hooked by Miss Lamour and her chenbroedel, local restaurant. Subdekick, Miss Merkel, in a phoney deal, and
sequently, installations will be made
ten are further hooked into transporting in spots in Hartford, New London,
•em through the jungle to reach Miss Bridgeport and Waterbury. The

5-Cent Slot Machine Pix
In Conn. Via Spotlight

amour's alleged father, who is dying. The
an is fast and furious up to this point and
en funnier from there on. Hooe wrestling
gorilla is something that will bring any
louse down. An amusing1 ending has been
ontrived, and it can safely be said that the
icture is good fun for everybody.
CAST: Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
amour, Una Merkel, Eric Blore, Luis Alerni, Joan Marsh, Ethel Greer, Iris Adrian,
ienrcps Renavent.
CREDITS: Producer, Paul Jones; Director,
'ictor Schertzinger; Screenplay. Frank Butsr and Don Hartman; Original story, Don
Hartman and Sy Bartlett; Cameraman, Ted
"etzlaff; Editor, Alma Macrorie.
DIRECTION, Swell. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Hne.

machine holds 20 shorts, 3 minutes
each, and three subjects change per
week will be serviced.

Out of ofTHE"Dinne
Grant
West Coast
Bureau
FILMr" DAILY
Cory
Hollywood — Cary Grant has withdrawn from the leading role in Warner Bros, film version of "The Man
Who Came to Dinner." He will appear in Columbia's "Bedtime Story"
instead.

New Nugent-Para. Termer
We't

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Elliott Nugent will direct three features within two years
under a new Paramount termer.

"Submarine Zone"
with

Pat O'Brien,
Constance
John Halliday

Columbia

Bennett,

*

V -V

SHORTS

*

74 Mins.

STRONG DRAMATIC STORY, FINE
CAST AND SUSPENSEFUL DIRECTION
MAKE PIX FIRST-RATE SCREENFARE FOR
GENERAL AUDIENCES.
A strong melodrama with a war theme,
this picture should absorb the attention of
any audience. It is highly suspenseful, has
a number of fine character studies and is
studded with action sequences that have
lots of fireworks. There is also a romantic
angle which will satisfy the people who want
"everything" in one picture, but it is not
overdone. Production and direction are firstrate, and the picture should do well at
the box office. Exhibitors are provided with
numerous exploitation possibilities and several players afford marquee advertising
O'Brien gives a fine performance as a
power.
soldier of fortune, deported from England as
an undesirable, but still a real man in any
company. Miss Bennett fills the bill as the
beautifully gowned "secretary" of crooked
district attorney John Halliday, who is firstrate. Other commendable performances are
contributed by Melville Cooper, Alan Baxter,
Sully.
Edgar Buchanan, Marjorie Gateson and Frank
The excellent directorial job was contributed byJohn Brahm. Brahm maintains
an element of suspense artfully through the
picture, makes the players believable and
works up to the climactic scenes with
finesse. Credit for the first-rate screenplay goes to P. J. Wolfson.
The S. S. Glen Inniston sails from Europe
just before war is declared with an assorted
cargo of refugees on the little freighter.
War breaks out not long after they leave
port and a life boa;- drill brings the strange
group of passengers together, with Halliday,
recognizing Baxter as a killer who has been
after him, although forced into hiding in
Europe. During the night guns are put on
the boat by a passing warship and the next
day the ship becomes the prey of a submarine that stalks it.
With the scene set the action starts to
evolve and the different characters come to
view in their true light. Halliday turns out
to be a rat. O'Brien is the strong man,
and Miss Bennett realizes that life with
O'Brien somewhere "back home" would be
infinitely better than what she has thought
were the only worthwhile things in life,
despite the cost of getting them. In a
dramatic sequence the submarine is destroyed, with Baxter taking Halliday with
him when they set out in a small boat to
drop depth bombs on the sub, certain they
won't return. The ship sails on as the fog
lifts, and the peril has passed, at least
for the passengers who will get off in the
U. S.
CAST: Pat O'Brien, Constance Bennett,
John Halliday, Melville Cooper, Alan Baxter,
Edgar Buchanan, Marjorie Gateson, Francis
Pierlot, Jessie Busley, Stanley Logan, Frank
Sully, Erwin Kaiser, Don Beddoe, Leslie
Denison.
CREDITS: Producer, Sam Bischoff; Director, John Brahm; Screenplay, P. J. Wolfson;
Story, Sidney Biddell and Fredric Frank;
Cameraman, Franz Planer; Editor, Al Clark.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
.

"Men of the F. B. I."
O T
21 mins.
Exciting and Interesting
This new March of Time issue is
primarily an introduction and commentary on the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, but it incorporates a
theoretical espionage case which
proves a first-rate who-dun-it. The
general public should be highly interested by this subject. It not only
shows and relates what is being done
by this key government bureau to
combat espionage and sabotage, but
the working out of the theoretical
espionage case is a real thriller. J.
Edgar Hoover and a number of his
assistants, as well as a number of
trainees at the F. B. I. College are in
the reel, and the actors portraying
roles are fine. Direction and presentation are top rank.
RKO-M

"More Trifles of Unimportance"
Metro
11 mins.
A Very Fine Job
Highly interesting in its subject
matter, this reel is a short that
should appeal to any audience. It
is a release in the John Nesbitt
Passing Parade series. Development
of antiseptic hospital methods, discovery of digitalis and tannic acid
are depicted in the subject. Given
first rate production value, an intelligent cast and story substance to
make each episode interesting, the
short is a very fine job from all
angles.
"A Gentleman's Gentleman"
RKO
7 Mins.
Amusing Short
Pluto and
is engaged
as Mickey's
butler
what-not
in this valetreel.
Having served Mickey his breakfast
in bed, Pluto is sent to get the Sunday newspaper. Pluto immediately
gets in hot water and gets himself
more involved with time, until when
he returns the paper is a mess and he
is covered with mud, which he smears
all over Mickey. Reel was produced
by Walt Disney in Technicolor.
"It Happened All Night"
RKO
10 mins.
Fair Comedy
Edgar Kennedy is the constable in
a small town, with his father-in-law,
Ed Franey, employed as the town
lamplighter. A couple of crooks descend on the town, followed by some
more crooks looking for the spot
where the first two have cached the
loot, and Government men follow
the second pair. There is a considerable amount of confusion, but the
crooks are captured and on their way
out of town before Kennedy knows
anything about it.
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Studio Crafts Name
16 Pad Conditions
(Continued from Page 1)

men are called more than once a
day; (5) Provisions for working in
a higher classification; (6) Provisions for employes receiving above
scale; (7) Provisions for ratio of
apprentices and helpers; (8) Cancellation of calls; (9) Minimum
calls; (10) Pay off requirements;
(11) Provision for "keying" for
troupe work; (12) Computation for
pay when "keyed"; (13) Meals and
meal period provisions; (14) Provisions for nearby locations; (15)
Provisions for distant locations;
(16) Provisions for travel time.
The points were discussed by a
laboratory workers' committee with
David Lory, Pat Casey and Fred
Pelton acting for the producers.
The proposed demands include also a few conditions not included in
the 16 points.

REVIEUJS Of SHORT SUBJCTES
"What's Happening in Argentina"
RKO-Pathe
10 mins.
Timely and Interesting
Argentina comes under the eyes
of Julien Bryan's cameras in this
reel, one of a series on South America being released by RKO. The
commentary is intelligent and interesting and the material shown has
been well selected. Subject should
be of interest to all audiences in this
country as our good-will program increases and South American economic problems increase due to decrease
of European markets.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Defeated on
March 31, a bill to permit Sunday
bowling in Pennsylvania was revived in the House this week on
motion of Rep. Joseph M. O'Brien,
Philadelphia, sponsor.

Al McEvoy Recovering
Boston — Al McEvoy, manager of
Bates and Union theatres, Attleboro,
is in New England Baptist Hospital here recuperating from a major operation.

Jimmy Mahr With Cosmo
Jimmy Mahr, former dance director for Paramount-Publix and RKO,
has joined the Cosmo Amusement
Enterprises organization. Mahr will
be connected with Cosmo's new talent department.

9 mins.

The Our Gang kids get themselves
all mixed up with an amazing problem in this short. It seems that one
of the members has read that every
fourth person born is Chinese, and
with two sisters and himself already
in the family, he is quite worried
about a new baby about to be born.
The ensuing business is just moderately amusing. Edward Cahn directed from a script by Hal Law
and Robert McGowan.

100% Demand Halts
gannize
orer
Rest
We
DiviPasiraon.'s
Disney-AFL Parley
(Continued from Page 1)

sider the unions' demands for 100
per cent A F of L affiliation. AubSquire Clearance Case
rey Blair, Hollywood organizer of
F of L. stated that with SchlesHearing Resumes Tuesday Ainger
productions practically in A
F of L "bag" and all other short
(Continued from Page 1)
signed, Disney cannot afTuesday after a preliminary pres- producers
ford to hold out longer.
entation. Hearing yesterday was
New light on the matter is the
concerned mainly with the explanation of the necessity of clearance to unions' possible pressure which may
the arbitrator, although one witness, be brought on George J. Schaefer,
Mrs. Oscar Houston, of Great Neck, RKO prexy, to use his influence as
Disney's distributor to force Disney
was called.
Attorney for the Skouras circuit, to a favorable and quick decision^
Spokesman for the unions, desirwhich was named in the complaint,
to be named, states that with
was Arthur Schwartz. Theodore RKOing- notdistribution
of Disney shorts
Gutman represented the Little Neck
amounting- from 10 to 14 per cent of
Playhouse, the interested party. Ab- gross, RKO cannot afford to jeoraham Bienstock was the attorney
pardize the favor of the unions on
for the Squire. Other attorneys the 85-90 per cent of their other
present were Mort Siegal, RKO;
William Zimmerman, RKO; Percy pictures.
Informant also stated that any
Heilger, 20th Century-Fox; Howard
if outcome of discusLevinson, Warner Bros., and Hal action taken,
sions are not favorable to the
Berkowitz,
Warner
Bros.
unions, will be picketing and boycotting of theaters showing Disney
Bookspan Family In Crash
product rather than the studio.
New Haven — Al Bookspan, of the
Schaefer could not be reached for
Fishman's, Inc., office, Mrs. Book- statement on the RKO stand.
span and two children were rendered
unconscious and suffered bruises,
when their car was overturned in Huffman Goes to Greeley
a collision on the Merritt Parkway.

Revive Sunday Bowling Bill

'Baby Blues"
Metro
Fair Comedy

(Continued from Page 1)

Weaver, who has been Dallas sales
manager for the last year, has been
named branch manager in Oklahoma
City, succeeding Charles L. Dees,
who goes to Dallas as branch manager.
L. W. McClintock, present Dallas
manager, goes to Memphis where he
will head the exchange after April
14. McClintock succeeds W. B. Bugie who joins the sales staff in
Dallas. Succeeding Weaver as sales
manager in Dallas is A. F. Lamed,
who returns to that office after
seven months as a salesman in the
Memphis branch.

50-50 Chance Schine
6HQ to Switch Here
(Continued from Page 1)

moval, but as it appeared now
terms of the New York consent
cree would
eventually
force suli
action.
"One of our biggest jobs is find
ing fresh product for ouf an;
theaters," circuit exec. said. .rio:
to the consent decree we could clost
a deal for a great many picture;
at once. Sometimes we could ob
tain a franchise running for as low
as three years.
These were
business
transactions
and majo'
oftei
would require three or four trip;
by our men to New York, and somi
trips by film company represents
fives here. Once they were madl
however, it was merely a proposi J
tion of both sides meeting the agreement.
"Now we must negotiate for fivi
pictures at a time. For such i
small number, we would probabl;
have to make as many trips to th<
city as for a year's supply. Aim
we would only have five pictures
Multiply this many times and bj
eigrht and it is easy to see the grea(
difficulties that face us with om

home
in Gloversville."
The office
Schines,
leading figures ii
this glove-making Mohawk Valle;
community, have palatial homes
here and are active in social ant
civic affairs. The circuit home office itself is an important economu
factor in the community, employing
more than 100 persons and covering
two floors of half a city block.
Edward Walder. secretary of tht
's
local Chamber of Commerce, saic
Televngision
ing SMPE
Spri
MeetOn
Agenda
yesterday w*hen apprised of the
Television is one of the subjects situation that everything will be
done to keep the Schines here. He
on the agenda for the Spring meet- intitmated that an appeal would be
ing of the SMPE at the Sagamore
Hotel, Rochester, May 5 to 8. M. made to Rep. Frank Crowther in an
H. Baldwin, Jr., of Bell Telephone effort to organize a "Save the Home
Labs., will give an address on tele. Office" movement.
If the office moves, all department heads will be retained and
Isidore Witmark Dies
other
employes
will be g-iven first
Isidore Witmark, 71, founder and choice of jobs in New York.
former president of M. Witmark &
Sons, music publishers, died yester- Don Lee's Tele Station
day at Polyclinic Hospital of pneu- Makes Debut on Sunday
As Cooper Shifts Managers
monia. The firm was a music affiliate of Warner Bros. Pictures. Witmark
is
survived
by two daughters, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Lincoln, Neb. — R. W. Huffman,
— Don
J. H. Cooper's city manager here two brothers and a sister.
000Hollywood
tele station
willLee's
make new
its $100,debut
for nearly four years, has been transon Sunday by televising the Easter
ferred as of Saturday, to a similar Gloria Swanson Gets Lead
dawn ceremonies at the Hollywood
post in Greeley, Colo., where Coo- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Bowl from 5 to 6 a.m. Harry R.
Hollywood — Gloria Swanson has Lubcke and Thomas S. Lee will suaters.per has the Sterling and Park theassigned by RKO to the femipervise the program.
Replacement here will be Ralph been nine
lead opposite Adolphe Menjou
Madeleine
Carroll Assigned
in
"The
Farmer
Takes
a
Wife,"
proAyer,
who
has
been
at
Cooper's
Ute in Colorado
Springs.
duction on which is set to start May
On the same move, Kurth Nelson, 1. Miss Swanson has not been seen West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Paramount has aswho is now in Greeley, is being sent in films since 1934.
signed Madeleine Carroll, for whom
to Oklahoma City, where he'll be
the story was bought, to replace
house manager at the Midwest, Coo- Buys Unwritten Wylie Story
Dorothy Lamour
in "Dildo
Cay."
per's Warner-shared deluxer.
Director
E. H. Griffith
is set
to
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO has bought an start production May 1.
unwritten and untitled story by I.
Ford
to Direct
West Coast
Bureau "Valley"
of THE FILM
DAILY A. R. Wylie. Down payment was It's "Too Many Blondes"
"U" has set "Too Many Blondes"
Hollywood — John Ford will direct made upon her outline of the plot,
as the title for its Rudy Vallee
"How Green Was My Valley" for with the balance to be paid upon starrer.
20th Century-Fox.
publication of the story.
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To the 8,000 exhibitor members of The March of Time family: you will receive
your copy of this month's Clip and Work Book within the next few days, it will show
series.
you how to make extra profits on this most unusual issue in The March of Time
now!
Again this month, extra copies are available at all RKO Exchanges -get it
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TEN CENTS

)EFENSE BOARD TO USE M. P. TRIBUNALS
SinceBoards1930
Profit Arbitration
Highest
Net
:PCs-Editorial$1,012,270
to
Scored Despite Big Jump
rww s

'Liberty

yy

. to pay dividends
By CHESTER

B. BAHN

i=

yiUCH has been said, in this column and
elsewhere, of the patriotic role being
yed in these difficult times by the indus''s feature, "Land of Liberty," distributed
rough Metro with the proceeds being
nated for and to war emergency welfare
>rk, at home and abroad.
But in emphasizing the picture's value as
rring entertainment and as a sterling
ison in patriotism, the natural and quite
iper course, some other aspects would
em to have escaped the industry attention
ey merit.
Importantly, for instance, there is the imct of "Land of Liberty" on the lay press
| d the still broader field of public relaIf the scores of clippings from ediI rial pages which have found their way to
HE FILM DAILY, either directly from the
wspapers in question or indirectly through
. far-flung corps of staff men, afford any
ure has
, DA-conceived pict
MPP
on
the
ri
te
Iine
to impress editorial writers with
more
e industry's stalwart Americanism, essenil dignity and aspirations to national ser:e than anything in a period of years.

o
METROPOLITAN

journals, dailies in the

'■ smaller cities and weekly papers in
e villages alike have gone beyond the conies of film criticism to add to enthusiastic
dorsement of the picture as entertainenr equally warm editorial appreciation
the industry's magnanimous contribution,
lis concept cannot but pay untold divitnds in good-will as the months speed
ong.
This is no idle premise. Back from three
onths of field work in behalf of the picre for the MPPDA, Mark Larkin and Gor>n S. White report that "Land of Liberty"
is opened many doors for a job of connuing industry promotion. Among other
ings, it has brought exhibitors and theer executives in touch with schools and
immunity leaders they previously had never
et.
Larkin did spade work in New England,
ew York, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia
id Pennsylvania; White visited the South
id Southwest. Their reports to the MPPDA
tablish that the results were identical. The
cture everywhere proved an invaluable
set in bringing about a better community
(Continued on Page 2)

In Taxes; Reflects B.O.
Gains in the War Period
Toronto— Net profits in 1940 of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Ltd., totalled $1,012,270 after all
deductions equal to $2.35 a share
common
stock.
This compared with $889,723 or
$2.09 a share outstanding in 1939.
The shares totalled 430,524 in 1940
and 425,524 in 1939. Net profit,
reflecting: war-time gains in theater
attendance, was the highest for any
( Continued on Pane 4)

Philly Allied Claims
Forcing of Shorts
Philadelphia — The Allied Independent Theater Owners of Eastern
Pa. this week went on record as being of the definite opinion that four
of the five companies affected by the
consent decree are forcing shorts and
newsreels for the 1940-1941 season
(Continued on Page 6)

Schenck-Moskowitz
Defense Rests Case

W. J. MERRILL,
RK0 EXEC, DIES
Stricken By Heart Attack
In His Home Here

W. J. Merrill, vice-president and
treasurer of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp. and vice-president of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., died early yesterday moi-ning of a heart attack at his
home in the Town House, 108 East
38th Street, New York City.
Merrill was born in Franklin,,
Idaho, Aug. 22, 1898. He attended
school, college and started his business career in the West. He was an
alumnus of the Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration.
He had been connected with the
RKO organization for the past five
years. Previously, he held major executive posts with various large commercial organizations. He was vicepresident, controller and director of
the Royal Baking Powder Co., vicepresident (Continued
and treasurer
on Pageof4) the Great

Population to Rule
S. C. Admission Tax

Columbia. S. C. — The Senate deThe defense of Joseph M. Schenck
bated at length the proposed inand Joseph H. Moskowitz rested
crease in the admissions tax. An
yesterday in an unexpected move in
the Government case against the attempt to eliminate a graduated
two defendants. The trial was ad- license scale for motion picture theaters was defeated, 22-18.
iourned until Monday when Harold
The proposed scale was changed
H. Corbin, defense attorney, will
however, on soPagethat
theater
give his summation, to be followed slightly, (Continued
6)
(Continued on Page 8)

44 Topics on SMPE

Program

10 Will Form Basis of Joint ASA
2% New Orleans Sales Tax
Legal, Says La. High Court
Orleans — The Louisiana Supreme Court yesterday upheld the
constitutionality of the two per cent
citv sales tax. reversing a previous
by Civil Judge Paul E. Charuling
sez
that the levy was illegal. Judge
Chasez also granted an injunction
New

(Continued on Page 8)

Be Used for Settlement
Of Labor Disputes

The 31 motion picture arbitration
tribunals have been placed at the
disposal of the National Defense
Mediation Board to aid the Government agency in settling labor disputes. The five consenting companies to the consent decree in the
New York equity suit have agreed
to the proposal which was announced yesterday by C. V. Whitney, president of the American Arbitration
Association. The Defense Board accepted the offer.
It was pointed out that the offer of the tribunals and their staffs
will in no way interfere with the
(Continued on Page 6)

No Pix Bills Passed
By la. Legislature
Des Moines — The Iowa Legislature
entered its closing moments yesterday with several attempts to push
through anti-theater legislation. Attempt was made in the Senate to
bring out the special amusement tax
bills that had already passed the
House. But strong opposition from
theater-minded
Senators nailed the
(Continued on Page 8)

War Dept. to Build
36 Theaters for Troops
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Construction of 36
motion picture theaters will be started immediately to assure adequate
facilities for troops at 29 posts and
(Continued on Page 8)

Sessions

Rochester — The 1941 Spring Convention of SMPE, to be held here
May 5-8, inclusive, will consider 34
different topics relating to the industry, plus 10 further topics which
will be presented at joint sessions
of the Society's delegates and those
of the Acoustical Society of America, it is disclosed by those in charge
of the conclave's program.
At the morning meeting opening
(Continued on Page 8)

Draft Takes Ushers;
Replaced by Girls
Baltimore — Shortage of young
men available for usher work, due to
selective service act, is serious here.
So much so that one of the largest
houses on the Rome circuit, The
Met, changes to girl ushers today.
Probably that other houses will follow
suit.

■ %J*\

Anti-Trust Suit Hinted
By Garbose Brothers
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Hold Witmark Rites Today

organized

o
and alert showmen

industry's
will see

' to it that the field cultivated so promisingly does not go unfilled in the future.
it. Sell the industry, and it follows you sell
the pictures. Vice versa . . . well, you say

Wollner Arbitrator Will
Be Appointed on Monday
New Orleans — With lists due in
tomorrow, the appointment of an
arbitrator is expected Monday in
the third of three cases brought by
Charles K. Wollner, operator of a
drive-in theater for Modern Theaters, Inc.
This claim, against Vitagraph, involves a"some run" dispute. Second
claim, against Metro, was settled
by Wollner's withdrawal before
start of proceedings.
Decision on the first claim, against
Paramount, is also expected Mondav. Precedent was set at the first
hearing when Arbitrator Philip E.
James
request. barred the press at Wollner's

Brandt Bronx and Flatbush
Houses Again to Play Legit.

Boston — Hinting that they might
develop their clearance grievance
into anti-trust litigation, Garbose
Brothers, Athol exhibitors, have signified that they would press their
arbitration plea before Arbitrator
John Daly here when the case, adjourned this week after a preliminary hearing, comes up again here
next Monday.
Daly,utorsurged
defendant
that the bymatter
was distribone of
run rather than of clearance, took
under advisement the allegation that
he has no jurisdiction over granting the out-of-the-can deliveries formerly accorded the Garboses.
S. Ryan, anti-trust attorGeorge
ney representing the plaintiffs, has
subpoenaed contracts and other documents from the "Big Five."

Atlanta Again in Lead
In Depinet Sales Drive
RKO's Atlanta exchange continues to hold the lead for the top
award in the Ned Depinet Drive at
the close of the ninth week. New
Orleans is in second place and St.
Louis is third. Others in the first
five are Oklahoma City and Philadelphia.
District leadership is held by the
Southeastern area while the Eastern division is leading the Western
and Canadian.

Starting- two months earlier than
last year, the policy of presenting
revivals of popular stage plays in
two theaters of the Brandt circuit In
"U"
Glori
Jean
SuinqRow
t, Pact
g, aAgen
Lusti
will be resumed on April 28. Houses
are the 'Windsor in the Bronx and
Universal Pictures was named deFlatbush in Brooklyn. Policy of
fendant yesterday in a $525,000 damthe two theaters will be to offer
age suit filed in the New York Sueight months of pictures and vaudepreme Court by William Lustig, who
ville and four months of legit, each
charges
the defendant with being invear. "The Little Foxes" and
strumental in the alleged breach of
"George
Washing'ton
Slept
Here"
an
agency
contract with Gloria Jean.
will be the first two attractions.
According to the complaint, Lustig,
in 1937, obtained the right to represent Gloria Jean for 10 years at 10
Monogram to Open Frisco
per
cent
commission.
Regional Meet Tomorrow
Monogram will hold a series of
four regional sales meetings startins; tomorrow when the first confab will be held at the Empire Hotel. San Francisco. Second meeting
will be in Chicago on April 20 and
a third in New York on April 27.
A fourth meeting will be held in
an undetermined southern city following the New York sessions.

Funeral services will be held today
at one o'clock at the Riverside Chapel Amann Succeeds O. E. Schenck
for Isidore Witmark, co-founder of
Chicago — Walter Amann has been
the music publishing firms of Witmark & Sons. Witmark died Wednes- named manager of the film department of the Herald-American, sucday at the Polyclinic Hospital of
pneumonia at 71. He is survived by ceedine the late O. E. Schenck.
two daughters, two brothers and a
sister.
EXECUTIVE
AVAILABLE
111. Allied to Fight Daylight Saving
Chicago — Jack Kirsch says Illinois
Allied will fight extension of daylight saving here to the end of October. Quincy, Illinois, adopted daylight saving by 86 votes.
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Experienced motion picture and sound engineer,
also equipment sales, spot shows, distribution,
both 35MM and I6MM. Managed first run theatre for three years. Write Box 1970, THE FILM
DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York City.

Columbia to Pay 68 %c
Columbia Board of Directors, at
its meeting- Wednesday declared a
quarterly dividend of $.68% per
share on the $2.75 convertible preferred stock, payable May 15 to
stockholders
of record, May 1.

Don't Forget....
You Have a Date....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America

COmiriG and GOMG
JOSEPH
Universal,

H. SEIDELMAN,
foreign
returns here Sunday from

manager
Panama.

AL BONDY, of Select Attractions, leaves t»
week-end
for a tour of Southern
exchanges.
CHARLES
ROY

COBURN

E. DISNEY

o

is in Washington

is at the Warwick.

SEYMOUR
NEBENZAHL
the Warwick.

is

also

st

todayj

BRODERICK
CRAWFORD
left the Coast y
terday for New York, traveling by car with
wife
FRANCIS SWANN arrives in Hollywood Mi
day from
New
York.
SI FABIAN, head of the Fabian Circuit, is
A'bany to confer with Lou Goulding. the Fab
Albany
Division head.
CUS SCHAEFER, RKO district manager, is
Albany conferring with Max Westebbe, 11
RKO
branch
manager.
ARTHUR
MAYER,
managing
director
of
Rialto Theater, and his son, Pete, plane in fn
the Coast tomorrow where
Pete has completi
as associate
producer with Sam Katzman,
thi
Monogram
pictures.

Defer Ellet Arbitration
Hearing Until May 14
Cleveland — Second hearing' in t!
Ellet case, first to come up befo
the local arbitration tribunal, set f|
April 16, has been postponed
May 14.
The Ellet theater, Akron, filed
der Section VIII asking for cle;
ance adjustment involving the Nor
and Rialto theaters.

Cohn Appoints Briskin
Columbia Production Hec
Appointment of Samuel Brisl
as Columbia's production head vb
confirmed here yesterday by Pre
Harry Cohn. Briskin has been ge
eral manager of the studios.

Trans-Lux Will Pay 5c
Board of Directors of Trans-L
Corp., meeting Wednesday, declai
a dividend of five cents per sh
on its stock payable May 1 to sto(
holders of record as of April 21

VITHCOLOR
PRESENTS
PERFECT TWO AND THREE COLOR
on
16mm SOUND PRINTS from your
negatives, including Kodachrome.
Uniform, highest quality, color corrected, permanent, transparent prints
GASPARCOLOR

film.

Delivered
speedily
at
competitive
prices!
Demonstrations
arranged
by
appointment.
Also complete facilities!
for taking 35mm two and three colon]
negatives.
Two and three color 16mm prints also
made
from
35mm
separation
nega
fives.
Phone, write, or wire

Traympre Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.
May 15th, 16th & 17th

HOLLYWOOD

COLORFILM
(VITACOLOR)

230
West
Olive Avenue
Burbonk, California
Phone: CHarleston 66477
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FPC's Net Highest
Profit Since 1930

Merrill, RKO Exec.
Dies of Heart Attack
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Island Holding Corp. and vice-president and controller of W. and J.
Sloane.
Merrill is survived by his mother,
Mrs. Elna Merrill, of Richmond,
Utah, and two children, June age
14, and W. J. Merrill, Jr., age 16.
Funeral services will be announced
later.

year since 1930, despite marked i
crease in taxes.
Revenue from operations increasi
to $2,624,246 during the year fro
$2,145,258. Other profits were
bringing the gross revenue t<J
834,040 compared with $2,20?
Total charges amounted to $1,78148 compared with $1,427,148. Tax ■

Upon being informed of Merrill's
death, George J. Schaefer, president
of RKO, who is visiting the company's studio in Hollywood, stated:
"The death of W. J. 'Bill' Merrill
is a great shock to all of us. Not
only do we all deeply regret his passing but I feel it as a personal loss
of a fine friend and a loyal business
colleague, one who was deeply loved
and respected by all of his business
associates."

"Forgotten Village" to be
Mayer & Burstyn Release
Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn have concluded a deal with
Pan-American Films, Inc., for the
world distribution rights of the new
John Steinbeck-Herbert Kline film,
"The Forgotten Village."
Distribs. are now negotiating with
a Broadway theater to open the picture the beginning of May to coincide with the publication of Steinbeck's book of the same name.
From an original story by John
Steinbeck, pix was made in Mexico, and directed by Herbert Kline
with narration by Burgess Meredith. An original musical score was
composed by Hanns Eisler.

Birdwell on Pascal Film
Gabriel Pascal retained Russell
Birdwell and Associates yesterday
to handle exploitation on George
Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara."
Marion Baldwin, Pascal's personal
publicity rep. will also serve as
Birdwell's assistant on the "Major Barbara" campaign.

©

•

•

From
THE FILM
DAILY
to
APRIL 11
Carroll
APRIL 13
Charles
H. Christie
Arthur
Hurley
William Stuart
Boy Ian

Carroll

APRIL 12
Frank Borzage
Jane Withers
Virginia Cherrill
Jules Ziegler

Gold, vice-prexy and Eastern general sales manager

In addition to the two holdovers
— Korda's "That Hamilton Woman"
at Mister Van Schmus's little Radio City Music Hall and James Roosevelt's
"Pot O' Gold" at the cozy Roxy —
Charlie Chaplin's "The Great
Dictator" will be housed in Loew's State at pop prices
Latter attraction will also be shown throughout the Loew circuit in this sector

were
647. $592,500 compared with $23'
Consolidated balance sheet sho1
current assets of $2,805,368 and cv
rent liabilities of $857,389, leavii
net working capital of $1,947.7
compared with $1,753,976 the pi;
vious year-end.

To boot, Hal Roach's "Topper Returns" tops the holiday program at the
RKO Albee

Cite De Rochemont, Othe
For Patriotic Services

•
•
• NED E. DEPINET, vice-prexy of RKO Radio
will
be guest speaker at Ampa's feedbag festival in the Hotel Edison
next Thursday
It'll be the last open meeting of the current administration
A helluva flock of exhibs. have already

In presenting the Patriotic Servi
Cross to Louis de Rochemont, pi
ducer of the March of Time, yest(
day at the Advertising
Club, C
James
A. Moss,
president
of t]
American Flag Ass'n which made t
award, read the citation. It acclaii
de Rochemont as a loyal citizen, "oj
of America's
great motion pictu!
producers" whose "production of su
snlendid March of Time pictures

reserved tables for the affair
Harry Brandt's 1TOA cohorts
obviously intend to dominate numerically
inasmuch, we hear,
as they have reserved four tables
A word about the guest of
honor:
Ned Depinet journeyed from his Erie, Pa., home to
exotic New Orleans
right after graduating from high school
to accept a job as ticket-taker and general all-round handyman at the Dreamland Theater
Then when his boss, J. E.
Pearce, opened a fillum exchange in N. O
young Ned went
along as general factotum-office
boy, fillum inspector, booking
clerk, et al
Such was the start of a grand and glorious career
of that same kinda guy

'The Ramparts We Watch,' 'You
America,'
'Americans
All,' 'The
B. I. — 1941' and other equally i
sniring subjects that have stimulat
the patriotism
of the millions
Americans who have seen them."
The awarded
Patriotic to
Service
Cross
also
Fredric
Man"w
George S. Kaufman and Moss He

9
•
•
on being the
the movies
the big boss
pears to be

for their production of "The Ami
ican Way" in 1938, to the crew
the Howard Hughes 'round-the-wo]
flight, and to Kate Smith for r

IT looks as if those Indiana Hoosiers
have a monopoly
No. L men for various industries
Will H. Hays heads
Judge Landis heads baseball
and Elmer Lay den is
of professional football
And now another Hoosier apheading for a similar job with another big industry

— and if it comes to pass
lilm industry's loss

it will be that industry's gain

T

New Indian Studio Built
Bombay (By Air Mail) — National
Studios is completing a new plant
with five sound stages.

HARRY

of U A
can't help but have a happy Easter
seein' as how his
org.'s product will have a definite kinda monopoly on Ole Broadway's
screens
as well as on the silver sheets of other Met. stands

•

•

•

T

and the

T

YEP, a testimonial dinner is being planned

for

Bernard G. Kranze
who was branch manager of RKO Radio's
Albany exchange
and has been recently promoted to Cleveland branch manager
The big fiesta is set for April 28 in Albany's New Kenmore Hotel
Refreshments, dinner, an entire
floor show with George Hall and his Ork on the agenda
Committee in charge includes Lou Golding, local head of Fabian Theaters, as chairman
M. Grassgreen, branch manager for 20thFox, secretary -treasurer
and the general committee comprises
M. A. Silver, WB's zone manager; Si Fabian; C. A. Smakwitz, WB
district mgr.; J. Meyer Schine and Louis Schine
Mike Kallett
and Sid Kallett; Bill Smalley, William Benton, Harry Hellman,
Clayton
Eastman,
Paul
Krumenacker,
Nathan
Sodikman
Arthur
Newman,
Herman
Ripps, Joe Miller, Jerry
Spandau,
Joseph Weinstein, Joe Shure, Max Friedman, and Alec Sayles
Replacing Bernie Kranze in Albany is Max Westebbe, former RKO
manager in Holland
. celebrating
•
•
•
GREGORY Abbott had a gala day yes'day.
his 10th year as commentator for Paramount News

services in popularizing "God Bh
America" on her radio program.

Meyer Would Intervene
In "U" Director's Suit
Rene
B. Meyer,
holder
of 1
shares of Universal common, filec I
motion yesterday in the New Ycj
Supreme Court for the privilege
intervening as a plaintiff in the I
rector's
suit of Samuel
I. Posi
against Universal.
Posen, with t
other stockholders, is suing for ll
appointment of a receiver and 1
imposition of damages against 11
company's officers and directors.

WEDDING
West

Coast

Bureau

BELLI!
of

THE

FILM

DAiM

Los Angeles— Capt. James Roo
velt and Romelle Schneider will v j;
next week.
They applied for a m
riage license yesterday.
Rochester, N. H. — Philip Caple<
of the Scenic
Theater
staff he
and Mary Gagne, also of Roches!
are newlyweds.

I
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"Scotland Yard"

'CITIZEN KANE"

j with Nancy Kelly, Edmund Gwenn,
John Loder
-Fox
67 Mins.
JSPENSEFUL
AND
INTERESTING
4 DRAMATIC

YARN

IS

OKAY

FOR

fZ>ADE.

\ ne well-known Denison Clift play dealT with the man who gets another man's
tity and position in life through accir has been brought to the screen again
20th-Fox
with moderately
entertaining
Its.
Revisions have been made in the
y and cast in order to give it a London
ground of today, but the original pre: has been maintained although a glossy
ing has been added.
The cast is adePe, the direction okay and the technical

cts are up to par for picture's budget
/tjljljge. Average audiences should find the
ure a diverting attraction in a supporting
4ancy Kelly fills the bill as the suave,
- -tj l-groomed and very lovely wife of John
ler, whom she detests. Loder competentfits his role.
Edmund Gwenn is wellt as the determined Scotland Yard incror, and Henry Wilcoxon is good in a too

with Orson Welles and the Mercury Actors
RKO Radio-Welles
120 Mins.
A 22 KARAT ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENT, HIGHLY EXPLOITABLE, IS SCREEN EVENT
OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
Orson Welles' Mercury Theater production, "Citizen Kane," given its Eastern press
preview by RKO Radio at the Broadway Theater Wednesday afternoon, is a 22 karat artistic
achievement, marked by impressive departures in technique, by an absorbing dramatic story
which holds audience interest for 120 continuous minutes, by an array of brilliant characterizations and sincere portrayals, by magnificent direction, by opulent production values,
by outstanding photography, and by the deserved personal triumph of Welles who conceived
and collaborated on the screen play, produced, directed and starred.
In "Citizen Kane," the cinema assures anew that its rompers days are over and that
it has attained man's estate. That the picture will win for itself, those engaged in its
making and the company which will distribute it the enthusiastic plaudits of appreciative
moviegoers, equally adult in their viewpoint, in obvious indeed. That it will be found
among the Ten Best, come next December, is akin to a 100 to 1 shot at Bowie.
As to its box office potentialities, up and down and across the country, this reasonably
may be said: The furore incident to its release makes the picture a news event of something more than passing importance, while the Welles affinity for Page One during the last
several years points unmistakably to box office. Too, the decision to roadshow the picture registers a canny showmanship. On the other side of the ledger is the fact that the
cast is peopled with players virtually unknown to the average film patron. That they
will not be unknown after "Citizen Kane" gets around does not cushion the selling job
the exhibitor, particularly in the smaller situations, now confronts. But at any rate, the
picture — and the entertainment — are there, a sporting challenge to the ingenuity and the
craft of the showman.

:(■ role. Other players are capable.
DiAs to the influence "Citizen Kane" will have upon the art and technique of the screen,
tion was handled by Norman Foster with
nuel G. Engel and John Balderston writ- it should be definite and lasting — much more definite and much more lasting than a
the script.
Foster does an even all - somewhat similar experiment with "narratage" 'way back in 1933. There is a certain
magic in the name, Orson Welles, for one thing. And for another, what passes for want
und job with the directorial chore.
I _oder, about to leave for the continent of a better term as cinematic appreciation has developed materially during the last eight
h an expeditionary force of British troops,
; a row with Miss Kelly, his wife, who de- years.
If "Citizen Kane" constitutes a challenge to the exhibitor, it no less presents one to
ts him.
They are interrupted
by Wil- the critic. There is so much which departs from tradition, from precedent, from formula,
ton, a fleeing bank robber, who takes a from the bromidic. Welles tells his story much as the late Joseph Conrad penned his
all locket with him when he goes that novels, yet there is, with all due apologies to the Conrad enthusiasts, more cohesion in
irains a picture of Loder and Miss Kelly. this saga of Charles Foster Kane, publisher of the flamboyant, crusading New York
is captured by Gwenn, but escapes and Inquirer and greatest of all American journalistic tycoons.
• ns the Army. Later, he is sent to a ScotThere is something of a hint of pure genius in the way that the picture gathers to' h hospital and his face is remade to match
gether the threads of Kane's personal cavalcade to form the complete pattern. Essentially
- s picture in the locket. Naturally, he falls dramatic, here and there melodramatic, the story is not without its flashes of humor, as
T - Miss Kelly and his treatment of her is brilliantly plotted as the rest. And as Kane, the man who made history and himself lived
different that she wants to start over
to become history, moves through compelling chapter after compelling chapter there is
th him.
Complications ensue, with spies
a tremendous play upon the auditor's emotions. Hate Kane? Yes, perhaps. And yet
ing to make him ship his bank's gold to so cunningly has Welles spun his saga and created his complex character, that the last
uth America and Gwenn catches up with impression is sympathetic.
In, but all is forgiven and forgotten.
This reaction is keyed with nicety in the sequence where William Alland, a reporter,
.>! CAST: Nancy Kelly, Edmund Gwenn, John
interviews Kane's second and divorced wife, Dorothy Comingore, who certainly had reason
der, Henry Wilcoxon, Melville Cooper, Gilto hate him. Sorry for him? "Of course," she says. No elaboration — just that.
rt Emery, Norma Varden, Leyland Hodg- enough
It is in the deft application of such touches, both in dialogue and in business, that Welles
n, Lionel Pape, Heather
Thatcher,
Leo carries the torch for Hollywood.
moll.
Welles begins his story as Kane, alone save for an army of servants, lies on his deathbed
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Diin his fabulous castle, "Xanadu," atop a man-built mountain in Florida. Dying, he
" ctor, Norman
Foster; Screenplay, Samuel
Engel and John Balderston; Based on a whispers, "Rosebud." "News on the March" (which could be the March of Time) produces abiographical newsreel. Previewed for the staff, the editor finds it lacking, sug> t ay by Denison
Clift; Cameraman,
Virgil
gests
that the proper angle might be found if the meaning of Kane's last word could be
" ill er ; Editor, Al de Gaetano.
ascertained.
^DIRECTION,
Good
PHOTOGRAPHY,
ood.
And so the reportorial mission takes Alland to the memorial library endowed by the

>ld Fort Lee Studio Burns
Fort Lee, N. J. — One of the indus■■y's first studios was destroyed by
^re Wednesday night. Used as a
r - am in recent years, the structure
L-wned by Richard Cella, was the
_:ene of many early films stai'ring
Tary Pickford, Charley Chaplin, Wilam S. Hart, Annette Kellerman,
i lontagu Love and other early day
layers. The Farnum Brothers filmed
Bli The Spoilers" there many years ago.

iscap Signs Blanket Pact
}lts Ascap yesterday reported that it
te ad signed a new blanket contract
■■- or the use of its music with nine
adio stations in Montana.

late Walter Parks Thatcher, Kane's banker-guardian (George Coulouris), to consult his
unpublished memoirs and thence to consult Bernstein (Everett Sloane), his general manager; Jedediah Leland (Joseph Cotten), his oldest friend; Susan Alexander (Dorothy
Comingore), the untalented singer he married after his divorce by his first wife (Ruth
Warrick) and whom he sought to establish as an operatic diva, and finally, Raymond
(Paul
All
—not
might
single

Stewart), Kane's butler.
contribute much to the saga, and the older generation will find— or think they find
a little reminiscent. That, of course, is their privilege. But the parallels, one
observe, are many, not one. None of those interviewed, however, can supply the
missing thread. Rather it is disclosed in a corking scene, its drama enhanced by

its "simplicity. Unsalable effects of Kane's estate are tossed into the castle's cavernous
Among them is a boy's sled, painted on it a rosebud.
fireplace to burn.
Brilliantly enacted by an ideal cast, with exceptionally splendid performances by Cotten, Coulouris, Sloane, Miss Comingore and Miss Warrick, "Citizen Kane" assays as a
screen event of first magnitude. That this is so is due, in no minor degree, too, to Herman
Nest
J. Mankiewicz, Welles' collaborator; to Gregg Toland's ace photography; to Van
Polglase, art director; Vernon L. Walker, responsible for the special effects; to Robert
(Continued on Page 6)

"Ride, Kelly, Ride"

Rita Quigley
with Eugene Pallette,
Marvin Stephens,

20th-Fox
RACETRACK YARN
TRACK
ATMOSPHERE,
ELSE.

HAS
BUT

59 Mins.
PLENTY OF
NOT MUCH

As far as track atmosphere is concerned
ihis release has lots of it, and it has a considerable amount of material dealing with
jockeys and actual racing that is interesting,
but that's about all there is to it. The
rest of the story is pretty routine, attempts
to fix races, etc. The players work hard
jnd the direction is adequate. Picture will
serve as a program offering.
Eugene Pallette, Marvin Stephens and Rita
Quigley head the cast. Pallette is likeable,
Stephens is a personable youth with promise, and Miss Quigley attractively fills the
Dill as the female interest. Remainder of
.he cast is competent. Norman Foster directed from a screenplay by William Conselman, Jr., and Irving Cummings, Jr.
Pallette, trainer for Richard Lane, and
Lane are en route to Santa Anita in their
frailer truck for the race meet. En route
they pick up a young cowboy, Stephens, and
Jecide to make a jockey out of him. Stephens
at the end of a year shows promise as a
jockey and Charles D. Brown, also an owner,
oorrows him to ride a horse he has great
hopes for. Miss Quigley enters the picture
as Brown's daughter. Stephens refuses to
throw the race, is hurt in a spill and hospitalized. However, when he learns that
Brown's horse is to be framed in another
race and that he will go broke unless he
wins, he gets up from the hospital bed and
rides the horse home a winner.
CAST: Eugene Pallette, Marvin Stephens,
Rita Quigley, Mary Healy, Richard Lane,
Charles D. Brown, Chick Chandler, Dorothy
r'eterson, Lee Murray, Frankie Burke, Cy
Kendall, Hamilton MacFadden, Walter
J'Donnell, Ernie Adams.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Director, Norman Foster; Screenplay, William
Conselman, Jr. and Irving Cummings, Jr.;
Based on a story by Peter B. Kyne; Cameraman, Virgil Miller; Editor, Louis Loeffler.
DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

20th Century-Fox Story
Dept. At Ail-Time High
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following purchase of
11 novels, four stage plays and six
short stories and originals, 20th-Fox
has expanded its story department to
the greatest strength in the company's history, it is announced by
Story Editor Julian Johnson.
Additions
to Johnson's
include David Matthews,
who staff
has been
signed as associate story editor to
workertwith
assistant,
RobBassler.Johnson's
James Fisher,
formerly
story editor for B. P. Schulberg, has
been assigned as editorial assistant
to Producer-Director Ernst Lubitsch.
Louis Moore and William Tunberg,
both already in the department, have
been promoted to posts as special
editorial assistants.
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Offer Tribunals
To Defense Board
(Continued from Page 1)

regular arbitrations for the settlement of film trade disputes. It was
stated emphatically that motion picture hearings would be given priority and that requests for use of
the . tribunals by the Defense Board
would be cleared from the New
York headquarters.
Purpose of the plan is to provide
the Defense Board with established
facilities in key cities where it could
conduct hearing's and investigations
in strikes assigned to it by the
Secretary of Labor. The AAA also
offered the services of its industrial
arbitrators throughout the country
to act as fact-finding agents for the
Defense Board.

Neb. High Court Times
Anti-Giveaway Decision
Omaha, Neb. — When Nebraska's
Supreme Court decided to call the
Prosperity Clubs' giveaway gag
theaters unpracticed by Omaha
constitutional, itwas timed to a
hair.
News popped just at noon as the
houses were opening on Wednesclav. which was giveaway day, and
$1,200 had been advertised as in
the pot.
Usher was stationed in the street
until the newspapers came out, telling the court news to warn ticket
buyers that they were investing; at
the wicket in entertainment alone.
Omaha — Omaha Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association, defendants
William A. Singer, William Misand Sam Epkell, Ralph Goldberg
stein and Tri-States Theater Corp.
were each fined $200 Wednesday
when Judge E. F. Carter of Nebraska Supreme Court held thenProsperity Night to be a lottery.
Defendants were held guilty of disobeying an injunction obtained in
1937 ae-ainst the scheme.
The Court declared the scheme to
bp garnering profits from careful
nursing of mass gambling and held
that even though participants were
not required to purchase a ticket in
order to participate, there was still
the element of chance and the people who did buy tickets were paying
who didn't. Defenfor the ones
dants were ordered to discontinue
Night immediately.
Prosperity

reviews of ncm fums
THE'

HCLLyWCCD

"CITIZEN
(Continued fromKANE"
Page 5)
Wise, who edited wisely, and to Bernard
perfectly.

Speaking—

Herrmann whose score complements the story

Yes, Welles can prepare his mantel for a couple of Oscars.
CAST: Orson Welles, Buddy Swan, Sonny Bupp, Harry Shannon, Joseph Cotten, Dorothy
Comingore, Everett Sloane, Ray Collins, George Coulouris, Agnes Moorehead, Paul Stewart,
Ruth Warrick, Erskine Sanford, William Alland, Georgia Backus, Philip Van Zandt, Gus
Schilling, Fortunio Bonanova.
CREDITS: Director-Producer, Orson Welles; Original Screenplay, Herman J. Mankiewicz,
Orson Welles; Cameraman, Gregg Toland; Music Composer and Conductor, Bernard
Herrmann; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Director, Van Nest Polglase; Associate,
Perry Ferguson; Editor, Robert Wise; Recording, Bailey Fesler, James G. Stewart; Set
Decorations, Darrell Silvera; Costumes, Edward Stevenson.
DIRECTION, Magnificent.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Outstanding.

Philadelphia Allied Claims Population to Rule Admish
Forcing of Short Subjects
Tax in South Carolina
(Continued from Page 1)

contrary to the spirit of the decree,
and that exhibitors are being forced
by these companies to take shorts
and newsreels
even if they don't
want
them.
The organization will take the
proper steps to protect the interests
of its members, it was said. Furthermore, the Allied group is checking
shorts releases of the current season
to see whether more are being delivered than sold and also to determine
whether any credits are due exhibitors. Use of the weekly payment
plan also violates the spirit of the
decree, it was stated.

Supreme Court to Review
Neb. Ascap Case Apr. 28
Lincoln,
Attorney
General's
office
here Neb.
has —been
informed
that
the long awaited U. S. Supreme
Court review of Nebraska's embattled anti-Ascap law comes off
Apr. 28 in Washington.
William J. Hotz, the special prosecutor appointed by Attorney General Walter Johnson, has already
mailed in the material by which he
hopes to gain reversal over the U.
S. District Court decision of unconstitutionality registered in early
1940.
The law has been legally kicked
about since its enactment in the
legislature of 1937, when it was presented to the body by Sen. Frank
Brady of Atkinson, Neb. Hope is
to gain, if not a revrsal, some
clarification of how far into control
legislation a state law-making body
may go without infringing on the
rights of the individual copyright
owner.

(Continued from Page 1)

operators in towns up to 5,000 population would pay a 3 per cent tax
on gross admission receipts; in
towns from 5,000 to 12,000 5 per
cent; 12,000 to 20,000, 7 per cent,
and in cities of more than 20,000.
10 per cent.
Senator Britt, York, declared that
adoption of the proposal would "tax
theaters out of business" and Senator McEachin, Florence, asserted
the increased Federal Admissions
tax had "caused an appreciable decline in theater
contended
the tax attendance."
would not be He
on
the theaters but on "the people who
go" there.

By RALPH
nETE

SMITH'S

— HOLLYWOO
WILK

newest Specialty, ^g,\

' Champions," will be made at F
March Field, Camp McQuade and Fori
Arthur. The advance unit, which left
Fort Ord, is headed by Paul Vogel, dire
tor-cameraman, Harry Cohen, assistant
Smith, and Julian
who is p '
• Hochfelder,
' •
paring the screenplay.

PjIRECTOR
Santell has
Phil
*-'
Reed to Al
accompany
him invited
on a fishij
cruise into Mexican waters immediate
heavy. they finish work on "Aloma of tl
after
South Seas." Santell is directing the pictuiL
at Paramount, and Reed portrays the natij

•

•

ORODUCER-DIRECTOR George SteveJ
' "Penny Serenade," the Columbia featuj
starring Cary Grant and Irene Dunne, is el
pected to cause a revival of old-time wax!
songs. Concurrent with the release, a leal
,ng recording company will place on t|
market throughout the United States,
6,000 music stores, special albums of recoil
with all of the tunes that figure prominent
in the story. Twelve in number, they il
elude "Penny Serenade," "Missouri Waltf
'Japanese Sandman" and others.

•

•

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH has returned
™ Hollywood from a location trip, whi
took him to the Bahamas. He will produ

70 National Defense
Subjects for Newsreels

and direct "Dildo Cay," for Paramount.

Following completion of the trip,
representatives of the five newsreel companies made throughout the
country to visit Army bases and
other phases of the defense program,
applications have been filed in Washington by the companies to film a
total of 70 different subjects for
newsreel release. First subject,
dealing with training and activities of the parachute troops, has
been authorized by the Army and
will be released next week. Newsreel reps, were flown around the
country in an Army plane.

hospital. The first, "Kings Row," at Wi
ners, deals directly with a hospital and t
small town surrounding the institution. T

•

QAMassignments
WOOD'S are
two both
forthcoming
**
centered director!
around'

second, "Miss Susan Slagle's," at Paramouj
is the story of a boarding house for
ternes.

•

LiELVYN

DOUGLAS

Coast

Bui can
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Hollywood — William K. Hopkins,
New Move in Casanave Suit
former executive of the Union Oil
The New York Supreme Court will
Co., specializing in personnel and
"Night Train" Pulls Out
be asked on Monday to restrain Her- With
employe relations, joins Columbia
19-Week Record
man Robbins from moving in his New
studio as director of personnel and
York suit against Charles Casanave
until the Westchester Supreme Court
Baltimore — The record-breaking- manager of industrial relations.
Hopkins will also continue to serve
can pass on an application by Casa- run of "Night Train" (19 weeks)
nave to consolidate the two actions. winds up at the Little Theater here in an important "$l-a-year" government capacity. He is district repreCasanave is charged with making tonight. British thriller chalked
sentative for Southern California,
secret agreements to obtain sums of up the longest run of any picture
money while acting as an officer of ever to play in this city. Previous Arizona and New Mexico of the
National Screen Accessories. Casa- record was held by "The Lady Van- "Training Within the Industry" unit
OPM, successor to the Nanave has counter-charged contract
ishes" (12 weeks) also presented at cf the tional
Defense Commission.
the Little, art house.
violations in his Westchester suit.

•

is to assume one

'"' three starring roles in Columbia's Joj
Stahl production, "Our Wife."
PARAMOUNT
purchased
"Take aBei
U
'
ter, Darling,"hasoriginal
by George
The story concerns a modern young busin
woman and her male secretary. This T
the seventeenth important story prope |
acquired
by Paramount since Jan. 1.

•

W. K. Hopkins Joins Col.
As Personnel Director
West

•

•

WARNERS is planning to send the f
print ofvolunteers
"The Flight
Patrol"
international
in the
R. A.to F.
England. Accompanying the picture, wh
is dedicated to the men of the air, will
a trailer in which available Warner Bi
stars, headed by James Stephenson i
Ronald Reagan, stars of the picture, %
voice wishes for their success.

•

•

k iETRO yesterday signed Herbert Kli
'"' producer and director of documentar
and
John Steinbeck's
to a ofdirectorial
contract."Forgotten Villag

•

I EWIS

MILESTONE

•

has been engaj

'"■ by RKO to direct "Joan of Paris," wh
will
be Michele
Morgan's second picture
be made
in Hollywood.

H

This Is The Book
That Will Soon h
On The Desk Of
Every Important
Executive In
Motion Pictures
And Stay There
Every Day
Throughout The
Coining Year
Filmdom's Standard
Book oi Reference
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Conclave To Discuss 44 Industry Topic

10 Of Topics Will Form
Basis Of Joint Sessions
With Acoustic Experts
{Continued from Page 1)

dav, R. A. Kissack will demonstrate
"The University of Minnesota Visual
Education Program"; W. E. Marriman, Eastman Kodak, will speak on
the "Five New Models of 16 mm.
Sound Kodascopes"; Arch A. Mercey, Office of Government Reports,
executive office of the President,
and E. M. Ellington, Civil Aeronautics Board, Washington, on "Aviation Films, a New Frontier for Motion Picture Production"; E. R.
Morin. Motion Picture Division, Connecticut State Police, on "Air Conditioning- Safety Device for Motion
Picture Theaters"; and J. H. Vickers. National Film Carriers, on "The
Specialization of Film Delivery."
That afternoon the following topics will be presented: "Characteristics of Intermittent Carbon Arcs,"
H. G. MacPherson. R. B. Dull, and
F. T. Bowditeh, National Carbon
Co.; "Some Properties of Polished
Glass Surfaces," F. Jones, Bausch
& Lomb: "Improvements in Methods
of Surface Treatment of Lenses,"
W. Miller Vard Mechanical Laboratories: "A Method for Designing
Film Sprockets," W. G. Hill and C.
L. Schaeffer, Agfa Ansco; and "Report on the Activities of the InterSociety Color Council," R. M. Evans,
chairman of delegates.
Spotlight On Sound

Nova Scotia's Legislature Demanding
"More Effective Censorship'9 of Films
Halifax, N. S.— In the Nova Scotia Legislature, a demand has been made for
"more effective censorship," of films shown in the provincial theaters.
The Government has taken under consideration, complaints made by members of the legislative body that carelessness prevails in censorship by the provincial Board of Censors, that "improper" films have been shown and "parents
are showing concern."
The opposition leader and Premier A. S. MacMillan agreed "the trend in
pictures is moving in the wrong direction." A thorough revision of the provincial censorship policy has been advocated and is now being considered.

2% New Orleans Sales Tax British Film Exchanges
Legal, Says La. High Court In Shifts to Suburbs
(Continued from Pane 1)

restraining the city from collecting
the tax, but after a few taxless
days the Supreme Court held the
injunction in abeyance.
The tax applies to film accessory
rentals and sales and to all sales
of radios, radio parts and similar
items. Mavor Robert Maestri and
the Commission Council imposed the
tax Jan. 1, date of expiration of
two previous taxes — one per cent
city and one per cent state sales
taxes.
One recourse only is left to the
taxpayers' group which brought the
suit. Their attorney, State Rep.
Dellesseps Morrison, promised to
seek a special legislative session in
event the Supreme Court upheld the
tax's constitutionality.

Although M-G-M's office in Birmingham. England, has suffered no
damag-e from bombs, the branch has
been moyed to a suburb about 10
miles away, according to information received by the home office
from Sam Eckman. managing director in Great Britain. This is in
line with the trend on the part of
all British film exchanges to move
their headquarters from centers of
population.
Because of restrictions and neighborhood objections to storage of
film. Eckman reports that it is difficult to obtain suitable premises in
the suburbs.
Importance of suburban locations
was brought out recently in Cardiff
where a delayed action bomb fell
almost in front of the Metro office
and for a week nobodv was permitted to enter. But because the
films were stored outside of Cardiff, no theaters were without pictures. A similar incident happened
in Birmingham,
Eckman reports.

Golden State Denies
FWC 30-House Sale

San Francisco — Sharp deniafj
Jr., ...
Golden State and T & D, Jf
terprises were disposing of a su
stantial number of their theaters
Fox West Coast has been issu
here by R. A. McNeil, general ma;
ager of Golden State Theater ai
Realty Corp.
Coast-published
story
affirmi
that FWC. which has a minority
terest in Golden State and T &
was acquiring
some 30 theater:
McNeil, who said he spoke
well for Mike Naify, general ma '
ager of T & D, Jr., Enterprises ai
E. H. Emmick, president of Uniti
California Theaters,
declared th
there was no intention or confer'
elation of disposing of any inte;
est whatsoever in the theaters tfti
operate and control.

Schenck and Moskowitz
Defense Rests Case
(Continued from Page 1)

by U. S. District Attorney Mathi
F. Correa.
Schenck did not take the sta:
to testify in his own behalf for t
reported reason that Corbin did n
think that the Government hi
proven its case. Before stating
the Court that he rested. Corbin e
nressed his regret for Wednesday
la. Legislature Quits;
Opening- day's evening session No Theater Bills Passed
blow-up with
Judo-e O'-nvor
Moscowitz
and obtained
the Cour
topics: "Informal Report on Connermission to withdraw his moti
trol Tracks and Multiple Horns,
for a mistrial.
from Pane 11
from Academy Research Council," bills down(.Continued
and the session ended with Madison Scruare (Beer) Garden
Court room predictions w«re ma
J. 0. Aalberg; "Multi-Speaker Svs- the measures in sifting committee.
Madison Square Garden will be- vesterday that the jury will get t
tems," H. I. Reiskind. RCA Mfg.
proposed receipted sales tax
come the world's largest beer and case by Wednesday.
Co.; "Fantasound," N. A. Hawkins billThe
failed to pass in the Senate where dance hall during June, July and
Walt
Disney
Studios;
"Vitasound
"
August
under a deal closed yesterday
N. Levinson and L. T. Goldsmith, it was introduced. H. F. 375, which
would
have
set
up
fire
regulations
bv
Monte
Proser, night club opera- War Dept. to Build
WB-First National: "Motion Picture for theaters, also failed to get out
tor. Present plan is to charge 60 36 Theaters for Troops
Techniaue and Multi-Horn Repro- on the Senate floor.
or 70 cents for admission.
duction," L. L. Ryder, Paramount;
(Continued frnm Page 1)
and "New and Old Aspects of the
the
Motion
Picture
Industrv,"
H.
camps,
War Department a
Origin of 96-Cvcle Distortion," J. ance of Compandor Systems," Har- to
G. MacPherson. National Carbon nounced the
yesterday.
0. Baker and R. 0. Drew, RCA vev Fletcher and W. B. Snow; "Pre<md
Post-Eaualization
of
Compandor
Designated
as
temporary types, t
Mfg. Co.
Co.; "Improved Methods of Controlling Carbon Arc Position." D. J. theaters are scheduled for comp
Systems,"
J.
C.
Steinberg;
"ElecMorning. May 6. will bring "New
Zaffarano. W. W. Lozier and W. B. tion in 90 or 100 days.
trical Equipment for the StereophoGadgets for the Film Laboratory,"
It is estimated the theaters w
nic Sound-Film System" W. B. Joy, National Carbon Co .: qnd "A
■R. Robinson and M. Leshing, 20th- Snow. A. R. Soffel; "A Light-Valve New 13.6-mm. Hip*h Intensity Pro- cost more than $1,500,000. T
Fox; "An All-Purpose Sound-Track for
the Stereophonic Sound-Film iector Carbon." W. W. Lozier and seating capacity will range frc
Printer," G. M. Best. WB-First NaD. B. Joy, National Carbon Co.; 364 to 2,075.
tional; "Some Equipment Problems System." E. C. Wente, A. H. Mul- "The Subiective Sharpness of Simuler;
"A
Non-Cinching
Film-Reof the Direct 16-mm. Producer," L.
Television Images," M. W. Tabah Succeeds Maynard
wind Machine." L. A. Elmer: "Prog- Baldwin,latedJr.,
Thompson of the Calvin Co.; "Some
Bell Telephone Labs.;
Recent Advances in the Theory of
Montreal — William Tabah, son
ress in Three-Dimensional Photoe-Direct-Readine Rever- F. A. Tabah. president of Conft
the Photographic Process," C. E. K. i-aphv," J. A. Norling. Loucks & "A Compact
beration
Meter,"
E.
S.
SeeW.
Altec;
Mees, Eastman Kodak: and "Per- Norling; and "Solar Prominences "Solution of Acoustic Problems En- eration Amusements Ltd.. has be
formance of the Visual Mechanism m Motion " R. R. McMath, McMathcountered in Recording Sound for appointed manager of the Out:
Hulbert Observatory.
mont, succeeding Eugene Mayna
in the Viewing of Motion Pictures,"
Wind-un of Program
Motion
Pictures,"
W. L. Thayer. who continues as manager of t
Brian O'Brian, Institute of Applied
Final day, Mav 8, will b° pre- Paramount; "Development and CurOptics.
rent Uses for the Acoustic En- house.
Savoy, Confederation's Verd
stnted: "Projection Room EouipJoint Session Subjects
velope," H. Burris-Mever, Stevens
ment Requirements," J. J. Sefing;
Joint SMPE-AS of A topics May "The Proiection Room — Its Location Institute: "Notes on the Mechanisms of Disk Recording and Play- Harold Cohen Hosoitalized
7: "General Theory on Stereopho- and Its Contents," J. R. Prater:
Lewistown. Pa. — Harold D. Coh
back." O. Kornpi Brush Developnic Sound-Film," Harvey Fletcher "Factors Affecting Sound Oualitv,"
and E. C. Wente; "Mechanical and A. Goodman; "Factors to b° Conment Co.: and "Analvtie Treatment who operates the Embassy Thea
Optical Equipment." E. C. Wente, R.
sidered in Sound Screen." C. F. Hol- of Tracking Error and Notes on Op- here, is in the local hospital
Biddulph, L. A. Elmer, and A. B.
from an operation foi
timum Pick-upDevelopment
Design," H. Co.
G. Baer- cuperating
ly; "A Suggested Clarification of wald, Brush
serious foot infection.
Anderson;
"Theory
and
Perform- Carbon Arc Terminology as Applied

i

Building
Remodeling

Equipment
Maintenance
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TEN CENTS

!TE HEAD SEES EQUIP. GAINS MOUNTING
:ilm Theater Building Boom Is On Asserts
In IPC
Canada
Production

PLAIN

TALK

Expenditure Currently
Total Over $2,000,000;
Ontario Projects Lead

. . . about equipment
;By GEORGE

H. MORRIS-

; ■uipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY
VERY time Spring rolls around, the lambs
gambol and a lot of exhibs. decide not to
the same, — with a little different spell; of the verb.
vVhat the showmen don't want to leave
chance are the b.o. "takes" during the
rm months which are at hand.
So they
dence a particularly keen interest in a
iject which is actually an all-year-round
^position, — proper
air conditioning
for
Mr theaters.
o
IS natural that at the present season of
the year the fancy of pic house operators
juld turn more than lightly to thoughts
lovely grosses to come, yet last Autumn
Winter the need was practically as great
• good, healthy, comfortable atmosphere,
and we do mean atmosphere, — in their
ditoriums. The only difference is that
len the warm months roll around, air con' ioning looms as more obvious, spectacular,
d essential in the grabbing of grosses,
hen Old Jack Frost is sitting astride the
id, nobody happens to say: "Let's go to
movie and cool off." That's the only dif-ence.
During the torrid span (which represents
5re than 30 per cent of the calendar year
the nation's Northern belt, and even a
eater percentage in ether sectors), the exnt of a theater's annual "take" is decisive' determined, even assuming that the very
st of screen product is available.
o
"HE sum total of Hollywood's genius cannot make pic programs magnetic enough
attract patronage into an atmospherically
icomfortable theater. Nor can any mariee sport a star, or group of stars, whose
pularity can beckon the picturegoer into
(Continued on Page 2)

-

t■n•i
n
And IV© Help Needed
Cincinnati — Versatile is word for
Max Goldberg, — the nearest thing
imaginable to the proverbial one-man
... band. Exhib. Max decided recently
that he wanted a new theater in
Ravenna, Ky. So he put his shoulder
to the wheel as follows: He's the
architect, designer, contractor, and
general supervisor of building. The
house will open shortly.

'

By ROY CARMICHAEL

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Montreal — Evidence of a wider circulation of money and of a larger
section of the Canadian public being
possessed of surplus funds due to
increased employment and higher
wages is seen in the plans of many
theater companies to erect new motion picture houses this year and to
(Continued on Page 4)

WTS Discloses Its
Recent Jobs, Sales

Rapid Arbitration

Detroit— With award of a $100,000
contract for city light bulbs for a
year at stake, Edward H. Kennedy,
Jr., Detroit Purchasing Agent, awarded the contract to National Theater
Supply Co. — by the toss of a coin.
Three companies had entered bids
and they were apparently even. Hence
the unique settlement of the issue.

Interstate Continues
Amazing Expansion

Now At Capacity; NTS
Enjoying Lively Trade

Earle G. Hines, president of General Theaters Equipment Corp., said
in his letter to the stockholders this
week that the outlook for 1941 is for
capacity production by the manufacturing facilities of the subsidiaries
and better than normal business in
the sale of motion picture theater
equipment and supplies.
Commenting on the company's part
in the defense program, Hines said
that International Projector Corp., a
newly developed Transparency Frame
originated by Wagner Sign Service,
Inc.
The
Wagner
Transparency

(Continued on Page 4)
Houston, Texas. — Interstate Theaters, Inc., of which Karl Hoblitzelle
of Dallas is president, continued its
amazing record of growth here this
week with the announcement of two
Omaha — Following recent installa- new neighborhood theaters of the No.
tions and jobs have been effected by 1 class. Another was announced less
The Western Theater Supply Co. than three weeks ago.
here:
One of the new theaters will be
Complete stage drapes, Ideal erected in the 5900 block of WashingFive more remodeling jobs have
chairs, Vallen curtain track control,
ton Avenue near Arnot, and the other just been announced by John and
(Continued on Page 7)
carpets, decorating and glass cashDrew Eberson, film theater architects
ier's booth for the remodeled Emheadquartering in New York City.
press Theater, Malvern, Iowa; chairs
The Laurel Theater, Long Beach,
Oklahoma City to Have
(Continued on Page 6)
I., is to undergo a face-lifting
New and Unique Theater L.
operation, having particularly to do
Blumenfeld, McNerney
with a new decorative scheme and a
Oklahoma City — W. H. Schumach(Continued on Page 8)
Building In Sacramento
er, architect, has announced plans
for a neighborhood theater of unusual
Sacramento — Plans for construc- design combining neon lighting Brockbank Is Appointed
tion of a first-run motion picture the- effects with modern architecture at To G-E Air-Cond. Post
ater here at 1212 K. St. has been an- Northwest Twelfth St. and May Ave.
The theater, to be known as the
nounced by the Blumenfeld Theater
Lucas T. Brockbank has been apCircuit of San Francisco.
Varsity, will cost approximately $35,pointed manager of sales to the
Joseph Blumenfeld and D. J. Mc- 000 for building and equipment. Con- government and to builders of
struction isstarting immediately and
Nerney, owners, say that $150,000
products of the General Electric air
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 6)
conditioning and commercial refrigeration department, it has been
(Continued on Page 6)

Marquee
Wagner

Five Remodeling Jobs
Awarded to Ebersons

Services Instituted

Is Prexy; Roemer Operations Head

Long-Shuttered House
Will Be Reconditioned
Ithaca — Plans to remodel and refurnish the old Crescent Theater to
operate as a second-run house and
to improve the Strand, have been announced here.
In announcing the changes, Jules
Berinstein, general manager of Cor(Continued on Page 5)

Chicago — A new company and a
new service have just made their bow
to the exhibitors of the country. The
name is Marquee Services, Inc. _ E.
Wagner of Wagner Sign Service,
Inc. is president, and Harvey Roemer,
formerly of National Screen Accessories, Inc., is vice-president in
charge of operation.
Marquee Service, Inc. is sole
licensee for renting and servicing the
(Continued on Page 5)

Lifting the Veil
Accounting for the volume of
equipment sold in New South Wales
in a little more than 24 months is
the announcement which recounts the
fact that since legislation was enacted in Dec, 1938, providing for
licensing of theaters, more than
$5,000,000 in U. S. money has been
spent in new theater construction,
remodeling and maintenance.
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A Second Section of THE FILM DAILY
comprehensively covering the equipment field,
published every second Friday, except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; DonaM M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment
{Continued from Page 1)

an auditorium where sit those arch-villains,
— Heat and Humidity.
Yes, there is a real hero in the warmmonths "picture." It is honest-to-goodness,
true air conditioning. But many exhibitors don't seem to realize that the said hero
is just as much on the job of producing
audience comfort at other times throughout
the year, — with consequent good effect on
the box office. It is just as ridiculous
to think that auditorium air should be
"washed" only in Summertime, as to consider that a bath should be taken only in
the same season. Modern air conditioning
is not merely a question of comfort. It is
a matter of sanitation.

AS

LONG as air conditioning is on the
exhibitor mind this Spring, — as a safeguard against the wilting of grosses in the

dog days, — wouldn't it be vastly to his advantage to think in terms of making his
house's atmosphere clean and healthful and
conducive to comfort ALL YEAR?
There is no trick in achieving this profitable objective. Every leading manufacturer of air conditioning is in a position to
counsel and advise the theaterman. So is
the latter's architect. Moreover, the manufacturers, realizing their responsibility to
customers, and prospects, have arranged to
meet normal demands, despite their invaluable services being currently rendered to
the national defense program.
IT COSTS

the theaterman nothing to learn

' what air conditioning equipment is best
suited to his house. But it can cost him a
great deal to go off half-cocked and purchase devices which are no more TRUE,
YEAR-'ROUND air conditioning than
molehill is a mountain.

a

Tinker and Evers are the only ones who
ever consistently left anything to Chance.

FEATURE AIR CONDITIONING
"Air Conditioned by Typhoon" is a moneymaking co-feature on any bill during the hot
summer months. Yet Typhoon Air Conditioning
Systems are economical to install and operate
because there are 5 types of systems to meet
every theater requirement.
Typhoon blowers, washers, coils, compressors,
condensers and grills may be purchased separately.
Prices are most attractive.

For information and prices write Dept. FD.

TYPHOON
AIR CONDITIONING
252 West 26th Street

CO., INC.
New York, N. T.

Over 300 Projectionists
Attend Pittsburgh Meet

Construction Is Started
On Newest Houston Nabe

Pittsburgh — The lecture and supper at the Fort Pitt Hotel here last
Saturday night, arranged by E. B.
Morton of the Pittsburgh Branch,
National Theater Supply Co., through
Lawrence Katz, I. A. Local 171, was
attended by over three hundred projectionists from Pittsburgh and nearby locals.
The meeting was addressed by A.
E. Meyer, general sales manager of
the International Projector Corp. and
the lecture on Simplex E-7 Projector was delivered by Henry Heidegger, also of IPC. Among those present were E. B. Morton and A. Baldwin, NTS, N. Y. The great success
of this meeting is further evidence
of the deep interest projectionists
take in lectures and other educational
activities relating to their craft.

Houston, Texas — Work is now under way on a new neighborhood film
house being built by R. Z. Glass,
owner of the Stude Theater. It will
be built on Washington Ave., and
will cost $50,000. "It will be modern in every respect," Glass states,
"seat 800, have a balcony and airconditioning. Built of brick, tile and
concrete it will be finished in 120
days." It will be named The State.
Wygant & Son is general contractor. The site, 65 by 135 feet was
bought from M. D. Conklin. The
State is the fifth new neighborhood
to be announced here in three weeks.
Interstate Circuit will build the
other four.

Shuttee Takes Charge of
Max and Ritz Theaters

Scott Field, 111.— The War Departthe Court
U. S. House
Engineer's
office, ment,
816 through
U. S.
and
Custom House, St. Louis, Mo., will
receive bids soon on construction of
a new Post theater for Scott Field.
It will cost upwards of $65,000.

E. W. QUIRK, prexy of Brandt Automa
Cashiers, was in town last week-end and left i
Baltimore to install in his duties the n
Baltimore representative who is replacing C;
Lafferty who has been called to the colors.
F. L. FRIEDMAN of the sales promotion fori
of NTS is currently on a swing of compan
branches which will take him to the Coast, his return to New York is scheduled for |j
week.
JOHN EBERSON. film theater architect, lea'
New York tomorrow morning for Houston.
J. R. MORT of Mort Scenic Studios was
town this week from his Detroit headquart
on a buying trip.
JOE HORNSTEIN, head of Joe Hornstein, Ir
packed up last evening and headed for Flori
N.

Great States Acquires
Site for a Drive-In

J. MYER SCHINE returned to Cloversvi
Y., this week from a Florida vacation.

DREW EBERSON, of John and
returns to New York tomorrow
and Ashland, Ohio, and a stopover
N. Y., and leaves on Monday for

East St. Louis, 111. — Great States
circuit, B & K subsidiary has acquired
a site for the first drive-in theater
in this territory.
Contracts have been placed for
early delivery of equipment and it is
hoped to have the project ready late
next month.

Oklahoma City— Walter B. Shuttee, formerly general manager of
Standard Theaters Corp. in this city
recently took charge of the Max and
Ritz Theaters at Cherokee, Okla.,
from C. S. McDowell.
Houses were purchased three
months ago but Shuttee did not take Wayne To Get Carpet
Richmond, Ind. — The new Wayne
charge until this month.
Theater here will have Crestwood
Carpetformespecially
designed
to conRemodelling Rialto
with the interior
decorations
Kingsport, Tenn. — Manager L. J. of the auditorium. Design and color
Pepper, of the Kingsul Theaters, Inc.,
worked out by the decorahas announced that remodelling of has torbeen
of the new theater.
the Rialto Theater will begin immediately. A thirty-foot addition will
be constructed at the rear and a new Theater's Cost Disclosed
front constructed. New seats and
Battle Creek, Mich. — Newest Butnew equipment are to be installed. terfield theater to be erected here
will cost approximately $75,000.
The cost is estimated at $7500.

Theater For Scott Field

COminG and goiiig

Drew Ebers
from Norw
in Salaman
Florida.

KENNETH DUKE, who is building a I
theater in Leonardstown, Md., was in town I
week on an equipment buying expedition.

Candy Machines Selling
Well in Okla. Territory
Oklahoma City — National Theat
Supply Co.'s branch here, manag
by Jake Watkins, reports numero
sales of Rowe
Candy Machines
the last few weeks.
Machines have been sold recenl
to Harry Lawrence, Majestic, M
dill, Okla.; Ted Griffith, Rodeo, Ok)
homa City; E. R. Adams, Avak
McLean, Tex.; Mrs. Hugo Hartk
Ritz, Clinton; Bob Walker, Nusl
Clinton, Okla.; Maude Hodg
Broadway, Andarko, Okla.; B
Pennell, Jr., Star, Dumas, Te:
and Don Abernathey, Royal, Fa
view. Okla.

Ask for the
new booklet
describing

Signs For Altec Service

W. A. Simons Amusement Co., of
Missoula, Montana, has signed an
agreement with Altec to service eight
Simons' houses in Idaho and MonAltec. tana. Barclay Ardell negotiated for

Brilliant Program Display

ADLER

"THIRD
DIMENSION"
LETTERS — All Sizes for
Interchangeable Use
and New Exclusive
"REMOVA-PANEL" UNITS
Adler Silhouette Letter Co.
2909-G
Indiana
Ave.,
Chicago
33 -G West 60th St., New York

SOUTID SYST€fHS
from

MOTIOGRAPH
4431

INC.

West Lake St., Chicago, III.

YOUR INDEPENDENT

DEALER

THE

MODERN

KILOWATT"

"ONE

ARCS

USE

"NATIONAL," "SUPREX"
AND "OROTIP" CARBONS.

• Theatre patronage and resultant profits are affected to an important
1881

- 1941

SIXTY YEARS OF PROGRESS

1941 marks our sLxtieth year
of progress in the field of carbon arc lighting. Through
constant research and development great strides have
been made in the efficiency
and usefulness of the carbon
arc. Continued progress is
assured by the most modern
laboratory and manufacturing facilities.

degree by quality of projection light. Patrons favor those theatres where the
projection is clear and sharp, where color features are shown in natural colors
and where there is sufficient screen illumination to permit adequate general
lighting.
If you are still using low intensity projection it will pay you to investigate
the numerous advantages, such as efficiency of light production, brilliancy of
light source, color quality of light, volume of screen light and economy

of

operation, made available to the smallest theatre by the new "One Kilowatt"
high intensity arcs.
The words "National," "Suprex" and "Orotip" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

Carbon Sales Division: Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC,

GENERAL

30 East 42nd

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

BRANCH
New York,

Pittsburgh,

OFFICES

Street, New
SALES
Chicago,

York, N. Y.

OFFICES
St. Louis,

San Francisco
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IDTCREST Canada Experiencing (

GTE Head Sees Gains Of mi)T€RIAL
Mounting For Equip.

New Building Boom I
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

subsidiary, was now manufacturing
under license marine instruments
know as depth finders in addition to
its other functions. Contracts for
these instruments have been received
from the U. S. Government and deliveries were begun in the last half
of 1940. IPC has also acquired all
the stock of Bludworth, Inc., manufacturers of radio direction finders
also used on marine vessels. This
corporation and another subsidiary,
CineSimplex Corporation, have been
increasingly engaged in the manufacture of parts and sub-assemblies
of aviation instruments of importance in the defense efforts undertaken by the Government. These new
activities, Hines said, require considerable capital investment and increasing effort on the part of personnel.
Virtually coincident with Hines'
declaration of present business volume being handled by the subsidiaries, a checkup of branch territories
of National Theater Supply reveals
that a wave of modernization is
sweeping many sectors of the nation, and that there has lately been
a steadily increasing number of Simplex Projectors and Simplex FourStar Sound.
Additionally, the branches are recording highly satisfactory sales of
other equipment, for which the company is agent.
Warren Equip. Listed
Oklahoma City, Okla.— L. B. Warren who recently opened the UnNamed Theater here, recently purchased E-7 projection machines,
Walker P. M. screen, Simplex HiLamps, Hertner Transverter, National curtain control and track, and
F2 Cinephor lens from the local National Theater Supply branch. G. L.
Warren, Jr., his brother, will manage the house. L. B. operates the
Ritz at Yukon, Okla.

Close One; Remodel Other
Nuremberg, Pa. — The Rex Theater has been closed until further notice. At the same time it was announced that the Rex Theater in
Sheppton is being remodeled.

B & L Payroll at Peak
Rochester — Employment at
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., has
reached a peace-time high, 32 per
cent above a year ago, according to
M. Herbert Eisenhart, president of
the optical company.

Will Remodel Ark. Theater
Little Rock, Ark. — The Arkansas
Theater, owned by R & R, will be
completely remodeled, it is announced. Seating capacity will be
around 1,360.
McConnell Buys Theater
Garber, Okla. — W. F. Edmonston,
has sold the Blue Moon Theater
here to J. I. McConnell.

▼

TV

• • • ROBERT L. Clause has been 'lected prexy oi Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Co. succeeding H. S. Wherrett
who becomes vice-chairman of
the board oi directors
The new prexy, former'.y executive vice-prexy,
has been with the company since 1914
and for the past 14 years
has been head of the glass division ... • Howard A. Sauer, assistant
superintendent at Eastman's Kodak Park
has been named to a nonpartisan committee of six citizens
to study the finances o' the City
of Rochester ...
• 'Nother note from up that-a-way
avers that
the Bausch & Lomb gunners
placed second in the closing shoot of
Rochester's Industrial League
The team totaled 1.169
and individual gun honors went to Dr. Earl Wray of the said B & L outfit

▼

▼

▼

• • • SHE wanted wings
and she's gonna get 'em:
Mrs. William Ostenburg, Jr., daughter of Buzz Briggs, manager
of the State Theater, Denver
and the spouse of the manager
of the Bluffs Theater, Scottsbluffs, Neb
is the only woman
in the air pilots class at the latter community's airport
This
ambitious lady expects to get said wings in June. . . • Ruth Carrigan, efficient, comely worker in National Theater Supply's St.
Louis branch
is also riding on air
She and Bud Kaimann,
son of Clarence Kaimann, well-known St. Lou theater owner
will be married on June 14
which, incidentally, is Flag Day.

▼

▼

▼

• • • DR. M. C. Teague of the research division of U. S. Rubber
Co
has developed a process of treating textile fibers with latex
to double the life of the material
Fabrics treated by his new method
— known as Kolok —
will, 'tis said, not only wear twice as
long as untreated ones
but will resist shrinkage and repel moths
The theater fabric angle is being studied ...
• Dispatch from
Detroit has it that Conditionaire, Inc
which specialized in theatrical
air conditioning work
is shuttering
George Wise was general
at Duluth for Westmanager
formerly
Stover,
manager ... 9 Edward
He has been assoinghouse, has been named manager at Chicago
ciated with the organization for the past 18 years ... • After a number
Maurice and Joseph Shulman, Hartlord and Windsor
of delays
(Conn.) exhibs. ..... will finally start diggin' for their 750-seater in Wethersfield, Conn
about May 1

▼

▼

▼

• • • ON or about the aforementioned date
that brand
new drive-in out in Pine Bluff, Ark., will open to the motoring
public
Charley Bonner and F. A. Stringer, both of Pine Bluff,
are the owners
Cost of project is reported at $22,000 . . .
• Altec Service has added George P. Seagle, of Norfolk, Va., to
its staff of service operators
Mister Seagle formerly worked
with Erpi and DeForrest
and has been assigned to Altec's
Roanoke service area ... • Best wishes to Dominic Frisina on
opening this week of his new Varsity Theater in Decatur, III. . . .
• E. M. Loew has decided to reseat the balcony of the E. M
Loew Theater in Hartford
▼
▼
T
•

• • IDEAL Seating Co.'s recent folder describing their Streamliners — the Aristocrat, Mercury and Challenger theater chairs —
is a model of efficient presentation of facts
in addition to being attractive ...
• Malvin Kutinsky, sales representative for Price
Theater Premiums Corp. of New York
has resigned and already
joined the N. Y. branch of National Theater Supply Co. in a similar
capacity ... • Charles Hahn, McAuley Lamp Co. engineer, addressed
the monthly meeting of the Chicago Operators Union
and described
the new Hi-Candescent Lamp now being turned out by his org

enlarge and re-equip many existin '
theaters.
It is estimated
that building \
under contract, or for which plai <
have advanced to the stage of certal
ty, aggregate well over $2,000,001 ,|
of which the larger part will be sper
in Ontario where new theaters wi
be built in at least a score of town
and cities. Most elaborate theate
however, is likely to be the projecte
Famous
Players house in Victorii
B. C, which is planned to seat 1,50
and which will cost $250,000 in add
tion to the price paid for the site.
In Quebec province few theatei |
are under way, but work has con
menced on two $100,000 houses, bol
independents,
in Montreal,
one c
St. Denis St., and the other on She;
brooke St. In Longueuil, across ti
river from Montreal east, a smalh
house to cost about $50,000 is beiri
built, and plans, still somewhat nebi

lous
studied
for in
construi'
tion are
of abeing
500-seat
house
Poim ["
Claire, about 20 miles from Montrea
In the Maritime Provinces, ne
theaters will be built at Truro, Mon
ton, and some other centres, and
good deal of reconstruction and in
provement is projected. The Capitc
a 400-seat house was recently opent
at St. George, N. B. A new theate
the E.W. was completed a short tin
ago at Courtenay, B. C. by E. T
Bickel, and another at Edmonto
Alberta, seating 780, and known i
the Garneau. C. F. Doughty hi
secured a site for a new theatt
building in Lethbridge, Alberta.
FP's Ontario Program
Famous Players has extensn
plans for building in Ontario, whei
several as
large
known
the theaters,
Park, willeach
be to
buil1!
The cities selected include Wellan
Port Arthur, Fort William ar.
Chatham. Canadian Odeon interes
also intend building large houses i
Kingston, Peterboro, London, Om
and elsewhere. Sarnia is to have
large theater to seat 1,000, and Picl
ering a 700-seat house. A theater
projected for Timmins; another fc:
Westboro' near Ottawa, one f(
Norwich and one for Niagara-on-th'
Lake. The last two will be the on!
theaters in their respective town
Awallnew
theater
for Con1
is Film
being
heldprojected
in
abeyance.
Orgs.
Spring
Up
That the future may have bi*
things in store for theater ente:
prises in British Columbia, is ev
denced by provincial incorporatic
recently of six new companies, whic
are as follows: Odeon Theaters C
Canada, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C|
Cambie Theater, Ltd.; Rio Theate
Ltd.; Kingsway Theater, Ltd., Vai
couver, and the Trail Theater Cc
Ltd., Trail, B. C.
In the neighborhood of new mil
tary camps, many halls are bein
converted into theaters, and the sarr
is true of some New Brunswick sun
mer resorts, including Campobell
President
dian haunt.Roosevelt's favorite Cam|
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'agner Is Head
f Marquee Services

SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen
By LESTER POLLOCK

(Continued from Page 1)

erne is designed to hold colored
.nsparencies of stars and will
•unt right in the marquee the same
Wagner Slotted Letters.
[t provides the exhibitor, accordt to the company, with a new and
Ire powerful advertising weapon —
brings to the marquee the great
vertising values of full color and
2. With marquee transparencies
ailabel to exhibitors through Maree Services, Inc., the theater owncan realize much greater returns
km the investment he has in his
trquee. Both Transparency Frames
d transparencies will be available
i a rental basis only. Transparenfs to fit the frames will be supplied
der contract, by Marquee Services,
f. Until further notice this serie will be available only on Wagner
. -uctures, it is added.

klahoma City to Have
ew and Unique Theater
{Continued from Page 1)

Sight unseen is seldom rewarded . . .
true of many things, but particularly of
theater operation . . . For while safety devices are seldom noticed they are always
missed when their need is acute.
Very few people will "Shop" any one theater simply because they can always see a
fire extinguisher in easy access ... or because they notice that the "Exit" signs
are well lighted . . . rather, they take these
and many others for granted ... as well
they may.
However, in an eternal vigilance on the
part of good housekeeping, such precautions
assume
major proportions.
Many items require daily inspections, if
proper operation is to be assured . . . such
things as cleanliness of lavatories, lobbies,
sidewalks, floors . . . inspection of seats,
carpets, lights, fire exits and escapes . . .
these and many others are really routine to
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING. By the same token,
these or the lack of them are what the
public is most apt to notice. But how many
people, when they put out their 15, 20 or
50 cents, ever stop to realize how many
equally important though unobtrusive details
are watched for their benefit.

will be completed in late summer,
e architect said. Schumacher said
1 is not yet authorized to announce Long-Shuttered House
Will Be Reconditioned
e owner's name.
A lighted column and spire 53 feet
(Continued from Page 1)
-?h will be the most unusual feature
5 the setback type of facade. Light
bes will run vertically between nell Theaters, Inc., said that the
! tings on the column. Other fea- Crescent will be reopened as "a new
He said the building will
1 res will be a V-shaped marquee theater."
d metal and stucco construction. be reconditioned throughout, with 1,200
seats
all
on one floor. Latest
le building will seat 660.
It will
sound
equipment
be installed.
cupy a 50 by 130-foot lot on the A new front is also will
planned. Work is
>uthwest corner.
slated to be completed in time for a
September opening.
altering Penn House
New seats, a remodeled entrance
- Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — General re- and new decorations are among the
irs and improvements costing $850 improvements slated for the Strand
I ve been planned for the Irving during the Summer.
The Crescent, acquired by the Corleater, according to a permit isnell Theaters, Inc., in February, 1929,
i ed by City Hall. Only recently a
has
been closed 11 years.
I w stage curtain and backdrop and
w carpeting throughout the theaNew House Opens
ir had been installed.
Little Rock, Ark.— The new Park
stalls Walker P.M. Screen
Theater, owned by Malco and located
the new Park Hill Community
; Oklahoma City— Local State Thea- in
r. recently installed a new Walker Center, North Little Rock, opened
Sunday, March 30. The house seats
~jjmal
M. screen
from thethere.
Na- 650.
Theaterpurchased
Supply branch

epe Will Re-Seat

Bakes Buys Screen

Vevay, Ind. — Minor Bakes has inSwoyerville, Pa. — Frank Pepe, Jr.,
stal ed a new molded Walker Plastic
Bvner of the Roosevelt Theater here, screen in his Hoosier Theater.
1 planning to install new seats in
fe house.
Martin Sells the Ritz

ralker Selects.— Walker
Bob Walker, operator of the Nuo at Broken Arrow, Okla., has in, ailed a new Walker P. M. screen
that house.

>mplex For Grand
Steubenville, O. — Biggio Brothers
1 ive installed new Super Simplex
ojectors in their Grand Theater.
B stallation was made by NTS Co.
Cleveland.

^usAIRco

Manager, Loew's Rochester Theater
For example, it is safe to say that no
one of the general public would understand
why GOOD HOUSEKEEPING does not allow
anything such as scenery to be stored in
the plenum chamber or any other little used
portion of the theater . . . and for the very
good reason that after a period of time this
type of material falls to dry rot and becomes
liable to spontaneous combustion which in
turn could, since its presence might not be
known immediately, cause a disaster . . .
or why it is necessary to clean the roof
of snow, since increasing weight, perhaps
over a period of years, may, some day, "bring
the house down" as none of the oldtime
acts ever dreamed of doing? ... or why
the stage must be kept clear, lest, in some
unforeseen manner, a short circuit which
would ordinarily only mean blowing a fuse,
might ignite combustible material near it

and. . . . ?

These and mony other details, too numerous to mention . . . fire escapes, panic
locks in good working order . . . safety
shutters ready for immediate use . . . fire
curtain in good condition . . . these are in
sight unseen, but, like virtue, are their own
reward.

EXHIBITORS
TO GET THEIR
IN SHAPE

FOR

2we& summER PROFITS
You get more Comfort Cooling for
your money from USAirCo — efficient layout, 17 years of engineering experience
and modern cooling equipment, simply
designed for low-cost, trouble-free operation. Regardless of the size or design
of your house, USAirCo has the system
that will give Comfort Cooling that
earns profits.

Cooling
Kooler-aire Evaporative

U. S. Equip. Is Feature
Of Mexico City Stand

The finest low-cost comfort cooling.
100% fresh air is cooled, washed,
cleaned and filtered — a complete air
Mexico City — With Paramount's change every 21/4 minutes or oftener.
"Arise, My Love" on the screen, the
new Cine Olimpia, completely re- Kooler-aire effects temperature reducbuilt on the site of the old one, of
tions from 10-25 degrees below outside
which Enrico Caruso laid the cornerreading,
depending on climatic condistone in 1919, has opened on the
tions. Equipped with Hydraulic Variable
Avenida 16 de Septiembre, one of
Speed Pulley and Dual Deflectors.
Mexico City's main arteries.
Formerly American-owned, the
new Cine Olimpia is now operated by
Cold Water Kooler-aire
Edward Noonan and Antonio de G.
Where
cold water (55°) is economiOsio. It has 2,800 seats from American Seating Co., Western Electric
cally available, Cold Water Kooler-aire
projection and sound system, and is is the ideal cooling system — a combinacarpeted by Mohawk. The Olimpia
tion of 100% fresh air, washed, filtered,
is also equipped with air-condition- cooled and dehumidified for complete
ing. Architect Carlos Crombe, who
built the original Olimpia, was re- comfort. A complete air change every
4 to 5 minutes.
sponsible for the new house.

F or-

Easy to buy with USAirCo's Convenient Finance Plan. USAirCo Engineers have made a host of improvements in low cost Comfort Cooling.
Write for this booklet and get all the
facts.

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES-

Walter Martin recently sold the
closed Ritz Theater at Disney, Okla.,
to Carl Roberts.

LIEBERMAN
CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE
A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

Flag and Valance Co.
71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
646

B.«.l'JMJ.M,U.I.IHn71

250 West 57th Street ■ New

8954
York City

N.

IT*:

Michigan

Gibson

Ave.,

Street,

Los

Chicago,
Angeles,

Illinois
Calif.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORP.
FD341
Northwestern
Terminal
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Send me your book, "The Earning Power
of Controlled Air Conditioning in the Modern
NAME
Theatre."
ADDRESS
TOWN

STATE .
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WTS Discloses Its
Recent Jobs, Sales
{Continued from Page 1)

and decorating for Tripp & Whalen's
Orpheum which owners are planning
to remodel this autumn; projectors,
lamps, sound, screen and carpet for
the New Theater, Danbury, Iowa;
new drapes for St. Mary's Church
and Academy, Council Bluffs, Iowa;
stage drapes and curtain track for
school at Hoardville, Neb.; 300 Ideal
chairs for Lyric Theater, Marcus,
Iowa; and projectors and new Rub-ORug for the Grand Theater, Worthington, Minn.
A new Ampro 16 mm. projector
was sold to the U. S. Postal Employes of Omaha for educational purposes; and Alexander Smith carpet
was installed in the Sun Theater,
Gothenberg, Neb.

Town of Pointe Claire
To Get Its First Movie
Montreal — The town of Pointe
Claire on the island of Montreal is
about to get its first motion picture
theater.
Plans have already been set to
erect a 500-seater in the community,
which is 15 miles from Montreal
proper. Heretofore, Pointe Claire
fans had to avail themselves of the
film houses at Lachine and St. Anne
de Bellevue, each seven miles away.

Theater Fires
Lisbon, O. — Fire in projection
room of Rex Theater here on Mar.
31 damaged one of the machines and
destroyed film valued at $100. House
was closed for three days while
damaged equipment was being repaired.
Syracuse, N. Y.— Alfred Di Bella's East Theater, East Syracuse,
was swept by fire of undetermined
origin for a second time in six
months. Loss of $3,000 is covered
by insurance.
Abington, Va. — Fire completely
destroyed the 18-months-old Zephyr
Theater recently. House was owned
and operated by the Lincoln Theater Co. of Marion, and was built
at a cost of some $55,000.
Delight, Ark.— The New Theater
was damaged by fire last week.
Blaze started in the projection booth.
Smackover, Ark. — Joy Theater, a
Malco house, was destroyed by fire
on Mar. 29 when three business
buildings in the center of the town
burned. Estimated loss to the theater is reported at $8,000.

Friday, April 11, 19'

Remodeled Strand Is
WHO'S

WHO

IN EQUIPMENT

/"\SCAR F. NEU. Born, Buffalo, June 22, 1886. Sold various commodities
^"^ there before his first "long pants," specializing in kites and fireworks.
Traveled for several wholesale and manufacturing firms. Entered show business
1912, trouping leading cities with Al Wilson shows. Started in films via support-

Opened By Warners

York, Pa.— The Strand Theater l
opened here March 28 after beii
completely remodeled and redeco
ated. Outstanding among the renov
tions to the theater auditorium is ti i
installation of a new lighting sy j
film. and
Established
own plant
in BuffaloExpanded
to "wash"to
film
manufacture
into leader.
tem which does away with a larj
handle mechanical devices and accessories in the
chandelier which hung from the mi
industry. Organized Neumade Products in 1924
die of the ceiling since the theat
with self as controlling stockholder and presiwas built.
dent, in which capacity he still serves. Since its
Six spotlights, set into recesses
inception, company under his leadership has enthe ceiling, provide the lighting
joyed a gradual expansion until currently Oscar
place of the chandelier when tl
Neu manufactures and distributes more than 400
screen is not in operation. Attra
models of over 90 products for physical handling
tive vertical brackets have bet
of film. He is prominent and popular throughplaced on the side walls and new ex
the industry, being "at home" along every
Film outRow.
lights have been installed.
Walls and ceiling have been r
painted in an attractive design wi
sound absorbent materials coverii
the walls. The floor of the auditoriu
Blumenfeld, McNerney
Brockbank is Appointed
has been painted with a view to kee
Building In Sacramento
To G-E Air-Cond. Post
ing down the dust and to make clea
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
ingNew
easier.
seats which were install*
will be invested in converting the announced by Elliott Harrington, several weeks before the house clos<
Del Rio Hotel Building into a mod- sales manager. He will make his for remodeling have been thorough
ernistic theater seating 750.
headquarters at Bloomfield, N. J.,
cleanedcleaned.
and aisle and lobby rugs ha'
The Blumenfeld Circuit owns four headquarters of this department.
been
other theaters here, the Tower TheFor a considerable period Brockater, the Esquire Theater, the Del bank was concerned with syndicate
Paso Theater in North Sacramento sales of G-E air conditioning equipand the Sierra Theater.
ment, to chains of stores and other
Blumenfeld stated that since the operators of multiple-unit businesses. He has been a member of
opening of the Esquire a year ago
patronage had increased far beyond the department's commercial staff
PROJECTION— Motiograph,
In ,
expectations, making another play- since 1934, and before that was a has ready for distribution an exec
house necessary in order to accommo- salesman for Kalteux Brothers, G-E lent and highly informative bookh
date the crowds and present all of air conditioning distributor in "A Model Projection Room."
The
Schenectady.
the
termen
everywhere
should
av£ j
wood.pictures available from Hollythemselves of the opportunity to a |
Re-Name R Badger
quire this edition, which is studd< j
with honest-to-goodness
clear di
Plans 1,000-Seat Stand
Racine, Wis. — -Warner Bros, operators of the Rialto and Venetian here, grams,
Plains, Pa.— A 1,000-seat theater
plans,
tables
and
descripti'
material.
It can be obtained gratj I
is reported being planned here by have reopened the 800-seat State and
Jerome Engel, owner of the Family renamed it the Badger. A. J. Ken- from the company's Chicago hea
Theater in nearby Glen Lyon, Pa. ney is manager of the house, which quarters, 4431 West Lake St.
Although specifications are reported has been modernized and equipped
PROJECTION LENSES — Proje
to have been completed, construc- with new RCA sound.
tion Optics Co., Inc., of Rochestt
tion may not get under way immehas hot-off -the-press a folder descri
diately because of the huge demand Signs, Seats For Tivoli
ing its Super-Lite and other lense
for steel and other building mateChicago — The Tivoli Theater of A request to the company, addressi
rials for national defense work.
the B & K circuit is receiving many
promptly.
330 bring
Lyell it
Ave.,
Rochester, N. "5,
improvements these days, new signs will
Expanding Sarasota Stand
and new seats, custom built, 3,500 of
AIR
CONDITIONING— Unite
Sarasota, Fla. — Work has been them with latex cushions, built to B
started on a 21 by 60 foot addition & K specifications. Rapp & Rapp States Air Conditioning Corp. is pr ,
pared to send to any member of oi
to the Players Theater. The addi- let the contracts for the work.
film industry interested in the vit
tion was designed by George Fulton,
architect, and will cost approximate- Walker to Buy Equip.
subject of air conditioning its sple'j
ly $2,500.
Quincey, Fla. — Clarence Walker, did and enlightening booklet "R
manager of the Shaw Theater, an- frigerated
Kooler-aire," and su'
Redecorating Princess
nounces that more than $3,000 will titled, "Your Best Air Defense
describing
"the
complete refrigerate
be
spent
in
modern
equipment.
This
Columbia, Tenn. — A complete reair conditioning system engineer!)
decoration, inside and outside, of the will include two new projectors powinto a into
single
Dropfora it.
cardA >
Princess Theater, owned by Crescent
ered by high intensity arc lights.
letter
theunit."
mail box
Amusement Co., Nashville, Al Shortdress it: U. S. Air Conditioning Cor]
ley, manager, is now complete.
Buy Imperial Carpet
Northwest Terminal, Minneapolis.
Atlanta, Ga. — National Imperial
Finley Remodels Lyric
MARQUEE
LETTERS — Wagn j
Carpeting has been installed at the
Norfolk, Ark. — The Lyric Theater, Ritz Theater, Marianna, Fla., the Sign Service is ready to send y<
new six-page folder on Multip
owned by W. M. Finley, is being re- Palace Theater, Phenix City, Ala., its
decorated and remodeled. Seating and the Ashford Theater at Ash- Size Slotted Letters and Mast
ford, Ala.
Multiple
Frames.
It's full
capacity will be doubled.
news to the
showman.
All ofthatgoi
ing roles in "Perils of Pauline" and "Our Mutual
Girl." Directed early film serials. First venture
in commercial end was as broker selling scrap

Installs Walker Screen
Elizabethton, Tenn. — A fire in the
projection room of the Ritz TheCayuga, Ind. — The Princess Theater on Mar. 29 did considerable
ater has installed a new Walker
damage to equipment before being Plastic white sound screen, according
to D. D. Lee.
extinguished.

New Catalogs

New Screen foi Marylane
Evansville, Ind. — Arthur J. Gurber,
operator of the Marylane Theater,
has installed a new Walker P.M.
screen.

necessary to do is write for it. Pi<
out the address nearest to yo
Wagner Sign Service, 218 S. Hoyi
Ave., Chicago; 123 West 64th S
New York; 706 E. Hancock Avi
Detroit; or 6 Britain St., Toront

iday, April 11, 1941
:

ilerstate Continues
mazing Expansion
(Continued from Page 1)

the 7300 block of Harrisburg, near
e Houston Ship Channel. Al Lever
Houston manager for Interstate.
ie new houses will bring to Houston
total of 17 neighborhood theaters
r Interstate.
Thirteen are now operated by Inrstate, one is under construction
i University Boulevard, and three
hers are to be started shortly.
Site for the theater on Washingn is 100 by 200 feet, and cost
:,200. The architecture will be sim»r to that of the Almeda, recently
mpletely, and plenty of parking
•ace will be available. The Harrisirg Theater site includes two pieces
property, one 80 by 170 feet on
hich the theater will be built, and
i adjoining tract 132 by 230 feet
hich will serve as a parking space.
The latter theater space was
■tight for $12,500. The Harrisburg
leater will seat 900, and the Washgton Theater about the same.
The theaters will cost about $125,'.'0 each. That on University is costg about $100,000. It is being built
' Interstate.
Another theater is being erected
Telephone
and Wayside
drives
- the Wayside
Realty
Company,
id has been leased to Interstate
tr 25 years. It will cost $100,000.
All of the theaters
will be air
'.nditioned, acoustically treated.

,:arts on Derby Day
Louisville — Seating nearly 1,000,
misville's newest theater, the Ohio,
■\v under construction, is scheduled
open for business on Derby Day.
ie Settos house, second Settos theer here, is being built at a cost of
e 0,000, and is designed by Wischeyer, Arrasmith & Elswick, archicts. RCA Photophone sound equipent and public address system and
enkert projectors are to be used.

jiilding Plant Addition
Chicago — The Russakov Can Co.,
anufacturing film cans and other
eet metal specialties, is building
i addition to its plant at 850
orth Ogden Ave. to take care of
ipanding business.

cr-Lite for Colonial
j Kokomo, Ind. — J. C. Whitley has
stalled a new Da-Lite silver screen
his Colonial Theater here.

A.S Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

W"%

Yt'ir Manila

Structure of Walker PM Screen, enlarged 9 times.

Sharp Demand Is Noted
For Wil-Kin Draperies
Numerous sales of Wil-Kin drapes
are reported by Wil-Kin Theater
Supply, Inc., of Atlanta and Charlotte. Orders have been filled for
more than 20 film houses.
Included in the announced list are
the Hart, Baton Rouge; Colony and
Warner, Ft. Lauderdale; Carolina,
Fayetteville, N. C; Pex, Eatonton,
Ga.; Conyers, Conyers, Ga.; State,
Lake Wales, Fla.; Center, Lenoir,
N. C; Bailey, Wilmington, N. C;
Village, Hilton Village, Va.; Druid,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Ritz, Dadeville,
Ala.; Royal, Blue Ridge, Ga.; and
the Paramount, Newport News, Va.
Also the Park, Starke, Fla.; Yadin,
Yadinville, N. C.; Camilla, Camilla,
Ga.; Richmond, Rockingham, N. C;
Ritz, Columbia, S. C.; Princess,
Ayden, N. C; Gem, Gadsden, Ala.,
and the Colonial, Lawrenceville, Ga.

Eastman Five Eliminated
Rochester — Eastman's Kodak
Park five, holder of the city amateur basketball crown the last two
years, bowed
of were
this defeated
season's
contention
whenoutthey
by a Newark quintet.

Miss Ross Buys Sound
Miss Verne Ross, operator of the
Ross Theater, at Toledo, Oregon,
is refurbishing the house by installing new RCA Photophone sound.

Selects Crestwood
Scottsburg, Ind. — Mrs. Ethel
Luckett has purchased Crestwood
carper for her Indiana Theater here.

^AA*^AA*rv^vvv^VMVVvvv*^rv*
Pre-Season
Air

Opportunity

Conditioning

at Last

Year's

Needs
Prices
From

All Steel Blowers. . .$24.60
Exhaust Fans
7.84
Air Washers
20.00
Grille Diffusers ....
9.32

Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given
Let Us Enlighten You en
Your Lighting
Problem!

Ask for Catalog "Air-Con. 41"

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-547!

NEWS

Theater

Time Payments —
Special Discounts Now!

ROSS Inc.

EQUIPMENT

Manila, P. I. (By Air Mail)— A
new and thoroughly modern motion
picture theater is scheduled to be
opened here soon. It is located
in the downtown section of the city
and its programs will comprise American films exclusively. The house
will be air conditioned and its seating capacity will be approximately
1,000.

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

CHARLES

DAILY

CINEMA
636

S. 0. s.
SUPPLY

Eleventh Avenue

CORP.
New York

Cable Address: "Sosound," N. Y.

You've never seen a
screen quite like this
It's plastic molded, but that's only
part of the story. It has a contoured
surface,
but what
that still
isn't all.
It's
not so much
this screen
is, but
what it will do for picture quality in
your theatre. And that's more than
anyWalker
other screen
you've ever
PM Screens
are seen.
making
pictures better in the largest and
smallest houses in the country. In
every
theatre
where
this unique

screen has been installed, it is thrilling patrons and giving exhibitors
cause
for Walker
congratulation.
more, the
PM Screen What's
can be
washed with little effort within an
hour mum
by efficiency.
one man, to maintain maxiAsk your National representative
to show you the Walker PM Screen.
Then see the difference in the
pictures.

Simplex Projectors
SimplexSound
Four-Star
tlertner Transvertcrs
Lamps
Peerless
Magsnarc

Irwin Clipper
Chairs
National Crestwood
Carpet
Cooling
National Comfort
Sealuxe Lobby
Frames
Howe
Candy
Merchandisers

Simplex High Lamps
Walker Screens
Bausch and Lomb
Lenses

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

TELEPHONES
CLEANED AND STERILIZED

BE WISE
The Telephone is a
wonderful instrument
but should be kept
clean and sanitary.
Thousands

of wise

people are protected
by our Service.
The Cost Is Negligible

4 EAST 43rd STREET, NEW
Telephone MUrray

YORK,

Hill 2-1035

i^iy./m
N. Y

8

•

EQUIPMENT
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NEWS

EQUIPMENT
FIELD NOTES

Five Remodeling Jobs
Awarded to Ebersons

Friday, April 11, 19'

PROSCENIUM
INUSUALLY

{Continued from Page 1)

CHATTER

numerous sales are current-

^ ly reported by Baldor Electric Co. of St.
Louis, manufacturers of Rect-O-Lite motion
picture rectifiers, including the Models 45
and 60 Improved Surprex and Types 30S
and 30US Improved Low Intensity. Theaters in every State and the District of
Columbia are listed among users of these
rectifiers.

change in stage construction aimed
at providing full facilities for a stage
show policy in addition to films.
In nearby Brighton Beach, the
* * *
Ocean Theater will be remodeled to
Celotex reports recent installations at give this theater full stage facilities, anticipating a change in policy.
the Esquire, Davenport, Iowa; the
Another Long Island house, the
Graceville, Graceville, Minn.; Grand,
Gartersville, Ga.; and the Majestic, Gables in Merrick, will undergo reStrike of carpetlayers is reported haltmodeling upon coming into charge of
Tulsa, Okla.
ing completion of the Whisper & Wets* * *
Prudential Playhouses, Inc. The man circuit's new Dearborn Theater
Ebersons will completely redecorate, in Dearborn, Mich. Auditorium is
The remodelled Roxy, Petersburg, Va.,
augment retiring rooms, change finished, but not foyer and lobby, and
which had been closed for some time, was
erally. and facade, and modernize gen- furniture cannot be installed. Delay
reopened on March 28 by Neighborhood lobby
in opening, therefore, is probable.
Theaters. A new front, new booth equip* * *
ment, fixtures and seats were installed under
Sidney Lust's Hippodrome, Washington,
D.
C,
will
also
be
completely
the direction of A. 0. Budina, architect.
Robert Schwartz of the Playhouse, Thom$
*
$
remodeled by the Ebersons, and a
aston, Conn., and William Sirica of the Lido,
major
remodeling
operation
will
be
Gables Theater, Paramount Enter- effected in the case of the Alexandria Waterbury, have contracted with Modern
prises' house in Coral Gables, Via,, is Theater in West Virginia.
Theater Equipment Co. to install Motioscheduled to shutter shortly for extengraph projectors, Cyclex units, and International chairs in the new 700-seat theater
sive remodeling and a general face lifting.
under construction in Newington, Conn.
JNITED THEATERS, INC., has applied to
^ the city architect's office in New Orleans for permission to build a $25,000 nabe
house near the outskirts.

*

*

*

L. H. Walters, manager of the Cleveland
branch of NTS, reports that his office has
installed Walker P. M. screens in William

Store To Be Converted
Into 450-Seat Theater

Pittsburgh— C. S. Philbrook, who
Tallman's Ceramic Theater, East Liverpool; operated the Sheraden Theater in
this city for many years before disin Rayin Wallace's
Theater, Alliance;
and
the theaterMorrison
of the Firestone
Tire and
posing of it to Fineman & Shapiro
Rubber
Co., Akron.
last year, has purchased an A & P
* * *
store in Crafton Heights which he
George Settos has recently added to will convert into a 450-seat modern
his Midwestern circuit of houses by theater.
takitig over the Ohio in Oakland City,
Work on this project is to start
Ind.
immediately and is to be completed
* * *
by July 1.
Harry Goldfarb is building a theater in
National City, Calif., and will name it The
Bay.

*

*

Fred Quatrano, also of
eral contractor. The
house is scheduled for
Lou Philips of Modern
vise the installations.

the Lido, is the genmodernistic, de luxe
opening next August.
will personally super-

The 714-seat Rialto, recently renovaii
will have new air conditioning to A
place the present ventilation system ,

*

*

*

Shelton H. Mandel who will manage
new St. Johns Theater on Forsyth St.
Jacksonville, Fla., asserts that the house ■.
have a seating capacity of approximati
900.
Work is progressing rapidly and t.
theater will be the latest word in scier
fie motion picture house construction.

*

*

*

Powerful
RCA
Photophone
soui\
and booth equipment is being install
in the auditorium of the famous Tusk
gee Institute, Tuskegee, Ala.
Contra
was signed by Gina Johnston, busint \

*

*

*

agent.

Herb Ochs and Col. Harry Long have pu
chased from Cleveland branch of NTS I
their new Toledo Drive-In Theater n( ,
under construction: Simplex special ou
door Drive-In sound equipment, Simpl
projectors, Peerless Magnarc lamps, Her'
ner well
generator
B & L F-2 booth
treated neces;
fensas
as all and
miscellaneous

ties.

*

*

*

The Lynn (Pa.) Theater, which h
been closed for several years, has ji,
* * *
been taken over by Clyde S. Waug
Erom Bridgeport comes word that man, who also operates the Slickvil
Strand Amusement Co. is all set to Theater, Slickville, Pa. The house w,
start work on the Strand-Palace, to be be thoroughly renovated and remodeU
enlarged to 750 seats, reseated, and and seating capacity increased. May
new sound and decorations furnished. is the date set for re-opening.

NTS Sells to EUet

*

Akron, O.— The new 800-seat Ellet Theater built by Louis Israel and
Wagner Sign Service of Chicago, ac- soon to open will have Super Simcording to E. Wagner, org.'s prexy, is
plex projectors, Simplex high intenprinting a new folder describing comsity lamp houses, Hertner generator
pany's new Transparency Frame and and draperies all supplied by NaDuo Color Letter. Exhibs. have already
;onal Theater Supply Co. in Cleveevidenced a keen interest in the new land.
Transparency idea, and can learn all
about it by requesting the new folder
from the Chi headquarters of Wagner Opening New Bon Air
Watseka, 111.— The A. B. McCulSign Service. *
* *
lom circuit is opening the new Bon
Air
Theater here, seating 400. This
When the Sunrise Auto Theater, Valley
Stream, L. I., opens for its fourth season will give the circuit two local houses,
on April 20, patrons will enjoy added con- the other being the Watseka.

m

venience and improved performance of RCA

Photophone's new in-the-car speakers, now Auburn Soon To Bow
being installed under a contract signed by
Rockford, 111. — The new Auburn
Michael Redstone, treasurer of Sunrise Auto
Theater of the Van Metre chain will
Theaters, Inc. The contract also embraces

New 900-seat theater to be called The
Duke will be erected in Northwestern
Detroit at Eight Mile and Wisconsin
Roads by Saul Korman, owner of two
Detroit stands. The new house will be
the first built in a colored neighborhood- of the city in at least 15 years.

*

New

*

be opened shortly. House will seat
800 and is thoroughly modern in
every respect.
An enterprise
long associated
with
the best work
in the field . .
Executing
PAINTING . .
DECORATING
MURALS
. .

*

Haven flashes that Warner Theater

Dept. is planning a series of Spring improvement jobs, especially to Warner-owned
properties, beginning with the 1,335-seat
Commodore Hull in Derby, Conn. The
Bristol was rebuilt this past year after a
fire, and seven other houses in Connecticut
and Massachusetts, under the jurisdiction
of this zone, were renovated.
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"RAGE

Don't envy the attractiveness of your
competitor's house. Go him one better
by installing Alexander Smith Carpet
— the carpet used in most of the
country's successful theatres.
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TEN CENTS

163 'PORTABLE' HOUSES OPERATING IN U. S.
vtinn.
Bill, If Passed, Faces "Big 5"YearChallenge
Book Survey Shows
Dnstitutionality of Antive-Block Measure Will Be
ssailed and Stay Asked

EXTEND DISNEY -RKO DISTRIBUTION
Two New Features Included in Deal; Full-Length Mickey
Mouse Pictures and "Dumbo" to be Produced

She five companies affected by the
isent decree are preparing to chalExtension
of the present
Walt
ge the constiutionality of the Minreleasing arrangement
«ota anti-block-of-five bill if the Disney-RKO
contract and covasure should become a law. Bill one r ia n glong-term
two
eady has passed the Minnesota new
Disney
use and has been recommended for Tec hnicolor
ssage by a Senate committee, with
features,
in- j
':ion likely this week.
aI
t is reported that steps will be eluding
full - length]
(Continued on Page 9)
Mickey
Mouse
sub- 1
ject,
was
ti o u n c ane d]
Friday
by j
George]
S c h a e fer, !
RKO
presi- walt disney
The second feature is "Dumhington Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY dent.
Washington — Atlas Corp. contin3 to add to its holdings of RKO
ick, it is revealed in the SEC's
ni-monthly summary of security
insactions and holdings. Today's
oort states that Atlas has acquired
,631 shares of RKO $1 par com>n, bringing its holdings in this
iss to 762,127 shares and 258,230
Appointment of Arthur Greenblatt
ares through the American com- as general sales manager of Pro(Continued on Page 8)
ducers Releasing Corp. was announced Friday by 0. Henry Briggs.
airbanks to S. America
Until now, PRC has been operating
without a sales head although Leon
s State Dept. Envoy
Fromkess has been supervising
domestic and foreign distribution.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., becomes
Greenblatt goes to PRC from
envoy of the State Department Monogram where he was in charge
April 23 when he leaves on a
(Continued on Page 9)
ission to six South American counies for the purpose of improving
ie cultural relations between this

lias Buys 17,631
lore of RKO Common

Arthur Greenblall
Heading PRC Sales

(Continued on Page 8)

Postmaster General
At V. C.'s Conclave
Postmaster General Frank C.
Walker has formally accepted the
invitation of the Variety Clubs of
America to attend their Seventh
National Convention to be held in
Atlantic City's Hotel Traymore May
15-17 inclusive. Carter Barron, chairman of the conclave's Distinguished
Guest Committee, received the favorable R.S.V.P. on the week-end.

bo," an original animated story with
new characters.
New deals follow earlier announcements that RKO would also distribute the two coming Disney features.
"Bambi." "The Reluctant Dragon" and
The Mickey Mouse feature will
include all the well-known characters associated with the figure,
Pluto, Donald Duck, Minnie Mouse,
Goofy and several new characters.
"Dumbo" centers around the adventures of a little circus elephant
and
will
introduce a new "actor,"
Timothv Mouse.

Kelly Back With New
UA Sales Formulae
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president
and distribution head of United
Artists, returned from Coast conferences over the week-end, bringing with him an agreement among
the owners and producers on a sales
policy which will permit each producer to obtain maximum returns
from his pictures, based on box office
results.
It also was decided that
(Continued on Page 5)

Family Pix Lead in Mich. Poll
More Comedy

Wanted

Body of William Merrill
To be Buried in Utah
Funeral services for the late W.
J. Merrill, RKO executive who died
Thursday, were held yesterday at the
Riverside Funeral Chapel. Burial
will take place in Richmond, Utah.
Merrill was vice-president and
treasurer of RKO and vice-president of RKO Radio Pictures. He
(Continued on Page 8)

by Both Juves, Adults
Pictures dealing with wholesome
family life polled the largest number of preferences in a survey conducted by the Better Films Council
of Grand Rapids and Kent County.
Questionnaires were filled out by
342 adults and young people and by
635 boys and girls under 16 years
of age, and in both classifications
the family picture received the largest number of votes.
The
children's
questionnaires
(Continued

on Page 9)

Heaviest Concentrations
In Midwest and Rockies

Better than two per cent of the
theaters in the U. S. are so-called
"portable" houses, it is revealed in
a survey of a complete list of theaters in the 1941 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK now being distributed
to reach subscribers tomorrow.
Checkup showed 463 situations using
portable equipment in darkened theaters, town halls, and other rented
properties usually operated in circuits. Figure is thought to be conservative as it is probable that not
all of the (Continued
portable on houses
Page 8) were so

Controversial Film
Bills in Mo. to Die
Jefferson City, Mo. — No controversial legislation will get through
at this session of the Missoui'i General Assembly, it is reported in
circles usually well informed. That
means that such bills as the Better
Films Council of Greater St. Louis
measure (Continued
to restricton Page
the 5)length of

Hillside to Quiz MPPDA
Executives on "Lobbying"

Authorization was granted Friday
to Hillside Amusement Co. by Federal Judge John C. Knox to examine officers of the MPPDA in
reference (Continued
to allegedon Page
lobbying
activi8)

Pix Industry Raises
$104,833 for Greeks

We it Coast Bur., THE FILM >DAILY
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn,

chairman of the industry's permanent
charities committee, announced that
$104,833.04 has been raised for Greek
war relief in the drive by the motion picture industry, bringing to a
total of $1,014,450.52 the amount
collected for various charities in a
period of nine months by film studios.
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riNANCIAI
The New York stock, bond and
curb markets were closed on Good
Friday, March 12.

"Kane" to Open May 6
At Two Chicago Theaters

♦

TWO-A-DAY

RUN

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

Broadway
Astor

FEATURES

Pepe le Moko (Mayer & Burstyn) — 7th week
Manon Lescaut
( Esperia Films)
The New Teacher
(Artkino) — 2nd week
Nob'eza
Baturra
(Cinehispano)

♦

FUTURE

OPENINGS

♦

The
Lady
from
Cheyenne
(Universal
Pictures) — April 17
Mr. District Attorney
(Republic
Pictures) — April 18
Ride on Vaquero
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — April 18
The Flame of New
Orleans
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
Cirl in the News
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
That Uncertain
Feeling
(United Artists-Lubitsch)
(c)
Reaching fcr the Sun (Paramount Pictures)
(c)
The Wagons Roll at Night (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(c)
Ziegfeld
Girl
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Nice
Girl?
(Universal
Pictures)— April
17
(a-b)
Dead
Men
Tell (Twentieth
Century-Fox) — April 17 (a)
The Wolf Strikes (Fortune)— April 17(a)
Caught in the Act (Producers Releasing Corp.) — April 17 (a)
The House Assistant
(Scandia
Films) — April 18
Heroes of the Sea (Artkino) (c)
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Roach Preparing First
"Streamlined" Features

Follows

current

♦
World
Cine Roma
Miami
Playhouse
48th St. Theater

ARTHUR W. KELLY returned from the Co;]
Saturday by Stratoliner.
HARRY D'ARRAST and his wife the fornj
LEANOR BOARDMAN, have arrived in Holli
/vood from
France.
PAUL

RADIN,

of Buchanan

&

Co., and

j

wife, left Friday for a month's stay en H
Coast.
'
BETTE
DAVIS
arrives
in Hollywood j3'?
from New York.
1 «N|
PAT
CASEY
arrived here over the week-e I
rom the Coast.
LEO

JUSTIN

returns

today

from

IRVING
BERLIN
was scheduled
the Ccast over the week-end.

Mexico.
to

leave

NORTON RITCHEY, Monogram's foreign maj
jger, returned
Friday from
the Coast.
TERESA WRIGHT, CARL BENTON REID, D/j
DURYEA and CHARLES DINGLE arrived on rj
Coast yesterday to appear in Sam Goldwyl
"The Little Foxes."
HARRY M. BESSEY, Altec secretary-treasurl
is back from a trip through New York State, t

Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Rivoli
Globe
Music
Hall
Paramount
Strand
Capitol
...Palace
Palace
New York
New York
48th St. Theater
Miami Playhouse
bill,

COdlinG and Gome

S

♦

Fantasia
(Walt
Disney
Productions) — 22nd
week
I Wanted
Wings
(Paramount
Pictures) — 3rd week

Hal Roach today is to start preparations on his program of "streamlined" comedy features, each to run
approximately 50 minutes. Negotiations for release through United
Artists have been completed for the
nve of the new type of features for
the coming season.
First two pictures are to be titled
'Niagara Falls" and "Tanks a Million." Leading star names and top
directors will be used.
Paul Gerard Smith becomes
Roach's story chief, with Jeff Moffatt
on the writing staff. Eugene Conrad,
radio comedy writer, also has been
Chicago engagements of "Citizen signed.
Leroy Prinz has been signed by
Kane" are the first definite dates for
showing of the film.
Hal Roach to produce and direct four
or more of his planned musicals, to
be released through United Artists.
Nigh
on "No
West Coast
Bureau Greater
of THE Sin"
FILM
DAILY It is understood that the contract
Prinz, who has been at ParaHollywood — University Film Pro- allows mount
as dance director for 12 years,
ductions has engaged William Nigh
to do outside work as well.
to direct its first production "The
Kiss of Death," which title has been
changed to "No Greater Sin," from 20th-Fox Without Word
an origianl story by M. C. Ransone.
Picture is to be made at Fine Arts From Yugoslav Branches
Studio and the starting date will be
With no word from the 20th-Fox
May 1.
Yugoslavian branches in Zagreb and
Belgi-ade in nearly two weeks, fate
Lydon Re-elected Prexy
i
of the personnel was unknown at the
Boston — Frank Lydon has been re- week-end.
elected president of Independent Exhibitors, Inc., without opposition. Ly- Gehring, Recovered, Returns
don is at present sti'l in a hospital
William C. Gehring, Central divifollowing an operation for a digession manager for 20th-Fox, returns
tive ailment, but is rapidly recover- to his desk today after a month's reing.
cuperation from a serious illness.
Chicago — Emil Stern and Sidney
Speigel closed with Ned E. Depinet
of RKO for showing at the Woods
Theater, starting May 6 of "Citizen
Kane." Two-a-day showing, reserved seat prices from 75 cents to
$1.65 will prevail.
The RKO Palace will run the feature at the same time, with matinees
continuous and evening reserved.
Orson Welles is expected for the
premiere. Terry Turner will handle
special exploitation.

Parade

Picture and Distributor
Theater
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros.-Capra-Riskin) — 5th week
.
Rivoli
That Hamilton
Woman
(United
Artists-Korda) — 2nd week
Music
Hall
Pet o' Gold
(United
Artists-Roosevelt) — 2nd week
Roxy
Men
of Boys' Town
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
!.Capitol
The Road to Zanzibar
(Paramount Pictures)
. Paramount
The Great Lie (Warner
Bros. Pictures)
Strand
The Penalty
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Criterion
Flying Wild
(Monogram
Pictures)
Rialto
King of the White
Elephant
(Pridi-King
of White
Elephant)— 2nd week
Belmont
Submarine
Zone
(Escape
to Glory)
(Columbia) — 2nd week
Globe
Kidnapping
Gorillas
(a)
Central
Bride of Buddha
(Mercury)
(a)
Central
Outlaws cf the Rio Grande
(Producers Releasing Corp.)
(a)
New York
The Devil Bat (Producers Releasing Corp.) (a)
New York
That
Night
in Rio
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Palace
Scotland Yard (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(a)
Palace
ChtpNn
Festival
(Guaranteed
Pictures) — 2nd week
(d)
5th Ave.
Playhouse

(d)

Reissues.

RKO Uptown, Royal
Case to be Settled

General Electric New Biz
For Three Months at Higj
An all-time record of new buJ
r.ess for a three-month period wl
reported on the week-end by Charll
E.
Wilson,
pre J
dent,
who General
said thatElectric's
the compaJ
had received orders amounting ]
$257,382,000 in the first quarter
1941, an increase of 164 per ce|
over orders of $97,490,000 in til
corresponding
period of 1940.
Orders for regular commercil
products were $145,382,000, or I
per cent more than in the firi
quarter of 1940 on a comparahl
be sis. About $112,000,000 cover!
defense equipment, he said.

Detroit— Suit brought by RKO Uptown Theater against United Detroit
Theaters in case of the Royal Theater, claiming clearance over the
Royal, will be settled by agreement, RKO Used Blocked Pounc I
according to counsel on both sides.
Details of agreement have not been To Acquire British Story I
concluded and will not be disclosed,
First case where a company h|
it is stated.
the screen rights to
The cast was tried three weeks ago purchased
in Circuit Court, and the court is not story by an English author and pa
expected to hand down a regular de- for them with blocked pounds wJ
cision in view of the agreement. Both reported at the week-end.
houses
Erich Ambler's story, "Journf
affiliated. are second-runs, and both
Ir.to Fear," was bought by RKO at
only the commission to the ager
Brown, was paid in Amel
Nazi Aerial Bomb Wrecks Curtis
ican money.

Para. Birmingham Office
Paramount's exchange in Birmingham, England, was destroyed Thursday night when an enemy bomb
struck the building, according to information received by the home office at the week-end. An employe
on night watch was believed to have
been ords
killed.
exchange's
had been The
removed
from recthe
office previously and are safe.

Maj,. J. W. F. Moore Named
Item-Tribune MP Editor

Worthington Rites Held
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI I

Hollywood — Funeral services we
held here Friday for William
Worthington, president of Mult
colrr Films. Worthington sold coi
trol of the company some time ag
but has been active continuously
various phases of the film industr
He is survived by his widow, i
daughter, Mrs. Rowland V. Lee, ar;
a son, William E. Worthington.

VITACOLOR
PRESENTS

New Orleans — Result of a switch up in the staff of the New Orleans
Item-Tribune is that Maj. J. W. F.
Moore, former city editor of the consolidated Tribune, is motion picture
editor of the enlarged daily.

PERFECT
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THREE
COLOR
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from your negatives. IncludUniform, highest quality, color
ing
Kodachrome.
corrected,
permanent,
transparent
prints
on
GASPARCOLOR film
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COLOR
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You don't need a Gallup Poll to tell you
what's today's hottest box office material on
— or off — the earth. Everyone's got their
eyes turned upwards ... at AVIATION! And
Paramount

Showmanship

ries of THREE

gives you this se-

thrill-charged romances

of the

skies . . . right at the peak of public interest!

RICHARD ARLEN
.JEAN PARKER
Helen Mack* Roger Pryot
Don Castle • Cliff Edwards
Directed by JAMES HOGAN
A Paramount Picture

w
nday, April 14, 1941
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Controversial Film
Bills in Mo. to Die

jelly Back With New
A Sales Formulae
(Continued from Page 1)

;h picture will be sold on its merit,
itinuing the originally established
etom of the company.
In regard to a number of situaj^ within the selling policy, cer^a^'ormulae
for sellingat individual
..aes were discussed
the con■ences, whereby there will be a
ding scale percentage table going
to 50 per cent of the gross for imrtant pictures, the producer beneting by the box office "take."
Kelly reported that plans for the
e regional conventions of UA were
mpleted and that details of the 20
ttures to be distributed for the new
ison would be revealed at the par-

ae $105,000 Quarterly
et for Amer. Seating
Detroit — Sales of American Seati Co. in the first quarter compared
vorably with the $1,875,996 volle a year ago and the net profit
ould equal or exceed the $105 134
47 cents per share reported for
at period. Wall Street observers
serted on the week-end.
A favorable factor cited is that
e mass movement in population
important industrial centers
>rking on armament production
11 create a brisk demand for seats' facilities in theaters, schools
d churches.

Dsen Complaint Upheld;
ismissal Denied to WE
Western Electric Co. on Friday
Bt its application to have the comaint of Samuel I. Posen, former
rector of Universal Pictures, disssed when the Appellate Division
a four to one vote upheld
the
mplaint.
Western Electric, which
is named alone' with other comnies as allegedly participating in
conspiracy, had contended that
e complaint did not tie it up as
co-conspirator.

ohn Doe" Out Apr. 28

National release of "Meet John
joe," Frank
Capra-Robert
Riskin
oduction for Warners, has been set
!r April 28.

Lee Tracy
Claire Windsor
Elizabeth North
Walter Pefrie
Dan Weinberg

(Continued from Page 1)

• S
•
QUITE some water has gone under the bridge
since
a day several years ago
when
Dave Bader introduced to the
trade press gang hereabouts
a young chap by the name oi George
Pal
who had his own ideas of making unique shorts in designed
miniature sets
and employing
sculptured figures for actors
Pal made two or three of these reels in England
or at least for
Eng'.ish
interests
in behalf
of their commercial
products
Today the ingenious Mister Pal is making a series of shorts for Paramount one of which has gone to market
and the second,
titled "Dipsy Gypsy." is about to follow suit
Having lived most
of his life in Central Europe
where
gypsies am gypsies and
their music swells the breeze
well. Producer
Pal was
in a
position to do a lot of amusing things from first-hand knowledge in this
reel
which has two other distinguished assets. — Technicolor and
the orchestral music conducted by Andre Kostelanetz
T
T
T
• •
•
IN the Navy Y.M.C.A. currently
is a fine exhibit
of Walt Disney pictures from "Fantasia"
The "Y" being on
Brooklyn's Sands St. (which used to be one of the toughest thoroughfares on earth before it was cleaned up)
and hard by
the Navy Yard
the exhibition is proving highly interesting
to the local sailor lads
If anybody had prophesied two decades or so ago
that the works of an artist whose genius is
revered by even the Metropolitan Museum
would ever be
placed on view in Sands St
he would have been committed
pronto to Kings County Hospital for observation
and greatly
to the amusement of the thugs, ladies of the evening, and the
denizens
of the roll joints
Cripes, boys how
times have
changed!
T
T
▼
•

•

•
AT long last
pix have done something
for orchids
alter all that orchids have done for pix
particularly at the
hands of Walter Winchell
Word wafts from Detroit that an orchid
winning
the Gold Achievement
Medal
of the Michigan
Horticultural
Society
has been christened the "Fantasia".
.
morn at 11 o'clock in the institutional Astor Theater
a preview
of Columbia's
"Penny
Serenade".
. . •
Browning new
for Harry, New England publicist
theaters
has been named
Commodore
of the

.

© Tomorrow
will be staged
It's Commodore
for the M & P
Medford
(Mass.)

Yacht Club. . . • Another New
Eng'and HaTty
namely
Mister
AaTonson, present Commander of Boston's Theatrical Post of the American Legion
also bobs up in the news
He'll be succeeded by
Albert Kenny — unopposed for the office — at June election
T
▼
T
• • • SOMETHING happened behind the Broadway footlights on Saturday night
which delighted many a Film Rowite
It was the achievement of the 600th performance by "Life
With Father"
and this swell legit, attraction is still going
great guns
Our celluloid gentry were pleased as punch
'cause Producer Oscar Serlin is regarded primarily as belonging
to our industry
rather than to stageland
▼
T
T
• • • TOMORROW, Henry G. Fargel, public relations director of
will take over his new duties as manthe Hotel Astor since 1929
aging director of the Broadway Association, Inc
Prior to entering
the public relations field
he was a sta^f member of the Associated
Press
He's a member of the board of governors of Dexter Fellows
Tent, Circus Saints and Sinners
and a former post commander of
the American Legion

motion picture shows, the antistanding room bill from St. Joseph,
the bill to curb Ascap and similar
copyrighted music pools and the
proposal of David A. Hess of St.
Louis for the legalizing of parimutuel and certificate methods of
betting on horse races will fall by
the wayside before the legislature
adjourns
sine die.
The lone bill affecting the motion
nicture industry that appears to
have a possible chance for passage
is the measure to permit cities of
various classifications to impose
taxes on motion picture theaters.
The Missouri Supreme Court recently ruled that an ancient statute exempting municipal opera
houses from such taxe.s likewise applies to motion picture theaters in
a case involving four of the St.
Louis
Company's circuit
in St. Amusement
Louis County.
The tax exemption statute does
not apply to such cities as St. Louis
and Kansas City but the ruling of
the high court covers several hundred houses in the smaller communities of the State. Hence, the desire of the lawmakers to knock out
the old opera house bill.
The contest proceedings brought
bv Lawrence McDaniel. former excise commissioner of St. Louis to
set aside the election of Gov. Forrest C. Donnell has completely upset the schedule of the General Assembly and it is now more than a
month behind in its work. The
necessary appropriation bills to
carry the State through the next
two
else. years will be passed, but little

Louisville Due to Start
Daylight Saving Apr. 27
Louisville — Only the approval of
Gov. Keen Johnson is needed before
Louisville will adopt daylight saving
time, from April 27 to Sept. 28, after
nassage, 10 to 2, of a resolution by
the Board of Aldermen. The Governor is expected to approve.
Mayor Noble Mitchel of New Albany, Ind., and Mayor Homer C.
Vawter of Jeffersonville, Ind., the
other two Ohio River Falls cities,
indicated their respective councils
would follow Louisville's action.

La. Theater Closes
For Church ISovena
Morganza, La. — The Century Theater, managed by John Serio, closed
its doors when St. Anne's parish
church held its novena from Palm
Sunday to Easter, Mission exercises
were scheduled for 7:30 p.m. daily,
time of the theater's opening. The
Century also closed for the last mission in the Parish, whose rural population ispredominantly Catholic.

t

•f]

i

is now
being distributed
to subscribers of

we
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463 Portable Houses
Operating in U. S.

20th-Fox Getting More Deals on British
Propaganda Short in V. S. Than in Canada
Seven of the eight U. S. sales districts are running far ahead of Canada
on percentages of contracts closed against total possibilities on "Men of the
Lightship," British propaganda featurette distributed by 20th Century-Fox. However, itis expected all Dominion theaters will play the short. At the week-end,
the 20th-Fox branches had sold more than 60 per cent of U. S. possibilities
and expected to close 80 per cent by the end of the month.

(Continued from Page 1)

indicated when the list was compiled.
Almost half of the portable theaters are listed in 10 Midwestern
states with 222 situations recorded
as follows: Minnesota, 9; Wisconsin, 25; Michigan, 14; Illinois, 10;
Iowa, 66; Missouri, 60; North Dakota, 3; South Dakota, 7; Nebraska,
3 and Kansas 25.
Seven Rocky Mountain region
states are listed with 82 temporary
equipment houses: Montana, 3;
Idaho, 27; Wyoming, 2; Utah, 36;
Colorado, 9; New Mexico, 1 and
Nevada, 4.
Third largest grouping is in eight
Southern states totaling 79 theaters: West Virginia, 11; Tennessee. 10; South Carolina, 1; Georgia,
7; Alabama, 22; Florida, 5; Arkansas, 18 and Mississippi, 5.
Survey showed 55 houses in the
three Pacific Coast states as follows: Washington, 30; Oregon, 18
and California, 7. Three New England states have 25 houses: Maine,
19; New Hampshire, 3 and Massa
chusetts, 3.

Military Affairs Com'tee
"Executes" 16 mm. Bill

Fairbanks to S. America
As State Dept. Envoy
(Continued from Page 1)

country and its Latin-American
neighbors. He will attempt to overcome certain prejudices and misunderstandings between the peoples
of the two continents and will try
to ascertain how the United States
and the film industry can co-operate in making the motion picture
a more effective instrument for conveying the true social status of the
North and South American nations.
At a press conference Friday,
Fairbanks said that he expected to
make approximately 10 speeches before various types of groups and
the themes of his addresses would
have nothing to do with foreign
policies. He will be accompanied
by his wife.
Fairbanks said he would be gone
about two months and would return
to Hollywood in July to start "The
Corsican Brothers" for Edward
Small.

Boston — There'll be no General
Court action on that House bill (File Fairbanks to Produce on Own
No. 1689) which proposed to tax and After Small Contract Ends
regulate all 16 mm. films.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., plans to
This is assured with the discovery
a producer in his own right
that the measure has been referred become
when he completes his two current
to — of all committees! — the Military commitments for Edward Small. His
Affairs Committee of the lower legis- plan is to produce and star in his
lative body.
own productions and distribute
through United Artists.

W. P. Florence Dead

Magnolia, Ark.- — W. P. Florence,
53, owner and operator of the Macco
Theater, is dead. He is survived by
his widow, a son, a brother, and a
sister.

Mexico Gets First
Junket Premiere
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— Stealing a page from the Warner book,
Grovas y Cia., producer-distributor,
and Producciones Fernando de Fuentes
staged this country's first junket premiere in the Hollywood manner, taking a caravan of film, radio and press
people to Puebla for the opening of
"I Believe in God" at the Cine
Coliseo.
The picture, a strong, dramatic
story exalting a priest's faith and his
loyalty to it, has all the earmarks of
a b. o. hit sure to please all audiences
throughout Latin-America. Directed
by Fernando de Fuentes, the yarn
stars Fernando Soler, who does his
best dramatic work of his screen
career, with Miguel Inclan, Isabela
Corona, Miguel Angel Ferriz and
Matilde Palou performing creditably
in support.
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Circuit Execs. Will See
Col.'s "Penny Serenade"

Hillside to Quiz MPPDA
Executives on "Lobbying"
(Continued from Page 1)

ties. The testimony is sought in
connection with the $900,000 treble
damage suit brought by Hillside, as
owner of the Mayfair Theater, in
Hillside, N. J., against the MPPDA
and the eight major companies for
alleged conspiracy to monopolize the
industry.

Atlas Buys 17,631
More of RKO Commor
{Continued from Page \)

pany. Atlas further acquired 2,301
shares of 6 per cent convertible pre
ferred to bring its holdings to 38,98:
shares and holds 327,812 warrant:
for common.
Report of Paramount states f^k
Austin C. Keough has acquired J^l
shares of $1 par common and nov
holds 1,559 shares. Keough also hold:
423 shares of 6 per cent convertibl<
2nd preferred. Manufacturers Trus
Co., acquired $392,800 of Paramoun
3% per cent convertible debenture:
due 1947, now holding $3,392,800
The Trust Company also holds 5,71(
shares of 6 per cent convertible Is
preferred.
Loew's, Inc., added another 1\
shares of Loew's Boston Theaters $2!
par common to its holdings and nov,
has 117,920 shares.
Preston Davie acquired 200 of Uni
versal Corp.'s common voting truscertificates and now has 3,700 certificates and 26,500 through Standarc
Capital Co. Davie holds no commor
voting trust certificate warrants dibut has 111,283 through Standard rectly
Capital.
Universal Pictures lists a series oJ
1937 and 1938 reports of S. Machnoviteh. In June and July, 1937 he held
no $1 par common directly but had
228,927 shares through Universal
Corporation and in September, 1938
had 230,927 shares through Universal
Corp. after they acquired 2,00C
shares. In June, 1937, Machnovitch
held no shares of 8 per cent cumulative 1st preferred directly but had
40 shares through Universal Corp. In
July, 1937, 180 shares was added to
this holding to bring the holding to
220 shares. Under 7 per cent cumulative 2nd preferred he reported for:
June and July 1937 and September1.
1938 that he held no shares directly
but hadversal2,000
shares through UniCorp.

An affidavit of Norman H. Samuelson, attorney for Hillside, states
"the particular defendant sought to
be examined is directly and specifically accused of lobbying against
legislation which would remove the
restrictions on the industry and
would promote normal, fair and
untrammeled competition in the
motion picture industry." Samuelson's affidavit asks that the lobbying activities and the connection
of the Hays office with producers
and distributors of films be investigated.
He claims to have personal knowledge of the appearance by officers of
the Hays office before Congressional
committees "to block remedial legislation." As added proof of alleged
monopoly, Samuelson refers to the
report of the TNEC recently handed down concerning the motion picture industry. No date has been set
for the examinations, but the application states that they will be
held before the summer.
Hillside's action was filed shortly
after the New York consent decree
went into effect. The voluminous
Report of Consolidated Film Incomplaint approximated closely to
dustries states Walter P. Stevens acquired 600 shares of $2 cumulative
Government's own complaint and implied that the consent decree had part preferred, now holding 1,400
not remedied the situation.
shares and has 59 shares of $1 par
ccmmon.
General Theaters Equipment Corp.
report states that R. B. Larue acBody of William Merrill
quired 100 shares of capital no par
To be Buried in Utah
value stock and now has 600 shares.

Columbia's preview trade view of
"Penny Serenade" tomorrow at the
Astor Theater will attract Harry
Arthur, Jr., Herman Becker, John
Benas, Gus Eysell, Sam Dembow, S.
H. Fabian, Max Fellerman, Louis
Frisch, Jack Hattem, Al Hovell, Leo
Justin, Harry Katz, Ike Lipton,
(Continued from Page 1)
Charles Moses, Fred Myers, L. Netter, John Nolan, J. J. O'Connor, is survived by his mother, Mrs,
Eugene Picker, Walter Reade, Jr.,
of Utah, and two chilSam Rosen, Sam Rinzler, Edward Eina Merrill
Rugoff, Fred Schwartz, George Jr., 16.dren, June, 14, and W. J. Merrill,
Montreal — Jack Hirschberg, film
Skouras, William White and Morrie
and
radio columnist of Montreal MonWhite, among circuit execs, and exitor, has been summoned to do active
hibs.
UA Kelly Sales Drive
service with the U. S. Navy. Although resident in Montreal since
Ending; Goldhar Leads
Wurtzel Sets Starting Dates
childhood, Hirschberg is Americanborn.
West
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Hollywood — Starting dates have
been set on five 1941-42 Sol Wurtzel
productions for 20th Century-Fox.
First two, "The Dead Take No Bows,"
a Michael
Shayne,
"Dance
will
go before
the and
cameras
on Hall"
April
21 and will be followed on May 1 by
"Private Nurse," "Charlie Chan in
Rio" and "The Last of the Duanes."

United Artists' Arthur Kelly sales
drive is in its final week, with Jack
Goldhar leading among the district
mBnagers. Arthur Silverstone is second and Charles Stern is third. Leaders in the A, B and C groups, respectively, are Detroit, St. Louis and Salt
Lake City. Drive ends April 19 with
$20,000 in awards for the winners.

Montreal — Harrison D. Call of
Associated Screen News Studios
answered the call to the colors, joining the Royal Canadian Artillery
after more than ten years' service in
Associated laboratories. Members
of the staff presented him with a
wrist watch.

onday, April 14, 1941
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Family Pix Lead
In Michigan Poll

THE
WEEK
IN REVIEW
2 Trust Suits Filed
ITIGATION: Perfect Theaters,
ners of the Pickwick Theater,
eenwich, Conn., filed a long-threatd $5,452,575 anti-trust suit against
^sght majors. Monogram, Repube^kouras Theaters and Fox Metroitan Theaters, asking triple dairies .. . Federal Judge Murrah in
lahoma City ruled that A. B. Mold's $4,500,000 anti-trust suit
ainst the majors proceeded out of
iitract and refused to dismiss the
ARBITRATION:
AAA
moved to
I ban against newspaper men at
oitration hearings following New
leans ban at the Wollner drive-in
'aring
against ofMetro
which ...
endedJ.
a settlement
the action
Goodstein in Denver dropped his
"se
against
20th-Fox,
(1 the
Fox Loew's,
TheaterPara.,
in Longmont,
lo., and costs were assessed against
n ... In New York, Albert Marlies, operator of the Regent, Brookl. reached a settlement over clearce with George
Stamatis
of the
jollo.
THIS

AND

*

THAT:

*

The

Albany — Here is one for the book!
After several years of petitioning, the
Rensselaer, New York, town heads
for Sunday movies and finally getting
them, the new manager of the Uptown Theater in that locality is closing the house on Sunday due to lack
of business.

[Continued from Page 1)

By L. H. MITCHELL

*

For the Booh!

Minn.

Suse passed N. W. Allied's antiick-of-five pictures bill against opsition of the P-TA and women's
lbs . . . RKO decided not only to
loase
Orson
Welles's
"Citizen
nie," but to roadshow it opening
ortly at two theaters each in New
irk, Chicago and Los Angeles; exJcts to gross $5,000,000 with it . . .
TE net was up $153,758 to $849,820
1940 . . . "U" reported
10 per
nt rise in contracts to 10,000 . . .
^125 theaters have signed for the
owing of national defense reels . . .
. J. Merrill, v.-p. of RKO Corp. and
RKO
Radio Pictures, died of a
art attack Thursday . . . Philly
lied alleges forcing of shorts and
wsreels by four of the distribs.
inning the consent decree . . . Stu.o crafts listed 16 conditions for a

showed that the family pictures
such as the Hardy series received
129 votes, while its nearest competitor, the musical pictures, received 74 votes. Runners-up in their
order of preference were westerns,
travel and adventure, scientific, like
"Edison the Man," comedy, animal,
horror, Shirley Temple, religious
themes, historical, war and fighting,
love scenes, cartoons and pictures
featuring cruelty.
Favorite types among the grownups in their order after family pictures were historical, travel, musical, comics, romance, mystery, religious, scientific, patriotic, crime,
"super-colossals," war and horror.
Suggestions for improvement in
'-notion picture entertainment were
almost identical among the two
groups. Both the adults and the
"hildren wanted more comedy, more
historical pictures, less divorce, less
murder and crime, less war. less
tragedies, more musicals, fewer
drinking scenes, less propaganda,
more stories from popular literature, more pictures about citizenhip and loyalty and better theater
facilities.
Prefer
Single
Feature
Bills
Only the adults were asked to
vote on the issue of double feature programs. The vote was 194
against them, 101 in favor of them
and 47 left the question unanswered.
On the question, "would you prefer
one full-length film with shorts
"onsistine of travel, news and comedies" 252 answered in the affirmative, 61 in the negative and 29 did
not answer.

Arthur Greenblatt Heads
RRC Sales Organization
( Continued from Page 1 )

of circuit business in New York. He
formerly was circuit sales head and
sales manager of Gaumont-British,
subsequently joining Alliance Film
Corp. as general sales manager.
A visit to all PRC exchanges will
be started by Greenblatt shortly,
winding up his tour on the West
Coast where he will confer with
George Batcheller, in charge of production, and Sig Neufeld, supervisor of western pictures.

'Big 5' lo Challenge
I! Minn. Bill Passes
(Continued from Page 1)

taken to obtain a stay of execution
to prevent the law, if passed, from
becoming effective. Unless the stay
is granted, the five distributors, Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, RKO, Warner Bros, and Loew's, will be faced
with the problem of selling their
product cne way in 47 states and in
another way in Minnesota.
Some

of the companies

have in-

dicated that such a procedure "can
be done," but it will create an unprecedented turmoil. Odd angle of
the situation is the fact that the
affected distributors have to support
a system of selling which they did
not want and, if the Minnesota bill
is passed, will have to spend money
to defend the very system they did
not favor in the first place.

UKj \\

Frequency of patronage was answered by both groups. Among the
grownups, 100 attended a picture
theater once a week, 34 twice a
week, 188 less than once a week.
Children's questionnaire showed that
338 attended once a week. 108 twice
•\ week. 15 more than twice weekly,
88 seldom attended while the balance did not reply.
]-.w contract . . . Federal Judge Edird Conger
ruled that copyright
Results of the survey, because
nnot protect theater games . . . the area is considered a typical
Jail St. Journal forecasts b.o. peak American territory, are to be sent
J Autumn with Para, leading in the to Hollywood producers.
(swing . . . Frederic Ullman, jr.,

'fain
Inc. indus. . .
of C heads
makes Pathe
NathanNews,
Golden
ial consultant to handle the entire
nusement industry, abolishing: its
otion picture division . . . Defense
jpard given authority to use m.p.
jbitration tribunals . . . Schine drift may move
headquarters
from
loversville to N. Y. City . . . Iowa
-jgislature adjourned without passg film bills . . . RKO board elected

Ontario Sunday Films
Urged for War Workers

Toronto — Drive for Sunday movies
in Ontario, originally instituted in
behalf of members of the armed
forces, has been broadened to the
point where it is suggested that such
shows be available to the public generally. Latter move would accommodate employes of plants engaged
">rdon E. Youngman general coun1 and J. Miller Walker secretary . . . in filling war orders,; at present, their
)hn J. Dervin was named UA South- long working hours preclude theater
•n manager.
attendance six days a week.

etroit Drive-Ins Reopening

Burns Fatal to Comber

Detroit — Detroit's
twin Drive-In
neaters are slated to open April 18
r their third season, according to
lden Smith, manager.

Detroit — Arthur Comber, 24, died
:n Receiving Hospital from burns
received in the fire which destroyed
the Carlson Sign Studios a week ago. !

JUDY CANOVA^g.
1
BOB CROSBY
WITH HIS BAND

AND THE BOBCATS

CHARLES BUTTERWORTH
jf

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

JERRY C0L0NNA
SUSAN HAYWARD
KATHARINE ALEXANDER

IT'S

WITH

A

SUPER-COMEDY

AND AN ALL-STAR CAST

MUSIC!

...but action... drive... push and aggressive selling
bring results.
That means advertising. That means Trailers ♦ ♦ ♦ that
means Lobby Displays consistently used ♦ . ♦ intelligently
placed ♦ . . expertly created . ♦ . that means General Adver*
tising Accessories tied in with your Lobby Displays ♦ ♦ ♦
tied in with your Trailers . . . plentifully used . . ♦ regularly
used • . ♦ full of selling action ♦ ♦ . full of selling drive . . ♦
full of ticket'Selling push.
Wishing is wonderful . . ♦ but the Three Best Seat Sellers
bring results.

nflTionni^^*^ service • nnjiannigc*** accessories
niJVf KTISinCi

ACCESSORIES, inc.

19,645 Film Theaters in the U. S. is Gain of 614
(Turn to Page 8)
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Anti-Five Block Bill
vtich. Co-op Backs Snow
Resolutions Would Hold American Payments for Use

ouse Committee Expected
o Okay, with Bill Going
efore Solons in 2 Weeks
By H. F. REVES

*ILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — First strong support for
e Snow Bill, which would nullify
e blocks-of-five provisions of the
nsent decree, was revealed yesterly when Co-operative Theaters of
ichigan endorsed the measure.
It is believed in trade circles that
e measure will be approved by the
ouse committee and go before the
agislature within the next two
t-eks. It(Continued
is reported
that the bill
on Page 6)

TAX BILL TO UP
ADMISH LEVIES
Treasury Department May
Ask 50% Increase

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Of Foreign Patents and Copyrights Against Claims
To be Filed by U. S. Firms for "Frozen" Remittances
By MILTON

F. LUNCH

Washington

Washington — That admission taxes
are likely to be increased under the
new tax bill was given further substantiation yesterday when Representative Robert L. Doughton (D.,
N. C), chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, stated "the
old stand-by measures — personal and
Easter paraders and holiday visitcorporate income taxes and excise
ors overflowed Broadway theaters on
taxes — will have to bear a large the week-end and, in some cases,
chalked up new records for the seapart
the increases."
Oneof report
is that the Treasury son.
Department will ask a 50 per cent
The Music Hall with "That Hamilincrease in admission taxes. HearWoman" drew patronage that
ings on the new tax bill open before was ton
15 per cent heavier than last
the House Ways and Means Commit- year which was a record Easter.
tee on April 22.
Bette Davis' "The Great Life" lined
them up on Saturday and Sunday
A new five-year contract for the
and
then drew the biggest Monday
<tribution of Monogram product
(Continued on Page 7)
i Great Britain has been signed Pan-American Day Ends
ith Pathe Pictures, Ltd. Deal was Mexican Film Festival
osed on the Coast between MonoOmaha Exhibitors Meeting
ram executives and William Gell,
Mexico City — With yesterday, last
lanaging director of Pathe. Gell day of the three-day Motion Picture Postponed — Kuykendall
eturned from Hollywood over the Festival, designated as Pan-American
eek-end, having attended the Mon- Day, the Hollywood good-will deleMeeting of Nebraska exhibitors
(Continued on Page 6)
gation breakfasted at Chapultepec called in Omaha for April 22 to
Palace and spent the balance of the re-vitalize the MPTO unit has been
Dwa Exhibs. Urged to Fight day sight-seeing. President Avila postponed until a later date, Ed
spoke on an international Kuykendall, MPTOA president, inf. S. Daylight Saving Bill Camacho
formed The Film Daily yesterday.
broadcast in the afternoon.
Delegation will return to Holly- Kuykendall said that the session had
Eldora. la. — President Leo Wolwood today, via three chartered been set back pending completion
Dtt of the Allied theater Owners of planes.
Included in the group are of the zone meetings which were to
(Continued on Page 7)
owa and Neb., Inc., is urging the
precede the general meeting.
bwa independent exhibitors to prointrosst enactment of H. R. 3789
uced in Congress by Rep. McLean
f New Jersey to provide daylight
aving time throughout the U. S.
Wolcott in a special bulletin to P-T "Anti-5" Bill Opposition is Challenged

Broadway Easter Biz
Chalks Up Records

•ell Closes 5-Year
lonogram Film Deal

Strom Hurls Trickery Charge

(Continued on Page 6)

National

Allied in

Pftillu Sept. 16-18
Philadelphia — Dates for the 12th
annual convention of National Allied
have been set for Sept. 16-18
at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel here.
"Strictly Business" will be the keynote, it is announced.

Hearst Newspapers Attack
Orson Welles Radio Show

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The House Patents Committee opens hearings
today on three measures which may enable film companies to
obtain revenue that is "frozen" inmeasures
foreign were
countries.
The byHouse
introduced
Reps.

By GEORGE

E. GUISE

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis — Charging trickery on
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILV
the part of opponents of the antiLos Angeles — Despite Eastern blocks-of-five bill, now awaiting actrade belief to the contrary, there
tion by the Minnesota Senate after
is growing indication here that passage by the House of Representhose reported Hearstian objections
tatives, Fred Strom, executive secretary of Allied Theater Owners of
"Citizen Kane"
Welles'
to Orson
have
not done
a fadeout.
the Northwest, which sponsored the
This is instanced particularly by
gave 6) Senators
yesterdayon Page
measure, (Continued
(Continued on Page 8)

J. William Ditter, (R., Pa.), John
E. Sheridan, (D., Pa.), and Robert
L. Ramsay, (D., W. Va.). A companion measure introduced by Senator James J. Davis (R., Pa.) is
pending before the Senate Patents
committee. The Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized to name the
countries to be affected.
(Presumably, the resolutions
would not affect funds held under negotiated
(Continued remittance
on Page 4) agree-

Martin of Palerson
Demands Arbitration
New York's eighth arbitration
case was filed yesterday by A. Louis
Martin, owner of the Majestic Theater, Paterson, N. J. Martin named
the State Theater, a Brandt circuit
house, as the interested party, claiming that(Continued
the seven-day
on Page 8) clearance

RKO 4- Year Hawaiian Deal
Closed; Covers 113 Houses
Ned E. Depinet of RKO yesterday announced the closing of fouryear
deal(Continued
with onthePage Consolidated
4)

Towers vs. 20th-Fox
Action Is Settled
Philadelphia — The suit of the
Towers Theater of Camden, N. J.,
against 20th Century-Fox alleging
breach of contract and asking $107,500 damages, was officially marked
settled yesterday, and withdrawn
from U. S. district court here. Terms
were not available. Suit was filed
last October. A Nellis heads the
Towers.
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Fail to Determine Cause
Of Fatal Brockton Blaze
Boston — No evidence sufficient to
cause direct charges to be made of
incendiarism in the recent Strand
Theater holocaust at Brockton was
uncovered. State Fire Marshal Garrity announced that after thorough
investigation it had been determined
the fire was of unknown origin. Thirteen firemen lost their lives in the
fire.

DAILY

Asks 5 Million, Alleging
"Dictator" Plagiarism

COtninG and G0IIIG

Montreal — Eastern Theaters, Ltd.,
annual report for the year ended
Dec. 26 last shows better operating
results throughout the year. Operating profit was $92,565, compared
with $71,640 in the previous year.
Depreciation was set at $20,091, compared with $24,892, but taxes were
sharply up from $10,654 to $30,343.
After minor adjustments, net profit
was shown at $49,377, compared with
$41,905.
The annual meeting will be held
April 29 at head office, and notice to
shareholders states that a special
meeting will be held immediately
afterwards to consider a by-law approved by the directors reducing
authorized capital from $1,032,000
to $32,000. The decrease would be
effected by canceling all the preferred stock, consisting of 10,000 shares
of 7 per cent, of which 5,000 shares
were issued and were redeemed Dec.
31 last. This would leave only the
common
stock, totalling 32,000
shares.

Seeking damages up to $5,000,000
for alleged plagiarism in "The Great
EMU STERN and EDDIE SILVERMAN, Essane
Dictator" and breach of contract, circuit, have returned to Chicago from a busine
Konrad Bercovici filed suit yester- trip to New York.
day in the New York Supreme Court
BILL HOLDEN,
manager of the Chicago Tin
against Charles Chaplin and United ater, has returned to the Windy City from
Artists Corp. Bercovici, who claims three weeks' trip to the West Coast.
to have been under contract with
JOHN
SMITH,
Chicago Operators
Union bus
agent, is sojourning
at Hot Springs, Aj I
Chaplin since 1937, asserts that he ness
for a few weeks.
originated the ideas used in "The
MR.
and
MRS.
BARNEY
CALECHM|g
Great Dictator"
at Chaplin's
re- spending a week in Atlantic City. Calec
auest.
After working
on the script
one of the operators of the Howard, New Have <
for some time, Chaplin turned down
HOULIHAN,
Twentieth Century-Fox, A|
the idea but later used it in his banyDAN booker,
has returned
from a short vac;
picture, according to the complaint. tion in Washington.
One-half of an estimated $10,000,WOLFE COHEN, Warners' Canadian distriil
000 gross or alternative one-half of manager, is visiting the home office.
MYRON
SELZNICK
is here from the Coast]
a $2,500,000 net is asked as damages.
BERNIE KRIESLER, Universal short subjec '
sales manager, returned yesterday from a Mi( i
Suit claims
plaintiff's
west tour and leaves today for a visit to Soutl I
contract
called that
for the
screen
credit ern
exchanges.
and 15 per cent of the gross of a
film based on any story submitted
OSCAR MORGAN, Paramount's short subjec i
by him. Alternative relief under sales chief, leaves today for a three-week toil
of the company's 0.branches.
SELZNICK
is stopping
the alleged contract calls for $1,MRS.
DAVID
500,000 as 15 per cent of the gross the Waldorf.
of the film and $200,000 damages
for failing to give the plaintiff
RKO Execs, on Ampa Dais screen credit In addition, Berco- Schenck-MoskowitzDef ens« \
vici is demanding $117,500 as payment for work which he claims to Counsel to Sum Up All Do1
For Ned Depinet's Talk
have
done on two previous scripts
When Ned E. Depinet makes his
Harold H. Corbin, attorney for Jo
of Chaplin. Descheduled talk at the Ampa lun- at the suggestion
are moving to transfer seph M. Schenck and Joseph H. Mos
cheon at the Hotel Edison on Thurs- the suit to fendants
the federal court because kowitz, announced yesterday durinj
day, several of his fellow executives
trial of the Government action tha
of RKO Radio and RKO Theaters of diversity of citizenship.
he
will require
all of today in a sum
will be on the dais. These include
mation
to the jury.
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., John J. Morgan to Visit Para/s
Announcement followed after botl
O'Connor, Phil Reisman, A. W. Exchanges, Coast Studios sides rested and motions to dismis
(Andy) Smith, Jr.. S. Barret Mchad been renewed by the defense
Cormick, Harry Mandel and Ampa
Oscar Morgan short subjects sales The motions to dismiss were deniei
president Leon J. Bamberger.
manager for Paramount, will outline after arguments were heard in cham
In addition to the last three menon the 1941-42 pro- bers.
tioned, other Ampa members on selling- gramprocedure
to managers and salesmen in
The Government called as sole re
the dais will include Vincent Trotta,
the company's exchanges during a
new presidential nominee, and Hen- Coast-to-Coast tour which he starts buttal witness, Marie Conlogne, ti
derson M. Richey who as toastmas- today. He will stress particularly testify that Harry Cadis who ha<
fo
ter will introduce the guest of honor. the Saturday Evening Post campaign approved Schenck's tax returns fo;
Owing to the heavy demand for on the Robert Benchley subject, "The 1935, 1936 and 1937, had not been e:m
by the treasury departme
tickets, the meeting has been trans- Forgotten Man." Morgan also will ployed
ferred from the Sun Room to the confer with short subject producers since 1939.
Grand Ballroom.
on the Coast.

D of J Denies Schine
Consent Decree Offer
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Boston Variety Club Will
Fete John Dervin Apr. 21
DAILY

Washington — The D of J emphatically denied yesterdav that the
Schine Circuit had offered to enter
into a consent decree. A Department spokesman said that negotiations in which a consent decree
might have been vaguely mentioned
bad been terminated some time ago.
"All we can say officially is that
preparations are under way to try
the case," it was stated. The date
of the trial is not known, it was
added.

WMT

Net Soars to $51,692

Springfield, Mass. — Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc. reports for
the year ended Dec. 31, 1940, net income of $51,692 after all charges, including taxes. This compares with a
profit of $11,140 in 1939. Income
from theaters totaled $1,591,584 last
vear
1939. compared with $1,5C8,406 in

Cuban Exhib. Conventionen
In Havana Next Month

Havana (By Cable) — First conven
Boston — Variety Club will tender
a testimonial April 21 to John Der- tion of Cuban exhibitors will be helc
here
next month. Antonio Villazor
vin, newly named UA Southern district manager. Dervin has been Deus, publisher of Exhibitor, is orbranch manager here for eight years.
ganizing the meeting for the National Union of Exhibitors.

Wm. Fox to be Sentenced May 19
Philadelphia — William Fox, who
pleaded guilty to fraud in his bankruptcy proceedings at his recent trial
here, is to be sentenced May 19.

FOR FASTER,
FRIENDLIER SERVICE

William C. Tiede Dead
Racine, Wis. — William C. Tiede,
84, operator of the old Bijou Theater, Racine's first film house, is dead.

DO YOU WANT A
THEATER MANAGER?
Eleven years theater experience, married,
Class 3A in draft, College graduate. Write
Box
New 1980
York The
City. Film Daily, 1501 Broadway,
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• Hattie McDaniel .Jerome Cowan • Directed by LLOYD

Kaufman • From the Story by Fanya Foss and Aleen Leslie • A Warner

Bros. -First National Picture
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FWC Junior Prices
For 12-16 Year
San Francisco — Fox West Coast
theaters have just put into effect
new low priced admission rates for
boys and girls between 12 and 16
years of age. Known as Junior
Prices, they are good at all times
including week-days, Sundays and
holidays.
For first-run theaters these rates
are 25 cents for matinees and 30
cents for night shows. Second-run
theaters will have corresponding
lower rates.
Following the West Coast Theaters announcement, the Golden State
Theater Circuit and the San Francisco Theaters, Inc., which operate
20 neighborhood theaters in the San
Francisco area, made similar reductions.
The reductions were made to appeal to school age children who were
too old for the lower rates given to
small children, and too young to be
considered adults, although they
were charged the adult rates. The
new rates are expected to bring
greatly increased patronage from
this 12 to 16 age group.

RKO 4- Year Hawaiian Deal
Closed; Covers 113 Houses
(Continued from Page 1)
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(Continued from Page 1)

• •
• FOR a brief moment yesterday
we thought that maybe
the blue-nose cohorts had succeeded in their quest
of changing the
name
of our film capital
to something
which would meet their
ideals
But upon looking up from the dateline on the Herald Tribune's
yam
aneni Preston Sturges planning a musical
we noticed in
all other spots on the page
that Hollywood still, thank heavens,
had its second "1"
•

▼

▼

T

•

• ADVANCE copy of the May issue of Country Gentleman discloses
that mag's
institution
of a brand
new
movie guide
which it will henceforth carry as a regular
feature
Conducting
the
precedent-breaking
movie
dept.
is A. O. Dillenbeck
whose designation to the post is a
"natural"
in view of the thoroughness with which he knows
his onions
cinematically speaking
Country Gentleman is
sorta the rural counterpart of the Satevepost
a la the relation existing 'twixt Mortimer Snerd and Charlie McCarthy
with the Curtis Publishing Co. in the all-important role of an
Edgar Bergen
T
▼
T
•

• • REPORT that Republic is experimenting with plan of returning old time successes with a modern comedy treatment
might ap-

pear on the surface to mean that the company is gonna do a mite o'
burlesquing
Not so, me hearties!
True, Republic will doubt-

Amusement Co., Ltd., of the Territory of Hawaii. Consolidated operates 26 theaters and services product to 87 additional.
Sales Manager Andy Smith and
Short Subject Sales Manager Harry
Michalson represented RKO Radio
in the negotiations while the Consolidated Amusement Company was
represented by Esmond Parker and
Fred Williams.

"Angels With Broken Wings"
The company is hurling a wealth of
youth into the production
for aside from the delightul Miss Hare
roles are set for Leni Lynn, Lynn Merrick, Mary Lee and Lois
Ranson
_
_
_

Nate Le Vene Dead

•

Cincinnati — Nate Le Vene, Universal salesman, died at Christ Hospital following an operation.

Miguel Poli Dies In Cuba
Havan (By Cable) — Miguel Poli,
brother of Fernando Poli, dean of
Cuban exhibitors, is dead.

F. L. Levenhagen Dies
Wausau, Wis. — F. L. Levenhagen,
82, pioneer exhibitor, is dead here.

less make "Rags to Riches" and "Ten Nights in a Bar Room" this year
but just as doubtless will they be rousing, rip-roarin' mellers
seriously done and without any floss such as satire
While on the
subject of Republic
be it noted that Marilyn Hare (daughter of
the late Ernie Hare, radio star)
is making her first pic on that lot.

• • MAYBE
umn of the Week

it's premature
goes to John

but our vote for the Col(Daily News) Chapman for

that Sunday effort
entitled: "How to Write a Movie Column
in Another Easy Lesson". . . • Little Charles Schell, three-yearold son of Foster J. Schell who is assistant manager of the RKO
Theater in St. Paul, Minn
is probably the youngest Northwesterner holding a social security card and number
Charles
"works" for Ray Bell Films, Inc
makers of commercial advertising shorts. . . • Local pride out in Frisco dictates that
something should be done about that combo
on the Sutter
Theater's marquee
It reads: "Who Is Guilty" — "Our Leading
Citizen"
We know there's plenty of pride (and frankness,
too) on the West Coast
for when a Chicago newspaper recently ran a headline that a local man was arrested for sleeping
in a movie
— an Oregon newspaper averred that Chicago
shouldn't brag and reminded

"We have that kind of movies

in Oregon also"

▼
▼
▼
• •
• DOWN from New Hampshire slithers word that Rep. A. F.
Redden,
of Portsmouth
■— member
of the State Aerial Tramway
Commission —
has introduced a bill into the Granite State legisla-

Roger

Imhof

George Schmuger

ments, such as that governing
withdrawals of film money from ]
Great
Britain.
They
would. I
however,
enable
film distribu-

tors to tapcountries
the millions
"frozen"
in those
without
defi- I
nite
and
formal
remittaj^Tj
agreement,
particularly
v&gt
Axis countries which are receiv- I
ing large payments for use of I
their patents in the U. S. and I
refusing to allow American com- I
panies to take funds out for use I
rights).
of
American patents and copy- j
A committee spokesman said laJ
night that a number of film corrl
pany representatives are expectel
to testify during the hearings. J
list, however, of the film witnessa
was not available.
The House resolutions attempt tl
correct the situation occurring whel
foreign countries refuse to alio!
payments to be sent to this couri
and
copyrights.
try for
use of American patentlJ
It is provided in such cases thJ
when American firms use pateni
and copyrights of that country ill
stead of making the payments fq]
their use to the foreign country, thl
money shall be deposited in a spa
cial fund in the Treasury Deparl
ment which will maintain a furl
for each country involved.
Then, if American firms cannJ
obtain the payments due them fol
use of their patents and copyright!
they can file a claim with the Treasl
ury Department, which, after aa
proving the claim, will pay thl
amount out of the fund held fol
the particular country in question
The motion picture industry 1
expected to benefit by such legia
lation by being able to obtain il
this way revenue that has beel
frozen in foreign countries follow!
ing use of American films.

WEDDING
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood — James Roosevelt anB
Romelle Schneider were married herH
by Municipal Judge Arthur S. GueriB
at 1 p.m. at the Beverly Hills homB
of Mrs. George P. Converse, thB
former Anita Stewart, silent scree«
star. Roosevelt's mother and his sisH
ter, Mrs. John Boettiger, and heH
husband were present at the cereB
mony. Maurice Benjamin, partneM
in the Loeb & Loeb law firm, wal
honor.
best man, and his wife matron ol

ture aimed at legalizing April 5 annually as "Bette. Davis Day"
and a legal holiday!. . . • And up from the Southwest wafts news

Chicopee,
Mass. — John A. Morril
son, assistant manager, Rivoli Thea
ter here, and Barbara
Martin
o
Springfield, have announced their en

that the Park, Interstate's new theater in Dallas
will be conveniently located at the corner of Lover's Lane
The Park is only a
tentative name
and we're glad of it
because, read backwards,
it's no compliment to film product

Dallas — Engagement is announce*
gagement.
of Alfred N. Sack to Mildred Rodd;
of Los Angeles. Wedding will tak:
place May 15.
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Mich. Co-op Backs
Anli-"5-Block" Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

has the approval of a number of civic
and church groups and that a number of upstate exhibitors have expressed approval of its provisions.
Co-op Board Endorses Bill
Co-operative's board of directors
yesterday adopted a resolution endorsing the Snow bill, stating that
its members feel that the provisions
would give Michigan exhibitors more
assurance of a steady flow of product than the consent decree permits.
(Reports in New York trade
circles hint that the Snow bill
was sponsored by Michigan Cooperative.)
The resolution further stated that
Co-op members feel that if the bill
is passed, "it would grant an opportunity to exhibitors that they sought
in amendments to the Neely Bill in
Congress last year, or relief from
some of those industry ills which
they hoped later the decree would
contain before reading the discouraging provisions of final draft of decree which froze for the benefit of
distributors, evils that independent
exhibitors had complained against
for years."
Some Hardships to Stay
The resolution continued:
"While Representative Snow's bill
does not eliminate all hardships of
the Michigan exhibitor, they feel it
is much preferable to blocks-of-five
with no cancellation permitted under
decree except for the poor excuse
granted under Section Seven. This
relief is negligible and practically
unworkable.

To Honor Still Cameramen
Academy

Awards

West Coast Bureau of THE

Gold Medals, Certificates

FILM

DAILY

film industry, and more than 500 pictures have
been hung in the exhibit which opened last
night, and will continue open to the public
until the 27th. Still pictures were judged on
visual attractiveness, reproduction of quality
for publication, composition and technical quality. Only still pictures made in connection
with motion pictures from March 1, 1940 to
March 1, 1941. were allowed to be entered.
Supervisory committee in charge of the
exhibit is composed of Perry Lieber, chairman;
John Joseph, Howard Strickling, George Brown,
Lou Smith, Harry Brand, Bob Taplinger,
Frank Seltzer, Jock Lawrence, John Leroy
Johnston and Donald Gledhill.
The Academy plans to make this an annual
affair, and when the exhibit closes here it will
be sent on a tour of principal cities of the
United States, and it is expected will be on
exhibit for the next 12 months.
Peter Piening, Life; Vernon Pope. Look;
Official winners of first place medals were: Tom Maloney, U. S. Camera; Mike Kennedy,
Emmett Schoenbaum, 20th-Fox; Ray Jones, Chicago Tribune; Thomas Sherman, St. Louis
Warner Bros.; Jack Woods, 20th-Fox; William Post-Dispatch; Stanley Kalish, Milwaukee
Walling, Universal; Merritt Sibbald, M-G-M; Journal; Arch Luther, Philadelphia Inquirer;
Ed Croneweth, M-G-M; Charles Scott Wel- Warden Woolard, Los Angeles Examiner;
borne, Warner Bros.; Ray Jones, Warner Charles Judson, Los Angeles Daily News;
Bros.
Stanley Gordon, L. A. Times; Gene Withers,
Second honors were presented with certifi- L. A. Herald-Express; Harold Swisher, Hollyficates of merit to Ed Estebrook, Universal;
wood Citizen-News; George Watson, Acme
Roman Freulich, Universal; Thomas Evans, Newspictures; Don Brinn, N. Y. Times Wide
Robert Coburn and Elmer Eryer, Warner World Photos, George Reineking, International News Photos; Dick Strobel, Associated
Bros.; Bert Six, Warner Bros.; Frank PowPress Photo Service; Gregg Toland, Cinemaolny, 20th-Fox.
Six hundred and thirty-six entries were tographer; Farciot Eduart, Technical Expert,
submitted in the competition by 59 of the top- Kan Clayton, Des Moines Register-Tribune,
ranking
still cameramen
of the Hollywood participated in the selection of winners.

Hollywood — The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, sponsored by the Public Relations Institute of the Academy, paid tribute
last night to the still photographers
of the film studios for the first time
in the history of the Academy. Eight
gold medals and eight certificates of
merit were presented to winners in
the first annual exhibit of artistry
of motion picture still cameramen.
Ray Jones, Universal, was the
only cameraman to win two gold
medals; Elmer Fryer, Warners, won
two certificates of merit.

TO THE

COLORS!

(Continued from Page 1)

ers.
ogram

convention of franchise hold

Terms of the deal were not re
vealed, but it is understood tha
they are different from those cur
rently in effect, due to present wjjtU
conditions.
t*\i

Iowa Exhibs. Urged to Figh
U. S. Daylight Saving Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

the Iowa members said the bil '
would be "ruinous to theaters.'
"Ask any exhibitor in the few state;
who have daylight saving,"
said in pointing out how the
would give the theaters
hour
erate. of daylight in which

Wolcot:
chang<
anothei
to op-

The Iowa president urged the ex
hibitors
to oppose
the plenty
bill or of"other
wise
it will
cost us
busi

Free Soldier Admissions
Swell Candy Counter Biz

111. Women's Fed. to Meet

Trying Higher Sunday Scale

Chicago — Illinois Federation of
Women's Club Convention will be
held the Sherman Hotel, May 12-15.
Mrs. F. J. Wandle will have charge
of the film division activities.

New Haven — Warner's are trying
Detroit — Talk about bread cas
out evening prices all day Sunday in
ness."the waters! Policy of admit
the A houses, while competing Loew upon
and M & P houses maintain lower ting free all inductees in uniform a
Milt London's Midtown has resultei
matinee prices from opening to 4 p.m. in a tremendous boom in sales at tb
candy counter.

Strom Hurls Trickery Charge
P-T"Anti-5"

Bill Oppositio
is Challenged
om Page 1) n
(Continued f

Northwest Allied's views on the
bill.
Strom at the same time said he
had received new pledges of support
for the bill from 40 of the state's
67 Senators and that several are
pledged to fight to take the measG. W. Collins Dies In Fla.
ure off the General Orders calendar and make it a special order of
Daytona Beach, Fla. — George W. business if indications are found it
Collins, 85, pioneer Holyoke, Mass. can be reached on the General Ormotion picture theater owner,
ders calendar before
adjournment.
died in a hospital here after an illStrom referred to letters received
ness of 10 days.
by the Senators yesterday from
Sidney King, president of Audubon
Parent-Teachers Association, Minneapolis, who sought to discredit
a written protest against the bill,
sent to Senators earlier by C. B.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Johnson, Legislative Committee
Hollywood — Paul F. Harper, cap- member of the Minneapolis Central
tain in the Ordnance Reserve and Council of Parent-Teachers Organispecifications engineer in the West zations.
Coast plant of Erpi, left yesterday to
Says
Special
Stationery
Used
report for active duty at the Raritan
King called attention to the fact
Arsenal, Metuchen, N. J.
Johnson had not used stationery of
Detroit — Danny Drozan, manager the Central Council in sending his
of the Roxy Theater for the Cohen protest against the anti-blocks-ofCircuit, is to be inducted into the five bill, using instead special stationery which bore the heading,
Army April 21. Managers will be
shifted in consequence, Stanley Rin- "The Council or Parent-Teachers
skey moves from the Rio to the Association of Minneapolis Public
Roxy, and Arthur Hunt from the Schools.
Capitol to the Rio. Clarence Simon,
"Johnson did not speak for the
assistant at the Capitol, is promoted Central Council nor for its Legisto manager.
lative Committee," King wrote the

"The Michigan bill also contains
provisions in its penalty section that
bind local branch manager and his
sales staff if they violate bill's precept by any pretense."

Gell Closes 5-Year
Monogram Film Deal

TELEPHONES
CLEANED

BE WISE

Senators, "and I resent him using
his official position to express his
King said
he had discussed the
personal
views".
matter with Dean M. Schwickhard,
president of Minneapolis PTA Central Council, and with Charles B.
Howard, member of Central Council's Legislative Committee, and
that both had advised him the Legislative Committee had conducted no
meetings and had taken no action
on the anti-blocks-of-five bill nor
on any other pending legislation.
Johnson's letter had opposed the
pending legislation on the grounds
that Parent-Teacher groups had
fought seasonal block-booking in
Minnesota for many years and looked upon the New York consent decree as a means of eliminating it
for all time.
Seeks
to Force
Senate
Action
King's letter, sent to Senators is
the first step in Strom's plan to
force favorable action by the Senate before adjournment of the Legislature April 24.
"This latest effort to interfere
with the bill in the Senate is hitting below the belt," Strom said, "and
we don't intend to cease our fight
for the measure here. Plenty of
other information about the bill and
numerous indorsements will be
placed in the hands of Senate members before the week ends."

and STERILIZEt

The Telephon<
is a wonderfu
instrument bu
should be kep
tary.
clean and sani

Thousands
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(80,000,000 for 1940 U. S. Industry Advertising
80,000,000 Additionally
<jain Invested Similarly
broad, Year Book Finds
While there were economies ef.:ed and practised in many other
picture industry
a the motion
no cuts in its advertising extures in the United States dur;e 1940.
According' to the 1941 edition of
IE Film Daily Year Book of Morn Pictures, published today, the
dustry's investment in advertise last year again hit $80,000,000,
Jth some $30,000,000 additionally
vested
similarly outside
of the
•nited States.
Bulk of the advertising money
>nt to American newspapers, and
agazines, the aggregate for disav copy in these two mediums beEight million dolg $66,000,000.
rs
went for outdoor advertising,
rgely billboards, while $6,000,000
as allocated for accessories and
reet mail campaigns, according to
e 1941 Year Book.
It is estimated that the world film
dustry expenditure for advertisg in 1940
was
approximately
: 85,000,000.
While American film advertising
as halted in 14 countries and mateally curtailed in 13 others as a
suit of loss of markets,
it was
"■cheated that there were greater
:penditures in remaining countries
p.ere the industry distributes which
mpensated.

ol. Field Execs. Here
or "Penny Arcade" Show
r Columbia will hold its trade and
ess screenings this morning
for
L'enny Serenade" at the Astor Theer at 11:00 o'clock.
Most of the
, mpany's
division
and
Eastern
"anch managers arrived yesterday
attend the preview. Scores of exaccepted Columbia's
bitors
vitation have
to be present.

Cuba Nixes Passion
Sceties In Trailers

Louisville — C. W. Krebs, secretary
of the MPTO of Kentucky; Harry F.
Board will eliminate "scenes of pasPetty, president of the Louisville
sion" in trailers for films approved
Central Labor Council, A.F.L., and
exclusively for adults.
J. T. Woodward, bus lines representative, have lodged a vigorous protest with Gov. Keen Johnson against
his approving daylight saving time
Pan-American Day Ends
for Louisville.
Mexican Film Festival
Louisville's aldermen voted 10 to
2 to petition the Governor to pro(Continued from Page 1)
claim daylight saving time from
John Hay Whitney, director of Mo- April 27 to Sept. 28, under 1936 stattion Picture Division of the Office of
ute, which prohibits first class cities
Coordination of Commercial and Cul- from adopting faster time unless
tural Relations Between the Ameri- permitted by the Governor. (Louiscan Republics; Frank Capra, Wallace Kentucky.)
ville is the only first class city in
Beery, Francis I. Alstock, Desi Arnaz, Lucille Ball, Sabu, Brenda MarKrebs said the MPTO "bitterly opshall, Kenneth Thomson, Esther
poses the tactics of the Board of
Fernandez, Patricia Morison, Mis- Aldermen in passing the resolution
cha Auer, Susan Hayward, William
in a surprise session without a pubHolden and Veronica Lake.
Press representatives on the trip
Governor
lic hearing." Johnson will hold a hearinclude Louella O. Parsons, Edwin
ing today, open to the public, after
Schallert, Raymond Clapper, Drew which he will make his decision.
Pearson, Walter Clausen, William
R. Wilkerson, Ralph Jordan, Harrison Carroll, Richard Pollard, Peter Crash Hurts Kill Hagberg
Stackpole, Charles Daggett, Herbert
Milwaukee — Kenneth Hagberg, 35,
Klein, Kay Proctor, John S. Truesat Standard
dell, Ivan Spear, Luigi Luraschi, projectionist
Vogue in Kenosha,
died inTheaters'
a local
Frank Seltzer, William Wallace, hospital
from injuries received when
and Whitney Bolton.
his automobile left the highway in
Milwaukee county.
Pan American Day was observed
yesterday with a special program
presented by the Pan American
Press Club in co-operation with
WMCA. First half of the program
was broadcast over WMCA and
most of the program short-waved
via WRUL, Boston.
Feature address was delivered by
Francisco Castillo Najero, Mexican
cordially invites you
Ambassador. Also heard were Leon
big luncheon meeting
DeBayle, Minister of Nicaragua;
T. H a r t m a n n , Consul General
of Bolivia and a number of American business men. Musical portion
(This time in the
of the program included American
and Latin American artists.
Havana (By Cable) — Latest regulation of the Cuban Film Censorship

A
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Hollywood — H. Bruce Humber- H. M. Richey Back at Desk

one, 20th Century-Fox director, has
;en given a new five-year contract
/ the studio.

Broadway Easter Biz
Chalks Up Records
(Continued from Page 1)

business in the history of the Strand
where 15,000 paid admissions were
recorded for the day.
Paramount's "The Road to Zanzibar" set a new Easter house record
at the Broadway Paramount where
receipts were $29,000 for Saturday
and
Sunday.
Wings"
at
the Astor
ends "I
its Wanted
third week
tonight
with
a
good
gross
of
$12,500
on
a
two-a-day basis.
The Roxy did standout business
Saturday and Sunday with "Pot o'
Gold,"
while "Men
Boys' Town"
drew heavier
Easterof business
than
last year at the Capitol. Other houses
on the street reported similar capacity attendance.
Robbins Complaint Held Valid
Justice Isidor Wasservogel in local
Supreme Court on Thursday, last,
ruled the complaint of Herman Robbins, in latter's action against
Charles Casanave, to be valid and directed the defendant to file his answer andtorneys
go are to
trial. Nizer,
Robbins' BenatPhillips,
jamin & Krim. Casanave is represented by Gustave Simons.

PA
to attend the next
of the Association on

THURSDAY-APRIL

Among Columbia field sales execu- Ed Mager Hospitalized
tes who arrived yesterday for the
Chicago — Ed Mager, booker for
owing are Division Managers Sam Allied Theaters is confined to the
ilanty, Washington; Phil Dunas, Illinois Central Hospital and may
licago; Carl Shalit, Detroit, and submit to an operation.
ranch Managers Joe Miller, Albany;
H. Rogovin, Boston; Phil Fox, Buflo; Tim O'Toole, New Haven and Payne Opposite Colbert
'. E. Weiner, Philadelphia. In addi- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
on Field Exploiteers Mark FreeHollywood — John Payne, has been
nd, Boston; Jack Thoma, Chicago cast in the leading male role opposite
id Ed Rosenbaum, Philadelphia, are
"Renong those who also arrived today Claudette Colbert in 20th-Fox's
member
the
Day."
attend the preview.
Following the screening, the sales John Mock Aide to Doran
:ecutives will confer with Abe Mon- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
gue, general sales manager, on
Hollywood — John Mock has been
lling plans for the film.
signed by Columbia as assistant to
D. A. Doran, studio's story editor.
Year Humberstone Pact
est Coast

Hold Hearing Tomorrow on
Louisville New Time Plan

H. M. Richey, assistant to William
F. Rodgers, Metro sales chief, is
back at his desk after a brief illness.

HOTEL

17

Grand Ballroom)

EDISON— 12:45 SHARP!
Guest

Speaker:

NED E.

DEPINET
Vice-President in Charge of Distribution,
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
ROASTMASTER: Henderson M. Richey, M-G-M
ENTERTAINMENT: Yes, surprises!
TARIFF:

$1.25, including tip, of which 25c goes to A. M. P. A.
Relief Fund. Tables of 10 may be reserved by 'phoning
Miss Gleitzman . . . Circle 6-5000.
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Movie Theaters in U. S. Increase 614 to 19,645
11,390,066 Total Seating;
Martin of Paterson
17,541 Houses Open; AverFilm Houses by States Demands Arbitration
age Capacity Stands at 584
Jan. 1, last,
Motion picture theaters in the A state-by-state tabulation of U. S. motion
eaters, as of
,
out
today,
from
the
1941
FILM
DAILY
Year
Book
picture
th
reprinted
follows:
United States increased by 613 dur93
Closed14
Total
ing 1940, it is revealed in a survey
Operating
Theaters
State
Theaters Seats
Theaters
made by The Film Daily for the Alabama
Seats
Seats
272
101,093
246
26
94,293
1941 Year Book, published today. Arizona
6,800
107
45,466
47
41,612
143
Arkansas
250
93,717
A checkup of a complete list of
17
233
3,854
86,040
1,156 833,435
7,677
American film theaters published in California
771,422
62,013
Colorado
260
117,292
213
1.013
the book shows a total of 19,645 Connecticut
13,031
213
187,705
20
104,261
193
176,294
11,411
22,883
36
23,233
houses as of Jan. 1, 1941, compared Delaware
2
350
34
District of Columbia 62
53,699
1
61
with 19,032 on Jan. 1, 1940.
52,699
1,000
Florida
309
150,048
33
376
11,556
151
138,492
Of the theaters listed as of Jan. Georgia .
331
148,617
24
138,716
12,257
9,901
213
65,276
62
1, 1941, 2,104 were temporarily closed Idaho
456
307
Illinois
1,101 729,072
153
948
58,330
670,742
53,019
so that 17,541 were being' operated. Indiana
268,578
550
294,414
94
25,836
16,066
Comparable figure for Jan. 1, 1940, Iowa
601
218,928
25
550
202,862
278
170.951
464
194,380
82
382
23,429
was 17,003, an increase of 538 houses Kansas
129,317
15,150
332
144,467
54
operating. State by state table Kentucky
Louisiana
329
161,287
51
304
151,073
10,214
Maine
206
96,278
19,146
50
156
appeal's on this page.
126,691
77,132
Maryland
238
131,489
19
48
219
Aggregate number of seats in Massachusetts
4,798
446
434,104
394
•32
404,911
22,939
29,193
435,859
U. S. film theaters increased 141,427 Michigan
697
458,798
62
635
208
222,917
12,712
547
235,629
499
to 11,390,066 as of Jan. 1, 1940, com- Minnesota
52
Mississippi
219
90,183
11
166
pared to 11,248,639 a year previously. Missouri
37
314,875
710
369,503
146
564
86,219
3,964
54,628
Average seating capacity of motion Montana
209
65,355
58,366
43
111,201
picture theaters is 584.
Nebraska
369
136,630
79
290
6,989
25,429
41
14,980
14,380
204
600
New theaters constructed in the Nevada
403
New Hampshire ....
106
59,809
25
81
86
11,661
404,092
United States in 1940 totalled 877, New Jersey
48,148
30,655
435
434,747
16
according to the new 23rd edition of New Mexico
106
44,140
86
7,036
37,104
1,397,333
New York
1,434 1,460,926
88
the Year Book.
63,593
1,348
5,350
178,264
North Carolina ....
424
183,614
408
184
50,559
Territory east of the Rocky Moun- North Dakota
18
166
46,828
991
622,466
189,857
903
587,096
*35,370
tains accounted largely for the gain, Ohio
4,942
3,731
Oklahoma
451
203,425
35
13,568
416
no less than 803 new film theaters Orgeon
113,967
250
119,604
18
232
41,139
860,774
1,293 901,913
going up there in the 12-month pe- Pennsylvania
5,637
169
66
61,339
6
60
3,755
riod as against 74 on the West Coast. Rhode Island
189
57,584
1,231
South Carolina ....
181
73,668
12
256
68,726
Total expenditure for new thea- South Dakota
4,730
205
62,914
16
62
58,184
133,620
4,525
Tennessee
274
128,145
18
ter construction and remodeling last Texas
174
501.089
24,416
1,132 525,505
84
61,257
year was $24,087,172, the new Year Utah
211
69,230
37
1,048
Book discloses. This is a sizable Vermont
67
36,222
6
33,747
146,386
2,475
61
7,973
Virginia
326
154,033
23
303
drop from the 1939 aggregate of Washington
15,986
150,960
348
166,946
37
311
$28,537,000.
430
123,025
West Virginia
337
131,428
35
302
8,403
The total U. S. film theater invest- Wisconsin
251,648
60
24,348
26,217
. .'
490
277,865
66
26,490
ment as of Jan. 1, 1941, is reported Wyoming
58
2,142
7,647'
at $1,927,100,000 as compared with
17,541
10,589,842
TOTALS
19,645 11,390,066
800,224
the $1,903,000,000 reported a year

Hearst Newspapers Attack
Orson Welles Radio Show

"Buck Privates" Bicycled
To Solve Print Shortage

Counsel Will Meet Today

On 'Pepe Le Moko" Change

Meeting will be held this afterChicago — With six B & K houses
noon between lawyers for Walter
showing Universal's "Buck Privates" Wanger and representatives of
(Continued from Page 1)
day and date, there a print shortage,
the press campaign instituted by solved by the bicycling of a print Burstyn & Mayer, distributors of
the Hearst newspapers against between the Norshore and Nortown the French film "Pepe Le Moko,"
which is owned by Wanger, in an
Welles. Campaign is being directed Theaters.
effort to work out some agreement
from this city, and is hung on
on alterations demanded by the
Welles' recent contribution to the
Minneapolis — Still "packing 'em Hays office. Wanger, as a member,
Free Company radio show, heard
on CBS.
in" at the Gopher here, "Buck Pri- of the MPPDA, is compelled to
vates," with Bud Abbott, Lew Cos- comply with Hays office demands,
Welles wrote and appeared in a tello and
the Andrews Sisters, is
dramatic show, "His Honor, the being held over for still a fifth week but Burstyn & Mayer, who are disthe art theaters, don't
Mayor,"
the Free Company at the house. It is the only picture need a sealtributing
for these houses.
program heard
Marchon 30.
to play longer than a week at the
Position
of
Burstyn & Mayer on
Hearst papers' anti-Welles cam- Gopher since the house opened.
the matter was stated yesterday as
paign follows the time-honored
being unequivocally opposed to any
"crusade" formula, with the American Legion "steamed up" to inves- signed a petition to dismiss depor- cuts, but it was said that if Wantigate what the Hearst press calls
tation proceedings against Harry
ger could guarantee them any business in circuits where a seal is necBridges. Indianapolis story quoted
"un-American" radio shows.
essary, some agreement might be
the
chairman
of
the
Legion's
NaWhile the Sunday Mirror here
tional Americanism Commission as made in that case. Cuts demanded
carried nothing1 on the Hearst cam- saying the Commission "has re- by the Hays office are extensive
paign aimed at the Free Company
enough to cover a four page brief,
viewed this matter."
radio show and Orson Welles, the
In this city, the Journal-American it is said.
Sunday Journal-American went to yesterday continued its campaign, via
town with several columns, the Los "demands" by State leaders of the Two Get Col. Term Contracts
Angeles date-lined story being sup- American Legion for an FCC inquiry, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Columbia
has signed
plemented with others from Indian- while a Los Angeles dispatch reClaire Trevor and John Hubbard to
apolis and Chicago. Los Angeles
ported
local
veterans'
groups
had
story
recalled
that
Welles
had joined in the protests.
long-term contracts.

(Continued from Page 1)

now enjoyed by the State ovrVV
Majestic is unjust. He ask^j^ a
the State and Majestic have daj
and-date availability.

Assign Arbitrators for Two
Minneapolis, St. Louis Cases
Names
of arbitrators
in thre
cases were announced yesterday bi
the American
Arbitration
Associs
tion. Leslie Anderson will hear th ,
clearance case
filed by the Gayet
Theater, Minneapolis,
against 20t
Century-Fox, hearings to begin tc
day.
Gayety's will
otherbe complain,
againstThe
Paramount
heard b
Philip Mackay, no date having bee
set.Case of the Shirley Theater Co
St. Louis, against the five consent
ing companies will be heard tomor
row
with Ethan A. N. Shepley a1,
arbitrator.

Tulane Law Dean to Arbitral
Wollner Vs. Vita. Complaint
New Orleans — Dr. Paul Brosmai
Dean of Tulane University La^
School, yesterday was named arbi
trator in the third New Orleans casi
the claim of Charles Wollner, operj
ator of a drive-in spot for Moder
Theaters, Inc., that Vitagraph "re
fused to negotiate" or to suppl
his theater. Date of hearing, not ye
set, is expected to be next week.
It was indicated yesterday tha
the press would be excluded only
Wollner again objected and his peti
tion was accepted by Arbitrato
Brosman. In the first case, Wollne
vs. Paramount, Arbitrator Phili
James
Wollner's
and heldupheld
a private
hearing. objectio

Austin Drive-in Theater
Arbitration Case Settled

Dallas —Theater,
Complaint
of Joseph''
Drive-in
Austin,
askin
for some run from 20th Century
Fox and Warner Bros, was droppe
before it came up for arbitratio j
yesterday.
It was
reported
tha I
the theater had obtained all th]
pictures it could run, thereby mak |
ing a hearing unnecessary.

AAA Has Jurisdiction
In Case of Garbose Bros.
Boston — The AAA has jurisdictio
tion in the petition of Abrahaii
Samuel, and Jacob Garbose, opera
tors of the York and Capitol i
Athol, Mass., John Daly, arbitrate!
decreed yesterday when the hearin;
resumed after a postponement Mon
day of last week when Paramounl
RKO, M-G-M and 20th-Fox, an
Warner Bros,
challenged
jurisdiction
in the
situation AAA'
which
the latter claimed, concerned rui
and not clearance.
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MINN. SENATE "ANTI-5" VOTE TOMORROW
20th
Century-Fox May Set Sales Meeting for Chi.
Date to be Set at Coast
Confabs; Kent Sees "Give
^nd Take" in Sales Plan
Twentieth
Century-Fox will hold
m annual sales convention this year,
nobably in Chicago, with date of
: he meeting to be set at Coast conferences sometime after May
15,
W esident Sidney R. Kent stated yeserday. Kent returned from Florida
>ver the week-end
in order to be
in hand for the annual stockholders
,neeting yesterday, which was adourned until May 15.
; Kent, when questioned regarding
(Continued on Page 6)

B & K Net Earnings
For 1940 $1,526,912

Strom Sends Letters to 67
Senators in Last-Minute
Drive to Secure Enactment

HOW TO END DOUBLE FEATURES
St. Lot/is Post Dispatch Offers Its Own Legislative
Remedy for the Dual Bill Evil

By GEORGE

FILM DAILY
St. Louis— The St. Louis Post- office, with no recourse to legislaDispatch has its own suggestion for tion.
"To this end, we suggest the Legislegislation designed to stamp out
lature, at this point, pass an act
the multiple feature evil here. Pa- requiring all theaters to bill, for a
per editorially says that the 150- solid month, the following multipleminute program bill of the Better header,
with compulsory attendance
Films Council would have the same and no intermission:
effect as the 18th amendment, leav" 'Five Decades in Dead Man's
ing "a resentment, a feeling of arbitrary deprivation."
'Molly Romance.'
Muir, Machine Gunner.'
The Dispatch editorial continues:
"" 'Reno
" 'Divorce on the Ocean Clipper.'
"The way to abolish double-headGulch.'
" 'Florentine Floogies.'
ers is first to create an overwhelm" 'Nebraska Nights.'
ing public demand for their aboli" 'Barroom at Bar X.'
tion. Or, better still, a demand that
would make itself felt at the box"That should do the trick."

Westway Arbitration Berne Pact Without
Case Starts in Wash. Advantages— Kilroe

Chicago — B & K net earnings for
:he past year equaled $1,526,912,
equivalent to $5.62 per share, compared with $4.69 per share for the
orevious year. Current assets totaled
51,037,974, including $929,327 cash.
Current liabilities were $2,048,678.
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Bank loans and long-term debt in- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Washington
Washington — Two hearings on
Washington — With practically the
creased
$469,583,
largely
from
resame cast as the Walbrook clearance copyright affecting the motion pic(Continued on Page 3)
industry were held yesterday,
case, this area's second case went one ontureeach
side of the Capitol. The
British Industry Faces
to arbitration yesterday before ArCommittee heard exbitrator Sefton Darr.
The present House Patents
(Continued on Page 6)

A Shortage of Labor
Arriving
London via
;bion, John
Paramount's
lish capital,

here yesterday from
Lisbon on the ExcamA. Ojerholm, head of
laboratory in the Engminimized
damage
of

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)

Willis Vance Files First
Cincy Arbitration Case

RKO Division Managers
To Map "Jubilee" Plans

E. GUISE

Staff Correspondent

Minneapolis — The Minnesota
Senate is scheduled to vote on
the anti-block-of-five
measure

tomorrow, it was learned yesterday
as Fred Strom, executive secretary
of Northwest Allied, sent letters to
the 67 state Senators in a final effort to assure passage of the bill.
Strom levelled his guns at opponents of the bill which would
nullify that portion of the New
York consent decree which requires
(Continued on Page 3)

Fox Stockholders
Re-Convene May 15
With a majority of votes present
by proxy and in person, annual 20th
Century - Fox stockholders' meeting
yesterday was adjourned for 30
days to May 15 at the express request of Joseph M. Schenck, board
chairman. President Sidney R.
Kent, presiding at the meeting,
stated that Schenck had requested
an adjournment
(Continued until
on Pagesuch
7) time as

Schenck Counsel Charges
Gov't "Hanging" Attempt

First case submitted to the Cin- 1 John J. O'Connor, vice-president
The Government has failed to
'•ir.nati tribunal has been filed by ' and general manager of RKO The- prove even a scintilla of guilt on
Willis Vance, who operates several ■ aters, has called a meeting of all
the part of the defendants, Joseph
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)
M. Schenck and Joseph H. Moskowitz, but has rather proceeded by
building up an unfair atmosphere

Montevideo Theater
To Show \tizi Films

$13,860,356 lor Play Eights

Buenos Aires (By Cable) — The
Artigas Theater, a legitimate house
in Montevideo, will be used exclusively for the showing of Nazi pictures, itwas learned here yesterday.
Agreement was closed by Hans
Biester, UFA rep. in South America.
Biester recently took over UFA distribution here and is driving hard to
establish outlets for Nazi films in
Latin-America.

Represents Studio Expenditure in 14 Years
Hollywood Studios Send
12 More Before Cameras
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twelve new productions are scheduled to go into production this week.
RKO now has
(Continued on Page 3)

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Coast film studios in
the last 14 years have expended
slightly less than $14,000,000 in
film rights to stage plays, it is disclosed by the 1941 Film Daily Year
Book of Motion Pictures, published
yesterday.
Since 1926, the effective date of
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

Dayton

Test May

For "Major

2

Barbara"

Dayton, O. — First test showing of
Gabriel Pascal's "Major Barbara" by
George Bernard Shaw is set for Loew's
Dayton here
May by2.
Shaw's
"Pygmalion,"
produced
Pascal,
also
had its U. S. debut here.
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Pittsburgh Testimonial
For Abe Weiner May 12

Charles Segall Files
Equity Suit Against Pizor

Pittsburgh — A farewell testimonial dinner, sponsored by the local
Variety Club in conjunction with
exhibitors throughout the territory,
will be given for Abe Weiner, UA
branch manager who has just been
transferred to the Boston exchange,
on Mav 12, in the Urban Room of
the William Penn Hotel.
The committee in charge includes
Mark Goldman, general chairman;
C. C. Kellenberg, Ira H. Cohn, Art
Levy, James Alexander, Dave Kimelman, "Buck" Stoner, Herb Greenblatt, Pete Dana, Harry Seed, Lew
Lefton, John H. Harris, Harry M.
Kalmine, William Finkel, Harry
Hendel, M. A. Rosenberg, Ike Browarsky and Fred Beadle.
Harry M. Kalmine will be toastmaster.

Philadelphia — Charles Segall yesterday filed an equity suit against
Lewen Pizor, Eastern Theaters, Inc.,
and Boro Theater Corp. in Common
Pleas Court. This follows a similar
action by Pizor against Segall and
others a fortnight ago.
Segall charges that Pizor committed fraudulent acts which benefitted Pizor and damaged the partnership. It is claimed that Pizor removed certain properties to the value
of $1,500 from the partnership theaters for his own use, that he received concessions from Quality Premium Distributors for his own theaters at the expense of the partnership and that similar cash and credit
concessions were received from Paramount for himself at the expense of
the partnership.
Appointment of a receiver to handle the partnership properties, an injunction and accounting are asked.

Cinematographers Elect
Fred Jackman President
IV est

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — American Society of
Cinematographers elected Fred Jackman president at the annual meeting
held Monday night. Arthur Edeson,
George Folsey and Len Smith were
elected vice-presidents and Al Gilks
was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
The board of governors is composed
of John Arnold, George Barnes,
Charles Clarke, Robert De Grasse,
Edeson, Folsey, Gilks, Jackman, Ray
June, Charles Rosher, Smith, Gregg
Toland, Joseph Valentin, Joseph
Walker.

Stagehands' Concession
Reopens Long-closedHouse
St. Louis— Bess Schulter's 850seat Powhattan in Maplewood, closed since Sept. 24 because union
projectionists refused to work unless the house employed a union
stage hand at $78 a week for alleged maintenance work, has reopened under a so-called concession
that permits the management to
divide tween
thethe Powhattan
stage hand's
and time
Roxy,be-a

COmiHG and GOIM
JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic president, f
to Boston today to visit the local exchar
and will return to New York Friday morning
ROBERT T. KANE
and
turned
to the Coast.

MRS.

KANE

have

o

r

CRESSON E. SMITH, Western divisi
manager for RKO, returns to his desk to
lowing a trip to the Coast.
AL
been
April

STEFFES,
former
Allied leader who
h
convalescing
in Florida, leaves Miami
27 for his Summer home in Minnesota.

ED ARON, assistant to M-G-M's W. F. Rodge
returned
yesterday from a Florida vacation.
SAM
GARDNER,
M-C-M's
branch
manag
Salt Lake City, is here on vacation.
ARNOLD PRESSBURGER, UA producer, a
ALBERT DE COURVILLE, leave for the Co;
today on the Century. Pressburger will imm
diately start preparing his first production f(
UA release.
in

CHARLES
KURTZMAN,
vacation.
divisicr
manager,
is here

Loew's
for a

Northeaste
few days

JACK A. BAXTER flew to the Coast yeste i
day to start production on a number of music ,
shorts for a coin-in-the-slot company.
ARTHUR SMITH, Mayor of Newtown, Com
and
of on
the the
Edmond
Town and
Hall, vacati
is ba i'
from operator
a cruise
Shawnee
in Miami.
JACK FINDLAY of Mystic, Conn., and Weste
R. I., is playing some
golf at Pinehurst. <
GEORGE
WEBER,
Metro
checking
supervise.
New
Haven,
MRS.
WEBER,
and
daught
ERNESTINE, are on a week's vacation in Was
ington.
ly,

National Hat Tie-up Will
Plug 12 WB Films Annuall

A large-scale national tieup h;
been arranged by Warners with tl
Barbara Stanwyck Signs
Byer-Rolnick Co., of Garland, Te:'
Latter house heretofore has not manufacturers of men's hats, f<
3- Year Columbia Pact
co-operative promotional campaigi
employed a stage hand. The Pow- on at least 12 Warner pictures eac
IV est Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
hattan which employs two projec- year, over an extended period. Han
Hollywood — Columbia Pictures has
tionists at $80 a week each, op- Rolnick, vice-president of Byer-Rc
erates a 1,500-seat airdome during nick,
signed Barbara Stanwyck on a
is especially designing hats f(
the
Summer
season which is about
straight three-year contract, calling
wear by Warner stars and featui
to
open.
for two pictures each year and givplayers in WB pix and for the pr*
ing Columbia first call on her sermotional campaigns. The first pi
vices. Her first assignment will be New Orleans to Declare
the starring role in Wesley Ruggles
ture to be so plugged will be "Nav
Blues,"
in ads. with Eddie Albert feature
production, "The Doctor's Husband."
600-seater
at 5500 Landsdowne Ave.,
here.
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%
%
%
Universal Corp. vtc...
6
6
6
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Va
Universal Picts
17l/4
17'/4
17V4 — 1
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SECURITIES
Bid Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 66V4
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4st 1st '57
54%

68%
57V4

FPC to Redeem $350,000
Of Series A Bonds June 1
Montreal — Thomas J. Bragg, secretary-treasurer ofFamous Players
Canadian Corp., has notified bondholders that the company will on
June 1 this year redeem $350,000
first mortgage and collateral trust
bonds, Series A, maturing June 1,
1942, and will pay a premium of 1
per cent on the principal amount
thereof and accrued interest up to
June 1.

Va. MPTO Board to Meet
To Map Convention Plans

Holiday for U's "Flame"
New

Orleans — Premiere of Universale "The Flame of New Orleans" on April 24 will bring about
Richmond, Va. — William F. Croc- a holiday here, with schools closed,
kett, president of the MPTO of Vir- streets decorated and parades scheduled. Attending from the studios
ginia, has called a meeting of the
Board of Directors of the organi- will be Joe Pasternak. Mr. and Mrs.
zation to be held here at 1013A East Rene Claire, Bruce Cabot, Mischa"
Main, tomorrow, to make plans for Auer, Mr. and Mrs. Andy Devine.
the convention which will be held Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Herbert, Peggv
at the Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point Moran, Anne Gwynne, Helen Parrish
and studio executives.
Comfort, on July 13-14.
Gene Murphy and Tommy McLeod
have been working on the campaign
"Ziegfeld Girl" Ahead In Chi.
"Ziegfeld Girl" in the first two for John Joseph, Universal's director of publicity and advertising.
days of its world premiere engagement at the United Artists, Chicago,
topped "Philadelphia Story" Miller and Markun Resiqn
grosses by 20 per cent for a similar
period there, M-G-M announced yes- Executive Posts in ATOI
terday. Film opens tomorrow in Albany and Detroit.
Indianapolis — Ernest L. Miller,
vice-president, and Harry Markun,
51-Year-Old Curfew Ends
treasurer of the ATOI, have resigned. Miller is succeeded by H. H.
Rice Lake, Wis. — No longer will
the curfew blow at 9 p.m. here. The Johnson, Madison, and Markun is
city council has voted to dispense lis.
succeeded by Marc Wolf, Indianapowith curfew whistle after 51 years.

To Report on Ampa Relief

Status of the relief fund followhr
the recent dance and entertainmei
will be reported by President Lee
Bamberger
at Hotel
tomorrow's
luncheon at the
Edison.Amp
Nc
Depinet is to be400thepersons
guest speake
Approximately
are e:: '<
pected.

Charles Chaplin
Paul

Sloane

Douglas
McPhai
Fifi D'Orsay

w
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tin. Senate Votes

Weslway Arbitration
Case Starts in Wash.

r "Anti-5" Thurs.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

(res to be bought in groups of
The measure already has pas■»ji House.
flm's letter argues
that the
esota bill does not nullify the
e consent
decree
because
it
ts only one section. Strom calls
blocks-of-five
requirement
the
t vicious form
of block-bookHe calls attention
to the
that the consent decree
prono cancellation privilege and
b out that Northwest Allied's
piloes not nullify the arbitration
. ire of the decree.
Quotes Balaban Letter
faking to back up his statements,
' 11 quotes from a letter he red from Barney Balaban, Parajit president, to the effect that
•■amount will make its pictures
able in each state only after
*ding blocks of five have been
Iht and booked."
from
calls this "block-booking
" a vengeance."
He writes that
ucers are saying to the exhibi"Here are five pictures which
must buy and set dates for bei we will permit you to buy and
1 the next five."
If, Strom ari among the first five there was
. outstanding
picture,
the
ex;or would have to buy the five,
i though
this one picture
was
,ff shown
in all key cities in
.ters
owned
by
Paramount
.jgh an affiliated exhibitor.
He
that
the
"producer-owned
;es do not operate
under
the
is-of-five
sales
provision."
]iom
launches
into an attack
,:ted at a letter against the bill
to the Senators last week by
• Robbins
Gilman
of Minneappresident of the Federal
MoPicture Research Council. Mrs.
-an had said she opposed
the
block-of-five
bill
because
it
jit a reversion to the old blockling practices.
cree Opposed by 86 Per Cent?
this section,
Strom
analyzes
statements
contained
in Mrs.

• •
•
MORE
Saints & Sinners
week Thursday

T
T
T
and more Dexter Fellowes Tent
is taking on a cinematic tinge
and the April luncheon meeting

fans club under the Hotel Astor's Big Top
a sizeable contingent of film folks
The
duction or initiation if you prefer

oi the Circus
Come next
of the circus

will again attract
attraction will be the inof John Kieran, mental

encyclopedia of "Information Please"
both on the screen and on
the air
and eminent sports columnist of the Times
Kieran
will be the day's Fall Guy
following in the footsteps of
Deems "Fantasia" Taylor and Christopher "Kitty Foyle" Morley
both incidentally also "Information
Please" guest guessers
RKO
Radio and RKO Pathe will be out in force
when Kieran provides
a circus holiday
T
T
▼
•

•
•
IT finally may happen
Meaning the transformation of a Hollywood script
into a dramatic production
Wallace Ford is negotiating with Scott Dunlap
for dramatic

rights to "Roar of the Press"
in which he is now appearing
with a view to bringing the show into New York late in
May
with a Hollywood cast
including Jed Prouty
Dramatic
adaptation
would
be in two
acts
and
13
scenes
utilizing a revolving stage
Whether Ford's plan
goes through
or not
sometime we'd really like to see
the idea tried
It MIGHT click
and if it did
wouldn't some faces be red
▼
T
T
• •
Palace

A.

•

BEN Griefer of the Paramount
Ray Connor
of the
Ted Pitts of the Capitol
and Jimmy Dunn of the Rivoli
have formed a committee
to plug the candidacy
of Davis
Leistner
as 1941 Mayor
of Broadway
Campaign
headquarters have been established
at 234 W. 48th St
T
T
T

Hollywood Studios Send
12 More Before Cameras
(Continued .from Page 1)

jan's
the bill
consent
decree
wholeletter,
and the
now before
Senate.
He calls attention to
contention that 86 per cent of
pendent
exhibitors
throughout

10 shooting,
topping
the activity
roster.
The checkup:
At Columbia: Seven shooting, including' "Our Wife," comedy drama,
with Ruth Hussey, Melvyn Douglas
and Charles Coburn in the three top
roles. Producer-director, John Stahl.
His first picture for Columbia: "The
Son of Davy Crockett," Bill Elliott
western,
with Lambert Hillyer directing.

jnation are opposed to the conj decree, with the figure going
i'8 per cent in Minnesota
and
quotes Mrs. Mary T. Banner. chairman
of the Legislation
mittee
of the Motion
Picture
arch Council as saying:
condemn
this infamous
condecree
most
vehemently
bee only
five
companies
have
ad; unless the others sign, the
e decree is out the window in
j 10 months to two years and
oise the decree
still permits
i-booking or the forcing of pic3 in blocks of five."

At M-G-M : Six shooting, including "Barnacle Bill," comedy drama, with Wallace
Beery and Shirley Temple. Richard Thorpe
directing for producer Milton Bren : "Getaway," underworld drama, with Robert Sterling, Van Heflin, Charles Winninger, Dan
Dailey. Jr. Director, Richard Rosson, producer, J. Walter Ruben.
At Paramount:
Eight shooting.
At RKO-Radio: Ten shooting, including
"The Father Takes a Wife," sophisticated
comedy, with Adolphe Menjou, Gloria Swanson, John Howard, Desi Arnaz, Florence
Rice and Helen Broderick. Director, Jack
Hively, producer, Lee Marcus: "Lady Scarface," gangster comedy, with Dennis O'Keefe,
Frances Neal. Eric Blore. Stanley Fields,
Mariorie Rambeau and Rand Brooks. Cliff
Reid producer and Frank Woodruff, director.
At
Republic : Four
shooting,
including

B & K Net Earnings
For 1940 $1,526,912
(Continued from Page 1 )

demption of preferred stock at a cost
of $1,396,670, last May.
Vice-president Walter Immerman,
presided at the stockholders meeting
yesterday.
"Saddlemates," western, with Bob Livingston, Bob Steele and Rufe Davis.
At 20th
Century-Fox:
Six shooting.
At Universal : Nine shooting, including
"Marshal Law," (tentative title) with
Tohnny Mack Brown. Director, Ray Taylor :
"Moonlight in Hawaii," musical. Director,
Charles Lamont. Associate producer, Ken
Goldsmith.
At Warners: Seven shooting, including
"Navv Blues," musical comedy, with Ann
Sheridan, Jack Oakie, Martha Raye, Jack
Haley. Eddie Albert and the "Navy Blues
Sextette," the six girls to be selected by
the gobs of the United States Fleet as the
most beautiful in Hollywood. Lloyd Bacon
is directing and the dances are to be
staged by Seymour
Felix.
At Producers Releasing Corp. : Two shooting, form."
including
drama. E. B. Derr's "Murder in UniAlexander Korda's "Illusions," romantic
drama, starring Merle Oberon with Joseph
Cotten, Alan Marshall, Edna May Oliver,
George Reeves, Sara Allgood, John Halliday,
Billy Roy.
Julien
Duvivier
directing.

.I

case was filed by the Westway Theater of Baltimore against 20th Century-Fox, Warner Bros, and Loew's
with the Lyndhurst Corp., operators
of the Edgewood Theater, Baltimore,
owned by the Durkee interests, as
intervenor. Thus all the parties and
attorneys are the same with the
exception of Loew's, which was not
in the first case. Loew's is being
represented by C. Stanley Thompson.
Westway is protesting the 14-day
clearance granted the Edgewood
over the Westway and the prior
run of the Alpha and Irvington
which run immediately after the
Edgewood.
Leo Homand, owner of the Westway, occupied the stand all day after counsel made their opening
statements and explained the industry setup to some extent to the
arbitrator. Homand testified that
M-G-M, 20th-Fox and Warners spotbooked his theater in 1939 after refusing him contracts without the
14-day clearance, but refused to
spot-book after 1939. Consequently,
he was forced to enter into contracts with them with the 14-day
clearance, he stated. He said the
Westway is a more modern theater
than the Edgewood and cited the
fact that the Westway has more
seats and is newer than either the
Alpha or Irvington.
J. P. Wright,
attorney
for Homand, produced evidence
that the
Westway
received
more
revenue
from RKO pictures than other product because RKO
did not have
a
Westway.
clearance clause in its contract with
On
cross-examination,
however,
John
F. Caskey,
20th-Fox counsel,
brought
out that M-G-M
pictures
averaged
per dayRKOafter pictures
deducting
rental$60 while

>:>*
':.

brought
only
$40 per
day
after
deducting rental.
Marked improvement over the

/

Walbrook case was noted at yesterday's hearing due to the fact
that counsel stipulated a number of
undisputed facts in advance which
avoided bickering over unimportant
details. This factor prolonged the
Walbrook case considerably. The
hearing continues today with expectations that the present case will
require only about half the time of
the Walbrook case.
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Ben Fitzer Dead
Rochester — Word of the death of
Ben Fitzer, 56, of Auburn, in a
New York hospital has been received here. He formerly was associated with the motion picture
business in Auburn and Syracuse.
Q. R. Capuzzi Dies
Republic, Pa. — Q. R. Capuzzi, who
operated the Princess Theater here
for more than 25 years, died at his
home after an illness of several
weeks. His son, Thomas, takes over
operation
of the theater. ,
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she enjoy her VOrk so
much, .

I've got a model wife —and she's always on pedestals!

fc*°*. .Uc°^Kaubtta;'.d Directed by
Screen PW.^producedan<

He misunderstood her!
And 30 million other
misunderstood women
will rush to see why!

mm
vm
~.s^-y.:.\
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Berne Pad Without
Advantages— Kilroe
(Continued from Page 1)

tensive criticism of the three resolutions to force payments of U. S.
companies to foreign companies for
use of their patents and copyrights
to the Treasury Department. On
the Senate side, a sub-committee of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, headed by Sen. Elbert Thomas
(D., Utah) heard the pros and cons
of U. S. adherence to the Berne
Convention.
Contrary to expectations, no witnesses for the film industry appeared at the House Patents hearing. The Berne Convention hearing, however, received the testimony
of Edwin P. Kilroe, chairman of the
Copyright Committee of the MPPDA,
who told the sub-committee that to
develop the Berne Agreement would
be of no advantage to this country.
Too many countries have reservations which act against American interests, Kilroe said, adding
that the Latin-American copyright
situation was receiving better protection under the Buenos Aires
Agreement than it would receive
under the Berne Agreement.
The three resolutions in the
House received criticism from Francis Deak, Professor of International
Law at Columbia University, who
pointed out that the resolutions
were very loosely drawn and left
a number of loopholes. He also
pointed to the fact that the method
suggested by which American companies might receive funds which
were tied up in foreign countries
would hit particularly hard at small
occupied countries which are not
allowed to make payments to U. S.
nationals under directions from
Germany.
Jennings Bailey, Jr., representing
the American Bar Association, also
opposed the resolutions, contending
the method if used at all should not
hi restricted to patents and copyrights.
Dr. Amos Taylor of the Department of Commerce told the committee that the total exchange and
"freezing of credits" problem will
have to be tackled to obtain satisfactory legislation.
The hearing on the Berne Agreement follows an original request by
President Roosevelt in 1934 for the
Senate to ratify. That hearing
continues today with A. Julian Brylawski of the MPTOA scheduled to
testify.
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Hollywood - - Lawrence Butler,
Alexander Korda's Academy Award
winning special effects man, became
the father of an eight-pound son,
born to Mrs. Butler at the Methodist
Hospital.

Carnival Opposition
Up; Camps a Factor
St. Louis — Street carnivals will
provide tougher competition for the
motion picture theaters of St. Louis,
St. Louis County, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois this year than
for several years past.
The close proximity of such large
Army camps as Jefferson Barracks,
Scott Field, Fort Leonard Wood and
the naval air training school in St.
Louis County have increased the potential business for carnivals in this
sector considerably.
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Willis Vance Files First
Cincy Arbitration Case
(Continued from Page 1)

theaters in suburban areas, including the State in iNewport, Hy. Vance,
wno seeKs ad.iuscments in runs ana
clearance, names Warner Bros.,
.Paramount, .Loew's and klOth Cenrary-Fox, as well as the Hippodrome and btrand in Newport.

Shirley Theater Clearance
Case Deferred to May 1

St. Louis — Case of the Shirley
Theater Corp., owner of the Rialto
Theater, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
against RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,
and Fox-Midwest Agency Corp.,
owners of the Broadway and Orpheum Theaters, Cape Girardeau,
Industry Paid $13,860,356
regarding the alleged unfair clearance against the Rialto has been
For Play Rights in 14 Years continued
from April 10 to May 1 by
consent of parties at issue.
(Continued from Page 1)
The Fox Cape Theaters Corp.,
the Dramatists Guild Basic Agree- Cape Girardeau, claiming to be tne
ment which governs the disposition of film rights, to Jan. 1, 1941, real operators of the Broadway and
Theaters, has filed a petiit is estimated that $13,860,356 in Orpheum
tion to intervene.
film company money went to playwrights, producers, etc.
Marlowe Theater, Buffalo
During 1940, rights to stage plays
Files Arbitration Demand
cost the Hollywood studios approxiBuffalo — ■ Seeking availability
mately $1,650,000, while story purchases accounted for a further ex- ahead of Shea's Niagara Theater,
M. Konczakowski, operator of the
penditure of $3,225,000 in film com- N.
Marlowe Theater here, has filed a
pany coin.
Top price paid for a Broadway complaint with the Buffalo arbitration tribunal. It is charged that
play during 1940, the Year Book
records show, was $275,000 given by the Marlowe was in existence two
before the Niagara but that
Warner Bros, for "The Man Who years
the latter house has clearance over
Came to Dinner." The top price it.
for a novel was $150,000, estimated
as Paramount's ultimate total expenditure for Ernest Hemingway's Squire Theater Arbitration
Hearing Over Until Tuesday
"For Whom the Bells Toll."
Hearing on the arbitration complaint of the Squire Theater, Great
Schenck Counsel Charges
Neck, L. I., scheduled for yesterday,
day.
Gov't "Hanging" Attempt has been postponed until next TuesFirst carnival license here has already been granted to the Oliver
Amusement Co.

(Continued from Page 1)

in the presentation of its alleged
tax fraud case, Harold H. Corbin,
attorney for the defendants, told
the jury yesterday during summation in urging them to find for the
defendants. Corbin. in an oratorical
display, charged the Government
with attempting to "hang" the defendants. In concluding his summation, he declared that the defendants did not seek "sympathy or
pity," and that a fair consideration
of the evidence must necessarily lead
to the jury to a verdict of acquittal.
Corbin asserted that he had met
the Government's challenge as to
the
Schenck's had
character
and question
that the of
Government
failed
to produce one man "from Coast
to Coast who could say one word
against either of the defendants."
The jury was reminded that prominent persons in all fields, such as
Will H. Hays, Charles Chaplin and
James J. Farley, had voluntarily
come forward to speak highly of
Schenck.
Corbin pointed out the fact that
neither of the defendants were on
trial for negligence in preparation
of income tax returns, and that only
a determination that the returns
were
deliberately
prepared
in a

Wollner Arbitration Hearing
SetNewfor Orleans
Apr. 22
in N'Orleans
— Date
of the arbi-

tration hearing on the claim of
Charles W. Wollner, president of
Modern Theaters Inc., operating a
Drive-in theater, was set yesterday
for April 22. Dr. Paul Brosman,
Tulane law dean, is arbitrator.

Corrected Award Sent
Out in Vanderveer Case
Chicago — The Chicago arbitration
office has sent out a corrected award
in the Vanderveer, State Theater,
Morris, 111., case which says M-G-M
will supply product, but not definite
season's product is stipulated.
false manner was sufficient to uphold a conviction. Time after time,
Corbin on one hand referred to the
reputation of his clients while he
pointed out the fact that the Government had not upset their reputation by proving deliberate acts of
falsehood.
U. S. attorney Mathias F. Correa
will sum up for the Government today, with the charge of Federal
Judge Grover M. Moscowitz expected to follow.

20fh-Fox Sales Meet
May Be Set for Chi.
(Continued from Page 1)

any set company policy on sales o
pictures in blocks of five under term
of the New York consent d
stated that in his opinion it
impossible to set any policy n<
but that "a moderate amount o:
give and take" would probably b<
necessary in any sales plan.
Asked whether or not any con
certed action is being taken by th'
major companies to reopen Englisl
remittance negotiations, he said tha
any steps will be through the Hay;
office, and that certainly the whole
question was under the close scrutiny of all companies, although nothing concrete has been formulatec
or discussed to date.
Kent will leave for the Coast
shortly after May 15 for studio conferences on other
budgets,
next matters
season'sprogram and
company
Herman Wobber, sales chieftain, wilJ
also attend the studio huddles.

British Industry Faces
A Shortage of Labor
(Continued from Page 1)

material
to the film
a': large nature
in England,
but industry';
asserted
that the industry has been facing
a severe labor problem which is becoming more acute all the time as
additional men are called to the
colors
and women
replacements
made with
and boys. must be'
Ojerholm had with him one incendiary bomb that had hit the Para
lab., and he related that the laboratory had been hit on three different
occasions with incendiaries, but
that they had been snuffed out
quickly on each occasion to prevent,
any serious damage. He said that
the laboratory was operating on
just about a normal basis, with Gov-,
ernment material turned out in'
addition to the company's own
Ojerholm, who was met by his
prints.
family,
will be here for about four
or five weeks before returning to
hir. post. He secured his re-entry
permit before he left.

Chi. Biz Outlook Improving
Chicago — Business outlook here is
regarded as improving. Easter
week-end business was heavy at'
film theaters.

TO THE

COLORS!

Falls Church, Va. — Harry Rawlings, manager of the State Theater,
has
inducted into the United
Statesbeen
Army.
New Haven — Off to the colors:
Lewis Votto, usher of the Dixwell
Playhouse, and Jimmy Bonney of the
Community,
in
the Navy. Fairfield, both enlisting
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r ;< Reviews of the new rums :< :<
"Ziegfeld
Girl"
th James
Stewart, Judy Garland,
Hedy

Lamarr,

Lana Turner
131

Mins.

^:RING' gorgeous and glam.•MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA WILL
/ 'EM WHETHER
IT'S ON
BROADOR MAIN STREET.
5 Metro hallmark of box office is
1 etched in "Ziegfeld Girl," as glit;, gorgeous and glamorous a musical
.aganza as ever has hit the screen,
digally peopled with talent and beauty
do honor to the Ziegfeld name and
!*s" tradition, telling a dramatic and
ally plausible footlights story in abig fashion, with just the right propor}f stage action — here largely restricted
ve-catching, breath-taking production
ers — and deftly directed with keen
-standing,
"Ziegfeld
Girl" will wow
t whether it's on Broadway or Main
e showman who fails to cash in heavily
is opulent, entertainment-packed Pan. Berman production exquisitely photo■ed in sepia by Ray June can have only
?lf to blame.
Metro has supplied pomarquee "name" power in James
art, Judy Garland,
Hedy
Lamarr
and
Turner, and there's unusually capsupport in Tony Martin, Jackie Cooper,
Hunter, Charles Winninger, Edward
itt Horton and Philip Dorn.
d as for the Ziegfeld girls, a hundred
i, who move through the several proon numbers, they're as beautiful, as
ey and as graceful as in the days when
Follies title blazed in electrics at the
Amsterdam,
hat more
could showman
or patron
is the thesis of William Anthony Mc3. responsible for the original story, as
imably it was of Ziegfeld, that the Folthemselves never swept a girl to the
its or tumbled her into the depths,
were, instead, merely quickening
urns.
tus it is in McGuire's story that
er as Sheila Regan, a Flatbush

Lana
red-

"discovered" by Ziegfeld in a departstore elevator, elects to take what
to be called "the easiest way" and pays
price, while Hedy
Lamarr
as Sandra
sr, show girl wife of a penniless, asg concert pianist, meets and withstands
ntic temptations.
The result, insists
uire, would have been the same, Folor no Follies.
addition to tracing the careers and
te lives of the Misses Turner and
arr, the story is also importantly coned with Susan Gallagher, young vaudepi, who rises as spectacularly as the
rs from pony in the chorus line to
3S principal and star. It's a fat part,
Judy Garland makes the most of it.
cGuire's plot is a study in contrasts,
reas Miss Turner gives the go-by to her
klyn truck driver sweetheart, James
art, and her family, to accept the atons (including an apartment, diamond
slets, etc.) of a wealthy man-aboutI, Ian Hunter, Miss Lamarr returns
' Martin, the Follies singing star, to his
, Rose Hobart, and quits the show to
mpany her husband on his first concert
while Miss Garland gets her dad,
les Winninger,
a chance
to score in

RKO Division Managers
To Map "Jubilee" Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

division managers for the purpose
of formulating- plans and booking's
in connection with the "RKO Maytime Movie Jubilee" which will be
launched April 24 in the circuit's
houses from Coast to Coast. Sessions will be held in New York late
this week, ending on Monday with
a dinner which will be attended by
home office executives, division managers and managers of all RKO
houses in the Metropolitan area.
During the jubilee period. RKO
theaters will be the scenes of many
special activities and important productions. Jubilee is to last five
weeks.
the Follies, appearing with Al Shean. Their
number? Of course, you remember "Mr.
Gallagher
and Mr. Shean!"
It is when McGuire essays to reunite
Miss Turner and Stewart and provide a
"punch" finish for the story — and the picture— that he is on decidedly less secure
ground. Not content with bringing them
together in a poignant, if overly-long bedside scene, he sends Miss Turner to the
opening night of a new Follies — the third
oroduced in the picture — there to suffer a
fatal heart attack. From the death scene,
there's a quick cut to the elaborate finale
number, led by Miss Garland. A different
ending, to be sure. But just how it will
be accepted by the cash customers only time
can and will tell.
Performances all around are tip-top, with
the three feminine leads scoring impressively. Incidentally, don't look for Ziegfeld in
the cast — he's a name and a memory only.
Smart, that.
Robert Z. Leonard has directed with symoathy and brilliance, and Busby Berkeley has
staged the musical numbers in the grand
manner. Sumptuous, dazzling, magnificent,
they will not be easily forgotten. Outstanding Derhaps are "You Steooed Out of
a Dream," sung by Martin; "You Never
Looked So Beautiful," sung by Miss Garland
and chorus, and the very elaborate "Minnie
from Trinidad," sung by Miss Garland, Martin and chorus. Musically — and that includes both vocal and instrumental — "Ziegfeld Girl" is a smash hit.
For that matter, so is the picture as a
whole.
CAST: James Stewart. Judy Garland, Hedy
Lamarr, Lana Turner. Tony Martin, Jackie
Coooer. Ian Hunter, Charles Winninger, Edward Everett Horton. Philip Dorn, Paul
Kelly. Eve Arden, Dan Dailey, Jr., Al Shean,
Fay Holden,
Felix Bressart, Rose Hobart.
CREDITS: Directed by Robert Z. Leonard; Produced by Pandro S. Berman; Screenolav. Marguerite Roberts and Sonya Levien;
Original Story, William Anthony McGuire;
Musical Numbers Directed by Busby Berkelv; Musical Direction, George Stoll; Musical
Score, Herbert Stothart; Director of Photography, Ray June; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;
Associate. Daniel B. Cathcart; Film Editor,
Blanche Sewell.
DIRECTION,

Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
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20th-Fox Stockholders
Will Reconvene May 15

"Penny
Serenade"
with Irene Dunne, Cary Grant,
Edgar Buchanan
Columbia

(Continued from Page 1 )
125
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WARM

AND RICHLY HUMAN ROMANTIC DRAMA SPLENDIDLY ENACTED,
STAGED AND DIRECTED; SHOULD BE A
B. 0. HIT AND A STANDOUT AMONG
YEAR'S BEST PICTURES.
Audiences every place will be stirred by
this warm and richly human romantic drama
as it unfolds on the screen, verges on a
tragedy that will bring tears and then
sweeps to a satisfying climax by virtue of a
miracle — in this case entirely believable and
completely apart from the customary goo
dished up to the customers to "keep them
happy." Everything about the picture is
swell,, if that adjective is adequately descriptive of_a general all-around, top-notch job.
It is far from being a straight out-andout drama, although that's what it basically
is, but there are loads of laughs, subtle in
spots and in other places uproarious, blended
perfectly in every instance into the smoothly-flowing continuity of the story itself.
And then again, it reaches dramatic heights
that will bring tears to many an eye, even
to some of the toughest of screen audiences,
with tragedy that is understandable, completely believable and naturally conveyed to
the screen without any obvious hokum to
dim the lustre of the human element involved.

his

"personal
matters"
were disTotalposed of.of 1.012,695 5/24 shares of
common were represented at the
meeting-, 969,831 5/24 by proxy, and
42,863 in person, and a total of
802,241 4/12 shares of preferred
were represented, 802,241 4/12 by
proxy and 10 shares in person. The
meeting- was one of the shortest
on record for the company.

"Penny Serenade" Shown
To 1,400 at the Astor
Columbia unveiled "Penny Serenade" before 1,400 exhibitors, circuit
executives, press representatives, Columbia home office officials and Eastern branch and division managers at
the Astor Theater.

care roles, but here he is spotted with a
characterization that called for dramatic histrionics of the first water, and he delivers
with a wallop. Both Miss Dunne and Grant
should be contenders for whatever honors
are being handed around this year for performances. Two splendid supporting charExhibitors have a first-class piece of meracterizations are contributed by Edgar
chandise for their screens in this picture, for
Beulah Bondi, and the reany house and all types of audiences. It is Buchananmainderand
of the cast is fine.
a picture that will affect everyone to some
The story itself concerns Miss Dunne,
degree, depending upon the course of their
who works in a music shop, and Grant, a
own lives. It might be termed a woman's reporter. They are married, they are happy
picture, with tragedy striking Miss Dunne
when an accident kills her unborn child and and unhappy by turn, take many of the
prevents her from ever having one, and best things from life with a gusto for living,
subsequent to that a child is a keynote in and then they are about to be separated,
the story; but no man could fail to be with a last minute miracle reuniting them.
caught in the whirlpool of emotions and The story is told in flashback style as Miss
Dunne plays a number of records significantevents generating from this situation. It is lives.
ly connected with different phases of their
a picture which deserves attention, lots of
attention, on its own merits, and in addiThere are many memorable scenes in the
tion itboasts two of the top "name" draws
on the screen today to give it a ne plus picture. An earthquake sequence packs a
ultra rating.
terrific punch; a sequence with a baby will
Director-Producer George Stevens deserves bring gales of laughter from all audiences,
due praise for his splendid job. His direc- and there are a number of others, some intimate and touching, some funny and some
torial job leaves nothing to be desired, there
are intimate touches every place that give tragic, others highly dramatic. Possibly
after Miss Dunne starts playing the first
you a jolt, the characters move across the
screen in understandable, warmly human record and an audience is aware of what is
portrayals, and the story itself moves smooth- to come, it might have been smoother if
ly from romance to tragedy to comedy and only a record title change appeared on the
then again through the whole gamut of screen and the music changed with it instead of seeing Miss Dune go through the
emotions without a single false note to mar
its perfection. The splendid original story same performance until it seemed repetitious, but it is a very minor flaw, if it could
was written by Martha Cheavens and Morrie
Ryskin is responsible for the smoothly- be called that. Splendid entertainment on
geared screenplay, which is a highly praise- every score,' it can't be too highly recommended or oversold.
worthy job. All technical work is excellent,
the
camera work and musical score being top
CAST: Irene Dunne, Cary Grant, Beulah
notch.
Bondi, Edgar Buchanan, Ann Doran, Eva Lee
As to the players, it is a relatively small Soderling.
Kuney, Leonard Wiley, Wallis Clark, Walter
cast with only four players, including Miss
Dunne and Grant, who could be termed as
CREDITS: Producer-Director, George Stev"well known." Miss Dunne is superb, a
ens; Associate Producer, Fred Guiol; Screencharming and graceful woman in the full
play, Morrie Ryskind; Story, Martha Cheavsense of the word, lovely to look at and in a
ens; Cameraman, Joseph Walker; Editor,
role in which she gives a socko performance
loff.
that is perfectly shaded. Grant is equally Otto Meyer; Musical Director, M. W. Stoas good, and in this reviewer's opinion has
never been better. Grant has always been
fine in either comedy or semi-devil-may-

DIRECTION,
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"A highly satisfactory grosser beyond question. It's a knock-out!
James Roosevelt proves he knows
— Hollywood Reporter
audience values!"

"The debut of James Roosevelt <~a producer can very definitely kj
termed auspicious. The picture prea wealth
of exploitation masentsterial!"—
Film Daily

"Can easily climb into the really important coin classification. Tailored
for mass appeal, it should prove

17,400 admissions were paid at

an
impressively
profitable exhibitor
venture."
— Boxoffice

the Roxy Theatre, New York City,
the day this photograph

was
"The hilariously funny 'Pot O' Gold'
contains the stuff of which movie

taken and of course, the picture
is HELD
week!

OVER

hits are made!" — Cue Magazine

for second big

Only one

other U. A.

"A sprightly musical, frankly fashioned for the box-office and sure of

release in the past three years
exceeded

succeeding there." — Newsweek

the terrific opening

"Fast-stepping, laugh-provoking,
song-laden, highly entertaining film
fare." — Motion Picture Daily

day's gross of "Pot O' Gold" at
the Denver Theatre, Denver!.

"Fast-moving comedy, abounding in
tuneful numbers, speed and good
gags. It aspires to entertain and this

■ York success."
it does —with
New
W orld-T elegram
m great
"Lively, tuneful and amusing!"
— New York Daily News
"A merry farce with corking perfun." —-New formances.
York
All in Post
all, it's a pot o'
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MA ASKS BAN ON NAZI, ITALIAN^ FILMS
0,349 U. S. Film Theaters Now Using Dual Bills
ain of More Than 300 In
ear; Houses With Single
sature Policy Also Rise
Double features, assailed repeatly by public groups, critics and
en a respectable segment of the
n industry, scored gains rather
.in suffered reverses in 1940, acting to the 1941 edition of The
im Daily Year Book of Motion
ctures, just published.
Whereas 10,031 operating U. S.
n theaters followed a duals pol■ in 1939,
in 1940. the total was
(Continued on Page 5)

chenck-Moskowitz
ppeal Expected
The jury in the Government's suit
•ainst Joseph M. Schenck, chairin of the board of Twentieth
'ntury-Fox, and Joseph H. Moswitz, charging evasion of the
come tax laws for the years 1935,
36 and 1937 and conspiracy to deaud the government, returned a
ixed verdict at 2:40 this morning
(Continued on Page 4)

alius London Arbitration
iearing Over Till May 10

-H /ii; Can't They Let Us Alone During This
National Emergency?" Asks Ed Kuykendall
While the American film industry is desirous of pitching in and doing its
best to carry out its national defense program responsibilities, it is "still being
kicked around in many quarters, threatened with drastic laws and burdensome
regulations, knifed in the back by 'fifth columnists' within the industry, and
mired down in endless litigation, while our business is being all changed around
by the consent decree," Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
bulletin released yesterday.

"Why can't they let us alone during this national emergency, so we can
do the job that should be done?" demands Kuykendall.
Bulletin largely is devoted to the MPTOA national convention at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, June 9-12, at which the PCC will be host.

Bryant Heads New
S. C. Exhib. Group

Weslway Hearing
Continues Today

Columbia, S. C. — Theater men from
all sections of the state gathered
here Tuesday and formed the South
Carolina Theater Owners Association. R. R. Bryant, of Rock Hill, was
named president; Lee Little, of Camden, and Boyd Brown, of Winnsboro,
vice-presidents.
The post of secre(Continued on Page 4)

Washington Bureau of THE

Montcalm Theater Corp/s
Suit Dismissed on Briefs

Detroit — Suit of the Montcalm
Theater Corp., operating the RKO
Detroit — Arbitration case of Jul- Uptown, against the Royal Theater,
Detroit Theaters, Pars D. London's Midtown Theater of the United
amount affiliate, has been dismissed
tming the Coliseum Theater and
on briefs. While details have not
re distributors as principal respon- been revealed, it is understood that
pits, which was scheduled for the Uptown, which sought seven
>aring next Saturday will be postdays clearance over the recently(Continued on Page 6)
built Royal, will play day and date
with that house.

Australia to Remit
$2,300,000 for Pix
Australian remittances to this
country for 1941 have been agreed
upon, it was learned yesterday, with
$2,300,000 named as the figure
okayed by the Australian Government.
This figure is a drop of about 33 1-3
per cent from the 1940 remittance
total of $3,100,000. However, the
reduction is less severe than that
made by the British Government in
remittances to the U. S. from that
country.

prexy, charges in a general
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"Kane" Into N. Y. Palace
May 1 for World Premiere
First five roadshow engagements
Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane" were
announced yesterday by Ned Depinet,
vice-president
tion for RKO. in charge of distribuWorld premiere of the widelyheralded picture is to be held at the
Palace Theater, Broadway, on May
(Continued on Page 4)

Nazis Seize Paris Branches
S-I Will Handle Physical
Bookkeeping on 'John Doe'

Hollywood — Agreement has been
reached between Selznick-International and the Prank Capra organiza(Continued on Page 4)

Everybody's talking about the 1941 Film
Book.
It's great. — Advt.

Year

The U. S. Government will
be asked to ban German and
Italian motion pictures from

this country in a resolution to be
presented to the ITOA membership
at a meeting scheduled for next
Wednesday at the Hotel Astor. A
poll of members, accroding to an
ITOA release, indicates that the
mously.
resolution will be adopted unaniCohen's Statement
On the heels of the disclosure of
the forthcoming ITOA action, it was
announced ( Continued
by Max on A.PageCohen,
presi5)

Washington — The Westway arbitration clearance case went into its
second session yesterday with a
number of branch managers of the
majors testifying as to contracts and
clearance arrangements with the
theaters involved.
Robert Folliard,
RKO
man( Continued on
Pagebranch
5)

May Be Used to Distribute Propaganda

New York Allied Also
To Submit Resolution
Against Axis Pix in U. S.

Para. Tilfs Shorts
Program Budget 40%
Paramount's short subjects budget for the coming season represents an increase of approximately
40 per cent above that of the current season. This indicates that
Paramount is going after short subjects business to a greater extent
than in previous years.
Oscar Morgan, head of the shorts
(Continued on Page 6)

$500,000 in Film Scripts
Brought In By Pressburger
Arnold Pressburger, veteran European producer, who is transferring
his activities to Hollywood, has
some 40 or 50 scripts valued at approximately $500,000
from7) which to
(Continued
on Page

Pix

Occupation of all American film
company offices in Paris by German
military authorities was reported
from Vichy yesterday although U. S.
companies had received no official
confirmation of the report. Foreign
(Continued on Page 4)

Subscribers to this paper are telling us that
the 1941 Film Year Book is the "tops." — Advt.

GWTW
Now

World Gross
at $32,000,000

Total world gross on "Gone With
the Wind" has now hit the $32,000,000 mark, it was learned this week.
Business is reported continuing at a
brisk pace both in the domestic and
foreign markets.
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Lansing, Mich. — The Michigan Supreme Court heard the case of Joseph Stoia against Joseph Miskinis
and Philip Gorelick, on appeal from
circuit court in Detroit which recently granted an injunction restraining
the opening of the New Carmen
Theater in Dearborn for four years
because of provision when Stoia
and Miskinis dissolved their partnership that Miskinis would not
build or operate a theater within
four miles.
Miskinis was given till April 25
to file briefs, with Stoia given till
May 5. Decision is expected the
last of May. The house has been
finally completed meanwhile, under
a relief order recently allowed by
the Supreme Court, but may not
open.

3 B'way Producers Move
To Discontinue DG Suit

DuMont's sew television transmitter atop 515 Madison Ave. is now
nearing completion while program
plans are being whipped into shape
in anticipation of commercial television. Delivery and installation of
two more units will complete the
station, W2XWV.
Will Baltin, program director has
rounded up a variety of film subjects, both 35 and 16 mm., for use
when transmissions are started.
A film pickup room has been specially designed with a battery of
35 and 16 mm. projectors which
project through holes in a fireproof
room to a television pickup mounted
on wheels and running on rails parallel to the projectors.
DuMont claims reduced glare and
heat in lighting of live pickups
through the use of banks of fluorescent lights that can be augmented
with spots for special effects.

A rift in the united front of the Retail Men's Wear Council
League of New York Theaters was In Warner Sartorial Tieup
revealed yesterday when it became
known that a group of members, inUnder the terms of an unusual
cluding Sam Harris, Herman Shumlin and Max Gordon, have drafted promotion arranged between Wara petition to vote on discontinuance
ner Bros, and the Retail Men's Wear
(Wednesday, April 16)
of
League's monopoly
suit against Council of New York, the Council
NEW YORK
STOCK
MARKET
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Universal Picts
Select-O-Vision, first of the selective coni-in-the-slot film devices, will Pix Propagandize for War,
use a number of screen personalities in its musical shorts which will Wheeler Again Charges
Casanave's Motion Denied;
Robbins Suit Trial in May feature name bands and vocalists.
Jack A. Baxter, cousin of Warner
Salt Lake City — Senator Burton K.
Charles L. Casanave yesterday Baxter, left yesterday for Hollyin addressing the city's
lost an application to restrain Herwood where he will acquire a stu- Wheeler,
Committee, again atdio in which to produce the Select- AmericatackedFirst
man Robbins from bringing- his suit
motion pictures as propaganto trial when New York Supreme O-Vision subjects.
dizing for getting the U. S. into the
Court Justice Carroll G. Walters
European war. The Benedict Arnold
denied the motion. Casanave had B & K Start Tele Proarams
of the present war might be found
asked for a stay until determina"on the silver screen," he stated.
tion of his motion to consolidate his Tomorrow in Chi. Theater
Westchester Supreme Court suit
with Robbins cross suit. Action
VITACOLOR
Chicago — B & K will start telewill be tried at the May term.
PRESENTS
vision program in the Chicago Theater mezzanine floor tomorrow.
PERFECT
TWO
AND
THREE
COLOR
16mm
SOUND
PRINTS
from your negatives. IncludWilliam Danforth Dies
ing Kodachrome. Uniform, highest quality, color
forrerted.
permanent,
transparent
prints
on
Syracuse — William Danforth More 'Flesh" In Grand Rapids
GASPARCOLOR film
(Daniels), 73, nestor of Gilbert and
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Keith's
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Sullivfn actors, died yesterday at Butterfield
is continuing stage preBurbank, Calif.
his Skaneateles home.
sentations inaddition to pix.

FINANCIAL

COminC and GOIflG
JULES LEVEY, prexy of Mayfair Producti'
planes out from Hollywood tonight for fi
conferences here with Olsen and Johnson
Levey's forthcoming film production of "Hell
poppin."director,
He willNAT
be accompanied
by H.
Potter,
PERRIN, scripter
stay.
GLENN
TRYON, associate producer.
HARRY STERN, Coast distributor of
pictures, arrived here yesterday for a on
S. BARRET
leave tonight

McCORMICK and TERRY
for Chicago.

TURf

ANTONIA and ROSARIO have returned from
Coast to resume their engagement at the Vv
dorf after appearing in Metro's "Ziegfeld Gr
ALICE FAYE returns to the Coast shot '
cutting short a three months' vacation she \
going to spend here.
MRS. WILLIAM ANTHONY McGUIRE is h
from the Coast.
ARNOLD
PRESSBURGER
and
ALBERT
COURVILLE
have deferred
their departure
the Coast until tomorrow.
THEODORE
BAU
FELD accompanies them.
wood.
EDDIE BRACKEN arrived yesterday from Ho

111. House Bill Would
Restrict Daylight Saving
Springfield, 111. — Designed to p:
vent Chicago and other large cit
from extending daylight saving tii
beyond the last Sunday in Septe
ber, a measure has been hopper
in the Illinois House here by R<
Thomas A. Bolger. Measure pi
vides for Central Standard Th
other than between the last Sund
in April and the last in Septembe

Berne Convention Hearir
Postponed Until Today
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI

Washington — The Senate Forei
Relations Sub-Committee hearing
the Berne convention was postpon
until today as a result of the f<
eign relations committee bei
called into session on the conv.
question.

Pacie Ripple Dies
Pacie Ripple, tenor and actor wi
the D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. in G
bert & Sullivan operettas, and
Charles Hoyt's musical comedy pi
ductions, died yesterday at P(
Graduate Hospital. Funeral will
held tomorrow at 1 p.m. at the Lit
Church Around the Corner.

WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEED
PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.

For instance,
typical Variety headline!

'BAD MAN' GOOD
t BUFF.
STRONG
Buffalo, April 8.
^his stanza, usually recognized p

DOING

SWELL, THANKS!

The reports of engagements from
coast-to-coast are in! Again Wallace
Beery proves why exhibitors voted him
among the First Ten Box-Office Stars
in the business in the annual polls.

.fi-

Beery in "Bad Man" is Box-Office.
The kind of western comedy-thrill th
love him in!
"THE BAD MAN" starring
WALLACE BEERY with LIONEL
BARRYMORE • Laraine Day
Ronald Reagan • Screen Play by
Wells Root • Based on the Play
by Porter Emerson Browne Presented by William Harris, Jr.
Directed by Richard Thorpe
Produced by J. Walter Ruben
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

■i^f
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Nazis Seize U. S.
Paris Film Offices
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Schenck-Moskowitz
Appeal Expected

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

after deliberating- for 10 hours.
Schenck was found guilty on two
counts, Moskowitz on one.
There were four counts in the indictment. On the first count, evasion
of the income tax laws by filing of
false tax returns for 1935, Schenck
was found guilty, Moskowitz not
guilty.
On the second count, same as the
first but for the year 1936, both
Schenck and Moskowitz were found
guilty.
On the third count, same as the
two above, but for the year 1937,
both defendants were found not
guilty.
On the fourth count, charging conspiracy to defraud the government,
both defendants were found not
guilty.
The court set April 24 for the filing of motions to set aside the verdict or other moves by defense counsel and for the sentencing of the
defendants. An immediate appeal
is anticipated.
The jury returned three times during the course of its deliberations
for instructions. On its second return it asked to have Judge Grover
C. Moscowitz's hour - and - a - half
charge read to it. On its third return, a few minutes before rendering its verdict, it wished to know
whether, if it found the defendants
guilty on any of the first three
counts, it must also find them guilty
on the fourth count of conspiracy.
Judge Moscowitz's reply was "No."
Maximum penalty involved is five
years in prison and a $10,000 fine on
each count.

Altschuler Leaves Republic
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Richard Altschuler,
for the past 18 months, purchasing
agent for Republic, has resigned and
is en route to New York where he
will announce new affiliation. He
is succeeded by Al Horwitz, who
has been head of the camera department, and Robert Johannes, who
has been assistant to Horwitz, becomes head of the camera department.

Detroit Managers9
Strike is Settled
Detroit — First strike by theater
managers was informally settled by
agreement with details of the settlement scheduled to be worked out
at a midnight conference last night.
Manager of the Palmer Park Theater, who was the only manager
called out on strike and who has
been with other pickets on his house
for two weeks, is to be taken back
with union standing, but the other
four houses owned by Raymond
Schreiber are not to be affected at
the present time.

•

•

▼
Y
▼
• ARNOLD
Pressburger,
distinguished
European
producer
and head of Arnold Productions
newest indie affiliate of

United Artists
which will contribute "The Shanghai Gesture"
to the company's 1941-42 lineup
met the trade press at an informal
luncheon yesterday
in the Perroquet Room of the Waldorf-Astoria
Pressburger
identified
with
the European
industry
since
1909
and responsible for the development
and progress
of
many a present-day Hollywood producer, director and artist
will
make his American producing debut
with "The Shanghai Gesture"
His own film career began
in Austria
with subsequent
notable chapters written
in Berlin
in London
and in
Paris
w
w
w
•

•

•

ARTHUR

W. Kelly, UA vice-president and sales chief

presided at yesterday's luncheon
and introduced Pressburger who spoke briefly
and then faced a volley of
questions
as did Geza
Herczeg
adaptor
of the John
Colton drama
Seated around the board were
in addition to those already named
Albert DeCourville, Theodore
Baumfeld,
George
Burrows,
Harry
Gold
Haskell
Masters,
Harry Buckley, James Mulvey, Paul Lazarus
Walter Gould,
Phil Dow, Monroe Greenthal, "Skip" Weshner, Al Margolies, Leo
Pillot
"Chick"
Lewis,
Don
Mersereau,
Chester
B. Bdhn,
Sherwin Kane
Herb Cohn, Jack Harrison, Lionel Toll, Len
Weisberg, Herb Golden
T
▼
▼
• •
Ancient

•
NOMINATED
and Honorable

as Stunt of
Society of Stage

the Week
Door Johnnies

Metro's The
launched

in the interest of "Ziegfeld Girl"
and the Ziegfeld Girls Ball at
the Waldorf-Astoria April 21
or vice versa. . . • Perry Charles
of M-G-M and WHN yesterday celebrated his 20th wedding anniversary.

R. R. Bryant Heads New
So. Car. Exhib. Group
(Continued from Page 1)

tary-treasurer
will be filled at a later
date.
Directors include Warren Irvin,
Columbia; M. P. Schnibben, Florence;
A. I. Mason, Laurens; and J. C. Long,
Charleston.
President Bryant yesterday extended an invitation to all independent theater owners and exhibitors
in the state to join the new association.

Carrier Probe Hearing Here
Albany — The Public Service Commission will conduct an adjourned
hearing at the State Office Building,
New York, at 10 a. m. today
on investigation by the Commission
as to transportation by State Film
Delivery, Inc., of unauthorized property between points not included in
its certificate.

Editing "America Speaks"

"America Speaks," documentary
using clips of the most important
shots of news events in telling the
story, is being edited by "Bud" Pollard, and is expected to be completed
in about a week.

S-I Will Handle Physical

department heads here said they pi
sumed the story was correct.
According to the Associated Pre:
employes of the American distrjb j
ting
tctf|
leave companies'
by German offices
soldiers were
who mf^
ed guard over the premises. Tl
was stated by a Paramount repi ]
sentative in Paris.
It was said that officials of t
companies had called a meeting
discuss the situation and they e
pressed concern over a report th
the Germans planned to block the
bank accounts and eventually ta
over the companies and use them
circulate propaganda
films.
The Associated Press said that
spokesman of the U. S. Embassv
Vichy had said that the news "di
not come as a surprise."

"Kane" Into N. Y. Palace
May 1 for World Premiere
(Continued from Page 1)

1 when it will start a two-a-day r
served seat engagement. Picture w
open at the Woods and Palace Th]
aters, Chicago, May 6 on the san
policy, and at the El Capitan, Holl
wood, on May 8 with all premie
seats priced at $2.20.
Starting tl ]
next day prices will be 75 cents •
matinees
and $1.10 and $1.65 ev
nings, two performances daily.
C
May 9 the film opens at the RK(j
Hillstreet Theater with two matim !
and one evening shows, at the sanj
prices.
All seats will be reserve!
at both theaters.
Barret McCormick, director of pu
licity and advertising, and Ten
Turner, head of field exploitatio
leave tonight for Chicago to prepa:
the opening in that city.

Hearst press across the country
continuing
its anti-Orson
Welle
campaign. New York Journal-Ame:
tion whereby S-I will handle the phy- ican yesterda" carried another L(
sical bookkeeping on the Capra pro- Angeles dispatch detailing the "pu>
duction "Meet John Doe" for the lie outrage" stirred by the Free Con
domestic market. Lowell Calvert, pany, radio program for CBS.
S-I executive, will approve contracts Was reported in the story that tlon the picture under terms of the Los Angeles County Board of Supe
visors and San Francisco Supervisor
deal, with inking of the pact only relined up with
the Americr
maining formality. Deal does not in- had
clude foreign distribution.
Legion in opposing "broadcasts
(
tinge."
Hearst
hi
Distribution is being handled by a subversive
strong papers in both Frisco and
Warners.
Los Angeles.

Bookkeeping
on Page
'John
Doe'
(Continued from
1)

Toy Garnett Forms Company
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tay Garnett has
formed an independent producing
company. He will produce and direct four pictures, the first of which
will be "Three Sheets to the Wind,"
starring Brian Donlevy. He has engaged Ken Englund to prepare the
continuity from Garnett's story,
"World Cruise." Universal may distribute the film, as story was
promised to it, but Garnett is reported also to be negotiating with
United Artists.

Charles Brabin
J. S. Ward
Raymond Gallaghi

rsday, April 17, 1941

)A lo Ask Ban
i Axis Pix in U. S.
(Continued from Page 1)

of Allied Theater Owners of
York, Inc., and an MPTOA
■d member, that a similar prowill be proposed at the June
Vtion of the MPTOA in Los An-

Three Frisco Radio Stations Broadcasting
120 Weekly Programs front Teleneivs Studios

HCLLyWCCD

San Francisco — Stations KSAN, KFRC and KGO in collaboration with the
downtown Telenews Theater are now airing more than 120 broadcasts weekly
from a new audience studio erected in the theater's basement. It's regarded
as a record in theater-radio co-op.
KSAN has its news staff, headed by Bob Davies, set up day and night in a
glass-enclosed news room in the Telenews studios, and from them also airs
quiz show sustainers, commentators and a weekly current events roundtable.
There are 10 five-minute newscasts daily.
KFRC airs three audience quiz shows weekly from the studios, while KGO
broadcasts the five-a-week Daily Chronicle News Conference. Other KGO
shows are pending.

ohen, who had advised Ed Kuydall of his intention to raise the
I e at the convention, was authorby the MPTOA
president to
e the following statement:
.The continued exhibition in this
itry of German and Italian mo[i pictures is deplored.
We hope
: the Government will find means
which to exclude pictures from
totalitarian countries since the
(Continued from Page 1)
icipal purpose
underlying
such
ager,
testified
that he felt Durkee's
t crican
ures isdemocratic
propagandaideals.
contrai*y to Edgewood should
have 14 days over
the Westway, but that the Alpha
It is expected that the question and Irvington clearance should be
5 foreign films will be among the less. If RKO could sell the Edgeejects which will be discussed at wood
it would drop the Westway
MPTOA convention in Los Anunless the latter would accept 14m from June 9 to 11 inclusive.
day clearance he stated. Other
At the present, whereas all Amer- branch managers who testified were
i films are banned in Germany
Italy, German and Italian films J. E. Fontaine, Paramount, and Sam
permitted entry into the United Wheeler, 20th-Fox.
tes without
restriction.
Even
Jack Levin, owner of the IrvingJe American films to be shown in ton, defended his theater's prior run
: totalitarian countries remittances over the Westway, contending his
ii those countries are forbidden theater was superior to the Homand
i le the remittances from the Ger- house, even though the Westway is
■ n and Italian films in the United newer. He charged that Homand
;tes can be exported. The MPTOA is merely a promoter and has no
•n record that for the purpose of financial interest in the Westway.
all-out defense measure we should Homand previously testified that he
I means to exclude totalitarian has a large amount invested in the
paganda films.
Westway. Levin said the Irvington
It is no secret that the motion was developed over a period of 16
;ure industries in the totalitarian
ntries are Government-controlled years and Homand is trying "to
mess up the situation." Homand
. that nothing can be produced merely
picked a bad spot for the
ept as dictated by Government au- Westway, Levin said, and is not
rities and that motion picture entitled ot protection over the Irvis exported from these countries
ington. The hearing continues toler the guise of entertainment are day.
Uly nothing more than straight
paganda films for these totalishown in Italy. The revenue colian regimes."
lected from such showings was not
; Nazis Censored 3 U. S. Pix
allowed to be removed to the United
^he resolution to be presented to States. A recent order in Italy now
, ITOA meeting will point out that prevents any American films from
•ing 1940, 45 German and 54 Ital- being shown there.
motion pictures were shown in
Remittances to Germany and Italy
United States.
Most of these
re released purely because
of are Dermitted without any restrictions inasmuch as the funds of these
fir propaganda content and netted
otal of $22,961 to be used in any two countries in the United States
have not been frozen by any Exy Germany and Italy chose.
ecutive order.
n the same year, the resolution
The theater owners group will
1 state, from January
to Sep(nber inclusive, three American state that the banning of films from
;.is were censored and presumably Germanv and Italy can be accom|»wn in Germany
and 22 were
plished either by Executive order or
by Congressional action.
Inconsistent With Defense
TO THE COLORS!
The resolution will also say that
the Government defense program is
being augmented by the co-operation of exhibitors who are devoting
liaconia, N. H. — Arthur W. Stone
this city, actor and former assis- much of their screen time to subjects depicting our progress in the
lt stage manager of the Repertory
eater in Boston, has enlisted in the manufacture of necessary defense
S. Army and is temporarily sta- weapons, to the graphic portrayal
ned at Fort Devens.
of the American way of life and to

Weslway Hearing
Continues Today

10,349 U. S. Houses
Now Using Duals
(Continued from Page 1)

10,349,
according
to the
Year Book's
statistical
review,
covering
seven
Single feature policy theaters alpages.
so increased in 1940, but to a lesser
extent. Total now stands at 7,192
as against 6,972 in 1939.

Ask Md. Governor Hold
Hearing on Jai-Alai Bill
Annapolis, Md. — Gov. Herbert R.
O 'Conor has been asked to hold hearings on a bill to legalize jai-alai in
Montgomery County, which passed
the General Assembly, but which
opponents would now like to have
him veto. Several Montgomery
County civic groups are opposing the
measure, and even some of the legislators who helped push it through
the closing hours of the Assembly
have since withdrawn their support.

Welfare Fund At $50,000 Mark
Chicago — Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied prexy, reports the Jewish Welfare fund has reached $50,000. Drive
is under way to fill the $60,000 quota
this week.
the army and navy as offering grand
opportunities for the young men of
the nation. At the moment, over
9,000 theater owners have signed
pledges to co-operate in this work.
To allow into the country the motion pictures made in Germany and
Italy is entirely inconsistent with
this work and the policy and aims
of our
will
say. Government, the resolution
In a rider to the resolution, the
association states that if for some
reason of policy or law with which
it is not cognizant, the entry of
German and Italian pictures cannot
be banned, then a compromise might
be effected which would ban only
films with propaganda as their content. In this event. Government
officials would view all pictures from
these nations before admittance is
granted and it is advocated that
the revenue collected from the showing of those pictures admitted should
either be frozen or should be specifically prohibited from being used
here for propaganda purposes.

Speaking—
=

By RALPH

WILK
=
—HOLLYWOOD

DAY'S news roundup: Twentieth-Fox has
given Julian Johnston, story department
head, a new one-year pact . . . Richard
Carroll, writer, has a similar commitment
from Columbia . . . Paul tte Goddard draws
the femme lead in De Millc's "Reap the
Wild Wind" . . . And Rita Johnson gets
one of the two femme top spots in "Heaven
Can Wait" . . . While Evelyn Brent is
r'aramount's choice for the second feminine
lead in "Forced Landing" . . . Warren William joins the cast of 20th-Fox's "Wild
Geese Calling" . . . and the studio has
set George Montgomery and Lynne Roberts
as leads in "The Last of the Duanes."

•

•

DOB TAPLINGER, head of Warner Bros.
■* publicity department, has been appointed chairman of a newly formed group to be
known as the Publicity and Trailer Division
of the Motion Picture Committee Co-operating for National Defense for the, promotion of the sale of defense saving bonds
and stamps. The campaign starts throughout the country on May 1.

•

•

QAUL VOGEL, cameraman, Harry Cohen,
■ production manager, and Julian Hochfelder, script writer, have gone to Camp
Ord, where they will start a series of shots
of Army experts in action for Pete Smith's
new short subject "Army Champions," to be
made for M-G-M.

•

•

CLARENCE BROWN, M-G-M director,
has sent a camera crew to San Francisco to film sections of Chinatown and interiors of several picturesque Chinese structures for use in China sequences in "The
Uniform." In Brown's picture, Clark Gable
and Rosalind Russell are jewel thieves.

•

•

CLAUDE BINYON, Columbia scenarist,
who wrote the screenplay for Wesley
Ruggles' production, "Arizona," has been
offered the task of writing an original
screenplay based on the history of Argentina.
The picture, to be made in Argentina, is
intended to draw attention to the opportunities tobe found in that country.

•

•

IVI
Ward to write AGENCY
an original has
for set
the Luci
first
kyjONTER-GRAY
Bill Elliott-Tex Ritter co-starrer at Columbia.

•

•

JACK FORRESTER has taken an option on
"^ Louis Bromfield's "McLeod's Folly" at
a reported price of $40,000. Forrester
plans to produce the opus as the first
American film, since his return from Europe,
of Forrester Film Corporation.

•
CRANCIS
'

LEDERER

•
has been signed by

Republic to play the male lead opposite

Judy Canova in "Puddin' Head." Picture
is budgeted at $750,000. Others in the
cast include Slim Summerville, Alma Kruger
and Eddie Foy, Jr. Joe Santley will direct
for Albert Cohen. Picture goes into production April 23. Jule Styne and Eddie
Cherkose have already completed five songs
which Judy will sing in the picture.

r; I
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:< :< Reviews of the new turns :< %
"Model Wife"

with Joan Blondell. Dick Powell, Lee Bowman
Universal
78 Mins.
SMOOTHLY GEARED COMEDY SHOULD
HAVE APPEAL FOR ALL TYPES AUDIENCES.
This smooth-running, high-pointed, romantic-comedy, with names, story value and
good production, holds promise of unusual
returns at the box office due to its downto-earth appeal for the average picturegoer, and particularly for the young married
couple. Word-of-mouth advertising should
build this first of the Leigh Jason-Universal
releases into a tangible asset to Universal,
to the profit-sharing Jason unit, and last
but not least, Mr. Exhibitor.
The combining of Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell in the top roles leaves little to be
desired. Both perform with a natural flair
for comedy that should bring fan mail demands for their co-starring in other features.
Blondell, as usual, turns in a "peak" performance. Powell, in his, proves his ability
for top consideration as a light comedian.
Charlie Ruggles, Lee Bowman and Lucile
Watson turn in performances in supporting
roles that are worthy of special note. Billy
Gilbert in a small part is impressive. Completing the able cast are Ruth Donnelly,
John Qualen, Lorraine Krueger and Glen
Turnbull.

"The
Invisible Ghost"
with Bela Lugosi, Polly Ann Young
Monogram-Banner
Prod.
64 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
MURDER-STUDDED STORY WITH BELA
LUGOSI

SHOULD

CLICK

WITH

"HOR-

FANS."
A ROR
murder-studded
story, fitted to the
Lugosi system of horrorizing, replete with
chills, oft occurring murders, romance and
the execution of an innocent man, blended
into film fare that will satisfy the "horror
Bela Lugosi turns in a convincing performance as the psycopathic killer. Polly
Ann Young ably furnishes the romantic
.nterest
fans." for John McGuire, who, cast in a
dual role, proves his capability of play.ng meatier parts. Produced by Sam Katzman,
with Pete Mayer acting as associate, the
opus keeps a fine level of production values,
with Joseph H. Lewis skillfully handling the
difficult direction. Clarence Muse, Betty
Compson and Ernie Adams offer fine support in lesser roles. Terry Walker, George
Pembroke, Ottola Nesmith, Fred Kelsey and
Jack Mulhall complete the cast.
Faced with the task of uncovering the

"clue-less" killings at the Kessler (Lugosi's)
home, the police, convict his daughter's
fiance on circumstantial evidence and execute him. His twin brother appears on
the scene and after more killings take place,
To producer-director Leigh Jason goes discloses Lugosi as the killer, who kills unknowingly during mental lapses.
outstanding credit. Starting with the contribution of the original story which was
Photography by Marcel Le Picard was of
whipped into an excellent screen play by standard caliber. Helen and Al Martin are
Charles Kaufman, Horace Jackson and Grant credited with story and screenplay credits.
Garrett, Jason provides fine production
CAST: Bela Lugosi, Polly Ann Young,
values as the background for his deft, high- John McGuire, Clarence Muse, Terry Walker, Betty Compson, Ernie Adams, George
pointed, direction. Jack Otterson's art
direction provides finely chosen settings.
Pembroke, Ottola Nesmith, Fred Kelsey,
Faced with the desire for parenthood, Jack Mulhall.
Blondell and Powell try to accumulate the
CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman; Assonecessary funds by both working. The deciate Producer, Pete Mayer; Director, Joseph
partment store, where they are employed H. Lewis; Authors, Helen and Al Martin;
forbids the employ of married women. Keep- Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Marcel Le
ing their marriage secret, becomes a prob- Picard; Editor, Robert Golden; Musical Dilem when the bosses wastrel son comes
rectors, Lange and Porter.
to work at the store, becomes enamored of
DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Miss Blondell, who is his secretary. Jealousy Good.
enters. A divorce ensues . . . with the
marriage saved at the finale by the wastrel's
suddenly awakened mother.
CAST: Joan Blondell, Dick Powell, Lee
Bowman, Charlie Ruggles, Lucile Watson,
Ruth Donnelly, Billy Gilbert, John Qualen,
Lorraine Krueger, Glen Turnbull.
CREDITS: Producer-Director, Leigh Jason;
Screenplay, Charles Kaufman, Horace Jackson and Grant Garrett; Cameraman, Norbert
Brodine; Editor, Arthur Hilton.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Julius London Arbitration
Hearing Over Till May 10
{Continued from Page 1)

poned three weeks to May 10 on
request of Samuel J. Rhodes, attorney for London, who is victim
of sacroiliac condition. Paramount
as the first named defendant has
filed a brief, presumably acting for
other distributors, on question of
jurisdiction but Rhodes' brief has
not been filed.

Paramount Tilts Shorts
Program Budget 40 P. C.
(Continued from Page 1)

sales department, yesterday began
his Coast-to-Coast conferences with
exchange personnel. Pep talks and
discussions of sales policies will be
held in all company branches.
Popeye, the Sailor, is joining Uncle
Sam's Navy and will be seen as a
gob in the first three cartoon subjects on Paramount's 1941-42 lineup.
Titles are "Popeye Joins the Navy,"
"Blunder Below" and "Rootin', Tootin', Recruitin'." It's the first move of
its kind.

Add Things to Worry About
Boston — "Handle" at Narragansett Park, horse race track on opening day was $614,000, on second day
$316,000 and on third day $389,000.
New record for first three days, giving cause for film men to ponder
seasonal effect of this type.

"Pirate of the
with John Lodge, Judy Kelly, Kenneth Kent
Film Alliance
62 Mins.
ADVENTURE MELLER WITH MODERN
PIRACY THEME IS MILD PROGRAM
OFFERING.

Seven Seas"

British -made, and apparently several years
old, this adventure yarn with a piracy theme
is just mild entertainment in the program
category. It had good possibilities but the
direction fails to build up the action and give
the picture any suspense, and the story continuity isnot as good as the original idea.
The players are competent, but none of
them have any marquee value. Picture
will serve as a second attraction for nabe
houses.
John Lodge heads the cast, giving a capable performance. Judy Kelly provides the
female interest and Kenneth Kent is cast
as the pirate. A strong supporting role falls
to Louis Borell. Picture was directed by
Harold Schuster from a screenplay by Noel
Langley.
Lodge, a sea captain, agrees to smuggle
some pearls from Shanghai to Singapore for
a Chinese in order to ge a stake for himself to return to England. Miss Kelly, Borell
and several others board the tramp as passengers. Cabini takes over the boat, there
is a mutiny and other difficulties for Captain
Lodge, but he gets the situation under control and also gets the girl.
CAST: John Lodge, Judy Kelly, Kenneth
Kent, Louis Borell, Bertha Belmore, Wylie
Watson, Goffrey Toone, Jerry Verno, Frank
Pettingill, Frank Cochrane.
CREDITS: Director, Harold Schuster;
Screenplay
and Story, Noel Langley.
DIRECTION, Spotty. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

* SERIAL

*

"Riders of Death Valley"

Universal Serial

20 mins. per episode
Action Galore
There isn't a dull moment in the
first two episodes reviewed and it is
logical to presume that the action
is sustained throughout the balance
of the chapters. This is the serial
Universal announced as being aimed
for adult as well as juvenile audiences and it apparently hits the spot
for both classes.
The plot is not important but it
ties together the elements of suspense in good fashion. Story has to
do with a band of vigilantes who
block the activities of a phony
miners' protective league headed by
an outlaw, Wolfe Reade, played by
Charles Bickford. A dying miner
gives Dick Foran, head of the vigilantes, the map for a lost mine and
Bickford and his gang are out to get
it. From there on the plot may be
formula, but the producers have
packed in plenty of thrills.
Cast includes Foran, Bickford, Leo
Carrillo, Buck Jones, Noah Beery,
Jr., Lon Chaney, Jr., James Blaine,
Monte Blue, Jeanne Kelly and others.

Monogram
62 h>
MILD
COMEDY-DRAMA
WILL
PR
FANS. GET BY WITH
ABLY
THE TOUGH

Flying Wild'

Hung and
on theBobby
familiar
mannerism/'
Gorcey
Jordan
(now^Su!i'
the East Side Kids), this one should pi
their fans if said fans are willing to o
look a weak story and obvious low I
get production.
The boys go through their usual rej
toire of tough kid gestures and smartdialogue against a background of sabo
and espionage in a plane factory. Hit
upon a clue to the mystery of how
plane plans are being smuggled across
border, the gang goes to work and evei
ally tracks down the conspirators.
CAST: Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jordan, I
aid Haines, David Gorcey, Bobby St
Sunshine Sammy Morrison, Eugene Frai
Joan Barclay, Dave O'Brien, Herbert R
linson, George Pembrooke, Forrest Ta
Alden
Chase, Dennis Moore, Mary Bo\
Bob Hill.
CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman; A
ciate Producer, Pete Mayer; Original 5
and Screenplay, Al Martin; Camerai
Fred Jackman, Jr.; Film Editor, Ro
Golden.
Fair.
DIRECTION, Ordinary. PHOTOGRAF

* SHORTS

*

"Abroad at Home"

Columbia
JM/2 m
Unusual Short
The amazing contrasts of 1
York City are sharply etched in
one-reeler. Producer-director
mund L. Dorfman, with the as
tance of some costumed players, f
pictures of buildings and other s\
that seem
cry from
until
they aarefarshown
with New
their "5r1
roundings. Harry Hirshfield g
the reel an amusing narration.

"Battle of the Atlantic"

(The World of Today)
Century-Fox
9 m
Fine Series Inaugural
As the forerunner of a new se:
this subject will go far towt
making the folks look forward
subsequent reels. A compilation
newsreel shots showing Brita
valiant efforts to keep open the <
voy routes between Canada and
Isles adds up to a dramatic and
tionful nine minutes. Opening a
bombing activities over London
scenes of some of the great fires,
20th

subject turns
to Canada's
nu
facturing
effort
and then war
highlij
the constant battle to convoy p
ucts to England. Collier Corres]
dent Quentin
Reynolds'over
narratio
effective
if sometimes
dram
in its slow-paced delivery.

rrsday, April 17, 1941
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SHORT SUBJECT R€VI€UIS

San Francisco — Metropolis of

"Caribbean Sentinel"
(Magic Carpet)
20th Century-Fox
10 mins.
the West"
imbia
10 mins.
Puerto Rican Review
Interesting Travelogue
Highlighting the importance of
)duced by Andre De La Varre, Puerto Rico in the Panama Canal
defenses, this subject is a pictorial
- '\.bject is highly interesting and review
of the territory showing the
Tifully photographed. A thorlocal industries and tropical
h tour of the great western sea- various
scenes. Additional shots of the U. S.
;: is made in the subject, giving Army and Air Service encampments
iences a first hand impression of
are shown as the narration explains
city. The commentary is fine.
the future key position of the island in the Caribbean bases setup
now under construction on U. S. and
"Fishing Made
Easy"
British possessions.
(Terry-Toon)
7
mins.
n Century-Fox
Good
Cartoon
"The Spirit of 1941"10 mins.
fishing Columbia
k funny reel showing
a
Interesting Subject
ipetition between
a cat and a
Dealing with the United States
will amuse
audiences. The cat Civil Service Commission and its
s the old-fashioned bent pin and employment program, this reel
^'rras while the dude pig has a stresses the fact that the workers in
k on fishing lures and their antics defense industries are just as imporcomical.
tant as the soldiers in the field. It
depicts many phases of the national
defense program. The material used
is well chosen and well presented.
* "Playing With Neptune"
(Sports Review)
Basil
Ruysdael provides the commentary.
h Century-Fox
9 mins.
Up to Standard
"The Home Guard"
i\ not unusual compilation of
(Terry-Toon)
aatic sports scenes featuring div20th Century-Fox
7 mins.
•, water tobogganing, water baseGood Technicolor
Reel
r 1 and aquaplaning. Folks seem to
Gandy the goose joins up with
for this type of subject and this
Ue is right up to standard. Nan-a- the home guard and in a fast, colorrc is by Ed Thorgersen.
ful subject manages to single-handedly turn back a vulture attack
on the colorbarnyard.
It's a good Technireel.

".00,000 in Film Scripts
•ought In By Pressburger

Knights Were Bold"
(Terry-Toon)
20th Century-Fox
7 mins.
' ect productions subsequent to his
Amusing Number
St, "The Shanghai Gesture," to be
eased by UA, it was disclosed
The adventures of Robin Hood
-terday by Pressburger at a trade as he fights to rescue his gal from
,ess luncheon staged at the Wal- the king who would marry her to the
idiot prince make up an amusing
'rf-Astoria by UA.
The Hungarian industry pioneer subject. Seems that the king is
fed that some of the scripts rep- broke and needs the prince's money
sented unproduced stories, while to refurbish the treasury but Robin
hers were hits which he had filmed Hood manages to save his light of
road during his extended
career love and they escape.
Austria, Germany, England and
Metro Withdraws Shirley Temple
•ance.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
To start production preliminaries,
Hollywood — Metro has withdrawn
essburger, who heads Arnold
from "Barnacle Bill"
Shirley
■eductions, Inc., leaves tomorrow in which Temple
she was to appear with Walr the Coast. He will be accomlace
Beery
and
has substituted Virmied by Albert De Courville, who
ginia Weidler. Whoopine; cough was
ill be his associate producer on said to be the reason. Upon her reThe Shanghai Gesture," and Theocovery, Shirley will join Mickey
•re Baumfeld, former member of
Rooney
and
Judy Garland in "Babes
t N. Y. Curb Exchange Board,
ho has joined the new company as On Broadway."
easurer.
Republic Suspends Judy Canova
,

"When

"The

Miracle of Hydro"
(Magic Carpet)
20th Century-Fox
10 mins.
Worth While Subject
A documentary-type film reviewing the Columbia river area and
showing how the Bonneville and
Grand Coulee dams will rejuvenate
the territory through electric power
and irrigation. Folks with vague notions of what these often-mentioned
dams mean to the country will come
away from this subject with a clear
picture of their possibilities. Film
shows how the area, once a great
lumber country but now cleared of
its timber, is expected to come back
as a mining, agricultural and manufacturing territory — all through
power and water secured by damming
the wild Columbia river. Subject is
easily itworth
screenis
time
takes the
to 10
run.minutes'
Narration
by Lowell Thomas.
"So You Think You Know Music"
Columbia
11 mins.
Musical Quiz
Hendrik Willem Van Loon, Col.
Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle, Jessica Dragonette and Sir Hubert Wilkins pit
their musical knowledge against a
series of brain teasers in this quiz
reel. Musical numbers are played,
others are suggested by items of
clothing and so forth. The experts
do very well.

:<

\-

"The Jungle Archer"
Columbia
11 mins.
Fair Sport Reel
Tex Stone, a well known archer,
and his wife, are depicted on a Mexican hunting trip. Stone kills a wild
pig, better known in that country as
a peccary or Javelina, and then goes
after bigger game in the shape of a
mountain lion. He also gets the
lion. The commentator states that
a mountain lion is also known by
several other names, and is sometimes called a "bob-cat," which crack
should be good for a lot of laughs.
Mrs. Stone is also seen in the reel.
On the whole, it is pretty dull as it
has all been done before and done
better.
"Black Eyes and Blues"
Columbia
16 1/2 mins.
Very Unfunny Comedy
Despite the best efforts of several
competent players, including Roscoe
Karns and Don Beddoe, this comedy
attempt falls flatter than the cutting
room floor. There are about three
laughs in the picture, and that is a
woefully deficient quotient in a tworeel job. Story concerns Karns and
his wife, who is divorcing him, with
complications provided by a wrestler
and his wife who go to Reno for a
honeymoon. Producer-director was
Jules White.

Subscribers of
THE FILM DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Shanghai
Gesture," rights
which were acquired from Lee
r.ubert, is slated for Fall release,
id may be roadshown, according to
ressburger. Basic plot of John
olton is retained in the Geza Hercig screenplay, but the latter exanded, goes far beyond the play's
:tion to picture present-day China.
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are now receiving
their copies of the
most important and
most valuable book
of information
published in and
about the motion

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic, which has a
five-year contract with Judy Canova,
has suspended her from salary for
Head."
in "Puddin'
to appear
refusing
The company
refused
to grant her
demand that she approve the scenario, the supporting cast and director, and a contractual amendment,
according to the studio.

picture industry —
THE

1941

FILM

DAILY

YEAR

BOOK

This book, just published, is a dazzling collection of
52 factual essays, careful surveys and useful information about the physical theatre . . with 104 pages
of photographic studies of theatre construction
which took place during year ending December 31st

THE CONTENTS
JOHN

K. C. MORRICAL

EBERSON
Adapting Design to Locale

S. CHARLES

LEE

What The Future May Bring
LOUIS W. RICHMOND
Operating The Open Air Theatre
LEO YASSENOFF
Analysis of Building Standards
DAVID SUPOWITZ
Designing for Utility and Maintenance
H. R. MAIER
Building Codes and Ordinances
BEN SCHLANGER
Progress in Functional Designing
F. W. ALEXA
Seats, Spacing, and Sight Lines
ARMANDO
T. RICO
Color Schemes and Decorative Effects
FRED A. CRUISE
Rest Rooms Appeal to the Ladies
MARY

O'HARA

INSTITUTE

INCLUDE:
Plan Your Acoustics

HAROLD
FRANK

S. KAPLAN
Acoustics As A Decorative Ally
MILLER

Typography in Changeable Letters
E. D. STRAIGHT
Effective Location of the Boxoffice
THE SOCIETY OF M. P. ENGINEERS
Projection Room Planning
JOHN K. HILLIARD
Performance Standards of Theatre Sound
W. C. KALB
Efficient Application of the Carbon Arc
LESTER ISAACS
The Use Life of Your Projector
JAMES FRANK, JR.
Standards of Projection
DR. W. B. RAYTON
Lens Progress in Terms of Light
THE RESEARCH COUNCIL OF THE ACADEMY OF M. P. ARTS AND SCIENCES
Acoustic Recommendations for Theatres

Fabrics Express Individuality
OF CARPET MFGRS. OF AMERICA Carpet Maintenance and Care

REMINISCENT OF THE OLD PUBLIX MANAGERS SCHOOL
Rules of Conduct for the House Staff

The 1941 THEATRE

SERVICE
YORK

STAFF
OF
THE
ROXY,
NEW
CITY
Getting Goodwill From the Standees
BEN STEWART
Hand Signals for Quick Seating
WILBERT B. ENGLAND
Candy, Popcorn, and Vending Machines
HERBERT BAYLSON
Simplified Theatre Bookkeeping
LOUIS

POLLOCK
Ad and Trailer Selling of the Show
ADV. DEPT. OF M AND P CIRCUIT OF
BOSTON, MASS. • 1 1 Basic Sales Appeals
DR. MORRIS FISHBEIN

CHARLES
BOB

AS. Doctor
Lists the Cooling "Don'ts"
LEOPOLD
The Air Side of Theatre Conditioning

MILLS
Maintenance

Tips on Your Equipment

And Building
in addition
and —Equipment Depreciation
Does Remodeling Help Grosses?
The Perpetual Clearance Calendar
Safeguards That Save Damage Suits

CATALOG

The publishers believe this to be the best collection of authoritative views and facts regarding Theatre Construction, Theatre Maintenance, Theatre Management and Theatre Equipment — and the first real textbook
on these subjects — ever published.
It contains 338 pages.

PRINTED IN ENGLISH
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PUBLICATIONS,

•
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iEPINET SEES NEW SELLING PLAN AIDING
Equipment Makers
.1 Film Equipment Placed
"B" Category; Assures
apply of Needed Metal
■s'.ington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI

Depinet Decree Slants
V

Washington — Manufacturers of raon picture equipment, were given
( rity preference ratings yesterday
the Office of Production ManageBit in respect to their obtaining
pplies of aluminum.
All film equipment was placed in
"B" category,
which
is for civil{Continued on
Page 11)

ew Treasury Plan
lay Hike B. 0. Tax
Industry leaders speculated yester'j- as to whether admission taxes
>uld be jumped under the Treasury
an to increase most Federal levies
'out one-third to cover costs of the
tional defense program.
In Washington, Secretary of tbe
easury Morgenthau in presenting
{Continued on Page 11)

aster Vacation Biz Ahead
•r Equal to That of 1940

Given Aluminum

Pointed
sentences from Ned Depinet' s address to Ampa at its luncheon yesterday :
"As my friend Grad Sears said, 'We like the old way better,' but since that is impossible, we fully intend to do our best to make the new
way work. And work to the best advantage of exhibitors,
the

public and ourselves."
"The new system has its advantages for all of us and
the biggest and most important in my opinion is that it
shakes us all out of a groove, and places us out in the open
and on our mettle to do a better job. The old standardized
system worked too smoothly for many and bred self-satisfaction, laziness and many other evils. In fact it worked
too easily for the good of many."
"It is as logical as 2 and 2 make 4 that exhibitors will
build up larger patronage if they screen all pictures before
licensing and playing them and really set out to cash in on

all the value of each picture and try to milk it dry."
"Since early December we have been compiling facts
and figures concerning every theater in the United States
NED DEPINET
and we have more complete records than we have ever had
before and we are in better shape therefore to deal with exhibitors everywhere under
(Continued on Page 12)

Lorence Arbitrator
Designated by AAA

IMPPDA and MPIOA
Oppose Berne Treaty

Preference
"Grand Chance to Take Off
Our
and Go Tells
to Work,"
RKO Coats
SalesHead
Ampa
New selling system prescribed by the consent decree in the
New York equity suit should
act as a hypodermic to inject new
life into the motion picture business, it was indicated yesterday by
Ned Depinet, vice-president of RKO,
in an address at the Ampa luncheon
yesterday.
"The new system has its advantages for all of us," Depinet said,
"and the biggest and most important
in my opinion is that it shakes us
all out of a groove, and places us
(Continued on Page 12)

RKO Convention Will
See First 5-Block
RKO's first group of five pictures
wiil be shown to the sales staff when
the company holds its annual convention
in New onYork
16-19
(Continued
Page June
11)

Pittsburgh — American Arbitration Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Four Majors Name Peoria
Washington — Two representatives
Film theater attendance in tbe Association was called upon to name
of the motion picture industry tes- Exhib. in Copyright Suit
rge Broadway-area stands this
jek is characterized by spokesmen an arbitrator in the Herman Lortified yesterday at the Senate ForPeoria, 111. — A copyright suit has
ence complaint when neither side
l the principal outlets as ahead
eign Eelations Sub-Committee hearing on the Berne Convention treaty been filed here against Edwin L.
(Continued on Page 10)
could agree on an acceptable arbiof onthePage
Princess
Thetrator. AAA appointed A. V. Mur- and expressed strong opposition to Harris, owner
(Continued
11)
ray and the hearing was set for Senate ratification at this time.
Fulton Brylawski,
film copyright
April 23. (Continued
It's the
first11) time on
(Continued on Page 7)
on Page

"AH Is Forgiven,''9
ITOA to Jim Fidler

ITOA, which in the past has fired
many a verbal Big Bertha at Jimmy
Fidler because of his radio film
strictures, does an about face, via
the current issue of the Independent,
and recommends the columnist and
erstwhile radio commentator as "an
excellent choice for some radio sponsor." ITOA's anti- Fidler crusade,
rightly or wrongly, was credited with
playing a major role in his exit from
the air lanes. ITOA's change of
front stems from what the Independent calls "his new outlook," which
has proved him to be "an entertaining writer and an excellent
critic."

1940 Pix Cost $150,000,000
Economies Bring $15,000,000 Cut in Outlay
Majors Would Reopen
Australian Agreement
Movement will be launched by the
major companies to re-open the Australian remittance agreement, it was
learned yesterday. It is pointed out
that under the terms of the leaselend bill, the English and Australian
position in this country is materially
strengthened. Final Australian figure
of $2,300,500 was recently set.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Total production investment of American film companies for 1940 approximated $150,000,000, according to the 1941 Film
Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures, just published.
This represents a drop of about
$15,000,000 from the aggregate in
1939 and in 1938, and is largely accounted for by studio economies
(Continued on Page 11)

Goldwyn to Mahe
So. Amer. Musical

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood- — Samuel Goldwyn will
make an aviation musical with South
American background to star Bob
Hope. Situation upon which the story
is based will have Hope a pilot on a
Pan-American airways plane in love
with a beautiful South American girl.
Goldwyn is trying to borrow Dorothy Lamour for the girl. He plans
to make this as his fourth picture this
year,
following
Foxes,"
an untitled
Gary "The
CooperLittle
comedy
and
"The Life of Hans Christian Andersen" to be produced jointly with
Walt Disney.
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Des Moines, la. — Opposition to exchanges serving portable circuits
with new pictures in direct competition to the theaters is voiced in a
bulletin issued by the Allied Theater
Owners
of Iowa-Nebraska, Inc.
"Here's about the last straw— our
wholesalers inviting and campaigning for the worst sort of cut-throat,
tax-free competition for their customers, and offering new pictures, not
even in blocks — just whatever they
can use," the bulletin asserts.
"There are a few exchanges who
do not serve this cut-throat competition, thereby protecting your theaters and making their pictures more
valuable to you. It seems that if we
are ever going to get rid of this type
of competition, we will, in all fairness, have to support those exchanges who do not serve the portable circuits so far as humanly possible, and leave out those exchanges
who do serve them. The same line
of reasoning would indicate the treatment exhibitors should accord exchanges who sell schools, clubs,
churches, etc., in direct competition

"Tlie American

Way"

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — That Army service in
no way has lessened the average
American's desire to aid worthy charities was exampled this week by
Harry M. Warner's receipt of a
money order for $6 payable to the
Will Rogers Memorial Home from
Pvt. Robert Krendell of Fort Devens,
Mass. Completely unsolicited, the
money was sent to Warner because
Krendell had heard of the work performed bythe Home for members of
the industry.

Bank Night Regulation
Sought in Des Moines
Des Moines, la. — A petition signed
by 1,200 persons was presented to
the City Council yesterday asking
the city fathers to draft an ordinance
regulating Bank Night in Des Moines
theaters.

Petition asks that theaters be required to destroy all present registration lists and re-register persons
who wish to participate in future
weekly drawings.
During the recent session of the
to theaters."
State Legislature, a bill designed to
Warners Refused Writ
regulate Bank Night was introduced
but was killed before adjournment.
(Thursday,
April 17)
In "Chain Gang" Suit
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
A similar petition was presented
Net
Atlanta — The Georgia Supreme several months ago and the city
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Court yesterday denied a writ of legal department at that time ruled
Am. Seat
Col. Piers, vtc. (2>/2%>
5
5
5
+
Vl certiorari from the Court of Appeals
the City Council had power to regulate Bank Nights.
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 21 V4
21 Va
21 V4 —
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Vl
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Vl
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
7Vi
7'/2
IVl +
V* Stanley, State Prison Commissioner,
East. Kodak
130
130
130—1
against Warner Bros.
do pfd
177
177
177
+2
Basis of the suit is an alleged libel Detroit's One-Man Strike
Cen. Th. Eq
12
12
12
Settled; Day Off, Same Pay
Loew's,
Inc
30%
3034
303/i +
V4 in the motion picture version of Robdo pfd
107% 107% 107% —
i/2
ert
Elliott
Burns's
book
entitled
"I
Paramount
1 1 1/2 11%
liy2
Am a Fugitive from a Georgia Chain
Detroit — Settlement of one-man
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
103/4
10%
1034 +
l/4
strike
by the managers' union at the
Pathe
Film
A Fulton Superior Court jury de- Palmer Park Theater was definitely
RKO
23/4
23/4
23/4
cided
the
case
against
Commissioner
Gang."
20th Century-Fox
.6
6
6
confirmed yesterday. Former Man20th Century-Fox pfd
Stanley, but the Court of Appeals
ager Walter Morgan is being taken
Univ. Pict. pfd
148% 148% 148%
reversed that judgment and ordered back, with the addition of one day off
Warner Bros
3%
334
3% —
%
a
new
trial.
Warner
Bros,
sought
a
per week at the same salary. Some
do pfd
review of the case by the Supreme changes in working conditions are inNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Court.
Keith B. F. ref. 6546.102
102
102
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cluded, but have not been divulged.
Loew's deb. 3%s46
Agreement is still to be reached on
Para.
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3s55
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52
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%
pay for the time the manager was
Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/4s47
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on strike.
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This does not affect four other
At Chicago Sales Meet
Monogram Picts
houses also operated by Raymond
Sonotone
Corp
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Technicolor
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Chicago — Eleven Monogram exTrans-Lux
changes
will
be
represented
here
toUniversal
Corp. vtc.
6%
6%
6%
+
%
day and tomorrow at the second of Offers Definite Date Bill
Universal Picts
a series of regional sales meetings. For 2 National Holidays
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Branches represented will be ChiMet. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 66
69
cago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, InRoxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
543,4
5734
dianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Cleveland, Cincinnati. Des Moines,
Washington — A measure introOklahoma City and Omaha. Steve
duced in the House this week by
George Pctlda, Former
Broidy, sales manager, will preside. Rep. Clasnel Hancock (R., N. Y.)
Cleveland Exhib., Dead
would fix by law the fourth Monday
in November each year as ThanksCleveland — Word has just been re- Sunday Referendum Bill
giving Day and the first Monday in
June as Memorial Day.
ceived here of the death of George Introduced In Pa. Senate
Palda, 66, in San Antonio, where he
has been living for the past year.
Atlas Reduces Capital
Palda, formerly associated with Paul
Harrisburg, Pa. — A bill was introGusdanovic in the operation of local
duced in the Senate this week by
Wilmington, Del. — Atlas Corp. has
theaters, served a term as president Sen. H. Jerome Jaspan which would filed at the office of Secretary of State
of the local exhibitor association. He provide for local referendum on pri- Earle D. Willey at Dover a certificate
was an attorney of note, a Mason,
mary election day of 1942 for com- of reduction of capital from $37,774,and active in many nationality group
munities wishing to lift Sunday re- 750 to $34,249,985 by retiring 704,953
associations. Surviving are his wife,
strictions on business and sport in shares of the Common Stock of $5
three daughters and a son.
Pennsylvania.
par, owned by the corporation.

FINANCIAL

COmillG and GOIDG
JACK LEVIN, of the copyright protec
bureau, left last night for Cleveland.
RICHARD
F. MURRAY,
business
manage
the Paramount short subjects and news dep
ments,
leaves tonight
for a visit to the
Fleischer Studios
in Miami.
RAY MILLAND and his wife leave ir\ \
Coast
today on the President Monroe, (' n \
Canal route.
RAYMOND ELTON, March of Time camerai
from London, has left for Halifax to return
his post in Great Britain.
ANN
SOTHERN
arrives
morning on the Century.
JOHN GARFIELD
the Coast.

from

the

Coast

arrives here tomorrow

f

STEVE BROIDY, sales manager for Monogr
flies to Chicago today.
MORGAN
AMES, Mort Singer circuit gem
tion
trip.
manager, and his wife are on a California va
J. S. MARKSTEIN,

Screen Company

returned
to Chicago
from
to Honolulu.
JACK
KIRSCH,
Illinois
Florida.

a seven
Allied

prexy,
weeks'

prexy

i
is

"BILL" HOLDEN, manager of the Chic;
Theater, has returned to Chicago from a W
Coast
vacation
trip.

Films Aiming for War,
Cry Wheeler, O'Connor
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIi

Washington
— Rep.
James joined
F. O'Cotl
nor,
(D. Mont.),
yesterday
chorus of those charging the moti(
picture industry with attempting
involve the U. S. in the war. Re
O'Connor told the House that the i
dustry is guilty of war-mongerii
along with the press and "intern,
O'Connor's
tional
bankers."attack followed by '
hours another blast by Sen. Burtc
K. Wheeler (D., Mont.) who, speal
ing at Salt Lake City, charged th;
"at present, the motion pictures, fe;
ture length and newsreel, apparen
ly are produced with the desire 1
incite the American people to di
Neither Wheeler nor O'Connc
provided
mand war."specifications, however.

UDT Tests Stage Shows
In Vogue, Nabe Theater
Detroit — Vogue Theater, Unite i
Detroit house, is turning to stag!
show policy, making the first ou1;
lying neighborhood to use stag
shows. Move may be followed by it
adoption by other UDT houses, a;
the
in some ways the cii
cuit'sVogue
guineais pig.

New Albany AAA

Clerk

John Rawson has replaced Roberi
Elliot astribunal,
clerk of
the Albany
tration
effective
Monday.arbi '

Happy toBirthday
SAM

SHAIN
from

"US"

p

THREE MEN
/^\

Rene Clair, directing . . .
with the insight into drama and
humor values that characterized his
"The Ghost Goes West" and other
masterpieces —

Joe Pasternak, producing
with the unparalleled touch for successful entertainment that has made
his pictures an unbroken series of hits.

Norman Krasna, writing
with the knowledge of the world and
its humans that has made him the most
desired writer in the industry today.

HAVE MADE
MASTERPIECE!

1 he women who whispered about her . . . resented
the men who wondered about her ... in a city
always gay with full-flavored rumor.

MARLENE

DIETRICH

Of NEW ORLEANS
A RENE CLAIR PRODUCTION

with

BRUCE CABOT- ROLAND YOUNG
MISCHA AUER • ANDY DEVINE
Melville Cooper • Eddie Quillan * Laura Hope Crews • Frank Jenks
Written by Norman Krasna
Directed by

RENE CLAIR

Produced by

■ JOE PASTERNAK

if you'll Book QUICKLY
You'll rest EASY!... FLAME OF
NEW ORLEANS is destined.,
to draw the biggest CROWDS
that ever rolled up to your
BOX OFFLCIJ

WtlOPKiMmif

iw
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MPPDA and MPTOA

"Musi" Trade Shows
Out Under Snow Bill
Detroit — State rep. Raymond J.
Snow, who introduced the anti-five
Iblock bill at Lansing-, yesterday
red to circularize all Michigan
exhibitors with copies of his measl * Tfc and a letter outlining its ob=aives, particularly pointing out
that it does not affect the- rights of
distributors to arbitration on clearance, run, etc., and that Co-operative Theaters of Michigan has approved it. Snow asks for expression'
of
opinion
from billallindicates
exhibitors.
Analysis of Snow
that
i: will be eliminate mandatory trade
screenings, since they would be unnecessary to exercise purchase option of exhibitor who would have
to buy all or none of season's product, following present practice.

Filming Short at Quantico
On Officers' Expansion
Work ha.s been started at the Marine Base at Quantico on a two-reel
film dealing with the officers' expansion program, with Lt. William
A. Halpern directing from a script
by Stanley Kops. Sgt. John Rogers
is filming the material.
Halpern and Kops have both been
associated with the film industry for
some time, and Rogers formerly
worked with the March of Time as
a photographer.

Rogers for 'Robin Hood/
Rep.'s Big-Budget Serial
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Oppose Berne Treaty
(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•
terday

Depinet
every

LEON Bamberger finished his term as Ampa president yeswith one of the biggest turnouts of the year
for Ned
the guest
speaker
Representatives
from
practically

circuit

in

the

vicinity

were

on

hand

and

and personnel were, present by the carloads
will go down in history
as having made
speech
when
he presented
Ned
to the

RKO

executives

H. M. Richey probably
the shortest introductory
lunchers
He came

right to the point and practically said
"Here he is, boys"
after giving a brief summary of Ned's brilliant career
One of the
highlights
of the
luncheon
was
the
entertainment
offered
by
"Doodles"
Weaver
of "Meet
the People"
Bamberger
introduced
Weaver as the gent who traveled the farthest to attend the luncheon
saying
he was
an exhibitor
from Needles.
California
and
then "Doodles" went to town and had the

T
•

gang

T

rolling off their seats.

T

•

• DEPINET prefaced his address
with some interesting data on early day movie advertising
He told of how
back in 1907 when he was an exchange worker in New Orleans
the only ad material they had was a cheese cloth banner
which was packed in the film can when shipped
Each
exhib. used it until it was worn out
and then there was no
more advertising
Seated on the dais were Depinet, Vincent
Trotta, John O'Connor, Phil Reisman, H. M. Richey
R. C.
Patterson, Andy Smith, Barret McCormick, Harry Mandel and
President Bamberger.

T

T

T

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic has set Roy
Rogers for the lead in "Robin Hood,"
a serial to be produced this Summer for next season's program. Plans
are under way to make this one of
the biggest budget serials to be made
by that studio.

Defer Conn. Allied Nominations
New Haven — Nominations for
1941-42 officers of Allied Theater
Owners of Connecticut were postponed to April 29.

•

•

•

IN

the

best

traditions

of

show

business

Deanna

Durbin
becomes Mrs. Paul Vaughn
yes, To-Night at 8:30!
A more appropriate hour could not have been selected for the nuptials
Locale is the Wilshire Methodist Episcopal Church
at Wilshire Boulevard and Plymouth Drive in ole L.A
Among the some
900 guests who will witness the ceremony
will be Nate Blumberg.
Universal's prexy. and J. Cheever Cowdin, company's board chairman
for both hied westward from the h.o. especially for the occasion
and you can be sure that the other "U" big-wigs are attending
in full strength and array
Church will be decorated lavishly with
flowers
Soloists'll

be

Ceremony
itself '11 be of the "double
Mary
Tock
and
Glenn
Bard

Deanna's
Heckman,

dad, will give the bride
in marriage
Mrs.
Deanna's older sister, is to be matron of honor

bridesmaids, — Miss

Gene

Read

(Deanna's

cousin).

ring" variety
and
James
Durbin,

Miss

Clarence
and the

Helen

and Miss Anne
Gwynne,
"U" contract
actresses
plus Mrs.
Payne (Anne Shirley), Mrs. Marvin Bradley and Mrs. Thomas King
El wood
ushers
From
THE FILM
DAILY

to

Bredell, half-brother of the
are: John Rogers,
Thomas

groom, will
King, Reed

Claude
Fisher, Howard
Christie
and
Joseph
latter two assistant directors at Universal

be best man
Gattman,
Robert
A.

McDonough

Parrish
John
and
Ross,
the

APRIL 18
Col. Fred Levy
Clen Allvine
Louis N. Cohen
Eddie
Roberts
APRIL 19
.
David Palfreyman Constance Tafmadge
Herbert Wilcox
May
Robison
Ceorge O'Brien Charles Light
-----APRIL 20
Harold Lloyd
Sidney Lanfield
Roy J. Pomeroy .

expert and Washington counsel for
the MPPDA, told the sub-committee
that ratification will be harmful to
the U. S. The pressure for ratification comes almost exclusively
from England, Brylawski said, because of the bad situation on copyright between that country and the
U. S. He pointed out that England
cannot obtain copyright here except
for four months, unless the work is
thereafter published in this country. This situation should be corrected. Brylawski said, "but we
don't have to burn down the house
to do it." It should be a matter of
treaty change between England and
the U. S., he added, instead of U.
S. adherence to the Berne Convention.
Sidney Lust, local theater operator, read a statement, for A. Julian
Brylawski, who spoke for the
MPTOA, opposing ratification on
the grounds that it will be detrimental to exhibitors. If the Berne
treaty were ratified, foreign music
societies would immediately attempt to collect from theaters for
the use. of foreign music in films,
he said. Brylawski estimated the
charges for foreign music would run
to 40 to 80 millions per year. This
amount would have to be passed on
to the public, the MPTOA spokesman said, as exhibitors cannot carry
any more financial burdens.

's stateBrylawski
fromthat
Deviating
fees
the Ascap
ment, Lust said
which the theaters have to pay have
never been passed on to the public,
and told the sub-committee exhibitors are still trying- to obtain relief from the Ascap tax. Ratification should be delayed until the U.
t law
he
copyrigh
S.
.is changed,
id
I
sa
Wilmington Starts Sunday Pix
Wilmington, Del. — Confirming The
Film Daily's forecasts, film theater
managers announced that all of Wilmington's 12 motion picture houses
will open next Sunday for the first
Sabbath showing of the movies in
the city. The opening date had been
delayed to allow all the theaters to
obtain pictures for the day.

Title Changing Rash
Hits Metro Studios
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Title changing rash
broke out in Metro's studios yester-

•

• • GILBERT Josephson, circuit operator, has bought himself a nifty 40-acre fruit farm up in Danbury, Conn. . . • Add
Luise Rainer and Buddy De Sylva to list of distinguished sponsors
for SPG's art exhibit opening Sunday afternoon with a reception
at local Barbizon Plaza Art Gallery.
# Charles F. Noyes Co.,
local realtors, have a new wrinkle, — -renting offices via Technicolor
footage which shows, the, prospects how swell the premises are!

day withform"
thebecame
result
that "The
Uni"Unholy
Partner,"
"The Enemy Within" gave way to
"The Get-Away," "Barnacle Bill" replaced "Lazy Bones," and "The Steel
Cavalry" was substituted for "Combat
Car." Additionally, the untitled Marx
Bros, comedy

was baptized, "The

Bargain Basement."
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"Two-Gun Sheriff"
with Don "Red"
Barry
Republic
56 Mins.
GOOD WESTERN WITH A COUPLE OF
PLOT TWISTS AND ENOUGH ACTION
TO
SATISFY.
Latest in the "Red"
public westerns has the
role — an outlaw and his
level sheriff. Plot is

Barry series of Restar playing a dual
brother, an on-theunusual enough to

hold interest and there is a sufficiency of
western-type riding and shooting to please
the outdoor audiences.
Barry is adequate in his part, especially
in the early outlaw scenes, and is supported by Lynn Merrick, Jay Novello and
Lupita Tovar who does a good job in a
dancer part. George Sherman directed and
was associate producer.
Due to a misunderstanding twin brothers
separate, one becoming an outlaw and the
other a sheriff. Their paths cross when
a gang of rustlers take in the outlaw to
impersonate the sheriff whom they have
kidnapped. Acting as sheriff, the outlaw
is straightened out on the misunderstanding, frees his brother and they break up
the rustlers.
CAST: Don "Red" Barry, Lynn Merrick,
Jay Novello, Lupita Tovar, Milton Kibbee,
Fred Kohler, Jr., Marin Sais, Fred Toones,
Dirk Thane, Archie Hall, Charles Bob
Thomas, Lee Shumway.
CREDITS: Associate Producer and Director, George Sherman; Original Story, Bennett Cohen; Screenplay, Bennett Cohen,
Doris Schroeder; Cameraman, William
Nobles; Editor, Tony Martinelli; Musical
Director, Cy Feuer.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Easter Vacation Biz Ahead
Or Equal to That of 1940
{Continued from Page 1)

of or the equal of the correspondingEaster vacation week a year ago.
At least this was the consensus in
a checkup yesterday, with some
stands reporting improved grosses.
The Radio City Music Hall's second week attendance exceeded first
week of the run of "That Hamilton
Woman," still current, it was stated
yesterday by W. G. Van Schmus,
theater's managing director, who
called attention to the fact that this
establishes a nine-year Easter holiday record, and that 318,986 people
saw the attraction during the twoweek span.
The Strand, playing "The Great
Lie," hailed the current week as its
biggest since introduction of the
new stage show policy, and the Capitol, with "Men of Boys' Town" reported that business this week was
about the same as a year ago. The
Astor reported grosses "very good"
for "I Wanted Wings," while the
Paramount, now playing "Road to
Zanzibar," estimated that the present week's "take" would eclipse that

"Dead Men Tell"
with Sidney Toler, Sheila Ryan, Robert
Weldon
20th-Fox
60 Mins.
MODERATELY ENTERTAINING WHODUN-IT; BUT BELOW STANDARD OF
PREVIOUS
CHAN
PIX.
Sidney Toler, probably better known

to

most audiences as Charlie Chan the' imperturbable Oriental sleuth, is back on the
screen solving another murder mystery, but
the picture is quite tame and only moderately entertaining in comparison to some
of its predecessors. Attempts for laughs
are forced, and there is more hokum than
there is plot. The cast is adequate, as
is the direction and production
value.
Toler, as usual, handles most of the
work in suave fashion, with Sen Yung performing as his irrepressible son. Sheila
Ryan, Robert Weldqf and Don Douglas
have important roles. A good characterization is provided by Truman Bradley.
Harry Lachman directed from a screenplay
by John Larkin.
Just before a treasure hunt ship sails
from port. Toler arrives on board looking
for Sen Yung. Shortly after that there
is a murder, and the proceedings get under
way rapidly. It seems there is a map
divided in four parts which somebody is
trying to get at any cost. Another murder
takes place before Toler unravels the mystery in a fairly suspenseful
climax.

CAST: Sidney Toler, Sheila Ryan, Robert Weldon, Sen Yung, Don Douglas, Katherine Aldridge, Paul McGrath, George
Reeves, Truman Bradley, Ethel Griffies,
Lenita Lane, Milton Parsons.
CREDITS: Associate producers, Walter
Morosco and Ralph Dietrich; Director, Harry Lachman; Original Screenplay, John Larkin; Based on a character created by Earl
Derr Biggers; Cameraman, Charles Clarke;
Editor, Harry Reynolds.
DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Gcod.

Cash Night, Not Bank Night
Involved in Smith Charge
Cleveland — Use of the term Bank
Night to designate any type of cash
theater awards is causing no end of
confusion and embarrassment to Ohio
exhibitors who use real Bank Night
with full blessing of the law. Last
week. L. M. Smith, owner of the
Geauga Theater, Chardon, was indicted by the grand jury for using
Bank Night in violation of the state
lottery laws. J. S. Jossey, Bank
Night franchise owner, states that
the Geauga Theater does not use
Bank Night and has never used it.
Smith uses what he calls Cash
Night at his Geauga Theater. Attorneys for Jossey had the charges
against Smith changed so that the
indictment now reads "violation of
Cash Night."
of a year ago by between 10 and
15 ner cent.

*

SHORTS

*

"Dipsy Gypsy"
Paramount
8 Mins.
Amusing, Novel
This is the second of the series of
shorts made for Paramount by
George Pal. Reel is not only novel
and amusing, but is in handsome
Technicolor. Old and young will enjoy the little story of the lad, Jim
Dandy, who, walking a sylvan trail
with his dog, meets pretty Ninya, the
gypsy girl. Infatuated with her, he
fellows her to the camp where her
fierce father, is in both meanings of
the term, — the "leader" of the gypsy
band. Jim is given an opportunity
to play a fiddle, which he does in hot
swinghand.
style,Music,
and wins
the girl's
heart
and
conducted
by Andre
Kostelanetz, is excellently arranged
and rendered. Footage is done in
the George Pal technique. All around,
it is a neat short.

"Crime Control"
(Robert Benchley Comedies)
Paramount
11 minsPretty Good Comedy

While not as potent in mirth cop-*
tent with some of this side-splits •
predecessor
subjects, "Crime
Control" nevertheless has enough stuff |
on the ball to tickle audiences.
In ,
this one, Benchley is a police captain,
of no ordinary stamp, since his in-^
terest is the apprehension of those )
"unfriendly
characters"
who make
life miserable, — such as bed slip- 1
pers, window
shades, newspapers,
shoelaces, etc. He demonstrates how
each has proclivities well designed !
to make mankind go nuts. Strength
of the humor lies in the fact that
everything Benchley does, and ever\
situation he gets into, is in the realm
of each Write
onlooker's
home.
this downexperience
as a prett\all
good 11 minutes of fun.
"Swing Cleaning"
(Gabby Cartoon)
Paramount
Gets by Okay

7 Mins

Folks who annually go through the
pangs and pains of Spring cleaning
will find lots to smile o'er in the
antics of Gabby, who gets permissior
from the King of Lilliput to per
Up pops
To Par
Boris Karloff
up as the guest sonally supervise putting the castle
expert in this new issue of the In- in slick shape. The intention is per
formation' Please series. Regular feet; the results ghastly, for the
board of experts comprised of John stupid Gabby wrecks the handsome
Kieran, Oscar Levant and Franklin joint and is reprimanded thorough
P. Adams sits with Karloff as master ly. He wasn't content to give th(
of ceremonies Clifton Fadiman bom- orders, but to demonstrate just hov
bards the experts with questions. each job should be done. The carnag
The questionees acquit themselves to carpets, pictures, china, draperies
well,
with a number of good laughs et al, is immense. Subject is ii
ensuing.
Technicolor, which helps make i
bright and visually appealing. Thert
is not much individuality to this one
but as comedy it gets by okay.
"The Prospecting Bear"
Metro
9 mins.
Highly Amusing Cartoon
"Stranger Than Fiction, No. 89"
9 mins
Papa Bear goes prospecting, and Universal
Fair Filler
with highly amusing results in this
cartoon.
Rudolph
Ising" isReel
the iscreator of the
characters.
in areA adorned
police station
where paintings]
the wall'
by original
Technicolor. The bear and a little making of flowers from sponges, :j
burro, so overloaded you can just town that has natural hot water ane
see his feet, finally arrive at a like- a church that has a steeple with ;j
ly spot in the mountains. The bear
pointing to the skies ar<;
discovers gold in huge quantities, finger
among the subjects offered in thi
the burro eats the dynamite and reel. Most entertaining, however, iJ
things go up in a cloud of smoke a - trained
dog
whose
acrobati
achievements are unusual.
shortly aftei'ward.
zations are excellent. The characteri"Information Please"
RKO-Pathe
10 Mins.

"Golden Eggs"
RKO
8 mins.
Funny Cartoon
Donald Duck tries to cash in on
the rising egg market in this reel.
He puts a hot record on the henhouse
phonograph and the hens turn out
peak production. But Donald runs
afoul of the rooster, boss of the
and is a sadder and wiser
Rivoli is doing well with "Meet barnyard,
John Doe," and "The Lady from man before the rooster finishes with
of course, is a Walt DisCheyenne"
the
Roxy. is also doing solid biz at him.neyReel,
production, and is in Technicolor.

"Picture People"
RKO-Pathe
10 mine
Hollywood Stuff
Ginny Sims, Kay Kyser, Lup
Velez, Irvin Cobb, Tex Ritter, Die
Foran, "Big Boy" Williams, Rose
mary Lane, Victor McLaglen, Ann
May Wong and Jimmy Durante an
a chorus line from Earl Carroll's ar
seen in this short. Staging is oka\
Direction was handled by Louis
Rousseau, and Frank Donovan get
credit as the producer.
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150,000,000 Spent
flaking Pix in 1940
(Continued from Page ])

it her than by serious curtailment
f company programs or generally
wer budgets.
| ^«hile in 1940 there was no single
-Ruction to hit the $3,800,000 cost
"Gone with the Wind" — the high
ater mark
established in 1939 —
year brought not a few costly
ictures.
Metro has two productions in the
iore-than-$2.000,000 bracket, "Boom
own" and "The Ziegfeld Girl," the
tter to be released Apr. 26.
Tops from the expenditure standoint for Columbia was "Arizona"
hich cost more than $2,000,000.
he studio had a second costly picire in Frank Lloyd's "Howards of
irginia," budgeted at over a mil-

pa.

Paramount's "I Wanted Wings,"
pw being roadshown in New York,
; rated as a million-dollar producon, while the same company's
Northwest Mounted Police" cost
lose to
amillion.
RKO Radio's two most expensive
' ictures were "Abe Lincoln in Illiois," which cost $1,200,000, and
1 My Favorite Wife," which had an
800,000 budget.
■ Warner's spent approximately $1,■00.000 on "The Sea Hawk," and
;i,200,000 on "All This, and Heaven
JV>o."
Twentieth Century-Fox shot the
Vorks, financially, on "Brigham
;'oung." which cost nearly $2,000,00. The same studio's "Western
!Jnion" represented an expenditure
Vf approximately $1,700,000.
' Universal had two pictures that
ost the studio close to $1,000,000
:ach. They were "Snring Parade"
,tnd "Seven
Sinners."
Republic, now spending freely for
iroduction, invested almost a milion in "Dark Command" and $500,)00 in "Melody Ranch," touted as
its first all-star Western.
■lays' C. & E. I. Railroad Holdings
Announcement of the general
neeting of the Chicago & Eastern
illinois Railroad called for May 15
discloses that Will H. Hays, MPPDA
orexy and a director of the company,
Is the holder of $25,000 worth of
ncome bonds in the railroad, 625
shares of Class A stock and 200
shares of common stock.

WAGE

to Broadcast Formal Opening Program
Tuesday from Stage of Loew's. Syracuse

Syracuse — Station WAGE, new Mutual affiliate, will have its formal opening
next Tuesday, with a half hour Coast-to-Coast program at 9 p.m., to be presented from the stage of Loew's State here. WAGE studios are in the Loew
State Building. Station has bought out half of the house for the formal opening
for its invited guests. Air show will complement
engagement of "The Great Dictator."

RKO Convention Will Equip. Makers Given
Aluminum Preference
See First 5-Block
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Temporarily postponed
because of the recent closing of the
Victor Hugo, where it had been
scheduled, Lady Mendl's long-awaited
"Chins Up" Party and Show for British War Relief, will be definitely
staged at the Mocambo Sunday night.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will auction
off the stockings worn to the event
by feminine stars.

(Continued from Page 1)

a program to Congressional majority
and minority leaders indicated that
the ideal way to increase revenues
would be to have each individual and
business pay a third more taxes than
they erspay
now. Administration
lead-a
are believed
to contemplate
general sales tax, payroll taxes, increased individual and corporate income taxes and higher excess profits
taxes.
Secretary Morgenthau estimated
that the Federal budget for the 1942
fiscal year would total 19 billion and
proposed that two-thirds of this be
raised by new and old taxation and
one-third by borrowing. He asked
that new taxes amounting to 3%
billion be levied by Congress.

at the Waldorf-Astoria, Ned Depifollows purpose.
the "A" rating
net, vice-president, said at the ian
whichuse,is and
for defense
Ampa luncheon yesterday at the
The various ratings were: Film
Hotel Edison.
cans, B7; cans, motion picture humidor, B7; equipment, blue printing,
"In other words," he said, "all of
our people will see the first group B6; projectors, motion picture, B6;
in June — two and one-half to four reels, motion picture B7; screens,
months before release date and home motion picture B6; screens, Four Majors Name Peoria
have ample time for proper selling, mesh for "talkies" B6; tripods, B8; Exhib. in Copyright Suit
advertising and exploitation and all other uses B3.
(Continued from Page 1)
pre-selling to the public. Surely
The preference ratings apply only
that is a step forward in our indus- to aluminium used in such equip- ater, for violations of the copyright
ment.
laws. Seventeen violations were alleged in the complaint which was
Depinet said the convention would
filed on behalf of RKO, Columbia,
betry."
attended by district and branch
Universal and 20th Century-Fox by
managers in the U. S. and Canada, Triples in Chi. Fade-out;
George Barnes, acting for Spitz &
office managers, bookers and sales- Post-Lenten Biz Climbing
Adcock, Chicago attorneys.
men, as well as home office officials
Cases involve the alleged unauthorand possibly a few delegates from
ized showing of pictures before and
Chicago — Triples are doing a slow
non-belligerent
foreign offices.
after
contracted play dates. It is
"While the new plan is a drastic fade-out here. Post-Lenten b.o. biz reported that efforts to settle the
change, we do not anticipate any shows a healthy rise.
case had failed.
great difficulty in making- the switch.
nor do we believe we will need much
if any larger staffs," the RKO sales
exec, declared in discussing RKO's
approach to selling under consent
decree provisions.
President George J. Schaefer, Vicepresident Phil Reisman, head of the
foreign department, Sales Manager
A. W. (Andy) Smith, Eastern Division Sales Manager Robert Mochrie,
Western Division Sales Manager
Cresson E. Smith, Short Subject
Sales Manager Harry Michalson and
Captain Leo Devaney of the Ned
Depinet Drive will be the principal
speakers at the convention.
RKO Radio district managers, including Gus Schaefer, Nat Levy,
You will find an immensely
Charles Boasberg, David Prince, W.
E. Branson, L. E. Goldhammer, H.
interesting, informative
C. Fuller and J. H. Maclntyre, and
all branch managers and salesmen
will attend.
article on the Motion Pic-

What do you
know about —

The Research Council

Lorence Case Arbitrator
Is Named by the AAA
(Continued from Page 1)

Chins Up; Hosiery Off

State's film bill, pop price

New Treasury Plan
May Hike B. 0. Tax

record that such a course by the
AAA
was found necessary.
Case was filed by Lorence of the
18th Street Theater, Erie, who
named Warner Bros., RKO, 20th
Century-Fox and Paramount in a
"some run" complaint.
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Westway arbitration clearance case hearing has
recessed until tomorrow. The hearing may conclude tomorrow night.

ture Academy's Research
Council by Darryl F.
Zanuck in the 1941 Film
Year Book which is now
being distributed to all subscribers of

THE FILM DAILY
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Improved Qualify of Product Forecast by Depinei
Sees Decree Selling Spotlighting Pix That Should
Not Have Been Produced

Depinet Decree Slants
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

out in the open and on our mettle
to do a better job."
Depinet said the old standardized
system worked too smoothly for
many and bred self-satisfaction, laziness and many other evils. In fact,
he added, it worked too easily for
the good of many. "Now we face a
grand chance to take off our coats
and go to work to raise the standard of our entertainment and find
ways and means of attracting a
larger percentage of the public to
motion pictures," he said.
Predicts Patronage Gains
It is logical, Depinet said, that
exhibitors will build up larger patronage if they screen all pictures
before licensing and playing them
end really set out to cash in on all
the value of each picture and try
to milk it dry. The old habit of
pulling a picture and grabbing another whenever one doesn't stand
on its feet, without much exhibitor
helu, will not be so easy, he continued. "We will have to do business
with what we have and add to the
effort of selling them instead of
pulling them," be said.
The responsibility of the exhibitor grows greater along with that
of the distributor, Depinet said. Intensive showmanship, he pointed
out, will be the order of the day,
and the theater press agent and the
advertising man will be even more
vital than in the past. He contended
that there will have to be a stronger partnership between the producer
and the exhibitor for their mutual
advantage.
"Without doubt," Depinet
said, "consent decree distribution shou'd improve the quality of picturps because it will
put the spotlight on the pictures
which should not have been
made. Producers will naturally
be more careful of what stories
and casts they put into productions."
In
regard to short subjects, Depinet said that RKO had been selling
1941-42 shorts on their own and
without any group of features with
which to "force them as has long
been charged." He said results compare favorably with last year and
indicate that RKO shorts, at least,
have been sold because exhibitors
find the public want them and not
because they were forced.
"A Blessing in Disguise"
In conclusion, Depinet said that
the consent decree setup can be made
to prove "a blessing in disguise."
It already has done RKO a lot of
good through the careful checkup
that has been made since last Dec< mber,
he us
declared,
adding
that "it
will
make
all more
resourceful
and on our toes."

ventio
Con"Fo
At
rumn"
CircV.us (.and

the consent decree, and have been able to set up a plan to greatly simplify our nego"Naturally we will do much more selling out in the field and we feel that under this plan
tiations."
there will be much closer and more intimate relations between the exhibitors and ourselves."
"There will always be pictures of varying qualities, but the deliberate classification of
'A' and 'B' pictures has been a very bad thing."
"We have always talked about our responsibility in developing new personalities. I think
our new setup will give us more opportunity along this line."
"The responsibility of the exhibitor grows greater along with that of the distributor. Intensive showmanship will be the order of the day, and the theater press agent and the advertising
man will be even more vital than in the past. There will have to be a stronger partnership between the producer
and the exhibitor for their mutual
advantage."
"The only thing that is more contagious than enthusiasm is the lack of it. We have got
to keep everlastingly selling ourselves as well as the public."
"If there is any truth in the long-heard complaint of exhibitors that they were forced to
play many undesirable pictures through blind-selling and block-booking that condition should
automatically be improved with resulting good effect upon theater business."
"Consent decree set-up can be made to prove a Blessing in disguise. It has already done
RKO a lot of good through the very careful check-up we have been making since December
so that we will be fully prepared."

Yorke to Produce Five
Technical Training Films
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The U. S. Treasury
Department's Procurement Division
announces here that an award has
been made to Emerson Yorke Studio, New York, for the production
of five sound films. This series of
Government motion pictures will
deal with technical training and will
be released, in conjunction with the
national defense program, through
the U. S. Office of Education of the
Federal Security Agency.
Minneapolis — Factories and machine shops here and in St. Paul will
be turned into "studios" for a series
of national defense one-reelers to be
made by Ray-Bell Films, Inc., of St.
Paul. Company has signed a contract with the Federal department
of education to make five one-reel
sound pictures to be used in training
mechanics in defense industries.

Minneapolis Aldermen
Refuse Goodman Permit
Minneapolis — The movie business
seems to be the only one in Minneapolis that's protected against competition, Alderman Desmond Pratt said
here when the city council voted to
refuse a building permit and a license
to L. E. Goodman for a theater he
had
Northplanned
Side. to erect on the city's
Pratt was a member of the minority of the license committee which
brought in a report urging the permit be granted. The report was rejected.
Goodman's application was opposed before the committee by a
group of housewives who said the
two houses in the district now offered the best in picture entertainment and that there was no room
for another house in the vicinity.

Chi. Hears Lillian Gish
Bctusch-Lomb Earns $506,831
Rochester — Report of Bausch & Talking Columbia Offer
Lomb for the quarter ended Mar.
31 shows net profit of $506,831. This
Chicago — Lillian Gish, appearing
is equivalent to $1.06 per share on
common stock. Figure compares with here in "Life with Father" at the
$420,668 or 87 cents a share for same Blackstone, is reported talking a film
deal with Columbia.
period last year.

British Film Attendance Up
3,300,000 Weekly Gain Despite Nazi Blitz
The British reliance upon motion
picture entertainment as a "first aid"
to morale during World II is strikingly demonstrated by the sharp rise
in film theater attendance in 1940 in
the United Kingdom.
In the face of the Nazi aerial blitzkrieg which saw hundreds of British
theaters put out of commission and
operating hours of all others restricted byblackout curfews, average
weekly attendance in 1940 rose from
18,000,000 to 21,300,000, according to
the 23rd edition of the FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK of Motion Pictures,
just
Thepublished.
number of British theaters
open as of Jan. 1, 1941, was 4,940
as compared with 5,300 on the same
day in 1940.
Germany on Jan. 1, 1941, reported
8,250 film theaters operating, but the
Nazi average weekly attendance last
year, despite the advantage of some
3,300 move theaters, was 19,250,000,
roughly 3,000,000 under the British
figure,
Book. according to the 1941 Year

A two-hourcircus
circus
professional
acts featuring^'
will be pre|
sented by the National Variety Club)
during their annual convention i:
Atlantic City, May 15-17. This wa
announced yesterday simultaneousl;
with the completed program for th*
three-day
sessions.
A producer-exhibitor forum wher
producers will answer questions ii
regard to production methods, plans
costs, etc., will be the highlight ol
the first day. Other events sched
uled for May 15 include registra
tion, boat rides, fishing parties
sightseeing, wheel chair trips, box
ing show, battle royal, female wrest
lers and other events in the Audi
torium.
Friday, May 16, will be devotei
mainly to business sessions in th
grand ballroom of the Traymor
Hotel where more than 1,200 dele
gates are expected to gather fo
the reports on charity activities ant
plans for the year. Roll call wil
determine the winners for the at|
tendance trophies. Election of of
fleers will conclude the dav's meet
ings. The Variety Club "Night o
Nights" is scheduled for the eve
ning, starting with a buffet suppe
and ending with a great show.
The golf tournament, boardwall
parade, circus, United Artists cock
tail party and the final banquet arc
scheduled for the closing day.
Additions to the list of executive:
who will attend the convention in
elude George J. Schaefer. Nate
Blumberg, William Scully, H. Ml
Richey, Spyros Skouras, Rober
Wilby, Howard Dietz, Tom Con
nors,
O'Shea, Ned Depinet, anc
Frank Ted
McCarthy.

Full-Time Operation
For Alabama Theaters
Talladega,
— Theformerly
Paramount'
a Martin
chainAla.
house,
oper
only on week-ends, will run as a ful
time show in future. Wave of pros"
perity due to construction of powdei
plant
reason. at nearby Childersburg is the
Announcement came on the heels
of a like one from Sylacauga, alsc
in the shadow of Childersburg, where
the Sylacauga Theater opening was
stepjped up from Fridays and Saturdays only to full time.

Mills to Build New Plant
Chicago — Mills Novelty Co. is demolishing the Mills baseball park al
Lake St. and Kilpatrick Ave. and
will erect
a new etc.
plant to manufacture Panorams,

:move
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60 TO BE READY FOR FIVE-BLOCK SALES
San Gabriel Exhib. Asks New Clearance Schedule
Realignment of Clearance
ror All Houses in Area,
3roal of Lewis's Complaint
( est Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Los Angeles — In an unusual arjitration complaint filed by 0. W.
•jewis of the Mission Playhouse, San
Gabriel, the entire clearance situation of the area is asked to be adjusted. Lewis, in filing; his comDlaint against the five consenting
:ompanies, does not ask for relief
(Continued on Page 7)

German Imports OH,
But Italian Advance
With moves by the MPTOA and
ITOA to ban the imports of films
from the Axis powers impending,
:heckup for the 1941 edition of The
Film Daily Year Book, just published, shows that during 1940 while
niarkedlv few German features
found their way to U. S. screens,

THE
WEEK
IN REVIEW
Ash Nazi Pia? Ban

Washington
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DAILY

s for "flesh"
Washin
onsgton—
attracti
whichTheater
will be constructed
by the Army at camps under a plan
now being discussed will probably
number between 50 and 60, with
shows to be offered in them primarily
(Continued on Page 5)

Cleveland Halting
Bingo Games Wed.
Cleveland — Police has fixed April
23 as the date for cessation of all
Bingo games in Cleveland. Thomas
Clothey, assistant safety director, issued orders to Police Chief George
Marowitz to notify Bingo operators
at churches, clubs and all other places
to remove all paraphernalia and shut
down. It is estimated that more than
50 places are affected by the order.

By RALPH

WILK

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — A minimum of 60 pictures from the five companies
which are signatories of the New York consent decree will be
ready for trade showing by Sept. 1 when the new system of selling becomes effective. Indications

By L. H. MITCHELL
PROPAGANDA PIX: ITOA resolution to be introduced at a meeting
on Wednesday will ask the U. S. Government to ban German and Italian
pictures from this country on the
ground that they are of a purely
propagandists nature . . . Max A.
Cohen, president of Allied Theater
Owners of New York, an MPTOA
affiliate, subsequently issued a statewith the consent of Ed Kuykendall,
Dallas - Two arbitration cases
MPTOA prexy, that he would bring have been filed with the local arbiup the matter of banning German
tration tribunal, one involving clearand Italian pictures from the U. S.
ance and the other some run.
at the MPTOA June convention on
Ruben Frels has filed a complaint
the West Coast.
in which he seeks pictures on some
*
*
*
run from the five consenting compa"ANTI-5": Northwest Allied's bill nies.
against block-of-five pix under the
L. M. Rice,
operator
consent decree, already passed by the
(Continucd
on Page of4) the Cam-

Frels and Rice File
Arbitration Demands

House, was set for a vote by the Senate at the week-end. If it becomes
a law the five majors agreeing to
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 5)

Plan 50-60 Army Theaters
For "Flesh" Attractions

Will Be Available for Trade Showing by Sept. 1 When
New Selling System Under the New York Consent
Decree Becomes Effective; Para, to be Way in Lead

Hendersen Files First
Ore. Arbitration Case

Theater Beano-Bingo Bill
Dies In Mass. Legislature

Portland. Ore.— P. R. Hendersen,
owner of the Rialto Theater, Albany, Ore., has filed a complaint
Boston — Bill to permit theaters to with the Portland arbitration tribconduct Beano or Bingo games as
unal asking for some run from M-Ga means of revenue was killed in M, RKO, 20th Century-Fox and
the General Court without debate.
Warner Bros. It's the first comAt the same time the Legislature ritory. plaint to be docketed in this ter(Continued on Page 7)

l Anti-5 Bill Opposed
Reports of Non- Selling by Distribs. Alarm
Detroit Managers Union
Asks Circuit Recognition
Detroit — The theater managers
union is presenting contracts for
recognition and usual terms to two
new circuits. Moss Brothers, operating the Van Dyke and Parkside
theaters, and Krim Brothers, operating the Lasky, Harmony and Krim
theaters.

Detroit — Reports spreading rapidly
and finding credence here to the effect
that the "Big Five" will not sell in
Michigan should the pending Snow
anti-five block measure pass the
Legislature at Lansing are developing potentially grave opposition to
the bill.
Withdrawal of the distributors
from this state presumably would be
predicated on the fact that the Snow
(Continued on Page 7)

are that Paramount

will have the

largest number of pictures available, according to information available at the week-end.
Judging by current schedules,
Paramount will have about 30 pictures ready for trade showing; 20th
Century-Fox will have at least 10;
(Continued on Page 6)

II

Source Clearance

II

Helping BMI Tunes
"Clearance at the source" of BMI
tunes granted Hollywood producers
and special licenses granted the larger theaters by BMI have materially
increased (Continued
the number
of BMI songs
on Page 5)

Bernhard Names Hinchey
To Philly Buying Berth
Appointment of Ed. Hinchey as
head buyer for Warner theaters in
the Philadelphia zone was announced
(Continued on Page 7)

Ratf-Gum Machines
For House Lobbies
Detroit — Coin machines, in the
form of the new ray-gum machines,
are invading leading downtown theaters here, with a deal pending for
the Paramount Coin Machine Co. to
place them in one of the larger circuits. Despite the fact that these
machines in the past have been considered opposition by some exhibitors, operators now appear to find
them a definite lobby attraction
where space permits.
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Para. Picts.
B'way cv. 3s55
5..
Para.
3 V4s47
i.
Earner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
L.
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts
I.
Sonotone
Corp
\.
Technicolor
834
8%
8%
...'..
Trans-Lux
,.
Universal
Corp. vtc.
6%
6%
6%
.....
Universal Picts
■, .
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met.
Roxy

Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb.
Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

'45..

66
55

NORMAN H. MORAY, Warner short suh
sales manager, returns to the home office I

RUN

LANGUAGE

♦

FUTURE

Subsequent

run.

Follows

current

for
ductorHollywood
of the Friday.
music

69
57i/4

20th-Fox Starts Biz Drive
In Latin America May 18

Cuban Censors Lift Ban
On 10 Soviet Productions

Jos. McKeown, Gen, Mgf
of Schoenstadt Circuit,

Criterion
Palace
Palace
Miami
Playhouse
'.. . .Cine Roma
run.

Confederation Amusements
Reports Net of $35,362

Montreal — The annual report of
Havana (By Air Mail) — Cuban
Film Censorship Board has author- the Confederation Amusements, Ltd.,
ized exhibition here of 10 Soviet for the year ended Dec. 31, 1940,
pictures, banned for a month. Pic- shows net profit of $35,362 after provision for income and excess profits
tures banned were: "Tres Mujeres,"
This compares with net profit
"Chapayew," "Moscou Rie," "Alen- taxes.
in 1939 of $48,605.
jandro Nevky," "Trece Heroes,"
Two dividend payments of $3 per
"Las Conquistas de Pedro el Grande," "El Primero de Mayo en Mos- share were paid to preferred shareholders amounting in all to $32;,cou," "Somos de Kronstadt," "Pedro
172. Company's annual meeting wijll
el Grande" and "So La Guerra Viene be
held April 29.
Manana."
Four Soviet pix, "Lenin in 1918,"
"Lenin in Octubre," "Cancion de la
Juventud" and "Diputado del Baltico," are banned under the National Defense decree.

Wayburn-Dietz Number
At Ziegfeld Girls Ball

A special vocal and ensemble number, arranged by Howard Dietz, MG-M executive in charge of promotion, and Ned Wayburn, will be
staged by Wayburn at the Ziegfeld
Philadelphia — Local Motion Pic- Club's sixth annual ball tonight ^t
ture Associates has taken over the the Waldorf-Astoria. Number will
lining up of exhibs. for national be dedicated to the girls of the club.
defense pledges in the territory.

Harry Hochfeld of 20th CenturyFox has been unanimously elected
first vice-president of the New York
SPG. Hochfeld succeeds Joseph ChaA 10-week Pan-American business
sin, who has resigned from Warners
building drive will be started May 18 and left the film industry. Hochfeld,
by 20th-Fox offices in the South and like his predecessor, is an artist.
Central American countries, it was
learned at the week-end. Drive winds
Passes for "Nice Girl?"
up the week of July 26. Edwin S. NoBoston
— ■ "Nice Girl?" has been
Fraser, foreign sales statistician, has booked into the Keith Memorial for
been designated home office leader two weeks or longer. As a result,
of the drive by Walter J. Hutchin- notices have been sent to pass holders there will be no free list the
son, director of foreign distribution
for the company.
opening week.

Kennedy to Venezuela
To Talk RKO Deals

Chicago — Joseph McKeown,
eral manager of the Schoenstadt
ater Circuit, is dead from a hear
tack. He is survived by his mo
father, a brother and a sister. _
eral will be held this morning at
Ambrose Church, with burial in
Mary Cemetery.

Metro Pix in All Cubdnt
Houses During Loew Dr
Havana (By Air Mail) — As a
suit of a drive in honor of Ar
M. Loew, Metro's foreign c;
every Cuban theater will exli
Metro product during April
May, it is announced by E,
O'Connor, Metro's chief here. D
runs to May 24,

I 1940 U. S. Film Exports
In New Zealand Decline

MP Associates in Philly
Line Up Defense Pledges

Hochfeld Succeeds Chasin

Kane,"

left Saturday*!

TOMMY GOLDBERG, Baltimore exhib., wl
New York at the week-end, called here b|
brother-in-law's death.

".-..;

Two-a-day

"Citizen

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., and his wife 1
Miami
Wednesday
for a tour of a numbi
South American countries.

..Capitol
Music
Hall
Palace
Roxy
Strand
.;. . . . .Paramount
Rivoli

(d)

in

MRS. EMLYN WILLIAMS
Europe on the Clipper.

♦

bill,

of RKO,
left Saturday
Santa
Rosa
to
negci

E. S. GREGG, general foreign manage i
Erpi, left for the Coast Saturday for a |
at the company's
Hollywood office.
BERNARD
HERRMANN,
composer
and

World
Miami Playhouse
.Cine Roma
48th St. Theater

OPENINGS

(c)

JACK
KENNEDY,
Venezuela
on
the
distribution
deals.

♦

Ziegfeld
Girl
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — April 24
That Uncertain
Feeling (United
Artists-Lubitsch) — April 24
Citizen
Kane
(RKO
Radio-Orson
Welles)— May 1 (d)
The Great American
Broadcast
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
The Wagons Roll at Night (Warner Bros. Pictures) — May 9. . .
Reaching for the Sun (Paramount Pictures) — May 7
The Flame of New Orleans
(Universal Pictures) — April 25

(b)

JULES
LEVEY,
who
arrived here frL 1
Hollywood, will remain in New York fOTMR
weeks.

Broadway
Astor

FEATURES

brai

CHARLES SKOURAS was scheduled to r
to the Coast over the week-end. ^^^1

♦

Disney
Productions) — 23rd week
(Paramount Pictures) — 4th week

♦ FOREIGN

day
from athe tour
of the company's
throughout
country.

18)

MARKET
Low
7'/2
45/8

TWO-A-DAY

Pepe le Moko (Mayer & Burstryn) — 8th week
The New Teacher (Arfkino)— 3rd week
Manon Lescaut
(Esperia Films) — 2nd week
The House Assistant (Scandinavian Films)

(a) Dual bill,
(e) Re-issue.
NEW

COminG and GOIIK

11

Theater
Rivoli
Music Hall

Men Road
of Boys'
Town
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
— 2nd week
Capitol
The
to Zanzibar
(Paramount
Pictures) Pictures)
— 2nd week
Paramount
The Great Lie (Warner Bros. Pictures) — 2nd week
.Strand
Missing Ten Days (Columbia
Pictures)
Globe
King of the White Elephant)
(Pridi-King of White Elephant) — 3rd week
Belmont
The Lady from Cheyenne
(Universal
Pictures)
Roxy
Mr. District Attorney
(Republic Pictures) .
Criterion
Ride On Vaquero (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Rialto
Prairie Pioneer
(Republic
Pictures)
••
Central
Chaplin Festival (Guaranteed Pictures) — 3rd week (e)
5th Ave. Playhouse
Ridin' on a Rainbow
(Republic Pictures)
(a)
New
York
Caught in the Act (Producers Releasing Corp.)
(a)
New York
Nice Girl? (Universal
Pictures)
(a-b)
...Palace
Dead
Men Tell (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(a)
Palace

A Girl, A Guy, and A Gob (RKO Radio Pictures) — April 24
The Sea Wolf (Warner Bros. Pictures)— April 23 (a-b)
Model
Wife
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — April 23 (a-b)
Heroes of the Sea (Artkino)— April 25
The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films)
(b)

FINANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS

Parade

Picture and Distributor
Meet John
Doe (Warner
Bros. Pictures-Capra-Riskin) — 6th week
That Hamilton Woman
(United Artists-Korda) — 3rd week

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

D

Washington — New Zealand's
ports of new films from the Tj
during the calendar year 1940 \
valued at £NZ144,482, in compar
with £NZ186,253 for 1939 and f»
228,702 for 1938.

j

Jack Kennedy, former production
head for RKO in England, left for
Venezuela Saturday on the Santa
Rosa to negotiate deals with distributors in that country to handle the
company's
does not
maintain anproduct.
office in RKO
Venezuela.

Calloway Ork for Bookers Dance
Chicago — Cab Calloway's ork will
play for the Spring dinner-dance of
the Bookers Club at the Sherman
Hotel June 6.

Don't Forget....
You Have a Date
National Convention 61
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.
May 15th, 16th & 17th
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Frels and Rice File
Arbitration Demands

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW
Ash Nazi Pix Ban

(Continued from Page 1)

,^___ (Continued from Page 1) _^^^_

pus Theater, College Station, Tex.,
has filed a case asking that the
present clearance schedule which
gives the Palace, Queens and Dixie
Theaters in Bryan 30 to 45 days
over the Campus be adjusted.

Dearborn Theater Shifts
Schedules to Suit Workers
Detroit — Joseph Stoia, owner of
the Midway Theater in Dearborn,
has adopted two special show schedules to meet community demands.
Major change is adoption of a noon
opening, instead of early evening as
heretofore, to draw the business of
Ford factory workers, who use this
corner as a major transfer point.
This draws workmen going on shift
at 4 p.m.
Saturday late show has been
moved back to start at 10 p.m., to
meet the closing hour of community
stores, as the house is the only one
located in the principal civic and
shopping center of Dearborn, which
houses the Ford factory, a mile away.

RKO's
Ted Wynn
ation Staff
ExploitJoining
Field
Ted Wynn, formerly motion picture editor of the Milwaukee Post,
has been appointed to RKO's field
exploitation staff and will cover the
Buffalo and Albany territories. Jimmie Boyle, formerly in the home office publicity department and who
has been a field man upstate, will
be transferred to Chicago as the assistant to Bob Hickey.

Donlevy's
Garnett
Pact
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Brian Donlevy's pact
with Tay Garnett to star in the first
of Garnett's four-picture venture on
his own, "Three Sheets to the Wind,"
is on a salary and profit-sharing
basis. Garnett is negotiating releasing arrangement.

Cummings In Accessories Biz
Cincinnati — Mark S. Cummings,
former Paramount salesman, has
opened the Independent Advertising
Service, selling lobby displays, trailers, and business boosters.

the consent decree will be forced in
a position
of challenging its £f)
stitutionality .bill
. .received
Michigan's^
blocks-of-five
the^&
•

•

• IF you are ever inclined lo doubt the power of prayer
we recommend a cut-back to Pittsburgh
— the time: Thanksgiving Day, 1928
Picture to yourself the great city
rilled with

a great joy
'daily bread' "

and "thanks unto the harvest's Lord
Such is the setting of our drama
T
T
T

who

sends

our

• •
• AGAINST the panoply of celebration
there beat
in apparent hopelessness
the voices of two against the world
— a woman weeping in despair
and an infant cooing
with that serenity which comes
from very lately having seen
the angels
Now the child is left alone
forsaken in the
nursery of the Sheridan Square Theater
To its tiny dress is
pinned a scribbled note
of 50 words penned in anguish:
"1 cannot afford to keep this child
Her name is Catherine
I have six others
She was born October 24th and I am
leaving her in this theater
because of what I have heard of
the charity of show people
and with a prayer that you will
care for her"

And it was signed, "A Heart Broken Mother"

• •
• THE "prayer that you will care for her"
was heard
above the revelry of that Thanksgiving Day
Powerfully it rose on
high
echoed to earth again
and almost miraculously filled
the hearts of 11 men
who called their informal lraternal group
Variety
because each represented a different branch of the inI bring

dustry To these men that scribbled note really said:
thee tidings of great joy"
It was to be so

▼

T

"Behold!

T

• •
•
STRANGE as the alliteration may sound
Variety
Clubs of America were founded through this foundling
She
was appropriately named Catherine Variety Sheridan
ani is
today a lovely young lady
Annually, the Pittsburgh Club
adopts another child
names it Catherine V. Sheridan and finds
it a home with kind foster parents
So tremendous has been
the growth of the national organization
that for the current
year
a grand total of close to $400,000 has been pledged for
its philanthropies
and indications are that this sum will be
greatly exceeded when the delegates make their final reports
at the Clubs' Seventh National Convention to be held May 15-17,
inclusive
in Atlantic City's Hotel Tray more
Incidentally, the total amount of pledges for 1941 is about $100,000 more
than last year

•

•

•
has

THE influence of Variety
been felt in virtually every

Clubs
phase

throughout
the nation
of social and welfare

work

Milk for undernourished
children
"iron lungs" for infantile paralysis victims
free shows for the underprivileged
hospitals and clinics for the needy
are but some of the organiza-

From
THE FILM
DAILY te
Billy Bitzer
Anthony Quinn
David Bernstein

tion's activities ...... symbolizing
its mission among
men
They
say that these Clubs, or Tents, are "The Heart of Show Business"
— yes, and the SOUL
We remember one afternoon in Dallas
when a lot of us were shown through that Tent's hospital and clinic
for babies
with Bob O'Donnell
acting as guide
When
the
little journey was completed
we remember sitting with Sam Goldwyn in an open automobile
The great Goldwyn is a great reviewer In one word he described the work of the Variety Clubs
"divine"

port of Co-op.
* Theaters
*
* of Mich.
"FROZEN" COIN: House Paten
Committee in Washington open
hearings on three measures to o
tain revenue now "frozen" in foreij
countries by holding American pa
ments for use of foreign patents ai
copyrights against claims to be fil
by
U. S.Both
firms
for and
"frozen"
tances.
House
Senate rem
coi i
mittee hearings also were tied 1
with our adherence to the Berne co
vention treaty on copyrights a
patents. Edwin P. Kilroe, chairm;
of the copyright committee of t
MPPDA, appeared in opposition
the Berne pact which he held w
treaty.
without advantages for us. T
MPTOA

also opposes the Ber'
*
*
*
MISCELLANEOUS:
New U.
tax bill may increase taxes on adm
sions, with Treasury Dept. seen as
ing 50 per cent tilt . . . B & K 1
ported a 1940 net of $1,526,912, eqi
to $5.62 per share as against $4.

in 1939 . . . Jury in the Gov't's J
seph M. Schenck-Joseph H. Moslwitz tax evasion trial, after deliber;
ing 10 hours, found Schenck guii
on two counts, Moskowitz on oi
Immediate appeal was in the offi
. . . The Film Daily Year Book i
1941 was released . . . Arthur Gret
blatt was appointed sales head
PRC . . . R. R Bryant heads Sox:
Carolina TOA, new exhib organi;
tion . . . Controversial film bills wt
doomed in Missouri . . . Para, will
crease its short subjects progr.
budget by 40 per cent . . . Distri
heard that their Paris offices h£
been seized by Nazi military autho
ties . . . Motion picture equipme
manufacturers were given alumini
preference by the OPM ... In Am
speech, Ned E. Depinet, RKO sa
chief, characterized selling pix unc
the consent decree's blocks-of-five
grand chance to take off our co:
and go pix
to work."
firstitsbio.
of-five
will be RKO's
shown at
N
York convention, June 16 to 19. :

Musical Cavalcades
Heading for Screen
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILi _
Hollywood — Looks like an array of
musical cavalcades on the screen next
season. On top of the Warner pix
based on the life and songs of George
M. Cohan and George Gershwin, already announced it is reported Metro
may do one on Jerome Kern. InSerenade"

cidentally, Columbia's new "Permy
introduces 12 popular

tunes of the past, while Para.'s forthcoming "The Birth of the Blues" will
have 13 familiar songs from 12 to 40
years old.

W
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slping BMI Tunes
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German Imports Off,
But Italian Advance

STARS TO COMBAT NAZI AGENTS
It's the Way to hick the Fifth Column in LatinAmerica, Declares Raymond Clapper

(Continued from Page 1 )

(Continued from Page 1 )

ed in film houses, it was claimed
day by the broadcasters' subsidiin a statement asserted indie
er organizations are "extremely
crested"
in "clearance
at the
iree," and added that "many of
a would welcome adoption of this
. by the motion picture industry
' it has been adopted by the radio
- lustry."
3 MI also saw in the promotion
Ofhe by BMI
stations on Jimmy
sevelt's "Pot o' Gold" the assuree of closer co-op between radio
«J d films.

"The way to lick the Nazi fifth
column in Latin America is to send
out an army of movie stars," Raymond Clapper, syndicated ScrippsHoward columnist, wrote in his Friday column, published in New York
in the World Telegram. Clapper
was one of the party of newspapermen who accompanied the Hollywood delegation to Mexico City for
the Film Festival there.
Clapper, in his column which carried a Mexico City dateline, declared, "I'd like to see Jock Whitney
take this crew of stars around Latin
America," and paid a glowing tribute to the players for their efforts.
,.an 50-60 Army Theaters "They
were always gracious and
handled themselves more tactfully
or "Flesh" Attractions
than some political campaigners I
(Continued from Page 1 )
have seen. I didn't know they had
riety and revue types. It is planned it like that," commented Clapper.
In the course of his column, the
put approximately 1,000 seats in
ch house. Plan is being developed Scripps-Howard writer said:
the joint Army and Navy Commite on Welfare and Recreation.
Fight Daylight Saving
It is likely that legitimate plays
' 11 also be presented, with vein prob- Time Move in Wheeling
•ly along the light comedy
and
.triotic lines. No details are final
Wheeling, W. Va. — Anonymous adyet, but conferences are continuvertisements appeared today assertg and it seems likely that some
ing
"a
blitzkrieg
for benefit of min■finite program will be under way
ority group. Let people decide — not
' late Summer or early Fall.
five men." After the city council
in a surprise move voted five to four
In the official Equity magazine, for daylight saving time. New time
jblished this week, the actors' or- was twice defeated by popular vote
inization scores the Government's in the past.
ethods of running camp entertainOther nearby cities said ready to
ents. Equity points out that it has follow in fast time: Steubenville, O.;
gid benefit and production rules and St. Clairsville, O.; Martins Ferry, O.;
lat the Army in all fairness should
Bellaire, 0.; Weirton, W. Va.; Wells: least study them. Article is en- berg,
W. Va.; Moundsville, W. Va.;
tled "Why Won't the Army Talk Benwood, W. Va., and others.
» Equity?"

Dth-Fox
Buys "Chicago"
'est Coast
Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth Centuryox has bought Maurine Watkins'
Chicago" as a possible vehicle for
.lice Faye or Betty Grable. Sam
larris produced the Watkins play in
326. The studio also bought an ordinal story by John Larkin, "21
Whistlers," for Marjorie Weaver.

tites Held for Mrs. Porozynski
Cleveland — Mrs. Frank Porozynski,
'ife of the owner of the Garfield
nd New Victory Theaters, who died
t her home after a long illness, was
uried Saturday from St. Stanislaus
Church. Porozynski is a director of
tie Cleveland Motion Picture Exhib;ors Association. Surviving, beside
er husband, are three sons.

"Preparedness,"

1941

Boston — State Legislature has
passed an act making it possible for
greyhound tracks to operate daytimes, provided it becomes necessary
for blackouts in this area at night.

"Thou Shalt Not Screen"

"In fact, Jock Whitney, movie representative of the Rockefeller committee, is considering sending an
expedition of screen people into
Buenos Aires and Rio to say it with
smiles in those Nazi-infested areas.
The movie stars made the Mexicans
forget the hated oil companies. For
several days the newspapers were
so full of pictures of the screen
beauties that they had no space left
foi
States.complaints about the United
"The value of this Hollywood expedition was that it reached the lower layers of the Mexican people.
The Government tops are co-operating with the United States. But
down below, the Nazis do better
than we do. Our diplomats know
what ought to be done and they try
hard, but they have neither the
money nor the men to work with.
Down here you need either money
or a box-office face."

500 Seats for Service Men
In Loew 'Open Air' Theater
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Open Air Theater, near Alexandria, Va., operated
by E. M. Loew, has announced a new
price policy for men in uniform. The
admission price for members of the
armed forces has been cut from the
usual 39 cents to 20 cents, tax exempt. To accommodate the service
men, who do not have cars, 500 seats
have been installed.
New Mich. Directory Nears
Detroit — Allied Theaters of Michigan is preparing a new edition of
two books — its booking book, which
will appear with the addition of
dates and holidays this year, and a
new directory listing location, size,
owner, and telephone number of
every state theater.

there was virtually a 100 per cent
here.
gain in Italian pictures exhibited
Due

largely to disruptions resulting from World War II, features
imported and shown were 82 fewer
in 1940 than in 1939. During 1940
imported pictures totaled 196 against
278 the preceding year.
Total number of features shown
on American screens during 1940
was 673. Of these 363 were released byandthe
"major" companies
310 eight
by independent
distributors. The majors produced 348
in the U. S. and imported 15 features while the independents made
129 in this country and handled
181 foreign-made pictures.
Greatest decrease in imports was
in pictures from Germany which exported 38 in 1940 compared with 85
in 1939 — a drop of 47 features. Another marked decrease was in features from the U. S. S. R. with only
two new Russian features shown
during 1940 against 13 in 1939.
French imports dropped 11 features
from 36 in 1939 to 25 in 1940. Mexican made features shown in the
country decreased from 21 in 1939
to four in 1940.
Features from Italy. England and
Spain increased 17, five, and four
respectively, to 33, 49 and eight. Australia was represented by two features in 1940, none in 1939.
Countries affected by war from
which features were imported in
1939 but not in 1940 include Poland,
China, Finland, Denmark, Egypt,
Greece, Holland and Norway.
Imports by countries for 1940
are as follows: England, 49; Germany, 38; Russia, 2; Czechoslovakia
4; Italy, 33; France, 25; Spain, 8
Cuba, 2; Argentina, 7; Mexico. 4
Sweden, 9; 2.Hungary, 11; Ireland, 2
Australia,

Pittsburgh— The 20th Century-Fox
release, "The Great Commandment,"
meant "Thou Shalt Not Screen" to
the employes of that exchange when
the print, which had been sent to an
account for a preview, was not returned in time for the employes'
weekly screening. This is the first
time in local history that a film exchange had a missout on its own
screening.

Boston— The 3,500-seat Boston Opera House may soon be converted
Detroit— Mrs. Matilda Stuart, 69,
into huge night club and amusement
mother of Frank Stuart, general arena.
manager of Midwest Theaters Circuit, died after
months'
illness
at Petrolia,
Ont. two
Another
surviving
brother is Charles Stuart, formerly
"Sergt. York" Bow
with Universal.

Hattie Delaro, Actress, Dies

To Sponsor British War Films

From Opera to Night Club?

Frank Stuart's Mother Dead

At Legion Conclave?

Mrs. Hattie Delaro, 80, retired
operatic singer and comedienne, died
Friday in a New York hospital. She
had appeared with Richard Mansfield
and Lillian Russell and in the first
Boston performance of Gilbert & Sullivan's "Mikado."

Film Library of the Museum Of
Modern Art is working on plans to
sponsor a program of documentary
pictures dealing with British war
effort. May 20 is the tentative date
set for the opening of the show,
with complete program to follow
a few days later.

Producing Fifth Column Story

"Flesh" Out of the Town

Havana (By Air Mail) — Saviur
Detroit— The Town Theater, headquarters house of the Broder CirCancio will direct "La Quinta Cocuit, which has been running stage
lunna" ("The Fifth Column) to go
before the cameras at Royal News shows for several weeks, switches to
studios this month.
straight pictures again.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Studio news highlights:
Warners may award the "Sergeant
York" world premiere to Milwaukee
Sept. 15 when the American Legion
national convention opens . . . Norma
Shearer's next definitely will be "We
Were Dancing," stemming from Noel
Coward's "Tonight at 8:40" . . .
John Emery gets the heavy role in
Columbia's "Heaven Can Wait" . . .
Robert Presnell will script "Seventh
Cavalry," Gary Cooper vehicle, for
"U."
Goldwyn . . . Richard Himber, signed
by WB, is also talking with Para, and
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60 Pix to be Ready
For 5-Block Sales
(Continued from Page 1)

RKO expects to have 11, while MG-M and Warners will have at least
five each.
21 for Para, by End of May
Paramount is slated to have 21
pictures for the new season completed before the end of May, and at
least 10 more are scheduled to roll
during: June and July. Pictures already completed, in production or
scheduled for early starts ran the
gamut of types to assure the sales
department a wide variety from
which to select its first packages.
Completed are "Skylark," "New
York Town," "The Night of January 16," "The Great Man's Lady"
and "Buy Me That Town." Six
others are before the cameras and
five are due to roll before the end
of this month. Five are to be put
into work in May. Production schedules of a similar nature and only
slightly reduced in number are now
being mapped out for June and July.
20th-Fox Readying 10
Twentieth Century-Fox expects to
have one block-of-five finished by
June 15 and another block by July
15. These will include "Dance Hall,"
"Private Nurse," "Charlie Chan in
Rio," "The Dead Take No Bows"
and "The Last of the Duanes." "A
Yank in the RAF" gets under way
this week. Four pictures go before the cameras in early May and
others, including "Charley's
two
Aunt" with Jack Benny and Kay
Francis, around June 1.
While 20th-Fox has 13 scripts
completed and ready to shoot and
expects to have twice as many prepared by next month, the company
plans to keep the shooting maximum
down to five, thereby shaving studio
set overhead and spread yearly expenses for the full 12 months.
RKO Schedule Calls for 11
RKO's schedule calls for 11 features to be ready for the trade
shows when the time comes. Currently in production and nearing
completion are "Before the Fact,"
"The Devil and Daniel Webster,"
"Farachute Battalion," "Father
Takes a Wife" and "My Life With
Caroline."
M-G-M will deliver 44 pictures for
the current season, the minimum announced last year. While pictures
designated for the new season have
not been announced, it is understood
that Metro's first block-of-five will
include "Smilin' Thru," "The Yearling," "The Chocolate Soldier," an
untitled Greta Garbo comedy and a
new Tarzan story.
Warner Bros, has not indicated
its plans but it will have one or
more blocks ready at the startingtime. The company's lineup numerically may be announced this week.

Soundies In N. H. Debut

fILfllS '
flEW
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"Ride On Vaquero"

with Cesar Romero, Mary Beth Hughes,
Chris-Pin Martin
20th -Fox
64 Mins.
HIGH CALIBER CISCO KID SERIES
WESTERN IS CERTAIN TO PLEASE THE
ACTION FANS.

Latest in the 20th-Fox series starring
Cesar Romero that is based on the wellknown O'Henry character, the Cisco Kid,
this one is a first-rate western. It is colorful, actionful, well-cast and well-paced. Picture should certainly please the western
and action fans, and it will serve nicely as
a supporting feature on any bill.
Romero is fine as the gay bandit, and his
supporting cast is better than usual. ChrisPin Martin is good in his usual role, that
of Romero's henchman and stooge, and Mary
Beth Hughes, Robert Lowery and Ben Carter
are more than adequate in supporting roles.
Herbert I. Leeds directed from an original
screenplay by Samuel G. Engel. Direction
and script are both up to par in every
respect.
Romero is trapped by the army after he
is betrayed by a girl who wants the reward.
However, the Colonel allows him to escape
to run down a band of kidnappers. Romero
and his henchman, Martin, soon get a line
on the gang and the action is intense from
there on. Suffice it to say that Romero
accomplishes his job, kisses the attractive
Miss Hughes goodbye, and rides off in a
cloud of dust one jump ahead of the soldiers
again.
CAST: Cesar Romero, Mary Beth Hughes,
Chris-Pin Martin, Robert Lowery, Ben Carter,
William Demarest, Robert Shaw, Edwin Maxwell, Paul Sutton, Don Costello, Arthur Hohl,
Irving Bacon, Dick Rich, Paul Harvey, Joan
Woodbury.
CREDITS:

Executive Producer, Sol M.

Wurtzel; Director, Herbert I. Leeds', Original Screenplay, Samuel G. Engel; Suggested by an O'Henry character; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Editor, Louis Loeffler.
DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Conn. Safety Control Bill
Not Needed, Exhibs. Say
New Haven — Scheduled after all
other movie bills had been heard in
Committee, H. B. 1769, requiring installation of a safety control device
on motion picture machines to eliminate fire hazards came before the
Judiciary Committee at Hartford late
last week. Exhibitors Irving C.
Jacocks, Jr., of Branfort, Joseph F.
Reed, Washington Depot and Bantam, Al Robbins of Hamden, and Lou
Phillips of Modern Theater Equipment opposed the measure as unnecessary.
The device would automatically interpose an opaque heat-resisting
guard between projection light and
film, if film should break for any
reason.

Mrs. Rachel Agree Dead

Detroit — Mrs. Rachel Agree, 83,
Manchester, N. H.— The Mills mother of Charles Agree, leading
Panoram "soundies" have made their Detroit theatrical architect, died at
New Hampshire debut in Tommy her home here. Interment in Machpelah Cemetery.
Roy's Diner here.

*

SHORTS

*

"Our Declaration of Independence"
Academic Film Co.
19 mins.
Solid Two-Reeler
Without resorting to dramatic
overtones. Max and Arthur Alexander have succeeded in making a
highly informative two-reeler on
the title subject. Currently, the
footage commends itself to theaters
particularly because of its patriotic,
historical and enlightening nature.
Dialogue gives the film a thoroughly
authentic ring, because it is based
on material taken from correspondence and documents associated

"Toy Trouble"
Warners
7 min
Entertaining Short
Sniffles, the little mouse, and b
friend, the Bookworm, pay a vis
to the toy department of a bi^^
partment store during the night^Hfl
is the order of the day until a ca
gets after them. They barely g<
away with their lives. Leon Schle:
tainihg.
inger was the producer. It's ente;

"Flies Ain't Human"
(Popeye the Sailor)
Paramount
7 min
Fair Entertainment

With warm months at hand, — an
with them, the eternal and infern;
house fly,— this cartoon has a timel
touch.
Popeye is snoozing when a j
tacked mildly by a fly, who, howeve
with the leading characters de- becomes something to conjure wit
when it devours some of our hero
picted.
Thus fortified, he make
Alden Chase has the role of Wash- spinach.
life miserable.
Latte
ington; John Elliott plays Benjamin Popeye's
Franklin; Charles Gordon is seen equipped with a swatter, is unsu<
cessf
ul
in
downing
his
prey.
The
fi i
as Thomas Jefferson; and Irving
Mitchell and Robert Frazer portray makes his victim so mad with annoj i
that eventually the entire hout:
John and Sam Adams, respectively. ance
is torn apart. Laughs are fair, an
Barton Yarborough, George Eld- so is entertainment reel affords.
redge and Alex Callam are cast as
Patrick Henry, John Hancock, and
Richard Henry Lee. Events leading up to the signing of the Dec- Warners
"The Trial Of Mr. Wolf"
laration of Independenst are traced
7 min;
clearly, from 1763 to 1776. Robert
Amusing Cartoon
Cline's photography is good, and so
An amusing satire on the fabl
are . other technical facets.
of Little Red Riding Hood, this re<
gives the wolf a chance to present hi
story to a jury. The wolf puts a
the blame on Little Red Riding Hoo i
"Hollywood Meets the Navy"
and Grandma, but circumstance
(Meet the Stars— No. 5)
Republic
10 mins. would seem to prove that the wol;
Mild Subject
had exaggerated to some exten
Leon Schlesinger was the produce
Latest of the Meet the Stars se- of the subject.
ries is a tour of a naval air training
station with a number of Hollywood
personalities featured. Footage includes glimpses of Olympe Bradna,
"Going Amusing
Places, No. 89"
Henry Fonda, Richard Barthelmess, Universal
9 min '
Carmen Miranda, Roger Pryor, Anne
Nagel, Mary Lee, George Murphy,
Humorous and authentic epitaph
George
O'Brien, Charles
Linda Darnell
and found on tombstones occupy th
Carole Landis.
Butterworth
main footage of this reel. Inscrip
appears in several comedy sequences tions on the headstones are show
snowing some
his recent goofy in- and read aloud by Graham Mac
ventions. Justoffair.
Namee. The odd sense of humor dis
played by our Atlantic Coast fore
father's is in evidence by the unflat
tering poetry on some graves.
"Wings Of Steel"
Warners
20 mins.
Timely Defense Reel
This two-reeler deals with the Air
"Big Bill Tilden"
Corps training program as it is set Warners
10 minup today. A group of young men
are depicted as they start out as
Sport
sight of
Bill Reel
Tilden on a ten
fledgling trainees, and they are fol- nisThe
court has been something to loo !
lowed through their entire training
period. The subject is interesting, at with rapt attention for man
is enhanced by the use of Techni- years, and Tilden's demonstration of
color, and it has a lot of punch his own prowess and a number o
background as massed flights of tennis strokes in this reel is 'inter
training ships, fast pursuit jobs and esting'.
A feeble comedy touch i
flying fortresses zoom through the injected into the picture irt the per'
clouds. B. Reeves Eason directed son of Arthur Q. Bryan, and Wende.
from a screenplay by .Owen Crump. Niles provides the commentary,.
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learance Schedule
sked for Entire Area
(Continued from Page ] )

•• his own theater but a re-sched>,nz of clearance for all houses in
i— locality so that pictures will bei^ available 28 days after Pasana first-run.
Lewis contends that present clearce arrangements are too confused
r smooth operation and asks that
arbitrator straighten out the
:uation.
Asks Clearance Schedule
The complaint requests a schedule
clearance and zoning be prescribed
id published by distributors as of
aragraph No. 8 of the consent deee as in case of United States
•rsus Paramount Pictures, Inc., et
.. for the Alhamba and San Gabriel
ea.
It is asked that all motion
ctures shall become
available to
teaters in the Alhambra seven days
ter the Pasadena first-run closing
h: 35 cents admission; that all picires become available in San Gabriel
Monterey
Park area 28 days
fter first-run in Pasadena
closing
t 25 cent admission; that all picares become available to the Roselead, Garvey and Temple Theaters,
?ven days after San Gabriel firstjns closing at 25 cent admission,
nd 21 days after San Gabriel firstjn closing at 20 cents admission.
(In New York, there was some
question as to whether
Lewis'
complaint was open to arbitration under the New York consent decree. However, a hearing will be scheduled and the
legality of the case will be left
to the discretion of the arbitrator.)
Elliott Files Clearance Case
A second arbitration case on clearnce was filed with Walter H. Elliott
•efore the American Arbitration
association, locally, March 16, by
leorge Bromley, owner of the Camus Theater, Hollywood. Briefs were
led naming
Paramount
Pictures,

WEDDING
Vest

Coast

Bureau,

BELLS
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Marriage of Deanna
Durbin to Vaughn Paul was solemnzed in Wilshire M. E. Church here
Friday night by the Rev. Dr. Willnc Martin before some 900 guests,
ncluding many industry notables.
Cleveland— Charles Boasberg, RKO
district manager, who will marry
Vliss Betty Strauss of Chicago on
\pril 24, was guest of honor at a
mchelor dinner at the Belmont Ho:el given by the local RKO force, and
vas similarly entertained by the
3uffalo RKO boys.

g*
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* * BOOK REVI6UJ5 * *
THE FILM INDEX : A BIBLIOGRAPHY. Vol. I, The Film as Art.
Compiled by Workers, Program of the
li'orks Project Administration in the
City of New York, sponsored by Mayor
Fiorello H. LaGuardia. Published by
the Museum of Modern Art Film Library
and the H. W. Wilson Co., New York,
780 pages, 51 illustrations.
Price, $10.
This valuable and highly important reference work on the motion
picture, published after years of patient and laborious research of books,
magazines and newspapers, with access to the material in many libraries,
is an outstanding example of what a
bibliography should be. The present
volume is but the first installment of
the project undertaken by the
writers' group of the WPA, and is
an enticing foretaste of what is yet
in store. The digests are concise
and informative and cover the vast
field in a satisfactory referencemanner.
Volume I is divided into two parts:
1, History and Technique; 2, Types
of Films. Part I includes such subjects as Criticism and Aesthetics, a
general history of the film in the
United States and in foreign countries, and a technical survey of the
film crafts — acting, actors, color,
costume, dance, directors and directing, make-up, music, photography,
sound, set design, writing for the
silent and sound films, and many
other general angles.
Part 2, on the Types of Films, divides film production into its various
types — adaptations, adventure in various lands, animal pictures, crime
detection, drama, comedy, fantasy
and trick films, newsreels, cartoons,
documentaries, etc., with listing of
pictures under the various classifications with references to reviews and

articles on the individual films. References to publications give dates of
issue and pages.
According to the publishers, the
volume contains digests from 8,600
books, periodicals, articles and film
reviews, with 4,300 items referred
to in the digests; 4,200 actors, directors, scenarists and other film craftsmen are cited; 3,200 films are given
special coverage; 2,100 authors are
represented, and there are 160 major
subject classifications. Illustrations
are mainly from production stills.
The comprehensive index covers 76
pages, three columns to the page,
with a flexible system of cross references. Index includes 25,000 items.
The volume contains a foreword
by Iris Barry, curator of the Museum
of Modern Art Film Library, which
worked closely with the researchers
in the preparation of the material. It
also contains a preface and introduction by Harry Leonard, the editor of
the volume.
The book is handsomely printed
with two columns to the page, and is
substantially bound in cloth. The
pages are 6Y2 by 10 inches. The
many writer-researchers working together have turned out in a few years
what would have been a life-time job
for a single writer.
The writers, researchers, editors
and publishers are to be congratulated on turning out a thorough,
comprehensive and illuminating reference work on the motion picture.
Already, with but one volume issued,
it takes rank as not only the best of
reference works on the film, but the
only one of its kind. It is a valuable
adjunct to the private library and
an essential on the shelves
of every
— L.H.
M.
public library at home or abroad.

Ken Gomin Continuing
In Item-Tribune Post

Theater Beano-Bingo Bill
Dies in Mass. Legislature

New

Mich. Anti-5 Bill
Meets Opposition
( Continued from Page 1 )

measure, if enacted, would set up a
selling policy conflicting with that
provided
nationally by the New York
consent decree.
While Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan has gone on record in favor of the Snow bill, there has been
no similar action by Allied of Michigan. Pearl
M. Sprott,
Allied's
business
manager,
instead
has
voiced her personal opposition to
the measure, taking the position that
the consent decree should be given
a fair trial.
Miss Sprott, in defining her personal attitude, said she was unable
to see how the Snow bill would
help
state's exhibitors.
Thetheuneasiness
beginning to be
manifest by some indie theater men
over the Snow bill is increased by
speculation as to the possible effect
on branches here in the event of
enactment. It's open and shut that
Detroit doesn't want to lose the exchanges of the Big Five.

Bernhard Names Hinchey
To Philly Buying Berth
(Continued from Page 1)

Friday by Joseph Bernhard, Warner theaters chieftain. Appointment
is effective May 1. Hinchey has been
connected with the New Yox'k staff
of the theater department.
At the same time, it was announced by Ted Schlanger, zone manager in Philly, that Lester Krieger,
now in charge of the booking department there, will take over duties in
connection with the operation of the
city theaters in the Philly zone.

Columbia Signs John Emery

(Continued from Page 1)

Orleans — Ken Gormin continues as columnist and amusements refused to raise the tax on horse
and also reeditor of the Item-Tribune. Maj. or dog racing plants
of the proposal
J. W. F. Moore, recently reported to forcefusedallconsideration
tracks to turn in to the
taking the mp desk in a staff switch, state the unpaid or uncashed ticket
leaves the paper May 12.
funds, resulting from buyers of tickets who leave the tracks without
Inc., Paramount Film Distributors cashing in on winning tickets.
Corp., Loew's, Inc., RKO-Radio, Vitagraph, 20th Century-Fox as violators Para. Buys Navy Yarn
of section No. 8 of the consent decree.
Hollywood — Paramount has bought
Bromley contends that the modern "We're in the Navy Now" by Monte
Campus Theaters, with 832 seating Brice and Eddie Moran. Eddie Brackcapacity, is compelled by the above
en will be featured and Betty Hutnamed defendants to follow the Clin- ton of "Panama Hattie" has been enton, Hunley and Sunset Theaters, all
gaged for a role.
of lesser seating capacity, in showing
of pictures, and at an admission price Pass Sunday Bowling Bill
lower than what it would normally reHarrisburg, Pa. — A bill legalizing
ceive if pictures were reallocated on Sunday bowling after 2 p.m. in Penna more fair and equitable basis than
sylvania without a referendum by
now prevails and product was ob- municipalities was approved in the
tained in accordance with seating House last week by a vote of 105
to 88.
capacity and investment.
The claimant contends that the
clearance granted the Sunset The- N. Y. Theater League Meets
ater, which said defendants have
Members of the League of New
granted, is unreasonable and unfair York Theaters will meet this afternoon to vote on discontinuing
by virtue of a lesser seating capacity
and resultant enforced lowering of the League's anti-trust action against
the Dramatists Guild.
claimant's admission price.

Hollywood — Columbia has signed
John Emery, Broadway actor, for the
heavy role in "Heaven Can Wait," set
to start today, with Robert Montgomery, Rita Johnson and Claude
Rains in the cast.

TO THE

COLORS!

Bert Kulik, Lieutenant, Naval
Reserve, has been ordered to active
duty at the Naval Air Station,
Lakehurst, N. J., on May 1. Kulick
is treasurer of PRC and also New
York franchise holder.
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., who will make a Latin-American
tour as a special State Department
representative, Friday was commissioned alieutenant, junior grade, in
the U. S. Naval Reserve.
William W. Sullivan, manager in
Panama for 20th-Fox, was ordered
last week to report to the 15th U.
S. Naval District, Balboa, C. Z., for
active duty. Sullivan is a member
of the Naval Reserve.
Chicago — John Inskeep, of National Screen Accessories, has been
called for Army training.

MORE THAN
HALFWAY
DEFT treatment and dramatic lighting contribute much to modern screen productions.
Unusual effects receive competent support
from the wide latitude and exact uniformity
of Eastman negative films. They always can
be depended upon to meet director and
cameraman
Kodak

more

Company,

than halfway. Eastman
Rochester,

J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLIJS-X
for general studio use

N. Y.
Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when Utile light is available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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ANTI-5' PASSES MINN. SENATE
Hungary Reported Banning All American
ome Office Foreign Depts.
ick Official Information
at Action is No Surprise

HAROLD FRANKLIN DIES IN MEXICO
Heart Attack Fatal to Executive, There in Connection
with U. S. Circuit Building Plans

All American-made pictures are to
banned in Hungary, according to
United Press cable dispatch pubhed yesterday which credited a
azi-controlled publication in Budast. It was pointed out that in this
se the report is tantamount to fact
cause of the source.
I With Greece a battle ground, clos2 of the Hungarian market would
II but completely eliminate U. S.

Mexico City — Harold B. Franklin,
48, widely known American film industry executive, died here Sunday
night at the
Geneva Hotel
of a heart attack.
F r a n k lin
was here in
c o n n e ction
(Continued on Page 3)
with plans of
U. S. interests to build
a chain of
t h e a t ers in
this country.
Franklin was
surveying the
Chicago — Midwestern film business ground for
HAROLD
B. FRANKLIN
up to 15 per cent ahead of last c o nstruction
•ar, it is indicated from admission of the houses. He was accompanied
x reports and statements from ex- by his son, Elbert.
lange and circuit officials. Since
aster, business has improved marially and with a continuation of
lality films, exhibs. expect to hold
ie gains.
Lengthened payrolls in the terrify, due to defense manufacturing,

Films

Vote Was 53 to 8; Late
Amendment Provides for
20 P. C. Cancellation

Minneapolis — At a session
which extended far into the
His body will be returned to Los evening the Minnesota Senate

Angeles for the funeral and interment as soon as arrangements can
be made.

last night passed the anti-block-offive bill sponsored by Allied Theaters
Owners of the Northwest. The
measure, which nullifies the blockWord was received here yester- of-five purchase clause of the New
day of the sudden death Sunday York consent decree in Minnesota,
night in Mexico City of Harold B. already has been passed by the State
Franklin, prominent in the film in- House of Representatives and now
dustry since 1914 as an organizer goes to Gov. Harold E. Stassen for
and operator of theater chains signature. The Governor has intimatthroughout the country.
ed he will sign.
Franklin was born in New York
The Senate
vote was 53 to eight, a
(Continued on Page 3)
City April 4, 1894. He first entered
the film business in 1914 in the theater field. He organized Paramount
Theaters into a national chain group,
was president of Publix Theaters
and then became president of Fox
West Coast Theaters.
He next be(Continued on Page 6)
Establishment of tele theaters in
key cities throughout the U. S. permitting paid audiences of more than
a million for championship sports
events, is envisioned by large screen
theater television promoters, it was
said yesterday by Thomas F. Joyce,
(Continued on Page 6)
RCA Manufacturing Co. vice-prexy.
Joyce pointed out that Col J. R.
Eldora, la. — Additional details of
tscap Fight on Wash. Law the new organization plan under Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Kilpatrick, (Continued
president
on Pageof 3) Madison
Washington — Admission tax colin Iowa was given yesleaded for Supreme Court consideration
terday by President Leo Wolcott of
lections for March on a country-wide
Allied Theater Owners of Iowa- basis showed a continued increase 19 Technicolor Features
Seattle — Denial by a three-judge the
Nebraska.
over the previous month, the Bureau In Preparation, a Record
ederal statutory court of Ascap's
Wolcott denied the plan included of Internal Revenue reported yesterlotion for a new trial in the Sojoining the national MPTOA
and
day. Broadway collections, however, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ety's action against the 1937 state
Hollywood — Studios are readying
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)
spyright law will be appealed to
more features for color production
1? U. S. Supreme Court.
than at anv other time in film hisAscap is seeking an injunction
(Continued in Page 3)
tory. (Continued
Rising box-office
have
on Pagereturns
3)

lidwesfern Theater
usiness Rises 15%

Television theaters
For Keys Predicted

MPTOA Affiliation
Mar(h Mef Tax
Not Planned in Iowa Collodions
Soar

f40 Hollywood Payroll Down

$130,000,000 Figure is $3,000,000 Drop
"Bring 'em Back"
Plus, as a Reissue
A revised version of Frank Buck's
"Bring 'Em Back Alive," (1932) augmented by the best episodes from
his "Wild Cargo," (1934) and "Fang
and Claw," (1935) will be released
by RKO on May 16. Picture will
have a new sound track, with narration by Buck.

n*a
T nrlrlai.
M«w,^J
D,.«~„
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
De
LOdder
JMamed
Prexy
Hollywood-Reflecting
the appliOf Co-Op. of Michigan
cationof of
economies
dictated
by the
loss
overseas
markets,
the annual

Detroit— New officers elected by
Co-Operative Theaters of Michigan
at annual stockholders' meeting are:
President, Fred De Lodder- VicePresident, Ben J. Cohn of the Sen,_. . , on Page
„
(Contmued
6)

Hollywood payroll in 1940 dipped
$3,000,000 under the $133,000,000 figure prevailing in 1939, according to
a check-up here for the 1941 edition
of The Film Daily Year Bo°k of
M°tx°n Pictures just published.
Hollywood(Continued
studioson gave employPage 6)

Clocks Turn Ahead
Hour Next Sunday
Clocks in New York City, the
greater part of New York State and
16 other states will be turned ahead
one hour next Sunday when daylight saving time goes into effect
at 2 a.m. The clock will be turned
back at 2 a.m., Sunday, Sept. 28.

:w
Louisville to Ignore Law,
Adopt Daylight Saving
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Joe Gins Named Columbia
Charlotte Branch Head
Pittsburgh — Joe Gins, city salesman for the local Columbia exchange, has just been promoted to
branch manager of the Charlotte
exchange.

"Hap" Hadley Recovers

"Hap" Hadley,
artist,a has
returned
to his industry
studio after
six
weeks' illness, Hap is toting a new
cane, but hoped to dispose of it
shortly.
SALES

Frankfort, Ky. — Gov. Keen Johnson refused at a hearing here to approve adoption for the city of Louisville of daylight saving time from
Apr. 27 to Sept. 26 on the ground
there was conflicting opinion regarding legality of the state law which
prohibits Louisville from adopting
faster time without consent of the
Governor. Governor Johnson said
he would withhold his approval of
the step until after a court test is
made of the law.
The Governor was told that although a poll conducted by the Junior Board of Trade showed a majority in favor of daylight saving
time, a similar poll conducted in
many Louisville theaters showed
patrons overwhelmingly against the
change.

House Committee Keeps
Covers on Tax Program
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

EXECUTIVE

leaving New York to establish permanent
headquarters in Hollywood. Willing to
represent producer and execute any commission in film industry. Thorough
knowledge production, distribution, exhibition. Bank and personal references.
Write Box No. 2000. THE FILM DAILY,
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Washington — While the Treasury
transmitted a detailed taxation program to the House Ways and Means
Committee yesterday, it was not
made public, Chairman Doughton (D.,
N. C.) explaining that he did not desire to "alarm the people over somethat might
Onlythingthat
muchnotof happen."
the program
will be approved as the committee
deems wise, Chairman Doughton declared.

Warners Drive Ends;
Billings Set Record

95
95
MARKET
8%

Louisville — Louisville will go
ahead and adopt daylight saving
time despite the state law against
such a move without approval of
the Governor, Mayor Joseph D.
Scholtz announced here after a conference with the City Law Department.
Director of Law Hal Williams was
directed to prepare an ordinance
adopting daylight time from Apr.
27 to Sept. 26 to be submitted the
Board of Aldermen tomorrow.
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Hollywood — "There is no plan
under consideration for refunding
RKO's six per cent preferred stock,"
said George J. Schaefer, president of
RKO, last night. "Such financing as
is being considered by K-A-0 is for
the purpose of purchasing K-A-0
preferred stock and retiring the six
perSchaefer
cent B. refused
F. Keithfurther
bonds."comment
on a published report that RKO
had borrowed $9,500,000 for financing
purposes.

Va. MPTO to Hold Summer
Meet at Old Point Comfort
Richmond, Va. — Sydney Gates, of
Norfolk, was elected chairman of
the MPTO of Virginia convention
committee at a board meeting here.
Mid-summer convention will be held
on July 13 and 14 at Hotel Chamberlin. Old Point Comfort. The
Board also voted to handle the distribution and exhibition of newsreel
shots, taken here by the State Defense Commission, in all theaters
in the State.

UA Home Office Execs.
At Dervin Testimonial
Withexecutives
a delegation
of UA's home
office
in attendance,
John
J. Dervin, UA branch manager in
Boston, was tendered a testimonial
dinner last night by the Variety Club
at the Latin Quarter in that city.
Dervin, recently named Southern district manager for the company,
leaves for Atlanta shortly.
Arthur W. Kellv, Harrv L. Gold,
Haskell Masters, Charles Stern, Mon"Skip"
went roetoGreenthal
Bostonandfrom
here Weshner
for the
affair.

ARTHUR W. KELLY, HARRY L. COLD, H*
KELL MASTERS, CHARLES STERN, MONR
GREENTHAL and "SKIP" WESHNER were in Bi i
ton last night at the Variety Club dinner ter
ered John J. Dervin, UA exchange manager *
has company.
been named Southern district manager
the
J. DON ALEXANDER has arrived in
from Florida for a stay of several days.
DAILY
RADIO
JACK andALICOATE,
from Florida.

DAILY,
yesten
publisherreturned
of THE'
I

RALPH E. PECKHAM, sales director for "K
of the White Elephant," left yesterday to v
a number of Midwestern cities.
ANN
SOTHERN
is at the Sherry Netherla
NORMA SHEARER is here from the Coast
a visit.
BEN PIAZZA is here from the Coast.
LUIS SASLAVSKY, Argentine film director,
rived yesterday from South America on the Sa
Elena.
JAMES
ROOSEVELT
is in Honolulu.
BERT
S. REISMAN,
manager
in Peru
RKO, and MRS. REISMAN, arrived yesterday fi
South America on the Santa Elena.
ISABEL JEANS, left over the week-end
Europe on the Clipper.
IRMA WILSON, president of the Hollyw
Ziegfeld Girls Club and a member of the <
of Metro's "Ziegfeld Girl," arrived here yesl
day from
Bermuda.
COL. WILLIAM J. DONOVAN goes to Si
cuse next Monday to speak at the annual <
ner of the College of Law, Syracuse University -

Ginger Rogers Signs Ne
Three- Year RKO Contraci
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI,

Hollywood — RKO Radio has sigi
Ginger Rogers to a new three-yi
contract, it was officially annoum
here yesterday.
At present Miss Rogers is appe
film. in "Tom, Dick and Harry"
ing
that studio.
It is her 47th feat

Harriet Parsons Made

Overtures Made to Lesser Rep. Producer-Director
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DA
Hollywood — Harriet Parsons
To Head RKO Radio Studio
Wr'f

roast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George J. Schaefer,
Warners "20th Year for Sears" RKO prexy, declined to make any
sales drive, which closed over the statement on the report that Sol
Lesser would head the RKO studio,
week-end, was the company's most but
it is known that overtures have
successful campaign, with billings
been made to Lesser to become exsubstantially
ahead
of
last
season's
ecutive head of the plant.
drive, it was said at the home office
yesterday. Only fractions separated
the leading districts and branches.
Hanline as Rep. Story Ed.
Winners of cash awards totaling $25,000 will be announced shortly.
We** <~oast B"rea-< of THE
FIT M DAILY
Hollywood — Maurice Hanline, head
Sunday Films In Slow
of story department at Republic studios, hns resigned. He will be sucStart In Wilmington
ceeded by Francis Langton, who was
head
of writers at Paramount until
Wilmington — Light attendance was
the rule as Sunday movies were about three months ago.
shown here for the first time. Only
one house touched capacity for the Ben Piazza Here to Look
initial Sabbath movies in Wilmington history. Houses operate from 12 Over Talent, Current Plays
noon to 6 p.m. and reopen at 8 p.m.
Ben Piazza. RKO studio scout, arTheater Games Banned in Peoria
rived from the Coast yesterday to
Chicago — States Attorney Les Car- look over talent and current plavs.
son has banned all theaters games in He will work with Arthur Willi,
Eastern talent head.
Peoria, 111.

been made producer-director-wri
of features at Republic.
She t|
also continue with "Meet the Sta
shorts which call for one a montr

"Hamilton Woman"

Gets 4th

Korda's "That Hamilton Woma
will remain a fourth week at l
Radio
Thursday.City Music Hall start I
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Anf i-5 Block Bill
Passes Minn. Senate

eporl Hungary
ins All U. S. Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

.lures from the entire Balkan terry.
xThile no official information as to
Hungarian
action
has
been
">d here yet by home
office
|Jv5* departments, it was stated
; the course was not "unantici?d."
Normally, U. S. distribs.
plied 40 per cent of films for
ia:arian exhibition.

cap Fight on Wash. Law
•aded for Supreme Court
(Continued from Page 1)

inst the state law which makes
illegal for separate
copyright
aers to pool copyrights, fix prices,
ect fees or issue blanket licenses.
n denying the motion, the threege
court,
comprising
Circuit
ge Bert Haney of San Francisco
District Judges John C. Bowen
Lloyd L. Black of Seattle, ruled
kt the motion was not timely in
t it was not filed within the reved 10-day period after the first
il. that Ascap was not entitled
file the motion after that period
oe new evidence was not involved
1 that no new principles of law
(I been submitted.
1. W. Haughland, local attorney,
3 resenting
Ascap,
immediately
d a petition for appeal
to the
areme
Court.

arch Ticket Tax
Elections Again Soar
»
(Continued from Page 1)

;re in a decided slump, compared to
Druary.
The national March collections
aled $7,104,956.34, compared to
390,931.82 for March, 1940, a gain
$4,714,024.52. The March figure
$609,672.68 more than the $6,495,5.66 collection for the previous
•nth of February.

IO Theater Parley Held
Round table discussions of operans and policies were held at the
aldorf-Astoria yesterday by RKO
eaters executives and division
magers. Two pictures,
•e" and "The Great
•eened. The one-day
ided last night with
ity and banquet.

"Meet John
Lie," were
parley cona cocktail

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
William J. McShea
Ed

Carroll

(Continued on Page 3)

much
•

•

•

IN

view

of the

problems

incident

provisions of the New
York consent decree
cart-before-the-horse
aspect
to the demands
magazine, newspaper
and syndicate writers

to selling

under

there's definitely a
made by Hollywood
that they be given

the edge
in preview screenings
over New York
Exhibitors around the country
are primarily interested not in the Coast
preview reaction
which 99 to 1 will be super-colossally enthusiastic but in what the more critical East has to say
This
will be all the more the case
come Sept. 1
and it is a point
that those in the driver's seat
might profitably remember
In any event there should be no penalization of the East
Why
not day -and-date press previews. East and West?
And is there
any reason under the sun
why national magazines and Sunday
newsppers
should
carry
reviews
of pix
a couple
of weeks
before the trade critics see them?
That's happening all too frequently of late
And it strikes Phil M. as more cart-before-thehorse stuff
▼
T
▼
• •
•
FLOCKS
of filmland thanks
should go out to
Justices McDonald and Paige for their action and expressed indignation o'er the Jitterbug claque which has been raising
moronic hell hereabouts and elsewhere
by badgering stars
of the entertainment world
and creating disorders in film
theaters
— one of the victims of which has been the local
Paramount

There is a vast difference 'twixt reasonably demonstrated enthusiasm and disorderly conduct
unless this type
of mass juvenile neurosis is nipped in the bud
a lot of good
theaters are going to be regarded by normal theatergoers as joints
Imagine a house manager having to make his principal duty
when certain stars make personal appearances at his theater having to stand up in the auditorium with figurative
whip
to make a mob of lame-brain rowdies in their teens
demonstrate even an iota of decent deportment in a public place!
in
be
of
in

We've heard a helluva lot of prattle from some tongues
the land
anent the movies spoiling youth
It would
well for the prattlers to examine the great contributions some
our youth is making
to ruin the movies by their behavior
pic stands

19 Technicolor Features
In Preparation, a Record
(Continued from Page 1)

opened the way to increased budgets
and 19 features are being prepared
for Technicolor treatment as against
10 at this time last year.
Paramount has the heaviest color
schedule with seven films in work

"Fantasia" Will Open Run
In Louisville on May 9
Louisville — Walt Disney's "Fantasia" will open at the Fourth Ave.
Amusement
Strand Theater
here on May Co.'s
9.

larger majority than Northwest Allied had anticipated.
The only amendment made to the
bill when it came up for final Senate
action as a special order of business
was a provision inserted by Senator
A. O. Sletvold of Detroit Lakes, providing that cancellation of 20 per
cent of pictures may be made on
moral, religious or racial grounds.
The measure originally had failed
to provide for cancellation on racial
grounds.

Television Theatres
For Keys Predicted
(Continued from Page 1)

Square Garden, and Mike Jacobs,
prominent fight promoter, have both
been enthusiastic over the possibilities of large screen theater tele in
regard to sport events of a national
scope and interest.
As a forecast of the shape of tele
things to come, RCA on May 9 will
demonstrate its large screen theatrical television at the New Yorker Theater for leaders in the film,
studio, stage and sports fields.
Highlighting the special program
which will be projected on a 15 by
20 foot movie screen will be the blowby-blow showing of the middleweight
championship prize fight between
Billy Soose and Ken Overlin from
Madison Square Garden. Remainder
of the demonstration will originate
in the NBC tele studios in Radio City
and will include a news program, a
dramatization and a round table discussion between film and radio execs.

CBS Color Television Sets
To be Available by June 1
CBS yesterday announced that it
is now in the process of completing
negotiations with several manufacturers to make color television sets
which could be available by June 1
at the latest.
Technical values will be determined
by the network, and a basis for color
tele set standards will be set up for
the future.

Ky. Theater Co. Indicted
For Operating Bank Night

Cleveland — "Fantasia," now in its
fifth week at the Hanna Theater,
including Cecil B. deMille's "Reap is good for at least another four
Murray, Ky. — Calloway County
the Wild Wind"; "Shepherd of the weeks, says Paul Blaufox, heading
Hills": Max Fleischer's "Mr. Bug the show. A check-up of attendance, grand jury returned an indictment
Goes to Town"; "Aloma of the Blaufox states, shows that repeat against the Columbia Amusement
South Seas," "Dildo Cay" and biz approximates 10 per cent.
Co. of Murray and Paducah, charg"Louisiana Purchase." William deing' it with unlawful operation of a
Mille is preparing a screenplay for
"lottery and gift enterprise" growCecil B.'s future production "The Hart Leaves Law Firm
ing out of Bank Night awards here.
Vincent G. Hart has withdrawn
Queen of Queens.".
The action was the first in Ken20th Century-Fox has four sched- from the law firm of Friend, Holtucky since Assistant Attorney Genuled for Technicolor: "Blood and brook, Reiskind and Hart, to devote
eral Jesse K. Lewis at Frankfort
entire time to the Republican
Sand," "Belle Starr," "Miami," and his
declared
recently that such schemes
"Caribbean Cruise." M-G-M's color State Committee.
as Bank Night, Bingo, free drawfeatures include "Billy the Kid," "Bambi" while Warners will do
ings, punchboards and slot machines
''.Blossoms in the Dust" and "The
Yearling." Walt Disney is working "Dive Bomber" and Edward Small were "violative of the law of Ken"Corsican Brothers."
on "The
Reluctant
Dragon"
and schedules

tucky."

.■

"TA

^

You must have
known it would be
swell when we first
announced the story- But
you can't possibly judge
how swell it is til you see it!

\£?

q

//er biggest show since

'Kitty Foyle's'feller

That 'Strawberry Blonde'

'Wuthering Heights'

with lots of love and kisses,

with

RALPH BELLAMY* GEORGE TOBIAS* JAMES GLEASON
Hattie McDaniel* Jerome Cowan • Directed by LLOYD BACON
Screen Play by Edward Kaufman . From the Story by Fanya Foss and Aleen_Leslie • A Warner

Bros. -First National Picture
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Hollywood's 1940
Payroll Shows Drop
(Continued from Page 1)

ment last year to 29,000 people as
against 32,000 employed in 1939. The
weekly Hollywood payroll in 1940
was $2,500,000, compared with $2,557,692.30 paid out the preceding
year.
Hollywood extras in 1940 were paid
a total of $2,529,766.10 as against
$3,124,671.64 in 1939, while the average daily wage in 1940 was $11.08
and in 1939, $10.61. The individual
extra in 1940 had average annual
earnings of $361.03 as compared with
$316.26 the preceding year. Total
number of individuals used as extras
in Hollywood studios in 1940 was
7,007, a severe drop from the 9,849
of 1939.
The individual extra in 1940 worked
an average of 32.58 days as against
29.89, giving renewed emphasis to
the contention that the solution of
the extra's economic problem is to
be found, largely, in restriction of the
extra rolls.

Midwestern
Theater
Business
Rises
15%
(Continued from Page 1)

have already made their effects felt
while pay increase to Gary steel
workers, adding upwards of $13,000,000 to 30,000 workers' envelopes, is
expected to have a favorable reaction.
Sidney Rose, Warner exchange
manager, reports receipts are 15 per
cent ahead of 1940 and is optimistic
of even higher returns for coming
attractions. Triple features are on
the wane in Chicago, and in Evanston the Stadium has gone over to
duals making it unanimous for the
suburb. Single features are the rule
in most of the towns along the North
Shore. Some neighborhood operators
are lowering their scales in an effort
to entice patrons away from the
Loop houses.

Selwyn, Sinclair Eastbound
To Arrange for M-G-M Play
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Edgar Selwyn flies
East tomorrow to make arrangements for his stage production to be
presented on Broadway late in August for M-G-M of Frederick Hazlett
Brennan's play, "We Fought at
Arques." Robert Sinclair, who will
direct the picture for M-G-M, will
also fly East with Selwyn.

Sponsored Films, Free Samples, in Church
Halls Fought by Toronto Theater Owners
Toronto — Showing of sponsored films, without admission charge, in the
church halls in all parts of Toronto, constitutes a new form of competition for
film theaters here. The added lure of a free sample of some commercial product,
such as canned goods, to all adults attending, aids in swelling audiences.
Department stores here also are offering free commercial films which attract
hundreds daily.
Exhibitors have extended the variety of giveaways to counter, and one
theater,
5-piece
of food,
electric

alone, in its all out "war," uses silverplate ware, glass ovenware,
bridge sets, consisting of table and four chairs; wool blankets, hampers
silk table cloths, mixing bowl sets, vases, mantel clocks, hassocks and
toasters.

Harold B. Franklin
Stricken in Mexico
(Continued from Page 1)

came president of Hughes Franklin
Theaters, resigning from that organization tobecome an executive in
an advisory capacity at RKO, then
president of K-A-0 and RKO circuit.
He resigned from the RKO group
in 1933 and in association with Edgar Selwyn formed Frankwyn Productions to present stage plays. He
subsequently became president of
Standard Theaters, and 1935 joined
the Columbia production staff. He
resigned from that post and in 1938
was business manager of "Motion
Pictures Greatest Year" campaign.
Last year he produced "The Villain
Still Pursued
RKO
release. Her" independently for
He is survived by his wife, Anna
May White Franklin, a son, Elbert,
and two brothers, John J. and
Charles. Franklin had been living
in Beverly Hills up to the time of his
death.

De Lodder Named Prexy
Of Co-Op. of Michigan
(Continued from Page 1)

ate Theater;
Secretary, James
C.
Ritter;
Treasurer, Bernard
R. Kilbride.
Directors are: Lew Wisper, Ben
Cohen of the Hollywood Theater,
Gustave W. Funk, Charles Komer,
and Wade Allen.
Four new theaters just opened
or still under construction were
taken into membership: George
Smith, Pix Theater, at Lapeer;
Louis Schussel, Bel Theater at Melvindale; Sol and Mac Krim, Krim
Theater in Highland Park; and Irving Belinsky, Clawson Theater at
Clawson.
One other new member was also
admitted — Anthony Dubiel of the
Graystone
Theater, Detroit.

Rites for George MacKinnon

Boston — George MacKinnon, long
columnist with the Hearst newspapers in Boston, writer of the motion
picture and stage column, "The Wisdom Box," and writer and composer
of several song hits, was buried
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
here Saturday. MacKinnon is surHollywood — - Constance Bennett
vived by his wife, Katherine Donoand Gilbert Roland were married
van, also a feature writer and draSunday night in Arizona. They
matic critic for the Boston RecordAmerican.
motored to Yuma from Hollywood.

WEDDING

BELLS

Altschuler Named
To Head CFI Sales
Appointment of Richard W. Altschuler as sales manager of Consolidated Film Industries was made
known yesterday. Altschuler was
formerly president of the Brunswick, American and Columbia
Records Corp. He recently resigned
as purchasing agent for Republic
Pictures on the Coast.

Minneapolis and Rochester
Arbitration Cases Settled
Two arbitration cases, one docketed
in Minneapolis and the other in Buffalo, have been settled before going
to a hearing.
Complaint filed by David Gillman
of the Gayety Theater, Minneapolis,
against 20th Century-Fox for some
run was settled and withdrawn.
A clearance complaint filed by the
Sun Theater, Rochester, against
Paramount, 20th Century - Fox,
Loew's and Warner Bros, was
dropped when a re-adjustment of
the theater's clearance was negotiated.

Westway Arbitration Hearings
End; Decision in Three Weeks
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — In exactly half the
time required for the Waibrook case,
the Westway clearance case hearings
concluded Saturday before Arbitrator
Sefton Darr. The Westway case
was clocked in 17 hours compared to
34 hours for the Waibrook case. The
difference was accounted for by the
stipulations of counsel before the proceeding commenced and less discussion of non-material facts.
Counsel have been granted 10 days
to file briefs and five days for rebuttal briefs. The arbitrator's decision is not expected before three
weeks. The conclusion of the Westway case leaves the Washington
AAA office docket cleared.

MPTOA Affiliation |
Not Planned in Iowa
(Continued from Page 1)

trade papers, other than The Fil
likewise denied reports carried
Daily, which claimed such a mo1
was under way and that tfy
organization
was being per.^-.l
sponsored by the Iowa prexy.
Wolcott said the plan provides f
an all-theater organization, inclu
ing circuit and affiliated theaters
well as independents. Associate
would have a paid secretary to ser.

board
and strict
officers.
Wolcottof sa.t'j
under the
supervision
that supporters of the plan claij
that since all theater problems a
much the same, all of the theat
activity should be co-ordinated f
mutual protection.
Alternative to Arbitration
"They believe many of the pre
lems of prints, product, clearance a:
the like can be worked out to t
mutual benefit of the theaters cc
cerned by such an organization b(
ter than by expensive
arbitrati;
by outsiders," Wolcott said. "Th
point out also that the ever-presei
problem
of organization
financ
would be solved by such an arrangj
ment and that instead of having
fight adverse legislation all the till
the organization might be able
sponsor and enact some benefic
legislation.
"On the other hand, opponents
the plan state frankly, they fa
the independent exhibitors woil
lose their identity, individual polij
cal importance and the force of th i
numbers and would be shoved hi
the background of the organizatij
and rendered impotent by the
cuits and affiliated theaters.
"Personally, I have given a lot
thought to the thing during the p:
three years and I feel independn
exhibitors
should study the icj
carefully and, in the final analy:i
decide what is best for themselj
because unless we go into any
ganization
wholeheartedly
it vj
never work.
And whatever we I
I feel the local organization sho
be fully developed before even c
sidering any national affiliation." \
May Be Submitted in 60 Days
At present the plan is being c
sidered by the board of directors
authorized at the recent Des Moi
convention. If the directors fa
the plan it will be presented to
exhibitors at a meeting to be h
in
nextDes60 Moines
days. sometime within

Mrs. George Magee Dead
Evansville, Wis. — Mrs. George
Magee, 79, wife of the pioneer local
theater operator, died here. Besides
her husband, she leaves a son and
a daughter.

Equity Elects June 6

Cincinnati — Mr. and Mrs. Rol
Macci, Wayne Theater, Greenv:
are parents of a new son.

Annual meeting and election of
Cincinnati — Frank Schrau
Actors Equity will be held June 6 Warners, is passing the cigars. It
in the Grand Ballroom of the Astor. 7% -pound baby boy.
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May Start Ad mis h Tax at Dime to Net 55 Million
(See Column 4 Below)
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INN. PASSAGE CONFUSES TRADE
ov. Stassen to Sign "Anti-Five"
Bill This Week
Legal Authorities Question Validity; "Big Five" May

Measure as Amended by
Senate Re-passes House;
Dnly 3 Negative Votes Cast
By GEORGE

FILM DAILY

MYERS SEES
A PRECEDENT

"Remarkable

E. GUISE

Accomplishment

Staff Correspondent

Not Attempt to Sell in State; Justice Dept. is Mum;
Gov. Stassen Plans No Hearings; Majors Map Action
By AI. STEEN and

HOLLIS

KENNAHAN

FILM DAILY Staff Writers

Confusion and repercussions followed in the wake of the Minby Minnesota Exhibitors"
Minneapolis — Unusual cerenesota Senate's "blitz" passage of the anti-block-of-five bill with
nony will surround the signing
F. Myers, board chairman minor amendments on Monday, subsequent re-passage by the
«y Gov. Harold E. Stassen of andAbram
general counsel of Allied States,
House yesterday, and the strong

he anti-block-of-five bill, sponsored replying to a Film Daily request for
V Allied Theater Owners of the
a statement
Northwest.
com menting
The measure, first passed by the
upon the
louse and then approved by the
passage of
5tate Senate Monday night, was
the Minnesoe-passed yesterday by the House
ta anti - five
01 to three. Second passage by
bill, yesterhe House
was necessary
because
day termed it
(Continued on Page 8)
a "remarkable accomplishment by
M i n n e s ota
e x h i b i tors,
the final significancefo
which cannot
ABRAM
f. MYERS
be judged
' Arbitration hearings started yes- until the attitude of the Department
erday on the clearance complaint
( Continued on Page 7)
liled by Herbert Scheftel, head of
Esquire Great Neck Corp., operator
>f the Squire Theater, Great Neck, Lesser Staying With UA,
lli. I., against the five consenting dis- Arthur Kelly Declares
tributors. Testimony was not con-

icheftel Hearing
fo Resume May 1

(Continued on Page 8)

May Decide This Week
Dn Neely Bill Hearings
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Neely divorcement bill is still marking time awaitng action of the Judiciary sub-comnittee, it was learned yesterday.
Senator Kilgore's
stated
he may
(Continued office
on Page
6)

$1 to $2 Monthly,
License for Coin Pix
License fees for coin-in-the-slot
film devices in New York City have
been scheduled at $2 a month for machines presenting sound pictures
and $1 a month on silent pictures
shown in bars, taverns, etc. Fees
become effective on May 1, it was
said yesterday by License Commissioner Paul Moss.

Arthur W. Kelly, UA vice-prexy,
declared yesterday that there will
be no change in the relationship between Sol Lesser and UA. Kelly
stated that Lesser has a five-year
contract with the company during
which he is to deliver a minimum of
one film production each year.
He
(Continued on "-if 8)

Minn. Action Helps
Snow Bill Chances

probability that the measure nullifyingdecree
part ofwould
the New
Yorka consent
become
law
before the end of the week.
Events which trailed the Minnesota legisative action yesterday

1. Opinion
expressed by legal
'
Detroit — Chances of enactment of included:
authorities
in New York that
the Snow anti-block-of-five bill pendthe law would be ruled unconing in the State Legislature at Lansstitutional inasmuch as it ining were materially brightened by
merce;
terferes with interstate comthe action of the Minnesota Legislature in passing such a measure, it
2. Probability
that the five
was affirmed here by jubilant sup(Continued on Page 7)
porters last night.
Rep. Snow said that he was continuing to receive a large number of
favorable responses
from up-state
(Continued on Page 3)

Slot Machine Legalization
Bill in Mich. Withdrawn

May Start Admission
Tax on Dime Tickets
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — While official sources
Lansing, Mich. — A last minute bill were silent, it was reported in usually reliable(Continued
quarterson Page
last 4)night that
introduced in the Michigan Legislature by Sen. Ernest C. Nagel to
license slot machines and punch
boards of all kinds, was withdrawn UA Sets New Schedule
yesterday following an attack upon For Sales Conclaves
its provisions. Nagel said he would
study the (Continued
question onofPage
the 4)bill's conDates for the five regional United
Artists sales conventions were announced yesterdayon Page
by Arthur
W.
(Continued
4)

Florence Claim Disallowed

Wiest, Elizabethville Exhib., Files Demand
LeRoy, Brockport Houses
Pass to Kellet on May 1
Kallet Theaters, Inc., up-state circuit with headquarters in Oneida,
will further expand, taking over the
LeRoy Theater, LeRoy, and the
Strand, Brockport, on May 1, it is
(Continued on Page 4)

Philadelphia — Robert J. Callaghan,
arbitrator, disallowed the claim of
unreasonable clearance lodged by the
Highbridge Corp., operators of the
Florence Theater, Florence, N. J., in
a decision handed down yesterday.
The Florence, now playing 14 days
behind the Fox Theater, Burlington,
N. J., had (Continued
asked that
its clearance be
on Page 4)

Fleischers Offer to
Make Training Films
Miami — Max and Dave Fleischer
in a letter to the President have
offered the services of the Fleischer
studio here to produce educational
cartoons to assist in training U. S,
troops. Fleischers turned out 20 onereelers in 1917-1918 for the Government. Studio is now making "Mr.
Bug Goes to Town," feature, for
Para.
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N'Orleans "Flame" Debut
Draws Coast Contingent

Philly Methodist Cleric
Critical of Spence Film

New Orleans — Two-day hoopla
marking the world premiere of "U's"
"Flame of New Orleans," Marlene
Dietrich starrer, gets under way today with the arrival from the Coast of
Joe Pasternak, producer; Rene Clair,
director, and Mrs. Clair; Bruce Cabot,
Mischa Auer, Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Devine, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Herbert,
Peggy Moran, Anne Gwynne, Helen
Parrish,
Evelyn Ankers and studio
execs.

Philadelphia— The Rev. B. Smith
Stull, pastor of East Allegheny Avenue Methodist Church, yesterday
criticized the forthcoming Hollywood version of Hartzell Spence's
"One Foot in Heaven," widely read
biography
of produced
the author's
ministerfather
being
by Warners.

The Rev. Mr. Stull's criticism deliv= rad before the weekly session of
the Methodist preachers, meeting
in Simpson
Hall was two-fold.
He criticized the selection of a
"Flame" bows in tomorrow night
Philadelphia
Baptist divine rather
at the Orpheum; house is a sellout.
Proceeds go to the New Orleans than one of the Methodist denomiTuberculosis Hospital. Supper dance
nation to serve in an advisory cain the Roosevelt Hotel will follow the
pacity and also expressed the opinopening.
ion that the production was "a commercial move" on the part of the
industry to attract church people.
Pittsburgh Testimonial
Only a Methodist was qualified to
To Honor Weiner, Gins
pass on anything that concerns the
Methodist church, the Rev. Mr. Stull
Pittsburgh — It will be a "double asserted.
bill" farewell dinner, sponsored by
the local Variety Club and the trade, "U" VTC Holders Vote
in the Urban Room of the William
Penn Hotel on Monday, May 12, hon- To Indemnify Directors
oring Abe Weiner, recently promoted
from branch manager of the local
Del. — Indemnification
United Artists exchange to the Bos- of Wilmington
Universal directors against law
ton office, and the promotion of Joe
suits was approved by voting trust
Gins, city salesman for the local Co- certificate
holders at a meeting here
lumbia exchange to branch manager yesterday. Amendments to the
of that company's Charlotte office. articles of incorporation and the new
Art Levy has been appointed co- seven-year employment contracts for
chairman with Mark Goldman.
seven executives also were approved
by the certificate holders.

"Smilin' Through" Will
Be Dipped in Dye Vat
Weit

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Scully Leaving Friday
For Parleys at Studio

Hollywood — It's the Technicolor
dye-vat for "Smilin' Through" which
Metro will use as a Jeanette MacDonald starrer.

William A. Scully, U's general
sales manager, returns today from a
sales meeting in Boston and will
leave for the Coast studio, Friday,
for production conferences. He is
Wr-f
Coast Bureau
of THE
FIT M DAILY
Burbank — Warners will film its expected to return East from CaliRoyal Canadian Air Force feature,
fornia after about a week's stay.
"Shadows of Their Wings," starring
George Brent and Dennis Morgan, in UA's Indian Manager Due
Technicolor.

Columbia Signs Stern
To Narrate 12 Shorts

Friday for H. O. Parleys

Carlos Moore, general manager of
United Artists in India, arrives in
New York Friday aboard the S.S.
President Madison for home office
Columbia yesterday signed Bill conferences.
Stern, NBC sports director and announcer, to narrate its 12 "World of Metro Re-signs Ruben
Sports" reels for 1941-42.
West
Coast Bureau,
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Metro has signed J.
GTE Quarterly Net Up
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 65
68
Walter
Ruben
to
a
new
producing
General Theaters Equipment Corp. termer.
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
5434
57l/4
and subsidiaries, excluding Cinema
Goldwyn Signs Wm. Wyler Building Corporation, reported yesterday for the three months ended
To a New Two- Year Pact
March 31 a consolidated net profit,
Don't Forget ... .
after depreciation and estimated FedWest
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
eral
income
taxes
at
prevaili
ng
rates,
Hollywood — Director William Wyl- of
You Have a Date ....
$256,886. This compares with
er has signed a new two-year con$212,681 earned in the corresponding
tract with Samuel Goldwyn.
National Convention of
period last year.
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returns this week

from t

JAMES R. CRAINSER, Republic prexy a
sales manager, left last night for Pittsburgh t
Washington.
He returns here Saturday.
CARLOS MOORE, general manager for Unit
Artists in India, arrives here Friday on t
President Madison
for home office confy^j
BRODERICK CRAWFORD
from the Coast.

and his wife

W. A. SCULLY, Universal sales chieftain,
turns today from Boston and leaves Friday
the Coast.
HARRY REINERS, field man for the RKO pi
licity department, is here from Boston for a S[
cial campaign on "Citizen Kane."
SAMUEL HACKER, of Film Audit Service,
in Chicago to open a new branch there.
ARTHUR W. STEBBINS arrived in New Y
yesterday
from the Coast
by plane.
OSCAR

SERLIN

left yesterday for Hollywoo

MADELEINE CARROLL returned to Hollyw<
yesterday from Canada.
WILLIAM KEIGHLEY and his wife, GENEVIE
TOBIN,
are at the Waldorf.
GREGORY LA CAVA is due here shortly fr
the Coast with a crew of cameramen to f
background material for a new picture.
DANIEL FINN, of New Haven, Warner T
ater Department district manager, is on a 1:
to Norfolk and points south.
MARTIN SMITH, president of the Independ
Theaters of Ohio, is in Norfolk, Va., called
the serious illness of his wife.

A. J. Moreau, M & P
District Manager, Dies

Portland, Me. — Armand J. More*
45, M & P district manager, di
yesterday as a result of double pne
monia contracted in the early Wint<
A native of Portland, Moreau sta •
ed his theatrical career as an usher I
a Portland legitimate theater.
]j
left high school to work at the Sha
mut National Bank, Boston, and afl
several years of banking in Mas;
chusetts and Maine, he went overs?
in the World War.
Returning home, Moreau becai
a theater manager in Holyoke, Ma^.
He joined Famous Players-Lasky i
1921; was personal representative :
the late William P. Gray of Publ .
He served in Maine, Massachuset ,|
Rhode
Chicago.Island, New York City a;

... IT'S LIFE!

The Variety Clubs
of America

Come to our Thursday-Sunday Dinner- Danes;
Gonzales'
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-linn. Action Helps
now Bill Chances
(Continued from Page

Add Decree Benefits
From John Chapman's Hollyivood column
Daily
News: in yesterday's N. Y.
"Phony picture casting has long
been one of Hollywood's indoor
sports. Press agents, to get a line
in the papers, have been known to
put it out that such-and-such a star
will go into a certain picture, when
no such plan is contemplated. Then,
for another line later, they can say
the so-and-so has been withdrawn
and somebody else — the real choice —
is going in. It is likely that the
films' new deal with Uncle Sam, the
consent decree, will end this happy
practice; for exhibitors, who will see
what they buy before they buy it,
can reject a picture which starts with

1)

xhibitors. At present, the bill is
p committee and considerable preslire is likely to be brought to bear
o_ bring it out.
^^jspite the strong approval of Co— -ative Theaters of Michigan,
-•hich is closely following the prop-ess of bill, there is developing coniderable opposition among independ1 nt theater owners.
Little direct opposition by distribtors has as yet appear, at least
penly.

an all-star A budget 'plan' and comes
out of the cameras a little B with

3ol. Plugs "Serenade"
jn Dailies in 45 Keys

nobody in it."

A precedent-setting ad. campaign
: pas launched nationally yesterday
n "Penny Serenade" by Columbia,
„vith the ads getting preferred space
,.»n the second and third page of
lailies with a circulation of 18,500,,'•00 per day in 45 key cities. Cam' <aign, consists of a series of three
ids in three-column spreads, using
: 20 lines.
The ads carry endorsements of the
George Stevens production by Irene
Dunne, Cary Grant, Claudette Col>ert, Loretta Young and Rosalind
Russell. Ads are timed to break a

Marc Lachmann, Veteran
Publicity Man, Dies at 44
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Marc Lachmann, 44,
veteran newspaper and publicity
man, formerly Universal studio publicity director, died yesterday following an illness of several months. He
was at one time associated with
Harry Reichenbach and took the first
print of Universal's "Hunchback of
Notre Dame" to Europe.
For several years Lachmann was
director
of publicity for C. B. Dill'ew
days
before
the
picture
opens
n the keys where the campaign is
ingham, theatrical producer, and also
.oeing used. Additions to this list of handled publicity for B. G. DeSylva
;:ities are being made wherever the- and Ray Goetz. He also at one time
aters regularly engaging in co-oper- was a scenario writer for the old Fox
ative advertising with Columbia Company. Funeral services will be
:hose to use the ads with Columbia held tomorrow at Pierce Brothers
paying half the cost, over and above Mortuary with Rabbi Meyer Winkler
:he regular co-operating advertising officiating.
m the picture.
Campaign supplements a national
nagazine campaign aimed at a cir- Sunday Referendum Bill
Fails of Pa. Senate Vote
culation of 60,000,000.

PCC Names Convention
Committee Chairman
tfVcf

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— PCC of ITO conven:ion committee consisting of Rotus
Harvey of San Francisco, Hugh
Bruen of Whittier, Jack Berman of
uos Angeles, and Robert H. Poole, executive secretary, appointed the following committee chairman for its
convention June 8 to 12 at which it
will also act as hosts to the MPTOA
gathering: E. S. Calvie, hotel committee; Herman Lewis, transportation; Jack Berman, special events.
Mrs. Jenne Dodge of Ventura was
made general chairman of the ladies'
committee with the following subchairwomen: Mrs. Alice Johnson of
Seattle, Mrs. William Graper, Jr. of
Portland, Mrs. Vera Hardy of Fresno. Mrs. R. D. Whitson of Los Angeles was replaced on the reception
committee.

Harrisburg — House bill which
would make it more difficult to petition for a referendum on Sunday
movies by requiring more signers
was notendarreached
on the Senate's
at the deadline.
House calhad
passed it, 126-62.
Enactment would make it impossible to vote on the Sunday movie
question before 1943.
Dismiss Demitrofi Suit
Suit of Boris Demitroff for $25,000 damages against Universal Pictures was dismissed yesterday by
New York Supreme Court Justice
Dennis Cohalan for failure to prosecute. The plaintiff had claimed personal injuries through alleged negligence of Universal while participating in a mob scene for one of its '
productions.

Drama Critics' Award
The Drama Critics' Circle award
for the best play of the Broadway
Schine Printers Move
season went to Lillian Hellman's
Rochester — Seymour Distributing "Watch on the Rhine" yesterday with
Co., printers for the Schine organi- 12 of the 19 critics voting for it on
zation, has moved from the Monroe the fourth ballot. Best foreign play
Theater Building here to the Glovers- of the year award went to "The Corn
ville home office.
is Green" by Emlyn Williams.

GOOD-WILL
INSURANCE
POLICY
BUY

TOO$
FOR

DIVIDENDS
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Florence Arbitration
Claim Disallowed

DAILY

May Start Admission
Tax on Dime Tickets
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

cut so that it could play pictures immediately following the Fox.
Arguments were heard on April 4
but the arbitrator reserved decision.
A complaint under Section Eight of
the consent decree has been registered here by Bryant Wiest, operator
of the Hollywood Theater, Elizabethville, who declares that he is entitled
to the same availability as the Theatorium in Lykens. Wiest points out
that since the Hollywood was built
four years ago, it has maintained its
admission price scale although all
houses around him have cut theirs.

Pearl River Arbitration Case
Hearing Deferred Until May 7
Arbitration hearing of the clearance case filed by the Central Theater, Pearl River, N. Y., which was
scheduled for today, has been postponed until May 7. Complaint was
lodged against the five consenting
distributors.
In the clearance case filed by the
Lyric Theater, Oyster Bay, L. I.,
George H. Engelhard, an attorney,
has been named as arbitrator.
Henry Channing has been selected
as the arbitrator in the third case
filed in Boston by Lucien Descoteau
who operates three houses in Manchester, N. H. Complaint involves
clearance.
Clearance case docketed by Jack
Fields of the Cameo Theater, Jersey
City, against all of the "Big Five"
will be heard in New York on April
30.

Erie Arbitration Case
Hearing Over to May 5
Pittsburgh — At the request of
Paramount, one of the three major
film companies named in the complaint filed by Herman Lorence of the
18th Street Theater, Erie, the AAA
has granted a 10-day adjournment
of the hearing originally set for today, which moves back the date of
this hearing to May 5.

Ely Replaces Harmon as Clerk
In Memphis Arbitration Office
Bruce Ely has been appointed clerk
of the Memphis arbitration tribunal,
replacing Jack Harmon. Change is
effective today.

V
Y
Y
• •
•
THIS corner thinks Hal Roach has got something
in
those streamlined features he intends making
with the object in
mind being to make duals palatable
Everybody knows that there
is many an instance
where a first feature is so long
that
when the showman swings another hour-plus opus on his screen
the program
assumes
a sedative quality quite beggaring
description
The Roach formula is to supply theaters with second features
of "knee-pants" length
being longer than shorts
than regulation trousers
Such pix will consume
minutes
depending on the subject matter
T
•

*

T

and shorter
from 45 to 55

UA Sets New Schedule
For Sales Conclaves
(Continued from Page 1)

T

• PRINCE Hal intends doing a real job on his forthcoming brain-children
giving them solid production values

tip-top talent and nifty direction
F'rinstance, LeRoy
Prinz will do the Roach musicals
and LeRoy knows how to
turn out that genus of entertainment in slam-bang perfection
He'll have his own unit of stars, singers, writers, et al
Another
example: the initial comedy feature Hal will offer
is to be
directed by Gordon Douglas who also knows his onions without
any coaching by the Dept. of Agriculture
He'll fabricate
"Niagara Falls" and another along the same vein
Both Prinz
and Douglas are dyed-in-the-wool feature fashioners
and
they'll give their assignments the so-called works
Furthermore Prince Hal will go in for comedy combinations
such
as tossing (a hypothetical example) ZaSu Pitts, Patsy Kelly and
Slim Summerville into one offering of a comedy series
Another series will do with college rhythm
T
T
T

Kelly, vice-president
in charge
c
domestic distribution.
First of the series will be hel
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New Yorl
April 28-29. Others, in order, wi
be held at the Roosevelt Hotel, NeOrleans, May 1 and 2; Netherlands
Plaza, Cincinnati, May 3 and 4; Coi
gress Hotel, Chicago, May 5-7, an
the St. Francis Hotel, San Frai
cisco, May 9-10.
Kelly will preside at the session
assisted by Harry Gold, Eastern gei
eral sales manager, and Haskell Ma
ters, Western general sales manage

Slot Machine Legalizatioi
Bill in Mich. Withdrawn
(Continued from Page 1)

stitutionality
action
on it. before taking furth

ft ft ft WE'RE not chattering through our ole chapeau
when
we assert that the trade is damn interested in the Roach revelation

The bill provided for a license
$1,000 per year for 50 machines. Th
would have amounted to about $7,0<
for Detroit and its suburbs alone.

Some of the celluloid gentry who are 'thusiastic o'er the streamlined
feature idea
are Spyros Skouras, brothers Charles and George; Abe
Blank, John Balaban and Walter Immerman
to name a few

LeRoy, Brockport Houses
Pass to Kallet on May 1

Roach will probably go down in film history
— in addition to his
other accomplishments —
as the guy who in 1941 devised a method
of
turning long duals into "happies" instead of "drowsies"
It's only
"UA"
a coincidence that the two middle letters of "dual"
happen to be
Y

Y

Y

•
•
•
KANSAS City, Mo., relates that Bill Lansburg of the
Paramount Film Exchange there
was so impressed by the
flight scenes in "I Wanted Wings"
that he went out to the
airport and signed for a flying course the day after seeing the
film screened
If Bill is so susceptible
imagine what a
fine journey he'll take when

he sees "Road to Zanzibar"

ft ft ft BOSLEY (New York Times) Crowther has come along with
a constructive suggestion
Under his by-line on Sunday last
he asked: Why Not a Test Lab for Films?
He advocates the settingup in Hollywood of a "sort of Bureau of Higher Standards
in
which pictures themselves would be thoroughly diagnosed
ideas
would be fetched up for analysis
and the experts as well as the
Frank Borzage
George P. Skouras
Shirley Temple
Simone Simon
Harry H. Thomas
H. G. Knox
Edward J. Smith, Jr.

the Treasury's tax recommendation
retain the present 10 per cent rat<
on theater admissions but provid
that imposition of the levy start wit
10 cent tickets.
4
Public hearings will start tfl
row before the House Ways "!TiI
Means Committee, with Secretary 0
the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr
scheduled as the first witness.
Should the exemption be droppe<
it is estimated the yield to the Treas
ury would be $55,000,000.

tyros would take a hand"
There's a lot of logic in the Crowther
proposal
and his exposition of the modus operandi is worth weighing ...... In case, dear reader, you haven't
the elbow
it's worth a good gander

<* «

«

»

a copy
Get it

»

of the article

ft

at

(Continued from Paae 1)

announced by Prexy M. J. Kalh
Acquisitions will give the indie cha
a total of 25 houses. Late last yei
Kallet took over two Port Hen
houses.

"Lady
Stays
"IPs" from
"The Cheyenne"
Lady from Cheyen

ne
current at the Roxy, is being held \
second week, starting tomorrow.

Yates-Titus Wedding
Second In Families
Douglas T. Yates, second son of
Herbert J. Yates, Consolidated Film
Industries' president, and Margaret
Louise Titus were married Monday
in the Central Presbyterian Church,
Park Avenue, Manhattan. Ceremony
was followed by a reception at
The groom was assistant producer
Sherry's.
at Republic's studios on the Coast.
This is the second bond between
the Yates and Titus families, as
Walter isTitus,
brother ofof Elsie
yesterday's
bride,
the husband
Yates,
daughter of Herbert J. Yates.
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.v REVIEWS Of"W THE DEW FILMS :<
"The Cowboy and
de" and
with the
Mary Blon
Beth Hughes
George

Montgomery

20th Century-Fox
68 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
CLEVER

HOLLYWOOD COMEDY INTRODUCES A STELLAR BET IN GEORGE
MONTGOMERY.
Another of those "B's" with the spark
and punch which takes it above the regular program picture, this film will probably
be best remembered as a showcase for
one George Montgomery, who looks to be
one of the best bets for stardom discovered
in Hollywood in a long time. He has charm,
is tall, ruggedly handsome and exudes the
same shy masculinity that put Gary Cooper
on top of the heap. The femme fans will
love him for that. The men will like him
for his sure, easy thespic ability. A good
cast of excellent performers including such
cinch bets as Alan Mowbray, John Miljan,
Robert Conway and Richard Lane keep the
film right in the groove for 68 minutes.
Mary Beth Hughes is lovely, and with
not a great deal to sink her teeth into in
the part of a movie star, upholds her
reputation as a more than competent perfo-mer.
This yarn is about Hollywood, and Director Ray McCarey, and Scripters Walter
Bullock and William Brent didn't miss the
chance to poke fun at their own racket.
Lank Garrett (George Montgomery), a
homely cowpoke, is discovered by Producer
Phineas Johnson (Alan Mowbray) and
brought to Hollywood. He begins a series
of tests which are the worst ever seen in

ashington

with

Frank

Morgan,

Ann

Rutherford,

Kent Taylor
Melo
drama"
Metro

78 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
GOOD PROGRAM NUMBER WITH
NEVER A DULL MOMENT
SHOULD
PLEASE TICKET BUYERS.
Featuring Frank Morgan in a more serious
role, and a cast of well known younger
players, "Washington Melodrama" is another of Metro's consistently good S. Sylvan
Simon
program
pictures.
Under the guidance of associate producer,
Edgar Selwyn, Simon has modeled a screenplay by Marion Parsonnet and Roy Chanslor
into a tight little film, with 'ew dull
moments. Morgan's performance is good —
missed, however, are the mad antics which
have made him so popular on the screen.
He plays this one one hundred per cent
straight. Ann Rutherford, Kent Taylor, Lee
Bowman, Virginia Grey, and a newcomer,
Dan
roles. Dailey, Jr., are excellent in supporting
A wealthy philanthropist, Frank Morgan,
who is attempting to push a bill through
Congress supplying food to the children of
Njzi-dominated countries, becomes involved with a night club performer, while
his wife, Fay Holden, and his daughter,
Ann Rutherford, are in South America.
The day before his family returns, he
visits the girl's (Ann Gwynne) apartment
and leaves a note saying goodbye, and some
money as a parting gift. That night the
girl is found murdered and all Washington
searches for the elderly man known to
have been associated with her. Leading
in the search is Walt Thorne (Kent Taylor),
publisher of a Washington newspaper, and

the film capital, but because the studio's
big femme star (Mary Beth Hughes) falls fiance of Morgan's daughter. When the
in love with him and drops her non- clues point directly at Morgan, Taylor and
co-operative attitude with her associates, he Morgan's entire family join in the hunt
is placed under contract as a sort of for the real killer. After several reels,
with never a dull moment, the death-bed
catnip for the studio's favorite cat.
confession of a cabaret dancer, saves MorRoutine comedy and melodrama follows
gan's face and the day. Ticket buyers
with jealousy driving the cowboy back to will enjoy
every minute of it. Water
his cows — and love driving the girl after ballet numbers are exceptionally well exhim. A spat, splitting them up and love
ecuted and photographed.
reuniting them for the final kiss-fadeout.
CAST: Frank Morgan, Ann Rutherford,
It's routine, but the rhythm of the direc- Kent Taylor, Dan Dailey, Jr., Lee Bowman,
tion— the enthusiastic performances of all
Fay Holden, Virginia Grey, Ann Gwynne,
the characters — and the clever dialogue
make it more than just another boy and Sara Haden, Olaf Hytten, Douglas Dumbrille, Cliff Clark, Hal K. Dawson, Thurston
girl love story. Your audience will be
Hall, Joseph Crehan, Frederick Burton,
sorry when
it ends.
Howard Hickman, Virginia Brissac.
Associate Producers Ralph Dietrich and
CREDITS: Producer, Edgar Selwyn; DiWalter Morosco have turned in a fine film.
rector, S. Sylvan Simon; Based on a play
Photography by Charles Clarke is good.
by L. du Rocher Macpherson; Screenplay,
CAST: Mary Beth Hughes, George
Montgomery, Alan Mowbray, Robert Conway, John Miljan, Richard Lane, Robert
Emmett Keane, Minerva Urecal, Fuzzy
Knight, George O'Hara, Monica Bannister,
William
Halligan.
CREDITS: Associate Producers, Ralph
Dietrich and Walter Morosco; Director,
Ray McCarey; Authors, Walter Bullock and
William Brent; Screenplay, Walter Bullock;
Cameraman, Charles Clarke, ASC; Art Directors, Richard Day and Lewis Creber;
Editor, Harry Reynolds Musical Director,
Cyril J. Mockridge.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
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"South
of Panama"
with Roger Pryor and Virginia Vale
Producers Releasing Corp.
68 Mins.
SPY DRAMA ACTIONFUL ENOUGH TO
FIT PROGRAM HOUSE BILLS. BUT WITH
WEAK STORY.
For some reason or other dedicated to
the RAF, and telling an implausible story
of spies trying to get the formula of a
paint that camouflages airplanes, this programmer should do all right on program
house bills. Story weakness is the film's
greatest fault and a weak attempt to hook
up the fanciful yarn with Britain's war
and this country's defense problem is more
likely to annoy than to inspire.
Roger Pryor takes a part he has done
before — the resourceful newspaperman —
and is adequate. Virginia Vale, as a blonde
American who doubles as a South American
singer, does a good job. Balance of the
cast is as good as the material given them
permits.
Yarn concerns the manouvers of spies to
get
paint toformula
brother
who the
comes
Panamafromto Virginia's
demonstrate
his
discovery to U. S. Army officers. The girl,
in order to mislead the heavies, picks up
Pryor, a newspaperman, at the airport and
the balance of the footage shows their
efforts to keep away from the gang until
the brother has had a chance to finish his
business. Finale has the spies going over
the cliff in an auto and the girl and Pryor
in a clinch.
CAST: Roger Pryor, Virginia Vale, Lionel
Royce, Lucien Prival, Duncan Renaldo, Lester
Dorr, Jack Ingram, Hugh Beaumont, Warren
Jackson, Sam McDaniel.
CREDITS: Producer, T. H. Richmond;
Associate Producer, Melville Shyer; Director, Jean Yarborough; Original and Screenplay, Ben Roberts and Sidney Sheldon;
Cameraman, Max Stengler; Film Editor, Guy
Thayer, Jr.; Art Director, Frank Sylos;
Sound Engineer, Ferol Redd; Musical Director, Alberto Columbo.
Fair.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,

*

SHORTS

i

"Our Bill of Rights"

Academic Film Co.
19 £
Highly Informative
This is another in series of
torical two-reelers being turned
by Academic Film Co. via i
ers Max and Arthur Alexan(L
relates supplementing
stitution
by the additionof ofthe"
cei
amendments guaranteeing spt
rights which form the vitals
American democracy. This sub
like its several predecessors
American history, should be
by all strata of our citizens,
gardless of age.
Further, no matter how
versed the average individual i
the genesis of the United St:
he or she can learn something i
from this and its companion
ductions. "Our Bill of Rights
well presented.
Cast, with characters indicate
parentheses, consists of Alden C
(Washington), John Elliot (Fr!
lin), Irving Mitchell (John Ada
Carleton Young (Madison), I
Connor (Hamilton), Alfred
(Jay), Thomas
(Rando!
William
Dean Graham
(Henry Knox),
Hansel Warner as secretary.
''Marie

Greene

And

Her

Mi

Warners
10 n
Fairly Entertaining
Marie Greene and her orche
are featured in this one reel mus
It is a fairly entertaining sub
Among the song numbers heard
"Gotta Have My Rhythm," "L
Long, Ago,"
"Dixie,"
"Old "Over
Folks the
at Wa'
Ho
"Camptown Races" and "Alici
Rhumbaland."

May Decide This Week
On Neely Bill Hearings
(Continued from Page 1)

"Porky's Preview"

Warners
7 iv
Fair CartoonMen"

view
of an
animated
cartoonto he.
Porky
invites
his friends
a "
produced on his own.
Some of
characterizations are amusing,
when the lights go up and P
goes out to find out how his fri
liked it, he discovers the sole
viewer in the house is a skunk,
To Film Life of Texas Guinan
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY was produced by Leon Schlesir
Hollywood — Paramount will film Rate it as just fair.
Marion Parsonnet and Roy Chanslor; Cam- the life of Texas Guinan as one of
eraman, Harold Rosson, ASC; Art Director,
its 1942 productions. Either Barbara
Cedric Gibbons; Associate, Stan Rogers; Stanwyck or Paulette Goddard will
Report James Roosevelt
Editor, Gene Ruggiero; Dances, Sammy
play the Guinan role, according to May Retire from Pix Biz
Lee; Musical Score, David Snell; Water
present plans. Records of Miss
Ballet, Lottie Horner.
Guinan's career and rights to film
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Chicago — Newspaper reports
her life have been obtained from her
heirs.
Okay.
say that James Roosevelt will
the film business wen he ret
from his present mission to
Lefton to Be Exhibs. Host
Orient and that his Globe Pro
Lift
Judy
Canova's
Suspension
West
Coast
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
Cleveland — Nat Lefton, Republic
tions will continue only as an ag
Hollywood — Judy Canova was tak- to handle his present pictures.
franchise owner, will be host to the
exhibitors of northern Ohio at an
en off Republic's suspension list, all
Nate Gross of the Chicago
old-fashioned ranch party to be held differences having been ironed out. aid-American writes that Roos<
in the Republic exchange tomorrow Her next starring picture, "Puddin' will live in Chicago when he re
with Gene Autry as guest of honor.
Head," starts April 29.
from the Marine Corps.
call a meeting of the sub-committee
later this week, at which time future
action — particularly on hearings —
may be decided.
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tajors'
Counsel
to Map Course of Action Today
oeal May be Made to
20th Century-Fox Speeding Production
ireme Court; Situation
rarded Unprecedented
(.Continued from Page 1 )

jor companies affected bv
• consent decree will not at^'t to sell in Minnesota unf— the state law is repealed
modified or the decree amend1. Silence on the part of the
partment of Justice which
h pointed out that the coniting defendants can get rer through Federal Court in
iw York if they are adversely
ected;
i. Belief by Abram F. Myers,
lied general counsel, that, if
?re is no contest by the disbs. and D of J, attempts will
made in other states and in
tigress to modify the five-pice selling plan;
.5. Preparation by the five
iTipanies of a program of ac« designed to prevent the
nnesota law from becoming
ective;
■. Opinion offered by a Governnt attorney that the Governnt would not prosecute any
npany for complying with the
.te law unless it is ruled unlstitutional.
fr. Heightening
of confidence
the part of the supporters of
p similar Snow bill in Michm that it would be enacted.
5. Report from Minneapolis
it Governor Stassen would
d no hearings on the bill bee he signs it.
pile not unexpected, passage of
jlinnesota bill by the Senate and
i re-passage by the House more
!-ss stunned industry attorneys
jitadmitted
was no That
prefor such there
a situation.
will be attempts to block the
from
becoming
active
is a
one conclusion, but the manner
nich it will be done is still unmined.
dajor company attorneys are
'ted to meet today to discuss
'• situation and plan a course
action.
."ected companies are faced
: the fact that the sale of their
'act in the state will be in vioi of either the state law or
, consent decree. It is likely
1 the so-called "Big Five" will
>e able to sell in Minnesota nor
they try to license their picthere unless the state law
epealed
or the consent
dei amended to make sales legal
r the terms of the state law.
t was stressed by one chief
insel of a major company
it unless some action is taken
ickly or relief given, Minnea theaters will not get any
iduct from the five companies
3 en the new selling season is
nched. The companies are
tain to lose a large amount
revenue and other states will
" p on the bandwagon, result-

To Have Two to Three Blochs-of-Five Ready
Announcement was made yesterday by 20th-Fox that production plans now
set call for more pictures to go before the cameras between May and August
than ever before in the company's history. Based on the heavy production
schedule, the company expects to have two to three blocks-of-five ready for
selling under the New York consent decree when it becomes operative Sept. 1.

Summer Bowling League
Plans 12-Week Season
Newly organized industry Summer
bowling league will use the Roxy
Bowling Center for its matches. The
12-week season is expected to get
under way shortly after plans are
finalized. Teams lined up include
United Artists, Paramount, Columbia, Republic, Universal, Consolidated
Film, De Luxe Laboratory and Paramount News.
ing in chaos, the attorney said.
The opinion was expressed that
the law was unconstitutional on the
grounds that it interferes with interstate commerce, which is under
the jurisdiction of the Federal Government. It is possible that the
law can be appealed to the local
Federal Court on that basis and
that an injunction could be sought
to prevent enforcement of the law
until such time as some other form
of relief had been achieved.
It was pointed out that the situation was unprecedented because under the terms of the Minnesota law
there is a criminal provision calling
for a fine of $1,000 or in lieu
thereof a year's imprisonment for
violation. On the other hand, if
the state law is complied with, the
distributors will be in contempt of
the consent decree and liable for
penalties. In legal circles it also
was stressed that compliance with
the Minnesota law would be an invalid excuse in the U. S. court for
violation of the Federal consent
decree.
Elaborating on the point that
selling in Minnesota may be
held up this Fall, it was said
that if the law is appealed to
the Federal Court and no relief
or injunction is granted to permit selling by Aug. 31, an appeal would have to be made fb
the U. S. Supreme Court, a
move which would involve considerable time with revenuelosing effects.
Under the Minnesota law. a distributor must sell his entire lineup
to exhibitors on a 20 per cent cancellation basis. Lawyers yesterday
pointed out that a major company
with 10,000 or more accounts seldom sells more than 10 to 14 per
cent of those accounts in its entire
lineup, the balance being sold in
groups. Therefore, it was said, an
exhibitor will be penalized for having to buy from fewer companies
to comply with the law, limiting his
selection of product or forcing him
to overbuy heavily.
It appeared likely that if the

Levi Manheim Funeral
Services in Syracuse

Myers Sees Minn.
Setting Precedent
(Continued from Page 1)

of Justice and consenting distributors
other than Paramount has crystal-

Myers' telegraphed statement to
the Editor of The Film Daily conSyracuse, N. Y. — -Funeral services tinued:
"If they do not contest the measwere held here yesterday for Levi
expect numerous attempts
Manheim, father of Emmanuel will beure, Imade
in other states and in
(Manny), Harold (Het) and Nath- Congress
to
modify
the five-group
ized."
aniel (Nate) Manheim. Manny is a
plan. First test should come
Hollywood radio and film writer, Het selling
when distributors ask to be relieved
is associated with the New York
from complying with the consent
William Morris office, and Nate, now decree
in Minnesota under terms of
living in Los Angeles, was former Section XXIII.
head
"If the Attorney General does not
ment. of Universal's foreign departobject on the ground of alleged unconstitutionality of the state act,
five majors can't sell at the bethen the way will be clear for all opginning of the season their big
posed to the consent decree to go
pictures which get nation-wide
ahead.
advertising, those pictures will
"If the law is challenged before
be stale by the time they are
Judge Goddard or in the courts in
shown in Minnesota, thereby
Minnesota, results may be inconcluhurting exhibitors and distribusive until the escape clause becomes
tors alike.
operative and the selling plan expires
From the Government angle,
as in Section XII (A) provided."
it was learned that the D of J
might initiate a suit for a deStars May Fly In Bombers
claratory judgment to the effect
that the law is unconstitutional
On Latin-American Toursj
or the Department might wait
until one of the five majors
Plans are being finalized by the
brings a similar suit or an exDepartment of State and the Nelson
hibitor sues to compel a comRockefeller Cultural Relations Company to comply with the law.
mittee to use Army bombers to fly
In either of the last two events,
Hollywood personalities to South
the Government could intervene
America on good-will tours. Trips,
as amicus curae and argue the
which will start in about eight weeks
law on the case.
if no hitch develops, will be made in
Meanwhile, it was the opinion of the new Douglas bomber if it is made
a Government
attorney
that the available, otherwise in the Army flyGovernment would not prosecute any
ing fortresses.
company
for complying
with
the
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., first of the
law unless a ruling is first obtained
that it is unconstitutional.
In other film stars to visit South American
words, the Government
would not republics, was scheduled to take off
charge the company complying with by plane this morning at 7 o'clock
being in contempt
of court.
The from Miami, accompanied by his wife
anti-trust division of the D of J and by Edward H. Robbins, assistant
emphasized that the situation is un- to the Co-ordinator of Cultural Relaprecedented and that it has no past tions.
actions which would create a precedent in the attitude of the de- Advancement of Joe Gins
partment.
Followed by Promotions
This attorney pointed out that
the Supreme Court recesses at
the end of the first week in
Pittsburgh — Appointment of Joe
Gins as Columbia's Charlotte branch
June and that it is highly immanager has been followed by the
probable that any appeal could
promotion of George Tice, former
be heard until the Fall session
Main Line salesman, to succeed Gins
which starts in October. He
as city salesman here. Jack Kohler,
also doubted that any Federal
office manager and head booker, rejudge would grant a temporary
places Tice; Bob Kimmelman, assisinjunction restraining enforcetant booker, replaces Kohler, and
ment of the act since it might
Orlando
Boyle becomes assistant
be considered a usurpation of
booker.
the legislative powers by the
court.
upon the conUnquestionably the majors will ality. A hearing
stitutionality ina declaratory suit
bring suit and they will seek would probably be heard by a
a temporary injunction to restrain statutory court of three federal
enforcement of the statute until the
court passes upon its constitution- judges.
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Hearing
No/Anti-5/ Bill
Plans
r
Governo
Minn.
Scheflei
Hearing
Northwest Allied's Execs.
TO THE

To Get Pens Which Governor Will Use for Signing
(Continued from Page 1)

of two minor amendments attached
bv the Senate.
The first amendment was included
when it was found that 20 per cent
cancellation privilege was contained
only in the preamble. It then was
made a part of the bill itself, providing1 that one-fifth of pictures
contracted may be cancelled by an
exhibitor on moral, religious or
racial grounds or when an exhibitor finds the showing of any picture would be injurious or damaging to his business.
A second amendment
added by
the Senate provides that notice of
the cancellation must be sent to the
distributor by registered mail.
Signing Expected This Week
With these changes now accepted
by the House, the bill is ready for
the Governor's signature and officers of Northwest Allied are certain
the measure will be signed before
the week is over. It will reach the
Governor in a batch of other lastminute bills, however, and this may
result in delay of a day or two.
No hearings will be held by the
Governor on the bill as its provisions all have been explained to the
chief executive by Northwest Allied executives and members of the
Senate who aided in putting the
measure through.
When the bill is reached. Governor Strassen plans to summon E. L.
Peaslee, president of Northwest Allied, and Fred Strom, the organization's executive secretary, to his
office, and to place his signature to
the measure with two different pens.
Afterward, one pen will be given to
Peaslee as a souvenir and the other
will go to Strom.
May Attack Constitutionality
Whether distributors will attack
constitutionality of the new law in
the courts remains for home offices
to decide, branch exchange managers here intimated. They said they
had not been notified as yet just
what steps may be taken.
The bill becomes law in Minnesote just as soon as the Governor's
signature is attached. It provides
that all distributors must sell feature pictures on a full-season basis,
rather than in blocks of five, and
prevents the forcing of short subjects along with them. The cancellation clause covers 20 per cent of
all product contracted.
Upsets But One Consent Feature
Aside from eliminating the blockof-five sales provision so far as it
might have applied to Minnesota,
the measure does not upset any
other features of the New York
consent decree. It does apply to all
distributors, however, including those
five firms which accepted the decree.
During hearings on the bill before House and Senate Committees,
representatives of the producing
firms charged
the measure
would

COLORS!

To Resume May 1

Indianapolis — Abe Baker, Columbia booker, now stationed at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, was reported in the
post hospital yesterday recuperating
after an appendectomy.

borhood Theater, Inc., reports for
induction at Richmond on May 5.

Lesser Staying With UA,
Arthur Kelly Declares

N. Y. Theater League Paves Kvool and Clark Examinei.
At Rex. Theater Hearing
Way for Suit Withdrawal

(Continued from Page 1)

eluded and the hearing was ad/K|\

Richmond, Va. — Joe Fields, mem- to May 1.
Scheftel was on the stand \p'v
mos i
ber, Byrd Service staff, leaves for
the day and it was revealed thai i
Langley
Field
on
April
24
for
cadet
examination.
Indianapolis — Benjamin Franklin,
was president of the Telenews iJ
aters in San Francisco, Chicago, i
20th Century-Fox assistant in adverChicago — Walter G. Starscab, troit and Cleveland and a stockh
tising department, is now at Ft. BenWarner Club prexy at Milwaukee, is er in the Grand
Central news
jamin Harrison.
a draftee.
house
in
New
York.
Great Neck theater Operation
is his firstof '
Chicago — Joseph Keller, Metro exJohn Perakos of the Strand, perience in booking features.
change booker, is now wearing Uncle
Sam's olive drab. Clarence Keim Thompsonville, Conn., has enlisted
It was brought out that Sche
in the U. S. Army Air Corps as a built the Squire on the assump,
replaces.
flying cadet. Tom Grogan, formerly that he could get product on e;
Arlington, Va. — Wade Pearson, at the Circle, Manchester, takes over availability but that he had no i
inite assurance.
Northern district manager for Neigh- at the Strand.

(Continued from Page 1)

has thus far delivered one production, "Our Town."
Kelly's formal statement followed
reports that RKO Radio was negotiating with Lesser to assume charge
of its studio.
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Murray Silverstone,
UA chief executive, when questioned
on the report Sol Lesser might head
RKO's studio, stated: "Lesser's relations with United Artists Corp. will
remain unchanged."
Silverstone added that Lesser's UA
contract runs to September 1945 during which period all of his productions will be released by UA.
"Strange Victory" will be Lesser's
net production. Ernst Lubitsch will
shortly begin work on his second and
final picture to be produced by him
in association with Lesser for UA.
Sports Equipment for Camps
Cleveland — The Cleveland Variety
Club and the Plain Dealer are cooperating on plans to provide selectees from Cuyahoga County with
athletic equipment. Announcement
was made by Bert Steam, United
Artists district manager and chief
Barker of the Variety Club. Credit
for the plan is attributed to Nat
Wolf, Warner zone manager and former chief barker.

The League of New York Theaters
has reached a decision to agree to
withdraw its anti-trust suit against
the Dramatists Guild if the Guild
will reopen points in dispute between
the two organizations, it was learned
yesterday. Suit will be withdrawn
if the Guild sets a date by April 28
for a meeting within two weeks of
that date for a discussion of the
whole matter.

Alliance Circuit Starts Drive
Anderson. Ind. — Alliance theater
circuit launches its annual business
drive with a meeting yesterday, attended by Prexy P. J. Dee, S. J.
Gregory, John Doerr and James
Gregory. Circuit has taken over
the New Moon at Vincennes on a
50-year lease from Theodore Childs.

Blackburn Sells to Circuit
Fremont,
who has been
here for two
tral States,
manager.

Neb. — Stan Blackburn,
running the Mainstreet
years, sold out to Centhe Harry Warren Nebraska-Iowa string. He stays as

Fight New Time for St. Louis
St. Louis — Owners, managers and
employes of the 92 film theaters of
St. Louis will conduct a vigorous
fight against the daylight-saving Bill
before the Board of Aldermen.

Milwaukee — E. W. Peck, cou:
for the Evansville Theater, Inc.,
amined at length A. D. Kvool, j
eral manager of Jeffris Theater
and Frank C. Clark, local Paramc
exchange
manager,
in the opei
day's hearing in the case of Ev;s
ville Theater, Inc., before arbi ,
tor Thomas P. Whelan.
Evansville Theater, Inc., oper;
of the Rex in Evansville, chai
Paramount with giving unrea:
able clearance to the Jeffris
Zanesville. Peck submitted rec<
to show that a state-wide zon:
clearance schedule had been es
lished by a committee of 18, re
senting distributors, affiliated I
hibitors and independents, in 1
and revised in 1933, which Hi
Perlewitz, business manager, Il(
of Wisconsin, testified is still
operation. Testimony introdi
by Perlewitz was designed to j
tempt to prove that Paramount ,
not adhered to the provisions
the 1930 schedule in permitting,
Rex.
Jeffris
14 days clearance over
Hearing
is scheduled
to
sumed tomorrow at 9 a.m.

be

Alter Shirley Temple Pact
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

D/.\

Hollywood — Metro has altered
Shirley
Tierney Leaves D of J
withmake
contract
that
she will
but a Temple'
single
Chicago
—
Leo
F.
Tierney,
special
ture
for
that
studio
instead of/,
39th Time for "39 Steps"
Leo Brecher's 68th St. Playhouse assistant to the Attorney General, scheduled two. Instead of appeal
will present "The 39 Steps" for its and head of the anti-trust division in "Babes on Broadway," she
39th return engagement today.
office here, has resigned to enter pri- Van Riper.
vate law practice.
been assigned to "Kathleen" by
upset their entire selling program
by requiring sales on one basis in Lawrence Lehman Recovers
Pickets in Tuxedoes
Kansas City — Lawrence Lehman,
Minnesota and on an entirely different basis in other states in the manager of the Orpheum Theater
Detroit — By-product of the re
same territory, and that some firms is back on the job after having spent
cently-settled
several
days
at
Menorah
Hospital
might be forced to quit doing busithe Palmer Parkmanagers'
Theater, strike
accordin,a
ness in the state because (United as the result of a heart attack.
to Clayton Bordner, attorney for tinArtists, for instance) they have
Managers' Union, was "the best
never sold features in seasonal Fred Strief 111
blocks.
Cincinnati — Fred Strief, exhibitor
town." Th'
line instrutted
picket
dressed
managers
on parade
thei
Minnesota
is the first state to and former president of the ITO,
stuff
in tuxedos.
is on the sick list.
pass an anti-block-of-five bill.
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ANDS OFF ANTI-DECREE BILLS^ARNOLD

rOA Extends Ban Demand to Include Soviet Pix
!inbers Pledge They Will
t Play German, Itali or Russian Pictures

Nebraska's Theater Divorcement Measure
Dealt Knochout Blow by Committee

Move

Lincoln, Neb. — The theater divorcement bill designed to prohibit motion
picture producers or distributors from owning or operating any theaters in
Nebraska, was killed along with 14 other measures in committee by blanket motion. The bill had not been given much chance of passage.

he ITOA yesterday unanimously
sed a resolution in which its mem; pledged to ban not only Geri and Italian but also Russian
ures from their screens, and
ed for a U. S. ban on their import,
esolution was passed unanimousind was sent to President Roosjft, Secretary of Commerce, Sec4ry of the Treasury, Rep. Sol
om, Senator James Meade and
]dgar Hoover.
Philadelphia — The investigation by
« a four-page
statement,
the Allied Independent Theater Owners
(Continued on Page 7)
of Eastern Penn. into the shorts situation took a new turn yesterday when
it was indicated that the body is investigating the delivery of 1939-40
shorts as against payments by exhibitors under the weekly payment

AITO Probes Shorts

No 16 mm. Shift for

Deliveries in '39-'40 U. S. Army and Navy

Midwestern Spots

w Playing "Flesh"

While no specific charges have been
plan.
made, it has been indicated that
'hicago — With the demand for Allied believes some companies may
sh" on the upswing, due largely have collected money under the plan
(Continued on Page 4)
•ncreasing use of acts by theaters
; ndustrial centers where defense
its are in work, survey shows 14
(nts and bookers here now ser- Warners, United Artists
3ng a total of 52 theaters.
Schedule Three Re-issues
!;is estimated that 27 weeks of
k can be booked through these
Three additions to the growing
(Continued on Page 8)
rash of re-issues were announced by
two majors yesterday.
gislative Com. Opposes
Warners, which started the trend
gher S. C. Ticket Levy
in mid-winter by re-issuing "Here
Comes the Navy" (1935), the picture
olumbia, S. C. — Entering its 15th playing some 9,000 repeat engagei k, a free conference committee
ments, set "Devil Dogs of the Air"
J the South Carolina legislature for June (Continued
7.
Like on "Navy,"
"Devil
Page 4)
.an consideration of Senate
'mdments
to theon House-approved
(Continued
Page 8)
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Kelly Makes

yWest Coast Bur.. THE

CFI, Republic and CMPC
Moving to 1790 Broadway

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners' studio roster
if stars and featured players has
ouched an all-time high, 26 new
-lames being added during the first
quarter of 1941. Star group includes
U, while featured players aggregate
J8. In addition, 13 off-lot stars
md featured players are now working at Warners.

Changes

Consolidated Film Industries, Republic Pictures Corp., and Consolidated Molded Products Corp. will
move frcm their present quarters at
1776 Broadway about May 1 to offices
in 1790 Broadway, it was announced
(Continued on Page 8)

Silent on Gov't Strategy
The anti-trust division of the
Department of Justice will
make no efforts to forestall
state legislation which attacks and
nullifies provisions of the New York
consent decree, Thurman W. Arnold,
assistant attorney general, in charge
of the division, said here yesterday.
Arnold refused to reveal what
plans, if any, the Government had
formulated to test the constitutionality of the Minnesota anti-five block
measure passed
(Continuedbyon the
Page Legislature
8)

Washington — Although there have
been rumors here that the War and
Navy Departments might shift over
to 16 mm. operations for Army
camps and for use on ships and
Navy posts because of the rapid expansion in both services, high officials in both departments have
stated that no change will be made.
It was estimated that it would
Final briefs in the appeal of the
cost approximately $2,000,000 for
Ken Theater arbitration case in Chipurchase versionof of new
equipment
and
concago are due May 6 and a hearing
the old where
such a

Ken Theater Appeal
Briefs Nearly Ready

(Continued on Page 4)

"Window

Dressing" Dates

Set by Para, for "Wings"

Paramount is planning to open
"I Wanted Wings" in several key
cities late in May. Openings will
not constitute general release but
will be considered advance "window
dressings" for the national release.
Showings are expected to be at increased admission prices at about
(Continued on Page 4)

Re -align VA Sales Staff

WB Contract Player
Roster Hits Record

D of J Won't Oppose Them;
Anti-Trust Division Head

in District Posts
Realignment
of Unitedyesterday
Artists'
sales
staffs was announced
by Arthur Kelly, head of domestic
distribution.
John J. Dervin, former Boston
manager, who had been slated to
head the Southern district, will remain in Boston as district manager
for the territory embracing Boston,
Buffalo and New Haven.
Arthur Silverstone has been named
(Continued on Page 8)

will be held in the next 30 days before the appeals board in New York.
Briefs of the defendant companies
are being completed.
The Ken case was filed against
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and
RKO, and (Continued
sought on
to Page
obtain
product
7)

Einfeld Coming In May
For Home Office Talks
Charles Einfeld,
advertising-publicityWarners'
head, is scheduled
to
leave the Burbank studios May 1 for
New York. He is expected to remain
in the East for about a month.
Einfeld had planned to come on
more than(Continued
two months
on Pageago,
4) but stu-

"Fantasia" to Open
in Three More Spots
Three additional "Fantasia" dates
were announced yesterday. The
Walt Disney feature opens in Baltimore at the Maryland Theater on
May 15; at the National Theater,
Washington, and the Strand Theater,
Louisville, on May 16.
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Schedule of business sessions of
the national Variety Club convention
at Atlantic City next month was completed yesterday. Officers, national
canvassmen, national representatives
and national committees will convene
at 10 a.m. on May 15, convention
opening day, in the Rose Room of the
Hoteleon will
Traymore.
An Mandarin
officers' lunchfollow in the
Room
at 1 p.m., and the national officers
and delegates dinner will be held at
6:30 p.m. in the Rose Room.
Other added program features include special early luncheons and
breakfasts designed to accommodate
those participating in the golf tournament and boating and fishing trips.
Should inclement weather cause cancellations, substitute attractions are
being arranged.
National Screen Service is speeding
work on special reels to be shown
at the annual banquet. There will be
approximately 150 feet from each
tent.

Detroit — Theater Managers' Union
has apparently dropped any claim
it may have had to supervisory or
executive employes, by accepting
the resignation of two members who
were with the Midwest Theaters
Circuit. Frank Stuart, general manager of the circuit, and Bernard
Samuels, publicity head of the circuit, resigned because they felt
themselves ineligible, and the resignations were accepted. Resignation of a night manager of the
Colonial Theater, Midwest headquarters house, who is unable to
attend the night union meetings,
was also accepted.

Theodore A. Liebler Dead

Dayliaht Saving Wins, Loses

Colonnade Studios Gets
Second Recording Unit

COfllinG and GOIflG
CHARLES
EINFELD,
chief,
leaves the
Coast forWarners'
New York ad-public
on May
he will stay East about a month.
EDGAR
SELWYN
arrives from
the Coast
plane today; he will remain about 10 days.
VICTOR
MATURE
is convalescing
from #
appendectomy
here in Louisville. /I
IRENE RICH is stopping at the WaftJ
Astoria.
HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEACLE arn
in Wheeling, W. Va., tomorrow from the Co:
to participate in a British War Relief benefit.
MAUREEN
several
days.

O'SULLIVAN

is in New

York I

NORMAN McLEOD and MRS. McLEOD
from
the Coast
tomorrow.

arri

RUBE
tonight.

N.

JACKTER

leaves

for

Charlotte,

C. V. HAKE, managing director in Austra
for 20th-Fox, will arrive here around the mi
die of next month for home office confabs.
JACK

MOFFITT,

motion picture editor of t

Coral Gables, Fla. — Anticipating Kansas City Star, returns to K. C. around t
a heavy shooting schedule for the first of May after several weeks on the Coast.
half dozen feature pictures already
KATRIN ROSELLE, Czech actress, has arriv
the Coast from Australia. She leaves shor
on the list at Colonnade Studios. on
for New York.
George Hirliman, general manager
B. A. Censors Tag Films
and pi'oduction head, has installed
a second $10,000 sound unit. Equip- Ampa to Elect Trotta
"Unfit for Children"
ment will shortly be put in opera- To Presidency Today
tion
when the "Last Clipper from
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Lisbon" and the "Tigress and the
Inspired by Mayor Pueyrredon, the Lady"
Ampa's annual meeting at whi<
start shooting.
Municipal Board of Censors has been
election of officers will take place fi
unusually active recently in tagging
1941-42, will be held today in tl
College Room of the Hotel Ediso
films "unfit for children." Within Ingram Named Atlanta
Luncheon
will be served prompt
at 12:45 p.m.
the last two weeks, Warners' "The Branch Head by Col.
Letter" and the French film "La
No opposition slate has been 0
Presidente" have been put in that
Atlanta, Ga. — Robert J. Ingram,
class despite criticism from the lo- for the past 13 years manager of the fered to that which was submitt*
by the nominating committee, so tl
cal press which maintains that the
Board is acting as a propagandist Columbia exchange in Charlotte, following will be elected for the ne
N.
C,
has
arrived
here
to
assume
for doubtful films and admission is his new duties as exchange manager term: president, Vincent Trott:
not refused minors when they are
vice-president, Edward Schreibe
of the Atlanta branch. His new ter- treasurer, Elias Sugarman.
accompanied by adults.
ritorv embraces Georgia and parts
Martin Starr was nominated to 1
of adjacent states.
secretary but has withdrawn. Nor
Ingram
has
been
connected
with
Capra-Riskin Negotiating
inations for secretary will be calk
For Two More WB Pictures Columbia Pictures for 15 years.
for at today's meeting.
Leon J. Bamberger, retiring pres
to Do
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY Laurel and Hardy
dent, will make his closing addre:
and recommendations to the ne
Hollywood — Frank Capra and Robert Riskin are negotiating with War- Army Comedy for 20th-Fox regime.
ner Bros, for the production of two West Coast Binrau r.t THE FILM DAILY
more pictures. Both parties have exHollywood — Twentieth Century- Alexandria City Council
pressed mutual pleasure over their Fox has signed Stan Laurel and Sidesteps Sunday Issue
alliance during the production of Oliver Hardy to do an army comedy
"Meet John Doe" and subsequent re- called "Forward, March." Their latAlexandria, Va. — The City Counc
lease operations.
refused yesterday to take action c
est
picture
was
"A
Chump
at
Oxford"
for Hal Roach.
protests against the recent openir
Thomas W. Chatburn Dies
Twentieth Century-Fox has taken of theaters on Sunday after chur<
an
option
on
the
services
of
the
two
organizations protested. The Cili
North Adams, Mass. — - Thomas comedians.
Council told the church groups thi
Wellington Chatburn, retired manager of the Richmond Theater, former
the state and not the city has juri
diction
over Sunday movies.
executive of the old Vitagraph Co.
and one time manager of Hippodrome Bolton Joins Selznick's
Theater in New York, died suddenly Enlarged Publicity Dept.
in his room at the Richmond Hotel
We-f Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
here of a heart attack.
Don't Forget .
Hollywood — David O. Selznick Productions' publicity and advertising
Stanley Fields, Actor, Dies
You Have a Date ....
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY department is being- enlarged with
Whitney
Bolton
it May 1.
Hollywood — Stanley Fields, 57, vet- He and Victor M. joining
National Convention of
will snlit
eran character actor, died here yes- the duties with the Shapiro
former handling
terday of a heart attack. He was
The Variety Clubs
publicity and advertising and latter
soon to have begun work in "Lady pre-production exploitation.
of America
Scarface" at RKO.
Greenwich, Conn. — Theodore A.
Liebler, 88, retired theatrical producer, and former head of Liebler &
Co., died here yesterday.

Kankakee, 111. — Daylight saving
was adopted here by the voters, but
lost out in Canton by a majority of
two to one. Belvidere also rejected
daylight saving.

Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.

May 15th, 16th & 17th

SPENCER

TRACY.

MICKEY

ROONEY

in

"MEN OF BOYS TOWN" with Bobs Watson,
Larry Nunn, Darryl Hickman, Henry O'Nei
Mary Nash, Lee J. Cobb. Original Screen Play
by James Kevin McCuinness. Directed by
Norman Taurog. Produced by John W. Considine, Jr. A Metro-Goldwn-Mayer Picture,

"Z1EGFELD GIRL" starring James Ste
Judy Garland, Hedy Lamarr, Lana Turner
with Tony Martin, Jackie Cooper, Ian Hunter,
Charles Winninger, Edward Everett Horton,
Philip Dorn. Screen play by Marguerite
Roberts and Sonya Levien. Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard. Produced by Pandro S.
Berman.
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture.
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No 16 mm. Shift for
U. S. Army and Navy

AITO Probes Shorts
Deliveries in '39-'40

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

for shorts which were not delivered,
and that exhibitors have not, in all
cases, been advised of credits.
The delivery of 1940-41 shorts is
also to be watched, in the same connection, although no report will be
available until the season ends.
In connection with the selling of
1941-42 shorts, under the consent decree, by the "big five," the organization is investigating any possibilities
of forced selling of shorts in violation of the decree, as indicated previously in an announcement by the
body.

Warners, United Artists
Schedule Three Re-issues
(Continued from Page 1)

Dogs" is a service saga co-starring
Cagney and O'Brien.
Two of David 0. Selznick's past
successes will be re-issued by United
Artists. They are "The Prisoner of
Zenda" (1937) and "The Adventures
of Tom Sawyer" (1938). Both pictures are scheduled for a number of
immediate pre-release engagements.
National release date for the pair is
May
16.
RKO now has three-re-issues,
either out or on the way "Vivacious
Lady," "Bringing Up Baby" and
"Bring 'em Back Alive."

Seattle Orpheum Creditors
Will Get .00305 P. C. Div.
A dividend of .00305 per cent to
general creditors of Seattle Orpheum
Co. was ordered yesterday by Federal Judge Murray Hulbert as the
first and final payment on claims
totaling $2,972,868. The payment of
$9,067 will be made after Donovan,
Leisure, Newton & Lumbard, attorneys for the estate, receive $1,000
as a fee and the Irving Trust Co.,
trustee, $245. Main recipients of
the dividend are the Bank of California, with a claim of $1,028,955,
and RKO Orpheum Corp., creditor
for $998,095.
Seattle Orpheum Co., as owner of
the Orpheum Theater in Seattle,
filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy on Nov. 16, 1937.

• •
•
TONIGHT down in glamorous N'Orleans
will be held
Ihe premiere of Universal's opus, "Flame
of New
Orleans"
in
which La Dietrich is the hot-stuff lead
Loca'e of the big doin's is
the Orpheum Theater
which is staging as a promotional hypo a
"legs" competition
to discover the most
sxotic Creole City and surrounding precincts

Dietrich-like limbs in the
We suspect that the

reason Marlene
herself won't be present
is so that the winner
of the gala contest will escape mortification which would surely spring
from comparison with the original underpinnings
However,
Bruce Cabot and most of his staff will be on hand
A comely gal

"Window Dressing" Dat«i

by the name of Jose Laurand, Swedish refugee, won the "face" contest
anent the premiere
and so will attend as Universal's "star for
a night"
But getting back to La Dietrich:
Wotta argument
for shorts

the same scale asked for "Norfl
west Mounted Police" and others.
"I Wanted Wings" has been book"
for the Broadway Paramount ear
in the Summer. Booking is fori]
four-week engagement. Picture c*l
rently is at the Astor on a two-a-dij
basis.

▼

T

T

• • 9 WARNERS' Chi. publicity dept. recently conducted. .. .
a photo-feature survey among Mid-West newspapers
and results show a definite desire on part of editors to devote important
space
in roto and Sunday mag. sections
to pix and Hollywood personalities
A list of 22 photo-featu're ideas was sent,
'tis averred, to 14 key city noozepapers
Eleven have already
responded
each requesting from two to seven feature layouts
making a total of 52 photo-features already requested
Yezzir, gang, the cinema has come a long, long way
from the
days of a now happily dead past
when a lotta noozepaper guys
wouldn't run a stick on pix
for fear of losing their social
positions
if not their journalistic ones

tations were made
quarters

club

by Arthur Israel, Jr., club's prexy,
before more than 300 members

in the h.o.
Leonard
H.

Goldenson donated a trophy for the winners in the women's division
while Neil F. Agnew presented a trophy for the winning male
team
tourney

J. J.

Doughney,

club's

▼
•

athletic
T

chairman,

conducted

Baker

Sidney Singerman
Edwin
S. Graham

Einfeld Coming in May
For Home Office Talks
(Continued from Page 1)

dio conferences caused deferment
the departure.
He will huddle here with M
Albert Warner, Grad Sears, Ci
Leserman and Mort Blumenstock
advertising policy and plans for J
tures to be sold next season un<
the
sions.New York consent decree pro-

T

• PHIL Hodes, sales manager of RKO Radio's local exchange will celebrate -his 25th year in the industry
on
Monday next
Phil started in the biz with Universal in 1916
RKO

and was with that org, for more'n six years
He joined
Radio (then FBO) in 1922 and has been a fixture ever since.

Monthly

of the

State News

Beantown

fi'.m colony

Short

Montgomery, Ala. — The Charles
Theater will use a state news short
once a month. Running time will be
from 10 to 30 minutes. Footage used
will be produced by both amateurs
and professionals.

Worcester, Mass. — Frans H.
Coppus, 60, president of the Wc|
cester Film Corp., died after an
ness of more than two months.

TO THE

COLORS!

the

•

members

Melville

1)
"Wings"
for Page
Para, from
Set by (Continued

Frans H. C. Coppus Dead
• •
•
TROPHIES,
go'.d medals and souvenir bowling pins were
awarded yesterday
to the winners in both the women's and men's
division of the Paramount Pep Club Bowling Tournament
Presen-

•
•
•
JOHN J. Dervin, recently advanced by UA
was given
a testimonial dinner Monday night in Boston's Hotel Statler
by his
fellow members of the Variety Club
and at the conclusion of the
dinner was presented with a purse of 500 smackers
indicative of
their regard for him
Dervin has been one of the most active
From
THE FILM
DAILY
to

moveover was feasible.
It was ah
pointed out that both Departmen
are well equipped now, and that
the instance
of the Navy,
wb|i
ships might be blacked out and JJ
vent night showings on deck, por
able 35 mm. equipment is availabl
Film
commitments
made
by tl
Army recently have been appro*
mately
two-thirds
higher
than jj
year ago and the increase will I
continuous, it was said.

Lose Prints in Ship's Sinking
Twentieth Century-Fox lost two
prints of "Tall, Dark and Handsome"
in the torpedoing of the S. S. Korshamn. This is the fourth time that
20th-Fox has lost prints through the
sinking of torpedoed ships.

Chicago — J. B. Callopy of Warne 1
Capitol Theater is now at Fort RilO
Kan.; R. Hagstrom of the OaklaB
Theater
is at Camp
Callan,
Si
Diego; J. B. Holmquist of the Cos:I|
Theater at Key West, while Jose]
Real of the Highland and H. Wij
of the Shore are both at Camp Fl
rest, Tenn.
Chicago — Leo Vames, manager!
the Van Nomikos' Lincoln Theatj
has been called for Army serviced
Boston — Fred

Hebditch,

assistaj

projectionist
Theater, calledat tothethe Buzzard's
colors, will!£,
stationed at Camp Hulen, Tex.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAi

Hollywood — Capt. Eugene Walt<
U. S. Army Reserve officer, acting
technical advisor on Warners' "S
geant York," has been called to
tive service. He will be replaced
Capt. Chester Carlisle, U. S. An
retired.
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■V REVIEWS

Of

"The Flame Of New

"Missing
Ten Days"
with Rex Harrison, Karen Verne,

with

Dietrich,
Orle
ans"Bruce
Roland Young

Marlene

Universal

THE

DEW

C. V. France
Columbia

78 Mins.

BRITISH-MADE SPY MELLER DONE IN
LIGHT VEIN IS LIVELY ENTERTAINMENT.

Old New Orleans and its inhabitants are
colorfully recreated on the screen in this
new Universal release, but the direction,
production and performances are better than
the story. With Dietrich starred, and Bruce
Cabot, Roland Young and a fine cast supporting her, Rene Clair, the noted French
director, making his debut as a director
of a Hollywood produced film, and Joe
Pasternak handling the production reins, the
picture has plenty of marquee punch and
exploitation angles. It should draw well
generally. But it is unfortunate that with
this combination of people a socko story
couldn't have been whipped together.
Pasternak affords the picture an opulent
production value and must be credited with
gathering together a fine group of technicians and players. Clair is deft with his direction, injecting a good deal of subtle
business into the picture and handling the
players smoothly, but his story material is
not all it could have been. Withal, he gives
the picture a flowing pace that keeps it
moving right to the climax, anj a smart introduction has been given the picture that is
on the novel side. The original screenplay
was written by Norman Krasna. An expert job of photography is contributed by
Rudy Mate.
The magnificently photogenic Miss Dietrich is beautifully photographed and lavishly gowned. Her performance is more than
adequate. Bruce Cabot fills the bill as a
good looking devil-may-care sailor, and
Roland Young neatly fits the role of a
slightly pompous, would-be-devil with the
ladies, banker of New Orleans in its days
of semi-infancy. Mischa Auer, Laura Hope
Crews, Theresa Harris, Andy Devine, Eddie
Quillan, Frank Jenks and Franklin Pangborn
are in the excellent supporting cast, all
of them effective with what they have
to do.
Miss Dietrich, an adventuress, is in New
Orleans without funds. She sets her sails
for Young and coyly gets him interested in
her with a fainting scene at the opera.
Young stages a fake holdup to put himself
in a good light, but the act goes awry when
C*bot enters the picture and rudely upsets
her carriage when she refuses to let it
stop long elongh so that he can get his

>

"Pals
Of The Pecos"
with Robert Livingston, Bob Steele,
Rufe Davis

Cabot,

COLORFUL COSTUME YARN OF OLD
NEW ORLEANS HAS FINE DIRECTION,
PRODUCTION AND CAST, BUT STORY
IS BELOW GENERAL STANDARD OF PICTURE.

fILfltS

77 Mins.

Republic
OKAY
WESTERN
FOR
THE
TRADE
HAS
STARRED.

THREE

56 Mins.
ACTION

MESQUITEERS

Apparently made before the fall of France
Although there is nothing novel or new
as the plot of the story deals with an atabout this western, it will probably satisfy
tempt by spies to steal plans for French
fortifications, this British-made spy meller is the dyed-in-the-wool action fans that keep
amusing and lively as screenfare. It is not the box offices jingling in districts where
too serious, has a considerable amount of these pictures are popular. The three Meslight humor, and moves along quite briskly. quiteers are starred in the picture, namely
The cast is good, the direction okay and Bob Livingston, Bob Steele and Rufe Davis.
the story, although hardly plausible in many There is a sufficient amount of action and
respects, serves nicely as a framework for scenery, but the picture as a whole is pretty
routine stuff.
the action and players.
Livingston and Steele bang the villains in
Rex Harrison, amiable and engaging British player, handles the principal role skill- approved style and Rufe Davis provides the
fully. He is supported by an adequate cast, comedy relief, which is kind of weak in
with Karen Verne providing the love inter- this release. June Johnson provides the
est. C. V. France, Joan Marion and Leo feminine interest, and it is not very interesting. Roy Barcroft fills the bill as the
Genn have good supporting rcles. Tim
Whelan directed from a screenplay by John villain and Dennis Moore has a brief bit.
Meehan, Jr. and James Curtis. Whelan Lester Orlebeck directed from a screenplay
motivates the players and action smoothly. by Oliver Drake and Herbert Dalmas. Orlebeck makes the most of the material at
Harrison wakes up in a French hospital hand.
after being shot with a complete lapse of
memory as to what has happened for 10
The mesquiteers work for Pat O'Malley,
days past. He leaves the hospital and walks who is completing a road over which he intends to run an overland stage line. Moore,
into the middle of a spy ring due to his being mistaken for another man. Deciding to his weakling son, gets involved with Barcroft
play the role out to see what happens, Har- and his henchmen and allows them to steal
rison gets involved in some amazing com- a needed payroll. The mesquiteers get accused of the theft and subsequent murder
plications before he cleans the situation up,
of Moore and have a considerable amount of
and incidentally gets the girl.
CAST: Rex Harrison, Karen Verne, C. V. difficulty before they bring the stage in on
time and round up the villains.
France, Joan Marion, Leo Genn, Anthony
Holies, Robert Rendel, Andre Moreil, John
CAST: Bob Livingston, Bob Steele, Rufe
Abbott.
Davis, June Johnson, Robert Winkler, Pat
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Jerome J. O'Malley, Dennis Moore, Robert Frazer,
Jackson; Director, Tim Whelan; Screenplay, Roy Barcroft, John Holland, Tom London.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis Gray;
John Meehan, Jr., and James Curtis; Based
on a novel by Bruce Graeme; Cameraman, Director, Lester Orlebeck; Screenplay, Oliver
Otto Kanturek; Editor, Hugh Stewart.
Drake and Herbert Dalmas; Story, Oliver
Drake; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; EdiDIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
tor, Ray Snyder.
DIRECTION,
Fast.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Would Examine Casanave

Examination of Charles L. Casanave will be sought today in N. Y.
Supreme Court by Herman Robbins
in his suit to compel an accounting
by Casanave for alleged breach of
contract. Casanave, who has brought
a cross action on similar charges, has
filed
lars. application for a bill of particu-

Atlanta Holds Drive Lead
RKO's Atlanta branch continues to
hold the lead in the Ned Depinet drive
as the campaign becomes two-thirds
completed. H. M. Lyons is branch
manager. Next four branches in the
lead at the end of the tenth week are
New Orleans, St. Louis, Oklahoma
City and Washington.

monkey's leash untangled from the wheels.
Then, when Auer appears on the scene
and gives her away, she does a dual impersonation to make Young think there is
a family relation in town who looks like her.
Cabot gets wise and makes love to her,
but after some intervening business she decides to marry Young anway. Cabot appears
at the church after they have spent the Quillan, Frank Jenks, Franklin Pangborn.
CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak; Dinight together and Young is left in the proverbial situation after Miss D. puts on anrector, Rene Clair; Original Screenplay, Norther fainting act.
man Krasna; Cameraman, Rudy Mate; Editor,
Frank Gross.
CAST: Marlene Dietrich, Bruce Cabot,
Roland Young, Laura Hope Crews, Mischa
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, ExAuer, Theresa
Harris, Andy Devine, Eddie
pert.

"Ziegfeld Girl" Big In Detroit

*

SHORTS

*■

"Meet the People"
Republic
10 mi
Hollywood Personalities
Newest
in the Hollywood
shu
series Harriet Parsons is produci
for Republic, this issue depict
number of stars and Hollywood '
paperappearing
benefit. atMickey
Rooney, ne*$
Ju !
ers
Los Angeles
Garland, The Duncan Sisters, Rej nald Gardiner, Milton Berle, Ma
Beth Hughes, Mary Martin, Abb(
and Costello, Arthur
Lake, Lai
Simms and others are seen.
The
are quite a few laughs, and the rjj
on the whole should prove of inters
to the average moviegoer.

Detroit Parking Space
Problem Grows Acute
Detroit — Detroit exhibitors a
facing mounting difficulties in pi
viding parking space for patroi
The City Council recently refused
approve re-zoning of some vaea
property near the Vogue Theater
that it could be used for parking 1
purposes; it was originally plann
as residential property.
Circuit Judge Adolph F. Marsc
ner has handed down a ruling
Wilber vs. Wisper & Wetsman The
ters, prohibiting the use of proper
near the Tuxedo Theater for parkii
lot purposes. In this case, the Cou
upheld original subdivision restri
tions of 30 or 40 years ago, althouj
the theater operators contended th
the
had character
changed. of the neighborhoi

"Fantasia" to Leave Hub i
May 3 After 15 Weeks
Boston — "Fantasia" will close i
Boston run May 3 after 15 weel
at the Majestic. The Disney inte
ests retain control of the theat
but place
to date
have not
decided
wheth'
to
another
picture
in the
the
ter immediately or wait until mi^
Summer to do so.

"Wild Wind" Switch

West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAII
is going
for six
"Ziegfeld
in Detroit
a big way.
First
days ofGirl"
the
Hollywood — Susan Hayward h;
M-G-M musical at the United Artists, been switched to the role of Drusil
in that city, ran approximately $2,000 in Cecil B. DeMille's Para, produ
ahead of "The Great Ziegfeld" and tion, "Reap the Wild Wind," ai
Martha O'Driscoll will play the pa
$3,000thein same
excess period
of "Babes
for
in in
theArmy,"
same of Eve originally assigned to Mi
house, the home office said yesterday. Hayward.

Mrs. Walter Shannon Dies

Buy Story for Jane Withers
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM
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Hollywood — Twentieth CenturyFox has bought for the use of Jane
Withers, "Not for Children," a play
by Edmund Wolf and Ludwig Hirschfield. Price paid was $25,000. Francis
Faragoh will write the scenario.

Sturges to Do Film for 20th-Fox

Mrs. Walter Shannon, form*
vaudeville headliner known as Leoi
Lamar, "The Girl of the 1,000 Eyes
died did last night at her home
Englewood, N. J. With her husbar
she gave a mind-reading act in whk
world.
they toured the English-speakir

Team Garbo and Douglas Agair
Hollywood — Metro will team Grei
Hollywood — Preston Sturges, upon Garbo and Melvyn Douglas again
completing "Sullivan's Travels" for a modern American comedy tl
Paramount, will collaborate with Jac- scenario for which is being prepare
ques Deval on an untitled picture by Salka Viertel. George Cukor wi
direct.
for 20th Century-Fox.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY
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Ken Theater Appeal
Briefs Nearly Ready

HCLLyWCCD

Speaking—
—

(Continued from Page 1)

By balph wilk
HOLLYWOOD

E. BROWN
and Oliver "Babe" Har»*7, two dyed-in-the-wool
baseball fans
; missing
when
the Hollywood
Stars
ted their home
season with the PortBeavers.
Both were at the Mexican
on picture festival.
Brown
threw out
ball, which
opened
the Southern
Asgtion season at Atlanta, Ga., and while
Mexico City also found time to attend
aseball game.

•

•

(ILIP REED is being tested by Gregory
Ratoff for an important role in "Toit Belongs To Us," which Ratoff will
luce and direct independently for Cobia release. Because of space limitas at Columbia, Ratoff will film his
are at the RKO-Pathe
plant in Culver

IICKEY ROONEY has given thousands
' of autographs, but is certain to reiber a recent incident in Phoenix Ariz,
is is my demerit
slip from
school",
: a high school youngster, presenting
ink piece of paper for Mickey to sign,
key signed it and urged the boy to
better work in school. Then a very
jtiful girl appeared and also asked
a Rooney autograph.
The high school
. pointed to the girl and said,
0 per cent of my demerits."

•

"There

•

jUR
Passing
Show:
Henry
Ginsberg,
Sol M.
Wurtzel,
William
Perlberg,
Berg, Vic Orsatti, Pete Smith, Oliver
(be"
Hardy,
Sam
Wood,
Leon
Errol,
ey Robinson,
Sid Silvers,
Harry
Ruby,
01 Sax, Jack Carson, Murphy
McHenry
J. P.
McGowan
watching
the Hollyd and Portland baseball teams
in ac-

LARENCE

BROWN,

M-G-M

director,

' is filming two endings for his current
ctorial assignment, "The Uniform,"
ch concerns the adventures of two
mond thieves, played by Clark Gable
m
jm

Rosalind Russell. One end'ng brings
to justice, while the other reforms
into law-abiding
citizens.

•

EORGE

CARLETON

•

BROWN,

writer,

1 has been set by Republic to work on
untitled Gene Autry picture, making
r Autrv pictures in preparatory they
ude "Down Mexico Way," "Old
•hful" and "Under Fiesta Stars." Harry
y will be the producer on all four.

during the second week of general
release. Attorneys for the Schoenstadt circuit, two of whose theaters
were named in the complaint, contended that the issue was one of run
and not of clearance.
Charles P. Megan, the arbitrator,
upheld the attorneys' opinions and
dismissed the complaint for "want
of jurisdiction under Section VII of
the consent decree."

Woolner Loses Para. Case,
Must Pay Hearing's Costs

New Orleans — Arbitrator Philip E.
James, attorney, late Tuesday dismissed "at complainant's cost" the
claim of Chai'les K. Woolner, of Modern Theaters, Inc., against Paramount, involving some run dispute.
Ruling settled the first New Orleans case, which also was the first
at which the press was barred. One
case was settled without arbitration,
one is pending. All three complaints
were
Woolner's.James found Woolner
Arbitrator
solicited "the licensing of only five
pictures" from Paramount, and upheld Para.'s refusal to sell a maximum of five.
"There is no evidence that such a
qualified refusal is a violation of the
consent decree," stated James. "The
respondent has clearly indicated willingness to license on reasonable
James pointed out Woolner could
terms."
seek relief "after Aug. 31, 1941, if
the terms are not satisfactory."
The Woolner vs. Vitagraph hearing, originally set for May 13, was
deferred to May 14. Dean Paul
Brosman of Tulane University Law
School is arbitrator.

Designate Arbitrators for
Two Western Complaints
Arbitrators for two Western arbitration cases were announced yesterday. Dean Terrill will hear the
some run complaint filed by the Ritz
Theater, Oklahoma City, against
Warner Bros. John Carroll has been
named arbitrator for the Fort Lupton, Colo., complaint which involves
the witholding of prints.

Calif. Assembly Gets Plan
For State Tax Reductions

Sol Lesser's
next
feature,
"Strange
itory," has checked
in on the Goldwyn
to work with Jane Murfin who is writthe
screen
treatment
of the
Rose
nken
novel.
Martha
Scott is to play
lead
in the
picture
which
will go
3 production
about June
1.

Sacramento, Calif. — State Assembly yesterday received a plan, submitted by Speaker Gordon Garland,
to counter-balance increasing Federal defense taxes with cuts in State
levies. State Finance Director
George Killion branded the move
"premature."

ATHARINE BROWN, representative in
New York for David 0. Selznick Pro:tions. and who is also assistant secrei on the Board of the new comoanv
n Hollywood for conferences with David
Selznick.

Schrieber Replacing LeVene
Cincinnati — Frank Schrieber. Universal^ head booker, is slated for
city salesman, also in charge of
Dayton, succeeding Nate LeVene,
deceased

EINHOLD

SCHUNZEL,

•

who

will direct

•

Army Camp Patronage
Booms Montgomery Biz
Montgomery, Ala. — Proximity of
two Army camps to this city is responsible for a decided upsweep in
film grosses here, especially on weekends. With cadet flyers getting
week-end leave from Maxwell Field
and Gunter Field, Strand theater has
inaugurated midnight shows Saturday nights.

"Men of Conquest" Banned
In B. A. to Oblige Mexico
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
"Men of Conquest" has been banned
here as detrimental to friendly relations between Argentina and Mexico.

Decree Bingo Ban in Racine
Racine, Wis. — District Attorney
Richard G. Harvey, Jr., and Chief
of Police Arthur J. Muhlke have
notified operators of 32 Bingo games
in Racine county to discontinue conducting the games or face the penalties. It has been estimated that
as many as 7,000 persons attending
Bingo games here weekly.

Maureen
O'Haraof THE
for "Valley"
West Coast Bureau
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth CenturyFox
signed
Maureen
O'Hara
under has
a joint
contract
with RKO
and
she has been set for the feminine
lead in "How Green Was My Valley."

ITOA Demands Ban
On Soviet Pix, Too
(Continued from Page 1)

ITOA declares that pictures from
those countries are "offensive
weapons of a vicious propaganda designed at sapping and undermining
our natural heritage of democratic
The resolution, itself, reads:
1. "Until such time as the same
shall
longer be used as an instruideals."no
ment of propaganda, we voluntarily
pledge ourselves not to exhibit any
motion pictures produced or distributed under or through the direction,
control or instigation of the governments of Germany, Italy or Russia,
or their subjects.
2. "Firm in the belief in the rectitude of our conduct and to prevent
the exhibition of such films by subversive elements, we hereby petition
the Government of the United States
of America in the light of all of the
foregoing to take appropriate steps
to bar the importation into this country of all films heretofore described."

Sweet Adds Third House
Schuylerville, N. Y. — Vivien
Sweet, operator of the Swan Theater, Greenwich, and the Star Theater, Salem, takes over the Broadway Theater here effective May 1.
This house has been operated by
Johnny
Milligan, former big league
ball-player.

TELEPHONES
CLEANED AND STERILIZED

BE WISE
The Telephone is a
wonderful instrument
but should be kept
clean and sanitary.
Thousands

of wise

people are protected
by our Service.
The Cost Is Negligible

4 EAST 43rd STREET, NEW

w<^/l.ty./m

YORK,

Telephone MUrray Hill 2-1035
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VA Sales Staff

52 Midwestern Spots
Now Playing "Flesh"

THE'

Kelly Makes

Changes

in District Posts

(Continued from Page 1)
apolis and Denver.
In the Canadian district, A. Iscove
district manager of the territories
A. Feinstein as Calgary
various agencies, but 19 weeks are covered by the New York, Washing- replaces
branch manager.
ton and Philadelphia exchanges.
only partial week-end jobs. These
Bert Stearn, with headquarters in
spots aggregate from two to four
C. E. Peppiatt, New Orleans branch Cleveland, is district manager for
days a month for "flesh" acts. At manager, has been made Southern
present, there are only eight full district manager, covering the At- Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and
weeks.
Indianapolis. Jack Goldhar will manlanta, Charlotte, Dallas and New Orage the district embodying Detroit,
leans territories.
B & K bookers favor "name"
St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha.
bands, with "names" from the hotel
Charles Stern, New York district Ben Fish remains as West Coast disshow spots and leading niteries.
trict chief over Los Angeles, San
manager, goes to Chicago as district
Radio and Hollywood "names" are chief for Chicago, Milwaukee, Minne- Francisco, Seattle and Salt Lake City.
also used. Warners now has weekend vaudeville in the Stratford TheaCFI, Republic and CMPC
ter, while Mike Todd's booking office, Seven Features Start
under Danny Friendly management,
On
Coast
This
Week
Moving to 1790 Broadway
is using more quality vaudeville
acts at the Oriental Theater.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

West

Legislative Com. Opposes
Higher S. C. Ticket Levy
(Continued from Page

1)

appropriation bill, but flatly opposed
a revenue program which would
have increased taxes on incomes,
amusement admissions, cigarets and
non - vending coin - operating machines. The House insisted on a
higher income tax.
Several weeks usually elapse before the committee brings out the
revised bill.

Sheraden to be Dismantled
Pittsburgh — The Sheraden Theater, in the suburb of Sheraden, which
was taken over by Fineman & Shapiro last year, has been closed permanently and will be dismantled.
This leaves only the new 1,200-seat
Temple Theater in that section, also
operated by Fineman & Shapiro.

Sid Kulick in Scdes Post
Arthur Greenblatt, PRC general
sales manager, has appointed Sid
Kulick in charge of sales for the
New York Exchange. Sid Kulick
replaced Bert Kulick who goes into
active service in the Navy on May 1.

WEDDING

BELLS
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Bureau

of
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Hollywood — Seven pictures went
into production this week. Two studios, Para., and RKO, now have nine
shooting. The checkup:
At Columbia: Six shooting including "Tillie the Toiler," a new series
of two pictures based on the famous
cartoon strip, with Kay Harris in the
title role. Director, Sidney Salkow,
and Robert Sparks producing.

At M-G-M : Three shooting. Title of
"The Uniform" has been changed to "Unholy
At Paramount: Nine shooting, including
Partners."
"Birth of the Blues." musical, with Bing
Crosby and Mary Martin telling the story
in song, and Brian Donlevy, Carolyn Lee,
Rochester, Tack Teagarden and a host of
others helping them. Victor Schertzinger
directing and Monta Bell associate producer. Being produced by B. G. DeSylva;
"Forced Landing," second of a series of
aviation pictures being produced by William
H. Pine and William C. Thomas. Starring
Richard Arlen. with Eva Gabor in the
feminine lead. T. Carrol Naish, in an important character role ; Nils Asther, Victor
Varconi. Evelyn Brent and John Milian
filling out the other important spots. Gordon Wiles directing: "Among the Living"
(tentative title), a horror picture, with Albert Dekker. Susan Hayward. Director,
Stuart Heisler for producer
Sol G. Siegel.
At RKO:
Nine shooting.
At Republic: Three shooting, including
"Puddin' Head." comedv with music, starring Tudy Canova with Francis Lederer in
the male lead. Toe Santley directing for
producer Albert T. Cohen.
At 20th Centurv-Fox: Six shooting, including "A Yank in the RAF", romantic
melodrama, with Tyrone Power. Betty Grable. Tohn Sutton and Reginald Gardiner.
Henry King director. Producer. Darryl F.
Zanuck : "The Bouncer and the Lady," comedv drama, with Cesar Romero, Carole
Landis. T. Edward Bromberg. William
Henry. Tune Storey and Charles Halton.
Producer. Sol M. Wurtzel, Irving Pichel
directing.
At Universal : Eight shooting.
At Warners:
Six shooting.
At
Producers Releasing Corp. : One shooting.
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Hands Off by D of J
On Anti-Decree Bills
(Continued from Page 1)

and now before Governor Stassejj
He, however, intimated that the Di
partment had formulated a plan ™
action.
The Government's No. 1 trust if
er characterized the Minnesota mS£
ure
"extremely
hazardous"
to thi
five as
majors
which are
signatories
the decree.
Arnold pointed out the inadvisabi
ity of issuing a statement at th
time since the governor had not yj
signed thewas
bill.notHe desirous
said the anti-tru
division
of anta;
onizing the governor.
Arnold declared that it was nJ
the function of the Federal Goverf

yesterday b^ Herbert J. Yates, CFI
president.
The organizations will occupy the
16th and 17th floors of the new premises, Yates said, and added that the
move is in the interests of added
efficiency and in keeping with the
steady expansion of all three organizations.

before
of state legisl
ment to committees
appear in opposition
to bil'
tures. The department, therefor.,
he said, would not oppose bills sir
ilar to that of Minnesota when ai!
if hearings are held in other state

Yates, it is understood, will be
established in the new executive
offices before May 1, together with
James R. Grainger, Republic's president, and G. C. Schaefer, Republic's
vice-president and general manager,
and other divisions of the trio of
companies will follow shortly thereafter.

Litigation designed to halt the e (
forcement of the Minnesota an; ,
block-of-five bill was considered ye
terday at a meeting of attorneys f j

Majors' Lawyers Prepare
To Fight Minnesota Bill

consent
Thisaffected
course by
of t'j
a\
the
five decree.
companies
tion, however, is only one that mil
be pursued to overcome the obstacl I
created by the passage of the b.|
in both houses of the Minnesota le |
islature.
Schreiber Managing Colonial
No definite program was agre 1
Detroit — Raymond Schreiber, owner of the Midwest Circuit, has shifted upon at yesterday's sessions. It w I
that no active steps could -J
managers, taking over direct per- agreed
until Governor Stassen of Mi j
sonal engagement of the Colonial, taken
nesota signs the bill. This will |
headquarters house. Bernard Sam- done within the next three days. T
uels becomes manager of the Forest,
in addition to being publicity direc- Minnesota law-makers adjourn 1
tor.
night.

Bob Clark as Para. Salesman

Loew's Sells Plaza, Worcester

— Loew's,
Cincinnati — Bob Clark, son of hasWorcester,
sold the Mass.
building
housing Ir>
tj
Duke Clark, chain exhibitor, suc1,200-seat
to Woolworth's,
ceeds Mark Cummings, sales rep- the
theaterPlaza
will be
closed in June.a
resentative for Paramount. Cummings resigned to go into the accessory business.

STORKS!

Drop Vaude in Providence
Providence — Fay's theater drops
vaudeville for straight film policy,
using dual bills, mostly westerns
and action dramas, starting April
25. Lowered admission scale also
goes into effect for Summer policy.

William Heineman, Universa
Western division manager, became
pop for the seventh time Mondj
when a baby girl was presented
Mrs. Heineman. Arrival is nam:
Arthur Black's Father Dies
Rose Marie and she weighed j
Detroit
—
Archie
D.
Black,
63,
Tamaqua, Pa. — Announcement is
pounds, 15 ounces.
made of the engagement of Bruce father of Arthur Black, general man- Columbia Promotes Two
ager of the Chargot Circuit, was
New Haven — Sherman Germaii
Bausman, manager of the Victoria
New Haven — Raymond Berne has son of Samuel Germaine, booki i
Theater here to Leda Baldwin. The buried in Grand Lawn Cemetery.
Death was caused by a heart attack. been appointed new accessories manager at 20th-Fox here, becai^
wedding date is set for August.
manager at Columbia, while Al Pa- possessor of a new baby and ni
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
rizer moves to shipping manager to business simultaneously here. T
former is Arlene Barbara, weight j
Bix for Hub's Civic
Hollywood — Wedding of Johnny Foreign
Edwards.Sidney Lax, serving at Camp
Boston — The Civic Repertory The- replace
Downs and June Draper is set for
pounds, 6 ounces, born at Grace H(
ater here, owned by New England
June 28.
pital, Sunday. The latter is the 4(
Town Hall, will temporarily become
seat Fairmount.
Chi. Censor Rejects One
Portland, Me. — Engagement of the home of foreign pictures.
Leon P. Gorman, Jr., associated with
Chicago — Chicago Police Censor
Akron, O. — A daughter, their fir
his father in operation of film houses Arthur J. Wood Dead
during the past four weeks inspected
was
born in St. Thomas
Hospi'
in several Maine cities, to Mrs. PrisBrunswick, Ga. — Arthur J. Wood, 536,000 feet of film, comprising 135
and Mrs. manager
Nes Au'
cilia W. White, Portland non-pro, 60, who managed one of Brunswick's features. Fourteen cuts were made, here,
Father to isMr. assistant
has been announced.
three were pinked and one rejected. Loew's Theater.
first film theaters, died suddenly.

Frank Manente, student assistant
at the Loew-Poli, New Haven, has
announced his engagement to Grace
Cocca of New Haven.

Anti-5

If

REMe
Called Small- Town
DO NOT Victory
(See

Column

2 Below)
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SO-MINUTE PROGRAM BILL IN MICHIGAN
ohn
J. O'Connor Resigns As RKO Theaters
Exec.
3de Hears He May Join
Snow, "Anti-Five" Sponsor,
aversal; Fred Meyers
so Tenders Resignation

ARNOLD HITS TNEC DECREE VIEWS

Monograph

Discussion
"Misleading
and
Inadequate",
Charges — Evans, Co-author, Replies

ohn J. O'Connor,
vice-president
general manager of RKO TheBy MILTON F. LUNCH
'•s, and Fred Meyers, head of the
•king and
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
tying
Washington — The New York Conp artment,
sent Decree was the subject of a
s t e r d ay
"misleading'
and inadequate discusudere d
sion" in the
ir resignaTNEC M o n ois. O'Congraph, No. 43,
said the
"the Motion Pice ignations
ture Industry —of
■e due to
a Pattern
s a g r e eControl,"
Thur' n t s with
man
W. Arnold,
aer execuAssistant Attor!S.
ney General, has
Vhile the
told the TNEC
ort could
in a memorandum
JOHN J. O'CONNOR
t be conexpressing the
aed, it was rumored last night in Department of
(Continued on Page 4)
Justice official attitude on the
THURMAN W. ARNOLD
Monograph. That
Arnold would issue a critical state-

iys Testimonial
a Ampa Proposed

Call Minn. Passage
Small-Town Victory

He

ment on the Monograph was forecast
in The Film Daily on March 18.
The Assistant
General's
criticism
was madeAttorney
public yesterday
by the TNEC along with a rebuttal
to his objections by W. Duane Evans,
one of the co-authors of the Monograph. Two

Inadequacies
Cited
The Department of Justice statement compliments the Monograph
as "excellent" except the section
dealing with the decree and directs
its criticism solely to that section.
Two inadequacies are set out, first,
thf decree itself is not set out in
the Monograph and is not considered as a whole by the authorities.
"Certain excerpts are quoted and
conclusions drawn therefrom. Other
provisions of the decree which, mili(Continued on Page 8)

No Change Sought
In Ticket Tax Rale

Introduces Health Measure;
Claims Exhibs. Favor Move

By H.Staff
F. REVES
FILM DAILY
Correspondent
Lansing, Mich. — Rep. Raymond J.
Snow, author of Michigan's "antifive" measure, yesterday hoppered
another industry measure, the new
bill designed to outlaw multiple feature programs in this state.
The bill, closely paralleling one
introduced some weeks ago in the
Missouri Legislature at the request
of the Better Films Council of
Greater St. Louis, is the result of
exhibitor reaction to his first measure, Snow told The Film Daily
last night.
Numerous
correspondents,
Snow
(Continued on Page 6)

Jos. Breen Resigns
As Director of PCA
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Joseph I. Breen, director of the Production Code Administration since July 1934, has reI testimonial dinner for Will H.
signed, effective May 1. He plans
ps to observe his 20th anniverto take a long vacation which may
;y as president of the MPPDA on
include a visit to South America.
His work consisted of censoring
;rch 5, 1942, and sponsored
by
(Continued on Page 8)
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
By GEORGE E. GUISE
production and picWashington — The Treasury De- scriptsturesbefore
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
after completion.
partment
yesterday
recommended
Minneapolis — Officers of Allied
t's
n, Circuienly
:ob
Theater Owners of the Northwest, to Congress that admission taxes Reade Circuit Loses
. Dies
Sudd
underFabia
meeting here yesterday, drafted a begin at 9 cents, taking in the Bank Night Appeal
bracket from 9 cents to 20 cents,
acob Fabian, founder of the Fa- vote of thanks to the Legislature's now omitted. No change in the
ll circuit, died yesterday morning veteran Senator A. 0. Sletvold of rates was recommended. As reported
Appellate division of the Supreme
'he Roosevelt Hospital following a Detroit Lakes
his 4) "masterly
Court in New York City has denied
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continuedfor
on Page
(Continued on Page 4)
the motion of the Walter Reade
circuit to appeal from the judgment
rendered
against it in an action

•'Major Barbara" in
The Astor on May 13

Gabriel Pascal's production of G. B.
Shaw's "Major Barbara" will have its
New York premiere at the Astor on
/ay 13, the picture replacing Para.'s
I Wanted Wings" there. Deal was
;et yesterday by Arthur W. Kelly for
JA, and Joseph Vogel for Loew's,
nc. Opening will be on a reserved
•eat policy, with continuous run at
>op prices starting the next morning.

Schenck, Moskowitz to Appeal
Ready to Carry Case to U. S. Supreme

Court

Joseph M. Schenck was sentenced
yesterday to imprisonment for three
years on each of two counts and to
a $20,000 fine by Federal Judge
Philadelphia — The Pennsylvania Grover M. Moscowitz. Schenck's
State Board of Censors yesterday co-defendant, Joseph H. Moskowitz,
changed its regulations to require received a sentence of imprisonment
a review of all foreign newsreels for a year and a day and a $10,000
before they are shown, even if the fine. Attorneys for the defendants

Pa. Board Will Censor
All Foreign Newsreels

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Pnae 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

Picture Pioneers
Dinner Next Month
Annual Spring Conference Dinner
of Picture Pioneers will be held the
third week in May, it was said yesterday byHouse Manager Jack Cohn.
Plans- are being completed by the Executive Committee.
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Columbia
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McCormick Names Shuford
To Head Campaign Div.
S. Barret McCormick, RKO's director of advertising and publicity,
yesterday announced the appointment of Stanley Shuford, of Lord &
Thomas advertising agency, to head
a new special campaign division.
Shuford takes over his new duties on
Monday. Prior to his connection with
Lord & Thomas, he was advertising
manager for Warner Brothers and
vice-president of the new Biow Advertising Agency.

Philadelphia — Stanley-Warner is increasing its number of defense matinees
and special midnight shows to take care of the factory pickup one day a week.
Two houses have scheduled late shows, the Palace Wednesdays at 1 1 :30 p.m.
and the Benn Friday at 1:30 a.m. Paydays, the Broadway is scheduling a daily
12:30 midnight show, the Forum, Liberty, Midway, Richmond and Kent are
scheduling 12:30 p.m. shows daily.

No Goldwyn Negotiations
Pending with WB — Sears

Metro Reel Traces Camera
History, Plugs Product

Warners have dropped negotiations with Sam Goldwyn, it was
said here yesterday by Grad Sears,
in denying a published report that
the former UA producer was affiliating with Warners.
Said Sears:
"Preliminary and exploratory
talks were had with Leo Spit?, who
represented Goldwyn, but no terms
or conditions were agreed upon.
"The discussions have been dropped and there are no negotiations
pending between
the parties."

_ The origin
of today's
preci-is
sioned
motion
picturehighly
camera
traced in the seventh edition of MG-M's "Romance of Celluloid" series,
titled "You Can't Fool a Camera,"
which will be released on May 2. Subject treats with the idea of photographing motion in 1878 when experiments were made on the farm of
Leland Stanford in Palo Alto, Cal.
The "Romance of Celluloid" series,
produced by Frank Whitbeck, twice
each year, incorporate an announcement of M-G-M's product for the
next six months' period.

J. A. McCONVILLE, Columbia foreign m
ager, sails today for South America on the Sa
Elena.
MRS.
McCONVILLE
accompanies fill
A. A. SCHUBART, manager of exchange ope
tions for RKO, is on a tour of Midwest brand
CHARLES
PATHE,
founder in this country
Pathe News, and MRS. PATHE arrived yester
from Europe on the Clipper for a visit after
absence of many years.
They will go to
Coast.
/.I
NORMAN TAUROC arrives on the Coasi *
week-end after a New York visit and sev
stops en route back to Hollywood.
CORDON

JONES

flies to the Coast Sunda)

PHIL REISMAN sails tomorrow
tina for Rio and Buenos Aires.
for

on the An

BUDDY DE SYLVA leaves Hollywood Sun
New York; he will remain here a weel

A. C. HAYMAN has returned to Niagara F
from an extended Florida visit.

Opera on Tour Reversal
Upset by Appeals Court

Albany — The New York Court
Appeals
by a four to three decis
"Ziegfeld Girl" Biggest
Shirley Temple to Make
swept aside the decision of the h
pellate Division and held that
Feature for Edw. Small
At Capitol in 8 Months
judgment rendered by Supreme Co
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
O'Brien, March
of "Ziegfeld Girl" at Justice Kenneth injunctive
relief
Hollywood — Edward Small yester- thePremiere
Capitol yesterday attracted the 1939 granting
day signed Shirley Temple to star house's largest opening day crowds Opera On Tour, Inc. against Jos<;
in a production to be made by him
N. Weber, president of the Amerii
next Fall for UA 1941-42 release. in eight months, M-G-M reported. Federation of Musicians, and Geo
While four stories are under con- Only openings since "Strike Un E. Browne, president, IATSE, sho
sideration as a vehicle for her, it is the Band" to top "Ziegfeld Girl" prevail. An opinion was written
have been advanced-price engage- Judge Edward R. Finch.
probable that "Lucky Sixpence" from ments.
the novel by Emilie Benson Knipe
"Ziegfeld Girl" has been held
and Alden Arthur Knipe will be the
choice.
over in its first five key city en- Aylesworth Slated for OE
Before she checks into the Edward
gagements, M-G-M also reported.
Post Dealing With Radic
Small studio, Shirley will complete
"Kathleen" for Metro.
McConville Leaving Today

Neely Appointee Gets
Nod from Senate Com.

On South American Trip

J. A.manager,
McConville,
Foreien
leaves Columbia's
today on
the Santa Elena for a two-month
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington^Former Sen. Mat- business trip to South America.
He will visit company offices in
thew M. Neely won a victory yesterday when the Senate Privileges Panama, Colombia, Peru, Chile. Argentina, Brazil and the British West
and Elections Committee voted. 9
Indies.
to 8, to seat Dr. Joseph Rosier,
Neely's appointee to the seat he
vacated, instead of Clarence E. Mar- Technicolor Stockholders
tin. Martin was appointed by former Governor Homer Holt. The Meeting Set for May 17
Senate must act on the recommenAnnual meeting of stockholders of
dation.
Technicolor will be held Mav 17 with
four directors to be elected for threePrudential Takes Over
year terms. The stockholders will
also vote on an amendment to the byCasey Theaters Sunday
laws of the corporation which provides that officers and directors be
Deal whereby Prudential Play- indemnified for expenses incurred
houses acquires the interest of
Charles E. Casey in eight theaters with the defense of any lawsuit.
Meeting starts at 3 p.m.
operated by Casey and Irwin Wheeler becomes effective on Sunday.
Casev is retiring and will live in Reisman Sails Tomorrow
Florida. The eight theaters involved
are in Connecticut, New York and For Rio and Buenos Aires
New Jersey.
Phil Reisman. RKO Radio Pictures
vice-president in charge of foreisrn
Ark. ITO Meets May 11-12
operations, sails tomorrow on the
Little Rock, Ark. — Annual con- S. S. Argentina on a quick business
vention of the Arkansas ITO is trip
Aires.to Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
scheduled here for May 11-12.

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA

Washington
— M.dealing
H. Ayleswortl'
slated
for a post
with rs
under the Office of Production M
agement, it was authoritatively
ported here last night.
Aylesworth,
former president
RKO and of NBC, will, it is unc
stood, be concerned with this co'
try's efforts to combat Nazi pro]
ganda and to improve relations v
the Latin-American Republics.
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Restrictive Licenses
Face D of J Attack

Eastern Branches
UA Parley Here
"irst of the five District convents to be held by UA's sales force
Monday and Tuesday at the Walf-Astoria will be attended by the
?s staffs of six Eastern branches,
contingent
of home
office
extives, and the Eastern representees of UA
producers.
|3eaded by Arthur W. Kelly, who
J preside, home office contingent
1 include
Murray
Silverstone,
rry L. Gold. Haskell M. Masters,
Try D. Buckley, Paul N. Lazarus,
»lter Gould.
Monroe
Greenthal,
vid E. Weshner,
Albert
Margo.:, Phil Dow, Seymour Poe, SamCohen, Len Daly, Charles Steele,
I N. A. Thompson.
?he sales contingent will be headby Arthur Silverstone and John
I Dervin. district managers; and
je Streimer,
special home
office
Attending from the New York
i-hange will be Clarence Eiseman,
*nch manager; David Burkan,
muel Rifkin, Sol Edwards, Lawice Brown, and Ed Mullen.
?rom Philadelphia will come
r rry G. Bodkin, branch manager;
■rton Magill, Saul Krugman, Horft Wright and Elizabeth McCaf7.
A. I. Wiener. Boston branch manner, will bring George Hager, Jost Croman, Herbert Schaefer, Nam Ross and Joseph Carroll.
Buffalo will be represented by
[d Lehman, branch manager; M.
Sullivan, Jr., Harold Sugarman
j J. A. Bykowski.
From
the Washington
exchange
II come Fred A. Rohrs, branch
mager; Mark N. Silver, Fred M.
tody, Richard Harrity and Elmer
, -Kinley.
Lou
C. Wechsler,
New
Haven
inch manager, will bring
Lewis
isburg
and Mary
O'Brien.
Producers rep. attending will inde Steven Pallos, Morris Helprin
,d Emanuel Silverstone of the
exander Korda organization; Loll Calvert representing David 0.
Iznick; Harry Kosiner representi Walter Wanger; J. J. Milstein
presenting Edward Small, Richard
wland
and the Loew-Lewin
orInization; Louis Hyman and Fred
i!Connell representing Sol Lesser;
| ward Peskay for Hal Roach; and
Ivid Griesdorf for James
Roosellt.

WEDDING

BELLS

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Wolf, of Intnapolis, announce the engagement
their daughter Jacqueline, to Rob: M. Bernstein, son of Mr. and Mrs.
.vid Bernstein.
Rochester — Josephine Kulpinski,
shier and usherette at Loew's, has
en married to Victor Samolis.

Washington Bureau of THE

T
•

•

•

▼

T

INTO New York yesterday via Pan- American Clipper

came one of international iilmdom's most distinguished personages
— the rugged 77-year-young
Charles Pathe
accompanied by his
wife, Antoinette
This father of screen journalism and founder in
this country of Pathe News
has not been in our midst for 20 years
and great were the changes he noted
as well as the battery
of lenses he faced as he alighted from the giant plane
Quite appropriately aPathe News camera cTew was on the photographic "reception
committee"
T
T
T
• •
• BACK in 1906
the Pathe Freres operated from
Paris
The staff of cameramen consisted of about four or five
gents
But how the org. grew!
It spread to London, Berlin and New York
and thence girdled the globe
The
American company was established in 1906
for the distribution of short subjects
which units made in Jersey City
with little love stories as the dominant theme
(who said
there's no romance in Jersey City!)
Some years later Charles
Pathe hatched a branch of Pathe Weekly, in the U. S
which
was the progenitor of the present Pathe News
This newsreel
has been on the screens of America for more'n 30 years
and
is distributed by RKO Radio
Ned E. Depinet is now Pathe
News prexy
and Frederic Ullman, jr., its vice-prexy and
general manager
▼
T
T
• •
•
YESTER noontide we sat right on the Depinet right flank. . . .
while Mister Ullman parked right nearby
— the occasion being the
Saints and Sinners luncheon in Ye Hotel Astor
at which John Kieran
was the "Fall Guy"
Poor John!, wotta grilling he got
undergoing the indignity of bein' put in a cage with a skunk
and pushed
by jungle beasts into the Grand Ballroom
Other bib-tuckers-on at
Table 13 were Dan Golenpaul, originator and owner of Information Please;
Paul Stewart, discoverer of Orson Welles for radio and an actor with
Welles in "Citizen Kane"; Pic Actor Doodles Weaver; N. Y. Times critic
Tom Pry or; and Trade Gents Roy Chartier and Bob Wile
T
T
▼
•

• • FURTHER Feed-bagging:
A testimonial luncheon will be given to Charles Stern on his departure for Chi., Mil-

waukee and Denver
Locale, — Dinty Moore's today
Charley leaves for his new
post on Sunday
Attending'll
be:
Arthur W. Kelly, Harry Gold, Haskell Masters, Paul Lazarus,
Seymour Poe, Charles Steele, Harry Muller
Phil Dow, Monroe Greenthal, Dave Weshner, Al Margolies, Morris Helprin,
Steve McGrath, James Mulvey, Steve Pallos, Jack Wrege, Nat
Thompson, Walter Gould, Emanuel Silverstone, Arthur Silverstone, Ed Raftery
Clarence Eiseman, Moe Streimer, Ed Mullen, Sam Rifkin, Larry Brown, Dave Burkan, Harry Buckley, Herb
Richek, Ed Peskay, Ben Levine, Harry Kosiner, Fred O'Connell,
Lou Hyman, Paul O'Brien, Harry Newman, Lowell Calvert, and
J. Milstein
T
T
T
• •
•
ALSO today in the Waldorf-Astoria at 12:30
Tom Joyce,
Ed Cahill and a group of RCA-ers will have luncheon and a round table
'discussion with trade press big- wigs
anent iheater television
and questions of all-comers will be answered. . . • Culinary note for
Monday is Washington Sq. College of Arts and Science luncheon in
NYU's Faculty Club
in connection with the University's inauguration of its four-year curriculum in film writing and production
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Washington— A controversy between Conway P. Coe, U. S. Commissioner of Patents and Assistant
Attorney General Thurman W. Arnold over patent recommendations
of the D of J to the TNEC, was
rested yesterday in an exchange of
criticisms between Arnold and Coe.
The difference revolves chiefly
around the D of J recommendation
that patent holders be required
when licensing the use of patents
to license it for all uses and purposes. Arnold contends that restrictive licensing is a definite evil uncovered in anti-trust investigations.
In his criticism to the TNEC, Commissioner Coe states that the effect
would be the discouragement of licensing and the restriction of development.
Commissioner Coe cited several
times in his statement the decision
of the Supreme Court in General
Talking Pictures vs. Western Electric Co. in which the high Court
upheld the right of the licensor to
restrict the licensee as to the field
in which the licensee could sell licensed goods.
Arnold
in his reply to the
Commissioner
states
that the
Justice Department has publicly announced that when an appropriate occasion arises it will
ask the Supreme Court to reconsider its decision
The
decision
of the Court
was
merely,
an interpretation
of the
present law, not a judgment on the
advisability
of the legislation
recommended by the D of J, Arnold
said.
Former Senator William H.
King, who was a member of the
TNEC, also submitted an article to
the TNEC on the patent situation,
registering strong objections to the
D of J recommendations.

Fielding Plans Expansion
St. John, N. B.— A. A. Fielding,
who recently resigned as general
manager of the Spencer circuit, has
opened offices, and plans to expand
his
own operations. Fielding now
Digby.
has the Capitols in Bridgewater and

TO THE

COLORS!

St. John, N. B. — Hilary Howes of
the Capitol staff, has joined the
Canadian Army, and is on leave of
absence. His brother, James Howes,
of the Strand staff, is in the Army
Reserve.
Lincoln, Neb. — Capt. Barney Oldfield, State Journal's film critic, now
on active duty at Fort Crook, is being
transferred to the Reception Center,
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.

w
O'Connor Resigns
As RKO Theater Head

«REVIEW5»
"The Wagons Roll

(Continued from Page 1)

trade circles that O'Connor might
go with Universal.
O'Connor had been with the Keith
and RKO organizations for the last
£0 years. He started in the business
in 1914 when he joined George Kleine
who was roadshowing "Quo Vadis"
and "The Last Days of Pompeii."
After several years in the booking
department of the Kleine-EdisonSelig-Essanay organization, he betame associated with Peerless Bookjng Corp., later becoming chief booker for RKO Film Booking Corp. In
1938, O'Connor was made vice-president and general manager of the
RKO theaters.
Meyers is a veteran of 25 years
in the motion picture business. He
had been with RKO for approximately 13 years, having formerly been
associated with First National.

Jacob Fabian, Circuit's
Founder, Dies Suddenly
(.Continued from Page 1)

heart attack. He had arrived in New
York Wednesday from his winter
home in Florida. He was 76 years
old. Fabian was born in Austria and
came to the U. S. when he was 17.
Funeral services will be held Sunday at 11 a.m. in Temple Emanuel,
Paterson, N. J.
Fabian started in the theater business just 24 years ago in Paterson.
His first house was the Regent, later
acquiring the Garden. These theaters were the nucelus of a circuit
of 71 houses which later were acquired by Warner Bros. He retired
several years ago.
The present circuit, headed by his
son, Si Fabian, includes approximately 50 theaters.

Sponsored Show Project
Takes Shape in Detroit
Detroit — Plans for a sponsored
show project that will be modelled
essentially on radio show policies
are being formulated by Maurice
Stoller. Detroit showman, who has
interested David M. Idzal, managing director of the Fox, in the project. Plan is awaiting adoption by
a national circuit setup, however.
A stage show with timely theme,
such as Easter fashions currently,
sponsored by some manufacturer,
with a 2 to 3 reel documentary short
of entertainment or educational
value, produced from the same sponsor, would be released for the same
week nationally in participating theaters. One-half production .cost of
the show would be assumed by the
sponsor, with a refund in case the
box-office showed a fair profit.

Mills Promotes Ramm

with

Humphrey

Bogart, Sylvia Sidney,
Eddie Albert
Warners
84 Mins.
CIRCUS STORY IS WELL ENACTED AND
SUSPENSEFULLY TOLD; SHOULD APPEAL
TO GENERAL
AUDIENCES.

at Night"

With a considerable amount of power and
suspense incorporated into this circus story
as it unfolds, this new Warner release should
appeal to general audiences. It is well enacted by a good cast, the story is neatly
worked out and geared to keep an audience
interested, and the production value is
good. However, with Humphrey Bogart the
strongest name the cast offers, the picture
must necessarily fall into the program class,
with exceptions. Picture also serves as a
comeback for Sylvia Sidney who has been
absent from the screen for some time.
Director Ray Enright has taken his story
material and characters and molded a forceful picture from the material at hand. He
does not allow the players to get out of hand
and he builds up the climactic sequence artfully. Afirst-rate screenplay was contributed
by Fred Niblo, Jr., and Barry Trivers.
Bogart, cast as the owner of a carnival, is
fine. He sticks to his characterization without any deviation, making it honest and
plausible. Miss Sidney appears to advantage
in what she has to do. Eddie Albert is excellent ina meaty role, which he makes the
most of. The attractive and capable Joan
Leslie is a worthwhile addition to the cast,
and Sig Rumann, Clara Blandick, Cliff Clark
and Charley Foy are more than adequate in
supporting roles.
Albert, operator of a grocery store in a
small town, accidentally encounters a lion
from the carnival which has escaped and
rounds it up. Bogart inveigles him to join
the show to capitalize on him, but Albert
shows a natural aptitude for handling the
big cats. Miss Sidney, a member of the carnival and girl friend of Bogart's, takes a
shine to Albert. Finally, Rumann, the cat
trainer, is too drunk to go on and Albert
takes over. Shortly afterward he is badly
clawed and when a police investigation looms
he is taken to Bogart's farm without Bogart's
knowledge, and there meets his sister, Miss
Leslie, whom Bogart is keeping away from
circus life at all costs. Albert and Miss
Leslie fall in love and when Bogart learns
about it he plans to kill Albert by getting
him in the cage with a mad lion. A dramatic climax costs Bogart his life, but provides a satisfactory ending for Albert and
Miss Leslie.
CAST: Humphrey Bogart, Sylvia Sidney,
Eddie Albert, Joan Leslie, Sig Rumann, Cliff
Clark, Charley Foy, Frank Wilcox, John
Ridgely, Clara Blandick, Aldrich Bowker,
Garry Owen, Jack Mower, Frank Mayo.
CREDITS: In charge of production, Jack
L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Associate Producer, Harlan Thompson;
Director, Ray Enright; Screenplay, Fred
Niblo, Jr. and Barry Trivers; Suggested by
a story by Francis Wallace; Cameraman, Sid
Hickox; Editor, Mark Richards.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,
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"Flame of New Orleans"
Tops All N. O. Premieres
New

Orleans — Premiere of Universal^ "Flame of New Orleans," at
the Orpheum Theater here last night
topped all previous premieres in the
city, theatermen stated. The theater
was jammed with more than 300 persons standing. A thunderous ovation
greeted Bruce Cabot, Roland Young,
Andy Devine, Mischa Auer, Hugh
Herbert and other players in the film
who were present.
Fifteen blocks of Canal Street were
gaily decorated for the occasion by
tne city. The stars also appeared at
a sell-out ball at the Roosevelt Hotel
for the benefit of the New Orleans
Tuberculosis Hospital. A local "Miss
Dietrich" and other girls were chosen
in local contests taken on a whirlwind tour during the two preceding
days.

Call Minn. Passage
Small-Town Victory
(Continued from Page 1)

handling" of Allied's anti-blocks
five bill in the Legislature.
The measure, which sets aside
five-blocks purchase
clause of
New York consent decree so far
Minnesota
is concerned has pa
both House and Senate and no L
ready for the Governor's signatj
It was Sletvold who led the fight :
the bill in committee and who s
ceeded in taking the measure
the general orders calendar in
Senate and having it made a s
cial order of business.
"In the last analysis, howeve
the officers decided, "credit for fi
victory should go to the small-to
country exhibitors. Their relentl
drive and their continuous cont
FCC
Gives
"Green
Light"
To Commercial Television with their representatives and S
ators made the victory possible,
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
shows what a determined meml
Washington — FCC officials stated
ship and co-ordinated effort betw
last
nigth commercialized
that the Commission's
ban Twin City and country exhibii
against
television
will be lifted within two or three
Among
bills
affecting
mi
weeks.
Two tele achievements were given houses which died when the le;
laturedo."adjourned last night are
as reasons for the Commission's can
Theater
divorcem,
change of view: difficulties in the following:
daylight
saving,
another
wl
synchronization
"pulse"
from
the
transmitter to the receiving set have would have permitted baseball ga
been overcome, as has the transmis- to extend beyond 6 p.m. on Sun
sion of images of a suitable size and evenings,
the present limit;
clarity.
which would have taxed exchar
at one dollar
of ' picti
handled;
severalper taxreelmeasures
a bill which would have prohib
operator from selling t
First Previews for H'wood aetstheater
to patrons when there are
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
unoccupied
seats
in the thea
Hollywood — Studio publicity direc- Northwest Allied was active aga
tors' committee has announced its
determination to do anything within these throughout the session.
its power to assure Hollywood press
previews of all pictures in advance
of any other showings in the United Columbia Signs Fourson
States.
Leading Hollywood syndicates, For New "Forum" Subje
magazine and newspaper writers had
Columbia has signed Maj. Ge|
complained that many pictures were
Fielding Eliot, Ralph Ingersoll,
being previewed in the East in ad- ton Wells and Wythe Williamsji
vance of Hollywood showings.
its second short on the "Internatii
Forum"
series.
Subject will
"Major Barbara" to Aid
"Can England
Be Invaded?"
I
RAF Benevolent Fund
liam Rowland
will produce,
tor.
Burnet Hershey as supervising
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Coast Publicity Men Favor

Hollywood — "Major Barbara"
opens at the Four Star Theater,
Los Angeles, May 6, with premiere
proceeds being donated by Gabriel
Pascal to
volent the
Fund. Royal Air Force Bene-

Chicago Area To ContiiJ
Greek War Relief Drive ■

Chicago — Alec Manta, directc
the Chicago Greek relief drive,
theaters
in this territory will
Rochester — George McGunnigle,
Loew's assistant, is back at his desk tinue Greek aid. Van Nomikos
after a two weeks' siege with the lied vice-prexy, is in Washington
measles. Joe Boyle, Loew's assistant ferring on continued theater co-<
in Syracuse, took over during McGun- ation in raising funds for Greek
sufferers.
nigle's absence.

McGunnigle Licks Measles

Selling Princess, Woodstock
Bernard H. Mills, general sales
Montreal — To close the estate of
manager of Equity Film Exchanges.,
Inc., announces the promotion of Murphy Leaving Hayman
Patrick Joseph Greenlees, late proNiagara Falls — Bob Murphy, city
prietor of the Princess theater,
Louis E. Ramm for sales promomanager here for A. C. Hayman, is Woodstock, Ont., the theater is betion manager to manager of the resigning.
ing
sold.
newly opened Washington branch.

Wrightnour to Head Sales
Appointment of William Wr
nour, formerly of the U. S. Ri;
Co., as general sales manage
Springer Pictures, Inc., is annov
by Ray W. Springer, president.

V WILD WAVIY 8ABES ARE CAUING ?
Calling YOU to the
THREE SOLID DAYS

FUND AND
PLEASURE
TS OF*
NIGH
AN
• ••YOU will mingle
in the greatest
turnout of industry people ever
assembled!

"
1
7

NATIONAL CONVENTION
RIETY CLUBS OF

HAPPY EXHIBITORS!
GLEEFUL DISTRIBUTORS!
GAY PRODUCERS!

MAY 15-16-17
\

TRAYMORE

HOTEL

ATLANTIC CITY

their

All at
mellowest!

REGISTRATION

FEE

(Which includes the ENTIRE
round of activities:)
Send $20.00
checks toPerJames
Balmer,
Person
Variety Clubs of America,
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh. Pa.

FOR HOTEL
RESERVATIONS:

Write Henry Friedman,
Ardmore Theatre Bldg.,
Ardmore, Pa.

THE PROGRAM:
MAY

15th

MAY

LO&1ES

perry

BOAT RIDE & FISHING PARTIES
PRODUCER- EXHIBITOR
MONSTER

BOXING

16th

BUSINESS SESSIONS

REGISTRATION

FORUM

SHOW

VARIETY NIGHT CLUB PARTY
CALCUTTA POOL
"BEAT"

DALLAS

PARTY

MAY

17th

GOLF TOURNAMENT
BOARDWALK PARADE
VARIETY CLUB CIRCUS
UNITED ARTISTS COCKTAIL
CONVENTION BANQUET

PARTY
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150-Minute Program
Bill in Michigan

HCLLyWCCD
SPEAKING—
=

By RALPH

D- G. DE SYLVA,

{Continued from Page 1)

WILK
—HOLLYWOOD

executive producer of

*■' Paramount, will leave Hollywood Sunday
to spend a week in New York to see "Lady
in the Dark" and "Out of the Frying Pan,"
two current Broadway hit shows which Paramount has bought and will produce on the
screen.

•

D ICHARD

•

DIX has signed to play the leads

'^ in two of producer Harry Sherman's
grand-scale outdoor action dramas, "Tombstone" release.
and "The American Empire," for
Paramount

•

•

^^OLUMBIA has picked up the option of
^■^ Danny Mummert, thus ensuring the
youngster's continuation as a cast member
of
series. Danny created
the the
role "Blondie"
of Alvin Fuddle.

•

•

WICTOR FLEMING, will direct "The Yearl* ing," which M-G-M Producer Sidney
Franklin
will place in production
shortly.

•

•

A DDED as a special feature on its current
'* program, Monogram will release "Silver
Stallion," picture built around the story of
a wild horse, on its May schedule. Producer
Edward Finney directed.

•

•

^l/ILLIAM S. HART, will make his first
T ^ screen appearance in many years in
"Hedda Hopper's Hollywood," first of a new
series of Paramount snorts for 1941-42.

•

•

^V/ILLIAM
BEAUDINE,
JR., will make
™~ his acting debut in "Henry Aldrich for
President."
•
•
DEPUBLIC
has purchased
"Strange
Bed
"^ Fellows"
an original by Roger
Williams to be produced by Robert North.

•

•

DUD ABBOTT and Lou Costello, have
■* joined the list of screen celebs who
will take part in the spectacular "Racing
Jamboree" at Gilmore Stadium in Los Angeles, May 4. It's staged to aid the needy
s:ck at the non-sectarian Mount Sinai
Hcspital and Free Medical Clinic.

•

IACK

BENNY

•

is expected momentarily to

■* sign a contract with Warner Bros, to
aDpear in "The Male Animal," which Elliott
Nugent, co-author of the play with James
Thurber,
will direct.

•

•

PARAMOUNT has engaged Dalton Trumbo
■ and Jack Moffitt to write the scenario
for a comedy mystery, "The Murder Farm,"
for Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard.

•

\A/ALT

DISNEY

•

has engaged ZaSu Pitts

* " as the voice for a harp girl character
in his first feature-length Mickey Mouse
cartoon which it is expected will be ready
for release in December.

•

XA/ARNERS

are

•

reported

negotiating

to

™ * bring the entire cast of "The Man
Who Came to D'nner," with one exception,
to Hollywood to appear in the screen version of the Kaufman-Hart play. Edith Atwater's role will be played by Olivia de
Havilland.

asserted, suggested that he draft a
bill banning multiple features, including duals, and long shows. The
measure, Snow says, is introduced
as a health measure.
New Bill is House act 468 and
amends the existing statute which
places theaters under control of
State Police, formerly under the
State Fire Marshal.
Bill provides "it shall be unlawful for any exhibitor to present a
performance consisting of exhibitions of one or more single motion
picture for a longer period than
2% consecutive hours. Provided that
performances may be shown for upwards of 2% hours, if beginning of
each hour in excess of 2% hours, there
is a period of intermission of 15
mintues. No intermission shall be
required for a repeat performance
of the same exhibitions or attractions unless a single performance
exceeds 2% hours."

Four Universal Pix
In Broadway Bouses
With today's opening of "The
Flame of New Orleans," at the Rivoli, Universal will have four pix playing simultaneously on Broadway. The
Roxy
From
is at
is
at

Theater is holding "The Lady
Cheyenne," "The Black Cat"
the
the Rialto
Palace. and "Model Wife,"

Muscle Shoals Theaters
Files Crescent Answers

LETTERS
Editor, The Film Daily,
I want you to know how much
personally
appreciate the splend.
co-opera
tion . which you gave us
the campaign

It was largely due to the help gi
en us by the trade press that I a
happy to report to you that we h
exceed
ed our quota.
We have
lected more than $600,000 to date
we know that there is still a ve
substantial amount to come in.
We have already wired $500,0
from our division to Athens whe
it was used to purchase food, clothii
and medical supplies so badly need .
by the women and children of th
gallant little country.
I am proud to be a part of
i
dustry that has responded so an
han
somely in a crisis like this.
Thanking you ADOL
again,PHI am,
ZUKOR,
Chairman Amusement Indust-'
Division, Greek
socia
tion, Inc. War Relief A

Nashville, Tenn. — Two answers to
certain Government interrogatories
in the D of J's anti-trust suit
against Crescent Amusement Co.
were filed in Federal Court here
yesterday by Mitchell & Poellnitz,
law firm representing the defendant Muscle Shoals Theaters, of
Florence, Ala., in the case.
Extensive exhibits embracing
contracts, and prices, pictures, and
dates on which the pictures were
shown from 1934 to 1939 in five of
six of the Muscle Shoals theaters,
were also filed.
Pa. Board Will Censor
One
of
the
answers,
by
Muscle
All Foreign Newsreels
Heade Circuit Loses
Shoals Theaters, stated that it was
(.Continued from Page 1)
a partnership composed of Mrs.
Bank Night Appeal
Nettie Sudekum (wife of Tony showing is at a private gatherii
(Continued from Page 1)
Sudekum, of Nashville, president The decision came as an afterm
brought by Edward Goldstein, Bank of Crescent) and Louis Rosenbaum, of a showing of newsreels at a .
Bu
Night distributor, against Reade organized
in 1937.
meeting here at which the N
for payments due under Bank Night
In a separate answer, Rosen- flag was said to have been cheei
contracts. Original judgment was
picture of the Statue of L
baum stated, "I have held no of- and
handed down last December.
erty ahissed.
fice in any of the corporate defenAction was a test case on the conDetective Lieut. Albert A. G
dants excepting I was general mantracts in various Reade houses in
ager of Muscle Shoals Theaters, nitz, head of the city's Radical a
New Jersey. According to Gold- Inc., before it was dissolved in Alien Squad, pointed out that
stein, the circuit refused to make 1937. Since that date I have been
censored
German
newsreels
wi
payments provided in the contract the general manager of the partner- also
shown at another private vie
on the grounds that Bank Night
ship business of Muscle Shoals The- ing last week.
Peter Kreckma
was a lottery and the agreements
aters, owned by Mrs. Sudekum and local distributor of the films, i
not enforceable.
of the
North
Gern
Case was first tried before Judge me." Rosenbaum stated he owned manager
an "undivided" one-half interest in Lloyd Office here, said that the G
Watson in the Municipal Court who the
partnership.
sor Board had not wished to see
gave judgment to Goldstein. Reade
newsreels, saying that it was
His sometimes
answer further
set
out,
"I
circuit took an appeal but the de- have
discussed a given necessary in the case of privat
cision was affirmed.
Jersey courts have held that other contract with Sudekum of Nash- shown newsreels.
ville. His company, the Crescent
games
are lotteries, but Goldstein
Granitz brought the matter to :
contended that the rule did not ap Amusement Company, was at one board's
attention, he said, "
ply to Bank Night.
He was repre time a large owner in the partner- cause he could not understand v
ship.
I
have
been
the
sole
manager
uncensored
newsreels were be
sented
by
John
M.
Keating,
attor
ney.
of both the partnership of Muscle shown." Kreckmann stated that
Shoals Theaters and Muscle Shoals newsreels had scenes of Norway ;
Theaters, Inc., and Sudekum Germany. According to Kreckma
Ansonia Exhibs. Must
has never undertaken any executive none
of the previously banned fil
duties in connection with Muscle of Poland
were included.
Pay for Cops' Service
Shoals Theaters, and I have had va
Ansonia, Conn. — Latest blow at free hand with all its business."
Standard Time League
local exhibs'. pocketbooks was the
Trial
of
the
Government's
case
passage of an ordinance requiring against Crescent is set to begin in Opposes Daylight Savin
them to pay city rates for a police- Federal Court here before Judge
man to be stationed in each theater Elmer Davies on July 7. Court ofWashington — The District of '
of more than 400 seats at all evening
ficials have predicted the trial will lumbia Standard Time League I
and holiday matinee performances. last a month.
gone on record in opposition to
McLean Bill to provide univei
Officers are to inspect exits and
safety devices and see that state and
daylight saving time for the count
George C. Havenner, league pre
local laws affecting the houses are
Start
Jitterbug
Contests
enforced. Operators are liable to a
dent, said much opposition aire;
fine of $100 a day for failure to post
Rochester — "Flesh" returns to the has come from farmers through
Century tonight when Gene Leonard the country and industry in gene
a policeman.
and his orchestra, with Rosemary
Mrs. Abrams Takes the Park
Hollis as vocalist, is featured on the Fourth House for Brotman
Blair Station, Pa. — Mrs. I. G. stage. Jitterbug contests will be
Chicago — Oscar Brotman has t
Abrams has taken over the Park held. The programs, which will be en over the Rio from Harry Solon
Theater, heretofore operated by broadcast over WSAY, will be held and will make some improvemei
Geinzer Bros.
every Friday night.
This gives Brotman four houses.

ly, April 25, 1941
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Calif. Demand
Area Clearance
Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

VA Chinese Business for First Four Months
Already Exceeds Total for 1940, Says Gould
DAILY

fllywood — A. L. Sanborn and
Rennie, co-partners in the Elre Theater Corp., Elmonte, Calif.,
filed complaint with motion picarbitration tribunal requesting
Dim schedule of clearance for
Elmonte area.
Named in the
olaint are Paramount, Warners,
Century-Fox, Loew's, RKO, Co)ia, Universal, Republic, United
sts and Edwards
Theater Cirof Alhambra.
?quest for availability of pics for the Elmonte area are firstElmonte showings 14 days after
idena at 30 cents or higher; firstElmonte 21 days after Pasadena
25 cents; second-runs 63 days
r Elmonte first-run at 25 cents
igher; 91 davs after first-runs at
ents; 126 days after first-run at
ents; 182 days after first- run at
ents; 365 days after first-run at
cents.

alif. Circuits Intervene
San Gabriel Demand
Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

ollywood — Alhambra Amusement
and the United West Coast TheCorp. filed intervention declaras with the Arbitration Associain the 0. W. Lewis's Mission
I/house, San Gabriel, Calif, mat[he United Group of which Charles
3uckley is vice-president, operate
United Artists, Strand and Tower
Pasadena. The Alhambra oper. the Alhambra, Garfield, Grana■ ind Elrey Theaters in the Alham! area.
I oth groups claim exclusive cont with distributors for first extion, with 21 day clearance, over
fis's theaters and also allege that
,7is in demands
for arbitration
is to shorten such clearance and
p the business and property of the
rceders will be affected if his
lands are granted.

•ton Transcript Passing

■oston — The Boston Evening
nscript will discontinue publicai next Wednesday. John K.
:chens, who came to the Tranpt from the New York Times, is
matic editor and motion picture
ic.

United Artists' business in China during the first four months
of this year
already exceeds the company's total business for all of 1940, according
to Walter
Gould, foreign head. Record grosses are being established on "The Great
Dictator, The Thief of Bagdad" and "Rebecca."

Schenck, Moskowitz

Ready to Carry Case to U. S. Supreme
(Continued from Page 1)

announced that an appeal would be
filed within the next five days and
that the case would be fought to the
U. S. Supreme Court, if necessary.
Both defendants were continued
in the same bail after the Court
fixed May 12 as the dav for their
surrender. The surrender date was
a formality since an appeal will be
sought with a continuation of the
bail until the Appellate Courts render their decisions.
Task "Unpleasant" to Court
Judge Moscowitz in imposing sentence characterized the task as "unpleasant, particularly in this instance, where the defendants have
arisen to such a high position." In
fixing the sentence, the Court said,
it considered not only the defendants, but also the public and the
defendants' families. The Court
stated that it accepted the recommendations of U. S. District Attorney Mathias F. Correa who had
urged imprisonment as a deterrent
upon others who would seek to evade
income tax payments.
Harold H. Corbin, defense counsel, in his plea for leniency pointed
out to the Court that the jury had
worked for 17 hours on the day
that it rendered its verdict, and that
11 of these hours were occupied before reaching its decision. He called
the verdict a compromise and cited
the fact that the jury had acquitted
both defendants on the charge of
conspiracy. He reasoned that the
conviction for the year of 1936 was
based on evidence that Schenck had
made $15,000 on election bets which,
Corbin said, had been offset by
more
than double its amount
in

"Non-Aryan" Film Can't
Play With Nazi Feature

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Ufa's "Ballnacht" has completed a
two-week
run at the Monumental
»etroit— The Town Theater, operi by Jack Broder, which has been and is now being shown at the Cine
ig stage shows for several weeks, Alvear. During the first week of
been closed and may open for the Monumental run an American
■k-end bills only until Fall with film appeared on the dual bill but
it was yanked and replaced with a
iign films, according to Broder.
German feature. "Urlaub auf Ehrenwort," due to the Nazi Ambassador's objection to a "non-Aryan"
ftKO Buys WABC Time
film on the same bill with a GerTo Pluy Welles Pix
man "masterpiece."

vn, Detroit, Closes

RKO plugged "Citizen Kane" on
he Women's Page of the Air yeserday over WABC. Picture will be
exploited again on the same program
lext Wdnesday, the day it opens at
he Palace Theater,
Broadway.

to Appeal

Bans Take the Old Trail
St. Clairsville. O.— H. L. and M.
L. Barr, who operate theaters in
West Virginia, have taken over the
Old Trail Theater, from S. D. Shia,
Jr.

Court

No Change Sought
In Ticket Tax Rate
(Continued from Page 1)

in The Film Daily Wednesday, the
change is expected to bring $55,000,000 additional revenue.
The Treasury's recommendations
also call for a 10 per cent tax on
photographic apparatus and a 10
per cent tax on records and phono-

graphs.
Hearings before the House Ways
losses on gambling ventures that
and Means Committee will be openyear. In 1935, the year in which
ed to private witnesses on Monday.
Schenck alone was convicted, Cor- It is not known yet if film industry
bin said that the jury had appar- representatives will testify, but it
ently been swayed by testimony on is deemed likely.
Schenck's sales of his interests in
the Agua Caliente Hotel and Jockey
Club, and that the sales obviously Louisville Set to Adopt
did not involve moral turpitude.
Daylight Saving Sunday
Sought to Protect Friends
Louisville — Louisville's Board of
In this transaction, it was
Schenck's desire to protect his Aldermen passed the first reading
friends as it had been his desire in of an ordinance to put daylight saving time into effect here Sunday
many other transactions which ap- despite
a State law prohibiting such
parentlv had influenced the jury,
action except with the consent of the
the defense attorney stated.
In closing, Corbin declared that Governor. The Aldermen also schedspecial meeting to take final
Schenck had never made an enemy, actionuled a on
the proposal opposed by
had lived courageously and gener- theater operators.
ously and had engaged in a multiC. H. Fleming, public relations
tude of charitable enterprises.
counsel at the du Pont powder plant
Correa, in asking- for imprison- at Charlestown, Ind., said the workment, argued that a stiff sentence
ers and management there favored
would deter others with large in- the change, adding the prediction
comes from filing false returns, and that Madison, Ind., and Indianapolis
make them feel that the complexity would make the change and that
of their affairs would not cover a Charlestown would follow suit.
fraudulent return. He asserted that
New Albany, Ind. — City Councilthe size of Schenck's income aggravated his crime since he was not men here passed an ordinance adopting daylight saving time for this
motivated bv "dire need."
A large crowd of friends and well city from April 27 to Sept. 26. Mayor
Noble
F. Mitchell said he would veto
wishers received the verdict in
change unless Louisville adopts
stunned silence, wtih many others the
the faster time.
turned away. Both defendants are
eligible for parole after completion
Jeffersonville, Ind. — Mayor Homer
of one-third of their sentence in the
said Jeffersonville City Counevent the higher Courts affirm Vawter
cil would meet today to take action
the conviction There is also a de- on daylight saving time.
duction of two months from each
year of imprisonment for good be- Bell Associates Move
havior. However, in the case of
Boston— The Floyd L. Bell AssociSchenck a perjury charge still pendates have opened new offices at 4
ing must be first quashed before he
Park St. Former location at 80 Fedis eligible for parole.
eral St. stays as a branch office. Floyd
L. Bell is president of the firm. AffiliUse of Book Premiums
ation with the New England Periodicals, publisher of half a dozen trade
Reported at Record High
magazines, has been effected.
Chicago — More book premiums Cincy Metroites to Bowl
are being used by theaters, than
Cincinnati — Metro's Pep Club has
ever before, according to Robert arranged
a bowling party and buffet
Monday.
Gordon, sales manager for the Con- supper at St. Clement Church hall,
solidated Book Publishers, 537 South
Dearborn St. Gordon reports the
heaviest demands from both the
East and West Coast districts,
Premiere on Sunday
Pennsylvania, New England and
Michigan territory. Book premiums
For Summer Time
in Chicago territory are at a low
ebb.
A final reminder — daylight saving

Lebby Replaces Bonnen
Detroit — Ed Lebby, formerly with
RKO Pittsburgh exchange, is new
Thumb District (state) salesman for
RKO here, replacing Freddie Bonnen,
who resigned after 21 years with
RKO and the former Pathe.

time will be effective in New York
starting at 2 a.m. next Sunday, and
lasting until the same hour on Sunday, Sept. 28. Set your clock an
hour ahead next Saturday night, and
next September you will retrieve the
hour by pulling the hand back.
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Arnold Raps TNEC
"Misleading, Inadequate",
He Charges; Evans' Reply
Says Exhibitors the Losers

Monograph's

PROPOSE HAYS TRIBUTE VIA AMPA

Decree
Clearance View
Demands

Testimonial Dinner Dance Next March Would Mark
20th Anniversary as No. One Film Exec.

(Continued from Page 1)

tate against these conclusions are
omitted from the appendix," Arnold
declares.
The second objection is that the
writers do not realize that the decree gives additional remedies to
exhibitors and does not take away
any of the existing- remedies under
the anti-trust laws. The Government memorandum points out that
exhibitors may bring an action for
triple damages or equitable relief
or both for conspiracy by the offending companies or may use the
"more convenient and less expensive
arbitration machinery" in which
pi'oof of conspiracy is not needed.
Additional Safeguard Claimed

, 19^

DAILY

from Page 1)
(Continued

Ampa, was suggested by Leon
Bamberger, retiring Ampa president, yesterday at a meeting of the
organization.
Bamberger said he was bringing
up the matter almost a year before
the celebration date because he figured in all probability "the industry
as a whole would want to honor Mr.
Hays on his 20th anniversary, and
i t therefore
might as well
be
und e rdone
Ampa

Blanche
secretary.Livingston of RKO Theaters,
Bamberger, in making his "farewell address" as Ampa president,
listed accomplishments of the past
year and made recommendations for
the new season. Among the activities of his own regime, Bamberger
pointed out that 44 new members
were added to the roster, bringing
the total membership to 148; a relief fund was established and a fund
of $2,278 collected; recommendations made for revision of the constitution; attendance at meetings
were increased and prominent speakers obtained; the cash balance was
strengthened and new committees
were appointed.
Among recommendations were the
continuance of the drive for new
members, consideration of the reestablishment of the Ampa awards
and the continuance of the policy
of having "name" speakers at the
luncheons.

A new slate
of officers was
auspices."
elected
at the
meeting yescent terday.
Trotta,Vin"The author does not realize that
art director
this machinery is an additional safeof Advertisguard rather than a substitute for
Accessor i e s.ing In
c,
the anti-trust laws," the memorandum states.
was
elected
WILL H. HAYS
president. Ed
"If the decree limited the apSchreiber
of Warner
Bros,
was
plication of law to exhibitors it
Bamberger was presented with a
elected vice-president; Eli Sugarman mah jong table and four chairs as
would be a dangerous experiof The Billboard, treasurer,
and a gift of the members.
ment," the criticism continues.
"No one can foresee the possible
the practices of the larger organiabuses of monopoly power which
The authors felt that a parazations which distribute motion picmay arise in the future and
phrase of the relevant portions of
therefore no one should attempt
tures on a nation-wide scale."
the decree, fortified by direct quotations
would be most useful to the
In the reply by Evans, he states
to legislate against them by
that
an
exhibitor
could
formerly
majority
of the readers, he states.
any form of decree. The Govcomplain to the Department of Jus- However, the comments of the auernment has not done this. The
thors were based on a careful extice and "it is a matter of common
exhibitors are not bound by the
amination of the decree as a whole
knowledge that many complaints of
decree in any way except for
this nature were adjusted by mu- as well as collateral sources of intheir own advantage. They are
formation, which were available, it
tual agreement after it became
not compelled to utilize any of
known that the Department of Jus- is stated.
its provisions unless they so
tice was investigating the matter.
As to Arnold's second objection,
desire.
"This method of relief must be Evans states that "I am unable to
find any statement in the Monograph
presumed
to be cut off," Evans which suggests that any remedy
states.
"At the time the decree was
entered, the consenting defenformerly available to exhibitors has
dants were faced with many
"Is this possible avenue of
relief inexpensive at least, so
been withdrawn under the decree."
problems which did not exist at
far as the complainant is conthe time the action was filed.
Evans criticizes Arnold's mencerned, still open to the exMost of them were confronted
tion of the loss of foreign marhibitor?" he asks. "One canwith the loss of a substantial
kets by the majors as "a little
not,
of
course,
anticipate
the
part of their foreign business.
obscure." He states, "The grievpolicy
of
the
Department,
but
it
ous financial plight of the comHuge investments had been
panies involved has not been
seems likely that the complainmade both here and abroad and
ing exhibitor in a case involving
visible to the naked eye. Nevit appeared that a further disone of the major companies,
ertheless, granting a loss of forlocation of these companies at
would be referred back to the
eign business, it is difficult to
this time would not be warranted
see the connection with a suit
arbitration method of adjustment.
if their operations could be
based solely on the domestic
operations of these companies.
brought into harmony with the*
"Having created the arbitraThe connection with an analysis
tion machinery, the Department
anti-trust laws."
would appear to be under some
of the consent decree itself apArnold's statement concludes:
obligation to encourage its use,"
pears still more remote."
"What the decree itself does is to
Evans' reply states.
The exchange of criticism apparprovide the dominant trade, upon
ently
ends the controversy over the
Answering
Arnold's two specific
which people depend for amuse- objections,
Evans
states that the Monograph, for the time being at
ment, with an instrument of Govleast.
However,
the Monograph
ernment. It represents an attempt decree in its entirety was not in- and its criticism will probably serve
cluded because "it seemed
inadto shape the judicial process to the
to inflict this long and legal- for years to come by those attacklife of an industry at work, it is a visible
ly worded document on readers, who
ing, defending or merely discussing
series of additional privileges given after all, would in the main be non- the industry in Congressional meetto exhibitors to protect them against
ings and otherwise.
lawyers."

By Rothman, Carbon
Filingarbitration
of New York's
tenth
cases ninth
was a-&
ncunced yesterday. Both complah
involve New Jersey theaters.
I

N. L. Theater,
Rothman, Sayreville,
operator of
Colony
N. *i
filed a case against the five C(
senting companies, asking for a
duction in clearance. The Colo
now plays pictures 14 days af
the Capitol, South River, and ^
days after first-run in New Bra
wick. Rothman is asking for av; j
ability one day after the Capitol £.
Brunswick1
after Newinvolving
days complaint
seven
Another
cle
ance was docketed by John C
bone, owner of the Temple Theat
Union City, against all five. 1
Temple now follows the Roose\
and Summit Theaters in Union C
and Carbone asks that his the a
be given day-and-date availabilil

Hearing in Rex, Evansville,
Case Continues on Tuesdai

Milwaukee — Counsel for Eve
ville Theater, Inc., operator of
Rex, Evansville, continued his 1
torical development
of the zon
and clearance plan in Wisconsin
fore the AAA in his action agai
Paramount by presenting as a
ness Harry Perlewitz, business
ager,
ITPA
of Wisconsin,
Charles W. Trampe, manager Mc
gram-Midwest Film Co., Inc., an
Hibitor, both of whom testified s,
a plan was drafted in 1930, amen;
in 1933, and that this schedule is s
stantially the one in effect today
it was
en According
for grantedto atTrampe,
that time
that "
tributors did not disapprove of
schedule since they did not violal :
as far as he knew. Mark Mor;
president of Evansville Theater, ]
testified the Rex has been oblige,
play Paramount films as much a
days behind the Jeffris, although
admission policy is substantiallv
same as that of Zanesville house
testified that as a salesman for 1
versal prior to 1935, he was instrt
ed to sell according to the zoning
clearance schedule established in
and amended in 1933.
•
Hearing in the case was conth !
to 9 a.m. on Tuesday.

Summer Ice Carnival
Newest Boston Worry
Boston — Ice shows for the cur
season are at last out of the wa
competition for the film houses.
Skating Club of Boston closed
the season this week. But — and
is giving
the now
film houses
cern
— there
exists added
a st

J
i
J
>i
J\

probability that for the first tir
Summer ice carnival may be st .^
here.

Equipment
Maintenance
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TEN CENTS

RIVE-IN INVESTMENT HITS $2,000,000
astman Develops Revolutionary Lens Glass
mpany's
Laboratories
3W
Advance
as Most
portant Since 1886

PLAIN

TALK

. . . about equipment

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
j ochester — A radically new glass
lens-making,
produced
without Equipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY
silicates heretofore
composing
;s and possessing increased ca- THERE'S a whiskered adage that you can't
dty for bending light rays, has ' tell a book by its cover. But the same
hold true of a film theater, for you
n developed by Eastman Kodak doesn't
can tell a whale of a lot about it and its
• here and incorporated in lenses screen show from outward appearances.
Signed for the Government.
I -lmost
as revolutionary
as if Among the tell-tale factors are these: (11
joone had discovered how to make does it attract attention, (2) does it create
I ( ontinued on Pane 4 I

Vo New Pic Houses
ake Bows Up-State
iuffalo — Apollo Theater, located
e on Jefferson St., and owned and
'rated by Basil Bros. Theater
p., had its premiere opening on
■ril
House isdecorated
a 1,000-seater
h 12.
auditorium
with
ntings by Novelty Scenic Studios
icting happenings in Greek myology and lighted by concealed
■ igel colored lens spots,
"he new theater is in the extreme
]iern style with excellent acoustics,
^oby and foyer have marble covered
{Continued on Page 8)

.burban Detroit House
ill Debut In Late May
Detroit — New 650-seat Krim Ther is being opened by Sol and
c Krim in the suburb of Highland
-.•k, about May 25. House feales extremely wide marquee for
ie of the house, 55 feet. Plastic
een,
Simplex
projection
and
(Continued on Page 5)

Crazy Over Speakers
Birmingham — In-Car speakers had
been missing from local Drive-In.
To curtail loss, management charted
car spaces and took license numbers.
Polite notes, asking speakers' return,
went to "suspected" customers. The
move bore fruit. One boy brought
back eight speakers he'd annexed
from time to time, and had installed
all over his home.

the desire of the passerby to step up and
buy a ticket, and (3i does it reflect comfort, cleanliness, good atmosphere, modernity, friendliness and efficiency beyond the
auditorium's threshold?

A "solid front" is just as important in the
peaceful pastime of exhibition as it is in
the sordid art of war. This because any
element which tends to disrupt attendance
is a weakness, and threatens the well-being
of the box-office.
One of the leading strategist in the realm
of showmanship, Charles H. Ryan of Warners' Chicago zone, makes a fettish of excellent theater fronts, — and with excellent
results.
We quote:
"The mecca of amusement seekers is a
spot that stands out in bright illumination
on an open street. Light bids a warm welcome regardless of youth or age. Light
radiates a cordial welcome of good cheer.
It is one of the important items of the
successful showman's creed and has been
an essential medium in attracting patrons
to theaters since their early advent.
"Nothing succeeds like successful appearance, so give some thought to the illumination of your theater front ... A welllighted theater front is a magnet and can
pull many a dollar away from a dark and
dreary looking opposition house, no matter
(Continued on Page 2)

Figure Expected to Be Doubled by End of Next Year;
Important Sound Advances Loom, With Motiograph
Perfecting Broadcast System; Circuits and Indies Active
Extent of the current and future scope of Drive-In theater
building is indicated by statistics disclosed yesterday by W. W.
Smith, head of the licensing organization, Park-In Theaters,

NTS Eastern Orders
Continue In Volume

Inc., of Camden, N. J. Currently,
there are more than 50 such open-air
film "houses" in operation, and that
some 60 new projects are planned by
circuits and indies with completion
expected within the next 24 months,
Smith revealed.
It is estimated that a minimum of
$2,000,000 (Continued
has already
gone
on Page
4) into the

National Theater Supply Co. continues to report brisk sales by its
branches in all sections of the country, with the more populous East
leading the way in orders filled and
installations effected.
The Cincinnati branch lists among
its recent activities the supply of
Simplex projectors and Four-Star
sound, in addition to National rectiAtlantic City — Rapid progress has
fiers. Walker screen, Strong lamps
and Alexander Smith's Crestwood been made here by Variety Club committeemen to take care of the equipcarpet to the New Theater, Ravenna.
ment exhibits which will be one of
Ky.; Four-Star
sound.
Super
Sim( Continued on Page 5)
the
highlights
the organization's
Seventh
Annualof Convention
to be
held from May 15-17, inclusive, in
the local Hotel Traymore.
First Quarter GTE Net
Though the conclave is still some
Is Reported at $256,886
three weeks
off, reservations
for
(Continued on Page 3)
General Theaters Equipment Corp.
and subsidiaries (excluding Cinema
Building Corp.) report for quarter Chiniquy Rejoins NTS
ended March 31, 1941, net profit of Branch in Los Angeles
$?56 886 after depreciation, federal
income taxes, etc., equivalent to
Los Angeles — Oscar L. Chiniquy,
44 cents a share on 585,712 no-par who was with National Theater Supshares of capital stock.
ply Co. here from 1927 to 1933, is
This compares with $212,681 or now again representing the com36 cents a share on 592,887 shares
pany, assigned to the local branch.
Chiniquy was appointed by Lloyd
in March quarter of previous year.
Ownbey, (Continued
National's on Page
local 4) manager,

Variety Meet to Draw
Many Equip. Firms

Cleveland Sector In Boom
Current Building Approximates
Separate Firms Set Up
By Detroit Architects

$750,000

Cleveland — What is regarded as
the most pretentious theater building program in this area in many
years, totaling approximately $750,000, is about to get under way.
Detroit — Ted Rogvoy, Detroit the- Eleven new houses, none for affiliated
atrical architect, is operating now circuits, are reported in various
under his own name, following dis- stages of preparation.
solution of the Wright and Rogvoy
Schine circuit is building an 1,100partnership. Partners are continu- seat house in Norwaik, according to
ing work on the Mel Theater in Mel- plans prepared by John and Drew
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)

When Closed Is Open
Boston — While alterations were being made at the downtown Normandie Theater here, patrons had unusual experience of buying tickets
presumably for that house, but then
the customers were directed through
the Normandie's lobby into adjoining
Bijou Theater where the advertised
pix were shown. Thus the stand
undergoing remodeling lost no biz.
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Site Secured to Put Up
Theater Near Montreal

at
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Brockton, Mass., To Have
New UOO-Seat Theater

COfllMG and

Montreal — Plans are under way
for construction of a new theater
in Notre Dame de Grace, and a
site has been secured on Queen
Mary road at Snowdon. The theater will seat 800. will be air-conditioned, and will be specially designed for perfect acoustics.
There are already four theaters
in the district, the Snowdon, Monkland, Westmount and Empress, and
a fifth is under construction at the
corner of Hingston Avenue and
Sherbrooke St., so that the projected Queen Mary Road house will
make an even half dozen.

Boston — The Interstate Theater
Corp. will open a new house in
Brockton this Fall on the site of
the former Colonial Theater. The
new Interstate will be an 1,100seater and will be ready for occupancy September 1.
No plans have as yet been announced by the Liebermann circuit
for rebuilding of the Strand destroyed in the fire which cost 13
firemen their lives. The fund for
the families of the firemen has now
reached $118,000. All of the pically.
ture companies contributed liber-

what the show . . . Illumination is to a theater what noise is to the side show, and you
know that a noiseless tent show without
a barker stands about as much chance as a

Architect Drew Eberson
Weds Miss Glendenning

MTS Gets More Orders For
Heywood Wakefield Chairs

livery stable in Detroit."

Drew Eberson, son of John Eberson, and junior partner in their
prominent architectural firm specializing in film theaters, was married
last
ning. Saturday to Frances Glenden-

A Second Section of THE FILM DAILY
comprehensively covering the equipment field,
published every second Friday, except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

PL All* TALK
. . . about equipment

WALTER E. CREEN, National Theater Su
prexy, left New York on Wednesday for Chic
HARRY M. BESSEY, secretary-treasure
Altec, has left New York for Cincinnati
Detroit.
IRVING SAMUELS of Automatic Devices
a recent visitor to New York from comp,
headquarters
in Allentown,
Pa.
E. Z. WALTERS, Altec's comptroller, has
rived on the Coast from New York headquai
JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect,
turned to New York on Tuesday from Texas
Pittsburgh, going to the latter in conne
with the remodeling of the Alvin Theate
the Harris interests and Harvard University.

{Continued from Page 1)

The visual appeal of the modern theater
has received meticulous attention from firms
in the equipment field interested in this
aspect of showmanship. Currently, we are
at a high water mark of available facade —
effectiveness, not only in the matter of
illumination, but in all those things which
conspire to make the theater's exterior a
business lure. Among the items are the
newly improved "V" type marquees, signs
and letters, together with novel building
materials; proper ticket-purchasing

facilities

which eliminate the so-called "island" box
office; more efficient display frames; and
many other advances which have been
effected by manufacturers and architects.

Ryan's thesis is backed-up by action of
a practical nature, — that being a command
to managers in his zone to shake themselves
loose from the swivel chair, spend some time
in front of their theaters and observe the
effect of theater fronts on passersby, and
see what can be done to improve the
fronts
via light, color
and
display.
If only there were some way to gauge
the amount of revenue lost annually by
houses through failure to provide magnetic
facades and exterior equipment! It would
be eye-opening.

HARRY ELLER of Radiant Screen Co. is m;
a swing of Eastern marts and returns sh
to Chicago headquarters.
ED BEATTY, head of the W. S. Buttei
circuit, arrived in town this week for cons
tions with John and Drew Eberson rega
remodeling
of the Strand Theater in Lar
Mich.

Among many recent installations
of Heywood Wakefield chairs are
those reported from the Kansas City
territory. Lee Jones ordered these
chairs for his Lee Theater in Clinton, Mo., as did C. T. Ghosen for
Ceremony was performed at the his Wayne in Waynesville, Mo.
home of C. A. Brassert in Sewickley,
The Friedly Theater also selectPa., fashionable Pittsburgh suburb.
the Heywood Wakefield brand
John Eberson was best man at the for ed
the Vogue in Lees Summit, Mo.
nuptials.
The couple will reside in New and two Wichita houses, — -R. E. ConYork City.
rad's Roxy, and C. S. Drake's house
— likewise placed orders for them.
In all five instances the orders
were ater
placed
Supply. through Missouri TheRialto, Kingsport, Term.,

BILL CEDRIS, Ideal Seating solon, visited
York on business during the past week.
LON J. HACKING, Boston district manage
Altec, was in town this week on a business
F. L. FRIEDMAN
of the promotional
de
ment
of National
Theater
Supply
is sche<
to return to New York on or about May 1
a business jaunt which has taken him as f
the Coast, visiting organization branches en r
DREW EBERSON, of the architectural fir
John and Drew Eberson, leaves New York
Tuesday
Shore and
continue for
SouthMaryland's
to Florida Eastern
on business.
E. S. GREGG, Erpi's general foreign mar'
will sail
for the
who
left from
New there
York shortly
last Friday
forFar
theEasC"

Closing for Improvements
Kingsport, Tenn. — Manager
Charles Burns announces that the
Rialto Theater, owned by Kingsul,
Inc., will be closed immediately for
the erection of an addition at the
rear and for complete remodelling
and redecoration, including' a new
front and new marquee.
The addition will make possible
an increase from 375 to 600 seats.
A new sound system will be installed. Admission prices will not
be changed.
.

JOE HORNSTEIN, head of Joe Hornstein,
returned to New York last Monday from Fl

Planning New House
Wickliffe, . Ky.— D. B. Stout and
Earl Stout, operators of the Wick
Theater here, are planning to open
a new house, the Center, at LaCenter,
by Mav 1. They have been celebrating anniversary week at the Wick.

PHIL EISENBERG was in town recent
huddle with Joe Hornstein on theater e
ment for his house in Red Hook, N. J.
JOE KUTCHER made a trip to New
recently for supplies and equipment fo
Jeffersonville, N. Y., house.

Ask for the
new booklet
describing

Burton Holmes Labs Busy
New Theater Gets Equip.
Chicago — Burton Holmes LaboraOklahoma City, Okla. — National
tories, according to Burton Holmes,
Theater Supply Co.'s branch here
general manager, are the busiest has
installed Simplex E-7 projectors,
they have been in their history, with Simplex high lamps, a Hertner
more work coming in constantly transverter and a Walker molded
from the trade. They have five screen, in the New Theater, also marquee accessories, Bausch & Lomb
months' capacity signed up to the
present time.
Cinephor lenses and a Rowe De Luxe
candy machine.

It's the Wheaton Now

Wheaton, 111. — The old Paramount
Theater has been modernized and
renamed the Wheaton Theater with
new seats, new air conditioning and
ventilating systems, new booth equipment, projectors, transformers, new
screen, marquee and front.

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE
..A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

Rentoh —

J^_ equipment
FULL line
of modern
together
with
a staff of trained men to
handle any job large or small
anytime, anywhere. Generator trucks, searchlights and
floodlights, for premieres and
general lighting activities.
Let Us Enlighten You on
Your
Lighting
Problems

CHARLES
*u.viua*.i.u.t:iui.tM
250 West 51th Street ■ New York City

ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

SOUflD SYST€(T1S
from

MOTIOGRAPH
4431

West Lake St., Chicago,

INC
III.

or

YOUR INDEPENDENT

DEALER
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riely Meet to Draw
ny Equip. Firms
(Continued from Page 1)

„ition space have already been
red from a number of the foremanufacturers and distributors
Im theater equipment and supSharp impetus is given to
space demands in view of the
that the convention will bring
this city a huge representation
prinpicture
motion and
e circuit
indieindustry's
chain heads,
are key purchasers
of equipas is the first instance of oppory being afforded to manufac;s to exhibit their wares on a
scale, although when the Varilational convention was held in
»s some time back, some equip; booths were installed in the
7 of the Adolphus Hotel.
The
ass with which these exhibits
has impelled the national organin to figuratively
"open
the
s" of their forthcoming convenjlealers.
to the manufacturers and supmmitteemen point out that the
1 Traymore's lobby is perhaps
Si- suited than any hostelry in
East to effectively house booths.
ire than a score of large compaare expected to have their mate. :m display, it is asserted.

>arate Firms Set Up
Detroit Architects
(Continued from Page 1)
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SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen
Manager,

By JERRY DE ROSA

Loevo's

Paradise

By the simple expedient of putting colored bulbs in blinker sockets (which can
be purchased easily at any utility supply
store in the neighborhood) your marquee
can be converted into a special attraction
sign for Technicolor pictures. Very impressive at night.
If you are troubled by inadequate lighting
in your aisles, here's one manager's remedy.
Run some BX wire across your aisle from
the light on the other side and draw current to light both sides of the aisle. This
certainly saves a tremendous outlay for installation and solves the problem completely.
A very effective device for dressing up
hanging cards is provided by small night
lamps purchased at the nearest 5 and 10
cent store. These are hung over the signs
and act as excellent reflectors, lighting the
iigns completely, and setting them off attractively.
Colored Upson boards make useful mats
for lobby frames. They are manufactured
in great variety of colors and can be repainted or stenciled.
They last indefinitely.
That old problem of noise elimination
is solved if auditorium buzzer signals on
phones, etc., are replaced by colored bullseye lamps.
Many managers are faced with the problem of lighting the inside of fountains or
fish ponds in the theater lobby. Here's
the answer. Get a small glass aquarium
from a pet shop. Remove the bottom and
place lights in the roof. Just put this
simple device in the water and you will
find that the whole pond has become luminous. It's tops.
Where a theater cannot use curtains

ale for Louis Schlussel, however.
will be the first theater around
oit with all black lighting,
for "close ins" a substitute
is available.
■gvoy is working on remodeling
'-.-acts for the Senate Theater for Crestwood for Md. Stand
Cohn, and the Calvin Theater in
rborn for Wisper & Wetsman
Portland, Ind. — After a thorough
jit.
Spring house cleaning, George Maiank H. Wright has formed the
lers, who operates the Hines Theater
of Wright & Wright with his here, decided to recover the floor
Lloyd H. Wright, with offices at with Crestwood carpet.
Madison Ave. and the new firm
Diking on two jobs for the Kor- Halerkamp Leaves NSS
Biothers — construction of the
Chicago — Eddie Haferkamp has
.cted Temple Theater (formerly
Duke) and the remodeling of the been added to the Milwaukee sales
staff of Paramount, coming from the
it.
National Screen Service organization.
rpe Marquee for Vaudette
mnersville, Ind. — The Vaudette
iter is to have a new V-type Palace Will Redecorate
elain marquee, designed and
Pittsfield, Mass.— The Palace Theby Don Miller Neon Co., Deater, one of four in Pittsfield owned
, Mich. George Schiling, operaWestern Massachusetts Theaters,
>f the house, also announces new by
is to close next month for complete
twood carpet for the Auditorium redecoration.
iter which is owned and operated
is company.

Theater,

New York City

IN DOLLARS

During intermissions, recessionals, etc., the
use of Brenkert slides for color and scenic
effects with a color wheel will provide your
solution.
A great many theaters are effected by
the AC hum from the generators in the
projection room. This noise can be eliminated by lining the generator room with
Johns Manville sound proofing boards. These
have been successfully used in restaurants

THIS

and large auditoriums for noise elimination.
A very useful colored signal light system
can be installed on the outside of box office
with four different colored bulls-eye lights,
combinations of which inform the outside
doorman of the seating situation inside the
theater.
Very inexpensive.
Signal lights wired to the inside of box
office from the projection room, keep the
cashier constantly informed of the attraction playing on the screen. This is a
simple affair consisting of a metal box with
a row of radio bulls-eye lamps controlled
from projection booth. Along side of each
light is a slot, to insert a card designating
each feature or subject on the program.

1 W

ESS I
COSTS L

Theaters with a P. A. system will find
that the installation of an extra microphone
in the rear of the auditorium, preferably
near the sound monitor board, will prove an
invaluable aid for quieting children or providing control in any emergency. Very
handy for up to the minute news flashes,
etc., without stopping the film.
Small bed lamps can be used to light up
doorways leading to exits, and other theater
dark spots. They are obtained in any department store and easily installed. They
can even be plugged in existing outlets.

TO BUY!

rei<"-Aut0n1
' r torutswai«'
run.

Smith to Open Tower
Walnut Beach, Conn. — Albert
Smith, operator of the Colonial, will
open the Tower on or about July 1,
after installing new RCA sound
equipment. The house, closed for
over a year, will run full-time in conjunction with the Colonial.
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Air Conditioning for Exchanges
Chicago — Commonwealth Edison
Co. announce a 15-ton air conditioning
job will go into the new RKO exchange building at 13th and Wabash
Ave., while the new Republic exchange has placed an order for a
five-ton job.

Brentwood Open In Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla. — The new Sparks
Theater, the Brentwood, has been
opened with Robert Ewing as manaDavis Makes Installation
ger. This is a 540-seat house, de:hases Alex. Smith Carpet
Oklahoma City, Okla.— H. 0. Dasigned by Roy A. Benjamin, archiuffton, Ind.— The Grand Theater
tect, and built by A. L. Clayton,
vis, local equipment dealer, has in- Jacksonville
contractors.
>ing re-carpeted with Crestwood
stalled aModel UAB Ampro 16 mm.
et and new multi-colored light- sound unit in the U. S. Reformatory
fixtures. Charles Mailers, oper- in El Reno, Okla.
Grand to Open in May
1 the house.
Frankfort, Ky. — Manager Gene
State Acquires Equip.
3 Motiograph Projectors
Lutes' Grand Theater here, closed
. Wayne, Ind. — Al Borkenstein,
Richmand, Ind.— The State Thea- recently for extensive remodeling, is
ter has installed a new General expected to reopen in May. The
ator of the Wells Theater here,
is operated by Frankfort
I installed new Motiograph pro- Automa-ticket machine and a John- house
Amusement Co.
>rs and a new DaLite screen.
son coin changer.
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Drive-In Spending
Is Around $2,
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(Continued from Page 1)

construction of Drive-Ins, which are
studded through approximately half
of the 48 States, and that another
$2,000,000 represents investments
set for the balance of 1941 and the
following year.
Size of Drive-Ins now operating,
Smith points out, varies from 13.5car capacity to 800-car capacity, and
that the average is about 400 cars.
For a 300-car theater, six to seven
acres of land are required, and 12
acres will accommodate 800 cars.
Considerably over a mile of roadway
is used for accommodation of cars
within the average Drive-in today,
and the average number of employes
per present Drive-In is from 15 to
20, Smith asserts.
Scale and Screens
Scale ranges from 25 cents per
person to a 35-cent top, with a number of such theaters asking 30 cents.
Check-up within the trade reveals
that 60 x 50 screens are widely in
use, with throw ranging from 200
to 250 feet, whereas at the outset
of the outdoor boom screens were
usually 40 x 30, employing a throw
of about 135 feet. Further, it is
learned through consensus that the
new Drive-In located in St. Petersburg and Tampa represent a high
mark of modernity and advance design. Both stands are owned and
operated by the Sparks interests.
Advances in Sound
Tremendous progress has been
made, and is continuing, in the matter of carrying
sound
to patrons'
automobiles.
In the
beginning,
the
large, single speaker was employed,
then the "sound-in-ground" method
was developed, followed by the RCA
In-Car speaker. Currently, Motiograph has perfected its method of
broadcasting directly to the car, with
sound being issued via a small speaker within the car. This latter method,
engineers say, hold vast potentialities and is expected to lend further
impetus to the phenomenal spread of
Drive-In stands.
MTE Adds New Department
Detroit — McArthur Theater Equipment Co. has added a new sound
service department. Harry W. Mason,
who formerly operated the Sound
Equipment Co. and has been in the
Detroit sound field for many years,
is the engineer in charge.
House

Will Be Reopened

Van Buren, Ark.— The Rio Theater which has been closed since the
Bob Burns Theater opened in 1937,
was reopened April 19, it is announced. The building is being remodeled and a new marquee is being
installed.
Remodels

Ritz Theater

Blytheville, Ark.— The Ritz Theater building has been completely
redecorated and many improvements
made. The house is owned by O. W.
McCutchen.

Eastman Discloses
New Glass for Lenses
(Continued from Page 1)
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PREXY

John W. Mollica of the National Sign Association

announces that the organization's next convention will be held in Cleveland. Aug. 12-14, inclusive
Word wafts from out Toledo way that
Silencing Consultants of America will build an office and laboratory at 216
Oliver St. in that city at a cost of about $13,000 smackers
Commander Andrew G. Shepard, executive
Carolina," and Lieut. Commander
same ship, both did tours of duty
Co. in Rochester as inspectors of
has just opened his new 350-seat
which replaces an older building

T

officer of the new battle-wagon "North
Thomas B. Hill, gunnery officer ol the
recently at the Bausch & Lomb Optical
Naval Ordnance
Harry P. West
Greenville Theater, Greenville, Calif.,
in use for some years

T

T

• • • SWELL headway is bein' made by RKO and National
Screen Service on their respective new buildings which'll be ready
for occupancy early this Summer on Boston's Film Row
According to an announcement by J. H, Luter, manager o' the Grand
Theater in Fitzgerald, Ga., a new house'll be erected there within
the next jew weeks, and that R. E. Martin, owner of Martin
Theaters, completed negotiations for the building site and construction work on the new project
For the record: "Del Mar"
is name chosen for the new $100,000 theater being built in San
Leandro, Calif., — the selector of the name (some 350 were submitted) grabbing 25 bucks
Charles O. Humston, owner and
operator of the Lyric in Lawrenceburg, Ky., has filed his declaration as a candidate in the primary election for State Senator from
that district

t

•

•

•

t
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SIGNS of the times, and excellent signs: the installations of

Adler Cast Aluminum "Third Dimension" silhouette Letters and Stainless
Steel Supporting Frame Constructions on Warners' Earle in Washington,
and the Kay Theaters' Circle in the Bronx
Sam Marks is in charge
of the three-ply modernization jobs involving $50,000 improvements to the
Essaness circuit's Vogue, Crawford, and North Center Theaters out in
Chi
Frank O. Budnick, who is handling sa'es for the Luminous Tube
and Electrode Co. in the aforementioned city, says the company is introducing a new line of fluorescent lighting fixtures for pic stands
Leon Pickle is managing the newly-opened Princess Theater in Henderson,
Ky

'Nother Blue Grass State item has it that Carroll Hannah, manager of the She!by in Shelbyville, has been moved to a Louisville house
and is succeeded by Warren Kircher who hails from Tell City, Ind
▼

TV

• • • RCA Manufacturing Co. has just issued in booklet form
the highly interesting observations of its prexy, George K. Throckmorton, titled "The Human Side of Business," with a foreword by
David Sarnoff
Operations of United States Plywood Corp.
currently are running at the highest level in the company's history,
and prospects are that sales this month may reach the $1,000,000
level for the first time, so Wall St. sources tell us
T
• • •
operations

V

steel without iron, according to Eas
man sources, the new optical su
stance is the first basic optical-glai
discovery since 1886, when the fi
mous Jena glasses were introduce
in Germany. Tantalum, tungste
and lanthanum, all considered no
mally as rare metals, are used t
produce the new glass. The nej,
glass puts an important new mediui
at the disposal of optical designer
it is said.
Glass is described as possessing
much higher refractive index thg
previously
available.
In comnu
terms,
its light-bending
ability
much greater.
The consequences, as shown I
service tests of aerial lenses in whit
the new glass has been incorporate
is better "definition" in pictures ai
a larger area covered, yet with i
loss of lens speed.
The glass is the result of collab
ration between Dr. G. W. Morey >
the United States Geophysical Lab
ratory,
and the Kodak Resean
Laboratories.
Some time may elapse before t!
new glass is found in wide and ge
eral use for. photographic lensi
according to Kodak officials.

Chiniquy Rejoins NTS
Branch in Los Angeles
(Continued from Page 1)

to cover all the Southern territoi
Arizona and some of the metropo:
tan district for Simplex projecti
and sound and the complete line
theater equipment handled by £i
tional. Chiniquy is very well kno
in this territory, as he has for ye;
operated his own ventilating a
cooling equipment business servi
California exhibitors.
Lloyd Ownbey, in speaking of 1
appointment of Chiniquy as the n
National representative said: "Os((
is one of the best-informed equ
ment men in this territory and kno
the problems of the independent
hibitor, because of his long expc
ence in the field and his close c
tacts with show business. The I
Angeles branch welcomes him b;
as one of its old-timers who has b
brought up in California and is c
scious of the needs of Califor
Chiniquy is now making his init
visits to exhibitors in his territi
showmen."
and reports
that the demand
booming.
Simplex
sound
and
projection

T

HUMMING with both defense and normal manufacturing
Eastman Kodak now has the largest number of em-

ployes in its Rochester plants in the firm's history
As of March 22,
there were 19,100 persons on the payroll
In its plants and retail
outlets throughout the world
Kodak currently employs about 40,000
It is also revealed that the firm has some $35,000,000 in defense
contracts
either completely negotiated or covered by letters of intent.

Ontario Stand Open May 1
Toronto — New seating and dra
are being installed in the Centre T
ater, Pembroke, Ont., by the Ca
dian Theater Chair Co., repc
Charles Bochner, manager of the
ter firm. This theater, owned
Sam Ulster of Toronto, will o
May 1.
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i Eastern Orders
ilinue In Volume
(Continued from Page 1)

Theater Fires

Rochester — When the Society of Motion Picture Engineers and the Acoustical
Society of America meet in joint session as a feature of the former's national
convention here next month, they will get an eye-and-ear-full of both "Fantasound" and "Vitasound" pictures. In preparation for the three-dimensional
music, five tons of electrical sound apparatus was shipped from Hollywood last
week and will be installed for the conventionaires in the local Eastman Theater.
Bell Telephone Lab. engineers will see to that.

■

tumwa, la. — Firemen were
:d to use dynamite to bring fire
ttumwa Theater under control
■ spreading to other buildings
ding the Capitol Theater. Blaze
ed in projection booth of the
mwa. Flames spread through
ior of this 2,000-seater. Damis high.

20th Century Circuit
Soon to Open Midtown
Toronto — Opening of the Midtown
Theater here, recently acquired by
the 20th Century theater chain,
which is headed by N. A. Taylor of
Toronto will take place early in May.
At cost of some $75,000, the Midtown, formerly the Madison, has
been entirely rebuilt.
The Midtown will be managed by
Eddie Newman, formerly manager of
the Lyceum Theater in Winnipeg.

Westinghouse Firms Move
To New Offices In N. Y.
Westinghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co., together with Westinghouse
Electric International Co., have
moved their New York executive
and sales offices to 40 Wall St., it
was announced this week to the
trade.
Transfer was officially effective
as of Monday, last.

Seattle— B. F. Shearer Co. last
week-end transferred Roy Peacock
from the local branch to assume
management of the organization's
office in Los Angeles, and that Peacock assumed charge as of last
Monday of the new post. He has
been connected with B. F. Shearer
for approximately 21 years, and,
company officials assert that his experience in the equipment business
well fits him for the position.
Shift of Peacock to Los Angeles
is the result of C. Frank Harris,
Shearer's manager in that city, having to take a six-months leave of
absence in order to accompany Mrs.
Harris inland to recuperate from a
serious illness.
Peacock's former post in Seattle
will be taken over by Roy Brobeck,
who has been the assistant manager
and purchasing agent.

Fourth House for Army Post
Indianapolis — Ft. Benjamin Harrison, is included in the 29 Army posts
to have another motion picture theater. Three are in operation at the
camp now, and motion pictures are
shown daily. Two are temporary
wocden buildings, each seating approximately 350 persons. The third
is a permanent theater that has been
in operation several years.

Plans of the proposed building specify that the brick walls will be
relieved by architectural embellishments. There will be a large entrance lobby, stadium type seating
and air conditioning, with modern
rest rooms and acoustical features.
Verdun is a residential suburb of
Montreal and already possesses four
theaters, the Park, Palace, Fifth
Ave. and Savoy.

.enandoah, la. — Heavy damage
. caused to the interior of the
Theater here when fire, which
,ieved to have started in a waste': box in the rear of the house,
oyed stage equipment and
■.d to the theater loft when
:s ignited a rope. House is Lobdell Sustains Injury
'd by B. B. Holdridge who also
Detroit — Leslie Lobdell, founder of
'ites the local Iowa Theater.
1 of the loss was covered by Lobdell Movie Sign Service, lost a
finger when his hand was caught in
'ance.
a chainfall. Plans are under discussion for moving the present shop to
ington, Va. — Complete check of
,il losses in burning of the larger quarters because of restrictions being insisted upon by the Sign
Syr Theater on April 1 places
1 at $50,000, including all pro- Writers' Union.
ton and sound equipment, seats
' furnishings. House was conted only 18 months ago.
iianapolis
— The Tacoma
Theaj
, recently damaged
by fire, has
sned following a thorough reno.g and remodeling job.

Shearer Org. Sends
Peacock To New Post

In Tli is Instance* The Speed Of Sound
. . . is Just As Slow As A Freight Train!

projectors, Peerless lamps and
nal rectifiers to the new Bypro
er, Bypro, Ky.; Simplex projecand Crestwood
carpet to the
e, Dayton, 0.; Simplex
High
;tion lamps and National rectiin the Drexel, Columbus; and Suburban Detroit House
v Rowe candy machine in the Will Debut In Late May
ence, Eminence, Ky.
ft'alo branch
reports
Simplex
(.Continued from Page 1)
' projectors,
Four-Star
sound, sound, a Fantasia type pattern carLess Magnarc
lamps. B & L
peting, and all accessories are sup>hor lenses and Walker
P.M.
plied by National
Theater
Supply
jblo; installed
Basil'sscreen
Genesee,
a Walkerin P.M.
and Co.
is the push back Kroehwood carpet in Basil's Apollo, leiSeating
type, the first installation in
lo; and Crestwood
carpet in
any neighborhood theater here, and
Japitol Theater there.
.timore branch orders called for the second in Detroit. Sixteen lovei*r P.M. screen and a Rowe seats are provided, and eight seats
.uxe candy machine for the Bil- are equipped with earphone for the
Baltimore; Simplex High pro- hard-of -hearing.
n lamps and rectifiers for the
A private observation room seat<a, Baltimore;
Simplex
High
ing 12 has been equipped with septtion lamps and rectifiers for
arate amplifier system. This is intended, according to Sol Krim, to
lureka, Baltimore; Timco ticket
:er for the Virginia,
Ports- enable friends of the management
lh, Va.; Simpelx High projec- or private parties to enjoy their own
lamps and rectifiers for the company and see the show without
Front
Royal, Va.;
Walker interfering with the audience.
! screen for the Strand. Wash■n; Rowe De Luxe candy ma- $90,000 Theater Planned
Norfolk;
for the Hampton,
o ticket register for the Mill- For Canadian Community
Simplex
Va.;
Wyethville,
-Star
sound
for the
Roxy,
Montreal — Construction of a the'sburg, Va.; and Crestwood carater in Verdun between DesmarTheDiane
chais Boulevard and Melrose Ave.
the Rivoli and
for
in Baltimore.
at a cost of $90,000 is contemplated.
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Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given
Let Us Enlighten You on
Your
Lighting
Problems

CHARLES

ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. Now York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

THE

BAD

MAN-ager

lets his

theater get run down at the heels.
The good manager prevents that
by installing Alexander Smith
Carpet . . . the carpet used in
most of the country's successful
theaters.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET
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Cleveland Territory
Joins Building Boom
{Continued from Page 1)

Eberson of New York and a 1,200seat house in Ashland from plans
prepared by Fulton & McCreary,
Cleveland architects. In Toledo, the
Bryden Michigan Building Co. of
Cleveland will spend more than $100,000 for a de luxe 1,700-seat theater
on West Central Ave. at St. Bernard
Drive. Architect George Ebeling,
Cleveland, has plans for a 992-seat
theater costing $100,000 for Dave
Robins in Warren.
Other theaters which have not yet
emerged from the drawing boards
but which are scheduled to go ahead
this Spring and Summer are a new
Ezella Theater to replace the present
one of the same name in Cleveland,
for the Scoville, Essick & Wolf circuit; a 1,500-seat house in Willoughby for Dan Stearns and associates;
a new theater in Bedford for Mrs.
Lena Stillman, with plans by Paul
Matzinger of Cleveland; a new house
in Struthers for F. H. Hathaway; a
new house in Newton Falls for
George Manos, and a complete remodeling job for Chris Velas in
Bridgeport.
Joe Shagrin will build a new house
in Youngstown and H. Makison, who
owns all of the theaters in Barberton, has leased a new house being
built in Canton.

WHO'S

WHO

3UQ

IN EQUIPMENT

GEORGE KENNETH THROCKMORTON. Born in Romney, Ind., Nov. 2, 1884.
Son of Edwin Wolf Throckmorton and Nancy Ann (Webster) Throckmorton. Attended Purdue University, 1901-1903, and Cornell University, 1904-05.
Married Mary Clarissa Downin, May 2, 1908. With Link Belt Co., Chicago, beginning as timekeeper, 1903-04, 1905-10. Production manager Concrete
Steel Products Co., Chicago Heights, III., 1910. Superintendent of Sears
Roebuck Cr Co., 1911-22. Served as manager of
merchandise department of Herbert H. Frost, Inc.,
radio manufacturers, Chicago, 1922-25. Vice-president, general manager and part owner of E. T.
Cunningham, Inc., radio tubes, 1926-30, becoming
president in 1931. Designated executive vice-president of RCA Radiotron Co., Inc., 1931-33. Executive vice-president RCA Victor Co., Inc., 1933-35.
Executive vice-president RCA Victor Co., Inc.,
1933-35. Executive vice-president RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., 1935-37. In 1937 became president of that company, and is a director of the organization as well as of the National Broadcasting
Co. Home is in Pennington, N. J. and his headquarters at Front and Cooper Sts., Camden, N. J.

Morse-Rothenberg Theater Ad Firm's Small '40 Net
To Be Finished In Fall
Approximates '39 Figure
Boston — This city is to have a
new theater in the Kenmore Square
or Back Bay district. Morse &
Rothenberg have plans for the erection of a new 1.200-seater at Audubon Circle, which is the virtual
boundary line of Boston's Back Bay
district boundary.
and the edge of Brookline's
initial

When the new theater is completed next Fall it is probable that
the present Kenmore Theater some
Wil-Kin Lists Sales of
three blocks distance from the new
location will be converted again
Alexander Smith Carpet
into a roller skating rink, from
Atlanta — Five film houses in the which original classification it
Southern sector have purchased emerged into a film theater three
Alexander Smith carpet recently, it years ago. The new theater will
is revealed by Wil-Kin Theater Sup- have the modern, streamlined seats
and will be equipped with the very
ply-Theaters are the Hart, Baton latest accessories.
Rouge; Warner, Ft. Lauderdale;
Roxy, Swannanoa, N. C; Lakeview, Altec Biz Big in South
Augusta; and the Show Shop, New
New business activity in the South,
Bern, N. C.
reported by the Atlanta district
U. S. Airco ventilation was fur- as
office of Altec Service, includes new
nished to the Lyric, Sumter, S. C,
and DeVry lenses to the Colony, Ft. contracts with the following theaters: complete booth and sound serLauderdale,
vice for the Drake Theater, Pearson,
Ga.; sound and repair-replacement
service for the new Caldwell house
in Ruston, La., and the Lincoln Theater, Raleigh, N. C; sound service
for Bert Ram's new Lakeview,
Augusta, Ga., and all theaters operated by Col. Thomas E. Orr in northern Alabama and Georgia; for the
Savannah Theater, Savannah, Ga., the
Bibb Theater, Macon, Ga., and the
new Roxy in Savannah; and for the
Tankersley and Hampton houses at
Ellijay and Chatsworth, Ga., and
the Royal at Summerville, Ga.

ForFLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES-

IT'

LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.
71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
646
8954

N.

Michigan

Cibson

Ave.,

Street,

Los

Chicago,
Angeles,

Illinois
Calif.

Simplex To Novelty
Pittsburgh — Super Simplex projectors have been installed in the Novelty Theater by Pittsburgh branch
of 'NTS.

Gets New Type Front
Detroit — Joseph Stoia, owner of
the Midway Theater in Dearborn,
West Side suburb, is installing a
new macotta front on the house.

Montreal — Claude Neon General
Advertising, Ltd., and wholly owned
subsidiaries report for the year
ended Dec. 31, 1940, net profit of
$275 after interest, depreciation,
income taxes, etc., equal to one cent
a share on 23,605 shares seven per
cent cumulative preferred stock of
$100 par value. This compares with
net profit of $201 in the previous
year.
Current liabilities showed an excess over current assets of $80,983
against $56,682 excess liabilities as
at Dec. 31, 1939. After adjustments
and $20,991 net profit on sales of
investment securities, deficit in balance sheet was $1,798,540 against
$1,818,849 last year.

Indianapolis House Improved
Indianapolis — The Tacoma Theater
has new fluorescent lighting in the
lobby, new terrazza floor and has
been redecorated in green and maroon. The auditorium, too, has been
redecorated and equipped with new
modern lighting fixtures. New RCA
sound equipment has been added to
the theater's equipment and the projector has been overhauled.

May 1 Set for Opening
Chicago — The Illinois Drive-In
Theater Co. is completing a new
1,000-car outdoor theater here, with
the opening planned for May 1. N.
S. Barger, president, has signed with
RCA Photophone for the sound
equipment.

Preddey Supplies the Rio

San Francisco — Century projectors, Strong lamps and booth equipment have been installed in Corniglio Bros.' Rio Theater, Rodeo, Cal.,
by
Walter G. Preddy's local organization.

Photophone Pact Signed
Joseph J. Zaro, representing the
Bijou Amusement Co., of Nashville,
Tenn., has signed a Photophone sound
contract for new equipment for the
Lincoln Theater at Houston, Tex.

Southern Theaters
Purchase New Equip.
Atlanta— Wil-Kin Theater Supp
Inc., has installed Brenkert Proj
tors in the Hart, Baton Rouge; Te
nessee, Knoxville; Colony, Ft. La
derdale and the Carolina, Southe
Pines, N. C.
Brenkert lamps went to the abo
Hart, Colony and Carolina, and al
to the Imperial, Greensboro, N. (
and the Jasper, Jasper, Ala. T
Hart Theater also received Moti
graph sound, B & L lenses, Inte
national chairs and Alexander Smi
carpet. Installation of Motiogra
sound was also made in the Sta
Kingsport, Tenn.
International chairs were suppli
by Wil-Kin to the Nash, Spring Hoj
N. C; the Eighth Avenue, Birmin
ham; Pageland, Pageland, S (
Warner, Ft. Lauderdale; and t
Summerville, Summerville, S. C.

Satz Asserts Ware, Mas
Will Get New Pic House
Ware,
Mass. — This
town
is
have
a newto Bernard
motion picture
thea'
according
Satz, manaii
of the Casino.
Satz said Ralph
Snider of Boston, owner
of 1
Ware playhouse, plans to erect
850 seat theater here on an un<
nounced
site, the building to
under way shortly.
Satz intimated the lease on
land now covered by the Main Str
Theater expires shortly and y
not be renewed. The statement i
lows recent reports that the Go
stein Brothers have purchased
major part of the stock in the t
ater corporation which has b<
managed by Snider and which
eludes a dozen theaters in the sta

$50,000 Goes For Remodeling
Daytona Beach, Fla. — Remodel
of the Empire Theater is to get urn
way immediately.
Jesse L. Pratt
contractor, and A. J. Malby, own
Total expenditure
contemplated
this remodeling, including new equ
ment, is estimated to approxim
$50,000.
Mees
Speeks on Kodachrome

Rochester — C. E. Kenneth
M<
Eastman Kodak executive, will g*
undergraduate science students frl
all sections of the state, the lowdo
on "Development
of Kodachror
when he addresses them at their p j
ley here today and tomorrow.

Centre to Bow in May
Toronto — Twentieth Century tbi
ter chain announces that the Cer
Theater, in Chatham, Ont., a br.
new house, just being completed |
the company, will open during i
latter part of May.

Nepo Takes Over Kimbark

Chicago
over the
from the
modernize

— Harry Nepo has ta
800-seat Kimbark The^
Norton circuit.
He
the house.

i
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snkerl Projectors
To Eight Houses
insas City. Mo. — Missouri TheSupply Co. here reports an unlly heavy demand for Brenkert
"ctors and Brenkert
projection
>s in the local territory.
it of 10 of the most recent orfilled by the organization, eight
d for these two items.
They
furnished to R. E. Conrad's
. Wichita; C. S. Drake's theater
he same city; 0. G. Gregg's
::g, Sedan, Kan.; R. L. Harris'
-is in Hogoton, Kan.; C. R.
,-g's Gregg, Caney, Kan.; Friend'heaters' Vogue, Lees Summit,
Swartz's Tivoli in Kansas City,
and F. LeDoux's Arcadia in
•pn. Kan.
TA Magic Screens were sold to
first six of the aforementoined
fls.

New Catalogs
JUND— RCA Mfg. Co. is about
jsue the latest buletin on de luxe
xer sound equipment, and rets for same should be addressed
he company's headquarters in
den, N. J. The form number of
book is 1R3669.
kTHES — Sound
Bend Lathe
ks of South Bend, Ind., has re' v published the following GenCatalog No. 100-A; 9-in. WorkLathe Catalog No. 50-B; and
let titled "How to Run a Lathe."
:er is a recent edition. The catawill be mailed on request withmarge, and the booklet "How to
a Lathe" is sold at the nominal
; of 25 cents per copy.
:R CONDITIONING — Carrier
>. of Syracuse, N. Y., has avail] to the exhibition field its new
'.let, "How to Find a Pot-of-Gold
our Business.
This booklet de:>es the company's self-contained
ithermakers which are manufacri in eight different sizes, each
to fit a definite need.

SQUIPMENT

Youthful Movie Fans See Demonstration
Of How Their Pix Are Projected On Screen
Hazelton, Pa. — Let them know more about the inner workings of your
theater is the axiom of John H. Hersker of the Hersker Theater. Through his
co-operation members of the West Hazleton Junior High School Science Club
were shown through the projection room of the theater by Henry Krissinger,
chief projectionist. Details and explanation of the reproduction of the motion
pictures through the medium of light and sound was discussed in practical
aspects. In connection with the inspection of the apparatus used, the reproduction of Technicolor on the screen was explained to the students. Club later
expressed its thanks and appreciation to Hersker for his courtesy and co-operation.

Multiple RCA Speakers
To Be Used In Tele Show
A World's Preview demonstration
of Large-Screen Theater Television
will be held for leaders of the film
and radio trades at the New Yorker
Theater, 54th Street, West of
Broadway, Friday evening-. May 9,
it is announced bv Thomas F. Joyce,
vice-president of the RCA Mfg. Co.
Highlighting the special program
of events to be projected on the
15 by 20 foot movie screen will be
a showing of the middleweight
championship boxing bout between
Billy Soose and Ken Overlin, televised direct from Madison Square
Garden. The remainder of the demonstration, originating from the
NBC television studios in Radio
City, will include a news broadcast,
a dramatic playlet and a roundtable discussion among prominent
film, radio and sports figures.
Dramatization of the championship bout on the television-movie
screen will be made more vivid by
the use of a special sound system
involving multiple RCA Photophoni
speakers throughout the theater,
enabling attending- engineers to further contribute to the illusion of
ringside attendance.

Heads Sales for ITE
Indianapolis — Al Lachnit, long
GREENS
— Raven Screen Co.,
York, has fresh off the press an connected with the motion picture
industry
here, is now in charge of
Resting folder covering* the vari:;type of theater screens it manu- the sales department of the Indiana
ares, including the small port- Theater Equipment Corp .
screens for 8 and 16 mm. use.
; folder stresses the importance
he screen as a projection unit,
Air Conditioned
points to the advantages of the
Bn product.
If following catalogs were reviewed in the
■,:«s issue of THE FILM DAILY EQUIPV NEWS and these may be obtained by
■ g to the respective manufacturers:
[OTECTION: "A Model Projection Room,"
:iograph. Inc., 4431 West Lake St., Chilli.
DTECTION LENSES: Descriptive folder,
jection Optics Co., Inc., 330 Lyell Ave.,
ster, N. Y.
* CONDITIONING: "Refrigerated
sr-aire, — U. S. Air Conditioning Corp.,
west Terminal, Minneapolis, Minn.
-RQUEE LETTERS: Six-page folder on
lie Slotted Letters and Master Multiple
is.—
-Wagner
Chicago,
111. Sign Service, 218 S. Hoyne

by TYPHOON

Feature air conditioning this summer. One of
Typhoon's five
can work efficiently and
economically
for systems
you.
Typhoon Equipment — blowers, washers, coils,
compressors, condensers and grills may be purchased separately. The prices are attractive.

For information and prices write Dept. FD,

TYPHOON
AIR CONDITIONING
252 West 26th Street

CO., INC.
New York, N. T.

•
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Frosch Organization
Lists Installations

Minneapolis — Frosch Theater Supply has furnished complete equipSilvers'
Theaterment forinJerry
Cannon
Falls,new
and Cannon
among
the final items to be installed are
Brenkert projection lamps, an RCA
screen, and Air-Loc chairs. Brenkert
projection lamps also went into Sam
Zuchman's Mounds Theater in St.
PNT Awards Contracts
Paul.
For Evansville Theater
New RCA screens have gone into
the Royal, Park Rapids, Minn., and
the Stratford, Stratford, Wis. The
Evansville, Ind. — The Premier Frosch organization has also installed
Naborhood Theaters, Jesse Fine, new Air-Loc chairs in the Orpheum,
president, has awarded contracts for Pipestone, Minn.
the construction of the new $50,000
Franklin Theater to be erected at
2113 West Franklin Ave.
Two New Movie Theaters
General contract went to the Pio- To Be Built in Tennessee
neer Construction Co. at $38,485;
electric wiring to Evansville Electric
Tullahoma, Tenn. — There will be
Service Co. at $6,265; heating and
plumbing to H. A. Grant Plumbing- two movie houses here as soon as
Co. at $3,945; air conditioning to they can be built, one within and
Evansville Electric Service Co. at the other just outside Camp Forrest,
$8,785, and the marquee and sign to where 30,000 soldiers are in trainSwanson & Nunn at $3,725.
ing. Camp Forrest is to get one
Fowler & Logaman, 11 Northwest of the 36 theaters authorized by
Fifth St., Evansville, are the archi- the War Department.
tects, and Rapp & Rapp, 230 North
A new theater is also to be conMichigan Blvd., Chicago, the constructed for Tony Sudekum, presisulting architects.
dent of Crescent Amusement Co.,
Construction will get under way Nashville. The latter will provide
at once.
for vaudeville in addition to films.

Wilton Carpets Are The

mi

ICARPETS
PETS AND RRUGS I

Lampros House Remodeling
Farrell, Pa.— The Capitol Theater
here, operated by Chris Lampros, is
being extensively remodeled and
renovated. The stage will also be
enlarged so that in the future vaudeville shows can be given from time
to time.

NEWS

Best For Theaters

We have specialized in Wilton carpets for theaters
and have grades, designs and colorings suitable for
all parts of the house. Many of the leading theaters
in the United States have found both long service
and harmonious beauty in carpets of our manufacture.
Write us for full information.

HARDWICK
Main Office:

& MAGEE

CO.

Lehigh Avenue and Seventh Street, Philadelphia
BRANCH

SHOWROOMS

NEW YORK— 29$ Fifth Avenue
BOSTON— J 2 Chauncy Street
DETROIT— 1120 Book Building
LOS ANGELES— 2021 S. Alameda Streec
CHICAGO— 1 846-7 Merchandise Mart
ST. LOUIS— 924-5 Ambassador Building
MINNEAPOLIS— J 1 1 Plymouth Building
SAN FRANCISCO— Western Merchandise Mart
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Two New Pic Houses
Make Bows Up-State
{Continued from Page 1)

EXCAVATION

work on the new theater

■■■ planned by Plains, Pa., has been started
on East Carey Ave. next to the Town Hall.
It will be of concrete block and stucco front
and will cost approximately $40,000. This
house is expected to be ready by Sept. 1
and will seat 700. It will be operated
as a unit of the Comerford
chain, and is
being built by Joseph Engel and others.

walls with leather backing squares
of silver and maroon. Auditorium
chairs are spaced 34 inches back-toback instead of the usual 30 or 32
inches. One of the innovations is the

unique "crying room" with nurse in
attendance to take care of young
children while their mothers view the
film program.
*
#
*
On April 18, the new Lake Theater
Walter G. Preddey, equipment firm of the Schine circuit opened in Canof San Francisco, reports that installa- andaigua, N. Y., and is one of the
tions of Irwin chairs were made recent- most up-to-date film stands in this
ly in Paul Sprague's Quincy, Quincy, section of the East. Interior is radical streamlining with coffered ceilCalif.; in Harry West's Greenville,
Greenville, Calif.; and in Rene Poirier's walls. ings, indirect lighting and Formica
300-seater which is a new house in
Auditorium seats 425 and is done
Brisbane, just south of San Francisco
in a new development. This latter in cream, blue and silver. Building
theater is provided with an apartment itself is one-story, the plans for its
over the same for Poirier, and also con- construction having been revised foltains two stores. House is a model litlowing an accident a year ago when
tle theater. Poirier is an old-time exhib. one of the walls fell killing two workmen and injuring two others.
and projectionist from Canada and has
built his new project from foundation
Among those attending the opento roof.
ing were J. Meyer Schine, L. W.
* * *
Schine; Guy Selmser, head of the
Lloyd Stamper, co-owner of the newly- company's maintenance department;
opened Strand in Olive Hill, Ky., is serving William Graham, electric and sound
as manager of the house.
engineer, all of Gloversville, and C.
*
#
*
C. Young, Geneva, district manager.
Both houses were built from plans
The Harper Theater in Chicago has
received a new 60-ton air conditioning prepared by Michael J. DeAngelis,
plant this month. The Shakespeare architect, of New York and Rochestin the same city received a 55-ton installation.

*

*

*

*

The Manos Amusement Co., Toronto, To Be Named Ritz
O., will build a $65,000 theater buildBay St. Louis, Miss. — Henry Faying on the north side of Broad St., ard, Jr., is building a new theater
here
to be known as the Ritz. RCA
near Center St., Newton Falls, O. Seating capacity will be 800. Building, of Photophone sound and booth equipbrick and tile, will be two stories.
ment is going into the house.

<.(.

JOHN and MRS. Robertson are adding a
new 600-sear theater, now under construction in Mechanicsberg, O., to their
circuit. They are also planning a new stand
in Fairfield, O.

Sparks' new Drive-In in Tampa, Fla.,
has been opened with Bert Stephens as
manager. The amphitheater will accommodate about 400 cars. An audio
system of 196 underground loudspeakers provides undistorted sound throughout the lot. Fourteen ushers direct the
traffic.

%

%

#

for his patrons, and is providing several
acres for this purpose. The Fields Corner
was recently entirely redecorated and im-

*

*

A deal for a union contract has be
made by employes of the Reda, Gaines ;
Bell Theaters in Pineville, Ky.

*

*

Construction of a $75,000 theater
seating 1,000, first to be built in Canton, O., in several years, has been announced by A. M. Dueber, local industrialist. House, to be known as the
Dueber, is to be built on the site of
the former Dueber-Hampden watchworks, and has been leased for 15 years
to the Park Theater Co., a partnership
of Harold Makinson and Frank
Gaethke, operating the Lake and Park
Theaters in Barberton, O.

*

*

Auburndale Theaters, Inc., whi
operates the Avalon, Toledo, O., I
leased property at 3319 Montore ,
near the theater, which will be raz.
to provide a 60 by 200-ft. parking
for theater's patrons.
* * *
D. L. Golden, G. B. Demars and L. SI
have organized
the Michigan
Camera
in Chicago, and will supply the film tr
with equipment.

*

Harold Friary, manager of the Fields Corner Theater up Boston way, has become the
second manager to annex parking space

proved.

CHATTER

*

*

The Auditorium in Lynn, Mass.,
been renovated and virtually rebi*\
Opening is set for this week.
The,
is a Morse and Rothenberg unit.
Dominic
Frisina and
Charles
Benin
partners, have taken over operation of
Grand in Carlyle, III.

A request by Clifford, Flynn & (
owners of the Ideal Theater, Montr*
Pa., for permission to erect a mod
marquee has been granted by the ci
munity's council. Work is expec
to be completed by Decoration Day

*

*

*

It is reported that a new theater wilii
erected in Lehighton, Pa. by the Bayer fi
ily which operates
another
house in
town.

#

Construction of an outdoor film theater Olah Building Theater
has been started on the Mobile highway on
Albany, La. — Prank J. Olah, busithe outskirts of Pensacola, Fla. The inness man of Hammond, La., is buildvestment will total about $160,000, and the
ing a theater here, and is planning
lot will accommodate approximately 300 an early opening. He has signed
cars. Construction is being done for the with RCA Photophone for sound,
Paramount-Richards interests, with H. P. booth and screen equipment.
Osborne in charge.

*

PROSCENIUM

Straws show which
way the wind blows

?j

Kroehler is pleased to announce that twenty of the large circuits have installed

KROEHLEK

PuaIi - (Back

SEATS

Write today for complete data on this revolutionary
theater seat that ends standing to let others pass.
KROEHLER
206
Lexington
Ave,
New York, N. Y.
1218
S. Wabash
Ave.,
Chicago,
III.
2013 S. Vermont Ave.,
L03 Angeles, Calif.

MFG. CO., Public Seating Division
Elliott Film Co., 72
Glenwood Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Standard Theater Supply Corp., 78 Broadway, Boston, Mass.

Export : Roy Chandler 505
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
4020 E. 116th St., Cleveland, Ohio
6700 Denton Dr., Dallas,
Texas

GROUND

► • • Back of

every airplane pilot is a ground crew of men
in grease-stained overalls.

There's very little glamour about these
men. The public rarely sees them. Yet you
couldn't get an airplane off the ground without them. That's how important they are.
Every industry has its ground crew that the
public never sees. In your theatre it's the
projection and sound, for without them you
couldn't put a picture on the screen.
That's how important
they are.
Simplex Projection
^
^
and Simplex Sound
flRTIOnAL
' THEATRE
COMPANY
make the best ground
k
SUPPLY
A Z7
crew for any theatre.
THERE'S

A BRANCH

NEAR

YOU

ioldwyn Joins RKO:

Hollywood — George J. Schaefer announced
Saturday that a deal had been made with Samuel
Goldwyn whereby the Goldwyn pictures would be released by RKO.
First will be Bette
...
__,
tis in "The Little Foxes," to be followed by a Gary Cooper feature.
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TEN CENTS

NDUSTRY SEES MENACE IN TAX PROGRAM
•ara.'s
1940 Net Up $2,500,
000 toto $6,402,
130
Rising Tide of Opposition
Proposals Crystalizes;
ansolidated Net Equal to
.14 on Common Stock;
,900,000 Debt Reduction
Paramount's
total net earnings
1940 were more than $2,500,000
ove those of 1939, according to
the
company's
annual
report
issued Friday
by Prexy Barney Balaban.
Consolidated
earnings for
the year ended
Jan. 4, 1941,
were $6,304,064, and discount of purchase of debentures was
$98,066, bringing the total
BARNEY BALABAN
to $6,402,130.
•r the 1939 fiscal year, consolidated
(Continued on Page 7)

armon to Succeed
os. Breen on PCA!
test Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

"ANTI-5" BILL
RULED LEGAL

Minn. Attorney General Gives
Measure His Okay
By GEORGE

E. GUISE

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis — The anti-blocks-offive bill of Allied Theater Owners
of the Northwest, awaiting signature of Gov. Harold E. Stassen, was
given approval of J. A. A. Burnauist, State Attorney General, over
the week-end.
Stassen sent the measure to Burnquist soon after the House of Representatives had re-passed it with
Senate amendments last Tuesday,
requesting that it be checked as to
form and other details.
Burnquist studied the measure
and returned it to the Governor
with his approval.
Under Minnesota law. Stassen has
until midnight tonight to sign the
(Continued on Page 3)

AMPTO Will Wage War
On 16 mm. Reductions

Hollywood — It is believed that Jo?ph I. Breen, who resigned as
Pittsburgh — A national drive
reen's official
censor,
(.Continued
on Pagewill
3) make an against 16 mm. reductions of theatrical motion pictures loomed as
the AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania formulated plans to take up
KO Releasing "Fantasia",
press the issue with National
sing Standard Equipment and
Allied.
Walt Disney's "Fantasia" will be
Claiming that company plans to
sad-showed
on
a wider
scale make 16 mm. versions available for
(Continued on Page 3)
non-theatrical showings will encour(Continned on Page 7)

Congressional Tax Experts Urge Rental Levy of 5%;
Treasury Surtaxes Hold B. O. Threat, Exhibs. Charge
A rising tide of industry opposition to various tax proposals
before the House Ways and Means Committee in Washington
fast crystalized at the week-end as various interests analyzed

"U'$" 17-Week Net

the Treasury and Committee proposals and their evident drastic
effects
structure.upon the trade's economic
The concern and apprehension
manifest by all branches of the industry were not restricted to the
several proposals which directly
For the 17 weeks ended March 1, affect the trade — notably the Treasury recommendation
that the admis(Continued on Page 8)
Universal showed a net profit after
all charges, but before Federal income and excess profits taxes, of
$931,280, accoi-ding to a report to
the holders of common stock voting
trust certificates of Universal Corp.
by J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
the board. This compares with a
profit, similarlv computed but after
provision of $85,000 as a special
By H. F. REVES
amortization reserve, of $588,866 in FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — United front of the industhe corresponding period a year ago.
Cowdin said that after providing
try is being presented to all members
of Representatives
Ways
$203,000 as a reserve to cover pres- of House (Continued
on Page 8)
ent normal Federal
income
taxes

$931,280 Less Taxes

United Industry
Front on New Taxes

(Continued on Page 7)

First Arbitration Case
In New Haven by Cascioli
New Haven — First arbitration case
in the local tribunal has been registered by Michael Cascioli, owner of
the Forest Theater, West Haven,
Conn. Cascioli asks for day-anddate availability with the Rivoli
Theater in West Haven which he
now follows
by 14 days.
Complaint
(Continued on Page 4)

Kuykendall Silent
On "Antt-5" Passage

Tele Producing

Columbus, Miss. — Returning to his
headquarters here Friday, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, said he had
no comment at present to make on
the passage of Minnesota's "antifive" measure, expected to receive
Governor
Stassen's signature this
week.

Exhibs. to Buy Programs on Per Seat Basis

"Everyone knows my attitude concerning legislation of any kind in
our industry," said Kuykendall.

Fla. Senate Gets Bill
To Prohibit Sunday Pix

Cos. Looming

Companies will be formed to produce and distribute television programs for theatrical use within the
Tallahassee, Fla. — It would be no next six months, with the probabilthat there will be up to five or
longer illegal in Florida for mo- six ity
in the field within the year, it
tion picture theaters to be operated on Sundays under the provis- was forecast Friday as RCA Manufacturing Co. entertained editors, exions of Senate bill 235 introduced
ecutives and writers of the trade
by Sen. J. Frank Adams and others.
(Continued on Page 7)

Fellman to Buy and Book
For Warners in Cleveland
Announcement was made Friday
by Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner
Bros. Theaters, that
(Continued on Page 7)

O'Connor, Meyers
To Remain at RKO?
Reports that John J. O'Connor and
Fred Meyers, RKO theater executives
who resigned last Thursday, may be
induced to remain with the company
were in circulation at the week-end.
It was said that Prexy George J.
Schaefer, who is in Hollywood, had
not definitely accepted the resignations of O'Connor and Meyers.
Hollywood — George J. Schaefer refused to comment on a report that
he had not accepted the resignation of John J. O'Connor and Fred
Meyers, RKO theater exec, and that
he • would try to influence them to
remain.
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MARKET
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Am. Seat
VA
VA
7 1/4
Col. Picts.vtc. (2V2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
■■
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
73/4
73,4
73/4
East. Kodak
1263/4 126V4 126 1/4
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
30'/2
30
30
do pfd
108
108
108
Paramount
11%
11 Vi
"'A
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
10%
IOV2
lOVi
Pathe
Film
73/4
73/4
7%
RKO
23/4
23/4
23/4
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
3 1/2
3V4
3Vi
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
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,•••••
+
V*
— 1%
—
+
—

•■
%
Vi
Va

—
+

%
%

—

Va

+

%

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.1023/8 1023/s 1023/8
Loew's deb. 3V2s46. . 1045/8 1045/8 1045/8
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95
95
95
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
Sonotone Corp
1%
]3/4
\ifc
Technicolor
8%
834
8%
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp. vtc.
6
6
6
Universal Picts
N.

Y.

OVER-THE-COUNTER

25)

♦ FOREIGN

63
54 Vi

♦

FUTURE

♦

FEATURES

OPENINGS

(c)

Follows

current

Broadway
Astor

♦
...World
Cine Roma
Miami
Playhouse
48fh St. Theater

•■

Citizen
Kane
(RKO
Radio-Orson
Welles)— May
1 (e)
Reaching for the Sun (Paramount Pictures) — May 7
That Uncertain Feeling (United Artists-Lubitsch) — May 8
Wagons Roll at Night (Warner Bros. Pictures) — May 9
The Great American
Broadcast
(Twentieth Century-Fox) — May
Sis Hopkins
(Republic
Pictures) — May 1
Major
Barbara
(United
Artists-Pascal) — May
13 (d)
Mutiny in the Arctic (Universal Pictures) — May 2
Girl in the News
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — May 3
A Woman's
Face
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Life of Giuseppe Verdi ( Esperia Films) (c-b)
The Irish Cavalcade (George Crommey) — May 3
(b) Subsequent run.
(e) Two-a-day run.

Theater
Music Hall
Paramount
Strand
Roxy
; Capitol
Rivoli
Criterion
Globe
Rialto
Central
Belmont
Palace
Palace

■•

Pepe
le Moko
(Mayer
& Burstyn) — 9th week
Manon Lescaut (Esperia Films) — 3rd week
Heroes of the Sea (Artkino)
The House Assistant
(Scandinavian
Films) — 2nd week

♦
Palace
Paramount
Music
Hall
Strand
Roxy
Criterion
••
Astor
Rialto
Globe
Capitol
Cine Roma
Belmont

1

bill,

(d)

Continuous,

David Bernstein, Ma.}. Albert
Warner and Barney Balaban will
act as hosts with William Rosenwald, co-chairman of the Greater
New York United Jewish Appeal at
an Amusement Division luncheon to
be held at the Astor May 9. Amusement industry leaders have been
asked to serve on a reception committee for the luncheon which will
be on behalf of the Joint Distribution Committee, United Palestine
Appeal and National Refugee Service. Dr. Abba Hiller Silver, national chairman of the United Jewish Appeal, will be guest speaker.

United Artists has again postponed its district sales meetings
because of pending negotiations with
several producers who may join the
UA roster. Meetings, first of which
was to open here today, were set
back, according to Arthur Kelly,
distribution chief, so that the new
producers and their pictures can be
announced.
At least one actor-producer and
one actress-producer are among the
incoming personnel.
Kelly left last night for the Coast
to discuss forthcoming plans with
Murray Silverstone, UA top executive.

Services for Jacob Fabian

PUBLIC

SALE
— AND —

Non-Theatrical
— OF —

Rights

EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA,
Bankrupt (and affiliated, subsidiary and related corporations)
Library
of approximately
consisting
of
Comedies,
Sale

A

to

730 Sound
and Silent One
and Two
Reel
Motion
Pictures
Educational,
Instructional.
Industrial,
Pedagogical,
Novelty
and Miscellaneous Short Subjects.
be held before
Honorable
Peter B. Olney,
Referee
in Bankruptcy,
Room
1601,
United States Court House, Foley Square. New York City, New York.

Date of Sale — Monday

copy

of the

May 5th, 1941 — at 2 P. M.

catalogue and the terms of sale may be inspected at the office
Referee, or may be obtained by writing to
Samuel P. Adelman, 261 Broadway, New York City, New York.

flew to the Coast Friday

CHARLES E. McCARTHY, ad. and pub. dinight.
rector of 20th-Fox, and division managers WILLIAM SUSSMAN, WILLIAM GEHRING and WILLIAM KUPPER, go to the Coast late this week
for studio conferences.
NORMAN McLEOD, Metro director, and MRS.
McLEOD, arrived here Friday from the Coast
future
for NewMARX
York.leaves Hollywood in tl'* fr
GROUCHO
KENNETH McKENNA. Coast story head for
Metro,
arrives here this morning.
DORE SCHARY, Metro writer, arrived here
yesterday for a short stay.
JOSEPH BERNHARD, Warner theaters head, is
scheduled to leave today for Chicago.
SPYROS SKOURAS returns here this morning
after a flying trip to the Coast and several
Southern cities.
GEORGE SKOURAS was
week-end from Hollywood.
LEON

NETTER

due back

over the

is in Miami.

JOHN BALABAN
Palm
Springs.

and MRS. BALABAN

are at

DR. J. B. FISHMAN, general manager of the
Fishman circuit in New Haven is back with his
family after a prolonged vacation in Miami Beach.
NICK MARLEMES, operator of the Roxy, New
Britain, Conn, is motoring home after spending
the Winter in Florida.

Capt. Benjamin Hicks, 69, indus- ]
veteran, died suddenly Thursday night while visiting at the home
of Jack Cohn, vice-president of Co-]
lumbia.
Captain Hicks at one time !
was associated in the financing of
Paramount
theater construction
in j
England and held the foreign rights
to early Charles Chaplin successes.
He is survived by his widow, a
brother, Simon, a niece and a nephew. Funeral services were held
yesterday at the Park West Chapel at one o'clock.
Interment took
place
at the Machpelah
Cemetery. |
Brooklyn.
try

BUY
Lord
than

DIRECT

Byron collars and
laundry costs.
Write

for

ALLSTYLE

prices

shirt fronts
and

for

samples.

COLLAR

CO.

Springfield, Ohio

Don't Forget....

16 MILLIMETER
Sub-Standard

WOBBER

Funeral Services Held
For Capt. Benj. Hicks

Paterson, N. J. — Funeral services
Toronto — Famous Players Canad- were held here yesterday morning
for
Jacob Fabian, retired circuit head,
ian, according to present indications,
will forego its annual convention who died in New York on Thursday.
this year, due to war conditions. Services were held in Temple EmanFinal decision, however, is yet to be
uel, which was built with money conreached.
tributed by Fabian.

Netter to Miami, Atlanta
For Para. Partner Talks

HERMAN

re-

UA Again Postpones
District Sales Meets

Jewish Appeal Luncheon
Set for Astor on May 9

66
57

Leon Netter, Paramount theater
executive, left over the week-end
for Miami where he will confer with
E. J. Sparks and S. A. Lynch. Following his Miami visit, Netter will
stop off at Atlanta where he will
confer with Arthur Lucas and W.
K. Jenkins, Paramount theater associates in that territory.
Netter is expected back at the
home office next Monday.

RI7IV

LANGUAGE

FPC May Drop Convention
This Year Due to the War

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

Met. Playhouse
Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

TWO-A-DAY

Fantasia
(Walt Disney Productions)— 24th week
I Wanted Wings
(Paramount Pictures) — 5th week

(a) Dual bill,
served seat run.

APRIL

OF FRIDAY,

Picture and Distributor
That Hamilton Woman
(United Artists-Korda)— 4th week
The Road
to Zanzibar
(Paramount
Pictures)— 3rd week
The Great Lie (Warner Bros. Pictures) — 3rd week
The Lady from Cheyenne
(Universal
Pictures) — 2nd week
Ziegfeld Girl (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
••
Flame
of New Orleans
(Universal
Pictures)
A Girl, a Guy and a Gob (RKO Radio Pictures)
Strange Alibi (Warner Bros. Pictures)
The Black Cat (Universal
Pictures)
Wildcat
of Tucson
(Columbia
Pictures)
■■
King of the White Elephant (Pridi-King of the White E:ephant>— 4th week
The Sea Wolf
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
Model
Wife
(Universal
Pictures)
(a)

♦

C0fll IM and come

Parade 11

of the

You Have a Date ....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.

May 15th, 16th & 17th

less

w
TW
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ndustry Capital Investment Climbs$ 47#100#000
,.tal Now $2,097,100,000;
:hibitor Investment In?ase Said $24,100,000
espite drastic shrinkage in forin revenue, through the outright
B of markets in 14 countries and
virtual loss of markets in 13
_Js, plus remittance restrictions
Tffect in Great Britain and elseere, the American film industry
1940 increased its capital investnt by $47,100,000.
A.s of Jan. 1, 1941, the industry's
al capital investment was $2,097,>,000, according to The Film Daily
r Book of Motion Pictures, now
ng distributed. Comparable fig>. a year ago was $2,050,000,000.
Hollywood, girding to meet at
me and in the Western Hemisphere
■i challenge presented by overseas
ses and the new selling order
der the New York consent decree,
1940 increased studio capital
J restments from $117,000,000 to
35,000,000. At the same time, the
Vtribution capital investment rose
1 000,000 to $25,000,000.
Exhib. Increase, $24,100,000
Exhibitors, admittedly influenced by
ticipated business gains through
i national defense spending proam, also increased the aggregate
capital expenditure by $24,100,000
$1,927,100,000.
Only field with no advance in capiI investment reported was that
*>uped as non-theatrical enterdses. There, the figure for the year
Id at $10,000,000.
Curiously, despite the marked
mp in studio capital investment,
e cost of U. S. studio expansion
II an estimated $500,000 behind
e0. previous year's total of $5,000,-

"Ziegfeld Girl's" Tragic Ending Dropped;
Lana Turner Voir Lives to Raise L. I. Duchs
Metro has given its "Ziegfeld Girl" a new ending, following criticism
of the tragic note struck by the original finale by trade press reviewers. Instead
of dying from a heart attack at the premiere of a new Follies, Lana Turner now
is reunited with Jimmy Stewart and settles down to raise ducks on Long Island.

Research Council Starts
4 More Films for Army

Cleveland Theater Games
Subject of Legality Quiz

Stassen Will Sign
"Anli-5" Bill Today
(Continued from Page 1)

bill. Should he fail to do so, the
measure would die automatically,
his lack of action being regarded

as Fred
a "pocket
Strom,veto."
executive secretary
of Northwest Allied, predicted the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
bill would be made into law today
Cleveland — Representatives of by the Governor, who has intimated
Hollywood — Four additional training films for the U. S. Army Signal Bingo clubs in the city, ordered to to the film men he intends to sign.
Corps have been put into produc- cease all operations last Wednesday,
tion by the Research Council of the are urging an investigation of Bank F. F. Harmon to Succeed
Academy, it is announced by Lieut. Night, Screeno, Bingo, Lucky and
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman. other cash award games offered by Jos. I. Breen on PCA?
(Continued from Page 1)
Subject will be made at the M-G-M, local film theaters, claiming that
the police ban against clubs and important studio connection, and that
Paramount, Republic and 20th Cen- churches
is
discriminatory.
cury-Fox lots.
he will be succeeded by Francis F.
Assistant Safety Director Tom L. Harmon, executive assistant to Will
David Miller is directing a training film on Instruction of the In- Clothy has ordered the police de- H. Hays, as director of the Producpartment to list all theater games
tive Code Authority.
dividual Infantry Soldier at the MG-M studio, assisted by Al Akst, with their description to be turned "Fantasia" Run Near End
over to the law department for an
film editor and Paul Vogel, camera- opinion
as to their legality.
man, with Jack Chertok supervising.
Cleveland — "Fantasia," which
The original police order requir- opened at the Hanna Theater on
Lieut. Col. Gordon P. Savage, asing
all
Bingo
games
stopped
did
signed by the War Dept., is acting
March 18, will bring its 7-week run
not include theaters.
to a close Sunday.
as military technical adviser.
At Paramount, a subject on the
240 mm. howitzer is being directed
oy B. F. McEveety with Harry CapIan as unit manager. Archie Stout
is cameraman, Ellsworth Hoagland,
film editor and George Dutton. sound
technician. Location shots are to
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
bo made at Fort Bragg, N. C.
A film on the 60 mm. mortar is
being directed at Republic by Willian Morgan and Ruby Abel as unit
manager, using mortars sent from
Fort Old.
Basic Principles of Skiing is being made at 20th-Fox with Otto
Hollywood's bill for supplies, in- Lang directing, Duke Goux, unit
jding maintenance costs, dropped
James Van Trees, cinemamillion last year from 1939's total manager,
tographer and Wateson Webb, film
$46,000,000.
editor. War Dept. has assigned
1st Lieut. John B. Woodward as
.KO Releasing "Fantasia", technical advisor while soldiers from
sing Standard Equipment the Ski Patrol of the 15th Infantry
are being sent to Sun Valley to
(Continued from Page 1)
trough the perfection of a method appear in the film.
herebv the picture may be pre■nted on standard equipment. Dis- Technisound Sues Over
jy organization has been handling
ie showings which have been con- "Bagdad" Radio Rights
* "'ned
to only
cities,
.it under
the anewdozen
setuplarge
it will
be
Technisound, Inc., on Friday filed
istributed bv RKO.
a $25,000 breach of contract suit
1 Under the new method, the pres- against United Artists Corp., Franlt nine channels of sound may be
chise Division, Inc., and Bud Fox
mpressed without any loss of tonclaiming that the deI quality upon the single channel Enterprises,
fendants had failed to live up to a
r standard width film, making it deal in which
the radio rights to
iossible for a great number of the"The Thief Of Bagdad" was acaters to road show the picture.
quired by the plaintiff.
Same policies and de luxe form
Technisound contends that sevf presentation as conducted by the
eral deals to broadcast the picture
•isney company will be followed by
KO. All engagements will be two- fell through because the release date
-day and all seats will be reserved. originally scheduled for the Spring
of 1940 was postponed until ChristFantasia" is now in its 25th week mas.
i New York and is playing exAn answer filed by the defendants
?nded engagements in other large
ities. Gross has reached the $1,- denies the charges and raises a defense of laches.
00,000 mark.
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Mrs. Jensen Victor
In Overbuying Suit
Minneapolis — Federal District
Judge Robert C. Bell over the weekend directed a verdict for the defendant in the first Minnesota case
in which a movie house owner
charged another indie owner with
violation of the restraint of trade
provisions of the Shei'man antitrust act.
David Ratner, head of the White
Bear Theater Corp. had sued the
State Theater Corp. at White Bear
Lake for $75,000 (triple damages),
alleging Mrs. Jessie L. Jensen of the
latter firm contracted for the best
pictures made by all major producing companies, thereby preventing
his firm from obtaining suitable
product for a new house the company had just built at White Bear
Lake.
Usually, such suits allege conspiracy and name distributors as
well as the theater operators.
Ratner claimed Mrs. Jensen's contracts were in restraint of Interstate Commerce inasmuch as the
films were shipped from New York
and Los Angeles. Judge Bell held
such was not the case, since the theater itself was not engaged in interstate commerce, and granted a
motion for directed verdict made by
the defendant's attorneys.

20th-Fox Execs, to Coast
On "Blood and Sand" Plug
With plans now being laid to
give "Blood And Sand" a top budget
ad., exploitation and publicity campaign, a group of 20th-Fox home
office executives will go to the Coast
next week to look at the picture and
finalize all plans for its release at
studio huddles.
President Sidney R. Kent, Ad. and
Publicity Chieftain Charles E. McCarthy, and Division Managers
William Sussman, William Gehring
and William Kupper are expected to
go to the Coast this week-end for
the huddles. Herman Wobber, sales
manager, flew to the Coast Friday
and will sit in at the conference.

New Haven's First
Demand by (ascioli
(Continued from Page 1)
was filed against the five consentir
companies.

T
•

•

•

T

Biordis Claim Inability to Gi
Films
from
20-Fo
Pittsbur
gh— RKO,
ClaimingWB,
inab

T

IF a certain producer-distributor organization

has the

desire

so to do
it can justifiably use this slogan:
"The Dependable Company"
The justification springs from widespread
exhibitor opinion
that the phrase, fits the facts
and who's
in a better position to judge than the company's
customers?
Even aside from their testimony
there are ample
statistics to
confirm the point
which is this:
Universal delivers the goods
satisfactorily
and on the dot
T
T
T
• •
•
AT the outset of the current season
proclaimed that it would deliver a collection of 42
exclusive of three pix which Frank Lloyd would
the 42 productions
a solid 33 have appeared
which is, for all practical purposes, a neat 80 per
here it is only April 28
In that figure of 33

the company
features
make
Of
on the screen
cent
and
your friend

Phil M. is including "The Black Cat"
which opened at the
local Rialto on Friday
(isn't that an appropriate combo of title
and debut!)
and which'll be nationally released on May 2
T
T
T
• •
•
NOW let's have a look at things to come
There are
nine pix remaining on the '40-'41 lineup
"Too Many Blondes" will
glide forth on May 23
to be followed by "In the Navy," "Tight
Shoes," "North of Klondike," "Hit the Road," "Cracked Nuts," "Sandy
Steps Out," "Half Way
to Shanghai"
and "Beyond
the Law"
Too, Frank Lloyd's "I, James Lewis" is comin' along
and still
another is in preparation
T

T

T

• •
•
SO much for delivering the goods punctually
Consider next the eloquent testimony anent how satisfactory the
product is
To get a clear conception of this angle
one
has to go back to the 1938-39 season
From that time to date
Universal's contracts have risen numerically by the astonishing
figure of approximately 35 per cent
and that ain't hay
Any organization in the film industry
— or any other industry
for that matter —
which can gather to itself such a block of
new customers
must have something more on the ball than
horsehide, stitches, or rosin
And another item not to be
sneezed at
is that Universal at this writing
has 10 per
cent more contracts than it had last year at the corresponding
time

James P. Perry Stricken
Minneapolis — James P. Perry, 35,
assistant manager of Lyric here, died
in his car while driving home after a
visit to a physician. A heart attack
is believed to have caused death.

the victims
distributors' "arb
trary
refusalof to
license picture
which have unfairly been given 1
circuit

theaters."

Metro Starts Preparations
For a Broadway Play
Return of Metro to the Broadwa
play scene as a backer got unde
way last week when Edgar Selwy
and Robert B. Sinclair arrived froi
the Coast to arrange preliminar
details for production of "W
Fought
At Arques
." Frederick
Play, which
is by
Has
htt Brennan, will be brought t
Broadway around Labor Day afte
out of town tryouts. Kenneth Mc
Kenna, Coast story head, arrive
today from Hollywood to assist i
the preparations in an advisory ca
pacity.

Court Reserves Decision
In "Roman Scandals" Sui

Decision was reserved Friday b
Federal Judge Clarence G. Galsto:
in the injunction and accountini
suit of Mort Eisman. Clara Delia
and Robert Louis Shayon, agains
United Artists. Eddie Cantor am
Samuel
Goldwyn.
A dismissal following a first tria
in 1938 was subsequently reversei
by the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap
peals. Plagiarism of plaintiff's pla;
"Oh Shah" by the film, "Romai
Scandals," was charged.

Einfeld Arrives Today
•

•

•
WHEN you lift up the hood of the speeding Universal machine you can get a helluva good idea of what makes it move
along so rapidly
Two of the most impressive elements are material
and co-ordination
Regarding the former
you'll note that the
parts splendidly designed to fulfill their functions
meaning
that
men like Nate Blumberg,
Matty Fox, Cliff Work, Bill Scully, Milton
Feld, Jack Gross, Dan Kelly, Martin Murphy
and loads of others
in h.o. and studio are steeped in industry experience
It's more
than a coincidence that 'U's" high-gear in customer-corraling dates from
Mister Scully's advent as general sales manager
•

Lionel Barrymore
Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Bryant Washburn
J. D. Trop
Carl P. York
Cecilia Parker

i% k
obtain product, Frank and Col f
Biordi, owners of the Majestic ±n
ater, Ellwood City, Pa., have file
a demand for arbitration, namin
RKO, 20th Century-Fox and Wa
ner Bros, as defendants.
Complaint alleges that circuil
are favored over small independei
theaters and that the Biordis wei

•

•
IN conclusion:
One day we asked one of Universal's big-wigs
how come the org. has come to click the way
it does
And this was the reply:
"Nobody in this company thinks he's better than the other guy"
We never forgot
that answer
It explained 100 per cent why Universal
delivers the goods

Changing his plans which caller,
for arrival later in the week, Charles
Einfeld, director of advertising- anc
publicity for Warners, arrives il
New York from Hollywood today, i

TO THE COLORS!
Chicago — Lloyd Bourn of the Clari
Theater leaves
training
camp. shortly for an Army
Chicago — Robert S. Ramsay of B
& K'sArmy.
State Lake Theater, has joined
the
Stuart Benjamin, brother of Robert Benjamin of the law firm of Phillips,
Benjamin
and May
Krim,6. reports Nizer,
for military
service
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This is the only book published in the world that carries such valuable
interesting information about the motion picture industry and motion
picture people. Among the important features in the 1941 edition
now being distributed will be found a Theater List giving the names
of theaters with seating capacities arranged by states and cities.
Circuit theaters listed alphabetically by name with manager or officer
of company, number and names of theaters in each circuit . . .
Pictures released last year with complete credits ... A list of 17,800
pictures released since 1915 with FILM DAILY review dates and/or
release dates and name of company distributing. Work of Directors,
Producers, Authors, Screen Writers, Players, Writers, Cameramen, etc.
. . . Financial Structure of important companies ... A new and revised
Equipment and Supply Dealers Section ... A practical showman's
Manual . . . Addresses of important producers, distributors, exchanges,
trailer companies, agents, play brokers, projection rooms, and laboratories. A Survey of Television. The Consent Decree and Arbitration
System . . . complete text of decree and rules of arbitration; full
texts of Department of Justice's statements on the decree and on
the scope of its special film unit established under the decree. Breakdown of the provisions of the decree and comparison with demands
made in the Government's suit. Chronology of the suits. The arbitration system and its personnel . . . Army theaters and the Army Motion
Picture Service, as expanded to meet defense program needs . . .
The Automatic Projector (slot machine films) Industry . . . NonTheatrical (Advertising films, educational films, religious films) field
. . . Labor Review . . . Color . . . U. S. Films in the Foreign market
. . . Statistical section . . . Breakdown of 1940 census figures covering
Production, Distribution, Exhibition and 1001 other bits of information
that everyone should have in this beautifully bound volume of more
than
FILM 1200
DAILY.pages which is given free with a year's subscription to
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Picture Industry.
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.v .v Reviews of the new funis :< k
"A
Very Young Lady"
with Jane Withers, Nancy Kelly, John Sutton
20th -Fox
75 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
CUTE STORY, WELL-TOLD, SHOULD
PLEASE THE FEMMES AND THE YOUNGSTERS.
While Jane Withers has increased considerably insize since her last film, she certainly hasn't fallen in screen personality or
precociousness. Screen fare for the young
lady through the "awkward age" must be a
problem but it is taken care of nicely in this
sure-fire Ladislas Fodor-Elaine Ryan yarn.
Under the guidance of Producer Robert T.
Kane, director Harold Schuster has turned
out a good program picture.
The story concerns the regeneration of a

"Roar
of the Press"
with Jean Parker and Wallace Ford
Monogram

72

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
CORKING NEWSPAPER STORY
PLENTY OF ENTERTAINMENT.

Mins.
PACKS

Producer Scott R. Dunlap has a hit in this
one. A good story, capable actors and a
very fine director, Phil Rosen, who took full
advantage of every dollar in the budget;
every line in the screenplay; every minute
of the running time and every talent possessed by the actors — plus his knowledge of
how to make a good movie in a limited time
— are the reasons. It could have been just

"The Black Cat"

with Basil Rathbone, Hugh Herbert,
Broderick Crawford
Universal
70 Mins.
COMBINATION OF CHILLS, THRILLS
AND FARCE IS A HAPPY ONE IN THIS
RELEASE; PICTURE SHOULD
GENERAL
AUDIENCES.

ENTERTAIN

All the best mystery props known to the
film business have been whipped out for
this story, and in addition, a nice flavoring
of farce is worked in for good measure,
with the result as a whole turning out as

entertaining screenfare for general audiences. The cast is fine, the horror element
another newspaper yarn — but it isn't — and in the story is sufficient, with a full complement of secret passages, yowling cats
Rosen is responsible. Wallace Ford and Jean
Parker, playing the leads, do an excellent and and sinister characters, and the direction
understanding job. Also cast as a heavy is is able. Picture should serve well as a
"tomboy" into a young lady, who thinks of Matty Fain, who, although he is unques- supporting feature, and it can stand on its
boys and love. Kitty Russell (Jane Withers),
tionably one of the most talented smooth own feet as a single attraction where house
a madcap mist at an exclusive girls' school
is sent a new dress for a party given in heavies in the films, hasn't been seen enough policy permits and audiences go for this
honor of the cadets of a nearby Military lately. Jed Prouty, Paul Fix and Betty Comp- type of film.
son, to mention a few of the supporting
Rathbone is properly sinister and heartAcademy. John Sutton, a Doctor Meredith,
less, Herbert is amusing as an antique buyer,
principal of the school, and Alice Carter cast, all play well.
The screenplay, by Albert Duffy, handles Crawford does well with his part, Bela
(Nancy Kelly), one of his teachers, have
plotted to have Jane become conscious of the touchy subject of newspapermen, with Lugosi adds a note of horror to the cast, and
her feminine charms and responsibilities by feeling — for once the press cannot find fault Gale Sondergaard, Anne Gwynne, Gladys
with the way Hollywood has depicted their Cooper, Cecilia Loftus, Claire Dodd, John
plying her with attentions and flowers.
Eldredge and Alan Ladd round out the cast.
Misunderstood, Jane imagines Doctor gentry.
Albert S. Rogell directed from an original
Wally Williams, (Wallace Ford) is returnMeredith is in love with her and falls madly
ing to his job on a New York newspaper screenplay by Robert Lees, Fred Rinaldo,
in love with him. She writes a note telling
Eric Taylor and Robert Neville. Direction
of her love but with no names and drops it with his bride of a day, (Jean Parker). He and screenplay are both good.
in a waste basket. The note is discovered is explaining to her the dull life a reporter
Crawford, a real estate agent, takes
and she is about to be expelled for un- really leads when he is catapulted, as soon Herbert, an antique dealer, out to the estate
ladylike conduct. She runs away and after as he lands in New York, into a series of
of Miss Loftus, said to be dying by Rathbeing found and returned, confesses all to murders and holdups; spies and rackets,
bone, an in-law who is in need of money.
Nancy Kelly, who explains the story and which convince his wife that, after 24 hours, She recovers, but is murdered, and things
Jane is permitted to graduate. There are she has had enough.
happen fast and furiously with plenty of
some fine scenes when Jane informs her
Wally is the first to reach the body of a chills and lots of laughs before the killer
principal he must forget her and she returns man who has been thrown from a high build- is caught, and it turns out to be a person
ing. He discovers a clue which leads him audiences will not suspect.
to her cadet admirer to "save him from goto another murder victim and is trapped by
ing to the dogs."
CAST: Basil Rathbone, Hugh Herbert,
foreign spies played by Robert Frazer and
It's a cute story, well-told and should John Holland. Nick Paul, (Matty Fain) Broderick Crawford, Bela Lugosi, Gale Sonplease the women and kids. Photography is
dergaard, Anne Gwynne, Gladys Cooper,
who is a gangster employed by the ring to
good.
Cecilia Loftus, Claire Dodd, John Eldredge,
take care of its dirty work, abducts Miss Alan Ladd.
CAST: Jane Withers, Nancy Kelly, John
Sutton, Janet Beecher, Richard Clayton, June Parker and delivers her into the spies' hands
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Burt Kelly;
as a means of making her husband talk. AnCarlson, Charles Halton, Cecil Kellaway,
other racketeer, with a streak of American- Director, Albert S. Rogell; Original ScreenMarilyn Kinsley, JoAnn Ransom, Catherine
play, Robert Lees, Fred Rinaldo, Eric Taylor
ism (Paul Fix), foils their plans and deHenderson, Lucita Ham, June Home.
livers the mob into the hands of the police. and Robert Neville; Cameraman, Stanley
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert T. Written the story sounds stagey and trite — Cortez.
Kane; Director, Harold Schuster; From a play but played — it is full of touches that make
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
by Ladislas Fodor; Screenplay, Ladislas it human and believable. Photography and Good.
Fodor and Elaine Ryan; Cameraman, Edward art direction are good.
Cronjager, ASC; Art Directors, Richard Day,
CAST: Jean Parker, Wallace Ford, Jed
Joseph C. Wright; Editor, James B. Clark; Prouty, Suzanne Kaaren, Harland Tucker,
Musical Director, Cyril J. Mockbridge.
Evalyn Knapp, Robert Frazer, Dorothy Lee,
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
John Holland, Maxine Leslie, Paul Fix, Betty
Good.
Compson, Matty Fain, Eddie Foster, Charles

"Citizen Kane" Premiere
Here to Attract Celebs.

Minneapolis Theater Men
Indicted on Tax Charges
Minneapolis — Harry Hirsch and
Harry G. Katz, operators of the Alvin burlesque theater, face trial in
Federal Court on charges of failing
to pay $3,200 in amusement taxes
reported from Sept. 13 to Nov. 21,
1940, when they were operating the
house under a vaudefilm policy.
Hirsch denies the charges, claiming
$1,700 of the amount has been paid
and that arrangements have been
made with the Internal Revenue Department for payment of the balance.

King,ert Pittard.
Frank O'Connor, Dennis Moore, RobCREDITS: Producer, Scott R. Dunlap; Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Alfred Block;
Screenplay, Albert Duffy; Cameraman, Harry
Neumann; Musical Director, Edward Kay.
DIRECTION, Swell. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

20 More Soundies Via Cameo
West

Coast Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Cameo Prod, has
turned over 20 more Soundies to
Soundies Distributing Corp. Background music was furnished by orks
of Skinnay Ennis, Will Osborne and
Dave Rose.

Premiere of "Citizen Kane" May 1
at the Palace Theater, Broadway,
will draw a first night audience of society, celebrities of the amusement
field, industry representatives and
figures of national interest.
Among those expected are Francoise La Roche, Province of Quebec
attache, Bennett Cerf, Phyllis Fraser
Cerf, Margaret Case, Elsa Maxwell,
Harold Ross, Lucius Beebe, Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Miller, John Gunther,
Landy Mendl, Jules Brulatour, Hope
Hampton, Kate Smith, Muriel Draper, Lincoln Kirstein, Ned Depinet
and others.
Most of the players in the supporting cast of the Orson WellesRKO picture also will attend.

"Rookies On Parade
with Bob Crosby, Ruth Terry,
Gertrude Niesen

Republic
MUSICAL
BACKGROUND
LAUGHS AND

69 Mi

COMEDY
WITH
ARK/
HAS A FAIR SHARE (i
GOOD MUSIC.
• »

This musical comedy, set against anC *
camp background, has a fair share of laug
and good music for the edification of t
average
filmgoer.
It is a good progr
offering. The production value is adequat
the cast is okay and the direction keeps
rolling along.
However,
the story mig
have done without some of the too obvioi
flag waving and it could have been tightene
up considerably.
Crosby sings pleasingly, but he falls be
low par as an actor. Ruth Terry has an en
gaging personality and puts over her son
numbers effectively, "Chula Chi Hua Hua I
being particularly good. Gertrude Niesen i i
wasted in the picture. She sings one num
ber that is not particularly good and thei I
gets a crack at the finale, but her finvoice is not used enough.
Eddie Foy, Jr.
Marie Wilson, Cliff Nazarro
and Willian
Demarest
of the laughs.
Sidnej'
Blackmer, take
HoracecareMacMahon
and Willian
Wright are in the supporting cast.
Josepr
Santley directed from a screenplay by Kar
Brown, Jack Townley and Milt Gross. Santley sdirection is okay, but his material coulc
have been better.
Crosby and Foy, a pair of songwriters,
make a good living but are always broke
because of their gambling, with Crosby's
marriage to Miss Terry broken up before
the minister ties the knot because of this.
They write a musical show that looks like
a hit, but get drafted. Wright, the backer,
also gets drafted. Finally the show is put
on in camp and Miss Terry makes things
up with Crosby.

CAST: Bob Crosby, Ruth Terry, Gertrude
Niesen, Eddie Foy, Jr., Marie Wilson, Cliff
ley.
Nazarro, William Demarest, Sidney Black-!
mer, Horace MacMahon, William Wright,
Jimmy Alexander, Louis Da Pron, Bill Shir-

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert J.
Cohen; Director, Joseph Santley; Screenplay, Karl Brown, Jack Townley and Milt
Gross; Original Story, Sammy Cahn and Saul
Chaplin; Music and Lyrics by, Sammy Cahn,
Saul Chaplin, Jule Styne and Eddie Cherkose;
Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Editor, Charles
Craft.
, DIRECTION,

O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Three First-Runs
of Harrisburg's
Four
Play UA
Harrisburg— Three of this city's
four first-runs are playing UA product. It's a "first" for the town.
The films and houses are: "Cheers
for Miss Bishop," Senate; "That
Uncertain Feeling," Loew's, and
"Topper Returns," Colonial.
Incidentally, all theaters are operated by different chains. The
Senate is a Jay Emanuel house;
Loew's Regent belongs to the Loew's
chain, and the Colonial is operated
by Wilmer & Vincent.
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ara. Reports 1940
tef of $6,402,130
(Continued from Page 1 )

Brings were $2,737,533 after $70,provision
for
contingencies
hie discount on purchase
of deft futures and share of undistributed
; 'lings of partially owned
comtnies brought the combined
total
1' 3,874,944.
="fiqual to $2.14 on Common
* I The consolidated
results of $6,' >2.130, after deducting annual divii : nds of $1,124,620 on the first and
cond preferred shares outstanding
i Jan. 4, 1941, were equal to $2.14
•v share on the 2,465,927 shares of
ion stock outstanding on Jan.
1941. Calculated on the same baS the combined
consolidated
reand
share
of undistributed
tnings of partially owned
subliaries of $7,633,i30
would
be
ual to $2.64 per share on said
mmon shares.
The earnings per
nimon share for the year 1939
•''ere $.63 and
$1.08 respectively
4 ; niputed on the same basis.
The consolidated balance sheet
ows that cash and marketable
icurities on Jan. 4, 1941 amounted
$12,593,455 of which $1,829,604
presented balances in Canada, $1,3,371 in Great Britain and other
jminions and $45,121 in other forgn countries, principally South
merica. The total inventory
nounted to $18,344,063. Total cur:int assets were $35,304,371 and
Trent liabilities $7,974,516 leave a net working capital of $27,9,855.
indebtedness Reduced $3,900,000
: During the year the interest bear.g indebtedness of the company
d its consolidated subsidiaries was
duced by approximately $3,900,000.
lis amount included the prepay}2nt of a substantial portion of
,nortization payments falling due
t 1941 and the purchase of $925,0 principal amount of the comny's 3x/4 per cent Convertible Dentures which were acquired at a
scount of $98,066.
i Preferred stocks of consolidated
]i .ibsidiaries owned bv outside interns were also reduced by approxi.ately $1,750,000, principally
trough the retirement of $1,274,0 of 7 per cent preferred stock of
lilaban & Katz Corp., an impor!nt domestic subsidiary, and the
tirement on Dec. 31, 1940 of $462,0 of 7 per cent preferred stock
a Canadian subsidiary,
iln addition the company acquired
ring the year 10,482 shares of its
jst preferred
stock
and
22,600

Governor's

-

Memorial

Minneapolis — Only picture house
in the state to be named for a
former governor is the old Gayety
here, now called the Floyd B. Olson
Theater. Olson died in office in
1935.

Tele Producing Cos. Looming "U's" 17-Week Net
Exhibs. to Buy Programs on Per Seat Basis
(Continued from Page 1)

press
Astoria.at luncheon at the WaldorfThomas F. Joyce, RCA Manufacturing Co., vice-president, was host
at the luncheon and presided at the
informative question - and - answer
session which followed. Luncheon
was a prelude to demonstration of
RCA's large-screen theatrical television, scheduled for the New Yorker Theater May 9.
Receivers to Cost $30,000
In reply to questions, Joyce and
other RCA and NBC executives present disclosed that:
1. Large screen receivers at
the present time will cost the
exhibitor $30,000. RCA proposes
to sell the equipment rather than
lease, but will spread the payments over a period of time.
2. It is estimated that 500
theaters will be equipped with
the large screen receivers within the next five years.
3. Wire charges per week per
theater will approximate $200;
this charge will be fixed, regardless whether the television equipment is operated or not.
4. Service charges per week
per theater will probably be $25
to $50. RCA will reserve the
right to service until payments
upon the equipment have been
completed.
5. Theaters will be charged on
a per seat basis for televised
features. It was estimated that
the average feature might cost
the exhibitor 10 to 20 cents per
seat, that other events might
bring a charge of 40 cents, and
that outstanding events, such as
a World Series game or a world's
championship fight, might find
the producer-distributor asking
for $1 per seat. Transmitted by
wire, these programs would not
be available for home reception.
It was indicated that one of the
first groups to enter the television
producing-distributing field may be
the Madison Square Garden, which
estimates it annually has some 60
events or programs with definite theater box office value. It was said
that a careful survey showed there
were, in the New York area, some
three to five events, sports and others
daily in this category from 39
sources.
RCA's Television Field
Emphasizing
that David Sarnoff

had stressed that NBC's television
sphere was home entertainment,
Joyce told the trade press contingent
that RCA-NBC had no desire to enter into television production for theaters. He refused, however, to say
definitely that RCA-NBC would not
do so.
Joyce warned anew that television
would affect the motion picture industry, and reiterated an opinion frequently expressed that it behooved
the industry to protect its own- interests. He suggested that it would
do well to develop the theater program production-distribution field.
Touching upon theatrical sports
telecasts, Joyce said that a fight promoter reasonably might pick up $1,000,000 "take" via theater rentals
from 5,000 stands in the instance of
a world's championship match. Mike
Jacobs, it was said, was definitely
interested, and it was indicated that
the Yankees, Dodgers and Giants,
too, were appreciative of added revenue possibilities from television.
May End Theater Games
Joyce pointed out that theatrical
television might solve the attendance
problem confronting thousands of exhibitors, and eliminate games. In
that connection, Joyce observed that
churches today give better Bingo and
Beano prizes than theaters and do
not have to worry about taxes.
Noting the increased attendance at
the tracks, and state moves to get
added revenue by legalizing betting
at them, Joyce suggested that matinee race telecasts in spots lacking
tracks might swell the gross as well
as enriching the state treasury. "The
state might legalize the box office as
a betting track in every community,"
Joyce commented.
Tele Events in Afternoon
It was pointed out that the greater
number of sports and other events
with theatrical television value take
!place during the afternoon when theater patronage now is smallest. On
the film production side, it was suggested that Hollywood could build up
interest in pictures by taking television cameras on the sets and on
location, affording exploitation of inestimable value.
Joyce suggested the feasibility of
a large theater or a group of theaters purchasing their own televiuse. sion camera equipment for special

$931,280 Less Taxes
{Continued from Page 1)

but without providing for excess
profits taxes which it is impossible
to estimate at this time, earnings for
the 17 weeks were $728,280, or $139,414 above the net before provision
for normal Federal income taxes in
the first 17 weeks of the past fiscal

AMPTO
year.

Will Wage War
On 16 mm. Reductions
(Continued from Page 1)

age direct opposition not only to
theaters but to the companies,
AMPTO contends that the total revenue to be derived from 16 mm. exhibitors could not offset the loss in
revenue the competition will mean
to theater operators and, as a result, to the distributors themselves.
At last week's meeting, the Allied
unit decided to appoint a committee
and make definite plans to present
the problem to the national organization and to solicit its co-operation
in eliminating what is considered
unfair opposition to the industry in
general. Committee will be appointed at the next business meeting of AMPTO.

Fellman to Buy and Book
For Warners in Cleveland
(Continued from Page 1)

Nat D. Fellman of his New York
staff, would become head booker and
buyer for
the8. Cleveland
Zone, effective May
Fellman's assignment is the second move made by Bernhard to decentralize Warner theater film buying. Earlier, Ed Hinchy was sent
to the Philly zone on a similar assignment. Other similar moves are
anticipated.

No Col. Deal for Lillian Gish
Chicago — Lillian Gish has nixed
Columbia's overtures for a film contract.

in the remaining
continental markets greatly restricted.
Increased difficulties of distribution and transportation, the reduction in the dollar equivalent of foreign currencies and currency exchange restrictions also reduced the
shares of its second preferred stock, than Canada, aggregate $8,300,000. dollar revenues. Continued efforts
or an aggregate par value of $1,274.- Of this amount $6,200,000 repre- are being made to revise the foreign and domestic operations of the
200. These shares were acquired
sents investments in England, $1,at a discount of $203,500, which 600,000 in Continental Europe, prin- company, to meet the condition of
cipally France and Belgium, and the present world markets, Presiamount has been credited to a spedent Balaban concluded.
cial capital surplus account. In the the balance of $500,000 in other
aggregate these debt reductions and foreign countries.
During 1940, the war in Europe
preferred stock retirements represent a decrease in these accounts continued to have an adverse efCheap at the Price
for the year of approximately $6,fect on the foreign revenues of the
Altoona, Pa. — The following ad
900,000.
company. The invasion of Norway
which appeared in a local newspaper
Foreign Investments $8,300,000
has been getting plenty of laughs:
and the Low Countries and the collapse of France resulted in the loss
The company's
investments
(in"15c Any Time — 'A Child Is Born'
cluding receivables) in subsidiaries of markets in a large part of the
operating in foreign countries, other European
Plus 'Forgotten
Women'."
continent, with business
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Industry Sees Peril in New Taxation Proposal:
Congressional Tax Experts
Advance Proposal for Levy
Of 5 Per Cent on Rentals
{Continued from Page 1)

sion exemption be reduced to nine
cents and the Congressional tax experts' proposal for a 5 per cent rental tax on films — but included the
Treasury's moves for stiffer excess
profits levies and heavy surtaxes on
personal incomes.
$17,500,000 from Rental Tax
The exemption reduction, if it goes
through is counted upon to produce
$55,000,000 additional revenue, essentially from film theaters, while the
5 per cent rental tax, which was not
brought into the limelight until Friday, will, it is estimated, be productive of some $17,500,000 more. Latter
estimate is based on the accepted
$350,000,000 aggregate rental figure
for the U. S.
Other new proposals, brought into
the open by the House Ways and
Means Committee on Friday, included
several which if approved will cost
the industry a pretty penny. Among
them, importantly, was a one-cent
levy on electric light bulbs. A 5 per
cent levy on the sale of slot machines
was another of interest to exhibitors.
Hearing Opens Today
To what extent the industry will
offer organized opposition to certain
aspects of the tax program was not
known at the week-end, but it was
assumed that there would be appearances before the House Committee
which throws open its hearing today.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
and board chairman of Allied States
Association, told The Film Daily
Friday that the directors were being
queried on the Treasury exemption
reduction recommendation, and that
Allied's policy would be determined
on the basis of replies received.
Meanwhile, individual exhibitors
up and down the country, alarmed
over not only the tax proposals specifically affecting the industry but also
the Treasury's surtax schedule, were
starting a flood of protesting letters
and telegrams to their Congressmen.
See Surtax a Crippling Blow
The showmen see in the surtax proposals a crippling blow to the box
office. They insist these proposals
constitute, in effect, a tax squeeze
on the middle class, the backbone of
the ticket purchasing army which
supports the industry. Unless there
are radical changes, and they are
particularly apprehensive about the
effect of the elimination of surtax
exemption up to $4,000, they foresee
diminishing patronage.
Exhibitors in first letters from
them received by Congressmen in
Washington at the week-end pointed
cut that inasmuch as the Government
admittedly was relying upon the industry as a morale booster, the array of tax proposals hitting the industry, directly and indirectly, actually was designed to defeat its morale

9:30 P. M. Start for the Main Feature Film,
RKO

Policy Under "JVetc Time" Schedule

Policy of RKO theaters to start the main feature of a dual program at 9 P.M.
is changed with the advent of daylight saving. In most of the spots, the principal
attraction will start at 9:30. Similar policy is expected to be adopted in the
Loew houses.
In the Schine theaters, in Rochester and some other spots the main attractions will start at 9:45.

United Front on Tax Proposals
Exhib. Units Back Mich. Co-op. Opposition
(Continued

from Page 1 )

and Means Committee on the proposed tax bill through Co-operative
Theaters of Michigan. Co-operative
contacted exhibitor groups nationally by wire on Friday and Carl W.
Buermele, general manager, reports
replies had been received from 40
states by Friday night. Most of the
replies are favorable; some are noncommittal; none is opposed to Cooperative's position.
Co-operative's proposals are: (1)
"That present tax exemption of 21
cents be eliminated except on childrens' tickets; (2) That the tax cover all amusements, theaters, dance
halls, bowling, amusement parks,
beaches, skating rinks, etc.; (3) That
the tax be applied to amusements
as such and not only to admissions
as presently enforced, so that all
commercial enterprises selling recreation or amusement be subject to
a straight 10 per cent defense tax."
In telegrams to the Committee,
Co-operative says: "This procedure
would insure more revenue than
passage of an additional or increased
levy on only those presently subject,
as such a regulation would only permit too many amusement enterprises

to reduce admissions below the exemption point, as has been the experience with the present 21 cent exemption. Thousands of enterprises
cut below that point to escape last
July's defense tax, and many thousands would cut if the levy were increased, so that in theaters all admissions between 20 and 35 cents
would stop, and the 15 cent spread
between these price scales would be
disastrous to the small amusement

Second Studio for Miami?

Song Damage Suit Settled

Miami — The Royal Palms Productions has established headquarters in
the duPont building, with the announced purpose of establishing another film studio here. Charles Wallace Van Nostrand is president.

Carl Field and Henry and Jeff
Clarkson Friday settled their $525,000 damage suit against 20th-Fox
Film Corp., Con Conrad, Herb Magidson,.and the Sam Fox Publishing Co.,
in the Federal Court. Infringement

E. H. Rolslon Rites Held

andEdward
large orC.small
theater
operator."of
Beatty,
president
Butterfield Theaters, sent a similar
wire, and others definitely supporting Co-operative's
are: MPTOof
of Kentucky;
Fredstand
Wehrenberg
MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri,
and Southern Illinois; Don Rossiter
and executive board of Associated
Theater Owners Indiana; Herman
M. Levy, executive secretary MPTO
of Connecticut; Leo F. Wolcott, Allied ITO of Iowa and Nebraska;
South Dakota Exhibitors' Ass'n; Intermountain Theaters Ass'n; Jack
Kirsch, president of Illinois Allied
who is making a recommendation to
Abram F. Myers; and Allied of Louisiana.

Seymour, Conn. — Funeral services of plaintiffs' song "Goodbye To Love"
for E. H. Rolston, 68, operator of the by defendants song "Here's To RoStrand for 22 years, were held at
claimed. mance" in the film of that title, was
Port Jefferson Friday.
building mission.
Excess Profits Tax Headache
Meanwhile, in home offices at the
week-end there was close attention
being given to the effect of the Treasury's proposed excess profits tax
changes. The situation in this respect was spotlighted by the Wall
Street Journal on Friday, which said:
"A number of the moving picture
companies would have their tax bill
materially increased if the excess
profits tax changes being studied by
the Treasury become law. Loew's,
Inc., Paramount, Radio-Keith-Orpheum and Warner Brothers, all owning large chains of theaters, have
heavy property accounts and their in-

vested capital account is large. Twentieth Century-Fox owns no theaters
directly, but has an investment in a
West Coast chain.
"With the exception of Paramount,
which reported estimated profits of
$7,617,000 last year, against $2,737,000 the year before, earnings of the
amusement industry in 1940 were
below the 1936-1939 average level.
"Amusement companies will feel
the brunt of excess profits taxes increasingly when and if earnings begin to reflect higher consumer purchasing power, from increased employment, which is expected to be
shown in box office receipts next

fall."

THE
WEEK
IN REVIEW
Anti-5 Bill Passes

—
By L. H. MITCHELL
—
CONSENT
DECREE:
Minnesr>
Senate passed N.W. Allied-spon^ I
anti-blocks-of-five
bill which \
Stassen is expected to sign withoii
hearings. Abram F. Myers sees prfl
cedent in Minn, action. Result is hailr
as a small-town victory. Counsel <
five consenting majors confer, wilj
appeal to U. S. Supreme Court prol
ably the next step. Thurman
V
Arnold indicated a "hands off" att
tude
legislation
by tl '
D of toJ. Minnesota's
. . . Sixty films
are expectel
to be ready for blocks-of-five sahj
when decree goes into effect. .
Anti-five bill offered in Michigan b j
Rep. Raymond
J. Snow, while ai |
proved by Mich. Co-op., is meetin I
with exhib. disapproval, Mich. A I
lied's biz manager voicing oppositioi j
Minnesota's
passage
is expecte<1
however, to aid Snow bill's chance, I

*

*

*

WEEK'S
DEATHS:
Harold
1
Franklin, 45, long a film exec, wit]
various producing and theater con
panies, died in Mexico
City. En
came to Marc Lachmann, 44, put
licity director, in Hollywood.
Jaco I
Fabian, founder of Fabian circui
succumbed at 76. A. J. Moreau, 4! I
district manager for M & P Thes
ters, died in Boston. Stanley Field!
57, character actor, died in Holl> j
wood.
*
*
*

THIS
AND
THAT:
Rep. R. ,j
Snow
introduced
150-minute
prd
gram bill, banning duals, in Micl
. . . FCC exec, stated ban on com
mercial television would be lifte
within two or three weeks.
Tel
theaters for key cities was predictec
. . . Theater
ticket
tax
collec
tions
soared to $7,104,956.34
fo
March as against $2,390,931.82 fo
the same month in 1940. . . . U. J
Treasury
proposes
admission
ta
starting at 10 cents to raise an ex
pected $55,000,000. . . . Joseph M
Schenck
was
sentenced
to thre
years'
imprisonment
on
each
of tW'
counts and fined $20,000 and Josepi
H. Moskowitz was given a year am
a day with a $10,000 fine by Judgi
Moscowitz
on income tax evasioi
conviction. Immediate appeal will fo
taken. . . . Joseph I. Breen resign:
as director of the PCA. . . . Johi!
J. O'Connor resigns as head of RK(
theaters. . . . Ampa proposes test!'
monial for Will H Hays on his 20 an
niversary as MPPDA prexy. . . ITO£
proposes U. S. ban Soviet pix as wel
as German and Italian. . . . ThurmaiW. Arnold came out with a blast ai
TNEC's criticism of the consent de-j
cree in its recently issued Mono1
graph. . . . Nineteen Technicolor ph
are in preparation — a record. .
Clearance schedule for an entire area
proposed by San Gabriel, Calif., and
also by an Elmonte,
Calif., exhib

keen to Head

RKO

Studio?

Hollywood — No deal has been made as yet between RKO and Joseph I.
isMunderstood that
itE
Breen for Breen to become head of the studio, but R

DO

NOT

g and that he has been offered the post. It is also reported that Breen has been invited by "Jock" Whitney to make a goodigctiations are pendinric
ill trip to South Ame a on behalf of the motion picture industry. Breen has agreed to remain in his present position as screen censor until Will
• Hays names his successor.
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'ANTI-5" SELLING NOW MINNESOTA LAW
fax Proposals Already Hurt, Congress Advised
xhibs.' Letters Assert
hreats of Stiff Surtaxes,
xcise Levies Hit B. O.
ashington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Congressional mail
luring in from theater operators
ross the country already is claiml box-office repercussions from the
x proposals now receiving the conderation of the House Ways and
tans Committee.
Uncertainty as to the extent of
e new income levies, plus the
ope of the new excise taxes on
(Continued on Page 5)

Ihio ITO Surveying
•est Business Days

STUDIOS SEE TAX REPERCUSSIONS
Marked

Revision of Production and Selling Methods Anticipated by Hollywood Execs.

Gov. Stassen Signs Allied
Bill; "Convinced It's Better for Minn.", He Declares
By GEORGE

By RALPH

WILK

West Coast

Hollywood — Marked revision of
production and selling methods is
visualized by industry execs, should
the Government's tax program go
through Congress as suggested by
the Treasury Dept. Pointing out that
a considerable number of players
and directors free-lance on a per
picture
basis
and
that
proposed

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

taxes would take about all of their
income over a certain level, producj ers believe these personalities will
curtail their activities after reachI ing maximum net incomes.
With free-lance big-name players
now making three or four pictures
a year reducing their appearances

Schenck, Moskowitz
File Appeal Notice

(Continued on Page 4)

MPTOA Will Oppose
Tax Discrimination

FILM DAILY

E. GUISE

Staff Correspondent

Minneapolis — Despite a storm
of protests which poured in on
him after the two houses of the
Minneapolis — Admitting that the new
anti-five selling law presents certain
complications, some trade observers here
last night nevertheless asserted that they
were not insurmountable. As for operating under a dual selling setup, it was
pointed out by these commentators that
the "Big Five" will be doing that anyway, inasmuch as they will sell the full
program for 1941-42 in Canada.

State Legislature
had passed the
bill, Gov. (Continued
Harold E.
Stassen
yesteron Page
5)

ITO of Ohio is asking its members
check their books to determine
Claiming that the Court had comColumbus. Miss. — The MPTOA
hich days of the week gross the
mitted 10 errors during the income
>st receipts. Organization points tax trial of Joseph M. Schenck and proposes to "do everything possible
it that it always has been assumed Joseph H Moskowitz, the defen- to keep the industry from being discriminated against in the matter of
iat the week's business was divided
dants' attorney, Harold R. Corbin,
i the basis of three-tenths on Sun- vesterday filed a notice that the de- new taxation," it was said here yesterday by Prexy Ed Kuykendall.
ly, one-tenth each on Monday
fendants were appealing
from the
Pointing out that he has devoted Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued on Page 7)
nough Friday and two-tenths on
(Continued on Page 7)
aturday.
Washington — The Nebraska and
Florida Ascap cases will be the first
However,
the ITO asserts that Defense Needs Halt GE
order
of business before the U. S.
(Continued on Page 6)
Harmon Unaware of Move
Television Experiments
Supreme (Continued
Court today.
The high
on Page 6)

Ascap Cases Before
High Court Today

to Name

♦etroit Business Slump
ringing Admission Cuts

Him Head of PCA

Defense calls for electronic apparatus has caused General Electric to
Reports from the Coast that Fran- Para.-Nathanson Talks
cis Harmon, executive assistant to
virtually halt experimenting on teleDetroit — With attendance in Devision and FM apparatus and to Will H. Hays, would succeed Joseph
oit generally 20 to 30 per cent freeze 1941-1942 radio models, it is I. Breen as head of the Production "Progressing Favorably"
Negotiations for the renewal of
<=low normal, exhibitors are be- announced by Charles E. Wilson, Code remained unconfirmed yester(Continued on Page 5)
ginning to toy with the idea of price president.
N. L. Nathanson's contract as head
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.
■ -ops to boost grosses.
(Continued on Page 7)
i Typical is the situatic on on E
rfferson Ave. where the Esquire
(Continued on Page 7)

23 Theaters Closed
In Mining Centers
Cincinnati — With 23 theaters
closed in the coal mining towns of
Kentucky and West Virginia, exchanges report business in these
localities is seriously affected. Many
theaters that have not closed have
curtailed shows.

India. Restrictions Unlikely
Moore Says Lend-lease
Hollywood Studios Send
12 More Into Production

Bill Eased Situation

India has shown itself to be much
less inclined toward enacting money
restrictions since the passage of the
Lend-Lease Bill by the United
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twelve pictures will States, according to Carlos Moore,
go into production this week. Most United Artists' general manager in
active studio is Para., with nine India, who is here on vacation.
Moore said yesterday that only a
shooting.
The check-up:
Samuel
Goldwyn:
One shooting, profound change in the war situa(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 6)

Add Reasons Why
We Discount Polls
Evanston, Mi. — Local theater operators are going to conduct their own
quiz in an attempt to disprove results of the poll staged by Prof.
Walter A. Anderson of Northwestern
University who claims that of 560
kids quizzed, 54 per cent indicated a
preference for museums rather than
movies.
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Lehman Signs Janes Bill
For Juvenile Performers

(.Monday, April 28)
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

MARKET
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Net
Chg.
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Am.
Seat
Col. .Piers, vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 21 Vi
21 Vi
21 Vz
Con. Fm. Ind
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9-16
9-16
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Fm.
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East. Kodak
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CURB
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£v GETTING A SIGNED
RECEIPT IS A
STANDING RULE OF

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES
APPEAR

Albany — More than 200 film exchange and exhib. friends of Barney
Kranze, until recently RKO branch
manager here, paid tribute to him
last night at a testimonial at the
New Kenmore Hotel. Kranze was
presented with a platinum Elgin
watch to mark his promotion to the
branch
managership
at Cleveland.
Bob Wolf, RKO district manager
in New York, was emcee Andy W.
Smith, Jr., toastmaster, while speakers included Ned Deuinet, Bob Mochrie. Gus Schaefer, Moe Grassgreen,
20th Century-Fox branch manager,
and Louis R. Golding, divisional
head of Fabian Theaters in the Albany territory.
J. Meyer and Louis Schine headed
the dinner delegation from Gloversville. Chairman of the affair was
Lou Golding.
The Friday Nighters, an organization composed of branch managers
and salesmen along Albany's film
row, also paid tribute to Kranze at
a party in his honor Saturday night
at Dintv's Terrace Gardens.

FOR
TELEGRAMS
'PHONED
IN
ON
YOUR
TELEPHONE
BILL.

Pettijohn Appointed
To N. Y. Defense Post

COminG and G0IHG

Albany — Film and radio executives
on Gov. Herbert H. Lehman's newly
appointed State Defense Information
Committee
clude C.inC.
Pettijohn,
MPPDAeral counsel;
genAlfred J. McCosker,man ofchairthe
Mutual board;
William S.
CBS;
Paley,dent ofpresiNiles Trammel, president
of NBC,
and
Clarence
W h e e ler, N.
C. C. PETTIJOHN
Y. district representatives of the NAB
board of directors.
Committee was appointed to facilitate distribution of information on
state defense activities. It will work
through newspapers, the radio and
motion pictures.

Boston Downtown Houses
Say Biz 15% Up In Week

Boston — Downtown picture theAlbany — Governor Lehman signed
aters report an increase of about
the bill by Senator Janes of Roch- 15 per cent in business over last
ester, amending the penal law to week and an increase of nearly 40
permit employment of children "by per cent over the same week in
an association or non-stock corpora- 1940. Increased production at many
tion not maintained or conducted for of the factories in and near Boston
pecuniary nrofit," with written con- and the reopening of many of the
sent of Mayor of city or village textile factories long closed is given
authorities. Notice also must be as the paramount reason.
given
Newsreel theaters in Boston, of
county. to SPCC if established in the
which there now are four, are doThe Governor has not yet acted
ing tremendous business, particularon Ehrlich bill, which is general in
ly in early afternoons. Managers
character, putting whole question of say that in many instances both
child theatrical employment up to men and women bring their lunches
discretion of local educational au- into the theater and view the onethorities.
hour programs while at the same
time munching a sandwich or drink^
ing milk from a thermos bottle.
Grainger Setting More

WB Deals; Off to West

S. CHARLES
EINFELD
yesterday by plane.

arrived

from

the

Co

BUDDY DE SYLVA, Paramount production chi
arrives today from
Hollywood
for home
off I
confabs.
JOSEPH
BERNHARD.
Warner
theaters
he
and HARRY
GOLDBERG,
ad. manager
for
theaters,
left last night for Chicago
and rV
waukee.
Prexy JAMES P.. GRAINGER of Republic plai
out for Buffalo this morning as the first stop
a four weeks'
trip to the studios.
^fiou
BOB RUSSELL, Loew-Poli manager Net pre!
is spending a few days here.
NICK MARLEMES, operator of the Roxy, N
Britain, Conn., is back from a Winter in FloriiJ
W. R. WILKERSON, publisher of the Hoi]
wood Reporter, is in town for a few days.
FRANK WHITBECK studio ad, and exploit
tion manager for Metro, leaves New York tod
for location.
Florida where "The Yearling" will be film
on
CHARLES BOASBERC, RKO district man;;
with headquarters in Cleveland, and his brii
have sailed on the America for a honeymo
cruise.
HARRY H. GOLDSTEIN, district manager tj
East.
Paramount in Cleveland, is visiting in t J
VICTOR
MATURE
returned to New York ye]
terday from Kentucky, where he was recupera
ing from a recent operation.
GRACE MOORE arrived here over the wee,
end by plane from Mexico.
ARTHUR GREENBLATT, PRC's sales chil
left Sunday on a tour of the company's ef
changes.
CHARLES LANG, Universal player, arriv
here Sunday from the Coast for a vacation.
EDGAR
guest

at

SELWYN,
the

here from the Coast, is

Sherry-Netherland.

LENORE ULRIC leaves by auto for Hollywo
next week to play two roles in the stage plj
"Seraphina." She will be accompanied by MR
WESLEY TOWNER.
ROBERT TAYLOR and his wife, BARBAF
STANWYCK, are stopping at the Sherry-Nethe
land.

Robert Sisk Joins Para.
As Associate Producer
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Robert Sisk, who lei
Meyer Becomes Plaintiff
the RKO studio over the week-em
In
"U"
Stockholder
Suit
With deals calline for presentahas been signed by Paramount as a
tion of Republic's 1941-42 product
associate producer. He will repoi
in Warner houses in the Pittsburgh
Rene B. Meyer was permitted yes- to Paramount on May 14.
and Washington zones already
terday to intervene as a plaintiff in
Sisk will remain at RKO until b
closed, James R. Grainger, Repub- the stockholders suit brought by completes his current assignment
Samuel
I.
Posen
against
Universal
lic's prexy, is conducting negotiaDick and Harry," starrin
tions with other Warner territorial Pictures and its officials. Meyer, as "Tom,
Ginger Rogers.
theater operations. The Pittsburgh- holder of 100 shares of common,
Washington units were the first to stock, sought to join Posen in pressclose deals with Republic for its
ing charges of mismanagement.
entire 1941-42 lineup.
Don't Forget
Grainger leaves by plane this Shubart Under Knife In Chi.
morning for Buffalo as the first stop
A. A. Shubart, manager of exon a four weeks' trip to the Coast.
You Have a Date ....
change operations for RKO Radio,
Others will include Detroit, Chicago.
Des Moines, Omaha, Denver and on a tour of the company's exj
National Convention of
Frisco, where he will visit branches. changes, was suddenly stricken
with appendicitis on Saturday while
The Variety Clubs
Marcus Resians from RKO; in Chicago and was rushed to the
of America
St. Luke's Hospital for an emergency
operation.
Shubart
is
resting
On a 2-Months' Vacation
comfortably.
Wc*t Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood — Lee
recently was in
films at RKO, has
take a vacation of
announcing a new

FILM

DAILY

Marcus, who until Eddie Conrad Dies on Coast
charge of budget
resigned and will West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eddie Conrad, 50, film
two months before
comedian, is dead.
affiliation.

Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.

May 15th, 16th & 17th

ILL AMERICA IS LOOKING UP

CAGNEWBRIEN

I

JOIN THE AIR MARINES

EVIL DOGS
with MARGARET

LINDSAY

• FRANK

McHUGH

OF
THE

• Directed by LLOYD

AIR
BACON

New Prints and New Accessories for the
Re-Release by Warners!

<?$

David Green Files
Arbitration Demand

Tuesday, April 29, 194
DAILY

Proposed Tax Plan
Affects Production
(Continued from Page 1)

Pittsburgh — Seeking day and date
availability with the Squire Hill
Theater, David Green, owner of the
Beacon Theater, has filed a demand
for arbitration with the local tribunal.

May Allow Further Argument
In Midtown Arbitration Case
Detroit — There will be a session of
the Detroit arbitration tribunal on
May 10, to hear the Midtown Theater
case, it was stated at the arbitration
offices, even though the arbitrator
should decide to dismiss the case for
lack of jurisdiction.
Briefs are due on May 3 on the
question of jurisdiction, but the arbitrator, L. J. Carey, may decide to
ask some questions, and perhaps allow further argument, on this point
before making his decision public.
This is contrary to former understanding of parties involved, who anticipated no further session, beyond
a purely formal one, should the complaint be dismissed.

•

•

• IN this modern age
it isn't knights at the round table
but noontides which produce results
Yes'day, ior example,
the Hearst organization had a big luncheon pow-wow with a flock of
our celluloid big- wigs
in the local Hotel Warwick
Paramount's
Barney Balaban and Metro's Howard Dietz sounded the keynote of the
affair
which was good- will 'twixt filmland and the Hearst publishing properties
as well as the world of the printed word in general
Among the pic folks at the festive boards were: Charles McCarthy,
John Hicks, Nate Spingold
W. G. Van Schmus, Grad Sears, Norman McLeod. Austin Keough, Carol Bruce , Charles D. Prutzman
Jo Ann Sayres, John Hertz, Jr., Vera Zorina, Benny Goodman,
Alec
Moss, Ann Sothern
Al Wilkie, Bob Weitman, Paul Lukas, and
Rudy Monglas
Among the luncheon highlights were the showings
of two swell fillums
namely
that produced
by Rose Pels wick,
film writer o' the Journal-American,
and Ken McCaleb, pic critic for
the New York Mirror
and the well-known reel which Grad Sears

Ellet Hearing Over to June 17
Due to V. C. Conclave Conflict

brought along

Cleveland— The Ellet case, first
and only one filed with the local
arbitration board, and involving
clearance under Section VIII of the
consent decree, has been postponed
for hearing for the third time. Originally set for April 16, then postponed to May 14, it has again been
set back, this time to June 17. Reason given for this latest change of
date is because the May 14 date
conflicts with the national Variety
convention.

• •
•
WARNERS'
Charley Einfeld aired into town yester
morn from the West
.and immediately went into huddles with
Grad Sears, Carl Leserman, Mort Blumenstock, Joe Bernhard and

Postpone Evansville Hearing
Due to Illness of A. D. Kvool
Milwaukee — A. D. KvooPs illness
postponed the continued hearing of
the Evansville Theater arbitration
case slated for today before the arbitration board to May 6.

Eddie Weiss Returning
Edward T. Weiss, "makeup" man
at Barnes Ptg. Co. on The Film
Daily, is returning to his post this
week after being out about 30 days
with a severe case of appendicitis.

titled "Famous Blowups of 1940"

Sam Schneider
on the
During the Einfeld visit

forthcoming season's product
'.
he will also confer with the local

publicity -ad forces on campaigns and such
for "Million Dollar Baby," "Affectionately Yours," "The Bride Came Home C.O.D.,"
and other Spring releases
Also on the Einfeld agenda is formulation of plans anent a press preview junket of "Sergeant
York"
•

•

T
•

LITHOGRAPHERS

T

▼

who should know

wide-eyedly aver

that they had to give the posters for the 20th-Fox opus, "Blood and
Sand," a total
of 63 separate press runs
in order to reproduce
the beauty of the original paintings by Carlos Ruano Llopis
which are being used to illustrate the said posters
Yes'day there
landed on our desktop a booklet titled, "The Biography of a Great
Poster," which 20th-Fox has turned out
and is sending by mail to
1,000 first-run exhibitors throughout the U. S
In this booklet will
be found a number of the magnificent Llopis paintings
exquisitely
re-created
posters

and also their application to the "Blood
What a lucky guy a first-run exhibitor is!

•
•
• BUT then there are other pic gents
bad off
Consider the instance of Jim Kane
two film stands out in Conway, Arkansas

and

Sand"

who ain't so
who manages
This month his

fellow citizens went to the polls
and 'lected Jim their mayor
and dispatches from out that-a-way contend that hizonner
is gettin' unprecedented courtesy from all the townies
the ballots were counted
Now we happen to know

since
that Jim

owns a beverage plant in the town
You don't suppose that
has anything to do with the situation, eh?. . . * Another political
note comes to this corner from the Auto City
It tells that
H. S. Kraft
Gusrav Brock
Harold J. Flavin
Henry Ginsberg
Ralph P. Austrian

Hazen Funk, manager and son of the owner of Detroit's Great
Lakes Theater
has been nominated for the post of City Comptroller by a petition sponsored by 35 civic organizations
and duly delivered to Mayor Jeffries

to one or two films, studios wi
face the problem of making filir
with lesser personalities and nece:
sarily must give more thought 1
stories and other production value;
At the same time sales department
would have to change the 25-yea
old star selliner custom over to som
method of selling the picture with
out star names.
^fiduii
It is conceded that produced pr%|
turn out good films with substantia
casts of less well known player
and the main problem remains on
of convincing the public to accep
these casts for the other values ii |
the pictures. Publicity department:
would have to press a large-seal
educational campaign to shift thi
emphasis from stars to stories, thi
execs, believe.

Increased Canadian Taxes
Affect Theater Earnings
Montreal — Increased taxes affected annual reports of three Canadiar
theater operators. Paramount Kitchener Theaters, Ltd., reported nei
income of $13,238 for 1940 compared
to $11,413 for 1939. Income and excess profits taxes deducted in 1940
were
tions. more than double 1939 deducAliens Kingston Theater, Ltd. reported a moderate earnings imurovement but a rise of more than
87 per cent in taxes erased the advantage. Earnings were $6.62 per
share in 1940 compared with $7.60
in 1939. Strand Hamilton Theater,
Ltd. profits declined after increased
taxes to $8.33 per share in 1940
as against $12.19 in 1939. All
three companies reported that working capital had increased dur-ing the
year.
Conn.
Allied to Nominate
New Haven — Allied Theater Owners of Connecticut will meet toHof Brau Haus Restaudayrant,
at the
with A. M. Schuman presiding.
Nominating committee composed of
Joseph F. Reed, Lawrence C. Caplan,
and Samuel Bailey will bring in its
slate and officers for the coming year
to be elected.

STO
George Josephs
of Columbia's
accounting
department
became sales
the
father of a nine-pound baby girl on
Sunday. Baby was born to Mrs
Josephs at Jewish Hospital, Brooklyn.Steve Barsansky of Modern The
ater Equipment Co., New Haven, is
father of an 8-pound baby girl,
Stephanie,
born Fr-iday, at New
Haven
Hospital.

lesday, April 29, 1941
i

Anfi-5" Selling
dw Minnesota Law

w

Tax Proposals Said Hurting
Effect Already Felt, Exhibs.'
Letters Claim
rom Page 1)
(.Continued f

foods and consumer goods in prospect, is being tied by exhibitors to
f signed the anti-block-of-five bill, the recent drop in attendance, otherbnsored by Allied Theater Owners
wise seemingly unexplainable, in
:he Northwest.
IThe measure becomes law at once. some sections.
Officers of Northwest Allied, inA sampling of letters from theater men reveals, in addition to
ding E. L. Peaslee, president, and
led Strom, executive secretary, anxiety over the proposed drop in
re present when the Governor's ticket tax exemption to nine cents
■nature was attached to the bill. and the suggested imposition of a
5 per cent rental tax on films, mark■ i Bill's Author Present
ed anxiety as to the general effect
WR. A. 0. Sletvold of Detroit
of income surtaxes and stiff excise
kes who co-authored the bill and levies
on attendance.
.o steered it through the Senate
Treasury
Surtax Schedule
final passage after it had been
The surtax schedule advanced by
osed by the House, also was presthe Treasury calls for an 11 per
Fully two score letters and tele- cent impost on the first $2,000 of
ams poured in on the Governor surtax net income over the exempte last week, some of them urging
tion and 14 per cent on the next
in to veto the measure and others lowest, as against no surtax under
iing that he sign it without de- the present law.
On the next bracket of $2,000 the
'I already had made a study of increase in the rate is 12 per cent
bill and had talked with several and in each of the next four brackets of $2,000 each (up to $14,000 of
libitors about it," Stassen said
;terday.
"I am convinced
the surtax net income) the increase is
.sonal block purchase plan is bet- 13 per cent.
for exhibitors
in Minnesota
Showmen in their letters to memin is the plan set up in the New
bers of both the House and the Sen'rk consent decree."
ate point out that these surtaxes,
The bill previously had been ap- hitting two of the major groups of
)ved for the Governor by Attor- the film theater audience, are capj General J. A. A. Burnquist.
able of raising havoc with the tax\o Instructions from Distribs.
payers' present living standards.
3en Blotke. Paramount
district The showmen foresee a drastic curtailment of attendance as a strong
nager here, said he has received
instructions from the home office possibility.
to how to proceed in Minnesota
Patrons May Budget in Advance
Jer the law and added that any
Budgeting in advance by patrons
ps taken to invalidate the law
looms
uld have to originated
in the to meet higher tax payments
as another worry for theater opera-a
|iw York office.
tors. It was pointed out in not
'I've heard quite a bit of talk
<und here as to what should be Charles Chic Dead
le bv the distributors," he said, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"at after all, it will be up to the
Hollywood — Charles Chic, 48, profw York office to make the deduction manager at the M-G-M stuion for Paramount. I'm still selldios, died late last week.
: a lot of pictures I have and I
/en't made any plans yet for next
the picture business nor how they
n's product."
handle it from now on."
That was the blast Al Steffes let
it Interested in "Anti-5",
\tserts Al Steffes on Return loose here when he returned to Minneapolis Sunday after several
Minneapolis
— "I'm out of the months in Florida, recuperating
>\v business.
I'm not interested from a heart attack.
Itanti-blocks-of-five nor any other
Steffes, former president of Alislation. I don't care a rap about
lied Theater Owners of the Northwest and operator of the World here
and other houses, was well tanned
Free Films Nightly
and full of health when he got back
In Ft. Worth Parhs
to his office here.
Fort Worth, Tex.— The Fort Worth
"I'm only staying here a week,"
City Council again has authorized the
he said. "Then I'm going up to my
cabin in the northern part of the
local Recreation Department to sponstate for the Summer. In the Fall
sor free movies in local parks nightly
this Summer, beginning May 1. The
I'll spend another week here, then
Council wanted to transfer these
go back to Florida for the Winter.
movies to city school grounds where
"I'm not even interested in my
seats are available for the customers,
own houses and what happens to
but only two school amphitheaters
them. They can blow them up if
(Continued from Page 1)

are to be used, and the customers at
f-he park shows must either stand or
bring their own chairs.

DAILY

they
wanttheto."Steffes regime, NorthUnder
west Allied fought for the abolition
of block-booking and blind-selling.

few letters that those in the middle
class category, and especially those
with fixed incomes, may decide to
retrench long before tax payments
become due next year.
(The New York Times Sunday in an editorial discussing
the new Federal tax program
suggested that taxpayers start
to save up now against the new,
heavy levies anticipated to be
collectible on Mar. 15 next).
There is exhibitor apprehension,
too, as to effect of suggested excise
taxes in the months
immediately
ahead.
A wave of "beat the tax"
buying on a national scale would not
be surprising, and exhibs. contend
that this undoubtedly would see theater attendance hit.
Gains from Lower
Brackets
Only
Exhibitors concede that there will
be gains in attendance from those
in income brackets up to $2,000 as
the full effect of the defense program is felt.
But they point out
that these gains would be scored
largely by the smaller houses, those
catering to family trade in the neighborhoods at more modest admissions.
On the other hand, those operators
with substantial investments in first
and second-run houses, with scales
around
35-40-50 cents, would feel
heavily any loss in middle class patronage materializing.
Meanwhile, M. L. Seidman, chairman of the New York Board of
Trade taxation committee, yesterday
proposed to the House committee
that income tax exemptions be dropped to $500 for single persons, $1,000 for married couples, and $250
for each dependent.

Money Restrictions
In India Unlikely
(Continued from Pane 1)

tion as it affects the Far East would
make
restrictions likely.
Business is good in India despite
minor distribution difficulties caused
by the war, Moore said. The Government's 75 per cent restriction in
imports was put into effect as a
one-year experiment and whatever
curtailments in revenue it might
have caused were alleviated by the
attitude
devoleped by the LendLease
mesaure.
Native pictures. Moore said, are
improving. They are made on low
budgets, ranging from $5,000 to
$75,000, but distribution is limited
bv dialect considerations. Showmanship along American lines is bevantage.
ing developed and used to good adMoore said there were no double
features in India, and no giveaways,
raffles, Bingo or games of any kind.
But the "sacred cows" cause trouble. When two or three cows sit
down in front of a box-office, the
natives stay away until the cows
finish their naps and move away.

Gloria Warren to WB
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Zeppo Marx has negotiated a seven-year contract with
Warner Bros., for Gloria Warren,
15-year-old Wilmington, Del., high
school girl. She not only has a wonderful singing voice, but also plays
piano and has considerable dramatic
talent, according to the studio.

Alton C. Emery Dies

Providence — Alton C. Emery, 56,
proprietor of the Hope Theater here
and who for many years, with his
brother, Burton A. Emery, operated the Majestic and Carlton the(Continued from Page 1)
aters, now under FaynComerford
management, died suddenly at his
day. Harmon is reported to be un- home.
aware of such a move, claiming he
knows nothing about the story.

Harmon Unaware of Move
to Name Him Head of PCA

N. Y. Mirror Contest
Open to Nabe Managers
Fifteen hundred dollars in prizes
are to be offered by the New York
Mirror for the best campaigns by
neighborhood theater manager in and
around New York in connection with
the Mirror's Americans All Display
Contest. First award is $500. Contest is timed to coincide with "I Am
An American" Day, May 18, and
Decoration Day, May 30.
Awards will be made for merit as
judged on the basis of 50 per cent
for appearance and ideas; 50 per cent
for co-operation with local American
movements. A committee of seven
judges includes William White, Oscar
A. Doob, Harry Brandt, Fred
Schwartz, Harry Mandel, Warren
Kelly and Ted Friend.

Theodore Copping Dead
Montreal — Theodore Copping, 53,
pioneer motion picture theater owner who for nearly 30 years has operated the theater at Rawdon, died in
Montreal General Hospital yesterday.

Rites for Vdndergrift's Father

Pittsburgh — Funeral services for
the father of Joseph Vandergrift, ad
sales manager for the local 20th
Century-Fox exchange, were held
yesterday.

Cfti. Filmgoers Take
New Time In Stride
Chicago — Film theaters, which adtheir programs,
over the saving,
weekend tojustedconform,
to daylight
reported yesterday that attendance
was not affected materially.
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Ohio ITO Surveying
Best Business Days

reviews of ncuj nims
"The Great American

"Tumbledown Ranch

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

Sunday and Monday now accounts
for more than four-tenths of the
week's business and this change, if
general, must be a serious factpr in
the operation of theaters that operate on a split-week basis.
An ITO bulletin states that in
Ohio, theaters operating on such a
basis usually are forced to show
their high percentage features on
Sunday and Monday. This being the
case, the bulletin says, it stands
to reason that any marked increase
in the Sunday-Monday business and
an offset drop on the days when
fiat rental pictures are shown is
bound to appreciably increase the
average film rental.

Hollywood Studios Send
12 More Into Production
(Continued from Page 1)

"The Little Foxes," melodrama, starring Bette Davis with Richard Carlson, Teresa Wright, Charles Dingle,
Carl Benton Reid, Patricia Collinge,
Dan Duryea, John Marriott and Jessie Grayson. William Wyler directing, from an original screenplay by
Lillian Hellman.

At
At
At
At
"The
based

Ascap Cases Before
High Court Today

with

Alice

Faye, John Payne, Jack
Broa
Cesardcas
Romerot"

Oakie,

with Ray Corrigan, John King, Max Terhune

20th-Fox
92 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
CORKING ENTERTAINMENT WITH
JACK OAKIE SCORING DECISIVELY.
AUDIENCES WILL LOVE IT.

Monogram-Weeks
60 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
BEST OF THE RANGE BUSTER SERIES
HOLDS REAL ENTERTAINMENT VALUE.
Without a doubt the best of the Range
Buster series produced by George W. Weeks

in Arizona"

"The Great American Broadcast" is a
great picture, topping the Faye, Oakie, i for Monogram release. "Tumbledown Ranch
I in Arizona" is a very fine tight little WestPayne trio's success of last year's "Tin Pan ! em with real entertainment value. It has
Alley." It's also unquestionably, as far as j plenty of action, but for those patrons who
the cast is concerned, an Oakie picture. The
rotund comic turns in a performance that I do
notis care
for fight-in*
there
plentyso ofmuch
believable
acting and
and ridin,'
story.
is better than anything he has ever done beDirector S. Roy Luby has developed a
fore. Lost in the Hollywood shuffle until
very good screen play into a good clean
he was re-discovered by Chaplin, Oakie,
fun. Ray Corrigan, John King and
after this one, should prove one of Mr. hour's
Max Terhune with his dummy Elmer, are
Zanuck's smartest investments. The same a clever, personable quartet. The music,
Mr. Zanuck has teamed many a boy and particularly the title song, by Bill Watters
girl — but the Faye-Payne combination is as and Howard Steiner, is excellent and wellsure-fire as coffee and doughnuts.
placed in the script.
To Kenneth Macgowan, associate producGoing a little deep for a Western, the
er, for his gathering together of such talent story utilizes Einstein and his theory of
as The Wiere Brothers, The Ink Spots, and relativity to transpose three present day
the Nicholas Brothers, and his management
actors and their 1941 glamour — back into
of a very difficult research and production the hard-riding, fast-shooting west of 1900.
chore, should go the thanks of the entire
John King (Dusty) is injured in a College
Fox organization.
Rodeo and comes back in the days of his
Archie Mayo's direction, from an original father and the fabled Range Busters. He
screenplay by Don Ettlinger, Edwin Blum, and his pals Ray Corrigan (Crash) and Max
Robert Ellis and Helen Logan, is fast, ex- Terhune (Alibi) rescue a girl and her father
pressive and done without loss of a single from road agents who are attempting to
opportunity to capitalize on every comedy chase them out of the Arizona territory.
and dramatic possibility offered by script The father, John Elliott, a recently appointor players. Authenticity was evidently one
ed Federal Judge, tries to clear up the terof his major objectives.
ritory, but is balked by a crooked Sheriff
Scenes of the Jack Dempsey-Jess Willard
(Jack Holmes) and the country's rascally
prize fight of the last generation, are pre- leading citizens, Quen Ramsey and James
sented almost as though photographed yes- Craven. Ramsey and Craven are plotting
terday. Besides adding realism to the yarn.
steal Mother Rogers' (Marian Kerby)
They are responsible for a few of the pic- to
ranch when the Range Busters arrive on the
scene and in short order (four reels of
ture's more exciting moments.
Twentieth's musical numbers from the fast action) clean up the whole situation.
early days have been traditionally of the Feminine interest, supplied by Sheila Darcy,
"hit'' variety. The 10 or 12 numbers is wholesomely handled for the kids. Photogused here, by Mack Gordon and Harry Warraphy isgood.
ren uphold that tradition. They are excelCAST: Ray Corrigan, John King, Max Terlent.
hune, Sheila Darcy, Marian Kerby, Quen
Cesar Romero, although billed with the Ramsey, James Craven, John Elliott, Jack
star trio, has very little to do. What he Holmes, Steve Clark, Sam Barnard.
CREDITS: Producer, George W. Weeks;
has, he does well — in the popular Romero
style.
Associate Producer, Anna Bell Ward; DirecWhether or not musicals are on the wane,
tor, S. Roy Luby; Author, Milton Raison;
or comeback, the customers will love this Cameraman, Robert Cline; Editor, Roy Clair;
one, and if they like it half as well as the Musical Director, Frank Sanucci.
fan preview audience — Mr. Exhibitor, it will
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
be better than Bank Night.

Columbia:
Four shooting.
M-G-M:
Four shooting.
Paramount : Nine shooting.
RKO-Radio: Eight shooting, including
Gray Falcon," romantic-adventure story,
on Michael Aden's short story, featuring George Sanders and Wendv Barrie,
with Allen Tenkins. Willie Fung. Ed Dunn.
Gladys Cooper and Damian O'Flynn. Lynn
Root and Frank Fenton wrote the screenplay. Irving Reis directing for Producer
Howard Benedict: "Dude Cowboy'" western. Tim Holt starrer, with Mar.iorie Reynolds in the feminine lead, with Rav Whitlev and Leo "Lasses" White also featured.
David Howard directing the Bert Gilroy
production.
A: Republic : Two shooting including
"Nevada Citv." Roy Rogers western, with
George "Gabbv" Hayes and Sally Payne.
Producer-director.
Toe Kane.
At 20th Centurv-Fox: Seven shooting,
including "The Last of the Duanes." Zane
Grey western, with George Montgomery.
Lvnne Roberts and Eve Arden. Sol M,
Wurtzel production with James Tinling directing. William Conselman, Jr., and Irving
Cummings. Tr., collaborated on the screenplay : "Dressed to Kill." third of the
"Michael Shavne" stories, formerly titled
"The D^d Take No Bows." with Lloyd
Noaln. Mary Beth Hughes. Sheila Ryan
and Ben Carter in the top roles. Sol Wurtzel production with Eugene Forde directRix Martin (John Payne), a barnstorming
Rauh andbased
Manning
wrote ing.
theStanley
screenplay,
on a O'Connor
novel by aviator, one jump ahead of the Sheriff, finds
Richard Burke. "The Bouncer and the Lady," a crew of linemen stringing wire across the
title changed
to "Dance
Hall."
At Universal: Seven shooting, including runway of his airport. He objects, and in
the ensuing fight, makes friends with a
"Radio
-Revels
of
1942."
(tentative
musical. Associate
producer,
Joseph title"),
G. lineman, Chuck Hadley, (Jack Oakie). Oakie,
Sanford.
who is also a radio ham, sells him on the
At Warners:
Six shooting.
At Monogram: Three shooting including. possibilities of making money with the new
George W. Weeks Range Busters. "Wrangler's Roost." with Rav Corrigan, John King gadget. Payne, more because he like Oakie's
and Max Terhune : "The Gang's All Here." girl, Alice Faye, than because of his faith
with Frankie Darro. Keye Luke. Jackie in radio, raises the money for equipment,
Moran. Marcia Mae Tones and Mantan More- for an initial broadcast from a reluctant
land. Lindslev Parsons, producer, and Jean
Yarbrough directing from an original screen- former backer, Cesar Romero. The broadcast is a flop — and the trio are licked when
play by Edmund Kelso: "Wanderers of the
Wasteland." Tom Keene western, produced Payne gets the idea of broadcasting the
bv Robert Tansev.
At PRC: Two shooting, including "Texas Dempsey-Willard fight to excite public interest in their dream. From then on Radio
Marshal." 6th western in PRC series starring Col. Tim McCoy. Sigmund Neufeld moves forward — but love has come to Alice
directing.
Kav Leslie in the feminine lead.
Alexander
Korda:
One shooting.
and Payne. Love that breaks up the friendship of Payne and Oakie.
At Edward Small Productions: "G-Man
vs. Scotland Yard." spy story, with George
Oakie, with Romero's backing, rises to
Brent. Basil Rathbone and Ilona Massey.
Tim
Whelan
directing.
become
a partner
in the nation's most

powerful broadcast station, while Payne and
his wife are slowly going bankrupt via a
small
Jersey
"wireless."
Alice,
taking
things in her own hands,

court failed to reach the cases yes
terday due to the large number oj
decisions handed down.
Validity oj
the
cases.state laws is involved in bot

To Show "Kane" in Tents
If Theaters Unavailable
Hollywood — Commenting on ^Drfi
lished report that RKO may sr-t/v*
"Citizen Kane" in tents if sufficien
theater bookings are not available
company representatives declarei
they are confident that after the firs
showing of picture circuits and in
dependent houses will be eager ti,
book it and that the picture will hav
no trouble getting playing dates.
If finally necessary, the compan;
would show "Citizen Kane" in tent
where bookings are not available. I

Replace Mitchell, Injured
On Set, in 'Daniel Webster
Hollywood — Thomas Mitchell, wh
was injured in an accident on thi
"Devil and Daniel Webster" set an<
who sustained a slight brain fracture
will be laid up for three months an(
Producer William Dieterle will br
forced to replace him.

Rites for B. F. Long
Cleveland — ■ Funeral services fo
B. F. Long, 77, father of Col. Harrj
E. Long, operator of Pioneer Filn
Exchange, were held at LeRue, 0
He
had been
Baltimore,
for with
the Loew's
past 12Capitol
years
Other survivors include C. R. Long
checking supervisor for Loew's
Walter Long, of Florida and Blanche Long, Baltimore.

Rites Held for Williams
Detroit — Theodore D. Williams
63, former half owner of the Ferndale Theater, Detroit (now known;
as the Capitol), and the Lancastei
in River Rouge, died in Braenton,:,
Fla., from a heart attack. Body
was brought here for interment in
Elmwood Cemetery. His widow and
one son survive.

CAST:
Alice Faye, John
Payne, Jack;
Oakie, Cesar Romero, The Four Ink Spots, ;
James
Newill,
Nicholas
Brothers,
Wiere \
Brothers, Mary Beth Hughes, Eula Morgan,
William Pawley, Lucien Littlefield, Edward
Conrad,
Gary Breckner,
Mike
Frankovicl
John Hiestand, Eddie Acuff, Mildred Gover,
Syd Saylor, Eddie Kane, William
Halligan,
Frank Orth, Herbert Heywood.

induces Romero to co-sign her husband's
note at the bank, (unknown to him), for
enough money to put them on their feet.
Payne finds out and in a fit of temper leaves
his wife and the country. Alice goes to
work for the Oakie-Romero team and all
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Kenneth
three rise to success on the airwaves. At
the conclusion of a much too short 92 Macgowan; Director, Archie Mayo; Authors,
minutes, all is well again and Oakie strong- Don Ettlinger and Edwin Blum, Robert Ellis
union. both his former partners into a re- and Helen Logan; Screenplay, Same; i
arms
Cameramen, Leon Shamroy, Peverell Marley;
Editor, Robert Simpson; Lyrics and Music,
Alfred Newman's music, and Leon Sham- Mack Gordon and Harry Warren; Musical
roy and Peverell Marley's excellent lens- Director, Alfred Newman; Art Directors,
ing, are in no small measure responsible
Richard Day, Albert Hogsett.
for the film's success.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION,
Swell.
The cast is huge, and every last member gives a fine performance.
Very Good.

W
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henck, Moskowitz
ile Appeal Notice
;

(Continued from Page 1)

ry's verdict to the U. S. Circuit
ourt of Appeals.
Among: the major points raised
•/ the notice is the auestion of
hether a Treasury Department
lie which forbids a Treasury agent
testify without written permison from the Secretary of the Treasis valid. The ruling:, the notice
, is contrary to the constituright of a defendant to seek
•idence from all and any available
mrces.
U. S. District Attorney Mathias
. Correa successfully invoked the
lie when the defendants attempted
i place four agents on the stand,
he notice also attacks a refusal by
ao Court to dismiss each count of
ae indictment, and also adverts to
ertain ruling's on the admission and
^elusion of evidence.
A further point is made as to the
istiuctions by the Court to the
i: v during- the Court's charge which
St forth the rules as to the effect
f a failure to call witnesses.
The filing: of an appeal forestalls
jrrender by the defendants
until
decision is reached by the Appelate Court, providing: that the Fedral Court permits liberty under a
Dntinuance of bail, which is cusv.nary.

m

•ara.-Nathanson Talks
Favorably"
Progressing
(Continued from Pane 1)
're "progressing- favorably," Barev Balaban, Paramount president,
•aid yesterday. He discounted reorts that Nathanson would leave
"PC to head a new Coast-to-Coast
Canadian circuit.
Balaban also described as "poppyock" a report in a Canadian trade
aper that FPC was seeking: to obain the conti-olling interest, now
1 eld by Paramount, and become an
11-Canadian organization.
! Final clarification of the issue is
ixpected on Fridav when the board
!.f directors of FPC
resumes
its
Nain Toronto.
djourned meetingthis
York
New
in
due
is
hanson
veek to continue discussions.

When You Gotta Go —
Providence — George Cronin, Empire
house manager, has just about recovered from the shock and is able to
tell the story: Seems that a slumbering male in the balcony half-wakened
and started for home. Only instead
of going up the steps, he staggered
down, stepped over the rail and landed in the laps of three surprised women. Luckily no one was hurt and
the show continued after Cronin and
the ushers unscrambled the quartette.

MPTOA Will Oppose
Tax Discrimination
(Continued from Page 1)

considerable time to the tax situation, Kuykendall commented:
"Because of the insistence of
treasury officials of the defense
needs, little can be done on admission tax proposals. MPTOA is
working on changing the student tax
and that on men in uniform. However, present proposals may be
changed some to include all amusements that are now exempt."

Three More Exhib. Units

Support
Co-op.'s Tax Stand
Detroit — Support of three addition-

al exhibitor organizations has been
given to Co-operative Theaters' proposals to lower exemption on national defense tax and to spread it
over all amusements on total receipts
rather than admission price basis.
These are the ITO of North and
South Carolina, MPTO of Virginia,
and MPTO of the District of Columbia whose prexy, A. J. Brylawski,
is presenting its view separately to
the House Ways and Means Committee.

Detroit Business Slump
Bringing Admission Cuts
(Continued from Paije 1)

Theater, taken over by the Chargot
Circuit some months ago, dropped
to 20 cents and has been using giveaways. Recently, the Lakewood,
operated by William Guentsche.
and the Booth, by Julius D. London,
both cut to 20 cents. The Lakewood.
in addition, put in two nights of
giveaways, dishes and books, making the first giveaways in its 25
years of operation.
The Time Theater, a small house
George Somma, of the Republic ex- on East Jefferson, is cutting out
ange, New Haven, has announced matinees. Continuance of the alllis engagement to Anne Cerillo of day policy would mean another man
kew Haven.
as assistant manager, to work a
shift under the contract recently
Manchester, N. H. — Maurice A. sig-ned with the Theater Managers'
Cantin, a New Hampshire and Mas- Union, and business did not justify
lachusetts motion picture operator, this.
md Lucille H. Roy of this city, were
If the price drop move becomes
narried in St. George's Church here. more general, it is considered likely
Manitowoc, Wis. — Carol Jane Pha- to stimulate a move toward single
as only
shorter
shows
en, Strand Theater employe, was bills,
with inasmuch'
increased
total
attendance
narried to William Cushman.
could make up for the loss in grosses, while the decreased admission
West Bend, Wis. — Dolores Kluever,
^ashier at the West Bend Theater, might be a sound reason for deias been married to Erwin Werner.
creased budgeting for film rentals.
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Britain Said Backing
Berne Adherence
Insistence on the part of the
State Department that the United
States join the Berne Convention on
international copyright laws has
been caused by the prompting of
the British government and an influential group of British writers
and composers, informed sources
maintain. The treaty, which is
now under consideration before the
Senate committee on foreign affairs,
has been strongly opposed to film
and radio interests as placing an
added burden, estimated up to $25,000,000 annually, upon these industries.
The British government, it is
understood, is urging the adoption
by the U. S. of the treaty in order
to remove from the U. S. statute
books a law which requires all works
written in the English language to
be printed and bound in the United
States in order to be protected by
our copyright laws. For many years
past British writers and composers
have complained bitterly that the
law places an unfair burden upon
them. The present administration
being hig'hly favorable to the present British government, informed
sources say, is supporting the treaty
to assuage the outcries of the British artists.

t attorneys in the indusCopyrigh
try point out that adoption of the
treaty would have a retroactive effect so that foreign music and story
plots now in the public domain, and
used in the production of films,
could be the basis for copyright infringement charges by foreign composers and authors. In addition,
exhibitors would be subject to licensing charges on foreign music
such as are levied at present by
Ascap.
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Sharp Dead
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Glendale, Calif. — Mrs. Ramona
Bergere, a featured player in the
silent films under the name Ramona
Sharp, is dead.

TO THE

COLORS!

RALPH

be opposite Jean Gabin in "Moon
20th-Fox. . . "Sullivan's Travels"
will co-star Joel McCrea and
Lake. . . . Brian Aherne will be

Detroit — Don Iverson, owner of the
Don Theater at Lake City is believed
to be the first Michigan exhibitor
called
for Wallace
a year'sofservice
— in
May. up
Glenn
Scottville
and Baldwin will buy and book for
the house in his absence.
Cincinnati — Warner's booker-soldier, Sam Oshrey, has been promoted
to acting sergeant at Camp Wolters,
Tex.

Tide" at
at Para,
Veronica
opposite

Jeanette MacDonald in "Smilin' Through."
. . . Para, will co-star Jack Benny and
Bob Hope in "We Want a Girl Friend". . . .
Warners may cast Bob Benchley in "The
•
Man Who Came •
to Dinner."
I INPARALLELED in Warner Bros, operat^ ing history, the week ending Saturday
topped all production highs when studio
records revealed 176,000 man-hours worked
during the period. Figure represents equivalent of 29,333 work days during week.
The studio's pay-roll breakdown reveals
5,266 workers were engaged during last
week, cracking earlier studio record of 5,027.

•

DRANCHING

•

out into large scale produc-

" tion methods, producer Sam Katzman of
Monogram has bought the musical revue
"Sis, Boom, Bah!" outright and will present
it as a stage attraction at various cities
before filming it for the screen.

•

•

HRNEST TRUEX draws the role of "Wink■■" er" in Columbia's "Tillie the Toiler" first
production of this series, based on the
newspaper comic strip by Russ Westover.

•

•

LjARRY CLAY IRVIN, former Notre Dame
' ' football star, who was discovered acting
in summer stock company at Syracuse, New
York, is here to make his bow in pictures.
He is being represented by Walter Kane.

•

•

gravel-voice of "Bugs" Bunny, zany

' rabbit in Leon Schlesinger's "Merrie
Melodies," has been placed under contract
by
the producer. The voice is that of Mel
Blanc.

•

•

f*LARENCE BROWN, Metro director,
^■^ moved his location company of 500 extras and crew from Calabassas to the Malibu
Hills to shoot battle scenes. Change was
made because the latter location was found
to be more typical of the terrain of the
British East Indies, which is the location
of the sequence.

•

Alfred Corwin, assistant to Leslie
Whelan, in charge of publicity for
the 20th-Fox foreign department,
will
be inducted into the Army
Thursday.

WJLK
=
—HOLLYWOOD

PLAY'S
end news not
roundup:
be "Road
■^ to Morocco,"
"Road'Twill
to Moscow,"
that Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy
Lamour will next travel. . . Ida Lupino will

THE

Ramona

By

IANE

MURFIN

•

has turned in her com-

■^ oleted screenplay on "Strange Victory,"
which is the Rose Franken novel for Sol
Lesser's next production which will start on
June 1st. Lesser and Reinhold Schunzel are
doing the polishing now.

•

THE

•

second in the series of six two-reelers

■ starring Edgar "Slow Burn" Kennedy
which RKO Radio Pictures will produce
on its 1941-42 schedule is in production
today with Charles
Roberts directing.

•

GEORGE

MARSHALL

•

has been engaged

by cast
RKO ofto which
direct Joel
"Valley
of the
in the
McCrea
hasSun"
replaced James Craig. Bartlett Cormack is
writing the script.

Times of high nervous tension. People are hungry for
entertainment. They need amusement... change. They
have jobs and money to spend. The man who can
spot a trend is the man who makes the extra profits.
The trend is toward display. . . clean . . . fresh . . . colorful display. The retail merchant knows that. He's
taken a page out of our book and he's made money
doing it. You showed the world the way. Steal back
your own thunder . . . make the lobbies sing again . . .
sell again. Make them come alive with showman's
stuff. DON'T let the picture die. Give it a real ride
with advertising . . . glamour advertising.
It's later than you think, .but not too late to bring them
in if you use the Three Bjst Sellers in the Business.
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TEN CENTS

ARBITRATION CASES BELOW EXPECTATIONS
EOth-Fox Sets Titles on 55 Projected Features
441-42 Lineup, Fast Takg Shape on Coast, Calls
)r Four in Technicolor
By RALPH WILK
,st Coast Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

(Hollywood — Twentieth Centuryx has set titles on 55 projected
.11-42 features. Company's initial
>gram under the New York connt decree includes five musicals,
:ir war yarns, three outdoor stos and a historical drama. Four
the pictures will be dipped by
chnicolor and three will be im•ted from England.
New season pictures already in
xluction include "Belle Starr," a
rt-Civil War Technicolor special,
i "A Yank in the RAF," exploitj the American Eagle Squadron
a- with the British air service,

20%

Motion Picture Entertainment Levy
Included in Dominion of Canada Rudgel

Ottawa — Under the Dominion's budget announced yesterday afternoon by
J. L. Ilsley, Minister of Finance, a 20 per cent tax is imposed on motion picture
entertainment and a five per cent tax on race track wagers. There is no increase in sales tax but a special excise tax of three cents a gallon is imposed
on gasoline.
Theater enterprises will be affected by a regulation requiring that new
building or extensions for industrial use and machinery installations must be
licensed as from yesterday.

10% Gross Admission Minn. Selling Plan,
Levy Urged in Mich. Attorneys' Headache
How are the branch managers

Only 58 Complaints in
First Three Months of
Industry Arbitration Plan
By AL Staff
STEEN Writer
FILM DAILY

The first quarter-year of the industry's arbitration system as prescribed by the consent decree ends
today and the number of complaints
filed by exhibitors is considerably
less than the number expected before the system became operative.
As of yesterday,
58 demands
bitration had been
docketed for
in ar21

ich. Co-op. Upholds
SO-Minufe Shows

key city tribunals. In 10 cities no
cases have been filed.
No cases have been filed by a distributor or an affiliated circuit.
Seven
Awards, 10 Settlements
of
By H. F. REVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
the five consenting companies in
During the first three months of
there onhave
been seven
Lansing, Mich. — A surprise bill, Minneapolis to be instructed on sell- arbitration,(Continued
Page 4)
introduced in the State Legislature
ing- policies when the new season
by Rep. Dora H. Stockman, only gets under way?
woman member, would place a tax
That was the question over which
of 10 per cent on gross admission attorneys argued yesterday at a
in excess of 10 cents on all amuse- meeting called to discuss the new
ments, specifically theaters and ma- Minnesota anti-block-of-five statute.
It was reported that the meeting
joi sports.
(Continued on Page 19)
Charitable
shows
would be ex-

Detroit — Co-operative Theaters of
hi^an's board of directors voted
bioval yesterday
to the second
|ow bill limiting
performances

Lab. Technicians Union
Signs 4-Year DeLuxe Pact

(Continued on Page 17)

Pery to Far East
As Columbia Head

(Continited on Page 20)

(Continued on Page 4)

lareholders Hear Sales
Eastman Kodak Soar
Jersey City — Eastman
Kodak
Jmpany and its subsidiaries in the
sstern Hemisphere rolled up sales
(Continued on Page 17)

R.A.F.-Nazi Fights
For 20th-Fox Film
West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lord
Beaverbrook,
! Briitsh Air Minister, has okayed
a
[plan to film actual air battles over
Germany
between
the
RAF,
and
(Nazi air units, to be incorporated in
i "A Yank in the R.A.F.," it was announced yesterday by 20th-Fox
as
'filming was begun
at the studio.
James Adams, of the R.A.F., is here
las technical
advisor.

Breaking- a deadlock in negotiations which had existed since shortly after the first of the year, Local
702, lab. technicians union, yesterday signed a four-year contract with
De Luxe Laboratory. It was asserted that Pache Bound Brook and
(Continued on Page 17)

Dr. J. B. Fishman Elected
Conn. Allied's President
New Haven — Dr. J. B. Fishman
was elected president of Connecticut Allied yesterday. Charles Repass and Ralph Pasho were named
vice-presidents; Joseph Shulman,
treasurer, and Lawrence Caplan,
executive secretary.
Joseph (Continued
Reed wason Page
elected
chair19)

High Court Hears Ascap Cases
Neb. Appeal Continues at Today's Session

NSS Right to Arbitrate
Pact Termination Upheld

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Pros and cons of the
legislation of Nebraska and Florida
against Ascap was argued before the
U. S. Supreme Court yesterday, with
Right of National Screen to arbi- the
fate of Ascap possibly hanging
trate termination of Charles L. Casa- in the balance.
nave's employment contract and alThe high court will resume hearing
so to sue in Supreme Court for the
the cases today as the discussion in
return of $45,000 was upheld yester- the Florida case had not concluded
day by the Appellate Division (Kings when the court adjourned.
County)
in a unanimous
decision
Ascap (Continued
was represented
in both
(Continued on Page 17)
on Page 20)

J. A. McConville, Columbia's foreign manager, yesterday announced
the appointment of N. P. Pery to
the position of Home Office SuperEast. visor for Australasia and the FarPery leaves
Newon Page
York 20)for Holly(Continued

Graham Baker is Signed
As Producer for RKO
Signing of Graham
Baker to a
term
agreement
as
one
of
RKO's
top
producers (Continued
was announced
yesterday
on Page 19)

Court Expunges Two
Para. Patent Claims
Claims of DeForest Phonofilm Corp.
and General Talking Pictures Corp.
of $1,000,000 apiece filed in 1934
against Paramount Publix Corp. were
ordered expunged yesterday by Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe on consent
of the claimants. Both claims had referred to charges that motion picture
patents owned by the claimants had
been infringed by Paramount.
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Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
pfd..
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
. .
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.
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73/4
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303/4

301/4

of
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FILM

DAILY

Washington — As individual Congressmen continued to hear yesterday from their exhibitor constituents "back home" on the various
tax proposals presented to the
House Ways and Means Committee,
which continued its hearings, Secretary of Commerce Jones warned the
U. C. Chamber of Commerce at its
annual meeting here that the national debt would soar to exceed
$90,000,000,000.
At the same time, a special Senate Committee proposed three measures designed to assure automatic
budget balancing. Each would require automatic enactment of levies to meet expenditures, with provision for the amortization of high
defense expenditures over a 20-year
period.
Witnesses before the House Committee yesterday included Harry P.
Taylor, North Carolina tobacco
manufacturer, who opposed the tobacco tax proposals and expressed
himself
modities. as favoring taxes on com-

Gov't Files Tax Evasion
Suit Against Wm. Bioff

(Tuesday, April 29)
NEW

Bureau

Net
Chg.
■■•

3OI/4

117/g 115/g 115/g
98i/2 98i/2 98 % —
10% 1034. 1034
7%
7%
75/8
23/4 23/4 23/4 +
53/4 53/4 53/4 +
35/s 3i/2 31/2 ..
571/4 57
57 —
BOND
MARKET
.

%
%
l/8

V2

Loew's
Deb. 3 Vis46
Para. B'way 3s55
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Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
Sonotone
Corp
1%
17/g
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l/g
Technicolor
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Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid Asked

West
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Bureau
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DAILY

Hollywood — Bill of particulars in
the Government's income tax evasion
case against William Bioff alleging
he had received $169,486 in cash, dividends, stocks, rugs and furnishings
from Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
the Board of 20th Century-Fox, from
RKO studios and others was filed in
Federal court here yesterday.
The bill sets forth that this amount
was received by Bioff in 1936-1937
but credits him with paying taxes of
$634.70, leaving an income of $169,211.30 to be accounted for. Included
in the bill of particulars were salary
ner year in 1936 from IATSE $2,448: income from Schenck and others
$100,000; salary in 1937 $3,000; from
Schenck and others 1.000 shares of
20th Century-Fox stock, $22,000.

De Sylva to Look Over
Para. Stage Properties

Manner in which "Lady in the
Dark," current stage hit, can be
transferred
to the screen will be
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 61 % 64i/2
Rcxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
54 Vi
57
studied by B. G. De Sylva during
his current visit to New York. The
Faramount production chief also
Unionization of Booths
will see "Out of the Frying Pan."
which, too, has been purchased for
In Grand Rapids at 100%
screen adaptation.
It was pointed out that the stoDetroit — Goal of 100 per cent
unionization of projectionists in theries on Paramount's production program are of a light vein, with only
aters in Grand Rapids has been
two
listed
for the immediate future
achieved following: a "whirlwind
dramas on the heavier side.
compaign," according to Roger M. beingKennedy, international vice-presi- De Sylva is of the opinion that
dent of the IATSE. Campaign was lisrhter themes will be the choice
based upon special conditions to meet of the public during the present
the needs of individual theaters, world crisis.
rather than any blanket contract
De Sylva returns to the Coast on
Saturday.
terms for the city as a whole.

No RKO Bid — Breen;
May Visit So. America
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO has made no
overtures to him to head its studio,
according to Joseph I. Breen, soon to
step
h e a ddown
of t h asej
PCA.
Breen'sj
formal
denial
came
heels on thejv
o fp
reports

COmirlG and G0MG

,1

suppose
dly.
a u thoritative,;
that he was in.
line for the

WILL H. HAYS is in the Middle West
a rest and vacation. It is expected he wil
away from his MPPDA desk for another
weeks.
HARRY

COHN

has

returned

to

Hollywoo

early
next week
for the
GABRIEL
PASCAL
flies New
here York
from premfl
the U ',
"Major Barbara" at the Astor.
*
GENE BUCK, LOUIS FROHLICH
and ARTI
SCHWARTZ returned last night from Washing
JAMES

ROOSEVELT

leaves China shortly

ARTHUR
SOLOMON,
Hollywood
indie
Egypt.
ducer, and associate of Kozinsky Brothers ir
B. Productions, planes in from Hollywood t<
to discuss new production deals.

post RKO,
of chief!
pro-L
duction
at
withp

BOSLEY CROWTHER, New York Times cr
has returned from a Southern trip.

n e g o tiations

DORE SCHARY,
here.
ANN SOTHERN
morrow.

Breen coupled J0SEPH
his denial
with a
'• BREEN
under way.of another
confirmation
report that
he had
been ainvited
"Jock" tour
Whit-in
ney to make
South by
American
the interest of the American film industry. Breen said he had, as yet,
made no decision.

Heywood-Wakefield Net
For First Quarter, $60,368
Heywood-Wakefield Co., manufacturers of film theater chairs, reports
net profit for the first quarter of
1941 at $60,368, equal to 43 cents a
share on Series "B" preferred
against which dividends in arrears
amount to $2.50 a share. The net for
the first quarter a year ago amounted
to $4,880.
The report, sent to stockholders by
Richard N. Greenwood, company's
president, declared that sales for the
first quarter this year were nine per
cent in excess of the same period a
vear ago, an increase attributed to
the improvement in general business
and which is reflected more accurately by an increase of 15 per cent in
organization's incoming business.

Metro writer, is vacatioi
goes to North Carolina

Fonda Paid $172,208 Las
Year by 20th Century-Fc I
Henry
Fonda
received
$172,:
from
Twentieth
Century-Fox
1940, while Tvrone Power was pJ
$169,009, according
to salary
ports published
yesterday
by
1
SEC.
H. J. Yates, president of C({
solidated Film Industries, Inc., v]
paid $75,160 last year, the SEC a
disclosed.
M. J. Siegel, vice-pre
000.
dent, was paid $38,478 and M.
Laverstein, counsel, was paid $3

Frank W. Lovejoy, president |
the Eastman Kodak Company, w
paid $163,125 in 1940, the SEC :
vealed additionally. Albert F. S i
zer, vice-president, was paid $7 ,
312 and Thomas J. Hargrave, vi(
president, was paid $71,375 in 19- j

Withholding of Wages Bi
Signed by Gov. Lehman

Albany, N. Y. — Governor Lehm:
has approved the Stephens bill
make it a misdemeanor for office
of a corporation knowingly to pern
the corporation to fail to pay tl
Program of 38 features announced
wageslabor
of its
by Producers Releasing Corp. for the
law.employes in violation '
the 1940-41 season will be comA similar measure introduced se
pleted by Sept. 1, it was reported eral years ago was prompted by la
yesterday. Twenty-four of the 38 or interests and directed especial
have been completed and delivered.* against theater interests.
Four pictures are set for May
release, including "Paper Bullets,"
an exploitation special. "The Lone
Don't Forget....
Rider in Ghost Town" and "The
Texas Marshal" also are May releases.
You Have a Date ....

PRC Current Program Will
Be Completed by Sept. 1

Expect End of Navicerts
For Balkan Pix Shipments
While navicerts for film shipments to Turkey are still being issued, it is expected that such passes
for Greece and Balkan countries
will be halted. Films are still being'
sent
to England, Sweden and Switzerland.

National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.
May 15th, 16th & 17th

I
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cllumberg Receives
;; 000 YTC Warrants
kkinoton
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Washington — A January, 1941,
tort of Universal
Corp. reveals
■ Nathan J. Blumberg
received
0 common voting- trust certifiwarrants pursuant to an ement agreement, according to
SEC semi-monthly summary of
urity transactions and holdings,
imbei-g holds 15,000 warrants and
000 common voting trust certifi-

:

\ es.
December, 1940, report of Coinbia Pictures stated Harry Cohn
posed of 100 shares of common
par value as a gift and held 73,). In the Joan Perry account,
hn disposed of 2,160 shares, leav■ no shares held.
Report of Pathe Film Corp. for
le, 1939, states Louis Phillips has
equity securities
but holds 400
I. res of $1 par common through his
pe, after acquiring
200 shares.
e first 200 shares were obtained
November. 1938.
John M. Whitaker filed under
10, stating
he holds no equity
urities.

o. Senate Gets Measure
» Extend Sales Tax Law
Jefferson City, Mo. — The House
e passed and sent to the Senate
-> bills rewriting and extending
J life of the State's 2 per cent
;es tax law. Sponsors of the
i's say they will net the State at
st $1,100,000 additional revenue
mally. There is a third bill pend■ in the House to extend the sales
I. to merchandise shipped into Misiri from other states when the or' for the merchandise is written in
ssouri. This will produce $750,l annually.

C. H. Wink, Circuit
perator Dies in Atlanta
:
)alton, Ga. — J. C. H. Wink, 54,
iminent Dalton citizen and coner and operator of the Maningnk chain of theaters, died Mon.• in an Atlanta hospital.
<Vink, a member of the Dalton
.iter, light and sinking fund conation, had been ill several weeks,
rviving are his widow and two
jghters.

"Picture" of the Year
• •
•
GARBED in maroon and gold
the 23rd edition oi THE
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
is currently going out to the trade
and it's not amiss to describe the volume
year
because
that is what it is
varied and vital aspects
as of 1941
proud of it
more than that

as the "picture" of the
— the industry in all its
To say that we are

is more than an editorial "we"
indeed, so much
for the reason that its 1,064 pages represent the

meticulous co-operation of filmland's every channel of information
The material contained within its covers will for many months to come
remain news and indispensable
reference
and as long as
the industry exists
the book will live with it
as history
T
T
T
• •
•
AS the volume arrives in the farthest-flung corners
of filmdom
it is received as its predecessors have been
eagerly
and enthusiastically
For example
that is the
very thought the institutional Springfield (Mass.) Daily Republican expressed in its columns just this week
as the
book began reaching the desks of showmen and editors in the
New
stay

England sector:
and one we

"It is a yearly visitor that comes to
could not do without
This fat and

handsomely bound volume is as necessary to a screen editor's
existence
as the brush
is to the painter's
glossy routine
and the plow to the gardener's Spring offensive"
T
T
▼
•

•

•

WHEN

newspapers

or exhibitors write such frank phrases

— and so many of them do it—
as "The Film Daily Year
Book knows
all the answers"
it means
that the multitudes of
questions which spring up repeatedly
in the processes of daily
work within a great industry
-will in the overwhelming
number
of instances receive prompt and satisfactory reply
What point is
quite the baffling barrier to business progress as the interrogation
point?
It is that which THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK eliminates.
T
T
T
• •
•
LIKE the industry itself
the volume has its more
notable features
Amongi these is the section appearing under
the heading: "Industry Statistics"
Therein are collected valuable figures of a general nature
together with specific ones
dealing with production, distribution and exhibition
Additionally, various aspects of each are expertly reviewed
bringing the reader directly up to date with filmland conditions as
they now exist
Or, if you want to get the so-called lowdown
on such large-looming subjects as the status of television
or the text and information anent the consent decree
they,
too, are presented
All-around-the-globe is the scope of the
new Year Book
It required 10 pages to index what the volume contains! T
T
T
•

• •
ful section

NOTEWORTHY in the 23rd Edition
is a highly help— a streamlined
one —
devoted
to film theater

equipment
including a resume of recent advances
"The Film
Theater of the Present"
architectural achievements during the past
year in the exhibition field
and a buying guide which includes
principal items and equipment
and where they can be obtained.

▼
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• •
•
WHERE
there
is Progress
there is Change
In the 1941 Year Book you will find a great deal in the way
of new departments
Only one thing about it is old
and
that's the custom of its being received warmly and gratefully
by an industry
whose commercial "bible" it has been through
more than a score of years

BOOK

Today: Chicago Film Row League banquet,
Harry's New
York Club.
May 2:
Chicago
Warner
Club
Spring festival,
May 5-8: SMPE Spring convention, Sagamore
Hotel, Rochester.
May 6:
RCA stockholders meeting,
New York.
May 9:
Philadelphia Warner Club Spring dinner
May 10: Minneapolis Variety Club charity ball,
Nicollet
Hotel.
May 11-12: ITO of Arkansas convention, Hotel
Marion,
Little Rock.
May 12: Abe Weiner-Joe Gins testimonial, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
May 12-14:

National Film Carriers annual convention, Park Central
Hotel.
May 13: New Haven Metro Pep Club Spring
dinner dance, Waverly Inn.
May 15: Twentieth Century-Fox stockholders
meeting,
home office.
May Mont.
15: ITO of Montana meeting, Billings,

May 15-17:
Variety
Club
national
convention.
May Traymore
17:
Technicolor
stockholders'
Hotel, Atlantic
City. meeting.
May 18:
"I Am An American"
Day.
June 6: Chicago Film Bookers Ciub dinnerdance,
Sherman
Hotel.
June Astor.
6: Actors Equity annual meeting, Hotel
June 9-11:

MPTOA-PCCITO convention, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
June 11-13: New Jersey Allied convention, RitzCarlton,
Atlantic
City.
June dorf-Astoria.
16-19: RKO Radio sales convention, WalJune 24:
Boston
Variety
Club charity ball.
July 13-14: MPTO of Virginia mid-summer convention, Hotel Chamberlin Old Point Comfort.
Sept. 16-18: National Allied convention. Benfamin Franklin
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Sept. 19: Philadelphia Variety Club— The Exhibitor golf tournament, Philmont Country
Club.
Nov. 2:
Pittsburgh
Variety Club banquet.

Equity Council Nominees
All on Regular Ticket
Annual meeting of Actors Equity
June 6 at the Astor will vote for
the following members who have
been nominated for five year Council terms: John Alexander, E. J.
Blunkall, Maida Reade, Beverly
Bayne, Calvin Thomas, Reynolds
Denniston, Robert T. Haines, Richard Taber, Margaret Webster, Arthur Pierson, Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Louis Calhern, Vivienne Segal, Ethel
Waters and Lillian Gish. Candidates to serve three year terms are
John Kennedy and Jack Tyler. Candidates for office are all on the
regular Equity ticket.

Auction
to Close Art ShowAuction tonight will bring

to a
close the 11-day art exhibit of the
New York SPG at the Barbizon
Plaza Gallery, 58th St. and 6th
Ave. Items to be placed on sale
include oils, sketches, gouaches,
ceramics and photographs.

Real Obliging Folks
Down Charleston Way
Charleston, S. C. — They're obliging
folks here. In deference to Cecil
B. DeMille's wish to photograph busy
Church Street of Charleston, S. C,
the way it looked a century ago for
his Technicolor "Reap the Wild
Wind," the city's mayor, Henry W.
Lockwood, yesterday ordered all telephone and power lines removed and
automobile and pedestrian traffic
banned from the thoroughfare for art
area of three blocks.

:&t&;
Arbitration Cases
Below Expectations

ANTI- WELLES CAMPAIGN ASSAILED
Chi. Columnist Suggests Press "Trial" Is Usurping
a Function of the Government

STORKS!
New Haven — Harry Wenzel, advertising accessories manager here is
a father of a %xk pound baby boy,
Harry Edward, Jr., born Friday at
New Haven Hospital.

Mich. Co-op. Uphold:
150-Minule Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

awards and 10 settlements before
hearings could be held. Of the
seven awards, four were in favor
of the defendant-distributors and
three in favor of the complainingexhibitors. All 10 settlements were
in favor of the exhibitors, the distributors agreeing to the complainants' requests. Six of the settlements involved Section V (some
run) of the consent decree and four
concerned Section VIII (clearance).
Of the .settlements effected, one
was in New Orleans, one in Dallas,
one in St. Louis, one in Minneapolis,
one in Oklahoma City, one in Washington, one in Pittsburgh, one in
Denver and two in Buffalo.
Clearance Complaints in Lead
Clearance complaints were the
most frequent, 38 having been filed,
while 18 of the arbitration demands
involved some run. One case concerning the withholding of prints
(Section IX) was filed. One case
was withdrawn by the complainant
(J. J. Goodstein, Denver) after five
days of hearings.
Tribunals in which no complaints
have been registered are those in
Omaha, Atlanta, Charlotte, Des
Moines, Indianapolis, Kansas City,
San FranMemphis, Salt LakeIn City,
Salt Lake City,
cisco and Seattle.
a complaint was docketed and then
withdrawn for re-filling, leaving no
cases pending.
Cases Filed, by Cities
The number of cases filed in each
city follows: Albany, 2; Boston, 4;
Buffalo, 4; Philadelphia, 4; New
York, 10; New Haven, 1; Los An-3;
geles, 3; Portland, 1; Dallas,
Cincinnati, 1; Denver, 3; Chicago,
2, Cleveland, 1; Detroit, 2; St.
Louis, 2; Washington, 3; Oklahoma
City, 1; Milwaukee, 2; Minneapolis,
3; New Orleans, 3; Pittsburgh, 3.
Of the five companies affected by
the consent decree, 20th CenturyFox has been named in 41 complaints; Warner Bros., 39; Loews,
38; RKO, 34, and Paramount 33.
Costs Lower Than Expected
Costs of hearings have been
lower than originally expected. _ A
breakdown of costs is now being
d by the American Arbitraprepare
tion Association and will be released
this week. It is understood that
seme cases have been disposed of
for less than $35, exclusive of lawyers' fees, while those settled be-
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Chicago — Hearstian press camKane"
Welles paign
is against
taken Orson
for a "Citizen
sleigh ride
by
Herb Graffis, columnist of the Chicago Times. Graffis in a column devoted wholly to "Citizen Kane,"
Welles and the Hearst press onslaught wrote in part:
"As just another biographical picture, Icould let Citizen Kane shimmer on the screen without feeling
that I simply had to leave home and
go to see it. But this Citizen Kane,
so the Great Publisher's own blasts
assure me, is a super-colossal, smashing job.
"There is delicate innuendo leading me to believe that Citizen Kane
may be considered viciously slanderous by its reputed real-life central
figure. toWell,
if itslander
is, haven't
courts
handle
cases?we got
"If the Great Publisher chooses to
try the case against Citizen Welles
in his own papers, and to convict
Citizen Welles, it would seem that a
function of Government is being taken over by a private party. That, of
course, would be subverting our Government. But, according to words
in the Great Publisher's papers, it
is Citizen Welles who is the subversive one.

"So we shall see Citizen Kane and
learn,sion isifallpossible,
whatwhothis
about and
doessubverwhat
and who pays whom."

without intermissions to 150 minut
A spokesman for Co-operative ii sai
"Without question it would abol
double bills as practically all f<
ture pictures for the past severaj
sons are of such length that it

Welles Aids in Starting Group
run them
within"
andimpossible
one-half to
hours.
The question
for Defense of Harry Bridges be
dual bills has been a perplexing c
Formation of a national Citizens
Committee for Harry Bridges, West
Coast labor leader, on trial in a
second deportation hearing, was announced yesterday by Orson Welles,
John Henry Hammond, Jr., and
Prof. F. O. Matthiessen of Harvard
University as founders. Sponsors
listed by the committee include
Stella Adler, Lilliam Hellman, Mrs.
Thomas F. Hepburn, mother of
Katharine Hepburn; Clifford Odets,
VinIrwin Shaw, Herman Shumlin,Ogden
Stewart.cent Sheean and Donald

Virtual Sellout Reported
For "Citizen Kane" Debut

RKO yesterday reported a virtual
sellout for the world premiere of
"Citizen Kane" at the N. Y. Palace tomorrow night and large scale
advance sales for the Chicago and
Los Angeles
openings.

for Michigan exhibitors for ma
years past, and on several occask
leaders thought they had the pract
stopped by mutual agreement
tween exhibitors, only to have a
calcitrant few jump the traces a
continue doubling. In one particu
instance in Detroit, multiple bills
three, four and even five featui
have been shown for the price of c
admission, and exhibitors feel th<
long programs should be abolishe
Representative Raymond J. Snc
who introduced bill, said: "I inquii
among the medical profession al
found confirmation of the merits I
complaints on the health aspects!
such long programs. I found afl
that many civic and socially-mincfl
groups were anxious to get behifl
legislation that would abolish the I
multiple bills.
"In many respects the same groul
interested in my anti-blocks-of-fiS
bill are favorably interested in rl
anti-multiple bills legislation andl
expect favorable action at this scl
sion on both. I have many lettJ
from responsible people who say thl
exhibitors who would like to escal
from double or triple feature pJ
grams cannot as they feel forced J
run a multiple feature policy becauj
practically all their competitors a]
running the same sort of progral
If all Michigan showmen were opq
ating on the same level, with no mil
tiple programs permitted, these el
hibitors would not have this excui
and the general public would benefifl

fore arbitration cost the exhibitor
nothing but the $10 filing fee.
are Midwest Amusement and Realty
Co. of Scottsbluff and Gibraltar EnWhittenton
Theater Would
terprises of Denver, operating the
s
and Oto Theater
End 14-Day Clearance Setup
Egyptian, BluffsNeb.,
the Grove and
Boston — Asking that the present of Scottsbluff,
Riviera of Gering, Neb., and the
14-day clearance arrangement be Delmar
of Morrill, Neb.
eliminated, the Waltham AmuseComplainants ask less than the
ment Corp., operating the Grand
30-day clearance be given
Theater, Whittenton, has filed a de- presentluff
houses over Nile and
mand for arbitration with the local Scottsb
tribunal. Complaint names the five ask that Nile be given prior run
consenting companies and the Strand over Morrill and Gering houses.
and Park Theaters in Taunton as Companies named are Paramount,
action here yesterday before Arl
interested parties.
Warner Bros, .and Twentieth Cen- trator Morton Hall, Massachusell
tury-Fox.
Mutual Life Insurance executivj
Cape Girardeau Arbitration
er Corp. Case
Theat
y
Shirle
Complainant, Alec Papayanaktj
Complaint is Withdrawn
ng
Heari
exhib. who operates the Amerid
Before
d
Settle
St. Louis — Arbitration case filed
St. Louis — Complaint of the Shir- Theater, Canton, bases his coil
by the Shirley Theater Corp., operley Theater Corp., owners of the plaint against RKO and Vitagra]
ating the Rialto Theater, Cape Gir- Rialto,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., that on a matter of clearance. Schinej
ardeau, Mo., against RKO and the
Fox Midwest Theaters has been RKO was granting unreasonable Strand, Ogdensburg, enjoys clea'
ce of the Fox Midwest cir- ance over Papayanakos.
withdrawn. Complaint involved some clearancuit's
Broadway and Orpheum TheThe case was seemingly
abo;
run and was adjusted to the satisaters has been settled. Walter Hud- half-way through and Papayanak
faction of the complainant.
son, tribunal clerk for the St. Louis had testified at the end of the d^
so informed by the coun- when
area,
Carl E Rix Arbitrator
adjournment
was taken
yesterday.
cil was
The case was to have come up for May 7 or 8.
h: Macklin Clearance Case
Milwaukee— Carl B. Rix, attor- trial May 1 before Arbitrator Ethan
Appearing
for Vitagraph
\v;
Berkowitz
of New
Yoi
ney, was named arbitrator in the A. H. Stepley. The equitable ad- Harold
dispute leaves the
Lee Macklin clearance case against local tribunal
justment of this
Morton
Siegel
represent!
without any case, a while
RKO.
F. L. Wiswall of Albany
M-G-M, Paramount, 20th-Fox, RKO,
and Warner Bros. Hearing date is prior complaint having been dropped counsel for Papayanakos.
several weeks ago by Sam and Louis
still "pending.
Sosna, owners of the Sosna, Mexico,
Mo., who complained several film
W< H. & J. L. Donald File
refused to furnish pro3rd Denver Arbitration Gase companies
mised first-run pictures.
Denver— W. H. and J. L. McDonald, operating the Nile Theater, Papayanakos Arbitration
Fort Worth, Tex.— Earl E. Pen*
Mitchell, Neb., have filed the third Adjourned to May 7 or 8
owner of the Texas Theater, ar
Denver arbitration case claiming
Albany, N. Y.— The first arbitra- Pauline Jenkins, were married lai
tion case in this district went into
discrimination in clearance.
Named
week.
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HERE'S HOW PARAMOUNT'S
FEATURE SHORTS /f/£/lg&ft£ UP!
MEASURE all the short subjects
you play by the same standards
4

FEATURE

SHORTS

HAVE

FEATURE

PICTURE

PULLING
POWER,
People actually buy tickets to see such radio
favorites as the Quiz Kids, Hedda Hopper, Bob Benchley; such cartoon favorites as
Superman

2

and Popeye . . . that's pulling power.

FEATURE SHORTS, LIKE PARAMOUNT
FEATURE
PICTURES, ARE
RUILT FOR ENTERTAINMENT

ONLY*
There's a diversity of subject to help your program planning in Paramount
Feature Shorts . . . but you won't find a one made to sell anything but entertainment.

<S

FEATURE

SHORTS

EXPLOITATION

HAVE
VALUE.

FEATURE

PICTURE

Paramount^ Feature Shorts can be

exploited and merchandized and publicized exactly like Feature Pictures . . . see page
on Bob Benchley for proof.

PARAMOUNT'S

FEATURE

SHORT
FOR 1941 -'42
12 SUPERMAN

Cartoons
in Technicolor

PROGRAM

6 UNUSUAL

Occupations
in Magnacolor

6 Paramount HEADLINERS

6 QUIZ KIDS
12 POPEYE Cartoons

6 SPEAKING OF ANIMALS

MODELS
in Technicolor

13 Grantland Rice
SPORTLIGHTS

4 ROBERT BENCHLEY
Comedies

6 HEDDA HOPPER'S
Hollywood
2 FASCINATING
JOURNEYS
in Technicolor

6 MADCAP

6 POPULAR

SCIENCE
in Magnacolor

Copyright by
PoromounJ Pictures Inc

*oP£irf
ONE-REEL CARTOONS
Produced by Max Fleischer

Read by hundreds of thousands in the funny
strips. Known and loved by every kid in the
nation from 6 to 60. Popeye has more pulling
power than ever. Just screen one of the new
Popeyes like "Flies Ain't Human" for your
audience and you'll discover that when we
say Popeye is a feature motion picture star in
his own right, that ain't spinach.

EATURE

SHOE

ONE-REEL

CARTOONS

in Technicolor!

Released once each month starting in September
Produced by the Max Fleischer Studios . . . Based on the
famous character created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster
One hundred and seventy thousand children
paid 10c to join Supermen of America Club.
More than five million Superman items sold
at prices ranging from 14c to $1.79.

Daily and Sunday this cartoon feature appears in more than 235 newspapers with
combined circulation of over 20,000,000
readers.
Read by 3,000,000 in Superman, Action
Comics and World's Finest magazines.
Dramatized three times weekly on 50 radio
stations, reaching over 10,000,000 listeners.

c^>

//

That's why we know you're going to call

SUPERMAN-THE
MAROUEE NAME

STRONGEST
IN SHORTS*

ONE-REEL

FEATURE

with America's Amazing

SHORTS

Menial Marvels

The air show all America tunes in every week over 61 NBC Blue Network stations! Publicized in Life, Liberty, Reader's Digest, Click, Time, American, and
hundreds of newspapers! "Beat the Quiz Kids" feature syndicated nationally by
King Features ! Quiz Kids books, games, merchandise sold everywhere ! Acclaimed
by educators, civic leaders, the public!
• Awarded the Movie & Radio Guide Trophy as "Radio's
Best New Program." Hailed by Radio Daily as "The
Outstanding New Program of 1940."

fO(V FOR THE riRST
f^ TIME ON THE SCREEN
IN PARAMOUNT S
FEATURE

SHORTS

HELLO, MR. EXHIBITOR,
I'm happy to bring my Hollywood
newspaper and radio column to
your Feature Short program."

g®®ft
ONE-REEL

SUBJECTS

%

Produced by Herbert Moullon

*
W
/

EVERYONE'S INTERESTED IN HOLLYWOOD
... and Hedda Hopper knows everyone in Hollywood!

Three times every week 5,000,000 radio listeners hear "Hedda Hopper's Hollywood" over 41 CBS stations. Every day in the week millions more read her
syndicated column! Now . . . "Hedda Hopper's Hollywood" is on the screen . . .
with intimate, exclusive glimpses of movieland's great and near-great!

ROBERT BENCHLEY
THEM LAUGH

MAKES

Bob Benchley is the typical American . . . and his
type of comedy is typically American ! Downto-earth humor that everyone understands!
Benchley comedy shorts are plenty exploitable . . . Right
now "The Forgotten Man" is getting a national advertising
merchandising campaign sponsored by The Saturday
Evening Post and including a full page ad in the June 7th
issue of the Post, telling 12,000,000 readers about "The
Forgotten Man" who, of course, is Father on Father's Day.
Postal Telegraph is participating
in this campaign by issuing
500,000 blanks
Day greetings,
by Benchley, to
to the public as

featuring Father's
specially written
be made available
messages.

HA

HA1

"* W-//J w

"Our shorts

'We seem to be
hogging the

are the cats1.'
playing time!"
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MADCAP
MODELS

;KfA?c*j»

have the touch of genius!

i

George Pal's remarkable
technique in creating thirddimensional puppets is the
sensation of the industry!
His first two pictures,
"Western

Daze"

JC°J°"

Produ

cedJb,

'eor9e

pai

and

"Dipsy Gypsy," were thrilling— and he's putting more
good corny box office in
the new series!

"GEORGE PAL has 'got' something. I have seen
'Western Daze' twice now and think I could see
it 200 times more and still not be completely
satisfied." -HERBERT KENNEY, Jr., Motion Picture Critic,
Indianapolis News

ON

^ttltM

AMERICA'S

ft*
Imagine a squirrel talking back !
A bull getting a load off his mind ... a
skunk having his say! Audiences will

***

Q 1

Sfcotte*

***

laugh so hard you'd better soundproof your theatre! Each subject in the
series completely different !
"Audience reaction will be terrific"
raves Showmen's

"Exhibitors
Produced

*

**

can't

go

wrong

mostly by Jerry Fairbanks

in

Trade Review

booking

recommends

and

Bob

it"

Film Daily

Carlisle

a»»009

II

ONE -REEL

SHORTS

* in Magnacolor

Produced by Jerry Fairbanks and Bob Carlisle
Year in and year out this popular series maintains its high-ranking box office consistency
because of the care with which they are produced. The public is interested in the modern
tempo of this advancing world . . . and Popular
Science entertainingly keeps them informed.

BOB BENCHLEY doesn't
have to sell you on these
. . . they've been pulling
plenty for years!

Produced by Count and Countess Von Keller
in Technicolor
Technicolor-splashed film masterpieces of far-off
places! Play them with a big feature for the
perfectly balanced program.

ROAD IN INDIA • INDIAN TEMPLES

Q3
(SSR&sm&ssiD miss
Narrated by Ted Husing • Produced by Jack Eaton
For 21 years, Grantland Rice Sportlights have been
tops with exhibitors and the public! And no wonder,
with America's foremost sports authority at the production helm, and America's ace commentator at the
microphone. This twenty-first year, as in the past
twenty, Grantland Rice Sportlights will maintain the
same high box office and entertainment standard.

inii&iDiLaHSiRS 4\
Headline production . . . headline entertainment
headline personalities. This year Paramount will increase the pulling power of this famous series by
placing the stress on stage, screen, and radio personalities with big news appeal; there will also be in
addition big name bands to give you top-notch swing
aggregations in the line-up.

®CCUPA^ra®M§
in Magnacolor
Unusual hobbies of unusual people make for unusual
entertainment! Exhibitor polls in the short subjects
field all acknowledge the popular appeal of this
outstanding series.
Produced by Jerry Fairbanks and Bob Carlisle

Paramount News
Scoop

FIRST ACTUAL PICTURES
LIBYA WAR FRONT

MAKING

HISTORY

TWICE

A WEEK

Cparamaunt ^Jlew^

ij

THE

EYES

AND
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OP
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WORLD
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Shareholders Hear
lastman Sales Soar

17
DAILY

20th Century-Fox Lines Up 55 Upholds NSS Right
Four in Technicolor Planned for 1941-42
To Terminate Pact
i-o m Page 1)

{Continued f
{Continued from Page 1)

$30,936,409 for the first three
riods of four weeks each this year,
\'A per cent increase compared with
corresponding' period last year,
reholders were told here yesterat their annual
meeting- by
l.omas J- Hargrave, vice-president.
lFigues for subsidiaries in Europe.
I.ia and the Far East have been
jutted
in line with the policy,
Iopted last year.
The company is
111 shipping to England,
he delired.
As to defense activities, Hargrave
|iJ the company as yet had made
substantial deliveries as it was
letting thoroughly
tooled.
The
cklog of defense orders is someThe comJing over $36,000,000.
Itny exec, declared there had been
operating
in
I. substantial increase
Ists except for items affected by
p-iorities.
Capital expenditures for the year
111 be $18,430,000 against $16,730,Jiii last year. Of the total $8,500,Itii will be provided from deprecialon reserve, about $4,850,000 from
linings in 1940 in excess of divi-nds and $5,080,000 from available
lirplus cash.

ostmaster Gen. Walker
|avors Single Bills Now
Chicago — Postmaster General
I rank C. Walker said last night he
livored single feature programs now.
I e said that films were the best
litertainment in the country as well
|; the most educational.
Walker addressed the Illinois Postnight.
here lastKansas
Des Moines,
for Convention
I e leavesmasters'
lity meetings today and returns to
1,'ashington on Saturday.

and "Moon Over Miami," in Technicolor, starring Don Ameche and Betty
Grable. Now being produced on location at Pineville, Mo., "Belle Starr"
cast is topped by Gene Tierney, Randolph Scott, Dana Andrews, Sheppard Strudwick, Louise Beavers,
Olin Howland, Elizabeth Patterson,
Chill Wills and Paul Burns. Irving'
Cummings is directing.
Tyrone Power heads the cast of
"A Yank in the RAF" with Betty
Grable as feminine lead. John Sutton and Reginald Gardner are in
the cast of the film which is beingdirected by Henry King, produced
by Darryl F. Zanuck, with Lou
Edelman as associate producer.
Important
Films Starting
Within the next four weeks, the
following are scheduled to go before the cameras: "Charley's Aunt,"
comedy to star Jack Benny with Kay
Francis. Archie Mayo will direct
and William Perlberg is associate
producer. "Wild Geese Calling,"
based
Stewart
Alaskanon novel
withEdward
Henry White's
Fonda
and Joan Bennett heading the cast
and Harry Joe Brown as associate
producer. Colbert
"Remember
Claudette
vehicle the
fromDay,"
the
Philip Dunning and Phil Higley
stage play. Screenplay is by Tess
Slesinger and Frank Davis while
William Perlberg is associate producer.

"Pitt, the Younger," with Robert
Donat, will go into production in
London on May 2 with Carol Reed
directing from the Sidney Gilliat
screenplay. Cesar Romero and Carole Landis will head the cast of
"The Bouncer and the Lady," based
or. the novel, "The Giant Swing."
Irving Pichel will direct and Sol
M. Wurtzel produce. Lloyd Nolan
will head the cast of "Dressed to
Kill," a Michael Shayne detective
mystery and not a re-make, directed
itwill's Son Dies in Action
by Eugene Forde with Sol Wurtzel
'est Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood— John A. Atwill, R.A.F. producing.
First of at least two Charley Chan
'lying Officer and son of Lionel Atiil, was killed in an air fight on detective varns will be "Charley
ipril 26, the British Air Ministry Chan in Rio" with Sidney Toler in
the title role. Sol Wurtzel will proas advised his father here.
duce and Harry Lachman direct.
"The Last of the Duanes" will introJsherettes in Buffalo
duce George Montgomery, a new
Buffalo — Twentieth-Century here screen cowboy in a Zane Grey story
reported
installing
usherettes to be directed by James Tinling
.•ithin the next two weeks.
with Wurtzel as producer. "Private
Nurse" will be produced by Wurtzel
with Brenda Joyce and Jane Darwell.
V. S. Supplying 70%

Of Guatemala's

Pix

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — About 70 per cent of
the films shown in Guatemala during
1940 were American, the Commerce
Department reports in an annual survey of the industry in that country.
The leading competitor was Argentina with 13 per cent, followed by
Mexico with 10 per cent, France 5
per cent and 2 per cent of other
origins.

for "Down to the Sea in Ships,"
spectacle to start Tyrone Power,
with Laird Cregar. Mark Hellmger's
, initial 20th-Fox production will be
■•.bowery Nightingale," a musical
drama to star Alice Faye. "A
Straight Left," musical with a prize
ring
background is on the LeBaron
schedule.

(Continued from Page 1)

favoring Herman Robbins, Toby
Gruen and the National Screen com-

Louis Nizer, of Phillips, Nizer,
panies.
Benjamin & Krim, represented the
plaintiffs.
Action is pending in the New
York County Supreme Court against
"Sioux City" will be a Techni- Casanave, which comes to trial next
color spectacle from a story by J. week, seeking to recover $45,000
Hyatt Downing. Robert Carson is which Casanave is allegedly charged
working on a screenplay for the with secretly pocketing while acting
musical "21 Men and a Girl" while for National Screen.
Jules Furthman is working on the
Nizer argued before the Appellate
Division that National Screen had
"Too Much for One Man" script.
Oakie In Cohan Success
the right to terminate Casanave's
Jack Oakie will be starred in contract on the ground that he had
been disloyal to the company in alGeorge M. Cohan's "Song and
legedly receiving secret profits for
Dance Man" and Tyrone Power will himself. Gustave Simons, attorney
correspondent in "Con- for Casanave, had contended that
a orwar
play firm
Deny," a Hank Weiss orig- the law action to recover $45,000
inal. Robert T. Kane will produce deprived National Screen of the
"Gift of the Magi," an O. Henry right to arbitrate under its emstory. The current Vereen Bell
ployment contract.
novel, "Swamp Water" may be diStay of the arbitration action
rected by John Ford. Laurel and granted by Judge Aldrich of the
Westchester County Supreme Court
Hardy will be co-starred in "For- was
unanimously reversed by the
ward
March."
Appellate
Division.
Nunnally Johnson wrote and will Kings County
The American Arbitration Assobe associate producer on "The Night
ciation has not yet appointed an
the World Shook," a Tecttnicolor
arbiter for the case, scheduled to
of "Flight
Muchat the
special.
a Naval be heard next week, it was said.
PensacolSurgeon"
be shot
will
Aviation Base. "Delayed Action"
will be a newspaper-girl-m-war story Lab. Technicians Union
from the Stephen Fisher novel.
"Conev Island" will be based on Signs 4- Year DeLuxe Pact
stories by Edward Van Every.
(Continued from Page 1)
Mark Hellmger will produce his own Consolidated had also agreed to
and
Genius"
the terms contained in the De
originals, "Last Year's
"God in His Heaven," and "Moon Luxe pact and would probably sign
Tide," latter to star Jean Gabin.
shortly, giving the union long-term
Also scheduled are "My Life and contracts with all major laboratories in the East.
Hard Times," from the James Thurber stories; "The Bucharest BalleThe
union
will have standard conrina Murderers," F. Van Wyck Mason
tracts with the major laboratories,
mystery which may have Loretta a goal that the union has worked
Young; "Green Entry," by F. Ruth toward for some time. De Luxe pact
Howard: "Fifth Avenue"; "Brooklyn calls for wage increases over the
Bridge"; "We Go Fast," from tne four-year period, a closed shop, one
Doug Welch Saturday Evening Post
week vacation with pay, five holi"The Light of Heart," from
story;
days with pay the first two years
the
' British stage play by Emlyn and then
eight holidays with pay
Williams; "How Green Was My Val- for the remaining two years, and
lyn
Llewel
ley," novel by Richard
the pact also carries a discharge
a has clause.
Maureen O'Har
for which wed
from RKO, and
been borro
Ace laboratory has also signed a
"School for Soldiers," a Malvin two-year pact with the union, and
Wald original.
negotiations with the other smaller
Ameche-Grable
In Musical
Don Ameche and Betty Grable labs, will be entered into as soon as
the larger contracts are disposed
will head the cast of "Stand Up of.
and Cheer," a musical to be proDe Luxe and Ace contracts are
duced by Milton Sperling.
Two more London-made features troactive to March 10.
will be "Spitfire." an RAF story,
Col. Defers Karloff Pix
and "Paddy, the Next Best Thing."
Other stories being prepared inBoris Karloff will remain in "Arsenic and Old Lace" the remainder
clude "The Golden Touch," "Blind
Man's House," "Benjamin Blake," of this year, with his screen commitment at Columbia deferred until
"Lazy Galahad," "Duchess by ApFebruary,
1942.
pointment," "Between You and
Me," "The Boy, the Girl and the
Dog," "Fraternity," "Finders Keep- 14th Year for Zwerling

"Honeymoon
in Havana,"
Musical
First musical on the new schedule,
and the first William LeBaron 20thFox production, "Honeymoon in Havana," is now being prepared. Cast
will include Betty Grable, Carmen
Miranda, Henry Fonda and Cesar
Romero. Robert- T. Kane will be
associate producer of "Law and Order, Inc." for which Max Brandt is
doing a screenplay from Rowland
Brown's original.
ers," "Improper Relations," "Song
A company is now off the Mexican of the Islands," "Not for Children,"
coast shooting background material and "Chicago."

Ruby Zwerling begins his fourteenth year as Orchestra Leader at
State Theater today.

Loew's

l&Kte;
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"The Wildcat of
with

"Lady From
Loui
John
Wayne,
sianOnaa"Munson,

Ray Middleton
Republic
82 Mins.
PERIOD ROMANTIC DRAMA IN NEW
ORLEANS BACKGROUND IS COLORFUL
AND
ENTERTAINING.
This new Republic offering has a colorful
background, a capable cast, a considerable
amount of drama and romance and a sufficient amount of action. Exhibitors should
find it a handy piece of screen merchandise. John Wayne and Ona Munson are
the strongest "names" offered in the cast,
but the picture's background and content
offer numerous exploitation possibilities to
enterprising exhibitors. The story itself
might have been shortened, and there are
several story ideas that could have been
developed along stronger lines, particularly
the thesis of law and order against a gang
of racketeers.
Wayne competently fills the bill as a crusading attorney brought from the North to
represent a group of citizens fighting a
gang running a lottery. Miss Munson is
capable and attractive as the feminine interest. A very good portrayal of a smooth
crook is contributed by Ray Middleton, and
Henry Stephenson and Helen Westley are
both fine in important roles. Direction of
Bernard Vorhaus, who also served as associate producer, is smoothly geared. The
screenplay was written by Vera Caspary,
Michael Hogan and Guy Endore.
Wayne and Miss Munson fall in love on
a river boat going to New Orleans. It is not
until they land that she discovers he is
the attorney who will represent the citizens'
group headed by Helen Westley which is
fighting her father's lottery, and vice versa.
Middleton, lieutenant of Stephenson, Miss
Munson's father and head of the lottery,
is secretly collecting levies on the side and
diverting the funds from the lottery which
Stephenson believes to be used for charitable
works. Fired by Stephenson when he is
found out, he engineers Stephenson's murder, with the indirect blame falling on
Wayne. Wayne fights against odds all the
way to prove that the lottery is a blind
for Middleton and his gangsters, but finally
after a hectic climax things turn out all
right.
CAST: John Wayne, Ona Munson, Ray
Middleton, Henry Stephenson, Helen Westley, Jack Pennick, Dorothy Dandridge,
Shimen Ruskin, Jacqueline Dalya, Paul Scardon, Major James H. MacNamara, James C.
Morton, Maurice Costello.
CREDITS: Associate Producer and Director, Bernard Vorhaus; Screenplay, Vera Caspary, Michael Hogan and Guy Endore; Original Story, Edward James and Francis

"In William
Old Boyd,
Colorado"
Russell Hayden,

with

"Strange
Alibi"
Arthur Kennedy, Joan Perry,

with

with

Bill Elliott, Evelyn Young,
Stanley Brown
Columbia
59 ■VI
MilI II
RACKETEER-COP SMELLER IS FASTMOVING, ENTERTAINING AND ABLY
BELOW
AVERAGE
FOR
THE
SE
ENACTED.
THIS WESTERN JUST GETS BY,
The fans who follow the adventures <
Fast-moving and ably enacted, this racketeer-cops meller has some good plot twists "Wild" Bill Elliott in the series Columbi
and lots of action to make it entertaining produces with this western star are likely I
screenfare for the average audience. None be somewhat disappointed by this one. I
the adventures of the character, "Hopalong" Cassidy.
of the players carry any weight as marquee the first place, Elliott does not have enoug
In addition to the good story and exciting attraction, and the picture is a low budget to do, on top of that his supporting cast 1
action, the footage is rather rich in humor, program offering, but it has more enter- not as good as usual and the story coul
tainment merit than a lot of ballyhooed films have been improved on. There is a suffi
with the bulk of the comedy springing from
Andy Clyde and Cliff Nazarro. Latter is that turn out to be duds. As a supporting cient amount of action and the pictur
attraction it should neatly fill the bill for moves along at a fairly fast clip.
cast as the double-talking cook on the ranch exhibitors
any place.
Elliott, who is good as usual in his role
of Sarah Padden, and the former as one
is
supported
by Stanley Brown, as his brothei
Arthur
Kennedy,
a
newcomer
who
had
of Boyd's sidekicks, the other one of whom
is Russell Hayden.
an important role in a recent Warner pic- Evelyn Young as the female interest, Du
ture, has the lead, and he does a fine job Taylor, the comic relief, and Kenneth Mac
The Boyd-Hayden-Clyde combo head for
Donald. Taylor is unfunny, Miss Young i
the Padden place from Arizona to buy her with it. Joan Perry, Jonathan Hale, Florinept and Brown also has lots of room for im
ence
Bates,
John
Ridgely,
Charles
Trowcattle which she is pressed to put up for
bridge, Cliff Clark, Stanley Andrews, How- provement as an actor. Remainder of thi
sale because of the apparent machinations
ard da Silva and Wade Boteler, all capable cast is adequate, and MacDonald is a firs
of a neighboring rancher. But when Boyd
class hiss getter as the villain of the piece
and his pals arrive, the deal is spiked be- performers, are in the supporting cast. The Picture
was directed by Lambert Hillye
cause the rescuing trio have been robbed of cast as a whole is better than average. A
from a screenplay by Fred Myton.
the cattle-purchasing money. Boyd then good pace is given the picture by director D.
Brown gets in a scrape and Taylor help
sets out to find who was behind the out- Koss Lederman, and he also does a good job
with the players and material. A moving him get out of of jail. MacDonald is vie
rage. He succeeds in having the "oppressing"
timizing the ranchers through Ben Tag
rancher make up with the Padden clique be- screenplay was provided by Kenneth Garnet.
cause he suspects that someone else is at The story is a little far-fetched at times, gart, a judge whom he has the goods on
but it is entertaining, which is the prin- who is also Miss Young's father. Elliot
the bottom of all the difficulties.
rides to see his brother in hiding and Browr
cipal point at stake.
After considerable gun-play, Boyd finds
makes a scene when Miss Young shows u|
Kennedy,
a
police
sergeant,
plans
a
break
the guilty leader and his henchmen and
with him. There is a considerable amounl
with
his
boss,
Chief
Hale,
in
order
to
get
brings them to justice. Margaret Hayes
of misunderstanding before Elliott gets hi:
supplies the femme appeal. Morris Ankrum in with the gang running the town. The trusty six-shooter working
and cleans the
ruse is successful and Kennedy learns that situation up.
is the other principal in the cast. This picture gets a good solid audience reaction, is a police captain and a lieutenant, Clark and
CAST: Bill Elliott, Stanley Brown, Evelyn
nicely directed by Howard Bretherton, and Andrews, are the brains of the ring. However, as he is imparting the information to Young, Dub Taylor, Kenneth MacDonald
excellently photographed by Russell Harlan.
Hale, Andrews breaks in, kills Hale, knocks Ben Taggart, Edmund Cobb, George Lloyd
The scenic shots are splendid, which is
Kennedy out with another bullet, and when Sammy Stein.
one of the production "musts" of Producer Kennedy comes to he is accused of murderCREDITS: Produced by Columbia; DirecHarry Sherman, who continues to turn out
ing Hale because of their staged grudge
tor, Lambert Hillyer; Screenplay, Fred Myslick entertainment.
ton; Cameraman, George Meehan; Editor,
which nobody else knew wasn't an Charles
CAST: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, fight,
Nelson.
act. Kennedy goes to prison, but makes a
Andy Clyde, Morris Ankrum, Margaret break and exonerates himself in a driving
DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
climax.
Hayes, Sarah Padden, Cliff Nazarro.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; DiCAST: Arthur Kennedy, Joan Perry, Jonarector, Howard Bretherton; Screenplay, Northan Hale, John Ridgely, Florence Bates,
ton S. Parker, Russell Hayden, J. Benton Charles Trowbridge, Cliff Clark, Stanley AnCheney, based on characters created by
drews, Howard da Silva, Wade Boteler, Ben
Clarence E. Mulford; Sound Mixer, Charles Welden, Joe Downing, Paul Phillips.
Spokesmen for the Anti-Nazi
Althouse; Film Editor, Carrol Lewis; Art
CREDITS: Associate Producer, William League yesterday scored the anDirector, Lewis J. Rachmil; Director of
nounced openings of the Ufa-release,
Jacobs; Director, D. Ross Lederman; ScreenPhotography,
Russell Harlan.
play, Kenneth Garnet; From a story by Leslie "Victory in the West," next Friday
at
the
DIRECTION, Nifty. PHOTOGRAPHY
local
96th St. Theater and the
T. White; Cameraman, Allen G. Siegler;
Modern Playhouse, and the debuts
Swell.
Editor, Frank Magee.
Andy Clyde
Paramount
66 Mins.
FAST ACTION AND HUMOR MAKE
THIS "NATURAL'' FOR OUTDOOR FANS.
ONE OF BEST OF THE "HOPALONG" PIX.
Sparked with the exploits of William
Boyd, this is easily one of the top productions in the series of westerns recounting

Jonathan
Hale
Warners

63

Mins.

Tucson"

"Victory in the West"
Draws Anti-Nazis' Fire

Short Dramatizing Radio
Program on Para. Lineup

A one-reeler titled "Those We
Love," produced by Ted Lloyd and
narrated by Jimmie Fidler, has
Faragoh; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Editor, been acquired by Paramount for reEdward Mann.
lease in the current season's Headliners series. Picture will be naDIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
tionally released on June 6.
Good.
Short dramatizes the production
of the Coast-to-Coast radio proBowling Opposition Grows
gram, "Those We Love," heard Monday evenings over the CBS netSt. Louis — Bowling as opposition
work. Staff and cast of the air
to film theaters is becoming increas- show are featured in the picture.
ingly menacing here. Thirty-fifth Players include Nan Grey, Richbowling center, with 20 alleys, has
ard Cromwell, Donald Woods, Oscar
opened in the West End.
O'Shea and Alma Kruger.

next week of the same film in Brooklyn, Irvington, N. J., North Bergen,
-N. J., and Chicago, as an attempt to
get
concentrated showings for the
Lakewood Theas. Holding attraction,
which, it is claimed, has
Benefits for Fire Victims
Army.
been categorized by Berlin's "Film
Courier" as produced by the propaganda department of the German
Benefit stage shows will be held
tonight at both the Strand and
League channels point out that the
Palace Theaters, Lakewood, N. J., film runs for some two hours, yet
under the auspices of the Red Cross has been permitted by the State
for relief of the victims of forest Board of Censors to be classed as a
newsreel. Footage, it is said, was
fires in that vicinity last week. Ed
shipped here by Clipper from Rio
Sullivan will act as emcee, and an after having
been flown from Africa
impressive array of talent from the
"Victory in the West" is the comentertainment fields is being lined
panion film to "Baptism of Fire,"
up. Dr. Henry Brown, operator of but whereas the latter dealt with the
the two Lakewood houses, is in Polish campaign, the new film's subject isthe campaign in the Low Coun
charge
ments. of the committee on arrange- tries and France.
DIRECTION,

Able.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

I
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reviews of new films

IHCLLyWCCD

"Buzzy and the
Pinto"
Phantom Dave
with Buzzy Henry,
O'Brien,

SPEAKING—
By

RALPH

WILK

—

—HOLLYWOOD
EGORY

RATOFF

will initiate produc-

tion on "Tonight Belongs To Us," which
is producing and directing independently
Columbia release, by acting in the first
tie to be filmed.
Ratoff always appears
an actor in every picture he directs.

•

nUR

•

Passing Show: Harry Joe Brown,

' Sally Eilers, George Burns, Gracie Allen,
2 Lastfogel, John Stone, Rufus LeMaire,
et Gaynor, Adrian, Charles Seiter, FranFarmer, Fred Kohlmar at "The Time Of
jr Life."

•

•

i/ALTER SCHARF, composer and arrangVf er, who is writing the musical argements for "Birth of the Blues," at
•amount, has completed his first serious
nposition, "A Dream At the Hollywood

tl-

•

•

LFRED SANTELL, directing "Aloma of
A the South Seas," at Paramount, is using
,J native type extras for a huge ceremonial
jtne surrounding the native wedding of
ii Hall to Dorothy Lamour. Philip Reed,
: disappointed suitor, leads 16 male dancin a sword dance atop native drums.

•

•

Dorothy
Short
Arthur
Ziehm,
Inc.
55 Mins.
WILD WESTERN WITH KID STAR HAS
GREATEST APPEAL TO THE JUVENILE
TRADE.
Featuring Buzzy Henry, an eight-year-old
boy, this western has an angle that makes
it merchandisable for the juvenile trade.
Picture suffers from spotty sound and poor
photography. The outdoor locations are on
the plus side of the ledger, and the cast is
adequate, although a couple of its members
try too hard for results. The story is a wild
concoction of murder, fifth column agents
and straight out and out western action.
In addition to Henry, who rides his horse
well and fits into his part adequately, Dave
O'Brien, Dorothy Short, George Morrell,
Sven Hugo Borg and Melburn Morante are
featured. Picture was directed by Richard
C. Kahn from a screenplay by E. G. Robertson.
Morante, Henry's uncle, is shot to death
after refusing to sell part of his ranch to
Borg, a newcomer in the district. Miss
Short, Morante's daughter, returns to the
ranch, but O'Brien has been named trustee
and he blocks her sale of the property Borg
wants. Finally they find out what he wants
the property for, uncover the murderer and
straighten things out after some action and
intervening business.

DDIE DAVIS, who co-authored "Hold On
CAST: Buzzy Henry, Dave O'Brien, Dorto Your Hats," the Al Jolson musical, is
othy Short, George Morrell, Sven Hugo Borg,
iting comedy sequences for "You'll Never Melburn Morante, Frank Mario, Phil Arnold.
t Rich," which will star Fred Astaire,
Columbia. Sam Bischoff is the producer
CREDITS: Producer, Dick L'Estrange;
Screenplay, E. G. Robertson; Cameraman,
i Sidney Lanfield the director.
Clark Ramsay; Editor, Adrian Weiss.
•
•
'IRGINIA VAN

UPP is at Palm Springs to

work on the screenplay of "Out of the
,/ing
Broadway
hit show,
which Edrd H.Pan,"
Griffith
will direct
for Paramount.
ss Van Upp is working on the script with
ancis Swann, author of the original.

•

•

IVE field kitchens, each capable of serving 1,200 emergency meals to Londoners
lose homes have been gutted by bombs,
II be on their way to war-torn England
on and are a result of a series of benefit
ows staged by Gene Lockhart.

•

•

UY KIBBEE, with the completion of his
second Scattergood Baines film "Scatrgood Pulls the Strings," plans a p. a. tour,
vering many Pacific Coast key situations
connection with the showings of the
w picture.

•

ilTCHELL

LEWIS,

•

who

-■' dian "heavy"
in "Go
aws a Redskin
assignment

played
West,"
in the

an

Inagain
Marx

r
others'
new
comedy,
tentatively
titled
he Bargain Basement," now being filmed
the Metro.
He'll
• do a •comedy sequence.
INES-O-NEWSTYPE:

Buster

Keaton

" plays Judy Canova's boy friend in Rep.'s
■'uddin' Head". . . . Warners has cast
oger Pryor opposite Joan Perry in "Bul*ts for O'Hara". . . . Femme lead in Harry
German's "The Silver Queen" goes to Ellen
ew. . . . Harold Young will direct "U's"
*adio Revels of 1942". . . . "Hoppy's Holijiy," by Cecile Lewis Kramer and Ellen
ansen Corby of Harry Sherman's staff will
5 a Hopalong Cassidy pix.

DIRECTION,
Poor.

Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY

Graham Baker is Signed
As Producer for RKO
( Continued from Pane 1 )

by President George Schaefer. His
first two pictures will be "Valley of
the Sun" and "Through the Thin
Wall." His third will be "Sister
Carrie," by Theodore Dreiser.
"Valley of the Sun" is to be directed by George Marshall with
James Craig in an important role.
Charles Laughton will star in
"Through the Thin Wall."

Dr. J. B. Fishman Elected
Conn. Allied's President
(Continued from Page 1)

man of the board of directors. Other
directors include Daniel Pouzzner,
Maurice Bailey, Al Shuman, Martin
Keleher, Samuel Hadelman, Leo
Bonoff, Morris Jacobson, Jack
Schwartz
and Barney
Calechman.
Organization agreed to watch
carefully the buying of product under the New York consent decree
and to see that its provisions are
strictly enforced.
Myers, Ascap Rep. Ill
R. Myers, New Haven Ascap
representative is ill at Grace Hospital, New Haven.

Minn. Selling Plan,
Attorneys' Headache

*

SHORTS

*

(Continued from Page 1)

broke up
without a decision or agreement reached.
It was said that no two lawyers
"Marching With Old Glory"
for the "Big Five" interpreted the
American Red Cross ...... 10 Mins. law
in the same way, with the opinInspiring Subject
ion expressed freely, however, that
Of particularly high interest cur- the bill was faultily worded and
rently is this new short because it poorly prepared by its framers.
recounts the activities of the AmerWhile legal steps have not yet
ican Red Cross in connection with our
been
started, it was agreed genernational defense effort. For example,
ally that a suit would be filed in
the footage shows how the organiza- Federal Court challenging the contion functions in our many Army
stitutionality of the bill. Action
camps, together with forming a close would be lodged against Governor
link 'twixt the soldier and his family
at all times when there is illness in Stassen, the state's Attorney General and possibly the state of Minhis home.
nesota, itself. It is unlikely that
This naturally makes for sturdier such a move will be made until all
morale of the draftees and all others
in active service because of the peace angles of the situation have been
of mind Red Cross action in such studied and considered by the atcases brings. Material accents the
torneys for the "Big
Five." the DeIn Washington
yesterday,
import of the great humanitarian orpartment of Justice declined to comganization intimes of stress. There
ment on the law or add anything to
is an inspiring scene at the finale
wherein the various units of the Red what it already has said about the
Cross are depicted marching shoulder nullification of the consent decree's
to shoulder with our fighting forces. selling provisions.
This sequence is in Technicolor.
The reel is a worthy successor to Small Takes Balcon Comedy
past Red Cross shorts. William J.
Edward Small has acquired MichGanz produced and Lowell Thomas
ael Balcon's British pix, "Three
did the narration.
Cockeyed Sailors," for UA release.

ROOKIESonPARADE
A REPUBLIC

PICTURE
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Admission Tax, Theater License Bill in Michigai
Surprise House Measure
Calls for 10% Levy on
Gross Admissions Over 10c

High Court Hears Ascap Cases Pery to Far East
As Columbia Head
Neb. Appeal Continues at Today's Session
■om Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

empted and also fairs, symphony
orchestra concerts and communities'
motion picture theaters, such as operate in many small Michigan
towns.
Monthly reports to Secretary of
State and an annual license fee of
five dollars would be imposed. Penalty for failure to turn in taxes
collected would run up to $1,000 fine
and one year in prison.
Object of tax is to raise revenue
for vocational schools and for training persons for national defense.

Latin-Amer. Sales Reps.
Approve "Buck Privates"
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — That Universal is
planning to star Abbott and Costello in additional pictures with service backgrounds was confirmed in
a report made by President Nate J.
Blumberg at the recent convention of
Universal sales managers for LatinAmerica. The company president revealed that the highlight of the Central American conference was the
screening of "Buck Privates." Blumberg said the picture was enthusiastically received by sales executive,
all of whom, except for two, are native-born Latin-Americans.
"Like millions of North American
theatergoers now enjoying the picture, Latin-American sales managers were enthusiastic about the comedy contained in 'Buck Privates',"
said Blumberg. "In addition, they
were deeply impressed with the vivid
panorama of the United States military preparations and the training
which it offered.
"The sales managers pointed out
that the production will give citizens
of Latin-America a more concrete
picture of U. S. Army mobilization
and modern equipment than they
have been able to get through any
other medium," Blumberg asserted.
Honor Andy Smith in Drive
Andy Smith, sales manager of
RKO Radio, will be honored this
week and next week as a phase of
the Ned Depinet Drive set aside by
the field department as the Andy
Smith Appreciation Tribute. Drive
ends Mav 9 and the goal is record
billings by the sales staff.

TO THE

COLORS!

West Springfield, Mass. — Arthur
H. Goldstein, manager of the Majestic Theater and a captain in the 301st
Infantry Reserve has received active-duty orders and has reported to
the 1st Division regular Army at
Fort Devens, Ayer, Mass.

(Continued f

cases by Thomas G. Haight and
Nebraska was represented by William J. Hotz, special assistant to the
attorney general of that state.
Charging that Ascap is "worse than
an ordinary monopoly," Hotz argued
that the state has the power to bar
such activities. His arguments were
based
on the
court's
action mainly
in striking
down district
the Nebraska
act because Section 2B was in violation of the national copyright act.
Both Sections 2A and 2B could be
eliminated without causing the whole
act to fall, Hotz said.
Take Away Composers' Rights
All the anti-Ascap laws take away
the fundamental rights of copyright
owners, Haight told the high tribunal.
He argued that the individual composer could not enforce his rights
without an agency similar to Ascap.
He compared Ascap's methods with
those of a labor union in imposing
"collective bargaining" for its members. The composers' rights are
worthless unless they combine,
Haight said. Ascap's consent decree
with the D of J was drawn into the
oicture, although it is not a factor in
the cases.
Justice Stone asked if a state could
pass a statute in conflict with a consent decree entered into with the
Federal Government. Haight replied
that he thought it was conceded that
a state cannot legislate in a field occupied solely by the Federal Government ifthe legislation was in conflict. This is the exact question that
will come up if the Federal Government challenges the Minnesota antiblocks-of-five law. Justice Stone
stated that he did not think the Supreme Court had ever passed on the
question.
"Too Much of Consent Decree"
"There is too much of this consent decree," Hotz said in rebuttal.
"If this society were dissolved, the
music would go back to the publishers and there would be competition

when the arguments on the Florida
case started, he got away from the
interstate film case holding combinations to set prices illegal, to which
Haight replied that blanket licensing
is the only way composers can protect their rights.

(Continued from Page 1)

Justice Black asked Haight how,
again."
Cleveland
Film Festival Set
Cleveland— Fourth annual Motion
Picture Festival, sponsored by the
Cleveland Cinema Club has been set
for May 9-10. Charles Raymond.
Loew district manager; Holden
Swiger, manager of the Telenews.
and W. Ward Marsh, Plain Dealer
movie editor, will address symposiums. The Cleveland Public Library,
the P. T. A. Church, and junior
cinema groups will participate.
EJfrieda Juhling Dead
Pittsburgh — Elfrieda Juhling,
who was employed on Film Row for
more than 20 years, her last posi'ion being with the local Republic
oxchsnge, died in Mercy Hospital
Monday after an illness of several
months.

I

wood shortly and will go via Clip^r
to Australia.
He will headquarty
in Sydney.
Territories under hi
supervision
will include Australi
New
Zealand,
China, Japan, tr*
Dutch East Indies, the Philippine
India and the Straits Settlements
Pery started with Columbia
i
the Home Office and later joined tl
No Decision Yet Reached
company's British organization. H
In Ascap Negotiations
was subsequently promoted to Coi
At a late hour last night no de- tinental sales manager with heac
cision had been reached by the MudirectingEurojth'
tual Broadcasting System on the quarters
sales forcein of Paris,
Continental
negotiations it has been conducting Returning from Europe after cor
with Ascap representatives relative ditions made it impossible to carr
to a settlement of the Ascap-net- on his duties, Pery was given
work difficulties over the use of the short assignment of opening Coluir
society's music in radio. Next move bia's offices in Puerto Rico.
of MBS officials is expected to settle the issue, as Ascap's proposition
is understood to be completed.
"Marlin Eden" as Col. Feature.
'
If one network comes to an agree- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM VAIL \
Hollywood — Columbia has acquii
ment with Ascap, the others would
film Eden,"
rights which
to Jackwill London'
necessarily follow suit, but on an in- ed
"Martin
be pro]
dividual basis, it is believed, in order
duced
under
B.
P.
Schulberg's
to avoid any appearance of network pervision with Samuel Bronston sua;
collusion.
associate producer.

GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalion", presents a
magnificent picturization of George Bernard Shaw's famous play
"MAJOR BARBARA" starring WENDY HlLLER, co-starring
Rex Harrison and Robert Morley • Released thru United Artists.
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iEFENSE SPENDING B. 0. EFFECTJPOTTY
<texican Bill Calls for 3-Day Runs of Native Pix
ctions Added to "Neely"
sasure Demand One All3xican Program Monthly
By MARCO-AURELIO

GALINDO

LM DAILY Staff Correspondent
lexico City (By Air Mail)— Exitors throughout Mexico will be
iged to play a native featureath film for at least three conutive days every month, under
endments to the Mexican "Neely"
. now before the Mexican Conss.
'he Mexican "Neely" bill, intro:ed by a committee
headed by
(.Continued on Page 7)

eld s Will Refile
.meo Thea. Demand
Arbitration hearing of the comint filed by Jack Fields of the
meo Theater, Jersey City, against
five consenting companies was
ted yesterday when Fields agreed
withdraw the complaint and reit in September.
Argument proved that Fields was
ling for a specific run instead of
adjustment of clearance with the

EXTEND ATLAS
K-A-0 OPTION
Small
Portion
Shares Recently

of
Meehan
Purchased

Option held by Atlas Corp. for
the acquisition of the remaining
preferred interest of M. J. Meehan
in Keith-Albee-Orpheum, involving
some 21,000 shares, was extended
yesterday, on which day the prior
option expired, for a period of 60
days, according to sources close to
the transaction.
Fundamental purpose of the proposed deal is to permit consolidation of the two chief theater subsidiaries, K-A-0 and B. F. Keith
Corp.
Industry reports have been to the
effect that the Meehan shares will
probably be purchased
via a loan
(Continued on Page 5)

Schenck, Moskowilz
Bail is Continued

Federal Judge Grover M. Mosco(Continued on Page 5)
witz yesterday granted freedom to
Toseph M. Schenck and Joseph H.
Moskowitz under a continuation of
nrtoonists Federation
bail increased to $5,000 apiece in a
aid Company-Dominated decision which overruled objections
raised by U. S. District Attoimey
st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Mathias F. Correa.
Hollywood— W. R. Walsh, NLRB
In making his ruling, Judge Mosj-ional director, yesterday ruled
urged Judge Joseph M. Prosat the Federation of Screen Car- cowitz
for the defendants,
mists at the Disney studio is a kauer, attorney
(Continued on Page 8)
mpany-dominated union. Followa hearing, Walsh said that he
(Continued on Page 8)

GWTW Set in Havana,
3-u-day. 60 Cents
Havana

(By Air Mail)— GWTW

opens in the Smith Circuit's Fausto
Theater May 13 for a three-week run
as a result of a deal closed by Edward
F. O'Connor, Metro's Cuban manager,
with Ernesto P. Smith. Policy calls
for three-a-day, with 60 cent top.
Pix will come back in October.

V. C. Attendance

Increased Payrolls Most Beneficial in New

Washington a "Boom Town"; Mid- West Reports No
Gains; Claim Box-Office Lags Behind Employment
Effect of the national defense program on the nation's motion
picture box-office is best described as "spotty," on the basis of
the first field reports by Film Daily staff correspondents, now

Ascap Decision Due
In Next Four Weeks
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Arguments as to
the validity of the anti-Ascap laws
of Florida and Nebraska before the
U. S. Supreme Court concluded yesterday. The high court's decision
is not expected before three or
four weeks.
Lucien H. Boggs, representing the
state of Florida, attempted to concourt that
Ascap's
on thevince theFlorida
statute
shouldattack
be
(Continued on Page 4)

Japan's Few U. S. Pix
Reported Getting Biz
The few American pictures which
are imported by Japan are doing a
good business in Japanese theaters,
according to J. E. Perkins, Paramount's territorial manager, who
arrived in New York yesterday.
Restrictions on film imports and
money naturally have cut all companies' immediate revenue in Japan
but those pictures that do get in
draw heavy patronage, Perkins
said. Paramount sent over only six
pictures last year and about the
(Continued on Page 7)

to Set Mark

Registrations' Heavy; ''Sunny" Debut Tied in
National convention of the Variety
Clubs at Atlantic City May 15-17 is
expected to set a new attendance
high on the basis of definite reservaIndianapolis — Theater page advertions and registrations announced
tising in the dailies is being used last night.
effectively here to plug Panoram
At the same time, it was disclosed
Soundies, following installations of that RKO would stage the world
the slot machine
pix equipment, ac- premiere of "Sunny" at the Warner
< Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Use Theater Page Ads.
For Panoram Soundies

England;

engaged in a country-wide survey.
Variety of factors are reported
influencing the box-office in territories— migration of workers, the
toll of the Army's draft, radio news
broadcasts, 24-hour shifts in defense
plants, among them.
New England Gains Lead
Generally speaking-, increased employment resultingonfrom
(Continued
Page the
6) defense

Ohio ITO Battling
5% Rental Tax Plan
Opening gun in an attack by the
industry on the proposed 5 per cent
film rental(Continued
tax now
being
considon Page
4)

Pascal-Shaiv-Hiller
Combo Scores Again
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Pascal-Shaw-Hiller combination scored again. And
for good measure there is splendid
acting by Rex Harrison as a penniless Greek scholar who falls in love
with Wendy Hiller, who although the
daughter of Robert Morley, millionaire munitions
maker, is
"Major
Barbara"
of the Salvation
Army;
by
Morley, Robert Newton and Emlyn
Williams. The acting throughout
is excellent and the casting admirable.
Pascal gets credit for dual honors,
having directed as well as produced
— and he deserves much praise on
both counts. The Shavian humor is
at its best with the author's barbed
wit and satire being presented effectively. Even the foreword is in the
— WILK.
best Shavian manner. Shaw
scenarized his own opus. Ronald Neame's
photography is high class, and Vincent
Korda rates many bows for the sets.
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Porter, Industry Pioneer,
Dies; Funeral Tomorrow

Brown Named VP, Counsel
For WE, Erpi, Subsidiaries

E. S. Porter, 71, industry pioneer,
camera inventor, early production
chief of Famous Players and president of Precision Machine Co. prior
to its merger with Powers to form
International Projector, died at 2:30
a.m. yesterday at his suite in the
Hotel Taft.
Porter, who had returned from
wintering in Florida about a week
ago, is survived by his widow, Caroline, three brothers, E. M., John T.
and Harry, and a sister, Ada Clark
Porter.
Funeral services will be held at
2 p.m. tomorrow at the Cook Funeral
Parlor, E. 72nd Street, and interment
in Kensico Cemetery will follow.
Porter's industry career was a
distinguished one. In 1903, he produced what is accepted as the first
American "feature," "The Great
Train Robbery." With Adolph Zukor,
he was instrumental in founding
Famous Players, and served that
company as production chief.
Porter collaborated with Thomas
A. Edison on the invention of the motion picture camera. In 1899 he produced the first story film, "The Life
of An American Fireman." With
that
picture
he introduced film editing.

Walter L. Brown of Huntington,
W. Va., takes office today as vicepresident and general counsel of
Western Electric, according to an
announcement yesterday by Prexy C.
G. Stoll. Brown succeeds T. Brooke
Price, who becomes general attorney
of American Telephone & Telegraph.
Brown was elected to Western Electee's board of directors at a stockholders' meeting two weeks ago.
Brown also succeeds Price as general counsel for Erpi and other Western Electric subsidiaries.
Brown, since 1928 has been practicing law as a member of the firm of
Fitzpatrick, Brown and Davis. Since
June of last year Brown has
been vice-president of Henry L.
Doherty & Co., a position he has now
resigned.

He later headed Precision Machine
Co. and was the inventor of the Simplex Pockette Camera (16 mm.)
which International subsequently
manufactured under royalty.

9ii6 9ii6 ::::: Welles at Opening

^::::ii5V2i23%i23i4-2%
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Of "Citizen Kane" Tonight
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RKO

10%
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RKO will unveil Orson Welles'
"Citizen Kane" at the Palace Theater, Broadway, tonight. Welles,
himself, will head the list of celebrities attending which includes:
Joan Crawford, George and Beatrice Kaufman, Deems Taylor, Kate
Smith. John Garfield, Frank Buck,
Maj. Edward Bowes, Sinclair Lewis,
John Gunther, Grantland Rice,
George J. Schaefer, Floyd Odium,
Richard C. Patterson, Peter Rathvon,
Ned E. Depinet, Roy Disney, Jack
Cohn, Herbert Bayard Swone, Jules
Levey, Frederic Ullman, jr., Jack
Yandell, A. W. Smith, Jr., Cresson
E. Smith, Gordon E. Youngman, S.
Barret McCormick, Robert Mochrie,
John Parsons. Charles Pathe. Harry
Goldberg, Phil Reisman, Ray Collins,
Agnes Moorehead, Ruth Warrick,
Erskine Sanford, Paul Stewart, Edward Sloane, George Coulouris. Chester B. Bahn, Jay Emanuel, Charles
E. Lewis, Terry Ramsaye, Maurice
Kann, George Skouras, B. S. Moss,
Charles Moss.
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SECURITIES
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Met. Playhouse Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 60V2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
54%

64%
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DG Suit Against N. Y.
Theater League Dropped
Suit of the Dramatists' Guild
against the League of New York
Theaters has been discontinued, New
York Supreme Court Justice Isidor
Wasservogel stated yesterday in allowing an application to alio wthe
suit to be withdrawn. Suit charged
conspiracy on the part of the Guild
to monopolize the production of plays
and the terms between theater managers and authors.

Para. Files Pact Breach
Suit vs. Plodna's Palace
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Expect No Action on 111.
Film Industry Measures
Springfield, III. — Pending film
legislation in the State Legislature
here is given slight chance of enactment at the current session. Latest
to be introduced is one providing
for a 10 per cent admission tax for
all amusements.
The Judiciary Committee has the
Searle censorship bill and the Crowley anti-Ascap measure, while the
Roads committee has the Fimucane
anti-billboard bill.

Louis and Meyer Marks
Fined in Income Tax Case
Chicago — Louis and Meyer Marks
were fined $1,000 each by Federal
Judge come
Charles
in an
intax case Woodward
relating: to
Marks
sale of the Marbro, Granada and
Broadway Strand theaters several
years ago. Settlement also was made
for deficiency tax in the case.

NBC to Demonstrate Its
Color Television Today
NBC will demonstrate its color
television today with a snecial showing for the press in its board room.
Number to witness it will be limited,
with program details not announced
last night.
Members of the Press Photographers Ass'n will witness the demonstration, paying special attention to
the color television camera and the
problems involved in operating it.

Charles Pathe 111 Here
Charles Pathe. the veteran founder of the newsreel. has been ill in
a New York hotel since his arrival
here a week affo on the Clipper
from Lisbon. Upon his recovery
and after a short rest Pathe. with
Mrs. Pathe, will visit Hollywood.

Chicago — Paramount Pictures,
Inc.. filed a breach of contract suit
in Municipal Court here yesterday "Reluctant Dragon" on June 6
Walt Disney's "The Reluctant
against James Plodna's Palace Theater. Spitz & Adcock represent Para- June
Dragon"
6. will be released by RKO on
mount.

COmillG and G0IM
GEORGE
the Coast.

J. SCHAEFER

arrived

yesterday

W. J. HEINEMAN, Universal Western div
sales manager, planed to Chicago last nigh
work on circuit deals.
ern trip.
W. F. RODGERS returns Monday from j

M

STANTON GRIFFIS has returned from
HARRY
C. ARTHUR,
JR., vice-presiderr
Fanchon
& Marco,
has returned
to St. 1
after a 10-day stay here.
MILTON
WEISS,
Metro
publicist,
left
terday for Charleston,
S. C, to arrange f'
visit to that city of Ann
Sothern,
retur
here Monday.
ORSON WELLES arrived yesterday from
Coast
via TWA
Stratoliner.
LORETTA YOUNG left for the Coast last ni
ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., Paramount
ducer, and his wife, Myrna Loy arrive ti
day.
from
Hollywood for a week's vacation via I
Stratoliner.
BUDDY

DE SYLVA

returns to the

SUSANNA
FOSTER,
Paramount
player,
make a p. a. in Chicago on May 18 in connec
with "I Am An American Day."
JED HARRIS is in Hollywood.
MARIO MORENO, Mexican stage and scP
City.
star, is en route to New York from Me:'
JOE EAGAN, Wilmer & Vincent general m
ager, has returned to New York after visi
Richmond
and Norfolk.
ARTHUR
F. LOCKWOOD,
president of
necticut
MPTO,
is planning
a trip to C1
fornia.
CAROL
BRUCE has returned from Hollywi !
flying
back over
screen out
test and
at Universal.

the

week-end

fo

For
$80,000
Metroa Reported
Buys "DuBarry"
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI

Hollywood — Metro has bought
G. DeSylva's Broadway musical co
edy, "DuBarry Was a Lady," as
possible picture for Ann Sothern. T
studio had earlier bought DeSylv:
"Panama Hattie" for Miss Sothei
Albert Mannheimer is adapting 1
"DuBarry" musical to the screen.
Price paid for "DuBarry" is 1
ported at $80,000 as against $13'
000 for "Panama Hattie." Artlj
Freed will produce both films.

Britt Heads Chi. D of J Office
Chicago — Daniel B. Britt, has
placed in charge of the D of «
anti-trust division here, succeedi
Leo F. Tierney, who retired to c
gage in private law practice.

Don't Forget....
You Have a Date ....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.

May 15th, 16th & 17th

GOOD NEWS
TRAVELS FAST!
A WOMAN'S
JOAN
FACE"
CRAWFORD

iteming

MELVYN

DOUGLAS
with

CONRAD

VEIDT

Oio Moitm • Reginald Owen
Albert Basserman • Marjorie
Main • Donald Meek • S creen
Play by Donald Ogden Stewart
and Elliot Pawl • Produced by

VICTOR SAVILIE

it started as a whisper . . .

coast-to-coast columnists spread it ♦ ♦ ♦

now all America will say:

"A WOMAN'S

FACE'

Directed by the man who
made "Philadelphia Story"

GEORGE

CUKOR

( from M-G'lVi;
of course j
m_^
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Ohio ITO Battling
5% Rental Tax Plan
(Continued from Page 1)
ered by the House Ways and Means
Committee was fired yesterday by
the ITO of Ohio.
In a service bulletin to all members, Secretary Pete J. Wood called
for an immediate protest to the
Committee against enactment of
the tax "if it is to be passed on to
the theater owner." In his bulletin,
Wood said:
"As the terms of the contract between the theater owner and the
distributor provide that any such
taxes shall be boi"ne by the theater
owner, this tax, if adopted, would
mean a gross receipts tax of 1-2/3
per cent, the latter figure being arrived at upon the assumption that
film rentals average 33 1/3 per cent
of the gross.
"It means that each and every theater owner would pay an additional
tax of the following amount: — Theater owners paying $100 weekly in
film rental, a tax of $5.00 per week;
$200— $10; $300— $15; $500— $25;
$1,000 — $50. The foregoing proposal is in addition to the one now
under consideration by the House
Ways and Means Committee of reducing the exemption figure from
20c to 9c.
"While theater owners are just as
desirous as any other business people of contributing to the defense
program, it is probably unfair to
expect them to accept the imposition of taxes from two sources —
on what they sell and on what they
buy.
"If a film tax is necessary, it
should be imposed upon the distributor, where it rightfully belongs,
and not upon the theater owner who,
from all indications, will be weighed
down with an admissions tax upon
all admissions beginning at 10c."

Strand, Milford, la.. Sold
Milford, la. — The Strand theater
has been sold by Mr. and Mrs. E.
C. Arehart to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
W. Leritz of Sibley, la. The Areharts have purchased the Hollywood
theater in Estherville and will take
possession of their new house on
May 1. Leon Place of Milford will
be resident manager of the Hollywood with the Areharts to continue
their residence
in Milford.

Ascap Decision Due
In Next Four Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

"Paramount

Isn't Fooling!"

• •
• EVERY year at about this time
some producers and
distributors of shorts announce their plans for the coming year
a
series of this-a and a series oi that-a
with lots of bally but not
much
data
Mister Exhib. does a watchful 'waiting job
for
something that in some cases doesn't materialize
and this has naturally made him a bit skeptical of indefinite announcements
Whether
he be from Missouri or not
what
— and no foolin'
T

he

wants

T

to be

shown

what's

T

• •
•
PARAMOUNT 'S shorts solons recognize clearly
that if their new season's tab reels
are to get the playing time
they deserve
then it is necessary to counteract the incredulity
of quite a few exhibs
It is a natural step for the company
to take
because the '41-'42 lineup is far and away the best
in the organization's history
and it would be a tragedy if its
12 component series
were to be fettered by any existing
circumstance within the trade
Hence Paramount has set its
cap to convince showmen

everywhere

of the value its par-

ticular batch of shorts will be to all theaters. . . .The "cap-setting"
involves strict sincerity
and deeds above words
T
T
T
• •
•
IN the matter of sincerity
the. company prepared for
the '41-'42 season
by building its shorts department into the strongest
unit possible
executively and mechanically
Too, it examined
every prospect for shorts that would please the greatest number of filmgoers
via offerings which would possess loads of humor, action,
novelty and human
interest
And in the matter of deeds above
words
it rolled up its sleeves to pitch into the task of actually
providing feature picture promotion for shorts
and to give these
formerly "underprivileged" films the place they merit as entertainment
now that industry adjustments have cleared a suitable path
T
▼
T
•

•

• ANOTHER deed was to shun exaggeration. .... .because quality doesn't need it
Evidence of this policy outcropped t'other day
when
the company
issued its initial
bulletin, "Shorts Report"
There was a total absence of verbal
twaddle in every reference to the '41-'42 product
Particularly
conservative was the paragraph anent the 12 "Superman" cartoons
in Technicolor
the first of which is completed (all but scoring) in the Fleischer Studios
These reels will have a huge
presold audience value resulting from the sensationally-popular
comic strip
Here's a celluloid article for Para, to shout about
and outlets to get excited about
▼
T
▼
• •
• IN its own right
each of the announced series is a
highspot:
—the "Quiz Kids" feature shorts (first of which gets an
honest-to-goodness world premiere in Chi. just after Labor Day, supple-

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
Charles
Reed Jones
Arthur
Greenblatt
Ralph Freed
Lee Loeb
J. C. Bachman
Robert
Lord
Rose Hobart

mented by a coast-to-coast radio hookup)
"Hedda Hopper's Hollywood"; the Benchley comedies; "Madcap Models" Puppetoons in Technicolor the Popeye
cartoons; the uproariously funny "Speaking of
Animals" reels; "Unusual Occupations" in Magnacolor; "Fascinating
Journeys" in Technicolor
"Headliners"; "Popular Science" in Magnacolor; and the "Grantland Rice Sportslights" (which in the new season
will concentrate on pop pastimes such as soft ball, roller skating, etc.,
in which an amazing number of Americans indulge)
▼
▼
T
• •
•
WHATEVER notations our systematic theatermen are
currently making
mentally or materially
about the new
season's shorts
they can record with confidence:
mount isn't fooling"

"Para-

disallowed
because
"they
do
come into court with clean han
Chief Justice Hughes, ho
directed that the argument star
%
rected to the legality of the sta
itself. Boggs insisted that urn
the Florida law, Ascap could s
be the agent of composers to wai
for infringements, but denied tr
had the right to combine to
prices. He said the Ascap consi
decree proves they can sell otl
than by blanket license but admit
operation under the consent deci
might still violate the Florida h
The high court devoted consid
able time to the question of subs
tution of parties. Tyrus A. in
wood, Assistant Attorney Gene
of Florida, argued that the presf
Attorney General could not be si
stituted for his predecessor in 1
action. Although only a forn
technical matter, some court obse:
ers thought the case might be sc
back on this point.
Norwood charged that Ascap v
guilty of "a very human moti
greed," in its policies and said (
blanket license barred young co
posers from having their mu
heard. It is immaterial wheth
the Florida statute will cause mu:
to cost more in the state, Norwc
said.
Frank J. Wideman and Thon
G. Haight argued the substituti
question for Ascap, contending
would be an almost impossible sii
ation, if a new suit had to
brought each time the Attorn
General of the state left office.
If the
the state
tiplied by
right act
declared.

Supreme Court uphol
statutes, they will be m
other states and the cor
will be destroyed, Haig

WEDDING

=

BELLS
j

Wedding of Rodney Bush, assists;
to Charles E. McCarthy, 20th-Fox i
and pub. director, to Miriam Poi
man was made known yesterday. T j
couple were married Easter Sunds
Boston — Jack Merivale, actor, a:
Jane Sterling, actress, will be ms
ried this week.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Hollywood — Mary Brian and J;
Whitcomb,
ried Sunday. illustrator, will be ma
Detroit — Jack Susami, Univers
booker, was married to Bettye Ni
son recently.

Detroit — Al Boodman, office mar
ger of Al Dezel Roadshows, and U
of Jacob Boodman, manager of E 1
troit Film Cleaning Service, w
married Sunday to Ray Nelson.

l3%te
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fids Will Refile
meo Thea. Demand

Aosfo(k
reviews of new fiLmsA»»K
Option is Extended
"Law
of the Wolf"
Dennis Moore, Luana Walters,

with
(Continued from Page 1)

ikon Theater, Jersey City, and
1 filed under the wrong section
^he decree. The arbiti-ator said
he did not have the power to
£r- the case inasmuch as specific
i demands cannot be arbitrated
til after Sept. 1.
Defendant attorneys agreed to ach the complainant's move for a
tthdrawal.

A A Instructional Talks
ith Panels Under Way
First of a series of instructional
Iks between officials of the Amer»n Arbitration Association and lo; 1 panels of arbitrators got under
\y yesterday in Philadelphia.
J.
pble Braden, executive secretary
the AAA, and Wesley
Sturges,
ile law professor and a member
the administrative committee of
e motion picture arbitration sys.
y's speakers
werewillyesterda
jpi,
Talks
be designed
to acquaint
e panels with what has happened
motion picture arbitration to date
id to acquaint them with all necsaiy facts.
Similar sessions will be held in
oston. New
Orleans. Detroit and
) her cities in which cases have
n filed.

arbose Arbitration Case
djourned to May 12
Boston — Garbose Bros.' AAA plea,
eking" national release date for
thol, Mass., was adjourned by John
aly, arbitrator, to May 12.
George S. Ryan, anti-monopoly atrney, representing Garbose Bros.,
■cupied main part of the hearings
lis week, amassing documentary exbits and directly examining Abra)m Garbose.

George Chesebro, Rin-Tin-Tin, Jr.
Arthur Ziehm, Inc.
55 Mins.
FAIR MELLER FOR LOWER BRACKET
STANDS. CHIEF ASSETS ARE ACTION
AND APPEAL OF ITS CANINE STAR.
Appeal of this meller rests on action plus
the natural admiration of most fans for
canine heroics. But the piece definitely
belongs on screens of the lower scale houses
whose patrons are rarely finicky about the
technical merits of pictures, careful direcis shv tion,onor skillful
all theseacting.
counts. "Law of the Wolf"
In simple narrative form it recounts the
escape from prison of two convicts. These
assignments are in the hands of Dennis
Moore and George Chesebro. The former
was unjustly "sent up," but the latter is
a hard-boiled criminal. Moore's conviction
was allegedly for the murder of his brother,
an aeronautical designer, whose plans Jack
Ingram, villainous businessman, sought.
After the jail break, Ingram continues his
search for the drawings which eventually
fall into the hands of Chesebro, whose theft
of them is thwarted by the dog, — one of the
blood line of the renowned Rin-Tin-Tin. In
between are spread some scenes of the
dog's prowess and intelligence, and some
wisps of plot accenting human interest. The
players move through the story in routine
fashion, which well may be accounted for
by the lack of directional flare. Photography
is not of rugged quality either.
CAST: Dennis Moore, Luana Walters,
George Chesebro, Stephen Clark, Jack Ingram, Robert Frazer, James Aubrey, Martin
Spellman, Bobby Gordon, and the dog, Rin-

*

SHORTS

*

(Continued from Page 1)

of approximately $9,500,000 derived
from a syndicate of banks and the
Equitable Life Assurance
Society.
Banks are said to be Irving Trust
"Object Lesson"
Christopher Young
12 Mins.
Co., Bankers
Trust
Manufacturers Trust Co.,
all Co.,
of New
York,
Ingenious Short
the Security First National
This is the first American-produced and
Bank of Los Angeles.
surrealist film which took its proReliable sources said last night
ducer, Christopher Young, some five
years to make, including choice of that a small portion of the Meehan
location shots which range from Bel- shares in K-A-0 have been "very
gium, and various sections of the U. recently purchased," which would
S. By no stretch of the imagination mean that something less than the
can the reel be considered as hav- approximately 21,000 preferred remain to be acquired by Atlas.
ing anything like general audience
appeal, but to the more sophisticated
and mentally agile minds it repre- gruity of creation having to go hand
sents a unique experience in motion in hand with destruction; and the
picture entertainment.
strange truth that man, springing
Incongruous combinations of ob- in the organic chemical sense from
jects are employed with the purpose the elements of the physical world,
of telling a "story" impressionis- will inevitably, with all his art and
tically, and it well be that different success in making objects for his
individuals looking at the footage advancement, be destroyed by the
will interpret it in various ways, — matter-forces
into being.
which brought him
this reviewer coming away from the
special press showing with the noWhether this is what Young intion that the story is of human life,
tended to tell or not, — that's the way
its evolution and development on this
we see it. In any event it is an inplanet;
striving and
in the
the
genious concoction and well worth
realms ofmankind's
both the material
the viewing by those who revel in the
artistic; the complexity and eventual
unusual and enjoy some mental acrofutility of this striving; the inconbatics. It's stuff to make you think.

Tin-Tin, Jr.

CREDITS: Director, Raymond K. Johnson;
Original Story, Thomas Gibson; Screenplay,
Joseph P. Murphy; Photography, Edward A.
Kull; Assistant Director, Adrian Weiss;
Technical Adviser, Raymond V. LeVay; Production Manager, Harry Gordon; Sound
Technician, Thomas Lambert; Editor, Frederick Bain; Musical Direction, Lange and
Porter.
DIRECTION,

Routine. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Passable.
uban Technicians Organize
Havana (By Air Mail — Cuban
tchnicians' Union has been formed Para. Signs Leisen
ith these officers: Segie Miro, pres- To New Two-Year Pact
lent; Antonio Villazon Deus, sectary; Max Tosquella, treasurer; West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mitchell Leisen has
iilvador Cancio Pena. vice-presient; Ernesto Lopez Olivero, vice- been signed to a new contract by
-cretary; Aurelio Iglesias Valdes, Paramount and will diz-ect two picice-treasurer; Pedro Pablo Chavez,
tures annually over a two-year
.icardo Delgado, Jean Angelo, Er- period.
fsto Caparros, Ismael Nieto and
Enrique Bravo, vocales.
Roach Preparing "Niagara Falls"
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Roach has engaged Homer McCoy, Paul Gerard
Smith and Eugene Conrad to prepare the script for "Niagara Falls,"
first of his "streamlined features"
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in four reels for UA release. Players engaged for the film include Tom
Hollywood — William A. Wellman,
aramount producer-director, today Brown, Marjorie Woodworth, ZaSu
>ok time off from duties on his Pitts and Slim Summerville. Director Gordon Douglas is scheduled to
orthcoming picture, "The Great
lan's Lady," to pass out the cigars start filming early in June.
nd receive congratulations on the
irth yesterday of a seven-pound son, Open Toy-Loaning Center
Baltimore — The Variety Club has
entatively titled Timothy Wellman.
opened its second toy-lending cen"he
new
arrival
is
the
film
chief's
ourth child.
ter. C. W. Hicks is Chief Barker.

"FORTUNATELY FOR PROPHETS
-AND FOR FILM AUDIENCES
-HISTORY

REPEATS

ITSELF!"

GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalion", presents a
magnificent picturization of George Bernard Shaw's famous play
"MAJOR BARBARA" starring WENDY HlLLER, co-starring
Rex Harrison and Robert Morlev • Released thru United Artists.

l&Rte;
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Defense Spending Effect on Box Office is Spotty
Increased Employment Said
Most Beneficial to Exhibs.
In New England Territory
(Continued from Page 1)

program has been most beneficial
thus far in the New England area.
In other Eastern spots, while employment has risen markedly, the
box-office benefits have been less by
far.
In Washington, the nation's capital, the mushroom development of
Government has sent grosses climbing.
In the mid-West, there is a curious situation evident. Here, large
war orders are being filled, yet exhibitors, including those in the very
busy Detroit sector, claim that business is definitely off.
No Help In the Mid-West
Other mid-Western
situations insist there has been no appreciable
benefits from defense employment
and defense spending thus far.
Farther West, and in the Northwest in the open country, defense
spending is a minus quantity, and.
consequently, the box-office has not
been helped.
Importance of these reports
from the field is enhanced materially in view of the tax legislation proposals now receiving
consideration in Washington.
Observers, too. point out that
thev spotlight the major selling
problem ahead under the provisions of the New York consent decree.
Typical of the early field reports
from staff correspondents are these
which follow:

Defense Plants9 Longer Worh Days Hurting
Attendance, Syracuse Exhibitors Believe
Syracuse, N. Y. — While b.o. biz is better here than it was two years ago,
anticipated "lift" as a result of the national defense program which has put about
10,000 more to work here and boosted payrolls to new highs, has not yet
materialized. Local showmen, canvassing for explanations are about ready to
conclude that the longer work days occasioned by overtime schedules in defense
factories is taking its toll at the b.o.
In other words, factory workers are too tired at the end of the work day
to patronize film theaters frequently or regularly. Nabe operators especially
are inclined to that belief, noting slow business. The Acme and Globe are talking
of cutting operations

to five days unless

population has been increased by
approximately 75,000 to 100,000 new
workers for the Government and
private employers with Government
experts predicting there will be a
200,000 increase by 1942. There is
no accurate estimate of visitors but
they are in such number as to have
caused an acute shortage of hotel
rooms. And all of them are going to
the movies.
The F Street — Broadway of Washington— theaters are doing excellent
business.
new antrade
hasn't
hit the nabesThis
to such
extent
yet
but they too are receiving better
than average receipts. The Washington releases have been keeping
up with the increased tempo of business. No end is seen to the "better
days"; only bigger and better boxoffice as this "boom town" grows by
leaps and bounds. It's all too good
to be worried about what happens
when the defense spree ends.

R. L B. O. Business Better,
But Lags Behind Employment

Providence — Theater business in
Rhode Island is slightly better than
last year, but, according to exhibs.
Springfield, Mass,, Houses
is
not commensurate
Report Gains of 20 to 25%
employment
gains. with the state's
General business index in Ehode
Springfield, Mass. — Theaters in
this area, in fact the entire amuse- Island, largely attributable to dement field, report that best busifense contracts placed with manuness since the boom days of 1929,
facturers in the State, in March
due to increased incomes brought reached highest level since November, 1929, being up 24 per cent
about by the national defense program.
above March, 1940. Employment
Downtown Springfield theaters in Rhode Island factories in March
are averaging better than 20 per rose to highest point in 12 years.
cent gains, while neighborhood
houses are nearly 25 per cent ahead
of last year. There have been no Early Bird Shows for Defense
Workers Draw Whole Families
price changes here.
Defense orders totaling more than
New Haven — The popular 3 to 11
$32,000,000 have poured into the p.m. factory shift has dedicated a
Springfield area and as of April 1 new policy in some towns, the
there were 21,000 employes getting "Early Bird Defense Workers
a total weekly pay of $630,000. Show." Both Warners and Loew's
This is an increase of about $280,000 are
trying out the morning shows
over last year.
once a week in various towns. Regular matinee admission is charged.
The Loew-Poli, Bridgeport, first on
Town";
"Boom
a
ton
Washing
Theaters Do Excellent Biz
the circuit to institute the new polWashington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
icy, has been followed by the Palace, Meriden, Poli, Waterbury, Poli,
Washington — Administration of
the National Defense Program, plus Worcester, and Poli, Hartford.
Shows start as early as 8:45, and
the heavy influx of new Government
workers, plus the large expeditions managers report whole families atof travelers and sightseers to Washtending. Warner's have discontinued the experiment in Waterbury,
ington are the reasons for the debut
added
the Warner, Bridgeport,
cided upswing in the Capital boxand Warner, Lynn.
office situation.
Downtowns report increasing conWashington's normal 600,000 odd

there's a pickup shortly.

centration of business in the weekends, with Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday business proportionately
poorer.

Wilmington B. O. Receipts
Trail Employment Increase

Army Draft No Help
In St. Louis, Salt Lake City
Tax Worries Affect N. W.
me Ji
has been reported to have one
the highest — if not the highest — \
centage of enlistments in the
in the enlistment area.
Many families have moved out o :
the area to take positions in muni
tions and tool factories in Connec
ticut and Philadelphia.
One complaint
of exhibitors i:
nearby Beckwith is that the defens
workers
do not have enough tim
to go to the movies because of
24-hour shift effective there.

Wheeling Theaters Report
Seasonal Biz at 1940 Level

Wheeling,
W. Va. — A survey o
theater managers in the metropoli
tan district, shows national defens j
spending has not yet been felt ap |
preciably at the box-offices.
The managers assert that whil
the national defense program spend <
ing may have reached their box
offices, seasonal business is on a leve
with if not under that of a year ago
Buffalo Grosses Reflecting
but due principally to the early ad
Peak Business of Factories
vent of Summer weather here, am
Buffalo — Industrial business here to the adoption in Wheeling of day
is now at the highest point since light saving time.
1929, according to the Chamber of
Commerce, and that happy situation
is reflected at the box-office, checkup Army Draft, Radio Newscast.
indicates. Buffalo's increase in ac- Cutting St, Louis Attendance
St. Louis — Benefits of the in
tivity is due largely to increased
factory employment and this, to a creased production of big plants am
large extent, was caused by the large new industries due to the improvei
amount of defense orders now being general business conditions createi
carried on in Buffalo and the im- by the national defense progran
mediate area.
have been offset decidedly by th<
The indications are that factory draft. The bovs who used to tak<
employment and wages will increase their girl friends to the first anc
during the remaining months of second-runs and de luxe nabes ar<
1941 because it is definitely known wearing olive drab. So the net re
that the number of employes in the suit is that so far as the theaters
airplane plants and the opening of in this section are concerned there
the new Buffalo Arms, Inc., plant has been little increase in their nor'al business that can be traced tc
will necessitate additions to the
working forces. Offsetting this is the national defense program.
Another feature of the war situa
the fact that some of the large defense orders placed in Buffalo eight tion is that the increased activity of!
to nine months ago have been filled the Germans in the Balkans and Af
and some of these plants have not rica — and the resultant accelerareceived any new orders.
tion of the radio broadcasts, has also
had a tendency to hold down attend
ance. In their anxiety to leam the
Workers' Migration Hurts
latest developments in the war
Wilkes-Barre Box Offices
zones, men and women are stay
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Any benefits ing away from the film theaters.
possible at the theater box-office beI
Reports
cause of the national defense pro- Middle Northwest
gram in this Anthracite region town Tax Worries Affecting B. O.
are seen equalized by the loss of
Falls. S. D. — Out here inpossible patrons due to persons mov- theSioux
wide-open spaces of the middle
ing to the more active defense areas Northwest
defense spending is just
of Philadelphia and Connecticut and
the many men who have enlisted or something to be read about in the
been drafted.
newspapers. This part of the country is wholly dependent upon agriThe area, which depends princulture and as vet there is little or
cipally on anthracite mining, has no effect of the spending prograr.
some defense industries with ap- noticeable.
proximately a million dollars in orRealization
that
the tax-payer
ders placed here. On the other hand, must soon begin paying the bill
the area, possibly due to the decreas- has had something
a hedging
ef(Continued on ofPage
7)
ing amount of work in the mines,
Wilmington — Although the Chamber of Commerce reports considerable employment gain in the local
industrial zone, theater operators in
this city assert that the national defense program has given no appreciable lift to b.o. receipts thus far.
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alls (or 3-Day Run
Mexican Films
(Continued from Page 1)

^ps. Luis Ordoric Cerda, Leopold
icunegui Tercero and Pascual
raca Perez, was amended at the
s?st of the Mexican Association
_Motion Picture Producers and
itributors.
In substance,
the new sections
ivide that:
(A)
All exhibitors throughout
i Republic are under the obligation
fix three consecutive days, one
nday included, out of every month,
: the exclusive showing of mon picture films produced in MexLn studios. All pictures played
Ting these three days must be of
less than five reels in length,
d no foreign-made feature-length
during those
11 may be shown
r-ee days.
<B) All contracts signed between
ffetributors (of foreign-made films)
d exhibitors will grant the ex>itor the right to determine which
-cee days he finds most convenient
the showing of native pictures,
d during those three days any
:ntract between both parties will
without any obliga5 in suspension
•n whatever on the part of the
hibitor.
Action by the Mexican Congress
expected early this month.
A law making it compulsory for
hibitors to play a native picture
jr one week every two months was
operation last year but solely
o
''thin the limits of the Distrit
rderal, which comprises Mexico
-ty and its environs.

exican Production Perks;
'our Features Shooting

Why They Become Critics, Or the Influence
Of That Urtje to See the Show Without Cost
Lincoln, Neb. — Manager Alvin Hendricks, of the Varsity, was served notice
by new movie editor Dean Pohlenz, of the Journal, that his pictures would get
good notices only when he could keep himself from his memories.
"You see," Pohlenz told him, "I never forgave you for sealing up the alley
exit to the theater, because as a kid that was the way I used to sneak in."

Japan's Few U. S. Pix
Reported Getting Biz
(.Continued from Page 1)

same number will find playing time
this -"ear, he said.
Perkins said that unless the situation in the Far East changed, U.
S. distributors would be able to get
their share of the 3,000,000 yen
(about $800,000) which the Japanese government deposited in the
Yokohama Specie Bank in San Francisco in 1938 when restrictions
were placed on remittances. Money
is due the American companies in
September.
Perkins, who lives in Shanghai,
said that while there was no money
restrictions in China, the unfavorable exchange rates had a bad effect on remittances although theater
business in China is good despite
the war.
In the Philippines, which are also
covered by Perkins, economic conditions are not conducive to good theater business. In addition, the government has levied a corporation
tax based on earnings. •

Detroit Screen Craft Club
Names Ruben President
Detroit — Screen Craft Club, social
organization of Detroit proiection
men. has elected as new officers:
President, RusspII Ruben, Amusement Sunplv Co.; Vice-president,
Nat GoldstafF, Gray stone Theater;
Secretary-treasurer, Sol Goldberg
Esquire Theater. Gros«p Pointe:
Rpcordin°- Se^retarv. Manny M.
Schare. formerly of the Town Theater; and fifth member of the Board.
Gus Cohen, Ambassador Theater.
Plans are under wav to resume
activitv as a bowling league, dropped about three vears ago. This
will give Detroit three bowline'
leagues composed entirely of film
men.

Mexico Citv (By Air Mail)— With
Mexican
ur pictures now in work, for
some
oduction, in the doldrums
ne, has perked up in the past
;ek. Pictures are being made in
,
ree studios.
"La Companera de Vai.ie ( tellow
•aveler") was started at the Cineatografica Latino Americana, stuE which has been dark for nearly
j-e years. Aleiandro Galindo is
jrecting from Marco-Aurelio Galin's original screenplay. Cast inades Sara Garcia, Alfredo del Dieso and Carlos Lopez Moctezuma.
put "Cuando los Hiios se Van"
•ovas y Cia will distribute. At the Films
("When Children Leave Home") into
Oro
Grovasoroduction
with Juan Bustillo Oro
iones
Producc
plant
me
directing a cast headed by Fernando
Soler, Joaquin Pardave and Emilio
Tuero.
TO THE COLORS!

At Estudios Cinematoarrafica Azteca. Producciones Indenendi^n+es
i } Chicago — Keightly
Smith and has Alfonso Patino directing "Cinco
! l;orge Pekow of B & K's Roosevelt Minutes de Amor" ("Five Minutes of
1 eater have enlisted in the Marines. Love"). Cast includes Arturo de
Cordova, Mapy Cortes and Carlos
-ville Kaplan, also of the Roosevelt Orellana.
aff, has joined the Navy.
Another inactive studio, that of
i Petersburg, Va. — Howard Rubin, Mexico Films, has been reopened for
n of Herman Rubin, city manager, Producciones Orona's "El Hijo de
£-ighborhood Theaters, has taken a Cruze Diablo" ("The Son of Cruze
ree months' course in the Naval Diablo"). Lupita Gallardo, Tomas
sserve School at Northwestern Uni- Perrin,
Jr. and Matilde Brillas top
the cast.
•rsity, Chicago.

Legitless Syracuse Gets
'Em, and Opposition, Too

Defense Spending
B.O. Effect Spotty
(Continued from Page 6)

feet upon local box-offices. Except
for a slight wage increase here and
there, there is little change in boxoffice reports over the first quarter
of 1940. There is no indication in
this territory
tional activity. of any unusual na-

Defense Program No Help

Syracuse — This city, without legit,
save for an occasional booking over To Salt Lake City Exhibs.
Salt Lake City — So far as boxa period of years, is getting touring office
receipts are concerned, film
attractions at both the Empire houses in Salt Lake would never
(RKO-Schine) and the Civic (Syra- know there is a defense program
cuse University).
under way. In fact business at
"Man Who Came to Dinner," with some theaters is under a year ago.
Alexander Woollcott, breaking the Salt Lake is not an industrial city
ice last week at the Empire, did and the several millions in defense
virtually SRO for three perform- spending is being confined to Hill
ances. Sylvia Sidney and Luther Field, near Ogden, the Ogden arsenal. Fort Douglas and other Army
Adler break in the road tour of "Ac- bases. Ogden is benefiting some as
cent on Youth" at the Empire to- the result of an increase in civilians
morrow and Saturday, while "Rose employed at these bases.
Marie," with Alexander Gray and
More than 4,000 soldiers are
Nancy
McCord,
is set there May
16-17.
quartered at Fort Douglas in Salt
Lake City but they have their own
Road company of "George Wash- post theater as well as a theater
Slept Here,"
opens
a three-in at the draft induction headquarters,
day runingtonat
the Civic
tonight,
and so they spend a minimum at
downtown theaters. Increase in Salt
opposition
to
"Accent
on
Youth."
Former has $1.10 top as against Lake payrolls as a result of the de$2.75 for the latter.
fense program has been small.
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Canada's 20% Admission Tax Already Effective
V.C. Attendance to Set Mark Schenck, Moskowitz
Registrations Heavy; "Sunny"
cW< Debut Tied in Bail is Continued

Expect the New Levy
Will Yield $8,000,000
In Its First Full Year

Toronto — The proposed 20 per cent
tax on motion picture theater admissions became a reality yesterday
when it was announced by J. L. Isley, minister of finance, that the
tax became effective immediately.
Exhibitors, caught completely by
surprise, did not know yesterday
when collections would begin, but it
was hoped that a delay until July 1
would be granted as there already is
a 15 per cent tax on theaters in the
province of Quebec.
The burden is regarded as particularly heavy by Montreal exhibitors, but all appeared to be prepared
to accept it cheerfully in the knowledge that it would speed war effort.
Isley said he expected to derive at
least $8,000,000 from the tax in the
full year and about $7,300,000 in the
present fiscal year. He said he would
recommend a 5 per cent tax on
amounts wagered at horse races, anticipating that it would produce $1,000,000, most of which will be collected this fiscal year.
It is believed here that erection
of new theaters, which has been a
feature of the Canadian building industry this Spring, may be halted
or diminished as a result of a new
Government order effective yesterday
requiring all persons and firms building or expanding business structures
to obtain a license.
Exhibitor leaders declared that the
new tax would work a hardship but
that Canadians would be glad to pay
it under the circumstances.

Cartoonists Federation
Held Company-Dominated
(Continued from Page 1)

would notify the NLRB in Washington to that effect.
Gunther R. Lessing, attorney and
vice-president of the Disney studio,
denied at the hearing that the cornpony controlled the federation and
countered with a formal written
statement saying the A. F. L. Screen
Cartoonists Guild, through its business agent, Herbert Sorrell, threatened to turn the Disney plant into
a "dust bowl."
Lessing declared that in five years
the Disney studio staff had grown
from 300 to 1,200 employes. He
said the average weekly wage was
between $55 and $60, that there were
no top-heavy salaries, and that Disney's led the list a $350 a week.

( Continued f om Page 1)

Theater, Atlantic City, in connection
with the convention. Anna Neagle,
starred; Ray Bolger, male lead, and
Herbert Wilcox, producer, will attend
the convention and premiere. In connection with the latter, RKO will
take Kate Smith and her radio program to Atlantic City for a broadcast
from the stage of the Warner immediately prior to the picture's debut.
The convention will attract a sizeable Hollywood contingent, with arrangements resting with Walter
Wanger. Metro yesterday scheduled
its touring "Ziegfeld Girl" exploitation float for the convention parade
on May 17, which will be covered by
all newsreels and two radio networks.
Press headquarters for the convention will be Room 1132 at the Traymore Hotel. All tents are bringing
with them local newspaper men to
cover for home town papers.
Reservation-registration list as of
last night follows:

Barron, Hardie Meakin, Louis Bernheimer
Ben Lust, Frank J. Storty, Max Rosenberg
Ned Brod, David H. Legum, Sylvan Danzansky, Martin E. Kornbluth, Jos. C. Gillespie,
Sidney Lust, Charles Olive, D. A. Peterson.
MINNEAPOLIS: Ben Blotcky, Joe Podoloff, G. Nathanson,
Bill Volk, Sidney Volk,
A. A. Kaplan, Max Torador, William Elson,
Eddie Ruben, Bob Workman, Chas. Rubenstein, Bennie Berger, Bill Crystal, Paul Mans,
Bill Cameron,
George Turner.
PHILADELPHIA : Leon Schlesinger, Jay
Emanuel, Charles Amsterdam, Roger Clipp,
Max M. Korr, Henry Friedman, Jack H.
Greenberg, Charles Goldfine, C. H. Goodwin,
Dr. Leon Levy, Earle Sweigert, William I.
Greenfield, Albert M. Cohen, Felix A. Jenkins,
George Lipsius, Hilleary Brown, Abraham
Rovner, Stan Lee Broza, Jack Kraker, Jack
Beresin, John Monroe,
Mac R. Leven.
ATLANTA: Roy Avey, W. O. Anderson,
H. G. Ballance, Bolton, Tom Bailey, R. J.
Barners. L. Benton. J C. Brown, E. D
Brown, J. H. Black, Karl Chalman, I T.
Cohen, Fred Coleman, Riley Davis, T. L.
Tavis, Willis Davis, Fred Dodson, Lynn
Dunn, R. H. Dunn, Hudson Edwards, John
Ezell, Jr., John Ezell, Sr., Alpha Fowler, Andrew Fiore, Carl Floyd, Simon Falis, J. E.
Fitzgerald, Jack Goldsmith, Tom Gilliam,
Irmes Gillespie, J. H. Harrison, W. C. Hames,
W. K. Jenkins, Mack Jackson. Chas. KessNEW YORK: Spyros, George and Charles nich, A. Am. Kennedy, Paul King, Lionel
Skouras. John Eberson, Edward Auger, Ed Keene, J. F. Kirby, Arthur Lucas, John Lucas,
Kuykendall, Frank Andrews, Cresson Smith, H. M. Lyons. Harold Laird, R. G. McClure,
Joseph Bernhard, Harry Mayer. Grad Sears, Oscar Morgan, H. B. Moog, Frank Merritt,
George J. Schaefer, Rube Jackter, Arthur Earl Mann, McCoy, Thos. Miller, M. Mitchell,
Willi, Rick Ricketson, H. M. Richey, W. F. Dave Prince, E. B. Price, J. H. Persee, Jake
Rodgers, Howard Dietz, William J. Clark,
Ernest Roger, Sid Reams, L. RosenJimmie Grainger, Moe Streimer, Eddie Grain- Pries,
baum, Thos. Read, H. P. Thodes, Francis
ger, Mai. L. E. Thompson, Terry Turner, A. Rudolph, A. O. Rook. Harold Spears. L. A.
Mike Vogel, Walter Brown, F. H. McL. Shields, Robe Strickland, Mack
Carthy, Arthur W Kelly, Harvey B. Day, S'ein, E. Paul
Wilson, R. B. Wilby, E. E.
Paul Terry, E. M. Hartley, Walter Greene, Tharpe,
Whitaker.
Nat Williams, N. H. Waters, W.
James A. Mulvey, A. J. Richards, Monroe W. B. Wall, B. G. Weil and T. E. Watson.
Greenthal,
W. Smith, Ned
Jr. Depinet, Bob Mochrie, Andy
CHARLOTTE:
H. H.
Everett, John
Bachman, W. L. Parker, F. H. BeddingWASHINGTON:
Senators, George L. field,
J. A. Pritchard, Scott Lett, Tohn VickRadcliflfe. Guy M. Gillette, Albert B. Chandler, ers. Jay Schrader, Alton Bland, Bill Holliday,
Elmer Thomas, J. J. Davis, Clyde L. Herring. R. P. Rosser and B. B. Horton.
Also, J. Edgar Hoover and Postmaster GenOKLAHOMA CITY: Delegation headed
eral Frank Walker, Col. Edwin A. Halsey.
L C. Griffith, H. R. Falls and C. B.
CINCINNATI: Arthur Frudenfeld, Noah by
Akers.
Schecter. Andy Niedenthal, A. S. Moritz,
BOSTON: Delegation of 50 headed by
William Bein, Ralph Kinsler, William Onie,
Bert Yamin, Anthony Koegel, Mike Green- Marty Mullin, Sam Pinanski, Harry Browning, Joe Cifre. Edward Ansin, Harold Stoneberg, Harry Silver.
man, Phil Smith.
ST. LOUIS: Ed Arthur, C. D. Hill. Tom
DALLAS: Delegation headed by Bob
Canavan, Louis K. Ansell, Jos. C. Ansell,
George Wiegand, A. L. Matreci, Ed. Murphy, O'Donnell and Paul Short.
Henry C. Riegel, Clyde Brown, Fred WehrenDAYTON:
Delegation headed by Fred
berg, Ray Colvin, Ed Ashkins, Sam Schu- Krimm, W. A. Keyes, A. H. Harper, Roy
cart, Sam Levin, Sam Komm, Jim Frisina, Wells, Harry Condron.
John Giachette
CLEVELAND : Delegation headed by Feed
BUFFALO : Sydney Samson, Sydney Lehman, Robert Murphy, Elmer Lux, Ralph Maw, Meier and Dave Siegel.
Phil Fox, Irving Fried, Michael DeAngelis.
KANSAS CITY: Delegation headed by
WASHINGTON:
A. E. Lichtman, Carter Earl Jameson and George Harttman.

Mutual Broadcasting
Signs Pact With Ascap

Following lengthy negotiations,
Mutual Broadcasting System officials early this morning signed —
subject to majority approval of affiliated stations — a new music contract
with Ascap, thus breaking the deadRites for Mrs. Annie Black
lock which has been in force since
Wilmington, Del. — Funeral ser- January 1.
vices were held yesterday for Mrs.
for the society were John
Annie McBride Black, 74, mother of G. Acting
Paine and E. C. Mills, while Fred
Lewis S. Black, city manager of Weber and Alfred J. McCosker
Warner
Brothers
Theaters
here.
represented Mutual.
Knapp's Wife Seriously 111
Detroit — Mrs. Arthur D. Knapp,
wife of the 20th-Fox city salesman,
is seriously ill.

Curtain Rises Tomorrow
In Film Baseball League

(Continued from Page 1)

^m

to press for argument on appear
June since the Court felt that i
early decision was of vital impoi
ance.
The Court stated that it ft;
no error had been made in passiijl
upon legal questions raised duni,
the trial.
Judge
Proskauer
argued
th
many
rulings were erroneous
a;
that there was ample ground for
reversal by the U. S. Circuit CouJ
of Appeals.
He characterized tH
Court's last-minute charge at 11:
n.m. as virtually an order to co
vict.
It was during this char;,
that the Court told the jury th ,
it might draw its own inferenc
from a failure by either side to csd
available witnesses.
Proskauer also attacked rulin <
on legitimacy of stock sales; instru
tions on the weight of charact
witnesses, and the failure by t
Court to allow overpayment in 19:
by Schenck to be credited to pr
vious years.
Judge
Proskauer,
considered
one of the foremost appeal experl
is supplanting
Harold
H. Corb
who handled the trial.
Resignation of Joseph M. Schen
as chairman of the 20th-Fox boa
of directors will be submitted todi
to the board of directors, it w
understood yesterday. Schencl
resignation was reported yesterda
but the company made no offici
comment. The board will necessaf
ily have to strike Schenck's narc
from the directorate up for re-ele
tion
stockholders'
May at
15 the
if the
resignation meeth
is a
cepted.

Use Theater Page Ads.
For Panoram Soundies
(Continued from Page 1)

cording to Leo R. Alhand, preside !
of Panoram
Distributors. Inc.
First 10 installations are now
several drug stores that render ;
all-night service, selected taveri
and food establishments. Spc
where there is an all-night servi
are more profitable than those clci
ing at midnight.
Alhand
says
applications
fro.
all parts of Indiana are pouring
but all equipment so far availat
has been placed.
Marion
Coun
will have about 60 soundies
soon as they can be installed.
Programs are now being chang
once a week but the company
hoping to change twice a week
soon as film is available.

The Motion Picture Baseball
League season for 1941 will get under
way tomorrow when Skouras Theaters engages International Projector
in the opening game at George Washington High School Stadium, 191st
St. and Audubon Ave. at 6. P. M.
The league is at present working on
plans to include among its activities,
a mid-June benefit game, for British
or Greek relief. The league roster
embraces Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
Exhibs. at Premium Show
Skouras Theaters, Inc., National
J. Harris Dead
Chicago — Theater owners are at- Broadcasting Co., International Pro- Jesse
Jesse J. Harris, 70, former i
tending the annual premium show
jector, Universal Pictures, Inc., vance man, died Tuesday. He
at the Palmer House this week.
Loew's Incorporated.
survived by a son, Charles.

.

Mlied Calls tor Tax Exemption Eliminations
(See Column 1 Below)
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[INT U. S. TO CRACK DOWN ON EXPANSION
tep. First to Close Deal Under New Minn. Law
Dntract Carries Statute's
% Cancellation Section;
'ork Out 10-Picture Plan
By GEORGE

DEFENSE
COIN, FILMS—But TWO
VIEWS
Boston
Grosses
Soar Up to 30%,
Detroit
Finds Vast
Spending Progratn Holds No

Benefits

E. GUISE

ILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis — First Minnesota moBy FLOYD L. BELL
n picture contract under the new
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
ti-blocks-of-five law has been neBoston — With factories which
tiated here by Gilbert Nathanson, have long been silent now operating
asident of Republic Pictures Corp. on a 24-hour daily basis, with two
Minneapolis.
huge military camps, Camp Edwards
The contract covers Republic's ene next season's product, purchased
THE FILM DAILY today continues
Andrew Severson, operator of
its series of field reports from staff
i Empress Theater at Osakis. The
correspondents on the effect on film
n tract Rives Severson
the right
theater business of the nation's vast de(Continued on Page 8)

id Tax Exemptions,
rges Abram Myers
By MILTON F. LUNCH
i-hington Bureau
of THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Abram F. Myers,
neral counsel, speaking for Na>nal Allied, told the House Ways
d Means Committee yesterday, that

fense expenditures. Because 'Detroit
and Boston represent extremes, the territorial situations are given in detail.

and Camp Devens, within a few
miles from Boston — and with weekend leaves of absence being granted
(Continued on Page 8)

Gov't Won't Launch
Attack on Minn. Law

(Continued on Page 6)

By H. F. REVES

Iftass. Bill Okaying
Beano, Bingo Killed
Boston — By a rising vote of 76 to
63, the Massachusetts General Court's
lower house killed the bill permitting
Beano, or Bingo, in public places.
Beano has operated in most Massachusetts towns under a former law
which permitted it to be played for
"charity" — the charity in most instances having been found to be that
affecting the operators of the bill.
There have been instances uncovered by the investigating committees
where Charity received less than 1
per cent of the net receipts of the
games.

Ramsey Theater Files 11th
N. Y. Arbitration Action

In response to a number of
complaints received by the antitrust division of the Department of Justice, the Government

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — Startling contrast is ob- will in all likelihood move in the
served here between national de- near future against theater expanfense spending for payrolls, and of
sion on the part of signatories to
(Continued on Page 3)
theater grosses in this town, which
is generally recognized as the bellwether of defense spending trends
because
lation. of its crucial factory popu-

Schenck to Resume
On Return to Coast

Industries are carrying about 420,000 workers now — 45,000, or 15 per
cent, more than a year ago — and this
is attributed primarily to defense
Joseph M. Schenck, upon his return
spending. This figure does not include secondary employment, built to Hollywood, will resume his production activities for 20th-Fox, it was
workers in stores.
up by additional
(Continued on Page 8)
announced yesterday by the corpora-

One Major Suspends
Selling in Minn.!

There is little likelihood that the
One major company yesterday was
Government will initiate action on its
ugh Robertson Named
own initiative to test the constitu- reported to have instructed its Minneapolis branch to temporarily suso RKO Corp.'s Board
tionality of the new Minnesota antipend acceptance of contracts in Minfive-block
law,
it
was
reliably
learned
At a meeting of the board of dinesota until the new block-booking
The question raised by
ctors of RKO
Corp. yesterday. yesterday. (Continued
on Page 6)
law is more(Continued
accurately
Difon Pageclarified.
7)
jgh Robertson, executive manager
Rockefeller
Center,
Inc., was
(Continued on Page 7)

Proposed Circuit Programs
Said One Sore Spot in the
Post-Consent Decree Setup

First Arbitration Demand
Filed by Ram in Charlotte

(Continued on Page 7)

Paramount's First Quarter
Profit At $2,475,000
Paramount estimates its earnings
for the first quarter ended April 5
last, at $2,475,000 after interest and
(Continued on Page 3)

"Citizen Kane" Gets
Glittering Premiere
Before a celebrity-studded audimade

ence, RKO
Radio's
Kane"at
its
world
bow"Citizen
last night

New York's eleventh case was filed
Charlotte, N. C. — First demand for
yesterday by the Ramsey Theater,
Ramsey, N. J., charging unreasonable arbitration in the local tribunal has
been filed here by H. B. Ram, owner
clearance (Continucd
and naming
(Continued on Page 6)
on Pageall6) five com-

Broadway's historic Palace Theater.
Event not only signalized the formal
unveiling of one of the most discussed-in-advance production in film
annals, but served notice, through the

Majors May Take NYU Shorts

property's power and rousing technique, that Orson Welles has done
better than right by our Hollywood
and the pic-going public. Reception
accorded "Citizen Kane" at the
finale, and the enthusiastic lobby
comment thereafter, pegs the opus
deep in the hit class. For review,
see the April 11 issue of THE FILM
DAILY. For color story of last

New Dept. Starts in Fall; Gessner to Head
FPC Shareholders Meeting
To be Further Adjourned

"Workshop" productions of the
motion picture department which
New York University will institute
Adjourned
shareholders
meeting next Fall in its Washington Square
of Famous Players Canadian Corp., College of Arts and Sciences — the
kind in the East — evenscheduled (Continued
for today,
will be fur- first of its
(Continued on Page 6)
on Page 6)

night's world premiere, turn to
"Along the Rialto" feature in today's
issue.— MORRIS.
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Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 60%
Roxy Thea.
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54%
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Two-Reel Musical Short
Will be Made in the East
First two-reel musical short to be
made in the East in recent years goes
into production next week at the
West Coast Studios for Columbia release. Jack Schaindlin has been
signed as musical director and the
cast is headed by Henny Youngman,
Carol Gould and the Radio Rogues.
Ben Blake is producing.

Dietz "A Woman's Face'
Slug Ads Set Precedent

Summer Slump Felt Month
Earlier, Asserts Bernhard

Metro yesterday instituted a
novel advance campaign for "A
Woman's Face," new Joan Crawford
starrer, with a one-inch, one-column
reverse slug ad appearing simultaneously on consecutive pages of
New York dailies. Campaign, conceived by Howard Dietz, is said to
be the first of its kind ever used in
film advertising history.
News sections, sports, food, literarv and woman's sections as well
as film pages will carry the slug
daily until the Capitol Theater premiere, following current "Ziegfeld
Girl." Copy reads: " 'A Woman's
Face' . . . 1941's most important

Chicago — Joseph Bernhard, Warner theater chief, pointing out that
the "Summer slump" has hit b.o. biz
a month ahead of schedule this year,
has called on WB circuit to put its
Summer policy of reduced operating
expenses into effect at once as far
as possible.
At the same time, Bernhard has
called on Warner managers for a
more vigorous selling of pictures
and a "demonstration of ingenuity
and resourcefulness in putting over

COmmG and GOIhG
VICTOR SAVILLE, Metro producer, is here
a vacation.
JAMES R. GRAINGER
to the Coast.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
this week-end.

is in Chicago en u
returns to Holly*

DORE SCHARY, Metro writer, leaves New ~i
today
for Washington.
WILLIAM
POWELL
LEWIS,
arrive
this
on
the Century.

and
morning

his wife,
J 3
from
the (on ;

GORDON
DOUGLAS leaves for the Coast i I
week-end.
ARTHUR ZIEHM. president, and HERV
ROSENFELD, general sales manager of An
Ziehm, Inc., return to New York this we
end from Atlanta.
the

"I want to see some super-showin the next six months,"
Bernhard manship
says.
'"
pictures.
Referring
"terrific increasetointhe
all impending
forms of taxaPix starts at Loew's Poli, Springpicture."
field, May 8, with 18 other key city
tion," Bernhard says, "it is too
engagements already set to follow. early to estimate the effect, but it
may worry the public temporarily,
at least, and cause a reduction in
Warners to Pay 96 lA Cents entertainment spending which, of
On Pfd. for Current Quart. course, would hurt theater income."
Warner Bros, board of directors Rites for Mrs. Mooney
has declared a dividend of 961A
To be Held Tomorrow
cents on its outstanding' preferred,
payable June 2. Dividend is for
Funeral services for Mrs. Lillian
the current quarter ending June 1,
it is stated.
F. Mooney, 56, wife of Paul C. MooDividends in arrears on this issue
ney, Sr., former general manager
will remain at $33.68% per share.
for Louis B. Mayer and mother of
Warners resumed payment of divi- Paul C. Mooney. Jr.. of Motion Picdends on the preferred last March
ture Herald, will be held at 9:45
after a payment lapse dating to 1932. a.m. tomorrow from her late home.
3563 80th St.. Jackson Heights, and
a half hour later from St. Joan of
Bachman and Dreifuss
Arc
Church. Jackson Heis-hts. InHead Own Units at PRC
terment will be in St. Mary's, FlushWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Mrs. Mooney died Wednesday
Hollywood — J. G. Bachman and nia'ht after a year's illness. Other
«urvivors include a second son, John
Arthur Dreifuss enter Producers Re- ing-.
leasing Corp. lineup as heads of W., and a daughter, Norma.
their own producing units.
Bachman's first assignment under Technicolor Director Heads
fhe new deal is "Motor Cycle U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Souad." which Al Kellv will direct.
Dreifuss will produce "Reg'lar Fel- U'nci,;„atr,., Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lers." afeature based on syndicated
Washington — Albert W. Hawkes
cartoon strip by Gene Bryne.
of Kearney N. J., who was elected
president of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States yesterN. Y. Theaters Can No
day is a member of the board of
Longer Bar Reviewers
directors and the executive committeer of Technicolor Motion Picture
Albany — Governor Lehman has Co., and Technicolor, Inc.
annroved the Davidson bill as chapter 893, laws of 1941. forbidding the
proprietor of a legitimate theater, Hinchey-Fellman Dinner
burlesque theater, music hall, opera
house, or circus from refusing to At Toots Shor's Tuesday
Testimonial dinner will b=> tendadmit or ejecting patrons except for eved
Ed Hinchev and N»t Fellman
disorderly conduct. Law is intended
to remove restriction on admission of Warners thea+er denartment
of critics. It provides civil penalty, Tuesdav night at Toots Sbor's by
fine and imprisonment for violation. Warner home office evecs. T^e two
Motion picture theaters were men leave New York shortly to take
amended out of its application by over new posts.
the sponsor during the last week of
the session.
Admission Tax Bill

Howard Johnson Dies

Hoppered in Illinois

Howard E. Johnson, 53. song writer, died yesterday at the Park West
Hospital. He was the author of the
first World War song, "Where Do
We Go From Here." For a year
he was employed by M-G-M at its
Hollywood studios.

Springfield, 111. — Representative
Paul Powell introduced a bill in
the Illinois House yesterday to tax
admissions to theaters. The bill
was referred to the Revenue Comheaded by Representative
Saltiel ofmittee,
Chicago.

ORSON
WELLES
planes to Chicago the M
of the week
for the opening
in that city
"Citizen
Kane"
on
May
6, and
then
ij
to the Coast for the opening there on May
GEORGE ABBOTT is at Virginia Beach.
JOE LEVEE, former Warner Bros, salesn
leaves today for the Coast to take up perman
residence.
J. J. GELLER, head of the literary departm
of the William
Morris
agency,
left by ti j
last night for Hollywood.

Pathe Film Corp. Report
$28,633 March Quarter N
Net profit of $28,633.41 for i.
three months ended March 31 wj
announced
yesterday
by Pathe
Crop. Profit
was derived
fromFi'
dividend payment of $35,000 fr<
Du Pont Film Manufacturing I
less operating expenses, taxes an
provisions for taxes. Du Pont hac
net of $439,258.34 for the thi
months ended March 31, as compar
with
a netmonths
of $452,939.16
first three
of 1940. for t!

J. B. Friedhoff Named
Monogram Comptroller
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAL 1

Hollywood— J. P. Friedhoff h
been named comptroller for Mor
gram succeeding Joseph Lamm w
resigned to head his own accour
ing firm in New York.

Tapernoux Leave FMPC
John S. Tapernoux and his wit
Rose Tapernoux, resigned yesterd;
as officers of French Motion Pi
tures Corp. They established tl
company in 1934 and have headi
it since that time.

Don't Forget....
You Have a Date ....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.

May 15th, 16th & 17th

DAILY;

-iday. May 2, 1941

Para. First Quarter
Profit at $2,475,

II nl U. S. to Crack

own on Expansion
it

(Continued from Page 1)

New York consent decree
B reported yesterday.
Kt present, the anti-trust divis, headed by Thurman W. Ard. Assistant Attorney General, is
^*ving the question with the
(f%jht in mind that any theater acsitions which are not justified
ler the decree as being essential
protect business interests will be
acked by Court action.
Although actions of the "Big
i/e" since the signing of the de*e are considered satisfactory,
ti-trust department officials view
i proposed theater expansion proams as the one sore spot in the
rture.
■ (t is understood that the Govern snt cannot move for injunctive rei to restrain a proposed expan>n, but must attack individual thei| fer deals and prove that each deal,
on its own, is not warfl (landing
nted by business conditions.

mold Reported Scrutinizing
WC Expansion Plans
ishington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Fox West Coast repsentatives, who recently consulted
uirman W. Arnold, Assistant Atrney General, on proposed expan>n plans for the circuit were adsed it "might" necessitate action
ider the New York consent decree,
was said at the Department last
ght. It was indicated that the
apartment was scrutinizing the
ans.

lunch Jewish Fund Drive
Pittsburgh — A dinner meeting
as held in the Urban Room of
le William Penn Hotel this week
launch the campaign by the
nited Jewish Fund's Motion Picire Division. Co-chairman Harry
. Kalmine, zone manager for War?r theaters, and Ira H. Cohn, branch
anager for 20th-Fox,
presided.

(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•

ONE of the monarchs of the

1941

crop

of pictures

appoopriately entered the Palace last night
- — RKO Radio's longand-eagerly-awaited "Citizen Kane"
So did a brilliant first night
audience
to view this -world premiere
whose cinematic importance was rivaled by an intense curiosity
on the part of the
onlookers
to examine the genius of Orson Welles
in celluloid
form
Now in the dear departed
days of vaudeville
-when
that form of entertainment
-was synonymous
with the Palace
many
a demonstration
of versatility flashed from the well-trod stage
but none was ever more amazing than that of Mister Welles
on the theater's screen
He was the piece's producer, director, co-author and star
many old variety performers and curbstone
habitues
hoping

who have c'.ung for years to the Palace's sidewalk-edge
that vaudeville might some day miraculously
rise from

the tomb
must this morning be saying of Welles:
"He even
tops the one-man band!"
which would be the very acme of praise
from such uncompromising sentimentalists
T
T
T
• •
•
THE Palace was a happy choice to house "Citizen
Kane"
because
in that institutional
setting
could
be
hurled into sharpest relief
the remarkable modern film technique which characterizes the production
Too, its location
permitted a vast crowd to gather in Duffy Square
(which
is to Times Square what the upper half of an hour-glass is to
the lower)
and thus lend to the occasion the element of
pageantry it deserved
Few attractions in the history of the
Great White Way
have equaled the interest manifest by the
man-on-street in "Citizen Kane"
T
T
T
• •
•
BY yesterday noon
there was about as much chance
of getting hold of a seat for "Citizen Kane"
as to get your
hands on the keys to the U. S. Treasury's gold-vaults
The premiere pastboard demand
was duplicated by the yowl for seats for
tonight and Saturday
A tremendous advance
sale was reported
stretching over a four- week span
▼
T
T
• •
•
SUNLIGHT
arcs hurled their rays almost Martian
style
upon the facade and crowds
and made the brass
buttons of squads of police glitter
Considering the packed
street and sidewalks
there was a minimum
of confusion
— the fortunate
ticket-holders inching up smilingly
to enter the auditorium
there to receive the splendidly -conceived souvenir program
fashioned by Barret McCormick,
RKO
Radio's promotional chief
Amongr those who inchedup yere Joan Crawford, John Garfield, the Gilbert Millers, Major
Edward Bowes, Sinclair Lewis, John Gunther, Elsa Maxwell,

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
MAY 2
Denison
GiftJack
Gallagher
Walter Strenge
William Bakewell
MAY 3
Mary Astor
S. M. Sachs
Leni Lynn
Jack Rieger
MAY 4
Paul Lazarus

Deems Taylor, Kate Smith
Lucius Beebe, Lady Mendl, Beatrice and George Kaufman, Thurman W. Arnold, Grantland Rice,
George Skouras, B. S. Moss, Billy Rose, Eleanor Holm, Frank
Buck
George J. Schaefer; Floyd B. Odium and his party,
including his public relations expert Harry Bruno; the Richard
Pattersons, Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet, Frederic Ullman,
jr., L. P. Yandell, Andy W. Smith, Jr., Cresson Smith, Gordon
Youngman, S.- Barret McCormick, Bob Mochrie, the John Parsons, the Richard Rodgers, the Thomas Hitchcock, Jrs., Allan
Lehman
Mrs. Paul Mazur, the Frederick Ehrmans, the John
Whittakers, Charles Pathe, Harry Goldberg, Phil Reisman, and,
of
cast course, Orson Welles, plus seven members

of the picture's

all charges, including provision for
all Federal taxes, normal Federal
income tax being computed at 30
per cent. This amount includes
$650,000
direct andrepresenting
indirect net Paramount's
interest as
a stockholder in the combined undistributed earnings for the quarter
of
partially
subsidiaries. owned non-consolidated
Earnings for the correspondingquarter ended March 30, 1940 were
$1,606,000, including $716,000 representing Paramount's direct and
indirect net interest as a stockholder in the combined undistributed
earnings for the quarter of partially owned non-consolidated subsidiaries.
There were outstanding as of
April 5 last, 127,489 shares of cumulative convertible $100 par value 6
per cent first preferred stock and
531,700 shares of cumulative convertible $10 par value 6 per cent
second preferred stock. After deducting $270,988 of dividends accrued for the quarter on these preferred shares, the remaining $2,204,012 of estimated combined consolidated and share of undistributed
earnings for the quarter represent
89 cents per share on the 2,466,620
shares of common stock outstanding
on April 5, which compares with
53 cents per share for the 1940 quarter ended March 30.
During the quarter, Para, acquired 6,700 shares of its [first
preferred at a discount of approximately $8,400, which amount has
been credited to a special capital
surplus account. Additionally, 770
shares of second preferred stock
were converted, during the quarter,
into 693 shares of common.

"Ziegfeld Girl" Held Over
"Ziegfeld Girl" has been held over
for a third week in Detroit and for
second weeks in Washington, Buffalo, San Francisco, St. Louis and
Cleveland, M-G-M reported yesterday. Pix in its first day beat "Great
Ziegfeld" in both Los Angeles and
Denver.

Glass Replaces China
New
Haven — With rise in china,,
theaters have taken to glass deals
for premiums.

Pascal Decrees It's
"Funds Up!" For RAF
When

Gabriel Pascal's production

of
George
Shaw's
Barbara"
has Bernard
its preview
at the"Major
local
Astor Theater on night of May 13,
Britain's heroic RAF will benefit
materially. All proceeds from the
sale of a large block of tickets go
to the RAF Benevolent Fund. Public
opening will be on following morning.
Pascal is now in Hollywood arranging a similar benefit for the opus
on the West Coast.
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Allied Calls for Elimination of Tax Exemption
Would Have Admish Levy
Apply to Shows of Churches and Charitable Groups
(Continued from Page 1)

the new tax bill should cut out all
exemptions entirely.
Myers was the first industry witness to testify on the defense tax
bill. Children's tickets up to 10 cents
should be tax free, Myers told the
committee, but he called for the elimination of exemptions for religious
and charitable organizations putting
on exhibitions.
Allied execs, said such organizations have gone into the entertainment business and should bear their
tax load along with the industry. He
also recommended a tax on pool parlors, billiard parlors and similar entertainments. The tax should apply
on the use of the facilities if no admission charge or only a slight
charge is made, Myers said.
Myers asked the committee to
make it clear if they adopt the
5 per cent tax on film rentals
that the tax shall be borne by
the distributors.

New

ors May Take NYU Shorts Gov't Won't Launch
Attack on Minn. Law
Dept. Starts in Fall;|Gessner to' Head
(Continued

from Page 1)

tually may be released by major
companies for theatrical exhibition.
NYU, it was learned yesterday,
has promises from home office execs,
here that ductions,
its so-called
shorts to be"senior"
shot inpro35

first year of study and continuing
as an expanding core throughout
the four years, will include courses
in motion picture literature, writing
the screen play, production, photography and lighting, documentary
mm., will be accepted for distribu- films, and the artistic, educational,
tion if they measure up.
and social aspects of the motion
Additionally, NYU has semi-com- picture.
mitments from the majors that they 100 Per Cent Student Creative Effort
Students who, after two years,
will give readings to recommended
scripts written by students taking fail to establish their qualifications
the four-year course leading to an for a film career will be dropped, it
AB degree and will grant interThe department's "senviews to graduates with a view to is planned.
ior" productions will represent 100
employment.
per cent student creative effort, and
students will be encouraged to exExpect to Recruit Writers
plore new techniques.
While the majors are interested
Dr. McConn, in discussing the
in the potentialities of the new denew department's objectives, pointed
partment's graduates in all produc- out that courses touching upon some
tion phases, it is in the writing field phase of the film art form are now
that the greatest benefits are an- offered by more than 300 colleges,
ticipated. Studio executives are
said to feel that they will find in the universities and teachers' training
NYU-trained writers a fertile source schools. He termed the motion picture as probably "the dominant art
of imaginative junior writers.
form of the 20th Century" from the
standpoint of consumption, and
The
new
department
will
be
head"The independent exhibitor is in
ed by Robert Gessner, author and
no position to shoulder the film rent- scenarist, formerly with Warners pointed out that the film audience
today embraces more than 44,000,al tax," the Allied representative
stated. He told the committee ex- and Frontier Films, who has taught 000 of high-school age or younger.
at
NYU
since
1930.
According
to
USC, on the Coast, has the only
hibitors are already bearing Federal,
Dr. Charles Maxwell McConn, dean
State, gross revenue, local, and in- of the College, the new curriculum other department akin to that being added by NYU. Latter offered
come taxes and cannot carry more.
It is not known as yet if there will will be composed of liberal arts- its first film course in the early
be any further industry witnesses, sciences and film technique courses '20's, while its School of Education
on a 75-25 per cent basis.
has been presented some film courses
but they are anticipated.
The film work, starting in the since 1932.
Fear Competitive Advantage
"The rank and file of small ex- Ramsey Theater Files 11th
FPC Shareholders Meeting
hibitors recognize that the present
To Be Further Adjourned
emergency demands huge outlays and N. Y. Arbitration Action
that
the
bill
must
be
paid,"
Myers
(Continued from Page 1)
said. The Allied counsel said the
(Continued from Page 1)
recommendation to begin the tax at panies. Interested parties cited are ther adjourned until May 14. Session is considered important inaslc was "based on fear that hard- the Lafayette Theater, Suffern, N. Y.,
much as the status of N. L. Nathanpressed exhibitors in highly compe- and the Warner, Ridgewood, N. J.
titive locations may be tempted t° Complainant charges that the Ram- son as head of the company is expected to be clarified.
lower their 10-cent admissions in
sey must follow the other two theIt was said earlier in the week
order to gain a competitive advantaters by from two to three months.
that negotiations between Paramount, which controls FPC, and
If it is desired to exempt soldiers
age."
Marcellct
Napp
Joins
Morris
Nathanson were progressing favorattending Army camp theaters, speMarcella Napp, formerly in charge
cial provisions can be made, Myers
ably, which was taken as an indication that the latter would not
said in urging that the exemptions of casting and talent negotiations
leave
the organization as had been
for
Metro,
has
joined
the
William
given religious and charitable orrumored.
Morris Agency. She will be in
ganizations bewiped out.
charge of the development of new
Barney Balaban, Paramount presiCan't Shoulder Rental Tax
film talent at the agency.
dent, was to have headed a group
"The independent exhibitors are in
of executives to Toronto last night.
no condition to shoulder this film
the film trust, whose business already Nathanson and his general manager,
rental tax," Myers commented on the
J. J. Fitzgibbons, who spent sev5 per cent tax on film rentals. "They is burdened," Myers said. "Our mem- last night
eral days here, returned to Canada
are small business men, exploited by
bers were born on the wrong side

Or Scotch and Soda?
RKO

home office publicity department is making the press boys
feel at home. An office with chairs,
table and telephone has been set
aside for the exclusive use of visiting
reporters. What, no tea and biscuits?

of the railroad track; they can't
afford such luxuries."
Milton Diamond, New York phonograph manufacturer, told the committee that the proposed 10 per cent
tax on records would provide only a
"nominal yield" and would "depress"
the industry. The Treasury Department has estimated that $4,500,000
could be raised by such a levy.

First Arbitration Demand
Filed by Ram in Charlotte
(Continued from Page 1)

of the Patricia Theater, Aiken, S. C.
Case was filed against the five consenting companies and asks that the
clearance of the Imperial, Dreamland
and Rialto Theaters in Augusta be
reduced so that the Patricia can have
earlier availability.

(Continued from Page 1)

the statute
is aanddistributors'
lem
essentially,
the Govern pr<
is only concerned with the asjf
of the legislation
jurisdictional
rightswhich
of theaffect'
Fede
Government.
Government attorneys after a p
liminary study of the act feel tl
it violates distributors' constituti
al rights in two respects. First, tl
it unreasonably restricts intersfc
commerce. Secondly, that it depri
distributors of property without c
process of law in that it compels
distributor to sell its entire prod'
while giving the exhibitor a one sic
right to cancel 20 per cent of t
product without providing for co
pensation to the distributor. In t
respect, it is felt that the comp
sion to sell the entire product, co
bined with the 20 per cent cancel
tion, is confiscatory.
The Government will not opp

3

an
application
on theforpart
of the on"I
Five"
distributors
a court
which would excuse them from co
plying with the decree in Minneso
it was said. At the same time, i
D of J's anti-trust division does 11
care to incorporate a permam
amendment in the decree coveri
similar situations.
In the event that the distribut
bring suit to test the bill, the G
ernment would probably join in
action, but would approach the qu
tion from a different angle, confini
its attack to the question of jurisd
tion while allowing the distributi
to argue the due process clause,
was said.

Roxy to Pay 37 Vic Dividend
The Board of Directors of Re
Theater, Inc., at its meeting y
terday declared a quarterly divide,
of 37^c per share on the outstai
ing Preferred, payable on May
to stockholders of record at
close of business on May 17.

Detroit or Michigan
May Get Town Title
Detroit— Either the City of Detroit or State of Michigan is likely,
to become the owner of the 200-seat
Town Theater, now owned by Jack;
Broder, and closed a week ago except for possible week-end foreign
pictures, until Fall. The City has
a suit coming up in Court for foreclosure on $32,000 delinquent taxes,
while the State automatically gets
title next Tuesday if its claim of
$2,000 is not paid. The Detroit City
Treasurer opposes payment of the
State tax bill, as proposed by the
Detroit Trust Company, and the City
may thus gain title.

day, May 2, 1941

REVIEWS*
"The
Singing Hill"
with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,
Virginia Dale
'nblic
75 Mins.
a TO PAR FOR AUTRY SERIES; PICE HAS
PLENTY
OF GOOD
MUSIC
• ENOUGH ACTION.
atured by more musical numbers than
§ dually incorporated into Autry starrers,
| the musical selections tuneful and
-spotted, this new release in the series
a sufficient amount of action mixed in
the musical interludes to keep it injting. The story is formula stuff and
i have been improved, but it serves as
amework for songs and the customary
troubles before the villains are vanned. Autry fans should be well-pleased
the picture,
jtry is in good voice, and from picture
'icture he improves as an actor. The
I comedy relief is provided by Smiley
ette, with the assistance of Gerald
3r Smith, cast as a butler, and Spencer
>-ters as a kindly old judge.
Virginia
is adequate as the slap-happy girl who
es all the trouble, Mary Lee is effective
sings well, and George Meeker provides
villainy in suave fashion. An able cast
;layers supports the principals. Lew
<ers directed, doing a good job with
material at hand. The screenplay was
•en by Olive Cooper,
jtry is foreman of a large ranch which
r ranchers in the valley are allowed to
free to graze their cattle. An option
jy the ranch is secured by Meeker from
Dale, owner by inheritance, but an outas far as the ranchers go due to her
g in the city. Autry then takes up the
^n of persuading her not to sell, with
usual complications resulting before he
mplishes his mission. All ends well,
fcer gets beaten ud and Autry gets the
and the ranchers are allowed to keep
% the range.

DAILY

One Major Suspends
Selling in Minn.!
(Continued from Page

OCCCRAAR Sectional
Post for Aylesworth

j
1)

ferences of opinion as to interpretation of the law have made it necessary, itwas learned, to hold up further selling so as not to violate the provisions.
The question of whether a company
can sell a few of the season's lineup
without selling the entire block is
being studied. It was asserted in
some trade circles that if an exhibitor wanted only 10 pictures, there
was nothing to prevent him from
contracting for the entire program
of a company, with 75, 80 or 90 per
cent concellation, inasmuch as the
law reads that rn exhibitor must be
given a minimum of 20 per cent cancellation privileges.
Two methods of attack on the law
are in prospect. One is the filing of
a suit challenging its constitutionality; the other is to appeal to Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard for a ruling. Either course may be resorted
to shortly.

Sudekum Crescent Hldgs.
At 1,857 Shares, U. S. Told

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Merlin H. Aylesworth
has been appointed head of the radio
section of the communications division of the
Office of Coordinationfo
Cultural and
[C o m m e rcial
Relations
Among the
American
Republics. He
succeeds Don
Francisco, who
jhas
been ofmade
head
the

M. H. AYLESWORTH

tions
c o m mdivision,
unicasucceeding
James W.

Young, resigned. Appointment was
originally forecast by THE FILM
DAILY on April 25.
The former RKO Radio and K-A-0
board chairman was one of the organizers of NBC and was president
of the company until 1936 when he
resigned to become publisher of the
N. Y. World Telegram. Recently he
has been in private law practice.

Schenck to Resume
On Return to Coast
(.Continued from Page 1)

tion in a formal statement which
denied published reports that the
exec, hadnectionentirely
severed his conwith the company.
It was stated, following a board
meeting, that Schenck had resigned
as board chairman and director, and
that the resignations were accepted.
Edwin P. Kilroe, head of the comlegal department,
elected
to the pany's
board
to fill the was
directorate
vacancy. No action was taken with
regard to a successor as chairman
of the board.
Whether one will be named when
the new board, to be elected at the
adjourned stockholders' meeting on
May
15, meets to organize was not
indicated.

Hugh Robertson Named
To RKO(Continued
Corp.'s
Board
from Page 1)
elected a director, succeeding John
Parson, who resigned.
Kenneth B. Umbright was elected
to the post of assistant secretary.

"U" Cincy Exchange to Open
RKO Signs Ginny Simms
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Nashville — Authorized and outCincinnati — Universal's new film
Hollywood — RKO has signed Ginny
standing' stock of Crescent Amuse- Simms to a term contract. She will building will be opened with a rement Co. totals 10,000 shares with
ception and buffet luncheon May 12.
an aggregate par value of $1,000,- appear in Kay Kyser's next picture
000, it was revealed in answers filed
to Government interrogatories in
the anti-trust action against Cres
*WHEN YOU CUT UP
cent. All stock is of one class, with
each share entitled to one vote.
Crescent's answers asserted that
YOU GET REMNANTS
it owns a financial interest in four
of seven associated defendant theater companies which also filed an...WHEN I
swers, and in other corporations
IVST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Vir- which are not defendants. ComDale, Mary
Lee, Spencer
Charters,
pany stated that in no case did it
Id Oliver Smith, George Meeker, Wade
hold more than 50 per cent of the
ler, Harry Stubbs, Cactus
Mack, Jack
capital stock.
Anthony Sudekum, Crescent pres<EDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Grey;
ident, in his answers said that his
:tor, Lew Landers; Screenplay, Oliver present holdings amount to 1,857
•er; Original Story, Jesse Lasky, Jr., shares of Crescent stock, and cited
Richard Murphy; Cameraman, William
loans he had made without interes; Editor, Les Orlebeck.
est to Rockwood Amusements, Inc.
RECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Answers were filed by Mrs. Nettie Sudekum who is a Crescent
stockholder
and half owner of Mustold to Speak In Chi.
cle Shoals Theaters, a partnership
hicago — Thurman W. Arnold, in Florence, Ala.; R. E. Baulch,
istant Attorney General, will ad- Crescent secretary-treasurer, and
5s the U. S. Wholesalers Asso- Kermit C. Stengel, president of
ion at the Stevens Hotel Tues- Rockwood.
Other answers were filed by theater companies operating in five
states, including Cumberland AmuseBrotherly Tributes
ment Co., Cherokee Amusements.
Inc., Kentucky Amusement Co., Inc.
Albany — Wires to testimonials are
isually taken as a matter of course,
Lyric Amusement Co., Inc., Nu•ut two sent to the Bernie Kranze
Strand Corp., Rockwood Amuselinner here this week when Albany
ments, Inc., and Strand Enterprises.
Trial of the action will be started
xchangemen and exhibs. feted the
July 7.
tew RKO Cleveland branch manager,
GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalion", presents a
vere out of the ordinary.
Both were from film figures and
Charley Levine Dies
magnificent picturization of George Bernard Shaw's famous play
rothers of the guest of honor. One
Chicago — Charley Levine, 44, head
"MAJOR BARBARA" starring WENDY HlLLER, co-starring
ame from Ricardo Cortez, long-time
Twentieth Century-Fox exchange
Rex Harrison and Robert Morley • Released thru United Artists.
ilm star, and the other from Stanley
operator, is dead from a heart atlortez. ace Universal cameraman.
tack. Funeral will be held Monday
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Boston Grosses Up 50% Due to Defense Spendim

Increase in Sunday Attend- Defense
Coin No Detroit Aid
ance Said Approximately
100%; Nabes SRO Wk.-ends Theater Bii Reported 20-25% Under 1940
(.Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

to thousands in both camps, business in all theaters in this vicinity
is definitely up and, according to
some exhibitors, the estimate of increase runs as high as 50 per cent
over last year.
More than 30,000 additional workers are now employed on National
Defense projects in and near Boston, the upsurge affecting particularly such suburban mill cities as
Lynn, Lowell, Lawrence, Fall Fiver,
New Bedford, Brockton, Quincy and
Framingham where National Defense has opened up factories idle
since 1929.
The total increase in employment
payrolls in this district is estimated
at well over $1,500,000 weekly, while
defense orders being- filled will total many, many millions; particularly is this true of the work at
the Fore River shipyards, the Lynn
and Lawrence factory area and the
East Boston area.
Sunday Biz up Nearly 100 Per Cent
The Sunday business in Boston
proper has shot up nearly 100 per
cent, and a day, heretofore all
wished heartly off the calendar, has
become one of the really big days
of the week. Last Sunday more
than 15,000 service men were in Boston from the various camps and the
picture shows did a land-office business. The Navy Yard at Charleston,
one of Boston's subdivisions, has
increased employment more than 300
per cent.
Business at one downtown de
luxer went $21,000, at another $19,000 last week; same theaters for
last year same week reporting $12,000 and $9,500 respectively.
Neighborhood houses are feeling
the upsurge even more than downtown houses, according to exhibitors'
reports.
SRO for Nabes at Week-Ends
Such outstanding examples of
high grade nabes as the Circle, the
Coolidge Corner, the Brookline Village, the Capital in Allston, the
Shawmut, the Fields Corner, the
Oriental and others of this 1,800
to 2,500-seat type have been actually playing to standing room on
all week-ends
lately.
This, despite the fact that every
other amusement enterprise has
seized the opportunity to inaugurate
new shows or new ideas and the
legitimate theaters in Boston are
again wide open, first time in years
that all have been so this late in
the season. Boston will have no
less than six legit shows running
next week. In addition there are
now four burlesque houses. And
the big circus is in town beginning
next Tuesday for one week at Boston Garden.

gas stations, and other types of
business servicing the additional employes in factories.
$2,000,000 Payroll Jump
Average wage in Wayne County
is $40 per week — with defense workers likely to be skilled, and in the
upper brackets. This represents actual payroll increase of about $2,000,000 per week around Detroit.
Total defense contracts — excluding British orders, and covering only
those actually earmarked for defense—is $425,199,594.75 for Wayne
County, up to May 1. Department
stores have shown a pickup in sales
of 20 per cent over a year ago,
with most pickup in sales volume
rather than price increases. These
statistics were furnished Film
Daily by the Detroit Board of Commerce.
Theaters show a contrary story.
Downtown first-runs have steadily
been below normal, figuring on a
long-time base. Neighborhood
shows of all types show diminished
grosses — facts confirmed by dozens
of exhibitors interviewed in recent
weeks, by such reports as are available from percentage pictures and
special checkups, and general observation.
Theater Biz Down 20-25 Per Cent
Estimate of persons closest to operation of many theaters is that
business is actually 20 to 25 per
cent below a year ago.
Causes are apparently manifold,
aside from the usual one of seasonal
weather, plus "poor pictures."
Sav-

Indianapolis on Old Time,
Pending Law's Promulgat'n
Indianapolis — Many of the nation's larger cities have made their
annual Spring change to daylight
saving time, but Indianapolis' clocks
continue to tick away on the same
old schedule, awaiting passage of a
daylight saving ordinance, now before the city Council.
The Council, however, will not
vote on the ordinance before the
new state law, which makes it permissible for Indianapolis to decide
on the issue, becomes effective. This
probably will not be before early
June when laws passed by the last
General Assembly are promulgated.
A. A. Schubart Improving
Chicago—A. A. Schubart, RKO's
manager of exchange operations,
who underwent an appendicitis operation at St. Luke's Hospital, is
recovering nicely. His wife has
arrived here from New York to be
with him.

ings banks here report general increase in accounts — people
are
spending little for amusement, putting it in banks instead.
In factory
districts, workers
are on night or
other shifts, so that evening theater
attendance is difficult or impossible,
and their families adjust their lives
to follow suit. Business, in fact, appears to have dropped most heavily
in factory districts in recent months.
Another factor that explains
some of the drop in grosses is
that about 20,000 to 25,000 additional seats have been added
to Detroit theaters in the past
year, with almost none taken
out of circulation, making competition keener. Price trend,
further, is downward rather than
upward,
and this hurts total
gross slightly as a result.
Younger men, who are the natural
spenders are in the Army instead
of taking their best girl to the show,
and this trade is noticeably
off.
Some
reports indicate that other
workers are working so hard that
they are too tired to go to the show
after, and prefer the radio at home.
Recent
strikes, and the fear of
more — Ford
and
General
Motors
notably — have
created
an atmosuncertainty
that spending.
makes Detroitersphere ofhesitate
before
Localities see at first hand, as
nowhere else in the country, how
spending is restricted in Canada,
across the river, and there is some
sentiment of fear lest "it happen

Rep.
1st loLaw
Close
"Anti-5"
Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

to cancel a minimum of 20 per c
of pictures purchased and coiy^
a clause which states the "deata.
made under provisions of the X
nesota
Pactlaw,
to etc."
N. Y. for Approval
Nathanson plans to send the doment to the New York Repul,
office tomorrow for approval.
Republic here plans to draw
future contracts under the new h
including any made for remaini
pictures
in thenowpresent
Nathanson
is at season's
work on lic
sale covering 10 pictures of |
1940-41 season and a method :
handling such deals, without v:
lating the new law, has been wo:
ed out by him, with the assistai
of Fred Strom, executive secrets ,
of Allied Theater Owners of 1;
Northwest.
Raising Cancellation
Privilege
In the 10-picture contract, Repi
lie plans to insert a clause raisi
considerably the cancellation pri
lege given the exhibitor.
As an illustration, if Reput
has a total of 40 pictures this si
son and 10 remain to be sold, tht
remaining features will be sold
one contract with the exhibitor
cepting the right to cancel 75 ]
cent of the season product or

pictures.
With such a cancellation privih
exercised, the exhibitor will have
pictures to pay for and play, ai
these will be the 10 listed in 1
contract. Nathanson and Str<
both agree there is no law violati
in such sales.
6 P.M. Curfew Ordered
N. W. Allied Studying the Law
For Theaters in Syria
The
Legislative
Committee
here."
Northwest Allied now is making
Damascus, Syria (By Air Mail) — study of the new law and soon pis
General Dentz, High Commissioner to issue to all exhibitor members
of the law, describing
in Syria, has imposed a 6 p.m. cur- resume
few for all theaters throughout workings in detail.
Meanwhile, Strom said Northw
Syria. Order was caused by audi- Allied is marking time awaiting a
ences breaking into cheers and dem- action which may be planned by d
onstrations of joy whenever news- tributors. He said much may <
reels depicted air defeats for th.e pend on whether the New York I
Germans or Italian disasters in the public office accepts the Severs;
contract.
air or in ground combats in Lybia.
Even cinemas open in the daytime
are prohibited from showing Eng- Grainger Sets Republic
lish or American newsreels snowing Lineup With Butterfield
Detroit — Republic Pictures Co
defeats of the dictator nations. No
war pictures in the Arabian lang- has closed a contract by the ten
of which its 1941-42 product \
uage are permitted.
play the Butterfield circuit of Mic
igan, which operates 110 houses,
"Fantasia" Music Week Tie-in
was announced here yesterday
ident. R. Grainger, Republic's pn
The New York National Federa- James
tion of Music Clubs will launch its
observance of National Music Week
The latter, together with Si
on Monday, with a special 5:40 mati- Seplowin, Republic's local braif
nee performance at the Broadway manager, negotiated the pact wf
Theater
of Walt Disney's
"Fantasia"of E. C. Beatty, Butterfield prexy, a
for
outstanding
music students
J. O. Brooks, circuit's chief fi
the city's junior high schools.
buyer.
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BIG FIVE" ORDER FIGHT ON MINN. LAW
)ef
ense Program's
B. O. Effect Continues
Spotty
Consent Decreed By Committee To Staye
Minneapolis Law Firm Will
ny Business Gains Noted
? ported Small; Exhibitors
Dnfident of Fall Surge

; Mixed reaction to the nam's great defense spending
ogram continues to be rented by reports from Film Daily
•iff correspondents in the field now
gaged in a country-wide survey.
Generally speaking — and there
3 exceptions — such increases in
pi theater attendance as have
iterialized territorially during the
;t several months are comparaely small.
Exhibitors,
experiencing
that sit(Continued
on Page 14)

THE FILM DAILY

Golf Tourney On May 27

Yep, polish up your golfing gear, boys, for that's the date (it's a Tuesday),
and ring it like a birdie on your calendar. The place: Glen Oaks Club, Great
Neck, L. I. Tourney committee decided that course is in fine shape and hard
to beat (whether you're an iron man with wooden clubs, or vice versa). Anyway,
every course they looked at was full of holes. Selection of date and links come
to you today because telephone calls have been pouring in seeking this info.
Some say if date conflicts with sales conventions, they'll change date of the
conventions; if it interferes with business, they'll give up business. There'll be
tennis
McGrew.for the sissies who won't be able to stand the wildest shoothing since Dan

RKO Sets Air Shows
For Latin-America

1941-42 Budget Up
At 20lh-Fox Parley

Radio has signed a contract with the International Division of NBC for two broadcast periods a week to South America over
stations WRCA and WNBI it was
announced over the week-end.
Due to start tomorrow, the proChicago — Competitive situation
grams will be heard Tuesdays at
re has forced 30 nabes to cut 8:15-8:45 p.m., when the film conrek-day admissions to 15 and 20
cern will dramatize
highlights
of
nts, while an increase in the use
(Continued on Page 13)
triple features is reported. Twelve
uses are now playing the latter Doby Preparing Crescent
licy, rise of five in a week.
B & K is tripling at the Biltmore Suit for July 7 Trial

Arrival in Hollywood this week
of Sidney R. Kent, president of
20th-Fox, will set the stage for
studio huddles on production plans
for next season and other vital
company matters. Operations under
the New York consent decree will
also be extensively discussed.
Herman Wobber, general sales
manager; (Continued
Charles onE. Page
McCarthy,
ad.
11)

Nashville, Tenn. — Allen A. Doby,
special assistant to the Attorney
rbitrator Pondering
General, has assumed charge of the
Government anti-trust suit against
equest of Scheftel
Crescent Amusement Co. which will
George Spiegelberg, arbitrator for be tried starting July 7.
Crescent, according to William
e Squire Theater case, Great
(Continued on Page 11)
eck, L. I., took under advisement
e request of the Squire's operar, Herbert Scheftel, for clearance

New Haven — Distributor defendants in the $5,452,575 Pickwick Theater, Greenwich, anti-trust suit, filed
in the U. S. District Court here, have
been granted a 20-day extension for
pleading to the complaint by Federal
Judge Carroll
C. Hincks, which would
(Continued on Page 11)

D Chicago Nabes
ut to 15-20 Cents

RKO

Extend Pleading Deadline
In Pickwick Trust Suit

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 11)

| Single Arbitration
Inquiry in Frisco
San Francisco — Exhibitors in this
territory apparently have no grievances with the distributors. Since
the local arbitration tribunal opened
here Feb. 1, one lone theater owner
has called on Charles B. Chambers,
clerk, asked a few questions and
walked out. No demands for arbitration have been filed to date.

Start Commercial Tele July 1
525 Lines, 30 Frames, 15-hr. Week
365 Simultaneous Dates
Washington

Start Release of "Doe"
"Meet John Doe." enters national
distribution via Warners this week
with 365 simultaneous engagements
in key cities all over the country,
according to week-end announcement
from the WB home office.
Circuits which have dated the fea(Continued from Page 12)

Directed

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Commercial television was given the "green light" by
the FCC Friday. The commercial
debut starts on July 1 under the
commission order which adopts, in
substance, the standards proposed
by the
NTSC at the March 20 hearing here.
FCC

action came as NBC-RCA
{Continued from Page 12)

Prepare Suit; Due Process
Clause Will Be Spearhead
The "Big Five," parties to
the New York consent decree,
were reported on Friday to
have reached an agreement to retain
Minneapolis counsel to launch a legal
attack on the new Minnesota statute
nullifyingvisions ofthe
selling prothe five-block
decree.
The widely-known Northwest law
firm of Shearer, Byard & Trogner,
with Minneapolis law offices at 654
Midland Bank Building, will act for
(Continued from Page 12)

"Fl
forrea
g"
sinesh
Dema
idlndy Inc
Rap
With a shortened edition of the
stage musical "Crazy With The
Heat" playing to capacity business
at Loew's State, and booked into
several New England cities for runs
before a (Continued
tour of the
West, an invasfrom Page 12)

2 FPC Subsidiaries Name
Nathanson Bd. Successor
Speculation as to the future status of N. L. Nathanson as head of
Famous Players Canadian Corp. was
(Continued on Page 13)

20th-Fox to Screen
10 at Sales Huddle
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With the 20th-Fox
sales convention scheduled for some
time late in June, exact date to be
set this week at studio conferences,
studio expects to have 10 of next
season's pictures completed for
screening at the convention, it was
said this week.
A Technicolor trailer for "Blood
and Sand" will be produced by 20thFox as part of the ballyhoo for the
special. Work was started on it
last week with Harry Brand, studio
publicity director, in charge.
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SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 61 1/2 64y2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
531/2
5&A

Hollywood News Reps.
Attend a "Sneak" Preview
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

♦

TWO-A-DAY

♦ FOREIGN

♦

Pepe
le Moko
(Mayer
& Burstyn) — 10th
Suspiros de Espana
(Spanish
film)
Heroes of the Sea (Artkino) — 2nd week
The Life of Giuseppe Verdi ( Espcria Films)

♦

Broadway
... .Astor
Palace

LANGUAGE

FUTURE

FEATURES

week
(b)

♦

Reaching for the Sun (Paramount
Pictures) — May 7
Wagons Roll at Night (Warner Bros. Pictures) — May 9
Major
Barbara
(United Artists-Gabriel
Pascal) — May
14 (d)
A Woman's Face (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — May 8
The People vs. Dr. Kildare (Metro-Coldwyn-iMayer Pictures) — May 8
Blood and Sand (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)
The Devil and Miss Jones (RKO Radio Pictures)
(c)
Africa— May 30
Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

♦
World
48th St. Theater
Miami Playhouse
Cine Roma

OPENINGS

Follows

current

bill,

48th

Paramount
Strand
Astor
Capitol
Criterion
Roxy
Music Hall
St. Theater

(d) Two-a-day

run.

Rites for Dr. H. E. Bennett
Held in Williamsburg

J. J. O'Connor, who resigned as
head of RKO theaters, and George
J. Schaefer, RKO president, were reported to have been in conferences
at the week-end presumably in regard to O'Connor's return to his
former post. Sessions were said to
have lasted most of Friday.
In the event that O'Connor remained with RKO, it was believed
in trade circles that Fred Meyers,
RKO head booker and buyer who resigned with O'Connor, also would
stay with the company, although
there had been reports that he may
take an important sales post with
Universal.

Williamsburg, Va. — Funeral services were held here on Friday for
Dr. Henry Eastman Bennett, director of research for American Seating Co. of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
which post he held with the organization for some 20 years. During this
span he carried on intensive investigations in the field of posture and
contributed greatly to the study of
seating comfort.
He was a graduate of Peabody
College
and took his
doctor's degree
at the University
of City.

Hearing on SRG Petition
Before NLRB Tomorrow

Hays Expected to Leave
Hospital Late in Week

His death occurred suddenly a
week ago today in Asheville, N. C.

COmmG and come
SIDNEY R. KENT and CHARLES
leave today for the Coast.
W.

F. RODGERS

Formal hearings in the petition of
the Screen Readers Guild of New
York as the proper collective bargaining agent for both salaried and
piece-work screen readers employed
by the majors will start tomorrow
before Trial Examiner Dan Baker at
the New York regional offices of the
National Labor Relations Board.
Boudin, Cohn & Glickstein have
been retained by the SRG as counsel.

Sichelman Will Arrange
20th-Fox Sales Meeting
Jack Sichelman, assistant to 20thFox distribution chieftain Herman
Wobber. has been named to make
all arrangements for the company's
forthcoming sales convention sometime next month.

Chicago— Will H. Hays, MPPDA
prexy, is expected to leave St.
Luke's Hospital here late in the
week. Industry top exec, is here
for a physical check-up.

Don't Forget....
You Have a Date....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.

May 15th, 16th & 17th

E. McCART

returned to New

York Fnd

EDWARD
H. GRIFFITH,
Paramount produc.
director, arrives here today from Hollywood
route to the Bahamas for filming of his ni\
Para, production, "Dildo Cay."
MADELEINE CARROLL arrived here o{ Ce ]
week-end.
V^
VIRGINIA
VAN
rives this morning

UPP,
from

Paramount
the Coast.

writer,

OSCAR A. MORGAN, Paramount short subjJ
sales manager, returns today from a three-we^
tour of company branches.
N. P. PERY, Columbia supervisor for At j
tralasia, flew to the Coast Saturday to speJ
a few days there before taking the Clipper ft
the Far East.
MAXIE
troit and

ROSENBLOOM
the Coast.

left yesterday for D

NORMAN
McLEOD,
Metro
director, went
New Hampshire for a few days over the wee
end.
LANA TURNER arrives this morning fro
Hollywood.
PHIL
ENGEL,
Eastern district,

Warner field exploiteer in tl
is visiting a number of upsta i

cities to start campaigns on "John Doe."
IRENE
DUNNE
is at the Waldorf.
HARRY M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer i
Altec, has returned to the home office afti
a tour of the Midwest.
BEN SIMON, manager of 20th-Fox, New Hal
en, SAM ROSEN and SAM WEBER of Rosen Filj
Delivery, New Haven, are entrained for Miarj
Beach and two weeks of tarpon and sail fishin I
LOU BROWN, Loew-Poli publicity chief, Nel
Haven, has returned from a trip to WashingtoJ
and
Baltimore
SHIRLEY
LOU. with MRS. BROWN and dauehte '
MYRNA LOY and her husband, ARTHUl
HORNBLOW, JR., arrived here at the week-er
by plane for a two-week visit.
TALLULAH BANKHEAD left by plane at trl
week-end
for Reno.

GLEN IRETON, Warner exploiteer in trl
Dominion, is in New York for home offiJ
conferences.

Complete List of —

THEATER
In the

DAILY

Hollywood — Studio publicity directors committee had no comment to
make on action of leading Hollywood
columnists and syndicate writers in
attending a sneak preview of Columbia's "Adventure in Washington" at
Huntington Park, Thursday night.
The writers declared they had failed
to get satisfactory action from the
publicity directors' committee and
therefore attended the sneak preview.

Rl/iV

Theater
Paramount
Strand
Capitol
Rivoli
Music
Hall
Roxy
Criterion
Globe
• ■ Rialto
Belmont
New York
New York
Ave. Playhouse

Fantasia
(Walt Disney Productions) — 25th week
I Wanted Wings
(Paramount Pictures) — 6th week
Citizen Kane (RKO Radio-Orson Welles)

Schaefer and O'Connor
In Week-End Confabs

2)

Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2%)
4'/2
41/2
41/2
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
23
23
23+1
Con. Fm. Ind
%
%
%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
125
124
12434 + 1 1/2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
ll'/4
HV4
11% —
%
Loew's,
Inc
29%
295/8
295/8 —
%
do pfd
1071/g 107 Vs 107 1/8 +
5/8
Paramount
11%
H'/z
1 1 Vl
Para.
1st pfd
99%
99 1/4 99l/4 +
%
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe Film
RKO
3'/8
3
31/s +
%
RKO $6 pfd
45
45
45
+ 3l/2
20th Century-Fox
...
51/2
5l/2
51/2
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
3%
3%
3%
+
i/8
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.1013/4 101% 1 01 3/4 —
%
Loew's
deb. 3V2S46
Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96
NEW
YORK
CURB
Monogram Picts
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
8%
Trans-Lux
%
Universal Corp. vtc...
6
Universal Picts
15'/2
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Picture and Distributor
The Road to Zanzibar (Paramount Pictures) — 4th week
The Great Lie (Warner Bros. Pictures) — 4th week
Ziegfeld Girl (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — 2nd week
Flame of New Orleans (Universal Pictures) — 2nd week
That
Uncertain
Feeling
(United
Artists-Lubitsch)
The Great American Broadcast
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
Sis Hopkins
(Republic
Pictures)
The Girl in the News (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Mutiny
in the Arctic
(Universal
Pictures)
The Irish Cavalcade (George Crommey)
In Old Colorado
(Paramount Pictures)
(a)
The Law of the Wolf (Fortune Film Corp.) (a)
Chaplin
Festival
(Guaranteed
Pictures) — 6th week
5th

(a)

(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MAY
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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30 Chicago Nabes
Cut to 15-20 Cents

27 20th-Fox Foreign
Offices War Casuals
Illustrative of the wide swath the
European war has cut in foreign operations by U. S. distributing companies is a tabulation of 20th-Fox
offices which have been cut off as
sources of revenue. A total of 27
offices and sub-offices in 10 European countries have been completely closed as a source of revenue for the company since 1939,
-"ith 20 offices, including three in
unoccupied France, still operative.
But, it is pointed out that many
offices still operating are negative
essets to a great extent due to the
exchange restrictions prevalent in
many places.
The number of offices in each of
the countries either part of or taken
over by the Axis follows: Occupied
France, 4; Italy, 9; Germany, 3;
Poland, 3; Czechoslovakia, 1; Belgium, 1; Holland, 1; Norway, 1;
Austria, 2, and Jugoslavia, 2.
Number of operating offices in
other countries with which communications continue follows: Unoccupied France, 3; Portugal, 1; Hungary, 1; Finland, 1; Sweden, 1;
Spain, 7; Denmark, 1; Egypt, 1;
Switzerland, 2; Morocco, 1, and Algiers, 1.
Company used agents in Roumania. Turkey, Greece, Palestine, Bulgaria, Iraq and Syria to handle its
product.

tmas"
"Nightto Befor
00
$30,0
WB eforChris
Sold
West Coast Bureau
Holly wood —
Christmas," a
S. J. Perelman,
by Warners at
$30,000.

of THE FILM DAILY
"The Night Before
play by Laura and
has been purchased
a reported price of

Claim Play Plagiarized
Plagiarism suit was filed in the
Federal Court on Friday by Robert
Shurr and Pat A. Leonard against
Warner Bros. Pictures, Vitagraph,
Frank Capra, Robert Riskin, Jacob
Wilk, Richard Connell and Robert
Pressnell, claiming piracy of the
play, "The Stuffed Shirt," in the
film, "Meet John Doe." Plaintiffs
assert that they submitted the play
tu Wilk, who subsequently rejected
it, and that it was later used as a
basis for the picture.

▼

{Continued from Page 1)
and Crystal, Essaness at the Fo
Hundred, and Schoenstadt at t
Brighton.
Premium use is declining local

TV

• •
•
IT would be one of those sins of omission
from exhibs
the facts about what is happening

to withhold
down
at the

ce'ebrated little Fifth Ave. Playhouse of the Messrs. Martin Lewis and H.
S. Rosenwald
The relatively pint-size auditorium
is reverberating
with uncontrollable, explosive belly laughs
and the sweet music
of clinking coin echoes through the
for it all is one Charles Chaplin
whose trademark will forever be

lobby box-office
The reason
— the pathetic-appearing fellow
the derby, the minute mustache,

the baggy raiments, the turned-up shoes
cane
It's the Charlie of the 1916-17
of which span he undertook
to make

yes, and the loose-jointed
vintage
at the outset
a dozen 21 -minute pix for

the Lone Star Corp. at the tidy lump sum of, 'tis said, $650,000
with Mutual the distrib. org
T
▼
▼
•

•

•

CURRENTLY,

the Fifth Ave. Playhouse

is pre-

senting five of these riotously
funny
productions
— "The
Vagabond,"
"The
Adventurer,"
"The
Immigrant,"
"The
Cure,"
"The
Count," and "Easy
Street"—
under this label: "The
Charlie Chaplin Festival"
Present distributor is Guaranteed
Pictures Co., headed by Mort Sikawitt and Sam Goldstein
The Festival is also on tap at the Little Theater, Newark, and
the Cinema, Detroit
and debuts shortly at the Studio, Chicago, and Fine Arts, Boston
which means that it will be playing simultaneously in five top cities. .... .because, the way biz
is going, there isn't a ghost of a chance of its leaving the first
three stands
before the Chi. and Beantown runs get going
......Three salient facts we'd like to pass along:
(1) Festival
is rolling 'em in the aisles; (2) The Charlie of 1916-17 is still
potent box-office
and (3) Don't be deceived, Mister Exhib.,
if the stands mentioned smack of the "arty," for the Festival is
just as okay
for the "smellies" and for the "snooties"
That's the combo that spells profit
▼
▼
▼
• •
• SPARKS
from that hot "Citizen Kane"
premiere:
It
wasn't haughtiness that made the arriving audience of notables approach
the Palace with their heads in the air (it was the swell theater front
Terry Turner concocted which the folks were a-lookin' up at)
Who'd imagine that the mild-mannered Frank Buck could be the symbol
of the wild-mannered jungle gentry?
Henry Siegel was as interested in the debut as though he hadn't been to hundreds
Some
of the celebs, who were given a moderate block of pasteboards brought
along folks even more famous than themselves
Bill (World Telegram) Boehnel and Irene (Post) Thirer saw the Welles opus for the
third time
Lou Little is eyeing George
Schaefer after the RKO

Charles C
Alice
Tyrone
June

Faye
Pettijohn
Lang
Power

Reservations Made Far ii
'Kan
Advance
Because of for
the Welles'
heavy demand f
tickets for "Citizen Kane" at t
Broadway Palace, an extra midnig
show was held Saturday night. Fa
orable reviews following the pi
miere Thursday night has results
in reservations being made fj
weeks in advance.
jumped
theMetropolitan
Welles bandcritics
wagon
with aboa
una 'I
mity. The two New York Hear
papers, Daily Mirror and Journj
American, ignored the picture, ho'
ever.

Central Eastern Branches
Monogram Drive's Victors
Monogram's central Eastern e
changes have walked off with ti
honors in the recently complefc
playdate drive. The Philadelphi
Pittsburgh and Washington offic
rolled up the highest average pe
centage total. Drive lasted fro
Feb.
22 to to
April
ho:1
ors went
the11.SanSpecial
Francisi
branch for the best record of ai
exchange not connected with tl
v/inning team.

Neugebauer Wants $200,000
Suit for $200,000 damages for a
leged breach of contract was fill
Friday against Nate J. Blumbei
and Lawrence Waterman by Err
Neugebauer. Plaintiff claims
have had a contract under which 1
allegedly obtained the services
Gloria Jean on the promise th;
the defendants would obtain con
pensation for him from Univers
Pictures.

WEDDING

BELLS

It took B.S. Moss several minutes to realize that he 'was in a Broadway
pic stand which he hadn't built
Ned Depinet parked his greatcoat
on his theater chair, nattily arranged his lapel-flora, and hied for the
lobby to greet his many friends (or was it to get a few thousand bookings for the picture?)
Normal seating capacity of the Palace is

Announcement has been made hei
of the engagement of Vivien: 1
Crafts of Portsmouth, England,
Harry J. Takiff, assistant to Ja<
Cohn, vice-president of Columb
Pictures. Miss Crafts has been
this country for a few years. Prit
to coming to Columbia Takiff f<
12 years was associated with Josep
I. Schnitzer in the production <
lease.
picures in Hollywood for RKO r.

1,757 but that's not counting the sables, minks and ermines that were
there
Harry Mandel was a model of efficiency, even to preventing
an over-ambitious photog. from photo-Hashing in the right aisle
Paradox of the night was the harried usherettes directing RKO directors
to their seats
Rutgers Neilson was one of the ace welcomers,
supported by a pair of lacks. Level and Lewis

Albuquerque, N. M. — Littleto
Foust, movie editor of the Albuque)
que Journal, and Geraldine Anna L(
gan, commercial artist with the Wai
Hicks Advertising Agency here, we:
married at the Monte Vista Church,

Radio prexy's beautiful broken field running through the packed lobby
after the finale when Orson insisted on a photo with the boss

From
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with only 10 houses now advertr-i
them.
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THE SHOW THAT DAZZLED B'WAY
NOW SPARKLES ON THE SCREEN
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... of the kind your folks love
best!... A gorgeous fun-and-flosh
show that's all aglow with the
gaiety of New Orleans in Mardi
Gras time! . . . Romance tuned to
lilting heart-beats . . . Music by a
famous composer . . . Dancing by
a headline stepper -and by the
world's funniest team. Laughs by
a cast whose names speak for
themselves!

Presenting four of

the swingiest song hits
ever written by

JEROME
KERN
"Who?"— "D'Ya Love Me?"
"Sunny"—

"Two Little Blue Birds"

ROM

AN

C£ that steals your heart

Tl/NE-rf ITS to make you dream all day!
LAUGH Ttl\ and dancing to make you gay!

THE GREAT BIG HAPPINESS SHOW NOVK
BOOKING AT RK0 RADIO EXCHANGESP

THE SHOW THAT DAZZLED B'WAY
NOW SPAUUISJUL THF X«W«
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"Who?"— "D'Ya Love Me?"
"Sunny"— "Two Little Blue Birds"
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THE SHOW THAT DAZZLED B'
NOW SPARKLES ON THE SCREEH

... of the kind your folks love
best!... A gorgeous fun-and-flosh
show that's all aglow with the
gaiety of New Orleans in Mardi
Gras time! . . . Romance tuned to
lilting heart-beats . . . Music by a
famous composer . . . Dancing by

RAY BOLGER
JOHN CARROLL

a headline stepper -and by the
world's funniest team. Laughs by
a cast whose names speak for
themselves!

Presenting four of *
the swingiest song hits
ever written by

^
E
M
O
R
E
J
N
KER
.X.

"Who?"— "D'Ya Love Me?"
"Sunny"— "Two Little Blue
Birds"
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HARBACH
OSCARCOMEDY—
HAMMERSTEIN
FROM THE AND
MUSICAL
"5UNNY" II

ANDTMANS
THE HAR

I***

Word around Hollywood has it that
Ginger Rogers has topped her
"Kitty Foyle" Academy Award
performance in "Tom, Dick and
Harry," with
the George
hilarious
comedyromance
Murphy,
Alan
Marshal and Burgess Meredith,
which will hit the first runs in
June. Directed by Garson Kanin,
produced by Robert Sisk, and with
original story and screen play by
Paul Jarrico, it's being hailed by
RKO Radio as the biggest picture
to date from Ginger.

-
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141-42 Budget Up
j 20lh-Fox Parley
(Continued from Page 1)

and Division Man\d pub.orsdirector,
William Sussman, William
hring and William Kupper, will
o attend from the home office,
•sick, Joseph M. Schenck, William
J:, and Harry Brand, studio
jTicity director, are the studio
hcutives who will attend the meet-

cs.

Ilhe Eastern group will see a
al edited print of "Blood and
md" and several other important
oductions, completed or in the
tting stage. Budget, production
ins, consent decree operations and
te of the sales convention this
ar are on the conference agenda.
.e three division managers were
leduled to leave for Hollywood
er the week-end, and Kent is
leduled to go tonight. McCarthy
;o leaves today.
Kent will come East May 14 for
e adjourned stockholders' meeting
rich will be held the next day, and
then scheduled to return to the
adio for further huddles.

xtend Pleading Deadline
Pickwick Trust Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

akes such pleading due on May 19.
No appearances have been filed yet
r the Skouras interests and Fox
itropolitan Playhouses, Inc. Charles
. Lyman of New Haven is entered
attorney for Loew's, Inc., RKO,
tagraph, Paramount, Universal,
jlumbia, and United Artists, and
minings and Lockwood for the
untiffs, Perfect Theaters and
hers, operators and owners of the
ckwick.
omerford to Build in Lebanon
Scranton — J. J. O'Leary, general
anager of Comerford Theaters,
mounced at the week-end the cirlit has acquired property for the
>nstruction of a new theater on
le north side of Lebanon, in the
art of the business district. Plans
til for a 1,000-seater. Construeon is expected to start immediate• to ready the house for a Fall
oening.

200 AT SMPE
SPRING MEET
Huse

Presides
Spring

at

Rochester

Convention

Rochester — More than 200 engineers are meeting at the Sagamore
Hotel for the 49th semi-annual convention of the Society of Motion
Picture
Engineers. Studios,
laboratories and
factories all over
the country are
represented at the
four - day session,
opening today.
Delegates will
be called to order
this morning by
William K. Kunzmann, convention
vice - president,
EMERY HUSE
who will introduce Emery Huse, SMPE president. Speakers at an informal luncheon will include Mayor S. B. Dicker,
F. R. Watson, president of the Acoustical Society of America, also meeting in convention here, and Dr. Howard Hanson, director of the Eastman
School of Music.
First of 10 technical sessions will
be opened this afternoon by President Huse. Fields to be covered in
discussions include visual education,
air-conditioning, lenses, projection,
illumination, and motion picture camera equipment design. Evening meeting will hear lectures on sound equipment by engineers of the Disney
studios, Warner Bros. -First National, and RCA Manufacturing Co.
Social highlight of the convention
will be the 49th banquet and dance in
the hotel's Starlight Room tomorrow evening. An entertainment program has been arranged for delegates and their wives.
Wednesday will be given over to
a joint meeting with the American
Acoustical Society at the Eastman
Theater. Morning and afternoon
sessions will include a symposium on
the stereophonic sound-film system,
by Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers. The system will be demonstrated at the evening meeting.

Doby Preparing Crescent
Suit for July 7 Trial
(Continued from Page 1)

GE Boosts Salaries,
Urges Savings Plans
General Electric has boosted by $4
per week the pay of all salaried employes receiving up to and including
$4,000 a year, — the raise retroactive
to April 7, with over 20,000 employes
benefiting. Company coincidentally
suspended its long-in-effect employe
saving plan, and substitued defense
savings plan to encourage the 105,000 on the payrolls to buy U. S. savings bonds. It is believed G-E is
first big company to so act.

Waller, associate attorney to George
H. Armistead, will complete defense
preparations prior to May 26, deadline for answering interrogatories.
Defense attorneys have but two
more Government interrogatories to
answer, he said.

Harlow Now Whelan Aide
With the departure last week of
Alfred Corwin, of the 20th-Fox foreign department, to join the Army,
Hugh Harlow, his assistant, was
moved up to take over his post as
assistant to Leslie Whelan, head of
foreign publicity.

Arbitrator Pondering
Request of Scheftel
(Continued from Page 1)

THE
WEEK
IN REVIEW
T«.v Headaches

adjustment
as hearings ended Friday.
Spiegelberg's decision is expected
to be a far-reaching one inasmuch
as the granting to the Squire of any
reduction in clearance would affect
a number of theaters not named in
ihe complaint.
Scheftel asked that there be no
clearance between his Squire and
the Great Neck Playhouse which
are across the street from each
other, indicating that he wanted to
split product with the Playhouse.
The Squire now follows the Playhouse by 30 days, while houses in
Manhasset, Bayside, Port Washington and Little Neck follow the Playhouse at shorter intervals. Any
new clearance given the Squire
would have a serious effect on theaters not interested in the case.

Dodgers-Cardinal Game
Thursday to be Telecast
The first of the season's soccer
games at Madison Square Garden
to be televised will come to home
via NBC's transmitter toreceivers morrow
at 8:30 p.m. This will be
followed on Thursday afternoon, by
i
Dodgers-Cardinals game. Next Sunday, the monthly radio broadcast
program of the British refugee children talking by shortwave with
their
cast. parents in London will be tele-

—

By L. H. MITCHELL

j=.

TAXATION: Film industry sees
b.o. menace in Treasury Department's new admission tax proposals,
with tax to start on 10-cent tickets.
Under sponsorship of Co-Op. Theaters of Mich., many exhib. units
banded together to show a united
front in opposition to the new taxes.
. . . Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy,
stated that organization would oppose tax discrimination. . . . Congressmen are in receipt of letters
from exhibs. stating that tax proposals are already hurting b.o. biz.
. . . Studios see repercussions of the
proposals in marked revision of production and selling methods. . . 10
per cent admission tax is urged in
Michigan, and admission tax bill is
hoppered in Illinois. . . . ITO of Ohio
is battling the 5 per cent film rental
plan.
. . Abram andF. general
Myers, counsel,
Allied's
board .chairman
urges end of all tax exemptions, with
tax starting at 1 cent.

*

*

*

"ANTI-5": Minnesota's anti blocks-of-five pix bill ruled legal by
the state's attorney general and
signed by Governor Stassen, becoming law, and causing headaches
among counsel for the decree-consenting majors, obligated by the decree to sell pix in blocks-of-five. . . .
Gov't will not launch an attack on
the Minn, law but may intervene if
the consenting majors bring suit to
test its constitutionality. . . . RepubPcrthe Labs. Expanding
lic was first distrib. to sign an exhib.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — As a prelude to the contract under Minn.'s anti-five bill.
. . . One major was reported suspend"A"
complete Class
of a laboratory
erection floor
ing selling in the state, at least
second
structure,
temporarily.
Pathe Laboratories has put up pro* *
*
tective screen forms on its buildings
FINANCIAL:
Paramount's
1940
here along the Santa Monica elevation. The new floor will enable the net of $6,402,130 was $2,500,000 over
organization to double its existing the net of the previous year; com; working area, and will also permit inpany's first quarter net for 1941 was
stallation of additional printing and $2,475,000. . . . Universal reported
a
17-week
net of $931,380 before prodeveloping equipment.
vision for Federal taxes.

*

*

*

RKO: Samuel Goldwyn signed a
cs" "Buck Pri- releasing pact with RKO. His first
ts for
Repea
Success
of "Tropi
Universal's
vates" has resulted in a heavy debe "The Little Foxes" starmand for "One Night in the Trop- film will
ring Bette Davis. . . . Robert Sisk,
ics," which was the initial picture RKO producer, is quitting the comstarring Abbott and Costello and
pany for a similar post with Paramount. .. . Graham Baker has joined
released seven months ago. "Tropics" is getting a number of repeat the studio as a producer. . . . Hugh
bookings, Universal reports.
Robertson was named to RKO Corp.'s
board. . . . "Citizen Kane" has world
premiere at *
N. Y. * Palace.
"Philadelphia Story" Award
M-G-M's "The Philadelphia Story"
has been voted by the New York
MISCELLANY: Joseph M. Schenck
City Federation of Women's Clubs and Joseph H. Moskowitz file notice
as the best picture of 1941. How- of appeal from sentence in tax evaard Dietz accepted a certificate of
sion case, with bail to continue.
award on behalf of the company at Schenck will resume his production
the organization's 115th convention activities at 20th-Fox studios. He
at the Hotel Astor Friday.
handed in his resignation as chairman of the board. . . . Survey of arbitration cases under the consent deJulia Claussen Dies
cree revealed a total of 58 at the
Mme. Julia Claussen, 62, Met.
far below expecgrand opera contralto and mezzo mid-week,tations. . .a .number
and officials of
soprano from 1917 to 1832, died at the Mutual Ascap
Broadcasting System
her home in Stockholm on Thursday,
according to advices received here agree on pact for use of the society's
music on the network's radio stations.
from Sweden.
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Big Five" Orders
Fight on Minn. Law

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

{Continued from Page 1)

the majors, it is understood in industry circles.
The attack, to be pressed as soon
as the necessary papers can be completed, will challenge the constitutionality ofthe new legislation, sponsored by Allied Theater Owners of
the Northwest.
Spearhead, it is said, will be the
contention that the Minnesota law
deprives the distributors of property without due process of law in
that it forces a company to sell its
entire product while granting the exhibitor a 20 per cent cancellation
privilege sans compensation to the
distributor.
In all probability, the distributor
strategy will as well invoke the
charge that the state act unreasonably restricts interstate commerce.
In Minneapolis on Friday, David
Shearer denied that he had been retained by the "Big Five" to attack
the constitutionality of Minnesota's
"anti-five" law, but stated that he had
given the distributors his opinion
that the bill is unconstitutional and
that he believed it could be upset in
court.

365 Simultaneous Dates
Start Release of "Doe"
(Continued from Page 1)

tures include Warners. Fox-West
Coast, RKO, Schine, Walter Reade
Theaters, Balaban & Katz, Famous
Players Canadian Circuit, St. Louis
Amusement Co.. Crescent Amusement Co., Cumberland Amusement
Co., Fanchon & Marco, and Frisina
(St. Louis).

"Fantasia" Leaving Detroit

Detroit — "Fantasia" bowed out
Sunday after 11 weeks at the
Wilson Theater — a record equalled
by only two talkies in Detroit —
GWTW with 2iy2 weeks in 1940,
and "The Singing Fool" with 15
weeks in 1928-1929.

New Time Hearing Tomorrow
St. Louis — The
welfare committee
hearing at 2 p.m.
pending daylight

aldermanic publicwill hold a public
tomorrow, on the
saving bill.

"Land of Liberty"
Plugged by Hizzoner
In a special message to the citizens
of New York, Mayor LaGuardia on
Friday called attention to the opening of "Land of Liberty" on May
5 in New York City theaters. The
mayor said the picture represented
a "non-commercial and co-operative
effort on the part of the major motion picture companies to combine
in one film a pictorial cavalcade of
the history of the United States,"
adding that "we can all profit by
witnessing this story."

(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.
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Start Commercial

Tele July 1

525 Lines, 30 Frames, 15-hr. Week

Directed

(Continued from Page 1)

prepared to demonstrate theatrical
large-screen television equipment in
New York City on May 9. Preview
is scheduled for the New Yorker
Theater.

Demand for "Flesh i
Rapidly Increasing

prepared to approve any single
system the commission would
consider
commercialization,"
the FCC full
asserted.
The adopted standards are to be
accorded a six-month period of
practical test, at the conclusion of
which further changes may be considered, with particular reference to
color television, Program stations
are encouraged to engage in experimental color work. On the plea
that more than the seven lower
channels in the present tele band are
needed for adequate development of
commercial service, the commission
is making the 11 upper channels
likewise available.
Limit Station Control
The regulations preclude more
than three television stations being
under the same control. "This is
to preserve the public benefits of
competition
in the use of the limsaid.
ited number of channels," it was

Ready
for Standardization
The FCC said that whereas a
year ago the commission found the
television industry divided, recent
developments demonstrate the industry is "entirely in agreement
that television broadcasting is ready
for standardization."
The standards fix the line and
frame frequencies at 525 lines and
30 frames. The Commission said
the 525 lines provide for greater
detail in the pictures transmitted
than the 441 lines advocated a year
ago, asserting "this change will be
helpful in view of the trend to
larger screens on current receivers."
Frequency modulation is required
for the sound accompanying the
pictures.
On the record made at the March
hearing, the commission fixed 15
hours a week as a reasonable minimum for program service.
Standards Satisfy Requirements
The adopted standards the commission said, "represent with but
few exceptions, the undivided engineering opinion of the industry."
They "satisfy the requirement for
advancing television to a high level
of efficiency within presently known

Union Jurisdiction Dispute
Holds Up Tele in Chicago

developments."
The showing made at the March
hearing
Commission's
previous supported
action in the
declining
to set
standards when the industry was
sharply divided and any attempt to
have done so would have frozen the
state of the art to the then unsatisfactory level of performance, it
was said.
"This 'go-ahead' signal fulfills the commission's promise
of last year that as soon as
the industry's engineers
were

Chicago — Jurisdictional dispute
between the stagehands union,
IATSE, and the electricians over
servicing ofstallationBin the
& K's
television
inChicago
Theater,
has held up tele demonstrations
here. B & K states it will not begin the demonstrations in the lobby
of the theater until the union difficulty is settled.
Great States circuit is also planning television demonstrations, but
is delaying the matter pending adjustment of the union situation.

Tele stations authorized within
the past 10 months for preliminary
experimentation provide the nucleus for a widespread tele service,
which will be augmented by the
commission expediting the transition of experimental to commercial
operation.

ion of live talent in the thea
field on a scale unheard of for 1
years looms on the horizon,
musical was held over at the £
unusual for a stage show at
house.
(
Survey
of agents and
boc
corporations
shows that not
acts, bands and stage presentat i
but a number of stage plays in
densed versions are being pre]
for tours. "Du Barry Was A L
will be booked throughout the
try in a shortened edition by
Ingalls, who is also handling
CWTH
company.
Film
no
legit, houses that have been cl
county fairs, and the ever incij
ing Army
concentrations
in
tion to the keyed up defense
gram in industrial areas are cl
ing many
possibilities throug
the country for live attraction
was said.
It was pointed out that sef
shows had been successful last I
on tour, with Earl Carroll's "\
ties," George White's "Scanc
and Mike Todd's "Gay New Orle
proving highly successful.
Estimates of the increase in |
talent bookings throughout
country since the first of the
run to 25 per cent above 1940,
assertions made that this is
a beginning and the increase
be twice that by the end of '
year.C. Charity Ball Saturday
V.
Minneapolis — Variety club of
Twin Cities has set Saturday foi
annual charity ball, to be at Nice
Hotel here. Proceeds will go to
club's charity fund which last y
distributed 80,000 quarts of milk
undernourished and needy child
of Minneapolis and St. Paul. 0
officers hope to distribute 125,
quarts this year.

Hub V. C. Ball June 24
Boston — The second annual Ch
ity Bazaar, Fair and Ball of the B
ton Variety Club will be held Ji
24. Committee in charge, Martin
Mullin, E. Harold Stoneham, Edwi1
S. Callahan, Maurice Wolf, Henr
Rifkin, Ted Fleisher, Edward Moi
and John Dervin, latter recently p:
moted to Southern area.

Coin Reproductions
As Theater Giveaway
San
stunt,

Francisco — A new
giveaway
to offer competition
to dish

and book nights, is to be marketed :
from San Francisco, according to the
March of Money Co., Inc.

They hope to start a new nationwide fad with reproductions of ancient and historical coins.
Claim is |
that $50,000 has been spent in minting exact duplications of rare coins.
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*0 Sets Air Shows
1 Latin-America
(Continued from Page 1)

3C Subsidiaries Name
lanson Bd. Successor
(Continued from Page 11

ed up at the week-end when
i? learned that he had been
ced on the board of directors
■o FPC subsidiaries.
J. Fitzgibbons. vice-president
PC. was elected a director of
^deration Amusements, Ltd.,
cine: Nathanson at the annual
. . holders' meeting- in Montreal.
- directors were re-elected.
W. Bolstad,
comptroller
of
•: ■ was elected a director of
;d Amusement
Corp., taking
: anson's place on the board.
il i nual stockholders' meeting
of
is scheduled for May
14 in
ito.
It is understood
that a
ication of reports that Nathan
s leaving the company will be
at that time.

G Threatens Strike Vote
ess Demands Are Met
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

llywood — Screen Writers Guild
ted a resolution that guild mem: consider present writer dels extremely moderate and rea:}le, that a further meeting be
1 to discuss advisability of takt strike vote in event demands
ot reasonably met by producers.
Iwyn Signs Marshall
* Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

"Major Barbara"
with

n: RKO
pictures, and Thurs?:15-8:30 p.m., during- which
- of famous
stars will be
uized.
I • contract is for 52-weeks, and
T ilaced direct by RKO with the
.' national Division.

Coast

REVIEWS Of I16UJ HLfllS

DAILY

llywood — Samuel Goldwvn has
^d Herbert Marshall to play the
of the husband orjposite Bette
5 in "The Little Foxes" which
j will release.
crmes Parr Dies
ndon (By Cable) — Sir James
• 71, former High Commissioner
ew Zealand, and a foe of Amermotion pictures, died Friday at
hampstead,
Hertford.
ur Benjamin Dead
htabula, 0. — Arthur Benjamin,
lioneer theater owner and operin Northeast Ohio, died at his
• here after a two year illness.

STO
lanta — Harry Ballance, Southdistrict manager for 20th-Fox,
me the father of a daughter
week. Child is the Ballance's
id offspring, first one being a

Wendy
Hiller, Rex Harrison
Robert
Morley, Robert Newton
Gabriel Pascal Production
115 Mins.
THE

PASCAL-SHAW-HILLER COMBINATION SCORES AGAIN; SHAVIAN WIT
AND SATIRE DELIGHTS, PRODUCTION
AND CAST HIGH-CLASS.
The Pascal-Shaw-Hiller combination scores
again. For a hundred and fifteen minutes
Hollywood sat up and admired perfection
in motion picture writing, production, direction and acting. All credit to Gabriel
Pascal and as fine a cast of performers
as has ever been collected for a film; and
the master philosopher-wit George Bernard
Shaw. As Shaw predicts in the foreword written in his own hand — human souls are
bared. You and I are exposed to ourselves
as we really are, but the words we speak
are words of truth written for us with an
understanding pen.
"Major Barbara," made under circumstances of unbelievable tribulation, (the
blitzkrieg of London) demonstrates what a
powerful medium the motion picture really
is. It deals not with the war but with the
simple facts unseen, but nevertheless behind
our civilization. It's an inspiring film — and
you suspect — made by inspired people — telling their story in the face of odds which
rather than deter them — makes for their
inspiration.
Wendy Hiller, remembered in "Pygmalion," scores heavily with a beautiful performance of the wealthy daughter of a
munitions magnate who serves as Major Barbara of the Salvation Army. Rex Harrison,

superior, in the Army, accepts a half million dollar donation from two of her faith's
most bitter enemies — a liquor manufacturer,
and her own father — a munitions maker and
war monger.
Newton's "what price Salvation now?"
brings despair to Wendy and she resigns
from the Army. Meanwhile, Morley has
induced her fiance, Harrison to come visit
one of his plants with an offer of a job
and eventual inheritance of the business.
The entire family go — Harrison accepts and
"Major Barbara" (Wendy) finds her happiness again in new souls to save and new
fields to conquer.
It is a thrilling plot. The story is told
so smoothly that it's sometimes hard to find
the thread because of the brilliant situations and philosophical dialogue as written by Shaw. But you won't miss the plot
or the object of the film. You'll be educated
and beautifully entertained.
CAST: Wendy Hiller, Rex Harrison, Robert Morley, Robert Newton, Emlyn Williams,
Sybil Thorndike, Deborah Kerr, David Tree,
Penelope Dudley-Ward, Marie Lohr, Walter
Hudd, Marie Ault, Donald Calthrop, Miles
Malleson.
CREDITS: Producer, Gabriel Pascal; Director, Gabriel Pascal; Author, George Bernard
Shaw; Scenario and Dialogue by George
Bernard Shaw; cameraman, Ronald Neame;
Scenario Editor, Marjorie Deans; Recording
Director, Martin Paggi; Production designed
by Vincent Korda; Music by William Walton.
DIRECTION, Skilful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

rapidly becoming England's foremost actor
of leading roles, switches from his former
light comedy roles and plays a sensitive
scholar with proper fire and restraint as
the role called for it.
Three performances are outstanding in
the long list of top notch portrayals. Robert
Morley, mystery man of Europe and Major

GEORGE

*

SHORTS
"Indian Durbar"

(Fascinating Journey)
Paramount
11 mins.
Beautiful Reel
This Technicolor panorama of an
Indian Durbar, or state reception,
is probably more colorful than anything that Hollywood, with all its
facilities, has produced. The coloring in costumes, backgrounds and
flowers is very impressive. Photographed with the co-operation of the
Maharajah of Allwar, the anonymous
cameraman has done a grand job
of capturing the pageantrv of the
procession and reception of notables
by the Indian prince. Parade of elephants, extravagantly gowned
notables, religious rituals, pass before the audience, and with no Caucasian complexions to worry about, the
photographer was able to concentrate
on emphasizing color and more color.
A swell job.
—
"Popeye Meets Rip Van Winkle"
Paramount
7 mins.
Just Fair
Popeye meets up with Rip Van
Winkle just as the old gent is being
dispossessed
20 years
'non-payment
of rent in thisforfair
cartoon.
He takes
Rip home to finish the famous nap
but, after a round of wild adventures
with a gang of dwarfs, the old man
accuses the sailor of robbery and
blazes away with his musket.

BERNARD

SHAW

OVERSHADOWING

Barbara's father; Emlyn Williams, quite new
to American fans but a theatrical name in
England who plays Snobby Price, and Robert
Newton, who because he gave one of the
finest characterizations it has ever been

GEORGE

BERNARD

SHAW

your reviewer's privilege to see, looks a
cinch for one of Hollywood's Oscars.
Music by William Walton, sets by Vincent
Korda and photography by Ronald Neame
leave nothing to be desired. The entire
personnel deserves much more credit than
we can give them here. "Major Barbara"
is a picture your customers will see — and
remember to talk about.
Major Barbara Undershaft (Wendy Hiller)
is preaching her doctrine of Godliness to a
rabble in the slums of London. She is
seen by a fellow preacher, (Rex Harrison)
a sensitive scholar of ancient teachings, who
has discovered the folly of talking over the
heads of his listeners. He falls in love with
her on sight and joins her company of soulsavers; beats a drum in her band to be near
her — and eventually wins her love.
Together they conduct their mission in
the slums and until her father, (Robert
Morley) and a pugnacious beast of the slums,
Bill Walker (Robert Newton) come into
their mission, things run smoothly.
Complications arise out of the Major's
efforts to convince Newton of the pricelessness of her kind of religion and her
father's efforts
She is gaining
perserverance —
Walker's
soul

to "buy the Salvation Army."
ground — by her evangelistic
she is creeping inside Bill
with her creed, when
her

GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalion", presents a
magnificent picturization of George Bernard Shaw's famous play
"MAJOR
BARBARA"
starring WENDY HILLER; co-starring
Rex Harrison and Robert Morley • Released thru United Artists.
LOS
NEW

*

ANGELES
can hardly wait to see it at the FOUR
YORK
CITY
is counting
the days until it comes
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Fall B
I Exhibitors Look to Defense Coin to Aid
Box Office Business
Gains in Film Attendance
Thus Far Said Both Small
And Slow by Many Exhibs.
{Continued from Page 1)

uation however, are not unduly pessimistic. There is a marked inclination to the opinion that the
gains, while slow, will be steady,
with some showmen confident that
the Fall months will see business
hitting on all 16 cylinders.
Meanwhile, on Friday, the President ordered a 24-hour, seven-day
week work schedule in defense industries and directed a re-canvass
of the entire nation, including the
armed forces, for skilled machine
workers. Further population shifts,
with certain box-office repercussions,
thus were indicated
At the same time, industry observers felt that the three-shift
schedule seven days a week in defense plants would further affect
both film theater operating- policies
and attendance. A resort to "early
bird" shows was foreseen.
Typical dispatches from correspondents up to week-end press
time follow:

Albany Expects Defense Coin
Will Help Business in Fall
Albany — Despite an estimated 8,000 increase in jobs throughout the
territory, exhibs. are nearly unanimous in saying that the new defense
workmen do not seem to be spending many theater dollars. For
once, indies give the same answer
as circuit combine men, that the
upswing has not been reflected in
box-office yet, though anticipated
continuance and intensification later
on will bring its amusement idustry spending.
Something like 2,000 new jobs at
the Watervliet Arsenal, a substantial employment increase in machine and tool factories and a big
reception of orders by General Electric in Schenectady will result in
an estimated $8,000,000 payroll expenditure during the first six months
of 1941 through the ring of little
cities hereabouts.
Fall is the time when exhibs. expect the defense purchasing power
to reflect in increased buying power
at theaters, as all expect a vaster
program in full swing by that time.
On the whole, the pix biz in this
territory has been in the doldrums
since before Lent.

Weeh-end Business in Baltimore Booming
As Defense Worhers and Draftees Pour In

Subnormal in Western
Pennsylvania Territory

Baltimore — Box-office receipts here have shown a definite increase on weekends, due primarily to the influx of visitors from nearby localities engaged in
defense projects; and week-end leaves for draftees stationed at Fort Meade.
Uniforms are now a common sight on downtown streets on Saturday and Sunday
nights.
Biggest defense industries in this territory are Glenn Martin aircraft factory; Bethlehem Steel Co.; Bethlehem Shipbuilding; and American Can Co.
Camp Holabird, Fort Meade, Edgewood Arsenal, and Aberdeen Proving grounds
are also located in this territory.

erally as of March,
1940, an
crease of approximately 30,000.
percentage
of increase in we
payrolls is 6.1 as the result <A
ployment gains in this district
However,
theater
b u s in
throughout this entire territory
dropped considerably during the
six weeks, a decrease estimated a
where from 12 to 40 per cent. S
situations, including downtown f .
run theaters, report an all time
in box-office receipts, regardless
attraction, during the past morns

will not be substantial until that
work is under way.
Box-office receipts are showinggains, with further increases anticipated as the defense program
swings into high gear.

B. O. Response in Buffalo
Slow, But Exhibs. Hopeful
Buffalo — National defense spending, which has added 25,000 persons
to Buffalo area payrolls since last
June and fattened pay envelopes
more than a million dollars a week,
is just beginning to be felt at theater box-offices, a survey of exhibitors reveals.
Area defense orders total $271,000,000, of which Curtiss and Bell
aircraft plants alone have $160,000.000, with the rest scattered in
small amounts among 95 firms.
Motion picture houses in Lackawanna, where Bethlehem's steel
mills have been running at 93 per
cent of capacity for months, report
gross business 12 to 15 per cent
over a year ago. Steel-making,
while allied to defense, isn't classed
as a defense industry.
Gross in Buffalo's downtown and
nabe houses, Kenmore and Niagara
Falls, is estimated variously at 5 to
6 per cent over a year ago and 2 to 3
per cent over three months ago.
Heads of three theater chains
agreed box-office reaction to defense
spending has been rather slow. One
predicted a better outlook in a month
to six weeks. Another was "hopeful" of a greater upturn, "maybe in
the Fall."

Portland, Me., Film Business
Reported Running 7% Ahead

Portland, Me. — Pickup in theater
attendance in Portland is best illustrated by fact 1,500-seat Civic Theater which opened several weeks ago
is doing excellent business without
cutting into eight other first and
second-run theaters in Portland.
General business in city is about
seven per cent ahead of a year ago.
Big shipyard being constructed in
Rochester Box-Office Receipts neighboring
Portland but ship
Showing Gains; More Expected building will South
not start before June.
Rochester — With an estimated Local harbor defenses have been
$75,000,000 in defense contracts augmented somewhat. Real boom
placed with local firms, of which however not due before second half
about $35,000,000 is held by East- of 1941 when 4,000 men expected to
man Kodak, local exhibitors are be put on at shipyards holding aplooking forward to box-office receipt
proximately $75,000,000 in ship conincreases.
tracts. Chamber of Commerce reAlthough employment here is
ports new families moving into
gaining, the peak is far from at- Greater Portland (that they know
tained. Some local plants have not, of) at rate of one a day during past
as yet, started to work on defense month.
contracts,
and
employment
gains
Believe that most of present busi-

ness due to more Portland people
working and going to shows oftener,
although there are some civilian
patrons and soldiers. Summer
months may not show vast difference as Maine is an out-door state Harrisburg Showmen Assei
in warm months. After September, Box-Office Biz Sub-Normai
however, theaters should see real
Harrisburg,
Pa. — Theater
op J
spurt.
tors and managers in the Harrisb
area report that the national
New Haven Theater Business fense program has not resultec
any gain in box-office receipts,
agree
\\
Said
That allin trade
'40 hibitors unanimously
New 10%
HavenUnder
— Whereas
rather than showing
an incre
indices show an unmistakable up- mal.
they considered
business sub-i
trend in number and wages of employed and in retail busiess grosses,
Factories, mills and other inc
theater business is estimated 10 tries in this area have greatly j
per cent under last year, and on the creased production, employment
decline because of daylight saving
Theater men are of
time, warmer weather and the usual payrolls.
opinion that workers
are find
seasonal causes, as well as longer other
more
expensive
pleasuj
hours of employment and corre- having been unable to afford th|
spondingly less leisure time.
before, and as a result neglect
The New Haven Chamber of the movie theaters.
Commerce has recorded a total of
However, showmen feel that ]
about $5,000,000 in primary Govern- the defense program contini
ment defense contracts granted 20 business will increase. As one m
firms in this area through mid-April.
put a it,boom
"Theaters
are the
to feel
and also
last 1
Figure does not include over $20,- ager
000,000 in educational Government
orders and British orders before notice a depression."
June 13th, and a large amount in Slow and Consistent Gain
sub-contracts not officially recorded Reported by Canton Exhibs
by the Chamber.
Canton, O. — With practically
In the face of all this activity,
of
Canton's major industrial pla
exhibitors are disappointed at con- working
on defense orders, rep
stantly poorer matinees and week- senting unestimated millions £
day business, although Sunday reemployment
at atwo
newdecades,
all-time mopi
mains terrific. Outside the usual for
more than
seasonal explanations, the showmen
are convinced that the 3 to 11 p.m., theater patronage in recent wet
and other shifts leave little time or has shown a slow and consist
gain, major theater operators
energy for movie-going. Both War- vealed.
ner's and Loew-Poli have tried to
Until defense employment bef
meet the situation by introducing to reflect in theater patronage, bv
early bird morning- defense shows, ness with most of the houses 1
which have been fairly successful.
been spotty, grosses being up, wl
a theater offered a top picture. S'
Pittsburgh Grosses Down;
sequent-run
houses
report
th
business improved
over the sa
Off 12-40% in Six Weeks
period a year ago, and auto tl
Pittsburgh — Careful survey of the aters in the district, favored
effect the national defense program ideal weather
report patronage
has had on business in general in
this area reveals that local firms catching
Admissions
in the
ni;
on right
from three
the star"
have been awarded approximately
Loew's, Palace and Warne
$120,000,000 in direct contracts. In houses.
Ohio, has remained at 35 cents
addition, this district has received til recently when adult admissi
between $300,000,000 and $500,000,- were hiked slightly, the patron
000 worth of business from out of suming the tax, which hereto:
town firms holding defense contracts had been paid by the theater.
through the purchase of steel, coal
Operators
anticipate even be
and other products.
biz when the new $16,000,000 n;
In Alleghany County alone, the ordnance plant, now under const:
number of workers employed in de- tion here, is ready for operati
fense work as of March, 1941, is
July 1, bringing approximal
517,618 compared with total number about
ly
3,000 workers
into the Cant
district.
of 487,723 persons employed
gen-
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ARA. INTERESTS TAKING DRIVE-IN LEAD
xpect 22 Million 20th -Fox Production Budget

•v

1 dio Conference to Give
ashing Touches to the
jgram for Next Season
Coast

Bureau

of
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DEFENSE COIN SLOW TO HELP
Week-end Biz Only Up in Chicago — Cleveland Exhibitors
Sing the Blues, But Are Hopeful for Fall

DAILY

ollywood — Twentieth CenturyChicago— While more than $1,000,'s 1941-42 production budget will
roximate $22,000,000, it was re- 000,000 in defense orders have been
•;ed coincidentally with the arrival placed in the Chicago territory since
:? of Joseph M. Schenck for studio last June, with some 600,000 now
employed and the aggregate payroll
erences.
finishing touches to the program showing a 20 per cent increase, box(Continued on Page 7)
office gains, by and large, as a result have been limited to week-end
playdates.
Circuit operators generally concur in the statement that week-day

illywood Studios
art 13 Features
Coast

Bureau

of
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DAILY

New York City Gels
SMPE Fall Conclave

Hollywood — Thirteen pictures are
eduled to go into production this
k. RKO with 10 shooting leads
procession. The check-up:
Rochester — Annual Fall meeting
!k.t Columbia:
Five shooting in- of the SMPE will be held in the
(Continucd on Page 8)
Pennsylvania Hotel. New York City,
in October, the Board of Goverea, Erpi Vice-Prexy,
nors voted here. At same time, it
was decided to hold the Spring conrafted" for Defense
vention in Hollywood.
\ E. Shea, Erpi vice-president in
The board also decided to estab«ige
of engineering,
has been
lish student membership, for col.nted an indefinite leave of absence
lege students
who onmay
a carparticipate in important studies
( Continued
Page elect
7)
the National Defense Research
(Continued on Page 8)

No Tele Bottleneck
Noted, Asserts Fly
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Reports that the
television industry will be held back
from full commercial development
despite the FCC's "green light" are
|not accurate, Chairman James L. Fly
,of the FCC said yesterday. Asked at
his press conference if the defense
program would impede television development, Flysaid the FCC has not
been notified that the industry has
yet struck any bottleneck.
He pointed to the number of stations that have been experimenting
and are now ready to proceed. Fly
admitted, however, the defense program may slow up the manufacture
of receivers, due to a shortage of certain materials.

Minimum of 30 Will Be Doing Business Under Partners by Close of the Year

Theater interests affiliated with
Paramount have taken a long lead
business has not been stimulated over other important circuits in the
to any extent by the defense spend- matter of building Drive-In theaters,
ing program. Contrary wise, there it was revealed yesterday through
is the feeling that the resort to a checkup on this type of outlet.
over-time to fill defense orders has Results show that a minimum of
cut down theater attendance. Work- 30 such outdoor stands will be doing
ers are too weary after the longer business under Paramount partners
work day to go to the movies, it by the end of 1942. That total is
is contended.
already assured via "houses" now in
B & K reports normal biz in most operation, in process of construction,
(Continued on Page 8)
or in plan form.
Bulk of the projects current and

Columbia Planning
No Minn. Law Fight
Columbia Pictures will not join
with the other film companies in testing the constitutionality of the Minnesota anti-five block law, it was reliably stated yesterday. Columbia
will continue to do business in that
state and no serious thought has been
given to a cessation of sales, it was
said.
Columbia(Continued
is the onfirst
Page of
6) the "Lit-

Sells Drive-In,
Descoteau Clearance Case Woolner
Ending Arbitration Case
To Be Heard in Hub May 19

(Continued on P--<e 6)

"Fantasia" at 70-30
Under RKO Release
GWTW terms of 70-30 per cent are
being
forbeing
Walt distributed
Disney's "Fantasia," now
by
terday. asked
RKO, it was reliably reported yes"Fantasia," heretofore handled by
the Disney organization, is being sold
by RKO on contracts providing for
roadshow treatment in all spots.
Cartoon feature was scheduled to
(Continued on Page 8)

Signal Corps GHQ Film
Unit Plans Discussed

New Orleans — Charles K. WoolBoston — Third arbitration case to ner's arbitration claim against War- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
be heard in Boston will be the Lucien
ner Bros., involving' some run, will
Hollywood — Preliminary plans for
Descoteau clearance plea on May 19. be dropped automatically because of the organization of the Signal Corps
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 8)
GHQ Motion
Picture
Unit8) were dis(Continued
on Page

Fairbanks' Mission Assailed
B.A. Paper in

Bitter Anti-American

"Argentine
In
B. A. AfterNights"
ProtestsOut

Blast

By DR. W. P. SCHUCK

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Bitter attack on the designation by
Buenos Aires (By Cable) — Uni- the U. S. Government of Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., as an official cultural
versal yesterday withdrew "Argenpublished in Ahora, bi-weektine Nights" after two days of show- envoy,
lytionmagazine,
has created a sensahere.
ing. Withdrawal followed a ban by
The article in question is regarded
municipal (Continued
authorities
after demonon Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)

Todd Putting Duals
In Chi.'s Oriental
Chicago — The Oriental Theater
will change its stage show and film
policy to twin film bills starting the
week of May 16. Orchestra and stage
hands have been given their two
weeks' notice by the Michael Todd
management.
The house will run in B week with
a 25 cent matinee and 40 cent evening admission charge.
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Am.
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Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%)
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
%
%
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Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
8
8
8
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East. Kodak
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126
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do pfd
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168
168
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Gen. Th. Eq

Loew's,

Inc

29 Vi

do pfd
Paramount
11%
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe Film
7%
RKO
3
RKO $6 pfd
44
20th Century-Fox
. . 5%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 17V2
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner
'. . 3/2
do
pfd Bros
NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith B. F. ref. 6s48

29'/s

29 Vi +

11 te

1H/2
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3
44
514
1714

7%
3
44
5%
171/2

314

+
—
—
+
+

3</2 +
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Vs
Vs
1

Vs
Vs
Va

MARKET

Loew's deb. 3V?.s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 943/4
943/4
943/4 —
14
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith cvs. ...Sonotone Corp
1%
1%
1% —
Vs
Technicolor
&Va
8'/g
8l/4 —
14
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc...
6
6
6
—
Vs
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 61 1/2 641/,
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
54
563,4

Nathanson Stock Option
Not Exercised, Says FPC
Montreal — Famous Players Canadian yesterday advised the Montreal
stock exchange that N. L. Nathanson
did not exercise his option to purchase 11,000 shares of the company's
capital stock. The option, which was
extended twice, expired April 30.
Godshaw's Mother Dead
Chicago— Mrs. M. Godshaw, 83,
mother of Mike and Bruce Godshaw
died after a long illness.

DAILY

NSS and Casanave Each
Claims Points in Suits

Stoddard Named to M & P
Division Managerial Post

Both sides in the National ScreenCharles Casanave legal controversy
over the management of Advertising
Accessories, Inc., claimed victories
yesterday.
Judge Denis Cohalan granted the
motion of Herman Robbins, Toby
Gruen and National Screen for an
examination before trial of Casanave
and directed Casanave to appear in
Supreme Court tomorrow morning
for the examination. Motion was
granted on all items requested by
Robbins.
At the same time Justice Mortimer
B. Patterson of the Westchester Supreme Court of White Plains denied
Robbins'
and Harry
Samwick's
motions to dismiss
Charles
and Edward

Boston — Chester L. Stoddard, for
the past several years District Manager for the M & P theaters, on the
North Shore here, has been promoted to succeed the late Armand
Moreau, as division manager for
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.

Stoddard is succeeded as North
Shore district manager by Jack
Goodwin, managing director of the
Hub's Metropolitan Theater, who in
turn is replaced by John C. Carroll,
manager of the Paramount. Ben
Rosenberg now manager of the
Fenway, goes to the Paramount
and is succeeded by Abner Pinanski, shifted from the Modern. Harry
Goldberg, former assistant to PinanCasanave's complaint against Rob- ski, becomes the new manager at
bins, Gruen, Samwick, National the Modern.
Screen and American Display.
Jack Saef, former publicity man
Judge Cohalan, in another action, at the Paramount and Fenway, mandenied Casanave's motion for an exages the Shawmut Theater, an M &
amination before trial of Robbins, P nabe house in Dorchester.
Gruen and Elliot Pearlman, assistant
treasurer of NSS, in view of the
pending motion before Judge McCook Educational 16 mm. Rights
in which Robbins moved to strike out
Bid Short of Appraisal
Casanave's affirmative defenses.
Casanave moved for a bill of particulars of 190 items. Robbins conA bulk bid providing for the paysented to all but 36 of the items and
ment of 50 per cent of the gross receipts, less laboratory costs, with a
the judge
sustained
Robbins'
objections on the 36 points.
guarantee of $10,000, was made yesterday by Irving Levine, attorney,
In a statement yesterday, Casarights to 730 short subnave said the so-called "secret agree- for 16jectsmm.
ments" were entered into with the America.of Educational Films Corp. of
consent and knowledge of NSS execuAcceptance of the bid was posttives and that Robbins had personalponed until May 8 by Referee Peter
ly approved them.
B. Olney when it was found that the
bid was substantially short of the
values set by appraisers. Levine
Two-Fold Purpose Seen
would not state whom he represented.
In New RKO Financing
A report will be made on May 8 by
the trustee of Educational whether
the bid is to be accepted.
Proposed RKO Corp.'s new financing plan, calling for approximately
$9,500,000, has a two-fold purpose.
One is to retire $4,500,000 of 6 per James Roosevelt Resigns
cent bonds of the B. F. Keith Corp.
and the other is to take up the option From M. P. Producers Ass'n
on 22,000 shares of 7 per cent pre- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ferred K-A-0 held by M. J. Meehan
Hollywood — Resignation of James
and 7,000 preferred shares held by Roosevelt
as a member of the AMPP
Atlas Corp. Price is said to be about was accepted yesterday at a meeting
$112 a share.
of board of directors. Roosevelt reNew financing will be made in the
signed because of his foreign service
form of $3,500,000 of 3 per cent bank in the marines and resultant inacleans and $6,000,000 of mortgage
tivity of his company, Globe Proloans on the theater properties to
ductions. He expressed with to reretire preferred stock and bonds of
sume membership whenever he starts
some subsidiaries.
production again.

TO ALL WHOM

THIS MAY

CONCERN

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned has acquired and through the
copyright owner controls the sole and exclusive distribution, exhibition and
exploitation rights throughout the world, to those certain two-reel Charlie
Chaplin motion picture films, both silent and sound versions previously released through RKO and entitled
THE VAGABOND
THE FIREMAN
THE IMMIGRANT
THE PAWNSHOP
THE ADVENTURER
THE RINK
THE CURE
THE FLOORWALKER
THE COUNT
ONE A.M.
EASY STREET
BEHIND THE SCREEN
The foregoing rights are fully protected under the Copyright Law and
the unauthorized exhibition, distribution and exploitation of the said films,
either in 35 mm. or 16 mm. without license from the owner are violations of
the said law.
Further notice is hereby given that the undersigned and the copyright
owner will strictly enforce their rights and that a violation thereof will subject the offender to the penalties provided by law therefor.
GUARANTEED PICTURES CO., INC.
M. D. Sikawitt,
Pres.

comma and goiiic
CEORGE
J. SCHAEFER,
EDGAR
SEL>
CAROL
BRUCE
and ROBERT
SINCLAIR
for the Coast today via TWA.
B. B. KREISLER,
short subject
sales
ager for Universal,
returned
yesterday
frt
tour of the company branches.
ORSON WELLES and DOLORES DEL RIO
to the Coast last night via the TWA Strati
LEO DEVANEY, Canadian sales managl
RKO, has returned to his headquarter
Toronto after a New York visit for the op<
of "Citizen Kane."
H. M. RICHEY leaves

today for New

H

C. E. PHILLIPS, Peabody Seating exec,
Ind.
in New York yesterday on business frorr
company's headquarters in North Manchi
ROWLAND STEBBINS
York from
Florida.
GEORGE

has returned, to

JESSEL leaves Chicago today for

CHARLES
REAGAN,
assistant
general
lywood.
manager of Paramount,
J. J. UNGER,
di\
manager,
WILLIAM
ERBB.
district
mail
visited the New Haven office.
AARON JONES, SR., Jones, Linick & Sch
prexy, and MRS. JONES have returned to
cago from their annual Florida vacation.
EDDIE SILVERMAN, Essaness circuit p
has
returned
to Chicago from an extended
at Palm
Springs.
MARY BRIAN and JON WHITCOMB, who i
married
in Hollywood
Sunday,
have arrive
nlanc and will sail on a two-week
Carib •
cruise.
KATHERINE
Coast.
EDWARD
tor, is due

BROWN

has returned from

H. GRIFFITH, Para, producer-d
in this morning
from the Co.:

RUTH WARRICK, a featured player in "Ci i
Kane," leaves for the Coast today to ta«T
role in a forthcoming RKO
production.
W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram president!
TREM CARR, member of the board, are duel
today by train from Hollywood for a sales i
ference with Steve Broidy.
FRED MILLS, prexy of the Mills Co., Chit
and CARL
LLOYD,
attorney,
are in Pittsb
for opening
of a film vending
machine
against the company.

Sherwood Wins Third
Pulitzer Prize for Play
Robert E. Sherwood's play, "Tr
Shall BeforNotheNight,"
won the Pulit
award
best American
plaj
the season. He won the prize tvJ
before— for "Idiot's Delight"
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois."

Andrew L. Cox Stricken
Union
City,
Tenn. — Andrew
Cox, 58, manager of the local Cl
itol Theater
died unexpectedly]
a heart attack at his home.

Don't Forget
You Have a Date ....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.

May 15th, 16th & 17th

—

ALL OF THE
INTO

ONE

FAMILY

PICTU

HEART-WARMI

will s»ae!

,

I EVER PRODUCED
ROLLED
RIB-TICKLING
PICTURE!
A lovable, real and human story ... made to order for
every audience that ever chuckled over. . . ever wistfully thrilled to youth in the first throes of love!

Edith FELLOWS -Josephine HUTCHINSON
William TRACY • Martha O'DRISCOLL
Edgar BUCHANAN
Screen play by Gladys Lehman and Karen DeWolf
Directed by THEODORE REED

Tuesday, May 6, 1
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B. A. Paper Assails

Para. Interests Take

Fairbanks' Mission

Lead in Drive-Ins

(Continued from Page 1)

as probably the most savage antiAmerican tirade to find a place in
a Latin American publication in a
decade. Whether Nazi-inspired or
not, it follows the line reportedly
being- followed by totalitarian
agents in South America. Curiously,
the issue in which the blast appeared
also carried American film ad copy.
Thesis of the article's author is
that the choice of Fairbanks constitutes an "insult" to Latin America. It is contrasted with the visits
of Ortega y Gasset and Ludwig as
cultural envoys. Article is illustrated with a still from an old Fairbanks comedy which shows the actor apparently sleeping off the effects of a binge, with a "Keep Off
the Grass" sign at his side, while
two children look on.
Outline for the illustration reads,
"This is Douglas Fairbanks in one
of his characteristic attitudes, to
whom the U. S. have trusted a cultural mission in Latin America
which comprises our country (Argentina), Chile, Brazil, Peru and
Ecuador."
This is the first time on record

i

that an anti-American blast has
been tied to an American film personality. The article follows
through with an outline of U. S.
territorial acquisitions between 1790
and 1941 and declares the U. S. is
not yet satisfied.
Fairbanks arrives here shortly on
his trip, made under State Department auspices. He is now in Rio.

Ufa Extends Operations
To Chile; Shows Blitz Pix
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Hans Biester, Ufa South American
representative, has extended his activities to Chile. "Blitzkrieg in Polen" was shown at the Baquedano,
and Chilean officers and officials attended.
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Italian Embassy has invited Argentine officers, including army and
aviation commanders to a showing
of the propaganda film, "The Italian Army in the War."

(Continued from Page 1)

• • • THERE is only one serious aspect to the forthcoming FILM
DAILY GOLF Tournament
— to be held at sparkling and mightyconvenient Glen Oaks Club on Tuesday, May 27 —
and that is:
thank heavens there is still that kind of shooting in this world
But outside of that angle
which gives pause and thankfulness
you'll find an event ■whose every facet reflects
in plain
lingo
a helluva day of sport and laughs
Pioneer and peer
of all industry tourneys
it could not possibly have reached its
present popularity and stature unless it accomplished one of the most
difficult feats
— entertain our motion picture gents
who (and

Sources close to the Drive-In
uation
express
no
surprise
licensing of such outlets has tj|
ahead rapidly, because the trem
movie-going appears to favor ox,
ing sections of communities, pa] ,

we ain't maudlin, brother!) know all the answers as to just what entertainment should be

ularly
in the case
of large cities.
is attributed
to population
grc r
and the attending need for film
ater facilities, plus
the gro^1
necessity of placing outlets in loc
where parking space can be offi

r

•

•

•

t

t

THIS corner has often reflected

that if it sought

a pretty good definition of "democracy"
these tourneys can
come mighty close to providing an ideal explanation of the term
The little guy in our ranks is every bit as welcome as the
big shot
They all get the same big day for the same admish
price (awright, entrance fee, if you wanna get sporty and "country-clubby" about it!)
There are no plush-lined lockers for
the elite
The fodder is the same for one gent as another
The zillion bucks a year exec, digs just as deeply of divots as the
gink who's excavating a hole-in-the-wall nabe for himself
The same refreshing shower-bath descends upon the circuit solon
as on the fifth assistant in an art department when the day's play
is o'er
And the same swell hilarity marks the evening festivities and prize-awarding
The "rough" knows no favorites, the
fairways and greens no privileges
Sure, some of the clubswingers are more proficient than others
but for the most
part the boys could all use hunting dogs along with their caddies
on the problems of "location"
This year's fray will be
the 29th FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
which, through
the years, has been the industry's "best playing time"

t

• •
• NORMAN Corwin
20fh-Fox home office publicity

t

y

who not too long ago was in the
department
gave radio one of its

wittiest programs this past Sunday night
in "Radio Primer"
first of a new Columbia Workshop series
"26 by Corwin"
Written, produced and directed by Corwin
it was marked by originality, imagination, brilliant satire
and a keen appreciation
of
what makes
a radio show
go
There was everything
from a
chuckle to belly laugh in Corwin's Radio ABC's
Norman's missing
a bet if, before the series closes, he doesn't pay equal attention to the
movies
^r
y
y
• •
• STUFF:
THAT initial art exhibit staged by the
Screen Publicists Guild of N. Y. in the Barbizon-Plaza Gallery from
April 20-30, inclusive, was such a whale of a success that the show
will become an annual fixture
UA's promotional forces, under the aegis of Meticulous Monroe Greenthal, and his Publicity
Chief of Staff Al Margolies, have dispatched copies of the book,
"Major Barbara," so's the noozepaper boys can brush-up on their
Shaw before seeing the opus
State Senator Edward J. Coleman got up t'other day in the Keystone Senate and advised his
fellow legislators in a speech to go see Metro's "Men of Boys'
Town",— with the result that the pic was written into the Legislative Journal of Pennsylvania marking the first time a pix has
been so honored
y
y
y

Orson Welles
John C. Flinn
Oliver H. P. Garrett
I. Altman

contemplated are those of the I
Sparks circuit, Wilby-Kincey in]
ests, and Paramount-Richards.
Inasmuch as the national tota;
Drive-Ins by the end of next ye! j
seen as slightly more than 100,
Paramount affiliates are certair i
have between 30 and 35 per cen j
these.

• • • RKO Radio's colorful "fold-out" insert which ran yesterday
in this, your favorite trade paper, anent its new production, "Sunny,"
created quite a stir and much complimentary comment re its creators.

Drive-In locations
already bi
patrons.
utilized or selected for new const ;
tion are said to lend themselves \
mirably to indoor theaters in nj
erous instances.
One of the big advantages of Di
In theaters, their sponsors cont 1
is that they apparently tap new :
of film patrons, many of whoir;
not attend
stands.
has
been oneanyof indoor
the more
influei 'J
angles leading to the rise of Dij
Ins, it is said.
By far the majority of such
aters are currently run by indie i
terests.

Columbia is Planning
No Minnesota Law Fighl
(Continued from Page 1)

tie Three,"
non-signatories
to |
New York consent decree, to indii;
that it will accept the mandator?
per cent cancellation provision of
Minnesota statute.

Benefits for Fire Victims

Benefit stage shows will be j
tomorrow evening, at the Sti!
and Palace Theaters, Lakew
N. J., for the benefit of
tims of recent forest fires in I
vicinity. Ed Sullivan will en;
the shows, which are under the ;!
pices of the American Red Cil
Dr. Henry Brown, operator of j
two
houses, heads the arrangem*
committee.

Metro's Bear Enlists
The bear featured in a number c
recent M-G-M Technicolor cartoon
is about to jump on the defens
bandwagon. The cartoon characte
will be inducted into army life i ,
"The Rookie Bear" and will the I
transfer to the air service for "Th
Flying Bear." Later on he will b
moved to
the Navy and then to th
Marine
Corps.

W

fJpecl $22,000,000
id y, May 6, 1941
--

*lh-Fox Budget

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

{Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

next season are expected to be
n at the huddles which also will
President Sidney R. Kent, HerWobber, distribution chief;
Ales McCarthy, ad-publicity head,
*g others from the home office.

THE FILM DAILY,
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

rgentine
B. A. AfterNights"
ProtestsOut

Name

(Continued from Page 1)

>.tions were put down by police,
(breaks were due to alleged misjresentation of Argentinian cuss, conduct and scenery in the pic-

DAILY

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

BERNARD

SHAW

ADDING
1941 Golf Tournament.

(Entry fee

TO HIS STATURE

Address

LAST THREE SCORES
□

□

□

CLUB

HANDICAP

Q

CLlTB:

ress criticism was bitter. Gen! tone of the press comment inited that Pan-American underiding would be impossible as long
Hollywood misrepresented Latinerican countries on the screen,
a connection with the "Argentine Spring Meet on Coast; Plan Student Members
rom Page 1)
hts" incident, it was revealed that
(Continued f
h Century-Fox's Buenos Aires eer in the motion picture business. speaker systems were lectured on
resentative returned "Down Definite action will be taken at
by H. I. Reiskind of RCA, Indian^entine Way" for similar reasons. Board meeting in July.
apolis. Distortion problems in sound
recording were discussed by J. O.
J 'he U. S. Embassy is considerably
Solve Aviation Problems
-ried
over
the
unfavorable
repersions.
Increasing use of motion pictures Baker and R. O. Drew, RCA engineers. They advocated elimination
for instruction in aviation was de- of sprocket
on one side of
scribed to delegates yesterday in the film whileholes
oolner Sells Drive-In,
recording.
a
joint
paper
by
Arch
A.
Mercy,
iding Arbitration Case
Lens coatings to improve effiof the Office of Government Reciency were discussed in separate
ports, and E. M. Elligson, of the
(Continued from Page 1)
Civil Aeronautics Board. Three papers by Frank L. Jones, of Bausch
sale of Woolner's
Lakeshore
in aviation which are be- & Lomb and William C. Miller, of
! ive-in Theater to M. H. Jacobs, problems
ing solved with the help of films Vard Mechanical Laboratory, Pasa\ ?sident and general manager
of
are an enlarged program of con- dena.
ited Theaters. Inc.
Business sessions will be continstruction, maintenance and opera,. The Warner case was the last of
ued this morning but the afternoon
tion; which under the national
■■ ee complaints filed by Woolner. emergency must be expedited; and is open for sightseeing. Semi-ane other two were settled.
Woolnual banquet and ball is to be held
a program of instruction in air•vice.
has been called
to military
craft building technique and care of at the Sagamore this evening.
Developments Beyond Hopes
Addition of the drive-in house equipment, the authors reported.
They said that producers are ex"Your
are now so
es the United circuit 21 theaters,
perimenting on films expected to far beyonddevelopments
what we have dared to
th one under construction.
aic
in
pilot
selection
and
testing
but
It is understood
that
Wool- that concentration is upon subjects expect I stand in admiration of your
r's demand for some run had been which help expedite the defense pro- accomplishments," Dr. Howard Hanson, director of the Eastman School
jtet inasmuch
as United has anof Music here, told 300 SMPE and
unced that the drive-in theater is gram.
R. A. Kissac, of the University Acoustical Society delegates at a
-' vertising that the "best available of Minnesota, reported on the visual
joint luncheon meeting here yester)tion pictures have been booked."
education urogram of the Univerday. "You have created new and
sity. J. H. Vickers, of National more beautiful sounds than the orFilm Carriers, Inc., described the
iginal orchestra."
svstem of delivering film to the nation's theaters.
A safety device which automatically shuts off an air-conditioning
Boston — Jack Merivale, actor son
Philip Merivale, and Jane Sterl- system at the first sign of outside
g, actress, were married Saturday. smoke or fumes was explained by
E. R. Morin, of the Motion Picture
Upper Sandusky, O. — Leo Jones,
Division of the Connecticut State owner of the Star Theater, an|lHartford, Conn.— Charles Repass, Police. Illumination problems were
nounces the birth of a seven pound
Aerator of the Crown, will attend discussed at the afternoon session two ounce son, named Daniel Lee.
' wedding
of his son, Bob, to
a "get-together'' luncheon.
enevieve Ziemba on May 24, at following
Fantasound Discussed
Detroit — John Hornick, operator
''Rumbus. Bob plays baseball for
At last night's session technical at the Majestic Theater is the father
jl»e Columbus AAA.
details of the RCA Fantasound were of a baby girl, born at Florence
described by N. A. Hawkins and Crittenden
Hospital.
New Orleans — Margie Decker, W. Garity, of the Disney studio and
H*»rmer fan magazine editor for Co- a similar sound system, Vitasound,
Detroit — William G. Kennedy, oplombia Studios, and Frank Neill, was discussed in a paper by Nathan Levinson and L. T. Goldsmith
erator at the Grand Riviera Theater,
l-:J')ecialty writer on the Item-Tribune,
ere married at Pointe-a-la-Hache of Warner Bros.-First National stu- is father of an 8-pound boy, born
dio. Principles involved in multi- at Mount Carmel General Hospital. I
„ ttlement. They're lining here.

SMPE

WEDDING

GEORGE

Fall Conclave in N. Y.

BELLS

STORKS!

Gabriel Pascal, the producer
of Pygmalion", presents
a magnificent picturization of
George Bernard Shaw's play
"MAJOR
BARBARA"
starring Wendy Hiller and
co-starring Rex Harrison and

Robert Morley.

Released thru United Artists.
Watch those reviews. ..watch
those grosses... as it opens at
the FOUR STAR, LOS ANGELES
and the ASTOR, NEW YORK CITY!

W*VSuLY
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Defense Coin Slow to Help Mid -West Theater
Week-end Business Alone
Up in Chicago; Cleveland
Exhibs. Sing the Blues
{Continued from Page 1)

situations, with a fine weke-end
pick-up. All-film policy at the RKO
Palace is reported doing very well.
Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied prexy,
believes that the outlook for better
b.o. here depends on continued business improvement, in non-defense as
well as defense industry.

Every Biz But Films Getting
Defense Benefits in Cleveland
Cleveland — The defense program,
which is reflected here by direct factory contracts totalling $290,000,000
and sub-contracts of many millions
more, a 60 per cent increase in general employment during the first
quarter and a $5,300,000 weekly payroll, the latter higher than 1929's
peak, has not meant a nickel to theater owners in Greater Cleveland.
Not only have the theaters reaped
no benefit of the increased employment situation, but, they report,
business is worse than it was last
year. This condition prevails, it is
reported, in first-run as well as subsequent-run situations.
It is interesting to note that exhibitors are not blaming poor pictures for the prevailing poor business, although it is a fact that outstanding pictures do outstanding
business today just as they always
have done. Neither to they ascribe
their
to "nerves,"
caused unhappy
by the warlotsituation.
They

Chi. Exhibs. See "Breates" in Dropping
Of Band Concerts, Daily Boat Excursions
Chicago — Chicago theaters will get a break this Summer if the Chicago Park
Board goes ahead with its plan to eliminate the evening band concerts at Grant
Park, in the Loop.
Park Board says funds are lacking.
Another exhib. help may be the elimination of daily trips of the large
steamer Roosevelt from Chicago to Milwaukee, which also took many thousands
from the city, during the season.

Hollywood Studios Start
13 Features This Week
(Continued from Page 1)

eluding "The Texans Ride," outdoor
drama, with Glenn Ford and Wilrecting.liam Holden. George Marshall diAt M-G-M : Five shooting, including "The
Yearling," drama of the brush country of
Florida, with Spencer Tracy, Gene Eckman,
Ann Revere. Chill Wills. Adeline deWalt
Reynolds. Producer, Sidney Franklin. Director, Victor Fleming. Original by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings ; "Smilin' Through,"
musical drama in Technicolor, starring Jeanette MacDonald with Brian Aherne, Ian
Hunter, Patrick O'Moore and Jackie Horner. Victor Saville producer, director, Frank
Borzage. Original, Jane Cowl and Jane
Murfin ; "Life Begins for Andy Hardy,"
with Lewis Stone. Mickey Rooney, Fay
Holden. Ann Rutherford and Sara Haden.
Director,
George
B. Seitz.
At Paramount : Shooting eight, including
"Secret of the Wastelands," a Hopalong
Cassidy western, with William Boyd, Brad
King, Andy Clyde. Barbara Britton, Soo
Yung and Keith Richards. Harry Sherhams. man Production. Director. Derwin AbraAt RKO: Ten shooting, including "Unexpected Uncle," romantic comedy, being
produced by Erich Pommer with Tay Garnett directing. Cast is headed by Dorothy
Comingore, Edmond O'Brien, Jane Wyatt
and Philip Reed. Liberty Magazine serial
bv Erich Hatch.
At Republic : Two
shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Eight shooting including "Private Nurse." drama. with
Brenda Joyce, Jane Darwell. Robert Lowery,
Sheldon Leonard. Ann Todd and Frank
Sully. Sol Wurtzel producer ; director, David
Burton : "Charlie Chan in Rio." mystery
drama, starring Sidney Toler, with Cobina
Wright,
Jr., and Sen Yung. Harry Lachman
directing.

simply feel that the public's money
is buying necessities first.
For one thing, the coin spent is
going to department stores, but examination of purchases shows they
are for household necessities, and
At Universal: Eight shooting, including
not for luxuries. Automobiles have
James Lewis." romantic melodrama, sea
also absorbed a lot of the payroll "T,
story, producer-director. Frank Lloyd, with
Franchot
Tone, Walter Brennan. Nigel Bruce
money. Statistics show that in the
John Carroll ; "Rawhide Rangers," with
first quarter of 1941, 17,113 new and
Johnny Mack Brown.
Director. Ray Taylor.
cars were bought as against 12,526
At Warner Bros. : Six shooting, including
"Bullets for O'Hara," drama, an original
in 1940. The used car picture bv
Abem Finkel and Harold Buckley. Cast
shows an even greater boost, rough- is headed by Joan Perrv. Roger Pryor, Anly 15,000. Dentists and doctors
thony Quinn, Maris Wrixon, Richard AinPurcell. Producer. William Jaare being rushed. Now employed, ley. Dick
cobs. Director. William
K. Howard.
people are catching up on their phyAt Monogram : Three
shooting.
sical defects. Homes are being built
At PRC:
Two
shooting.
University Film Productions : "No Greater
and purchased as fast as they are
Sin," drama, with Leon Ames. Luana Walcompleted.
ters. Malcolm McTaggart. Adele Pearce and
Also in many plants operating on Guy Usher. Director, William Nigh. Producer. Edward Golden.
overtime schedules, workers are
Korda:
Still shooting "Illusions."
tired after having completed 10 to
Edward Small: Shooting "G-Man vs. Scot12 hours of labor, and they are
land Yard." with title changed to "Internanot movie-minded.
tional Ladv."
In the face of this gloom, the- Wally Van to Make Four
ater owners see one bright ray of
hope. They feel that their share
Miami — Wally Van, president' of
of the money pouring into Cleveland, Royal Poinciana Productions, Inc.,
will reach the theaters by Fall.
will start the production of four
streamlined comedies here at once.
Associated Buys Lincoln
Van's company has offices in the DuCleveland — Beryl Steele sold the Pont Building. Reports that he
Lincoln theater, 956-seat deluxe planned to establish a local studio
nabe to Associated Circuit, largest
independent theater circuit in the at the present time are without
city.
foundation. Van states.

Signal Corps GHQ Film
Unit Plans Discussed
(Continued from Page 1)

cussed at a dinner given by Lieut.
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck at the 20thFox studio last night. Session, in
the nature of a reception for Lieut.
Col. Richard T. Schlosberg, of the
Signal Corps, and Lieut. Col. Herbert T. Perrin of the War Dept.
General Staff, was addressed by Col.
Nathan Levinson, of the Signal
Corps Reserve.
Motion picture reserve officers attending include Maj. S. J. Briskin,
Ma]. John Aalberg, Capt. Gordon
S. Mitchell, Capt. Robert Lord, Capt.
Leonard Hammond, Capt. Herbert
L. Bergstein, 1st Lieut. Lloyd T.
Goldsmith, 1st Lieut. J. E. Grainger,
1st Lieut. Winton Hoch, 2nd Lieut.
Jules Buck. 2nd Lieut. Edwin D.
Levinson, 2nd Lieut. M. M. Sperling and 2nd Lieut. Jack M. Warner.
In addition Maj. Charles S. Stodter
and Capt. Robert H. Bungay, regular Army Signal Corps officers on
duty with the Academy Research
Council, attended.

"Fantasia" at 70-30
Under RKO Release
(Continued from Page 1)

close at the Majestic, Boston, al
week-end, but remains there for
other week.
It is understood t
dates for Worcester, Springfield ;:
Cape
Cod are being
"Fantasia"
starts set.
at the Apq
Indianapolis,
May 13.
West
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funds
in Switzerland
pay fro'
F
Hollywood
— RKO is to
using
Salten for the screen rights to
works and options on his services
a scenarist. Rights were purcha
by Walt Disney and RKO will pay
them and be credited by Disney ft
the sums due on Disney releases.
Salten, who lives in Switzerk
sold rights to "The Hound of F
ence," "Perri," "Renni," "City J
gle,"
sequel and
was "Bambi's
purchasedChildren."
to preventBa \
sible production interference vi
Disney's nearly completed "Bam

Descoteau Clearance Cc
To Be Heard in Hub May
(Continued from Page 1)

H. M. Channing has been agi
upon as arbitrator.
Descoteau, Manchester, N. H.
hibitor operating the Globe, Emy

Arthur W. Miller Rites
In Elizabeth, N. J., Today

and Tex there,
has named
Paramount,
Warner,
20th - R"I!
M-G-M
and State Operating
(Shea Circuit) is his complaint.

Funeral services for Arthur W.
Miller, 50, former Pathe lab. executive, whose death occurred at his
Cranford, N. J. home Saturday, will
be held in Elizabeth today. Miller,
who is survived by his widow and two
children, resigned from Pathe in December, 1940. He had long been head
of the lab.
vice-president and director of theandcompany.

Milwaukee — Evansville
Cleara
cases slated for a hearing here ;
day were given another continual
Kvool.
to May 13 because of illness of A '

Oliver T. Marsh Dies;
Was Griffith Cameraman
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Oliver T. Marsh, 49,
who started as cameraman with D.
W. Griffith in 1911, and who has
been with M-G-M since 1924, died
Monday of a heart attack. He was
the brother of Mae Marsh and leaves
a widow and three children. He won
a recent Academy award for color

Shea, Erpi for
Vice-Prexy,
"Drafted"
Defense
(Continued from Page 1)

Committee, an announcement by I J
President T. K. Stevenson reve.l
last night.
A temporary
reorganization i
the duration of Shea's leave puts 1
E. M. Honan in charge of all 1 1
engineering which relates to moil
pictures. Dr. Honan will continui M
make his headquarters in Hollywjl
and report directly to Clifford 1
Smith, Erpi vice-president
on j

photography in "Sweethearts."

R. T. Murphy with Dipson

West Coast.Laboratories
Contact with
them; 'I1
Telephone
will be
tained by a liaison group in li
York.

Buffalo — Robert T. Murphy joined
Dipson Theaters, Inc., yesterday as
director of film buying and booking for its six operating theaters,
Nikitas D. Dipson, president, announced. Murphy resigned last week
as
Shea
theaters'
city manager in
Niagara Falls.

Gus N. Koorie Dead
New Orleans — Gus N. Koorie, ■
former amusements page editoi ■
the Item-Tribune, died here of II
injuries. Koorie was severely )U
in a wreck last Fall, but doc m
had pronounced him recovered.
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xpect More Than 1,000 at MPTOA

C Already Has Reservans for 656; Committees
be Announced This Wk.
(lore than 1,000 persons are exted to attend the annual MPTOA
ivention in Hollywood June 8-12,
f • e s ident
yken1Ku said
New
1'•day.
5 r k yesThe Paic Coast
nference,
lich is to
p 1 d its
ssions i n
njunction
ith the
PTO A,
ready has
ade resertions
for

Court Forbids IATSE Union to Picket Pa.
Theater Until its CIO Contract is Ended
Scranton, Pa. — R. A. Lesaius, owner of the Bulls Head Theater here won a
lengthy court fight in Lackawanna County Court to restrain picketing of his
theater by Local 329, IATSE and MPO (AFL). President Judge Will Leach, in
a lengthy opinion, granted an injunction restraining members of the operators'
union from "picketing, violence, disorder or interference" with the business
of Lesaius until Oct. 1, 1941, date upon which Lesaius's contract with Local
997, United Theatrical Alliance (CIO) expires.
Judge Leach ruled that this is clearly a case of a dispute between rival
unions and finds as a fact that the Department of Labor and Industry certified
that there was no labor dispute existing at the theater as between employer and
employe.

RCA Quarterly Net
Shows Gain of 18%

RCA and subsidiaries for the first
quarter of 1941 returned a net profit
of $2,734,572 compared with $2,312,656
representatives, 893
for the same period last year,
(Continued on Page 4)
representing an 18 per cent gain,
stockholders were told at the annual
meeting yesterday by President
David Sarnoff. Quarterly profit is
equal to .139 cents per share on
13,881,016 shares outstanding, after
payment of $804,907.01 in preferred
dividends.
Consolidated gross income during
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA presi(Continued on Page 6)
■nt, and other industry figures will
)pear before the Ways and Means
■mmittee in Washington on Fri- Wanger Bringing 10 Stars
ly in connection with the proposal East for V. C. Convention
r increased taxes.
Ten film stars will attend the naKuykendall said yesterday in New
(Continued on Page 6)
tional Variety Clubs convention in
Atlantic City net week. They are
Means Chinese War Aids Errol Flynn, Dorothy Lamour, Pa(Continucd on Page 7)
ED KUYKENDALL

quifable Tax Plea
lade by Kuykendall

'hru Films at SMPE Meet

Rochester — Notes on how films
Juld further Chiang: Kai-Shek's
attle against the invading; armies
(Continued on Page 6)

Chi. Daylight Saving
Extended to Oct. 3©
Chicago — The City Council passed
an ordinance extending daylight saving time to Oct. 30, despite theater
opposition.
Jack Kirsch, prexy of Allied of
Illinois, appeared with a committee
in opposition to the extension.

Permanent Defense
Post for Harmon!
Selection of a permanent co-ordinator for the Motion Picture Committee Co-operating for National
Defense is expected to be made
shortly, it was reported yesterday.
It is understood that the post has
been offered to Francis Harmon, of
the MPPDA, who has been responsible for the perfection of the committee(Continued
while carrying'
on Pageon7) his regu-

"Mata Hari," "Test Pilot/
May be Metro Re-issues

to Defense

in Blast at Industry Attackers

Dominion Budget Passed;
20% Tax Vainly Criticized
Ottawa — During debate on the
budget in the House of Commons,
R. B. Hanson, opposition leader,
voiced the view that the 20 per
cent tax imposed on motion picture
theaters was too high, "especially
in small towns"
without war indus(Continued on Page 4)

AAA Reports $39.04 Charge
Exclusive of Counsel Fees
As Average for First Seven
Average cost of arbitration, based
on seven hearings and awards to
date, amounted to only $23.50 for
filing fees and arbitrators and
$15.54 for stenographic expense,
making an average total of $39.04,
it was revealed yesterday in the
quarterly report on the motion picture arbitration system by Paul Felix Warburg, chairman of the administrative committee. These figures, however, do not include attorneys' fees.
Even though only seven cases
have been heard, and the average
costs may be changed by future activities, the expense to the participating
exhibitorsonhas
far be(Continued
Pagebeen
4)

Ken Appeal Will Be
Decided on Briefs
Appeal
arguments
the Ken
Theater arbitration
casein are
expected
to be considered by the Appeals
Board from briefs rather than an
oral hearing. Yesterday was the
final day (Continued
for the submission
of the
on Page 7)

Re-issuing of "Mati Hari" (1938)
and "Test Pilot" (1938) is beingWill Quiz
Majors'
considered by M-G-M's international Before
Hillside
SuitExecs.
Trial
department for distribution in foreign countries. Similar action also
Officers of the eight majors are
is being considered by the domestic subject to examination before trial
sales department.
in the $900,000 anti-trust suit of
Hillside Amusement Co. under an

Pix Contributions
Frank Freeman

June Meet

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Speaking before advertising Club of Los Angeles at the
first motion picture day in its history, Y. Frank Freeman in his triple capacity as president of the producers association, chairman of production defense committee and chairman of the newly formed Motion Picture Society for the Americas, said
that there were those in America who
(Continued on Page 6)

-

(Continued on Page 7)

Nazi Film to Open
In Frisco's Tivoli
San Francisco — "Blitzkrieg in the
West," is booked into the Tivoli,
beginning Friday. While German
films have been shown at the
Princess, outlying nabe, this is the
first out and out Nazi propaganda
picture in the downtown area. AntiNazi groups predict picket lines.
Tivoli has been mostly dark in recent years.
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Columbia
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Con. Fm. Ind
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East. Kodak
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XA
Loew's,
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Inns with Slot Machine Pix
May Pay $100 Annual Tax
Milwaukee — At the request of the
Common Council's license committee, Leo B. Hanley, assistant city
attorney, has drafted an ordinance
which would require tavern keepers
who show motion pictures of their
patrons in their places of business
or who operate coin in the slot movie machines to take out a $100
tavern amusement license. The
amendment is expected to be favorably acted upon by the common
council.

Wednesday, May 7,

Louisville's Time Change
Gets Okay of High Court

Frankfort, Ky.— The Court of ApEd Hinchy, who has become booker and buyer for the Philadelphia
peals of Kentucky upheld Louisadoption of daylight saving
zone, and Nat D. Fellman, who goes time andville's
declared void a 1936 State
to Cleveland in the same job, this law which prohibits Louisville from
week-end, were given a dinner by the adopting daylight time without conWarner Home Office staff at Toots
sent of the Governor.
The whole court heard pleas made
Shor's last night.
Those present included : Maj. Albert War- by Director of Law Hal Williams of
Louisville in favor of the change
ner, JosephMort
Bernhard,'
Gradwell Roy
Sears,
Sam
Schneider,
Blumenstock,
Haines,
and C. W. Krebs, secretary of the
Len Schlesinger, Sam E. Morris, W. Stewart
McDonald. Moe Silver, Don Jacocks, Zeb MPTO of Kentucky, and Col. Henry
Epstein, Joe Hazen, R. W. Perkins, Joe Hum- Stites, theater interests attorney,
mel, Karl MacDonald, Jake Wilk, Barney
Klawans, Stanleigh Friedman. F. Hessberg, against daylight time.
The high court held the State law
Clayton E. Bond, Harry Goldberg, Frank
Cahill. Abel Vigard, Miles Alben, H. Levin- "discriminated against" Louisville,
son, Joe Karp, Albert Howson, Jules Girden, since it did not bar other Kentucky
Frank Phelps, Norman Moray. Arthur Sachson. A. W. Schwalberg, Ed. Schnitzer, Sam communities from adopting dayLefkowitz, Herman Maier, Frank Damis, Ted
light time.
Trust, Wm. McLoughlin, Rudy Weiss, Joe
Louisville's lead has been folTisman, Jules Levey, Harry Rosenquest, C.
C. Ryan, Herman Goldberg, Max Blackmail,
lowed by Frankfort, Shelbyville,
R. W. Budd, H. M. Doherty. Phil Abrahams,
Harold Rodner, T. J. Martin, John Holmes, Elizabethtown, Fort Knox and CharJim Brennan, Frank Kiernan, Martin Ben- lestown, Ind.
nett, M. E. Henry, Harry Mayer, Sol Shernow, Mark Stone, H. Levine, H. Kaestner,
H. Kaplowitz, Lou Kaufman, W. F. Marshall.
Chas. Bailey, Mike Dolid, E. N. Ullberg. R.
Maguire, Ben Wirth, Don Sherwood, Dan
Triester, Lou Siegel, A. Rockvam, Jack Herman. Stuart Aarons, M. Ruffman, Lou Brager,
Al Brauninger, Rudy Hagen, E. Lange, F. L.
Gates, Bernie Goodman, Ray Hewlett, L.
Palumbo, Al Carpenter, Joe Goldstein, M.
Brecker.

Mass. Solons Turn About,
Kill Bill to Ban Games

Mgrs.' Union Withdraws
Schulte Squawk from NLRB
Detroit
The Theater
Managers'
Union
has —withdrawn
its protest
filed
with the NLRB against the Schulte
Circuit. Action appears to have preceded picketing, declared Friday
against Motor City Theater in Van
Dyke, operated by Schulte, and apparently avoids decision on whether
theaters are subject to NLRB because
of interstate commerce tieup.
Picketing is likely to spread to
other Schulte theaters shortly according to Clayton Bordner, union
counsel.
Union has not declared a formal
strike, as manager of Motor City is
not a union member, but is asking
for union men under union conditions in all Schulte houses.

Boston — After first having apparently killed Beano and Bingo in Massachusetts, the General Court's lower House had a sudden change of
heart when a roll call was demanded
and executed a swift turnabout face,
killing by a vote of 78 to 58 the
bill which would have banned these
games. The original vote to prohibit the games was by a margin almost as large, 76 to 63. The Senate
voted 19 to 18 to permit passage
of the bill prohibiting the games Raisler Heads Columbians
but this will have no effect now
Columbian Club, composed of emsince the measure would be killed
ployes of Columbia Pictures, has
in the House when returned there.
elected the following new officers:
President, Seth Raisler; 1st vicepresident, Nat Goldblatt; 2nd vice"Mail Train" Belated
president, Stanford White; treasurer,
Release of "Mail Train," a Brit- Al Borelli; financial secretary, Anne
ish-made 20th-Fox release, will be Copp; recording secretary, Carol
held up in this country due to an Steiner; assistant recording secreerror in shipping. A duplicate of
tary, Norma Sulak.
one reel was included in the shipment
instead of a reel that should have
been sent. Picture is one of the Inspector Hornleigh series.

COminG and coin
ERNEST EMMERLINC, of Loew's theate I
tour.
licity department, has returned from a M
BILL SAXSTON.
mana j
Baltimore,
is here forLoew's
a few theater
days.
CHARLES
TAYLOR,
publicity
direct^!
Shea's Buffalo Theaters, and his assistant
BRERETON.
have
returned to Buffalo I
brief visit.
NORMAN McLEOD, Metro director, re>i
the Coast today after a 10-day vacation }
JOEL GOLDEN, Schine booker in Cincj
is here for a few days.
GENE

TOWNE

VICTOR
the Coast.

is at the Waldorf.

McLAGLEN

arrives tomorrow {

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., has arriJ
Sao Paulo. Brazil.
GEORGE ARCHIBALD, joint managing di
in Great Britain for United Artists, is ex!
here on the Clipper that leaves Lisbon tomj
MAJOR CHARLES H. TEBAY, United Artist;]
ager in Trinidad, sails tomorrow on the Evarl
to return to his post.
FRANCES
SILVERMAN
of the Warner |
Haven exchange,
weeks'
vacation. is Miami-Beach bound for
CAROL

BRUCE

flew to Hollywood yesterc

a role in Universal's "I, James Lewis," 1 1
the cast of B. G. DeSylva's "Louisiana I

William
Sherman Name!
"U" Manager
in Omahc
chase."
Indianapolis

— William H.
man, Universal city salesman
has been appointed branch manj
in Omaha,
succeeding
Otto SiJ
who returns to Buffalo on Ma
as salesman.
Omaha — Paul Fine has been a
to the Universal
sales force I
replacing Irving Weiner, resigri
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Don't Forget . . . .
You Have a Date....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.
May 15th, 16th & 17th

Morion

... IT'S LIFE!
Come to our Thursday-Sunday
Dinner-Dances.'
Gonzales'
orchestra, celebrated
guests, great
fun, no cover charge, everything!
7 P.M. CP. 1-8131 for reservations
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that send nis latest hit into a

SECOND SMASH WEEK at
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!
"The audience loves it. And that's all there is to it!
A dressy, quipful comedy to which Lubitsch lends
his deft tOUCh."

— New York Evening Post

"Mr. Lubitsch provides the light touch for which
he is famous. Its entertainment value, as an example of the perfection with which light comedy
can be handled, is beyond question. The three
Stars play Skillfully."

— New York Herald -Tribune

"Delightful. Delicious nonsense that keeps a huge
audience laughing continually. Everyone, especially Mr. Lubitsch with his Lubitsch touches, has made

"Jill is played by Merle Oberon who is a sight for
sore eyes and a competent actress; the husband
is expertly portrayed by Melvyn Dougias and
Alan Mowbray is good as the psychoanalyst. But
the real joy of the film is Burgess Meredith who
appears as the erratic genius.
He's World
tremendous."
— New York
•Telegram
"Diverting comedy adroitly played. The direction
is accomplished with a light Lubitschian touch that
makes it a highly amusing and —original
screenplay."
New York
Daily News

the most of 'That Uncertain Feeling.'"

— New York Evening Sun

OBt AON 0f
. . . .A
ALWAYS
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UOVGiA

with the Lubitsch Touch
HOLD-OVER
IS
A PUSH-OVER!
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Arbitration Case
Average Cost Small

Expect Over 1,000
At MPT0A Conclave

{Continued from Page 1)
]r>w estimated costs prior to the inauguration of the system as prescribed bv the consent decree in the
New York equity suit.
As an example, the quarterly report points to the first case heard
in any tribunal, that held in Boston.
The total cost of the five parties —
the exhibitor (Benjamin A. Gold,
Nashua, N. H.) and four distributordpfendants amounted to $10 for the
arbitrator and $7.50 for a stenographer, plus $10 for the filing fee
paid by the exhibitor, or a total
of $27.50.
Under the arbitrator's award, his
fee was split among the five parties
and by agreement between the exhibitor and the distributors, the cost
of the stenographer was divided between the parties. Therefore, the
total cost to the exhibitor in obtaining some run of pictures from
all five distributors was $15.75, plus
his own attorney's fee.
In the first case heard in Washington, which concerned a clearance
dispute (Tommy Goldberg's Walbrook, Baltimore, complaint) and in
which appeared the complaining exhibitor, two distributor-defendants,
and an intervenor representing three
theaters in Baltimore, the hearings
required five days and the total cost
came to $175.
Of this, $20 represented filing
fees, $50 for the arbitrator for five
days and $105 for a stenographer.
By pro-rating the costs, the expense
to the complaining exhibitor was
$48.75.
The report stresses the fact that
"it is unwise to try to ascertain the
average cost of arbitration based
upon only seven awards, but in any
event, the figures presented show
the actual and average cost of the
seven cases completed to date."
Full text of the report will be published in the Arbitration Journal's
Spring
issue, out Saturday.

(Continued from Page 1)
Kuykendall revealed.
MPTOA m< I
bers from other parts of the co
try will swell the registration
well beyond the 1,000-mark, he s;|
Sales managers of every pjA
ing company have been invita,^
several already have accepted. R i
kendall said that the program i |
being completed and that the v;
ous committees would be announ I
this week.
Arrangements are being made
accommodate
delegates
in hot
other than the Ambassador
in j
event
that the headquarters
h<|
cannot take care of the crowd. &\
bassador
rates
for conventione
start at $6 daily for one in a re
although
accommodations
may
had for as low as $3.50 when roc^
are shared.
In addition to business sessic
plans are being completed to j
mit visitors to go through the si
dios and observe production. £
dio parties are being arrang
Convention will wind up with

June Preisser's Mother Dies

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mrs. T. E. Preisser,
57, mother of the film player, June
Preisser, died here Monday from a
heart attack. Funeral will be held
in New Orleans, where three sons
live.

9

9

9
FIRST ilem today is appropriately of a guy who was first
— Max (Early Bird) Cohen, prexy of Allied Theaters of N. Y
He ups and has the honor of becoming the initial entry in the approaching 29th FILM DAILY
Golf Tournament
out at the Glen Oaks
Club on Tuesday, May 27
The committee says that prompt or not
and
handicap
•

•

pioneer
•

WE

or

nay
▼

'taint
▼

gonna
▼

get

Max

any

special

notice by the noozepapers that Father Hubbard,

the Glacier Priest
has offered Uncle Sam's Army special
Arctic dogs and new lightweight equipment
for use in defense o' the Far Northern frontier
and the military gents
are mighty interested
Some years ago the same generous
donor's films
which he made in Alaska
were offered to
20th-Fox
which grabbed 'em
and the public has accepted the reels enthusiastically
Perhaps the 20th-Fox solons
have seen most of Father Hubbard's footage
but have they
examined his infra-red photography?
Phil M. did privately
before the Glacier Priest last left N. Y. on a lecture tour
and the shots are something to behold!
our fillums
Y
T
T
•

•

It's a great field for

• FILE under "Well, of all things!":
T'other night (discloses Dixie Tighe in the Post) Howard and Mrs. Dietz had sent invites

to several guests to dine with them
'Mong 'em were the Von
Hofmansthals
but the latter departed before the first course was
served
Mister Raimund Von Hofmansthal had a pain in his leg
and headed for the medico
along with his sympathetic
spouse
A mite later in the evening they phoned the Dietz menage to
say they wouldn't be back
Reason?
Lady Von Hofmansthal
had, so the doctor discovered
— German measles!
T
T
T
• •
• FORMAL
launching of the Motion Picture Baseball
League
'twixt Skouras Theaters and International Projector
scheduled for last Friday night
was called off after the
fourth inning because of lousy weather
but it will be replayed on a later date
Paramount Pictures played its first
game
on Saturday
at Macombs
Dam Park
walloping
the
Loew's Inc. nine to the tune of 9-0
This coming Friday,
Paramount tackles Skouras at George Washington High School
Stadium
Following day Metro meets Universal
and on
Monday NBC locks horns with International Projector at Macombs
Dam Park:
T

T

T

From

Gary Cooper
Joseph Bernhard
Benjamin Clazer

Dominion Budget Passed
20% Tax Vainly Criticize
(Continued from Page 1)
try or new income.
The budget i
passed,
however.
The tax
load will fall heaviest
Quebec.
At present
Quebec
t
aters are paying a 10 per cent
plus a surtax of 25 per cent on
missions to the Provincial Gove
ment, a tax that is not collected
Ontario,
for instance.
The
acj
tional 20 per cent Federal tax t|
means
45 pay.
per cent tax in all
theatersa to

William M. Walker Dead

• •
•
OUR industry isn't complex enough
but that this has
to happen:
Loew's in Atlanta has a new doorman, — a FrenchCanadian, — who speaks broken English but fluent French
writes
no French but brilliant English
and reads no French but does read

Chicago — William
M.
Wall
former
president
of Chicago _G 5'
and well-known theater man, died b
his home after a longillness.
Ill
sons and his wife survive.

English

Adams Funeral Held

He's Gusie Roy
▼

▼

▼

«
•
9 STUFF:
Irving C. Jacocks, Jr., operator of the
Branford (Conn.) Theater, vice-prexy of Conn. MPTO, and representative from Branford in current session of the legislature at
Hartford, has been accorded two signal honors for a newcomer
at the Capitol: (1) voted first place with Hugh M. Alcorn as
THE FILM
DAILY to

banquet at Earl Carroll's. De
are June
8-12.
Kuykendall indicated that he wo
not be a candidate for re-election
president, a post he has held for s
en years. He would not comment
a possible successor nor would be :
whether he would allow himself to :
"drafted" for another term.

"best type for state ticket" in poll of reporters and editors taken
at each session, and (2) tied for third place with Stanley Mead
as "most valuable for re-election"
George W. Trendle, former prexy of United Detroit Theaters, has been appointed to the
Huron-Clinton Metropolitan Authority, major park body for
regional
park
development
in the
area

Funeral of Mrs. Mary A. Adar
79, mother of Al Adams, of RK i
ad department, was held yesterc:
in Stewart Manor, L. I.

WEDDING

BELLS

Berwick, Pa. — Engagement jf
Lieut. Reed L. Seely U. S. Army, p
Berwick to Miss Eleanor C. Hu!,

employe
Warners'
theaters p<
Johnstown,ofPa.,
is announced.

L

ihrrches on
FEATURES

SE

WESTERNS

1942

1941
"NAVY BOUND"

Talbert Josselyn's story published in COLLIER'S MAGAZINE

"UNDER NORTHERN LIGHTS"
Featuring the immortal melodies . . ."At Dawning" and "From
the Land of the Sky Blue Water ' ...by Charles Wakefield Cadman
Leo Gorcey,
Hall and Bobby
Jordan ... inRAMAS
a series
"EAST
SIDEHuntzKIDS"*
COMEDY-D
of box office* champions
. . . each featuring an adult star.
In preparation:
"GHOSTS

of•
the NIGHT"*
starring BELA
•

"AUNT

s

EMMA PAINTS THE TOWN"
"THE SPY"
"NIGHT OF HORROR"
"HOUSE OF HATE"
"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE LAW"
"TOP SERGEANT MULLIGAN"
"DOWN MEMORY LANE"
"HERE COME THE MARINES"
"TRAIL OF THE WOLF"
"SWEETHEART OF THE CAMPUS"
"LOST LEGION"
"SWEET SIXTEEN"
"LAW OF THE JUNGLE"

ROUGH RIDERS
with BUCK JONES

LUGOSI

"SUNSHINE SAL"
"ISLE OF LOST MEN"
"MAN FROM HEADQUARTERS"
"MURDER BY APPOINTMENT"
"FALSE COLORS"
"HILL-BILLY WILLIE"
"LIL LOUISIANA LADY"
"GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE LAW"
"FLAME FIGHTERS"
"MAN WITH MANY FACES"
"CAROLINA SWINGTIME"
"CITY LIMITS"
"RIOT SQUAD"

8

RANGE
CRASH

CORRIGAN

BUSTERSALIBI with
DUSTY
KING

TERHUNE

Wednesday,

May 7, 1(.<

DAILY

Pix Contributions to Defense RCA Quarterly Net
Equitable Tax Plea
Frank Freeman in Blast at Industry Attackers
Shows Gain of 18%
Made by Kuykendall
from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

York that he believed exhibitors of
the nation wanted to do their share
in helping the defense program but
that he didn't think the theaters
should have to carry a greater burden than that of other lines of business. The proposed film rental tax.
if passed, will have to be carried
by the exhibitor, he asserted, and
when that is added to present and
possible future admission taxes, the
load will become too heavy.
To date, the MPTOA president
said, defense spending has not been
of material benefit to theaters. Small
town theaters have been affected
adversely because there has been a
steady migration of people to larger
communities where there are greater
possibilities for jobs, he said.
All phases of the tax proposals
are expected to be discussed at Friday's hearings.

(Continued

tried to gain headlines for themselves by attacking the film industry
and its "front-page people." He
listed many contributions of the film
industry to the defense program,
namely newsreel coverage of skilled
workers in defense jobs; of trainees
in army camps whom the army wants
to be shown to their families at
home; trailers for recruiting of
soldiers and workers; army training
films being produced by the Research
Council of the M. P. Academy under
Lieut. Col. Darryl F. Zanuck, vicechairman of the defense committee;
commercial pictures portraying
Army and Navy and Airforce background; co-operation with the Nelson A. Rockefeller-John Hay Whitney Government committee for LatinAmerican amity.

"We have no subsidies in this industry for our work. We make no
profit from training films. For every
minute of playing time that is taken
from the screens of America we lose
so much playing time for our own
Rites for B. E. Fay Held
pictures. We ask no praise for these
Providence — Last rites were held services. We are merely doing what
here yesterday for Bernard E. Fay, every other good American industry
58, assistant treasurer of the C & F is doing supporting its country's
Theater Co., and long associated with efforts for defense."
Freeman disclosed the fact that the
his brother, Edward M. Fay, in the
theater business. His widow and president of British Board of Trade
three sisters also survive.
considered
American
films so im-

portant to morale in England that
he expressed a desire that film imports be maintained at the highest
possible level. And, Freeman said,
the American neutrality act has accepted motion picture film in its exKenneth Thomson, recently drafted into part time Government serports.
vice as executive secretary of the
Motion Picture Society for the Americas, presided. Major Mason Wright,
Jr., just arrived from the War Department in Washington for conferences with production defense
committee, praised the industry for
its heroic job and said its work in
this country on behalf of civilian and
military morale has not yet even
scratched surfaces of its possibilities.

SWG to Name Army Camp
Entertainment Committee
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Actors' Guild
board of directors has empowered
President Edward Arnold to appoint
a committee to represent the Guild
in making arrangements for entertainment for United States Army
camps. AGVA, Equity and AFRA
will also appoint committees and all
committees will work together.

Gleans Chinese War Aids
Thru Films at SMPE Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

'T5ED
DNR/
ULRP
IBEWOSU
IF I BREAK
ALL LONG-RUN

RECORDS /*

GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalion", presents a
magnificent picturization of George Bernard Shaw's famous play
"MAJOR BARBARA" starring WEN DY HlLLER, co-starring
Rex Harrison and Robert Morley • Released thru United Artists.

Tonight's the night it opens at the FOUR STAR THEATRE,
Soon at the ASTOR THEATRE, N. Y.
LOS ANGELES!

of Nippon were made at the SMPE
convention yesterday by Ming Ching
Swen, head of University of Nanking's moving picture department.
On a year's visit to the U S., Ming
hopes to return in the Fall with a
mobile film laboratory, a sound recording truck, and a host of ideas as
to how films can help further the
battle of his countrymen.
The Chinese already have put 135
projectors into service, using films
to teach the best methods of air
defense, gas protection and the
techniques of industry, Ming said.
Declaring that the study of photography, both still and motion picture, is being changed from a chaos
of observations to an orderly network of facts, Dr. C. E. K. Mees,
of Eastman Kodak Co., in his address yesterday visualized a widening knowledge of the science through
the
scope.use of the new electron microOther papers read before the sessions included "New High-Fidelity
Headphones," by L. J. Anderson,
RCA Manufacturing Co.; "New
Gadgets
for the
Laboratory,"
B. Robinson
and Film
M. Leshing,
20th
Century-Fox Hollywood studios, and
"Performance of the Visual Mechanism in the Viewing of Motion Pictures," Biran O'Brien, Institute of
Applied Optics, Rochester University. Convention banquet and dance
were held last night.

(Continued from Page 1)

the quarter ended March 31 amour
to $34,303,324, up $5,992,917 or
per cent from the comparable $
310,407 in 1940.
In his annual report, Sarnof
cussing the first quarter earofU
"The profit figure reported for
said: quarter a year ago was the
first
profit after providing for Fed(
normal
income
taxesquarter
of $525,800.
profit for
the first
this y'
is the net profit after providing
Federal
normal
plus excess
profitstaxes
taxesofof $1,171,'
$424,i
making the total of these Fed*
taxes $1,596,100. This represents
increase in our Federal tax provis
amounting to $1,070,300, or 203
cent, for the first quarter of IS
as compared with the first quartc
year
"On ago.
May 1 of this year, RCA,
holder of 44,757 shares of R-I
cumulative
6 per cent prefer
stock, received a dividend paym^
of $2 per share, or a total of $89,5]
Sarnoff declared that the FC
"green light" order for commern
television was causing the comp;<
to review "the whole subject of U\
vision," and added:
"Important new factors which r|
must be considered are the increj
ing demands upon our facilities i\
technical experts made by the
quirements of national defense, si
the matter of priorities, which n M
affect the establishment of new si

The report disclosed that Ri i
Manufacturing Co. already ho n
$36,500,000 in defense orders i\
commitments, that 500 workers ;]
taking special technical courses, ib
vices."
that
404 employes have enrolled : *
military service — 204 in the Resei ■
and 200 via the draft.
Sarnoff, Arthur E. Brown, Jo
Hays Hammond, Jr., and Edward A
Harden were re-elected directors. J

NBC Negotiating With Asc)
"Sincerely", Reports Tramm* I
Negotiations with Ascap are n !
in progress in a "sincere effort I
reach a saitsf actory arrangemen !
Niles Trammell, NBC prexy, tu
RCA stockholders yesterday,
was stated that NBC holds appro :
mately
in BML a 10 per cent stock inter* i

STORKS!
Rochester — C. R. Abbey, Fn
Daily correspondent here, was p]
sented with a baby boy (the secon
by Mrs. Abbey at Rochester Ge
eralJames
Hospital.
He'll answer to nai
of
Robert.
Atlanta — Harry Ballance, Southe
manager of 20th Century-Fox, is t
father of a lxk pound daughter.

Snasday, May 7, 1941

in Appeal Will Be
(ided on Briefs
(Continued from Page \)

jfs, and the Appeals Board will
n its study of the case in five
;, thereby allowing- time for the
e defendant distributors to file
jon for oral argument if they
Sne. Indications are that the
jest will not be made,
n March 27, Alvin Landis, reputing- the Ken Theater, Chicago,
1 the nation's first appeal from
arbitration ruling-. Appeal was
le because of a verdict given to
amount, RKO and 20th Centuryby Charles Megan, arbitrator,
i dismissed the Ken's complaint
the grounds that the issue in/ed run and not clearance and
refore could not be heard until
;r Sept. 1.
v,andis, at that time, contended
t the complaint was not over run
on unreasonable clearance grant1 the Shakespeare Theater which
I ys pictures the second week of
I ieral run in Chicago.

DAILY

'PEACE, IT'S
Jimmie
Fidler Suggests ITOA
WONDERFUL!!'
Repeat

"Poison" List

The ITOA-Jimmie Fidler kiss-andmakeup is now 100 per cent.
The ITOA, which was wont to blast
Jimmie for his radio comments on
films, recently held out the olive
branch, via commendation in the
Independent, and Jimmie, so to
speak, has sent the dove of peace
back to Harry Brandt with a message of praise in kind, through his
syndicated newspaper column.
Fidler, hieing back to the ITOA's
"box-office poison" list, says it gave
Hollywood a needed jolt, and had
much to do with the comeback of
"capable
mie adds: but stagnant stars." Jim-

"The Brandts knew in advance
what would happen. They knew
they would be cursed and threatened,
maybe sued. But they were willing
to risk all of that if the risk resulted
in prodding some capable but stagnant stars into action. You see, the
litson Intervenes in L, A,
Brandts needed good pictures, and
was what was back of the whole
mpus Arbitration Demand that
movement.
oast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
"I think the poison list was smart.
os Angeles — In the matter of I THINK IT SHOULD BE ANi >rge Bromley and Alex Mounce,
NUAL! And since the Brandts origrators of the Campus, Los Aninated the idea, who better to carry
it
on
?
I
beseech the gentlemen to
Paramount,andLoew's,
versus Vitagraph
es, Radio,
.0
20th
'do
it
again.'
Make it a yearly 'sul■ tary-Fox. R. D. Whitson, operphur and molasses' potion to rid
r of the Vista and Hunley's, has
d an intervention with the local lazy Hollywood of its Spring fever."
titration tribunal declaring Hun's is operating at 25 cents plus tax Consolidation Granted
as been granted a prior run and
i ance over the Campus, and that In NSS-Casanave Suits
Vista is charering 20 cents and has
Judge Mortimer B. Patterson
*flo been granted a prior run and
a ranee over the Campus.
granted
Charles Casanave's
for
consolidation
of both themotion
New
.Vhitson complains
that Bromley
swfl Mounce are attempting to take York County action and Casanave's
ay prior run of the Vita and to Westchester action and ruled that
V day and date with the Vista said actions be tried in Westchester
; ich they did not name in their de- County. Consolidation of these actions in Westchester County makes
nd. Whitson also contends grant: of the demand will shorten the it possible for early trial on all issues
„. arance which Hunley's has over which have arisen between Casanave
"ampus and that this is not a and Herman Robbins, it was said by
"■^'arance matter but an attempt by counsel for Casanave.
[ omley and Mounce to take away
According to counsel for Robbins,
. prior run.
Whitson points out the court decision stated that a trial
igjtkt the Los Feliz and Regal theaters could be had in the next few days in
11 also be affected bv the proceed- New York County, and this step by
rs although not named in the de- Casanave was to put the trial over
ind.
until the Fall. The plaintiff, Robbins, is making an application to obmire Hearing Adjourned
tain a trial before the Summer de^ithout Resuming Date Set
spite Casanave's objections.
Arbitration hearings involving
e Squire Theater, Great Neck, Bound Brook Lab. Signs
ntinued yesterday and adjourned
^thout a resuming date being set. 2-Year Pact With Union
. which involves clearance, will
mire two or three more days beLocal 702, lab. technicians' union,
•■•''re hearings will be completed.
has signed a two-year agreement
with Pathe Bound Brook Laboratory
retroactive to March 10, it was
aw of Wolf" in Central
' Rin-Tin-Tin, the Third in "The learned yesterday. Pact calls for general wage increases up to 42 per
iw of The Wolf" has been booked
to the Central Theater for a see- cent, it was said. Union also expects
d-run. Feature is being distributed to close agreements shortly with Con' Arthur Ziehm, through Fortune oratories. solidated and Paramount News lablm Exchange.

Wanger Bringing 10 Stars
East for V. C. Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

Permanent Defense
Post for Harmon!

tricia Morison, Ray Milland, Charles
Laughton, John Payne, Simone Si(Continued from Page 1)
mon, Phil Regan, Ann Shirley and
Lew Ayres. They will be accompanied lar duties as executive assistant to
Will H. Hays.
by Walter
is co-chairman of the Wanger,
Western who
Honored
Guests
Acceptance by Harmon would reCommittee. Announcement of a secquire his resignation from the Hays
ond
group
of
stars
will
be
made
this
week.
organization or the obtaining of a
All plans have been completed for leave of absence for the duration
the Friday night affair which is to of the war. As yet, Harmon has
be known as Pan-American Night of not accepted the offer but is said to
Nights. Outstanding entertainers be considering it. Recently, reports
from South America and the United had been current that he would
States will be features in the show.
Joseph I. Breen as head of
Fifteen bands will participate in succeed
the PCA.
the big parade scheduled for the final
It is reported that a budget of
day of the three-day convention.
about is$39,500
for a byco-ordinator's
office
being raised
the defense
Full-page Copy Plugging
committee and that $25,500 is expected to come from exhibitors.
"Citizen Kane" in Chicago
Chicago — With the local Hearst
papers accepting no "Citizen Kane"
ads
pix's local
bow inatconnection
the WoodswithandthePalace
last
night with Orson Welles attending,
Midwestern premiere was plugged
with full page copy in the Tribune
Sunday, the Daily News Monday arfd
the Times yesterday. Newspaper
campaign, unprecedented, spanned
16 days and was backed by liberal
radio time. Tribune's page was in
two-color.

Will
Majors'
BeforeQuiz
Hillside
SuitExecs.
Trial
(Continued from Page 1)

order signed yesterday by Federal
Judge Samuel Mandelbaum. The
plaintiff filed suit shortly after entry of the consent decree, claiming
that its theater, the Mayfair, Hillside, N. J., continued to face aldecree. leged discrimination in spite of the

ROOKIESonPARADE
A REPUBLIC

PICTURE

SUPERB

photography distinguishes mod-

ern screen productions. Dramatic lighting
and interesting camera angles receive stimulating support from the high quality and
unvarying uniformity of Eastman negative
films — each an expert in its field. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

Chicago

PLCS-X
for general studio use

INC., Distributors
Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when little light is available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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iENDERSON OPPOSES HIGHER TICKET TAX
ovejoy, Eastman Chairman; Hargrove, Prexy

*ct Stuber to Honorary
airmanship; A. F. Sulzer
:med as General Mgr.

REP. REJECTS ANTI-BLOCK DEAL?
First Contract Under New Minn. Full-Program, 20% Cancellation Law Fails to Get Approval

ochester — William G. Stuber
cerday was elected by Eastman
ilak Co. directors to the newly
Minneapolis
— Republic's
office in New York
has nixed home
the first
ated office of honorary chair- contract closed under the new antii, being- succeeded as chairman
law, it was reliably reooard by Frank W. Lovejoy, for- five blocks
ported here yesterday.
• president and general manager,
Deal covering Republic's full
'o fill Lovejoy's place, the direc5 promoted Thomas J. Hargrave, 1941-42 lineup had been negotiated
?-president and secretary to pres- here last week by Gilbert Nathanit, and named Albert F. Sulzer, son, president of Republic Pictures
Corp. of this city, with Andrew
(mer vice-president and assistant Severson,
operator of the Empress
{Continued on Page 4)
theater, at Osakis.
While no explanation
of the re-

exican Neely Bill
locked by
Junket!
—
By MARCO-AURELIO

GALINDO

LM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— The
S. film industry is set to cash in
lcretely on the recent good-will
grimage
to this
capital
city
Hollywood
celebs, and industry
2cs, it is indicated.
First "dividends" on the $35,000
.imated to represent the cost of
(Continued on Page 8)

One picture deal legit, producer
George Abbott had with RKO has
been cancelled, it was reported yesterday.
Abbott has a deal with Columbia to
produce "Pal Joey," but he won't
leave for the Coast to start the picture until December.
Meanwhile, he plans two musicals
for Broadway production.

Champion's Pix Industry
Stand Before House Com.
By MILTON

ported home office rejection was
forthcoming here, it was the trade's
opinion that Republic in New York
was reluctant to be rushed into acceptance of the new statute's 20 per
cent cancellation provision.
Whether this means, however,
that Republic might join with other
companies in challenging the constitutionality of the law designed
to restore full-program selling in
the State despite the New York consent decree, is not known.

Washington

Bureau

of

F. LUNCH
THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Industry opposition
to increased admission taxes and
other excise taxes directly hitting
films found a champion yesterday
in Leon Henderson, administrator
of the Office of Price Administration
and Civilian Supply of the OPM.
Testifying before the House Ways
and Means Committee, Henderson
stated he is opposed to any increase
in excise taxes on goods and services which do not compete with
the defense(Continued
program.
on PageHe 4) listed ad-

Quebec Exhibs.
Pass Tax to Patrons

Appointment of 10 special committees to function during the
MPTOA convention in Los Angeles
June 9-12 was announced in New
York yesterday by President Ed
Kuykendall.
In his (Continucd
letter to onappointees,
KuyPage 7)

Montreal — Disappointed in their
Formal acceptance of the resigattempt to induce the Dominion
nations of J. J. O'Connor and Fred
Government to modify the 20 per
cent tax levied on motion picture Meyers by George Schaefer, presitheater admission charges, the dele- terday.dent of RKO, was announced yesgation of Montreal and Providence
O'Connor, who was head of RKO
(Continued on Page 8)
theaters, and Meyers, head booker
and buyer, have been conferring
Seek Another Theater

For "Kane" in Frisco

RKO has scratched the "Citizen
Toronto — Oscar R. Hanson has Kane"
engagement scheduled to open
Fifteen roadshow engagements of
resigned as president of Hanson at the Golden Gate, San Francisco,
alt Disney's "Fantasia" were an- Theaters Corp. on the expiration of
May 14, and
is reported
anunced yesterday by Ned Depinet,
(Continued
on Page seeking
4)
(Continued on Page 8)
;tribution head of RKO. Picture
uts in Washington at the National

George Abbott Deal
With RKO Cancelled

Price Administrator

10 Committees (or
MPTOA Convention

Roadshow Engagements Oscar R. Hanson Resigns
From Circuit Presidency
et for Disney's "Fantasia"

(Continued on Page 4)

OPM

P hilly Dubious oi Defense Aid
Little Armament Coin Finding Way to B.O.

IForming Circuit to Play
Nazi Films in Argentina
Buenos Aires (By Cable) — Establishment of a theater circuit for the
exhibition of Nazi films, now being
distributed here by a new Ufa subsidiary, loomed yesterday when it
became known that the management of the Nazi show window, the
(Continued on Page 4)

Philadelphia — Except in a few
towns, like Lebanon, where the opening of huge Army camps has brought
in an influx of soldiers and week-end
visitors, the increased expenditures
for armament programs has not
brought hibitors
any
from exof thehat-throwing
area.
The main result, thus far, has been
the scheduling of special defense
matinees (Continued
and midnight
shows in oron Page 5)

Schaefer-O'Connor
Talks Prove Futile

(Continucd
on Page
with Schaefer
up to
the 7)
latter's de-

Balcon to Be Producer
On Ealing Pix for UA
London (By Cable) — Michael Balcon will serve as producer for the
product Ealing Studios will make
for United Artists release during
the net four
to five years under
(Continued on Page 7)

Urges S. A. Ban on
"Argentine Nights"
Buenos Aires (By Cable) — The
Mayor of Buenos Aires has banned
Universal's "Argentine Nights," urging the Secretary of the Interior to
study the possibilities of banning the
film in Argentina and the Secretary
of State to prevent the showing of
the picture outside of this country.
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Herb Kohn to Manage
Malco Theaters Circuit
Memphis — M. A. Lightman, president of Malco Theaters, Inc., has
announced the appointment of Herb
Kohn as general manager of the
Malco Circuit. Kohn will headquarter in the Little Rock and Memphis
offices. Kohn was formerly a salesman for Columbia.
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Bahamas to film background material for '
Cay," next on his Para, schedule.
JOHN GARFIELD leaves Saturday for the

(Entry fee
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□

8 More Changes in RKO
Field Staff Made by Smith
Eight
changes yesterday
in RKO's
field
staffadditional
were announced
by Andy W. Smith, Jr., sales manager. Offices involved are Denver,
Des Moines, Detroit, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Omaha and St. Louis.
In Denver, Errol Sanders joins the
sales staff, succeeding Fred P. Brown,
resigned. E. E. Gruenberg, formerly
a Minneapolis salesman, goes to Des
Moines to fill the vacancy left by
E. J. Smith, Sr., who was transferred
to Buffalo.
*
Ed Lebby, who for six years was
a salesman in Pittsburgh, rejoins the
staff as a salesman in Detroit, replacing Fred Bonnem, resigned. Richard Saenger has been added to the
Milwaukee staff.
C. H. Noodleman fills the vacancy
on the Minneapolis staff, caused by
Gruenberg's transfer to Des Moines.
W. G. Carmichael has been added
to the Omaha sales organization,
replacing J. P. Smith, resigned.
William Hoppe joins the St. Louis
office, succeeding L. S. Gruenberg
who recently was made manager in
Salt Lake City. J. Arends has been
promoted from office manager to
salesman in St. Louis.

Sunday Pix for Service
Men Before S. C. Senate

CLUB

HANDICAP

|

NATE J. BLUMBERC left the Coast by
Tuesday for New York.

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH, Paramount proc
director, left New York yesterday en route :

Name

LAST THREE

on

|

CLUB:

JACK SEGAL, manager of foreign brancrlfc
tions for Warners, leaves tomorrow on the
Rcsa for South America.
JACK K. ADAMS and JACK K. ADAMS
.'RC franchise holders in Dallas, arrived in
York yesterday to attend PRC huddles this i
end.
MRS.
J. K. ADAMS
accompanied
ROBERT E. SHERWOOD was in Washi
yesterday.
RUTH WARRICK leaves today for Hollyw
JACK WARNER, JR., is en route here v,
stop-over
in Washington
scheduled.
S. BARRET McCORMICK left last nigh
Washington to set plans for the opening in

Court Finds for Mills Co.
In Paul E. Duggan's Suit
Pittsburgh — A verdict in favor of
the defendants by direction of the
court was handed down yesterday
in the suit filed in Federal court
here by Paul E. Duggan of Connellsville against Mills Novelty Co.
of Chicago and Harvey Carr.
Duggan charged violation of exclusive patent rights to manufacture, sell and license coin-operated
machines for continuous showing
moving picture projectors under
contract entered into with Carr and
D. O. Dolling, the latter now deceased, who at the time was employed by the Mills Company
Plaintiff claimed defendants were
indebted to him in the sum of $25,000 for minimum royalties for the
fiscal year beginning Nov. 1, 1938,
and additional royalties for a minimum 5,000 machines since to date.
Duggan demanded accounting of all
profits and costs by defendants.
Defendants denied all charges. A
petition to continue the case was not

cityWILLIAM
of "Citizen
Kane." arrives in town torn
A. SCULLY
from a tour of the Southwest.

Jam Handy Will Produc
For Labor Pictures, Inc.
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

D;

Washington — A series of con
ences will start on May 20 betrt
the Jam
Handy
organization |
Labor Pictures, Inc., it was lear
yesterday.
I. M. Ornburn
ofl
Union Label Trades Division, whl
secretary-treasurer of the Labor •
organization, said the meeting
those to follow will be devotee
prices and schedules for the 1;
pictures.
The films to be made
the Jam Handy
organization
cover educational labor pictures
general films dealing with the h
movement, it was said.
The fi
will employ regular casts and
be sound films, Ornburn said.
The projected feature on the
of Samuel Gompers is still in the
liminary stages with nothing (
nite yet.

La Guardia to Sign Bill
Limiting Advtg. Display

Bill limiting display adverti;
for theaters to a point not n
than eight inches beyond the st:
wall of the building and not ab
the bottom of the second floor t
Philadelphia — Prof. Rupert C. dow sill will shortly be signed
Schaeffer, Jr., has been selected ar- Mayor Fiorello H. La Guardia
bitrator for the case involving the was reported yesterday.
Earle Theater. Newcastle, Del.,
Decision of the Mayor followe
which will be heard here May 15.
public
hearing on the question. '
The
Earle
demands
some
run
from
M-G-M.
granted.
Prof.
R. C. Schaeffer, Jr.,
To Arbitrate Earle Case

Columbia, S. C. — The Senate yesterday had under consideration the
long-delayed bill to legalize Sunday
motion pictures and commercialized Papayanakas Arbitration
sports "in counties where the United Case Enters Fourth Day
States Government has established
Albany, N. Y. — Arbitration triand maintains permanent or temporary Army forts, Navy or Marine
bunal hearing Alec Papayanakas's
on clearance of his Amerposts." The bill was passed by the complaint
ican Theater, Canton, N. Y., enters
House several weeks ago.
its third-day continuation here today.
Complaint concerns clearance of
William W. Slocum Dies
Schine theaters in Ogdensberg over
Detroit— William W. Slocum, 68, the American.
old-time Detroit exhibitor, is dead.
Yesterday's hearing concerned
He built the Library Theater (now availability, with Harold Bekowitz
for
Warner Bros., and Morton Sigel
called the Europa) in 1916, and operated it until 1931. His widow and for RKO, on behalf of the defendants,
two children survive. Interment in questioning Papayanakas about playElmwood Cemetery.
date time and bookings.

Don't Forget....
You Have a Date ....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.
May 15th, 16th & 17th
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Henderson Oppose:

Lovejoy Chairman
Of Eastman Kodak

Higher Ticket Tax
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

i

general manager, to be vice-president and general manager.
The added responsibilities of assistant general manager and the
title of vice-president were given
Dr. Albert K. Chapman, formerly
assistant
vice-president.
Milton K. Robinson was elected
secretary and William P. Shepard
was named to succeed Robinson as
assistant secretary. Other Kodak
officers were re-elected.
Eastman directors declared a
quarterly dividend of $1.50 on the
common stock and one and a half
per cent on the preferred.

15 Roadshow Engagements
Set for Disney's "Fantasia"
(Continued from Page 1)

Theater on May 13 and the Apollo,
Indianapolis, on the same date. On
May 15, engagements have been set
for the Strand, Louisville; Warner's
Regal, Hartford, and Maryland, Baltimore.
Other May dates include the
Park, Reading; Senate, Harrisburg;
Strand, Memphis; Granada, Duluth;
Fox Blue Mouse, Seattle; Shubert,
Cincinnati; Regent, Elmira; Wisconsin, LaCrosse; Fox Music Box, Portland, Ore., and in Montreal at His
Majesty's
on either May 26 or
June 2.

Emery to Coast for Health;
Cliff Giessemann Replaces
Detroit — Louis A. Emery, manager of the RKO Uptown here for 15
years, is leaving to spend a year in
California because of poor health.
Emery has been in charge of all RKO
interests here for a number of years.
He will be succeeded by Cliff
Giessemann, formerly manager of
Michigan, ace UDT house, and lately
with Altec Service Corp.

Actors Fund to Elect
Annual meeting and election of
the Actors Fund of America will be
held tomorrow at the National Theater. Walter Vincent has been acting as president since the death of
Daniel
Frohman
last Winter.

News (Etc.) Round-up
• • •
cott, Ariz

LAST night the rafters of the Hotel Hassayampa in Presrang with complimentary yippees
as Mayor Ed-

ward Francis McCabe and the. community's general rank and file
paid tribute to Buck Jones as the outstanding type of western cowboy
Scott Dunlap, who's producing the new Jones series of "Rough
Rider" pix for Monogram, was also a guest of honor. . . • Out of
comparatively nearby San Antonio, Tex., also wafted word
that
Evening News Pic Colyumist-Critic Mary Louise Walliser has done got
herself a brand-new
pooch
and has christened it Lady Alfred
Hitchcock. . . • Nearer home, Seaford, Del., recounts one of the prize
examples of biz strategy, to wit:
Tommy Ayres and the Missus

andHenderson
highly inequitable."
called,
however, \
higher excess profits taxes and
poration taxes.

weren't long in building biz on the ashes of their recently-destroyed-byfire Sussex Theater
They launched
a free bus service 'twixt
Seaford and Georgetown
where
they operate two stands, — the
Layton and Palace
Each evening the bus takes on a cargo of

other house there. Cancellatio:
the Golden Gate playdate is sai
be due to the fact that the hou;
too large — it seats 2,800 — and
added fact that it follows a s i
show policy customarily.
Golden Gate engagement had
heavily
advertised,
both
in
Hearst papers and on the radio.
Orson
Welles'
pic opens
at
El Capitan,
Los Angeles, ton!
and tomorrow starts also in the i;
street there.
Washington
rur
Keith's starts May 16. Boston
is being set.
RKO
reported
last night
,
"Kane"
had rounded
out its I
New York week at the Palace

red-hot local fans
•

•

•

SEE

who otherwise couldn't lamp their movies!
T
T
T
America
first (vicariously)
with
RCA!

Invitations for company's tele preview tomorrow night in the
New
Yorker Theater
went out from Camden, N. J
Physical
tickets were
mailed
from
Philadelphia
and, of
course, the event is here in New York
It appears like discrimination against Indianapolis and other RCA strongholds
T
T
T
•

•

•

JOAN Bennett will be queen, though in far-off Hollywood,

of Zet Beta Tau's Defense
Plaza
for the benefit

Ball
on Saturday night in the Hotel
of American soldiers and sailors plus war

relief purposes
Reason for La Bennett's absence is that she's currently at work
on Columbia's opus, "She Knew All The Answers"
Patrons of the Defense Ball include Gov. Herbert H. Lehman,
Lieut.-Gov. Charles Poletti, Mayor LaGuardia, Borough Prexy Stanley
Isaacs, and Eddie Cantor
T
T
T
• •
•
WAR communique:
Because he slapped Lana Turner
in "Ziegfeld Girl"
and made "them like it"
young Dan
Dailey, Jr., has been voted the favorite actor of the co-eds at
the University of Southern California
A group of campus
leaders have formed a fan club in Dailey' s honor
Chivalry ain't dead, but it could stand a shot of digitalis)
T
T
T

(Nope,

• • • THIS morning, Mrs. John Ryan, Jr., executive vice-president
of the RAF Benevolent Fund, and Mrs. Whitney Bourne, vice-president
will vend the first ticket to Gov. Lehman for the benefit preview
on Tuesday night
of "Major Barbara"
at the Astor Theater
Vending will take place at His Excellency's local apartment on
Park Ave
T
▼
T
• •
•
THAT
16 mm. pic, "Inside
Outside
Reading"
produced by the Screen Readers Guild of New York

Seek Another Theater
For "Kane" in Frisco
(Continued from Page 1)

a complete
nightly
sell-out
near-capacity for matinees.

ar

Forming Circuit to Play
Nazi Films in Argentin
(Continued from Page 1)

Cine Alvear, had leased the 1.1
seat legit, house in San Martin
the same policy and was negotia
as well for the Trocadero Cine

Warners Sell Brunswic
Stock to Decca Records
Purchase from Warner Bros
all the capital stock of Bruns
Radio Corp. was announced ye;
day by Jack Kapp, presides
Decca Records, Inc. Brunswick
one of Warners' wholly-owned
sidiaries. Deal becomes effe<
immediately.

Jimmy Walker Coast-Bound
will

have its first showing Friday evening, May 16
in the Newspaper Guild Club, 117 W. 46 St
Stage entertainment will
be part of the premiere program
T
T
T

Ceorge Archainbaud

mission taxes in this category, a |
with other
goods
and service
mass consumption.
"We
should
encourage
inert
use
of these
non-competing
sources to satisfy actual and la
consumer
demand,"
Henderson !
clared.
He added
taxes
on
mass
consumption
goods
and
vices "are deflationary, unneces;

• •
•
"PROTECTIVE blending" a la filmland:
Danton (News)
Walker avers that our Walter Reade who has built four pic houses in
Asbury
Park
and is one of the chief taxpayers
there
is
running for Councilman
to protect his own interests
One of his
campaign promises is to restore free bathing from the hotels
the
same as at the Florida resorts

j

Chicago — Jimmy Walker, who I
here yesterday on business, left!
Hollywood
for production
coi
ences.

WEDDING

BELL

May Cameron, Universal home (
fice switchboard operator, was ij
ried yesterday to Dick Odell, a M
man. They
Atlantic
City. are honeymooning f

jrsday, May 8, 1941

8ihilly
Territory is Dubious of Defense Coin Help
lianapolis Theater Biz
dying area, will directly help theaters, may benefit, the Summer heat,
daylight saving, competition of the
t Average; Defense
outdoors, etc., are expected to have
s Payrolls 58 P.C.
the same effect as usual.
And, too, this year exhibs. are
{Continued from Page 1)
afraid the last months of the old
Ato catch the workers employed season will see few good shows, as
pertain shifts, with some set for the theatermen think the advent of
day only. It is too early to tell
new type of selling will mean
?ther these are successful, hut the
that the big ones will be saved for
nley-Warner's step in this direc- the first blocks.
1 is being watched.
Week-End Biz Only Good
Indianapolis Payrolls Up 58%
n downtown Philadelphia, a new But Theater Biz Just Average
:elopment, that of big business on i
Indianapolis — Millions of dollars
:k-ends, and a strong drop the
t of the week has developed, with , worth of defense orders are being
ne of the shows doing enough on filled here and immediate vicinity.
Saturday, Sunday operation to Employment has increased and about
the control figure which means a 20,000 additional skilled mechanics
•dover. Downtown Philadelphia has have been given work, with payrolls estimated at 58 per cent highn an operating problem for quite
er than a year ago.
le time.
Theater business is reported avReports from other parts of the
erage in communities where defense
a do not indicate that the exhibi- !
s are getting much
out of the industries are located, but no unusual increase is noted to date. In
curn.
True, when a good show
■nes along, business is good, but neighborhoods where no defense industries are located b.o. receipts
;ne
of the
first-runs
are hitting
.v lows
for the
weak shows
which show no increase. Exhibitors conJinarily might hit a fair figure.
tend that many patrons are stayen again, booking
competition,
ing away from the theaters and listich sees big pictures fighting for
ening to the war news broadcast.
tronage during the same week,
In small cities near Indianapolis
;lidays, etc., has cut into the draw- many skilled mechanics have left
T power of some pictures.
As a
and migrated to indus;ult, in some
towns, exhibitors their homes
trial centers. Theater attendance
ange their opening days at will,
as a result has been adversely aforder to get a clear opening.
fected if not seriously injured.
Reading Grosses Behind
In cities over the state where defense industries are running at high
Despite the armament program,
any situations are way behind last speed, theater business is reported
ar, Reading being one of these, much better than here.
nere all the first-runs are under
e business of tht- previous season. Cincy Exhibs. Expect Defense
Exhibitors are not too optimistic
er the future. While some areas, Spending to Increase Grosses
>ticeably the Kensington and RichCincinnati — WThile Louisville and
ond section of this city, where Dayton have shown an appreciable
•amp's shipyard, closed for many increase in box-office grosses, at?ars, is reopening, thus pouring
tributable to national defense spend;w life blood into the veins of a
ing, Cincinnati theaters have, so

TO THE
Thomas Orchard, associate proacer of The March of Time and a
ieutenant (junior grade) in the U.
. Naval Reserve was called to
stive duty. He will be stationed in
le Bureau of Aeronautics in the
avy Department, Washington, in
large
of the Navy's corps of 250
ameramen.

far, not felt these benefits, due,
probably to the slowness in which
way.
the program here is getting under

Kansas
"Take"
Little
Affected;City
Cincy
Effects
Grosses to Climb Upward

With $16,000,000 worth of defense direct contract work, excluway and these payrolls get into
sive of construction, and the Wright der
Aeronautical contracts, also the P circulation.
& G increase, which amount to
many more millions, it is antici- Milwaukee Theater Operators
pated here increased motion pic- Continue to Sing the Blues
Milwaukee — While statistics show
ture revenues are "in the bag."
that the millions of dollars worth
Defense Spending Has Little of defense business being poured
into plants in this area has resulted
Effect on Kansas City "Take" in an upsurge in manufacturing,
Kansas City, Mo. — The national wholesaling, building and retailing,
defense program has had little ef- Milwaukee exhibitors continue to
fect on the box-office in Greater sing the blues.
Kansas City up to the present time.
According to Wisconsin industrial
The majority of the defense proj- commission figures, some 15,800
ects scheduled for this territory are
were employed in facnow under construction and will be more workerstories in Milwaukee during the first
in production some time in the Fall. quarter of 1941 as against the same
They include the new North Amer- 1940 period, with payrolls showing
ican bomber plant in Kansas City, an average gain of $815,000 a week
Kans., and the large Remington for the first three months this year
Arms plant being built a few miles against the same period in 1940.
northeast of this city. These two
Industrialists are hopeful that
plants alone will employ approxi- the upswing will continue into the
mately 25,000, with a monthly pay- second quarter and theater owners
roll of $2,000,000.
Local exhibitors expect a definite are equally hopeful that some of
increase in box-office receipts as this money will soon find its way to
soon as active production gets un- the box-office.

"YOU

SENT US 50 DESTROYERS...
I SEND YOU 'MA/OR BARBARA'.'"

COLORS!
Chicago— Edward DeLue, chief of
service of the B & K State Lake theater, and Robert Ramsay, secretary,
have reported to the Army. George
Dryden has been made State Lake
chief of service and Arthur Hutson,
is the new secretary.

Chicago — Eldon Williams of the
Indiana-Illinois circuit's Elko Theater
Dan Sanfilippo of RKO Radio Pic- at Elkhart is now a cavalryman at
-Jies art department reported for Fort Riley, Kans.
-imy service yesterday. Sanfilippo,
James Dugan of the Capital Theater, Whiting, also is wearing o.d.
'hose home is in Hollis, has been
"ith RKO Radio for more than five Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ears and is one of the top artists
i the field.
Washington — Don Craig, drama
critic for The Washington Daily
_ Morton Pfeffer. of the National News, is Army bound. He was feted
Screen Service production dept., by the. Variety Club at a luncheon
before leaving.
tarts his year's service on May 16.

GABRIEL PASCAL, producer of "Pygmalion", presents a
magnificent picturization of George Bernard Shaw's famous play
"MAJOR BARBARA" starring WENDY HlLLER, co-starring
Rex Harrison and Robert Morley • Released thru United Artists.
"For the second time GABRIEL
PASCAL, has supplied the trade
and public with a fine film, as entertainment
and as Picture
a production!"
—Motion
Daily

"<?!{<
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a :< Reviews of the new rums > .
"The People vs.

"Reaching For the
with Joel McCrea, Ellen Drew,
Eddie Bracken
Paramount
90

Sun"
HEART-WARMING DRAMATIC

"Sheriff withof RoyTombstone"
Rogers
Republic

Dr. Kildare"

with Lew Ayres,
LaraineLionel
Day Barrymore,
Mins.

STORY
WITH LOTS OF LAUGHS IS FIRST-RATE
ENTERTAINMENT FOR GENERAL AUDIENCES.

Metro

78

Mins.

LATEST IN SERIES IS JUST AVERAGE;
STORY IS FORMULA AND LACKS ANYTHING NEW.

56 Mins.

MUCH
BETTER - THAN - AVERAGE WESTERN WILL PLEASE ROY
ROGERS' FOLLOWING.

With a plausible yarn and better than
average Western production, plus the personable Roy Rogers, this frontier film will
The troubles of Dr. Kildare continue in
this new addition to the series, but the story supply solid entertainment for the outdoor
Apart from the human element involved in is cut from a familiar formula pattern and fans. Picture has plenty of action — both the
this heart-warming down-to-earth story, it fails to offer anything novel or diverting. riding and the shooting varieties. Joe Kane,
associate producer-director, can take a bow
there are numerous "touches" that make The players are fine and the production for
a good job.
it realistic to a high degree for the average value is smooth, but the direction is paced
Rogers sings a couple of cowboy ditties in
screen fiction. The picture as a whole is to the story, and the story is slow and overly
first-rate entertainment for general audi- long. Well-established and popular as a his pleasing manner while George "Gabby"
ences. Itshould do well as the box office series, this release will undoubtedly do a Hayes handles the comedy assignment in his
on behalf of exhibitors and Paramount. fair share of business, but looking to the usual good form. Elyse Knox is attractive
The story itself has a considerable amount future, some hypo is needed to de-formula- as the love interest while Sally Payne does
of meat, the actors are fine, production is ize the material. Picture is exploitable and a good job as the saloon entertainer.
Story has Rogers, mistaken for a killer
of high caliber, and Director William Well- boasts several well-known "names" *hat exman smoothly moves the players through
sheriff, turn on the crooked mayor of Tombhibitors can capitalize on.
stone who is trying to oust an honest family
their paces. Enterprising exhibitors will
Ayres competently fills the role of Kil- from a silver mine. After much shooting,
be able to sell this picture in a big way,
dare. Barrymore gives his customary effecwith the story offering many exploitation
tive performance, and Miss Day attractive- Rogers rounds up the independent miners,
possibilities and the top players worthwhile
ly rounds out the top of the cast. A nicely they eralframe
the mayor's gang into holding
rap.
marquee attractions.
turned performance is contributed by Bonita up a mail coach and finally pin on a FedWellman serves as both producer and Granville, and Alma Kruger, Red Skelton,
director. With the one hand he has smartly Walter Kingsford, Tom Conway, Eddie Acuff,
CAST:
Rogers,
George
"Gabby"
cast the picture and afforded it all the Chick Chandler and other capable players Hayes,
ElyseRoy
Knox,
Addison
Richards,
Sally
production value necessary. With the other give good support. Some of the comedy re- Payne, Harry Woods, Zeffie Tilbury, Hal
hand he deftly weaves his screen moods from
Taliaferro,
Jay
Novello,
Jack
Ingram.
lief is on the forced side. Harold S. Buccomedy to near tragedy, to heart throbs quet directed from a screenplay by Willis
CREDITS: Associate Producer-Director,
and thrills, and then climaxes the whole Goldbeck and Harry Ruskin.
Joseph Kane; Story, James Webb; Screenwith an eminently satisfactory ending. A
Ayres and Miss Day are en route to an
play. Olive Cooper; Cameraman, William
smartly turned screenplay was contributed out-of-town hospital when they are stopped Nobles; Musical Director, Cy Feuer; Film
by W. L. River.
by a serious accident which requires Ayres
McCrea is fine in the lead role. Cast as to perform an emergency operation at the Editor, Tony Martinelli; Production Manager, Al Wilson.
a backwoods clam-digger who goes to De- roadside on a girl, Miss Granville, who has
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
troit merely to earn enough money to buy been badly injured. Miss Granville, an ice Good.
an outboard motor, he gives a warm and skater, sues the hospital when her leg reconvincing performance. Miss Drew is both
mains paralyzed. Remainder of the picture
pretty and wholesome to look at, and com- is concerned with the trial and ultimate
petently carries off her role as a wise city
happy endin- when she skates again.
girl who marries the backwoodsman. A
CAST: Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore,
corking comedy touch is turned in by Eddie
Laraine Day, Bonita Granville, Alma Kruger,
Bracken, and Albert Dekker does well in
Rochester — Today's technical sesa small role. Other members of the cast Red Skelton, Paul Stanton, Diana Lewis,
sions will conclude the 49th semiWalter Kingsford, Nell Craig, Tom Conway,
are more than helpful.
annual convention of the SMPE at
Marie Blake, Eddie Acuff, George H. Reed,
McCrea falls in with Bracken, an out- Chick Chandler, Frank Orth, Gladys B. Lake. the Sagamore Hotel. Discussions
of-work automobile plant worker when he
and lectures will embrace projection
CREDITS: Produced by M-G-M; Director,
arrives in Detroit to make enough money
problems, television, the new acousto get an outboard motor so he can dig Harold S. Bucquet; Screenplay, Willis Goldtic envelope, and new equipment for
more clams back home in the northwoods. beck and Harry Ruskin; Original Story, Lawr- recording and reproducing sound.
ence P. Bachmann and Max Brand; CameraThey both get jobs, and before long McCrea
Some 400 motion picture and sound
man, Clyde De Vinna; Editor, Ralph Winters.
finds himself married to Miss Drew. He
engineers, delegates to the SMPE
DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good. and Acoustical Society of America
has also incurred the enmity of Dekker,
another plant worker.
conventions, plus members of the
Misunderstandings between McCrea and Rivoli Closing Tomorrow
Eastman School of Music and the
his wife rise from his desire to keep his
Rochester Musical Society, attended
Rivoli Theater closes for the Sum- a demonstration of Stereophonic
payments up on his outboard motor even
mer tomorrow night at the close of Sound at the Eastman Theater last
when they are broke, and finally it causes
a separation. A spectacular fight between two-week run of "Flame Of New night. Demonstration, arranged by
Dekker and McCrea takes place in the fac- Orleans." House will be reopened Bell Telephone Laboratories, was the
tory when the two men turn their big in August, according to the manfirst outside of New York and Hollymechanical machines on each other, and agement.
wood.
McCrea is badly hurt. But his accident
serves to straighten things out.
Drop Sunday Night Shows
Para.
Buys "Prison Widows"
The picture is top-notch technically and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the one scene in the motor plant is a highly
Halifax, N. S.— The FPC's Capitol
which
has
been
functioning
seven
Hollywood
— Paramount has purspectacular sequence.
nights a week for the past five
chased an original story, "Prison
CAST: Joel McCrea, Ellen Drew, Eddie
months, is dropping Sunday night Windows" from Louis Pollock. It
Bracken, Albert Dekker, Billy Gilbert, George shows for service men.
has been assigned to the Sol Siegel
Chandler, Bodil Ann Rosing, James Burke,
unit for production with Gordon
Charles D. Broen, Regis Toomey.
Kahn, scripting.
CREDITS: Produced and Directed by Wil- Film Cos. Eye "Texas Town"
liam A. Wellman; Screenplay, W. L. River;
"Texas Town," unproduced stage
Based on a story by Wessel Smitter; Cameraplay in which a number of film John W. Swain Dead
man, William Mellor; Editor, Thomas Scott. companies are reported to be interColumbus, O. — John W. Swain,

Technical Sessions End

SMPE Convention Today-

DIRECTION,
pert.

Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Ex-

"Mutiny In the Arcti
with

RichardAnne
Arlen,
Andy Devine,
Nagel

Universal
FAST-MOVING

ACTION

61 K
MELLER

TURED BY SPECTACULAR
WORK.

F

CAr'
\

Although this story is cut pretty n
from the same cloth as predecessors
the Arlen-Devine adventure series Univ
al is turning out, the camera work dep
ing Arctic scenes is spectacular from I
a beauty and action standpoint to se
apart. Some of the best material fro
couple of previous polar pictures has t
incorporated into the continuity, and
process work is excellent in blending
current article with the older film,
story itself is concerned with a search
pitch-blende, radium ore, and the dou
crossing done by some unscrupulous ■
throats.
Picture as a whole is okay action sere
fare for audiences that go for this typi 1
film.
It has a number of exploitable 1 (
sibilities.
Arlen and Devine fill the bil i
the lead roles, with Arlen playing the 1 1
role effectively.
Miss Nagel is decoral j
and some first-class villainy is contribi I
by Addison Richards, Don Terry and H I
Cording.
John
Rawlins
directed
fron
screenplay
tor
McLeod.by Maurice Tombragel and '
Arlen and Devine, after some difficult
finance an expedition to the Arctic to se:
for a pitch-blende deposit.
Richards i i
backer, but also a double-crosser.
T j
and Cording kill the captain of the I
and escape in a lifeboat when it hits a b
leaving Arlen, Devine,
Richards
and
cook to die in the boat.
They escape I
after lots of action catch up with Terrji
square things up.
CAST: Richard Arlen, Andy Devine, A|
Nagel, Addison
Richards, Don Terry, 0: ■;
O'Shea,
Harry Cording.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pi
Director, John Rawlins; Screenplay, Mau
Tombragel
and Victor
McLeod;
Orig
Story, Paul Huston;
Cameraman, John
Boyle.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPI ,

Mono. Sets First 1941-42
Deal In Western Michiga:
Detroit — The Century Theater
Coopersville has signed 100 per ci
for Monogram product for 1941making the first deal for Monogr;
in western Michigan. House is op
ated by Al Heffernan, with Salesm
George W. Sampson handling it
Monogram.

Bingo Operator Indicted

Buffalo — Charged with violati
anti-lottery laws in operation
Bingo games, the Jay-Phil Compai
Inc., and Harry T. Dixon surrendei
to the district attorney's office. Tl
pleaded innocent upon arraignms
in county court and Dixon posted $
000 cash bail. The corporation op'
ates a game in the Academy Thea
ested, will be produced here by the pioneer Columbus theater owner died and Dixon is manager, Attorney R^
in St. Francis Hospital here.
Shuberts, it was said yesterday.
ert Boasberg explained.

W

sJay, May 8, 1941

iCommittees for
>(0A Convention
(Continued from Page

Majors Considering
Lewis Radio Script

1)

if

edentials and Rules — E. M. Fay (chair), Providence; Morris G. Leonard, Chi; S. J. Hyman. Huntington, \V. Va. ;
, Denniston, Monroe, Mich.
^solutions — Herman M. Levy (chairman).
Haven; Morris Loewenstein, Oklahoma
; Charles H. Arrington, Rocky Mount,
C ; W. F. Ruffin, Covington, Tenn.
lm Buying Problems and Operating
cies — Arthur H. Lockwood (chairman),
ion ; O. C. Lam, Rome, Ga. ; L. O.
an, Seattle; Harold B. Robb. Dallas;
BE C. Shanklin, Ronceverte, W. Va.
jnciliation and Arbitration — A. C. Hay(chairmanl. Buffalo; George P. Aarons.
iadelphia ; William G. Ripley. Longview,
Ih. ; Benjamin Pitts, Fredericksburg, Va.
ublic Relations and Community Affairs —
■hell Wolfson (chairman). Miami; H. V.
vey. San Francisco; Sidney B. Lust.
;hington; M. A. Lightman, Memphis,
egislation and Taxation — Roy L. Wal( chairman), Lampasas, Tex.; Walter
Bent, New York ; Joseph H. Brennan.
ton; Xat M. Williams. Thomasville. Ga.
tusic Tax and Copyright — J. M. Hone
lirman). Seattle; A. J. Brylawski, Washon; Irving C. Jacocks. Branford. Conn.;
: P McCnnl.
Xorth Little Rock. Ark.
ational Defense
Activities — Lewen
Pizor
nirman).
Philadelphia;
Ben
Levin.
San
ncisco; Max
A. Cohen. New
York;
M
M ore. Jacksonville. Fla.
I ) abor Relations — Fred Wehrenbere
(chair). St. Louis; L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma
rrj Fred Meyn. Kansas
City; R. A. Mill. San Francisco,
ladio and
Non-Theatrical
Competition —
liR. Biechele
(chairman).
Kansas
City:
\ Williams. Jr.. Oxford. Miss. ; George
,;ser. San
Francisco;
Louis
H. Ansell.
Louis.

ilcon to be Producer
a Ealing Pix for UA
(Continued from Parte 1)

ms of a deal which will be con.ded bv UA rep. Geovo-e Archibald
en he arrives in New York this
ek.
Deal calls for 20 pictures to be
iduced during" that time, with a
nimum of three ner year and a
liXimum of six. UA eets the pix
world-wide
distribution,
and
xluct will solve its quota proba here.

is to be included in Norman Weiser's
"Radio Theater of 1940," published
by Harpers, is being considered for
films by Warner Brothers and 20th
Century-Fox.
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REVIEUJS»
"Beyon
d the

with Bill Elliott, Evelyn Keyes, Dub Taylor
Columbia
58 Mins.

Sacramento"

PLENTIFUL ACTION AND WELLPACED STORY MAKE THIS WESTERN
ENTERTAINING.

FORWARD
fUC
VtaMARCH
^with
1
M***

The western and action fans will get a
full measure of entertainment from this new

Schaefer-O'Connor
Talks Prove Futile
(Continued from Page 1)

parture for Hollywood Tuesday
night but efforts on the part of
the RKO president to urge O'Connor and Meyers to remain with the
organization failed.
O'Connor said yesterday that he
had no immediate plans but indicated that he might make an announcement shortly. Meanwhile, he
said he intended to take a rest.
While confirmation has been lacking, it is anreported
thatstudio
O'Connor
will take
important
post
with Universal and Meyers will become assistant to William A. Scully,
general sales manager of Universal.
Schaefer expressed appreciation
of their long and faithful service
and great regret at their resignation.

"That Hamilton Woman"
Said Running Way Ahead
Alexander Korda's "That Hamilton Woman" has grossed 253 per
cent of average in its first general
release dates. United Artists announced yesterday. Heavy grosses
and, in some cases, double average
business were reported from Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cleveland, Baltimore, Providence, Dayton, Houston,
New Orleans, Rochester, Syracuse,
Wilmington, Harrisburg, Reading,
Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, Toronto,
Chicago and Brooklyn. Picture played seven weeks at the Four Star
in Los Angeles and four weeks at
Radio City Music Hall.

Mutual Rushing Plans
.''Hollvwood — Murray Silverstone On Ascap Negotiation
st Coast

«

"Bid for Happiness," an original
script written by Therese Lewis for
the Helen Hayes radio series, which

all said that the chairman will
designate additional members
their committees
prior to the
jng of the sessions.
selected by Kuykendall,
the
niittees follow:

H

DAILY

DAILY

used to comment on report that
t Ealine
Studios
of England.
Mutual Broadcasting System yes: " ned bv Michael Balcon. has made
terday issued call for a special meetdeal with United Artists for six
ing of network affiliate officials to
tures annuallv for four years. be held
at the Chase Hotel in St.
I is reported Ealing's present re Louis Saturday at 2 p.m., in an ef'sine* organization, Associated
fort to rush final details for put•itish Film Distributors, folds at
ting Ascap music back on the Mua end of this season
tual network not later than this
i
:. 3
week-end.
>: antasia" Chi. Run Extended
Votes for Mutual affiliates on the
Chicago — Run of "Fantasia" here Ascap deal were said to be about
s been extended another week at equally divided on accepting the
e B & K Apollo due to business new contract, but it was indicated
:kup. Bob Montgomery has join- that Mutual officials would push the
promotion staff and will handle deal through at the St. Louis meeting.
e Duluth, Minn., engagement.

Bill Elliott starrer, latest in Columbia's series
with this western player. The action is
plentiful, the pace is fast, the story is okay
and the direction keeps the ball rolling.
Elliott is competent in a customary hardhitting, fast-shooting role. Evelyn Keyes is
attractive as the feminine interest, and Dub
Taylor provides the comedy relief. Frank
LaRue, Bradley Page and an assortment of
screen villains capably take care of the
dirty work in the picture. Lambert Hillyer
is responsible for the well-paced direction
and
Ward. the screenplay was written by Luci

BIG PICTURE
ATTENTION,
AMERICA!...
REGIMENT of

LAUGHS and
MELODY is headed
YOUR way in

Elliott is tipped off by Taylor that Page
and LaRue, a pair of swindlers he has been
looking for, are operating in Lodestone as a
newspaper publisher and saloon keeper.
Elliott rides into town and attempts to enlist the aid of the local banker, John Dilson, and his daughter, Miss Keyes, but discovers Dilson is tied up with the crooks.
Elliott rips things open in his own fashion
from there on, with lots of fists and bullets
flying before he cleans things up and rides
off to another adventure.

TIMELY comedyREPUBLIC'S hit
AND-music
ABOUT the boys
IN the Army Camps
IT'S called
AND
their girls !
"ROOKIES ON

CAST: Bill Elliott, Evelyn Keyes, Dub
Taylor, John Dilson, Bradley Page, Frank
LaRue, Norman Willis, Steve Clark, Jack
Clifford, Don Beddoe, Harry Bailey.

PARADE". ..And
ITS grand cast of
FUN-MAKERS is
CROWDED with stars,
INCLUDING popular

CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Director, Lambert Hillyer; Original Screenplay,
Luci Ward; Cameraman, George Meehan;
Editor, James Sweeney.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Fast.

BOB CROSBY, lovely RUTH
TERRY, sultry-singing
GERTRUDE

PHOTOGRAPHY,
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Hollywood — President Y. Frank
Freeman has sent a letter to members of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers declaring that the
studio publicity directors' committee feels it is most important that
every step be taken to prevent releases of pictures prior to a preview for Hollywood press and fan
magazine representatives.
"We shall appreciate it therefore
if you can make every effort to see
that the committee is helped in
this regard and that on such occasions as a release occurs unexpectedly for the many reasons that
do arise the sales department should
notify the studio publicity director
as quickly as possible to enable him
to schedule a press preview in Hollywood pre-dating this first public
showing," the letter concludes.

20lh-Fox Buys Two Stories

NIESEN, funny

EDDIE FOY, Jr., cute MARIE
WILSON, and that master of
THE art of double-talk,
TONGUE-twisting

AMPP
Urges H'wood
Press Previews
First
West

A

. . . With a

CAST like that — with song hits
GALORE — with two grand
YOUTHFUL

romances — and with

►
►

ELABORATE

settings and

SPECTACLE-"ROOKIES ON
PARADE" is a blitzkrieg of
ENTERTAINMENT! So join the
PARADE! Get the beat of its

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth CenturyFox has bought "Joyous" and "The
Girl on the Billboard," both screen
stories by Izola Forrester Page and
Mann Page.

SONG
DANCE
MARCH

hits! Get hep to its
steps! And forward
— to fun!... with

"ROOKIES

A

ON

REPUBLIC

PARADE". . . It's

PICTURE
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Quebec Exhibs. Will
Pass Tax to Patrons
(Continued from Page 1)

of Quebec theater owners which
went to Ottawa to lay its case before Hon. J. J. Ilsley, minister of
finance, returned convinced that
within the next few days theaters
in this province which are at present absorbing- the tax will be forced
to collect it from the patrons.
Exhibitors have, however, a faint
hope that they may obtain some alleviation of the Quebec provincial
tax approximating 15 per cent and
a delegation will go to Quebec to
put its views before the Government. One difficulty, purely mathematical, confronts the exhibitors if
the Quebec tax remains and that is
the fact that at present the admission charges include the Quebec
tax, so that if the Dominion Government's 20 per cent tax were
levied on the present admission
prices, the public would be paying
a tax upon a tax, as 20 per cent of
Quebec's 15 per cent would be included.
So far, audiences in Montreal theaters have been well maintained,
but managers are nervous over the
outlook once the prices are raised
to include the new tax.

Kirsch Seeks Flat Rental
License for Big Pix in Chi.
Chicago — Jack Kirsch, Allied
prexy, meets with City Clerk Schreiber today regarding a flat license fee
for GWTW, "The Great Dictator,"
"Fantasia" and future big features,
as the present fee system is unfair.
Kirsch says some theater owners
are not booking big features, owing
to increased Chicago license fees.

Examine Bromfield May 9
Examination of Louis Bromfield
in the suit of Eleanor Harris,
against 20th Century-Fox will take
place on May 9, under a notice
filed yesterday in Federal Court.
Plaintiff is suing for $50,000 damages, claiming to have worked with
Bromfield on the story of "Brigham
Young," and that she failed to receive screen credit.

8 to 4 Work Day But
No Change of Clocks
Montgomery, Ala. — Local exhibs.
may still get upset from time to time
over taxes, prices of cotton, visits
from mothers-in-law, and boll weevils, but, they are no longer harassed
by the daylight saving controversy.
Gov. Dixon has proclaimed that hours
of State workers will be advanced
from 8:30 to 8 a.m. and from 4:30
to 4 p.m., without changing clocks,
and a number of other businesses
are falling in line.

GWTW

$38,000,000 by '42?

U. S. General Release Gross Now 8 Million
Continuing its fabulous climb into astronomical earning levels,
GWTW has now grossed approximately $8,000,000 on its general release in this country and now has
a foreign gross of around $1,820,000.
Added to the original roadshow
gross of $22,580,000, the picture
thus has a total gross of $32,400,000, with only a little over 50 per
cent of the general release possibilities tapped to date.

It is estimated that the picture
will earn somewhere around $38,000,000 before the end of 1941, with
a very good chance that the gross
will go higher than that. To date,
on the general release engagements,
with approximately 1,700 checked
on percentage against gross for the
average film rental return, it shows
that the film rental is averaging
around 47 per cent.

Mexican
"Neely
Bill"
Blocked by
Junket?

Oscar R. Hanson Resigns
From Circuit Presidency

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

his five-year employment contract.
Circuit comprises 24 Ontario theaters.
Chain will continue to be served
as a buying-booking agency by Associated Theaters until November,
1942, under an existing agreement.
Hanson's resignation is said to
result from his desire to devote
more time to his other interests.
He is president of Empire-Universal
Films, of Sovereign Films, of Sterling Films, Ltd., and of Associated
Theaters.
Hanson corporation is generally
regarded as an FPC subsidiary. In
Empire-Universal, Hanson has been
closely associated with Paul Nathanson, son of N. L Nathanson, FPC
president. Both Hanson and Paul
It is now apparent that the hands- Nathanson recently have been reacross-the-border spirit engendered
ported as key figures in the launchby the visit of the Hollywoodians
ing of Odeon Theaters of Canada,
and newspaper columnists was no chain.
fast developing as an important
mere flash-in-the-pan. There is
widespread and renewed interest in
The younger Nathanson also is
American pictures and American president of the new General Thestars as well in the American way
aters Corp., Ltd., capitalized at $5,of thinking and American products. 000.000.
In retrospect, the visit has done
Meanwhile, despite "poppycock"
a marked service towards cementing reaction
in New York, reports persist here that N. L. Nathanson and
the good-will and the warm regard
with which the people of Mexico Canadian interests are seeking to
generally
receive all things Amer- purchase control of FPC from Paraican.
mount, with counter proposals said
made as to terms. Nathanson's contract shortly expires, as does the
Albertson, Field Supervisor
franchise for Paramount prodChicago — Elevation of Jack Albert- FPC
son from Indiana Harbor district uct.
FPC's annual stockholders meetmanager to field supervisor is aning, twice adjourned, is now set for
nounced by Alex Manta, IndianaIllinois circuit general manager. Mur- May 14 at which time Nathanson's
ray Ross of the Capitol, Whiting, status is expected to be clarified.
takes over in Indiana Harbor, being
succeeded in turn by Robert Schreiber.
Frisco
Embassy — Tests
"Flesh"
'
San Francisco
Embassy
Theater,
downtown
second-run,
plans
to
exRothenstein Under Knife
periment two days a week with
Pittsburgh — Samuel Rothenstein, stage policy, starting today.
who with his sons operate the Rialto Niaht club acts playing about town
Theater, Evans City, Cambridge The- will be used, with Jay Brower emater, Cambridge Springs and the Ali- ceeing. No changes in price or
quippa Theater, West Aliquippa, has present double bill policy.
just undergone a serious abdominal
operation at the Mercy Hospital here. Metro Signs Two Writers
Hollywood — Metro has signed two
writers. Paul Gallico arrived at
"U"
Empireey With
Whelpl
Montreal
— Ernest
Whelpley has the studio yesterday to write a
been added to the sales staff of the screen story as yet untitled, and
Montreal office of Empire-Universal. John P. Marquand was signed to
It is now located at 121 Craig Street prepare the screenplay from his
West.
new novel, "H. M. Puliiam."
the good neighbor-cultural relations policy trip will, it is felt, come
in the toning down of proposed restrictive legislation.
Pending in the Mexican Congress
at the present time is a so-called
drastic "Neely" bill, designed originally to outlaw block-booking and
blind-selling but later amended to
include a provision for the mandatory exhibition of domestic product
three consecutive days once a month.
Notwithstanding that this measure
has backing, it is generally conceded that any measure which may
finally be enacted will have regard
for Hollywood's good-will gesture and
will prove to be far from radical
or really harmful to American distributors.

HCLLyWCCE
SPEAKINGBy RALPH WILK
=;
— HOLLYW

-

DICHARD English
THORPE
has dog,
signed
"ji! i
'^famous
movie
to appe
"Barnacle Bill," which Thorpe is dire
for M-G-M. The dog is a great granj
of Hollywood's famous dog star, "Strj

•

•

DOSALIND
RUSSELL, Rudy Vallee,
'* Grant, Jean Hersholt,
Edward
Arj
Billy Gilbert, Tom
Keene, Henry Arm
Dick Purcell and Vince Barnett were an
members of the film colony who prese
loving
cups to the winners of various eij
heart."
in the "Racing Jamboree," which was \
at Gilmore Stadium for the benefit of
Mr. Sinai Hospital.
In one event, M
Auer led a team of Cossack riders.
rDGAR
BUCHANAN,
dentist-actor,
*~ was active in his profession in Pasac
when discovered at the Pasadena Commi \
Playhouse,
play a dentist
at
Columbia. will William
Holden inand"Te:j
G
Ford, also graduates of the Playhouse, ,
the male leads and Claire Trevor the '•
inine lead. George Marshall is directing.
klORMAN TAUROG, M-G-M dire;
' ^ having returned from a combined I :
ness and vacation trip to New Yorl i
conferring with M-G-M executives cone :
ing his next assignment for that studio. I

•

•

SAM WOOD will return from a vacatkl
New York on Saturday to begin in

diate
preparation
"Kings Rv J
J
at Warner
Bros. for
He filming
took a vacation
picture was held up briefly for casting. 1
Bob Cummings, Ann Sheridan and Re I
Reagan have been cast in the principal r I

DARTON MacLANE reports to 20th (J
■* tury-Fox for the heavy role in
Geese Calling" immediately on complt I
of
his assignment
"Barnacle
Bill,'VmI
M-G-M.
M-G-M isinalso
angling for
Lane towillplay
heavy
"The in
Yearli
which
be the
filmed
on in
location
Flo 1
I

r* EORGE R. BATCH ELLER, PRC pro J
^""^ rion head, has purchased
an ori;
screenplay
by Rex Hale entitled "( I
Town," which he has scheduled for in* J
diate production.

•

•

CTIENNE NORR FILM PRODUCTION;!
™ completed 21 subjects for auton I
projectors and has 18 in production. Kjl
of the subjects are in Gasparcolor. Ma
ettes Distributing Co., which is also he. by Norr, is handling the releasing arraijl
menls. W. C. Bosco is production rrl
ager and Lou Bring musical director.

•

•

ANN
DORAN
been signed
for
feminine
lead has
opposite
Eric Linde
"Criminals Within," which E. B. Derr
produce for PRC. Supporting roles
been assigned to Constance Worth,
Alexander and Weldon Heyburn. Pic
formerly titled "Missing Army Host(
went before the cameras May 2nd under
direction of Joseph Lewis.
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HREE MAJORS CONSIDER NEW ARRCLAUSE
Jig
57 Seeks Sales Pian Under New Provisions
Minn.Would Law
Embody
am Queries Majors on
port They Will Move
iices to Hudson, Wis.
Minneapolis — Pending- the working
of a selling plan which attors can approve as complying with
new Minnesota anti-blocks-oflaw, all major film producing
panies have ceased selling fea> pictures in this state.
bme offices of the different firms
reported to have instructed dist and branch managers
to act no contracts for leasing of
s within the state, either for
of this season's prod..- balance
(Continued on Page 8)

)if Tourney Prizes
art Pouring In!
is the sun belatedly poked its
e through
the early morning
i*m clouds above Broadway yesday, it caught the postman de;ring good tidings for all our
'n Row divot-diggers who will come in the 29th, biggest and best
' '.M Daily
Golf Tournament
on
links of Glen Oaks Club, May 27.
Handing out in the morning post
• e a "special" (and very) from
iE. Brulatour, Inc., informing the
(Continued on Page 5)

Five"
J DropsSuit"Big
dants
Defen
sofSchine
Buffalo— The D of J yesterday
d an amendment to its original
* 'nplaint
against
Schine
Chain
* 'eaters, Inc., and the major distbutors, striking out the names of
"Big (Continued
Five" as ondefendants.
The
Page 3)
I <

i Hays "Doing Nicely"
Chicago— Will H. Hays, MPPDA
prexy, will continue to recuperate
in St. Luke's Hospital here for an
additional period of two weeks, it
was said yesterday by his attending
physician, Dr. Joseph Capps. It was
added that the film exec, was "doing
nicely."

"

Bette Davis, Gary Cooper, GWTW, "Fantasia,"
Tops in Delegates' Poll at SMPE Conclave

Rochester — Bette Davis is the favorite film actress of delegates attending
the SMPE convention here. She won an informal popularity poll, garnering 30
per cent of the votes among the delegates in answer to the question: "Who is
your favorite film actress?" Gary Cooper took male honors, while the test
for the best film from a technical standpoint resulted in a tie between GWTW
and "Fantasia." Vivien Leigh was runner-up and Rosalind Russell was third in
the femme poll. Jimmy Stewart and Wallace Beery tied for second among male
actors.

"Love Affair," "Philadelphia Story" followed in the film poll.

Jones and Halifax
To be V. C. Guests

Sunday Films Issue
Vexes 3 Del. Towns

Jesse Jones, Secretary of Commerce and head of the EFC, and
Lord Halifax, British Ambassador,
will attend the Atlantic City convention of the national Variety Clubs
next week, it was announced yesterday. Both are expected to speak at
the final banquet at which former
Gov. Harold Hoffman of New Jersey
will be toastmaster.
Another addition to the list of
notables who will attend and speak
in Sen. Thomas Connolly of Texas,

Wilmington — Sunday films have
become a leading issue in a number
of Delaware towns.
Laurel Council gave first and
second readings to two proposed
ordinances forbidding Sunday amusements, leaving the decision as to
a town referendum until a special
meeting last night.
Council at New Castle will hold
a referendum on Sunday shows on
May 23. (Continued
Action onfollowed
an apPage 4)

(Continued on Page 3)

Louis B. Mayer Again Has B. F. Keith Corp. Calls In
Top U. S. Executive Salary Refunding Mortgage Bonds
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
B. F. Keith Corp. is calling in
Washington — For a fourth succes- its first and general refunding mortgage 20-year 6 per cent gold bonds,
sive year, Louis B. Mayer, Loew's
production chief, was America's top due March 1, 1946, and will redeem
executive salary earner, according them on July 7, indicating that the
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 8)
Washington

Memphis, Sal tLakeinArb. Bow
First Cases Involve

Clearance, Some Run

Universal Realigns Its
Exec-Supervisory Setup

Filing of two arbitration demands,
both in tribunals in which no previous cases had been filed, were announced yesterday. One case was
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY filed in Memphis and the other in
Salt
Lake
City.
Hollywood — Realignment of UniIn the case filed in Salt Lake
versal^ executive-supervisory setup
was announced yesterday. Milton City, J. H. Moran, owner of the
Park Theater, Red Lodge, Mont.,
H. Feld is to concentrate on top set- and the Royal, Laurel, Mont., asks
ups including Abbott and Costello that the clearance schedules in the
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 5)

Disputes Not Covered
In N. Y. Consent Decree
A proposed arbitration clause
which would embody disputes
not covered in the consent decree and yet could be heard in the

tribunals set up by the decree may be
incorporated into the exhibition contracts of at least three of the socalled "big five" distributors. It
was reported yesterday that MG-M, Warner Bros, and 20th Century-Fox are considering the adoption of the clause, which originated
with Warner Bros.
The clause is short and concise
and appears to be more practical
than the present optional arbitration provisions
used by some of the
(Continued on Page 3)

20% Canadian Levy
Effective May 19
Ottawa — Hon. J. L. Ilsley, minister of finance, announced in the
House of Commons an amendment to
the budget resolution would be introduced making the new 20 per
cent admission tax effective on and
after May(Continued
19 instead
of on and
on Page 3)

Oregon ITO Denounces
5% Film Rental Levy
Portland, Ore. — Oregon Congressmen were called upon to oppose the
proposal (Continued
for a five
per 5) cent tax
on Page

Perfect Setting
Fort Knox, Ky., where Uncle Sam
has Treasury gold reserves under
guard, may be the scene of the world
premiere
Warners'
"Million
Dollar
Baby,"' itof was
reported
yesterday.
Overtures have been made, and the
Warner ad-publicity department is
mulling over the idea of a typical WB
junket. Pix is set for May 31 national release.
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20th Century-Fox pfd
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Warner Bros
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8
8
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Dave Victor's Father Dead

Washington — Action on the Neely
divorcement bill will be delayed until the Senate disposes of the controversy over which appointee shall
be entitled to the seat vacated by
former Sen. Matthew W. Neely, it
was stated yesterday by Senator
Kilgore's office. Senator Harley M.
Kilgore, chairman of the Judiciary
sub-committee considering the bill,
is fully occupied with the West Virginiaconsider
controversy the
and divorcement
won't have
time to
bill until that is settled, it was
said. The Senate began considering
the senatorial contest late yesterday
afternoon.

NATE

J. BLUMBERC

arrives this morning

Hollywood.
ARTHUR W. KELLY, vice-president and j
eral sales manager of United Artists, arrive;
the Coast this morning
by plane.
ART SLATER is due here from the Coast
week
vention.to attend the National Film Carri<

\

WILLIAM
B. McCURDY,
promotion ant?
licity manager of the Pioneer Amusemenl ,
Portland, Ore., HARRY
HERZOG,
architect
HAROLD
A. LAKE,
comptroller,
are here
the Coast.
INGRID BERGMAN arrives here tomorrow
Hollywood.
SAMUEL HACKER, head of Film Audit Sc
has returned
from Chicago
and Cincinn;

be attended by Jack Bannan, assis- manager,
JOHN B. NATHAN. Paramount's Arg<
route from Buenos Ain
tant to F. J. McCarthy, Eastern home officeis en
conferences.
sales
manager;
J.
H.
Murphy,
of
the
'Tenny Serenade" Grabs
GLEN
IRETON,
Warner
Dominion
explc '
branch operations department; Fred returns
Holdovers In 26 Keys
to Toronto from New York today.
W. Franke, George Jacoby and T.
SHIRLEY GERELL, of the RKO staff,
McCue, auditors; George Pen- Haven, is vacationing in Louisville.
Columbia's "Penny Serenade" is V.
necke and H. K. Perry, district
WILLIAM
NUTILE.
formerly of
the
registering nation-wide holdovers, bookers; Nat Goldberg and Leo Haven
Paramount exchange staff, now stal
with the attraction grabbing extend- Simon, New York bookers; A. at Camp Blanding, Fla. is home on a m<
ed runs in 26 of its first key city J. Marchetti, Albany; Bernard sick leave.
engagements. It goes into its third Jacon, Atlanta; J. E. Callahan
week at the Ambassador, St. Louis; and E. M. Feltman, Boston; New State Division to B<
Rialto, Atlanta; Orpheum, San Fran- Carl Heerdt, Buffalo; Joseph Bishop,
LaGuardia Film Propose
cisco; Earl- Ambassador. Washington: Liberty, Seattle; Bijou, Spring- Charlotte; Ferdinand Foi'tunato,
field, Mass.; and the day and date Philadelnhia; Peter Quiter, PittsAlbanyDivision
— New York
state's n<j
burgh, Moe Koppelman, Philadelphia, created
Los Angeles engagement at the and Oscar
of Commerce
iJ
Blumenthal, Washington.
Hillstreet and Pantages.
be headed by Dr. Martin P. Cat
Twelve other keys where it has
wood, late chairman of the
opened to strong business are ex- 111. House Com. Opposes
Joint Legislative Committee on I
tending engagements for a second
bor and Industrial Conditions. C|
Wage and Hours Bill
week.
erwood will integrate the pre]
existing Bureau of State Publ:
Springfield, 111. — The Industrial
Industry In California
Affairs Committee of the Illinois and the Division of State Plan:
House
has recommended the defeat with a new bureau to attract I
Escaping Legislation
of the Hunter wage-hour bill, which dustry into a three-pronged unit I
has the support of the A F of L
Whetherof Mayor
LaGuardia's
Sacramento — No serious attacks and CIO. The bill would extend the scheme
attracting
motion I
on movie industry, so far this sea- 30 cents an hour minimum wage and ture production to New York si
will be revived by the new divi 1
son, in the California State Asweek to several thousembly. Club women seem to be the 40-hour
is not yet clear. Use of films, r J
sand intrastate workers.
ever, for the attraction of in|
nutting over a bill to ban all billMany thousand workers in the mo- trial and business expansion is 1
boards within 1,000 feet of state
tion picture theaters of Illinois
highways, but state's theaters in would be affected if the bill passes. pected to be given serious consil
recent vears have not e'one in heavy A similar bill was tabled three ation soon after the personnel J
for billboard advertising:.
ago by the Senate Industrial the bureau has been established
Bills loosening up restrictions on weeks
Affairs Committee. The committee
emnloyment of minors in studios
in the House voted 24 to 9 to rec- Blake Completes Musical
and television are slated to pass.
ommend that the bill do not pass.
Two-reel musical, featuring, He
State's income running well over
Youngman,
Elaine Arden, Al Sh
budget and. for once, the law makRadio Rogues, Carrol Gould,
ers are talking- of cutting taxes Moon Buying for Century
Hardin and Al Saunders and his (
rather than thinking up new levies.
Dowagiac, Mich. — Booking and chestra, has been completed by B
buying
for
Century
theater
here
is
Inc.
producer-director, for Col
now handled by Ray Moon & Mutual, Blake,
bia release.

Midtown Arbitration Case
Hearing Off Until May 24
Detroit —
arbitration
tomorrow,
Arbitrator

Hearing on the midtown
case, which was set for
is being postponed by
L. J. Carey on request

New Castle, Pa. — Harry A. Victor,
82, father of Dave Victor, who owns
and has operated the Victor Theater
Cohen,
for "Parawho has attorney
conflicting
dates
here, died at the residence of another of Irvingmount,
son, Ike, in Long Beach, Calif. He with arbitration hearings in other
is survived by his widow, two sons cities on that date. New date is
and one sister. Dave flew to Long May 24.
Beach for the funeral services, held
Cohen also asked and received
there yesterday.
permission to file a reply brief on
the question of whether the arbiFrancisco Serrador Dead
trator has iurisdiction in the case.
Sao Paulo, Brazil (By Air Mail) —
Francisco Serrador, widely known
Brazilian film distributor, is dead.

A series of three regional meetings is being sponsored by Universal for its home office branch operations executives, office managers,
exchange bookers, district bookers
and traveling1 auditors. First is
to be held today and tomorrow at
the Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City,
and will be followed by two consecutive week-end meetings in Chicago and Los Angeles.
F. T. Murray, branch operations
manager, will preside at all three
sessions and will be accompanied
bv J. J. Jordan, contact sales manager.
The Atlantic City meetings will

COminG and GOIM

The arbitrator's decision on point
of jurisdiction will not be made
known until the hearing.

Don't Forget....
You Have a Date ....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.

May 15th, 16th & 17th

EVER
RUSHY TELEGRAM'SATA

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES
TELEGRAM
'PHONED IN FOR
APPEAR
ON YOU
TELEPHONE

BILL.
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ree Majors Mull

J* Arb'tion Clause

Jones, Halifax at V. C. Meet
Notables Added

to Convention Toast List
(Continued from Page 1)

it was disclosed by Carter Barron,
chairman of the Distinguished Guests
itanies in their new contracts, Committee for the convention.
As tents filed their last reports on
■[flowing is the proposed wordrf the clause, which as yet has the year's charitable activities, it
Mot been officially adopted:
was indicated yesterday that the total
would closely approximate $500,000.
*=the exhibitor and distribuhereby
voluntarily
agree
Meanwhile, additional registrations and reservations for the conat all claims and controverts arising out of or relating
vention, which opens at the Hotel
Traymore net Thursday, were made
any default or other breach
public.
They include:
either party to this agreePHILADELPHIA — Myer Adelman,
«nt shall be submitted to arCharles Amsterdam. Harry Ball, David Barrist. Jack Beresin. Victor Blanc. Ben Blumtration under the rules of arberg, Harry Blumberg, A. R. Boyd, Hillery
tration and appeals provided
Brown, Stan Le Broza, Frank Buhler, Everett
consent
the
of
22
Section
r in
Callow. James P. Clark, William A. Clark,
■cree of Nov. 20, 1940, in the
Roger Clipp, James Dalton, Albert M. Cohen,
Murray Diamond, Alfred J. Davis, Jay
«e of the United States of
Emanuel.
Benjamin Fertel, Nat Fleisher,
merica vs. Paramount Pictures
Henry Friedman, Edward Gabriel, Maxwell
(lillis. John Colder, Chas. Goodwin. Charles
al, familiar to both exhibi•r and distributor.
Goldfine, Louis N. Goldsmith, Alvin Goodwin, Frank Graven, Jack Greenberg, Wil"The arbitration shall take
liam J. Greenfield, Paul Greenhalgh. Sam
Gross, Arthur Grossman, William Hissner,
ace before the Motion Picture
Felix A. Jenkins and Max M. Korr, guests;
exthe
of
Tribunal
rbitration
Jack Kraker, Max Leven, Isaac Levy, Dr.
Leon Levy, Xat Levy, Martin Ellis. Robert
aange district wherein the exfrom
Lynch, George Lipsius. William MacAvoy,
lange of the distributor,
fr., David Milgram, John Monroe, Gene Mori.
hich the exhibitor is served,
Edgar Moss, Oscar Neufeld, Raymond
; located.
O'Rourke, Lewen Pizor, Leon Rains, Milton
Rogasner. Major Stanley Root, A. J. Rovner.
"The power of the arbitrator
ltd Schlanger, Leonard Schlesinger (Honorary
hall be limited to make findings
Life Member), George Schwartz, Sam
agreelicense
Schwartz. Sam Steifel, Earle Sweigert, Morris
. fact that the
Wax. Harry Weiner. Elmer Wilschke, J. J.
lent has been breached in whole
Wolf. David E. Weshner (Honorary Life
specific
direct
to
r in part,
Member).
Bertram Wolfe, Charles Zagrans.
erformances thereof, and/or
Leo Beresin. Harry Biben, Pete Tyrell and
Xorman
Lewis.
damages
that
n make an award
DALLAS — Paul Short, Bob O'Donnell,
as specified and proGen. W McGraw, Police Chief Charlie Rader,
e paid
ided
in this agreement.
{Continued from Page 1)

These parties hereto fur!(her agree to abide by and
orthwith comply with any deision or award of the arbitrator, and consent that any such
lecision or award shall be enorceable in or by any court of
•ompetent jurisdiction, pursuant
o the law of such jurisdiction
k>\v or hereafter enforced."

:pect Daylight Saving
ove in St. Louis to Fail

20% Canadian Levy
Effective May 19

Ted De Boer. E. E. Griffith. Lynn Stocker.
B. C. Gibson, William O'Donnell, Jake Lutzer. Duke Evans, C. C. Hoover, Wallace Walthall. Fred Hoenscheidt, Benny Bickers, Fred
Lamed, Lou Bissinger, Rip Payne, Don Dixon, Buddy Harris, Jack Underwood, Herman
Beiersdorf. Claude Ezell, Lou Charninsky,
Ben Ferguson, Al Wolff, Joe Estes, Lloyd
Rust, Joe Jacks, John Q. Adams. Jack Chalman, Jimmy Lovell, John Rosenfield, Charlie
Meeker, Burt King. J. O. Cherry. Frank
Weatherford, Eph Charninsky, Ed Collins and
Louie Xow.
BOSTON— M. Pouzner, Harrv Browning.
Ed. Morey, Phil Bloomberg, H. Rifkin, Carl
Tone, Sam Seletsky, Adolph Haas, Ancil C.
Knowles, Harry Cotton, Jack Klebenov, F.
McManus, Phil Seletsky, A. Eilenberg, Lou
Walters. Harry Heller, James Marshall. M.
Wolf. M. Weiss. Al Somerbv, Frank Basketti,
P. Smith, E. Ansin. T. W. Berenson, H.
Stoneman, Ted Fleisher, C. J. Russell, F.
Leiberman and Bros.. Abraham Yarchin,
Harry Drukor, Steve Broidy. Marty Mullin,
Sam Pinanski, Joe Cifre, Maurice Goldstein,
Ed Callahan. Al Kane. J. Brennan, J. Stafford, Dervin Bros., E. A. Cuddy. Ben Green,
Al Swerdlove, Lou Gordon, Abe Garbose,
Lou Stern. Irving Stone. Braen, Chadick,
Johnson. Larry Lasky, Irving Shapiro, Ross
Frisco, Nat Goldstein. A. Levin, Ben Welen;ky, Max Levenson, Richard Rubin. Maurice
Green, Mever Stanzler and William Risiman.
PITTSBURGH— I. Elmer Ecker, Al Weiss,
C. C. Kellenberg. Leo Abernethy, Scott Marshall, Al Weiblinger, John Stahl, Jim Alexander. Sam Feinberg. Abe Weiner. Mark
Goldman, Mike Shapiro, Archie Fineman,
Mort England, Art England, Art Morrone,
N. H. Lazier, Joe Misrach,
Walt
Framer,

Aldermen's
St. Louis— Board of tee
is exihlic Welfare Commit
ited to turn thumbs down on the
aposed daylight saving measure,
lowing a hearing at which it was
by 14, favored only by its
posed
. imsor.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
?TO of St. Louis, Eastern Misuri and Southern Illinois, said the
» *ange in time would force r I of the
.•dromes of the city to close and the
, siness of the remaining
houses,
•pecially those in the neighborhood
stricts would be seriously affected.
"Women like to remain at home
itil after dark, so that it will not be Revivals at Starlight Park
Park, E. Tremont Ave.
■cessary for them to 'dress up' dur- andStarlight
East 177th St., the Bronx, will
g the summer," Wehrenberg said.
inaugurate a policy of revivals for
the Summer season, the film program
an added feature.

TO THE COLORS!

Blair in Le Roy for Kallet
Le Roy, N. Y.— Donald E. Blair
Baltimore— Willard
(Buddy)
Silsrberg of the Park Theater here, is of Pulaski, has been named manager
of the Le Roy here, recently taken
,ow
stationed
at the
quartermaster's over by Kallet Theaters, Inc.
ivision
at Camp
Holabird.

Joe Hiller, Wm. B. Fried, H. G. Feldman,
Mike Winograd, Karl Krug, Kasper Monahan,
Harold Cohen, C. J. Latta, Dinty Moore,
Victor Rigaumont, Dr. Wise, Elmer Hamburg,
Pete Dana, Dave Miller, Sam Richblum, Leon
Richblum, Bart Dattola, Rudolph Navarri,
George Sallus, Dave Left, Brian McDonald,
F. H. Trainor, Theo Mikolowsky, Jake Soltz,
Andrew Battiston, Lew Silverman, Harry
Seed,
Wm.
J. O'Brien.
CINCINNATI—
H. J. Wessel, J. H. Brink,
Ike Libson, Maurice White.
way.
ST. LOUIS— Leo Abrams, Henry HalloINDIANAPOLIS — Sam Switow, Sam
Weinberg, Geo. Challis, Leonard Sowar, Abe
Kaufman. Marc Wolf. Grad Greenberg, Ken
Collins, Carl Niesse, Geo. Landis, Fred Heaton, John Kennedy.
WASHINGTON — Sam Wheeler, Nate
Golden, Alvin Newmeyer, Eddie Melnicker,
Harry Grull, Fred Beiersdorf, James Pratt.
Fred Rohrs and David Palfreyman.
MINNEAPOLIS— Bill Frank, Sim Heller,
Paul Albrecht, Jack Heywood, Charles Wiener,
L. W. Cohen.
BALTIMORE -- Joseph Poltilove, Sam
Soltz, Howard Burman, Mark Silver, Robert
Kanter, George Jacobs, Wm. G. Myers, Lou
Rome and Joseph C. Grant.
MEMPHIS— H. I. Mansfield, C. E. Wallace, M. A. Lightman, Ace Holland, T. W.
Young and Al Avery.
ATLANTA— L. B. Butler, Lee Rogers, L.
J. Duncan. Art Barry and Jack Dumestre.
BOSTON— S. Braen, A. Yarchin, H. Drukor. Adolph Haas, Ansell C. Knowles and
Harry Cotton.
CHARLOTTE— H. F. Kincey, Phil Longdon and T. H. Dillon.
NEW YORK— W. G. Van Schmus, Bob
Savini, Jules Lapidus, Carl Leserman, Grad
Sears, Norman Moray, Lou Goldberg, Mike
Conrow, Stanley Hand, Charles Berns and
Sam Shain.

(.Continued from Page 1)

after April 30, as stipulated in his
budget speech April 29.
Revenue Department spokesmen
said the change of dates would not
complicate matters greatly, since
only a few small theater operators
in outlying districts now had started
collecting the tax. Larger operators, claiming they were unable to
make necessary adjustments immediately, had made representation to
Ilsley asking for an extension.
The money collected by the smaller theaters, some of which has already been forwarded to the revenue department, will be retained by
the Government because it would
be impossible to return it. The
larger theater operators now are
working on plans for a special war
ticket to embody the tax. These
will be sold on May 19.

dants
As
Defen
Five"
J DropsSuit"Big
D ofSchine
(Continued from Page 1)

anti-trust action still pends against
Schine and its affiliates and the "Little Three."

GEORGE
BERNARD
SHAW'S
CROWNING
ACHIEVEMENT/

\\
Gabriel

Pascal,

producer

of "Pygmalion", presents a
magnificent picturization of
George Bernard Shaw's famous
starring
WENDY
HlLLER,
play "MAJOR
BARBARA"
co-starring Rex Harrison
and
thru Robert
United Morley
Artists. • Released
A recommended hit in Look
Magazine • A box-office hit
at the Four Star, Los Angeles,
York soon
City. at the Astor, New
and

Friday, May 9, 191

Would Have Resort:
Follow Hub Bookini

Sunday Films Issue
Vexes 3 Del. Towns
(Continued from Page 1)
peal by a Methodist delegation.
Council passed an ordinance which
will keep the theater closed Sundays until the referendum is held.
Various groups at Harrington also are preparing petitions against
opening theaters on Sunday.
At Laurel, church groups presented a petition containing 1,000
signatures from that area, in which
signers not only asked ordinances
against Sunday amusements but also
pledged themselves to boycott theaters so operating. Council was
told that about 12 churches in the
Laurel section have joined in the
Sunday
fight

Goldwyn to Join In Radio
Tribute to Lillian Hellman
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sam Goldwyn, Bette
Davis, Hei'bert Marshall and William Wyler will join in a radio
tribute to Lillian Hellman, winner
of the 1941 Critic's Circle Award
for her play "Watch on the Rhine,"
over the nation-wide NBC networks
Tuesday. Miss Davis and Marshall
will be heard in a dramatic excerpt
from "The Little Foxes," in which
they are now appearing for Goldwyn. Goldwyn will offer congratulations in behalf of the film industry, and Wyler will introduce a
scene from "The Little Foxes."
Other personalities will be heard
on the broadcast from New York.
Miss Hellman is under contract to
Goldwyn for her screen writing and
did the screenplay, as well as the
dramatic version of "The Little
Foxes."

Syracuse Strand to Close
Syracuse — The RKO Schine
Strand here is reported closing for
the summer after the May 16-18
engagement of Vincent Lopez and
his ork.

"Fantasia" Closing In Chi.
run of "Fantasia"
Apollo theater will end
the B &— KLong
at Chicago
Friday. House is expected to go
back to its regular film policy.

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
MAY 9
Richard Barthelmess
John H. McMahon

William Thiele
Jay Kaye

MAY 10
David 0. Selznick
Clarence Brown
Mae
Murray
Fred Astaire

Y
V
Y
• •
•
BEFORE an invitation audience of some 1.200 movie, sports,
radio and noozepaper execs
large-screen Sele will have its World
Preview tonight in the New Yorker Theater on the upper reaches o'
the Great White Way
The experimental program will be projected
under the auspices oi RCA Mfg. Co
on a 15 x 20 ft. screen
What
the
interviews

onlookers'll see and
by Lowell Thomas

hear

will
then

be a nooze broadcast and
a round-table
chin-fest re

possibiliaies of theater tele
with chinning 'twixt George Bull, prexy
of Saratoga and Jamaica Race Tracks; John Casey, trustee, TPU No. 1;
Tom Joyce, vice-prexy of RCA Mfg. Co.; Col. John Kilpatrick, prexy of
Madison
Sq. Garden
Frank Leahy, athletic director and pigskin
coach of Notre Dame; Gene Sarazen, who should come up to the
Glen Oaks Club for THE FILM DAILY Golf Tourney on May 27 to see
some really unusual (to say the least) golf; W. G. Van Schmus, the
only exhibitor who gets his films in blocks of one; and Larry MacPhail,
prexy of the Dodgers
The only incongruous
part of this combo
of well-knowns is that a representative of the Giants hasn't been invited
Ain't this Large screen television?
T
T
T
•

possible.
The
Summer
houses
book fij
runs and play them far ahead
the Hub theaters and at prices
haps one-half those charged loci
As a result, the week-enders see
pictures at the resorts, then retj
to Boston and shun the downfc
theaters, with the explanation
they have already seen the pict
advertised at "summer prices" wl
prevail in all of these Summer
houses.
All of the majors
are debai
what to do.
The proposal has t j
made that Boston houses be gi
first crack at these pictures,
hibitors on the Cape and the Nc
Shore are strenuously fighting
<
plan, claiming their living must
made for an entire year withi
space of four months' time.

• ADDITIONALLY, the program will present a dramatic playlet
with Leon Janney, Helen Claire, William Lynn,
Violet Heming and Taylor Holmes
a noozereel transmitted

Control of Kramer, Detrc
Reverts to Herman Kram

from NBC's studios
then the Billy Soose-Ken Overlin sockjest direct from the Garden
and the night concluded and
filled with music of the National Anthem sung by Lucy Monroe
Among the big-wig guests will be Barney Balaban, Nicholas
M. Schenck, George J. Schaefer, M. H. Aylesworth, Jules Brulatour, Herbert Bayard Swope, Herbert J. Yates, Jack Cohn
Spyros Skouras, Jack Alicoate, David Bernstein, Major Albert
Warner, C. C. Moskowitz, Ned Depinet, W. C. Michel, Fred Ullman, Jr., Joseph Bernhard, Don Mersereau
License Commissioner Paul Moss, Nathan Levinson, Joseph Hazen, Joseph R.
Vogel, A. Schneider, A. H. Blank, Chester B. Bahn, E. C. Beatty,
Harry Arthur, Si Fabian, Herman Robbins, Harry Brandt, Pat
Casey, Gordon Mitchell, and so forth and so on
T
T
T

Detroit — Control
of 1,500-s
Kramer Theater, West Side hoi,
reverts to Herman
Kramer, res
owner, and son of the former ope
tor, through cancellation of the le |
to Ben Cohn and Shevin, circuit o; j

•

•

Boston — Competition to Bost
first-runs
from
summer
film
aters operating
on Cape
Cod
the North
Shore during the rei
season, an annual headache, has
hibs. here discussing plans to
the Cape showmen to the dra

•

•

FILMLAND

grabbed off its very fair share of close con-

tacts with Press Photographers
Ass'n of N. Y
when
the boys
'lected officers this week in a huddle at the Hotel Lexington
The
results: Al Almuller, World-Telegram, president; Joe Costa, Daily News,
v.p. Joe Heppner, Metropolitan Photo Service, second v.p.; and Jimmy
Sileo, of Cosmo-Sileo, was re-elected as board chairman
Y
Y
Y
• •
• GOOD news from Phenix City, Ala.:
Work on a
$35,000 football stadium, which Roy Martin, Sr., theater chain operator, will build for Central High School has started
Roy
decided to build the stadium when a petition was presented to
him
explaining that the school had difficulty arranging a
pigskin schedule through lack of a home gridiron
Stadium
will seat 7,000, be one of most modern in the South, and equipped
for night games
P. S.: Roy has just completed a baseball field
for Central at cost of $20,000
and it was dedicated last week!
Y
Y
Y
• •
•
baby boy
Hiornsteins

LOCAL good news:
Early yes'day morn a bouncing
was born at Knickerbocker
Hospital
to the George
This
corner
has
always
affectionately
called
Joe

Hornstein. "Uncle Joe"
Now
he's gonna get the real thing. . .
• Leon (First Editions) Rosenblatt, of Rosenblatt & Weldt is very comfortable camped in his new offices up a 1560 Broadway

ward
Moinet. District
Kramer Judge
also gi'
ers, byJ. Federal
$4,000 damages plus some undei I
mined additional damages.
Suit was
brought by Cohn
1
Shevin to seek reduced rental on I
ground
that house
was
remodel
two years ago and proved defect!
in construction, with lessened seat J
capacity, etc. The Court denied 1 1
claim, and ruled favorably on Krs J
er's cross-bill, holding that Cohn 4
Shevin
had
not "used
their t,
efforts to obtain product and ad
a management policy which will
sure successful operation," as pro^
ed in the lease.

5th House for Choquette
Montreal — Leo Choquette, has p
chased Ambrose Nolan's Pix T
ater at Aylmer, as his fifth.

Should Be Printed In
Red and Green Lines
on the
N. the
Y. subway's
newCapitalizing
co-operation
with
movies,
Loew's N. Y. circuit is going to have
those "Picture Of The Month" subway cards run right into the theater
lobbies. The subway is furnishing
duplicates of the cards boosting "Road
to Zanzibar"
"O Woman's
and
Loew's isandusing
them as Face"
lobby
posters, to remind patrons that they
will see the picture they saw plugged
in the subways.
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emphis, Salt Lake
il Arb'tion Cases

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

my of Red Lodge be re-arranged,
oran, in his complaint, claims
because he complies with the
of his exhibition
contract
in he maintains his designated
_. sion price schedules and bete the Roman
Theater,
Red
ige, allegedly cuts prices conally, all theaters in the vicinity
Red Lodge should be given ISO's clearance over
the Roman.
;rer Bros. 20th Century-Fox and
amount
are named,
he demand
for arbitration in
■phis involves Section VI (some
I of the consent decree.
J. D.
felt, who operates the Camden
ater, Camden, Ark., filed a case
iinst Loew's, Inc., charging that
rw's refused to license him picks even though his theater fits
J the standards of high class option.

payanako3 Arbitration
journs to Next Week
Jbany — Albany's
first arbitra1 case moved through a third day
£ Itestimony before adjourning unnext Tuesday
or Wednesday.
liib. Alec Papayanakos
of the
erican Theater, Canton, finished
I testimony before RKO's rebut-

Golf Tourney Prizes
Start Pouring In!

Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

tourney committee that the company is contributing the foursome
prizes again this year. And what

THE FILM DAILY,
1501

Broadway,

N. Y. C.

prizes!
The

heavy shower at yesterday's outset wasn't the only proof
that it "never rains but it pours,"
Name
for in the same mail was a manifesto from Prexy Herman Robbins
Address
o' National Screen Service that his
company is to be the donor of the
LAST THREE SCORES
foursome runner-up awards. These
CLUB
HANDICAP
□
will be something to shoot for and
CLUB:
□
□
□
worth annexing, and how.
Moreover, the committee's blood
pressure rocketed several points
higher
from acute satisfaction when
B. F. Keith Corp. Calls In
Oregon ITO Denounces
another pair of missives volunteered
Refunding Mortgage Bonds the info that RKO and United Ar5% Film Rental Levy
tists are each contributing fine and
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
on film rentals in telegrams sent $9,500,000 refinancing plan of RKO valuable trophies which some lucky
club-lugging lugs will lug from the
yesterday by 96 members of the Corp. has been completed.
The B. F. Keith Corp. has $4,- tournament on the great day that's
iTO of Oregon.
comin' manana, — the manana being
The theater operators declared 482,000 in stock outstanding.
the aforementioned Tuesday, May 27.
that the proposed tax was discrimi- Shoot Prison Documentary
Word to the wise: Get your ennatory and would further deplete
San Francisco — Mirimar Pictures
theater revenues if enacted.
boys!dollars
It's tenworth
smack-of
erstriesforin early,
a million
is shooting a prison life documenHouse Com. to Hear Wood
tary inside the San Quentin walls. sport and belly laughs!
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

and Kuykendall on Pix Taxes
Washington

Bureau

of

T*HE

FILM

DAILY

'alled as witness for RKO were
i-nie Kranze. now Cleveland
inch manager who was here when
layanakos filed his complaint, and
9 Vandeusen, booker. Their tesi.ony was mainly concerning film
Ital prices for Ogdensburg and
rtton.
Vainer Bros, is defendant in aner suit being arbitrated simul.eously before Morton Hall, arbi..tor.

Washingto n — Ed Kuvkendall,
MPTOA prexy, and P. J. Wood,
secretary of the ITO of Ohio, will
testify before the House Ways and
Means Committee today on proposed film taxation. Wood is scheduled to testify immediately after
the MPTOA chief concludes. It is
not known if any distributor representatives will testify.

Pittsburgh — A. V. Murray, arbitor in the case of Herman Lolce, of the 18th Street Theater,
ie, Pa., against three distriburs, has instructed both sides to
briefs by tomorrow before a
'.ision can be reached. Case, which
'olved some run, was filed against
arner Bros., Paramount and 20th
ntury-Fox.
It was contended at the hearing
it the case was incorrectly filed
1 the complainant under Sections
and X of the consent decree,
ismuch as Paramount and Warli Bros, had offered him "some
and 20th-Fox had not.

headed by P. M. Baker has taken
the lead in the Ned Depinet Drive
away from the Atlanta branch after the latter held it for 12 successive weeks. Atlanta holds second
position; St. Louis, R. V. Nolan,
manager, is in the third spot; Oklahoma City, R. B. Williams, manager,
is fourth, and Washington, R. J.
Folliard, manager, is fifth. The
Southeastern district, of which David Prince is manager, tops the
districts at the close of the 13th
week while the Western Division,
Cresson E. Smith sales manager,
is first among the three divisions.

1941

Golf Tournament

(Entry fee

ROOKIESonPARADE
A REPUBLIC

PICTURE

New Orleans Takes Lead
iefs to be Filed Tomorrow
In RKO's Ned Depinet Drive
Lorence "Some Run" Case
RKO's New Orleans exchange,

Cornelia Heads Nightingales
Detroit — Nightingales Club, social
,San Francisco — Long faces on San and bowling organization of Detroit
;ancisco's movie front with news projectionists, has elected as new
•at Oscar Johnson and the Shipstad officers: President, Samuel J. Cornelia, Jam Handy Picture Service; vice■ others are bringing their "Ice FolEdgar A. Douville, Globe
:s"
backshow
to is
the a Winterland
May president,
Theater; financial secretary, Walter
■ Ice
terrific headache
Frisco theaters, drawing three- Rickens, Beverly Theater; treasurer,
arters of a million admissions in Carl Rush, Oakman Theater; record.59-40.
ing secretary, James Davison.

nging Those Ice Show Blues

11
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"Affectionately
with Merle Oberon, Dennis Yours"
Morgan,
Rita Hayworth
Warners

90 Mins.

WACKY COMEDY HAS MANY LAUGHS,
BUT NEEDS TIGHTENING; DENNIS MORGAN AND MERLE OBERON SCORE.
An ambitious effort to achieve a knockout comedy success failed with "Affectionately Yours," mainly because the sure-fire
comedy situations were not handled properly
— gaps in the action were much too long
and for once in his long career of hits, director Lloyd Bacon didn't get what he was
after. However the film is not without entertainment, and if 15 or 20 minutes are
shaved from the 90 minutes running time,
the tightening might make it well worth
the price of admission.
Dennis Morgan is an effervescent highlight. His charm and sense of comedy are
contagious and responsible for many grins,
if not loud laughs. Merle Oberon, Rita Hayworth, Ralph Bellamy, George Tobias and
James Gleason, laboring under script and
dialogue difficulties, do as well as can be
expected.
"Rickey" Mayberry, (Dennis Morgan) is
an ace foreign correspondent. He discovers
his wife (Merle Oberon) has divorced him
while he was covering a story in Lisbon. He
hurries home to find Ralph Bellamy just
about to step into his shoes as her new
husband. He begins a campaign to win her
back, and tries everything in the book, from
kidnapping her every time she steps out of
the house, to following through with a
"phoney" auto accident to take her away
from Bellamy at the very altar. Rita Hayworth, a fellow journalist, and James Gleason, his boss, are the villains in the piece and
wind up with nothing more than a thorough
ducking in a "false alarm" fire for their
chicanery. When it reaches you, "Affectionately Yours" may be trimmed from its
"top feature" length to a program picture
dimension. If it has — your audience will
enjoy it.
CAST: Merle Oberon, Dennis Morgan,
Rita Hayworth, Ralph Bellamy, George
Tobias, James Gleason, Hattie McDaniel,
Jerome Cowan, Butterfly McQueen, Renie
Riano, Frank Wilcox, Grace Stafford, Carmen
Morales, Murray Alper, William Haade, Pat
Flaherty, James Flavin.
CREDITS: Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Associate Producer, Mark Hellinger; Director,
Lloyd Bacon; From the story by Fanya Foss
and Aleen Leslie; Screenplay, Edward Kaufman; Cameraman, Tony Gaudio, ASC; Art
Director, Anton Grot; Editor, Owen Marks;
Dance Direction by Matty King; Music by
H. Roemheld; Orchestral Arrangements by
Ray Heindorf; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein; Dialogue Director, Robert Foulk.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Harry Ebert Leaves Para.
Cleveland — Harry Ebert, Paramount booker for the past 10 years,
has resigned, causing a realignment
of the local booking personnel* Howard Roth continues as booking manager. Louis Van Baalen moves up
into second position, with John J.
Dugan being promoted from cashier
to third booker. Robert E. Blitz
has joined the organization to fill
the cashier position.

"Federal
Fugitives"
with Neil Hamilton,
Doris Day,
Victor

"Shadows On The

Varconi

PRC

66 Mins.

SPY-SECRET SERVICE MELLER FALLS
BELOW PAR DUE TO WEAK MATERIAL.
The efforts of the secret service to unearth foreign agents in this country is the
timeliest of topics today, but this offering
has more timeliness than entertainment value
due to weak story material. The story
moves along at a rapid enough pace, but

with

Frieda

Inescort, Paul
Heather Angel
Warners

Cavanagh,
63 Mins.

"Country
Fair"
Eddie Foy, Jr., June Clyde,

with

Guinn (Big BoyJ Williams
Republic
74 fv ,
BROAD
VARIETY

COMEDY
SHOULD

OF THE CORN
BE OKAY IN V

PROGRAM OFFERING OF WHO-DUN-IT
VARIETY IS CAPABLY ENACTED.

RIGHT SITUATIONS.
^ '
Aimed at the rural and backwoods tr
this comedy has plenty of broad humo
the cornfed variety for the edificatior
the patrons who appreciate this type
picture. And there are a large numbe
the material doesn't match the pace. Al- degree of mystery and plenty of plot com- the right situations. Picture is not ge,
plications, may be too many, as the story for city and upper crust suburban hoi
though no players are in the cast that rate
as box office draws, enterprising exhibitors unfolds. A capable cast makes the char- There are a large number of laughs in i
acterizations believable and the direction is
have an exploitable subject to work on.
picture, the cast is more than adequate
Picture is okay technically and the direc- up to par. Lack of "names" that mean the direction is okay. Story is a hodge pc
anything at the box office perforce puts the about politics with a number of mu:
tion is adequate.
Neil Hamilton capably fills the bill as a picture in the program classification as a interludes rung in, but the continuity h |
Government agent in the lead role. Doris supporting feature in nabe houses.
together fairly well.
Frieda Inescort, Paul Cavanagh, Heather
Day, Victor Varconi and Charles Wilson have
Eddie Foy, Jr., is highly amusing in
Angel,
Bruce
Lester,
Miles
Mander
and
leading role. June Clyde supplies the
the other principal roles. Remainder of the
cast is adequate. William Beaudine directed Lumsden Hare have the principal roles, with interest, and Guinn (Big Boy) Williams \
all of them turning in good performances. William Demarest provide a lot of lau !
from a screenplay by Martin Mooney.
Deaths of three military intelligence Smaller parts are also done competently. Other members of the cast are compe I
officers cause Frank Shannon, colonel of D. Ross Lederman directed from a script and a number of radio personalities |
Coldeway.
the general staff, to call in Hamilton, an by Anthony
featured. Frank McDonald directed \
Miss Inescort, owner of a boarding house, screenplay.
intelligence officer, to investigate the whole
Dorrell and Stuart McGowan wrote j
has
some
strange
characters
housed
in
the
matter. Hamilton gets a line on Varconi,
place.
Her
daughter,
Miss
Angel,
and
identifying him as a spy who was believed
Foy is campaign manager for Demai i
to be dead. Varconi is working with a prom- Miss Angel's friend, Bruce Lester, start a who is running for governor against Ha j
inent lobbyist, Charles Wilson. Miss Day quiet investigation of some unusual happen- Peary. Complications are numerous I
works for Wilson. Hamilton finally runs
ings. Cavanagh, another boarder, has fe- amusing from there on to the finish!
male complications in the persons of Miss
Varconi to earth after escaping plots on his
Inescort and a maid, Phyllis Barry, and also the picture when Williams winds up'
life, and once again the Government
through
several amazing fluk'
is involved with a mysterious Indian, Turhan governor
triumphs as Varconi is killed.
CAST: Eddie Foy, Jr., June Clyde, G
CAST: Neil Hamilton, Doris Day, Victor tfey. Shortly afterwards Cavanagh is mur(Big Boy) Williams, William Demarest, I
dered, with all the members of the houseVarconi, Charles Wilson, George Carleton,
Ferris Taylor, Maurice
C)
hold revealed as suspects when the police old Huber,
Lyle Latell, Frank Shannon, Betty Blythe,
Lulubelle and Scotty, Harold Peary, Wr I
invstigation
gets
under
way.
Need
it
be
said
la. 0. Smith, Frank Moran.
Ford, The Vass Family, The Simp Broths
that Scotland Yard gets its man.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Arrr
CREDITS: Producer, John T. Coyle; DiCAST: Frieda Inescort, Paul Cavanagh,
rector, William Beaudine; Original Screen- Heather Angel, Bruce Lester, Miles Mander, Schaefer; Director, Frank McDonald; Sen
play, Martin Mooney; Cameraman, Arthur
Lumsden Hare, Turhan Bey, Charles Irwin, play, Dorrell and Stuart McGowan; Orig
Martinelli; Editor, Guy Thayer, Jr.
Story, Jack Townley; Cameraman, Er
Phyllis
Barry, Mary Field, Paul Renay, Sid- Miller; Editor, Ernest Nims.
ney Bracy.
DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, ComDIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, G
CREDITS: Produced by Warners; Director,
petent.
D. Ross Lederman; Screenplay, Anthony
Coldeway; From a play by Frank Vosper;
Pratt.
Cameraman,
Allen G. Siegler; Editor, Thomas

Stairs"

Suspects galore cram the screen before
the murderer is run to earth in this whodun-it set in an English boarding house.
There is a fair amount of suspense, a good

Anti-Discrimination Bill
For D. C. Before Congress
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sen. William H.
Smathers (D., N. J.) has introduced a
bill which would make theaters and
other places of public entertainment
in the District of Columbia liable to
penalties for denying admission on
grounds of race, religion or color. In
addition to civil penalties in the
form of recoveries from $50 to $100,
violators of the bill's provisions
would be subject to Police Court fines
ranging from $10 to $100, or jail
sentences from 10 to 100 days.

"U" Switches Releases
Universal will release "San Antonio Rose" on June 20, replacing
"North of the Klondike." Release
schedule for July includes: a Sandy
picture, July 4; "Hello, Sucker,"
11; "Raiders of the Desert," 18;
"Hawhide Rangers," 18; "I, James
Lewis," 25.

Harry E. Thurston Dies
Miami, Fla. — Harry E. Thurston,
67, former vaude performer and a
brother of the late magician Howard
Thurston, died here.

Faro to Build 1,000-Seat
Nabe Theater in Housto

DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

Competent.

PHOTOGRA-

Houston — A new 1,000-seat
ater will be opened in Houston J
Interstate Purchases
20 for residents of the South I
Albert Faro, owner of a site bou
Luckie's 50% Interest
ed by McGowen, Bremond, Jack
and Chenevert,
said.
Project
Houston — Purchasing the 50 per be built on an entire block to
cent interest of D. F. Luckie, In- mit plenty of parking space,
terstate now wholly owns the University theater here. Sale marks cost $36,000 cash. Building will <
$45,000 and equipment $25,000.
the departure from film biz of Liickie who at one time owned seven Edward Lacour Crash Victim
hcuses. Interstate will enlarge and
modernize.
New Orleans — Edward P. Lac
24-year-old
accountant
for
Dixie Theaters, Inc., was killed w
Power Takes Film Post
his automobile crashed into a
Indianapolis — Fremont Power is
the new motion picture editor of the en route home from a dance,
Times here, succeeding James ccur, who was to enter Pensai
Naval air school next month,
Thrasher, who has joined Walt Dis- become
engaged
the night of
ney's New York staff.
death to Miss Virginia Buck, I
der, La.
To Join Picture Pioneers
Pete Smith, Hal Home, William
R. Ferguson, Jack H. Levin and Roxy, Atlanta, Closing
Atlanta — The Lucas and Jen!
Max Lefkowitch will be among the
Class of 1916 to be initiated at the Roxy Theater will be closed for
Spring meeting of Picture Pioneers. Summer months effective today.
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fe :< REVIEWS OF TH€ n€UJ films :< :<
ies"
Zomb
theMantan
Moreland
Pureed,
ang
«ith Dick of
67 Mins.
togram Pictures
DRROR-THRILLER, GOOD FOR NABES,
ST AND FUNNY; EXCELLENT Dl'ON.

f.

fast-moving program picture designed
labe trade, with chills and laughs given
;rence over probability in the good Edd Kelso screenplay. Lindsley Parsons has
I a sound job of production. Jean Yargh has directed his cast well, with nice•imed thrill sequences and well-paced
edy situations. Dick Purcell, Manton
eland, John Archer, Henry Victor, and
seldom seen, Joan Woodbury, are weil• and more than adequate in their roles,
imes McCarthy, Bill Summers and their
ant Jeff, (Purcell, Archer and Moreland
ectivelyl make a forced landing on a
nitive Island in the Bahamas. They disare in the home of a "strange"
:r they
Sangre, (Henry Victor) who is hiding
♦or
jowerful radio station — and fostering
looism and zombieism — for some reason
nown to them. In attempting to dis;r the secret, Purcell is apparently killed
becomes a Zombie. Archie finally dis:rs the doctor's secret and saves his
wds and Admiral Wainwright (Guy
ier> a lost Naval officer, from the mad
s plotted doom. Mantan Moreland,
nogram's colored comic is responsible
many of the film's bright comedy mo>ts.
AST: Dick Purcell, Joan Woodbury,
ntan Moreland, Henry Victor, John ArchPatricia Stacey, Guy Usher, Marguerite
itten, Leigh Whippen, Madame Sul-Ten. Jimmy Davis, Lawrence Criner.
IREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons;
Ktor, Jean Yarbrough; Screenplay, Ed>id Kelso; Editor, Richard Currier; Art
ector, Charles Clague; Musical Director,
vard Kay; Cameraman, Mack Stengler.
ERECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
)d.

4 itish Screen Writers Ask
jtter Propaganda Films
London (By Air Mail) — ■ British
*een writers through the Screenliters Ass'n are still agitating for
opaganda films that will be on a
or, at least, with German propanda pictures. Germany, it states,
s as many as 1,000 cameramen
•rking with German armed forces
d has started schools for training
lers.
'British
propaganda
the
reen writers
find weak pictures,
and lacking
imagination and without adequate
mncial appropriation. With film
sources much greater than in Gerany, the writers want to see Briin outmatching Germany in probanda through films which they reird as the best of all mediums for
fluencing public opinion.

torris, Metro Exploiteer
Chicago — Ted Morris, formerly
anager of Essaness' Devon theater
is been named exploitation direc>r for M-G-M in the Indianapolis
rritory.

"The Lone Rider in
Ghost Town"

with George Houston, Al St. John
PRC
64 Mins.
ACTIONFUL BUT CONFUSING STORY
MAKES A WEAK ENTRANCE FOR NEW
WESTERN
STAR.
George Houston's debut as a Western
star is considerably hampered by a hard-tounravel story that seems to start nowhere
and not get far. Picture is actionful in
spots but is generally under standard.
Houston reveals a good baritone singing
voice and enough acting ability to get by in
a Western. Al (Fuzzy) St. John essays
the part of Houston's partner with only fair
results. Balance of the cast is made up of
Alaine Brandes and the usual cowboy
heavies.
Story is the oft-told yarn of the claim
jumping heavies trying to find out where
gold has been re-discovered in an abandoned
mining camp. They kidnap the mining engineer who finds the deposit and hold him
until Houston, in a Lone Ranger-like part,
comes along and straightens things out. It's
pretty implausible in spots.
CAST: George Houston, Al (Fuzzy) St.
John, Alaine Brandes, Bud Buster, Frank
Hagney, Alden Chase, Reed Howes, Charles
King, George Chesebro, Edward Peil, Sr.,
Archie Hall.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;
Director, Sam Newfield; Original Screenplay,
Joe O'Donnell; Music and Lyrics, Johnny
Lange and Lew Porter; Cameraman, Jack
Greenhalgh; Film Editor, Holbrook N. Todd.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Universal Realigns Its
Exec-Supervisory Setup
{Continued from Pane 1)

productions, Mayfair Pictures and
"Mermaid in Distress."
In conjunction with Jules Levey,
Feld has large scale tasks for Mayfair Productions' "Hellzapoppin,"
"Hold on to Your Hat" and "Butch
Minds the Baby." Vaughn Paul will
be producer on "Mermaid in Distress." Glenassociated
Tryon andwith
AlexFeld.
Gottlieb are also
Jack Gross in association with
George Waggner and Joseph Bernhard, Jr., is responsible for an increase in number of top flight productions.
Milton Schwarzwald in association
with Ken Goldsmith is working on
Hugh Herbert starring vehicles, The
Dead End Kids-Little Tough Guy
group and musical romances.
Joe Gershenson steps up into a
supervisory spot working with Paul
Malvern, Marshall Grand and Will
Cowan on "idea" pictures, Johnny
Mack Brown westerns and two-reel
musical shorts. Ben Pivar is in
charge of plans for seven pictures to
star Dick Foran, Leo Carrillo and
Andy Devine. Henry MacRae is in
charge of serials.

To Produce Soundies
Chicago — The Minoco Productions
Corp. has been formed to produce
soundies for Mills Panarams. Ralph
Mills is president.

*

SHORTS

*

"Crisis in the Atlantic"
RKO-March of Time
18 Mins.
One of the Best
The struggle to keep open the sea
lanes over which war materials to
Britain must be carried is the keynote of the latest issue of March of
Time. Some fine exclusive footage
has been obtained by a M of T cameraman who accompanied a convoy
from Canada to England and there
are other interesting shots of life in
Greenland, now considered a strategic
point in the battle for the Atlantic.
In addition to the convoy system,
America's part in patrolling the seas
is given important attention in the
short. Because of its immediate timeliness, this latest issue of the series
is one of the most enlightening to
hit the screens in many a moon.

shots of Babe Didrickson, selected by
Grant as champion girl athlete. Running gag between shots, that should
get laughs, has Narrator Ted Husing
trying to explain why wheels in motion pictures appear to be turning
backwards.
"Stranger Than Fiction
Universal
Mild Filler

No. 90"
9 mins.

A miscellany of unusual activities
including a World War veteran who
travels around the country in a motorized chair, a jeweller who has
carved a set of solid silver chessmen,
a man who has collected a number
of odd pieces of driftwood resembling
animals, a man who uses dogs to
mother lion cubs and a collector of
sea anemones — half-animal, halfplant freaks that eat fish. None of
the material is especially startling.

"Scrub Me Mama

With a

Universal
7 mins.
Cartoon, with Jive
Boogie Beat"
A light brown gal arrives in Lazy"Shadows in Swing"
town and wakes the locals to the tune
Universal
18 mins. of a rhythm number. The
music is
Routine Band Turn
hot and the former sleeping inhabitants step right
Featuring Jan Garber and his or- color cartoon. Aout to it in this fast
couple of skirt silchestra in several popular pieces,
houette shots and some exaggerated
plus a number of specialty singers
and dancers, this adds up to just a body movements make this one questionable for kid matinees.
routine band subject. Featured with
Garber are Louis DaPron, tap danc"Picture People"
infg; Jean Gary; the trio, Stop, Look
and
Listen; Hugo DePaul, and Susan RKO-Pathe
Miller.
8 mins.
Hollywood Personalities
This reel should interest the av"Dizzy Kitty"
erage movie fan. It depicts a numUniversal
7 mins.
ber of Hollywood personalities at
Fair Cartoon
work and at play. Rita Hayworth,
The trials and tribulations of Papa
Panda as he tries to wash an alley Guy Kibbee and his wife, Abbott
Ray Bolger and a numcat so as to enter the feline in a pet and Costello,
ber of others are seen. Louise
show produces a few laughs in this
Rousseau directed and Frank Donocolor sionshort.
natural
van was the producer.
to water Kitty's
foils the
effortaverand
Papa and Andy Panda end up in the
swimming
pool with the cat on the
"Red Skins And Red Heads"
lam.
RKO
18 mins.
A Silly Hodge Podge
"Triple Trouble"
Ray Whitley and the 6 Bar Cow(Animated
Antic)
boys sing a couple of songs which
Paramount
7 mins.
are not particularly inspiring, and
Fast Cartoon
a group of girls are rung into the
Sneak, Snoop and Snitch, animated picture in a story continuity that
stooges, try to break jail in this fastmoving and funny subject. Little is just plain silly. This two-reeler
little to offer. Harry D'Arcy
Snitch has a pardon but his larger has
directed and wrote the story and
cronies squelch him and their at- Lou Brock was the producer.
tempts to dig to freedom lead to a
longer incarceration.
"Baggage Buster" 7 mins.
RKO-Disney
"On the Spot"
Amusing Cartoon
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
Paramount
10 mins.
Goofy has a job as station masGood Subject
ter, and as per instructions takes
An ingenious method of handling a magician's trunk out onto the
platform to put it aboard a train
a hodge-podge of sports clips. Sub- due
in a short time. The trunk
ject thumbs through some of Grant- goes into operation and Goofy sees
land Rice's mail and answers a few some amazing things happen in a
of the questions asked by fans. The
reel explains a high school horse, short space of time. Reel, a Walt
school figure skating, working dogs Disney production, is in Technicolor. It should amuse any audivs. bench dogs, slow motion photog- ence.
raphy of sports events and has some
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UA May Join 'Big 5' Against Minn. Anti-5 Lav

David Shearer Advises
Majors To Start Suit at
Once to Invalidate Law
(Continued from Page 1)

Stereophonic Sound Twice Fools Rochester
Audience at S1HPE Conclave Demonstration
Rochester — Musical Rochester joined film engineers and acoustical experts
here yesterday in hailing the new stereophonic sound, demonstrated by Bell
Laboratories at the Eastman Theater last night. More than 3,000 filled the
theater for the demonstration conducted by Dr. Harvey Fletcher, as a part of
SMPE convention here.
So accurately did the system reproduce sound the audience was twice fooled
by presentations of Eastman School of Music students. A trio and quartet
played and sang behind the curtain either after or before a film recording of
the same piece was played. Both times, in the show-of-hands poll, the majority
of the audience failed to detect which was which.

uct or for next season's output. The
ban will remain, it was reported
here, until attorneys in New York
complete their study of the new
law and determine a selling plan
which can be used without violating'
the act.
Majors May Move Offices
Meanwhile, reports circulated
that a representative of one major W. Pa. MPTO Forms
had spent considerable time with Defense Relief Probe Com.
officials of the city of Hudson, Wis.,
outlining- a plan which would locate
Pittsburgh — A "defense relief inthe distribution offices of at least
five or six major film companies in
vestigating committee" has been
formed here by MPTO of Western
that city.
Pennsylvania (Allied). Duty of the
It was reported the major's rep- committee will be to collect all availresentative sought an agreement
able information on relief and prounder which Hudson or one of its
paganda films and drives and to
business men would erect a six- make recommendations to its memstory office and exchange building bers.
and the majors would lease all
While going on record as being
space in it for the purpose of han- willing to co-operate on all defense
dling Minnesota accounts from outreels, the MPTO, in a formal stateside the state.
ment, declared that the committee
Fred Strom, executive secretary was formed so that the organizaof Allied Theater Owners of the
tion may have some method of at
Northwest, said he had sent wires
least
partial control over the supto home offices of the different maply of propaganda and relief reels
jors, asking whether the report is that "may overburden the screens
true, but added that he doubted the
our ability to pay."
story and expected it would be andThe
statement further asserts
denied by officials of firms reported that "we believe that the Motion
to have been in the deal.
Picture Committee Co-operating for
Immediate
Suit Advised
National Defense may possibly in
David Shearer, Minneapolis at- some way prove beneficial nationtorney who represented four of the
ally, but a local anonymous committee seems to us the only logical somajor companies which opposed paslution. Local conditions make local
sage of the anti-five bill when it
was before the Legislature, has ad- problems and for a group of nationally prominent men to form a
vised New York offices of the majors with which he has been affil- committee — secretly and without
iated that suit should be started at consulting us, then pledging our
once in an effort to invalidate the screens without even so much as
law.
giving us a brief on aims and procedure— seems to us to stifle that
Although home office officials and
committee's
ability to receive comattorneys have discussed the matplete, whole-hearted co-operation on
ter with Shearer over long distance its efforts.
telephone he has as yet received no
"The logical people to pledge Alinstructions to begin the suit.
lied screens are the Allied members,
Reports were current here papers and to our knowledge no one else
in the proposed suit would be drawn
up in New York and be sent here has that right."
for filing.
Farewell for Mrs. Ehrhardt
Although first reports were that
Vivian Krienke, now Mrs. Roy
only five majors would join in the
suit it now has been heard that Ehrhardt, secretary to Andrew ShaUnited Artists also may become a rick, Universal's accessories sales
manager, and a Home Office employe
party to any action filed.
for 10 years, was honored with a
Col. to Accept Cancellation?
surprise farewell luncheon at the
Columbia Pictures is reported as Victoria Hotel yesterday. The affair
one major which will not join the was attended almost en masse by the
suit. It was rumored here that the Home Office staff, as well as by Helen
firm is ready to insert in con- Parrish and Charles Lang, Universal
tracts a rubber stamp clause cov- players now vacationing in New York.
ering the 20 per cent cancellation Married two years, Mrs. Ehrhardt
provision required by the new law. is deserting the office for home life.
Strom said here yesterday that
he has learned Judge Henry W. God- the consent decree so far as Mindard in New York may be asked by
nesota is concerned. Also they may
some companies to release them begin selling, under provisions of
from
the five-blocks provision of the new law, Sept. 1.

Average Admission
Now at 24 Plus Cts.

An aincrease
than
cent in ofthefractionally
average « -*
sion price of American film thea!
during 1940 off-set a drop of j
proximately 5,000,000 in weekly
tendance
to keep the total TJJ
film theater gross at the bil
dollar mark.
Exclusive of taxes, Federal

state, intheeffect
at theadmission
nation's p|
l|
offices,
average
now stands at 24 plus cents,
cording to the 1941 edition of
Film Daily Year Book of Mo.
(Continued from Page 1)
Pictures, now being distributed.
to statistics made available yesterWeekly attendance in 1940 a'
day by the SEC.
aged 80,000,000, it is estimated,
Mayer's 1940 remuneration was against 85,000,000 in 1939 and
all-time
high
of 110,000,000
given
as $697,049.
In 1939, inLoew's,
Inc., paid
him $688,369;
1938, corded in 1930.
Thirty-five per cent of the bil j
$688,369.45, and his remuneration
in 1937 was tops for that year. In dollar gross, the statistical brej
1940, $541,049 of the $697,049 rep- down shows, goes to the distribu «
resents a share in the profits of
the company.
for producing
the going
films to
andproduc
the j
with
25 per cent
■'!
tributor retaining 10 per cent a
Mayer had no close competition
prints, advertising, sales, serv|
for first place.
etc.
The second highest on the pay
Major factor in the advance
list was Eugene G. Grace with $478,144 as president of Bethlehem Steel. the average
price fi'
static 23 admission
cents prevailing
George W. Hill received $456,415 as the
several years was the number
president of the American Tobacco features released during the y\
Company and appeared to be a safe at advanced box-office scales, hea(
third.
of course, by GWTW.
Others
Income of other film personali- eluded NWMP
and "Boom
Tow
ties for 1940, as reported by SEC,
were :
Hunt Stromberg, $332,267, from Shoppers' Guest Matine<
Revived In Wis. Houses
Loew's, Inc.
Nicholas M. Schenck, $318,881,
Milwaukee
— Weekly
shopp
from
W. Loew's.
C. Fields, $255,000, from Uni- guest matinees are being revived '
versal.
Fox at several of its state hou.i
Deanna Durbin, $209,833, from including the Odeon in Beaver D*
Universal.
Grand in Wausau and Lyric in it
Tickets for the sh(
Bing Crosby, $150,000, from Uni- vens Point.
versal.
are
obtainable
David Sarnoff, $100,900 from merchants in eachfromcity. co-operatl
RCA.
A policy of daily matinees
<]
Figures announced by SEC do barked
upon several weeks back i
not represent the largest incomes various houses has not proved J
in the U. S., as many persons with successful.
Fox, for example,
small salaries or no salaries at all
dropped
the daily afternoon
sr
receive
ments. large incomes from invest- policy at its Zenith, Venetian n
Downer theaters here as well as
Odeon in Beaver Dam.

Louis B. Mayer Again Has
Top U. S. Executive Salary

Johnson Leaves NSS for RKO

Oklahoma City — Harold Johnson,
office
Nationalto Sci'een
Servicemanager
here, hasforresigned
go to
Dallas, as assistant booker for RKO
exchange there. Bob Smith, head
shipper here has been promoted to
office manager.

Seek to End Pact Dispute
Huddles were started yesterday
between representatives of the Dramatists Guild and the League of New
York Theaters to settle a basic agreement dispute which caused the
League to instigate an anti-trust
suit, which was subsequently dropped.

Defer
Mayer"Forgotten
& BurstynVillage"
has postpo;.
the Broadway opening of "The F
gotten
Village,"
Herb Kline
MexicanJohnfilm, Steinbe
until ]
bor Day.
Decision was made
cause the Viking Press book of
same title, by Steinbeck, will not
ready before June.

Hodges Heads L & I Publicity

Atlanta — Jack Hodges, manaj
since January of the Lucas & J<
kins Roxy, will head the newly ere
ed L & J publicity department wh
will serve the chain's theati
throughout the state.

Building
Remodeling

Equipment
Maintenance
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J. S. Air Co. Expands To Fill Theater Orders
PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment
;By GEORGE

H. MORRIS;

uipment Editor, THE FILM

DAILY

OME time back, the paint manufacturers
of the nation cooked-up a promotional
gan to sell their wares. That slogan ran
nething like this: "Save the surface, and
j save all." The campaign turned out
opily from the outset, and so was conued over a long span.
Now, in the film theater equipment field
?re are too many individual articles for sale
make any co-op promotion as simple and
fective as that of the paint manufacturers,
t there is one selling slogan which might
4

used: "Sell the theaterman, and you sell
This means just what it says, for there

• no important benefit to be derived by
ing far afield with an attempt to interest
e public in the advantages one type of
heater equipment has over other types.
hn Q. Public, the missus and the kids
ive no time or inclination to concern themIves with anything but entertainment, the
•st thereof at the ole b.o., together with
lurtesy, conveniences and comfort while
iey are attending the movies.
)UT for manufacturers of theater equipment to go over the heads of the
(hibition field and attempt to sell the
dvantages of their wares to the public
spears to us as so much misdirected effort,
articularly when you consider that any
lanufacturer has enough work cut out to
teet the competition which roundly exists
i the matter of selling his logical customers,
-the theatermen.
This thesis is brought sharply to mind
y a recent incident. A manufacturer of
heater chairs inaugurated a campaign in a
ational magazine, said campaign being priiarily directed at John Q. Public, — with just
'hat specific intention we don't pretend
(Continued on Page 2)

A Perfect "Course"
1

Montgomery, Ala. — They shall not
be educated by school alone! Contract for this city's first nabe theater,
a $40,000 structure of brick and
steel, is going up right next door to
the junior high school in the fashionable residential section of suburban
Cloverdale. House will open in July.
William J. Okel is the architect.

Policy of Serving Its
Regular Customers Is
Reason Given For Step
Minneapolis — Acquisition of additional factory space and the installation of new machinery to keep pace
with growing demands are announced
here by U. S. Air Conditioning
Corp., — the step being explained by
organization officials as "one designed to better serve the theater
owners who have for 18 years been
our best customers."
Action of the company is taken to
halt any possibility, it is said, of the
film trade having to be deprived of
(Continued on Page 7)

Moliograph Appoints
Additional Distribs.

A Sit-Down Strike!
Stevens Point, Wis. — The pressure was evidently too much on miladies' collective "popliteal," for the
members of the local Woman's Club
circulated a petition here demanding
that the Fox Theater replace its theater chairs, and brighten up the
house. Management advised the
femmes that the request would be
granted.

NTS Equip. Used For
"Citizen Kane" Bow
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

"Buy Now and Be Sure"
Rochester — Belief that the motion
picture industry is likely to experience no shortage of supplies because
of the national defense program was
expressed here by Emery Huse,
SMPE prexy, upon his arrival to
attend that organization's annual
convention.
He asserted that Hollywood is as
busy now tainmentproducing
normal
as at any time
last enteryear,
and added that defense films were
"going
through
separate
items."
At the
same as
time,
Huse declared
that the film industry is playing, and
(Continued on Page 4)

DAILY

Hollywood— RKO Radio's "Citizen
Kane" opened here last night at the
El Capitan Theater whose projection
booth was entirely equipped by National Theater Supply's local branch
Chicago — Announcement of the for the run of the film and all subseappointment of Stebbins Theater
quent attractions playing the house.
Equipment Co., 1804 Wyandotte St.,
Lloyd Ownbey, manager of the
Kansas City, Mo., as exclusive dis- NTS branch, declared that the selection of Simplex 4-Star Sound was
tributor of its products — Motiograph Projectors and Mirrophonic very gratifying
(Continuedtoonthe
PageLos
6) Angeles
DeLuxe Sound Systems — in the Kansas City territory is made by Motiograph, Inc.
Sharp Biz Gains Shown
Not only is the Stebbins Theater
(Continued on Page 5)

But Exhibitor Interests
Embark On a Policy Of

By Heywood- Wakefield

Great Stales Opens
Improvement Drive
Chicago — Jay Rubens of Great
States circuit reports an extensive
modernization program now under
way in various houses of the chain.
Work is being rushed on the 600-seat
Drive-In going up in East St. Louis.
Many novel ideas will be incorporated in this
project,
which,
if suc(Continued
on Page
4)

Sales of Heywood-Wakefield Co.
for the first quarter were 9 per cent Standard Control Track
in excess of those billed for the
same period a year ago, an increase Ready Soon, Says Snook
to improvement in genGeneral Register Corp.'s "Unicon attributed
eral business, and which is probably
Minneapolis — Homer B. Snook,
System," devised to guard film theaters against loss at the box-office as more accurately reflected by an in- manager of sales for RCA Photophone, who was here a few days ago
crease (Continued
of 15 per oncent
a result of fraud, is continuing to
Page in6) the com- for conferences with Maitland E.
(Continued on Page 4)
Frosch, head of Frosch Theater Supply, asserted
that a standard control
(Continued on Page 5)

"Unicon System" of GRC
Continues to Gain Favor

Altec Lansing Corp. Formed

G. L. Carrington Heads The New Company
RCA Completes Unusually
Brisk Service Sales Span

Expansion of the functions of Altec Service in the motion picture industry are revealed in the announcement by Altec President L. W. ConThe first quarter of 1941 was row, of
the formation of the Altec
marked by unusual activity in RCA
Sound Service sales, according to W. Lansing Corp. and the acquisition
of the assets of the Lansing Mfg.
L. Jones, RCA national service manager. Two new circuits, totalling 25 Co., of Los Angeles.
The new company, Conrow said,
theaters, and a number of independents were added to the RCA service will carry on the manufacture of
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 6)

What's In A ISamel
The town was named

Friendship,

— but a tornado can't read, for it
descended upon the little Tennessee
community with a roar. As if to show
full contempt, it took a section of
the roof right off the Friendly Theater, town's film house. Some 200
of the fans were within at the time.
Fortunately nobody was injured.
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A Second Section of THE FILM DAILY
comprehensively covering the equipment field,
published every second Friday, except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
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6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
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PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment
(Continued from Page 1)
to know. Could it be that the expectancy
was that John Q. and the family would hike
up to their neighborhood stand, ask for the
manager, and inform that conscientious
gentleman that there's something radically
wrong with his house unless he has, let us
Whoozis
say,
torium?

& Co.'s chairs in the audi-

WrE hold that if results are the objective
•of ad campaigns, then results should
be sought from those channels most likely
to produce them. You don't go Moosehunting in Florida, nor do you seek Sailfish
in mountain lakes.
In addition to the lack of logic in selling
theater equipment from manufacturer to
public, and, by the latter, to the theaterman, the practice smacks of considerable
expense.

RECENTLY in this column, we advocated
that theaters use their newspaper copy
to impress on patrons all the things they
get, in addition to entertainment itself,
when they attend the movies. A pic outlet
can build biz thereby, and increase the public's appreciation of its consideration and
service. But that is neither the function
nor the strategic province of the equipment
manufacturer.
Where he gets his revenue is by selling
to the trade and via media in that trade.
In other words if he sells the theaterman,
he sells all . . . as far as our exhibition field
is concerned. To do less is to neglect. To
do more is to be given to scatteration.

Lessing Remodels Ritz
St. Charles, Mo. — O. F. Lessing
has reopened his 450-seat Ritz Theater which was dark some four weeks
undergoing extensive alterations and
remodeling, including a new front
and marquee.

PORTABLE 35MM SOUND
AT UNHEARD OF PRICES
DEVRY
ESF Straight feed from $99.50
HOLMES
EDUCATOR ball bearing from
$195.00
SIMPLEX SP with pedestal from $395.00
Send for bargain bulletins on the above
also on studio, laboratory and recording
equipment.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.
636

11th Avenue

New

York

City

$25,000 Drive-in Will
Be Completed by July 1

Reitman Gets S.O.S. Post;
Org. Moves Export Dept.

Greensboro, N. C. — Construction of
a Drive-In theater on High Point
Road, about 1% miles from the
Greensboro city limits, is expected to
be completed by July 1 and operation of the new house started that
week by Greensboro Drive-In Theater, Inc.
Construction will cost approximately $25,000, and the lot represents an investment of about $8,000.
Edward Harris president of the company and his brother, George Harris,
is vice-president.

Morris Reitman has been elected
treasurer of S.O.S. Cinema Supply
Corp., and assumed his new post May
1. He is a newcomer to the motion
picture trade, having served in a
similar capacity with the Crescent
Heat & Power Corp. for the past six

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. also
announces the removal of the export
years.
department to 11 Warren St., New
York, where Arthur Arce, now serving his eleventh year with the company as export manager, will remain
in charge. The move represents a
consolidation with the export departAIEE District Meeting
ments of a number of other leading
American manufacturers, among
Hears Upstate Experts
them: Fink-Roselieve Co., Haloid
Rochester — Local engineers took Co., Simpson Optical Co., Skyview
an active part in the North Eastern Aerial Camera Co., Ruby Lamp Mfg.
District meeting of the American Co., Radio City Products Co., and
Institute of Electrical Engineers last many others.
week-end.
Among those who presented pa- Pair of Stands Going Up
pers were: Dr. R. H. Manson of
Stromberg-Carlson; Ford M. Brown, In Childersburg, Ala.
Research Laboratories, Eastman Kadak; Oliver L. Angevine, Jr., StromChildersburg, Ala. — Expected inberg-Carlson; Co. Carey N. Brown,
crease of the population of this town
Eastman Kodak.
from a few hundred to 25,000 or
Cincy Sales Listed by NTS
Cincinnati — Local branch of National Theater Supply reports following among its recent sales and
installations : Alexander Smith Crestwood carpet for the Garden, Columbus; Simplex High lamps and Simplex rectifiers for the Grand, Lebanon, O.; popcorn machine for Z. T.
Wamuck, Grayson, Ky.; Crestwood
carpet for the Alhambra, Dayton;
National carpet for the Dixie, Williamsburg, Ky.; and Super Simplex
projectors and 4-Star sound, Hertner Transverter, Walker PM screen,
Peerless Magnarc lamp, Irwin chairs,
Crestwood carpet and Super Cinephor lenses for the new West Hills
Theater, Cincinnati.

Michigan Stand Re-Opens

Middleville, Mich. — Arcade Theater, owned by Clayton W. Bennett,
opened April 25 after having been
dark for 18 weeks while a $4,000
remodeling job was under way.

Smith Improves House
Lapeer,
owned by
at a cost
quee and

Mich. — Lapeer Theater,
Paul Smith, has new seats
of $5,000, also a new mara new front costing $5,000.

KEEP COOL WITH TYPHOON
Typhoon has engineered 5 types of air conditioning systems to meet every requirement of
theatre conditioning. All equipment used in
Typhoon systems is built for low cost, efficient
operation. Blowers, washers, coils, compressors,
condensers and grilles are attractively priced and
are ready for immediate shipment.

For information and prices write Dept. FD

TYPHOON
AIR CONDITIONING CO., INC.
252 West 26th Street
New York, N. T.

more der due
to the
Government's
powand bag
loading
plants recently
started here, two theaters are already
under construction.
Martin Theater Chain is constructing a brick veneer frame building
on 17th Ave. at an estimated cost
of $25,000, the opening date to be
this month.
J. L. Duncan & Associates are
building the second theater, which
is of brick construction with imitation tile front. Norman F. Stambaugh, Atlanta, Ga., architect. Cost,
$55,000. Construction has just
begun.

COminO and G0M(
C. E. PHILLIPS, Peabody Seating solon,
returned to organization's North Manche
Ind., headquarters, following a brief visit
New York on business.
JAY RUBENS and his brother, CLAUDE RUB
of Great States circuit have returned to Chi
following an inspection of Drive-In theatei
various parts of the country.
WALTER E. GREEN, NTS prexy, has retu
to New York from Chicago.
JOHN
EBERSON,
film theater
architect,
turned to New York on Wednesday from a
business jaunt to Washington,
D. C.
ADOLPH RAMISH of Los Angeles, presi
of Royal Amusement Co., is scheduled to re
there shortly from Honolulu.
E. M. HARTLEY, head of NTS circuit cont,
recently visited the Midwest and other Eas
and Southern sectors on company business.
NEIL HELLMAN was in New York recc
to confer on equipment for his new Driv
Theater which opens this week
near Alban
TOMMY

GOLDBERG,

who recently opened

Hilton
in Baltimore, was in New
on
business.

York this -

F. L. FRIEDMAN,
NTS
ad manager,
has
turned to New York from a business trip w I
took him as far as the Coast.
DREW
EBERSON, of the architectural firrr
John and Drew Eberson,
is scheduled to re I
to New York from
Florida at the end of
month.
JOSEPH A. TANNEY, S.O.S. Cinema §ij
Corp. prexy, was a recent visitor to Cincin
from New York.
M. PARKS
of the Marine
Highlands, was in New York
equipment buying trip.

Theater,
Atla \
this week on

SID COHEN, operator of the Lyceum Thea
Red Hook,
N. Y., was another visitor to U :
on a similar mission.

Eastman Five Places Fourth
Rochester — Fourth place in t
five-man event of the current ci
bowling tournament was captured
the Hawk-Eyes of Eastman Kod
with a 3,177 aggregate.

Western
Electric
AMPLIFICATION
The Microphonic De Luxe Sound System, Models M-10 to
M-15 inclusive, is the only new and modern sound line to employ Western Electric Main Amplifiers and Preamplifiers.
The smashing power, the noise-free silence, definition and living
quality of Western Electric's mighty amplifiers plus a high
quality two-way reproducing "speaker system and the sturdy
7500 reproducer with its simplicity, smoothness, absence of
flutter and watch-like precision of workmanship, brings to the
owner of a Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound System the finest,
fullest, most life-like sound reproduction ever heard.
•
For Details Consult

MOTIOGRAPH,
CHICAGO,

or

Inc.

ILLINOIS

Independent Theater Supply Dealers Everywhere

1881 LEADERS THEN
1941 LEADERS NOW
1941 marks our sixtieth anniversary of continuous service
in the arc lighting field. We
• The new "One Kilowatt" High Intensity arcs really
pour daylight on the screen. Projection is vastly improved
because of the much

higher intrinsic brilliancy of these

arcs — 100 to 120% higher than Low Intensity. A comparison will convince you.

have grown with the industry
and will continue to apply the
knowledge gained over the
years to the best interests of
the users of our products.

Every small theatre needs and can afford this modern
high intensity projection light. Ask your dealer for a
demonstration.

THE NEW "ONE KILOWATT" ARCS
USE "NATIONAL," "SUPREX"

The words "National,"''' "S«pr«c" and "Orotip" are
trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

AND "OROTIP"

CARBONS

Carbon Sales Division: Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

BH3

GENERAL

OFFICES

30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
BRANCH
New York,

Pittsburgh,

SALES

OFFICES

Chicago,

St. Louis,

San Francisco

EQUIPMENT

13%

NEWS

Great Slates Opens
Improvement Drive

Exhibs. Hoi Chancing
Equipment Shortage

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

will continue to play, an important
part in the South American situation.
Notwithstanding the Huse confidence in flow of equipment supplies
to the trade, circuits and indie operators in various sections of the country continued to take stock of their
potential needs and admitted that
they were embarking upon a "buy
now and take no chances" policy.
Reports of an unofficial but significant nature continued to reach The
Film Daily Equipment News to the
effect that:
1. Certain circuits and individual exhibitor are adding to their
current holdings now as a precaution against a later draught
of building materials and equipment, with the South, Southwest
and Mid- West taking the lead;
2. Baltimore sources seeking
steel and other items are confronted with delays; and
3. Stepping up of the defense
effort by the Government has
brought a heavy drain on the
services of technicians and labor
normally engaged in turning out
various types of theater equipment.
Additional straws in the wind during the past fortnight and complicating the future outlook of supplies
included:
1. Increasing demands by the
defense setup on air conditioning
companies;
2. Farming out of some $10,000,000 of defense contracts by
Westinghouse;
3. Receipt by G-E of another
huge contract from the Navy
amounting to $21,216,471; and
4. The allocation of other large
orders to many firms engaged in
manufacture of theater equipment.

NTS Busy in Albany
Albany — Recent sales and installations of local branch of National
Theater Supply include Super Simplex projectors, Simplex 4-Star sound,
Simplex High lamps and rectifiers,
Walker Plastic Molded screen, National Comfort Cooling equipment,
and Super Cinephor lenses for the
Union Hall, Gouverneur, N. Y.;
Super Simplex projectors, Walker
PM screen for Schine's Norwalk,
Norwalk, 0.; Hertner Transverters,
Walker PM screen, Simplex High
lamps and rectifiers; National Comfort Cooling equipment and Super
Cinephor lenses for the Capitol,
Whitehall, N. Y.; and Alexander
Smith Crestwood carpet and National
Comfort Cooling equipment for the
Grand, Watervliet, N. Y.
New Carbon Saver Ready
Detroit — Wallace Cross of the
Cross Machine Shop has developed a
new adaptation of the Cross Carbon
Saver to handle the new 8 mm. National Carbons.
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ROCHESTER
• •
• SMPE Conventionalities
Bill Kunzmann, associated with
National Carbon for some 35 years and who has managed about every
SMPE conclave, has revealed that he plans to retire in about four more
years
Ted Hoover, senior projectionist for WB in Lima, Ohio, left a
new-born baby girl to come to the parley
Jacques Bolsey, who
hails from Sweden, and who was first prexy of FSCA, was at the convention and took part in most of the sessions
Greatest distance to
reach the big doin's was traveled by Ming-Ching Swen of the American
Film Center, University of Nanking, Chengfu, China
Genial George
Blair of Eastman Kodak was omnipresent and had a swell time greeting
old friends
There was plenty of work for Howard A. Gilbert of
RCA, publicity director for SMPE, and he did a whale of a job though
handicapped by a touch ol illness which necessitated calling the house
physician
RCA had one of largest delegations on hand when sessions opened, — Max Batsel, M. J. Yahr, Dr. E. W. Kellogg, H. T. Reiskind,
A. G. Zimmerman, John E. Volkmann, and R. O. Drew, all of Indianapolis;
Ralph H. Heacock and H. A. Gilbert of Camden; and R. O. Northropp,
local service manager
Tom Shea, Erpi vice-prexy breezed in for
the Board of Governors huddle on Sunday, but had to return immediately
to New York
T
T
T
• • • SMPE Prexy Emery Huse arrived in Rochester (his
second home town) on Friday before the convention opened ('twas
first time he'd been out in six weeks, having been ill at home for
that span)
Natives looked twice when Oscar (Neumade Products) Neu walked 'round town, the Rochesterites thinking he was
Jimmy
Walker
First conclave
arrivals were Paul Larsen,
SMPE secretary and consultant for Baird Television; Herb Griffin,
SMPE

vice-prexy and IPC's ditto; and, of course, Bill Kunzmann
City's residents heard all 'bout SMPE on the radio via a
question and answer interview when Prexy Huse and Past Prexy

cessful, will be used in other
door stands under contemplatior
Great States is completing rebi
ing of the 2,000-seat Rialto in E
111.,
and it will be reopened in
tering.
tember, following a four-year s
At Blue
Island, 111., the L;
which closed last Autumn, will I
opened after extensive
remodel !
and the Empress,
Decatur,
111.
being modernized throughout.

"Unicon System" of GR(
Continues to Gain Favo
(Continued from Page 1)

gain vast favor with exhibition
terests throughout the country,
sales becoming
increasingly
bi
indicating that houses are dropj j
outmoded and less efficient syst< j
of selling admission tickets to \
The
"Unicon
System"
prest
special tickets pre-printed
witl
public.
serial number as heretofore, bu |
is issued via a special machine
erating in conjunction with a t J
clock, and
a report
form
wl
guards
the theater
owner
aga
any possibility of deception on
part
employes in the box-office
on theof door.

Movie, Hotel Under Way
Pocahontas,
a new movie
The building,
bined with a
built by F. P.

Ark. — Constructior
theater is under vv
50x110 ft., to be ed
small hotel, is be
Spinnenweber.

Williford went on the air o'er WSAY just before the annual banquet started
Mister Williford is justifiably proud of the color
photos
he made
of orchids
Engineers do plenty
of work
behind the scenes, but on this occasion they were on the screen,

Theater Fires

for Joe Appleton, local noozereel photog., took lotsa footage o' the
dignitaries and delegates
T
T
T
OTHER POINTS

Center Point, la.— The local St
Theater
was
destroyed
and J.
Wright, operator of a chain of th
ters in eastern Iowa, was burned
a fire on the night of April 28. Bli
broke out in projection booth wl
Wright was repairing some brol*
film.
About 140 persons filed fi\
the building when the fire sprt
to the house's interior.
Two patrc
suffered
slight
burns.
Wrigh
burns were sufficiently severe to
quire medical attention.

•

• • THE Chicago Operators' Union, under the direction of Business Agent John Smith, is holding a series of meetings with experts from
the various equipment manufacturers, with latter being called in to give
demonstrations to Union's members at regular monthly meetings, at a
recent one of which the latest Brenkert equipment was shown
New
Haven dispatch avers that Thomas Thornton, former Paramount sales
solon up that-a-way and now operating the Independent Theater Display
Service, will expand into larger quarters in two weeks
▼
«

•

T

T

# ALTEC has appointed W. R. Kennedy as service inspector for the Eastern Shore territory, with headquarters in Salisbury, Md., and Calvin E. Mervine has been appointed as service
inspector in the Pottsville territory
Ruth Corrigan resigned
her position with the St. Louis branch of National Theater Supply
and wed Bud Kaimann, son of theater owner Clarence Kaimann, on
Saturday, last, — the nuptials having been advanced from June 14
(Bud is in the draft which explains the shift in plans)
Edward
Bausch, William Bausch, and 33 other Bausch & Lomb employes
and officers who have served with the company more than 50
years were given a dinner party some few days back and presented
with gold watches

Georgetown, Del. — Flames sw<
through the Sussex Theater in t
heart of the
business at
section
damage
estimated
morecausi'
trr
$15,000. Short circuit is believed
have caused the fire which start
near the stage. There was no o
in the house at the time.
Mahonington, Pa. — The 450-s<
Crescent Theater here, owned a
operated by Louis Perretta, w
completely destroyed by fire eai
Monday morning, origin of which h
not yet been determined. Blaze w
not discovered until about 1:30 a.r
when the house was empty. No o
was injured or any film burned.
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* iliograph Appoints
« jditional Distribs.
{Continued from Page 1)

WHO'S

WHO

New York, CPC Reveals 3-Mo. Net
been charCertain-teed Products Corp. and
State's of- wholly-owned subsidiaries in report
ersey City — Sales of Eastman
projection
lak Co. and its subsidiaries in the
for quarter ended March 31, 1941,
stern Hemisphere amounted to
show net of $143,264, after usual
,936,409 for the first 12 weeks of
deductions, equal after quarterly
dividend requirements on 73,069
1, an increase of 24 per cent com- Calvin's Balcony Gets Chairs
Northampton, Mass. — New seats shares of 6 per cent preferred, to
■ed with like period last year,
jmas J. Hargrave, vice-president, have been installed in the balcony of five cents a share on 625,340 shares
d at annual meeting here, and the Calvin Theater here, owned by of common. This compares with
the Western Massachusetts Theaters, $149,062 or six cents a common share
led that the company has $36,000,- Inc.
in March quarter of previous year.
1 defense backlog.
Albany — Reeltone, Inc.,
with capital of $1,000, has
tered by the Secretary of
fices here to deal in film
machines.

NEWS

usAIRco

IN EQUIPMENT

T. L. SHEARER.
Started in the theater equipment business in September, 1923,
for B. F. Shearer, Inc., in Seattle. Initial duties were in connection with the
drapery department and shop, learning this end of the trade and stage rigging.
Later was in charge of this department.
When B.

.fipment Co. one of the oldest thesupply dealers in the business,
F. Shearer, Inc., sold out to National Theater Sup^^^^^^
Clyde Badger, manager of the
J0f%
I^^^W
p'y' ''"• L- Shearer went with the latter organization
j
^^
with
which he served for some 18 months.
When
ipany, has been
equally
long
^
B. F. Shearer Co. was formed, he joined up and
Itified with the supply business
was assigned to selling theater equipment on the
has for a great number
of
road, covering the States of Montana, Idaho, Washre been
associated
with
the
ington and Oregon. For the past seven years he
obins Theater
Equipment
Co.
has been in charge of the company's office in Portis a well known figure in the
land serving the Oregon sector together with Southern Idaho and parts of Western Washington. For
l.ter supply field, and particuf in the Kansas City territory,
several years as well he has been vice-president of
re he has served so many hunB. F. Shearer Co. He is well-known and highly
Is of exhibitors over an extended
regarded in the Northwestern areas by both circuit and indie interests.
3$od of years.
f equal importance is the anncement of the appointment of
s City Theater Equipment Co.,
South Third St., Louisville, Ky., Goldberg Opens His Hilton RCA Completes Unusually
Brisk Service Sales Span
distributor of Motiograph Proj- Fully Equipped by NTS
rs and Mirrophonic De Luxe
(Continued from Page 1)
nd Systems in the Louisville
Baltimore — Tommy Goldberg, op- roster during the period, while many
I itory, which announcement was
erator of the Walbrook and Harford
ultaneously made bv Motiograph, Theaters, opened his newest house circuits and independent houses
here on April 25, — the 400-seat Hil- signed renewal pacts.
The circuits signed for RCA serton, which he created from remodel'. E. Carrell of the Falls City
vice for the first time are the Alliing a former garage building.
ater Equipment Co. and his asance Theater Corp., of Chicago, 12
House is one of the standout nabes
•;ates, Thomas P. McHugh and
Raymond
Mattingly,
have
an in the East, modern in every respect, houses, and the Y & W Management
was designed by John Eyring, Corp., of Indianapolis, 13 theaters.
'allent theater supply store in and
Service contracts signed during the
isville, where they have been local architect. The builders were
quarter for extended renewal periods
iblished for years, and are high- E. Eyring & Sons.
Cost of the project is said to have included Tri-States Theaters, Des
•egarded by the exhibitors in the
Moines; Century Circuit, New York;
itory in which they serve.
been approximately $30,000, exclu- Southern
Amusement Co., Lake
sive of equipment. Latter was fur- Charles, La.;
Saenger Theaters and
nished
by
the
Baltimore
branch
of
indard Control Track
National Theater Supply and in- United Theaters, New Orleans;
cludes Simplex projectors, NTS car- Watts-Keasler Circuit; Rodessa, La.;
ady Soon, Says Snook
Theaters, Seattle, and sevpet, Heywood - Wakefield chairs, Sterling
eral theaters in the Wometco Cir(Continued from Page 1)
Voight lighting fixtures, stainless
cuit, Miami, and Wilmer & Vincent
:k adaptable to present sound steel lobby frames, and a box-office
,ds would be available soon to all of glass and stainless steel. Air Corp., New York. More than 270
aters.
conditioning equipment was fur theaters were involved in the deals.
Many new individual agreements
everal systems have been under nished from Worthington.
were signed with Photophone equipsideration by Coast producers for
ment sales, as well as separate serle time, Snook stated. He has Armstrong Consolidates Depts.
vice deals, Jones stated, and added
n consulting recently in HollyThe Armstrong Cork Co. an- that service activity is keeping pace
»d on this subject. System innounced at mid-week the expansion with general business upswing and
led in the Minnesota Theater here
of the functions of its advertising should continue to show progress.
"Fantasia"
was
an
experimental
department to include all promotional
:allation.
activity and the appointment of M. J. NTS Pitt Branch Orders
Warnock as director of advertising
Pittsburgh — Equipment sales and
and promotion, and E. Cameron Haw).S. Accenting "Automovie"
installations effected by National
.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. is cur- ley as assistant director of advertisTheater Supply's branch here recenting and promotion.
Hly effecting- sales and concenly include Rowe Candy machine for
tring promotion on the new "Auto- Fain Announces New One
the Lund, Rice's Landing, Pa.; Super
vie,"
is a large
so
Simplex projectors for the Sewickley,
it thatwhich
the center
sectiontruck
can be
Green Cove Springs, Fla. — Earl M. Sewickley, Pa.; National Comfort
;ed vertically, providing space for Fain of Fain Theaters has announced Cooling for the State, Wierton,
lotion picture screen at the rear the immediate construction of a mod- W. Va.; Hertner Transverter and
on a lot adjoining the one Magnarc lamps for the State, New
' ssive,
. on topself-contained
of the unit. It
is an disim- now ernintheater
operation. Details of the Castle, Pa.; and Super Simplex promobile
;y with own power for showing construction have not yet been apjectors, Simplex low lamps, National
proved but when they are work is to rectifiers and Super Cinephor lenses
;ion pictures, playing music and
king mike
announcements.
It be started.
for the Opera House, Buckhannon,
riudes complete 35 mm. equipment
W. Va.
outdoor use.
Charters Proj. Machine Firm

stman Has Huge Sales
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ENGINEERS
HAVE

MADE

A
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LOT

OF

COST

COMFORT COOLING
To get a first hand
view of the new values you can
obtain in low-cost Comfort
Cooling, mail the coupon below. USAirCo engineers, who
developed the Deflecto Grille,
the Remote Hydraulic Control,
the Gyra Spray dual V-mat
type washer, and many other
features which lower costs and
increase efficiency, have many
new developments in Comfort
Cooling to offer.
USAirCo Cooling Systems
and Equipment are honestly
rated — honestly sold and installed. For each type of system and for each price class,
USAirCo engineers have designed for low first cost, low
daily operating cost and a
remarkable freedom from
maintenance.
For 17 years USAirCo has
served the American exhibitor
with cooling that produces
profits — and it is on a basis of
better box-office and a bigger
net profit, that USAirCo solicits your inquiry. Before you
install, compare USAirCo's offering with the entire field.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING
Northwestern
Terminal FD541
Minneapolis, Minnesota
NAME
THEATRE

CAPACITY

CITY
r

CORP.

(il

STATE
*

*

*

¥

* "

*

*
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NTS Equip. Used For
"Citizen Kane" Bow

SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen
By CARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

office and the organization generally
for "the opening of the nation's
most talked-about picture."
Other equipment to be installed for
the "Citizen Kane" opening in the
El Capitan Theater by NTS includes
Simplex E-7 projectors, Walker plastic molded screen, Peerless Hy Candescent lamphouses, and Bausch &
Lomb F.2 Super Cinephor lenses.
A special
of 24
National's
installation crew
men worked
hours a day
in order to insure getting the equipment in the El Capitan, and having
it completely ready for the premiere.

Sharp Biz Gains Shown
By Heywood- Wakefield
(Continued from Page 1)

pany's incoming business, according
to Richard N. Greenwood, company's
president, in a letter to stockholders
anent the March quarterly report.
Latter also points out that there
have been no significant changes in
the balance sheet position of the
organization since the start of the
year aside from an increase in bank
loans payable to $200,000 from $150,000.

BARRON

Eastern Division Manager, Loew's Theaters
Some fellows look like fashion plates,
sparkle like a Ziegfeld girl in a Minsky
show, yet of this ilk there are some who
don't see the need of changing their undies
as regularly as they do their shirts. And
you can say ditto for some theaters.
o
It's both nice and essential to have a
clean and attractive front, an inviting lobby
and an auditorium that generates a feeling
of satisfaction. But why stop with these?
How about the rest rooms, the boiler room?
The projection booths, the store room
and other sectors of your house which serve
an important function of your operation?
o
A manager can't earn the mantle of
thoroughness if he confines his clean-up
program to the surface of his theater. He's
not diligent or terribly conscientious if he
neglects those "down-under" places which
even he, himself, rarely visits and which a
patron never does. You may say my theater isclean, why bother with the basement?
If this be your attitude then it is certain
that you've built up a psychological barrier
that will more thoroughly ingrain itself into
your system and keep you from doing other
chores that demand thoroughness. A boiler
room
filled with dust and remnants
and

every conceivable piece of junk is a decided
fire hazard. When you tolerate this you're
jeopardizing the safety of your patrons. No
theater operator can morally or legally create
such a condition.
Your ads will win customers, but your
neglected rest rooms will alienate them.
And they'll tell their friends, too. There's
nothing more important to a house manager
than to check his rest rooms immediately
after every break. Rest rooms draw considerable traffic at each break so don't
slow down your traffic by making your pashout for air when
they're
"thrown"
by thetronsdevastating
qualities
of rest
rooms
that are horribly neglected.
And how about chewing gum, which
patrons deposit under seats? It can ruin a
patron's attire or damage your house furnishings. You can't keep people from chewand youunder
can't those
keep seats.
them from
parking
their ing,wads
So why
not
have your cleaning force do more than just
pick up the papers and brush off the seats.
Get under them. Get "down under" in
every
operation.
contentphase
with of
justyour
sparkling
on the Don't
surface.be

Consolidated Amuse. Co.
To Build Hawaii Theater
Honolulu, Hawaii— A new $100,000
theater will be built in the heart of
the Waikiki beach section by the
Consolidated Amusement Co. Bids
will be called for and work started
in the immediate future.
The new theater will be named
Kuhio (in honor of a former Hawaiian prince) and will be located on
Kalaimoku St., one block from Waikiki's main boulevard.
Seating 1,000 persons, the playhouse will be air-conditioned and the
most recently developed RCA sound
and
stalled.visual projection will be in-

Carrier Orders Rocket

"il

I'VE QUIT KIDDING

do turn
occur for
to sound,
I"When
know changes
where to
advice
on what I should do. Altec has
consistently shown me how the
sound in my theatre can be made
to keep pace with improvements in

MYSELF!"

recording. I've quit kidding myself
that I know machinery — and when
new sound methods are perfected,
I'll save headaches and money —
by relying on Altec's technical
advice!' Change to Altec today.

Wilmington, Del. — Unfilled orders
booked during 1941 to date are 200
per cent higher than orders on the
books a year ago, J. I. Lyle, president of Carrier Corp., told stockholders at the annual meeting here. He
also revealed that 44 per cent of the
orders booked by the company during
1941 to date were directly or indirectly concerned with defense.

Re-seating Job Completed
Dayton Beach, Fla. — The Lyric
Theater has been completely reseated. The old wooden-bottomed
chairs have been replaced by a new
type upholstered seat. Mark Dupree
is manager.

Wacaster Brightens Ozark
miiiH«.);U.iimiri

250 West 51th Street, New York City
CHANGE

TO ALTEC

SERVICE

• A CHANGE

FOR THE BETTER

Ozark, Ark. — E. B. Wacaster, owner of the Ozark Theater, announces
the installation of new arc lights and
curtains.

Conrow Announces
Mfec Lansing Corp.
(Continued from Page 1)

Lansing loud speaker systems I
theater us, as well as provide
the general distribution of pi 4
address equipment.
Heading the new Altec Lan \
Corp. is G. L. Carrington, \ i
president and general manage) )
Altec.
"The new company
will pro
the necessary facilities for broa
ing and distribution of Lansing
speaker systems to a national ba;
Conrow stated, "and to make ni
readily
available
a product
which an increased demand hasj
ready been created by the grcs
importance that Hollywood is n
ing on the box-office value of <
provements in sound reproductij
Altec Lansing, Conrow sta
will continue to act as a supil
to the major equipment companil

Mrs. King Betters Theater

Checotah, Okla.— Mrs. V. King j
cently
purchased
field seats,
new 420
RCAHeywood-W;
sound sys
and Brenkert lamps and rebuilt ]
jectors, and U. S. air conditior:
for a new theater in that city.

New Catalogs

SLIDE PROJECTORS— Best j
vices Co., 10516 Western Ave., Cl<
land, have issued a new catalog!
company's line of Automatic S
Projectors describing the 500-v
model, an established unit for s<|
years, but also including the 1,(;
watt and 1,500-watt models wlare recent innovations made es
cially to meet demands
for mj
brilliant projection equipment. Cj
ies are available on request to
organization.
UPHOLSTERY — Coated Fab:
Division of U. S. Rubber Co.,
N. Main St., Mishawaka, Ind.,
ready for the film trade a sair
book of the new Genuine Naugah
upholstery
coverings
for
thes
chairs and other seating uses. Cc
range of the sample is exceedin!
wide, and offers theatermen an j
coverings.display
Address inquiries
cellent
which atto to
se'.',I
Coated Fabrics from
Division
afcl
mentioned address.
The following catalogs were reviewed him
previous issue of THE FILM DAILY EQLM
MENT NEWS and these may be obtainecM
writing to the respective manufacturers.
SOUND—
Mfg. number
Co., Camden,
Latest
bulletinRCA (form
1R3669)N. "
de luxe theater sound equipment.
LATHES— South Bend Lathe Works, S.
Bend, Ind.: General catalog No. 100A; !
Workshop Lathe Catalog No. 50-B; and t
let, "How to Run a Lathe" (price of latte
25 cents per copy, other catalogs gratis).
AIR CONDITIONING — Carrier f <
Syracuse, N. Y.: booklet "How to Find a
of SCREENS:
Gold in YourRaven
Business."
Screen Co., New ^
City: Catalog on company's complete line.

^*5S?

;y May 9, 1941
-

IN THIS
ORNER-

\\

U. S. Air Expands
To Supply Filmland
(Continued from Page 1)

the new types of cooling, heating,
i troducing
"Heavy -Hitters
ventilating and humidifying apparain the Equipment Arena
tus which U. S.-Air Co. has recently
put on the market, and an appreciable percentage of which is being
J. TURNBULL Born Knoxville, Tenn., supplied to various channels occupied with filling defense orders, as
1912. Graduated from Georgia Tech,
well as directly to the Government.
a. 1933. Immediately afterward be- Most recent order from the latter
associated with the general offce
of National Theater call for six large blowers which go
into the new theaters being erected
Supply Co. in New at Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri.
Company sources report a healthy
His enCi
e
retyer. in the demand on the part of film theaters
*^
rktir
theaterca equipment
o
Y
r
field has been with of all sizes for installations. Many
that
company
in of these jobs, it is said, are for
various positions. houses which have put off purchase
Worked
as sales- of units during recent years and
man in St. Louis hence find replacement necessary.
New Orders Are Listed
branch
for a year
and a half, then reOrders for organization's Refrigerated Kooler-Aire units have returned to New York
cently been received from the Ritz,
to conduct a special
ig school for new employes for two Houston; Tremont, Galveston; Paramount, Jackson, Tenn.; Variety Club
During that time he was also assoClinic Bldg., Oklahoma City; Palace,
with the Sales Promotion Dept.
In
i, 1937, he assumed
managership
of Leesburg, Fla.; and the Elam, Winnsetroit branch.
He is one of the most boro, La.
Among new installations including
•rising and
successful
managers
of
Kooler-Aire evaporative type cooling
>mpany.
systems which use re-circulated city
water are: York, York, Pa.; Bay,
C. SCHUYLER.
Out in the "Tall Corn
National City, Cal.; Maumee, Ft.
'rate" the manager of National The- Wayne, Ind.; Dream, Indianapolis;
iupply Co.'s Des Moines office is the Olla, Olla, La.; Penn, Pittsburgh;
oictured here.
He came out of the
Colonial, Coverdale, Pa.; Star, Quinin June, 1928,
cy, 111.; Rialto, Oklahoma City; and
■n the organiMilan,
Milan, Tenn. There are also
,. He started
a number of new installations going
.hipping clerk
in using Kooler-Aire cold water sysforked at the
tems: New Norshore, Duluth, Minn.;
ukee branch, I
Lux, East Peoria, 111.; and the New
ifter that at
Hopkins, Hopkins, Minn.
. Louis branch
Refrigerated Kooler-Aire units
i being transhave also gone to the New Theater,
to
Des
New Braunfels, Tex., and 0. K. Thes as manager.
aters Corp., Dallas; Kooler-Aire
a quiet sort of
evaporative units to the New Theater
whose
one
Building, McKenzie, Tenn.; New
is to help his
tor friends make their theaters more Griffith Theater, Chickasha, Okla.;
the Tulsa, Tulsa; Mars, Martinsville,
rtable and enjoyable.
111.; Long's Grenada, Grenada, Tex.;
Atlanta, Long Beach, Cal.; Unique,
Neb. Stand Opens
Los Angeles; and a Cold Water
lis City, Neb.— The new Oil City Kooler-Aire to the Colonial, Kokomo,
ter here, seating 674, opened Ind.
I 9. Its owner is Oscar JohnEquipment, including carpet
drapes, screen, Light Master Jones Gets Brenkerts
Shawnee, Okla. — Jake Jones, op:ilowatt high intensity projeclamps, Sound Master Type S
erator of the local Ritz, has pur, ctors, lobby furnishings and
chased a pair of new Brenkert lamps.
accessories by Scott Ballano. of Omaha.

rations to the Illinois
etropolis, 111.— The 535-seat Illi1 owned and operated by 0. F.
ing, is undergoing extensive
ations and improvements. The
. is being done so as not to interwith the regular shows.
oer Installs New Chairs
>ache, Okla. — Georger Herber,
ator of the Opera House recently
d 100 new Heywood-Wakefield
"s in his house to replace old

J^S

Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given
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WE, BTL Delegations
Set for NAB Meet

Stimulating Event
Malverne, L. I.— A bottle of champagne (and imported, too!) broke
over the big steam shovel on the
morn of April 30, — and the stimulated shovel accommodatingly broke
ground for the new Malverne Thealong the
dream
of the
town's
formerter, fire
chief,
Charles
H. Kenney,
who is also one of the leading decorators of film houses. This stand
will seat 677 fans, and is designed
by John and Drew Eberson, wellknown pic house architects. Malverne's mayor, W. T. Harris, was on
hand
monies.for the ground-breaking cere-

1,038-Seat Camp Theater
To be Ready this Month
Fort Knox, Ky.— A new $60,000
theater seating 1,038 now under construction here will be opened within
three weeks, Brig. Gen. J. W. Heard,
commander of the Armored Force
Replacement Center announced.
The theater, one of the 36 ordered
built recently by the War Department, brings to three the number of
houses at Fort Knox, exclusive of an
open air moving picture house available for Summer use only. Two of
the houses, including the new one,
are classed as temporary buildings.
Regular feature films, shorts and
newsreels supplied by the U. S. Army
Motion Picture Service are shown
on a twice-nightly schedule.

Representing Western Electric at
the 19th annual convention of the
NAB this coming week in St. Louis,
May 12-15, in the Hotel Jefferson,
will be: F. R. Lack, division manager; H. N. Willets, assistant sales
manager; L. F. Bockoven, A. B. Kouwenhoven, C. E. Snow, H. F. Scarr,
W. E. Jonker of the Specialty Products Division at Kearny, N J.; G. W.
Davis, H. L. Hamilton, F. M. Harris;
Mid-Western, West Coast and Southeastern representatives of the Specialty Products Division, respectively; and Will Whitmore, editor of
"Pick-Ups."
Present from Bell Telephone Laboratories will be: J. F. Morrison and
A. A. Skene. Graybar Electric Co.
will be represented by: A. J. Eaves
and J. W. LaMarque of New York;
G. I. Jones, Philadelphia; L. H. Whiten, Washington; F. L. Allman, Richmond; E. H. Taylor, Chicago; J. A.
Costelow, Kansas City; C. C. Ross,
Dallas; W. E. Henges and R. G. McCurdy, St. Louis.

Speed New Drive-In

East St. Louis, 111.— The Great
States-Public circuit will push work
on the big Drive-In theater it is
building on the far reaches of St.
Clair Ave. in the French Village
section just east of this city. An
early opening is now anticipated.

"THE ZIEGFELD GIRL"
Ziegfeld glorified the American
girl. Alexander Smith glorifies
American carpet . . . one
reason why you find Alexander
Smith Carpet in most of the
country's

successful

theatres.

Let Us Enlighten You on
Your
Lighting
Problems

CHARLES

ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

8

•

EQUIPMENT
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NEWS

Many Theaters Get
(resfwood Carpeting

EQUIPMENT
FIELD NOTES
7ONING ordinance in Fort Worth, Tex.,
^- has been amended so that Interstate
circuit may build a de luxe nabe at East
Belknap and North Riverside Drive in that
city. This section is zoned for residences,
as a rule, so the ordinance had to be
changed before a big enterprise could invade
it. Construction of this newest house, which
will be the ninth for Interstate in Fort
Worth, will not commence for several
months, according to Frank Weatherford,
circuit's city manager.

Chicago flash discloses that the Mills
Co. are now building Coca-Cola vending machines for the film theater trade.
Units hold 114 bottles of the beverage.
Machines are handled by Coca-Cola distribs. in various territories.
S. E. Bower is re-equipping his Desert
Theater, Hawthorne, Nev., with new RCA
Photophone equipment in anticipation of the
coming season.

Alexander Smith & Sons' Crestwood Carpeting has been installed in
many film theaters recently in all
parts of the country. Among the
numerous houses so supplied are the
Crystal Theater, Genoa, 111.; the Century, Chicago; the Fairy, Mappanee,
Ind.; Princess, Peoria; and Alamo,
Chicago.
The Colonial Theater, Skaneateles,
N. Y.; Marlowe, Buffalo; Varsity,
Decatur, 111.; and the Capitol, Brigham City, Utah, are other houses
lately furnished with Crestwood. Additionally, installations were made in
the El Rey Theater, Albuquerque,
N. M.; Mayfair, Baltimore; and the
Fairfax, East Point, Ga.

Big New Baltimore House
Opens Doors Next Month

Baltimore — The new Uptown Theater in the 5300 block, Park Heights
Ave., designed by John Eyring for
E. W. Capps of Texarkana, Ark., is a group of owners, including Louis
building a new theater, the Century, in Garman, operator of the local Pimthat community , and has purchased lico and Avalon, is scheduled to open
complete theater equipment from an in mid-June.
Oklahoma City supply house. Stand
House is a 1,100-seater and will
will seat 370.
cost at completion some $250,000.
*
*
#
Adjacent to the theater is a parking
M. R. Marsh, architect, called for bids lot. National Theater Supply Co.'s
this week on a new house to be constructed branch here is furnishing equipment,
in Charlotte, N. C. Builders of the theater including Heywood-Wakefield chairs.

are T. A. Little and A. B. Craver.

$

$

$

It is learned from authoritative channels in Atlanta that in two nabe communities there new theaters will arise
shortly. In Fitzgerald, according to
reports, work has just been started on
a project for Martin Theaters, Inc., of
Columbus, while in Douglasville, Ga.,
R. N. McEachern, of Valdosta, has been
awarded construction of a theater there.

*

*

*

Reed Washburn, manager of the Ritz in
Rockville, Ind., for Cary & Alexander, circuit operators, has purchased a new Walker
P.M. screen.
9):

Sfc

ifc

Friday, May 9, ].

PROSCENIUM
VA/ORK has started by Manager I. M.
' ▼ Zimmerman for complete renovation of
the Roxy in Nesquehoning, Pa. Plans call for
new marquee, with indirect fluorescent
lighting; new display frames; complete redecoration of the interior; new lobby lighting
fixtures; coal stoker, and two modern pro-

*

^

:£

more leg room.
1,000.

Theater's capacity is now

An enterprise
long associated
with
the best work
In the field . .
Executing
PAINTING . .
DECORATING
MURALS
. .

SOt WE8T 42nd STREET

New

York

City

:£

Nathan E. Goldstein, prexy of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., announces plans for redecoration of the
Rivoli in Chicopee, and the Strand in
Westfield during the Summer.

Varsity, while J. H. Silliman, operate
the Rio and Appleton Theaters, has
for a third house in the hands of the a
tect.

*

*

*

Veteran exhibitor Mike Tho
operator of the Capitol Theate;
Clairton, Pa., for 26 years, is repla
his sound with new RCA Photopi'
equipment. The boys down in Cam
N. J., also aver that Mike has inchbooth equip, in the deal.

*

*

*

Wilkes-Barre,"
willThe
be Sterling
remodeledTheater,
by the Comerford
An
merit Co., according to plans filed in'
City Co.
Building
Inspector's
Penn I
ties
will do
the work. office.
Alterations,
include razing of old frame portion ol j
present
building and erection
of a
brick structure;
improvements
in pn
theater brick structure; and new ma.
In new planned brick structure there
be manager's office, air conditioning de
ment, and projection booth.

*

*

*

C. E. Beach, Jr., of Thomasville,
* *
*
has purchased two lots in the bus i
of Fernandina,
Fla., an\
Appleton, Wis., with a population of about section
erection of a mo\
25,000 and three theaters, is being treated contemplating
He already owns i
to the spectacle of having that number of movie theater.
houses doubled, and two of the new thea- Ritz and the new building will t, 1
ters named the Varsity. The Varsity Thea- shuttering of present structure.

ter, Inc., has received a permit to build a
$25,000 house seating about 500. Frank
Bahcall has applied for a permit to operate
a 768-theater,
also to be known
as the
Jllllllllllllllll!

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli:

$

$

$

Kenneth Sink, operator of the Granc i
Miami Theater,
Union City, Ind., ha:
quired the Strand in Angola, Ind.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllillilillllllM

Open Air Bows May 15
Albany — A new open air theater,
providing space for 1,500 cars, will
be opened May 15 and Harry Hellman, indie exhib. who operates the
Royal and Paramount Theaters here
and Palace, Troy, at Lathams Corners, equidistant from Albany and
Schenectady.

Douglas Purchases the State
Morrisonville, 111. — The 200-seat
State has been sold by B. Crivello to
C. Douglas of Cliton, 111. The new
owner has installed Simplex equipment.

FRESH AIR APPEAl
WHEN
you think of buying Comfort.
Cooling equipment — and practical ex- •
hibitors are constantly on the alert for practical ways and means of stepping-up Fresh|

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES—

Air Appeal — compare — then judge by the?
recognized standard of quality — National!
Theatre Supply Comfort Cooling equipment! i
It's "tops" in quality, yet sold at the lowest
possible cost. Get the facts today!

LIEBERMAN

IT':

Simplex Projectors and Four-Star Sound • Hertner
Transverters • Peerless Magnarc Lamps • Simplex
High Lamps • Walker Screens • Bausch and Iiomb
Lenses • Irwin Clipper Chairs • National Crestwood Carpet • National Comfort Cooling- • Sealuxe
Lobby Frames
• Kowe Candy Merchandisers.

Flag and Valance Co.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

ATTISTI >TUDI0S

J}c

'Nother
Cincy
territory note: Virginia
Robbins, with Paramount for 13 years, has
resigned
to take a position with
Mark
Cummins'
Advertising
Accessories.
Gil
Shepherd, 20th-Fox,
has also
joined Cum■%
*
%
mings" personnel.

H*

The Victory, Holyoke, Mass., has been
entirely re-seated, and loge reconstructed
due to the elimination of 200 seats to allow

*

Out of Cincinnati comes word that
Ralph Kinsler, former Warner branch
manager, has opened the new Shard
Theater, Lockland, O. This is an upto-the-minute stand with 700 seats.

Andrew Anderson, circuit chief, has
placed an order for new Irwin Clipper
chairs for two of his houses, — the Majestic in Beaver Dam, Ky., and the Lincoln, Hodginsville, Ky.
%

*

jectors.

CHATTER

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois
8954 Gibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

j
I
j
.1
'

I

H\f
COOS
as Southern

division

head,

Charles Koerner has been named general manager in charge of all RKO
theaters. Koerner, now West Coast division manager, joined RKO 10 years

«|"L
f\
KlSiJ
heOterS

later handling

upper

New

York

and

subsequently

the New

England territory.

He succeeds J. J. O'Connor.
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XHIB. LEADERS PROTEST RENTALS LEVY
heater Men Would
THE
WEEK
IN REVIEW
To Fight

Clamp Down

Exhibs. Feel They Are Now
Carrying Greater Part of
Load, With Biz Suffering

lmi-.j Law

Organized efforts to retard the frequency of benefit shows and collections of money in motion picture the".'EW MINN. LAW: The "Big 5"
aters are said to be in work. It is
orted ordering a fight on Minn.'s reported that the closing of the Will
i-blocks-of-five law; also seeking a
Rogers Memorial drive will write
Ing plan complying with law's finis to this type of relief and charity
visions. Columbia was said planB no fight on the law, but with work for a long period.
Leaders in exhibition circles have
apt to join with the Big 5. A
in. report stated that rep. of one indicated that they plan to make the
While declaring that
renting major was negotiating for move official.
(Continued on Page 7)
e building in Hudson, Wis., to
tch to remove the Big 5's Minnelis branch offices. Republic h.o.,
ording to Minn, report, turned
rn booking deal in that state
er the anti-5
• law.
*
*
==

By L. H. MITCHELL

_;

ARBITRATION: Three majors of
Big 5 consider a new arbitration
*se embodying disputes not covi in the N. Y. consent decree. . . .
A issued report covering first
iths of arbitration stating that
rage cost of cases brought so far
■ $39.04, excluding counsel fees,
lging cost way below early esti:es.

!

*

*

*

'HIS AND THAT: FCC gave com~cial tele the "green light" for
? 1. •.. MBS and Ascap were
'sic
to conclude
for using
Ascapat
over the deal
Mutual
network
Louis meeting on Saturday. . . .
A reported quarter net of $2,,572, a jump of 18 per cent over
<0. . . . 20th-Fox expected to set
,000,000 production budget. . . .
mtasia" will be sold at 70-30
'ler Walt Disney releasing deal
|h RKO. . . . Frank W. Love joy,
mer Eastman Kodak prexy, made
irman of board, and Thomas J.
rgrave elevated to presidency. . . .
k, J. Schaefer's talks with J. J.
/Onnor and Fred Meyers, resigned
ater execs., reported futile. . . .
ink Freeman at L. A. Commercial
ib's
first m.p.
day lists and
industry's
tribution
to defense
issues
jinterblast at attackers of films
PE's Fall meeting set for N. Y.
y. . . . Leon Henderson, of price
ministration office of OPM, opposes
'her admission tax . . . Para, inests reported taking lead in the
ve-in field with a minimum of 30
:h outdoor film theaters.

Block of 21 Ts Set
For Big Discussion

Tomorrow at one o'clock in the
Hotel Astor's famed Hunting Room
(just a mashie shot from all film
offices) will be held one of the most
unique and important luncheons in
industry's annals, inasmuch as no
business and all pleasure will be the
topic. Event will bring together 21
representatives of principal wings of
filmland to discuss participation of
(Continued on Page 7)

Hawaiian House Defeats
Bill to Ban Bank Night

Miss. Defense Post
For Ed Kuyhendall
Jackson, Miss. — Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA chief, has been appointed
by Gov. Paul Johnson of Mississippi
as a member of the Executive Committee of the Civilian Defense Council of the state. Kuykendall's work
will relate to co-ordinating all defense efforts in the state.

Reduced Attendance
Favored (or Canada

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Exhibitor opposition tothe proposed five per
cent tax on film rentals, was
presented to the House Ways and
Means Committee Friday by Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, and P. J.
Wood, secretary of the ITO of Ohio.
Pointing- to the heavy burden such
a tax would impose upon exhibitors,
both called upon Congress to find the
$12,000,000 such a tax is estimated
to raise in another manner.
Kuykendall
and Wood were also
(Continued on Page 6)

Atlas Still Buying
RKO for Portfolio

N. J. Allied to Honor
Newbury at Convention

(Continued on Page 2)

Theater Television to Fore
1,200 at Premiere of RCA's Large Screen
Penn. Bills Would Permit
With demands of the national defense program ever-increasing, teleSun. Pix for Service Men
vision development in the immediate

(Continued on Page 6)

Kuykend'l, Wood Ask Congress Find Another Source
of $12,000,000 Revenue

Montreal — Reduced Dominion theater attendance is favored by J. L.
Ilsley, Minister of Finance, he told
a delegation of Montreal exhibitors
who found him adamant in his refusal to reduce the 20 per cent tax
and equally opposed to a suggestion
that the Dominion might arrive at Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
an agreement with the Quebec proWashington — Continued purchase
vincial government to reduce the of RKO stock by Atlas Corp., is
combined tax.
reported (Continued
in the SEC
semi-monthly
on Page
7)
This is (Continued
apparent onfrom
a statement
Page 7)

A testimonial banquet for Lee
Newbury, president of New Jersey
Honolulu Hawaii (By Air Mail) Allied, will be one of the highlights
— A bill which would ban theater of the organization's annual conBank Nights went down to defeat in
vention at the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel,
(Continued on Page 7)

Harrisburg, Pa. — Two bills introduced before the General Assembly,
one in the Senate and the other in
the House, were seen as an attempt
to bring Sunday movies to a number of Pennsylvania
communities.
Both measures would amend Section 2 of an Act approved July 2,

on Benefits

future may more or less center in
theatrical tele, it was reported over
the week-end in the wake of Friday
night's demonstration of RCA's new
large-screen equipment at the New
Yorker Theater before an invited
"world premiere" audience of approximately 1,200. ~) A N
While the
FCC's on"green
(Continued
Page 6)light* sig-

Morgan Finds Exhibitors
Ready to Exploit Shorts
Exhibitors are reviving their interest in short subjects and are preparing to give them exploitation breaks
equal to features, according to Oscar
(Continued on Page 2)

\

Havana University
Plans Film Survey
Havana (By Cable) — A survey to
determine the motion picture preferences of Cuban audiences, exhibitors
and distributors will be undertaken
by the Professorate of Commercial
Statistics of the University of Havana.
Questionnaire, asking what types of
films are preferred by audiences,
from what countries, defects of
Cuban pictures and suggestions for
their improvement, number of seats
in theaters, policies, and what campaigns are most effective for exhibs.,
will be mailed by the University to
the. Iqcal industry^Sflioolsifnd high?
scrrbbr?

1 J
in

(ii )n_t

TT^T
IN
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FINANCIAL
{QUOTATIONS
NEW

YORK

OF FRIDAY,
STOCK

Loew's
deb.
3 V2s46 .
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. .
Universal Picts

1 041/J
95 Vi

♦

♦ FOREIGN

♦

FUTURE

RUN

(b)

Subsequent run.

week

♦
World
Miami Playhouse
48th St. Theater
Cine Roma

week

OPENINGS

(c)

Broadway
Palace

week

FEATURES

Major Barbara
(United Artists-Gabriel
Pascal) — May
14
Blood and Sand
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
The Devil and Miss Jones (RKO Radio Pictures)— May 15
A Woman's Face (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 'May
The Lady from Louisiana
(Republic
Pictures) — May
15
I Wanted Wings
(Paramount Pictures) — May 21 (b)
Affectionately Yours
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — May
23
The Great Swindle
(Columbia
Pictures)
(c)
Sheriff of Tombstone (Republic Pictures) — May 13 (a)
Secret Evidence (Producers Releasing Co.) — May 13 (a)
Bashful
Anton
(Swedish
feature) — May
16 (a)
Begge
(Scandinavian Films) — May 16 (a)
Volga Boatman (Artkino)
(c)
■•
Dual bill,

♦

week
Welles) — 2nd

LANGUAGE

Pepe le Moko
(Mayer b Burnstyn) — 11th
Heroes of the Sea (Artkino) — 2nd week
Suspiros de Espana
(Spanish feature) — 2nd
Castles in the Air (Esperia Films)

(a)

9)

TWO-A-DAY

♦
(d)

Astor
Roxy
Music Hall
Capitol
Criterion
--....Paramount
Strand
Rialto
New York
New York
48th St. Theater
48th St. Theater
Miami Playhouse

15

Follows current bill,

(d)

Two-a-day

run.

MARKET

High

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%)
4i/2
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 8
East. Kodak
124
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's Inc
30
do pfd
Paramount
11%
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
1078
Pathe
Film
9Vs
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
. . . 5V2
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
3%
do pfd
591/4
NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46

MAY

Picture and Distributor
Theater
Ziegfeld
Girl (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 3rd week
Capitol
That
Uncertain
Feeling
(United
Artists-Lubitsch) — 2nd week
Music
Hall
Great American
Broadcast
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Roxy
The Girl in the News
(Twentieth Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Globe
Reaching for the Sun ( Paramount Pictures)
• • . Paramount
Wagons Roll at Night (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Strand
The People
vs. Dr. Kildare
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Criterion
Invisible
Ghost
(Monogram
Pictures)
Rialto
Chaplin Festival (Guaranteed Pictures) — 7th week
5th Ave. Playhouse
Irish Cavalcade
(George
Crommey) — 2nd
week
.Belmont
Dead
Man's Shoes
(Monogram
Pictures)
(a)
New
York
The
Phantom
Cowboy
(Republic
Pictures)
(a)
New
York
The Great
Dictator
(United
Artists-Chaplin)
(a-b)
Central
Singapore Woman
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Central

Fantasia
(Walt
Disney
Productions) — 26th
Citizen
Kane
(RKO
Radio
Pictures — Orson

124

Low

Close

43/g

4l/2

8

124

8

29 '/2

293/4

11%

11%

10%
8%

10%
9%

SVi

Net
Chg.

+

Vi

+

%

5!/2

31/2
3% +
591/4
591/4 —
MARKET

%
1/4

104y2 104i/2
95%

95 Vi +

CURB

MARKET

3-16
1%
8

3-16
1%
8

6%

6i/2

Vs

3-16
1%
8
6i/2 —

Vs

N. J. Allied to Honor
Newbury at Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

Atlantic City, June 11-13. Event
will honor Newbury for his many
years as head of New Jersey Allied
and his work in the interests of
independent
exhibitors.
General sales managers of all
companies have been invited to attend the convention and explain
their product and selling1 policies
for the new season. Representatives
of other Allied units and national
leaders will be present.

RKO Golf Tournament Set
For Westchester May 20
RKO's annual golf tournament will
be held May 20 at the Westchester
Country Club, Rye. A highlight of
the tourney will be a telegraphic
match with the RKO studio. Eight
men each will represent the East and
West and results will be flashed
after every three holes.
Eastern team will be represented
by Ned Depinet, Andy Smith, Senator J. Henry Walters, Harry Michalson, Bob Wolff, Harry Pimstein, Walter Seaton and Lou Miller.
George J. Schaefer, RKO president,
heads the tournament committee
which includes Depinet, Phil Reisman, Gordon Youngman, L. E.
Thompson, R. C. Patterson, Malcolm
Kingsberg, J. Henry Walters, Leon
Goldberg and J. Miller Walker.

Morgan Finds Exhibitors
Ready to Exploit Shorts
(Continued from Page 1)

Morgan, Paramount's short subjects
sales manager, who has just returned
from a Coast-to-Coast tour.
In every city, Morgan said, exhibitors are "thinking out" the potentialities of shorts and their increasing
importance. There is a strong belief
that the tendency to cut down the
number of features produced will result in the tapering off of the double
feature policies, thereby creating a
greater market for short subjects.
Exhibitors, Morgan said, admit
that the market for good shorts has
always existed but that it has not
been properly exploited. Highly favorable reaction has greeted Paramount's move to back up its shorts
program with merchandising and naMcGuire Starts Soundies
tional campaigns, Morgan said, adding that exhibitors are out to get the
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
most
from
their shorts. He also said
Hollywood — Neil McGuire Productions has been signed to produce a that theaters that never before used
series of musical brevities for Sound- newsreels are now buying them.
ies Distributing Co. First went into
Selling of the new season's shorts
production Saturday, with McGuire has started and results so far have
been highly encouraging, Morgan
producing-drijrecting.
said.

Marshall to Aid Hinchy

Frank Marshall, who has been a
member
of Clayton
Bond'sjoins
staff
the Warner
Home Office,
Johnin
Turner in assisting Ed Hinchy in
the Philadelphia zone booking and
buying department.

COfmnG and G0IIK

Parade B

H. M. Richey to Address
Ark. ITO Meeting Today

Little Rock — ITO of Arkansas today winds up a two-day convention
Metro Signs Wesley Ruggles
at the Marion Hotel. H. M. Richey,
Hollywood — Wesley Ruggles has assistant to W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M
been signed to a directorial contract general sales manager, will be the
principal speaker today.
by Metro.

H.
M.
RICHEY
left
yesterday
for
Rock,
Ark.
JOHN BALABAN and WILL HOLLA
left Chicago at the week-end for film
ferences
in New
York.
SID SAMUELSON,

Allied leader from I

t&

delphia, was here at the week-end.
GABRIEL PASCAL arrived here over the i
end.
ARTHUR
HORNBLOW
and his wi
LOY, fly to the Coast today on the
ROBERT TAYLOR and his wife, BAR
STANWYCK, flew to Montana over the |
end

from New York via TWA's Sky Chie
LANA TURNER flew to the Coast Sat
via United after a short stay here.
ALLAN MOWBRAY flew to the Coast
day night via United.
BOB
PORTERFIELD

has

returned

here

completing a role in "Sergeant York" at j
ners.
ROBERT YOUNG and his wife were her
a day last week before continuing to Ball
for the running of the Preakness.
AL BOOKSPAN, of the Fishman Tl
office,
New Haven, has been vacationir j
New
Jersey.
TITO
GUIZAR
left yesterday
for the (j
LEO RICCI, of the Capitol, Meriden, (
is in Washington.
HARRY
KALCHIN,
is in Chicago
for
execs.

Paramount
conferences

stage be I
with
B

"Kane" Follows "Fantas !
In the Geary at Frisco
San Francisco — The Walt Dis I

RKO
production,
close its
run here "Fantasia,"
Saturday.
film has broken all roadshow j
tendance
records for this cit^i
its 12-week engagement.
As I
has a lease on the Geary, w
"Fantasia"
has
been
shown,
company
is moving
into
the house
rather"Citizen
than useK;||
Golden Gate as originally schedil
"Citizen Kane" is set for the
jestic, Boston, May 19.

25 of 45 Paramount Stc
Purchases Are Originals
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Dj

Hollywood — More than 50 per
of the story properties acquired
Paramount since Jan. 1 are origir
studio checkup shows.
The 45
chases include four plays, eight
sellers, seven magazine yarns ami
originals for the screen.

Don't Forget....
You Have a Date ....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.
May 15th, 16th & 17th

"For the second time Gabriel Pascal has supplied
the trade and public with a FINE film, as entertainment and as a production."
— Motion Picture Daily

"A MAJOR attraction, SUPERB from beginning
to end and should rival the BOXOFFICE records
of 'Pygmalion'."

— jay Emanuel Publications

"Pascal - Shaw - Hiller combination
"A picture with BEAUTIFUL precision and polish.
Robert Newton is SENSATIONAL. To sum it up,
it's a

BRILLIANT Picture!"
— Louella 0 Parsons, International News Service

"DELIGHTFUL diversion . . . may be expected to
follow closely the precedential business set by
'Pygmalion' "

"DELIGHTFUL

— Daily Variety

comedy,

SUPERLATIVE

cast!"

— Hollyu'ood Reporter

"A masterpiece

and WITTY

MUST-

— George Fisher, Mutual Network

"A bevy of MAGNIFICENT performances. It will
undoubtedly be highly placed by critics whose sentiments and reactions are sure to be shared by
more

discerning patrons of motion pictures."
.^^^^^^
— Associated Publications

as if it had been

made

in Utopia!"— Virginia Wright, Los Angeles News

"Add

SUPERB

performances

that tops 'Pygmalion'. A

SEE picture!"

the

DELIGHTFUL

again.

"You should see 'Major Barbara'!"
— James Francis Crow, Hollywood Citizen News

"Even better than 'Pygmalion' It should be a BOXOFFICE SENSATION!"
— Jessie Henderson, Baltimore Sun
"As

scores

Shavian wit delights; production and cast- HIGH
CLASS."
— Film Daily

and BRILLIANT

direction to Shaw's keen wit and 'Major Barbara'
emerges not only as a GREAT motion picture but
as an IMPORTANT

"A

film event."
— Paul Harrison, N.E.A

Service

DISTINGUISHED successor to 'Pygmalion'!"
— Douglas Churchill, Redbook Magazine

"Brilliantly directed and

produced

by Gabriel

Pascal, producer of 'Pygmalion', George Bernard
Shaw's FAMOUS play comes to the screen as a
MOVING and COMPELLING drama. Shaw at his
BEST.

Each member

FULperformance.

I I

*»cr

of the cast gives a POWER-

An OUTSTANDINGproduction."
— Showman's Trade Review
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Exhib. Leaders Rap
5% Tax on Rentals
{Continued from Page 1)

in agreement in recommending that
the present exemptions enjoyed by
religious and charitable organizations be eliminated. Wood told the
• • • FILMLAND is getting out its red, white and blue pencils
committee that the admission taxes
to particularly "ring" Sunday, May 18, on its calendars
lor
should start with the very first
that
is
"I
Am
An
American
Day"
set
aside
by
Presidential
prochildren's
that
exception
penny, with be
admissions
exempted, while the
clamation to be celebrated this year
by the induction into citizenMPTOA chief pointed to this posship of aliens who have reached the age of 21
But there is far
sibility as a means of raising addimore to it than that singe and inspiring purpose
because the day
tional revenue, without making any
brings home vividly to all our citizens
the priceless advantages
specific recommendation on it. Kuykendall indicated, however, that if
of being Americans
One of the fine manifestations of our common
heritage
and of thanksgiving therefor
will take place on May
this is done, children's tickets up to
10 cents should be exempted.
18
in the Hollywood Bowl
At the celebration there
The film industry "is quite willing
Edward Arnold will preside
and a legion of screen luminaries will
to carrjf its full share of taxes, and
participate
President
Roosevelt
and Wendell L. Willkie are schedis eageF'to do more than its share
uled to open the Coast gathering
via broadcasts from Washingon national defense," Kuykendall
said." "However, the industry is
ton
Circuits
and
exhibitors
in
every
section of the country wi'l be
struggling* with a serious problem
doing their bit that day
by giving gladly of a mite of screen time
caused by the unavoidable loss of a
to some patriotic film
or some other suitable symbol of the Amerlarge part of its revenue from sales
ican Way
in the foreign market."
T
T
T
Hardship for Small Exhibs.
While' the $12,000,000 to be ob• ♦
• UP in Rockland County
they don't call Adolph
tained from the five per cent film
Zukor "Giant," as pic circles do
but plain "Farmer" Zukor
rental tax "may be a very small item
— so dispatches from that sector assert
anent the nooze
in the total tax bill, it looks big to
that he's gonna build a flock of FHA homes on his extensive propthe already heavily taxed motion picerty near New City
Our distinguished film solon plans also
ture industry, and we believe it is
to operate buses to connect the new development with West Shore
not
justified,"
Kuykendall
said.
He
told the committee
that exhibitors
trains at Haverstraw. . . • Jack Thomas, manager of the Strand
would be glad to take five per cent
in Clarksville, Ark., is the new prexy of the Rotary Club in that
of their film rental as their profit.
town. . . • Week-end flash from Cleveland has it that Everett
Such a tax will be paid by the exhibitor, he said, adding, "It will work a
Steinbuck, former manager of Loew's State Theater, has been apparticular hardship on these small
pointed deputy collector in the Federal Bureau of Internal Reveexhibitors, whose
business is not
nue and'll cover Cuyahoga County
flourishing and who are now having
a real struggle to stay in business."
Kuykendall urged an amendment
Penn. Bills Would Permit
to the tax laws to bring religious and Essaness Not Tripling
charitable organizations,
pool parSun. Pix for Service Men
lors, billiard parlors, bowling alleys, At Chi. "400" Theater
etc., within the tax. "In all fairness
(Continued from Page 1 )
Chicago — Essaness circuit states
these competing 'amusements' should
ic
is
not
triple-featuring
at
the
1935,
providing
local option referbe taxed the same as theaters," he
said. He also recommended that the "400" Theater, as published.
endums in communities where five
tax law be amended to provide for a
"Double-features are bad enough", per cent of the voters sign petitax only ion the amount actually paid comments
Prexy Edwin Silverman.
tions once every five years.
on special rate admissions given to
The bills, labeled as a necessity
students, CCC workers, soldiers, etc.
Wood told the committee the
ness as a revenue producing enbecause of the "present national
present exemptions of religious
terprise." He cited figures to
defense program and the great inand
charitable
organizations
show the Government could colcrease in our armed forces," would
lect $15,000,000 per year in the
have been "gravely abused by
permit showing of movies on Sunstate of Ohio on Bingo games
the many
exempted
organizaalone.
day in an area within 10 miles from
tions and institutions that have
The box office will lose millions of an Army depot, military camp or
gone into the entertainment busireservation without a referendum by
dollars by reason of the million men voters.
to be drafted into the Army, Wood
The bills were introduced by Sen.
said. The ITO secretary also called
to the committee's attention the loss John H. Dent and Reps. Harry P.
occasioned by Army theaters in the O'Neill and Martin F. Kenehan.
Harrisburg, which on two occavarious camps. The general tax prosions lost out on the Sunday movie
gram will also influence the box office,
Wood said.
vote, would be one of the largest
"It will be difficult enough for the- Pennsylvania cities affected by the
ater owners to shoulder the burden of law, located within the 10-mile zone
an admissions tax starting from the of the Middletown Air Depot and
From
first penny," he said, without adding the General Depot and Reception
the five per cent film rental tax. The Center at Marsh Run.
THE FILM
amount that can be raised by the five
DAILY to
per cent tax can more than be pro- W. P. Florence Dead
Karl MacDonald
cured through a broadening of the
Ed Halprin
admissions tax and the abolishment
Magnolia, Ark. — W. P. Florence,
of the specific exemptions, Wood 53, proprietor of the Macco thestated.
ater, is dead.

Theater Television
Coming to the Fore
(Continued 1 om Pane 1)

nal for commercial television is eff
tive July 1, it is becoming increasii
ly evident in tele manufacturing <
cles that the requirements of the
fense program, both in manpo\
and materials, will virtually prech
mass production of home receive;
Turning out of sufficient 1/"
screen equipment to meet exhil?
requirements during the next yi
without interfering with the defe;
program, however, is deemed p i
sible, from the manufacturing ste:
point. The real problem insofar
theatrical television is concerned
mittedly centers around prograi
their production and distribution.
If this problem, a knotty one, <
be solved in a fashion to warrant
hibitor investment
in theater tj
equipment,
tele industry observ.
are confident that theatrical telej
sion during the next year or so \
build
an audience
that will
thoroughly "sold" on tele and res i
to buy home receivers when m;j
production becomes possible.
The Demonstration Program
RCA and NBC demonstration p
gram designed to show possibilit
of film, live talent and spot ne
pickups was generally marked
good to very good reception. In i
telecast of the Parker Family ra
program were some noticeable
fects in lighting and a slight oc
sional distortion.
Action compa:
with today's film standard was p :
haps stilted.
The program opened with Ray F I
rest as a personable announc I
obviously at home in the new me ]
um. John Boles and former Po I
master General James A. Far 1
were introduced. Lowell Thon 1
made an excellent impression witlJ
news telecast. Round table disc I
sion led by T. F. Joyce, RCA vi I
prexy, followed. It was designed |
answer questions as to televisio f
relations to the theater. A Pa1j
newsreel also made an excellent i
The program climaxed with 1
pression.
Soose-Overlin fight which held the
terest of the audience, Soose winni
the world's middleweight champicj
ship fight on points. Reception
the fight, with due regard to 1
lighting handicap, was satisfacto
Program closed with the natioi
anthem sung by Lucy Monroe.

Phony Peace
Boston — Simulated tabloid, the
Daily Recorder, with the first page
given over to the screaming headline, "Extra. Peace Pact Signed",
created a furore here late last week.
It was the idea of George Krasna,
operator of the Fine Arts theater,
to plug "The Charlie Chaplin Festival." Boys passed out the phonies
from 8 to 10 a.m., at all subway
station exists and the north and
south stations. Sheet carried a
two-for-one
coupon.

jiday, May 12, 1941
: V*V

ould Clamp Down
i Benefit Shows

reviews of new mms
"A JoanWoman's
Face"
Crawford,
Melvyn
Douglas,

with
(Continued from Page I)

■ want to do their share in all
iks of charity and war relief, extors are expressing the belief
E they are carrying the major porof the load to the detriment of
r business.
_ one exhibitor put it, "The shoe
*s aren't giving their shoes away
the grocery stores aren't giving
r groceries away. We have nothto sell but our seats and we are
ng them away all out of propor1 to other lines of industry."
definite action is expected shortprobably at early exhibitor unit
stings.

duced Attendance
:vored for Canada

MllY

Conrad
Veidt
Metro

105

Mins.

SPLENDID DRAMATIC VEHICLE; MISS
CRAWFORD IS SUPERB; CAST, DIRECTION, PRODUCTION ARE TOPS; FILM
BEST.
SHOULD

RANK

AS

ONE

OF

YEAR'S

The general adult public should like
this picture immensely. It is mature
screen entertainment at its best, with the
elements of cast, direction, production and
technical work at a peak. It is a picture that exhibitors can sell as being "different," it has top "names" for marquee
use, and there are many angles that lend
themselves to exploitation. Exhibitors will
plug this picture to their own benefit as
it should definitely rank as one of the

tiful job of photography was contributed
by Robert Planck, and whoever the makeup man was who conceived Miss Crawford's transformation deserves a big hand.
As to the actors, it is a pleasure to
report on Miss Crawford's performance.
Ir is always a difficult decision for an
actress to appear in a picture in an unflattering light, and it takes an assured
actress to essay such a role. Miss Crawford approached her characterization with
a sympathetic understanding of the psychlogical angle involved, displays her emotions with admirable shading and restraint
in keeping with the part, and her performance generally is probably the finest
she has ever given on the screen. Conrad
Veidt is splendid in a strong supporting role.
He is the epitome of a ruthless, cold-blooded egomaniac who will let nothing stand in
his way, even murder. Melvyn Douglas is

equally fine in the role of a plastic suryear's best. It is a picture that presents
Joan Crawford in a new characterization
geon,
to its
Miss
Crawford's
hatred of
thesympathetic
world and
people
because
foi her, and above everything else it is
of her disfiguration.
absorbing and moving screenfare that will
(Continued from Page 1)
In keeping with the excellence of the
rapt interest from be• jased Friday by Eugene Beaulac, hold an audience's
ginning to end as it unfolds on the roles turned in by the three leading play eis
in the cast are the performances in
retary of Quebec Allied Theatrical screen, running the entire gamut of huustries, Inc.
the
smaller parts, which are of great imman emotions and vicissitudes from A to
portance in this picture. Albert Basser'onsidering the emphasis placed Z with a solid impact.
man, Marjorie Main, Osa Massen, Reginald
>n films elsewhere as a prime facHow juvenile audiences will react to
and Donald Meek stand out. Right
in building and sustaining mor- a Crawford hideously scarred and a story Owen
fine.
, the position of the Minister of that may be above their heads is difficult down to the smallest bit, each player is
:iance created a distinct sensation. to judge, but it is a cinch to go over with
The story, laid in modern Sweden, un5ole hope of relief insofar as Que.. exhibs. are concerned now rests all adult audiences. True, there is a
folds from a dramatic opening when Miss
touch of horror, much more than a touch,
Crawford is brought to trial for murder,
:h the provincial government. It
in the picture, but it is intelligently and
s said that the provincial treasur- deftly handled both story-wise and direc- the name of the victim kept a secret.
. has expressed himself as "great- torially. There are a few moments of The various witnesses then relate their
sympathetic" to the plight of the humor adroitly worked into the story to evidence, each witness responsible for a
atergoer and is now giving the
correlating sequence. The flashback style
relieve the general dramatic tenor, but
of narrative is neatly handled to prevent
: tter his "serious consideration."
The statement by Beaulac said in they are believably done. And always it from becoming repetitious, and throughthere is an aura of suspense as the film
;'t:
out the suspense mounts to a driving clii The committee
pointed
out that in a moves forward in its flashback style of
max. It might also be added that there
vince like Ontario where there has been no narrative, each episode culminating in anis a satisfactory ending. Musical score by
vincial amusement tax, a moviegoer might
other that brings the audience one step Bronislau Kaper and art direction of Cedric
; able to absorb the new tax, but that in
:bec where the province has already not closer to the crime for which Miss Craw- Gibbons are important adjuncts to picford is being tried as the story opens.
.• an amusement tax, but a surtax amountture's all-around excellence.
jointly to about 15 per cent, it would tax
On the production end, director George
movie patron about 35 per cent on each
CAST: Joan Crawford, Melvyn Douglas,
et he bought — a tax greater than in any Cukor is at his best, which is tops, as he
: ol the world, including the British Isles. deftly guides the players through their Ccnrad Veidt, Osa Massen, Reginald Owen,
Furthermore that the Federal tax was a paces, builds his suspense, adds intimate Albert Basserman, Marjorie Main, Donald
:riminating tax, pointed only at the motion touches that stand out. At all times he Meek, Connie Gilchrist, Richard Nichols,
:ure theater,
generally
regarded
as the
reation of the masses and that it had com- maintains a steady pace that builds and Charles Quigley, Gwili Andre, Clifford
ely exempted the higher-priced amusements builds in crescendo, never deviating from Brooke, George Zucco, Henry Kolker, Robose patrons could better afford the impost.
ert Warwick, Gilbert Emery, Henry Darnell,
The suggestion of an endeavor
to arrive the theme of his story and never allowing Sarah Padden, William
Farnum.
a player or situation to get out of hand.
I ' an
agreement
with the Minister
province Ilsley,
was, howCREDITS: Producer, Victor Saville; Dir. refused
by Finance
and An opulent production value is credited
J gave the delegates to understand
that if to Victor Saville, who must also be lauded
rector, George Cukor; Screenplay, Donald
' reason of the fact that the theater was put for the general quality of the technical Ogden Stewart and Elliot Paul; From a
of reach of many of its patrons, he per; : tally favored this lower attendance."
work and selection of cast, with the fin- play by Francis de Croisset; Cameraman,
ished product showing infinite care and Robert Planck; Art director, Cedric Gibdetail in the choice of everybody connected
bons; Musical Score, Bronislau Kaper; Editor, Frank Sullivan.
with the film. A fine, moving and compelling screenplay was written by Donald
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY, Superb.
Ogden
Stewart and Elliot Paul.
A beau-

Block of 21 Is Set
For Big Discussion
(Continued from Page 1)

company teams and other aggregations in the 29th Film Daily Golf
Tournament to be held on May 27
at Glen Oaks Club, Great Neck, L. I.
Tucking on bibs tomorrow to hashover details will be Bill German,
Eastman Kodak pasture-pool delegate; Charlie Einfeld and Mort Blumenstock of Warners; Barret McCormick, RKO Radio; Bill Ferguson
and Tom Gerety, M-G-M; Monroe
Greenthal, UA; Bob Gillham and J.
E. McDermott, Paramount; Rodney
Bush. 20th-Fox; Lou Pollock, Universal; Dave Lipton, Columbia: George
Dembow and Milt Silver, National
Screen Service; Jim Cron, representing the Trade Press team; Vincent
Trotta. Ampa; Billy Brandt. Exhibitors' envoy; Walter E. Green,
National Theater Supply Co.; plus
Ole Colonel Alicoate, Don Mersereau,
and George Morris in behalf of the
tournament arrangements.
The tennis sissies ain't invited,
'cause they'll have their own luncheon
huddle at a near-future date, and
none of the golf ginks will be asked.
So there!
What
all the
team-play
will
be for
is the
giganticshootin'
Albee
Trophy. (Just try to lift it!)
A special menu will be served at
tomorrow's luncheon: Fresh Greens,
Par-sley, Put-tatoes, and Tee. It'll
be dished-out all at the same time,
inasmuch as the tournament itself
will be a one-course affair.

Atlas Corp. Acquires 500
More Shares of RKO's Pfd.
(Continued from Page 1)

summary of security transactions
and holdings. According to the
latest report, Atlas has acquired
500 shares of RKO's 6 per cent
convertible preferred, bringing its
holdings in this class to 39,481
shares. Atlas also holds 762,127
shares of $1 par common and 268.230 shares through the American
Company and 327,812 warrants for
common.

Warner Brothers Pictures reports
Joseph H. Hazen has acquired 1,700
shares of $5 par common, representing his entire holding.
. .awaiian House Defeats
Loew's, Inc. has added 38 shares
ill to Ban Bank Night
of Loew's Boston Theaters $25 par
common to its holding and now has
(Continued from Page 1)
117,958 shares of the subsidiary
FWC Shifting Managers
company
stock.
e territorial House of Representa- Start New L. I. House
Nathan J. Blumberg reported
Oakland — Fox West Coast has an/es after a stiff fight. The measConstruction of a new modern 600nounced the following managerial disposition of 1,000 of Universal
e failed to pass third reading by seat motion picture theater has been
changes. Warren Peckner moves Corporation's common voting trust
]vote of 14 to 15.
.An amendment which would per- begun at Steinway St. and 25th Ave., from the California in Berkeley to certificates and now has 12,000 of
it religious and charitable organi- Astoria, L. I. The theater has been the first-run Orpheum in Oakland; the certificates and 15,000 common
;tions to stage games of chance designed and will be constructed and Edgar Catley goes into the State voting trust certificate warrants.
ice a year was tabled.
H. Welsh, a newDavie acquired 300 certificompletely equipped by the Amuse- from thecomer toOrpheum;
Fox circles takes over the Preston cates,
now holding 4,000 directly
One of the legislators, who supment
Supply
Co.,
Inc.,
of
New
York.
vrted the measure stated that 100
manager's spot at the Senator. and 26,500 through Standard CapiAfter
completion,
it
will
be
operated
Johnny Westphal, former manager
)lice officers a month are required
tal. Davie also has 111,283 warkeep crowds in order at theater by the Island Theaters Circuit, New of
the State, is leaving the organization.
rants through Standard Capital, alYork.
though holding none directly.
4-ank Nights.

ma SheSueYoa'

FoivVon -Support :
Are you giving your box-office all the advertising help she needs ♦ . ♦ or has she a case against
you for non-support?

Even the best pictures need advertising.
extra money with advertising support.

Even the biggest productions

gra

If that's true of big productions, imagine how planned showmanshi
advertising behind the weak sisters can help support your box-office in th
style to which she should become accustomed!
Trailers on your screen will keep your box-office happy. Lobby Displays 01
front will keep your box-office happy. General accessories intelligently use
will keep your box-office happy.
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I" WRITING MINN. BIZ UNDER NEW LAW
ix Need New Type Showmanship,

Ark ITOTold

ig Out-Ballyhooed and
j-Advertised by Sports
|l Radio, Asserts Richey

Sell -I tiling •• fiugs" To Quench Thirsts
At FILM DAILY'S Golf Tourney On May 27!

:tle Rock, Ark. — A new type of
manship is required to offset
competition of baseball, radio
other forms of amusement, H.
Sichey, M-G-M executive, told
s ITO of Arkansas convention
yesterday.
believe," Richey said, "that
y we are being out-ballyhooed,
re being out-advertised, we are
ng to contend with a type of

Tavern Restaurant. It's the beer which that institutional industry eating place,
156 West 48th, is sending up to quench the divot-diggers' thirsts at various
points along the course, et al, including the 9th and 19th holes. Beverage

(Continued on Page 8)

ick Strike Delays
New Del. Theaters

Even the best-dressed links dandies at THE FILM DAILY Golf Tourney to
be held Tuesday, May 27, at Glen Oaks, will envy an entry from ye good ole

will appear in glittering amber, and a soft, sparkling white "collar." George
Kelly and Charley Adler, of the Tavern, are donating the nectar. As the golfers
arrive at each beer "oasis," you're gonna see a wonderful and refreshing sight:
— self-filling "mugs."

Winnipeg, Vancouver K-A-0, B. F. Keith
Exhibs. Assail Tax
Earnings Reduced

Montreal — Following the example
of Montreal and Province of Quebec
exhibitors who took the initiative in
protesting against the Dominion Government's 20 per cent admission tax
|;troit
—
Construction
on
approxi/ sly 10 theaters in the Detroit levied on motion picture theaters,
representatives
and owners of 45
is being held up by a general
ling strike declared yestreday in film theaters in Winnipeg and 35 in
Vancouver have forwarded protests
pathy with teamsters' union.
(Continued on Page 6)
te will probably delay opening
foseph Miskinis' Civic Theater
h was slated to have trade pre' tomorrow night as electricians N. C. Governor Will Ask
not able to complete the job, acExhibs. to Spurn Nazi Pix
ing to supply firms.
strike of all truck drivers in
(Continued on Page 6)
Raleigh, N. C— Gov. Mel Broughton
will not
appeal
to North
exhibs.
to exhibit
the Carolina's
Nazi pix,

Cancellation Clause
Written Into the First
Contract to be Signed
By GEORGE

FILM DAILY

E. GUISE

Staff Correspondent

Minneapolis — First of the
major film producing companies
to accept the new Minnesota
anti-blocks-of-five law, Universal Pictures, now is writing all contracts
here under that act with the approval
of the New York office.
Ray Miller, Minneapolis manager
of Universal, announced here yesterday that the New York offices
of the company had decided to go
along on (Continued
the law onand
he had
Pagethat
3)

Grainger Finds Heavy
Pix Biz Improvement

Net profits of Keith-Albee-Orpheum and B. F. Keith Corp. for the
52 weeks ended April 5 were announced yesterday as well as the
earnings for the 13 weeks ended
the same date.
K-A-O's 52-week earnings were
$704,232.38 after all charges. This West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — James R. Grainger of
is equal to $11.07 per share on 63,- Republic, who arrived here yesterday
586 shares of cumulative convertible
for a 10-day stay following an ex(Continued on Page 8)
tended tour of every key city in the
country, stated he noted heavy and
Robbins, Sidman and Ross substantial improvement in motion
picture business in most every city,
Win "Little Men" Awards town and hamlet that he had visited
on his 13-week tour.
Winners in the RKO-Borden-ElsieGrainger(Continued
stated onthat
before leavPage 6)
"Little Men" ad-publicity-exploitai More Features Go
tion contest were announced yesterday. Judges in the contest, which PRC Extends Contracts
ore Cameras on Coast "Victory in the West."
Governor's position was defined closed April 15, were Jack Alicoate,
following receipt of a telegram from publisher of The Film Daily; Don Of Briggs and Fromkess
y Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
the German-American Congress for Mersereau, general manager; Herb
dpollywood — Ten new pictures are Democracy, protesting showings of Miller, Jay Emanuel
Extension of present contracts
Publications;
^duled to go into production this
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 8)
for long terms were given to O.
k. Most active studio currently
Henry Briggs, president of Produc(Continued on Page 8)
ers Releasing Corp., and Leon From.
kess,(Continued
vice-president
in 6)charge
of
on Page

Advtg. Agencies Ponder Tele

ftombs Close 450
English Theaters

Approximately 450 theaters are
losed throughout England, according
o George Archibald, United Artists'
{Manager in Great Britain who arrived
ere Friday for a month's stay. Archibald said that this did not mean
tecessarily that there were 450
•ouses damaged or destroyed but
hat many theaters in heavily bombed
reas had closed for lack of patron»ge.

Pay Particular Attention to Size of Audiences
Weiner and Gins Feted
At Pittsburgh Dinner
Pittsburgh — Some 2,000 exhibitors
and representatives of local Film
Row attended the "Double Feature"
testimonial dinner in the Urban
Room of the William Penn Hotel
here last night.
Event, sponsored by the Variety
(Continued on Page 6)

Advertising agencies are expressing renewed interest in television,
following the recent FCC approval
of commercial 'vision, but are paying particular attention to the size
of the audience and other marketing factors. Some agency executives
contend that the initial novelty and
attendant publicity of commercial
television are not as important as
they were (Continued
at first, onbutPagethat
3) natural-

MPPDA's

Board Still

Looking
"Outlaw"
Members of theatMPPDA
board are
still looking at unapproved sequences
from the
Howard
"The as
Outlaw"
with
view Hughes'
of preserving
much
of the picture as possible. Screenings
were held Friday and yesterday but it
is
reported that no decision has been
reached.
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Granite 6607. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— MarcoAurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
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National Film Carriers
Convention Opens Here

Dismissal of the $750,000 treble
damage anti-trust suit of Folley
Amusement Holding Corp., former
owner of the Folly Theater, of
Brooklyn, was ordered yesterday by
Federal Judse Samuel Mandelbaum
on consent filed in the Federal Court
by all parties concerned.
Thes suit was brought several
years ago against all major companies, Monogram, Republic, Randforce Amusement Corp. and its officers, contending that the plaintiff
was compelled to give up its theater because it was deprived of
product. The dismissal was made
without costs, but with prejudice
against the re-filing of any similar
suit.

Disney Takes Helm
of Chinese Campaign
West Coast Bin:. THE

FILM

Hollywood — Walt Disney has accepted the chairmanship of the
campaign for Young China of United
China Relief,
it
is announced
today
by
James

G .

Blaine, NaChairman tional
of the
Mickey
campaign.

will
the
Judydirect
Garland
China Stamp

and

WALT

DISNEY

will actively lead the campaign

to provide homes, food and clothing

Second Joelson-Local 306
Arbitration Hearing Friday

to

Second hearing on a dispute between Jules Joelson and Local 306,
projectionists union, will be held
Friday before Harry C. Kane, attorney designated as arbitrator by
New York Supreme Court Justice
Ferdinand A. Pecora. Dispute arose
over 18 theaters acquired by Joelson from Consolidated Theaters.
The latter had a contract with the
union which provided that the State
Court designate an arbitrator in the
event of questions arising under the
contract. Dispute involves wage
rates for projectionists at the recently acquired theaters. A preliminary hearing was held May 5.

and the China Aid Council, both coordinating their efforts in United

Chicago Censors See 104
Pix, Make Only 30 Cuts
Chicago — Of 104 films reviewed
during the past four weeks by the
Chicago Censer Board, none was rejected, only 30 cuts were made, and
six were picked for adult audiences.
Combined length of the subjects was
481,000 feet. Lieut. Harry Costello,
directed, commented that film quality
is improving. •

China's 300,000 war orphans.
Campaign which Disney heads is
being conducted by the American
Committee for Chinese War Orphans

China Relief's $5,000,000

campaign.

geles to attend
the national
women's
bo\ |
congress.
COLE PORTER returns here next week
the Coast.
LEE SHUBERT is due back today from Chi
KENNETH MacKENNA, Metro story head
turned to Hollywood over the week-end.

Paustan Co. of Newark
Asks for Clearance Cut

Demand for arbitration of a cl i
ance situation in Newark, N. J.,
been filed with the New York \\
unal by the Paustan Amusement
Industry figures attending the gala operators of the West End Thej
Newark.
preview of George Bernard Shaw's
Complainant asks that the 14 cj
"Major Barbara" at the Astor Theater tonight for the benefit of the clearance over the West End J
Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund granted to the Ritz and Savoy
will include: Gabriel Pascal, Arthur aters be reduced
to seven dS
W. Kelly, Harry Gold, Haskell Mas- Complaint names the five consen
ters, C. C. Moskowitz, J. R. Vogel, companies.
Nicholas M. Schenck, Ben Joel, Eu- Killed In Nazi Air Redd
gene Picker, Joseph Bernhard, Clayton Bond, Ed Hinchey, Leonard
London (By Cable)— F. W. L
Schlesinger, Malcolm Kingsberg, Beaumont, producer, and his v
Fred Meyers, Mav Fellerman, E. C. Mary Lawson, film star, were kf
Grainger, Jack Shea, Leonard Gold- in a recent Nazi air raid.
enson, Sam Dembow, Jr., Leon Netter, Walter Vincent, W. G. Van
Schmus, Gus Eyssell, George Skouras, John Benas, John Nolan, Sam
Rinzler, Louis Frisch, William
Brandt, Harry Brandt, Fred
Schwartz, Si Fabian and Walter
Reade.

WILL H. HAYS
m

Shapiro
be SWG's
P.A. DAILY
West Coast to
Bureau
of THE FILM
Hollywood — Victor M. Shapiro was
today appointed press relations
Korda's "That Hamilton Woman!"
of the Screen Writers' Guild.
has to date been held over or been head
Milt Watt will be associated with
allotted additional playing time in Shapiro.
37 out of its first 39 runs. UA home
office reported yesterday.

Cincinnati — The Willis Vance arbitration case, first to be filed in
this city, has been set for hearing
with Judge Stanley MatEighth annual convention of the on May thews28
as arbitrator.
National Film Carriers opened- at the
Park Central Hotel yesterday and Hays Again to be R. R. Director
will continue in session until tomorChicago — Will H. Hays is up for
row. There will be a luncheon on
the mezzanine floor for the distribu- re-election as a director of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad
tor representatives today.
the stockholders meeting here
President James P. Clark of Phila- at
Thursday.
delphia presides at the sessions.

stopping
at the Waldorf.
PHIL
REGAN
arrived
here
yesterday
Hollywood.
AIMEE
LEWIS,
secretary
to M-C-M
booker
Dorsey Brown,
leaves today for Los

Industry Leaders Will
Attend Shavian Preview

"That Hamilton Woman!'
Held In 37 Out of 39

Willis Vance Arbitration
Case Will be Heard May 28

LOUIS B. MAYER and HOWARD STRICKI
arrived here yesterday from the Coast.
HERMAN WOBBER, CHARLES E. McCAR
and 20th-Fox division managers, WILLIAM $
MAN, WILLIAM CEHRING and WILLIAM I
PER. are scheduled to leave the Coast t
for New York after studio confabs.
BERNIE KREISLER. Universal short sub
sales manager, is en route to the Coast, j
PETE MAYER left for Hollywood yest!
CHARLES W. KOERNER, newly appointed
theater
by
plane.head, leaves the Coast today for
York.
ROLAND REED is here from the Coast ar

R o o n e y and

Club
for
Young China,

COmmC and G0IIIC!
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Don't Forget... i
You Have a Date ....
National Convention of
The Variety Clubs
of America
Traymore Hotel
Atlantic City, N. J.
May 15th, 16th & 17th
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will
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Jvertising Agencies
mder Television

Biz Under New Law
(Continued from Page 1)

[Continued from Page 1)

x sizeable audience would attract
lertisers.
It Marshalk
&
Pratt
agency,
ch handles the Esso account, a
neer television
sponsor,
it was
i that while the agency was in?sted no definite order had been
«ed, but that interest
might be
•ater when more sets are in use.
BBD&O. which handles the "Cavade of America" and other proms, it was said that the agency
I'cutives are very interested, but
it "nothing definite has been set"
, yet. No plans are under way at
s time at J. Walter Thompson,
was said.
Jin the meanwhile, however, it is
..ieved that sponsorship of a ma• event, possibly
with a theater
t-up, would
develop
considerable
tonus" publicity
through
newspars and other media and that adspectacular
more
using
Jrtisers
,khods will pay further attention
such a telecast program.

ving Jacocks Again
eads Connecticut MPTO

T
▼
T
• •
•
DEMOCRACY
at its best
was symbolized
yes
and manifested
at the luncheon in the Hotel Astor on Friday, last
at which the 1941 campaign of the United Jewish Appeal was
climaxed
by its Amusement Division
of which David Bernstein. Barney Balaban and Major Albert Warner are co-chairmen
In the world today
there is no such thing as sectarian charity
Let's get any such notion as that out of our heads
because,
with the dark wings of evil forces spread over many unfortunate lands
charity is not merely liberality in benefactions to the poor
but rather the instrument by which ALL may enjoy the benefactions of
liberty
Lose the latter
and the world loses its soul
There is no soul where there is no freedom
Between the lines of
the brilliant address by Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver
this conception
stands out like a beacon light
T
T
T
• •
•
FOR
instance
through
its charity as we know
that virttie in democratic processes
Britain set up with the
aid
and at the instigation of
great Jewish
leaders in
every land
the Palestine of today
whose soil, if necessary, says Rabbi Silver
will be defended, — every inch of it,—
by the Jews of Palestine
Currently, he adds, 8,000 Jews of
Palestine are already in active battle at the side of the British
(bread coming back a thousand- fold!)
So how can one
accept in these trying and unusual times
a definition of char-

New Haven — Connecticut MPTO
'ill have the following new officers
its helm for the coming year, as
result of the annual election meetg held yesterday at Ceriani's, with
ving C. Jacocks, Jr. presiding:
resident, Irving Jacocks, Jr.; viceesidents, Adolph Johnson, Max
ackman; executive secretary, Heran Levy;
treasurer,
George
Wil| nson, Jr.; board, all officers and
y Fine, B. E. Hoffman, Arthur
ockwood, Al Robbins, Peter Percos, Samuel
Rosen,
Harry
Shaw,

ity as merely constituting "liberality in benefactions to the poor"
for here are the befriended poor
who sought refuge
from the hate of Hitler
ready to return with their blood
not alone the material things which have been given
but the
essential qualities of democracy
needed for its preservation
Everyone who has ever given a single sou to the magnificent
work of the United Jewish Appeal
must now take enormous
justifiable pride
that his contribution was not just alleviating
suffering
but feeding oil to the Lamp of Liberty
that it
shall prevail against the gates of hate and tyranny

'rwin
Wheeler, Ed Wynn Raffile,
ou Schaefer.
Herman M. Levy, executive secreuy, discussed recent Federal
tax
proposals affecting films and warned
■chibitors that a change was imlinent, and that large purchases of
• ckets should be withheld for the
resent. Levy also reviewed results
f arbitration cases under the New

• •
•
IF Poet John Milton's
"shade"
has no objections
we'll paraphrase one of his immortal couplets
by way of introduction to a most unusual
story:
"Then to the well-trod stage
anon
If his John Hancock won't go on"
It seems that RKO
Radio's Leslie Plottel. exchange manager up St. John. Nova Scotia way
couldn't get to first base
selling product to an exhib. in
relatively nearby New Glasgow
But being a tenacious guy, Leslie
decided to make one more try
When he arrived at the adamant

"ork consent decree.

T

T

T

showman's bailiwick
the latter was in a dither
because an
important player failed to show up for the staging of the exhib.'s pet
play. "The Old Homestead"
Well, Leslie offered to take the role
saved the day
and turned the exhib. into a friend and
fan
Did he get the contract?
And how!
Try it yourself
sometime

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
Jack Holt

It's tough

sellin'
T

T

but it apparently
T

works

• •
•
BOSTON'S
Mayor
Maurice
Tobin
recognized
friend of the movies
and who made a special trip to Hollywood last year to bring stars to Beantown
will be candidate
for re-election
News in this additionally lies in the fact that
for the first time a Boston mayor will be eligible for return
to office
— rule until now bein' one four-year term only
Under revised law
a mayor can be re-elected as often as
voters see fit to ballot him in

received instructions to sell accordingly. Already one contract has been
made since word came from the home
office, Miller said, and this contains a
cancellation clause, written into the
original form. Similar handling will
be given all other contracts as they
are made, Miller said. He expects
a new contract form will be drafted
for use here.
The Minneapolis Republic office
also has drawn one contract for next
season's product under the new law,
but it has been reported the home
office decided not to accept the contract with the 20 per cent cancellation clause written in. Major companies which have accepted the New
York consent decree have taken no
contracts since the anti-blocks law
was passed, according to local managers. These producers are said to
have decided to hold up selling until
attorneys and officers get together
on a plan of action, expected to result in filing of a suit to test the
constitutionality of the new law.

James C. Bradford Dies;
Was Film Music Pioneer
James Charles Bradford, 55, died
Sunday at his home in Queens. He
was a noted figure in film musical
circles, having furnished scores to
motion picture producers. He possessed one of the largest libraries
of filmed music in existence. He had
worked for Paramount and Universal.
In 1919 he started supplying musical
accompaniments for silent films and
in 1926 began to furnish filmed
musical backgrounds for silent pictures. Later he pioneered in developtures.ing synchronization and talking picFuneral services will be held at
10 a.m. today at Fresh Pond Crematory, Maspeth, Queens.
To Meet on Convention
San Francisco — The Northern
California Independent Theater Owners will hold a luncheon meeting at
the Empire Hotel today to discuss details of the annual PCCITOMPTOA convention to be held in
Los Angeles,
June
10-12.

WB Film Will Train
Anti-Aircraft Units
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners will film a
special picture for the War Department titled "The Anti-Aircraft 37MM Battery," to be used for training purposes. The film will be made
up of five individual parts which will
enable the Department to show it as
five separate shorts. Dealing with
the operation of anti-aircraft guns,
the picture will be produced under
the supervision of Gordon Hollingshead in co-operation with the Rerect.
search Council. Noel Smith will di-

I

!

Starring

PRISCILLA LANE^JEFFREY LYNN'RONA

Screen Play by Casey ■

with MAY

ROBSON-LEE

PATRICK -Directed by CURTIS

BERNHARDT

a Story by Leonard 'm

AND SHE'S READY TO START NOW- FREE!
A singing musical trailer {sound track only) for
intermissions, for exits — and for FREE!
Ask your local exchange for more info.

EAGAN
saulay and Jerry Wald . From
Bros. First National Picture

Oh, that's all right — just Warner service!
And the regular trailer is another great
sales idea -like 'Strawberry Blonde'!
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Grainger Finds Heavy
Pix Biz Improvement
{Continued from Page 1)

ing New York he had been in negotiations with Joseph Bernhard of
Warner Bros, theater circuit and
C. E. Bond, chief film buyer for
Warners, and had ironed out principal points of a deal for 1941-1942
product between Warners and Republic on a nation-wide basis.
Grainger contacted many Warner
district and zone managers on the
coming
product
closed200a
deal
withyear's
Warner
circuitand
of over
theaters located in the Pittsburgh,
Washington, Albany and Buffalo territories. He announced that other
important deals for 1941-1942 product has been closed with the Butterfield circuit of 128 theaters in Michigan, Publix-Richards-Saenger circuit
of Mississippi and Louisiana for 110
theaters; Fox Intermountain circuit
which included territories of Denver,
Salt Lake and Butte for 103 theaters.
Grainger will confer with Lou
Halper in charge of Warner Bros.
Pacific Coast territory, Charles Skouras and Larry Kent of Fox West
Coast circuit and Harry C. Arthur
of Fanchon & Marco.

Nazis Refuse Passes
To B. A. "Anti" Critics
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — Cine
Alvear management has informed
anti-Nazi papers that, due to the
terms of its contract with Ufa, it is
not permitted to supply passes to the
film editors of those papers.

Truckers' Strike Delays
10 New Detroit Theaters
(Continued from Page

1)

the city is threatened, in sympathy
with building truckers' strike. Checkup of film delivery companies indicates this would mean tieup of film
delivery to local theaters and possibly to all upstate theaters as well,
since film truck drivers now belong
to teamsters' union in this territory.
Possible way out may lie in classification of film as "perishable
merchandise," and consequent granting of permits to allow film to go
through.

PRC Extends Contracts
Of Briggs and Fromkess
(Continued from Page 1)

operations, at the week-end meeting
of the PRC board of directors.
Attending the sessions were
ITPA and Northwest Allied Briggs, George Gill, Harry Asher,
Lee Goldberg, Bert Kulick, M. LefJoin for Regional Meet
ton, William Flemion, Herbert Given
and Jack Adams, Jr.
Other franchise holders in town
Milwaukee — A regional meeting of
the ITPA of Wisconsin and Upper for home office conferences were
Michigan, in connection with a simi- Jack K. Adams of Dallas and Lou
lar gathering of the Allied Theaters Lefton of Pittsburgh.
of the Northwest, is slated to be held
June 4 at Chippewa Falls. William Ned Depinet Drive Ends;
Smith, Menominie, Wis., is zone captain and chairman of the meeting. Audit to Disclose Winners
An ITPA of Wisconsin district meeting scheduled to be held May 3 in
RKO's 15-week Ned Depinet Drive
Antigo, failed to jell.
closed with New Orleans, Pake
Baker, manager, in the lead going
"Citizen Kane" Biz Ahead
into the final week. The SouthOrson Welles' "Citizen Kane" in
eastern District, David Prince, manits second week-end at the RKO
ager, topped the districts, with the
Palace Theater, New York, out- Western Division, Cresson E. Smith,
grossed the first week-end, and the manager, in front among the three
production is headed for a better divisions. Winners
of the RKO
intake for the entire second than Radio billings contest will be anfor the first week, RKO reported
nounced after a final auditing of
yesterday.
the figures which will take a few
weeks.

WEDDING

BELLS

Four More "Fantasia" Dates

Walt Disney's "Fantasia" has
been set into four additional situations through RKO playing on a
Richmond, Va. — John Rooney, sturoadshow basis. Pix opens at the
dent assistant
has Strand, Milwaukee, and the Capitol,
announced
thatmanager,
he and Loew's,
Miss Ann
Mitchell, of Washington, will be mar- Richmond, Va., on May 28; at the
ried on June 22.
Majestic, Tulsa, Okla., on May 29,
and the State, Oklahoma City, on
Chicago — Ray Dunn, manager of June 6.
the Orpheum Theater of the Warner
circuit at Hammond, Ind., and Helen Ledner In Para. Studio Spot
Bieker were married Saturday. Miss West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Bieker was formerly cashier at the
Hollywood — Sam Ledner, general
circuit's Partheon Theater.
stage director of Buddy G. De Syl
Cleveland — Irving Field, who op- va's last three Broadway musical
erates the Opera House at nearby successes, has been signed as dance
Burton, has announced his engage- supervisor at Paramount, where
ment to Louise Clark of this city. De Sylva, is production chief.

Weiner and Gins Feted
At Pittsburgh Dinner
(Continued from Page \)

Winnipeg, Vancou
Exhibs. Assail Tax

Club and a group of showmen in the
territory, honored Abe Weiner, re(Continued from Page 1)
cently promoted from UA branch
manager in this city to head of the to L. J. Ilsley, Minister of Fir.
Boston office of that company, and The 20 per cent tax is schedul
Joe Gins, elevated from city sales- go into effect May 19.
man for Columbia here to the branch
At present, provincial theate:
ies include: Alberta, 8.5 per
managership
lotte branch. of organization's Char- British Columbia, 5 per cent; 1
Art Levy, Columbia's local branch toba, 3.6 per cent; Nova Scotia
manager, and Mark Goldman, branch per cent; New Brunswick, 1]
manager for Monogram, were co- cent; Saskatchewan, 6 per
Prince Edward Island, about 1
chairmen radio
of theannouncer
dinner, with
Roswell,
and "Rosy"
sports cent; Quebec, 15% per cent ave
commentator, acting as toastmaster.
Commenting on the protest se
As a farewell gift, Weiner received telegram to Ottawa, E. Zorn, s
complete set of luggage, and Gins a ing for the distributors of Winr
movie camera. C. C. Kellenberg, voiced the view that the 20 pei
tax on film theater admissions
Variety Club's chief barker, made the discrimination against the th
presentations.
He asked "Why ar
Out-of-town guests included Dis- industry.
trict Managers Bert Stearn, UA, and dance halls, hockey games ant
cuses
taxed?"
He also ment
Sam Galanty, Columbia.
that in Manitoba there is a 1;
cent provincial tax on theaters.]
Larry Bearg, of Famous Pl^
Reject $10,000 Offer
Canadian, speaking on behalf a
Vancouver and British Columbj
For Educational Shorts
hibitors, said: "We don't object
An offer of $10,000 as against 50 tax itself, but we feel that i|
unfairly placed, in that i
per cent of the gross on 730 shorts been
so heavily on film th<]
of Educational Pictures of America fallen
while other amusements hav<
was rejected yesterday by the trustees of Educational and Grand Na- been
taxedHouse
at all."
In the
of Commons a
tional Pictures. A further sale was
tawa, the Minister of Finance, i
ordered by referee Peter B. Olney ing to a question put by G
Jr. on May 23. Rejection was
made because the offer fell far be- Fraser
Cruickshanks,
LiberalColumbia!
membe'
Valley, British
low appraisals of $30,000 and $37,- the Dominion Government ha
000 for the films. It was revealed considered having the provincia
that English interests have bid the ernment collect the motion p
sum of $16,500 for the shorts.
tax.

De Havilland-Raft Co-starred
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

N. C. Governor Will A
Exhibs. to Spurn Nazi I

Hollywood — Olivia de Havilland
(Continued from Page 1)
and George Raft will be co-starred
the propaganda feature in the I
for the first time in Warners' "All
Gov. Broughton pointed outi
Through The Night." Original story while he was unalterably oppol
by Leo Rosten and Leonard Spigel- screen time for Nazi propagandj
gass tells how a group of gangsters North Carolina has no state cj
break up a fifth column movement board and hence is without a m
in this country. Vincent Sherman, to ban them.
whose option was renewed over the
week-end by Warners, will direct.
NSS-Casanave Suits to

Miss Donner at Ampa Thursday
Ampa's first open meeting under
the new administration headed by
President Vincent Trotta will take
place Thursday in the Sun Room of
the Hotel Edison. Among the guests
of honor will be Vyvyan Donner,
commentator on fashions for the
20th Century-Fox Newsreel, her attractive group of models and talent
scouts
zations. from major producing organi-

Tried in Westchester C
Suit and counter suit of NSi
Charles Casanave will be tri
Westchester County, the App
Division of the New York Suj
Court having held yesterday i
Casanave had the right to pros
his actions in Westchester.

STORKS!

Custer Saga for Flynn
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Richmond, Va. — David Ka
Hollywood — Next starring vehicle advertising manager of Neig
for Errol Flynn will be the story hood Theaters, is the daddy
three-ounce baby
of General Custer, "They Died With seven-pound,
Charles Stephen.
Their Boots On." Original story
and screenplay is by Aeneas MacCleveland — Max Charnas, E
Kenzie and Wally Klein, with Melvin Levy, stage playwright, col- lie shipper, announces the biij
laborating.
a son, born at St. Luke's Ho:
West
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TH TERRY
BOB CROSBY • •RU
EDDIE FOY, JR.
GERTRUDE NIESEN
O
MARIE WILSON • CLIFF NAZARR

play by Karl Brown,
JOSEPH SANTLEY— Director • Screen
-story by Sammy
Jack Townley and Milt Gross • Original
lin
Cahn and Saul Chap
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Pix Need New Type
Of Showmanship

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

Peggy Shannon Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Peggy Shannon, 31,
died over the week-end. The onetime Ziegfeld girl is survived by her
husband,
Albert G. Roberts.

THE FILM DAILY,
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1941 Golf Tournament.
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

(Entry fee

Address

LAST THREE SCORES
□

□

Ten More Features Go
Before Cameras on Coast

CLUB

HANDICAP

f~l

CLUB:

(Continued from Page 1)

is 20th-Fox, with nine before cameras.
At Columbia: Seven shooting, including Gregory Ratoff's initial production, "Tonight Belongs to Us,"
romantic drama, starring Loretta
Young, with Conrad Veidt, Eugenie
Leontovich and Dean Jagger. Ratoff
producing and directing; Larry Damour's third in the "Ellery Queen"
mystery detective stories, temporary
title "The Devil to Pay," with Ralph
Bellamy, Margaret Lindsay, Charlie
Grapewin, James Burke, John Beal,
H. B. Warner, Douglas Dumbrille and
Spring Byington. James Hogan directing.

Red Kann, editor of Boxofnce; A-Mike
Vogel, of the Managers Round Table;

At M-G-M : Five shooting.
At Paramount: Seven shooting', including
"Sullivan's Travels," comedy drama, with Joel
McCrea, Veronica Lake, Margaret Hayes,
Raymond Walburn, Rod Cameron. William
Demarest, Eric Blore and Porter Hall. Producer. Paul Jones, Director, Preston Sturges.
Original by Preston Sturges and Ernest
Laemmle.
At Republic : Two shooting.
.At RKO-Radio: Six shooting including
"Look Who's Talking," comedy, co-starring
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Fibber
McGee and Molly, Lucille Ball. Allan Dwan
directing and producing, from the screenplay
by James Kern; Tim Holt western, "Outlaw
Trail," with Janet Waldo, Ray Whitley and
"Lasses" White. Bert Gilroy producing and
Edward
directing.
Uncle"
has been Killy
postponed
until ("Unexpected
later in the month.)
20th Century-Fox : Nine shooting, including "Charley's Aunt," comedy, starring Jack
Benny with Kay Francis, James Ellison,
Arleen Whelan, Laird Cregar, Anne Baxter,
Edmund Gwenn, Richard Haydn and Ernest
Cossart. Producer, William Perlberg, director, Archie Mayo; "Wild Geese Calling," outdoor drama, co-starring Joan Bennett and
Henry Fonda with Barton MacLane. Director, John Brahm, for producer, Harry Joe
Brown.
At Universal: Seven shooting, including
"Flying Cadets," drama, with William Gargan, Edmund Lowe, Peggy Moran, Frank Albertson and Frank Thomas. Jr. Paul Malvern
producer.
Director, Erie Kenton.
At Warners:
Four shooting.
Monogram:
One shooting.
PRC: Two shooting, they are J. G. Bachman's production, "Motorcycle Squad," action
melodrama, with Wynne Gibson, John Miljan,
Kane Richmond and Pauline Moore. Al Kelly
directing; John T. Coyle's production, "Desperate Cargo." melodrama.
Alexander Korda:
Shooting "Illusions."
Sam Goldwyn : Shooting "The Little

Lady."

Small:

Shooting "International

Keith's 13-week
net was $1
year.
157.42
compared
with the co'
sponding period of 1940 when
earnings were $209,455.24.

Screen Library Branches
In
500 Warner Theaters
Bobbins, Sidman and Ross
In line with the trend to mi
Win "Little Men" Awards screen
material available to mo

(Continued from Page 1)

Edward
Foxes."

preferred stock.
Net profit for
same period last year was $961
For the 13 weeks ended Apr K-A-0 reported a net of $236,67! i
compared with $312,452.15 for(l
same period of 1940.
B. F. Keith Corp., for the,
week period, showed a net profi'
$469,316.51, compared with a i
of $566,362 for the same period I

Name

□

K-A-0, B. F. Keith
Earnings Reduced
(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

showmanship new in the history of
the motion picture business, and
which is going- to require a new
type of showmanship among ourselves if we are to be as successful as we all have a right to ex"Richey said that M-G-M and
pect."
some other companies were spending more money to pre-sell product
than ever before. For that reason, he said, it seems that the one
link that needs re-vitalization would
be the contact between the theater
owner and his public and the responsibility of the distribution company to assist the theater owner to
recapture that straying public "that
still loves movies just as much as
they ever did, but who have had
their attention distracted by other
streamlined
competition."
Sees Distribution Efficient
Turning to the effects of the
consent decree, Richey pointed to
the comparatively few demands for
arbitration. If the number of complaints involving clearance, some
run and the single one concerning
withholding prints continue to come
in at the same ratio, it would mean
less than 300 cases per year, Richey
said. Considering the 100,000 or
more individual contracts written a
year, he continued, it would indicate
that in its relationship with the exhibitor, the distribution system has
been about 98.4 per cent efficient.
Commenting on the Minnesota anti-block-of-five law, Richey said that
"this particular state was one of
the loudest advocates of the Neely
Bill and one of the most severe
critics of blind-buying and blockbooking.
"It makes me wonder," he continued, "what has happened to the
arguments that have been used for
years against buying pictures sight
unseen. Certainly they seem to
have overlooked several things in
the decree."
Looks for Better Pix
Richey said that it would therefore seem ill-advised, because the
five-picture plan is yet untried, to
revert all the way back to the admitted ills of the former plan of
selling simply because no one can
tell the result of a new plan until
it has been tried.
"It is my firm conviction that
because of the five-picture selling
plan better motion pictures will result and I believe that the willingness of the distributors to honestly
try the plan should be backed up by
the willingness of the exhibitors to
go
along with the plan," Richey
declared.

Tuesday, May 13, 19*
DAILY

Tom Kennedy, of Showmen's Trade
Review; Arthur Andrews, vice-president of Young & Rubicam; Edward
Dutson, of the Borden Company;
Harrv Mandel, advertising director
of RKO Theaters, and S. Barret McCormick, chairman of the board of
judges.
First prize
of $500 inin the
first-run
division
for theaters
towns
over
100,000 went to Roy Robbins, Karlton Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.; with
the $250 first prize in the subsequent
run section of that division going to
Lige Brien, Belmar Theater, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ken Grimes of the Warner Theater,
Erie, Pa. placed second in the open
class for $250 and John Haflinger,
Lafayette Theater, St. Louis, Mo.
won the $100 second prize in the subsequent run.

Robert Sidman. Senate Theater, Harrisburg,
Pa., won the $500 first prize in the division
covering first-run theaters in towns from 25,000 to 100,000 population with Harry Goldstein, Morton Theater, Dorchester, Mass., taktion. ing the $250 first in the subsequent-run secMel Blieden of the Forsythe Theater, East
Chicago, Ind., won the $250 second in the
first-run division and Pearce Parkhurst of the
Alhambra Theater. Torrington, Conn, landed
the $100 "place" spot in the subsequent-run
section.
The first prize of $500 for theaters in towns
under 25,000 population was awarded to Murray Ross, Capitol Theater, Whiting, Ind., with
R. H. V. Booth taking second place with his
campaign from the New Family Theater,
Batavia, N. Y.
In the Canadian division, $250 first prize
went to Thomas Cleary, Princess Theater,
Montreal. Second went to Gordon Carson,
Royal Theater, Fort William. In the subsequent-run section, the $200 first prize was won
by
Davie,
of Shea's
Toronto,
with
Bill George
Novak of
the Gaiety
Theater,
Winnipeg,
taking the $100 second.
The RKO division, which was a separate
contest from the national contest, open to
all but RKO Theaters, was taken by Jack
Granara, who won the national first prize
of $400 with his campaign from the Boston
Keith Memorial. First of $300 in the Metropolitan contest was won by Harry Lyon's Alde'n Theater, Jamaica, L. I. Harry Weinstein,
of the RKO 58th St. and John Heinz of
the RKO Flushing were awarded second and
third prizes, $200 and $100, respectively.

picture fans, establishment
oJ ■
Library of the Screen, with branc
in some 500 Warner theaters, is
nounced by Jack L. Warner.
Re&
ing that the material available
New York and Hollywood thro
organizations such as the Musi
of Modern Art Film Library wil
of interest to fans throughout
country, the company will stock c
ies of novels and historical wc
produced and to be produced as
tures, as well as texts and histo
dealing with production.
A feature of the libraries, to]
opened next fall, will be volume;
stills from film productions, inc J
ing rare stills of nickelodeon day s \
jects. These albums will not I
available for lending but may be j
amined at the libraries.
All branches will have substanl
ly the same material available
will be augmented as literary wc
are purchased for filming. In addi
to published works, copies of J
iginal screenplays will be availa
Administration of the libraries
be under a committee composed I
Hal B. Wallis, Bette Davis, Edw
G. Robinson, Norman Reilly Ra
Casey
Robinson,
Edmund Gould
and William
Keighley.

Circus Biz at New Hub,
High; But Pix Also Gain
Boston — Business in all Bos
downtown theaters was up on ai
age of 8 per cent for past w<
Grosses increased despite capai
business done by opposition furnis
by Ringling-Barnum circus at Bos
Garden where sellouts ruled nine \
formances out of the 10 given.
In five days, the total circus g
receipts
time
high.exceeded $200,000, new

Andrew Kachler Dead
Springfield, Mass. — Andrew K;
ler, 50, an employe
of the B:
theater suffered a heart attack tl
and died in the ambulance on
way to a hospital.
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REEN TO BE V.-P. OFRKO RADIO PICTURES
o Enforce Minn. "Anti-5" Law ToFormertheCode Letter
Seal Head
posal to Stay Operation
Constitutionality is
ted Reported Rejected
By GEORGE

LOCAL PROBLEMS BEFORE MPT0A

Round

Table Forum at Hollywood Convention Will Tackle
Wide Range of Exhibitor Problems

E. GUISE

M DAILY Staff Correspondent
inneapolis — Minnesota's new
blocks-of-five law will be enid to the letter until invalidated
ihe courts, Clarence Holton, atey for Allied Theater Owners of
Northwest, announced here.
Dlton's statement was made after
;tate attorney general's office had
consulted on a proposal to stay
{Continued on Page 4)

A round table forum on local
problems will be one of the highlights of the MPTOA convention in
Hollywood June 9-12, it was announced yesterday. Discussions led
by exhibitor leaders will cover local
conditions and prospects, organization affairs and exhibitor activities
and the problems with which the
local exhibitors in the territory are
most concerned.
This exchange
of experiences
is

am Play Is Set For
m Daily Tourney
UA May Start Own
idustry golfing' guys, who will "Anti-Five" Action
am their respective company

ds in the rapidly approaching
United Artists intends taking acvi Daily
Golf Tournament
at
Minnesota's
anti-five
:i Oaks Club on Tuesday, May 27, law, tion
itto oppose
was indicated
yesterday
by
to the fare way (luncheon in sources close to the company.
I Hunting Room of the Hotel AsWhat form of .procedure will be
yesterday to formulate battle followed in the matter is currently
is.
in doubt, but discussions are underresent at the big gab and feed(Continued on Page 3)

Formal
announcement of Joseph
I. Breen's appointment as general
of RKO studios was made
designed to provide those attending manager
the convention with an insight into yesterday by
George dentJ.
the significant new development Presi
^gr^
within the business.
Schaefer.
\
It is expected that a wide range
I t w a s
I
of exhibitor problems will be covered in this forum. They include stated that
B r e e n had
taxes, legislation, sales policies, con- signed
a long- % g
tract terms, buying problems, buildterm contract
ing and safety regulations, non-the- and will be
atricals, radio competition, games, elected
a
{Continued on Page 4)

dent
vice

|Hearings on Snow's
Two Measures Near
Detroit — Hearing on both Snow
bills — to prohibit the sale of blocksof-five in Michigan, following the
Minnesota law, and to prohibit programs of more than 150 minutes — is
likely to be set for either the end of
this week, or the first of next week,
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 6)

lended Mo. 150-Minute
Dgram Bill May Pass

Nathanson Status May
Be Clarified Today

Fellerman Takes Over
Post as RKO Head Booker

Toronto — Status of N. L. NathanMax Fellerman yesterday officialIt. Louis — The Better Film Coun- son in Famous Players Canadian
lv took over his duties as head
150-minute picture show bill was Corp. may be determined today when booker
and buyer for RKO Theaters,
• mded in the Senate at Jefferson
company's stockholders hold their
to apply only to cities and the
adjourned meeting. Reports that succeeding- Fred Meyers who, with
;nties of 100,000 or more, includ- Nathanson may step out of the or- J. J. O'Connor, resigned from the
ago. Fel(Continued on Page 8)
ganization or acquire control from organization two weeks
with Pathe and
Paramount have been circulated RKO forlerman25has been
years.
(Continued on Page 4)

20th-Fox May Hold
July Sales Parley
West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox's sales
convention may not be held until
late in Julv despite the fact that the
company will start delivery of pictures for 1941-42 the first week in
August, it was said here by Herman
Wobber, distribution head.
No dates as yet have been fixed
for the sales convention, Wobber
stated. Previously, it was indicated
that the conclave would be held in
Chicago.

Sees No "Middle Class" Pix
By RALPH
WILKFILM
West Coast Bureau
of THE

the
- of presi-

sa^^^^^^^M^^"

the next
BREEN
J0SEPH of'■ directors.
company ofat
meeting
the board
Breen, who formerly headed the
(Continued on Page 3)

O'Connor and Meyers
Sought by Schines!
Gloversville, N. Y. — Schine interests are reported to have been negotiating
with J. J.
O'Connor
and
(Continued
on Page
4)

Realign Warner Bros.
H.O. Ad-Publicity Dept.
Following conferences with Charles
Einfeld, director of advertising and
(Continued on Page 8)

"Major Barbara" Ras
Smash N. Y. Preview
Gabriel Pascal's version of George

Only Top Bracket and "B" Product— Wobber
Grainger Sets Dates
For Republic Regionals

Formally Named General
Manager of RKO Studios

DAILY

Hollywood — A major effect on production of the New York consent
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY decree will be to do away with the
Hollywood — Prexy James R. "middle class" pictures, leaving only
Grainger has set the quarterly re- those in the top budget bracket and
gional sales meetings for Republic "B" classification to be made, in
from May 19 to 20 for the Pacific the opinion of Herman Wobber, 20th
Coast meetings at the studios; May Century-Fox distribution chief, who
{Continued on Page 3)
{Continued on Page 3)

Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara"
burst
at to
Broadway's
Astor forth
Theaterbrilliantly
last night
thrill an
audience of notables. Attraction received unusually enthusiastic reception from the intelligentsia. Lobby
comment tagged it as a class picture with a capital C and capital
acting. For review, see FILM
DAlLY's issue of May 5. For color
story of last night's performance,
—MORRIS.
turn to "Along the Rialto" column,
Page 4, today's issue.
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BARNEY BALABAN, STANTON CRIFFIS
AUSTIN
KEOUGH
left last night for Toror
CHARLES
E.
McCARTHY
and
WIL '
GEHRING left Hollywood last night on the
for New York.

THE FILM DAILY,
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

GEORGE RYAN, motion picture aHg-J
Boston, is in town.
/,679

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1941 Golf Tournament.
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

(Entry fee

BRUCE JOHNSON, president of CenP,?f
ister Corp., leaves Saturday for a two vi
vacation in Canada.

Name

WALTER PIDCEON arrives today from
Coast and leaves Friday to attend the V
Clubs' convention in Atlantic City.

Address

ROBERT YOUNG
a vacation.

and his wife are her'

ALEXANDER
KORDA
today
by plane.

LAST THREE SCORES
□

□

□

CLUB
CLUB:

HANDICAP
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Expect Loew 28 Weeks Net National Film Carriers
To be About $2.80 a Share To Elect Officers Today
The Wall Street Journal yesterday
estimated
thatended
Loew's
earnings
the 28 weeks
about
March for
15
would be in the neighborhood of
$2.75 to $2.80 a share. This, the
Journal pointed out, compares with
a net income of $6,789,000, equal to
$3.79 a share earned in the corresponding 1940 period.
Decline in revenue was accredited
to the absence of grosses on "Gone
With the Wind" which were rolling
in at this time last year. The Journal
predicted that Loew's profits for the
1941 fiscal year, judging by present
indications, would equal about $3.82
a share.

CFI Reports $174,380
Net for March Quarter

Eighth annual convention of the
National Film Carriers will close its
three-day session today at the Park
Central Hotel with the election of
officers and regular business sessions.
An open luncheon was held yesterday
with a number of industry representatives in attendance. Ed Kuykendall
and C. C. Pettijohn made short
addresses.
Afternoon session was devoted yesterday to a meeting between a distributors committee and representatives of the NFC to discuss problems
on film handling and shipping. James
P. Clark, president, is presiding at
the meetings.

Waldo Anti-Trust Suit
Hearings Resume in Hub

is due

LAWRENCE LANGNER
the Coast this week.
GEORGE MURPHY
from
the Coast.
CHARLES
Hollywood.
WILLIAM

BOYER

the

and his wife lei j

is en route to Philadc
is due here tomorrow

SUSSMAN

by plane for New

from

left Hollywood last

York.

SWG Demands Support
By All Writing Crafts
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

Hollywood — Every

FILM

DA,

major wrij

presented
a solid frontandin New
suppoi"i
guild
in Hollywood
the
current
Screen
Writers'
bargaining negotiations with proG
ers. In face of a strike possibi
if Guild's negotiations are not ]
cessfully
concluded,
the Autt
League
of America,
Inc., and
affiliated
crafts,
the
Dramat
Guild and the Authors' Guild in ]
York, have called emergency m
ings for the adoption of sympatr
resolutions of support, accordinj
a telegram from Howard Lind
vice-president of the Authors' Let .
of
America. Theadopted
Radio Writers'
unanimously
a resoluG

Boston — Dragging interminably
along, hearings before a Special Master in the anti-trust case of the Waldo Theater Corp. against the majors Writers'
pledging Guild.
support
to the
So'
—
'/a
resumed this week. It is the expec+
14
tation of attorneys that this case
Shapiro Anti-Trust Suit
may well go far into late Summer.
—1-32
Attorney George Ryan, attorney
for the plaintiff, has been examining Trial May Start Monda1
M and P representatives, including
Philadelphia — Anti-trust suit
+
Vl
Mildred Sheel, former secretary to
Ruben Shapiro against Warner Bv
Al Bevan, and Phil Seletsky.
Monogram
Picts
and the majors, involving a ell
Radio-Keith
ws
3-16
3-16
3-16 +1-32
ance issue, may finally go to 1
Sonotone Corp
Navy Yard Theater Will
Technicolor
before Federal Judge Kirkpat
•Universal Corp. vtc...
6'/8
6'/8
6% —
'A
Follow Boston with Pix
here Monday.. It is understood
Universal Picts
15
15
15
—14
there will be no further adjournm
Boston — Friendly agreement
Bookers Club Dines Sunday
reached between exhibitors and the
Motion Picture Bookers Club of Singles Win by 73%
Charlestown Navy Yard results in
New York will hold its annual dinthe Yard's theater for officers and
ner, dance and entertainment at the In 111. Women's Clubs
enlisted men not showing any picture
Hotel Astor Sunday night. Music
Chicago — Seventy-three per cent before its release to downtown or
will be furnished by the McFar- of Associate Clubs of Illinois Fed- uptown theaters. With no admission
land Twins and their band.
eration of Women's Clubs in con- charged, Yard theater patronage will
vention at the Sherman Hotel have be restricted entirely to regulars of
voted for single feature programs, the Yard where there are now some
according to Mrs. F. J. Waindle, 6,000 employes.
chairman of the film division. The
DAILY ft,
favored program is a feature, news- Brown on Erpi's Board
THEFrom
FIU
reel, comedy and travelogue.
Walter L. Brown, Erpi vice-president and general attorney, was
Dr. Irvin Deer, Hays' office representative, told the Federation mem- elected a director of the company
Frank Cillmi
Arthur W. Ei
bers that films have very little pro- at a meeting of the board yesterRobert J. Ben
day. He succeeds T. Brooke Price,
paganda and that their quality is
Hester V. Brow
improving.
resigned.
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
and subsidiaries yesterday reported
a net profit of $174,380 after depreciation for the three months ended
March 31. Normal Federal income
taxes are included in the depreciation, but no provision is made for
Federal surtax on undistributed profits,it
_ was stated. Earnings are
equivalent to 43 cents a share on
400,000 shares of $2 preferred stock.
This compares to earnings of $179,299, or 45 cents a share, on the preferred stock in the first quarter of
1940.

violfcft
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lien to Be Y.-P.
4RK0 Radio Pix

Freeman, Wanger, Capra, Arnold and Gibney
To Address MPTOA Convention Next Month

(Continued from Page 1)

I ation Code Administration, will
over his duties shortly, alii';}! no date was announced,
•gative of Philadelphia, Breen
El a newspaper
man in that
ffd in New York and Chicago.
uiuary. 1930, he became assisto Will H. Hays, president of
1PPDA, and in 1933 he assisted
rganizing the Production Code
frustration of which he became
Director.
He resigned recently
eight years of continuous ser-

Prominent guest speakers will address the MPTOA
delegates when their
annual convention opens at the Ambassador Hotel, Hollywood, next month.
Among those scheduled to speak are Y. Frank Freeman, president of the Association of Motion Picture Producers; Walter Wanger, president of the Academy
of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences; Frank Capra, president of the Screen
Directors' Guild; Edward Arnold, president of the Screen Actors' Guild; Sheridan
Gibney, president of the Screen Writers' Guild and a number of other top flight
studio, sales and advertising executives.

'40 Dominion Admissions Up

9% Increase in Number and 11% in Value

Montreal — Crowding of a number
of Canadian centers due to war activities meant more people going to
May Start Own
motion
pictures
in these areas duri-5 Block Action
ing 1940, sending admission receipts
(.Continued from Page 1)
for Canada up 9 per cent in number
1 to have been held early this and 11 per cent in value compared
. to arrive at a solution,
with the previous year, the Dominion
legations applicable to UA, it Bureau of Statistics reports.
Halifax led in the increase and a
lid, fit the company so loosely
the general setup of companies "pronounced expansion" in attendted that there are two courses
ance. The nine motion picture houses
One is to set UA up in a in Halifax had 2,767,340 admissions
rate count in the complaint, and and $644,979 receipts last year, up
her to have a separate com- 38 per cent in number, 48 per cent
rt.
in value compared with 1939.
)lumbia, it was reiterated yesay, is "not participating in the Hearings on Snow's
Two Measures Are Near
ation."

amount Stockholders
eting Set for June 17

Other large centers showing increases were Hamilton, with 11 per
cent, Ottawa with 10 per cent, London with 15 per cent, Montreal, 2
per cent, Winnipeg, 3 per cent, Vancouver, 4 per cent, and Toronto, 6

No "Middle Class"
Pix, Says Wobber
(Continued from Page 1)

has been here for studio conferences on the 1941-42 lineup.
Wobber, who with Charles E. McCarthy, William Sussman, William
Gehring and William Kupper left
for the New York home office yesterday, said that 20th-Fox planned
to use increased budgets on its important pictures for the new season.
The basic distribution plan is to
release at least 44 pictures, four
of which may be made in England,
Wobber disclosed.
The first 20th-Fox five-block to
be offered exhibs. will include "Charley's Aunt" and "A Yank in the
E.A.F." Former will be Jack Benny's first production for the company, while the latter has a cast
topped by Tyrone Power and Betty
Grable.
Twentieth-Fox plans to start deof pictures
the new season theliveryfirst
week for
in August.

perIn cent.
1940, there were about 151,000,000 admissions recorded, while receipts, exclusive of provincial amusement taxes, totaled almost $37,600,000. During 1939 there were 138,497,043 admissions and $34,010,115
Mass. to Enforce Billboard Law
receipts.
There were 1,226 motion picture
Boston — Drastic enforcement of
theaters in Canada compared with the anti-billboard law is announced
from the State House.
1,186 in 1939.

(Continued from Page 1)

depending upon availability of Representative Raymond J. Snow.
Snow is serving on the Board of
.aiamount's stockholders meeting
J be held at the home office June Tax Review at Flint, and will complete his hearings there shortly,
with all present directors slated
re-election. Proxy statements returning to State Legislature, which
be mailed to stockholders later is slated to adjourn permanently
May 28.
he week.
In a statement yesterday, Snow
said that the bill designed to ban
Team McLaglen and Lowe
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
multiple features will "force picture
ollywood — RKO will reunite Vic- producers to make better pictures,"
McLaglen and Edmund Lowe and pointed out four direct benefits:
"1. It will enable the showman to
a team in "The Marines Are
dy" in which Jack Holt and his give a well-rounded out program of
, Tim, will have father-and-son short subjects, newsreels, educational
ts.
reels, scenics, shorts, travel pictures,
etc., which they are unable to present
on double bills because of the length
of the program.
Pledges rV. C. Exhibs.
"2. It will require showmen to buy
the pictures of more producers to
Won't Play Nazi Pix
satisfy
the public demand.
Spartanburg, S. C. — Charles H.
"3. It will increase the theater
Arrington, president of the Theater
business, in that more people will
Owners' Association of North and
attend single feature programs, as
South Carolina, has assured Gov. Mel
many thousands stay away because
Broughton, in a letter, that North
they dislike one of the pictures on a
Carolina theater men could be countdual program, or has seen it previed upon "not to show any film carryously elsewhere.
ing Nazi or any other anti-American
"4.
It
will have a tendency to repropaganda."
quire theaters to bring back stage
Arrington, Rocky Mount theater
shows, thereby aiding employment of
owner, said in his letter: "I do not
a hard-hit group of musicians, stage
believe any distributing agency in
workers, and performers."
Charlotte would handle any film
'tinged with Nazi propaganda,' but
there is a possibility of some agency
outside of our State bringing in such
a film."
Arrington said he was sending out

Grainger Sets Dates
For Republic Regionals

a bulletin to all members "calling
their attention to such a possibility
and warning them of it."

22 to 23 combined meeting of the
Midwest and South, in Chicago; May
City.
27
to 28 Eastern meeting, New York

(Continued from Page 1)
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Local Problems Up
Al MPTOA Conclave

li-5'
TowEnforce 'Anter
La to the Let
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(Continued from Page 1)

operation of the law by stipulation
until the constitutionality of the new
act could be established by the courts.
The attorney general is reported to
have rejected the proposal, said to
have been made by a legal representative of major distributing companies.
"Reports have circulated here and
elsewhere that this law is not to be
enforced until after a court action
is started and decided," Holton said,
"and nothing could be farther from
the truth."
To Act on Complaints
"The attorney general is ready to
act on any complaint made. The antifive law is now on the books in Minnesota and it not only will be enforced, but it is being enforced every
day. Some distributors of motion
pictures are making contracts with
exhibitors every day and these contracts comply with the new law.
Those companies whicb are not selling pictures are refraining from doing so by choice. Anyone who says
the law is to be 'winked at' is mistaken."
At the same time, Monogram announced here that it would accept
contracts which comply with the new
anti-five law. Several contracts were
signed Monday and yesterday and
will be sent to the home office for approval.
Mono, to Rule on Cancellation
The Monogram New York office
has not yet announced whether contracts containing the 20 per cent
cancellation clause will be accepted.
Universal has said it will accept such
contracts made in Minnesota. Republic here has accepted some contracts with the cancellation clause.
Fred Strom, executive secretary of
Northwest Allied, said yesterday he
expected more film companies would
decide within a few days whether to
proceed with selling under the new
law or to attack the act in the courts.

Third for "American Broadcast"
"The Great American Broadcast,"
new 20th-Fox musical current at
the Roxy will start a third week
tomorrow. "Blood And Sand,"
scheduled to have followed the picture this week, will have its premiere opening next Thursday.

V. C. Preahness Short
In Balto. Theaters
Baltimore — "Preakness Highlights
of 1941," a single reel showing the
running of the Preakness and scenes
taken at The Preakness Ball, which
attracted 5,000, has been produced
by the Variety Club and will be
shown simultaneously at all downtown theaters. Proceeds from rental
of the film will go into the club's
charity fund. Maxwell Weinberg,
local FILM DAILY staff correspondent, wrote the commentary.

• •
•
AS the tumult of a great preview
accorded by United
Artists to a great picture
subsided last night
as a thrilled
audience tiled out of the local Astor Theater
a number of facts
were clearly apparent
— among them that Gabriel Pascal's cinematic version of George Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara"
is a
magnificent film
and that in the industry's Hall of Fame
will always occupy a special niche
yes, a spot that is forever
England
Here, indeed, is Shaw at his best and wittiest
Here,
too. is a flaming symbol of Britain's unconquerable
spirit
Think
of this footage being made to the frightful beat of Nazi aircraft overhead
and the rain of death which accompanies such visitations!
Yet, in content, this is not a war picture. ..... . — only so with respect
to circumstances attending its own "shooting" ...... That it was completed at all
is due to the protective wings of the RAF
whose
Benevolentformance
Fund was swelled by receipts of last night's benefit perT

T

T

• • • GABRIEL Pascal, producer and director of "Major
Barbara"
flew into New York from the Coast for the preview Incidentally, this corner observed a rare sight attendant
upon the Pascal name
never having previously seen the name
of any producer emblazoned on the Astor's huge attraction sign
in lights
This was but one of the unique aspects of the presented illumination
As if searching the facade for hostile aircraft as ground batteries searched the sky during the picture's
birth
enormous sunlight arcs crossed and re-crossed their
beams
making the eyes of the attending celebrities blink
as did the flashes from the photo-bulbs of a frantic phalanx of
cameramen
attempting to get shots at and of everybody
These marksmen from the dailies and syndicates had several swell
allies
— the various lobby attractions
The latter consisted of eye-arresting buff and blue decorations
photo enlargements ofthe Duke and Duchess of Windsor at Nassau
and romantic clinches from the Pascal production
Furthermore, there was an actual bust of Shaw (being crowned by Shaw
himself) in the lobby
plus a lobby broadcast which Station
WHN launched at 8:15
when the crowds were good-and-seriously milling about on street and sidewalk
giving plenty of
heavy exercise to police
both mounted and afoot
T
T
▼
• •
•
SAID milling was of such proportions
that it was
nigh impossible
hemmed one in

to see beyond
the "greats" which
Mister Pascal was there for certain

immediately
We saw

robust Victor McLaglen hemmend-in by the crowds
as rigid as the
foundation of a disintegrating dowager
Then there was Arthur W.
Kelly, Harry Gold, Monroe GreenthaL W. C. Van Schmus, Gus Eysell,
Jack Alicoate, British Consul Sir Godfrey Haggard
Kate Smith, ■ Si
Fabian, Walter Reade, Countess Allessandro Mercati, Ben Bernie, Mai.
John A. Warner, Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, Mrs. Howard Dietz, Don Mersereau. Marquis De Cuevas
Solicitor General Henry Epstein, Al
Margolies, Mrs. Whitney Bourne, Elizabeth Arden, George Skouras,
Chester B. Bairn, Walter Vincent, Sam Dembow, Jr., William and Harry
Brandt
Sam Rinzler, E. C. Grainger, Leon Netter, Leland Hay ward,
Mrs. Duncan Ellsworth, Louis Frisch, Max Fellerman. Fred Meyers . . .
Mrs. John Barry Ryan, Jr., Lieut. Governor Charles Poletti, Mrs. J. Hop
kins Smith, Jr., Malcolm Kingsberg, Leonard Schlesinger, Thomas M
Beck, Colby M. Chester
John Benas, Jack Shea, Leonard Goldenson, Fred Schwartz, John Nolan, Joseph R. VogeJ, Clayton Bond, Ed
Hinchy, Joseph Bernhard, C. C. Moskowitz, Haskell Masters, Eugene
Picker, et al

giveaways, premiums, screen ad
tising, cut-rate
admissions,
do j
features,
road
shows,
prgmj
;
drive-in theaters, clearance sf j^
problems, overbuying, music tMr
ulation, national defense and rr
others.
Participating in this forum
|
be Charles H. Arrington of R(
Mount. N. C; R. R. Biechele of I
sas City; Max
A. Cohen
of li
York; E. M. Fav of Providence
C. Griffith of Oklahoma City; Hj
Harvey
of San
Francisco;
A.
Hayman of Buffalo; S. J. Hyma
Huntington,
W. Lam
Va.; of
J. M.
Horn' i
Seattle; 0. C.
Rome,
Arthur H. Lockwood of Boston; 1
ris Loewenstein of Oklahoma C
Sidney B. Lust of Washington
C; Morris Leonard of Chicago;!
C. Moore of Jacksonville, Fla.; S
uel Pinanski
of Boston; Va.;
BenjaPitts
of Fredericksburg,
Le
Pizor of Philadelphia; Roy L. T
ker of Lampasas, Tex.; Fred V
renbers: of St. Louis, Mo.; anc1
X. Williams, Jr., of Oxford, Ma!

Nathanson
Be
Clarified Status
Today May '
(Continued from Page 1)

widely throughout the Dominion I
reliable sources
here indicate '
the issue may be clarified at tod j
sessions.
It has been rumored that Natl
son may become associated with j
Canadian Odeon circuit which is :
expanding on a large scale. At
same time, it is said that effort^
make FPC a Candian-controlled c j
pany
with Nathanson
at its r
have been in work for some time j
Due here from New York to ;
are
Barney
Balaban,
Paramci
president; Stanton Griff is, chain j
of the executive committee, and /
tin Keough, vice-president and £
eral counsel.

O'Connor and Meyers
Said Sought by Schines
(Continued from Page 1)

Fred Meyers for important post: J
the circuit personnel. While j
mors persist that both men, j
recently resigned from RKO 1|
aters, were slated to join Univeil
it is reported here that they
considering the Schine offer.

Eight More Months
To Finish ({Mr. Bug9
Miami — Fleischer Studios hav'
about eight months to go on the car
toon feature, "Mr. Bug Goes t
Town," it was said yesterday. Fea
ture has been in work for 11.

3*&
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k ik Reviews of thc new fums * &
-

on"
In Lisb
»newith Nigh
Fred t
MacMurray
and
Madeleine
Carroll
nount

97

Mins.

bssomedy situations, brilliant
Hue. make rollicking film.
UPP-GRIFTOLL-MacMURRAY-VAN
TOPPRODUCE
QUARTETTE
FARE,
SCREEN
CH

"They Met In

"The Wild Man Of

"Dead
Man's
Shoes"
with
Leslie
Banks,
Wilfred
Lawson,
Judy

with

Frank

Morgan,
Mary
Billie Burke
Metro

Borneo"

Howard,
78 Mins.

ANTE-BELLUM STORY MATERIAL DEFEATS BEST EFFORTS OF ABLE CAST
TO MAKE PIC FUNNY.

with

Maureen
O'Hara,
James
Ellison,
Alberto Vila, Buddy Ebsen
RKO
77 Mins.
ABLE CAST AND TUNEFUL SCORE
OFFSET BY TRITE AND THIN STORY
MATERIAL.

Argentina"

Kelly

Monogram

69 Mins.

SOLID MELLER WHICH HAS SUSPENSE, EXCITEMENT AND GOOD ACTING. WILL GO WELL IN MOST LOWER
BRACKET
STANDS.

It's about time that the screen meller
received critical recognition for what it
and tuneful musical score written by Rich- is, rather than try to pit it against features of purposefully-big stature. Since
ard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart, this offering had definite possibilities, but they fall a pop meller is functional, and therefore
by the wayside due to trite and thin story acceptable entertainment to the patrons of
material. Picture also has a first rate many run-of-the-mine outlets, let it be
on Parain Lisbon"
Night
, "One
its 1941 schedule.
production value, technical work that is said that "Dead Man's Shoes" is a solid
and
up to par in every respect and adequate picture and will be enjoyed by fans who
Upp's clever situations
iss Van
iant dialogue superbly directed by Eddirection. Maureen 0 Hara, James Elli- like the mysterious, sinister, murder yarn.
H. Griffith drew howls from the pre- a number of "names" for marquee use, but
Leslie Banks plays convincingly the role
and Buddy
Ebsen and
are Alberto
known "names,"
Costello
Vila, a of the criminal who receives in World
audience. Excellently cast with Made- picture is little Detter than a program and sonDiosa
Carroll and Fred MacMurray starred, ottering tor nabe nouses.
South American star, bolster the cast. Ex- War No. 1 a head injury which causes him
Morgan, Billie Burke, the attractive Mary
Patricia Morison, Billie Burke, John Lodhibitors will also find plenty of exploita- to remember virtually nothing of his past.
<imund Gwenn, Dame May Whitty, Reg- Howard, Donald Meek, Marjorie Main, Botion angles handy in the picture. But on During the pre-War span, he has a roDenny and Billy Gilbert in supporting nita Granville, Dan Dailey, Jr., Andrew the whole, the picture is disappointing on
mance with Judy Kelly, and is linked
, the film moves swiftly — with comedy Tombes, Walter Latlett and Phil Silvers the basis of what it might have been.
with a fellow-criminal, Wilfred Lawson.
tions and sparkling
lines coming
so are featured in the cast. It is a shame
After the Armistice, Banks rises to a high
Miss O'Hara is delightful to look at
hardly has a breathing that such a collection of top-drawer comthe audience
and competently enacts her role as the place in France's industry after marrying
ics should have had such weak material
There is an Amerbetween chuckles.
woman.
daughter of a wealthy South American, a wealthy
-English situation which
made
for a to work with. Kobert B. Sinclair di- Robert Barrat. Ellison is just adequate,
But his early career catches up with
rected
from
a
screenplay
by
Waldo
Salt
buddy Ebsen is fine, his dancing is tops, him. His identity is attacked in a spec: sisters under the skin" propaganda,
and John McLain. Sinclair s direction is
tacular legal action, which he wins through
I it is handled so cleverly that, no mat- okay.
and his humor is infectious when he is
the strategic perjury of Lawson whose
won't resent it.
you
on
the
scene.
Alberto
Vila,
a
South
Amerpolitics,
your
I what
a first-rate comedy able to hold any
Morgan is a medicine show barker, but
intent is to blackmail him, which he does.
ican importation, shows distinct possibilihe returns to his home town when he re' 'ence for its 97 minutes.
ties. He is good looking and has a rich But Banks eludes the full impact of disceives a letter from his daughter, Miss baritone voice. Diosa Costello teams well
an
grace when his former sweetheart kills
I Fred MacMurrayl
•vight Houston,
Lawson. The British accents in the pickrican aviator flying planes to Britain, Howard, asking him to help settle the es- with Ebsen in a couple of dance sequences.
tate
left
her
by
her
aunt.
There
is
no
London
a
during
shelter
rs a bomb
ture give it flavor, and the acting is very
Other members of the cast are helpful.
creditable for this sort of attraction.
Perrycoste estate, and Morgan takes his daughter to Jack Hively and Leslie Goodwins directed
Lenora
meets
and
:|:raid
New York with him and settles in Miss
from a screenplay
by Jerry Cady.
Thomas Bentley's direction is capable and
':(tdeleine
Carroll)
whom
he
promptly
Gunther
Steve" and commences
to pursue Burke's theatrical boarding house. From
Krampf's
photography
okay.
Ellison
meets
Miss
O'Hara
at
the
race
(movie style) there on Morgan lies in his own inimitable track in Buenos Aires on Pan-American
I as only a mad American
All in all, "Dead Man's Shoes" is betfashion
from
one
jam
into
another
until
bright
none-tooa
into
runs
He
Id.
ter than a lot of domestic pulse-quickeners
Day. He is there working on an oil
rhings are worked out happily.
deal in behalf of his American employer, and should give patrons of grinds their
of Madeleine's beau
acle in the person
money's
worth.
Loder)
(John
CAST:
Frank
Morgan,
Mary
Howard,
Walmsley
imander Peter
and his friend, Ebsen, has a string of the
Billie Burke, Donald Meek, Marjorie Main, American's horses under his charge. Vila
and
CAST:
ey,"
Leslie Banks, Joan Marion, Geofm he promptly labels "Wormsl
Connie Gilchrist, Bonita Granville, Dan
part of Maderes as an important
frey Atkins, Wilfred Lawson, Judy Kelly,
is
a
friend
of
Miss
O'Hara's,
being
the
Madeleine Dailey, Jr., Andrew Tombes, Walter Cat- third member of the inevitable triangle. Nancy
Loder convinces
= s past.
Price, Walter Hudd, Peter Bull,
should not see Fred after the first lett, Joseph
J. Green,
Phil Silvers.
When the oil deal falls through, Ellison Henry Oscar, Ludwig Stossel.
CREDITS: Produced by Metro; Director, tries to buy a race horse from Barrat.
CREDITS: Director, Thomas Bentley;
'fit, but Fred, not to be cast off, sees
f lady alone and talks her into coming Robert B. Sinclair; Screenplay, Waldo Salt Much ado about very little then occurs
i him for one night in Lisbon.
They and John McLain; Based on a play by
Hans Hafka, Nina Jam's; Ediuntil Ellison and Miss O'Hara straighten Screenpl
tor,ay,
Monica Kimmick; Cameraman, Gunand behold, as soon as they are regis- Marc Connelly and Herman J. Mankie- out their misunderstandings. Scenes dether Krampf; Production Director, Walter
Okay.
d in the Hotel up pops "Wormsley." wicz; Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh; EdiC. Mycroft.
picting a game of El Pato, a South American version of polo, basket ball, wrestling
tor, Frank Sullivan.
Fred's
arise when
ions
DIRECTION, Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,
complicat
urther
ner wife (Patricia Morison)
shows
up
DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
and mayhem combined, liven up the picmakes a difficult quartette out of the Good.
ture. As a sport, this must be about
tops.
e complicated
triangle.
For
action,
;
for audiences
who prefer more than
CAST: Maureen O'Hara, James Ellison,
gjjjiedy and dialogue in their movie fare,
Alberto Vila, Buddy Ebsen, Robert Barrat, Joseph Buloff, Diosa Costello, Victoria
•e is a neat little "spy" plot twined
t the story which
brings the film to
Cordova, Luis Alberni, Paul Ellis, Fortunio
/ery happy
ending.
Reginald
Denny,
Under production plans announcBonanova, Carlos Barbe, Francisco Moran,
Little Rock — W. E. Malin, of Antonio
Moreno.
n here as a German
spy, still seems
ed yesterday, Universal expects to
Augusta, is the new prexy of the ITO
have a total of 32 units of 1941-42
possess all that once made him a star of Arkansas, succeeding 0. G. Wren
CREDITS:
Produced
by
Lou
Brock;
Di1the cinema — and this one of his too
rectors, Leslie Goodwins and Jack Hively; production ready for delivery or in
of this city, as a result of the annual
us wonder elections at the convention here this Screenplay, Jerry Cady; Story, Lou Brock the cutting room by Sept. 1.
makes
equent appearances,
/ he is not seen oftener.
Edmund week.
and Harold Daniels; Cameraman, J. Roy
During- the Summer months, sevenn, Billie Burke and Dame May Whitty
eral top-budgeted pix will go before
Other officers named include: Vice- Hunt; Editor, Desmond Marquette; Musical
give excellent
performances
in minor president, Claude C. Mundo, Little Score, Richard
Rodgers
and Lorenz
Hart. the cameras, among which will be
"Almost an Angel." "Hellzapoppin,"
DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
ms.
You won't go wrong on "One Night Rock; secretary, L. F. Have, Jr.,
Lisbon".
"Ride 'Em Cowboy," "Heartbeat,"
Forrest City; board chairman, K. K. Good.
"Never Give a Sucker an Even
,,,ZAST: Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Car- King, Searcy.
Leftko
Succeeds
Fish
f , Patricia Morison,
Billie Burke, John
Break," "Badlands of Dakota" and
"Mermaids in Distress."
i,),ler, Dame May Whitty, Edmund Gwenn, play, Virginia Van Upp; Cameraman, Bert
San
Francisco
—
Bradley
Fish
has
Two Damon Runyon stories will
r jinald Denny, Billy Gilbert, Marcel Dalio, Glennon, ASC; Art Directors, Hans Freier resigned his City salesman post at
ce Wyndham, Jerry Mandy.
and Ernst Fegte; Editor, Eda Warren; Mus- Universal and George Leftko has be delivered by Jules Levey. First,
"Tight Shoes," will be released in
ical Director, Simgnud
Krumgold.
fsCREDITS:
Producer-Director,
Edward
H.
replaced him. Leftko comes to this
DIRECTION,
Excellent.
PHOTOGRAffith; Based on a Play by John Van
city from Cleveland where he was June. The second, "Butch Minds
PHY, Good.
the Baby," will be made later.
assistant branch manager.
iten "There's
Always
Juliet"; Screen-

1

in Van Druten's "There's Always Juset in a modern wartime background,
by Scenarist
re-arranged
beautifully
as hilariously
Upp, emerges
,nia Van

Compounded from an old comedy produced on the legit, stage many years ago
and whatever new material may have been
contributed by the studio writers, this
picture falls short of the entertainment
mark despite the best efforts of a very
able cast. Story is a set-up for Frank
Morgan, but even Morgan cant make the
material at hand funny. Exhibitors have

ITO of Arkansas Names
W. E. Malin President

Endowed

with an able cast and a lively

"U" to Have 32 for Next
Season Ready by Sept. 1

Wednesday,
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:< :< RCVICIVS Of THE nCUl FILMS :< \
"Here Comes

"The
Great Swindle"
with Jack Holt, Jonathan Hale,

Happiness"

with Mildred Coles, Edward Norris,
Richard Ainley
Warners
58 Mins.
WEAK STORY AND OBSCURE PLAYERS
DROP THIS RELEASE BELOW PAR.
As a filler for nabe double bills this picture may be of some service, but it has
little to offer in the way of entertainment.
The story is trite, unimaginative and weakly
constructed. An earnest cast makes an
effort to put a breath of life in the picture,
but its best efforts are defeated by the material at hand. In addition, there are no
"name" players to give the picture any marquee power.
Mildred Coles, Edward Norris, Richard
Ainley, Russell Hicks and Marjorie Gateson
are the principal players in the cast. They
are effective with what they have to do.
Noel M. Smith directed from a screenplay
by Charles Tedford.
Story concerns the efforts of Miss Coles to
find a real man to marry instead of the
hand-picked husband selected by her mother,
Miss Gateson, in the person of Ainley. She
moves to the Bronx with the connivance of
her father and the maid, and there meets
Norris. Young love blooms, but Norris gets
peeved when he discovers she has money
and there are the usual complications before
the wedding bells chime.
CAST: Mildred Coles, Edward Norris,
Richard Ainley, Russell Hicks, Marjorie Gateson, John Ridgely, Eddie Acuff, Lucia Carroll, Helen Lynd, Marie Blake, Edward Gargan, Vera Lewis, Joseph Crehan, Ann Edmonds, DeWolf Hopper.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, William
Jacobs; Director, Noel M. Smith; Screenplay,
Charles Tedford; Story, Harry Sauber;
Cameraman, James Van Trees; Editor, Harold McLernon.
DIRECTION,

O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Milwaukee V. C. Revamps;
Harry MacDonald, Barker
Milwaukee — The Variety Club of
Milwaukee has been reorganized and
a new slate of officers named with
just one of the former directors,
Harry MacDonald, manager of the
Warner Theater, selected to assist in
guiding the tent's affairs under the
new setup.
MacDonald has been named Chief
Barker, while other officers are: John
Medicko, National Screen Service,
first assistant chief barker; John
Kent, Paramount, second assistant
chief barker; William Harmon, Saxe
Amusement Management, Inc., secretary; Frank Mantzke, Universal,
treasurer.
New directors are Joe Rosenfield,
Modjeska Theater; Howard Gleason,
Warner-Saxe Theaters; Jack Lorentz, 20th-Fox; M. D. Brazee, Warner theaters; Harry Perlewitz; ITPA
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan;
and Edward Spiers, RKO,

Henry Kolker
Columbia

54 Mins.

SMOOTHLY-GEARED ACTION-MELLER
OKAY PROGRAM OFFERING FOR POP
TRADE.
Arsonists and insurance adjusters provide
the action in this program offering for the
pop trade. Picture is a smoothly-geared
supporting feature that fills the bill nicely.
I he story is well-paced, a good amount of
suspense is built up, and the players are all
more than adequate. Direction is able and
the technical work is up to par. This is a
'better" picture than most turned out on
a comparable budget basis.
Jack Holt is ruggedly capable in the lead
role. Good supporting performances are
contributed by Jonathan Hale, Henry Kolker,
Douglas Fowley, Sidney Blackmer, Tom Kennedy, Boyd Irwin and Don Douglas. Marjorie
Reynolds appears in a small bit. Lewis D.
Collins directed from a screenplay by Albert
DeMond.
A fire destroys a warehouse owned by
Jonathan Hale, and Holt, an insurance company adjuster, finds definite traces of arson.
He reports to his boss, Irwin, and Hale's
claim is not paid. Hale goes to Kolker,
a banker he owes money to, and explains
he can't pay his loan. Holt believes Hale
guilty, but shortly discovers evidence that
Kolker is the guilty party. A considerable
amount of suspense and action ensue until
Kolker is trapped.
CAST: Jack Holt, Jonathan Hale, Henry
Kolker Marjorie Reynolds, Don Douglas,
Boyd Irwin, Sidney Blackmer, Douglas Fowley, Tom Kennedy.
CREDITS: Producer, Larry Darmour; Director, Lewis D. Collins; Screenplay, Albert
DeMond; Story, Eric Taylor; Editor, Dwight
Caldwell.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Team Play Is Set For
Film Daily Golf Tourney
(Continued from Page 1)

bag fiesta were Lou Pollock, Universal; Tom Gerety and Bill Ferguson, M-G-M; Vincent Trotta, Ampa;
Dave O'Malley, Columbia; Larry
Golob, Warner Bros.; J. E. McDermott, Paramount; John Farmer and
Lou Miller, RKO; James Frank, Jr.,
National Theater Supply Co.; Jim
Cron, film trade press; and Don
Mersereau, Charley Alicoate, and
George Morris, representing the
tournament.
From what the team captains
spouted yesterday, competition will
be deadly this year, with some of
the contestants already practicing
by knocking hell out of dandelions
(which ain't a bad name for the
Metro aggregation) with their rusty
niblicks.
Bill Ferguson, upon hearing that
Bank Night for M & P
there will be special competition
Boston — M & P theaters in Woon- this year for left-handed golfers,
socket and Taunton have taken on has posted a fine trophy for the
Bank Night.
best player in this category.

* SHORTS
"Sword

*

Soldiers"

RKO-Pathe
9 mins.
Interesting Subject
Although the sword has joined
other obsolete military weapons,
the science of swordsmanship is far
from dead. Fencing today is not
only widely practiced by civilians,
but most colleges are represented
at all tournaments with teams. This
subject shows a West Point officer
and a number of cadets demonstrating various phases of fencing, using
a saber as well as the better known
foil. Frank Donovan was the producer.

"Glimpses Of Kentucky"
Metro
8 m
Average Travelogue
The material in this subject is
new or novel, but enhanced byJle ,
nieolor, the blue grass regp^,
Kentucky
and itshorses
number bred
one?*
zens,
the racing
th<
should be of interest to the aven
audience. A number of historic sp
are also shown in the reel, wh
deals principally with horses, incl i
ing
"Big Red," bet
knowntheasimmortal
Man O'War.
Reel was p
duced by James A. FitzPatrick.

"A Polo Phoney"
RKO
is m
Fair Comedy

This two-reeler has a fair hi]
ber of laughs as funny man L !
Errol gets himself in more d
culties.
Errol decides to get ft
"The Little Mole"
a polo club in order to secure
Metro
9 mins. order from a polo player who]
Fair Cartoon
tough to sell. Errol not only gi
A new characterization has been up the deal for the company
created by Hugh Harman in this gets himself fired in the bargair
cartoon, a young mole and its
mother. The young mole ventures
"Information Please"
too far away from his front door, RKO-Pathe
11 i
and when sold a pair of glasses by
Entertaining Reel
Prof. Skunk, his whole aspect of life
Up to par for the series, this iJ
changes. A garbage dump he
thought was a fairy castle is no edition has Alice Marble augmt .
more, and other things also change. ing the regular board of expe j
Kieran,
Oscar
Levant
But, after a frightening experience Jobn
The expej
when his glasses are broken, he is a Franklin P. Adams.
chastened youngster when finally do well with some knotty probli
and there is the usual quota
rescued by his mother. Reel is in laughs.
Technicolor.

New Haven Luncheon Will Call Para. Exchange Exe
Honor Harry Shaw Monday In Evansville Arbit. Cas
New Haven — Circuit and exchange
staff members and a host of friends
in and out of the film industry here
will gather for luncheon next Monday at seventh
Ceriani's anniversary
Restaurant ofin Harry
honor
of the
F. Shaw, as Loew-Poli division manager here.
Committee in charge of the event
includes Herman M. Levy, chairman,
Samuel Seletsky, treasurer, Arthur
Lockwood, Irving C. Jacocks, Jr.,
Daniel Pouzzner, Sam Rosen, Lou
Schaefer, Dr. J. B. Fishman, Lawrence C. Caplan, Maurice Bailey,
Joseph F. Reed, Morris Nunes, Daniel Finn, Adolph Johnson, George
Wilkinson, Jr., Lou Brown, Ben
Simon, Edward Ruff, Morey Goldstein, Tim O'Toole, Roger Mahan,
Lou Wechsler, Barney Pitkin, Ben
Lourie, Nat Furst, John Pavone, Max
Tabackman, Abe Mattes, and Michael
Tomasino.

Preview for Critics' Wives
Evelyn Jones, working on a special assignment for Monogram on
"Roar of the Press," staged a private screening at Lloyd's Projection
theater for the wives of newspaper
columnists and picture critics. A
regular
shortly. trade showing will be held

Milwaukee — Frank C. Clark
J. V. Lenahan, manager and be.
ing manager respectively of 1(
Paramount exchange, testified
terday in the arbitration case
which the Evansville Theater, I
seeks elimination of alleged unfaii;
ville.
days'
clearance
Janesville
over granted
its RextheinJeffri
Evj
Testimony was designed to s\
that although Evansville charged
was required to play as much as
days behind the Jeffris on occas
Paramount had prints available;
numerous instances, which the
booker
failed to book
at the time
were available.
Comparison
of jt!
sical characteristics of the Rex .
the Jeffris also was enlarged u
by witnesses with Paramount sti
ing to show its revenues from
Jeffris were more substantial t
from the Rex. Also testifying v
Mark Morgan and Ward Nordqv
president
of the
Evansville
ater,
Inc., and
manager
of the '
respectively.
Hearing in the case was contir
to tomorrow, which will mark
fourth day of testimony in the ac(
The Macklin clearance case, sec
filed with local board, has been p
poned from May 21 to June 11.
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' ik REVIEWS OF TH€"I'll Wait
n€UI
FlLfllS > .V
For You"

"The Great Train
•virh BobRobbery"
Steele, Claire Carleton,
Milburn Stone

&"v
61 Mins.
jPlON-MELLER WITH COPS AND
3ERS THEME OKAY AS PROGRAM
iRING.
b Steele
mmer"
:tive.

is unhorsed
to play the
The picture

in this

Republic

role of a railroad
has a fair amount

ction, the cast is adequate and assoproducer-director
Joseph
Kane gives
film a good pace.
The story, however,
something
from
another
era,
two

"Scattergood Pulls the
RKO

Radio

69 Mins.

Strings"

SECOND "SCATTERGOOD BAINES"
SUBJECT IS NEAT PACKAGE OF ENTERTAINMENT; HAS HEART-APPEAL STORY.
In his second "Scattergood" subject, Producer Jerrold T. Brandt has a neat package
of entertainment. Christy Cabanne has provided excellent, sympathetic direction and
has kept the simple, human, heart-appealing
story moving nicely. Bernard Schubert and
Director Cabanne concocted the original
screenplay, based on Clarence Budington
Kelland's famous
stories.

"Scattergood

Baines"

Guy Kibbee is excellent as the wise,
kindly, leading citizen of Cold River Valners, one bad and one good, a disapley, who derives much pleasure from aiding
ing train and a few other odds and those who need help. Bobs Watson is very
Picture probably is best suited to good as a youngster, whose father, Monte
situations
where
Steele
has
some Blue, was unjustly convicted of murder.
Susan Peters, borrowed from Warner Bros.,
tation as a hard-riding western star.
and James Corner, a young inventor, are apeele fills the bill as the railroad depealing as the young lovers. Emma Dunn
■ive, using his gun and fists effectively. and "Dink" Trout are among the players
e Carleton
provides the feminine
in- who also appeared in the first "Scattergood"
st, with both Steele and his brother, subject.
Little Bobs Watson wanders into Cold
turn Stone, the "bad 'un" of the famsuitors for her affections.
Stone
is River, having escaped from a farm for boys,
, and Helen MacKellar, Si Jenks, Hal where he was sent when his father, Monte
jferro, Monte
Blue and a group
of Blue, was sentenced to the State prison
able character
actors
lend
a helping for a murder. Kibbee takes Bobs into his
i to the general proceedings.
Joseph home. Blue escapes, and gets work at a
e directed and the original screenplay sawmill, one of Kibbee's many enterprises.
whipped
together
by Olive Cooper, Bobs explains his father was unjustly convicted, and Kibbee makes a quiet trip out
mett Weston
and Robert T. Shannon,
of town. When he returns, he has a pardon
tibly a case of "too many cooks" etc. for Blue, from the Governor. On his trip,
crack train pulls out with a big gold
Kibbee also interested Howard Hickman, a
;o with Steele aboard as guard.
Miss
leton is also aboard
the train.
Stone cosmetics manufacturer, in one of Corner's
formulas, so Corner is able to plan to marry
■,: ).es a holdup and the train disappears Susan Peters.
r the people are tossed off and Steele
CAST: Guy Kibbee, Bobs Watson, Susan
fcft for dead.
Miss Carleton
is held
oner on the train.
Disappearance
of Peters, James Corner, Emma Dunn, Dink
Trout, Monte Blue, Carl Stockdale, Paul
train is solved by a prospector
and
jle roars into action in the proverbial White, Fern Emmett, Les "Lasses" White,
Ann Shoemaker, Gordon Hart, Howard Hick; of time, with Stone exonerating
him
man, Earl Hodgins, and Rex.
any connection
with the holdup before
CREDITS: Produced by Jerrold T. Brandt;
dies.
I
Director, Christy Cabanne; Screenplay, Christy
iAST: Bob Steele, Claire Carleton, Mil- Cabanne and Bernard Schubert; Based on
• n Stone,
Helen
MacKellar,
Si Jenks,
nte Blue, Hal Taliaferro, George Guhl, Clarence Budington Kelland's "Scattergood
Baines" stories; Production Executive, Frank
Novello, Dick Wessel, Yakima Canutt, Melford;
Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie, ASC;
j Kelly, Guy Usher.
Art Director, Bernard Herzbrun; Editor,
IREDITS:
Associate
Producer
and
Di- Desmond Marquette; Musical Score by Constants Bakaleinikoff.
tor, Joseph
Kane;
Original Screenplay,
'e Cooper, Garnett
Weston
and Robert
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Shannon;
Cameraman,
Reggie
Lanning; Good.
tor, Lester Orlebeck.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Gittleson on RKO Golf Com.
.d.

with Robert Sterling, Marsha Hunt,
Virginia Weidler
Metro
71 Mins.
ROMANTIC-DRAMA IS JUST FAIR ENTERTAINMENT FOR AVERAGE AUDI-

ENCES.

There
offering
as it is
pany

is little new about this Metro
besides the members of the cast,
a remake of a picture the comproduced in 1934 with Robert Montgomery, but for average audiences it will
serve as a program offering. Story is a
combination of romance, racketeers and regeneration, with the racketeering angle
somewhat passe since the advent of Tom
Dewey and other crime busters. However,
the players work hard, the scenery is restful and the other components of the picture
are creditable. Lack of "names" restricts
the picture's possibilities, necessarily making
it a supporting feature in most cases.

"Singapore Woman"

with Brenda Marshall and David Bruce
Warners
64 Mins.
ORIENTAL MELODRAMA
SUFFERS
FROM AN OLD-FASHIONED STORY IDEA.
Singapore, traditional locale of melodramas, is the background for this dated
yarn of the girl who, shocked into a life
of hard-drinking in the waterfront dives, is
saved by the young plantation owner. Film
has little to offer, being handicapped by the
script, and the players give their roles a
wracking.
high-strung pitch that is almost nerveBrenda Marshall overplays the title part —
the girl who seems to jinx everyone with
whom she comes in contact. David Bruce, as
the plantation owner, Jerome Cowan, his

friend, and Virginia Field, the fiancee from
Robert Sterling essays the former Mont- the States, do as well as could be expected
with
their material.
gomery role quite effectively. He is earnest,
Picture tells of the girl whose well-to-do
nice looking, and improving with each performance as an actor. Marsha Hunt is very father dies, whose admirer kills himself over
good as the love interest that reforms Ster- her, and whose husband is lost at sea.
ling, and an effective portrayal is contributed Called a jinx, she takes to gin until Bruce,
by Paul Kelly as the police lieutenant. Vir- in an effort to repay a favor done him by
ginia Weidler, Fay Holden, Henry Travers, her father, takes her to his plantation to
Carol Hughes, Don Costello, Reed Hadley bring her back to her senses. He jilts
and Ben Weldon are helpful. Robert B. his fiancee and plans to marry the regenSinclair
erated girl but, about this time, her husband
Trosper. directed from a screenplay by Guy
turns up to complicate the setup. Eventually the husband is conveniently killed in an
Sterling is a front man in the rackets for
Hadley, fast with his fists and a killer auto accident and the girl and the plantation owner reunited.
with the ladies. A job goes wrong and
CAST: Brenda Marshall, David Bruce, Virhe is forced to flee town, escaping from
ginia Field, Jerome Cowan, Rose Hobart,
Kelly although Kelly nicks him with a bullet.
Heather Angel, Richard Ainley, Dorothy
He runs his car into some woods on Travers'
farm. During his convalescence he reforms, Tree, Bruce Lester, Connie Leon, Douglas
Walton, Gilbert Emery, Stanley Logan, Abner
falls in love with Travers' daughter, Miss Biberman, Eva Putt.
Hunt, and when taken by Kelly vows to
come back.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harlan
CAST: Robert Sterling, Marsha Hunt, Vir- Thompson; Director, Jean Negulesco; Story,
ginia Weidler, Paul Kelly, Fay Holden, Henry Laird Doyle; Screenplay, M. Coates Webster,
Travers, Don Costello, Carol Hughes, Reed Allen Rivkin; Art Director, Charles Novi;
Hadley, Ben Weldon, Theodore von Eltz; Music, Howard Jackson; Cameraman, Ted
Leon Belasco, Mitchell Lewis.
McCord; Film Editor, Everett Todd.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
CREDITS: Producer, Edwin Knopf; Director, Robert B. Sinclair; Screenplay, Guy
Trosper; Based on a story by Mauri Grashin;
Cameraman, Sidney Wagner; Editor, Elmo
Vernon.

Name Film Committee
For Writers Congress

DIRECTION,

O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Capra-Riskin Acquirina
"Flying Yorkshireman"
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Deal by which Frank
Capra and Robert Riskin will acquire rights to Eric Knight's "The
Flying Yorkshireman" from Frank
Lloyd for $44,000 is in the signing
stage. Capra-Riskin want Charlie
Chaplin to appear in it, which would
mean a UA release.

Harry Gittleson has been placed
in charge of the day working comi Days of Carnivals
mittee for the annual RKO golf tournament which is to be held at the
d Help in Milwaukee
Westchester Country Club, Rye, May
Milwaukee — With theater business 20. Other members of the committee include C. S. Fretz, Arthur
re already pretty much in the doljms, exhibitors failed to be cheered White, J. J. Jones. Jim Mulhall, Sol "Sunny" Debut for Frisco
the announcement that the Com- Berman, Al Tuchman and Jack
World premiere
of RKO's
on council had approved permits Quirk.
starring
Anna Neagle.
will "Sunny,"
be held
at the Golden Gate Theater, San
£ six separate carnival dates under
2 sponsorship of service groups, for Lewis's "Bongo" to Disney
Francisco, on May 28. The Herbert
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
otal of more than 45 days' showing
Wilcox production goes into naring May and June. These are in
Hollywood — Walt Disney is actional release following the predition to the Midsummer festival
miere. Plans to open the pix at
quiring film rights to Sinclair Lewis's
be held on the lake front July "Bongo" with a view to cartoon the Atlantic City Variety Club con-20.
feature production.
vention fell through.

Hollywood writers who will comprise the Film Committee of the
Fourth American Writers Congress
to be held in New York City June 6-8
will include Ring Lardner, Jr., Fred
Rinaldo, Paul Jarrico, Robert Lees,
Lester Cole, Lester Koenig, W. L.
Smitter, Michael Blankfort, Arnaud
d'Usseau, Frank Tuttle, Robert Meltzer, James Gow, Harold Salemson and
Cedric Belfrage.
Film Committee, under the chairmanship of W. L. River, is preparing
two papers to be read at the Congress: "The Use of Motion Pictures
as Propaganda" and a general paper
examining the cultural role of the
writer in relation to motion pictures,
the technological aspects of the problem and solution, and motion picture
writing as a craft.
The session on screen writing will
be held at the Hotel Commodore,
June 7, at 8 P. M. Delegates to this
session will select the best recent
writing for the screen.
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Extension of FCC Control
To Theaters Via Tele Is
Cause for Exhib. Worries
Appointment of Max A. Cohen of
New York Allied, Leonard Goldenson, Paramount theater exec, and
Arthur Lockwood, Boston exhib.
leader, as "The Fact-Finding Committee on Television for the Motion Picture Industry" was announced yesterday by Prexy Ed Kuykendall of the MPTOA.
The committee was instructed to
report at the Hollywood convention of the MPTOA next month.
Designation of the committee follows Cohen's action in warning members of his organization that theater
tele may provide an entering wedge
for Government regulation of film
biz. Cohen pointed out that the
FCC has jurisdiction over theatrical
tele, and asserted, "Herein lies a
very grave danger."
"We must exert extreme care and
caution because the absorption of
television into the industry will
open wide the actuality of complete
Government regulation not only over
television but also of the motion
picture industry."

Amended Mo. 150-Minute
Program Bill May Pass
(Continued from Page 1)

ing St. Louis, Kansas City, St. Joseph and St. Louis county, and goes
to the House on that basis.
Public hearings on the original
bill in the Senate developed the
problem as essentially one for larger
population areas, so smaller cities
and towns and rural districts have
been eliminated from its application.
In amended form, bill has excellent chance to pass the House before final adjournment, which is not
far off.
Legislation Committee of St. Louis
Chamber of Commerce, meeting yesterday, recommended the bill be
passed as amended.

W
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Fact-Finding Tele Committe
Realign Warner Bros.

This Kinda Front
Will Lure Draftees

Houston — Horwitz theaters here
have put their usherettes in military
uniforms, across the front of which
is a section fashioned after the breast
pieces of the English guards. Step
not only follows the national martial
trend, — but also the "spirit" of the
four military camps in this immediate territory. Ben Finger, Jr., obvious!" deserves a hand for designing
the alluring uniforms.

Expect 1,300 to Attend
Variety Clubs Conclave
Atlantic City — The stage was set
here today for the national convention of the Variety Clubs, opening
tomorrow, following a seven-hour
huddle of the general committee.
Attendance, it is predicted, will approximate 1,300, a record. With
first barkers and guests arriving
today — the Boston delegation of
some 75 is due late in the afternoon
— the Variety Club room in the
Traymore Hotel, convention headquarters, will formally open at 6
Reservations already made for top.m.
morrow's two oceanic events, a deep
sea fishing trip and a sailing party,
number 250 and 175, respectively.
In the event of rain, substitute features have been arranged. Boxingwrestling party tomorrow night will
include a women's wrestling match
as well as a battle royal between
six boxers.

H.O. Ad-Publicity Dept.
(Continued from Page 1)

publicity for Warner Bros., Mort
Blumenstock, in charge of advertising and publicity in the East, yesterday announced the realignment of
duties in the home office advertising
and publicity department to take
effect immediately.
Gil Golden will be in charge of
all consumer advertising.
Paul Lazarus, Jr. has been given
new duties which will include trade
paper
tion. advertising and trade promoSid Rechetnik has been promoted
to press book editor and exhibitor
service.
Lee Blumberg has been promoted
to take charge of the field exploitation department.
Don Carle Gillette, formerly
editor of Film Daily and Radio
Daily, joins the department next
Monday as trade paper contact and
editor of the house organ.
Morton Gerber has been promoted
to head of the Vitaphone short subjects publicity department.

Norman Sper Forms
Football Newsreel Co.
West

Coast

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A new company has
been formed here around Norman
Sper, recognized authority on football, for the supplying of football
newsreels during the Fall season
which will give Sper's predictions of
games to be played the following
Saturday. Idea is a complete novelty.
Newsreels will give a pictorial description ofplays of the favored team
and Sper's
analysis
lieves his choice
will of
win.why he be-

May Ask Divoixeme

Of Artists' Bureaus
Under

consideration

by

t^y1

partment
of Justice
an anti-'t
suit against
NBC andis CBS
to c
pel divorcement of their artists' i
reaus, with a strong possibility u
the suit may be filed in the i.j
future, it was reported yester '
Suit would be based largely on
recent FCC
monopoly
report
broadcasting,
attacking
netn ,
ownership as integration of brail
es of the radio industry which w<
be mutually competitive under
dinary circumstances.
Difficultv
that
any
new
r
chain would face in competing ^1
the existing networks
due to I
inability to secure artists under i
trol of the network-dominated aj
cies is cited as one reason for
expected early action.
Anothe:
the mass
of complaints
rece:
from independent
artists' agen
charging unfair competition,
activities of the affiliated burr
are not restricted to radio.
The FCC radio monopoly rejj
included this statement: "As aj
for artists, NBC is under a fiduc:
duty to procure the best terms ]
sible for the artists. As emplc
of artists, NBC is interested in
curing the best terms possible £..
the artists. This dual role ne
sarily prevents NBC from ar
length bargaining and constiti
a serious conflict of interests. M<
over, this dual capacity gives r-l
an unfair advantage over indei
dent artists representatives who
not themselves control employn
opportunities or have direct acij

Friday's Night
special offeature,
PanAmerican
Nights a party,
will have more than 100 performers
in a night club show. Highlights
of Saturday's program include the
Sper has just returned to Hollyboardwalk parade, the UA cocktail
the radio audience."
wood after visiting 41 leading foot- to CBS
is coupled in the FCC re]]
party and convention banquet at
ball universities, with hundreds of
which the winner of the 1940 hu- thousands of feet of film footage, as being a subject of compL-l
manitarian award will be introduced.
along with NBC by independent!
photographed with the co-operation tists
representatives because of
of coaches and teams of various colleges. A sample reel has been made dual capacity role as agent for,
Dallas — Variety Club's delegation
of, artists.
Action by
cf 42 entrained here yesterday for and shown to a few theater circuit Demployer
of J instead of the FCC is \
heads with bookings already made
the Atlantic City convention.
in some situations. A sales cam- tG be caused by the FCC taking
paign will be launched in two weeks. position that the matter is propi
have been made with in the jurisdiction of the Jus
TO THE COLORS! Para. Options 'Hula Honeymoon' bothContracts
De
Luxe Laboratory in the East Department because of the anti-ti
Paramount has taken a 10-day
option on an unproduced musical and the Pathe Laboratories here to angle.
Houston — David Westheimer, as- comedy book entitled "Hula Honey- make prints with the new company
sistant theater critic of the Houston
moon" bv Martin Gosch and Howard to handle its own distribution, strictPost, will be inducted into the Army Harris, it was disclosed yesterday.
ly from laboratory to theater, beSweet Forgiveness
cause of the time element involved.
May 23.
Two writers have also been signed
Football
newsreels will be issued
Richmond, Ind. — Honesty is the
by Paramount to writing contracts,
best policy — even after 12 years, acRichmond, Va. — Wesley Jenkins with sale price of approximately one a week for 13 weeks during the
woman. cording to an unidentified Andersoi
resigned from the Brookland Theater $15,000 to to be paid for the play football season each carrying Sper's
staff to enter the U. S. Army on May if the option is lifted, it was re- prognostications of top games of the
She wrote a letter to Isaac Drisco
following Saturday. Partners in
17 as an aviation mechanic apprentice ported.
Football Newsreels are Alton A.
who operates a cafe here, and tolc
in Chicago.
(Steve) Brody, Charles Pidgeon and
him that when he owned the PrinNorman Sper.
cess Theater in Elwood 12 years ago
Bette Davis Collapses
Miami Beach — Frank Housley of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
she had been admitted regularly or
the Lincoln Theater staff has been
a child's ticket when she should have
Hollywood — Collapse of Bette English-Dowdey Story to Metro
inducted into the Army.
paid the adult price.
Davis and the subsequent 10-day lay- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
So she enclosed a $5 bill and asked
off ordered by her doctor will not halt
Hollywood — "The Road Away
him to forgive her.
Miami — Henry Hamilton, of the production on her current film "The From Home," an original story by
He forgave her.
Mayfair Theater, has been called for Little Foxes," Samuel Goldwyn's Richard English and Clifford Dowoffice announced.
Army service.
dey, has been purchased by Metro. I
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Jathanson Quits FPC; Fitzgibbons Elected Prexy
>ckholders Name Virtuy New Board; Bolstad.
P. and Barrow is Sec'y

CANADIAN TAX
RELIEF ASKED

Amer. Distribs. Seek Amend"oronto — Famous Players Canadment of Income Tax Act
Corp. was "re-shuffled" yester• when the shareholders held an
J j o urned
mal meetOttawa — Eepresentatives of all
; here. By
the large U. S. motion picture distribs. waited on Finance Minister
• end of
s day the
Ilsley here to appeal for relief from
the recent increase from 5 per cent
lowing acions had
to 15 per cent, in the tax on their
income derived from Canada.
jen place:
tt. N. L.
The finance minister was asked
a t hanson,
by the delegation that the income
ssident, retax act be amended to provide for
imed.
allowance to the film owners for
2. J. J.
production costs.
i t z g i bAs it stands the 15 per cent, tax
ns, formerapplies to the gross proceeds for the
1 vice-presij. j. fitzgibbons
rental of the films.
• n t, was
The producers contended it should
cted president and general manapply only to net proceeds.
(Continued on Page 9)
No statement was made by the
finance minister following the conference.

ariely Clubs Open
tlantic City Meet

More Tourney Cups
Than Any 18 Greens

Hermann G. Place Reported Slated for Appointment;
Expect Board Chairmanship Will Not be Filled; New
Five- Year Contract for Kent Planned, Wall St. Hears
The Chase National Bank, holder of a total of 893,073 shares
of 20th-Fox common and preferred stock, will shortly associate
itself more closely with the company's affairs and its far-flung

theater subsidiary, National Theaters, with Hermann G. Place, Chase
vice-president and member of the
20th-Fox and NT boards, assuming
an active executive post with the
film company, it was reported yesterday in Wall Street quarters.
Place, it is understood, will serve
Marking a radical departure from
in an executive capacity as an assistant to President Sidney R. Kent,
the company's usual policy, Columbia
Pictures, it was announced yester- and, according to the reports, probday by A. Montague, general sales
ably will figure importantly on the
manager, will hold two national sales
executive committee.
conventions, the first in the form of company's
(Chase
owns
approximately
a national executive sales meeting.
This will be attended only by the
33 per (Continued
cent ofon the
company's
Page 10)
organization's top executives, conveying in Chicago on June 7 and
8. At that time plans for the second
national sales conclave, bringing together the entire sales force, will be
decided upon.
During the Chicago national ex-

Columbia Sets Two
Sales Conventions

Hungary Admitting
No New U. S. Films

(Continued on Page 5)

Budapest reports to the effect that
the
Hungarian
newlyannounced
ban Government's
on the showing
of
British pictures does not apply to
American films brought clarification
Suit of Konrad Bercovici for $5,close to major comStrange as it may seem and sound, 000,000 damages against Charles from sources
(Continued on Page 9)
—although The Film Daily Golf Chaplin and United Artists was
(Continucd on Page 8)
Tourney is still some dozen days transferred yesterday to the Fedaway, scores are now coming in, i.e.,
eral Court from the New York Su- Harry Brandt Will Again
Rational Film Carriers
preme Court because of diversity Be President of ITOA
scores of entries. So are cups and
Bercovici claims that
will exceed in num- of citizenship.
gain Name Clark Prexy trophies, which
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continucd on Page 2)
Harry Brandt and the entire slate
National Film Carriers concluded
of officers of the ITOA were nomieighth annual convention at the
nated for re-election at a meeting
(Continued on Page 10)
Atlantic City — Twelve hundred-odd
•ong, the barkers from 24 Variety
ab tents across the country move
;.o this seaside resort today to take
er until the week-end.
Three special trains from Philadel-

Bercovici Suit Shifted
To U. S. District Court

UA British Biz Soars Upwards

Variety Is Spice . . .
Even of Life Guards
Atlantic City — Delegates who arrived here yesterday, in advance of
Variety Clubs' convention opening today, expected no excitement until
conclave got under way. But last
night they were electrified to hear
that Dorothy Lamour would attend,
in turn attended by six local life
guards .... in sarongs.

(Continued on Page 8)

Hits All-Time Record Despite Nazi Blitz
Winston-Salem Theater
Files for Arbitration

Despite blitzkriegs, United Artists' gross business in England for
the first 13 weeks of this year hit
an all-time record, surpassing the
Charlotte — Asking for some run previous high in the corresponding
from Warner Bros., RKO and Para- period of 1936 by 25 per cent, acmount, Ellis Blumenthal, owner of
cording to George Archainbald, manthe Lafayette Theater, Winstonaging director in Great Britain.
Salem, has filed a demand for arArchibald, who is here for a fourbitration here. He named the Lin- week vacation, said yesterday that
(Continued on Page 5)
coln Theater as the interested party.

$2,500,000 Gross

Forecast for "Doe"

Domesticto gross
"John
Doe" is
expected
run for
around
$2,500,000
on ihe basis of business currently being done. Picture is expected to play
about 9,000 or more situations in this
country, but it is doubtful if 50 per
cent terms will be secured in that
many spots.
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, May 14)
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET
Chg.
Net

High
Low
Close
Am. Seat
Coi. Picts. vtc. (2l/2%)
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Ccn. Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
pfd.
8
8
8
—
Fast. Kodak
125/2 125
125V2 +
do pfd
Gen.
Th.
Eq
12
113/4
12
+
Lcew's,
Inc
29'/2
29V4
29l/4 —
do pfd
Paramount
1 1 1/2 1 1 14
1 1 Vl
■■
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
lOVi
lOVi
lOVi
..
Pathe
Film
8%
8%
8%
RKO
l'/2
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
3'/2
3%
3Vi +
do pfd
61
61
61
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.
101 21-32 101 21-32 101 21-32
Loew's
deb. 3'/>s46
Par?. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/ks47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96 1/2
96y2
96'/2
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
-1-32
Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith
vcs
5-32
5-32
5-32
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts
15
15
15
. .. . .
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 62
65
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
54
57

Bernhard and Goldberg
At Jersey Zone Meeting

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

JACK COHN, A. MONTAGUE, RUBE JACt
LOUIS
WEINBERG,
LOUIS
ASTOR
and
WEISFELDT leave tomorrow for Atlantic Ci

Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

attend
the Variety Clubs' convention.
JOHN HAY WHITNEY flies to the Coast

THE FILM DAILY,
1501

LOUIS
HYMAN,
general
manager
Lesser, left yesterday for the Coast.

Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

1941

Golf Tournament

WILL
BISHOP,
and his wife, are
for a vacation.

(Entry fee

LELAND
SULLAVAN,

Name

LAST THREE
□

Metro
exploiteer
in
en route to the Coast b

HAYWARD and his wife, MARC
are at the Waldorf.

FELIX VAN NEWMAN,
here from the Coast.

Address

□

SCORES
□

CLIJB

HAND,CAP

ber and glamor the awards of former years, it is predicted.
The committee in charge of the
big event, to be held on Tuesday,
May 27, at Glen Oaks Club, Great
Neck, L. I., spent most of the day
with prize-bearing messengers and
wading through applications to play
in the fracas of the fairways.
The J. E. Brulatour foursome
prizes landed at tourney headquarters yesterday, — and, boy, are they
whizzes! Additionally, Jack Cohn
dispatched a swift courier with
flash news that Columbia Pictures
is posting a trophy.
Further welcome news on the
prize situation wafted in with the
announcement that Martin Quigley
is donating a swell trophy to additionally enliven the golfing battleroyal.
Augmenting the avalanche of
awards were prizes given by City
Photo Engraving and DuPont Film
Mfg. Corp.
Yet another clarion voice arose,
— that of American Seating Co., —
to advise that they will send on a
grand set of bridge chairs for some
lucky mug to win.

NBC Will Televise Three
Sports Events Next Week
Three sports events are scheduled
for televising by the NBC mobile
television unit next week. These include another card of amateur boxing
bouts, an afternoon at Belmont Park,
andSchedule
a Dodg'ers
vs. Phillies game.
follows:

Monday — 8 :00 to 9 :00 p.m., test pattern.
Joseph Bernhard, general manager 9 :00
p.m., NBC mobile tele unit pickup of
of Warner Theaters, attended a amateur boxing at Jamaica Arena.
Wednesday — 1 :15 to 2:15 p.m., test pattern.
meeting of managers of his Jersey 2:15
p.m., NBC mobile tele unit pickup of
Zone in Newark, to discuss Summer racing
at Belmont Park, including the feapolicies, emphasizing selling of picture race, "The Acorn."
Saturday — 1:00 to 2:20 p.m., test pattern.
tures that have exploitation values. 2:20
p.m., NBC mobile tele unit pickup of
Harry Goldberg, advertising man- baseball at Ebbets Field : Brooklyn Dodgers
ager of Warner Theaters, also spoke, | vs. Philadelphia" Phillies

of Gloria Pictur.j

GEORGE BAGNALL, of Alexander Korda \\
flew in this week
from Hollywood
for a
stay on business.
He is scheduled to fly
to the Coast tomorrow.

f— ]

ALBERT DEZEL, of Albert Dezel Roads
week.
is attending the VC convention from Ch
and will be in New York for a few days:

CLUB:

WAYNE MORRIS is here from the Coas
the VC convention, and RONALD REAGAN
his wife, JANE WYMAN, are also due her
the same reason.

Kohn to be Assistant
More Tournament Cups
Than Any Eighteen Greens To Lightman and McCord
(Continued from Page 1)

1

Memphis — Herb Kohn, who has
joined Malco Theaters, will function
as assistant to President M. A.
Lightman and M. S. McCord, secretary-treasurer, who heads the accounting and service departments.
Circuit will continue to operate undei Lightman's direct supervision.
Earlier
report
erroneously
had
Korn assuming the title of general
manager.

MARJORIE WOODWORTH arrives today
Hollywood.
PHYLLIS BROOKS arrived on the Coast
terday by plane.
MiLTON BERLE and HARRY RICHMAN,
at the Essex House.
ROY DISNEY is at the Warwick.

John A. McCulloch Dead
Toronto — John Arthur McCull|
63, co-founder and owner with]
I wife of the Royal George thea
I died here.

Variety Clubs
ACCLAIM—

FILM YEAR BOOK
"It is the finest book of its
kind ever printed, in our estimation, and the information it
contains is indeed not only of
great interest but of excellent
C. C. Kellenberg
Pittsburgh
Variety
Club of
Tent No.

1

"I consider the Year Book one
ofvalue."
the most useful sources of
information available to the

"It is a fine piece of work and
will be highly prized by the
Club, and will surely be appreciated by everyone who takes
Ben Blotcky
the opportunity
of using it."
Variety
Tent of
Minneapolis
Tent No. 12
"To say that we are delighted
to have this book on hand is
expressing it mildly. We are
proud of it and consider it a

"It is a fine and informative

worthy book
in aEverett
worthy place."
H. H.
Variety Club of
Charlotte (N C )
Tent No. 24
"Your new 1941 Year Book is
most handsome — and we assure
you we are inordinately appreciative for your thoughtfulness
and kindness . . . and for the

K. T. Collins
Variety Club of
publication."Indianapolis
Tent No. 10

opportunity of having this referencePaul
book inShort
our library."
Variety
Tent
No.Club
17 of Texas

Motion

Picture
Industry."
M. A. Lightman
Variety
Club of
Memphis
Tent

No.

20

published by

THE FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY

N. Y. C.
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It's William Powell and we're printing it because we want you to get
an idea of why Hollywood says "Bill Powell and Myrna Loy in 'Love
Crazy' is one of the funniest pictures ever made!" Hollywood is also
saying: 'Watch that M-G-M Studio!" One after another: Spencer Tracy,
Mickey Rooney in "Men of Boys Town"; "Ziegfeld Girl" starring James
Stewart, Judy Garland, Hedy Lamarr, Lana Turner; William Powell,
Myrna Loy in "Love Crazy"; Joan Crawford, Melvyn Douglas in the
prize picture "A Woman's Face"; Robert Taylor in the Technicolor
production "Billy The Kid" and a flock of other LION'S ROARing hits!

WILLIAM POWELL
MYRNA LOY
r/i

LOVE CRAZY
GAIL PATRICK

• JACK CARSON

Florence Bates

• Sidney Blackmer

Screen Play by William Ludwig,
Charles Lederer and David Hertz
Directed by
Produced by
JACK CONWAY
.
PANDRO S. BERMAN
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

fiursday. May 15, 1941

A British Biz
oars Upwards

Columbia Sets Two
Sales Conventions

{Continued from Pane 1)
heater business in the so-called
litz areas probably would improve
itring the summer months because
[f the new daylight saving law
, _^
has pushed the clocks ahead
- .ours instead of one. As the
English people do not go out after
ark, these extra two hours of dayiurht are expected to bring- greater
.t tendance to the theaters.
Small towns where there are no
military objectives are crowded with
icrsons who have left larger comnunities and blitz areas, Archibald
aid, thus swelling theater attend„nce to three times normal business. Theaters which normally
rrossed 50 pounds a week are now
doing 150 pounds.
United Artists' big business was
■lue to a number of highly popular
lictures, Archibald said. These inluded "The Great Dictator," "Thief
tf Bagdad," "Rebecca" and "Forign Correspondent." In the case
»f "The Great Dictator," the orignally announced terms of 70-30
ivere discarded for a 50-50 basis and
learance regulations were let down
o that a number of theaters in the
ame area played the picture at the
;ame time.
No change in the quota law is
;xpected unless the war situation
■hanges so that British production
s halted completely, Archibald conended.

dickers' Handicap Added
ro RKO's Golf Tourney
A kickers' handicap has been added
o the RKO golf tournament at the
Westchester Country Club, Tuesday.
reature is in addition to foursome
>rizes and 18 special prizes, and is
lesigned for those not awarded
nizes in other classifications. Committee will doll up the two courses
vith placards bearing the names of
■JKO features, shorts and theaters
ind special score cards will carry
ilm titles along with hole numbers.
<VB Signs Elisabeth Fraser
Hollywood — Warner Bros, has
signed Elisabeth Fraser, ingenue
vith the Lunts in "There Shall Be
\To Night," to a term contract.

ATLANTIC

CITY

• •
•
EVEN the most dynamic suri
which has pounded these
shores through the ages
will be outdone in spectacular action
by the Seventh National Convention of the Variety Clubs of America
It is their big annual party
but by no means
exclusively
so
because the program which starts ilooding-in today
and
to ebb only when the week itself has passed into history
will be
of moment to many outside the organization's heavy membership
In an undeniably large measure
it is Atlantic City's party, too
and, further, that of the entire American film industry
whose heart
it both symbolizes and represents
Nor does the scope of the convention stop there
for the reason that the poor, the ailing, the
underprivileged of many a community
will receive a helping hand,
alleviation of their ills, and restoration of hope
from what is about
to happen here
▼
▼
▼
• •
• AS Mercy is linked to Courage
so also is Kindness
linked to Mirth
Thus it is natural that the Variety Clubs
should meet in a mood of mirth
when kindness to others is
the motive for it all
As this is written
hundreds
of
delegates are soon to register on the 11th floor of the local Hotel
Traymore ... .conclave headquarters
and each is to receive
his convention
badge
his high hat
his nose and mustache a box of salt water taffy
and a cane
the latter
donated by Philadelphia's Jack Beresin
T
T
▼
• •
•
ON Tuesday noon
your scribe sat with Vincent Trotta
at luncheon in New York
and heard him recount the transcending
charms of Atlantic City's berthing beauties
Now
we know what
he means
A bevy today boards the trio of special convention trains
at Egg Harbor
to extend first greetings to the delegates
To
gild the lily, another bevy, chaperoned by trident true Father Neptune
and a 60-piece band will meet the choo-choo at the terminal
When
the

boys get to the Traymore
they'll find a giant Postal Telegraph blank
on which each registrant's name, port of origin, et al.
will be posted
so's to easily tell who's attending and where to
find 'em all
▼
▼
▼
• •
•
MAYOR Taggert
is set to meet the conventioneers at the railroad station
and also prepared to give the
keys to the city to all the Hollywood stars and dignitaries
. . . .from Washington, D. C
His special personal greeting will
be delivered at the Friday morning session
T
T
▼
• •
•
SO jammed with features is the schedule of events
that
the delegates

should

be dual

personages

— which

tomorrow's big boardwalk parade and free circus for the Atlantic City
kids
the Pan American Night of Nights Party on Friday
the
UA cocktail party on Saturday
afternoon
and the climax that
evening which brings the banquet hall broadcast
the announcement

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
Irving Browning

M-G-M's short, "1-2-3 Go," has
been nominated for the 1941 award
of the National Motion Picture Traffic Safety Committee for the film
most effectively encouraging safety
on streets and highways. Subject,
produced in collaboration with the
Committee, features the Our Gang
kids and suggests the title as a new
safety watchword for children. Plans
for forming 1-2-3 Go Safety Clubs
among school children are being
made by the Committee.

Mills Plans Chi. Studio
For Soundies Production
Chicago — Mills interests plan to
lease a studio here for the production of Soundies for Panorams. At
the present time, Soundies are being
produced in New York and Hollywood.

TO THE

COLORS!

• •
• P.S.:
We've just had some flash nooze handed
to us
from Columbus, Ohio
"Tent No. 2 announces that
it is bringing Rudolph Hess
who bounced into Columbus with
a Messerschmitt under one arm and the first block-of-five pictures
under
the other
He will address
the convention
on the

Detroit — Harold Block, operator at
the Cinema Theater, leaves for Fort
Custer
for a year's service on May
30.

'Am

I as lousy

as the

the

motion picture

second

San Francisco — Les Smith, M-GM booker, has been called to the
colors.
Detroit — Marty Shore, operator at
the Mayfair Theater, is leaving May
27 for Fort Custer, where he will
operate the theater in the camp. He
has volunteered for one year's service. Shore is a World War I vet-

now?' "

and

Metro Short Nominated
For '41 Safety Award

per-

subject:

year's humanitarian
award
winner
formance of the Variety Club professional circus
T
T
T

The executive sales meetings will
be the means centralized
whereby
Columbia's
desales policy,
successful
for so many years, will be extended
in authority to an even greater degree than in the past, Montague
stated. Through decentralization
each member of the Columbia sales
organization is permitted considerable leeway in acting on his own in
solving selling problems.
Montague further stated that Columbia will continue to distribute its
product this coming season as it always has. An analysis of the company's forthcoming line up will be
an important part of the executive
sales sessions, with Columbia's full
program of features and short subangle. jects to be discussed from every

probably most

of 'em are anyway
Among the highlights are the deep-sea fishing
and sailing parties this afternoon
and tonight's knock-'em-dead
sports pageant, with boxing and wrestling bouts (co-ed in spots) ......

of this

(Continued from Page 1)
ecutive sales convention, home office
executives and sales heads, as well
as division and branch managers, will
discuss
productseason.
and plans for the
'41-'42 selling

business

is

Detroit — Pierce Bradley, operator
at the Krim Theater in Highland
Park, leaves May 20 for a year's service at Fort Custer.
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"The Best Musical Comedy — 'Pal Joey', because it
has novelty, excellent, if sardonic character study,
i,U

plus the necessary good music and superb dancing."
Sidney B. Whipple, N. Y. World-Telegram

Tal Joey' sure bet musical.'

N. Y. Mirroi
Nf.s

win

" 'Pal Joey' . . . strikingly original musical comedy . . ,
one of Richard Rodgers' most winning scores . . .
%H)G

some of Lorenz Hart's finest lyrics ..."

Rs,

Richard Watts, Jr., N. Y. Herald-Tribune

'Pal Joey' smart and novel.'

s din
R! Si

N. Y. News
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"The Best Comedy -'My Sister
Eileen', because it is breezy and
good-humored."Sidney B. Whipple,

id BROADWAY
IID "MY SISTER
COLUMBIA!
k

N. Y. World-Telegram

"'My Sister Eileen' an uproarN. Y. Post

ious comedy."

"My Sister Eileen' very bright
N. Y. Sun

and gay."

'.'. . first completely gay comedy
season."
...this Brooks
Atkinson, N. Y. Times
' ... an hilarious evening . . .
John Anderson,

great fun ..."

N. Y. Journal- American
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Brandt Again Will
Be ITOA President

Barkers Capture Atlantic City
1/200 Move in for Variety
Meeting
from PageClubs'
1)

HCLLyWCCD

(Continued

(Continued from Page

1)

of the organization. Board members also were nominated.
Named for re-election among the
officers were: Brandt, president;
David Weinstock, first vice-president; Stanley Lawton, second vicepresident; Leon Rosenblatt, treasurer; Frances Bregman, secretary,
and Jack Heyman. sergeant-at-arms.
Julius Joelson, who recently took
over the Consolidated circuit, wa§
among those named to the board
of directors.. Other nominees for
directorships were S. Gottlieb, Grant
Anson, Hyman Rachmil, Abraham
Schenck, H. Eisenstadt, J. Joshua
Goldberg, Gilbert Josephson, Abraham Leff, Bernie Brooks, Julius
Charnow, W. French Githens, Samuel Strausberg, Jack Hattem, Rudolph Sanders, Emanuel Hertzig,
Samuel Freedman, Leo Brecher,
Samuel Seelen and Ray Rhonheimer.

Albany-Troy Warnerites
Set Spring Ball May 24

phia will bring the vast majority of
the showmen, the delegations converging on Philly during the night.
The specials will arrive at intervals
between 9:30 o'clock and noon, and
from then on there'll be something
doing every minute.
Vanguard of some 70 Boston and
New England barkers put in an early
appearance, arriving a day ahead of
the big crowd to take advantage of
an extra night of fun. The Boston
lent was led by Marty Mullin, chief
barker of Tent 23, Sam Pinanski,
Harold Stoneman, Eddie Ansin and
the cream of the industry from New
England.
The Hollywood contingent, largely
due tomorrow via plane, will number, among others, Dorothy Lamour,
Robert Young, Laraine Day, Frank
Morgan, Walter Pidgeon, Fay Wray,
Eddie Norris, Wayne Morris, Gail
Patrick, Carole Landis.
Atlantic City is in holiday array
for the convention. It is predicted
that the boardwalk parade Saturday
will top anything ever seen here, including the annual beauty pageant.
Philly is sending 150 police Saturday
to assist in handling the turnout.
All major companies are participating in plans to welcome or entertain delegates, and home office reservations exceed those of any industry gathering.
The big opening gun of the threeday program incidental to the convention will be the boxing show to
be staged in Convention Hall tonight. It has been arranged under
the personal direction of Leon Rains,
boxing commissioner of Pennsylvania.

Albany — Combined Warner Theater clubs of Albany and Troy will
hold their annual Spring movie ball
and banquet at the Ten Eyck Hotel
roof garden May 24.
Co-chairmen for the event are
Charles A. Smakwitz. Warner district manager and Leo Rosen, Troy
Theater, Troy. In charge of entertainment is Joe Weinstein vicepresident, who is the zone short subject booker. Jules Curley, manager
of the Strand, Albany, is in charge
of publicity and James P. Faughnan, zone contact manager, of tickMore than 12 tents have filed offiets and seating arrangements.
cial entries for competition in the
The clubs are importing Reggie Variety Clubs Golf Championship
Childs and his ork from the Hotel Tournament to be held on Saturday
Entered thus far are:
Commodore, New York, for the af- morning.
fair.
Washington: James Pratt, Fred
Beiersdorf, Edward Melnicker and
Harry Bachman; Indianapolis: Jack
Col. Invites Out-oi-Town
J. Kennedy; Memphis, M. A. Avery;
Exhibs. to See Two Plays
Pittsburgh, Art England, Pete Dana,
Art Morrone, James Alexander, Art
Columbia yesterday set a pre- Levy, John Maloney, Sam Fineberg,
cedent by inviting out-of-town ex- Archie Fineman and Max Shulgold;
hibs. visiting New York to be its Cincinnati: A. J. Niedenthal; Columbus: Dr. Louis Marks; Dallas, Herguests at performances of "Pal
man Beiersdorf, Benny Bickers and
Joey" and "My Sister Eileen,"
Broadway stage hits the company
recently purchased for 1941-42 pro- St. Louis BFC to Elect
duction. Columbia explains it wants
to give its accounts an advance idea Mrs. Lashly President
of the entertainment possibilities in
the properties. Exhibitors, by conSt. Louis — Mrs. Jacob M. Lashly
tacting the Columbia sales department, when in New York, will be will be elected to succeed Mrs. Guy
Randall as president of the Better
furnished with tickets.
Films Council or Greater St. Louis
at the annual meeting tomorrow.
Local 1 Renames Anstedt
Robert Anstedt was re-elected
president of Local 1, stagehands of McLaglen at Ampa Luncheon
Victor McLaglen will be an honor
New York, at the annual election
this week. J. C. McDowell was re- guest at the AMPA luncheon today at the Edison, and Vyvyan
elected secretary and treasurer;
George Fitzgerald succeeded himself Donner will introduce her Fox Movietone models before the audience
as vice-president, and Vincent Jacobi
and Solly Pernick were re-elected which will include talent scouts from
a number of the film companies.
as business agents.

Fred Larned; St. Louis: A. L. Matreci and Jimmy Frisina; Cleveland:
Jack Shulman, Fred Meier and Bernie
Rubin; Philadelphia: Arthur Grossman, Harry Ball, Max Leven, Dave
Milgram, Frank McNamee, Milt
Rogasner, George Schwartz, Harry
Weiner and George Lipisius; Detroit: Johnny Howard, Alec Schreiber
and Bill Flemion; Minneapolis: Eddie
Reuben, Lou Cohen and Charles
Rubenstein.
A flood of additional entries are
expected today. Altogether, the Golf
Tournament Committee believes
there will be close to 70 players competing for the trophies and the 20
odd valuable prizes donated by the
various tents.
Additional convention reservations
and registrations announced on the
eve of the convention follow:
NEW YORK — Jack Alicoate, Maurice
Kann, Stanton Griffis.
PITTSBURGH: Dave Rosenfield. Sam
Hanauer, J. M. Heaton, Walter Stucky, Sam
Strohl, Harry Feinstein, Robert Fiske. Sam
Steinberg', Kivie Wolfe, Max Shulgold, David
Rosenfeld, William Finkle, Art Levy, Sam
Fleishman, Jack Maple, John Perry, Jos. Gellman, Morris Roth, Geo. Communtzi. Tom
Johnson, Dave Jacobs, Roy Hawley and Senator Hatfield.
COLUMBUS: Geo. Anagnost. Leo Yassenoff. Max Stearn, C. H. Schreiber, J. F. Luft,
Virgil Jackson. Pete Wood. Ben Almond. Albert Block, James E. Hale, Lou Holleb and
Col. Lynn
Black.
CINCINNATI:
Pete Niland.
DETROIT: Lou Wisper, Frank Wetsman,
Carl Buermele, Dan Lewis, Dave Newman,
A. Robinson. J. O. Brooks, C. C. Perry, P.
Kaplan. A. Rosen, Irving Goldberg, Adolph
Goldberg, Barney Kilbride, Fred Schneider,
Sam Seplowin, Chas. Kroner, Wade Allen. Al
Dezel, Ben Cohen, Lew Cohen, Alex Schreiber,
Manny Smerling. Harry Williard, Jim Clark,
Harold Hornbeck. Don Widlund. Sid Taube,
Jos. Lenahan. Saul Korman, John Howard.
CLEVELAND: Bert Stearn. S. D. Spizel.
Frank Drew, Frank Boyd, Edw. C. Flanigon,
I. J. Schmertz, J. H. Schulman, Xorman
Levin, Abe Schwartz, Max Lefkowich, Bernard A. Rubin, Sidney Weingart, A. M. Goodman, Chas. Gottlob.
KANSAS CITY: Homer B. Snook.
WASHINGTON:
Adlai
Mann,
Mark
Winkler. Robt. Philipson, Leopold Freudberg,
Bob Mittman, Clark Davis, Clarence Eisenman, Arthur Silverstone.
DAYTON— Fred Krimm, Paul Banker, W.
A. Keyes, A. H. Harper, Roy Wells, Harry
Condron.
BALTIMORE:
Ed
Shermadd,
Harry
Schreneman
and Morris Schapiro.
NASHVILLE— Kermit C. Stengel.
BUFFALO: Sydney Samson. Elmer F.
Lux. Ralph W. Maw, Robert T. Murphy,
Stanley Kozanowski.
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FILM

currently pr<

Sol
Lesser, has
translavi"
/ '
"Kosciusko,"
Polishcompleted
play he bought
recen
ly from Leo Podwojski of Cleveland, ar
he has started writing three Polish-tyf ■
folk songs to be used in the picture.

•
V/IRGINIA

VAN

•

UPP, Paramount scenaris

* plans a vacation trip to South Americ
following completion of her collaborate
on the screenplay of 'Out Of the Fryin
Pan," with Francis Swann, author of th
original Broadway hit. Miss Van Upp wi
consult South American Government officia
for story material.

•

•

OUR
OrsonPassing
Welles,Show:
Dolores George
Del Rio,Schaefe
Micke
Rooney, Herbert Wilcox, Anna Neagle, Bo
Hope, Jesse L. Lasky, Edward Ludwig, Jan
Wyman, Ronald Reagan, David Hempsteac
Perry Lieber, Abe Lastfogel, Murray Fei
H. Bruce Humberstone, Les Petersen, Elea
nore Stewart, at premiere of "Citize

•

•

[■"VlRECTOR Stuart Heisler has been signe.
^ to a new long-term contract at Para
mount. He directed "The Biscuit Eater'
and "Monster And the Girl" and is nov
directing "Among
the
•
Kane."

Living."

•

York SIMON,
Heartbeat,"
S. "New
SYLVAN
will hectic
direct drama
Metro':o
the adventures of a tabloid newspaper pub
lisher in New York after World War I anc
during the rise of gangsterism. Story, ar
original by Sam Marx, is being scripted b
Bartlett Cormack.

•
LJAROLD

GOLDMAN

e
has been signed tc

* ' work on the screenplay of "Strange
Victory," the next Sol Lesser production
to star Martha Scott, and Goldman is working with Sol Lesser and Reinhold Schunzef
the director.

•

•

'IIIOOLA
BOOLA,"
George
Pal's third
' • animated puppetoon for Paramount :"Madcap Models" series, has a native
musical score. Under the baton of Thurston
Knudson, music was supplied by 25 members

•

Para. Signs Cummings
To Direct Two Pictures
Coast

SCHUNZEL,

' * paring to direct "Strange Victo^[/Vf',

•

TAMAR LANE and Mai Merritt, who re' cently collaborated on a stage play of
South American locale, aimed at Broadway

he was employed by Chaplin and
that the latter used his plot for the
filming of "The Great Dictator."

West

DEINHOLD

of the Royal Tahitian native orchestra headed by Augie Goupil, Decca record album star.

Bercovici Suit Shifted
To U. S. District Court
(Continued from Page

SPEAKING-By HALPH
WILK

—

DAILY

Hollywood — Irving Cummings has
been signed by Paramount to direct
"Louisiana Purchase." Deal also
calls for Cummins to direct another
picture for Paramount next year.

presentation, are now completing a combination film-stage-radio manuscript carrying the title, "Pan-American

•

•

Broadcast."

JACKIE HORNER, seven-year-old, will
"^ make her screen debut in "Smilin'
Thru," the M-G-M Technicolor production to co-star Jeanette MacDonald with
Gene Raymond and Brian Aherne. This tot
is said to be the most talented youngster
ever to win a movie contract. She can
sing, is a radio actress, tap dancer, ballet
dancer, concert pianist and has composed
22 musical
pieces.

:

'nursdav.. May 15. 1941
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ilzgibbons Succeeds
athanson at FPC
(Continued from

Paiie 1)

ker
of
the
corporation.
3, An almost entirely new board
directors was elected.
viceW. Bolstad became
»y^.
Tl *nt and treasurer and Noel
barrow was named secretary.
i The resignation of Nathanson did
come as a surprise to the trade
or the United
ther in Canada
Expiration of his contract
ates.
- regarded as the signal for his
■ Incoming associated
with
a new
ulian circuit unless a deal could
■ ; made whereby control of FPC
4 ould pass from Paramount to Na„i(lanson and his Canadian associates.
. was apparent that no agreement
i th;- issue could be reached and
tat Paramount will retain full conol.
Xathanson
did not announce
his
ire plans, but it is understood
trade circles that he will play
'*n leading role in the management
*W a circuit recently formed bv his
•Hn. Paul.
This company, which is
I
to
b?
capitalized
for'and
$5,000,000.
eady has 13 theaters
is prelring to add more to its list.
Six FPC directors were elected to
board yesterday.
Thev were N.
5 Robertson.
Esq., of McMaster,
'onteomery Fleury & Co. Toronto;
'endell Farris, Esq., of Vancouver;
oel G. Barrow, of Toronto; Angus
acCunn, of Toronto; Lawrence G.
„ (lerrinsr, of Toronto,
and
Austin
eouffh. Paramount's general counM. Other directors re-elected were
itzgibbons, R. W. Bolstad, Barney
alaban and Stanton Griffis.
I It was announced that at a later
eeting other important
Canadian
asiness men would be added to the
)ard.
Fitzgibbons has been with FPC
iv 11 years, having served as di•ctor of theater management and
ce-president.
chwarlz Gets $25,000 Balm
A Supreme Court jury by a 10-2
■rdict awarded $25,000 damages to
eniamin
Schwartz,
musician
who
^ade several series of musical shorts
• i- Masterart.
Verdict was against
,"r.
Samuel
J.
Kopetsky
who oper' ed on Schwartz
to restore
his
fearing.
The
operation, it was
aarged, resulted in almost complete
t i^afness of the right ear and parai I sis of the right side of the head
njid face for the plaintiff.
Saul E.
ogers was counsel for Schwartz.

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJCTES
"A Good Time For A Dime"
KRO-Disney
7 mins.
Dandy
Cartoon
Donald Duck is back with a plentitude of hearty laughs for audiences in this short. The irrepressible Donald ventures into a penny
arcade and immediately gets his
blood pressure up. He finally winds
up by taking a terrific beating in
a model airplane. Reel is in TechDisney. nicolor and was produced by Walt
"Out Of Darkness"
Metro
11 mins.
Timely and Dramatic
Dealing with the efforts of patriotic Belgians during the German
occupation of World War I, this
subject depicts the printing and distribution of the famous free Belgian
paper, "La
Libreis Belgique."
particular interest
the fact thatOfnewspaper stories recently published have
disclosed that the famous Belgian
paper is once again being published
and distributed despite every suppressive effort of the German authorities. During the first war, the German authorities executed a large
number of Belgians caught printing
the paper or distributing it, but each
time arrests were made the paper
was carried on. The subject is one
of the best in the always top-notch
John Nesbitt Passing Parade series.

"Aeronurics"
Metro
10 mins.
Instructive and Interesting
Pete Smith takes the audience on
a flight with a student pilot in this
subject. The reel is instructive,
interesting and amusing. Smith
works in a number of gags that will
get laughs. However, the reel is
primarily a flying lesson which is
intelligently handled and should
serve as a primer for any would-be
flyers if they pay attention. There
is a plentiful portion of expert stunt
flying of the hair-raising variety in
addition to the rest of the material.
"The Goose Goes South"
Metro
8 mins.
Amusing Short
Another new character is added to
the Metro cartoon roster in this reel
in the person of a young Goose. The
cartoon is amusing and should get a
number of laughs. The young Goose
starts South for the Winter on foot,
as his big brothers and the grownups wing their way along overhead. The Goose has quite a few
difficulties and gets the runaround
from a double-talking motorist, but
the Goose gets the last laugh when
they both reach Florida. William
Hanna and Joe Barbera created the
character.
Reel is in Technicolor.

Hungary Admitting
No New U. S. Films
(Continued from Page 1)

day.
panies' foreign departments yesterIt is pointed out that some two
months ago Hungary barred U. S.
product, and that the new report
probably means that films of American origin, already in Hungary,
are permitted to be exhibited with
approval of Nazi officials stationed
in Hungary, whose status is that
essentially of an occupied country.
Physical machinery for the distribution of U. S. pictures still exists there, but such branches of major companies as are established
are virtually idle.

KM Warner Cutters Busy
For First Time in 4 Years
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

30 Double-Truck Co-op
Ads for Warners "Baby"
Warners' sentatives
fieldhave set
exploitation
a total repreof 30
double-truck co-operative newspaper
ads to coincide with local releases
of "Million Dollar Baby" in that
many cities.
Two months ago each representative was given a list of national
and local advertisers who could be
contacted for participation in each
city. Out of this list and over
this period, under this new scheme,
the exploiteers make up their co-operative pages. Release in each city
will coincide with the local run of
the picture, which is set for national
release May 31.
Warners expects to make a monthly event of this special sectional
co-operative ad on the film chosen
as
"picture of the month" by
the the
studio.

Will Meet Correspondents

loe Streimer on Mend
On Preview Problem
Moe Streimer, UA special rep., is
■cuperating from an illness at his West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
:>me. He expects to return to his
Hollywood — President Y. Frank
Freeman of Association of Motion
'?sk in the next two weeks.
Picture Producers and members of
et Crosby-Astaire Vehicle
the studio
comest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
mittee havepublicity
accepted directors'
the invitation
of
correspondents
to
hold
a
meeting
Hollywood — "Holiday Inn," screen
iginal by Irving Berlin, has been May 22 to discuss press preview problem. In the meantime correspondents
•heduled by Para, for Bing Crosby
Sd Fred Astaire. Berlin will do 15 will suspend practice of catching
sngs for the pix.
"sneak previews."
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Hollywood — Warners' film editing
department is working at top speed,
with every cutter on the lot, for the
first time in four years, assigned to
a current or forthcoming production. Twenty cutters, compared to
the lot's normal 17, are hard at work,
with movieolas high in demand.
Of the 20, five are on features
now shooting, six are on pictures
being readied for release, six are
on short subjects and three are permanently assigned to trailers.
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Chase V.-P. for
20th-Fox Exec. Post
{Continued from Page 1)

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

JULES WHITE. Producer-Director. Born in Budapest, Hungary, Sept. 1900.
~ Came to California in 1904. Attended school in Los Angeles. Started in the
picture business when it was in its infancy, worked for the Selig PoMscope Company in the first picture they made at the old Edendale Studio, somewhere along
1910. Worked as a child actor for such companies as Selig, D. W. Griffith, Vitagraph, 101 Bison and Pathe. Is one of the youngest pioneers in the picture industry. In 1914 started in the cutting room as assistant cutter, film patcher and
projectionist. Later worked for William Fox Studios as laboratory assistant, helping the developers, and on printing machines, then as an assistant cameraman.
In 1919 went to work with his brother Jack White, who produced comedies for
Educational. Worked as cutter, purchasing agent, actor, and assistant to the
office manager. Then became chief editor and head of the camera department.
In 1924 started directing two-reel comedies for Educational. In 1926-1927 directed comedies for William Fox Company. In 1928 created, with Zion Myers the

stock and owns 58 per cent of
the NT stock.)
It was also reported that President Kent's contract would be renewed for five years at its expiration. Darryl F. Zanuck, production
head, had his contract renewed last
year for a five-year period to run
from expiration date of his current pact.
Whether or not anticipated apTalking Dog Shorts known as "Barkies" featuring canine actors, released through
pointment of Place will be made
M-G-M. Remained at M-G-M until 1932, during
which time directed many Pete Smith Sport Shorts,
known at today's stockholders' meetas well as Buster Keaton in the feature length picing or at could
the directors'
meeting- which
follows
not be learned.
It is
ture "Sidewalks of New York." 1932 directed
ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd for Hal Roach. Was
anticipated, however, that the appointment will be made shortly. It
associate director on "King of The Jungle" a Paramount feature. Joined Columbia in 1932 as diis not expected that the chairmanrector of comedies, assuming supervision and head
ship of the board, recently resigned
of Shorts Department in 1934. Has been producing
by Joseph M. Schenck, will be filled.
and directing comedies for Columbia since that
In all probability President Kent
date. Recently conceived and created a new series
will be accompanied by Place when
he attends the annual convention this
now being released as "The Glove Slingers." Married and has two sons. Is an out-doorsman when
summer, and Place also will probnot making pictures. Hobbies: hunting, fishing
ably accompany him to the studio
and music.
P.S. does not play gin rummy.
when he makes his next visit there.
Kent recently deferred a scheduled
Coast trip, but is expected to go
sometime this month or next unless
Detroit Managers Picketing
Papayanakos Arbitration
he postpones it until after the conHearing
Resuming
Today
vention, which now may be held in
Moss Bros.' Parkside
July.
Albany — The AAA district's first
Attempts to reach Place and
Detroit — The managers' union
started picketing at the Parkother executives last night for com- and second arbitration cases will re- has
side Theater operated by Moss
ment were unavailing.
sume testimony today, before arbi- Bros. The union claims the owners
trator Morton J. Hall and tribunal were negotiating and had agreed on
all but the one point of allowing two
New Haven Studio to Make clerk John Rawson.
Complainant is Alec Papayanakos, weeks' vacation for a manager who
Four Shakespearian Films
had not been employed for one year
indie exhib. who operates the Amer- when they decided to fire Edward
ican Theater, Canton. Papayanakos, Jacobson, manager of the Parkside.
New Haven — Bald Eagle Film Productions, 16 mm. outfit here, will in complaining against RKO and The union objects to contention of
put four Shakespearian plays into Warner-Vitagraph, has alleged in the owners that they could manage
production as full-length 35 mm. earlier testimony that the 14 days the theater themselves, on the claim
that the house is losing money, which
features next Fall. The plays inclearance enjoyed by Schine's Pon- the union disputes.
clude "Hamlet," "Macbeth," "Twelfth tiac
and Strand, Ogdensburg, actualPicketing program includes use of
Night," and "All's Well That Ends
ly means in many cases from 60 to a brass
band, parades of Boy Scouts
Well," for which an actual replica 90 days availability after actual and
neighborhood women to support
of the old Globe Theater in England
Jacobson who has been active in conwill be built. The features will be playdate time.
Pontiac at Ogdensburg
tacting neighborhood associations
roadshowed, then released through hasSchine's
only been running part time during his employment as manager.
educational and art theater chan- for several months.
The managers' union has started
nels. Wallace Rosenthal is director;
Last week, at the conclusion of
Joseph Einhorn, producer, and Harry
picketing
the inSchulte
Circuit's
dale
Theater
Hazel Park,
and Oakwill
Papayanakos' testimony, RKO
Alpert, photographer.
brought as witnesses B. G. Kranze, add the Radio City in Ferndale, adnow branch manager at Cleveland
mittedly picketing the best paying
and A. H. VanDeusen, Albany ter- houses of the circuit and neglecting
Donlevy In "Andrew"
HoldenWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
ritory booker.
theaters inside Detroit proper which
the union claims are not making
Hollywood — "The Remarkable Anequivalent profits.
drew," Dalton Trumbo novel, will 20th-Fox Dismissed from
be made into a Para, picture with
Star,
Ft.
Lupton,
Case
William Holden and Brian Donlevy
Indiana ATO Will Stage
Denver — After clearcut arguments Parley at Pakagon Park
in top roles.
by Albert Gould, attorney for 20th
Century-Fox, the arbitrator disIndianapolis — The summer meetmissed 20th-Fox from further paring of the ATOI will be held at
ticipation in the case of the Star
Pokagon Park with headquarters at
Theater, Ft. Lupton.
Arbitrator John Carroll declared Potawatomi Inn, June 17-18-19.
Marc J. Wolf, is convention chairDetroit — Eddie Krul, manager of that 20thFox had not violated the man.
the New Home Theater, was married section covering withholding films,
since according to Star contracts,
to Marion Miller, non-professional.
the Rex at Brighton had priority on "Major Barbara" in Demand
In the first three hours yesterday,
Detroit — Clara Kelly, chief eleva- 20th-Fox features. Case is proceedtor operator at the Film Exchange
ing with E. K. Menagh, owner of the Astor sold 2,012 tickets for "MaBuilding, was married to George Gil- the Star Theater, on the stand gojor Barbara," representing double
ing into details of the case.
lespie of Mackinac City.
the house's capacity, UA reported.

WEDDING

BELLS

Nat'l Film Carriers
Again Name Clark
(Continued from Page 1)

Park Central Hotel yesterday wir
re-election of these officers: Jam<
P. Clark, president and treasure ,
Thomas
W. Gilboy, vice-pre*r\frr-j
and Clintonchanges
Weyer, occurred
secretary?^"
..$
executive
in ) tbs
addition of Charles W. Trampe IT
the executive committee in place cl
Harold C. Robinson, and the additiol
of S. J. Marshall to the board c,
managers.
Legislation and businematters were discussed at the fin;
session. An executive of the burea
meeting.
of
explosives
also addressed
til

Dominion Anti-Lottery
Provisions Will Stand
Ottawa — Relaxation
lottery provisions of

of the ant
the Crimim

Code
present session
of Pai '
liamentat the
is unlikely,
a spokesman
for
the
Department
of
Justice
indfl
cated.
He was commenting on a lette •
written by Attorney-General
Cor
ant of Ontario to Chief Constabl.
D. C. Draper, of Toronto, in whic
Conant
said
it was
a questio
whether Bingo games and other un
dertakings on behalf of war charMl
ties should be prosecuted, or "whetfll
er some
modification
of the la\
should be enacted so bona fide unAy
dertakings may be permitted whedW
the proceeds are devoted to war chari
ties or other meritorious
objects. [
Bingo has been a frequent attract
tion at Canadian film theaters.
r

WB Cashing In on Hess
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL\

Hollywood — A simulated newsree
sequence
Rudolfbe Hess's
flight fronii 'Germany ofwill
incorporated
"Underground,"
a story of anti
Nazi
activities
within
Germany
which is now in production at Warijj
Kay Brown Recuperating
Kay Brown, story editor for Davie
O. Selznick, is recuperating at th<
Doctors Hospital from an operation-:

STORKS!

Detroit — Carl W. Buermele, general manager of Co-Operative Thea- -;
ters of Michigan, and Mrs. Buermele
are adopting a baby girl, with for- j
malities being completed this week.
Detroit — James Murtagh, veteran
financial
secretary
of Local
199,
IATSE, is adopting a three-year-old .
girl, Carrie.
Fort Worth, Tex. — A daughter,
Roselyn, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Gould, Jr. Father is manager
of the Interstate Circuit's Bowie.
;
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LACE HEADS 20TH-FOX EXECUTIVE CON.

»

(ot Interested in Canadian Odeon— Nathanson
•rmer FPC Prexy Says He
ssigned When Deal for
>minion Control Failed
Toronto — N. L. Nathanson, who
[ igned Wednesday as president
I Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
terday denied reports that he
? a party to, or had any interest
the Canadian
Odeon circuit of
ich his son, Paul, is president.
thanson
said it was his inten-

Weather Man Said: "iVice and Balmy," But —
Maybe He Was Referring To the Golfers!
A new phrase descriptive of weather on certain days has been coined by the
Weather Bureau: "sort of lukewarm," — so THE FILM DAILY Golf Tourney committee phoned-up yesterday to find out exactly what kind of weather that was,
and to order it for the great day of play at Glen Oaks Club, Great Neck, L. I.,
on May 27.
The weather-man merely said "nice and balmy," and hung up before
explaining if he was alluding to the weather or the merry condition of the contestants bythe time the gala evening banquet, climax of the tourney, will be
over. (Clip the entry coupon on Page 4 of today's issue and mail it NOW!)

(Continued on Page 3)

Jobber Predicts
Dom Time for Pix

Expect Harris Will
Loew's 28 Weeks'
Be Renamed by V. C. Net at $5,141,135

,' Coast

Atlantic City — With the monster
boxing show in the Auditorium last
nierht climaxing1 a busy first day,
delegates to the national Variety
Clubs convention at the Hotel Traymore rubbed their eyes this morning
ind prepared to concentrate on the
conclave's more serious side, two
business sessions in the hotel's grand
ballroom.
Not only are national officers for
the coming year to be chosen — the re-

Bureau

of THE

FILM

PMLY

.-I oily wood — Uncertainty
over the
-t America must play in the interional scene has poisoned momenily the box-office but as soon as
country makes up its mind upon
grave issues confronting it, there
1 be boom times in the pix indus, Herman Wobber predicted.
Uncertainty affects the box-office
(.Continued on Page 10)

mtal Tax Test Case
;fore Circuit Court
Test case to determine the year
en rent deposits paid on the leasof theaters are taxable was heard
;terday by the U. S. Circuit Court
(Continued on Page 4)

-

Variety Whoopee
Is Very Contagious

Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
28 weeks ended March 13, 1941, was
$5,141,135, compared with $6,789,828
for the corresponding period last
year. Per share earnings on the
preferred stock for the 28 weeks
ended March of this year were
$37.60, while the per share average
on the common stock was $2.80.
Earnings before deducting depreciation, taxes and reserve for con(Continued on Page 4)

Not Optimistic
Sees Vast and Ready Mart SWG
Over
New
Producer Pact
For $200 Tele Receivers

(Continued on Page 4)

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

(Continued on Page 10)

Braden to Address MPTOA

tiously gay spirit of the Variety Clubs'
' convention here. Example is the Atlantic City Press which yesterday pubKlished a cartoon on its editorial page.

Arbitration Exec, to Explain Operations

Twas headed, "What Next?," and
showed a blazing Messerschmitt and
two newly-arrived Nazis in the British Isles. One was obviously Goering,
the other Hitler. A British officer
is reporting to his superior in command, and pointing to the newcomers:
"The fat guy gives his name as
Herring' and the other one calls himself 'Chaplin'."

"U" Sets Up Department
To Check Foreign Scenes

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Writers Guild
members on Monday will hear reports from the Guild's negotiating
committee at a series of meetings
with producers' representatives on a
new contract.
Although hesitant to

Atlantic City — Even the local
newspapers have gone whole-hog
film-minded as result of the infec-

J. Noble Braden, executive secretary of the American Arbitration Association, will be one of the
Universal has created a special prominent speakers to address the
department at the studios to delete MPTOA convention which opens in
from scripts and sets any dialogue Los Angeles on June 9.
and scenes which might be interBraden will explain the operapreted derogatory to the customs
tion of the motion picture arbitration tribunals and point out the
and feelings of foreign nations.
ing.
Action followed the withdrawal service which the system is offer(Continued on Page 9)

Disclosure yesterday in The Film
Daily that Sidney R. Kent, 20thFox president would enter into a
new five-year
contract with V
the company I
Hermann thai
G
and
Place, Chase J
vice - woulcj
presi
dent,
actively join
the company!
execu-l
tasi v ane officer!

(Continued on Page 3)

St. Louis — Television sets, selling
at about $200 each, will be in hundreds of thousands of homes throughout the U. S. within five years, if
m-esent woi'ld conditions do not interfere, Alfred H. Morton,
NBC

Leaves Chase National for
Industry Post; New 5- Year
Contract for Sidney Kent

was

ed yesterday|
confirmSIDNEY R. KENT

by the companymeetfollowinging ofa the
board of directors.
In a statement issued by Kent, it
(Continued on Page 9)

$404,089 Quarterly
Profit for 20th-Fox
Twentieth-Fox yesterday reported
a consolidated net profit, after Federal income tax, of $404,089 for the
13 weeks (Continued
ended March
on Page29,
9) 1941, af-

Ohio Buying Motors
And Avoiding Films
Columbus — While Ohio State collections from the sale of prepaid tax
receipts jumped 21 per cent in the
first four months of the year, admission taxes for the same period
increased only 5 per cent over 1940,
and most of the latter gain was enjoyed byamusement enterprises other
than film theaters, according to an
ITO of Ohio bulletin just issued by
Secretary P. J. Wood.
Bulletin adds that the state treasurer's report shows 39 per cent more
was spent for autos, and that the increase in the sales of radios and
musical appliances was 31 per cent
greater than during 1940.
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Universal Opens Chicago
Regional Conclave Today

Kingsberg Host Today
At Koerner Luncheon

Chicago — Second of Universale
three regional meetings of branch
operations executives, office managers, bookers and auditors starts here
today at the Drake Hotel.
It will be a two-day session presided over by Branch Operations
Manager F. T. Murray with the
following representatives in attendance: J. J. Jordan, contract
playdate manager; G. C. Craddock,
assistant to Western Sales Manager
W. J. Heineman; J. H. Murphy of
the branch operations department;
Irving Weiner of the newsreel distribution department; H. T. Sniffin,
auditor: Charles Hurley, Cincinnati; Orval Petersen, Milwaukee;
Leonard H. Andrews, Memphis;
George Flynn, Cleveland; Arthur
Young, Cleveland; Milton Ettinger,
Indianapolis; Edwin Greene, Dallas;
Edward Stevens, St. Louis: J. E.
Mitchell, Dallas; Walter Hyland,
Chicago; Louis Berman. Chicago;
Lawrence Klein, Kansas City; Jerry
Slutzky, Des Moines; Eugene Alexander. Detroit; John Kane. Kansas
City; Sol Yeager, Minneapolis: Mark
Holstein. Oklahoma City; William
Barker, Omaha.

Charles W. Koerner, newly appointed general manager of RKO
Theaters, who arrived yesterday
from the Coast, will be guest of
honor at a welcome-to-New York
luncheon today at the Hotel Warwick, arranged by Malcolm Kingsberg, K-A-0 vice-president.
Expected to attend are Joseph
Becker, James Brennan, David P.
Canavan, Alvin W. Dawson, Ned
Depinet, H. R. Emde, W. B. England, Max Fellerman, Leon Goldberg, Louis Goldberg, William Howard, Harry Mandel, S. Barret McCormick, Charles B. McDonald, O.
R. McMahon. Robert Mochrie, Harry Mosley, Richard C. Patterson,
Jr., Matthew Polon, Peter Rathvon,
A. E. Reoch, S. A. Schwartz, A. W.
Smith, Jr., Cresson Smith, Monroe
Stein, L. E. Thompson. Garrett Van
Wagner, J. Miller Walker, J. Henry
Walters, Robert Wolff, Gordon E.
Youngman.

Critics From 300 Spots

A testimonial luncheon for Charles
Stern, recently named Chicaeo district manager for United Artists,
will be held next Friday at the
Hotel Astor. Luncheon is being
sponsored by Motion Picture Associates.
Committee in charge includes Jack
Ellis, chairman; Joe Lee, Harry
Brandt, Sam Rinzler, Clarence Eisman and Morris Sanders.

Brazilian Exhibs. Rule
Femmes Must Doff Hats

Astor and Park, Reading,
Reported to be Merged

Reading. Pa. — It is reliably renorted that a merger is beinsr effected between the Astor and the
Park. here. Former is owned by
Dr. H. J. Schad. No other Schad
houses are rumored involved. Under the deal, the renort goes, the
Park will become a 25-cent admission house, with the Astor usine
pictures originally played in the
Sears Promotes Borg
Park, both houses continuing- as
first-runs. Currently. $50,000 is
To Omaha Managership
being; spent on the Astor for renovations. Operation of both houses
Appointment of Russell Borg, will be under supervision of Jay E.
Warner salesman in the Kansas City Manuel, who also has the Rajah
office, to the branch managership in the same eitv.
in Omaha was announced yesterday
bv Grad Sears. Borg succeeds C.
20th-Fox Publicity Dept.
K. Olson, who resigned.

Port Alegre. Brazil (By Air Mail)
— Exhibitors at a meeting here decreed that femme natrons henceforth must remove their chapeaux.
Brazilian hats run to hieh ornaments, making it difficult for people
in the rear to see the screen when
worn.

Toronto — Alexander Knox, Ontario-born and featured player in
"The Sea Wolf" is in Toronto to
make personal appearances at the
Toronto Evening Telegram war victims rally last night and at the
Imperial Theater in connection with
Einfeld Leaving for Coast
the Toronto opening of "The Sea
Wolf" today.
Charles Einfeld. director of advertising: and publicity for Warners,
Mass. Won't Regulate Bingo
leaves
for
office at the company's
Boston — State regulation on Bingo studios in his
Burbank, on Monday foland Beano looks unlikely as a relowing athere-week stay at the home
sult of General Court developments. office.

Monday.
S. CHARLES
S. BARRET

EINFELD

leaves for the Co

McCORMICK

flies to the Coast

PAUL MUNI and his wife arrive here n
night.
week from Hollywood.
JULES

WHITE.

Columbia

short

subje

ducer, is here for a month's stay.
A. SCHNEIDER. Columbia treasurer, lea^
today for Atlantic City to attend the Vari(
Clubs' convention.
MAY

ROBSON

arrives this morning from t

Coast.
forDOROTHY
a two-weekLAMOUR
stay.

is due in this week-e

MRS. NORMAN McLEOD, wife of Norman M
Leod, Metro director, has returned to New Yc
after a vacation
in New
England,
returning
the Coast within a few days.
ALEXANDER

KORDA

returned last night to tj

Coast.
GEORGE ARCHIBALD, co-director in Gre
Britain for United Artists, leaves tonight I
Hollywood.
OSCAR SERLIN returned yesterday from t
Coast.
EDDIE
GOLDEN
from the Coast.

due

New

York

tod

At 35 "Sunny" Previews
"Sunny," new Anna Neagle-starring musical, will be nationally sneak
previewed in 35 key situations May
23-30. it was announced yesterday by
Ned E. Depinet. All screenings will
be held in theaters at regular admission prices and more than 100,000
comment cards will be distributed.
Newspaper representatives from
300 cities adjacent to the key points
will attend as guests of RKO exchange managers and field men in the
respective territories. The Canadian
contingents will travel to Boston,
Buffalo and Seattle for the sneak
screenings.
"Sunny" will have its world premiere at the Golden Gate Theater, San
Francisco, on Mav 28.

Testimonial Luncheon
For Stern Next Friday

COmmO and GOinG

In Havana Swept by Fire

Havana (By Air Mail) — Publicity
department of the 20th-Fox office
here was gutted by a fire of undetermined origin last week. Other
offices in the building were unaffected.

"Hollywood
Title Subject Cavalcade"
of Suit
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Cor]
was named defendant yesterday in
copyright infringement suit filed i
the Federal Court by Allan W. Well
doing business as Wells Featu:
Syndicate. The plaintiff seeks an h
junction and triple damages, charg
ing the defendant with pirating tb
title of his newspaper column, "Ca^
alcade Of Hollywood," in the fib
"Hollywood Cavalcade." Complair
alleges that the plaintiff filed hi
title with the U. S. Patent Offr
bv theto defendant.
prior
the selection of the tit'
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lo Interest in Dom.
ideon— Nalhanson

Expect Harris Will
Be Renamed by V. C.

(Continued from Page 11

to devote his entire time for
present to other interests, par. ularly the Kadio Commission.
\ an interview
yesterday,
Na\ .^-^on said he had resigned from
e presidency of FPC because he
s*ht that under
present
conditions it should be controlled in Can. la. He said he had hoped to bring
•ntrol of the company
back
to
rnada but had been unable to armge a satisfactory basis for pure of all the shares
held by
amount
which
controls
90 per
; snt of the stock.
(Prior to the shareholders' meetit had been reported in trade
rcles here
that Paramount
had
aced a valuation of $5,000,000 on
[ xl will alone, thus blocking any
>sible sale of control.)
Nathanson
expressed
regret
at
break-up
of his business
dealigs with other directors.
His own
intract with the company
expires
une 1.
''I still have large film interests,"
3 said, "but have not arranged plans
• >r the development of any of them."
: Xathanson said he regretted the
rt although
the original
money
lirbr the FPC circuit was made avail■ t le in Canada, control had passed
ij U. S. hands.
Bondholders had
• voice at the annual
shareholdmeeting, he added.
He pointed
-'ut that there were
$5,300,000
in
■ends
outstanding,
most
of which
- re held in Canada.
He said he re-i retted this investment
could not
--■- e represented and pai-ticularly that
'• no New York group obtained conrol through common stock holdings
jjf which there are 425,524 shares
isued.
The
preferred
stock has
|||een retired.
'i' "You can take it for granted,"
. lathanson concluded, "that I shall
, ake things easy for a while, except
hat I shall be very anxious to do any
| .-ar

work

which

might

come

my

if**"
-r . A. Blcrtt Hospitalized
\ Corry, Pa — J. A. Blatt, of the
,r?latt Bros. Theater Circuit, is seriously ailing in the local hospital.

(Continued from Page 1)

election of John H. Harris of Pittsburgh as Chief Barker is indicated —
but reports
on and
the pledges
24 Tents'
itable activities
for charnext
• •
•
YESTERDAY'S big race hereabouts
was annexed by a
comely filly by the name of Frances Dyer
hailing from down Hialeah
way
Victory of this entry from the Vy vyan Donner stable
was scored by more than a head
with form playing an important
part
in her defeat of a classy field
So today the sleek filly
bears the title "Miss Ampa"
which ain't hay
no future handicap
in either weight or prestige
T
T
T

and,

we

trust,

• •
•
THE aforementioned event
— the selection of
"Miss Ampa" —
was the feature of that org.'s luncheon meeting in the Hotel Edison
Some idea of the competition which
Frances Dyer faced in her win
can be conveyed via listing
the opposition:
Nina MacDougall, illustrators' favorite, 1938;
Claire McQuillen, renowned bathing suit model; Jane Quick, of
mag. cover fame; Suzanne Shaw, oft seen in fashion publications
Frances Burke, Miss America, 1940; Cecelia Meagher, bathing suit model; Vera Devine, silk stocking ad girl; Glendora Donaldson, college type
Elaine Bassett, face that has launched
1,000 hats; and Margaret Johnson, Song Spinner of the Air
T
▼
T
• •
•
'TWAS the first meetin' presided-o'er by Ampa's new proxy,
Vincent Trotta
Occasion marked his birthday, too
and he got
a cake of gargantuan proportions
Retiring Prexy Leon 03KO) Bamberger got a testimonial scroll
Martin Starr got an oratorical workout
and poured cafe au lait at the press table 'twixt speeches
Members got announcement that there'll be a Variety Clubs' meetin' by
Ampa in the Autumn
and that on May 29 will be held the finale
luncheon session of current semester
christened the "Motion Picture National Defense Luncheon"
at which Francis (MPPDA) Harmon
will be guest of honor
and Howard Dietz, master of ceremonies
George I. Schaefer. RKO Radio prexy and chairman of the National
Co-ordinating Committee of the Motion Picture Committee Co-operating
With National Defense, is being invited to prominently participate

▼
•

•

•

PIERRE

van

▼
Paassen,

▼
international

correspondent,

author and lecturer
will be principal speaker at this month's
open meeting of the Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith
at the
Hotel Astor next Tuesday evening
Van Paassen is author of
"Days of Our
Shain, Rabbi
vocation
ment of B'nai
•

Years"
of the
and Hy
B'rith,

and "The Time Is Now"
Dr. Samson A.
Sunnyside Jewish Center, will offer the inHaves, regional director of the Youth Movewill outline the activities of his organization.
T
T
T

• THEY'RE havin' a helluva time in show biz o'er in Berlin
yes' day word flashed that the Nazi cut-ups have swiftly deleted
Rudolph Hess
from newsreel shots showing him awarding decorations recently
at the Messerschmitt plant at Augsburg
Additionally, all soothsayers, crystal gazers and fortune tellers have been

MAY 16
Margaret Sulfavan
Rosa Madell
Rae Manheimer
MAY IS
John Shelton
George Daws

MAY

17

Maureen
Malcolm O'Sullivan
St. Clair

•

forbidden, 'tis said, from appearing on German stages
In contrast,
the wreckage of Hess's plane has been collected by Britain
for
exhibition during London's "War Weapons
Week," starting tomorrow
It all adds up to at least an omen
for showmen well know
that subtracting is a sign of weakness
— addition, one oi
strength
T
T
T
• •
• IT'S one of those things
which our own Col. Bill
Donovan has described as "an index of disintegration"

«

«

«

»

»

»

year and the award of two attendance trophies are on the agenda.
Atlanta is a likely winner of the
Mileage Trophy, award of which is
based on the number of delegates
multiplied by the miles traveled. Atlanta, too, is expected to capture the
1942 convention.
Tonight, the 1,200-odd barkers and
their guests will pack the Westminster Room of the Hotel Chelsea for
the Night of Nights, which will start
at 7:30 o'clock with a buffet supper.
Special night club program has been
arranged by Harry Mayer, and special events galore are promised.
The traditional Calcutta Pool will
be conducted at the party by Dallas's
Bob O'Donnell, who will auction off
the players
in tomorrow's
Golf Tournament of Champions
in which
some
60 to 70 players will compete for the
Variety Club trophies and more than
a score of prizes donated by the
Tents.

Tomorrow's concluding program
also embraces the boardwalk parade
from noon to 2 p.m., the annual
circus in the Auditorium from 2 to 4
p.m., the UA cocktail party from
4 to 6:30 and, finally, the convention
banquet, expected to attract a veriwho."willThe
"who'sAward
industryarian
be
Humanit
annual table
presented at the banquet.

7 Technicolor Cameras
To Film "Dive Bomber"
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven Technicolor
cameras will be used on the final
location scenes of Warners' "Dive
Bomber" at the San Diego Naval
Base this week-end. • Cast and company, headed by Director Michael
Curtiz left for the southern base
yesterday. Technicolor equipment
to be used on the Errol Flynn-Fred
MacMurray starrer is claimed a new
high for group operation in one picture.

Jules White in New York
Jules White, Columbia shorts subject producer-director, is here to discuss with Jack Cohn the 1941-42
short subject program and also to
scout new comedy talent. He will remain in the East for a month.

No Soundies In Bars
on Hawaiian Islands
Honolulu, Hawaii (By Air Mail) —
Commercial development of juke box
Soundies suffered a severe setback
locally when the Territorial Liquor
Commission refused permission to
have them installed in bars or on
any premises where liquor is served.

Friday, May 16,19-
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Exclusive Run Issue
In Newcastle Case
Philadelphia — Arbitration hearing
of the ease filed by the Earle Theater, Newcastle, Del., was held yesterday. Ruppert C. Schaeffer, Jr.,
arbitrator, declared that in his opinion his decision should be based on
the interpretation of Sections 6
and 17 of the consent decree.
The Earle asked for some run on
certain M-G-M pictures following
Loew's Parkway, Wilmington, which
now plays most of the M-G-M pictures exclusively and has for almost 10 years. Both Rudolph Berger, Washington district manager,
and Tom Connors, Eastern sales
manager, of M-G-M, contended that
the Parkway had the right to show
certain pictures exclusively without any subsequent-run in the city
or the immediate zone. Both admitted, however, that other Metro
pictures, obviously the lesser ones,
were available to other houses.
Philip Stern, attorney for the
Earle, argued that the theater had
a right to some run under Section
6, whereas Stanley Thompson, attorney for Loew's, stated that Section 17 gave Loew's the right to
sell its own houses as it saw fit, in
this case exclusively.
Schaeffer asked for informal
briefs and indicated that there did
not appear to be any differences in
the facts and that the decision would
be based on the interpretation of
the two sections.

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

tingencies were
$9,473,534.
F<j
depreciation
and
taxes,
Loew's
wro
off $3,432,399 while $900,000 was r^
served for contingencies. ^r

THE FILM DAILY,
1501

Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

1941

Golf Tournament.

(Entry fee

Total on figures
wK j,
serve
account are of subject
such fowji
funds as may be restricted and
year-end audit.

Rental Tax Test Case
Before Circuit Court

Name
Address

(Continued from Page 1)

LAST THREE

□

□

SCORES
□

was less than from the Jeffris in
Janesville and that theaters in a town
the size of Evansville couldn't be
put in the category of key run
houses. Rental price, he stated, is
the most important factor in determining availability.
Brewster testified as to the physical condition of the Jeffris, declaring that more than $50,000 was spent
in remodeling the house in 1937.
Vollendorf declared his circuit
wouldn't feel justified in paying the
same amount for film it is now paying if the Jeffris didn't continue to
have 14 days' clearance over the Rex.
Attorney for plaintiff was given
15 days to file a brief, and counsel
for defense 10 days for reply.

CLUB

HANDICAP

|

|

CLUB:

U. S. Exhibs. on Canadian
Line Lose Biz to Dominion

St. John, N. B.— Failure of U. S.
border theatermen, merchants, hotelmen to have the border crossing restrictions onCanadians lifted or modified is aggravating a very unfavorable situation for American exhibitors along the international line.
Theaters on the U. S. side had
been getting at least half their business in many spots from the Canadian side before the regulations
became effective. Houses on the
Canadian side are now profiting, getting not only all their own people,
but many from the U. S. side, lured
by the 10 per cent fixed premium on
U. S. funds in Canada. Seating capacPalm, Philadelphia, Files
ities of the border theaters on the
Demand for Arbitration
Canadian
side have been taxed, while
Papayanakos Case Drags
business on the opposite side of the
Philadelphia — Charging unfair Through Its Fourth Day
border has been far below par.
clearance, the Palm Theater, PhilThe Canadian Government states
adelphia, has filed a demand for
Albany — Albany district's first two
arbitration against Warner Bros. arbitration cases, Alec Papayanakos, that if it lowers the bars on Canadians spending their money on the
Circuit Management Corp., Loew's, American Theater, Canton, versus
20th Century-Fox and Paramount. RKO Radio Pictures and Warner Pic- U. S. side, it will involve the raising
tures, dragged through its fourth day of about $80,000,000 annually by
House is owned by Sam and Morris
Somerson.
of testimony in a long session before taxation. Prevention of circulation
cf the Canadian currency in the U. S.
Hearing on the case filed by the Arbitrator Morton J. Hall.
Witnesses yesterday were Bernie helps maintain a favorable monetary
Breeze Theater has been set for
Kranze, former RKO manager here, status for Canada in the purchase of
May 28, with Calvin Rankin as ar- Abe Vandeusen, Albany RKO booker; war materials in the U. S. and paybitrator.
able in U. S. funds.
Paul Krumenacker, branch manager,
and F. Ray Powers, booker, for Warner Pictures.
Concluding Witnesses Heard
Testimony and cross-examination Cuban Coalition Seeking
In Evansville Thea., Inc., Case
chiefly concerned film rentals, avail- Protective Legislation
Milwaukee— A. N. Schmitz, RKO
ability and problem pix.
branch manager; C. J. Brewster and
E. P. Vollendorf, property manager
Havana (By Air Mail)— The Naand booker respectively for the Saxe Attempts to Settle Star
tional Committee Of Defense Of
Arbitration
Case
Fail
Amusement Management, Inc., were
Art And Cuban Artists has been
the concluding witnesses in the clearorganized here by a coalition of
Denver — Attempts to negotiate
ance dispute between Evansville The- settlement of the Star arbitrationa
artists
and purpose
composers'of
ater, Inc., and Paramount here yes- case failed and it seems to be headed musicians,
organizations
for the
terday.
several days' extension. After introducing in Congress a bill proSchmitz testified that revenue ob- for
tecting their interests. Proposals
argument on both sides over section
tained by his company from the Rex nine covering clearance, the arbitra- included in the measure cover taxes
tor reserved judgment.
on juke boxes, minimum wages for
E. K. Menagh, owner of the Star, chorus g-irls, regulations for foreign
claims pictures bought "were not de- artists, and a number of days each
livered at the times promised. Dis- month that film theaters must pretributors say they will prove that
sent Cuban players on their programs. It is suggested that all
Menagh, although having 21-day
Miami — Walter Klenents, booker clearance after the Rex, Brighton, film houses use Cuban artists and
on programs twice a
of the Wometco Theaters, Inc., is failed numerous times to exercise musicians
month.
such rights.
the father of a new daughter.

STORKS!

28 Wee
's $5,1
Loewat
35
41,1ks'
Net

of
Appeals in aofsuit
broughtRevenv
by tlCcmmissioner
Internal
to recover a claimed deficiency
$78,157 charged against the Schir
Chain Theaters, Inc. The Coi
missioner contended before the hig
Court that the tax could be charge
for the year in which the rent d(J
posit was forfeited to Schine afte
cancellation of leases on 20 Schin
theaters to the Fox Metropolita
Playhouses, Inc.
Schine was upheld by the U. '
Board of Tax Appeals in a confer
tion that the rent deposits paid i
advance to insure performance c
the lease could only be taxed in th
vear 1929 when they were receivec
and that a subsequent claim in 193
was barred by the Statute of Limi
tations. The Commissioner had con
tended that Schine elected to alio
cate the deposits on an annual b
sis, paying taxes annually for &\
aliquot share and that the Go
ernment could assess a tax for
balance of $630,805 in 1933 whei
the deposit was forfeited.

Sees Vast and Ready Mari
For $200 Tele Receivers
(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president, said yesterday. "Oui
great difficulty would be to get personnel and materials," he said. He
also declared that the U. S. is considerably ahead of Europe.
"There will be no extra fees foil
reception of radio-television pro-:
grams as I understand it," he continued. "It will be on the same
commercial basis as present radio,
with advertising firms paying a little more for the use of this medium.
"At present there are 7,000 television receiving sets in the country
and we hope that under normal
circumstances between 150,000 and
200,000 such sets will be in operation in New York City alone within
a three-year period.

TO THE

COLORS!

Miami — Al Prescott of the State
Theater, a Wometco house, has been
called to the colors.
Miami— Ted Spradley of the Center Theater has gone to Fort Blanding for service.

MIRACLE
SHOW OF A
THOUSAND
SURPRISES

'
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A giant of shows so packed with laughs, novelty;
charm, thrill and excitement as to make it outstanding among the biggest attractions! .

RELEASE DATE . , JUNE 6!
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From Academy

Award

Winner

Ginger Rogers now comes "Tom,
Dick and Harry," a riotous romanticomedy heralded in Hollywood as
the show most likely to give "Kitty
Foyle" a battle for top box-office
honors. With Ginger are George
Murphy, Alan Marshal and Burgess
Meredith. Directed for RKO Radio
by Garson Kanin. Produced by

riday, May 16, 1941

•lace Heads 20th-Fox

Washington

ixecutive Com'lee
(Continued f>om Page 1)

as said that Place had joined the
of the exas chairman
pmpany
cutive committee, severing his conbank. Kent's
Chase May
~\m with the
.=^bontract
expires
31, 1946.
stockholders'
"At the adjourned
leeting held yesterday, which was
cutine and lasted less than an hour,
he company's proposed directorate
late was unanimously elected withDirectors
ut a dissenting vote.
amed were: H. Donald
Campbell,
ohn R. Dillon, Wilfred J. Eadie,
)aniel 0. Hastings, Sidney R. Kent,
.Yilliam C. Michel,
Hermann
G.
^lace, Seton Porter, Edwin P. Killoe and Sydney Towell. Only change
In the directorate was in the election of Kilroe, who fills the post left
acant by the resignation of Joseph
x. Schenck.
\Y. C. Michel, conducting the meetg after it was formally opened
•y Kent, who then left, stated in re)ly to a query by one stockholder
hat "the company
was utilizing
very means at its disposal to offset
ess of European ma-rkets, and that
he outlook at the present time was
?ood — and the company
definitely
vas moving forward."
At the annual organization meetng of the newly elected board of
directors, held immediately following the annual stockholders' meetng, the following officers were
manimously elected:
President, Sidney R. Kent; chairnan of the executive committee,
Hermann G. Place; executive viced resident, W. C. Michel; vice-presilent, Darryl F. Zanuck; vice-presi
ient, William Goetz; treasurer,
Sydney Towell; comptroller and assistant treasurer, Wilfred J. Eadie;
secretary, Felix A. Jenkins; assis;ant secretaries, John P. Edmondson,
J. Harold Lang, George F. Wasson,
Jr.; assistant treasurers, Read B.
Simonson and Fred L. Metzler.
There were represented at the
meeting 803,560 shares of preferred
stock and 1,051,975 shares of comimon stock, out of a total of 916,264
shares of preferred and 1,741,995
shares of common outstanding.

FPC to Pay 25 Cent Div.
On Issued Common June 27
Toronto — Directors of Famous
Players Canadian declared a quarterly dividend of 25 cents a share
|Dn the issued no-par-value common,
payable June 27 to shareholders of
record June 12.

WEDDING
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

BELLS
FILM

Noriveyian Boycott of Totalitarian Films
Cuts income of Oslo Theaters by 65 P. C.

DAILY

Hollywood — In the presence of only
•a few relatives and friends, Olympe
Bradna, 20, screen actress, and Douglas Woods Wilhoit, 23, radio singer,
were married here on Wednesday in
a ceremony performed at the Church
of the Good Shepherd.

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Boycott of Nazi and Italian films by the Norwegian people
is so effective that it has reduced the income of theaters in Oslo by 65 per cent
according to News of Norway, official Norwegian publication in the U. S.
News of Norway says this figure is even more impressive when it is taken
into account that German soldiers, who make up much of the audiences, pay

$404,089 Quarterly
Profit for 20th-Fox
{Continued from Page 1)

ter providing a reserve for foreign
assets of $350,000.
This compares with a profit of
something for their tickets and that even the "free" passes given to Storm
$353,376 for the first quarter of
Troopers and Norwegian Nazis are paid for by the party organization.
1940, after a comparable reserve of
$100 000 and a profit for the fourth
quarter of 1940 of $558,275 which
included a dividend from National
Business Down in Chi.;
Illinois Allied to Fight
Theaters Corp. of $693,000, after
i Exhibs. Talk Closings
State Wages-Hours Bill
providing a reserve for foreign assets of $600,000.
Chicago — Illinois Allied prexy,
No dividends were received from
Chicago — Business slump in tnis
Jack Kirsch, says Allied will fight territory will be considered at a National Theaters during the
first
the new state wages-and-hours bill
quarter of either year.
introduced yesterday at Springfield full meeting of Allied of Illinois's
Gross income from sales and
next Wednesday. Matby Representative Anthony Daly, membership
ter was before the board at a ses- rentals of film and accessories for
with
a
minimum
wage
of
30
cents
sion this week.
the March, 1941, quarter was $10,hourly.
Unless improvement is noted 301,551.67, while other income inAllied is supporting Representative shortly, some houses may be forced
cluded $1,298.25 in dividends, $17,Tom Bolger's daylight saving time t'j close, Allied execs, say.
811.79
as
the company's proportion
bill confining daylight saving
of profit of a controlled company
through Sept. 30. If passed the bill
and $316,947.95 from miscellaneous
would nullify the Chicago bill ending Circuits Take "Hamilton Woman" sources.
daylight saving on Oct. 30.
Circuit deals for "That Hamilton
Operating expenses of exchanges,
Woman" have been closed with lead- home office and admini
stration exing circuits, including Warners,
penses for the quarter aggregated
More "Fantasia" Engagements
Loew's, RKO, M. A. Shea, Wilmer $2,681,098.97, while amorti
zation of
Walt Disney's "Fantasia" has been & Vincent, Schine, Comerford, Skourset in for roadshow runs in four addi- as, Century, Fabian, Weider, Walter oroduction and other costs accounted for $6,287,514.89 and participational situations, making 23 playBrandt, Chamberlain, Varation in film rentals, $764,396.51.
dates en a roadshow basis to date Reade,
blow, Amsterdam, Durkee, Rome,
fixed by RKO Radio, the distributors. Garmon, Gaertner, Goldberg and
The 20th-Fox Board at its meetLatest runs are at the Grand, Albany, Olive.
ing yesterday declared a cash diviMay 23; World, St. Paul, May 28;
dend of 37 y2 per share for the secParkway, Madison, Wis., May 28 or 'Doc" Howe on Turner's Staff
ond quarter of 1941 on the out29, and the Esquire, Kansas City,
standing preferred stock of the corJune 5.
M. D. (Doc) Howe has been transporation, payable June 30, to stockferred from the Walt Disney office
holders of record
to the staff of Terry Turner, head of business June 16. at the close of
Gall Leaves Million Estate
RKO Radio's field department. Howe
San Francisco— Will of Charles F. will work on "Fantasia" and "Citizen "U"
Sets Up Department
Gall, theatrical man, who died on Kane." Harry Reiners has been
May 11, was filed here for probate. called in from the Boston office to
The estate, estimated at more than work with Turner's headquarters To Check Foreign Scenes
a million dollars, is left in a trust
{Continued from Page 1)
fund for his sisters, Rebecca F. Gall staff.
and Sarah Funkenstein, both of San "Citizen Kane" In D. C. Bow
of "Argentine Nights" at the reFrancisco.
quest of the Argentine government.
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
A spokesman for Universal said yesterday that the picture was proWashington — Orson Welles' "CitExercise Options on Four
izen Kane" makes its capital-city
duced more than a year ago as a
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY bow tonight at the Keith Theater be- harmless musical in which no offense
fore a first night audience including
Hollywood — Options have been ex- Government officials, members of the to any people or country was intended. He added, however, that it
ercised on Don Ameche, John Loder, diplomatic corps and society.
was not the policy of Universal to
George Reeves and Janis Carter, it
make any pictures of a controverwas announced yesterday by 20th
Party for George Seach
sial nature.
Century-Fox studio.
San Francisco — George Seach celebrates a quarter of a century with Lyric, Bridgeport, Closing
RKO this week. To mark the occa14 More Hold "Ziegfeld Girl"
Bridgeport,
sion, RKO employes honored Seach
"Ziegfeld Girl" has been held over
Conn. — Loew's.
Inc.,
in 14 additional key city engage- with a surprise party in the club will close the Lyric Theater May 25.
ments, M-G-M announced yesterday. room of the local exchange.
This brings the total of extended
Floods in Southern
runs thus far to 34.

Morgan on Autry Pix

SRG Petition Hearings Close

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic has assigned
With hearings on the SRG peti- Bill Morgan to direct the next Gene
tion before the NLRB trial examstarring picture, "Under Fiesiner here closed,- transcripts go to Autry Stars,"
with Smiley Burnette in
Washington for Board consideration an ta
important supporting role.
and decision.
Play War Footage in Rio
Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail) —
Rio's two newsreel theaters, the
Trianon and the Gloria, are going
in strong for war footage.

Rep. Signs Foy for Four
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic has signed
Eddie Foy, Jr., to a four-picture deal
as the result of his work in Judy
Canova's "Puddin' Head."

Brazil Hit Theaters

Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail) —
Heavy floods, the most serious in
years, have struck the Southern part
of Brazil causing widespread damage
and impairing transportation and
communication facilities. A number
of film companies have not had any
word from representatives in this
area for several days. It is expected
that theaters have been affected to
quite a degree.
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PCA Seal for 'Outlaw'
Following Changes
Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw,"
produced for 20th Century-Fox distribution, has been granted a Production Code Administration seal following an "amicable agreement on
certain revisions" by the producer
and the Hays office, it was disclosed
yesterday.
Just what the revisions were was
not indicated, but it is understood
that the PCA had taken exception to
some of the more revealing of the
Jane Russell footage. Hughes had
appealed from the PCA refusal of a
seal to the MPPDA board. The latter re-affirmed the rejection, with
subsequent conferences resulting in
the agreement on deletions.

Two Buenos Aires Houses
Drop Singles for Duals?
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Ambassador, regarded her as the
Warner show window, is dropping
single features for duals. Rex,
which plays Metro product, may follow suit, it is reported.

Techniprocess Finishes Series
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mario Castagnaro,
President of Techniprocess Corp., announced the completion of six shorts
in a series of coin-machine films
which they are producing. They include one of Rudy Vallee singing
"Lydia the Tattooed Lady" with the
Four Musketeers; the Shadrack Boys
singing
version singing
of "Shadrack";
The
Fourtheir
Musketeers
a comic
version of "Rigoletto." In addition
to these they have three more made
by their associate Peter Ratoff. These
are "Bundle of Love" featuring Gene
Grounds and the Dreamers; "Boy
Meets Girl" and "Bank of Love" featuring Betty Welles and Tex Brodus.

Second PRC Role for Pryor
West

*

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Roger Pryor, who was
recently seen in PRC's "South of
Panama," has been signed by that
organization for the character lead
in "Gambling Daughters" which
goes before the cameras May 20
with director Max Nosseek at the
helm, producer, T. H. Richmond.

"
y Brown in "Tillie
Stanle
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Stanley Brown
been case as a heavy in "Tillie
Toiler," first of Columbia's
comic strip series featuring
Harris in the title role.

has
The
new
Kay

Chi. Biz 15% Ahead,
WB Branch Head Says
Chicago — Sidney Rose, Warner Exchange manager, said yesterday that
current business is running about 15
per cent ahead of the same period
last year in this territory.

Scent Nazi Tie-ufi as French Producer
Arrives in Argentina With Vichy Okay
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — Armed, it is reported, with credentials from
the Vichy Government, Robert Darene has arrived here with the object of
establishing contacts for the production of French films with mixed Argentine
and French casts.
Darene is said to have the tacit assistance of Hans Briester, head of
the recently-formed UFA Film de la Argentina, which is engaged in furious
activity, not only in Argentina but in adjacent Latin-American countries.

Ohio Theaters Warned
To End Fire Hazards

SWG Not Optimistic
Over New Producer Pact

Columbus — Conditions in many
Ohio theaters are not only in conflict with state laws but are extremely hazardous to patrons, R. T.
Spencer, acting chief of the Division
of Factory and Building Inspection
warns in a letter to the ITO of
Ohio. Spencer adds that all field
inspectors of the division have been
ordered to stage a clean-up in the
shortest possible time and "to prosecute wherever necessary."
In his letter, Spencer says:
"Briefly, for your information, I
wish to report that we have knowledge of many theater owners and
operators who have allowed to be
placed in the aisles, foyers and passageways of their theaters vending
machines, miscellaneous furniture,
display signs of all descriptions and
in addition they are also allowing
patrons to stand in such aisles and
passageway
during performances."

predict what action the membership
might take in the present crisis, the
negotiating committee was far from
optimistic that producers' counter
proposals would be accepted by Guild
members in their present form.
On the contrary> it was believed
by leaders that there might be an
extremely unwelcome response from
writers to the proposed new agreement. There was no official comment
on a strike vote if the membership
should turn down the producers' offer.

Unger Directs Cosmetic
Theatrical Exploitation
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The "Duchess of Hollywood" cosmetic laboratories, announce the appointment of Arthur
Unger, former New York trade paper man, as director of its theatrical exploitation set-up, which is
designed to distribute their merchandise via theaters as an advertising medium. Products, sold nationally as a competitive quality
line in drug stores, will be supplied
operators at less than cost on a 16week deal, one item in the line to
be presented to each lady patron one
night each week, until entire line
has been handed patrons. Manufacturer believes the "personal" advertising possibilities of this method
a better gamble for his budget than
magazine or newspaper spreads.
They expect 16-week deals will build
steady clientele for the exhibitor.
Unger's first duty will be to prepare displays and meet exhibs. at
coming MPTOA Convention June
8 in Hollywood.

Rubinger In Warner Spot
Chicago — Monroe Rubinger has
been made Midwest publicity representative for Warners with Irving
Yergin, formerly Quigley Publications correspondent here, as his
assistant. Enlarged territory includes Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Indianapolis,
Louisville, Springfield, St. Louis,
Des Moines, Kansas City, Omaha,
and Lincoln.

{Continued from Page 1)

Wobber Predicts
Boom Time for Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

more adversely than any story c
definite action, no matter how di:
tasteful
that"For
actionexample,
may be,"
Wol
ber said.
busjg^
was worse in England just
the outburst of war than it was
after Dunkirk. The same thing ha
been true in a score of countries ir
eluding
Wobber America
declaredin 1917."
that 20th Cer
tury-Fox intends to use "Blood an
Sand" as a sort of "Pied Piper" t
lead the public back into theater; I
"We believe selling angles on thiJ
picture
are sufficiently potent t!
break through the public's preoccui
pation with the Hess affair and gent
eral conduct of the war.
We thin
that after they have seen the filr
and enjoyed themselves it will ten
to re-establish the picture-going hab
it which
has been recently su:

Under present circumstances Wob
ber said the billions spent in na
tional defense have been a great dis
Shuberts Face Strike
appointment to theater men nearl.
pended."
everywhere.
"Circulation of thes
By N. Y. Theater Managers great
sums has had very little el
feet in major cities, even in Lj>
Theatrical
managers
anda agents'
union
threatens
to call
strike Angeles where Government appro
are very high. Benefits U
against Shubert theaters unless a priations
showmen have been marked, how
dispute between the union and J. J. ever, in San Diego, Tacoma and al
Shubert is adjusted tomorrow.
towns where, in addition to Govern
Union alleges that Shubert vio- ment money there's been a popula
lated the basic agreement with the
League of New York Theaters by not tion
Wobber
had nothing but prais>
increase."
employing a press agent for "The for "Sun Valley Serenade," "Mooi
Student Prince" when its tour was Over Miami," "Man Hunt" and othe:
extended after the usual two weeks pictures
to be released by his com
notice had been posted.
pany
during
the remainder of the
1940-1941
season.

Northwest Council IATSE
Adopts Juke Box Resolution
Portland, Ore. — Northwest District
Council of the IATSE at a meeting
yesterday adopted a resolution that
all maintenance work on juke box
movie machines be done by members
of motion picture operators.
The group deplored the increasing
use of 16 mm. machines, but took no
action.

Will Hope Joins RKO Staff

"There should be a break soon ii
box-office situation," Wobber con
eluded, "and if there isn't with this
kind of product, we'll make one
When the break comes it will b<
with a terrific boom."

No
Culture
"Potemkin/
Buenos
Airesin Censors
Rule
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — Mu
nicipal censor board has banned
scheduled revival of the Soviet pix
"Potemkin," before the Cine Artt
society, film research group, on tht
ground that
the film was not oi
"cultural"
value.

St. Louis — Will Hope has joined
the local sales organization of RKO,
filling the vacancy caused by the Max Roth Hospitalized
recent elevation of L. S. Gruenberg
Buffalo — Max Roth, Warner Bros
to the managership in Salt Lake branch manager, is in a hospital
City, Utah. J. Arends has been for a physical checkup.
promoted from office manager to a
salesman.

New Picture for Dottie
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has postponed two films for Dorothy Lamour
— "King and Queen of the Jungle"
and "Angels in Furs" — that she may
appear in "The Fleet's In," hitherto
known as "We're in the Navy Now."
Victor Schertzinger will start direction in August.

Three More Stories
Acquired by Metro

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Purchase of three story
properties is announced by Metro.
These include Joseph Harrington's
"The Inside Story," "The Anointed"
by Clyde Brion Davis and "The Bugles
Blow at Midnight" by William Lipman.

; tday, May 16, 1941
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\ REVIEWS OF THE hCUl flLfllS :< :<
"Love Crazy"

Litll William Powell, Myrna Loy, Gai!
Patrick, Jack Carson, Florence Bates
and Sidney Blackmer
G-M
100 Mins.
JL^EWY SLAPSTICK FARCE COMEDY;
(CTAND
HILARIOUS;
BEST POWELLS Y FILM TO DATE.
CONWAY DIRECDN EXCELLENT.
Love Crazy"
is one of the screwiest
4 pstick farce-comedy films ever released
-ma
Hollywood laugh factory.
Director
:k Conway has his cast try everything in
: ; book from pratt-falls, female impersonai ns, and athletic comedy to double triangle
mestic situations and he doesn't waste
: rinute of the 100 minutes' running time —
.-. ;re's not a dull spot in the picture.
: Following "Ziegfeld Girl" this one should
■ ove the value of Metro's
contract with
\ 'oducer Pandro S. Berman.
The original
4 eenplay by William Ludwig, Charles Ledier and David Hertz, from an original by
;rtz and Ludwig is fast, clever, and besides
ing all the sure-fire comedy situations and
i) tines, is dressed with super-smart dia%ae.
It's a cinch for all types of audioes. The strong cast supporting Powell
d Loy includes Jack Carson, who seems
be in all the pictures lately and who
( ; ts better with each role, Gail Patrick,
arence Bates, Sidney Blackmer, and a host

"They Dare Not Love"

with George Brent and Martha Scott
Columbia
76 Mins.
ENTERTAINING ROMANTIC DRAMA
OF THE AUSTRIAN ANSCHLUSS AND
THE EARLY WAR DAYS.
While not nearly so powerful as other
World War II films, "They Dare Not Love"
will provide entertainment for many audiences. Against backgrounds of Austria on
the eve of the German ultimatum, a shipboard romance between an exiled Austrian
prince and a refugee girl and an exciting,
if somewhat improbable, return voyage on
a German-controlled ship, Director James
Whale has managed to sustain interest in
a story that starts and finishes well but
that bogs down in the middle. The always
present threat of the Gestapo adds suspense
to the film.
That the material is far-fetched in a good
many instances is not too important as the
film as a whole will provide enjoyment and
the theme lends itself to exploitation.
George Brent's name (he plays the prince)
should help the film and Martha Scott,
playing her first modern dress role, will attract. Paul Lukas, as a Gestapo representative, does his usual good job.

Opening in Austria on the night the Germans took over, the picture tells of the flight
of the Austrian prince to the U. S. On board
• excellent players.
It's the best Powell- ship he meets Miss Scott, a fellow refugee.
;>y to date.
Their romance is blighted when, after their
S Mr. and Mrs. Steve Ireland (William PowI and Myrna Loy), married four years, are arrival in America, Brent joins the social
lebrating their wedding anniversary. A whirl while the girl and her father work to
ndsome, errant housewife in the apart- help Austrians held in Nazi concentration
ent downstairs 'Gail Patrick), is lonely; camps. Brent realizes his error when he
d because Powell is bored because of an discovers, through the Gestapo agent, that
I iifortunate accident to his mother-in-law, the Austrians would use him as a rallying
is forced to spend the evening of his figure and that he is valuable to the German Government. He makes a deal to
^iniversary keeping her company. Gail
duces him to sneak out with her for a surrender in exchange for the release of
several Austrians and arrangements are
uple of drinks.
Mrs. Ireland discovers his escapade and made to ship him to Belgium when the exchange is to take place.
es for divorce.
Learning of a law that
Just before sailing time the girl discovers
wife cannot divorce an insane mate — and
ust take care of him — Powell embarks on that the Germans, pulling a double-cross,
career of insanity, which, after lodging have purchased the boat. She embarks to
m in an insane asylum, has him hounded warn the prince but both are captured and
'• the police as a homicidal maniac. The the boat headed for Hamburg instead of
ory has too many plots and counter plots Antwerp. Through the German captain,
explain in detail here.
But Powell plays not a Nazi sympathizer, England's declaration
'eryone from Mickey
Rooney, The Mane of war is kept quiet and the boat is captured by a British destroyer. All of which
-others 'all of them)
to Charley's Aunt.
■ith Cameraman
Ray June always at the sounds pretty meller but lots of audiences
ght angle to get the most out of the are going to like it.
ene.
CAST: George Brent, Martha Scott, Paul
' It's not just funny, it's hilarious — with Lukas, Egon Brecher, Roman Bohnen, Edgar
vists to the old standbys never used be- Barrier, Kay Linaker, Frank Reicher.
ire. When
you play "Love
Crazy"
you
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Bischoff; Director, James Whale; Story, James Edward
an safely announce "laugh week" in your
•wn.
Grant; Screenplay, Charles Bennett, Ernest
CAST: William Powell, Myrna Loy, Gail Vajda; Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff;
'atrick, Jack Carson, Florence Bates, Sidney Cameraman, Franz F. Planer; Film Editor,
lackmer,
Sig Rumann,
Vladimir
Sokoloff, Al Clark.
'onald
MacBride.
Sara Haden,
Kathleen
ockhart.
Fern
Emmett,
Joseph
Crehan,
Dseph
Meeker,
Clarence
Muse,
Elisha
ook, Jr.
CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman;
irector, Jack Conway; Authors, David
'ertz
and
William
Ludwig;
Screenplay,
illiam Ludwig, Charles Lederer, David
lertz; Cameraman. Ray June, ASC; Art
irector, Cedric Gibbons; Associate, Paul
proesse; Editor, Ben Lewis; Musical Score,
avid Snell.
DIRECTION,
xcellent.

Excellent; PHOTOGRAPHY,

DIRECTION, Mostly Very Good.
TOGRAPHY, Good.

PHO-

Synder Leases Portland Cameo
Portland, Me. — Leo Gorman has
leased the Cameo, second-run theater, to Ralph Synder Enterprises of
Boston, operators of the Strand and
Empire in this city. Lease is to run
ten years. Synder interests are
building another new one near the
Cameo.

*

SHORTS

*

"Man, The Enigma" 22 mins.
PRC
Fine Analogy of Democracy vs.
Totalitarianism
This subject is a searching and
penetrating analogy of the democratic system vs. the totalitarian
system,
artfully
illustrated
by studies of animal
life.
The subject
as a
whole is a fascinating film, firstly
because of the exceptional photography and staging of Stacy and Horace Woodard, and secondly, because
of its very important bearing upon
the world today. There is also
thrilling drama in this subject as
ants battle termites, bees dispose of
useless members of their society, and
numerous shots of the highly individualistic animals at their business,
that of eating.
Possibly the message strongly
pointed in the film, and the picture
is definite propaganda, will go above
the heads of some audiences, but a
more lucid narrative in the beginning
of the subject could rectify this. The

film has a story to tell, and tells it
forcefully, that of advancement already achieved and untold future
possibilities open to the democratic
way of life, which allows free thinking and individualistic creation, and
that of regimentation under a totalitarian system, resulting ultimately in
complete stagnation.
Subject's introductory is a human
background and it concludes on the
same note to draw the contrast.
"1-2-3 Go"
Metro
Fair Comedy

10 mins.

The Our Gang Kids put on a civilian safety crusade to cut down traffic accidents in this reel. They organize a club where all the members
count before crossing a street. There
are some laughs and the idea has
merit as a traffic safety measure, but
as
a comedy,
Cahn
directed it's
the just
short.fair. Edward

Rites for Critic's Wife

Pittsburgh — Funeral services for
Mrs. Dick Fortune, wife of the motion picture and entertainment critic
of the Pittsburgh Press, were held
yesterday.

MM8SM&*

YOU HAD A SLICE OF ARMY
BEEF IN "BOCK PRIVATES"...
HOW HERE COMES A DISH OF
NAVY GRAVY!

Bud ABBOTT & Lou C0STELL0
DICK POWELL

IN THE NAVY '

withTHE ANDREWS

SISTERS

• Claire Dodd • Dick Foran

Butch & Buddy • Shemp Howard • Sunnie O'Dea • Condos Bros.
Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN • Associate Producer ALEX GOTTLIEB

UNIVERSAL

PICTURE

FIRST

TIMEI

IN THE HISTORY OF THE SHOW

NORMAN

BUSINESS m
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MtONG KIND OF PRE-SELLINC UNDER FIRE
Majors Paid $2,030,500(01 Broadway Hit Shows
THE
WEEK
IN REVIEW
Executive Changes

Producers Expected to Pay
Record Sums for Screen
Rights This Season

A record amount of money is
expected to be put on the line this
IN THE LIMELIGHT:
RKO Ra- season by film companies for the
o took the spotlight in changes in purchase of sci'een rights to Broadrecutives during the week. Joseph
way shows, with an approximate total of $2,030,500 already spent as
Breen, former PCA head, was
lmed general manager of RKO stu- further deals are being talked. Three
os and vice-prexy of RKO Radio shows of recent years have been
ctures. Charles W. Koerner was purchase and 16 shows of the current season have been bought.
^pointed head of RKO theaters,
In addition, there are two shows
ce J. J. O'Connor, resigned,
money reportedly
red Meyers, head booker, who re- with Hollywood
{Continued on Page 4)
£-ned along with O'Connor, was suc■eded by Max Fellerman. . . . Herann G. Place, vice-prexy of the
hase National Bank, joins 20th
entury-Fox as head of the executive
immittee, resigning his Chase post.
. . With N. L. Nathanson resigning
5 prexy of Famous Players Canaan, and naming of J. J. Fitzgibbons
Checkup of entries received up to
t his successor, Paramount's hold the week-end by The Film Daily
i the Dominion subsidiary remains
Tchanged. Nathanson denied he Golf Tournament committee indicates
ould head the Odeon circuit in Can- that the big battle at Glen Oaks
Club a week from next Tuesday will
la.
*
*
*
draw at least
as heavily as in pre( Continued on Page 4)
=

By L. H. MITCHELL

=

Golfers (!) On Edge
For Biggest Tourney

FINANCIAL: Loew's, Inc., retried a28-week net of $5,141,135 as
mipared to $6,789,828 for the same R. I. Christv Arbitrator
eriod in 1940. . 20th Century-Fox In Bryant Wiest Demand
snorted a first quarter net of $404,39 compared to $353,376 for the
Philadelphia — Roland J. Christy,
revious vear. . . K-A-O's 52-week a local attorney, has been named
et, ending April 5, was $704,232
s against $961,093 for the previous arbitrator in the availability demand filed
by Bryant
Wiest,
operaear. Its 13-week net was $236,679
( Continued
on Page
5)
Dmpared to $312,452 for 1940's first
uarter. . . . B. F. Keith Corp., 52
•eek net, $469,316, was a drop
rom the previous year's $566,362;
;s 13-week net of $135,157 was also
drop from ♦
last year's
♦ ♦ $209,455.

V.C. RE-ELECTS
ALL OFFICERS
Variety
Year

Club
Pledges
Last
Totalled $841,937

A tendency to give the public too
much information on forthcoming
pictures is reported becoming an
acute and aggravating problem to
Atlantic City — All national offi- exhibtiors and agitation for the curbing of the practice is expected to
cers of the Variety Clubs of America were re-elected Friday during come to the fore for discussion at
the second day
both the MPTOA convention in Hollywood next month and national
of the annual
convention here.
Allied's Philadelphia conclave in
Men returned to
September.
office were John
At a recent meeting of exhibitors
H. Harris, chief
barker; R. J.
O'Donnell, first
assistant chief
barker; Harry
Kalmine, second
assistant; E. R.
Reuben, property master,
and James G.
Balmer, dough

in New Haven, columnists who reveal the big scenes in unreleased
pictures and fan magazines that by
{Continued on Page 6)

JOHN

H. HARRIS

Harris was re-elected chief barker
guy.
{Continued on Page 3)

New "U" Branch Managers
For Kansas City, Denver
Jack

Lankan, manager of Universale Denver exchange, has been
promoted to manager of the Kansas City office, effective May 26, it
was announced
the4) week-end
{Continuedover
on Page

Mich. Anti-5 Bill Up Today
Admish

ANTI-5: Clarence Holton, counsel
Dr N. W. Allied, issued statement
lat Minnesota's anti-five block law
rould be enforced "to the letter" un?ss and until the law is invalidated.
. . It was stated that United Artists
light start its own action against
iie Minn. law. . . . Universal was reorted from Minneapolis writing
usiness in the state under the proisions of the anti-5 law. . . . Monoram was also reported to have
tarted wiring contracts. . . . Repubc was said not yet to have okayed
ontracts written in Minneapolis.

Tax Bill Gets Favorable Com. Report

Expect 2,000 to Attend
Authors' League Confab

Detroit — Two of the major theater
bills in the Legislature were given
approval by committees in the Lower
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY House. Snow's anti-blocks of five
bill was approved without change
Hollywood — First national confer- by the Committee on State Affairs,
ence of the Authors' League of
America, in collaboration with four and given approval by the House
Friday for place on the general order
major writing guilds representing of business today. This indicates a
all branches of entertainment, will strong likelihood of its passage as
be held at the University of Cali- the House has been enacting a series
fornia May 23 and 24.
of surprise votes in the past few
The
Screen
Writers'
Guild,
in days.
charge
of program
arrangements,
Snow and other supporters of the
{Continued on Page 6)

Expect Problem Will be
Brought to the Fore at
Both MPTOA, Allied Meets

{Continued on Page 3)

Call Metro Execs.
In Shapiro Action
Philadelphia — Nicholas M.
Schenck, William F. Rodgers and
Tom Connors will be the first to
take the stand here today when the
Shapiro anti-trust case goes to
trial. Approximately
a dozen lo{Continued on Page 6)

Kent Drive Postponed
Until Late in Season
Annual Kent sales drive conducted every Summer and Fall by the
20th-Fox distribution forces will be
postponed {Continued
until later
in 6)the season
on Page

RKO

Announcement

"5"
Name First
To announcementRKO's
book for
the
1941-42 season will contain the company's first block-of-five pictures
and as many titles of succeeding
product as have been determined.
Barret McCormick, director of advertising and publicity, left Friday
for the Coast to discuss plans for the
year book and to confer with President George Schaefer. He was accompanied byDave Strumpf, director
of the art department.
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FINANCIAL

Picture and Distributor
Theater
Great
American
Broadcast
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 3rd week
Roxy
Wagons Roll at Night (Warner Bros. Pictures) — 2nd week
Strand
The Cirl in the News
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 3rd week
Globe
Major Barbara
(United Artists-Pascal)
••
Astor
A Woman's
Face
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Capitol
The Devil and Miss Jones (RKO Radio Pictures)
Music
Hall
I Wanted
Wings
(Paramount
Pictures)
(b)
Paramount
The Lady from Louisiana
(Republic
Pictures)
Criterion
The Great Swindle
(Columbia
Pictures)
••
Rialto
Chaplin Festival (Guaranteed Pictures)— 8th week
5th Ave. Playhouse
Proud Valley (Supreme Productions, Inc.)
Little Carnegie
Sheriff of Tombstone
(Republic
Pictures)
(a)
New
York
Secret Evidence
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.)
(a)
New
York
They Dare Not Love (Columbia
Pictures)
Under
Age
(Columbia
Pictures)
(a)
Dutiful but Dumb
(Columbia
Pictures)
(a)

♦
♦

High

Low

Close

TWO-A-DAY

FOREIGN

♦

Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
41/4
41/4
41/4—
Columbia Picts. pfd... 22%
22%
22 %
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
8
8
8
^ast. Kodak
125Vi 124V2 125
—
Jo pfd
ben. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc
29
2858
28% —
do pfd
Paramount
11%
H'A
1114 +
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe
Film
8V2
8%
8'/2
.
RKO
RKO S6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd

1/4

14
!4
Vs

"Varner Bros
3%
3'/4
3% +
Va
10 pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.101% 101% 101% —1-32
Loew's
deb.
3%s46 104% 104% 104% +
%
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/4S47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
1%
1%
1% —
%
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 6
6
6
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

week

FUTURE

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

48th

••

One Night in Lisbon (Paramount Pictures) — June 18
Affectionately
Yours
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures) — May
23
Blood and Sand (Twentieth Century-Fox) — Mav 22
Rookies on Parale (Republic
Pictures) — May 22
The Big Boss (Columbia Pictures) — May 21
Voice in the Night (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)
Love Crazy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Penny
Serenade
(Columbia
Pictures)
(c)
Federal Fugitives
(Producers Releasing Corp.) — Opens tomorrow
Arizona Wildcats (Monogram Pictures) — Opens tomorrow (a)
Retroccina
(Lupa Film) — May 21
Africa (Cifesa)— May 30
run.

(c)

♦

Broadway
Palace

World
St. Theater
Cine Roma
Miami Playhouse

••

OPENINGS

State
Central
Central

♦

FEATURES

week

16)
Net
Chg.

RUNS

LAUGIJAGE

Pepe le Moko
(Mayer
& Burstyn) — 12th
Bashful Anton
(Swedish
feature)
Castelli in Aria (Esperia Films)
Volga-Volga
(Artkino)

Loew's

-•

Fantasia
(Walt Disney-RKO)— 27th week
Citizen
Kane
(RKO
Radio-Orson
Welles) — 3rd

(a)
CQCOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MAY
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET

Parade m

♦

(a)

Paramount
Strand
Roxy
••
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
-Capitol
Music
Hall
New York
New York
■ Cine Roma
48th St. Theater

Follows current bill.

COmiflG and GOIflG
TERRY TURNER
left Friday for San Francisc (
CHARLES BOYER arrived here Friday from t
Coast.
WILLIAM C. GEHRINC, Central division ma
ager for 20th-Fox, returned to the home offi
over the week-end from the Midwest.
GEORGE
Friday for

JESSEL
and
Chicago.

ZAC

FREEDMANj

DONALD
REAGAN
and his wif
MAN, arrived here yesterday from Atlantic Ci
ife, JAN? ">]
for a week's stay.
HARRY
A. ROSS,
D. A. ROSS, B. E. JOLLE i
and F. X. MISKE, of Ross Federal Service, we
tion.
in Atlantic City for the Variety Clubs' conver
SAM

SPEWAK

arrives today from the Coast tl

ED COHEN,
manager in Venezuela
for 20tf
plane. is due shortly from South
Fox,
America
on
combined
business
trip and vacation.
CLAY V. HAKE, managing director in Au;
tralia for 20th-Fox, arrived on the Coast ovs
the week-end
from Sydney en route here.
PHIL
DIMOS,
manager
Britain, Springs,
is off for
Tarpon
Fla. a two

of the
months'

Roxy,
Nevacation
i|

FRED GREENWAY. manager of the Palace
Hartford, is first of the Loew-Poli manager
to leave on vacation, and is Chicago-bound.
LEO RICCI, of the
Washington
trip.
DAN FINN, Warner
ecutive. New Haven,
Florida vacation.
O. HENRY
for the Coast

Capitol,

Meriden,

is on

theater department ex
has returned from hi

BRIGCS, PRC prexy, left Frida
for production conferences.

Aircraft Production Spot
Reported for Nathanson

Universal Sets Benefits
For Men Called to Colors

Asserts Rentals Tax Woulc
Cost Ore. Exhibs. $125,000

Toronto — N. L. Nathanson expects to devote considerable time
to his duties as vice-chairman of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
following his resignation as president of Famous Players Canadian
Corp.. according to reports here.
It also is said that Nathanson may
take an important position in connection with aircraft production in
Canada.
Resigning with Nathanson was
the entire Canadian directorate,
which included Hon. W. D. Ross, F.
B. McCurdy, A. P. Holt, A. E. Dyment and T. J. Bragg. Clarence
Robson, an executive but not a
director, also resigned.

Universal employes called to the
colors, if employed for more than
two years, will be paid up to four
weeks' salary, it was announced at
the week-end. Those who have been
on the payroll for less than a year
will
one week's
those receive
who have
worked salary
from and
one

Portland, Ore. — The proposed 5 pe:
cent rentals tax, if enacted, will cos
Oregon exhibs. alone in excess o:
$125,000 annually, a burden impos
sible to carry, Hamrick-Evergreei
Theaters has informed Rep. Homei
the Angell,
levy.
D.
in urging him to oppose

to two years will be paid two weeks'
salaries.
Group insurance which is held for
the personnel will be continued by
the company for all men called.

"Actively Considering"
SPG Petition, Says NLRB

Petition of New York SPG for cerJuke Box License Bill
tification asthe proper collective bargaining agent for home office pubIntroduced In Illinois
licists employed by the eight majors
under "active consideration," the
Springfield, 111. — Rep. William is
Guild has been advised by the NLRB.
Warfield of Chicago has introduced
Replying to an inquiry from JosBill 466 in the House, which provides
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 62
65
Gould, SPG president, as to the
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
53
56
that operators of juke machines must statuseph of
the case, the Board, through
purchase or lease them from the
manufacturers or distributors of Howard F. LeBaron, executive assistant in the field division, said, in
these machines.
Film Stars at Chicago's
Measure also provides that manu- part: "You may be sure that the
American Day Fete
facturers and distributors must se- matter will be expedited."
cure a license from the Department
Chicago — Pat O'Brien, Susanna of Registration
and Education of the
Foster, Helen Hayes, Don Ameche,
George Jessel, Eddie Dowling, Paul State at $100 annually and that for Managers' Strike Averted
Whiteman, John Boles and Ethel each machine leased, lessee must pay
Threatened strike of Shubert theaters bv the Managers and Agents
Waters were the headliners on Sun- a fee of $5. The bill has been referred to the Committee on Licenses.
Union was averted Friday when J. J.
day's bill for the American Day fete
at Soldiers' Field. An attendance of
Shubert gave in to the union's deover 100,000 was expected. William Jack Bellman 111
mands, re-employed "The Student
Knudsen, OPM head, was the leading
Buffalo — Jack Bellman, branch Prince" press agent and paid him
for
time
lost.
manager for Republic Pictures, is ill.
speaker.

J. R. GRAINGER
Republic Pictures Corp.
"As I have told you irjj
past

Filrrj

the

years,

most valuable assets
Year Book is one of the"
have in the operation

says—

of my office and the
information you have

1941

compiled is invaluable.'
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: '. C. Re-Elects All
lalional Officers
(Continued from Page 1)

Variety Club Delegates "Kidnap" O-Donnell,
Take Him from Philly to A. C. in a Hearse
Atlantic City — Bob O'Donnell, the Variety Clubs' national assistant chief
barker, won't soon forget his arrival here for the convention last week. Here,
as the Atlantic City Press chronicled the story, is why:

"After he landed in Philadelphia by airplane from Dallas, a group of deleeighth consecutive year.
A moi n was made to create the post of
gates waylaid him, overpowered him, and crammed him into an 'undertaker's
basket.'
The basket was loaded in a hearse, which also bore six 'pall bearers.'
g Boss" which would be given to
"O'Donnell didn't see daylight until after the 'pall bearers,' with most solemn
\i.
is, making him honorary presdignity, had unloaded the basket and carried it, together with contents, to the
1} ==» of Variety Clubs for life. No
on was taken.
registration desk of one of Atlantic City's most staid hotels."
H'wood Gets 1942 Conclave
- The 1942 convention was set for branches as well as national and
Vila, Argentine Star,
llywood in April.
notables; from the inEd Kuykendall. MPTOA chief, in- international
Signed by Paramount
dustry
standpoint,
the
assemblage
ited the delegates to be guests at
was
probably
the
most
representale Los Angeles convention of his
West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tive in trade annals.
ionization on June 9.
Hollywood — Alberto Vila, leading
Former Gov.
The charity award for this year
Harold Hoffman Argentine screen and stage star,
- ^iven to Memphis, after Detroit
of New Jersey has signed a seven-year Paramount
thdrew because of winning
last
was the banquet contract. Because he now speaks
wwear.
Memphis pledged $5,000 and
toastmaster, and English with difficulty Paramount
[ tually gave $16,000, and it created
the
speakers list plans to give him several months of
Mothers' Milk Bank.
Honorable
included names intensive English lessons before
lention awards were given to Dedistinguished i n handling him his first acting asit, Dallas, Pittsburgh and Philasignment.
the
fields of inUnder terms of the contract, RKO
delphia.
dustry, govern- will have the privilege of making
f Mayor (Barker) Tobin of Boston
ment and public
aid his tent would be completed next
one picture per year with Vila.
and invited the convention to
service. Presentation of Humanion.
Activities are under way
tarian Award to John P. Kiggins 111
Jnbr new tents in Los Angeles and
JAMES J. BALMER
lew York. Sidney Lust pledged the
George
WashingVancouver, Wash. — John P. Kigton Carver,
Negro
gins, theater builder and operator
.^©-operation
of Variety
Clubs to
ational defense.
scientist, was the evening's highlight. and former mayor, is seriously ill at
Preceding
the
banquet
Saturday,
St. Vincent's Hospital, Portland.
Heading the list of the year's charitable activities was the entertain- the delegates' attention was held by
ment of 700,000 kiddies, the support the national golf tournament in the
.1.1 three orphanages
and six chil- morning, the boardwalk parade,
which left carnival-hardened Atlantic
.ren's camps.
City dazzled and dazed, the circus at
Year's Pledges Totaled $841,937
the Auditorium for 12,000 school
: First order of business
Friday kids, and UA's cocktail party, which
va< the report of the Heart Com- was
to the 1,200 barkers what Mecca
mittee which disclosed that pledges is to all good Moslems.
st year totalled $841,937 and cash
The "Night of Nights"
3 xpended was $449,251.
In addition
Friday's business session was
o this, $230,598 was given for war followed
by the Night of Nights in
%ll\ *
-belief.
It was estimated that the the Westminster Room of the Hotel
■pledge total for the coming year will Chelsea. It started with a buffet
supper at 7:30 and ran well into the
each $400,000,
of which "$240,500
ilready
has been subscribed.
Pledges
Meanwhile, and in beto date have not morning.
tween scheduled events, the barkers
been received took Atlantic
City as Grant must
from
Detroit, have taken Richmond. As the AtKansas City, Ballantic City Press headlined, "Barktimore, Memphis,
ers Paint Town Red," and then went
Boston and Char- on to
report:
lotte.
"Shrill whistles blasted for hours.
A noisy wel- Big, husky fellows in Wild West
come greeted the
outfits 'shot up' the town with sixHollywood group shooters
and blank cartridges all
who arrived for day and evening.
the convention.
"Fire wagons, loaded with bathbeauties and men wearing high
They includec1
Phil
Reagan, silk ing
hats, roared up and down the
Dorothy Lamour, streets with all stops open.
Laurel & Hardy,
BOB O'DONNELL
"Every few minutes the 'Black
Lew Ayres, Jean
Hersholt, Walter Wanger, Marjorie Maria' clanged into police headquarters with another load of 'prisoners.'
Weaver, Andy Devine, Walter Pid"Half a dozen detectives spent the
leeon, Robert Young, Jane Wyman, day
arresting showmen on faked
Donald Reagan, Laraine Day, Edcharges
of 'mopery in interstate
die Norris, Wayne Morris, Fay
BINNIE BARNES • GILBERT ROLAND
'Wray, Helen Parrish and Frank commerce.'
"Detectives worked in cahoots
Morgan.
MARY LEE
with the convention's reception comBanquet Closes Convention
BIUY GILBERT - JANE FRAZEE - EDWARD NORRIS
mittee.
Each
'prisoner'
was
arrested as he landed in town. He was
The three-day convention closed
KATHARINE AlEXANDER • LEO GORCEY ■ 10IS
(Saturday night with the annual ban- 'mugged' and fingerprinted, and
RANS0N - IENI LYNN ■ MARILYN HARE
quet, a fitting and grand climax to locked in a jail cell until the comBtRNARO VORHAUS, Binxtor • S«««, rtor k, G«>r<>. Cortnw
the crowded program. Seated on
mittee saw fit to 'bail' him out
the three-tier dais and around the with an alleged five-cent cigar, labA
REPUBLIC
PICTURE
tables were leaders in all industry
elled 'El Stinko.'"

Mich. Anfi-5 Bi
Before House Today
(Continued from Page 1)

bill, including Co-operative Theaters
of Michigan which is strongly interested, are confident the bill will
go through the Lower House today
with subsequent Senate action likely. No immediate action is expected
on the anti-dual pictures bill.
The Stockman bill to impose a 10
per cent theater admission tax was
approved by the House General Taxation Committee, but faces rougher
going in the body itself than the antifive bill dees. The Stockman bill is
already being attacked as the first
violation in this session of the election pledge not to impose any new
taxes, as promised by both parties
last Fall, and legislators are likely
to feel it would be politically dangerous to pass this bill.

Opens China Aid Drive
Irene Dunne, in town for the Music Hall premiere of her new starrer, Columbia's "Penny Serenade,"
opened a "Penny Serenade for
China" drive when she visited the
National Headquarters of the United
China Relief on Friday, and poured
a huge quantity of pennies into a
Chinese rice bowl.

Aft

J
M
MARILYN HA

13%
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Golfers (!) On Edge
For Biggest Tourney

Two Millions Paid
For Broadway Shows

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

behind them which have not yet
been bou.sht. Warners is reported
to have $5,000 invested in "My Fair
Ladies." and Metro is said to have
put up $20,000 for the production
of "Mr. and Mrs. North." Metro
also is reported to be putting up
$40,000 for the production of "We
Fought At Arques," to which it
secured the screen rights for $30,000.
Total spent this year has already
jumped way over the figure put in
the Broadway coffers last year by
the film companies. Record of purchases to date is as follows: current season plavs bought, "Tobacco
Road," Fox, $200,000; "Night Before Christmas," Warners, $30,000;
"Lady In The Dark," Paramount,
$285,000; "George Washington Slept
Here," Warners, $83,000; "Old Acquaintance," Warners, $75.000 ;
"Charley's Aunt," Fox, $110,000;
and "Panama Hattie," Metro, $135,000.
Also "Arsenic And Old Lace,"
Warners, $175,000; "Pal Joey," Columbia, $75,000; "Louisiana Purchase," Paramount, $150,000; "Claudia," David O. Selznick, $137,500;
"My Sister Eileen," Columbia, $225,000; "Du Barrv Was A Lady,"
Metro, $80,000; "Out Of The Frying
Pan," Paramount, $40,000; and "The
Corn Is Green," Warners, $135,000.
"Arsenic," "Joey" and "Hattie"
were cash plus deals, probably percentage on film profits being added.
Warners leads the list of purchasers with a total of six plays bought
for $428,000, while Paramount paid
the highest price for any one property, $285,000 for "Lady In The
Dark."
Plays of recent season purchased
were "Red, Hot And Blue," Metro,
$15,000; "Gentle People," Warners,
$30,000; and "Margin For Error,"
Fox, $20,000.
Paramount topped the list for
total investment in plays with $475,000, but company purchased only
three.

Cocalis Offices to Move
Cocalis Enterprises will move from
their present quarters at 276 West
43rd St. to new offices at 341 W.
44th St., on or about May 21.

vious years. Those who have sen
in their applications, accompanie<
by the prescribed ten smackers-a^x

Republic, the Independent

Major

• •
•
THERE'S a pretty little legend to the effect
that there
was once a king
who offered a rich reward to any of his subjects
who would coin a phrase which His Majesty could use as a
panacea for all his moods
— a phrase which would make him
glad when he was sad
and vice versa
Well, along came
an obscure and impoverished poet
to supply just what the king
ordered
The ingenious
phrase suggested
was:
"And
too, shall pass away"
Promptly the monarch yelled "Bingo!"
and the bard grabbed the jackpot

V

Y

this,

V

^J^GKGING also to the realm of ingenious slogans
is one of relatively recent vintage
right in our own pic
biz

and it's this:
"The Independent Major Company"
which
you'll recognize
pronto
as the phrase
employed
commercially by Republic
and uniquely descriptive of the
organization today
when it is firmly and strongly embarked
on a big-pictures policy
A single rapid transposition of the
words to read:
"The Major Independent Cbmpany"
would have just as effectively served the organization

up to

the point where Herbert J. Yates evidently decided that Republic

in due time
wouldn't
be taking any rival's dust
but would move into the select circle of principal producerdistributor outfits

▼

TV

• •
•
THE plain fact of the matter
is that Republic has won
the status of a major
Indeed its progress toward equality is so
astonishing
that one wonders how short a time it will be
until Mister Yates' celluloid baby
will reach the maturity which
has taken some companies whole decades to achieve
T
▼
T
• •
• IT was just three years ago this month
that
Generalissimo Yates set about shifting Republic into high gear
He made James R. Grainger the company's prexy and general
sales manager
and formed a "cabinet" consisting of Grainger, M. J. Siegel, and himself
Few organizations within or
without the industry possess a triumvirate which works in quite
as close and effective co-operation

V

T

T

• •
•
PERHAPS
it's telling tales out of school
but this
corner happens to know that whatever exaggerations are made irom
time to time
in certain sectors of filmland
the following are
facts:

(1) Since the '37-38 season. Republic
tomer outlets by more than 40 per cent
currently something more than 10,000 theaters in
(3) That it is doing business with every

has increased its cus(2) It is now serving
the U. S. and Canada
major, affiliated, and

indie circuit, both great and small
and (4) Company's '41-42 production budget is a cool 100 per cent bigger than ihe budget of '38-39. . . .
▼
T
T
•

•

•

thing
THE FILM
DAILY to
Frank R. Capra
Lothar Mendes
Carey Wilson
Anthony
Bushell
N. Brewster Morse
Louis Litton
William Waldholz

NO factor in film commerce looms larger than performance to the exhibitor
Yates and his aides don't say one
and do another
all garnished-up with high-

sounding alibis
Every picture on the '40-41 lineup will be
delivered
— 28 features, 30 westerns, 4 serials, and 12 single
reels
they'll
•

•

get

That's what showmen were promised
Next season they'll get more
T
T
▼

•
THE Independent major?
dent as to let the customer down

That's what

Sure, but never so indepen-

ceed numerically
the ininflux
al,"11,
corresponding
1940 tourna
was a recordperiod
attendance
ment.
On Saturday, the committee go'
scooped bv Bert (Altec) Sanford wh'
advised, that he had heard confiden
tially, and before tourney headquar
ters did, that Schieffelin & Co. hav<
donated a case of that exhilarating
andIncidentally,
palate-teasing
Q" Corp.
rum.
Altec"Don
Service
Mister Sanford's own alma mater
is giving a magnificent trophy
That institutional trade publication
Variety, is doing ditto, and, to swel
the swell array of prizes, the week
end also
the announcemen'
that
Erpibrought
has come
forward wit!
'nother eye-filling award.
Eastman Kodak's solons tele
graphed from Rochester headquar
ters that it is shipping along £
camera for some lucky cluck to acquire,— to permit him, after the
tournament, to do some real "shootHal Home,
o' the
Disney
forces, vice-prexy
volunteered
the Wal"
infc
on Saturday that the tournamenl
score cards will again be decoratec
in the incomparable Disney fashion
If you don't want to be playing
solitaire in your company office or
Maying."
27, — you'd better get your goli
tourney entry in pronto. That's
how
greatto the
is. There's
a limit
therush
capacity
of a ever
golf(
course.

New "U" Branch Managers
For Kansas City, Denver
(Continued from Page 1)

by William A. Scully, general sales?
manager. Langan replaces Grover
Parson, resigned. Sam Milner, Universal Los Angeles salesman, is^
promoted to the Denver managership as of today.

WEDDING

BELLS

Robert M. Bernstein, son of David
Bernstein, vice-president and treas
urer of Loew's, Inc., was married
yesterday in Indianapolis to Miss
Jacqueline Wolf. After a honeymoon
in the United States and Mexico, they
will make their home in New York
where Bernstein is connected with
the M-G-M sales department.
Portland, Ore. — Joe Ford, adsales
manager at the 20th-Fox exchange
here,
Nemic.was married last week to Marie
Sam Epstein, assistant contract
manager for 20th-Fox, will be married May 29 to Gertrude Ornstein.

'
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\ REVICUIS OF TH€ n€UI FIL1TIS .V .V

nd"
GayKarns,Vag
The
with Roscoe
Ruthabo
Donnelly,
Ernest Truex
public
66 Mins.
S AVERTING COMEDY WHICH WILL AP_JO FANS IN ALL BUT THE TOP— TvET AND FINICKY SITUATIONS.
It would not have been amiss if Associate
jducer Robert North had labeled this
lay Nonsense" instead of "The Gay Vagand," for there isn't a serious moment
»m start to finish. Because it is spiked
th some solid laughs and mirth of lesser
imp, this picture will provide audiences in
e majority of stands with relief from the
sighty side of life currently.
For the most part, the comedy is outright
ipstick, overdone here and there, — but
nat of it? Action is swift, and complicasns frequent. It is one of those stories
iich is simple for the onlooker to savvy, but
i almost insurmountable job for the reviewto convey in brief synopsis.
Fundamentally, — with accent on the fun,
'-it recounts family vicissitudes of Roscoe
pros, whose spouse, ambitious to have the
■uple's pretty daughter
e town's most wealthy
sr hubby to better their
jsition.
The wife, played by

wed the scion of
industrialist, nags
financial and social
Ruth Donnelly, is

sgusted with Karns' passivity. She takes
■e family's savings from the bank and infests in an option on some highly speculate property. Latter turns out to comprise
le lots which the factory in which Karns
employed needs for expansion. Most
f the hullabaloo revolves around these stations, plus the fact that Karns has a twin
rother who shows up to cause confusion
nd excitement. William Morgan's direcon is well handled, and Bud Thackery's
hotography tip-top.
CAST: Roscoe Karns, Ruth Donnelly,
rnest Truex, Margaret Hamilton, Abner
iberman, Bernadene Hayes, Lynn Merrick,
od Bacon, Gloria Franklin, Carol Adams,
yron Foulger, Paul Newlan.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert
lorth; Director, William Morgan; Original
creenplay, Ewart Adamson, Taylor Caven;
roduction Manager, Al Wilson; Director of
hotography, Bud Thackery; Supervising EdiDr, Murray Seldeen; Film Editor, Howard
)Neill; Art Director, John Victor Mackay;
Musical Director, Cy Feuer; Wardrobe by
»dele Palmer.
DIRECTION, Well Handled. PHOTOGAPHY, Tip-Top.

WE Denied Appeal Right
Western Electric on Friday was
lenied an application for leave to
Appeal to the New York Court of
Vppeals from a decision of the Appellate Division of the New York
supreme Court which upheld the
sufficiency of the stockholder's suit
)f Samuel I. Posen against that
•ompany along with Universal, its
jfficers and directors, and a number
of other corporations. Posen has
ittacked transactions between Universal and other concerns, chargng dissipation of corporate assets.

Sathbone, Jr., Gets His Wings

Moncton, N. B. — Basil Rodion
Sathbone, 25-year-old son of Basil
rtathbone, the actor, graduated Friday from No. 8 R.C.A.F. service
training school near here.

*

SHORTS

*

"Alivs in the Deep"
PRC
25 mins.
Fascinating Nature Study
Dramatic to a high degree, brilliantly photographed and staged, and
containing much subject matter seldom caught by cameras, this featurette produced and photographed by
Stacy and Horace Woodard is a fascinating nature study that should
interest and entertain any type of
audience. There is an underwater
fight between two octopi, and a fight
between an octopus and a moray
eel that are real thrillers. Produced
and filmed in locations varying from
Florida to the West coast of Mexico
and North to Alaska, the subject embraces many forms of sea life in
many different phases of existence.
Much of the underwater work dealing with coral, sea anemones and
other rarely studied or photographed
forms of life, is completely absorbing. A sequence dealing with seals,

R. J. Christy Arbitrator
In Bryant Wiest Demand

sea lions and a variety of sea birds
in their Northern breeding grounds
is also highly interesting.
"All the World's a Stooge"
Columbia
16 mins.
Slapstick and More Slapstick
Fans who like their comedy of
the custard pie throwing variety
will be amply rewarded by this
rough house Stooges two-reeler.
Typical of previous Stooges releases, the film is made up of a
series of more-or-less connected
sags embracing slapstick from pratt
falls to custard pie heaving. Okay
for them as like it.
"Diving Thrills"
(Sport Reel)
Columbia
9 mins.
Good Aquatic Subject
An array of diving champs including the Fairbanks Sisters, Elbert Root, Jackie Cullimore, Charles
Diehl and the comedy-diver, Larry
Griswald, in a subject that will entertain the swim fans. Nothing new
or unusual in it, but the dives are
well photographed and slow motion
shots clearly show diving form.

*

SERIAL

*

"The Spider Returns"32 mins.
Columbia
Chapter
1— "The Stolen Plans"
A conglomeration of car crashes,
pistol shots, holdups, fights, tear
gas bombings, airplane crashes, etc.,
engineered by The Gargoyle, one of
these masked guys who has a hideaway complete with a throne, signal
lights and all the fixings. Seems
that he is conducting a campaign of
sabotage against the U. S. Defense
program and that The Spider has
come out of retirement to help the
police
actionful —quell
no the
doubtmaneuver.
about thatIt's
— and
we think The Spider will come out
all right, even if he was tied in a
burning plane at the fadeout. Cast
includes Warren Hull, as The Spider and Mary Ainslee as the girl.
James W. Home directed from a
screenplay by Jesse A. Duffy and
George Plympton.

mm

{Continued from Page 1)

tor of the Hollywood Theater, Elizabethville. Pa., under Section 8.
Wiest declares that he is entitled to the same availability as
the Theatorium in Lykens. He
states that the Hollywood is four
year old and has maintained its admission scale while houses around
him have cut their prices.

"Some Run" Award to DeToto
In Up-State Arbitration Case
Buffalo — -First award locally under
the New York consent decree granting an exhibitor the right to "some
run" favors Richard DeToto, owner
of
the
Genesee Theater, Mount Morris.
Arbitrator Weldon D. Smith ordered: "That the defendant offer its
1940-41 pictures for license to complainant, Genesee Theater, Mount
Morris, on a run to be designated by
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., and
upon terms and conditions fixed by
said distributor which are not calculated to defeat the purpose of Section
Six of the consent decree."

Star, Ft. Lupton, Case
Taken Under Advisement
Denver — Arbitrator John Carroll
took the Star Theater, Ft. Lupton,
case under advisement Friday after
the plaintiff made the statement
that the award would affect only
future contracts. Loew's and the
Star made an amicable settlement.
Ruling is to be made only on
clearance after the withholding of
prints charge was dismissed.

CLEAR THE DECKS for action!

CLEAR THE MAIN FLOOR for standing room!
CLEAR THE LOBBY for holdouts!

V

CLEAR THE BOOKING SHEETS
FOR EXTENDED HOLDOVERS!

0*
Bud ABBOTT & Lou C0STELL0
DICK POWELL

IN THE NAVY

withTHE ANDREWS

SISTERS

• Claire Dodd • Dick Foran

Butch & Buddy • Shemp Howard • Sunnie O'Dea • Condos Bros.
Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN .Associate Producer ALEXGOTTLiEB |

■
A UNIVERSAL

PICTURE

Ws?
Wrong Pre-Selling
Under Exhib. Fire

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

advance reviews and othei'wise disclose plots and sequences were special objects of attack.
It was pointed out by the theatermen that many co-called big pictures do not draw the patronage anticipated, while other pictures on
which there has been no splurges of
advance publicity through columnists and fan magazines have outgrossed some of the more important
product.
News of the New Haven discussions has spread to other parts of
the country and exhibitor groups are
reported to have agreed on the subject of wrong kind of pre-selling.
Theater men generally are complaining that the patrons know too much
about every picture coming to their
theaters.
In this connection, exhibitors are
manifesting unusual interest in the
West Coast controversy between the
studios and syndicate, magazine
and newspaper correspondents on
the matter of previews. The Coast
reviewers are insistent upon Hollywood showings well in advance of
those in New York.
Exhibitors are inclined to believe that the preview issue is prettv much the crux of one phase of
the problem, pointing out that the
Coast reports on pictures flood the
news columns of both daily papers
and magazines long before local
playdates and indeed frequently long
before the pictures have been tradeshown.
For this reason, theater men's
eyes will be on the Hollywood meeting next Thursday between Y. Frank
Freeman, AMPP prexy, and the studio publicity directors' committee
and representatives of the Coast
correspondents, organized under the
leadership of Douglas Churchill of
the New York Times.
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Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

1941

Golf Tournament.

(Entry fee

Name
Address
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been

sufc

ben Shapiro,
miral
Theater, owners
against of
the the^n^1
Wf „\l
circuit and the eight major com
panies. The Shapiros charged tha
the distributors shut off some o
their film service when the theate
tried to cut its admission scale fron
25 cents to 15 cents in order t>
meet circuit competition. They an
asking $225,000 triple damages.

Kent Drive Postponed
Until Late in Season
(Continued from Page 1)

Will Survey Kids' Film Views
National Board of Review Affiliates Co-op
Plans for a national survey of
children's opinions on, and reactions
to, motion pictures will be announced by the National Board of Review
at the fifth annual conference of the
4-Star Clubs Saturday. Survey is
to be made through co-operation of
adult groups affiliated with the
Board and experts in fields related
to children are being contacted to
help prepare a questionnaire.
Conference will be held in the N.
Y. U. School of Education auditor-

ium and will be combined with the
tenth anniversary meeting of the
Young Reviewers. Feature of the
day will be a showing of "Our High
School" a 16 mm. Kodachrome film
produced by students of East Side
High School, Newark, winner of the
National Board award for the best
pictures in the Make Your Own Movies Contest. The honorable mention
picture, "Cardinal Co-eds at Play,"
producer by students of Hoover
High, San Diego, will also be shown.

Expect 2,000 to Attend
Authors' League Confab

15 English Documentaries
At Museum of Modern Art

(Continued from Page 1)

due to a sales speedup necessitate!
b> the consent decree, it was re
ported at the week-end. Compan;
nlans to hold a national sales drive
but it is likely that such a driv<
will be determined by the amount o:
pressure put on the sales force un
der the new selling setup.
The annual convention probabb
will be held around June 25 in Chicago, with the Drake Hotel likelj
to be the site. Definite date of the
convention will be determined whei
President S. R. Kent and Hernial
Wobber, distribution head, huddle
on the matter. Wobber is remaining on the Coast following the recent studio conference to work or
Coast product deals.
Wobber and William J. Kupper

Western division manager, are no'n,
conferring in Los Angeles with executives of Fox West Coast on a
deal with that circuit. Spyros
Fifteen English documentary films Skouras, National Theater head, is
will be shown in a series of three also attending the meetings.
It is expected that Kent will gc
programs at the Museum of Modern
Art auditorium, starting tomorrow, to the Coast around June 1 for product huddles at the studio, with Wobas part of the Museum's Britain At
War exhibition. The three programs
ber possibly remaining for this meeting before returning to the home
will run successively through June
office.
Studio plans to have sev29, with showings at 4 o'clock each
eral pictures ready for a late June
afternoon and extra Sunday showconvention, but has promised that
ings at 2 p.m.
Subjects are recent and show the about 10 will be ready for screenthe sales convention is held
inif July.
daily life of citizen-soldiers of Great late ing
Britain. Programs and the subjects
in each are: Program 1 — "Channel Check Propaganda Pix in Chi.
Incident," "Squadron 992," "A Job
Chicago — It is reported that the
to be Done," "Spring Offensive."
FBI is checking up on propaganda
Program 2 — "War and Order," films in the Chicago territory.
"Welfare of the Worker," "Air
Screw," "Yesterday Is Over Your
Shoulder," "Village School." ProSwedish Critics Vote
gram—3 "Neighbors Under Fire,"
"Health In War," "Dover Front
Honors to "Grapes"
Line," "Air Communique," "They
Also Serve," "Musical Poster No.
Stockholm (By Wireless) — "The

expects approximately 2,000 to attend the conclave which will bring
many prominent literary figures
from the Eastern part of the nation as delegates to the East-West
45 Foursomes for RKO Tourney
meeting. Last minute details for
One hundred and eighty players,
or 45 foursomes, had signed up by the two-day conference are being
last Friday night for RKO's annual worked out by the Screen Writers'
g'olf tournament scheduled for the Guild in collaboration with the DeWestchester Country Club, Rye,
partment of English at UCLA and
New York, on May 20. The num- University officials.
ber of players is expected to be
The economic and creative probincreased to 200 by starting time.
lems of the writer will keynote the
The committee has decided to permit any foursome to play its of- symposium by nationally prominent
ficial 18-hole round either in the novelists, playwrights, screen writers, short story writers and radio
morning or afternoon of tournament
writers. Presenting the various
day.
phases of the writing art will be
representatives of Authors' League
of America Guilds including the New
Ban on Animal Acts
York Dramatists' Guild and AuProposed in Illinois.
thors' Guild, the Radio Writers'
Series will be available to other
Guild, Western Region, and the
Peoria, III. — Rep. Leo Crowley of
museums,
schools and motion picthis city has introduced a bill in the
Screen Writers Guild of Hollywood.
Illinois House of Representatives at
seum. ture groups after closing at the MuSpringfield, which makes it unlawful
for dumb animals to perform tricks
Hold "Fantasia" Another Week
and feats at theaters, parks and other
pleasure resorts. Bill has been referred to the Judiciary Committee.

also have

poenaed.
Case was filed by Harry and Ru

Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

(Continued from Page 1)

cal exhibitors
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Call Metro Execs.
In Shapiro Action

Cohen Sells Interest

Chicago — Walt Disney's "FanMax A. Cohen has disposed of his
tasia" will be held another week at
in Belle Theaters, Inc., and
B & K's Apollo Theater, giving it interest
Greenvine Theater, Inc.
a 15-week run at that house.

1."

Grapes of Wrath," Nunnally Johnson's adaptation of John Steinbeck's
novel, brought out by 20th CenturyFox, was voted the best foreign film
in 1940 by the Association of Swedish Motion Picture Reviewers and
Writers, convening here last week.
"Foreign Correspondent" was judged
third.
the second best, and "Rebecca" the

m

OLLYWOOD
WANTS
YOU!

5 i

1

l£

OIN
JTHE
MPTOA
PARTY
JUNE 9-12
Ji:
■

-

'

CALIFORNIA
HERE I COME!
For loss of appetite, for that tired feeling, for
whatever ails you we recommend the 21st
Annual Convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America. Vital matters of
the day will have full consideration. And your
Committee knows how to mix pleasure with
business when it's June -time in the gay movie
capital. Special railroad and hotel rates!
Write for Reservations direct to Ambassador Hotel.
Mention MPTOA convention to get the special rates.

NEW
SUPERB

BEAUTY
photography distinguishes mod-

ern screen productions. Dramatic lighting
and interesting camera angles receive stimulating support from the high quality and
unvarying uniformity of Eastman negative
films — each an expert in its field. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

Chicago

PLUS-X
for general studio use

INC., Distributors
Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when little light is available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN

NEGATIVE

FILMS

Partly Absorbing Tax
( See Story on Page 8)
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•RODUCT SHORTAGE PREDICTED FOR MINN.
Allied Board to Meet in Cleveland Next Monday
axation and Effects of
Consent Decree Will Be
Considered by Directors

TILT AD BUDGETS UNDER DECREE

Warners
Will Spend from 20 to 35r/t More on Pictures,
Charles Einfeld Declares
Allied's board of directors will
■eet in Cleveland next Monday for
te purpose of discussing current
As one strategic approach to the executive conferences, plans to reissues, it was
turn to New York about July 1 for
stated here problem presented by selling under
yesterday by the terms of the New York consent a further stay of four weeks at
which time the finishing touches on
Col. H. A.
decree, War- 1941-42 sales policies will be apners will inCole, national president.
adv e r t creasei itssing
Discussing the revolutionary efCole said
plied.
budgets
o n
fect of the decree on industry modus
that taxation
Einfeld yesterday said it
and the efpictures from operandi,
made imperative more effective
fects of the
20
to
35
peicent.
Charles
point-of-sale selling, which in turn
New York
Einfeld, a d- entailed specific territorial merchanconsent d ecree would
dising-. This, the Warner ad-publcpublicity
d irector, said
ity chief, indicated, must be a mabe the prinjor
factor
in successful operation
cipal topics
here yester- under the decree.
for considerCOL. H. A. COLE
day
prior
to
his departure
ation.
"Missionary
Effort"
It was explained that the board
for
thestudio.
BurAlong
with
territorial
merchandisbank
(Continued on Page 8)
CHARLES
EINFELD
Einfeld,
ing, which Warners will stress, will
East several weeks for home office go what (Continued
Einfeld terms
on Page "missionary
7)

irst Arbitration
)emand in Frisco

San Francisco — First demand for
rbitration in this territory has
een filed by William and Pauline
ymfy, owners of the new Rita
"heater which is scheduled to open
n Salano, near Vallejo, on Thurs(Continued on Page 7)

J. S. Distribs. Bound Not
To Cut Australian Imports
Vest Coast

Bureau

of

Hollywood — Under

THE

FILM

terms

(Continued on Page 2)

DAILY

of

Warner Convention
To be "Educational"
Warners will probably hold a sales
convention, but it will differ markedly
from those traditional in the industry, it was reported yesterday. Convention essentially will be an "educational meeting," designed to acquaint
the sales forces with the company's
plans for and policies under consent
decree selling.

the

Biggest Show of All |Warner Sales Staff
Is Just a Week Away To be Jumped 30%!
Organization was polished to completion yesterday for the forthcoming 29tli Film Daily Golf Tournament at Glen Oaks Club, Great Neck,
to be held just a week from today.
Committeemen checked the course,
which revealed itself in prime con(Continued on Page 6)

to New

Law

Majority of exhibitors in Minnesota are opposed to the recently
enacted law outlawing the blocks-offive provision of the consent decree, according to Benny Berger,
prominent Minnesota theater owner,
who is in New York. Berger said
that he feared a product shortage
inasmuch as seven of the eight majors already have stopped selling
in the state.
There have
been on Page
instances,
Ber(Continued
6)

Kalmus Sees New
Technicolor High
Meeting yesterday, Technicolor,
Inc., stockholders re-elected four directors unanimously for a three year
term and voted in favor of an
(Continued on Page 7)

"Sergeant York" Will Be
Roadshown in Four Spots

(Continued on Page 6)

Meet

Freeman Also Will Speak

Hint of Settlement
Talk in Shapiro Suit
Harry and Ruben Shapiro, plaintiffs in the Shapiro anti-trust case
originating in Philadelphia, asked
for a postponement of the trial
which was to have started yesterday. It is reported that the plaintiffs contacted the attorneys for
(Continued on Page 6)

Opposed

Warner's "Sergeant York" will be
Moving to meet the situation aris- roadshown in New York, Chicago,
ing from the New York consent de- Los Angeles and Nashville, and
cree, Warners is contemplating an
in Milwaukee, it was
increase up to 30 per cent in its probably
learned yesterday.
sales staff, it was reliably reported
World premiere will be staged in
yesterday.
(Continued on Page 8)
The entire fourth floor at the home

Hays to Address MPTOA
Keough, Wanger,

Berger Says Majority
Of Minn. Exhibitors Are

Will H. Hays is scheduled to be
one of the principal speakers at the
MPTOA convention in Los Angeles
next month, it was announced yesterday by Ed Kuykendall, president.
Other prominent personalities who
are slated to address the convention
are J. Edgar Hoover, head of the
FBI; John Harris, chief barker of
the Variety Clubs; Judge J. F. T.
O'Connor (Continued
of the U. onS. Page
District
Court;
6)

Complete Crescent
Answers Saturday
Nashville, Tenn. — Defense answers
to the remaining two of the interrogatories in the Government's antitrust
AmusementsuitCo.against
will beCrescent
filed Saturday,
states George H. Armistead, Jr., chief
of defense counsel.
Defense was given an extension of
time until May 26 to complete
answers to the interrogatories. According to Armistead, Saturday's action will complete the case for defense in preparation for the trial
scheduled to open July 7.
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U. S. Distribs. Bound Not
To Cut Australian Imports

More Than 200 to Attend
RKO Golf Tourney Today

COmiilG and GOIM

(Continued from Page 1)
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Farnol to Publicize
Goldwyn Pix for RKO
Lynn Farnol has been signed by
RKO as New York publicity representative for the Samuel Goldwyn
pictures under a one-year contract.
Farnol, who was formerly Goldwyn's
publicity representative and director
of publicity and advertising for
United Artists, leaves for Hollywood
tomorrow for studio conferences. The
Farnol office will work under S. Barret McCormick, RKO publicity and
advertising chief.

RKO's sixth annual golf tournament will be held today on the two
Westchester Country Club courses.
More than 200 RKOites and guests
will participate in the tourney, while
250 are expected at the dinner tonight. In addition to foursome prizes,
there will be 18 special awards. Lou
Parker will provide the evening's
entertainment.
Among those who will attend are:
R. C. Patterson, Jr., M. Peter Rathvon, Gerrard Schaefer, Walter Peterson, Garrett Van Wagner, Ned E.
Depinet, Leon Goldberg, Malcolm
Kingsberg, Charles Koerner, Senator
Hake confirmed that the Hoyts- J. H. Walters, M. H. Aylesworth,
Greater Union deal has been off for Roy Disney, Maj. L. E. Thompson,
some time, as published, and that Harry Brandt, Gordon E. Youngthere are no indications at present man, Andy W. Smith, Jr.
of any renewal of negotiations.
W. B. England, Jerry Brandt,
He declared that business there Walter Derham, Harry Mandel,
has definitely increased over last Charles MacDonald, Bob Wolff, Harry Michalson, Bob Mochrie, Cresson
year. He said that a native-produced picture, "The Forty Thousand E. Smith, Bert Reisman, Martin
Horsemen." dealing with exploits Quigley, Gus Eyssell, Jack Alicoate,
of Australian cavalry in the World Don Mersereau, Joe Vogel, Herman
War I, has been the most success- Wobber, Herbert J. Yates, George
ful locally-made picture that has Gardin, Ed Saunders, Jimmy Grainever been shown in Australia.
Bill Oi'nstein. Tom Connors, Leon
Abeger, Montague,
Netter,
William Rodgers, William
Argentine Press Attack
Scully, Murray Silverstone, George
Declared Unfair by RKO
Skouras,Grad
Spyros
Skom-as,
Colvin
Brown,
L. Sears,
Neal Agnew,
RKO feels that an injustice has Max Cohen, Sam Dembow, Si Fabian,
been done by the Argentina press Eddie Golden, Leonard Goldenson,
which urged the banning of "They Rutgers Neilson and Charles Casanave.
in Argentina"
as the
aMetreview
in the New
Yorkresult
Heraldof
Tribune.
Company executives claim there Local Conditions to Govern
is nothing offensive in the picture New Dom. Construction
and that no ban should be urged
until at least the picture has been
Montreal — Whether theater conseen. It was learned that a special
structions will be licensed or not
South American version has been under a new Government ruling may
made, with sequences and music that be governed by conditions in the
locality and in the business affected,
will appeal to South Americans.
declared R. C. Berkinshaw, priorities
commissioner, who added that it
Leon Schlesinger Closes
would have "practically all to do with
Studio in SCG Controversy the licensing of new buildings or the
of existing
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY enlargement
Buildings coming
within ones."
the scope
Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger has of the regulations, he said, must be
closed his cartoon studio in a dispute licensed anyway. A license may be
with the Screen Cartoonists' Guild. refused as has been done already in
of two motion picture projHarry G. Sadicoff, Schlesinger's the case
ects in Edmonton. If an industry,
counsel, stated that the plant will
remain closed so long as the union even if not a war industry, or a business, can show that it is cramped,
makes "demands impossible of fulthe regulation is not designed to
He said that the union monetary prevent it being reasonably expanded,
fillment."
demands have been increased about but a case must be made out.
Exceptions from the order are
300 per cent recently and that
Schlesinger had agreed to many re- dwelling houses and also buildings
quests made by the employes last and machinery for use in primary inDecember. About 200 employes are dustries.
on the Schlesinger payroll.
new remittance agreement in Australia, U. S. distributors operating
there must import the same number
of features as in the past, Clay V.
Hake, managing director in the
country for 20th-Fox, told The Film
Daily when he arrived here at the
week-end from Sydney. Hake also
reported that under the new agreement 66 per cent of all rentals on
U. S. pictures will remain frozen.
Hake would not make an estimate
as to how much money U. S. comday.
panies have frozen in Australia to-

Capra-Riskin Talking
New Deal With Warners
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Capra and Robert Riskin are actively negotiating
with Warners, it was reported here
yesterday. There is uncertainty,
however, as to whether the new deal
would parallel that by which they
produced "Meet John Doe."

Bernhard, Goldberg in
Cleveland for Meeting

Cleveland — Joe Bernhard, general
manager of Warner Theaters, is
addressing the managers and home
office staff of the Cleveland zone today, to increase selling pressure on
Summer product.
He was accompanied here by
Harry Goldberg, advertising manager.

W.
F. RODGERS
this week.
BENNY

BERCER

ABE KAPLAN,
in town.

leaves

for

is here

from

Northwest

the

Coast

Minneapolis
Allied leader,

COL.
H. A. COLE, Allied president, is I
from
Dallas.
here.
BEN ASHE, Minneapolis exhib., is— •'■sil
ED

KUYKENDALL

is in

town.

BOB
WORKMAN,
Minneapolis,
is here. M-C-M

branch

manager]

FRANK WETSMAN of the Wisper & Wetsr
circuit,
Detroit,
is a New
York
visitor.
DAN LEWIS, of Co-operative Theaters
Michigan, also is in town.
JOSEPH BERNHARD and HARRY GOLDB
are in Cleveland.
JOHN BALABAN, HARRY and ELMER BA
BAN and WALTER IMMERMAN, B & K g
fishing trip.
eral manager, are in Canada for a two-v.
the

CHARLES EINFELD and MRS. EINFELD
Coast
last night by plane.

left

LEE BLUMBERG, of Warners' ad. and publi
staff, left yesterday for Jacksonville.
HAYDEN HICKOK, m.p. editor of the Syrai
Herald-Journal,
is in New
York for the wi
TOM PETTY returns to the Coast late
week.
PHIL CHAKERES, of the Chakeres circui
Cincinnati, and MRS. CHAKERES, have retu
from a lengthy stay in Florida.
ARTHUR
FREED
has arrived from the G
JULIUS LAMM,
manager of Warners' Upt
Theater.
Cleveland,
his wife and daughter,
"ZENNIE" GREENSTON, Vitagraph booker, li
that city June 4 for a trip to California

!

PAUL
HERNREID
has left for the Coast
auto.
LEWIS ALLEN left for Hollywood over
week-end.
FRANK S. NUGENT, former Times critic
is now a writer for 20th-Fox, arrives here
week
from Hollywood
for a vacation.
EDDIE CANTOR goes to the Coast the la
part of next month.
WILLIAM
CUTHRIE,
head of Warners'
Ic
tion department, is in Washington to co
with Army officials on a forthcoming Wa
production.

NICHOLAS M.SCHENCS
"It has
valuable

proved

nI

in the p
says
— i

and I am sure I
use it often during

1941

coming year."
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T'S LIGHTNING AND THUNDER!
IT'S LUPINO AND GARFIELD!
IrOPPING SEA WOLF HEIGHTS
IN OUT OF THE FOG!!
\ TRULY GREAT THRILL COMING
.:•: i
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Pushing Production
Of Films for Army

Coast Studios Send
12 Into Production

West

West

Coast
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Hollywood — Six additional U. S.
Army Signal Corps training films
have gone into production by as
many producers, on a non-profit basis, it is announced by Darryl F.
Zanuck, chairman of the Academy
Research Council These are in addition to four subjects being completed by Paramount, Republic, MG-M and 20th Century-Fox. Eight
more films are in preparation and
will be produced as facilities are
made available.
Six new subjects comprise "Conduct of Physical Training," in work
at the Hal Roach plant with Maj.
J. W. Harmony, physical education
instructor at West Point, as technical adviser. Shooting starts June
2.
Within the next few days. Universal will start on "Anti-aircraft
Search Light Battery" and Warners
is already working on "37 mm. Antiaircraft Gun Battery." Terry Morse
is directing with Maj. A. M. Wilson
of the Coast Artillery Corps as technical adviser.
Work also has been started at
RKO on "Light Machine Gun Platoon, Cavalry
Troop"
with Lt.
Col. Alton
W. Rifle
Howard
as technical
adviser while "Anti-aircraft Machine
Gun Battery" has been assigned to
Sol Lesser. "Engineer Corps Equipment" will be made at the Samuel
Goldwyn studio with Lieut. John R.
Jannarone as technical adviser.

Frank Hunt Honored
With Cleveland Dinner
Cleveland — Boys of the local 20th
Century-Fox exchange honored
Frank Hunt with a testimonial dinner at the Variety Club last night
to celebrate his 20 years of service
as head booker for the 20th-Fox exchange in Cleveland. He was presented with a radio.
Chaplin Shorts with "Pepe"
"Charlie Chaplin on Parade," cavalcade of three Chaplin shorts. "In
the Bank," "His Night Out" and
"Shanghaied," is now on the proWorld. gram with "Pepe le Moko" at the

▼
•

•

•

WITH

all due

▼

respect

T

to Gabriel

Pascal

anent

his

roundly demonstrated skill in producing and directing "Major Barbara"
the picture's success hereabouts is not entirely of his making
and when we state this
it will be no news to Mister Pascal
because he is a showman

and hence appreciates the mechanics

of

showmanship
Now "Major Barbara" is speeding along merrily at
the Astor Theater
"transporting" capacity audiences over an entertainment route for 115 minutes
The material which has gone into
the picture bears the trade mark of one George Bernard Shaw
who
has recently shown considerable aptitude and enthusiasm for the film
biz
albeit for many
years
he did turn up his ruddy
proboscis
at the celluloid kingdom
opus
is quite akin

Mister Pascal's function in fashioning the
to that of a genius
automobile
manufacturer

He made the vehicle
The other principal in the picture's industrial life is the UA
promotional
department
The members
of
the latter have sold it, and well, to the public
providing a smooth
road on which the production can run

▼

T

T

• • • THE campaign on "Major Barbara"
doesn't take a
seat back of any '41 film
Up to this writing it has grabbed
in excess of 68,000 lines of publicity
in New York sheets
an admittedly husky percentage of which has accrued from the
critics who are uncommonly hopped-up o'er the footage
For
example Bosley (New York Times) Crowther and Howard (Herald Tribune) Barnes have reviewed it twice
and conservative John Anderson, dramatic critic of the Journal American
shattered a precedent by devoting his entire colyum last night to
the film
It would be silly to jump to the conclusion that the
68,000-plus lines hatched in the main from critical pennings
Most of them came about via damned good publicity strategy and
effort
• •
Award

T

T

•
ON Thursday of this week
Luncheon in the Hotel Capitol

be master of ceremonies

T
is the Youthbuilders Forum
Hon. Byrnes Macdonald will

and addresses will be delivered by Hon.

Newbold Morris and Raymond Massey
"Youth's Part in Democracy"
will be discussed by Forum members
including John Jakobson. 10.
P. S. 41; Doris Schmerling, 11. Junior High 96; Robert Lewensohn, 12,
Junior High 164; Walter Wallace, 13, High School of Music and Art;
Marilyn
Dickman,
14, Hunter
High,
and
Martha
Murrell,
14, Junior
High 3
The Motion Picture Award will be made by Edith Wolfe, 11,
of P. S. 158
the Radio
Program
Award
by Louis Cioffi, 15, of
Stuyvesant High
and the Newspaper Award by Stanley Bartels, 14,
of Junior High 43
Presentations and Massey's talk will be broadcast over WEAF and the NBC Red Network

T
T
T
• SOMETHING resembling a small pic industry convention could easily have been called in the Hotel Astor's Hunting
Room yes'day noon
At various tables were Barney Balaban,
Max Cohen, Rutgers Neilson, Chester B. Bahn, Victor Talley,
Charles L. O'Reilly
Adolph Zukor, Tom Petty, H. M. Richey,
John W. Hicks, Jr., Jack Level, Austin Keough
and flocks of
others. . . • During the showing of M-G-M's "The People vs.
Dr. Kildare" at local Loew's Criterion
a swell tie-up was arranged by Phil Laufer, publicity director for the house
with
C. D. Batchelor, editorial cartoonist of the Daily News
and
Pulitzer Prize Winner in 1936
Some 25 of Batchelor's "Inviting the Undertaker" original drawings were exhibited in the
loungeterest
o' the theater
and created a whale of a lotta in•

James
Stewart
Leon Schlesinger
Virginia
Sale
Johnny Arthur
E. B. Derr
H. Lee
Hugunin

Coa-t

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIl

Hollywood — Twelve pictures £
into
production this week. Tl,
check-up:

•

At Columbia: Ten shooting, i
eluding "Girls From Paif
drama, with Jinx Falkenberg, . jt.
Davis, Joan Woodbury, Carmen M'
rales, Lloyd Bridges. Producer, Wa
lace MacDonald; Director, Charlc
Barton; "Ladies In Retirement
drama, filmization of Gilbert Mill;
stage production which Lester C< \
wan is producing in association wit
Miller. Cast including Ida Lupin4
Louis Hayward, Edith Barrett, El=
Lanchester, Evelyn Keyes, Isobi
Elsom. Director, Charles Vido:
"Mystery Ship," mystery dram:
with Paul Kelly, Lola Lane, Lari
Parks, Roger Imhof, Trevor Ba~
dette and Dick Curtis; "You'll Nevt
Get Rich," musical, starring Frt
Astaire and Rita Hayworth. Sidne
Lanfield directing, producer, Sai
Bischoff.
At Paramount: Seven shooting, includh
"Bahama Passage" (new title for "Dili
Cay") drama to be filmed in Technicolo
Starring Madeleine Carroll with Stirlii
Hayden. Producer and director, Edward 1
Griffith. Original by Xelson Hayes, wil
screenplay by Virginia Van Upp ; Han
Sherman's
"Hopalong
Cassidy,"
."She'
of
Buffalo next
Butte,"
with Bill
Boyd, Russt
Hayden
and Andy Clyde. Director, Howai
Bretherton.
At RKO-Radio: Six shooting, includh
Sam
Goldwyn's
"The
Little Foxes."
At
M-G-M : Five
shooting,
includir
"Ringside Maisie," comedy,
with Ann Sotl; ern. George
Murphy
and
Robert
Sterlini
Director, Edwin
L. Marin.
At 20th Century-Fox : Six shooting.
At Republic : Two
shooting.
At Universal: Six shooting, including "A
most An Angel" (tentative title), romai
tic comedy, with Deanna Durbin, Charlt
Laughton and Robert Cummings. Directo
Henry Koster. Producer, Joe Pasternak
"San Antonio Rose," romantic comedy wi^
music, with Robert Paige, Jane Frazee an

the Merry producer.
Macs. Director,
Charles Lamon' 1
Associate
Ken Goldsmith.
At Warners: Four shooting, includm i
"The Smiling Ghost," mystery corned;
with Wayne Morris, Brenda Marshall, Alex
Smith, Alan Hale, David Bruce, Lee Pa
rick, Helen Westley and Jerome Cowai^i:
Associate Producer, Edmund Grainger. !)■
rector.Constance
Lew Seiler;
"King
Rubber,"
with
Bennett.
Jeffrey
Lynn, dram
Mon
Maris. Regis Toomey. Hobart Bosworth an
Donald MacBride. Associate producer, Be
Stoloff.
Director, Ray Enright.
At
Monogram:
Two
shooting,
includin
A. W. Hackel's
"Murder
by Appointment
mystery
drama, with Wallace
Ford, Maria '
Marsh. Sara Padden, George Guhl and Gavil
Gordon.
Phil Rosen directing.
At PRC:
Two
shooting.
Edward Small: Still shooting "Internr
tional Lady" and Alexander Korda, "Ilhi

3rd Week for " Pepe le Moo"

Boston — "Pepe le Moko" remain:
at Civic Repertory for third week
sions."

TO THE COLORS:
Cincinnati — Charley Schroeder
Warners ad dept., leaves June 4 fo?
Army service.

^esday. May 20, 1941

,v :< Reviews or the new fums iv #
"Pirates On

"Sunny"

"The Big Boss"

Neagle, Ray Bolger, John Carroll,
[h Anna Edward
Everett Horton
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
98 Mins.
0 Radio-Wilcox

with Otto Kruger, Gloria Dickson, John Litel
Columbia
70 Mins.

SUNNY" A WILCOX-NEAGLE COMBO
SH PRODUCTION, COLORFUL
HT^. LAVI
DO
WELL
BY
KERN
MUSICAL
_.R
DANCING
PLEASES.

Designed as a program offering, this
picture fills the bill nicely, in fact it probably is more entertaining than a good many

in "Sunny."
There's a lot of production
vish spectacles — huge sets — a large cast
d plenty of music will keep your audience

WELL-PACED MELLER
PROGRAM OFFERING.

IS FIRST-RATE

of its alleged "big brothers." Story concerns two brothers, one who travels the

straight road, etc., old, but always interesting if well-handled as it is in this
case. Picture has a good deal of suspense,
.-asantly occupied for the film's 98 minutes a nice pace and a competent cast, although
-ming time.
Producer-Director
Herbert
ileox's
particular
artistry
in handling none of the names offered have much marquee power.
jsical extravaganzas is well demonstrated, j
Otto Kruger, Gloria Dickson and John
■itere's a flow to his films — an effortless
Litel have the principal roles, all three of
mething — which
fits the musical "spec- them turning in competent performances.
pies" neatly into the book plot.
Anna
;agle is lovely, a clever mime, and dances ■ A good supporting cast is helpful. Brisk
direction of the picture is credited to Charles
<j sings rather better than you'd expect Barton and the original screenplay, a very
such a capable dramatic actress.
workmanlike job, was written by Howard
Sig Herzig's screenplay from the original J. Green.
oduction
by Otto
Harbach
and
Oscar
ammerstein II is good.
Musical Director [ Kruger and Litel are orphaned as kids
when their father, a small town sheriff, is
ithony Collins has done well by commurdered by a member of a lynch mob as
serofJerome
Kern's twenties,
melodies. have
The old
ts
the roaring
losttunes,
none jhe tries to protect his prisoner. Their
their
charm
for
1941
audiences, paths separate, and it is not until Litel becomes governor of the state that he discovunny's" sets, designed by art director L. I
ers his political backer, a notorious machine
Williams, are unusually good. Huge, and
politician,
and later proven to be an escaped
t still within the bounds of reality, they
convict, is his brother. Picture winds up on
;jld be a credit to any production.
Almost a trade mark in Wilcox produc- a highly dramatic note.
CAST: Otto Kruger, Gloria Dickson, John
m, the gowns and costumes, excellently
nceived by Ed Stevenson, add much to the Litel, Don Beddoe, Robert Fiske, George
nished product.
Lessey, Joe Conti.
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace MacDonald;
Miss Neagle's
supporting
cast, headed
John Carroll, who gives out with a lit- Director, Charles Barton; Original Screenplay, Howard J. Green; Cameraman, Benp of that much ballyhooed voice — and it's
•t unpleasant — is colorful, dotted with
jamin Kline; Editor, Viola Lawrence.
ch names as Ray Bolger, Edward Everett
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Drton, Frieda Inescort, Helen Westley, Good.
;nny Rubin and Martha Tilton.
Bolger,
the way, has more to do in this than in
y of his previous pictures.
He should
j in many fans from his appearance here.
ne Hartmans (Grace and Paul) are clever
d funny.
"A Woman's Face," new Joan
In a mad crowd of merry-makers at the
right of New Orleans Mardi-Gras, Anna Crawford starring; film, opened to
eagle and John Carroll are thrown to- the best week-end business the Capitol Theater, N. Y., has had since
•rher. They are surrounded by merryakers, and although they are total strang- the "Boom Town" premiere there
s are forced to embrace and kiss. He almost a year ago, Metro reported

Crawford Pix Best Since
"Boom Town" at Capitol

scovers she is "Sunny" Sullivan, star of
small circus playing at a local night club.
' - ey meet again and fall in love, and alough they are from opposite ends of the
arid; he a southern aristocrat, and she, a
I reus performer, they decide to marry. The
mage is smashed, practically at the altar,

yesterday. "A Woman's Face" played to 221 per cent of normal business, considerably topping "Ziegfeld
Girl," previous attraction. The
Crawford picture is playing to building business, with percentages of
normal leaping daily.

lien her circus friends invade Carroll's
mily mansion and turn the ceremony into
three-ring circus. However, "faint heart
ever won fair lady," and Carroll, in a
izzling wind-up, utilizing a Mississippi
ver steamboat, dancing, singing Negroes,
instrel men, and a lot of hoke comedy,
;ts back his girl.

"She Knew All The

Burkhart's Daughter Dead
Cincinnati — Peggy Burkhart, 16year-old daughter of Ed Burkhart,
20th-Fox sales rep., died following
a prolonged illness from a streptococci infection.

"Sunny"
please them
patrons
any age.
fie
music will
will cause
to of
whistle
and
Herzig;
From musical
comedy
"Sunny" II;
by
Harbach
and Oscar
Hammerstein
jm many new patrons into your theater. Otto
J[ CAST: Anna Neagle, Ray Bolger, John with Music by Jerome Kern; Musical Diarroll, Edward Everett Horton, Grace Hartrector, Anthony Collins; Cameraman, Rusan, Paul Hartman, Frieda Inescort, Helen
sell Metty, ASC; Art Director, L. P. Williams; Editor, Elmo Williams; Dances created
estley.
Benny
Rubin,
Muggins
Davies,
Richard Lane, Martha Tilton.
by Leon Leonidoff; Assisted by Ada BroadCREDITS: Producer, Herbert Wilcox; bent.
DIRECTION,
Adept.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
ssociate Producer, Merrill G. White; Di:ctor,
Herbert
Wilcox;
Screenplay,
Sig Very Good.

with

with William Boyd
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount-Sherman
69

Horseback"

Mins.

35TH "HOPALONG" UPHOLDS SHERMAN TRADITION: FAST-ACTION WESTERN OKAY BILL TOPPER; ELEANOR
STEWART PLEASES.
The 35th Harry Sherman "Hopalong
Cassidy" production, "Pirates on Horseback," is another of the long list of Sherman successes which have earned him the
title of "Dean of Western"
producers.
The regular cast of performers, William
Boyd, Russell Hayden and Andy Clyde, is
augmented by a supporting cast of excellent players. Eleanor Stewart, a newcomer
playing the feminine lead, shows great
promise. She is very photogenic, as well as
demonstrating the proper amount of thespic
ability, she has an easy manner before the
camera which should make her much in demand. The screenplay by J. Benton Cheney
and Ethel La Blanche is a creditable piece
of work. Director Leslie Selander has
again proven his ability to inject that sincere
touch into his performers emoting. An
important item in this film is the excellent
music and the way it has been inserted in
the sound track, no credit is given for the
music, but it is one of the main reasons for
the film's success. Congratulations to the
unknown craftsman.
Andy Clyde, old timer of "Hopalong Cassidy's," Bill Boyd famous trio, learns a cousin
of his, the possessor of a secret gold mine,
has been murdered. Believing he is the
only living relative, he induces his friends,
Boyd and Russell Hayden, to go with him
to claim the estate and help him search for
it. Upon arrival, they discover another
relative, a niece of the deceased, Eleanor
Stewart, has also come to claim her share.
They decide to work together to find the
mine. A clue to the locale of the mine is
discovered by Boyd, but the villain in the
piece, Morris Ankrum, discovers the clue
and the dirty work starts. The almost fatal
blow
to Boyd's
case comes
when
convinces
Miss Stewart
the trio
are Ankrum
bandits
and she orders them off the property. However, Boyd and his pals discover the mine.
The villain uncovers himself, and in a ripsnorting, battling wind-up the forces of
evil are downed, and love and justice prevail,
all in good old-fashioned rough and tumble western fashion. "Pirates on Horseback"
is good enough for any house or audience.
CAST: William Boyd, Russell Hayden,

Joan Bennett,
Franchot Tone,
John Hubbard, Eve Arden
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Columbia
85 Mins.
RICHARD WALLACE SCORES WITH
BENNETT-TONE FARCE; SOLID TOPPER
FOR ANY BILL.
Director Richard Wallace has an excellent
farce-comedy here with twists that place

Answers"

it well above the run of the mill "good pictures." Produced for Columbia by Charles
R. Rogers, with the screenplay by Harry
Segall, Kenneth Earl and Curtis Kenyon,
based on a Cosmopolitan Magazine story
by Jane please
Allen, "She
Knew who
All The
should
audiences
likeAnswers"
realism
of plot and characters along with their
comedy. There is no tremendous acting
done, but performances by Joan Bennett,
Franchot Tone, and John Hubbard are well
given. While the production in general is
almost without fault, laurels for the pleasing
results should go to the scripters, and Director Wallace who permitted no lag in the
action or swift dialogue. Ingenuity is demonstrated in clever touches in scenes that
might have been quite ordinary. Eve Arden
and William Tracy are excellent in supporting roles.
Randy Bradford, (John Hubbard), a 1940
model playboy is stopped in the midst of
his elopement with a Broadway chorine, by
his guardian Mark Willows, (Franchot
Tone), and informed that in accordance with
the terms of his late father's will, he will
be disinherited if he marries anyone not acceptable to Willows. Informed of the decision, his bride-to-be Gloria Winters, (Joan
Bennett) calls off the wedding for the moment and wangles her way into the services
of Willows as a switchboard operator. Her
plan is to get a letter of recommendation
from the boss at the conclusion of her
temporary employment and use it as a legal
endorsement of her character. Unfortunately
she falls in love with Willows and is about
to tell him of her trick when she is exposed by a fellow employee. Willows, instead of throwing them both out, gives
his blessing, and to show no hard feelings,
promises to give the bride away at the ceremony. It looks as though the wrong guy
is going to get the girl — but some very
adroit manipulating on the part of the
playwrights,
in which
"consciences"
are
used
to untangle
the mess,
saves the day
for the true lovers. Noticeable in the production are the unusually fine sets by Art
Director Lionel Banks. This is a good solid

Andy Clyde, Eleanor Stewart, Morris Ankrum, William Haade, Dennis Moore, Henry
Hall, Britt Wood.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Associate Producer, Jos. W. Engel; Director,

topper for any bill.
CAST: Joan Bennett, Franchot Tone,
John Hubbard, Eve Arden, William Tracy,
Pierre Watkin, Almira Sessions, Thurston
Hall, Grady Sutton.
Lesley Selander; Cameraman, Russell HarCREDITS: Producer, Charles R. Rogers;
lan, ASC; Art Director, Lewis J. Rachmil;
Director, Richard Wallace; Based Upon the
Based on characters created by Clarence E.
Mulford; Screenplay, J. Benton Cheney and Cosmopolitan Magazine Story by Jane Allen; Screenplay, Harry Segall, Kenneth Earl,
Ethel La Blanche; Supervising Editor, Sher- Curtis Kenyon; Cameraman, Henry Freulich,
man A. Rose; Editor, Fred Peitshans, Jr.
ASC; Editor, Gene Havlick; Art Director,
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Lionel Banks; Musical Director, M. W.
Good.

Gillmore Again Heads AAAA

Stoloff.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Frank Gillmore was re-elected
president of the AAAA at a week-end Edwin L. Berth Dead
meeting. Gillmore proffered his
Kiel, Wis.— Edwin L. Berth, 51,
resignation, but it was turned down
operator of the Pastime theater
by the union's international board. here for many years, is dead.
Other officers were also re-elected.

13%&:
Product Shortage
Seen in Minnesota
(Continued from Page 1)

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

ger said, where the law has been
skirted legally. One exhibitor whom
THE FILM DAILY,
he knows wanted to buy one picture
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
from an independent company. In
order to get this picture, the exhibiHere is my entry and $10.00 for the 1941 Golf Tournament.
(Entry fee
tor signed a contract for the entire
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)
season's product and then cancelled
all but the one he wanted. Such
action was legal because the law
Name
reads that the distributor must
grant at least 20 per cent cancelAddress
lation. Berger said he believed similar cases have been effected by
other exhibitors.
LAST THREE SCORES
CLUB
HANDICAP
□
Distributors are serious about
moving their exchanges from Min□
"□'□
CLUB:
neapolis to Hudson, Wis., about 30
miles away, Berger contended. It
is believed that by maintaining their
base of operations outside the state, Biggest Show of All
Tri-States Holds Two-Day
the anti-blocks-of-five law will not
"War Council" on Decree
affect them. He said that sites are Is Just a Week Away
being considered by several of the
(Continued from Page 1)
Des Moines, la. — More than 100
companies
in Hudson.
dition for play, and attended to the
managers and executives of the Triculling of the army of hawk-eyed States Theater Corp. of Des Moines
Warner Bros. Sales Staff
caddies who will have their sights gathered in Des Moines yesterday
taxed following the flight for a two-day meeting to discuss
May Be Increased by 30% unusually
of golf balls during the battle.
theater policies, particularly the
(Continued from Page 1)
Also occupying the committee's New York consent decree.
attention were such items as asA. H. Blank, president, and G.
office is to be taken over by the
signment of lockers, transportation Ralph Branton, general manager,
expanded
Grad Sears'
department,
while the entire
sixth floor
will be of prizes (of which there will be of Tri-States have called the meeta tremendous galaxy this year), aring a "council of war."
occupied by the advertising-publicranging for luncheon and the night
A highlight of the two-day meetity-exploitation department, headed banquet cuisine, plus establishing
ing was a banquet last night at
in the East by Mort Blumenstock.
oases to provide the golfing and which awards were made to the
tennis battalions with cool, refresh- winning managers in a recent drive
B & K Operating Two
ing beer.
sponsored
by Tri-States.
Course and clubhouse will be unTele Transmitter Units
precedentedly dolled-up for the Small Loew Stockholder
tourney. Event will have many feature sidelights this year, but the Seeks to Examine Books
Chicago
B & K ''lasauthority
been granted special— temporary
by price will be just the same ole,
FCC to operate two transmitter amazingly low ten bucks. As it
Edward P. Wagner, owner of 50
units from the State Lake building looks now, at least 200 will take
shares of Loew's common stock,
studio for a period from yesterday advantage of the colossal bargain. filed
application yesterday in the
to June 17. Lieut. Will Eddy, in Golfers and racqueteers are urged New York Supreme Court for an
charge of the television department, to send their entries and checks
order to direct Loew's to make availsays this authority is for the exable its books and records for an
perimental sets.
inspection.
The petition charges
The mobile truck transmitter of Mrs. Charles Holden
Loew's
with
having spent company
the B & K station is in operation
money in settling out of court a
daily.
large number of stockholders' actions
Work is being rushed to finish the Heads Chicago's BFC
against its officers and diChicago — Mrs. Charles Holden brought rectors.
tower atop of the State Lake buildThe plaintiff complains that
ing and complete the installation of was elected president of the Better the company turned him down on a
Films Council of Chicago, succeed- request to examine its books.
the studio equipment.
ing Mrs. Richard McClure, who was
The television setup at the Chicago theater is still tied up by the elected honorary president, after 10 "Wings for Defense" Opens
jurisdictional dispute, between the years' service.
"Wings For Defense," a nine
electricans and stagehands.
minute short filmed in the Allison
Airplane
plant in Indianapolis, starts
Seven More "Fantasia" Dates
Seven additional roadshow en- a run today in the Rockefeller Center Newsreel Theater and then will
gagementsyesterday
for "Fantasia"
were They
announced
by RKO.
be shown in defense plant cities in
are in the Colonial Theater, Dayton; the New York and New Jersey district. Reel was produced by Sound
Orpheum, Terra Haute; Regent,
Rochester; Aldine, Wilmington; Em- Masters, Inc. Joe Shea is booking
pire, Portland, Me.; Playhouse, Win- and exploiting the short in this area.
Cleveland — Leonard Mishkind, Republic booker and Cecile Schneider Bedford.nipeg, and the New Bedford, New
of this city were married and are
Para.-Sparks Just Talking
While there have been informal
taking an Eastern honeymoon trip.
Union Pact Row Ended
discussions between Paramount and
Elizabethton, Tenn.— Robert WilDubuque, la. — Settlement of an E. J. Sparks relative to a deal for
liams Neal, manager of the local eight-months operators contract con- the former's acquisition of the latBonnie Kate Theater, was married
troversy with the Capitol theater ter's holdings in Florida, nothing
to Elizabeth Adalene Scutt, employe was reported by the IATSE local concrete has developed, it was
here.
learned yesterday.
of the State Theater at Kingsport.

WEDDING

BELLS
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Hays Will Address
MPTOA Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

J. Noble Braden, executive secretary
of the American Arbitration Association; Austin Keough, vice-president and general counsel of Paramount; Walter Wanger, Frank FreeEdwardofArnold
and Na*3---^
Golden,man,head
the motion
pi( t»:
division of the Department of Commerce.
Kuykendall said yesterday that
railroads were offering round trip
rates for
approximately
one and one- !
third
of the
one-way fares.

Hint of Settlement
Talk in Shapiro Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

the eight major companies and Warner circuit for the purpose of discussing a possible settlement. Trial
was deferred until tomorrow, but
may again be set back.
Major companies were prepared
to defend the charges of having shut
off film service
whenin the
Shapiros'
Admiral
Theater
Philadelphia
cut its admission scale from 25 to
15 cents, allegedly to offset circuit
competition. W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M
general sales manager; Nicholas M.
Schenck, president, and Tom Connors, Eastern sales chief, were prepared to go on the stand yesterday
as the leadoff witnesses for the defense.
The Shapiros asked for $225,000
triple damages.

Re-Arraign Davis, Kaufman
In Wm. Fox Case Aftermath

f
Philadelphia — J. Warren Davis,
retired Judge of the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, and Morgan S.
Kaufman, attorney and former federal referee in bankruptcy, went on
trial in the U. S. District Court yesterday on criminal charges. They
were re-arraigned and pleaded not
guilty once more after two defense
attempts to have the case thrown
out of court failed.
Davis, 74, is accused of accepting
"sums" of money from William Fox
and Kaufman in return for "action
favorable" to the movie producer,
who was involved in bankruptcy proceedings before the Circuit Court.
Day was spent in the selection of
jurors, who were questioned by attorneys for both sides, a procedure
unusual in federal courts.

STO
Coral Gables, Fla. — Leroy J.
Boone and his wife are announcing
the birth of a daughter. Patricia
Ann, at University Hospital.
Boone
ater. is manager of the Gables The-

uesday, May 20, 1941

'B Tilts Ad Budgets
!0-35% Under Decree
(Continued from Page 11

ffort."
But beyond
saying- that
he plans were well in hand, he delined to tip his hand on this angle.
Einfeld expressed the opinion that
eneral release dates will be re*d by territorial release dates.
™ _.e will continue to be a national
ivertising - publicity - exploitation
a: : larrage for individual pictures, but
„ , o-ordinated with this will be the
ectional or territorial campaigns.
With the possibility that many
eatures will be sold singly, Einfeld
aid that the way was open to corect or perfect campaigns as never
oefore. As an illustration, Einfeld
said that a given picture could be
riven its first territorial release in,
t-Jjay Dallas, and the results of the
ampaign in all phases subjected to
•areful analysis.
Flexibility Extends to Budgets
If effective, the campaign
could
»e adopted
for other spots.
If
iefective in any respect, it could be
evamped
before
employed
else.vhere. The flexibility, Einfeld added,
»vould extend to budgets, thus permitting the company
to determine
l.vhether it had over-spent or underspent.
Einfeld commented that the consent decree selling problem was revealing, as perhaps never before,
the importance of industry research.
He indicated that, in casting about
for answers to attendance and audience complexion questions, too many
blank walls were being encountered
— vital information simply did not
'exist.

Coast Expects Pix Companies
Will Increase Radio Budgets
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Increased radio advertising budgets by motion picture producers here are indicated for the
Summer and Fall seasons as a result of the New York consent decree signed earlier in the year which
spelled the end of block-booking and
opened the film industry to an increasingly competitive situation.
It is expected that Warners, set
to increase its present ad budget
of about $4,000, by as much as
30 per cent, will continue to up its
use of spot advertising along with
promotional tie-ins through exhibitors in a nation-wide campaign.
Metro, always radio-minded, has
also announced enlarged advertising
schedules and has on file with the
FCC an application for an FM transmitter. M-G-M owns and operates
WHN in New York City and for
a number of years supplied the talent and produced the "Maxwell
House Time" program on NBC-Red.
Twentieth Century-Fox is continuing its purchase of spot time
schedules in addition to its tie-in
with the "Kate Smith Hour" on
CBS. The latter company has been
a large purchaser of network time

What's a Girl to Do?
Boston — It's nix on Sally Rand in
Boston. The girl who rode to fame
on a fan cannot even appear in
street clothes in a Boston night spot
if she talks with the customers.
Mrs. Martha Driscoll, head of the
Boston licensing board, issued the
most drastic order ever applied to a
performer in the Hub in recent
years. It all came about because
Sally, in defiance of suggestion made
by board, did a strip tease, fan dance.

Kalmus Sees New
Technicolor High
(Continued from Page 11

amendment to the by-laws which
relieves officers of the company
from financial liability in event of
litigation or claims. Annual meeting was held at the company's offices, 15 Broad St.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Eversley Childs, L. G. Clark and J. L.
Anderson were directors re-elected.
Meeting was conducted by George
Lewis, vice-president and general
counsel. Lewis read a statement
from Kalmus which regretted his
absence from the meeting, but opti(Continued from Page 1)
mistically outlined the company's
day. Asking for reasonable clear- prospects for
this year. Kalmus
ance, the complainants charged that stated that the company turned out
RKO, Warner Bros, and Paramount about 47,000,000 feet of film during
had refused to sell them pictures un- first six months of operation for the
til after product had cleared the current fiscal year, and every indiStrand, Marcel, Senator and Valmar
cation pointed to this volume conin Vallejo. M-G-M, 20th Centurytinuing, to give the company a new
Fox and the Majestic Theater were high yearly record for footage.
named
as interested parties.
Kalmus expressed the opinion that
It was said that 20th-Fox and
profits would inM-G-M were dodging the fight due the company's
crease commensurately.
to their policies of making no deals
Some
557,378
shares
of the outuntil the house opened.
standing
892,039
shares
represented at the meeting were
by proxy

First Arbitration
Demand in Frisco

Gilman, Minneapolis Exhib.,
Loses Arbitration Demand

or in person. The amendment was
passed by a vote of 552,904 shares
to
4,474 shares opposing it.
Minneapolis — Arbitration case of
The management was criticized
David Gilman, operator of the Gayety Theater here, involving some run by two stockholders, one of whom
was dismissed by Arbitrator Philip expressed the opinion that the comMackey who found that Paramount
pany should increase its prices inhad offered the complainant a run.
stead of reducing them at the present
time in order to capitalize on a
Arbitrator contended that Parasituation
where all other businesses
mount, against which the case was
filed, had not refused to sell Gilman are advancing. A second stockholder
in violation of Section VI of the expressed the opinion that Techniconsent decree.
color has not been sold to the public sufficiently to make audiences
Cameron Named Arbitrator
prefer pictures in color.
In Mission Playhouse Case
A directors' meeting has been
scheduled for June 10 in New York
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
which
will be attended by Kalmus.
Hollywood — Herbert Cameron, atOfficers will be re-elected at the
torney for the State Railroad Com- meeting.
mission, has been appointed arbitrator in the action of the Mission
Playhouse of San Gabriel against a WB Unit Off for Ft. Knox
group of major film companies.
United West Coast Theaters, Alham- To Make Preparedness Pix
bra Amusement Co. and Edward The- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ater Circuit are intervenors.
Hollywood — Warners' cast and
O. W. Lewis, owner, charges that
company of "The Tanks Are Comhis theater is not getting- first-run
ing," headed by Breezy Eason, left
pictures soon enough after they have yesterday for Fort Knox, Ky., where
been shown in first-run houses.
the two-reel Technicolor preparedness short will be filmed. Crew exfor horse race descriptions in the
pects to be on location for three
Owen Crump wrote narraRKO Radio is currently spending weeks.
past.
tion and script of the short, which
$25,000 yearly in international short- deals with development of the U. S.
wave broadcasts twice weekly to Tank Corps, whose base is Fort
reach the South American market Knox.
and is expected to conduct occasional campaigns for individual pic- Clifford Braun Rites Held
tures nationally , or through exhibiOttumwa, la. — Funeral services
tor co-operation.
were held yesterday at Mankato,
Although Paramount has issued Minn., for Clifford Braun, president
no definite statements concerning of Ottumwa Theaters, Inc., affilits forthcoming advertising expeniated with Tri-States, who died at
diture, it is not likely that this Rochester, Minn., last Friday night.
company, which has long been in He had been in poor health, but
the radio picture, will allow any of had been seriously ill only since
March. He is survived by his
the other producers to "jump the widow.

gun."
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—HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK

WARNERS
will film an original story
idea titled "Battle of The Atlantic,"
dealing with espionage in the convoy system. Tentative casting has set Dennis
Morgan and Priscilla Lane in the starring
roles, with Ray Enright directing. Charles
screenplay.has been assigned to write the
Grayson

•

•

ANNA
LEE, British stage and screen
star, has been cast in the important
role of Bronwen in Darryl F. Zanuck's production of "How Green Was My Valley."

•

•

DOY DEL RUTH has returned to M-G-M
' * after several days' absence due to the
flu, and will immediately resume preparations to direct "The Chocolate Soldier."
He expects to have the cameras turning
on June 1.

•

•

^^UR Passing
Jack Irving
Benny, CumBing
^"■'Crosby,
HuntShow:
Stromberg,
mings, J. I. Schnitzer, Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Sam Marx, Al Kingston, Ralph Murphy,
Natalie Kalmus, Gail Patrick, Margaret
Ettinger, Chico Marx, M. J. Siegel, A. Edward Sutherland, Milt Howe and Gloria
Dickson watching the Hollywood and Seattle baseball clubs in action at Gilmore field.

•

•

PV I RECTOR Tim Whelan recently played
*-' host to 30 would-be film directors —
students of the advanced course of cinematography of the University of Southern
California, who saw a three-hour demonstration on how to make a movie on the
set of Edward Small's
Lady."
• "International
•
TWENTIETH-FOX

has assigned Sam Engel

' to write "Young America," a Jane Withers vehicle dealing with the 4-H Clubs of
the country; the film will go before the
cameras July 1.

•

•

/">OL. TIM McCOY, has been signed by
^"^ Producer Scott R. Dunlap to support
Buck Jones in Monogram's new series of
"Rou™h Riders" features to be made for
the 1941-42 program. McCoy will anoear
in all eight pix scheduled for the series.

•

•

"THE DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER,"
' halted last March bv an accident
which eliminated Thomas Mitchell from the
cast, is expected to resume about June 1
with Edward Arnold in the Mitchell role,
that of Daniel Webster.

•

•

JEAN
YARBROUGH
been assigned
by
**
Producer
LindsleyhasParsons
to direct
Monogram's "City Limits." special feature
on the comoany's 1941-42 orogram, which
is scheduled to enter production May 23.
Parsons and Yarbrough are conferring now
on cast possibilities.

•

•

"VOU
CANT ALWAYS TELL," a screen
' story by the late Harold MacGrath,
Svracuse. N. Y. novelist, has been taken
iff the shelf at 20th-Fox and Lester Ziffren
will write the scenario.

•

•

REPUBLIC'S "Navy Blue Eyes," has
' * retitled "Gobs in Blue."

been
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Some Canadian Exhibs. Partly Absorb 20% Ta*i
Dominion Thea. Operators
Found Scaling Down Prices
Before Adding New Impost Minn. Anti-Decree
— Canada's
per effect
cent
taxMontreal
on film theaters
went 20into
yesterday and was in some cases
partly absorbed by owners. Separate tickets were printed for the tax
but in most cases they did not represent a straight 20 per cent on the old
prices.
To reach a price which the managements thought would have the
least deterrent effect on patrons,
some prices were scaled down before
the 20 per cent was added. In some
cases the lowest admission charge
represented the full tax or more and
the higher prices bore less than 20
per cent.
As a result of managers expressing their individual ideas of what the
new prices should be, there is wide
variation. Morning, afternoon and
evening prices in the first-run theaters are as follows: Loew's 35c, 47c,
67c; Palace and Capitol 30c, 45c, 62c;
Princess 30c, 40c, 53c; Snowdon,
afternoon and evening only, 30c, 40c,
47c.
Second-run theaters were mostly
25c, 30c and 40c.
These prices represented advances
ranging mostly from 5 to 7 cents
and in the case of the second-runs,
from 3 to 6 cents.
Audiences were slim yesterday but
managers were unable to decide
whether that could be attributed
wholly to the tax or to Summer
weather. Some thought the feature
pictures might not be sufficiently
alluring. Few complaints were heard
from patrons who appeared to understand the situation and to agree that
their amusement should be penalized
to help the war effort. Most managers agreed that it is too early to
gauge the effect.
Para. Society to Sing
The Choral Society of Paramount
Pictures will hold its first publicconcert tomorrow night at the Biltmore Hotel. Music of two young men
employed by the company will be
played by the composers and sung by
the choral group during the program.
George L. Baker Dead
Portland, Ore. — George L. Baker,
70, nationally known theater executive, formerly head of Baker
Stock Co., for many years, and for
some 16 years mayor of Portland,
died at his home at Seaside from an
attack of pneumonia.

Masculine Come-On
Stevens Point, Wis. — As a come-on
for men on Monday and Tuesday dish
nights for ladies, Fox's Lyric has announced a policy of 20 cent admissions for those nights for men only.
Regular adult admission is 30 cents
plus tax.

Toll is Light
Law is Major Enactment

Except for the Minnesota antidecree measure, the motion picture
industry has not been afferted vitally by legislation in the 27 states
whose solons have adjourned. Sixteen state legislatures are still in
session, but eight of them are slated
to adjourn by June 1. They are
those in Nebraska, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, California, Michigan,
Missouri and New Hampshire. Legislatures of five states did not convene.
In Missouri one bill which would
affect programs is still hanging fire.
That is the measure which would
limit programs to 150 minutes in
cities and counties of 100,000 popu-

Allied Board Meets
Mon. in Cleveland

lation or more. A similar bill is
(Continued from Page 1)
pending in Michigan whose legislature is scheduled to remain in ses- meets annually at this time us»q]l"f
sion after June 1.
in connection with the nationa( V
vention, but as the convention--;/!,
The
Michigan
anti-blocks-of-five
bill also remains a threat and a not be held this year until Septen
hearing on it may be held this week ber it was decided to hold a Sprin
or next. Illinois has a 10 per cent meeting anyway. Overcrowding c
admission
tax bill before the legis- Washington hotels was given as th
lature.
days.
reason for holding the meeting i
While most states had one or Cleveland, which will span tw
more bills introduced which would
1
affect the industry directly or inA general meeting of Ohio e>
directly, a majority of the adverse hibitors is expected to be held at tb
measures died before any action was same time. Sessions are schedule
taken. Total number of pix bills is for the Cleveland Hotel.
about 1,200, of which 259 alone were
docketed in California.

Shea's Lackawanna House "Sergeant York" Will Be
Adds Midweek Matinees
Roadshown in Four Spots
{Continued from Page 1)
Buffalo — Shea's Lackawanna Theater has introduced special midweek Nashville, according to present plans,
matinees on Wednesdays. Business with the picture opening in the
in the Buffalo suburb is booming Astor, New York, probably the next
because of near-capacity steel pronight.
Picture, now still in production on
duction at Bethlehem's plant. Picture houses there report box-office the Coast, following location shootgrosses well above those of other
ing, will be ready for its initial ennabes.
gagements in July. Actual dates,
however,
are still to be set.
Occasional p. a.'s of a clown on kid
If available, a print may be shown
programs at Saturday matinees are
at the national convention of the
being tried in all Shea nabes.
Veterans of Foreign Wars, to be
held in the Mastbaum Theater, PhilMinn. Legion of Decency
adelphia, starting June 15. The Milwaukee engagement mentioned earWould Give "Wings" O-O
lier would coincide with the AmeriMinneapolis — The Rev. R. G. Ban- there can
in Legion's
August.national convention
das, state head of the Catholic LeSergeant
York will attend the
gion of Decency, has requested a
V.F.W. convention, and also is set
private screening of "I Wanted
in the Arlington
cereWings," which opens here at the to participate
monies on Memorial
Day.
State Theater on Memorial Day.
Father Bandas acted, it was stated,
after receiving complaints that Survey on Unemployment
gowns worn by Veronica Lake in Will be Made by Equity
the picture expose more of her person than is proper for patrons of
Actors Equity will make a survey
high school age.
this year of unemployment conditions throughout the country in the
theatrical industry. Survey will start
Name Committee On Army June
1 and is scheduled to run for
And Navy Camp Talent
a year. Equity is also considering
an extension of the June 1 deadline
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY en Sunday shows, with the matter to
Hollywood — To co-ordinate action be discussed with the League of New
on requests for talent in Army and York Theaters.
Navy camps, the Motion Picture Production Defense Committee has ap- Goldwyn Signs Howard Hawks
pointed a committee consisting of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Edward Arnold, Kenneth Thomson,
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn has
Sheridan Gibney, Bert Allenberg, signed
Howard Hawks to direct his
Abe Lastvogel, Charles Feldman and second
production for release through
Frank Vincent.
RKO, "The Professor and the BurQueen," with Gary Cooper
Capra-Riskin Buy Another Story starred.lesque
Hawks reports for the asWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
signment on June 1 and production
Hollywood — Frank Capra and Rob- is set to start July 1.
ert Riskin have bought a second
story this month, "Tomorrow Never 365 Dates for WB "Baby"
Warners' "Million Dollar Baby"
Comes," a modern comedy by Hugh
Wedlock and Howard Snyder who will open in 365 simultaneous situawill write the scenario.
tions on Memorial
Day,

Urges Mexican Producers
Buy Argentine Theaters

Mexico City (By Air Mail)— Me>
ican producers would do well to ac
quire theaters in Argentina for th
showing of Mexican features, Felip
Mier, head of Felipe Mier y Cia an
Cinematografica Internacional, tol
The Film Daily on his return fror
a tour of countries south of Mexict
Mier got the impression that Mes
ican-made
pictures
are preferre
among all Spanish films by a mal
jority of audiences throughout Cer. i
tral and South America
and th a
West Indies.
He advocated a cor
certed effort to establish Mexica
product
in the Argentine,
wher
the native industry offers Mexica*
producers
strong competition,
anil
suggested
theater
aquisitions
t
secure regular outlets for what ii :
expected to be improved 1940 Mex
ican product.

Mexicans Want Lower
Argentine Film Duties
Mexico City (By Air Mail)Pressure on the Senate to negotiat
with Argentina for lower impor
tariffs on Mexican prints is bein;
brought by the Asociacion Mexican
de Productores y Distribuidores d
Peliculas. Association claims tha
Mexico has established a preferen
tial tariff on Argentine picture
while Mexican exporters are sti.j
paying the same high rates in Ai
sentina as other countries.

To Duell,
Publish
Lee's
Sloan
and Book
Pearce have ac
cepted for Christmas publication, "f
All Ye Green Things," an apprecia
tion of Henry D. Thoreau by Harr^
Lee of Warners' home office publicit;
department. Brooks Atkinson ha
done a foreword for the book.

Variety Club for Houston
Houston — Al Lever, Houston mar
ager for Interstate Theaters circui
is organizing a Houston branch o
Dallas' Variety Club.

Lansing, Mich. — The anti-five bill passed the Lower House late yesterday afternoon
D
D'll
r
x'
A
i
*•
1 1 C ll ■
AA nTl ™ 9
Dll
I OSS6SS
and now goes to the Senate where it will be sponsored today by Senator James Burns
Detroit.
As passed by the House, the bill had only one amendment permitting distributors to sell in smaller blocks with exhibitors allowed
JO per cent cancellation privilege. It was added to the bill before passage; otherwise the bill is the same as the original Minnesota bill. Proposed
^ Bnges intended to benefit exhibitors are likely to be worked out when the bill is before the Senate.

i
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30NSENT DECREE BENEFITS IN EVIDENCE

n i

dl

ichine Suit Defendants

Fife Particulars Motion

rs|a

earing Set for Next
, Monday in Federal
istrict Court in Buffalo
Buffalo — Contending that dismissal
the Schine anti-trust complaint
1 ainst the five major distributors
01 ■lich joined in the New York con> nt decree was in pursuance of the
' : reements made with the Governm;nt respecting the consent decree
-| d that as a result, the "Schine Deidants" now stand in an entirely
:i|!¥erent position with respect to the
4i on-def endant
than
(Continued distributors"
on Page 7)

lore Prizes Posted
or Greater Tourney
That five-man band, — known as
e Tournament Committee, which
11 supervise staging of the 29th
LM DAILY Golf Tourney
at Glen

A at Forthe story
of RKO's golf tournament
Westchester Country Club yes-

terday, see Page 7. Also turn to Along
the Rialto on Page 3 for tourney sidelights.

vaks on Tuesday,
■juunced yesterday

May
27, — anthe addition of

Hail iiBlooti and Sand'" as One of Greatest
Protluetions Ever to Come Out of Hollywood
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Darryl F. Zanuck's production of "Blood and Sand," directed by
Rouben Mamoulian and starring Tyrone Power and Linda Darnell, is one of the
greatest pictures to come out of Hollywood.
Brilliantly photographed in Technicolor and superbly directed, this remake
of the Valentino hit has everything it takes to fill a theater. Splendid performances byRita Hayworth, John Carradine, Nazimova, J. Carrol Naish and
others do justice to Jo Swerling's splendid screen play.
Tale of the rise of Spain's greatest matador, from a street urchin to the toast
of the nation, and the loyalty of his friends and his sweetheart, has lost none of its
beauty in modern setting. Drunk with the huzzahs of the crowd, Power, the
matador, follows in the footsteps of his predecessors and comes to an untimely
end.
It's a gripping, colorful story, well done, a real box office attraction from
Zanuck.
— WILK.

Ealing to Make 6-8
For U A for 3 Years

Mich. Anti-Duals
Bill Pigeon-holed!

Lansing, Mich. — The Snow bill deUA's British production deal with
signed to restrict film programs to
Ealing' Studios, Ltd., entailing Michael Balcon's advent as a producer 150 minutes and thus eliminate doufor UA, first reported in The Film
ble features in Michigan has been
Daily on May 8, runs for three returned to the House committee,
years and provides for six to eight and, unless there is considerable
features annually, three of which pressure exerted by church and club
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 7)

Shapiro Trial Set for
lajors Demand Particulars Monday; Talks Continue
'■ 1 Pickwick Trust Suit
Although settlement talks are

(Continued on Page 7)

10% Admission Tax Bill
In Michigan Held Dead

Enabling Theaters to Get
Product, Says Col. Cole,
Praising Arbitration Plan
Some benefits of the New York
consent decree already are in evidence, in the opinion of Col. H. A.
Cole, president of Allied. These
benefits, Cole said yesterday, include ability of some theaters to get
product where they were unable to
do so before and the efficiency of
the arbitration system which is offering an equitable method of settling disputes.
In addition, Cole predicted that
a higher (Continued
quality onofPageproduct
was
3)

SWG Raises War
Chest of $50,000
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
The Screen
Guild
voted a— minimum
war Writers'
chest of
$50,000
and committee
empoweredto stand
its writers'
bargaining
on its
original contract demands from producers. Ifnegotiation results are not
(Continued on Page 8)

Para. Publicists Ask SPG
Views on, Their Own Union

Seven members of Paramount's
beLansing, Mich. — Despite its appublicity department have asked for
ing continued, trial of the Shapiro
proval by the House General TaxaNew Haven — The eight defendant anti-trust case in Philadelphia has
tion Committee, the Stockman 10 the Screen(Continued
Publicists'
reacon PageGuild's
8)
. .ajor distributing companies in the
cent
theater
admission
tax
been set for next Monday.
Hear- per
(Continued on Page 3)
* ,,1,452, 575 anti-trust suit brought by
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Stevens New Head
of Directors9 Guild

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Stevens was
elected president of the Screen Directors' Guild; Ernst Lubitsch, first
vice-president; Norman Taurog, second vice-president; William A. Seiter,
secretary; Tay Garnett, treasurer;
Phil Rosen, assistant treasurer.

Scophony Tele into Rialto
Leased for 18 Weeks; Ready in Fortnight
Canadian Priorities Head
Denies 3 Theater Permits

Theater television in the United
States took a definite step forward
yesterday when contracts were
signed in New York City between
Montreal — R. C. Berkinshaw, head Arthur Mayer and Scophony Teleof the priorities branch, has refused
vision, Ltd., of London, for the imto issue permits for the building of
mediate installation of one of the
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 8)

Hearst Ends Welles
Barrage in Frisco
San Francisco — Attacks on Orson
Welles in local Hearst newspapers,
as a result of the "Citizen Kane" incident, have suddenly stopped. Reports in film circles here indicate
that the blasts were giving the picture too much free ballyhoo instead
27.
is due
to the
openopposite
at the effect.
Geary on
May
of
having
"Kane"
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PCC convention committee consisting of Rotus Harvey and Ben Levin
of San Francisco, Hugh Bruen, Jack
Y. Berman and Bob Poole conferred
with representatives of the Association of Motion Picture Producers and
discussed arrangements for complete
industry co-operation with both the
MPTOA and PCC convention.

65
57
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Hollywood — First quarterly western sales meeting of Republic indicated that for the six-month period
ending- June 1, 1941, western division
in actual playdates and liquidation
had a total of 35 per cent more than
for the corresponding period last

Equity Approves Extending
Sun. Stage Shows a Year
Equity Council yesterday approved the extension of Sunday shows
for one year, starting June 1, date
of expiration of the original agreement with the League of New York
Theaters. Matter was discussed between Equity representatives and
the League Monday, with the League
in accord with the extension plan.

This figure of increase, according
Mass. Exhibs. Oppose Use to H. J. Yates and James R. Graingpresided, was generally mainOf Halls as Summer Theas year.er, who tained
throughout the country. It
was also stated that during this
Boston — Summer theaters may use period
more Republic pictures were
halls as their show places if a bill shown in
more Class A theaters than
introduced in the General Court beever
before
in the company's history.
comes a law. The bill would provide for not more than a ten weeks'
season in each hall so named. Film Von Sternberg to Direct
circuits are unanimously opposing Arnold Productions First
the measure.

Braden Addresses Arbitrators
Chicago — J. Noble Braden. AAA
exec, secretary, addressed 50 Chicago
territory motion picture arbitrators
at Chicago headquarters, giving them
an outline of the present arbitration
situation.
Herb Miller Wins $500 Prize
Herbert M. Miller, managing editor of the Jay Emanuel Publications,
was the winner of third prize in the
New York Journal American's Find
the Name Contest, it was announced
yesterday.
Miller won $500.

LOU COLDING, Fabian divisional head at t
bany, is in town
conferring
with Si Fabian.
JOHN HAY WHITNEY will return to New Yt
from Hollywood
in about 10 days.
KENNETH MacGOWAN is in Washington, p
turning to New
York tomorrow.
HERMAN WCBBER, 20th-Fox distribution ma
ager, is expected today from the Coast.
GEORGE HELIOTES, manager of the Rial
Fort Wayne, Ind., and his wife leave for t
Coast by car the first week in June for a monti
vacation.
COLE PORTR arrived yesterday from Ho^-gvo'.
LEW AYRES is here for a vacation. jYjrii
CESAR ROMERO gets here this wen„ jr
vacation after appearing at a Greek WaFRel
benefit in Springfield, Mass.
DOROTHY
LAMOUR
is at the Waldorf.
PAUL HAMMOND leaves for the Coast tod

Cinema Lodge Open Meet by100car. Chicago Exhibitors
Hears Pierre van Paassen Meet on Biz Situation

More than 350 members and
guests attended last night's open
meeting of the Cinema Lodge of
B'nai B'rith at the Hotel Astor and
heard Pierre van Paassen, international traveler, lecturer and author.
President Arthur Israel, Jr., presided.
There were short talks also by
Wall St. Expects Jump
Col. A. Ralph Steinberg, and Hy
In Theater Biz in Fall
Haves, regional director of the AZA
Youth Movement. The meeting was
Marked increase in theater busi- opened by a rendition of the Star
ness in the Fall is predicted by the Spangled Banner by Ruth Whitney.
Wall St. Journal, which comments Dr. Samson A. Shain, Rabbi of the
that recent business has been af- Sunnyside Jewish Center, offered
fected both by the warm weather the invocation.
that came on the heels of Easter and
certain aspects of the defense pro- Grainger, Yates Preside
gram.
The Wall St. paper says:
At Rep. Western Meet

"It is probable that profit of the
amusement companies will begin to
improve slowly as popular spending
newer increases, but earnings during the Summer are not expected to
"iake any very impressive showing.
Business in the Fall, however, should
'vake a better comparison with a

COminG and GOIflG

DAILY

Hollywood — Subjects to be discussed at the PCC of ITO convention
to be held in conjunction with the
MPTOA gathering starting June 9
will be the consent decree, including five group picture buying; posAscap.sible theater expansion, arbitration,
short subjects: also PCC action on

vear ago."

MARKET

Loew's deb. 3'/2s46
104'/2 104'/2 104y2 —
i/g
Para. B'way 3s55. . . . 523/4
523,4
523/4 —
3/8
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
5-32
5 32
5-32—1-32
Sonotone Corp
1%
1%
1% —
V"
Technicolor
8%
8V4
8%
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp. vtc.
5%
5%
5% +
Vs
Universal Picts
N.

Philadelphia — William Fox told
yesterday afternoon at the trial of
former Judge J. Warren Davis and
Morgan S. Kaufman how he had
made a cash loan of $12,500
to United States Circuit Judge
Davis in a hallway in the center of
town. Fox said that he had litigation
affecting his financial affairs pending
at that time before Judge Davis in
the Third Circuit Court of Appeals.
Fcx said nothing had been paid back.
He also declared that prior to that
time he had made a loan of $15,000
to the Judge.
Walter H. Gahagan, Jr., special
assistant to the U. S. Attorney General, outlined for the jury the
history of William Fox's financial
transactions which resulted in his
having no assets when he went into
bankruptcy.
In this connection the All-Continent Corp., which was organized
by Fox and transferred to his wife,
came into the courts and it was then
Gahag-an charg-ed that the conspiracy between Kaufman and Davis
began to operate. The argument
bv Gahagan covered various details
of the Fox angle of the case.

PCC Sets Program
For Los Angeles Meeting

West

Coast Bureau,

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Josef von Sternberg
will direct "Shanghai Gesture" for
Arnold Productions, Inc., the company recently organized by Arnold
Pressburger.

Chicago — One hundred indepei
dent theater owners met there ye
terday with Jack Kirsch, Mine
Allied prexy, at a Congress Hot
luncheon, discussing local busine:
situation, blocks-of-five, bookin
plans, legislation, and plans to stinj
ulate business here.

"49th Parallel" May Be
Released Here Via Col.
London (By Air Mail) — Ortt
Films' "49th Parallel," long in pr.
duction, probably will find America
distribution via Columbia. Pictui
was produced in part in Canada.

Annex Dropping Matinees
Detroit — The Annex Theater, o;
erated by United Detroit Circui
is dropping matinees for the Sun
mer.

HAL

HORNE

Walt Disney Productions, Im

.fry

says—

"Every book seems
exceed
befo f3
and this the
one one
is tops,
can't begin to tell yc
how frequently we n
fer to the Film Dai
Year Book and ho
helpful it has alwa

1941
YEAR BOOK
Motion

of
Picrur

Louis H. Clarey Dead
Rochester — Louis H. Clarey, 47,
former associate director of the
Eastman Theater here, died in nearby Clifton Springs following a long
illness. He had been connected with
J. Walter Thompson Advertising
Agency before coming to Eastman in 1925.

Nowbeen."
Being Disfribut
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sling to Make 6-8
5 jr UA for 3 Years

's ce
reeden
in Evi
Ben
sentst Dec
Conefi
{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Pane 1)

' to be in the super-special cate-

ly.

Formal announcement of the deal
(1 its provisions was made in
ndon yesterday by Teddv Carr,
\.'s co-managing director, and on
s side by Walter Gould, the con-lily's foreign head.
■ . *Miael Balcon will be associated
1 '' rl. F. Baker in the production
.■■ Ealing features for UA, all
which are intended for world disbution.
I -First pictures to be taken by UA
der the new Ealing deal will be
; George Formby comedy, "It's
irned Out Nice Again" and the
pet Air Arm story, "Ships With
idngs,"
Leslieco-starring
Banks. John Clements
Both Murray Silverstone and Ar. r \Y. Kelly expressed extreme
tisfaction on the closing of the
.ling deal and through it, Balcon's
-ociation with UA.

anadian Priorities Head
enies 3 Theater Permits
{Continued from Page 1)

tee theaters, of which one or two
mid be located in Edmonton. He
clined to disclose the other pro1 sed site or sites, but it is believed
be in Kitchener, Ont.
"We are not issuing any licenses
this kind," Berkinshaw said. "It
part of our policy that theater
cilities are not to be extended unfes, of course, the applicant can
mv that his building is about half
I'cted when he comes to us."
iark Death of Rolston
New Haven — Connecticut MPTO
issed a resolution of sympathy on
death of R. H. Rolston, pioneer
' e rator
of the Strand, Seymour,
no died recently.
scap to Meet
Membership meeting of Ascap has
ken set for June 2 at the Astor.
i-mbership will have submitted to
r a new set cf by-laws drawn up to
•nform with the consent decree and
veral new clauses already approved
7 the board of directors will be inuded.
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•
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RKO

FILM

held its Sixth Annual

Goli Tournament

DAILY'S

29th

Tourney

set for Tuesday,

Glen Oaks Club
hard by Great Neck
remarkable for adherence
by the participants
were
published in Chinese
Chinese
so-and-so
you
of

the

drives,

yes'day

mid-shots,

next,

and
for THE

up

at sporty

The battle yes'day was
to the rules
which

If it's true what they say about
the
should
have
seen
the direction
of most

approaches

and

putts

T
▼
T
• •
• HARRY Gittleson got the first birdie of the day while
looking in a tree for his pellet
Tom Pettey of the Studio
publicity forces {he's East on a vacation) couldn't round-up a set
of left-handed clubs, so he became a right-hander
"Run it
out!," someone shouted to John Farmer, the ole Princeton first
sacker, when he topped one
Ned Depinet kept in consent decree figures {even 5's)
A. A. Schubart took things easy, just
recovering from an appendicitis operation
Rut Neilson tvas
'round inquiring 'bout the breaks, but nobody seemed to have had
any
"Tubby" Youngman, once of the Cornell crew, used an
oarsman's stroke for a 200-t/d. wallop on the West Course's
No. 1
Bob Mochrie, Eastern sales mgr., was looking for an
East Course
Lou Miller is rumored to have completed one
round by 9 a.m. {that's yesterday)
Harry Michalson, short
subject sales mgr., has perfected his short game, sayin' that these
days it means everything
Prexy George Schaefer sent regrets at not bein' able to drop a couple in a water hole
Lou
Gaudreau and Dick Gavin didn't have so much work this year
rounding up prizes, for RKO rolled its own
Richard C. Patterson got away with the first foursome, including Pete Rathvon
and Ned Depinet
Walter Derham drew a big hand for that
titanic drive of 225 yds. on the South Course
The trade press
mugs were out in force and included Ole Col. Jack Alicoate, Martin Quigley, Colvin Brown, Don Mersereau, Ray Gallagher, Al
Steen, Lionel Toll, Jim Cron, Harry Blair and Bill Ornstein
T
T
T
•

•

•

IF any of you lillum, gents happen

Ripple
Lake,
Aitken,
Minn
lind the locale
super-charged
opening

of

the

Al

a
with

Steffes-christened

to be in the vicinity of

week
from
whoopee
"My

tomorrow
anent
the

Canal"

and

direction of Comomdore
dore A. D. Strong
of Josef Foster
spelled) was
built,

Merle E. Potter

the

fresh

assisted by Vice Commo-

Songs'll be under the batten (stet, boys, stet!)
Al's "My Canal" (which is the way it should be
he asserts, without
State or Federal
Funds
and south bays of Ripple Lake

will
reveal
et Al

in

being

"galley-slaves"

10% Admission Tax Bill
In Michigan Held Dead
{Continued from Page 1)

measure, at least in its present
form, may be regarded as dead, according to informed legislative
sources.
If a new lease on life is to come
for the admission tax proposal, it
most likely will be as an amendment to some other measure. Whether it will be so accepted, however,
is not indicated.

Roach Adds Eighth Writer
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Patricia Harper was
added yesterday to the writing staff
of the Hal Roach studios, bringing
to eight the number of writers at
work on the forthcoming Streamlined
Features. This is an all-time high
for
Kelly.the studio. Miss Harper's first
assignment
"MissPitts
Polly,"
will
co-star isZaSu
and which
Patsy

you'll
official

water launching of his noted craft, "Judy Ann"
which, though an
habitue of harbors such as Bimini, Havana and Nassau
has ne'er
sailed on saltless surfaces
Her maiden voyage will be under the

the
shindig
refreshments,

Montgomery
Lofa Lane
Armida
Tamar Lane
Sam Jaffe
Jed Buell

T

up on the well-trod
links o' the Westchester
Country
Club
gave that wing of the industry a helluva good workout

and connects the north

Robert

▼

bound to result because of the new
system of selling.
In Texas, Cole said, approximately 15 new theaters have been built
in strong circuit towns; and all of
the new theaters are getting pictures without difficulties.
Prior to the decree, Allied's prexy
explained, it would have been impossible for a new theater in a
circuit-controlled town to get sufficient product with which to operate. He presumed that similar
situations existed in other parts of
the countryCole said that the comparatively
few arbitration cases filed reflected
the effects of the decree, inasmuch
as many clearance and some run
controversies have been settled before going to an arbitration tribunal.

Guests
what

at
with

T
T
T
• • • BOSTON flashes that pic exhibs. and distribs
have tendered their services to aid in entertaining the Governors
of the 48 States who meet there
the last two days in June
and the first two in July as guests of the Commonwealth
All
newsreel companies also will be on hand for shots during the
four-day visit of Their Excellencies
Gov. Saltonstall has
thanked the movie men for their voluntarily-extended co-operation

WEDDING

BELLS

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Thurston Mills
of Scarsdale, have announced the engagement of their daughter, Jane, to
Thomas J. Parrott, son of Thomas
Parrott of Newburgh, and the late
Mrs. Parrott. Mills is the Comptroller of Loew's, Inc.
George Roth, assistant to Harry
Goetz, will be married Friday in
Brooklyn to Miss Vivian Scadron.
Pittston, Pa. — Patrick Carden of
American Theater here was married
to Annanearby
Clifford
Church,
Avoca.in St. Mary's
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Martha Raye and Neal
Sunday.
Lang, hotel man, will be married

mt
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You know what happened
^wboomed...
when "Buck Privates" boomed . . .
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With ABBOTT & COSTELLO wackier than
ever . . .THE ANDREWS SISTERS "jivin
new HIT tunes...and DANCING BEAUTIES
steaming into NAVY maneuvers !
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PLAIN SHOW
by NATE
ICTURES

BLUMBERG,

TALK

President UNIVERSAL

PICTURES

that take you out of the RED and deposit you into the FAT BLACK

do not come along every day — and we all know it. When

they do come you have to make

the most of them. Every exhibitor in the United States is familiar with the wildfire hit made
by Abbott and Costello in "Buck Privates". Every exhibitor who played it made money.
Now Universal presents Abbott and Costello in a picture that will outdo even the phenomenal
business of "Buck Privates". BUT, Universal hopes you are SET for it; SET to play it for
extended time; SET to HOLD

it so you can CASH

IN on it! PREPARE

for this baby right

NOW. You don't have to screen it. You don't have to worry about it. You just have to
COLLECT on it PROPERLY! If ever a picture in this business comes SOLID, this is IT!
IT'S set— if YOU'RE

set!

ud ABBOTT & Lou COSTEL
DICK POWELL

IN THE

with THE

ANDREWS

SISTERS

NAVY

• Claire Dodd . Dick Foran

Butch & Buddy • Shemp Howard • Sunnie O'Dea • Condos Bros.
^

Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN • Associate Producer ALEX GOTTLIEB
Screenplay by Arthur T. Horman and John Grant
Original Story by Arthur T. Horman
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:< :< Reviews of the new nuns .v :<
"Awith Shot
In The Dark"
William Lundigan, Nan Wynn,

Ricardo Cortez
Warners

57 Mins.

with

"Double
Date"
Edmund Lowe, Una Merkel,

Peggy Moran
Universal

60 Mins.

ABLY PLOTTED AND ENACTED, WHODUN-IT IS ENTERTAINING POP OFFERING.

AMUSING COMEDY HAS PERSONABLE
CAST; SHOULD SERVE NICELY AS POP
OFFERING.

This picture is better than average in the
pop offering category. It is snappily paced,
ably plotted and enacted, and running slightly under 60 minutes it is perfectly suited
to fit on a double bill, or it can stand
on its own merits in nabe houses. The cast
is good, direction brisk, production adequate
and the story is well-geared, avoiding a lot
of non-essential suspects and other fixings
usually thrown into murder mysteries by
the authors.
William Lundigan, Nan Wynn, Ricardo
Cortez and Regis Toomey have the principal roles. Lundigan is effective as a newspaper reporter, and Toomey registers as a
detective, both of them being very fond of
attractive Nan Wynn, a night club singer.
Cortez is suave and able as the night club
owner. A fine supporting cast of character
players helps a lot, including Maris Wrixon,
Lucia Carroll, Donald Douglas, Noel Madison, John Gallaudet, Frank Wilcox and
Theodore Von Eltz.
Brisk direction is credited to William McGann, and the moving screenplay was written by M. Coates Webster.
Cortez is going to get married and wants
to dispose of his night club and other holdings. He refuses to sell to a racketeer, and
shortly thereafter his prospective customer
is shot and then his ex-girl friend also is
murdered. Lundigan and Toomey set out on
the trail of the killer, and the picture is
suspenseful and exciting until they accomplish their mission.

A personable cast and a goodly number of
laughs make this offering amusing entertainment for the pop trade. The story itself
is somewhat thin, but it keeps moving along
and the situations provided make up for
most of the deficiencies. Exhibitors should

CAST: William Lundigan, Nan Wynn,
Ricardo Cortez, Regis Toomey, Maris Wrixon, Lucia Carroll, Donald Douglas, Noel
Madison, John Gallaudet, Frank Wilcox,
Theodore Von Eltz, Lee Phelps, Frank M.
Thomas, Emory Parnell, Garrett Craig, Jack
Wise.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, William
Jacobs; Director, William McGann; Screenplay, M. Coates Webster; Story, Frederick
Nebel; Cameraman, James Van Trees; Editor, Harold McLernon.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Able.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Schlesinger, Cartoonists
Guild Start Confabs
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In an effort to settle
the differences which resulted in
Leon Schlesinger, cartoon producer,
declaring a lockout, conferences
started yesterday between representatives of Schlesinger and the Screen
Cartoonists' Guild. Schlesinger stated that because of outside influence,
the union's monetary demands were
increased 300 per cent. He insisted
on a three-year deal, with the Guild
demanding a one-year contract.
Joseph Heim Stricken
Danville, Pa. — Joseph Heim, 67,
former owner cf the Luna Theater
here, dropped dead in West End Bank
in Shamokin.

find this picture a handy bit of screen merchandise as a bill filler. Pace is brisk, and
direction and production are up to par.
Edmund Lowe, Una Merkel, Peggy Moran
and Rand Brooks headline the cast. Four
players are more than competent with what
they have to do. Glenn Tryon directed from
a screenplay by Scott Darling, Erna Lazarus
and Agnes Christine Johnston.
Story concerns an unfortunate meeting between Brooks and Miss Moran when they
smash their cars up, only to later find out
that Miss Brooks' aunt, Miss Merkel, and
Brooks' father, Lowe, are on the verge of
getting married. They join forces to break
it up, but after a number of complications
Lowe and Miss Merkel are married and
the two youngsters have forgotten their
grudge, etc.
CAST: Edmund Lowe, Una Merkel, Peggy
Moran, Rand Brooks, Tommy Kelly, Hattie
Noel, Eddy Waller, William Ruhl, Sam Flint,
Pat O'Malley, Joey Ray.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Joseph G.
Sanford; Director, Glenn Tryon; Screenplay,
Scott Darling, Erna Lazarus and Agnes
Christine Johnston; Original Story, Scott
Darling and Erna Lazarus; Cameraman, John
Boyle.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Efficient.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Evansville Slaps Fees
On Outdoor Attractions
Indianapolis — With exhibs. smiling
broadly, license fees for outdoor
attractions in Evansville are now
effective and promise to curtail open
air attractions and lessen theater
competition.
The fees ranging from $50 to $150
a day for circuses, wild west shows,
dog and pony shows and all kinds
of menageries will be based upon the
number of railroad cars or wagons
or motorized vehicles used to transport the show, including advance
equipment.
The fees cover any operation within three miles of the corporate city
limits, avoiding beyond city limits
operation. Advertisements are unlawful except on established billboards, and must be removed immediately after date of engagement.
The ordinance also provides that
there shall be no fee for charitable,
religious, or educational shows if
the entire profit goes to the sponsors. Where there is a percentage
agreement, licenses will be fixed in
the proportion of the percentage
given to the sponsor.

"Under Age"

Columbia
WEAK
CAMP

60 Mins.

MELODRAMA FAILS AS ENTERTAINMENT OR AS AN EXPOSE OF A CAR
RACKET.

A weak story and half-hearted production of this film, which purports to expose
some sort of a tourist camp racket, results
in a dull hour of screen time. Theme is
Improbable, direction uninspired, and the
performances just routine mugging by a
group of girls trying to portray hard-boiled
"minors" who lure men tourists to a chain
of motels. Story is monotonous, failing to
take advantage of the few chances for
dramatic highlights.
Lobby displays and exploitation may be
able to get folks into theaters to see the
picture, but even the most credulous are
liable to become annoyed when asked to
believe that a gang can operate over a
hundred motels and employ several hundred
girls, mostly from reform schools, to entice
lone male tourists to be fleeced by the
operators. Why it is necessary for the girls
to be under age is not explained.
Nan Grey and the rest of the cast are
hamstrung by the script which tells how the
gang picks up girls as they leave prison,
and teaches them to lure suckers to the
syndicate of tourist camps. Nan and her
sister join up when they can't find other
work and the sister becomes so deeply involved that she is bumped off to keep her
quiet. Comes the expose when the rest
of the girls gang up and, with the help
of a duped tourist, force a confession from
one of the chief henchmen.
CAST:

Nan Grey, Tom Neal, Mary Anderson, Alan Baxter, Leona Maricle, Don
Beddoe, Yolande Mollot, Richard Terry,
Wilma Francis, Patto McCarty, Billie Roy,
Gwen Kenyon, Barbara Kent, Nancy Worth.
CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Cohn; Director, Edward Dmytryk; Story, Stanley Roberts;
Screenplay, Robert D. Andrews; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Cameraman, John
Okay.
Stumar;
Editor, Richard Fantl.
DIRECTION, Routine. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Disney to Sign With Union
Winning Most Workers
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Appearing before
Trial Examiner Paradise of the
NLRB, Gunther Lessing, vice-president of Walt Disney Productions, announced his organization has agreed
to sign a consent decree which
ordered the company to cease interfering with organization of company
employes. Lessing stated the Federation of Screen Cartoonists to
which NLRB has objected had been
dissolved.

*

SHORTS

*

"Sockeroo"
Warner Bros.
20 Mins
Laugh Loaded
If the public wants belly laughs
here's one that should satisfy the de '
mand.
Maxie Rosenbloom as.-'~V)l
lege
student
who murders
the 'p11-^':
hilarity.
consents
to reoil
English
isRosenbloom
good
for 20
minuses*
turn to the ring for a benefit fight"
but he is hypnotized to believe he is
a poet. His opponent knocks him al :
over the ring until the last rounc
when heandis wins
restored
mentally asThii '•
fighter
a knockout.
campus
and classroom
scenes arc!
especially good. Short is one of th<
"Broadway Brevities" series.
(Cinescope)
"Capital
Side Lights"
Columbia
10 mins
Dull Quiz
A dull
and the
dragged-out
quiz askec
sub- (
ject
with
questions
against shots of Washington, D. C ]
scenes. Questions are interesting,'
enough but subject takes much toe j
long to ask and answer the queries :
"Farm Frolics"
Warner Bros.
Good

7 mins

There is but
no story
to this "Merrie
Melodies"
the comments
of the
animals as the audience is taker .
around the farm are highly amusing
Each incident to the animals and
fowls is funny and well-executed
Should go over okay.
"Take It or Leave It No. 4"
Columbia
10 mins
Routine Question Reel
.
Based on the radio program
oi|
the same name, this subject is just i
a routine quiz reel. Bob Hawk, oi
the radio program, asks the questions of an assortment
of people.
Film's lack of some sort of climaSi
is the main drawback.
"Hunting the Hard Way"
Warner Bros.
20 mins
Interesting

The famous archer, Howard Hill^
again demonstrates his skill with
bow and arrow. His wizardry in hit
ting
stationary
targets
and
in
bringing
a mountain
lion of
is-t
interestingdown
to watch.
The skill
The newly formed American So- two Arizona ranch hands in roping
ciety for Screen Cartoonists and is equally entertaining.
Screen Cartoonists' Guild, an American Federation of Labor affiliate,
will contend for supremacy between Mrs. A. D. Knapp Dead
Detroit — Mrs. Lila R. Knapp, wife
Disney's 900 artists at an election to
designate the sole bargaining agency. of Arthur D. Knapp, veteran city ::
Gunther said the company would sign salesman for 20th-Fox, is dead, aftei v
with whichever union represented a several weeks' illness.
Three chilmajority of the employes.
dren survive.
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lore Prizes Posted
= ar Greater Tourney
f

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

{Continued from Page 1)

fiber prizes donated for the big
iks battle. So that the commitp complement will not remain at
1 anonymous, it comprises Ole
>1. Jack Alicoate, chairman; Don
trsereau, tournament manager;
illiam Brandt, Louis Nizer and
:| :icent Trotta.
f Kieral Electric has come forward
£» fine prize, and a gentleman
iOoe presence at your favorite
ade paper's tournaments has been
rficiently frequent that he knows
,e ropes has given a splendrous
. be for a prize. He's none other
an Nat Lewis, — who also knows
.s robes.
; J. E. Brulatour and his organizabn, in addition to posting eyeling foursome-winner prizes, is
so supplying the requisite tees,
hich are not to be confused with
»e better-bodied beverages which
ill be literally on tap during the
ty of play.
Again this year there will be a
,-igade of tennis enthusiasts, and
ost of them being film lawyers
Jill be appropriately
relegated to
(»e courts.
f The weather forecast for the touriment is showers, — but only in the
cker rooms.

3,322 See Shavian Pix
a First Week at Astor
"Major
Barbara"
ended its first
eek at the Astor, Broadway, with
i gross of more than $17,000 and
attendance
figure
of 43,322,
nited Artists reported yesterday,
eclaring that the first week's busiess establishes the picture as a
it, UA asserted that indications
Dint to a greater success than that
:ored by "Pygmalion," which had
le same author, producer and star
mbination — George Bernard Shaw,
abriel Pascal and Wendy Hiller.

vlichigan Anti-Duals
iill Pigeon-Holed?

THE FILM DAILY,
Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

1941

Golf Tournament.

(Entry fee

Name
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RKO Holds Great Goli Tourney
Horstman, Baruch, RKO
With everything in its favor from
weather to habitual golf liars, RKO
held its sixth annual and most successful golf tournament yesterday at
the Westchester Country Club.
From the moment the first duffer
teed off until Ned E. Depinet knocked
the gavel on the table at the banquet
everything went off according to
Hoyle. The attendance was beyond
expectations.
Tournament winners were:
Low gross, South course, RKO employes: Charles Horstman, with Mike
Poller as runner up.
Loss gross, South course, guests:
H. Scott; Eddie Golden runner up.
Low gross, West course, RKO employes: Andre Baruch; runner-up,
Lou Miller.
Low gross, West course, guests:
Mel Farrington; runner up, A. Kronenberg of Warners.
Kickers' handicap — Guests: O. C.
Doering first; runner-up, Sam Dembow; second runner up Charles Yates.
Kickers' handicap — RKO
employes:

Mabel Cobb Organizes
New Television Guild

Mabel Cobb, long active in television, has formed a Television
Guild
to promote and further the
{Continued from Page 1)
interests of the visual medium.
roups, largely women's
organiza- Meetings to discuss new developons, may die in committee.
ments are held weekly and a dinner
meeting once monthly.
While not a commercial organiTO THE COLORS!
zation, scripts and ideas are welcomed, and discussed, and if there
is an outstanding script, it is turned
a commercial agency. OfBoston — Capt. Amico Barone, for- over ficetoof the
Guild is in the Times
mer film critic and theater opera>r, has been called to active duty Building, New York City.
t Camp Ethan Allen, Vt.

Small Signs Lud Gluskin

Detroit — Roy White, formerly
manager of the Grenada, Arc, and
■efferson Theaters, has been made
ooker for the Marine Barracks Theiter at Quantico, Va., for his year in
?rvice.

(Continued from Page 1)
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Hollywood — Lud Gluskin, CBS
musical director has been signed by
Edward Small as musical director
for "International Lady," starring
Ilona Massey, George Brent and Basil
Rathbone.

Schine Defendants
In Particulars Move

Low Gross Winners

Harry Zeitel, first; runner up, Bill
England; second runner up, Phil
Hodes.
Nearest to the pin, West Course:
Charles Yates; runner up, A. Kronenberg; South course: Zack Taylor;
runner up, Eddie Golden.
Putting contest: Wally Howes;
first runner up, A. Kronenberg; second runner up, Bill White.
Worst golfer: Vincent Trotta.
Foursome winners: N. P. Rathvon,
J. H. Walters, R. Haines, E. M.
Hartley, W. Brandt, E. Zabel, Clayton Bond, Walter Seaton, T. Meehan,
Dick nor,
Gavin,
Winckler, H.T.D.O'ConGordon R.
Yoangman,
Cole,
Harry Michalson, Eddie Sniderman,
H. D. Weston, E. A. Powers, R. F.
Daigh, W. McCaffery, Harry Link,
Walter Ament, L. Seidman, D. T.
Josephson, Jack Alicoate, C. W.
Koerner, J. O'Donnell, Max Cohen,
C. Benenson, Lou Parker, Jack Baker,
E. Espen, Mort
Joe Felder,
O'Reilly,
H.
Renzler,
Singer,C. J.
Sweeney,
Lou Pollock and Dan Sanfilippo.

they were in the original complaint,
counsel for the Schine defendants
yesterday filed in Federal District
Court a motion and a notice of a
motion "for a more definite statement as to the amended complaint
and
for
of particulars."
motion isa bill
scheduled
for hearingThe
in
Federal court here next Monday.
The notice asks whether the Government claims existence of five
separate and distinct conspiracies
and, if so, asks details. The defense
also seeks an order extending prior
bills of particulars filed by the Government and an order extending the
time to answer the complaint until
10 clays after service of the requested
bill of particulars and statement, or
of the court order denying the motion.
Defendants' Contention
Willard S. McKay, counsel to the
Schine defendants, in an affidavit accompanying the motion and notice,
contends that "it is not possible to
differentiate clearly between the distributors who remain as defendants
in the action and the distributors who
have been dropped as defendants,
and who are characterized in the
amended complaint as 'non-defendant
distributors,' nor is it possible to
differentiate
clearly between the acts,
combinations and conspiracies
charged in the complaint between the
'Schine defendants' and the distributor defendants on the one hand and
the 'Schine defendants' and the 'nondefendant distributors' on the other
hand.

"The amended complaint is very
broad and general in its terms. It
alleges a violation of the Sherman
Act in the language of the statute
and charges monopolies and attempts
to monopolize, combinations and conspiracies in general terms without
giving any particulars whatsoever

Dismissal Result of Agreements
Asserting
that "dismissal of the
thereof." complaint
instant
against the same
Industry Nines to Clash
five major distributors which joined
At Week-end and Monday in the consent decree was likewise in
pursuance of the agreements and
understandings made with the plainMotion picture baseball league is
tiff respecting the consent decree,"
in full swing with two games sched- the affidavit declared "this fact was
uled for the week-end and one on admitted by counsel for the plainMonday. Last week-end Skouras
"The
items contained in the
Theaters defeated M-G-M by a notice ofnew
motion are directed to parscore of 4 to 3, while Paramount
ticulars which are necessitated by the
defeated International Projector, 7 changed position in connection with
to 1, making it two in a row for the original charges of conspiracy
the Paramounteers. National Broad- between the eight major distributors
casting Co. took Universal, 7 to 3. among themselves."
Paramount and Universal will
tiff."
"Minute Men" Plead
meet at George Washington High
School, Bronx, on Friday. Skouras
Mass. Preparedness
will play NBC on Saturday at MaBoston — State Defense Committee
combs Dam Park, while M-G-M and
is taking time on picture programs
International Projector will play
for four-minute speeches by leading
citizens to urge preparedness.
each other on Monday at the same
place.
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SWG Raises War
Chest of $50;
{Continued from Page 1)

acceptable to the membership a strike
will be called.
The Guild is seeking $150 weekly
minimum wage for writers with one
year's experience, while producers
offered $50 per week; $75 after two
years' experience and $100 per week
for writers with three or more years'
experience. The producers also refused to raise the minimum of 80 per
cent Guild shop.

Shapiro Trial Set for
Monday: Talks Continue
(Continued from Page 1)

ings were scheduled to have started
last Monday but were postponed at
the request of the plaintiffs.
Case, which was filed against the
eight majors and the Warner circuit
by the operators of the Admiral Theater. Philadelphia, concerns alleged
refusal by the distributors to service
the house when admission prices
were lowered.

Young Reviewers to Hear
Talk by Leslie Roush
Leslie Roush, Paramount shorts
director, will address the annual conference of the 4-Star Clubs and the
Young Reviewers of the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures,
Saturday morning a tthe New York
University School of Education auditorium.
There will be a special preview of
the first of the Quiz Kids shorts
which Roush is directing.

Papayanakos Arbitration
Case Now in Brief Stage
Albany — Testimony has been completed in the complaints brought by
Alec Papayanakos, indie exhib. who
operates the American, Canton,
against RKO Radio and Warners.
Case took four days of testimony
before Arbitrator Morton J. Hall.
Warner and RKO attorneys, both
from New York home office staffs,
8s well as Papayanakos' counsel,
have been given until June 12 to
present their briefs. Another week
after that date will be allowed for
reply briefs.

GWTW Helps British
Meet Costs of War
"Gone With the Wind" is helping
to pay for ttie war in England. According to the Daily Film Renter,
British trade paper, "it has been calculated by M-G-M statisticians that
of the 250,000 pounds so far taken
in by GWTW, more than 200,000 has
been or will be paid to the Exchequer
in the form of taxation, direct or indirect."

*\ DAILY

Scophony Tele into Rialto
Leased for 18 Weeks; Ready in Fortnight
(.Continued

latter's large screen receivers in the
Rialto Theater, Times Square. Under terms of the contract, regular
large screen presentations will become a regular part of the theater's
program.
The Rialto Theater becomes the
first commercial theater in the country to commit itself financially for
a large-screen television projector
through signing of the contracts.
The equipment is being leased on
on 18-week temporary basis to test
its drawing power and effectiveness
technically, with the Rialto granted
an option to buy the equipment at
the expiration of the lease period.
No terms were disclosed either for
leasing costs or for outright purchase in the event a purchase is
made.
Equipment will probably be ready
in about two weeks for its first demonstration. The equipment is identical with that employed by the
company in England for some time
in theaters prior to World War II.
It is understood that Scophony will
immediately
start
work
in this

from Page 1)

country
on additional theater equipment.
The Rialto will raise its prices
foi the telecasting of special events,
it was said. However, a theater executive said that it would be impossible to formulate any increased
scale now as it would be necessary
to first test audience reaction. Another factor which will govern any
scale of increased prices will be the
importance of the event talecast, it
was said.
Screen to be installed in the Rialto
is nine by six and a half feet, with
rear projection. The specially made
screen was manufactured in Hollywood, it was said. Speed of the
installation and availability of some
special event will determine date of
first telecast show in the theater.
In the meantime, RCA is showing
its large screen television apparatus to leading exhibitors, but has
not as yet signed any contracts, it
was learned yesterday.
The Rialto installation will be
able to pick up NBC telecasts as
well as others.

Para. Publicists Ask SPG
Stern and Rogers Feted
Views on Their Own Union On Rochester Departure
(Continued from Page 1)

tion to a suggestion whereby they
form their own union to represent
those in Paramount employ.
In a letter to Joe Gould, president
of SPG of New York, the Paramount
employes explain why they have not
joined the union, pointing out that
the SPG allegedly has not been confining its activities to the functions
for which it was intended.
The letter to Gould, which was
sent vesterday by Aileen Brenon,
Tom Waller, C. N. Odell, Herb Berg,
Henry Lamer, Leo Brody and Paul
E. Ackerman, follows:
"Inquiry has been made as to why we do
not join the Screen Publicists' Guild. As
you know, we are members of the staff of
Paramount Pictures Inc. Each of us has
been with Paramount Pictures for upwards
of six years, and we have no reason to be
dissatisfied with the conditions under which
we have worked. We realize that this is
not a reason for not joining a union, as it
may well be that the association of all in
our craft may be of benefit not only to ourselves, but to others. This would ordinarily
be sufficient to induce us to join.
"But we are hesitant about joining a union
which does not attend strictly to business
that concerns our industry. For instance,
we gather from the magazine of the Guild,
the SPG News, that the Union was opposed
to conscription. Opposition to the LeaseLend Bill was voiced by the Executive Council. The SPG News (March 1941) refers
to . various legislative measures as bearing
'the content of dictatorship' and 'the portent of war.' The Union apparently regards it as part of its function to take a
position and to endeavor to influence public
opinion on various public issues. Of course,
these matters affect those in our business
jut as they affect all other citizens of the
United States. Nevertheless, we refuse to
join an organization that speaks for us on
these issues instead of regarding itself as
limited to the immediate matters that concern our business. When we take a position on Questions involved in war or peace,
the Xew Deal, child labor, or any other
general
subject,
we
shall join with
asso-

Demand Particulars
In Pickwick Action

Rochester — Headed for new positions, Harry Stern and Frank Rogers, members of Schine Theaters'
organization here, were given a
"going away" party by all Schine
managers. Stern has joined the
Schine group in Ilion, N. Y., while
Rogers goes to the Shubert organization in New York.
Max Vogel, manager of the Monroe, acted as toastmaster and presented traveling bags in behalf of
fellow workers. Speakers included
Prank M. Boucher, Schine area manager; Bud Silverman, Madison; and
James Speare, RKO office, Buffalo.
ciates who see eye to eye with us. We
refuse to join an organization that assumes to speak for its members on these
subjects, where the real purpose of its existence should be along entirely different lines.
"We zation
andhave others
of the
organifor some
time Paramount
had in mind
the
question of whether or not it would be advisable to form an independent union of our
own. This union would deal with the Paramount on any question affecting its employes. This union might on some issues
join with the Screen Publicists' Guild, but
we ourselves would determine whether or
not to join on these particular issues. Time
might come when this union would become
a part of the Screen Publicists' Guild. A
number of us hesitate to form this independent union merely because it might be
charged that in some way we were injuring
the interests of the Screen Publicists' Guild
by forming a separate union, and we might
even be charged with forming a company
union. We want nothing of that kind. We
would however, be interested to know the
reaction of _ the Screen Publicists' Guild to
the suggestion that we form our own union
to represent those in Paramount
employ.
"In writing this letter we are expressing
our own views, but we think we likewise
express the views of a large number of Paramount employes who are not prepared at
the present time to join the Screen Publicists' Guild."

(Continued from Page 1)

the owners and lessees of the Pick-i
wick, Greenwich, have filed motion;
in the U. S. District Court here foi
more specific statement and bill o^
particulars, as wel as_ extension oi
time in which to plead to the comMore specific explanation of pracplaint. tically every allegation of the length;!
complaint is sought, and the ep " ;>a-'
nies ask for 30 days more timr?Pn,!ei |
service inofwhich
the more
definite
ments
to answer
the 'sSate-.
original summons; or if the request i:
denied, 30 days from such denial.
Simultaneously, the remaining de-l
fendants, Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc., Skouras Theaters Corp..
George P. and Spyros P. Skouras,.'
ask "quashing" and dismissal of the'
complaint with reference to themselves because of alleged improper,
service by registered mail at their
New York offices, and because they
are "not within the territorial jurisdiction of the District Court for the
Connecticut District."

Six Get Gifts at Schine
Circuit Saratoga Dance
Albany — Schine Circuit held its
annual Spring dance and get-together
at Riley's, Saratoga night club, with
125 in attendance, including Mr. and
Mrs. J. Meyer Schine, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis W. Schine, John May, treasurer; George Lynch, chief film buyer,
and Gus Lampe, division manager.
Gifts were presented to Beth Luss
and Al Marquesee, Schine employes
who are to be married in the near
future, as well as to Arnold Vandenberge, who will be wed shortly. Dick
Brusso, Charles Schaeffer and Laura
Jean Olmstead, who are to leave
the Schine organization for other
jobs shortly, were also remembered
with presents.
In charge of arrangements was
Elena Artizzone, of the Gloversvill
home office.

ii

Clancy Heads Musicians
Jackson,

Mich. — State

convention

of the Michigan
Musicians'
Ass'n
(AF of M) elected as officers: President, George
V. Clancy, Detroit;
vice-president, Maude Stearns, Kalamazoo; and secretary, William Dart,
Port Huron.
Trustees are: Harry
Bliss, Ann Arbor; W. A. March, Pontiac; and D wight Lamoreaux, Grand
Rapids.
Convention city chosen for
1942 was Muskegon.

WB "Carnival in Rio"
Slated for Bye Vat
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners will dip "Carnival in Rio," in the dye vat. A crew
will be sent to Rio de Janeiro to
bring back material for the musical
and scenic backgrounds.
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?ASCAL MAY PRODUCE FOR UA IN CANADA
•lew Rule to End U. S. Pix Distribution in Spain
ontrol of Film Industry
ested in New Agency

EASTMAN IN $4,000,000 PAY TILT

et Up by Spanish Gov't

Increases Averaging 10% Go to All Employes Now Earning
Up to S3, 000 Annually, Effective Next Week

;'Lisbon (By Air Mail) — Published
jently in Madrid by the Spanish
ivernment, a new set of regulaons for the film industry is rerded by film agents here as the
ath knell of foreign distributors
crating in that country. Regulars, however, stipulate for excepins, which are expected to be made
the case of German and Italian

Re-opening of Revina Studio in Toronto Considered;
Party on Inspection Trip

Re-opening of the Revina studios in Toronto for the purpose
Rochester — Approximately $4,000,- to about 10 per cent per employe. of producing three pictures a

000 will be added to the annual payfor thebynext two years is being
The great majority of those af- year
considered
roll of Eastman Kodak Co. by a
fected by the increase are in Rochester, where more than 19,000 Kodak
wage and salary increase that will
Gabriel
Pas-is
go into effect next week.
cal, who
people
work.
a
The increase
will also enlarge such heading
Kodak employes now earning up
to $3,000 annually will receive high- Kodak employe benefits as retirement annuities and life insurance.
er pay, and the increase will amount
dustrial and
party of inIIS.
technical
exThe Spanish Government has creronto today.
Hnued on Page 8)
Pascal,
perts to To-

ast Tennis Looms
s Net Solons Feast

Sequel to last week's luncheon
?eting of team captains who will
id their respective aggregations
The Film Daily Golf Tourna?nt next Tuesday at Glen Oaks
ub was a feed-bag
session yes(Continucd on Page 6)

New FPC Regime in
Realignment Moves

April Tax Receipts
Decline $1,477,562

Toronto — Moving quickly to consolidate its position on the heels of
the retirement of N. L. Nathanson
and his associates, the new FPC
regime, headed by J. J. Fitzgibbons,
yesterday inaugurated a series of
regionals here, with others to follow
at Winnipeg and Vancouver.
With the virtual assurance that
FPC's dominant position in the Can-

(I ashington

that,

Tri-States May Adopt New
Uniform Student Admission

Sales Chiefs Tackling
Trade Show Problem

(Continued on Page 6)

add Rogers as Capra Rep.
i "Doe" Foreign Distrib.
Budd Rogers has been appointed
represent Frank Capra Producns, Inc., in the foreign distribu(Continued on Page 4)

135'Minute Program
Bill Held iVo "Cure"
Chicago — While exhibs. generally
contend that they would welcome the
elimination of the multiple feature
evil here and elsewhere in the state,
reaction yesterday to the drastic 135minute program measure hoppered at
Springfield by Rep. Elroy Sandquist
was distinctly unfavorable.
Not only would the bill limit
length of shows, but it would require
a 15-minute intermission after each
hour. Bill is termed a "health" measure, and is in the House's Public
Health Committee. Violations would
be punishable both with fines and
prison terms.

Des Moines, la. — A plan for uniform student admission price was
discussed at the closing session of
the Tri-States Theater Corp., managers convention here.
If adopted, plan will be used in
(Continued on Page 6)
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Washington — Admission tax col- and
B a r his
b a rpara,"
lections in April show a decided
GABRIEL PASCAL
i gate
slump compared to March collections, v e styt will
inthe Internal Revenue figures issued thoroughly the practicability of pro(Continucd on Page 7)
yesterday reveal.
The sizeable drop substantiates
field
from The to
FilmtheDaily's
staff reports
correspondents
effect
by

and large,
the C)
(Continued
on Page

box-office

: The manner in which pictures will
[ be trade shown, as required by the
j consent decree, is beginning to oceupy the attention of the sales heads
| of the five companies
affected by
the decree.
Although
the decree
(Continued on Page 6)

Aussie Move Burns Distribs.
II

See Proposals Resulting in "Dictatorship
With more complete information
OGR Bill Amendment Bars reaching
here the past two days
Office from Issuing Pix
regarding the proposed Australian

Government investigation of the film
business and subsequent suggested
Washington — Under an amend- restrictions and government control,
ment offered by Sen. Robert Taft, distributors here yesterday were
R., O., and accepted by the Senate irate over the entire situation.
One foreign department executive
in passing, 39-18, the bill to create
the Office of Government Reports, summed it up by stating that "if
the office would be barred from issu- the Australian Government is going
Washington
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(Continued on Page 4)
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(Continued on Page 8)

New Argentine Tax
May Affect Films

While Argentina has levied no direct taxes on the motion picture industry, the business may be affected by(Continued
a proposed
excess profits
on Page 4)

Para.
Letter
Slated Publicists'
for SPG Attention
Paramount publicists' letter to
the
the Guild's union
attitude
shouldSPG an asking
all-Paramount
be
(Continued on Page 6)

JU. S. Naval Base Job
Boosts Cuban "Take"

Havana (By Air Mail) — Guantanamo's four theaters 2re enjoying an
85 per cent business rise due to
construction work on the U. S.
Naval Base in Caimanera, while the
Encanto in Caimanera, reports receipts better than 75 per cent ahead
of last year.
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Gracie Fields In Canada
For Victory Loan Program
Vancouver, B. C. — Public demand
to see Gracie Fields and Alec Templeton when they appear here tomorrow in a Victory Loan broadcast
has forced CBS to switch the program to the Forum, Vancouver's
largest arena, where 7,000 will hear
it. Originally scheduled for a smaller auditorium, it will be heard
over the national network from 10
to 11 p.m.

400 At Para.
Club's
Choral
SocietyPepConcert

(Wednesday, May 21)
NEW

New Haven — The first New Haven
territory arbitration matter, brought
by Forest Theater Corp., operator of
the Forest, West Haven, against the
consenting distributors, will be heard
at 11 a.m. Monday with Frank H.
Wiggin, of the law firm of Wiggin
and Dana sitting as arbitrator.
The Forest asks elimination of
the 14-day clearance enjoyed by the
Rivoli, West Haven, whose owners,
Fishman Theaters, Inc., and operators, Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.,
intervene as interested parties.

Net
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8
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Approximately 400 persons attended the Spring Concert of the Para.
Pep Club Choral Society at the Biltmore Hotel last night.
Among the musical numbers were
original compositions by two members of the Para, staff, Gean Harwood and G. Knox Haddow.

Schlesinger Cartoonists
End Strike, Sign Pact
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Selznick Heading
Coast Chinese Aid
David O. Selznick, has accepted
the chairmanship of the Hollywood
United China Relief committee and
reported that
plans

comma and Gome
JERRY BRANDT,
producer of the Scattergo i
Baines stories for RKO,
leaves this week on
tour of all company exchanges.
LEO
DEVANEY,
in town.

were

theROBERT
Coast after
a week
in New
YOUNG
and his
wife York.
are en com
WALTER PIDCEON has returned here aft
several days in Atlantic City.

campaign
Blaine,al nationc o m m i 1 1 ee

GABRIEL

chairman,
here.
Selznicknouncedanhas]
member of the DAV,D Q SELZN1CK
served as a'
national camof United China Reliefpaign
sincecommittee
the launching, six weeks
ago, of its national campaign to raise
$5,000,000 for relief work in China.
He will launch the campaign in Hollywood during China Week, May
18-25, directing a broadcast originathook-up.
ing in Hollywood over a nation-wide

Wm. Fox Details Collapse
Of His $70,000,000 Empire
Philadelphia — William Fox yesterday revealed the financial tangle
which followed the collapse of his
$70,000,000 empire as he testified in
Federal Court against Former Judge
J. Warren Davis and Morgan S.
Kaufman.
Fox appeared pale and shaken and
denied any tax deal with the U. S.
He
was cross-examined
by Davis's
attorney,
William A. Gray,
but he
stuck to his tale of financial hardship.

Theaters Close in Protest;

PASCAL,

\^
y
C||CI, 6.0081-2-3-4
POOM HIM [XCMANOt DIStPIBUnON StfiVICt

HARRY

D.

BUCKLE

MARTIN PAGGI. CHARLES ROSS, ARTHl
GOTTLIEB and JACK COETZ leave this mornii
for Toronto to study practicability of reope
ing the Revina studios.
CESAR ROMERO arrives here this mornii
from a p. a. at a Springfield (Mass.) Greek r
lief benefit. He will remain here a week b
fore returning to the 20th-Fox studios.
PAUL and GRACE HARTMAN, dancers
pearing
"Sunny," onreturn
to New for
YorkSumm
tod.
to start inrehearsals
a repertory
theaters.
MAY

ROBSON

leaves fo the Coast followir

tomorrow
night. on Kate Smith's radio progra
her appearance
SAM

GALANTY,

Columbia

division

manage

is visiting the company's Cincinnati
and Pitt! I
burgh offices.
COLE PORTER has arrived here from Holly
wood and is stopping at the Towers of th
Waldorf-Astoria.
JEAN
House.

HERSHOLT

is a guest at the Esse

CLIFF LEWIS of the Paramount studios i
stopping at the Warwick.
JOHN GRIERSON of the National Film Boar
of Canada,
is also a guest at the Warwick.
DOROTHY LAMOUR left last night for Para
mount's
Coast studios.
BOB MOCHRIE, RKO's Eastern sales man i
ager, planed to Indianapolis last night; he return
late in the week.
HAYDEN HICKOK, Syracuse Herald-Journa
m.p. critic, leaves today for Albany, returnini
to his desk next Monday.
RONALD COLMAN and his wife, the forme
BENITA HUME, have arrived here following thi
completion of his latest RKO picture, "My Lifi
With Caroline." Colman will broadcast fron
Buffalo
for British relief while
in the East

HARRY ARTHUR

Bishop With Ohio Co-op

&!live»< SltvIC!
WCttAGI » C A MOJIC1ION

manager,

quota
goal for
the Hollywood
area, James G.

VAULT

1600

Canadian

AL RACHIN of RKO's studio publicity depar
ment is visiting the home office.

Los Angeles — Strike of cartoonists
at Leo Schlessinger Studio has been Burma Cuts Film Tariffs
settled, with work resumed yesterday. Contract was signed yesterday Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
afternoon.
Washington — Arbitrary tariff val- Fanchon&
The new three-year agreement proues of exposed films have been revides for a 40-hour week, 100 per
duced from about 13 to 1 cent per
cent Guild shop.
Loew's deb. 3Vis4<>
foot
in Burma, the Department of
Para. B'way 3s55
Union
executives
estimate
the
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 95 Vi
95 Vi
95 Vi
Commerce reports. Prior to this acWarner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95 Vi
95 Vi
95 Vi —
Vi wage increase will be approximately
tion, six Rangoon theaters, which
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
$36,000 per year.
mainly show American films, closed
Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
5-32
5-32
5-32
in protest during April but since
Sonotone Corp
1%
1%
1%
have
reopened. Because of the exFairbanks
Urges
Script
Technicolor
8Vi
8Vi
8'/i +
'/4
cessive duty resulting under the new
Trans-Lux
Writers
Visit
S.
A.
Lands
Indo-Burma
trade agreement, seven
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
other theaters showing only Indian
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 62
65
Rio de Janeiro (By Cable)— U. S. films, also closed.
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
53V4
56
script writers and technicians should
visit South America, is the recom- It's "The Big Store"
Schubart Back on Job
mendation ofDouglas Fairabnks, Jr., West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
here as a cultural emissary.
Hollywood—
Bigtitle
Store"
A. A. Schubart, RKO's manager
announced
as "The
the final
of theis
of exchange operations, is back on
new
Marx
Brothers
comedy
now
the job, having recovered from an Full Time for Reed's Bantam
appendicitis operation.
Bantam, Conn. — Joseph F. Reed shooting at M-G-M. It was tentatively titled "Bargain Basement."
will place his 300-seat Bantam Theater on full-time operation beginning Memorial Day.

BROADWAY

RKO's

now completed to
reach the fund

Cleveland — Ralph Bishop, former
owner of the Virginia Theater at
Carrollton, has joined Co-operative
Theaters of Ohio as the fourth
booker.

and OFFICE

FOR RENT
with cutting room facilities.

ROOM

803

126 West 46th St.

N. Y. C.

Marco Service Corp,
"I certainly appreciate receiving this
publication for it is
a great help to me
and to the staff
here generally. We
refer to it on
countless occasions
throughout the
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Take a Tip from the Critics!
HOLD-OVERS! "Love Crazy" standout laugh hit. Will roll up hefty biz
in all runs, with key hold-overs indicated.
— Variety
BEST YET! Following "Ziegfeld Girl" this one should prove the value of
Metro's contract. A cinch for all types of audiences. The best Powell -Loy
to date. Not just funny, it's hilarious.
— Film Daily
TOP! Top box-office team. A hilariously funny offering. Loud and long
were the laughs at its preview.
— Motion Picture Daily
HYSTERICAL! The audience hysterical with laughter. Adds up to one
long howl of merriment. A large-sized hit. Production of top M-G-M quality.

it**-

— Hollywood

Reporter

BEAT HEAT ! A laughfest that will please in a big way. Tops. Beat the heat
in Spring and Summer.

— Showmen's Trade Review

A CINCH! The kind the mob likes, served on a silver platter and a cinch
— Boxoffice
for laughs. Cash customers will buy it and come back for seconds.
WILLIAM POWELL* MYRNA LOY in
"LOVE CRAZY" with Gail Patrick
Jack Carson • Florence Bates • Sidney
Blackmer • Screen Play by William Ludwig,
Charles Lederer and David Hertz
Directed by Jack Conway • Produced by
Pandro S. Berman
• An M-G-M Picture

HIGH

GROSS!

Preview audience laughed often and loudly. A high gross

of laughs.

— Motion Picture Herald

COIN! Heavy laugh payoff. A coin picture 'because of the names and the
content, which is antidotal for the encircling gloom. A sure-fire audience
picture.
— Daily Variety
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New Argentine Tax
May Affect Films

Today:
Republic regional sales meeting, Chicag
May Ten
24: Eyck,
Albany-Troy
Albany. Warner Clubs Spring ba

{Continued from Page 1)

tax bill recently introduced, according- to John Nathan, Paramount's
Argentinian manager. Under the
proposed law, Nathan said, any figure more than 8 per cent of the invested capital would be regarded as
excess profits.
Nathan said that theater business
in Buenos Aires was good although
the economic situation in the interior and other important seaports is
critical because of the inability to
export commodities due to the war.
During the first four months of
1941, foreign trade dropped 41 per
cent under that of the first four
months of last year, with a corresponding effect on theaters in the
affected areas.
A new production company has
started operations in Buenos Aires,
Nathan said. This is Baires Films
which recently finished its first picture and is starting on its second.
Approximately 50 native pictures
are being made yearly and, like
American product, the good ones do
good business. Playing of German
and Italian pictures is negligible,
Nathan said, adding that American
pictures continue to get the major
portion of playing time.
Nathan is here for a month's vacation and is making' his first visit
here since July, 1938.

Budd Rogers as Capra Rep.
In "Doe" Foreign Distrib'n
(Continued from Page 1)

tion of the Frank Capra-Robert Riskin production of "Meet John Doe,"
which is being released by Warners.
Rogers will work in collaboration
with the foreign sales department
of Warners.

Small Pacts Gene Lockhart
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gene Lockhart was
signed yesterday by Edward Small
for one of the top roles in "International Lady." Lockhart will portray the leader of a gang of airplane
saboteurs who are seeking to break
up the flow of airplanes from the U.
S. to Britain.
Frank Named Circuit Booker
Chicago — A. P. Frank has been
named film booker for the Nat Bernstein Theater circuit with headquarters in Chicago.

Camp Patronage
Aids Nashville Biz
Nashville, Tenn. — That patronage
from the 30,000 soldiers in training
at Camp Forrest is lifting b.o. receipts perceptibly and may completely counteract the usual summer slump
is contention of manager of local and
Middle Tennessee theaters.

May 27:
FILM
DAILY
Golf Tournament,
Cl<
Oaks Country Club, Great Neck, L. I.
May 27-28:
Republic
regional
sales
meetin
New York.

T

T

Sherman FilmHotel.
June dance,
6:
Chicago
Bookers
Club

▼

June 6:
Actors
Equity
annual
Astor.
June 7-8:
Columbia
executive
Chicago.

Bundle o* Notes
• •
•
(stet.) cigars

WALTER Gould, foreign head of UA. is handing out monster
following a blessed event which took place over the

week-end
at his Maryland farm
The youngster, named Willrock, weighs 85 pounds
and is the first colt Gould has ever been
midwife to
His friends are calling it 'That Uncertain Foaling"
which is no "plug" intended for a certain UA opus
with that Lubitsch
touch

T

T

T

• «. « BECAUSE
of simultaneously scheduled events
including the 29th FILM DAILY Golf Tournament
luncheon
of the m.p. division of the United Jewish Appeal
has been
switched from next Tuesday to June 3
at the Hotel Edison. . . .
• That All-Star team (comprising Frank Jones, Frank and Pete
Alexander, Ed Lawler, Leo Hill and John Joseph) of the WilkesBarre division of the Comerford Theaters Bowling League
captured the circuit championship t'other night in Scranton
by winning the second game of a home-and-home series. . .
0 Following a two-way broadcast tonight 'twixt England and the
U. S
Lord Halifax will repair to the Museum of Modern Art
as the guest of John Hay Whitney
for a privately -tendered dinner
at which His Lordship will formally open the
"Britain At War" exhibit
in which films will play an important role
T
T
T

coii
<J:"nc

meetin,
sales

itmeetin

June 9:
Chorus Equity's annual meeting.
June 9-11:
MPTOA-PCCITO
convention,
Air
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
June 11-13:
New Jersey Allied convention, Rib
Carlton, Atlantic City.
June 16-19:
RKO Radio sales convention, Wa
dorf-Astoria.
June 24:
Boston
Variety Club charity ball.
June 2: Ascap annual membership meeting.
July 13-14:
MPTO of Virginia mid-summer cor
vention, Hotel Chamberlin
Old Point Con
fort.
Sept. 16-18:
National
Allied convention,
Ber
famin Franklin
Hotel, Philadelphia.
June 17:
Paramount
stockholders'
meetini
home office.
June 17-19:
ATO of Indiana convention, Pota
watomi
Inn, Pokagon
Park.
Sept. 19:
Philadelphia
Variety
Club — The
E
hibitor
golf tournament,
Philmont Countn
Club.
Nov. 2:

Pittsburgh

Variety

Club

banquet.

ORG Bill Amendment Bar
Office From Issuing Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

• •
•
KING Farouk of Egypt liked Columbia's "Master of the Cue"
(one of the "World of Sports" series) so well that he has ordered
a print for his private film collection
according to a cable dispatched

ing films and radio scripts. Th^
Senate action sent the measure bacl |
to the House for concurrence.
The OGR is headed by Lowell Mel
lett, administrative assistant to th<!
President.
Under the pending bill
it would be set up as an independen f
agency
with an Critics
annual have
authorizatioi
of $1,500,000.
assailec "
it as a move towards censorship ancf;
propaganda.
h

to the home office by Columbia's Egyptian solon, Richard Menasche. . .
• Major Edward Bowes is taking a vacation from his famous Family

Reopen Conn. Summer Houses

Hour but'll continue presence on his Amateur

Hour. . .

• Sunday night

brings to the Imperial Theater a star-studded revue, "Let Freedom Ring"
sponsored by the National Woman's Division and the New York
Chapter of the Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies
Among those appearing will be Irving Berlin, Robert (Metropolitan Opera)
Weede, Lester Cole, Irving Caesar, Joe Laurie, Jr., Senator Ford, and

"

Sound View, Conn. — John P. Glack
in will open his Strand summei
house for Saturday night perform,
ances in June and expand his sched-,

ule
in Poulton
July. Adolph
Johnson
ana,.' ,
Albert
will reopen
the New
Colony here on June 28 for theii,
second Summer
season.

flocks of gents from the composer-roster of both Ascap and BMI

T

▼

T

• • • TWO
of the original members
of the first screen
production of "Blood and Sand"
— Lila Lee and Nita Naldi —
will be guests of the Roxy Theater tonight
at the world
premiere of the new 20th-Fox pic version of Vicente Blasco Ibanez'
renowned yarn. . . « Irene Dunne
did right niftily in that
"Friendship Bridge" broadcast on Tuesday
during which she
appeared with 12 British evacuee kids
who sent greetings to
their families in England via Station WMCA. . . » Invitations to
tonight's gala opening of the new Daytona Theater, Daytona Beach,
Fla
went out under the names jointly of Mr. and Mrs. Drew
Eberson
Former, who is the junior partner of the architectural
firm of John and Drew Eberson, was a film director on the Coast
These newly weds were hitched recently in suburban Pittsburgh
She, — the former Frances Glendenning, — has appeared
before Hollywood's cameras
on productions with which hubby
was associated
Now they're both exhibitors
Such versatility!

Cain
on "Shanghai
Gesture"
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILi
Hollywood — James
M. Cain, au-i^
thor of "The Postman Always Rings: .
Twice" has been signed by Arnold,
Pressburger to write the screenplay
and dialogue for "The
Shanghai j ,
Gesture."

It's Catching
Albany — Boxoffice slump in recent
weeks in pix biz, despite improved
purchasing power of the communities
in the Albany exchange territory is
also being felt by theater competition.
Baseball, a keen competitor found
it necessary to turn on the arc lights
for night games earlier this year than
ever before, but general lassitude
and cool
weather
ance below
par.

««

«

«

»

%>

have kept attend-
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"Blood Power,
and Linda
Sand"
with Tyrone
Darnell,

"Shining Victory"

th James Stephenson, Geraldine Fitzgerald,
Donald Crisp
garners
80 Mins.
DRAMATIC STORY WITH FINE CAST
IRST-RATE PRODUCTION SHOULD
L TO GENERAL AUDIENCES.
This new Warner release has all the
ecessary elements which appeal to general
diences, romance, drama and tragedy, but
s difficult to appraise its exact box office
awing power for several reasons. Unquestionably it is ably enacted
by a splendid
st, handsomely produced and endowed with
lied technicians and an able director, but
issibly some audiences will be let down by
Q rather trite and overly sentimental conusion.
The story itself could have been
eeded up in several places and the third
de of the eternal triangle theme seemed
perfluous, due to a rather clumsy introiction in this instance.
1 1 Picture should have a strong appeal for
•omen.
The cast is excellent. James Stephenson
ves an effective and beautifully reserved
-formance in the lead role, holding himself
^ check in a part that could have been
ined if it was overacted.
Geraldine Fitzrald is charming, capable and lovely to
ok at, registering nicely as the love inrest. A corking performance is conibuted by the always effective Donald
risp, and Montagu Love, Sig Rumann, George
Huntley, Jr., and a long string of other
| ipable players contribute
fine supporting
naracterizations.
Barbara
O'Neil
has a
:y supporting part, but the characterizaion seems
shallow principally because
of
s forced introduction into the story.
Irving Rapper's direction is skillful, and
le medical world in which the story takes
ace is carefully reproduced on the screen
> give it authenticity. The screenplay was
ritten by Howard Koch and Anne Froelick
on a play by A. J. Cronin.
The story concerns Stephenson principalA brilliant research man in the brain
eld, specializing in treating insanity and
ental disorders by injections, he has his
ork stolen by Rumann, professor of an initute in Hungary, and is thrown out of the
juntry without any of his records. He
:es to work in a private sanitarium in Scotnd run by Montagu Love, where his old
:acher and friend, Crisp, is also a staff
ember. His work is ridiculed, but his
ssistant, Miss Fitzgerald, believes in him.
bout to be married and on the verge of

20th

Rita Hayworth, Nazimova
Century-Fox
123
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

SUPERB

DIRECTION,

BRILLIANT

Mins.
ACT-

ING, LAVISH PRODUCTION, PLUS "NATURAL" TECHNICOLOR MAKE "BLOOD
AND SAND" SMASH
B. 0. HIT.
They can now stop talking about Rudolph
Valentino in "Blood and Sand." This is stated
with no disrespect or irreverance for Valen-

the crowds, loved by his wife and sought
after by other women. Rita Hayworth proves
to be the only one who can turn his head.
She does so — beautifully, and he winds up,
still on top, but because of the loss of
his former recklessness pointed down the
ladder.
His wife leaves him, his creditors hound
him, and he then realizes that Linda is truly
"the only honest one in the world." He
meets his wife in the chapel before he goes
to meet his last bull, then his blood is spilled
on the sands of the arena for the first and
last time.

tino or his picture. Darryl Zanuck's verThe picture ends on a courageous rather
sion, directed by Rouben Mamoulian, starring Tyrone Power and Linda Darnell, is than a tragic note despite Power's death.
The crowd cheers for a new idol. Blood
almost perfection in motion picture entertainment. Technicolor was invented for and Sand are what Spain wants.
This picture needs no support. It will
"Blood and Sand." There is no question hold and bring back audiences of every
but that much of this tremendous spectacle
would have been lost on black and white
age.
film.
CAST: Tyrone Power, Linda Darnell,
Beauty, gripping drama, tender, eloquent Rita Hayworth, Nazimova, Anthony Quinn,
J. Carrol Naish, John Carradine, Lynn Bari,
love scenes and suspense — such as you've
never experienced before — parade in beauti- Laird Cregar, Vicente Gomez, William Montague, George Reeves, Pedro De Cordoba,
ful sequence under the expert guidance of
Director Mamoulian. Sets, lavish and Fortunio Bonanova, Victor Kilian, Michael
splendrous, photographed in part in low key Morris, Charles Stevens, Ann Todd, Cora
lighting, are breath-taking; thanks to Ernest Sue Collins, Russell Hicks, Maurice Cass,
Palmer and Ray Rennahan, cameramen, and Rex Downing, John Wallace, Jacqueline
Art Directors Richard Day and Joseph C. Dalya, Cullen Johnson, Larry Harris, Ted
Wright who were ably assisted by Techni- Frye, Schuyler Standish.
CREDITS:
Producer,
Darryl F. Zanuck;
color's Natalie Kalmus.
Fox's announced plan of regular release
for the film is a break for exhibitors. Here
is a roadshow hit if we ever saw one.
There are many fine performances in this

Associate Producer, Robert T. Kane; Director, Rouben Mamoulian; Based on the novel
by Vicente Blasco Ibanez; Screenplay, Jo
Swerling; Photographed in Technicolor; Directors of Photography, Ernest Palmer, and
Ray Rennahan, ASC; Technicolor Director,
Natalie Kalmus; Associate, Morgan Padelford; Musical Director, Alfred Newman; Art
Directors, Richard Day, Joseph C. Wright;
Editor, Robert Bischoff.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Hold Rites Saturday
For J. V. "Jack" Smith
Funeral services for John Vincent
"Jack" Smith, 56, New York JournalJAmerican drama editor, who
died early yesterday, will be held
from his home, 546 W. 150th St.,
at 9:30 am. Saturday and at 10
a.m. from St. Catherine of Genoa
Church.
Two sisters survive.
Smith, widely known both in stage
and screen circles, collapsed in the
Hotel Astor Tuesday night and was
rushed to the Medical Center where
death occurred.

picture. You'll see Rita Hayworth prove
once again her right to the place she is
rising to in pictures. Outstanding are John
Carradine, as Power's faithful, uneducated,
philosophy - spouting assistant; J. Carol
Naish, as his dresser, a former star of the

$$ BR0** NVM»es

bull ring; Laird Cregar, Spain's foremost
critic of the matador, and Nazimova who
plays Power's mother.
The stars — Power and Darnell — are excellently cast. They play their roles with
feeling and sincerity. Seen in the earlier
sequences Rex Downing and Ann Todd, playing the lovers as youngsters, show great
promise. Also not to be forgotten in praisegiving is Zanuck's Associate Producer Robert
f. Kane, who has given his boss what is certain to be one of his greatest hits.
There is drama and excitement in bull
fighting — there is also brutality. The latter
has been completely deleted — expertly
handled by the master screen writer Jo
Swerling.

access, Miss O'Neil, slightly unbalanced
nd in love with him, attempts to destroy
is papers in a fire, but at the cost of her
n life Miss Fitzgerald rescues them.

Tyrone Power, born of a champion of the
Sanded Arena, lives in poverty in the slums
of Seville. At night he steals from a nearby ranch to learn the profession he loves.
have a number of points that An altercation with Laird Cregar, who is
' anExhibitors
be merchandised effectively to sell the slandering his father in a bar-room, forces
icture. It is a Cronin play, the cast is him to run away to Madrid. He is accomell-known, the story itself contains plenty
panied by his youthful band of expectant
f drama and other elements interesting to toreadors. He has pledged himself to his
ie average audience, and the picture is sweetheart Carmen. Ten years later he resry definitely a class production.
turns, a fifth-rate bull fighter — still surCAST: James Stephenson, Geraldine Firzrounded byhis henchmen — none of whom can
erald, Donald Crisp, Barbara O'Neil, Mon- read or write. He rises to the position of
sgu Love, Sig Rumann, George P. Huntley, the "First Man of Spain."
He is adored by
r., Richard Ainley, Alec Craig, Bruce Lester,
eonard Mudie, Doris Lloyd, Frank Reicher, rector, Irving Rapper; Screenplay, Howard
ermine Sterler, Billy Bevan, Clara Verdera, Koch and Anne Froelick; From a play by
rauford Kent.
A. J. Cronin; Cameraman, James Wong
CREDITS: In charge of production, Jack Howe; Editor, Warren Low.
Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. WalDIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
5; Associate
Producer,
Robert Lord; Di- Top Notch.
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Fast Tennis Looms
As Net Solons Feast

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

{Continued from Page 1)

terday involving the tennis end of
the tourney. Gathering, like its
piedecessor huddle, was in the Hotel
Astor's Hunting Room.
After a long and intensive discussion of the modus operandi (whatever that is) of tennis tournament
setup this year, it was decided that
again the "Levin System," which
makes it possible for the rankest
player to defeat the rankingest player, will be employed. This system
was so successful at the 28th Film
Daily joust in 1940 that some of the
winners went into a coma from sheer
surprise when they were handed
prizes.
A record turnout of "racqueteers"
is expected to participate on the
courts, instead of in them, on Tuesday, next.
Among
those in
at yesterday's
nis Luncheon,
addition to Tenthe
waiters, were Tournament Manager
Don Mersereau; Bicycle Commissioner Jack Levin, inventor of the
"Levin System" of scoring which he
developed in the Catskill Mountains;
Si Seadler, collector of objets d'art
and a plunger in night clubs; and
Tournament Historian George Morris.
Personnel of the luncheon meeting demonstrated great tennis skill
by
vice.easily handling the Astor's ser-

Para. Publicists' Letter
Slated for SPG Attention
(Continued from Page 1)

organized and criticizing the Guild's
reported stand on certain non-labor
questions "will receive the attention
of the Guild's membership," it was
said by a Guild spokesman yesterday.
The Paramount
group's
addressed
to President
Joe letter
Gouldwasof
the Guild. It was explained that
the issue was one which could only
be acted upon by the Guild's membership as a whole.

Tri-States May Adopt New
Uniform Student Admission
(Continued from Page 1)

all of the theaters of the Tri-State
chain in Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois.
G. Ralph Branton, general manager, said the plan calls for the student admission price to be available
to boys and girls from 12 to 16 years
of age, inclusive.

(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

THE FILM DAILY,
1501

Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

1941

Golf Tournament.

(Entry fee

Name
Address
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April Tax Receipts
Show $1,477,562 Drop
(Continued from Page 1)

was down in many territories, with
the defense spending program yet
to make its effect felt in large areas.
The April collection is reported
at $5,627,394.21, compared to $7,104,956.34 for March, a drop of $1,477,562.13. The April collection is
$3,626,492.03 more than the $2,000,902.18 collection for the same month
of 1940, however.
Broadway figures show a comparable drop. The April Broadway collection was $514,220.02 compared to
$650,007.38 for March, a decline of
$135,787.36. The April Broadway
collection is also $75,926.84 less than
the $590,146.86 collection for April,
1940.

"After Mein Kampf?" Deals Set

CLUB

HANDICAP

|

|

CLUB:

Sales Chiefs Tackling
Trade Show Problem
(Continued from Page 1)

does not become effective for three
and a half months, methods of trade
showing the new product are being
formulated tentatively.
It appears certain that trade
shows will not be held in screening rooms. Present unofficial plans
call for the leasing of a dark theater or a legitimate house that has
no matinees.
In Detroit an offer has been made
by an independent operator to build
a screening room to accommodate
the trade shows of the five companies. Offer has not been accepted
but if it is, similar rooms may be
constructed in other cities.
Extent to which the trade shows
will be patronized is expected to
have a bearing on the permanent

Deals for "After Meim Kampf?" plan.
have been closed by Crystal Pictures Sampson
Does It Again
with Interstate and Consolidated,
Detroit — George W. Sampson,
Robb & Rowley, Malco, Martin The- Monogram salesman who reported
aters and Genco circuit, according to
the first 1941-42 contract with an
Prexy Melvin Hirsh.
indie in western Michigan a week
ago, turned in the first contracts reFla. Okays Sunday Films
ported by any company for northern
Tallahassee, Fla. — Sunday movies Michigan — with Forrest Martin, for
in Florida have now been legalized. the Sun Theater at Marion; and with
Legislative action was completed Dan Gregory for the new theater at
last week. Only four dissenting Beulah, which he is opening on
votes were cast.
July 4.

Pa. Tops in Teaching

New FPC Regime in
Realignment Moves

Pix Use

adian industry is to face a challeng
from Odeon Theaters and Genera
Theater Corp., with which Paul Na
thanson, Nat Taylor and Oscar,c"OT p
son are identified, Fitzgibbo #i
wasting no time in realigning hi
executive setup and completing nev
operating plans and policies.
Odeon's strength is yet to be es
tablished. While a number of the
aters have been acquired and plan:
announced for the construction oJ
others, it is probable that the building campaign will be drastically
curtailed as a result of Federal re
strictions recently announced. This
means that if Odeon is to grow rapidly, the avenues will have to be
purchase and lease.
Promotion of employes who earn
recognition will be the company
policy, Fitzgibbons said in announcing that Morris Stein, former distric manager, is now in charge of all
Eastern Canadian FPC theaters
with Jack Arthur as supervisor for
Western and Northbern Ontario, and
Robert Roddick, supervisor of the
Maritime Provinces.
Ed Zorn has been made general
manager of Middle West houses with
Frank Kershaw and Don Gaul as
his supervisors. New general manager for British Columbia is Larry
Bearg who will have C. S. Neville
and Frank Gow as supervisors.
Home office changes include the
appointment of Ben Whitham as
manager of a combined purchasing,
maintenance and construction department in the East with Victor
Armand doing the same job in the
West, headquartering in Winnipeg.
Angus McCunn and W. E. Kerr have
been elected assistant treasurers
while L. G. Geering has been elected
tor.
assistant secretary and general audiBen Geldsaler is in charge of film
booking with Ralph Dale assistant
manager of the booking department.
Clair Appel is associate director of
advertising under James R. Nairn.
Insurance department is headed by
R. G. Darby while C. Dentelbeck is
home office supervisor of projection.
Fitzgibbons stated that no other
important changes are contemplated.

Metzner Signed by Lesser
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Hollywood — Erno Metzner has
been signed as art director for
More Pennsylvania colleges and 899 and parochial schools, 60. Ohio "Strange Victory," the next Sol Lesser production. Metzner just finished
schools have projectors than those schools able to show motion pictures total 2,149 broken down to "New Wine," has been with Alexof any other state, according to a
Korda, and with Gaumontrecent survey made by the Motion high schools, 1,015; colleges, 62; British ander
for four-and-a-half years.
Picture Division of the Bureau of private, 102; public, 941 and paroDunningcolor Short Ready
chial, 29.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
New York has 2.073 projector- Albert-Applebaum Join
Hollywood — Dunningcolor has Checkup reveals Ohio schools in secWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
completed color prints of the one
ond place, followed by New York equipped schools of which 961 are
high schools; 79, colleges; 183, priHollywood — Eddie Albert, former
reeler, "Red, White and Blue Ha- and Illinois.
vate; 805, public and 45 parochial. Warner player, and Irving Applewaii" which Paramount will release
Pennsylvania schools with equip- Illinois' 1,843 movie minded schools baum, independent producer, have
next month. Picture was produced
ment
total
2,199
divided
as
follows:
include 845 high schools; 86 colby Dunningcolor last year in Haa company to produce "Treasleges; 117 private; 771 public and formed
waii, and is second of the series de- high schools, 1,014; colleges, 91;
with Albert, which Hans
Kafkaure Hunt"
is writing.
livered for Paramount release.
private schools, 135; public schools, 24 parochial.

2,199 Colleges and Schools Have Projectors

1
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ritish Productions
timed for U. S. Marl
London (By Cable) — Two new feares aimed for the American as well
the British and Empire markets
~> into production this week. Robert
- and Carol Reed are scheduled
• it^art on the story about the
Wf
er Pitt at Shepherd's Bush tocrTTow. Second picture to start is
latter's Castle," which will be proiced at Denham by I. Goldsmith
• r Paramount. Lance Comfort will
rect the latter.
Intended for similar distribution
Conqueror's "Soldiers of Fleet
:reet,"
before
the
.meras which
some will
time gonext
month.
aj. David Niven will star, and
nthony Asquith will direct.
Other new productions coming up
■e "Portrait of a British Yeoman,"
hich will be shot at Ealing. That
udio at the moment is concentratg on a Fleet Air Arm picture,
■5'nips
withJohnWings,"
nks and
Clements.with Leslie
] Ben Lyon and Ann Dvorak are
turning to the screen in Warners'
i'ou Can't Escape Forever," well
ong at Teddington. It's a French
fugee drama against a Parisian
tting.
Features recently completed here,
id which wil receive American disibution, include 20th-Fox's "Kipps,"
.th Carol Reed and Michael Red•ave which had a gala world premie at Folkstone last week despite
izi raiders passing overhead; RKO
idio's Polish flying story, "Dan■rous Moonlight"; Leslie Howard's
Mmpernel Smith," and British Naonal's "Penn of Pennsylvania."
etro Buys Story
.ist
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Bureau
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Hollywood — Metro has bought
bugles Blow at Midnight" by Wilim R. Lipman. Story concerns a
wspaper controlled by Fascists
rich puts up a candidate for the
' esidency.

KO Closes Cincy Family
Cincinnati — RKO
Family
has
sed for the Summer.
RKO Lyric,
the same block will adopt the
imily policy of double bills, facing Western action features at
;c top.
erb Ellisburg Recovering
Chicago — Herb Ellisburg, manager director of the Loop Studio theer is recovering in Michael Reese
spital from a serious operation
gall stones.

"Red, Hot and Blue"
Acquired by Metro
West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has acquired
the rights to the 1936 Broadway
musical, "Red, Hot and Blue" and
American screen rights to the Mexcence van de Meersch French novel
"L'Empreinte du Dieu," translated
and published in this country as
"Hath Not the Potter. '

Stock Drop Interests Wall St.
Fall Biz Expected to Show Marked

Gains

Decline in the prices of amusement
issues, both on the Big Board and
Curb Market in recent weeks, has
attracted considerable interest in
financial circles.
Discussing the market situation,
and its relation to current company
business, the Wall St. Journal yesterday said:
Moving picture shares have not
acted so wellhas
recently
Loew's off,
in
particular
been and
slipping
selling around the lows of 1941.
Earnings of the latter company for
the 25 weeks ended March 31 were
equal to $2.80 a share, compared with
$3.79 a share for the period ended
March 14, 1940. Most of the decline
in earnings was due to reduced revdrawnhad
fromfilms
Britain.
too, hasenuesnot
with theLoew's,
same

company's
earnings
has tax
yet bill
to be
estimated when
the new
is
completed, profits should continue at
about
first however,
quarter's that
levels.
should the
be noted,
profitsIt
of this company for the first period
more than covered a year's dividends
at the 20 cents quarterly rate on the
common stock.
"Usually the Summer period is a
quieter one for the movies but it
remains to be seen how far this
year's 'slowing' in attendance will
work out with the country at full tilt
on arms production and fewer vacations taken. Undoubtedly, attendance
has been reduced in centers where
munition
overtime, workers are putting in

Cincinnati — E. M. Booth, M-G-M
branch manager, is recovering from
a bad attack of poison ivy, contracted while vacationing.

campaign
for
the opening onof "The
the St.Great
Johns Lie"
Theater
there on May 28.

Weidler in Shirley Temple Role

West

Pascal May Produce
For UA in Canada
(Continued from Page 1)

ducing in the Toronto studios which
have been inactive for the last five
years. If conditions prove favorable, Pascal will produce two George
Bernard Shaw stories a year and
one by another author.
Included in Pascal's delegation
will be Harry Buckley, vice-president of United Artists; Martin Paggi sound technician for Pascal;
Charles Ross, lighting expert, and
Arthur Gottlieb and Jack Goetz of
the Du-Art
Film Laboratories.
Pascal is taking a print of "Major Barbara" for a special screening
to be attended by Dominion and
Provincial government
officials.

"On the other hand, other workers
will not be taking the usual vacations
popularity as some of those it had so they may swell attendance during
in 1940.
the Summer. Altogether, it is likely To
"Powers' Models'
As Film
Ann Sheridan
Starrer
"Paramount's first quarter earn- that moving picture attendance in
ings, showing 89 cents a share, while the Fall should make a better com- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
substantial, were somewhat less than
parison with a year ago — and latter
Hollywood — Warner Bros, has
had been anticipated by the Street. period was a good one for the theabought "Powers' Models," a story by
Although
the tax feature in this
Voldemar Vetluguin. While film is
a vehicle for Ann Sheridan, KathFrisco Catholic Paper
Urges Delaware Baptists
arine Aldridge, Georgia Carroll and
To Shun Sunday Films
others of the studio's ingenues, the
Raps Sex-Comedy Trend
Powers' models will appear in the
ters."
Everett Freeman will collabSan Francisco — The Monitor, lo- film. orate
Dover, Del.— The Rev. Arthur R.
with the author on the screen
cal
Catholic
newspaper,
pans
recent
treatment.
James, president of the United Baptist convention of Delaware, called Hollywood trend of mixing sex and
upon members of the denomina- comedy. Two column attack stres- Dismiss Neugebauer Suit
ses fact that picture makers are
tion to shun Sunday motion picSuit of Emil Neugebauer for $200,tures and other such Sunday diver- not only flaunting the League of Desion, now legal.
cency, but also ignoring the fact 000 damages against Nate J. Blumberg and
Blumberg's
that box-office and critic polls show Lawrence
Waterman,
was secretary,
dismissed
Adkins loins Disney June 1
clean pictures winners by wide mar- yesterday by New York Supreme
Court Justice Bernard L. Shientag
Boston — David C. Adkins, who has
who held that the defendants were
been associated with Disney producPooling
gin.
tions locally and also is executive Mueller-Stahl
not personally liable on an alleged
director of New England Town Hall,
Sharon, Pa. — John Mueller, who contract. The plaintiff had charged
beginning June 1 joins Disney per- operates the Gable Theater, and the breach of an agreement under
which he allegedly secured the sermanently, probably in New York.
Harry Stahl, who operates the Nuvices of Gloria Jean for Universal.
Luna Theater in this town, have
combined their theaters under a Lesser Signs Harry Horner
De Havilland, Astor Cast
partnership arrangement, the new West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
concern
to be known as the ShaHollywood — Sol Lesser has set
Hollywood — Warner Bros, has cast
ron Theater Company, to become ef- Harry Horner as production designOlivia de Havilland in "One Foot in
fective June 1.
Heaven," opposite Fredric March.
er for ciation
"Strange
assowith Erno Victory,"
Metzner. inHorner
Mary Astor was assigned to the fem- HTA Files as Bankrupt
is
well
known
for
his
stage
work,
11
est
Coast
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
inine lead in is"Knights
of Malta."
John Huston
the author
and he
also designed "Railroads on
will direct the film.
Hollywood — The Hollywood Thea- and
exhibit at the New York
ter Alliance, producer of the legit, Parade"
World's Fair.
show, "Meet the People," has filed
a voluntary petition in bankruptcy.
20th-Fox Gets Pidgeon
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY Wage increases when the show went To Film Harvard Graduation
Boston — Harvard Commencement
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has on the road was the chief cause of
exercises will be filmed by RKOclosed a deal to borrow Walter Pidg- the failure, it was said.
eon from Metro for the role of Dr.
Pathe,
Pictures. Paramount and Republic
Lee Blumberg to Florida
Gruffydd in "How Green Was My
Lee Blumberg, in charge of field
exploitation for Warner Bros., is in
Valley."
Jacksonville, Fla., to supervise the
How to Ruin a Vacation

Col.-Gloria Swanson Deal?
Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia will probWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
ably make a picture with Gloria
Hollywood — Metro has cast Vir- Swanson after she finishes "Father
ginia Weidler in the role originally Takes a Wife" for RKO unless the
intended for Shirley Temple in latter company exercises it option for
another picture with her.
"Babes on Broadway."

'Any Port in a Storm9

San Francisco — Matinee business
in several downtown grind houses
took a noticeable jump. Managers
thanked Allah and scratched their
head for the answer. They discovered that Union Square Park, regular
abode of hundreds of bench loungers,
is being torn up in building of underground garage. Habitants are now
doing their lounging in movie seats.

w
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Australian Gov't Moves Burn American Distribs
Foreign Dept. Executives
Scent Proposals As Resulting in "Dictatorship"
(Continued from Page 1)

to run the business, we might as
well quit," adding that in his estimation this sort of treatment could
hardly be called reciprocity for the
snlendid job beina- done by U. S.
distributors with all types of British
war shorts as well as other efforts
on the part of the film industry to
aid the Empire.
It has been suggested that U. S.
distributors form a film pool to
make pictures available to all Aussie theaters, increase the amount of
profits invested in Australian securities and eliminate a number of socalled "cheap" films from their import schedules.
Under these conditions, it is
pointed out, the Australian Government would establish a "dictatorship"
over the picture business with flat
regulations as to the amount of
profit any company could make on
any one picture set up by the Government.
Foreign departments here, after
study of the new proposals, seem
inclined to believe that restriction
of imports is definitely in the cards
if the establishment of a prohibition
list on other imports can be regarded as any sort of an indication.
Stills are now in the 75 per cent
restricted category under the new
rulings.
U. S. distributors operating in
Australasia are now investing 50
per cent of their profits in Australian defense efforts, with this percentage to be increased, according
to reports. It is pointed out that
high operation costs, heavy taxes
and frozen currency now has cut
any margin of profit to a very small
figure, and with further financial
burdens put on the distributors'
shoulders there will be no profits,
necessarily making the operation a
losing venture.

Fairbanks Memorial Services
West
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Hollywood — Memorial services for
Douglas Fairbanks will be held at
the Hollywood Cemetery Sunday.
Eulogy is expected to be delivered
by Charles Chaplin.

TO THE

COLORS!

Andrew L. Gold, son of Al Gold,
veteran Movietone News cameraman,
and a lensman himself, is the latest
employe of Movietone to be called
to service by Uncle Sam. Young
Gold is now stationed at Fort Monmouth, N. J., where he serves under
Lieut.-Col. M. E. Gillette, for long
the
U. S. Army's newsreel contact
officer.

Dubbing Compulsory in Spain New Public Approach
$1,850 Dubbing Tax on All Imported Films
from Page 1)

Urged by Claude Lee

(Continued

ated an agency called the Sindicato
Nacional del Espectaculo for the
purpose of controlling the industry.
Under the new rules published a
Sindicato - appointed classification
board will grade features in three
categories, with minimum taxes running up to $6,940 for features in
the No. 1 classification. The rate
of $2,313 per feature is the minimum tax on features in Class 3.
Dubbing
in Spanish Compulsory
In addition to this, dubbing in
Spanish is now compulsory for all
imports, with the dubbing to be done
in Spain by Spanish firms. Also,
a dubbing tax of $1,850 is required
foi each feature import. However,
what is regarded as a neat joker is
inserted in this clause whereby a
distributor must pay double that tax
on a picture imported for distribution, thereby forcing the sale of pictures to Spanish agents on an outright sale basis unless companies
want cial
to imposts.
meet these prohibitive finan-

where any profits derived from a
picture would always be subject to
further levies without warning. An
exception is made in the minimum
tax rule for newsreels and other
types of shorts, but again there appears to be a joker. It is stipulated
that if the subject is classified as an
exploitation film it is subject to a
tax up to $2,313.
Must Pay Tax and Dubbing Fee
Regarding the dubbing, in the case
of an outright purchase by a Spanish agent he must pay the tax and
dubbing fee, but when it is imported
by a foreign distributor he pays
the costs plus the increases allowed
for. In addition, even though a picture is made in Argentina, for instance, by a U. S. distributor operating in Spain, and he uses Spanish
artists, speaking Spanish, the picture is still reported to be subject
to all tax regulations.
Conditions now existing prohibit
export of monies, and any revenue
a foreign distributor can hope to
The entire measure apparently gain must be had from accepting
has been evolved to force foreign Spanish-made pictures or producing
distributors out of business in the pictures there, themselves, which
country as agents for themselves will earn revenue for the distributor
and necessitate the outright sale of in markets apart from Spain. It is
films to Spanish agents in any reve- also pointed out that in order to
do this a distributor would have to
nue is expected to be had.
Another clause provides for an spend far more money in Spain than
increase in the minimum tax after he could ever hope to get back on
classification of picture, thereby such a venture, making the entire
leaving a distributor in the position operation a loss.

$150,000 Amuse. Center
Will be Built in Honolulu

Howard Hawks Reports
To Goldwyn on June 1

Honolulu, Hawaii (By Air Mail) —
An amusement center featuring a motion picture theater, air-conditioned
bowling alleys, rifle range, dance
floor and equipment for skee ball
and table tennis, will be built here
by the Royal Amusement Co.
The new project will cost between
$150,000 and $200,000, it was announced by Adolph Ramish, president of the company who sailed for
his home in Los Angeles after spending six weeks here surveying sites
for new theaters.
The amusement center will be in
line with the attempts being made
throughout the community to provide
more entertainment for the nearly
50.000 soldiers and the personnel of
the entire U. S. Fleet now stationed
here.
Site of the project will be a 27,000
square foot lot adjacent to the Civic
Auditorium recently purchased by
the Royal Amusement Co. This is
located midway between downtown
Honolulu and the Waikiki Beach district.
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Hollywood — Sam Goldwyn has engaged Howard Hawks to direct Gary
Cooper in the picture tentatively
titled, "The Professor and the Burlesque Queen." Hawks will report
to the Goldwyn studio June 1 to begin
preparation. The director last worked
for Goldwyn in 1935 when he directed
"Barbary Coast."
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder
are now writing the screenplay for
the comedy which is scheduled for
July 1 production start. Goldwyn
is now seeking a top name player
for the feminine lead. The picture
is planned as the second to be delivered by Goldwyn in his pact with
RKO, the first being "The Little
Foxes," starring Bette Davis under
the direction of William Wyler.

Des Moines — Calling on the- +V
ater men to readjust their apj(C0T' • 1
to the public and sell the t»rati
tutional side of the film industry
Claude F. Lee. in charge of publi
relations for Paramount, gave th<
keynote
Council" address
banquet.at Tri-States' "Wa*
Lee told the 50 Tri-State manag
ers, execs, and local distribs. wh<
were
gueststheat institutional
the banquet, side
that o!
ir"
the past
the business had been ignored bj
the industry and the public estimate
looked.
of the industry had been over"The old yardstick is gone," Let
said, "the country today is conJ
fronted with a problem of economic
and social reform and although it it
purely conjecture — if things continue
on this course we are going to have
government regulation in a big way
There is a lot of sentiment in Washington for it.
"The time has come to throw out
our dirty linen and remove suspicion that has been created through
absentee ownership.
"Theater men are learning to take
their places as community business
men, just as other business men are
the movers
behind civic activity, i
This is just a recognition of thej,
theater business community obliga-*J(
A. H. Blank, head of the TriStates Theaters, who flew back from
the Variety club convention to atthe banquet said the distributions."tend
tors and exhibitors must get together more so than ever before and
see each other's problems. He
pledged full co-operation from the
exhibitors and said: "We need your;
help and you need our help."
G. Ralph Branton, general manager of Tri-States, who was toastmaster, pointed out the patriotic
spirit needed in the theaters and
said that hereafter the American
flag will be prominently displayed
in all Tri-State houses.
Other speakers included Coach '
Eddieof Anderson
from Brayton
the Univer-'
sity
Iowa, Arthur
from
the Des Moines Chamber of Commerce, Harry Warren of Central
States Theater Corp., Ben Gibson
and
S. T. Stewart, legal counsel for
Tri-States.

STO

3.500 Seater Uses Dishes
Meyer Beck, of the Russell BirdBoston — Louis Krasnow, manager
office, yesterday became the
of the National Theater here has well
father of a baby daughter.
made a new dish and crockery deal
and is giving out complete sets of
Davenport, la. — Don Allen, manadishes, kitchen utensils and glassger of the Capitol Theater here, and
ware to patrons of the big 3,500 Mrs. Allen Tuesday adopted a twoseater.
year baby daughter.
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ILLIED "YES-AND-NO" ON DECREE EFFECT

!

ndustry Old Age Pension Bill New Cuban Worry
alls for 2% Tax on Gross
Myers Sees Some Beneficial
•f Distribs, Levies on
Aspects, But Insists That
Scandal
in
Expansion?
andlords and Exhibitors
Definite Weaknesses Exist
Havana (By Air Mail) — A bill to
Operations
under the New York
National Allied foresees the possibilities of "an open scandal" in the New
ovide for old age pensions and York consent decree's restrictions on circuit expansion. Branding the provisions consent decree to date receive both
mpensation for all employes in the of Section XI "a sham," Abram F. Myers in a bulletin released yesterday prior to laudatory and negative criticism in a
bulletin made public yesterday
by
m industry with the disbursements the Cleveland board meeting next Monday, said:
Abram
F.
be raised by additional tax bur"The ineffectiveness of Sec. XI to prevent the consenting defendants and their affiliated chains from expanding in the exhibition field during the three-year test period was
ns on the film industry, is curcounsel
pointed out by Allied to the Department of Justice and to Judge Goddard, but its advice
Myers, eral genl ntly being studied
in Congres- fell
on
deaf ears.
i ;onal committee
here.
However,
of Allied.
Among the
J [formed quarters do not expect the
"From many parts of the country come reports of such acquisitions and building
and to the extent that Allied members are affected thereby these reports have been
11 to pass because it is a com- lodged with the Department of Justice.
beneficial as1 etely discriminatory
measure.
Plain to raise the disbursement
"The provisions of Sec. XI are a sham and unless the Department of Justice can
ing from
the
pects
result(Continued on Page 8)
decree,
Myers
(Continued on Page 3 )
points to (a)

anada's H of C
rofesfs 20% Tax
Montreal — A storm of protest is
-ewino- among members of the
ominion House of Commons of all
iroups against the new 20 per cent
ix on motion picture entertainment.
The members want this new tax
■duced or alternatively to have it
ade applicable to other forms of
uisement such as concerts, stage
, wrestling, hockey and rugby
(Continued on Page 3)

TA Denies Film Delivery
Charges in Schine Case

Golfers Prepared
For Any Blackout

Rep. Planning 15
For First Quarter

In the event of a blackout Tuesday night, the club-wielders attending The Filmat Daily's
annual
tournament
Glen Oaks
willgolf
be
able to find their way home without
difficulties — thanks to the National
Carbon Co.
E. A. Williford, manager of the

some run
and( b8)(c)) obtainthe
(Coutinucd
on Page
Chicago — Republic for the first granting of
quarter of the 1941-42 season, starting in late August, plans to have
eight features, seven westerns and
a serial available, with the probability that some five will be ready
for delivery as the new film year
bows in, it(Continued
was reported
as the comon Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

Arbitrate Biordi Demand
In Pittsburgh Thursday

ABRAM

Arnold Succeeds Goldwyn
As Charities Com. Head

(Continued on Page 7)

San Francisco — Film row figures
Hitler went into the red on Frisco's
showing of "Blitzkrieg in the West,"
Nazi propaganda picture. It pulled
out of the Tivoli after 13-day run to
bare seats. Four customers in the
house during one evening show. Theater ran quite a bit of newspaper ad
copy and operated with full union
crew. Everything was paid up in advance.

F. MYERS

many ancesgrievby distributors before claims
are filed and

Skouras Houses in
Americanism Agenda

Pittsburgh — Arbitration hearing West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of the complaint filed by Frank and
Hollywood — ■ Edward Arnold was
Biordi, of the Majestic The- elected chairman of the permanent
Buffalo — Denying
the Govern- Concetta
ater, Ellwood City, Pa., against RKO charities committee succeeding Samment's charges concerning film deuel Goldwyn.
livery procedure and attacking defi- Pictures, Inc., 20th Century-Fox and
Executive committee to represent
itions of terms used in the amended Vitagraph, Inc., will be held here
next
Thursday,
with
Horace
F. the Guilds and the producers conrimplaint
in the anti-trust
suit
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

Hitler Goes into Red
With Film in Frisco

adjusting of

May Restore Mich. Anti-5 Bill
Failing That, Senate Believed Apt to Kill It
Urges Legion Film Stand as Detroit — Text of the amendment
to the anti-five bill as passed by the
Catholic Press's Ad Guide Lower House indicates a gross conPeoria, 111. — Editors of Catholic
fusion that may make the bill inpapers should not accept advertising
effective ifretained. The text of
of films rated "objectionable in part" amendment to Section 2 of the bill
by the Legion of the Motion Picture reads: "Subject to being trade shown
Department of the International and offered in blocks of not more
Federation of Catholic Alumnae, said than five, and also subject to decree
The Rev. John
J. McClafferty, execu- of any court of competent jurisdic(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

An outstanding example of the
industry's co-operation in bolstering interest in national defense and
in fostering better relations between
(Continued on Page 7)

"Sergeant York"

Dinners
Ballyhoo

More than 5,000
members of the
Dupe "69th'
Will
82nd
Division
will hold meetings
(Continued on Page 3)

Tliis
Star "Boarder"
— Closed
The House!
Detroit — The Grant Theater owed
Charles Brown, carpenter, some
money for repair work — in his own
opinion. So, Brown proceeded to nail
up the theater, and neither operators nor prospective patrons could get
in Sunday for the show. He was arrested for disturbing the peace. The
theater management pointed out that
Brown was employed by a subcontractor who was liable for the payment.

V*£

Allan P. Kirby Adding
To Pathe Film Holdings
Washington
First Section
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Craddock, Heineman Aide,
To Seek Health in Texas
Gordon Craddock, assistant to W.
J. Heineman, Universal's western
sales manager, has been granted an
indefinite leave of absence in order
to fully recover from ill health.
Craddock resigned as Indianapolis
branch manager about 18 months
ago because of his health, but returned last February as assistant to
Heineman when it was believed he
had recovered sufficiently. However,
another period of recuperation has
been ordered by his doctors. He will
rest for six months or more in San
Antonio.
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Hold Pepitone Funeral

Kitchener Theater Gets
Nod After Building Ban
Kitchener, Ont. — On the ground
that a substantial amount of work
had already been done on a new
theater under construction in Kitchener, for which a license was refused by the priorities branch of
the Government, a petition and affidavit was forwarded by Bruce S.
McLeod, one of the London, Ont.,
group which is building the theater,
and McLeod has now been notified
that a license will be granted. The
new theater will seat 700, will have
a smoking loge with accommodation
for 200, and will cost approximately
$65,000.

two days at popular prices at the
New York Paramount, "I Wanted
Wings," is expected to complete its
first week with -an estimated gross
of $55,000, according to Robert M.
Weitman, manager of the theater.

Goldwyn Pacts Willson

Show "Fantasia" On Ship
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Hollywood — H. M. Warner has received a plaque from President Avila
Camacho of Mexico thanking him,
on behalf of the people of Mexico,
for his good-will greetings to the
country at the time of the Cinco de
Mayo celebration.

Fox Theaters Creditors
To Get Divvy of Vz P.C.
A dividend of one-half of one per
cent to creditors of Fox Theaters
Corp. was ordered yesterday by New
York Supreme Court Justice Felix
Benvenga after approving of the
1940 accounting and inventory of the
trustees of the theater company.
Approval was also given to a plan
of operation, a budget, estimated receipts, expenditures and distributions
for 1941. The report of the trustees
revealed that cash of $167,937 was
in the trustees hands at the close of
1940.
The order provided that the three
trustees receive as follows: Kenneth
P. Steinreich, $2,500; Milton C. Weisman, $1,875; and Leopold Porrino,
$625. Hirson & Bertini, attorneys
for the trustees, receive $6,000.
A profit of $10,645 for 1940 and a
predicted profit of $10,000 for 1941
was set forth in the report.

Noted Writers to Address
Coast National Conclave
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Hollywood — Delegates to the first
National Conference of writers in
every field sponsored by the Authors' League of America, were convening in Los Angeles yesterday
preparatory to the opening of the
two-day conclave at the University
of California today.
At the national symposium tonight which will highlight the economic and creative problems of the
writer, speakers will be:
Ralph Freud, of UCLA; Sheridan
Gibney, SWG president; Marc Connelly, Mary C. McCall, Jr.; Preston
Sturges, Georgia Backus, S. N. Behrman and James Hilton.

Saica to Produce Cuban
Both Shorts and Feature

COfninC and G0IDG
HAL B. WALLIS
from the Coast.

Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail) —
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn has "Fantasia" was previewed for the
engaged Meredith Willson to com- trade and press on the S. S. Argentina when Phil Reisman, RKO Radio
pose the original score for "The Lit-p. arrived with a print. Officials
tle Foxes," starring Bette Davis. v.
ing.
Willson's only previous picture score and social leaders attended the showwas for "The Great Dictator."

is expected here next we 1

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK
from Hollywood.

arrives tomom

RONALD
COLMAN
and
his wife,
HUME, arrived here yesterday en route
falo
to take
part in a British
benefit.
ROSEMARY

LANE

BENT
tocT '1

War \hi
IT"

arrives here today frc

Springfield, Mass.
MRS. FAITH MARGARET BENNETT, wife
Charles Bennett, Hollywood writer, has left fl
England service.
on the Clipper to join an arm of tl |
British
CESAR

ROMERO

is at the Waldorf.

VELOZ and YOLANDE left last night for tl
Coast via United Airlines.
FREDERIC ULLMAN, vice-president of RK
Pathe, arrived on the Coast yesterday by plan
he will return in about a week.
MARY McCAFFREY, secretary to Marion Rot
ertson, and HELEN SCHNEIDER, secretary to Lil
Bauer, both of RKO's story department, have lei
for a Coast vacation.
ROBERT BUCKNER is due here from the Coa:
in June to confer with George M. Cohan on th
script of "Yankee
Doodle
Dandy."
VERA ZORINA is due in Hollywood shortl
for a Technicolor test for her prospective rol
in "Louisiana Purchase."
RHYS
WILLIAMS
leaves the cast of "Th
Corn is Creen" at the end of the month to re J
port at 20th-Fox studios for a leading role i
"How Green Was My Valley."

Final Universal Regional
Meet in Session on Coast
Los Angeles— Third and last 0:
Universal's regional meetings foi.1
bookers, auditors and branch oper!
ation executives is now in sessior
at the Ambassador Hotel here anc
will continue until tomorrow night
F. T. Murray, branch operations
manager, and J. J. Jordan, contract
New
York.manager, are here "froirl
playdate
Exchange personnel includes
Thomas McMahon, Denver; Charles
McBride, San Francisco; Nicholas!
Lamantia, New Orleans; E. H.
Smyth, Salt Lake City; H. F. Anderson, Portland; A. M. Kallen, Seattle, and Edward Cooke and Harlod
Whitman, Los Angeles.

Henry Weiner 111 In Cuba
Havana (By Air Mail) — Henry
Weiner, manager of UA's Havana
office,
attack. is ill at his home after a heart

Havana (By Air Mail) — Saica
Films, with Manuel Fernandez as

Sees
$55,000 Week for "Wings"
With receipts of $17,000 in its first president and general manager; Ra-

New Orleans — Funeral services
were held yesterday for Gioachimo
Pepitone, 71, president of the musicians union, who died Thursday. Survivors include his widow, two
brothers and two sisters.

West Coast Bureau of THE

Mexico's President
Honors H. M. Warner
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Washington — Allan P. Kirby holds
2,100 shares of Pathe Film Corp. $1
par common, according to the SEC's
semi-monthly summary of security
transactions and holdings issued yeste.rday. Kirby also has 1,000 shares
through holding company A, 4,000
shares through holding company B
and 600 shares through holding company X after acquiring that number
for the holding company. Six hundred shares held in a trust were disposed of and he has 6,000 shares in
estate through holding companies.
A December, 1939, report of
George H. Clark reveals he disposed
of 500 shares of Eastman Kodak
common no par value, leaving him
16,000 shares. Clark also held 2,000
shares of 6 per cent cumulative preferred.

Friday, May 23, 19-

fael A. Bulnes, vice-president and
treasurer, and Guillermo R. Fernandez, vice-president for production,
has started production. "Ritmos Cubanos," a musical short, has been
completed while two more shor£s and
a feature are on the company's 1941
program.

Lieut. L. P. Rowley Killed

London (By Cable)— RAF Flight
Lieut. L. P. Rowley, former U. S.
film player who flew British officials
to Munich in the 1938 crisis, is listed
as presumed to have been killed in
action.

WHEN MINUTES
TELEGRAPH
VIA
MEAN MONEY-

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES
APPEAR

FOR
TELEGRAMS
'PHONED
IN
ON
YOUR
TELEPHONE
BILL.
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; Id Age Pension
J II Worries Cuba
(Continued from Page

Canada's H of C
Protests 20% Tax
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

- Is would put a levy of two per
t on the annual gross income of
tributors; landlords of all film
ling's, including- theaters, would
xed five per cent of their rentTand every exhibitor would have
: contribute the equivalent of the
tr. of admission for two seats per
n the event the measure is pas. it is expected that an immediate
oeal will be made on the basis
. its discriminatory
nature, and
is pointed out that such a meas• certainly should be inclusive of
business and not aimed at one
ticular industry, already heavily
dened with tax levies of different
les.

•osses Up, But Not Tax,
Cuba Asks, "How Come?"
•fHavana (By Air Mail)— The Min'ry of the Treasury has started
campaign
to press theaters on
e two per cent admissions tax. A
seal Administration
survey
rerts that the treasury has not bene>d from reported increased busies in recent years.
According to
report,
17 leading
Havana
uses's receipts totaled $1,100,000
1939, compared
to $840,000 in
87.

Sergeant Yorke" Dinners
'ill Dupe "69th" Ballyhoo
(Continued from Page 1)

(1 dinners throughout the U. S.
the night of the national release
Warners "Sergeant Yorke." The
nd was the division in which Al] York served with the AEF.
Dinners and celebrations will be
inned to follow the same general
,es as those which marked the
ietings of "The Fighting 69th"
vision for the picture of that
me.
It is expected that Gary Cooper,
an Leslie, Walter Brennan, Direc,r Howard Hawks, Jesse Lasky
. d Sergeant York, now retired, will
"tend key city functions.
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Feinman
MAY 24
Robert Sinclair
MAY 25
Creighton Hale
Morris Kutinsky
Ira Genet
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will be outlined
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• • • AMPA
has sent a special invitation to George J.
Schaefer
who is national chairman of the Motion Picture
Committee
seeking his presence
as well as committee
members and all division chairmen
including Joseph Bernhard, Theater Division; Y. Frank Freeman, Production Division;
E. B. Hatrick, Newsreel Division; Martin Quigley, Trade Press
Division; and William A. Scully, Distributors' Division
Also
recipients of urgent invites are Barney Balaban, Joseph H. Hazen,
William C. Michel, Walter Vincent, R. B. Wilby, Nathan Yamins
and Nicholas Schenck
A big turnout is expected because of
the salient importance of the luncheon meeting
to the entire
pic biz
T
T
T
•
•
•
SAM
Eckman,
Jr., M-G-M's
managing
director
for Great
Britain
has conveyed to the home office a vivid idea of the loyalty
and heroism of the British people
Two employes of the Liverpool
offices
decided at the height of a "blitz"
to transfer cans of
film to a safer place some distance away
With the aid of a taxidriver
they bravely accomplished their task
which consumed
a full eight hours and 10 trips
through flames, bombs and damaged
roads

T

T

T

•
IN his talk on Wednesday night
Coast
section
of SMPE
Leonard

Equipment News

•

•

T

San Francisco — New Chinese Hollywood has gone into action in San
Francisco. Chased out of Shanghai
by the Japanese, Chinese productions are being made in the United
States. First picture, "Golden Gate
Girl," a talkie produced by D. W.
Low, is now showing at the Grand
View Theater in local Chinatown.
Five stars, including Tso Yee Man,
the Chinese Garbo, were imported
from the Orient. Technicians and
rest of the cast picked up in U. S.
Film's technical qualities, considering it was made on a budget that
would about cover a Hollywood test,
is surprisingly good. Picture will be
booked in U. S. Chinatowns but bulk
of revenue will come from China.
Pan-American Clippers fly reels behind Japanese lines. Claim is that
Chinese film producing is a pretty
good business.
Monteal — National Film Board is
directing the motion picture program
in connection with Canada's Victory
Loan campaign, for which special
trailers have been produced by Associated Screen Studios for general
ada.
distribution to theaters across Can-

Dinner for Sam Epstein
Samuel J. Epstein, assistant manager of the 20th-Fox home office contract department, will be tendered a
bachelor dinner tonight at the St.
Moritz
marriage.in honor of his forthcoming

at the meeting of the
Goldenson
accented
a
has advocated

for some
time
namely
that the industry
— in its efforts to
stimulate the ole b.o. —
is missing a great bet in failing to ballyhoo
and call the attention of the public
to the inventions and improvements occurring during the course of each year
We believe that
theatergoers would react to a campaign which sold them on the idea
that their price of admission
bought many things worth while
in addition
to the entertainment
itself

T

First Made-in-U. S. Chinese
Feature Debuts in Frisco

Films Aid Canadian Loan

• • • TRADE is still talking about the swell "Tight Shoes"
gag campaign
Jim Luntzel, et al
staged at the late lamented whoopee mobilization
otherwise known as the Variety Clubs Convention down Atlantic City way
Jim and his
Universal side-kicks
phoned all top-flight exhibs. at 6 a.m.
and chortled:
"This is the valet calling
Mr. Jules Levey
tells me you have a pair of 'Tight Shoes'
Send them down
and we'll stretch them with his compliments"
Keys were
put in the Hotel Traymore mail boxes from Olsen and Johnson
with a special message to showmen
The presentation of size
52 shoes to Johnny Harris by Andy Devine at the banquet was
'nother "impressor" for the pic
T
T
T

point which our own FILM DAILY

MAY 23
James Gleason
George Stone
Dorothy Lee
Ben
Silvey

doing

at Ampa's final open meeting of this semester
set for Wednesday,
next, in the Hotel Edison at 12:45 on the dot
Usually the org.'s sessions are held on Thursdays
so don't let the one-day advance confuse you
As proclaimed in this here colyum some days back
Francis S. Harmon, co-ordinator of the Motion Picture Committee Cooperating for National Defense, will be the speaker
and Howard
Dietz the toastmaster

•
•
Atlantic

From
THE FILM
DAILY to

intends

of co-operation with the National Defense program

games and dances. They point out
that the only other amusement tax
being levied is the new five per cent
tax on race track betting*.
Members opposed to a high movie
theater tax urge that it is discriminatory. They believe that the chief
form of amusement for many people
in the lower income brackets is
movies. It is cited also that Quebec
already has a 15 per cent tax on
movie theaters and to add -a. 20 per
cent Federal movie tax is prohibitive.

▼

• CONGRATS to W. J. Singleton, sales manager of Associated Screen News
He was 'lected a director of the Ad
and Sales Executive Club of Montreal
at the body's annual
meetin'

"Dictator" Award
Accepted by Kelly
Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists
sales manager, yesterday accepted
the Youthbuilders' award after the
organization had selected "The Great
Dictator" as the picture which had
done the
most to help them understand democracy.
The award was made at the Youthbuilders' annual luncheon, held yesterday at the Capitol Hotel. Kelly
accepted the award on behalf of
Charles
Chaplin.
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FRENZY
New

York crowds

as Roxy Theatre
Century-Fox

break

all restraint

opens with the 20th

picture, "BLOOD

& SAND"!
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Golfers Prepared
For Any Blackout

GOLFERS

(Continued from Page 1)

Plans are set for the 29th Film Daily Tournament, Tuesday, at Glen Oaks Club, Great Neck.
. . . Reservations are pouring in and the event
will be the largest, and greatest, of any in the
long series of tournaments. . . . FAIR WARNING: Entry fee is $10.00 if your check is in THE
FILM DAILY office by Monday. ... If you delay
until Tuesday, it will cost you $12.00. ... So, if
you want to get in on the biggest fun day of the

carbon sales division, has informed
the tourney committee that everybody on hand will receive, as a gift
from National Carbon, a pocket flashlight of a new type. Housed in a
plastic case, the flash will come in
mighty handy when hunting for keyholes on your right address. In fact,
you'lla be
coming home in a flash
with
flash.
Two lucky fellows will be coming
home, too, with Alexander Smith
rugs. The Alexander Smith Rug Co.
is contributing as prizes two rugs,
each 6 by 9 feet. At past Film
Daily tournaments, Alexander Smith
has presented one big 9 by 12 rug
but it was difficult to carry it home
under the arm, in the golf bag or the
inside coat pocket. The smaller rugs,
however, will offer no such problems.
ties.
Take it from us — the rugs are beauSome lucky (or skilled) golfer is
going to make his wife happy with a
50-piece glassware set, a gift from
the Metro Premium Co., which will
be
one of the many, many prizes
Tuesday.

film year, get that check in the mail today. . . .

Urges Legion Film Stand as
Catholic Press's Ad Guide

The committee has lined up more trophies than

(Continued from Page 1)

ever before. . . . There will be souvenirs for everyone. ... 18 holes of golf on a crack course. . . .
tennis, with special tennis prizes .... and a million laughs. . . . Entry includes green fees, lunch
end rhe windup banquet.

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.
FILM DAILY,

1501

Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)

Name

1941

Golf Tournament.

(Entry fee

Address

□

□

SCORES
□

CL0B
CLUB:

HANDICAP

WEDDING

BELLS

Racine, Wis. — Elmer F. Bornofska,
projectionist
Warners'
Venetian
Theater,
was at
married
to Marion
E.
Olsen.

'.

LAST THREE

Father McClafferty said that editors who accept such advertising are
aiding in inducing Catholics to attend, and therefore working against
the Legion of Decency.
Reviewing the eight years of the
Legion, Father McClafferty credited
Catholic papers for a large measure
of the success of the drive and
urged the editors to continue the
work.
Mono. Moving In Denver
Denver — The Monogram exchange
is being moved to 2147 Broadway.

The Twenty- ninth

THE

tive secretary of the National Legion
of Decency and of the Episcopal Committee on Motion Pictures, speaking
at
day. the annual convention of the
Catholic Press Association, yester-
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'Million
Dollar Baby"
Priscilla Lane, Jeffrey Lynn, Ronalc

with

Reagan, May Robson
Warners
100 Mins
A PERSONABLE CAST AND SMART
DIALOGUE MAKE THIS IMPLAUSIBM
YARN ENTERTAINING SCREENFARE l(§
AVERAGE AUDIENCES.

L

For the pop trade this picture should fill
the bill nicely. It has a very personable
cast of players, amusing dialogue and a lot
of extremely funny situations, able direction
and first-rate production value on the plus
side of the ledger. On the minus side
is a highly improbable story, but it is not
likely audiences will pay much attention to
the story as it doesn't mean much and is
lost in the shuffle as the picture whisks
along at a merry clip. Top piayers in the
cast have a fairly strong box office value,
and exhibitors have other exploitable facts
.hat can be used to help sell the picture.
Miss Lane attractively and breezily fills
the bill as a salesgirl who suddenly finds
herself the possessor of a million dollars.
Reagan is fine as a rough and ready piano
player in love with her, and Lynn does a
nice job as a wealthy lawyer who is responsible for giving her the money from
an unknown client. Miss Robson, Helen
Westley, Lee Patrick and a number of other
capable performers give strong support. Curtis Bernhardt is responsible for the brisk
directorial pace, and the screenplay was
written by Casey Robinson, Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wsld.
Miss Robson, an expatriate who has lived
in Switzerland for 31 years, is informed
by Lynn, an employe of her law firm, that
her father had swindled his former partner.
She immediately sets out for America to find
the surviving heirs or heir to rectify the
wrong. Miss Lane turns out to be the only
surviving heir.
Miss Robson moves to the boarding house
where Miss Lane and her fiance, Reagan,
live. Lynn is delegated to give her the
money. From there on there is one humorous situation after another until Miss Lane
finally discovers she was happier before I
she had the million dollars and leaves with
Reagan when he goes traveling with a band
after getting rid of the money.
CAST: Priscilla Lane, Jeffrey Lynn, Ronald Reagan, May Robson, Lee Patrick, Helen
Westley, George Barbier, Nan Wynn, John
Qualen, Walter Catlett, Fay Helm, Richard
Carle, John Ridgely, Maris Wrixon, James
Burke, Charles Halton, John Sheffield.
CREDITS: In charge of production, Jack
L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B.
Wallis; Associate Producer, David Lewis;
Director, Curtis Bernhardt; Screenplay, Casey
Robinson, Richard Macaclay and Jerry Wald;
Story, Leonard Spigelgass; Cameraman,
Charles Rosher; Editor, Rudi Fehr.
DIRECTION, Brisk. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Denver — Joe B. Stone, National
Theater Supply salesman, and Ernes- Ashby Turns Exhibitor
tine Carpenter of Denver, were married here and left at once for a CaliDenver — Joe Ashby and Bob Smith
fornia honeymoon. They will make have bought the Chief at Steamboat
their home here.
Springs, and the Rio at Oak Creek,
Marriage of Samuel J. Epstein, as- from John Greve. Ashby, recently
manager, will headsistant manager of the 20th-Fox RKO exchange
quarter in Denver and do the buying
home office contract department, and
and
booking,
while
Smith, formerly
Gertrude Ornstein, secretarv to Eddie
the Greve circuit, will manage
Collins, Fox sales executive, will take with
the houses.
place May 29.
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TJkouras Houses in Boston Biz SO% Above 1940 s Michigan Senate May
Army Men Boost Week-end Grosses
mericanism Agenda 38,000
Restore Anti-5 Bill
Boston — Business in downtown and holidays in Boston. Most of the

Boston theaters is reported more
orth and South America is beine than 50 per cent better than for corresponding week of last year.
rjTjanifested by the Skouras
circuit
Awarding of many new defense
ough unusual lobby displays in contracts
during past fortnight and
heaters.
subsequent
reopening of additional
approximately
25
Skouras
and rehiring of many men
juses, lobbies have been decorated factories
tune with the defense program; has led to this increase in picture
patronage according to the exhibi11 25 others the keynote is an "Amertors, who foresee an exceedingly acans All" theme, while in eisht
tive Summer.
There are now 20,000 men at Camp
eaters
the "good neighbor" policy
in evidence.
Edwards and 18,000 at Camp Devens,
' > In each theater, prominent speak- all of whom spend their furloughs
*'s and educators address the audi11'tees for three minutes on subjects Arbitrate Biordi Demand
at tie in with the lobby displays.
One of the best displays is the In Pittsburgh Thursday
1 >ie at the Fox Theater in Haeken(Continued from Page 1)
,ck, N. J. Here, flags and commeral products from the 22 South Baker as arbitrator. The exhibitors'
rnerican republics are on display. complaint is based on Section X of
the center of the lobby a large the consent decree, alleging in substance that a chain of theaters has
nk filled with water, representing
e Atlantic Ocean, has been in- been favored as against a small,
alled. On the sui-face of the water independent exhibitor in the distribution of motion pictures on the
e cutout maps of North and South
same run and that the complainant
merica.
George Skouras explained yester- is a victim of the mentioned distributors' arbitrary refusal to license
ly that the displays which tied
pictures, which have been unfairly
' with the "I Am An American" given
to
a circuit theater.
mpaign, had created an inestimatMe amount of good will and had
It been promoted for the purpose Danville, Va., Exhib. Files
Complaints
'ers.
commercial ballyhoo for the the- Two Arbitration
(Continued from Page 1)

Washington

Some of the speakers who have
Idressed
the
audiences
include
eorge Harvey,
president of the
ough of Queens; Newbold Morris,
'ting mayor of New York; Senor
Hartmann, consul general of Bo/ia; Francisco
Silva, Jr., director
Brazilian
Information
Bureau;
una Josefita Arias, consul general
Panama; Captain Norman Carey,
presenting
the "Fighting
69th";
ingressman Dickstein and others.

tzPaJrick Here Tomorrow

TO THE

.

COLORS!

Montreal — Jack Clarke, formerly
th the art department of Associ;ed Screen Studios, has received
5 wings in the Royal Canadian Air
)rce in which he is now a sergeant
lot.
George F. Moss, formerly in Assoited Screen News Toronto office,
s also joined the RCAF and has
aduated from the bombing and
mnery school.
Jefferson Barracks, Mo. — Clayton
Bosten, manager of the Palace,
ascatine, la., reported here at the
;eption center after induction. Bosn's house, a 700-seater, was the
cond string first-run spot.
"That ought to cinch me for some
tfit's B company," he said.

of

THE

FILM

Arnold Succeeds Goldwyn
As Charities Com. Head
(Continued from Page 1)

sists of Arnold, King Vidor, Ralph
Block, Bert Allenberg and Goldwyn.
David O. Selznick was named to head
the committee on behalf of United
China Relief.

tion regulating the practice of the
licensing
(sic)".
The bill,exhibitor
which was
to have had a
hearing yesterday before a Senate
committee, is being closely followed
by the local film industry, both distributors and exhibitors, in the final
stages.
Proponents of the original bill are
strongly opposed to the present form
and prefer to kill it rather than pass
it with the present amendment. The
bill may be restored to its original
form, like the Minnesota bill, through
Senate action.
The tax bill and anti-double features bill are both reported definitely dead for this session.

Army May Claim Harmon

Detroit — Tom Harmon, slated to
be starred in "Harmon of Michigan," may have to postpone his
plans. Notice from the local draft
board at Ann Arbor indicates his
deferment will be up on July 1,
and he may be called at that time.

ATOI Convention Set
Indianapolis — The Associated The- Young, UA Office Manager
ater Owners of Indiana will hold its
Chicago — Frank Young has been
fourth annual midsummer convention
named office
for UA's
Exchange,manager
succeeding Harry
James,
at Pokagon State Park, June 17-19,
resigned.
headquartering at Potawatomi Inn.

DAILY

Washington — L. W. Lee, Danville,
Va., has filed two arbitration complaints with the local board. Cases,
the fourth and fifth cases recorded
with the board, are a "some run"
complaint on behalf of the Lea and
a clearance complaint on behalf of
the Schoolfield. Abram F. Myers,
National Allied board chairman, is
attorney in both actions. All signers
of the decree are named in both
complaints and the H. F. Kincey and
S. W. Craver circuits in the clearance action.

jJames A. FitzPatrick, Traveltalks
oducer, arrives here tomorrow from
e Coast. He plans to shoot in
•chnicolor several places of interh in the East for future releases.

I

Bureau

(Continued from Page 1)

theaters have made a one-half price
rule for service men.
Metropolitan Theater, largest of
Hub houses, reports better than a
$25,000 gross last week and with
indications for even breaking this
mark during the week to come. From
present outlook there is little real
danger this year of the Summer
blues if Cape Cod houses can be
kept from playing the pictures first
before they reach the Hub and at
prices considerably lower than Boston theaters must receive.

UA Denies Film Delivery
Charges in Schine Case
(Continued from Page 1)

against Schine Chain Theaters, Inc.,
et al, United Artists Corp., a defendant, filed in Federal Court yesterday its answer to the amended
complaint. It entered a general
denial to other charges or denied
knowledge concerning the charges.
UA denied the allegation that it
transports films, "from its branch
offices or film exchanges to or from
the theaters of exhibitors." Particular^ denying: that subparagraphs
30, 32, 35, 36, 37, 39 and 40 are accurate, the corporation denies that
the complaint's definitions of terms,
as set forth in subparagraphs 26
through 41, are "in all instances definitions of terms as such terms are
understood in the industry or that
such terms are in every instance accurate or correct within the understanding of the said defendant."
O'Brien, Driscoll & Rafferty of
New York, UA attorneys, filed the
answer.
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PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment
(Continued from Page 1)
jectionists' abilities and aptitudes vary.
Some are more gifted than others. However, by and large, they are all following
a vocation. Hence it is only natural that
the vast majority should manifest pride in
the calling.

of pride accounts to a large
degree for the widespread modernization
which has taken place in booths all over
the land, and the prevailing excellent standards of screen images and attending sound
quality in many a theater. What craftsman
does not revel in the best of tools with
which to work? When those tools are dulled

THIS

element

by time, their usefulness impaired, or better
instruments are devised, what does the
projectionist do? He urges replacements
to meet the results which his competitor
craftsmen are achieving. Sometimes, he
does better than that. He sets the pace
by persuading his employer. — Mister Exhibitor,— of the benefits to be derived via being
up-to-date and ahead of the pack.
producers, distributors, outlets and the
public, the projectionist isc an important
gentlemen, yes, — and to the equipment
manufacturers, whose products he uses, he
is an invaluable asset. What he does annually to move equipment sales is incalculably

TO

Bigelow-Sanford Reports
$490,707 First Quarter Net

Government Utilizing
Best Devices Equipment

Income account of Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc., for quarter
ended March 29, 1941, follows: Net
sales $8,104,083; costs and expenses
$7,119,190; operating profit before
depreciation $984,893; other income
$5,715; total income $990,608; depreciation $199,901; Federal taxes on
income $300,000; net income $490,707; preferred dividends $39,604;
common dividends $313,609; surplus
$137,494.
Current assets as of March 29,
1941, including $1,344,490 cash,
amounted to $18,758,757 and current
liabilities, including $1,500,000 of
notes payable, were $4,228,521. These
compare with cash of $897,040, current assets of $16,748,744 and current liabilities of $2,311,011 on Dec.
31, 1940. Inventories totaled $12,575,425 against $11,296,267.

Cleveland — Best Devices Co. has
recently supplied its Porthole Fire
Shutters and Control Equipment to
various Government recreational
buildings and experimental laboratories including Wilmington AntiAircraft Firing Center, Holly Ridge,
N. C; Naval Aircraft Factory, Navy
Yard, Philadelphia; U. S. Government Project, Dunn Armory, Dunn,
N. C.; U. S. Government Recreational
Centers of Panama Canal, among
which are Diablo Heights Gold Clubhouse Theater, Cocoli Gold Clubhouse
Theater,
and the Margarita Clubhouse Theater.

Atlanta Houses Improve
Via Renovation, Equip.
Atlanta — Two theaters are doing
Spring cleaning and remodeling:
The Capitol, the Lucas & Jenkins
vaude theater, is getting a $15,000
face lifting job, with completely recovered seats of imitation green
leather, a new carpet all over the
theater and redecoration for all the
interior.
The Rialto Theater, an independent operated by Mion & Murray,
is being completely repainted from
marquee to backstage. The theater
was freshly done over only last Pall
for the woi'ld nremiere here of "Who
Killed Aunt Maggie?" setting some
sort of record in keeping a theater
attractive. Mrs. W. T. Murray, wife
of the manager, is justly proud of
this record.

Plans Successor to Strand
Boston. Mass. — On the ruins of the
Strand Theater in Brockton is expected to arise a beautiful new theaIndeed, vital is the role of the projecter of 2,500 capacity with the E. M.
tionist.
Loew interests as backers and operators. Definite plans have not as yet
New Exchange Bldg. Progresses
been made. More than $100,000 has
Chicago — Work is under way on now been raised for the families of
the new RKO and Republic Exchange the 13 firemen who lost their lives in
building now going up at 1300 South the Strand fire.
Wabash Ave. Irving Mandel, head
of the company building the struc- Franklin Award
to Carrier
ture for the film exchanges, was formerly Republic franchise holder for
Philadelphia— The Frank P. Brown
the Chicago territory. W. L. Pereira
scientificventilation
progress "and
in the
is the architect. Buildinsr of the medal
field offorheating,
air
new exchange structure will concen- conditioning:" was awarded on Wedtrate the general Chicago film trade
nesday by Franklin Institute to Dr.
all within two blocks of each other.
Willis H. Carrier of Syracuse, N. Y.,
air conditioning nioneer and founder
of The Carrier Corp.
Avon and Ritz Bettered
Lebanon, Ind. — Gary & Alexander,
operators of the Avon Theater here, Hearing-Aids for Oxford
installed two Simolex High Intensity
Detroit — The Oxford Theater, opArc lamps, and Hertner LV transerated by Harrv Foreman in the
verter. In their Ritz Theater at Rock- little town of Oxford (pop., 2,000),
ville, Ind., they installed the same
is installing 10 units for the hard-ofnew equipment.
hearing.
Installation is by RCA.

great. Consequently his friendship, co-operation and suggestions should never be lightly
appraised.

Park Job Costing $12,000
Re-seats Moscow
Huntington. Va.— The Park Thea- Kennedy
Moscow, Ida. — Milburn Kennedy,
ter, operated by Mr. and Mrs. John
Walters, is being remodeled at a cost of the Moscow Theater, has recently
had his house re-seated.
of about $12,000.

Government bids called for Best
Porthole Fire Shutters or their
proven equal.
Company can supply literature on
Port Shutters or its new 1,500-watt
hand-operated Slide Projector, which
model gives almost double the light
output of the 1,000-watt model, according to E. Smith of Best Devices.

New Portland, Me., Nabe
Is Fourth for Snyder
Portland, Me. — The Cinema Theater, newest neighborhood house here,
was opened last Saturday night.
Seating 736 persons, the Cinema is
thoroughly modern in every respect.
It makes ten theaters in Portland
proper which has approximately
80,000 population.
It is the fourth house in the Ralph
E. Snyder string in the city, others
being Strand, first-run; Empire,
first-run and hold-over; and Cameo,
i-ecently leased, a second-run house
like the Cinema. William Fields will
be manager and Miss Frances Kimball, assistant manager and hostess.

COmiDG and GOIM

ROY
RUMMEL
of Hertner
Electric was
New York this week on a business visit.
LEE BLUMBERG journeyed recently from Warners' home office to consult in Daytona Beach,
Fla., on the opening last night there of the new
Daytona Theater.
MICHAEL J. De ANGELIS, Rochester
York City film theater architect, recentlyi trainV
down
to Pennsylvania
where
two
more
houses
designed
by him are to be constructed.
H. H. STRONG of Strong Electric Corp. has
returned to Toledo headquarters, following a
ness. stay in New
brief

York on organization's busi-

A. E. MEYER, general sales manager of international Projector Corp., is scheduled to leave
Minneapolis today for the West Coast, making
stopovers en route to deliver lectures on Simplex
equipment.
JOHN EBERSON, motion picture theater architect, leaves New York on Monday for Texas.
HARRY VANDEWALKER. well-known Rochester, N. Y., decorator, was in town this week
to consult with clients on jobs pertaining to
Up-State New York and Ohio theaters.
JACK GOLDSMITH of Warners' Atlanta office
returns there shortly from a business jaunt to
Florida.
DREW EBERSON, junior partner of the architectural firm of John and Drew Eberson, is expected
to arrive in New York next Thursday, having
opened his new theater in Daytona Beach, Fla.

Steel Shortage On in N. B.
St. John, N. B. — The necessity of
using steel in the construction of
new theaters in Nova Scotia, under
provincial laws, is serving as an
impediment in the building of new
theaters. With business excellent,
additional theaters would likely be
built, but for the compulsory use of
the steel, which is not only sky high
in price but very hard to get, owing
to war demands.

Western Electric
AMPLIFICATION!
The Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound System, Models M-10 to
M-15 inclusive, is the only new and modern sound line to employ Western Electric Main Amplifiers and Preamplifiers.
The smashing power, the noise-free silence, definition and living
quality of Western Electric's mighty amplifiers plus a high
quality two-way reproducing speaker system and the sturdy
7500 reproducer with its simplicity, smoothness, absence of
flutter and watch-like precision of workmanship, brings to the
owner of a Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound System the finest,
fullest, most life-like sound reproduction ever heard.
•
For Details Consult

MOTIOGRAPH,
CHICAGO,

and nf)

ILLINOIS

Inc.

or
Independent Theater Supply Dealers Everywhere
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Boom in New Houses
Continues in Mexico
By MARCO-AUREL1G
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I FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
» ij Mexico City — Signalling the steady
that
j^oom in theater construction
M~~ js been going on throughout Mexico
several years, a number of new
'houses have opened within the last
four weeks in different spots. The
■ latest trio to open have shown a dis:! linct improvement in theater building
trends in this country.
Cine
Fernandez'
Angel
Manuel
„ Estrella opened last week with M-G•; Ms "Strike Up the Band" on the
; Parisiana.
Bcreen, as The
did Estrella
Luis Fagoaga's
Cine
is an entirely
i- new house erected in a crowded
f.eighborhood, with 2,746 seats from
international Seating Co., Simplex
■1 Projection
RCA
Photophone
and
High Fidelity sound reproduction.
The Cine Parisiana is an old house
o\v completely rebuilt, with 1,324
bs from American
Seating Co.,
simplex projectors and also RCA
I Photophone High Fidelity sound sysm. It will serve a smart neighbor1 in Mexico City.
Luis R. Montes, dynamic
young
impresario, just added another to his
Lompania
Cinematografica
Jalisci: .nse, S. de R. L. chain of picture the•• iters.
Named Cine Colon, the new
'. shop is located in Guadalajara, capi' tal of the state of Jalisco, and is
: equipped with Simplex projectors nd
• RCA Photophone High Fidelity sound
• reproduction.
The house has close to
" 3,000 seats.
A new RCA Photophone High Fi• delity sound recording and reproducI ing equipment,
the most complete
• ever assembled in Mexico, has just
oeen installed at the plant of Cinema_ tografica Latino Americana, S. A.
(CLASA) on the road to Tlalpam,
oy Sound Engineer Howard Randall
»vho has been placed in sole charge.
The new equipment will enable the
sound department of the clasa factory to control all sound in the various pictures at work at the studio
from a single room, the first such
improvement effected here.
Revamping the Capitol
Detroit — F. Richard Spangler is
planning to enlarge and entirely remodel the present Capitol Theater at
Utica, 20 miles north of here. House
is directly in the line of projected
ixpansion of defense factories, and
new residential settlements, and will
De enlarged to accommodate anticipated increased patronage.

Appropriate Debut
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Before you install a

Montreal — Canada's largest theater,— Camp Borden's 5,000-seater, —
has been opened there for entertainment of troops. There was capacity
attendance the first night to see, of

@®®Q,QC]@

mm

all things, Universale "Buck Privates." Perkins Electric Co., Ltd., of
Montreal, installed Cincinnati Time
Recorder sound and Perkins projection equipment. L. M. Bleackley,
manager of Perkins Electric, supervised installation.

in these

Newest Peabody Chairs
Are Set for Introduction

FREE BOOKS

(Continued from Page 1)

now realities, models having been
recently manufactured and the factory having commenced turning them
out in some quantities.
However, formal marketing of the
new chairs is waiting on an official
announcement by the company, and
the acquainting of agent outlets with
the advantages which the chairs will
enjoy when introduced.

Chicopee Falls May Get
Additional Film Theater

CALLING

ecvm
*Cfit

THE ROLL!

Some recent additions
to the list of 8000 who
got the facts first and
then chose Kooler-aire:

IS BEST SUITED TO YOUR flEEDS

REFRIGERATED

Chicopee Falls, Mass. — Negotiations are under way between Louis
Taloumis, head of the 1940 Realty
Corp. and representatives of the
Latchis Bros., Inc., operators of a
chain of motion pictures in Vermont
and New Hampshire, to remodel the
Falls Inn, a 100-year-old structure,
and establish a motion picture theater there. It is reported that the
proximity of Westover Field to the
location has made it appear attractive to the northern New England
theater owners.
It is understood that the real
estate corporation's plans for remodeling are extensive and that provisions will be made to provide a large
store in the structure. A national
chain store organization is said to
be discussing a long term lease with
Taloumis. The theater entrance
would be in Main St. with side exits
in Market St. while the chain store
would get a corner location at Main
and Church Sts.

Ruffins Build in Humboldt
Humboldt, Tenn. — Construction began this week on a new theater for
Humboldt, owned and operated by
Chickasaw Amusement Co. or Ruffin
Bi'os., as they are known in this
section. It is being built for first-run
pictures, the first of the kind in this
city. The Rex Theater, owned by
Buy Site for Fla. Stand
the same firm, recently completely
Vero Beach, Fla.— Vee Bee Thea- remodeled, will continue to show
ters, Inc., owners and operators of second-run pictures.
:he Florida Theater in Vero Beach,
nave completed the purchase of
downtown property on which they Calif. Stand Bows June 22
San Francisco — New 350-seat
.-xpect to erect a 1,200-seat house.
house, as yet unnamed, set to open
June 22 in Fall River Mills, boom
Grutilla to Remodel
lumber town in California's Sierra
DeGraff, O. — Jack Gutilla plans to Mountains. George Tyler is owner
:-lose the Roxy Theater late in May and operator. Theater is $12,000 investment. B. F. Shearer Co. is
for six weeks for a complete remodelinstalling most of the equipment.
ng program.

udatfypeofi

KOOLER-AIRE
Florida
Sebring,
Trcmont
Houston,
Ritz
Galveston,
Paramount. . . .Jackson,
Variety
Club
Oklahoma
City,
Palace
Leesburg,
M Jin
Winnsboro,
New Griffith
New Braunfcls,
New
Clover
Long*s
Long's

Fla.
Texas
Texas
Tenn.

You can't afford to select an air conditioning system blindly. Get the whole

Okla.
Fla.
La.

story before you buy. What type of cooling system will best do the job at the
least cost — evaporative, cold water or
refrigerative? What capacity? Will a

Texas

factory-engineered all-in-one unit do the

Montgomery,
Freeport

Ala.

Freeport,

Texas

Palacious,

Texas

job, or will it require a special engineered-on-the-job installation? Who
makes it, who installs it, who stands
back of it?

Capitol

Frank answers to these important
EVAPORATIVE
York

KOOLER-AIRE
York,

questions will be found in these free
books. They give you unbiased advice
on the type of system best suited to your
needs — because usAIRco engineers and
builds all types of comfort cooling

Pa.

Bay
National City, Calif.
Maumec
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Dream .... Indianapolis,
Ind.
Olla
Olla,
La.
Penn
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Colonial
Coverdale,
Pa.

equipment. Send the coupon for these
books today — learn why Kooler-aire has
been the first choice of theater men for
more than 17 years.

Star
Quincy,
111.
Rialto. .Oklahoma City, Okla.
Milan
Milan,
Tenn.

COLD
New
Lux

WATER

KOOLER-AIRE

Norshore . .Duluth, Minn.
East Peoria,
111.

New Hopkins. .Hopkins, Minn.
Colonial
Kokomo,
Ind.

UniTCD STAT6S AIR
COhDITIOMhG corporation
Northwestern

HsAlnCO
AIR

CONDITIONING

Terminal

-fc

Minneapolis,

Without
obligation,
send
me
your
"Air Defense for the Theater".
Theater
Address

?.

My Name

free

books

Minn.
on

Seats. . . Balcony?. . .
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Industry Is Turning
To Fine Grain Film

Key DeVry Posts Go
To Sons of Founder
{Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

the organization, Herman A. DeVry.
The new 32-year-old chief executive of the three-decade old projector
manufacturing firm was in charge of
its selling organization at the time
of his father's death. He brings a
wealth of experience in film production and precision projector manufacture to his post, having actively
produced motion pictures for some
years before he joined his father's
organization in 1930.
He had been sales manager of
Herman A. DeVry, Inc., parent firm,
and the present DeVry Corp. since
1932.
Credited with having devel-

of M-G-M's sound department deJ
scribed use of fine grain film for re
cording purposes; and Paramoun
sound chief, Loren Ryder, discus^
his studio's 100 per cent fine grai
film program recently installe
throughout,
lease
printing.and to .include all re.

• •
•
OUT in Detroit
of theater signs
may be
brought by Robert Oil Co
against the City of Pontiac
to impose sign restrictions on
ordinance restriction in Detroit
rently responsible for the Fox
sign

t

validity of ordinances restricting size
challenged indirectly as result of a suit
in Oakland County Circuit Court
Company challenges right of the city
a gasoline station sign
A similar
affects many theaters
and is curTheater taking down a 100-foot hanging

y

t

• •
•
DREW Eberson and his bride are honeymooning in
Daytona, Fla
and have taken one of the Palm Circle cottages
for the present
but will hie up to the architect's New York
stamping ground in June to reside permanently
The junior
Eberson owns the new Daytona Theater
which accounts for
his temporary stay in that Florida locale
He wed in Pittsburgh recently
T
T
T
• •
•
UNIVERSAL Reels. Inc., has clarioned far and wide
that all org.'s reels will be henceforth distributed exclusively by Neumade
Products Corp
the progressive outfit headed by Oscar Neu

W.

C.

DEVRY

E.

B.

DEVRY

oped many new sound projector
equipment markets, he has lately
been responsible for the company's
aggressive development of new types
of 16 mm. sound projectors. One of
these, Model QR-12 is already on
the market and another completely
new portable type is about to be announced.
Educated in Chicago's Senn High
School where he starred in prep athletics, the new DeVry prexy continued his educational career at the
University of Illinois. After leaving
the University, he worked his way
up through the selling ranks from
the retail camera department of a
Chicago department store to the
managership of the camera department of the Atlas Stores.
Elected to serve the DeVry organization as secretary-treasurer is Edward B. DeVry, who has been with
the company since 1926, becoming its
secretary two years later. He will
also occupy the post of president of
DeForest Training, Inc., under the
new setup.
He was born in Chicago in 1902
and attended the University of Illinois, Northwestern and Armour Institute.
Cameron Building 900-Seater
Fort Worth — P. G. Cameron, owner
of the Peak and Airway Theaters in
Dallas has announced plans to build
a 900-seat theater in suburban Ft.
Worth. The location is two miles
west of Handley on East Lancaster
and Sargent Sts. and is two miles
from the Varsity in Ft. Worth, operated by Sam Archibald and Interstate. The total investment will
amount to about $80,000. Construction will start at once. Architect is
Raymond Smith.

Move was officially effective at the month's outset ... • One of the
features of the 19th Annual Midwest Safety Conference in Chi's Hotel
Sherman
was introduction of a new fire extinguisher operating with
dry ice
B. M. Livezey, Conference chairman, says theater owners
should look into the development ... • From DeKalb, 111., wafts word
that the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. is building a $90,000 addition to their
plant there
and that Alex E. Johnson of Chi. has the general contract
for the work ...
• Nooze from the Balto arena.
K. P. Haywood
has succeeded Harry Taylor as district supervisor for RCA
Latter is
now in Philly in the industrial sales dept
Leo Bersheim, engineer,
has been transferred from Philly to Norfolk
with Harry Rush goin'
from there to Atlantic City ...
• All Eastman Kodak employes will
take vacations this year
on the stagger system rather than the
plan used in other years of mass vacations for Camera Works and HawkEye plant employes
Increased production demands was given as
reason for the change
T
T
T
•' •
• NOW
an honorary member
of SMPE
is A. S.
Howell, o' Bell & Howell Co. ... • Export Division of York Ice
Machinery Corp. moved its personnel from the New York office
a week ago
to the corporation's main factory offices, York,
Pa. ...
• That astute exhib., with a bankroll-name, — Joe Millions,
of Veedersburg, Ind., — is scheduled to open tomorrow
his new
open-air theater on Road 40, just east of Mickleyville, Ind. . . .
• Which reminds that the new Drive-In which Herb Ochs and
Col. Harry Long of Cleveland
built near Toledo
had a
whale of a debut this month ... • Leo Abrams, nationallyknown architect with offices in the Guarantee Bldg., St. Louis
has been retained by Harry C. Arthur, Jr., chief barker of
the St. Louis Tent of the Variety Clubs
to prepare plans and
specifications for the $200,000 building for the Midwest Polio
Ass'n
special charity of the Tent for the next five years . . .
• Joseph A. Tanney, head of S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., was
recently installed as prexy of the Atlantic Lodge No. 1365 of B'nai
B'rith
which comprises the area extending from Seagate to
Orient Point, L. I. . . . m Frank W. Lovejoy, Eastman solon, was
one of the principal speakers at the Syracuse Museum of Fine Arts
when the first statewide art exhibition formally opened
and
he also donated one of the prizes ... • Ben Shearer, head of
B. F. Shearer Co., opened his new theater out in Bremerton,
Wash., a week ago

Paramount's special fine grai:
film, used tentatively a year and :
half ago in release prints of "Th
Great Victor
Herbert"
and improved
"Geroni
mo!"
has been
rapidly
Ryder asserted.
Among the forthcoming produc
tions that will have the advantage o
the new process are "One Night ii
Lisbon," "Skylark," "Hold Back th.
Dawn," "The Great Man's Lady,
"Caught in the Draft" and "Worh
The important advantages of th.
special film, according to Ryder, ar<
Premiere."
its
finer definition, improved soum
and elimination of graininess. It alsi
makes the hitherto undesirable fron
rows a spot where the film can b<
completely enjoyed. Its reception ii
"The Great Victor Herbert" am
"Geronimo!" was so successful tha
Paramount was willing to spend ;
large sum of money in revamping
studio and laboratory equipmen
necessary to put it into general use

New Drive-In Opens
Pine Bluff, Ark. — Charles Bonnei
and F. A. Stringer opened their nev.
drive-in theater, near Pine Bluff 01
Highway 65, last week. The nevv
drive-in will accommodate 300 auto
mobiles. Bonner also operates the
Community Theater here.

Theater Fires
Galeton, Pa. — The Main Streei
Theater, operated by Mark Kirkpatrick, which has been in existence foi
almost 30 years and the only theater
in this community, was completely
destroyed by fire early Sunday morning, when half a block of the mair
business section was burned down
An investigation was started immediately, but as yet ,the origin of the
blaze has not been determined.
Rosedale,
The Rosedak"
Theater,
whichMiss.
was —destroyed
by fire
recently, is being rebuilt by Miss^
Ethel Lobdell, owner. Building, which
will be completed within the next six
weeks, wil be 39 x 94 feet and constructed of brick and stucco.
Eastport, Me. — Acme Theater, recently destroyed by fire, will be replaced by a thoroughly modern and
larger theater, according to its owner, Mrs. W. A. Shea. Work will be
started as soon as plans are drawn.
Mrs. Shea has purchased the adjoining property owned by the Red Men
in order to increase the theater
space.
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anada Cuts Building
f New Pic Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

Coast Circuits as Well as Incites Eagerly Eye
Metropolitan Insurance Development's Theater
San Francisco — Mouths

watering, circuit and indie theater operators in this

Chicago Biz Brisk in
Air Conditioning

territory are watching the Metropolitan Insurance Co.'s just-announced $12,500,000 apartment village project. Some 2,700 units, renting around $50 each, will
be built around a community business section. Project will contain complete
shopping facilities, including a theater. Realty and theater men figure location

Chicago — More air conditioning
jobs are under way this Spring than
in several years past, according to
Robert Kroeschell of the Kroeschell
the choicest nabe site in northern California. Metropolitan's policy will be to
build the theater, then lease it. Company will consider both rental and service
Engineering
Co., Westinghouse distributors.
to the community in granting the lease.
Orders have been booked for nine
Great States theaters, replacement
of the huge B & K Chicago Theater
Two Tex. Stands Building; ITC Opens 1,200-Seater
300-ton job, which has been giving
In
Down
Town
Honolulu
Two More to Start Soon
service for 21 years. Another oldtime job that is to be replaced is the
225-ton plant of the Tivoli Theater,
(Continued from Page 1)
Honolulu, Hawaii — The new Koku- which has seen 23 years of service.
theater building is amounting to sai Theater, owned by the InternaThe largest installation to go in
about $400,000 and marks the first
tional Theatrical Co., opened last
this year will be a 1,000-ton installatime that two or more theaters have
tion for Marshall Field & Co., retail
with Honolulu's mayor, Lester
been under construction here at the week
Petrie and Japanese Consul-General store. Several other large jobs will
same time.
Nagao Kita taking part in the cere- go in as soon as the equipment and
Latest announcement of new thea- monies.
workmen can be brought together
ter construction comes from P. G.
$120,000 Japanese theater has for the jobs.
Cameron, theater operator of Dallas, a The
seating capacity of 1,200 and is
who will start a de luxe nabe thea- located
in downtown Honolulu. It is Mrs. Luckett Buys Equipment
ter at East Lancaster and Sargent of modernistic design and is built to
Scottsburg, Ind. — Mrs. Ethel K.
Sts. in Fort Worth, in two weeks. accommodate stage shows as well as
Luckett has installed some new
Work has already started on Under- motion pictures. Screen entertainequipment in her Indiana Theater
wood and Ezell's $50,000 Bowie
ment will be all-Japanese films.
here, including Simplex Type-E Four
Blvd. Drive-in, on Camp Bowie Blvd.
Senator Sanji Abe of Hilo is presi- Star sound equipment; Simplex E-7
here, house
and onon H.theE.North
Fulgham's
900dent of the International Theatrical mechanisms; Simplex pedestals and
seat
Side here.
The Drive-In is to open in June, Co. and Tatsuo Matsuo of Honolulu magazines; Peerless 10% conversion
is the manager. There are now four units; Walker molded plastic white
while Fulgham's new theater is theaters within an area of a few sound screen; Bausch & Lomb super
' Objects of the Government order slated to be opened Sept. 1.
1 iclude conserving
of foreign exInterstate Circuit already has an- blocks showing Japanese films, — the cinephor F:2 treated lenses, in addiI iange, controlling demand for labor,
tion to a general Spring renovating
Kokusai, Toyo, Park and the
nounced plans for building another new
Honolulu.
sion of new facilities and mateof the entire house.
neighborhood
theater
at
Riverside
als necessary to the war effort, and
and East Belknap Sts. here.
ae postponement of such demands Drive
These additions will make a total of
ntil the post-war period in order 11 suburban theaters for Fort Worth,
3 maintain
employment
and eco- besides the three first-run and five
nomic activity at that time.
second and third-run theaters downtown. This list does not include the
Kitchener,
Ont. — Construction
two colored theaters here.
~ork on a local theater on King St.,
ast, was officially "put on ice" by
i overnment's newly imposed restric- New Company Chartered
ons.
City officials reported that
ork was ordered stopped following
Albany — Mechanical Industries,
fceipt of a telephone call from a Inc., a Manhattan concern, has been
overnment official.
incorporated here with the office of
B. S. McLeod, one of the principals the Secretary of State, with $20,000
ji the project, and who had planned authorized capital stock to conduct
) manage the house when it opened a business of making and selling mo;n or about Labor Day said in an
tion picture projection machines. Par
Interview that the total cost of the value of the shares is $100.

understood,
from
Minister
of
; unitions and Supply C. D. Howe
1 1 is unlikely to be granted, inasas attitude of the Government
jUi!.eh
r\hat no new industrial building
*rl be permitted unless in connecD with and essential to Dominion's
v~ar effort.
The restrictions limiting erection
• extension of plants including theers, installation of equipment, con:' ruction or repair of buildings as
1 inounced by the Minister of Finance
)\v have been implemented, Howe
inounces.
However,
the Finance
mister's statement
said permits
ill not be necessary
to execute
lilding repairs not exceeding $2,500,
tor installation of equipment of
hich the installed cost does not
<oeed $5,000, nor for new buildings
.ost of which does not exceed
10,000.
Despite latter concessions, the re: ictions
obviously
will preclude
iw building, but, on the other hand,
>portunity is still afforded to existig theaters to make improvements
equipment and to remodel on a
nail scale.

'beater
was estimated
i0. Plans,
he added,at about
had $65,been
iproved by Ontario officials the foren part of this month.

Vbrk on Lyric Completed
■ Norfolk, Ark.— The Lyric Theater
ere, of which W. M. Finley is owner,
as been remodeled.
4
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"POWER

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES-

The designs of Alexander
Smith Carpet are as gracefully executed as a perfect
dive . . . one reason you find

P^S

Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Let Us Enlighten You on
Your
Lighting
Problem!

CHARLES

ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

them in most of the country's
successful theatres.

LIEBERMAN

IT':

Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given

DIVE"

Flag and Valance Co.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
646
8954

N.

Michigan

Cibson

Ave.,

Street,

Los

Chicago,
Angeles,

Illinois
Calif.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPETS
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Monograph Sales
Strong in the South
{Continued from Page 1)

which Paramount-Richards interests
have in Pensacola, Fla. _
Brenkert projectors went into the
aforementioned stands, plus Paul
Engler's Famous in Birmingham.
Latter ordered Brenkert projection
lamps, as did the two Drive-Ins and
Reliance, Orangeburg,
J.
S C.I. Sim's
All these sales were effected by
Wil-Kin Theater Supply, which also
reports that the organization has
supplied International chairs to the
Campus and the Co-Ed, Milledge
ville, Ga., and the Radium in Cape
Charles, Va.
Forest rectifiers were bought for
Pensacola Drivethe
Ins. Greensboro and

L. P. Coe's New Theater
Is a Model Small House
Dothan, Ala. — Latest addition to
amusement houses here is the Dothan,
popular-priced movie erected by L.
P. Coe, operator of the Lyric, and
J. J. Jones, operator of the Graceville (Fla.) theater.
Seating capacity is 380, with seats
staggered and equipped with air
cushions. A 10 V* by 14 ft. stage is
equipped with dressing rooms for
vaudeville, which will be presented
on occasion.
Theater has air conditioning, Royal blue stage curtain and burgundy
carpet harmonizes with general color
scheme of auditorium.
Theater's cost was $7,500. F. B.
Killingsworth, contractor.

WHO'S
THOMAS

WHO

J. HARGRAVE,

IN EQUIPMENT

new president of Eastman Kodak.

heroism
was French
awardedCroix
the de
Distinguished
Service
Cross andhe the
Guerre. He
is a
trustee of the University of Rochester, a director
of the Lincoln-Alliance Bank & Trust Co., and a
past president of Society to Prevent Cruelty to
Children. Is married and has six children. He has
been a member of Eastman Kodak since 1928 when

Walnut Beach, Conn. — Albert
Smith is installing a cooling system
and new sound in his Tower, which
he will open about July 1, and run
in conjunction with his Colonial for
the Summer.
Fenray Gets Drapes
Martins Ferry, O. — Louis Eick has
put new drapes throughout his Fenray Theater supplied by NTS of
Cleveland.

|

^0^

Meyer Launches Tour
In Behalf of Simplex
{Continued from Page 1)

>***■•

I
:
WBk

he became secretary and general counsel.
Rose to ^ — *.'..:
vice-presidency in 1932.
As current Eastman head
he is successor to Henry Alvah Strong, George
Eastman,
and Frank W. Lovejoy.

trip. His first lecture will be to IA
Local No. 219, Minneapolis. From
there he will leave for Salt Lake
City and make various stops along
the coast from Seattle to Los Angeles and return to New York the
latter part of June.
The lectures on Simplex E-7 given
by Meyer are part of the plan
to have projectionists more familiar
with Simplex E-7 when installed.
Lectures have recently been given
in many other cities by Meyer and
other members of IPC staff in cooperation with the NTS and the meetings have been very successful. The
talks which are on the E-7 are, of
Verdun Okays New Stand
course, after midnight in order to
Montreal — A permit has been enable as many projectionists as possible to attend and their purpose is
granted by the City of Verdun for
the construction of a theater on Ver- to secure the best possible projection
dun Ave. between Desmarchais and and reduce maintenance costs to a
Melrose, at an estimated cost of over minimum.
The IPC and NTS feel that sup$45,000, it was announced last week.
The building will be of modern design
plying projectionists with the fullest
with special acoustical features, rest possible information regarding Simplex equipment ranks in importance
rooms, stadium type seating arrangement and air conditioning. Eliasoph with the design and manufacture of
& Greenspoon are the architects.
its products. It is of course, practically impossible to visit all localities, but IPC and NTS will be very
Ark. Houses Get Equip.
Conway, Ark. — Improvements are glad to supply full details regarding
being made at the Conway and Grand Simplex E-7 and Simplex Four Star
Theaters. A new cooling system is sound to theater owners, managers
being installed at the Conway. New and projectionists requesting this information, spokesmen for the organicarpets have been placed on lobby
zations state.
floors, aisles and balconies at both
theaters.

Smith Bettering His Tower

Born in Wymore,

' Neb., Dec. 5, 1891. Graduated from the University of Nebraska, completing
his course in three years with Phi Beta Kappa honors. Subsequently attended
Harvard Law School. In 1915 came to Rochester, N. Y., entering law offices of
Hubbell, Taylor, Goodwin & Moser, of which firm he became a partner in 1921.
In June, 1916, went to the Mexican border with
Troop H of the 1st New York Cavalry. Returned 7
nearly a year later as first lieutenant of cavalry
in the Officers Reserve
Corps.
Entered
training
Wk
camp at outbreak of World War and a few months
later was commissioned a first lieutenant, becom- j
ing a captain after the armistice. For extraordinary

— -SL
William

-^__
G.

Stuber

Baylor University Set
To Build Studio Theater
(Continued from Page 1)

tal undertaking, and calls for five
stages and an outdoor theater. There
will be a workshop and paint shop
on either side of the main stage for
use of players and vaudeville participants. The auditorium will be
equipped with individual swivel
chairs capable of turning in all four
directions to allow the audience to
view any stage or screen in the
theater.
The lighting, sound control, and
projection booth will be in a large
dropped panel from the center of
the ceiling of the auditorium. The
panel will be of sound-proof glass
and the operators will be able to see
all stages with ease.

Brunson Announces House
Houston — Construction will start
shortly on a new $40,000 theater in
Baytown, 35 miles east of here,
according to H. E. Brunson, manager of the in
Easteast
TexasHarris
Theaters'
five
theaters
County.
Brunson announced purchase of a
100 by 150 ft. site from Mr. and Mrs.
B. Donnelley. It lies on the Market
St. Road at Magnolia St. intersection.

Miss Smith Takes Over Wilt

Ligonier, Pa.— The old Wilt Theater here, which was operated for
many years by H. G. Wilt, Jr., until
he sold it over a year ago to J. A.
Alexas when the latter constructed
a new theater in the town and closed
M & N Circuit Equip.
the Wilt, has been taken over by
Detroit — Moule & Newman Cir- Miss Leona Smith. The theater will
cuit, who recently took over the Oli- be remodeled and renovated throughver Theater from Al Ruttenberg,
out before being reopened.
has installed new sound, projection,
screen, front, carpeting, and seats Plans $75,000 Theater
by National Theater Supply Co.
Moultrie, Ga. — Felton Davis, Valdosta architect, is drawing plans for
Simplex for the State
a modern theater to be erected in
Richmond, Ind. — Robert L. Hudson Moultrie at a cost of approximately
has installed a new Simplex type $75,000. When plans are completed
B-30 Four Star sound system in his and adopted contract for the construction will be let, it was stated.
new State Theater here.

Big Demand Goes or!
For U. S. Air's Units
{Continued from Page 1)

purchased U. S. AirCo refrigeratic
and Catawba Theaters' State, Ne.
ton, N.City,
C; Floyd
Cresce
Dade
Fla.; Theaters'
Kingsul Theatj
Rialto, Kingsport, Tenn.; Lunfl
Ritz, Barnwell, S. C; Carnasia
Park, Starke, Fla., and J. W. Pec.
Pex,
Ga., which ordered U.
AirCoSparta,
ventilation.
Latterand
outlet
also received
lenses
Wil-Kin
drapes, De~V
wh
Alexander Smith carpet was install
in Louis Mitchell's State, Elk
N. C. Other recent orders for W
Kin drapes included those for t
Richmond, Rockingham, N. C; Will
Selma, Ala.; Imperial, Griffin, G;
Henn, Murphy, N. C; Princes
Mocksville, N. C; Center, Durha:>
N. C; Carolina, Hendersonvil
N. C; Warnor, Ft. Lauderdale, Fk
and the U. S. Navy base, Jackso
ville, Fla.

New Catalogs
BLACK LIGHTING FLUORE:
CENT CARPET— Continental Lith

graph
72nd St.,Corp.'s
and St.Conti-Glo
Clair Ave.,Divisio
Clev
land, has just issued a complete ar
thorough handbook, "Conti-Glo Blat
Lights for Activating Fluorescei
Carpetings." It covers in unde
standable language the procedure i
selecting and locating black ligl
sources to secure the maximum (
fluorescent brilliance from carpeting
in theater installations, — aisle
standee areas, and lobbies, — and h
eludes black light photos and teel
nical discussion, instruction sheel
and templates for making lightin
layouts, and full specifications on a
black light equipment in the fiel
designed for activation of fluoresce!
company.
carpetings. Address inquiries to tti i

FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES — Re
Ceder, 205 East 42nd St., New Yort :
has issued folder descriptive of it
new Triumph Non-Deteriorating Bat
teries for flashlights, showing differ
ence between this battery and th
ordinary cell. Information desire
tion.
can be obtained from the organiza
SOUND
APPARATUS— Operadi
Mfg. Co., St. Charles, 111., has pre
pared a new folder on its amplifier,
and
speakers,
models Cop
an<f
including
briefillustrating
specifications.
ies may
be obtained by writing to
the
company.

The following catalogs were reviewed in th
previous issue of THE FILM DAILY EQUIP
MENT NEWS and these may be obtained b 3
writing to the various manufacturers.
SLIDE PROJECTORS— Best Devices Co.:
10516 Western Ave., Cleveland: New catalog J
on company's line of Automatic Slide Projec
tors.
UPHOLSTERY— Coated Rubber Fabric.
Division of U. S. Rubber Co., 407 N. Mair
St., Mishawaka, Ind. : Sample book of new
Genuine Naugahyde upholstery coverings foi
theater chairs and other seating uses.
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rjl Presses to Meet
mand for Unicons
"hicago — W. C. Stober, recently
1 district manager here for the
ral Register Corp., coming from
tttle district, reports orders for
|.new Unicon ticket equipment reI >d from the United Theater cir"?, Detroit, for their Palms State
^ 1 Riveria Theaters, and from the
■.field circuit for their Oakland
ater at Pontiac.
Inquiries have
received from many
theaterrs and, as deliveries are stepped
more installations will be made.
r reports that the special waterlked paper is supplied by the
mmermill Paper Co. to the Arcus
1 Ansell Simplex Co., who manu- aire tickets for the new machines.
: Vith the treasury department Jibing the permits to theater cirts and owners for printing tickets,
h are interchangeable, this will
ate the introduction
of the
v equipment.
—?overal prominent Chicago theas are considering the new Unicon
<et machines
for early installa-

E.^A Sound Equip. Div.
■t in Indianapolis

eliminates the necessity of using strong
simple practices in ordinary everyday cleaning and careful maintenance chemicals or acids and preserves the life
procedures will reflect good management of fixtures as well as keeping them clean
through an important annual saving in re- and free of odors.
placements and repairs. Some of the more
— o —
commonly overlooked items are treated in
An effective method of attaining maxithis article.
mum cleanliness of carpets and rugs is
Rubber mats can be of considerable expense if neglected. Any soap or cleaning
material containing an alkali causes rubber
decomposition as will water left in mat
recesses. Mats should be removed from
recesses when cleaned and treated with
either clean water and "elbow grease," or
a non-alkaline cleaner. The employe doing
this work should be cautioned against folding or rolling mats to prevent cracking.
Recesses must be dried thoroughly before
placing mats back in position.
In cleaning pipes and drains, it is recommended that a bucket of hot water with
a quantity of washing soda be used, about
once a week, to each urinal, wash stand or
drain.
Regular maintenance under this plan

Walters Achieves Status
Of Expert on Drive-Ins

7

Cause Stir on B'way

FEW

Cleveland— L. H. Walter, local
NTS Co. branch manager, is a selfeducated expert on equipment needs
for Drive-In theaters. To date, he
has engineered and equipped most
of the Drive-Ins built in this territory including the East Side Drive-in,
Cleveland; and those located at Creston, Warren, and Maumee. At present he has under contract the equipment for the Avon Drive-In now
under construction.
Each outdoor theater presents its
own engineering nroblem and having
solved so many, Walters has met and
covered about all the problems that
can arise in this tvoe of construcSeating Arrangement
tion. He offers, without obligation,
fft. Lauderdale, Fla. — Exactly a to pass on his information upon
reauest to prospective Drive-In
;ek after it opened the new Warner builders.
ater, the $75,000 house just comted, closed its doors, but only long
■ugh to make adjustments to the State Installs New Sound
. ting: arrangements.
It was found
Kingsport, Tenn. — L. J. Pepper,
visibility was not perfect and manager, announces that installation
changes must be made to the
of a new Microphonic-Deluxe sound
jwpe of the auditorium in order to system
in the State Theater has been
i»*e patrons more comfortable.
The
completed. During- a recent citywide
jrk was not extensive and the doors event honoring 1.600 graduates in
ained closed for only a short the schools of Sullivan County, the
idMie.
State and the Strand Theaters, both
■M-i
owned and operated by Kingsul Theaters, staged theater parties for
aj guires New Marquee
Jklliance, O. — R. S. Wallace bought graduates, showing "Ziegfeld Girl."
jjjnew Electrical Disnlay marquee
:m L. H. Walter, Cleveland NTS Morgans Project Completed
manaerer. for his Morrison TheaColville, Wash. — Morgan Brothers,
NTS Theater.
also re-draped Walace's operating1 the Colville Theater, anumbia
nounce the complete modernization
1
of their house, including the latest
booth equipment.
ree Get General Chairs
general Seating Co. reports instalCooling System for Rialto
'ons of their chairs in the Sterling,
rling, 111.; Rex, Sultan, Wash.,
Hope, Ark. — A new cooling system
it the North Bend, North Bend, is being installed at the Rialto by
". ?h.
Herman Stermer, Malco Co. engineer.

ndianapolis — Development and re■ rch engineers of the sound equip- it division of RCA Mfg. Co. have
1 into the Indianapolis plant to
v on work which for many years
i been done at the Camden, N. J.,
Wftory.
;nhe new quarters include labora3, offices, testing rooms, and
man quarters for approximately
^■» persons. The staff is headed by
|J C. Batsel, and covers a variety
: >ound devices, public address sys■"Fis, intercommunicating systems,
' domestic and export trade.

MURPHY

Loew's State Theater, Syracuse, N. Y.
A

•

New Lobby Displays

SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen
By FRANK

NEWS

periodically to scatter salt over the necessary area. Thorough removal of all salt will
insure the elimination of all dust and grit,
preserving the carpet as well as its appearance.
— o —
The best cleaning for marquee letters
may be obtained by the use of ordinary sand
soap and steel wool obtainable in any 5 and
10-cent store. Dust, dirt, and burnish from
hot marquee lamps will be removed by this
treatment, which is most inexpensive.
— o —
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that
care and attention must be given to these
simple matters to prevent premature depreciation ofequipment. Negligence is merely
a less obvious form of needless waste and
extravagance in theater operation.

Cameron and Interstate
Will Operate Gateway-

Expressed as "highly effective"
was the
publicfirst
and glimpse
exhibitors alikeopinion
who gotof their
of an entirely new development in
theater lobby displays at the Palace
Theater, New York, where "Citizen
Kane" is having its Broadway roadshow engagement. At the matinee
opening
of "Citizenof Kane,"
the
first installation
the newwhere
display
has been installed, groups of exhibitors expressed
the effectiveness amazement
of these new atluminous
advertising helps. Many of them
had actually to touch the cut-outs
and light-giving letters to make sure
they were not looking at expensive
installations.
Revolutionary is the word that
properly describes this unique new
advertising product developed in the
shops of the National Screen Accessories factory unit, American DisCorp. displays, which have not
The playnew
yet been officially named, can be
made to fit any size frame or shadowbox can be made up in standard sizes,
odd sizes, banners, standees, setpieces, outside entrance displays, in
fact any unit in any size that can be
used in a theater. Any shadow-box
or flat frame can be converted to the
new brilliant display at very small
cost. The new displays are sold on
National Screen's full lobby service,
partial lobby service, or any part
thereof.
The new displays, result of several
years of experimenting in the American Display shops are of threedimensional construction with cutout figures and a unique lighting
system and arrangement that gives
off the luminous effect in any color
or combination of colors.

Fort Worth, Tex. — Operation of
the Gateway, $80,000 neighborhood
theater being built here at East Lancaster Ave. and Sargent St. by P. G.
Cameron, of Dallas, will be handled
jointly by Cameron and Interstate
Circuit, with Frank Weatherford,
city manager for Interstate theaters
in Fort Worth, acting as supervisor.
This partnership was agreed upon
before construction begun this week.
Construction work is being rushed
so that the theater will be ready for
opening by Aug. 15.
Raymond F. Smith, theater archi- White, Bernstein Opening Ridge
tect of Dallas, designed the 900-seat
Cincinnati — Maurice White and
theater. It will be modern in design
having stadium-type auditorium sim- Harold Bernstein are opening a new
ilar to that in the Airway Theater 700-seat house, the Ridge, at Pleasbuilt in Dallas by Cameron.
ant Ridge, Cincy suburb.

Detroit's modern theaters
INSTALL
KROEHLER ^Pub/l-^BtW^
ADAMS

SEATS

KRIM Theater — now
Theater — now open
MERCURY Theater — opening May 28
ROYAL OAK Theater — opening June 10

open

It is significant that all these new and modern theaters in Detroit
have installed the revolutionary theater seat which ends standing
to let others pass. Write for information on Push-Back Seats.
KROEHLER MFG. CO., Public Seating Division
206 Lexington Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
1248 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
2013 S. Vermont Ave
Los Angeles, Calif.

Elliott Film Co.,
72 Glen wood Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Standard Theater Supplyway,
Corp.,
78 Mass.
BroadBoston,

Export: Roy Chandler, 505
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
4020 E. 116th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio
6700 Denton Dr.,
Dallas, Texas

8
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EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
FIELD NOTES
ENGINEERS of George Wilby and Associ*~ ates, Atlanta, contractors for the new
Drive-In now under construction in Pensacola, Fla., for the Saenger interests, state
that 25,000 feet of cable is being placed
underground for sound transference. Theater has capacity of 300 cars, each of which
will be equipped with an individual sound
receiver. The screen tower, 60 ft. high by
80 ft. wide, will contain living quarters for
the manager, together with a concessionaire's stand. Work is expected to be completed by June 1.

*

*

*

The Pastime Theater, Detroit, has
been taken over by the Pastime Amusement Co. of which Joseph Mellon is
prexy. House is being modernized
prior to reopening.

*

*

*

Robert Coyle's Theater in Charleroi, Pa.,
is getting extensive renovation. New Motiograph Microphonic sound and Motiograph
Model K projectors are among equipment
being installed.

*

*

*

Irwin theater chairs have recently
gone into the State, Madison, Me.;
York Beach, York Beach, Me.; Somersworth, Somersworth, Me.; Ashford,
Ashford, Ala.; Lakewood, Atlanta, Ga.;
Colonial, Lawrenceville, Ga.; Darien,
Darien, Ga.; and the Joiner, Joiner,
Ark.

*

*

W&?

NEWS

*

Mid-West Reports
Large Equip. Orders

Big Boost by York

Cincinnati — Among the more extensive equipment supply jobs just
reported by Mid-West Theater Supply Co., Inc., are the following: Simplex projectors, Brenkert Senarc
lamps, Benwood Linze rectifiers,
Superlite lenses, Neumade rewind
table, Neumade film cabinet, International chairs, RCA sound and Mohawk carpet for the Williamsburg,
Williamsburg, O.; Brenkert projectors, Brenkert Enarc lamps, Benwood
Linze rectifiers, Bausch & Lomb
Super Cinephor lenses, RCA sound,
Neumade rewind table and film cabinets; Da Lite screen, International
chairs and Mohawk carpet for the
20th Century, local house; and Brenkert projectors, Brenkert Enarc
lamps, Benwood Linze rectifiers,
B & L Super Cinephor lenses, RCA
sound, Neumade rewind table and
film cabinets, Da Lite screen, International chairs and Mohawk carpet
for the Bressler, Dayton.
Also RCA sound, B & L Super
Cinephor lenses, Benwood Linze rectifiers, Brenkert projectors and Enarc lamps, Da Lite screen, international chairs, and Neumade rewind
table and film cabinet for the local
Ridge Theater; and Mohawk carpet,
international chairs, Da Lite screen,
Neumade rewind table and film cabinets, RCA sound, B & L lenses, Benwood Linze rectifiers, and Brenkert
irojectors and Enarc lamps for the
Estill Theater, Irvine, Ky.

One thousand employes have been
added to the factory and branch personnel of the York Ice Machinery
Corp. since October, 1940. In the
manufacturing plants alone the payroll has been expanded by more than
800. In addition, 22 per cent of the
factory employes are now working
night shift.
This increase in personnel is due
in part to the increased tempo of
defense production. The York Ice
Machinery Corp. has taken contracts
for air conditioning and refrigerating equipment for the Navy and
merchant marine; for Army cantonments and naval supply bases; for
powder, shell loading, and fuse
plants; for aircraft engine and aircraft assembly plants; and for a number of other essential applications.
In addition, the company is putting
every available machine to work on
such critical sub-contract items as
tanks, gun-mounts, torpedo tubes,
searchlights, machine tools, antiaircraft guns, powder presses, trench
mortars, shells, and marine Diesel
engines.
Overtime and multiple shifts have
been resorted to wherever possible
and the company now employs a
greater number of men than at any
previous time in company history.

In Org.'s Personnel

To Launch N. C. Project;
Cost Is Set at $50,000

Friday, May 23, 19-j
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PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

,i

f* EORGE
operator formerly
of downto
^""^
Covington,HILL,
Ky., theaters,
opt
ated by L. B. Wilson,
redecorate the Liberty.

*

will

*

*

remodel

The Arsenal Theater in the La
renville sectio nof Pittsburgh, a Wi
ner house, has been closed for comply
renovation and remodeling througho\
Capacity will also be enlarged by 4
seats. Work will take at least thr
months, and the house is expected
reopen about Aug. 1.

*

*

*

Victory Theater, Holyoke, Mass., is ha
ing installed a modern air conditioning pla]j
being built by the Worthington
Pump
Air Machinery Corp.
Nathan E. Goldste. ,
made
the Western
announcement.
Installation
prexy of
Massachusetts
Theate*
being supervised by Roger G. Rand, Bost
architect, who designed the theater sor
25 years ago. *
* *

Moody & Dickinson, who opera
three theaters in Brownsville, Pa., a
installing new RCA sound and boo
equipment at the Bison Theater.

*

*

*

Contractors are scheduled to begin wo
early in June on the Volusia Drive-ln
South Daytona, Fla. Six streets have bei
vacated by official action of the City Com
cil to make the project possible.

*

*

*

Rowe candy machines have been pu
chased from National Theater Supp
N. C. — Construction of by the following theaters: Tauy, C
K-B Amusement Co. Plans theCharlotte,
new Plaza Theater, representing tatva, Kan.; Royal, Seneca, Kan.; Ha
* * *
an investment of $50,000, will get per, Harper, Kan.; Bean, Boston, Gc
Ralph Snider announced the other New Washington Theater
under
way immediately, according to Century, Lincolnton, N. C; Arcad
day plans to build a new theater in
an
announcement
by A. B. Craver Newell, S. D.; Lund, Rice's Landin
Washington
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
Ware, Mass.
Pa.; and the Charles, LaPlate, Md.
* *
*
Washington — A new theater will and Tom Little, who own and operate
the
Visulite
Theater
on
ElizaL. H. Walter, of NTS Cleveland branch, be erected by the K-B Amusement
beth Ave.
Interstate
Theaters,
Inc., will build ii
has sold complete equipment to Carl Guer- Co. here, Charles Olive, managing
Contract for construction of the $100,000 Community Center adjacent
director of the company, has anrien of Erie, Pa., for the new Drive-In which nounced.
new 556-seater has been awarded to their Yale Theater on Washington Ave
latter is about to build just outside Erie.
Houston, Tex., it is announced.
MacKie !
The project will include a large R. C. Hicks, who plans to start work Kamrath, architects, are preparing the plan
Contract includes special Drive-In Simplex
on the project immediately. The
sound, Simplex front and rear shutter mech- bowling center and parkshop develThe center will contain a food market, dri
opment. John J. Zink is the archi- Plaza will be a two-story brick struc- store
anisms, Hertner high intensity transverter,
and five-cent store.
The center wri
ture and will house a projection booth
tect.
This
will
be
the
fourth
theater
B & L F-20 treated lenses, Peerless magand offices on the second floor.
slated after a post-office
substation
w
owned
and
operated
by
the
indepennarc lamps, and all special equipment.
begun in part of the Interstate development
dent chain.
last week.
Lucas Theater Corp., B. A. Lucas, president, will modernize the Arlington, Arlington Heights, III., increasing seating capacity
to 800.

if:

s|e

s|g

Other NTS equipment sold this week includes new Simplex Four Star sound for
the Capitol Theater, Cleveland, an Associated circuit house.

*

*

*

Arthur Richards and Bob Lippert
have purchased a lot in Alameda, Cat.,
and will start construction of a theater
in the near future. George Page, who
last week sold his theater now under
construction in Vallejo, has purchased
property in Richmond and will build,
San Francisco channels report.

*

*

*

E. A. Cummings and Associates have let
a contract for a $100,000 theater in Longview, Wash. Stand is tentatively named
Longview, and will seat 750 and be modern
in every respect. H. A. DeYoung, of Portland, isthe architect.

To Let Contract Shortly
Houston — Contract will be let
shortly on a new theater at Camp
Wallace near here, the second for
that military post. The first was
opened five weeks ago. At Ellington
Field, advanced bombardment academy, 10 miles from Camp Wallace,
a new post theater was opened a few
days ago. Camp Hulen at Palacio
tion. has a post movie house in operaalso

Promotes Tonight's Opening

Jacksonville, Fla. — A personality
contest to select Miss St. Johns is a
part of the opening promotion of the
new St. Johns Theater, scheduled for
today. The victorious girl, will be
given a complete Spring ensemble
and will be official receptionist for
the stars and celebrities at the theater at tonight's debut. Several contestants appeared each night of the
week preceding the opening at the
Roosevelt Hotel's Patio Grill and
were judged by audience applause.

Attmore Makes Installation
Richmond, Va. — William Attmore,
RCA engineer, has just completed
an installation at the U. S. Mine
Laying School at Yorktown, Va.

G-E Gets S. A. Contract

Rio de Janeiro — The Compania
Brasileira de Cinemas, operators of
one of the largest movfe chains in
* * *
Brazil have just signed contracts
with General Electric for the instalThe YMCA Theater, operated by Jackson Sets June Opening
Cincinnati — Virgil Jackson will
lation of air conditioning equipment
Harry M. Myers in Wilmerding, Pa.,
is being enlarged, and 300 new seats open his new theater, the McCook, in their Palacio Theater in Cineare being installed.
landia, and the Roxy in Copacabana.
Dayton, O., early in June.

*

*

*

Mike Thomas, who has operated tB
Capitol Theater in Clairton, Pa., sine
it opened more than two decades ag
is having new RCA sound and boot
equipment installed, among other in
provements being
* made.
* *

i

Ray Shook's new Shores Theater at S
Claire Shores, Mich., had its formal openinl
in mid-May. House is equipped with Simf
plex Four-Star sound, Super Simplex mecb
anisms, Simplex lamphouses, and Simple
rectifiers. A new Walker screen, Nation;
draperies, Irwin Clipper chairs, Alexandq
Smith & Sons Crestwood carpet, and Na
tional modernistic lighting fixtures wer
other items supplied.

*

*

*

Walker Plastic Molded screens hav,
recently been installed in the Dixit
Sylvania, Ga.; Ashford, Ashford, Ala.
Colonial, Lawrenceville, Ga.; Princes:
Shelbyville, Tenn.; Madison, Madisor,
Ga.; and Fairfax, Jacksonville, Fla.
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TEN CENTS

IINE PROBLEMS BEFORE ALLIED DIRECTORS
II. Allied Calls for Year

chib. Organization Sees
r gular Theaters Menaced
:.t:
aless Runs Are Limited

«i

Chicago — A move to prevent drivetheaters from getting currently
n eased product is being launched
I- Allied Theaters of Illinois.
The
ionization has advised distribu•s that if they plan to sell pic,.t es on some run to drive-in the. then such run should not be
until one year after the compleof the runs at regularly contuted theaters in and around Chi|o.
.
Distributors were so informed in
»li

(Continued on Page 6)

ilm Biz Shutters
Dr Golf Tomorrow

CC!

fk

Drive-in Protection

FBI PRESSES EXTORTION INQUIRY
George E. Browne, IATSE Prexy, and Willie Bioff, West Coast
Rep., Indicted by U. S. Grand Jury Here

i

The Federal investigation which
on Friday resulted in the indictment
of George E. Browne, IATSE prexy,
and Willie Bioff, his personal rep.
on the West Coast, on extortion
charges, with four major companies
named as victims to the extent of
$550,000, is continuing with the assistance of FBI agents.
This was disclosed by U. S. District Attorney Mathias F. Correa,
who, with two staff assistants, Edward J. Ennis and Boris Kostela-

netz, personally directed the inquiry
which resulted in the indictment
here of the two IATSE execs. At
the same time, it was indicated by
Government officials over the weekend that no action against the companies allegedly victimized impended.
It was pointed out that the indictment handed down here on Friday
by a Federal Grand Jury against
both Bioff and Browne on charges
of violations of the Federal Anti-

20% Tax lo Hit All
Can. Amusements

Columbia Increases
Number of Shorts

i Yep, tomorrow, the greatest Film
I i iiLY Golf Tournament gets under
Montreal — Protests by motion picat the Glen Oaks Club, Great
ture exhibitors that the 20 per cent
i 'ck, L. I., and indications on the tax on admissions was discriminaek-end pointed not only to record
tory because it does not apply to
tar;endance, but to an array of prizes other amusements has had the ef«:, matched by those of any previous
fect, not of obtaining a reduction of
uurney in the long and fun-packed the tax, but of having it extended
m ies, which, it seems, was initiated to all other professional entertain(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 4)

fould Compel Censor to
ale Nazi Pix No Newsreel Short and Newsreel Clips
m
Plug Defense Bond Sales

(Continued on Page 6)

Increase in Columbia's volume of
shorts sales during the current season is influencing the company to
add to its program for 1941-42, the
boost taking the shape of 10 more
two-reelers, it was announced at
week-end. At the same time, it was
said that the
company's
1941-42
(Continued
on Page four
4)

Hold Hearing Tomorrow
On 111/s 135-Min. Bill

Allied Board to Tackle
Industry Problems At
Cleveland Meeting Today
Cleveland — Nine important topics
for discussion are on the agenda of
the Allied board of directors meeting
which is to be held here today at the
Cleveland Hotel. A meeting of independent exhibitors, sponsored by
the ITO of Ohio, is scheduled for
tomorrow.
Subjects to be considered by the
board today include:
1. Failure of theaters to share
in defense prosperity and what
can be done about it.
2. Effect on attendance of advance publicity on pictures, previews
and radio on Page
presentations
(Continued
6)

Tri-States to Test
Junior B. 0. Prices
Des Moines, la. — A special junior
admission price for school children
from 12 to 16 years of age will be
tried out in Des Moines by Tri-States
theater corporation for a 30-day period beginning Memorial Day. If the
plan works out it will be extended to
other houses in Iowa, Nebraska and
Illinois by Tri-States.
The junior price will be 21 cents,
(Continued on Page 5)

^Anti-Nazi League on Friday fired
10,000 Exhibitors Now
:■ opening gun in a legal barrage
A thousand prints of a short subSpringfield, 111. — Public Health
ject designed to promote the sale
ainst the German propaganda film,
Committee of the Illinois House will Signed for Defense Pix
ieg im (Continued
Westen" on (Victory
in the of defense saving bonds were released hold a hearing tomorrow afternoon
Page 6)
at the week-end by the Motion PicMore than 10,000 exhibitors have
program measure
ture Committee
Co-operating for Na- on the 135-minute
joined the Motion Picture Committee
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 5)
Co-operating for National Defense,
Michigan Anti-Five
chairto Josephon Bernhard,
according (Continued
Page 5)
Bill Considered Dead

Pupils Once-a-Week

.;

Detroit — The Michigan anti-blocksof-five bill is regarded here as being
definitely dead, following the failure
of a Senate committee to report the
bill out at a meeting on Friday. It
was reported that the committee
regarded the measure too complicated to give it any attention in
view of more important business.
Only appropriation bills may be
brought in during the two remaining days of the current session.

Patrons

High School Kids Prefer Duals, Survey Shows
Ind. Theaters Subject to
Fire Marshals, City Laws
Indianapolis — Indiana theaters are
subject to regulation and licensing
both by the state fire marshals and
their respective municipalities, the
Indiana Supreme Court ruled Thurs(Continued on Page 2)

A large majority of high school
students attend picture theaters once
a week and they choose their programs by the leading players, titles
and newspaper reviews, it was
brought out by a poll of 16,000 students sponsored by the Camp Fire
Girls of America.
The poll also showed that more
(Continued on Page 6)

Metro Plans to Hold
Regional Meetings
M-G-M is expected to hold a series
of regional sales conferences instead
of one national convention. Confabs
probably
late in out
June.during
Details arewill
to start
be worked
the current visit of W. F. Rodgers,
general sales manager, at the studios.
Rodgers arrives in Hollywood today.
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(QUOTATIONS
NEW

OF FRIDAY,

YORK

STOCK

High

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%)
4S/8
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. lnd
Con. Fm. lnd. pfd
East. Kodak
123

do

pfd

MAY

Loew's

deb.

Close

45/8

45/8 +

Y.

-■
l/g

12214 123
+
—

Vb
i/4

—

%

—1-16

3'/2s46

Para.
B'way
3s55...
Para. Picts. cv. 3 y4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal
Picts
N.

Net
Chg.

Low

Cen. Th. Eq
11 V4
H V4
"%
Loew's, Inc
28%
28
28%
do pfd
106
106
106
Paramount
11
11
11
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
10y4
10y4
10'/4
Pathe
Film
8y8
8y4
83/8
RKO
25/8
25/8
25/8
RKO $6 pfd
20th
Century-Fox
. . 5Vs
5
5'/s
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
150
150
150
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.
101 9-16 101 9-16 101 9-16
52%
953/4
CURB
83,4
15

OVER-THE-COUNTER

Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb.
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

523/4
953/4

523/4
953/4

+

y4

MARKET
8y8

85/8 +

15

l/„

15
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
'45..

64
53

♦

TWO-A-DAY

67
57

Canadian Allied Members
Won't Absorb New 20% Tax
Halifax, N. C— Members of the
Allied Exhibitors Association will
not absorb any part of the 20 per
cent amusement tax, it was decided
at an emergency meeting of the organization. Delegates agreed to issue two tickets for each admission,
one for the admission and another
for the tax, thus the price advance
will prevail for children as well as
adults.

RUNS

Theater
Capitol
Astor
Paramount
Music
Hall
• • . . . Roxy
Strand
Criterion
Rialto
Little Carnegie
Globe
Ave. Playhouse
New York
New York
Central

5th

♦

Fantasia
(Walt
Disney Productions) — 28th week
Citizen Kane (RKO Radio Pictures-Orson Welles) — 4th week

♦ FOREIGN

LAUGUAGE

Broadway
--..Palace

FEATURES

Pepe le Moko
(Mayer & Burstyn) — 13th week
Bashful Anton
(Swedish feature) — 2nd week
Volga-Volga
(Artkino Pictures) — 2nd week
Retrocinno
(Lupa Films)

♦

FUTURE

♦

Power
Dive (Paramount
Pictures) — May
29
I'll Wait for You (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — May 30
Million Dollar Baby (Warner Bros. Pictures) — June 6
One Night in Lisbon
(Paramount Pictures) — June 18
Love Crazy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Man
Hunt
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Border Vigilantes (Paramount Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
House of Mystery (Monogram Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
Africa (Cinespano Corp.) — May 30
Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(ci

(Continued from Page 1)

♦

• World
48th St. Theater
Miami
Playhouse
Cine Roma

OPENINGS

lnd. Theaters Subject to
Fire Marshals, City Laws

23)

MARKET

Distributor

A Woman's
Face (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 2nd week
Major
Barbara
(United
Artists-Gabriel
Pascal) — 2nd
week
I Wanted Wings
(Paramount Pictures) — 2nd week
(b)
Penny Serenade
(Columbia
Pictures)
Blood and Sand
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
Affectionately Yours (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Rookies on Parade
(Republic
Pictures)
Washington Melodrama (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) ....■■
Proud Valley (Supreme Productions, Inc.) — 2nd week
The Voice in the Night
(Columbia
Pictures)
Chaplin Festival (Guaranteed Pictures) — 9th week
Federal Fugitives
(Producers Releasing Corp.)
(a)
Arizona Wildcat (Columbia Pictures)
(a)
The Bride Wore Crutches (Twentieth Century-Fox)

(a)

riNANCIAL

and

Parade II

Follows

current

Criterion
Rialto
• Strand
Paramount
Capitol
..... Roxy
New York
New York
48th St. Theater
bill.

Nine Johnston McCulley
Tales for PRC Westerns
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sigmund Neufeld has
' urchased nine stories by Johnston
McCulley to be produced as vehicles
for the three PRC Western stars.
Buster Crabbe, George Houston and
Indianapolis by ordinance now re- Tom Tyler, on the 1941-42 program
of the "Billy the Kid," "Lone Rider"
quires theaters to obtain a city ?.nd
"Frontier Marshal" series.
license, comply with building code
Titles are: "One Way Trail," "Roprovisions and construction standmance of Roaring Valley," "High
ards and maintain specified safety nnd Mighty," "Frontier Frame-Up,"
standards. The state law of 1913, "Cowboy Afoot," "Cowboys Never
Walk," "Caliente Kid," "Whelp of
amended in 1927 and 1937, also gives the
Fox," and "Saga of Smoky
the fire marshal certain regulatory

day in
Marion
against
of this

upholding a verdict of the
Superior Court in a test case
the Hollywood Theater Corp.
city.

powers.
The Hollywood Corp. had maintained that the state statutes setting
up powers of the fire marshal supersede regulations established by city
ordinances.
It is well established that the motion picture industry is subject to
police power in the interests of public morals, health and safety and
that the buildings and the shows
given therein may be regulated and
the operators thereof required to
pay license fees to defray the cost
of inspection and such regulations,
the high court held. The Hollywood
Corp. had asked a declaratory judgement on the issue and had appealed
the decision of the lower court. Justice Frank N. Richmond wrote the
Supreme Court opinion.

Coast Correspondents Win
Preview Priority Dispute

Sarn."
Hollywood — Hollywood newspaper
magazine and syndicate correspondents have won their battle for
priority on previews. Under an
agreement reached late last week
by the AMPP and the correspondents
group, there is to be no piling up of
important previews, there is to be
a minimum of two weeks between
the preview and initial showing except in cases where physical problems forbid such a leeway.

Fitzgibbons in Bragg Post
On Eastern Theaters Board

Toronto — Thomas J. Bragg, Eastern Theaters, Ltd., director, has resigned from the board and has been
Hutchinson Entertains
succeeded by J. J. Fitzgibbons, the
Walter J. Hutchinson, director of company announced here Friday.
foreign distribution for 20th-Fox, Other directors and officers remain
was host at his Connecticut farm unchanged. This followed major
Saturday for the personnel staff of changes in the board of the parent
the foreign distribution department. company, Famous Players Canadian

COmiDG and GOIM
today.
WILLIAM

F.

RODGERS

arrives

in

Hollywoo

L. B. MAYER and HOWARD STRICKLING wer
scheduled
to fly back
to the Coast
over th I
week-end.
JOHN
JOSEPH,
Universal
ad-publicity
arrives from the Coast today.
CAREY WILSON
on the Century.
JOSEPH
Worcester,

heac
^fc

gets in today from the Lav%

ANSTEAD. manager of the Elm Streel
is vacationing
in Montreal.

MORRIS
DRUCKER,
of the State, Clevelan
was a New Haven visitor.
DON AMECHE and his wife are at the Sherr
Netherland.
FRANK CRAVEN
arrives here next week fron ,
the Coast.

Stoneman vs. Dembow
Dismissal is Affirmed

Sui |

The Appellate Division of the Nev
York
Supreme
Court
on Fridaj
affirmed a lower Court ruling whicl
had dismissed a $70,886 damage sui
of David
Stoneman
against San
Dembow,
Jr.
The defendant
hac \
been charged with inducing the sale
of the Empire Theater, Portland, Me.
in 1931 to Paramount by allegedlj ;
issuing a financial statement of Pub
lix Enterprises,
Inc., whereby
the;
company guaranteed payment of thf
purchase price. Dembow was chargec
ment. falsifying the financial statewith

West

Coast Bureau
of THE "A"
FILM
DAIL1
Has "E," Other
One
Hollywood — Arthur Unger, forme]

Eastern trade paper man now connected with the "Duchess of Hollywood" cosmetic laboratories, is no1
to Variety.
be confused with Arthur Ungai
of

HARRY BUCKLEY
United Artists Corporation
"I am happy to have
this latest issue — the
23rd edition — which ir
itself is ample testimony of the fact thai
Film Daily Year Book
has indeed become the
standard reference
book of the industry

says —

To me, as a source ol
information, it is invaluable and for year;
the current edition ol
the book has always
been at hand in my

1941
YEAR BOOK
of
Now

Motion

Pictures

Being
Distributed
FREE

To Subscribers of
office."
THE1501 FILM
DAILY
Broadway
New

York

and
tell America's
50,000,000
women. ..THIS IS THEIR PICTURE!
y

H<Hi,
'•- •lif-^a, ,|-rf^|-

^WPPHPHHi

with Patricia Morison • Bii lie Burke • John Loder • Dame May Whitty • Edmund Gwenn
Reginald Denny • Billy Gilbert • Produced and Directed by Edward H. Griffith
Screen Play by Virginia Van Upp

• Based on a Play by John Van Drufen
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Columbia Increases
Number of Shorts

20% Tax lo Hit All
Can. Amusements

(Continued from Page 1)
serials would run strongly to marquee names, with Jack Holt leading
off in "Holt of the Secret Service."
The shorts lineup proper calls for
104 single reels, in 11 series, two of
which will be new; 30 two-reel comedies in three series and six in the
International Forum series. It is
indicated that Columbia is prepared
to up budgets on those series which
meet with popular reaction as the
season progresses. Special exploitation program is in work.
Serial lineup calls for "Captain
Midnight," adapted from the Mutual
network thriller; "Pirate Gold," and
"Perils of the Royal Mounted," based
on Canada's Mounties.
Breakdown of the shorts program
shows :
Two-Reelers — S Three Stooges Comedies, 18
all-star comedies, including several musicals ; 4
Glove Slingers, 6 International Forums.
Single-reelers — 16 Color Rhapsodies in Technicolor; 8 Columbia Phantasies. Cartoons; 8
Columbia Fables, Cartoons; 12 Columbia Panoramics, new series ; 6 This Changing World,
new series featuring Raymond Gram Swing ;
12 World of Sports, narrated by Bill Stern ; 8
Cinescopes; 10 Screen Snapshots; 8 Columbia
Tours; 6munity Columbia
"Quiz" Reels; 10 ComSings.

(Continued from Page 1)
ments including hockey, baseba
and other athletic sports, concert
etc., but excluding amateur perfon
ances.

Short and Newsreel Clips
Plug Defense Bond Sales
(.Continued from Page 1)
tional Defense. Two lengths are
available — one of 300 feet and the
other 750 feet. It was produced at
the M-G-M studios under the supervision of Frank Whitbeck with the
co-operation of officers at Moffett
Field, Calif.
The reel features Private George
Morton Reiter of the 72nd Air Squadron of Moffett Field who makes an
address in the interests of the bonds.
In addition to the reel, the first
of 10 subjects to be inserted in newsreels was released Friday. The clips,
which also plug the defense bonds,
feature Abbott and Costello, Jack
Benny, Carolyn Lee, Jane Withers
and others.

Ellen Drew in Femme Lead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ellen Drew draws the
feminine lead opposite William Holden and Brian Donlevy in "The
Remarkable Andrew."

T
T
T
• •
©
TRUTH in advertising
lo eiiect which we have heard
much of late
has evidently invaded the burlesque field heavily
and perhaps we of the film kingdom should inquire how come
we're bein' outstripped
by the realm of Strip-Tease
Proof that
the girlie shows
are currently publicized in an honest-to-goodness
fashion
'was furnished on the week-end
'when this corner
passed by the Gaiety Theater
The croaking Barker barked:
"Get a thrill!
Get a thrill!
Step right in and see a chorus of
60!"
Then in less strident but decidedly audible tone:
"Yes
a chorus of SO
and a few of 'em are even younger!"

T

• a
•
worth a bit
the invite
Cambridge,

T

T

IT didn't do UA, Hal Roach or La Marjorie
of harm.
— that acceptance by the latter to
of the caustic Harvard Lampoon
to hie
Mass., to attend a classical shag
staged

Woodaccept
up to
by the

Haavad
(banks o' the Charles pronunciation)
boys
Noozepapers gave Marge's trek something like 162,000 lines of story
and photo space
This vast accumulation sprang from sheets
the land o'er
and for three good reasons:
(1) Marge,
the Roach starlet, is duck soup for the lens hounds
(2) Anytime the Lampoon shows any symptoms of being serious anent the
movies, it's nooze
and, (3) Publicist Leo (UA)
Pillot is as
skillful at taking advantage of an opening as One-Eyed Connolly ,
or a vacuum cleaner salesman

•

•
•
AL (Columbia) Sherman's unique collection of personal letters of the late Joseph Pulitzer
famous publisher and founder
of the former New York World
will form the background for a
motion picture story
now under consideration
by a major film
company
Yarn is based on the achievements of the noted editor
whose
journalistic exploits included bringing A. Bartholdi's li'l
"Statue of Liberty" to the U. S
from freedom-loving France (Oh,
the iron-y of the donors now)
Mister Pulitzer's exploits also embraced the expose of crooked machine politics of the late 90's
Sherman, whose only march to the "C" was to get under the initialed
banner of the Cohns and Columbia, discovered the Pulitzer letters and
memoranda
among some files of the old New York World
which the Columbia Pictures publicist purchased some time ago
The collection, according to authorities, is more complete than the files
now in the possession of the Library of Congress
▼
T
T
• •
•
WHAT could be more appropriate than the fact that
a new shooting ground
is under way in Rochester
now
the new home of the Kodak Park Sportsman's Club?
Gunmen (the sporting genus) see it as the possible scene of some of
the major shooting events in the country
The Eastman clan
is placing the shooting game on trial with a single skeet layout
and a regulation unit with a temporary clubhouse
At
least eight skeet and a dozen regulation trapshooting fields may
be erected on the grounds
which is on property owned by
Eastman Kodak

THE FILM
DAILY to
Paul Lukas
Al Jolson
Norma Talmadge

Viola

Brothers

Shore
John Wayne
Andy M. Roy

▲
• •
O
the day
Rotary
invited

Club there
the Rotarians

his theater

▲

▲

MEL Morrison, manager of the Strand, Dover, N. H., saved
when the guest speaker cancelled an address before the
Our Mel, who was
to witness a newsreel

in charge of the meetin',
and comedy program at

Let's see the absent speaker follow that one!

Meeting the demand of theati^^
remove
the discrimination
a^L<»$|
the kind of entertainment they a
fer, Finance Minister J. L. Ilsley
the House
of Commons
late la
week so moved.
In explaining tl
proposed change in the amuseme
tax, the finance minister said th
generally, the 20 per cent, amus
ment or ticket tax would be impose
on amusements for which an admi
sion fee is charged and where tho:|
admitted do not themselves partk
pate. This, he said, would not coV'
persons who go into a place to bo\|
or like sport.
Defending the tax on motion pi
ture tickets, the Finance Minist

said
attendance
at motion
pictutheaters
was rapidly
increasing,
ai.
it was found, too, that extensb
plans were being made to build larg
numbers of new movie theaters. 1
said the Government had been urge
by many people to seek revenue fro
this source.
He thought that a ticket now cos
ing 25 cents would be 30 cents, whe
the tax was imposed. He did n<
think this unreasonable and had r
fear it would cut attendance at tl
movies. If the regular ticket we:
35 cents, the new admission charg
would be 42 cents. He did m :
think it fair to call the movie th|:
ater the "poor man's form of amus

H

When

John R. MacNicol, ToronW

wou'.JG
if the tax
asked
be
imposed
on tickets
to Bing
conservative,
games, the Minister warned that
attempts were made to get absolui ■_
ment."in the taxing of amusemen •
equity
debate
on this resolution might coi.
tinue for many days.

Columbia Signs Benchley
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Robert Benchley h;
been assigned by Columbia to a fe;
ture role in "You'll Never Get Rich
new filmusical with Fred Astaire ar
Rita Hayworth in the stellar role
and Sidney Lanfield directing.

WEDDING

BELLS

Marriage of David A. Lipton, Ce
lumbia's ad-publicity head, to Sylvi.
Schlang, non-pro., secretary to Lestt
Baum, New York City Councilman
will take place Wednesday afte
noon. Nuptials will be privat
Newlyweds
will live at 140 Rive:
side
Dr.
Seymour Manheimer, son of Joh
Manheimer, secretary of the TTOI
will be married June 8 to Miss Sv
Cohen.
Ceremony will be perforate
in Brooklyn.

.
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10,000 Exhibs. Now
igned for Defense

THE

WE£I\

Mielt. Legislation — I '. S. Pix Out of Spain

=====

By L. H. MITCHELL

(Continued from Page 1)

"ANTI-5": Michigan House passed
an of the theaters division, who
anti-five blocks of pix bill and
lid Friday that he was hopeful the
the week-end it was before the
lat practically 100 per cent of the at
Senate where amendment was offuuu
ition's theater men would be memered. Proponents of the measure in
in the near future,
the Senate were reported likely
luntary pledges agreeing to co- either to restore the bill to its original form or, failing in that, to kill
perate in showing non-commercial
els approved by the committee are it. Amendment, it was alleged, would
make the measure inefficient. . . Mich,
riving daily, Bernhard said.
"As soon as an exhibitor under- anti-duals and 10 per cent admish tax
ands that he is performing a pa- bills were seen doomed for the presiotic duty in running these reels,
ent. . . . Shortage of pix in Minnetiich are furnished gratis through
sota due to that state's anti-5 law
e various departments of the Gov- was predicted.
nment, he is eager to sign a pledge
CONSENT DECREE: Exhib. beneco-operation," Bernhard said.
fits from the New Yoi'k consent decree are already in evidence, Col. H.
Cole, prexy of national Allied,
*lay Picket Theaters Over A.
stated in New York — such as getting
Harrying of Horns
product where previously unable to
obtain any run, and in the applicaTheatrical Teamsters Union at the
tion of the decree's arbitration system. ... In a bulletin by Abram F.
- .eek-end threatened
to picket all
heaters, especially motion picture Myers, Allied's chairman and general counsel, the decree was both
: ouses, employing union musicians
HWer refusal of Local 802, A F of M, lauded and criticized. While admitting some benefits for exhibs. under
• o accede to the teamsters' demands
'l hat their members be stationed out- the decree, Myers found bewildering
ide of theaters to meet musicians as technicalities and deficiencies in some
■they drew up in auto or taxi and of its provisions. He saw possibiliv any their musical instruments into
ties of an "open scandal" in the dejwhe theater.
cree's attitude towards circuit ex: t Musicians are said to be agree- pansion.
*
*
*
able to teamsters triving all vehicles
MISCELLANY: United Artists
ransporting their instruments
but
:."4'-egard the carrying of instruments reported deal whereby the British
' Vom auto outside a theater into the Ealing Studios, under direction of
Michael Balcon, would make from
ater a "superfluous" service.
six to eight pictures a year for it
for the next three years. UA also reMake Own Movies Cup
ported trip of Gabriel Pascal and
to Toronto to look into the
i 3oes to Newark E. S. High others
possibilities of reviving production
The National
Board
of Review at the Revina studios and the makof three pictures a year for the
Wfeilver cup for the annual winner of next ingtwo
years for UA. . . . Warner
apthe Make
Your Own Movies Con- advertising budgets will be raised
gest was awarded to the students of under the consent decree from 20 to
East Side High School, Newark, at
35 per cent, Charles Einfeld, pub. -ad
the conference of 4-Star Clubs and chief,
stated in N. Y. . . . Warner
Young- Reviewers. Saturday, for their sales staff may also be upped 30 perproduction "Our High School." Honcent due to the decree. . . . SWG will
orable mention went to the students
k
raise a $50,000 "war chest"— for
l cf Hoover High, San Diego, for "Carstrike purposes if producers fail to
*,:
dinal Co-eds at Play."
meet their demands. . . . Rialto Theater, N. Y., enters agreement with
Scophony Television to install that
All Up to Disney Employes
company's large-screen tele within
IwPest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY next
two
weeks. ...Tax
reHollywood — Employes of Walt
ojDisney are free to join or not to
3 -join any union or organization which B, A. Censors Ban Hess
__they may select or prefer, accord- Footage in Pathe News
ing to a statement issued by Disney
[:!late last week.
Buenos Aires (By Cable) — The
municipal censors on Friday banned
the Hess clips in the RKO
Pathe
Defer Hearings in
News.

3fcf,

3

Tri-Sfafes to Test
Junior B. 0. Prices

IN REVIEW
.

(Continued from Page 1)

ceipts declined $1,477,562 in April.
. . . Eastman Kodak tilts employes'
pay by $4,000,000. . . . Variety Clubs
in national convention re-elected
Prexy John H. Harris and other
officers. . . . Majors already this season have paid out $2,030,500 for
rights to stage productions. . . .
Schine anti-trust suit defendants file
particulars bill. . . . Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus foresees new high for Technicolor this year. . . Wrong kind of
pre-selling of pix, under fire by Conn,
exhibs., will be taken up at the
MPTOA convention which will be addressed by Will H. Hays.

plus the Federal defense tax. At
present children under 12 pay only
10 cents and those 12 or over pay
the full adult admission price.
G. Ralph Branton, Tri-States general manager, said the in-between
price was suggested because of a
feeling that a jump to full price was
too abrupt for limited youthful
budgets.

Hold Hearing Tomorrow
On Ill/s 135-Min. Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

sponsored by Rep. Elroy Sandquist.
FOREIGN: New Government film Exhib. sentiment in favor of the bill,
regulations in Spain will prevent dis- designed to deal a serious blow to
feature evil, is reporttribution ofU. S. pix in that country. the edmultiple
crystallizing strongly.
. . . Foreign execs, of U. S. distribs.
see "dictatorship" in Australian investigation offilm biz and suggested Purchase "Torpedo Boat"
restrictions . . . New tax in Argen- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tina is expected to affect films. . . .
Hollywood — Screen rights to "TorCuban exhibs. are worried over pospedo Boat," by Arnold Gottlieb,
sible ill effects of an old age pension based upon the activities of America's
new "mosquito" fleet, were purbill uponof the
industry.
. . . Canada's
House
Commons
reported
to look
chased by William Pine and William
with disfavor on the new — and added Thomas for Richard Arlen and Frances Gifford.
— 20 per cent tax on pix industry.

;

2 Arbitration Cases

Hearing on the first New Haven
arbitration case that of the Forest
Theater, West Haven, has been set
back from today to June 23. The
Breeze Theater case in Philadelphia,
also scheduled for arbitration today,
has been postponed to July 9.

BINNIE BARNES • GILBERT ROUND

To Reopen In Allingtown
West Haven, Conn. — Michael Tomasino will reopen the 650-seat
Park, Allingtown, June 1, upon expiration of the lease of Michael
Cascioli who has kept the house
dark since the opening of his own
new Forest Theater.

MARY

LEE

BILLY GILBERT • JANE FRAZEE ■ EDWARD NORMS
KATHARINE ALEXANDER ■ LEO GORCEY • LOIS
RANSON • LENI LYNN • MARILYN HARE

k

by George Co

| BWNARD

VORHAUS,

Diretlor • St.

REPUBLIC

PICTURE

^,nniTbarnes.
,lk with c. mM"9i*L

Monday, May 26, 19'

Nine Subjects Before
Allied Board Today
(Continued from Page 1)

The Twenty- ninth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, May 27, 1941, Glen Oaks Country Club
Great Neck, L. I.

and undue number of war subjects.
THE FILM DAILY,
3. Consent decree and arbitra1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
tion. Experience to date and
outlook for the future. DiscusHere is my entry and $10.00 for the 1941 Golf Tournament.
(Entry fee
sion of recent survey.
will be $12.00 if not paid before May 26.)
4. Protection of independent
exhibitors under the new selling
Name
system. AID surveys and buyers' manual.
5. Tax situation, Federal and
Address
state.
LAST THREE SCORES
6. Motion Picture Co-operatCLUB
HANDICAP
|
|
ing for National Defense and
local Allied committees to pass
CLUB:
□
□
□
on "drives."
7. Plans for the national convention.
Film Business Shutters
8. National Screen Service
Would Compel Censor to
shorts and the plan of G. M.
For Golf Tomorrow
Rule Nazi Pix No Newsreel
Moss for stimulating theater attendance.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
9. Quota payments.
not long after Tom Edison got his West), with the serving of a writ
of mandamus on Dr. Irwin Esmond,
The general exhibitor meeting to- Kinetoscope working.
morrow has kindred topics for conhead
of the State's Motion Picture
While you read this, a minimum Division,
sideration.
seeking to compel him to
of 40 foursomes are chafing at the rule that the Nazi pix is not a newsbit like the 20-mule teams yanking reel and not as such exempt from
Single Feature Problem
a borax wagon, to get into action State censorship and license.
It is the first attempt, it is said,
Before III. Allied June 4
with an eye to going home with more
the State's statute definChicago — Illinois Allied will tackle booty than I. Miller's shoe factory. to clarify
ing a newsreel, and the result holds
the single feature problem at a memunusually
interest and importance
Here's
how
to
reach
the
scene
of
bership meeting to be held June 4
for the industry.
under the recently adopted policy the big tournament, — big in sport,
The writ, obtained in Supreme
which restricts the program of its big in laughs:
BY MOTOR: Queensboro (59th Court in Monticello, is returnable in
meetings to a single subject for disAlbany on June 13.
cussion and consideration.
St.), Tri-Boro or Whitestone bridges
The Nazi film currently is showJohn Kirsch, president of the or- to Grand Central Parkway. East to
ing in a Yorkville German outlet.
ganization, arrives in Cleveland to- the club house which is on the right
day for the national Allied board
of the Parkway a few feet beyond
meeting.
High School Students
Little Neck Parkway.
Once-a-Week
Patrons
Illinois Allied Calls for
BY TRAIN: Trains leave Pennsylvania Station, Long Island Division,
(Continued from Page 1)
Drive-in Protection
at 7:20, 7:50, 8:42; 9:12; 10:12;
students were in favor of double fea10:42, 11:12 and 12:12. Daylight
(Continued from Page 1)
tures than were against them, alSaving Time. Take a taxi from
though interest in duals decreased
a resolution passed by Illinois Al- Great Neck to the club house.
lied last week when the members
as high school age went up. It also
Come out early and enjoy a full was brought out that a large number
went on record against making current product available to drive-ins. day. If the weather is doubtful, call of students were inspired to read
Move was prompted by the construc- The Film Daily, BRyant 9-7117, the book from which a good picture
tion of a drive-in close to theaters and the operator will tell you the was taken. This was particularly
in the Chicago metropolitan area and conditions at Glen Oaks.
true
of "Gone With the Wind" and
"Rebecca."
Donors of trophies and loot for the
the possibility of other outdoor theAs to fan magazines, consensus
aters being built.
battle-royal include the following:
The resolution asserted that drive- Ross Federal Service, Variety, Jules was that the students would enjoy
in theaters were not subjected to as E. Brulatour, Mitchell May, Jr., Du- reading them more if "there were
rigorous regulations and license fees Pont Film Mfg., Monogram, RKO, only less malicious gossip and more
as are required of regular motion Columbia Pictures, Quigley Publica- boosting of young stars."
tions, United Artists, Nat Lewis,
picture theaters and thereby have
a decided advantage over them. It Eastman Kodak, Alexander Smith & a Warring Standard Mixer for some
lucky mug to tote home.
further pointed out that drive-ins Sons, Box Office, Altec Service Corp.,
National
Screen
Service,
RCA,
The
were seasonal affairs and "present a
Ah, gents, and don't forget that
serious competitive problem to the Tavern Restaurant, Warner Bros., two traditional trophies, not listed
regularly constituted theaters in and Erpi, City Photo Engraving, Gen- above, will be at stake: — the magnificent Film Daily Trophy and the
eral Electric, American Seating Co.,
around the city of Chicago and will
have the effect of further reducing Consolidated Film Industries, A. J. gargantuan E. F. Albee Trophy.
All right, hit cleanly . . . and may
attendance at theaters during the Powers, National Theater Supply,
Summer months when attendance is "21" Jack and Charlie's, Philadel- the best (?) men win!
phia Exhibitor (Jay Emanuel PubAs for future pictures, the stucommonly at a decline."
lications), Metro Premium, Alexandents indicated that they wanted
Unless the runs are limited, the
der Film Co., Producers Releasing more Technicolor, less love and more
resolution stated, it will have a very
harmful effect on the theaters that Corp., Schieffelin & Co., and others. adventure, closer following of a story
a book and more educaAmpa officials announced on the taken from
are the year-around customers of
tional shorts.
the distributors.
week-end the posting of a whale of

Extortion Inquiry
Continued by U. S.
(Continued from Page 1)

Racketeering Law specifically state
that the sums were "extorted" fro i
the four companies and others ui
known on the threat that the entii
motion picture industry woul^fc.:
tied up by a strike. The indic^J^,;
names as victims of the alleged e3
tortion 20th-Fox, Paramount, Loew
and Warners.
The indictment contained thrc
counts, two charging violations <
different sections of the Anti-Rackei t
eering To
Law,informed
and thetrade
third quarter;
conspii'
acy.
the indictments did not come wholl
as a surprise. It was known ths
top industry execs, had been intei
rogated during the last seven
weeks.
The defendants face a maximui
penalty of 30 years in prison eac i
and fine of $30,000 each.
Simultaneously with the disclosur
of the indictment Federal Judg
Murrav Hulbert issued bench wai
rants
"forthwith"
ar
rest ofcalling
BrowneforintheChicago
and Biol
in Los Angeles.
According to the indictment, hot
defendants in 1936 threatened to cal
out 35.000 union employes of the in
dustry's mechanical crafts unles
payments were made to them. It i
alleged that the threats were made
and the payments received, by Biof
and Browne in New York. The pay
ments were purportedly made ii
$1,000, $500 and $100 bills by of
ficials of the four film companie
involved, and others unknown ti
the Government. It is claimed tha
both defendants were aided am
abetted by other persons not named
An official statement of Corre;
pointed out that the investigation o:
Bioff and Browne was initiated bj
him as a result of evidence uncov
ered by Treasury agents during th<
investigation and prosecution of th<
income tax case against Joseph M
Schenck.
The statement also predicted thai
trial of the present indictment wSJ
throw new light on charges made
against Bioff.
Bioff at present is under indictment
on the West Coast for allegedly seeking to evade $85,000 in income tax.
Trial on this charge was postponed
last week and it was definitely understood here on Saturday that Bioff will
be tried here on the racketeering
charge first.
U. S. District Attorney Correa, it
was learned, will press for speedy
trial which is expected to begin during the Summer months.
George Breslin, counsel for Bioff,
was quoted on the Coast as stating
that he believed his client would
surrender in Federal Court in Los
Angeles.

Ascap Reports Progress
Ascap
the week-end
that
it wasreported
making at
progress
towards
restoring its music over the NBC
and CBS networks.

EXCLUSIVE PICTURES!
■

!<

Joe

LOUIS

Buddy

BAER

Heavyweight Title Contest
■

SEE the Brown Bomber blasted out of the
ring . . .
SEE Baer downed three times in that much
discussed sixth . . .
SEE what actually happened when the referee
made the decision that's got everybody
talking . . .

The screen's most sensational blow-by-blow thrills.
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
YOUR NEAREST

R.K.O. EXCHANGE

Go out and get the money.
go-getting

glamour

Get some

action into your

into your lobby. Make

selling. Get some

that show-window

of yours

sizzle . . . dazzle . . . shimmer and shine.* Don't let the picture die. Display your show . . . display your faith in your own business. Don't let
your theatre die. Don't let the big splurge on big pictures reduce your
ordinary shows to the status of also-rans. ^r All pictures haven't got the
same box office lure. But every picture has something in it somewhere
that can be picked up and played to a fare-thee-well. * Keep your theatre
alive ... in the spotlight ... in the public eye with a continuous dress-up
policy. Publicize it . . . exploit it . . . advertise it • . . sell it. And let the
Prize Baby help you.

nflTIOnAL^**^

SERVICE
• ADVERTISIOG ACCESSORIES, inc.
nttTWnRlgoteen ACCESSORIES

REMOVE

The Daily Newspaper
Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

ntimate in Character
international in Scope
adependent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

5TATE ANTI-ASCAP LAWS UPHELD
Mlied Board Discusses B.O. Slump; Finds No Cure
f Hollywood Will Cut
osts, Make Entertainment,
xhibs. Can Live/' — Cole
Cleveland — First session of Aid's two-day board meeting openg yesterday at Hotel Cleveland was
voted largely to a survey of genal business conditions throughout
ie country, the purpose of which
,»s to determine if possible the
:uses of and a cure for the slump in
|e amusement field as contrasted to
:reased employment due to large
Ifense orders.
|The box office illness was not
|tgnosed and no cure was offered
(Continued on Page 8)

w M. H. Hoffman
9. Will Make 26
A new company, Liberty National
"tares Corp., has been foi'med by
H. Hoffman,
veteran producer
d former president of Tiffany, Al(1 and
Liberty
organizations.
/enty-six pictures are planned for
? 1941-42 season. Between 12 and
additional features are to be made
independent producers under franiises.
.[n making the announcement yes-

Film Rom? Deserted;
Reason? Golf Tourney
If that uncertain feeling grips you
today because you imagine you're getthe well-known
around"
from ting
local
Film Row "run
receptionists,
secretaries, et al, it's really because
pic execs, just ain't at their desks.
Fact is that they're applying their
"driving power" in a more pleasant
and sporting pursuit than mere everyday biz. To get right down to brassie tacks, the 29th FILM DAILY
Golf Tournament is on at Glen Oaks
Club, Great Neck, L. I.

F. LUNCH
THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Anti-Ascap forces won a sweeping victory in
the U. S. Supreme Court yesterday when the high court handed
down its decisions in the Florida and Nebraska anti-Ascap law

Montreal Favored
For Pascal Studio

cases.
In a unanimous opinion, the Supreme Court held that Florida and
Following the Supreme Court decision
on the constitutionality of state antiAscap laws, it was reported in trade
circles last night that the MPTOA convention would move for a clarification
of Ascap music in film entertainment.
Feeling is that the film industry is a
victim of discrimination, inasmuch as
music is paid for at the source and again
by the theaters.

MPTOA Meet Drawing
From 20 States, D. C.

press conference since Schine Particulars Move
taking over
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Buffalo — Judge John Knight of
Hollywood — Delegates from 20
his new duties, Koerner Federal Court reserved decision yes- states plus Washington, D. C, alsaid there
terday on a motion of the Schine
to atmade reservat
ready have
7)
on Page ions
(Continued
defendants for a bill of particulars
were bera of numlegal and more definite details concerning

scret Policy Com'tee

CHARLES W. koerner details to be
fore the consolidation overcome
could be beefPhiladelphia — Appointment of a
fected.
:ret policy committee of six was
Koerner
said
there
would
be
no
thorized by Allied of Eastern
(Continued on Page 6)
innsylvania at a meeting last week,:1. These men, appointed by the
siness manager, will serve as con-

Chicago — Combination of the draft
and the defense program is resulting
in a shortage of ushers here. B & K
is using the classified columns of the
dailies, advertising for ushers from
16 to 19.
Other circuits are also affected.

By MILTON
Bureau, of

Montreal — Gabriel Pascal told the
press here yesterday that he favored
Montreal over Toronto for the founding of a British film center in Eastern Canada. Pascal is here to look
constiover
the possibilities of establishing Nebraska were within their statutes
Consolidation of RKO and K-A-0
tutional limits in passing
studio, having first gone to To- against the music society.
fheaters under one management may aronto.
be completed in six months, Charles
The Court, however, passed over
Koerner, new
Plans for a Canadian picture al(Continued on Page 8)
ready are in work, Pascal said, but
head of RKO
details have not been finalized.
theater operProducer(Continued
said thaton the
feature defiations, said
Page 7)
y e s t e r day.
Speaking a t
his first trade Decision is Reserved in

lilly Allied Names

Shortage of Ushers
Experienced in Chi.

Washington

To Consolidate RKO,
K-A-0 in 6 Months

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continucd on Page 7)

U. S. Supreme Court Finds for Florida and Nebraska
In Two Cases; Opinion, Written by Justice Black, is
Unanimous; Society May Ask Court for a Re-hearing

London

the Government's amended complaint
in the Schine anti-trust suit.
Seymour Simon, special assistant
attorney general, appeared for the
Government and Willard McKay for
the Schine group.

Withdraws Complaint

Distribs. Promise MidtowrTConsideration
New Clearance Cases
Looming in Chicago

Detroit — Clearance complaint involving the Midtown Theater and
filed by Julius London has been withdrawn by the complainant following
Chicago — A demand for arbitra- assurances by representatives of the
tion of clearance in Cicero, 111., is
four defendant distributors that he
being prepared by R. L. Goldstine,
all possible consideraowner of the Olympia Theater. Olym- wouldtion receive
and fair treatment on next seapia now plays pictures fourth week
son's product.
(Continued on Page 6)
(ContinuedParamount,
on Page 7) Loew's,

Loew Out-of-Town Houses
Tune in FDR in Lobbies

Loew's out-of-town theaters will
tooperate radios in their lobbies who
of patrons
the benefit
night for(Continued
on Page 7)

III. Women's Clubs
Favor Singles, 38-6
Hinsdale, III.— Mrs. Guy M. Oliver,
district director of the Illinois Womens' Clubs, reports a recent survey of 44 clubs in this territory on
the double feature programs, showed
38 in favor of single feature programs.
Theater managers are checking this
survey carefully and may try out the
suggested program.
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Pickwick Quash Motion
To be Argued on Monday

Landwehr to Manage
Capitol; Bowes Resigns

New Haven — Motion to squash and
dismiss the complaint, filed by Skouras Theaters, Inc., George P. and
Spyros P. Skouras, and Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., in the $5,452,575 Pickwick, Greenwich antitrust suit against these defendants
and the eight major companies, will be
heard at 11 a.m. Monday before Federal Judge Carroll C. Hincks here.
The out-of-state defendants claim
improper service by registered mail,
and that the Court for the District
of Connecticut has no jurisdiction
over them.

A scroll, signed by the employes
of the Capitol Theater, Broadway,
as a token of congratulations and
pledge of continued loyalty will be
presented to Herman Landwehr,
manager of the theater, following
the resignation of Major Edward
Bowes as managing director of the
house. Landwehr will continue to
manage the Capitol under the direction of President Messmore Kendall.
Major Bowes resigned because of
the many demands made upon him
by his radio work. Resignation becomes effective on Sunday.

Birmingham Votes Today
On Daylight Saving Time

Bioff Extradition Hearing
Set for June 5, Los Angeles

Birmingham, Ala. — Protests
against daylight saving time in Birmingham, to be decided in a city
election today were voiced at a city
commission meeting by theater operators and union spokesmen.
Richard Kennedy, head of the Wilby theater interests here, handed the
commission a large batch of petitions which he said contained the
names of several thousand persons
opposed to daylight saving time.

West Coast Bureau of THE

"Pop" Koi-son, Retiring,
Guest at Philly Luncheon

(.Monday, May 26)
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Joseph Wildman Dead
Joseph Wildman of the Wilbar Engraving Co., which does considerable
work for the film companies, died
over the week-end. He was 46 years
old.

Tuesday, May 27, 194
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Los Angeles — Released on $25,000
bail, Willie Bioff, IATSE exec, whose
extradition to New York is sought
following his indictment there with
George E. Browne, IA prexy, on extortion charges, will have a hearing
before U. S. Commissioner David B.
Head here June 5.
Bioff is not expected to contest extradition.
Chicago — George Browne will surrender this morning to the U. S.
marshal, according to his attorney,
Charles Lounsbury. It is reported
that the U. S. attorney will ask for
$50,000 bail.

Philadelphia — About 150 film men
turned out yesterday at the BellevueStratford to pay their respects to Calvin Heilig, Northwest
Louis "Pop" Korson, veteran, who Theater Dean, Dies at 78
is retiring from the business and
<?oing to California this week to live.
Portland, Ore. — Calvin Heilig, 78,
Korson 35 years in the field, was
called "a man without an enemy." dean of the theatrical craft in the
Jay Emanuel was toastmaster. Kor- Northwest, died here late Sunday.
son was presented with a watch.
A native of Reading, Pa., Heilig at
one time controlled 100 theaters. He
was an executive in J. J. Parker
FCC Chairman Indicates
Theaters, operating the Mayfair,
No Television Reversal
Broadway and United Artists.
Waihinaton

Bureau

nf THE
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DJTLY

Washington — James Lawrence Fly,
FCC chairman, at his press conference yesterday said he doubted the
advisability of postponing the effective dates of either commercial tele
or FM in view of the national defence situation, explaining he did not
think the Commission should "move
in and out that way."

Quebec Hears French Pix
Stars Plan Studio There

W. Collison Stricken with
Heart Attack on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A heart attack proved
fatal here to Wilson Collison, 47,
writer of the Maisie series of film
stories, and some 50 screenplays. He
wrote for the stage — largely farces
— before turning to the films. His
widow survives.
Before death, Collison had requested that no funeral services be held.

Montreal — Establishment of film Service Men in S. C. Can
studios in Montreal and Quebec City
by a group of French film stars at Have Films on Sundays
present in Hollywood, and a number
of others who are expected to arrive
Columbia, S. C. — Prior to adjournment Sunday, the State Legislature
from Europe, is forecast by the
French language press of Quebec legalized Sunday amusements in
Charleston
and Richland counties
City, on the authority of an unnamed
motion picture magnate who recent- where Army and Navy training centers are established.
ly visited Canada.

Chi. Rep. Biz 15% Up

Hays Again On R. R. Board

Chicago — Will H. Hays was reChicago — William Baker, Republic
elected adirector of the Chicago and
exchange manager, says business is ing.
about 15 per cent ahead of the same Eastern Railroad at the annual meetperiod last year.

COmina and GOinG
HARRY
L. GOLD,
vice-president and Easte
general
sales manager
of United
Artists, fir
to Galveston
last night to attend
the ann
Interstate
convention.
GABRIELor PASCAL
tomorrow
Thursday. is due back from Canaij
ROBERT BENCHLEY leaves for the Coa
in a week or two.
ada.
HARRY BUCKLEY returned yesterday from Ca
JACK
SCHOLL,
from
Hollywood.

composer,

arrives

this

we

CAREY WILSON, Metro producer and write I
arrived here yesterday from the Coast.
BILL

BLOWITZ

and

IRVING

PARKER,

J

Warners' studio publicity staff, are here '
handle a national barnstorming tour of a Messe
schmitt fighter for Bundles for Britain.
A. TEITEL,
Coast visitor.
ANITA

of

Teitel

LOUISE

Films,

Chicago,

is

arrives here this week

fro

Hollywood.
JOHN WILLIAMS, English actor, and his wif
leave for England
the first week
in June I
enter the British services.
a

SIMONE SIMON
few days before
ROSEMARY

is here from the Coast f.
starting on a p.a. tour.

LANE

GAIL PATRICK

is at the Sherry Netherlan

is here from the Coast.

HENRY MARKBREIT, amusement editor ar|
days.
manager of the Chicago Times, is here for a fei
JOHN BALABAN and party have returned j
Chicago
from
their Canadian
fishing trip.
AL SCHUMAN
of the Black Rock, Bridgepor,
Florida.
has
returned
from
a four-week
vacation
EMMET CASHMAN,
in New Haven.

RKO

traveling auditor, -

RKO Shuttering Six
Six RKO theaters, about the sam
number as in previous years, will b]
shuttered for the Summer. The;
are the Grand, Columbus; Orpheurrl
Champaign, 111.; Palace, Chicago; Om
pheum,
Kansas
City;Syracuse.
Albee, Provi'
dence, and
Strand,

RKO

Radio Pictures, Inc.

says

•
PHIL REISMAN "

"I

know

that

jM

shall find this volt
time indispensable
as a reference boci
th

throughout
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Directed by
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New M. H. Hoffman
Co. Will Make 26

To Consolidate RKO,
K-A-0 in 6 Months

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

successor to his former post as Western division chief until Fall and that
he would supervise the operations
on the West Coast from here. He
said that most of the details would
clear through M. A. Anderson, of the
Hillstreet Theater, Los Angeles, at
least e until an apponitment was
made.
Commenting on the current slump
in theater attendance, Koerner said
there were a number of factors involved. One was the fact that the
public does not appear to be amusement-minded due to the uncertainty
of the times and that in strong industrial and defense centers, the
people apparently are too busy to go
to shows. He said even baseball
was feeling the slump, neither of
the major leagues drawing- the
crowds of previous years. He was
optimistic about future business,
however, and looked for better patronage shortly.
The outlook for more successful
stage policies is encouraging, Koerner said, but declared that a new
type of offering would be necessary.

Report CBS Selling
Columbia Artists, Inc.

PktfMti
T
• •
boys
Sam
done

•

T

terday, Hoffman

T

T'OTHER day we received a letter irom one of. our fillum
out Camp
Upton, L. I., way
He's serving our Uncle
and keeping his eyes open as to how servin' can best be
Well, he tells us that there are some of our soldier lads

in the cantonment's hospital
who'd kinda like to see some movies
but pix can't move without a projector
Now it occurs to us
that sooner or later
as we get farther along in the gigantic task of
setting up national defense
jectors provided for Army
which should have 'em
boys in the hospital

posts

that sure as pop
there'll be proand all sections thereof

But in the meantime
can have their movies

perhaps those
if some of you

many,
many
patriotic and humanitarian
gents
will look 'round
your houses
and see if there isn't a stray 35 mm. portable projector which might be spared
your pal, Phil M., will be glad to
know 'bout it
•

•

•

and aid in its delivery
T
T
SHOULD

T

Will a donor speak up?

any of you golfers hereabouts

be fired

with 'thusiasm anent your ability in today's grand FILM DAILY
Golf Tournament at Glen Oaks
and you'd like to go a bit
afield for some play next month
you might hie out to Mahoning Country Club (Girard, Ohio) for the $5,000 open Mahoning
County tourney
You'll feel right at home on the Mahoning
links
because of their strong film flavor
They're owned
by Theater Owner Pete Wellman
Fray'll be June 13-14-15.
• Gar Moore, publicist for the Mort H. Singer Theater in New

Sale of Columbia Artists, Inc., by
CBS to the Music Corporation of
America, at a reported sales price
Orleans, has been 'lected prexy of the Advertising Club there
of $500,000, was under way yesterreplacing Herbert A. Kenny
day. By terms of the deal — an outright sale — MCA would take over
the wholly-owned CBS subsidiary, inWarners to Have 15 Pix
cluding- the entire roster of pro- Mo. House Quits May 31;
grams, artists, lecture and concert
Shooting Simultaneously
Pix to Escape Legislation
bureaus and personnel.
It is understood that even some
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Jefferson City, Mo. — With the
executives may join MCA, working
Hollywood — Within three weeks an
House
ready
to
quit
on
May
31
and
directly under Harold Hackett, vicetotal of 15 pictures
prexy and director of radio for MCA. call it a session, it is now certain unprecedented
will be in production on the Warner
No official confirmation was forth- that none of the proposed legislation
coming late last night from either affecting the motion picture or other lot. Four of the five pictures currently in production are scheduled
amusement industries, including raCBS or MCA.
dio, will get through the hopper to continue during June and 11 are
set to start shortly.
before that date.
Frisco Planning Festival
Record-breaking Summer activity
During
the
past
week
the
House
San Francisco — San Francisco will
perfected a bill to bring eight addi- will crack all payroll records, with
offer competition to New Orleans'
tional pro. sports under the super- anticipated 6,000 employes on the
Mardi Gras and Pasadena's Tournavision of the State Athletic Commis- lot during hot-weather period.
ment of Roses with an annual festiIndicative of the big production
sion and levy a 5 per cent gross
val. October set as date with Parker
receipts tax. Measure was intro- schedule set for early and late SumS. Maddux, banker, in charge of afduced by Rep. David Hess of St.
mer activity is studio's current emfair. City will chip in $25,000.
Louis and an amendment by the
ployment of 51 writers. Recordauthor would inflict the tax on the breaking number of scripters is
receipts of events held outside of working on 33 stories set for early
Missouri but shown into the State screenings. Of the 51 writers, 23
via television. He estimated the are on term contracts, with balance
measure would raise $100,000 a year. on week-to-week basis.

"Underground" Set for Globe
From
THE FILM
DAILY
to
Josef von Sternberg

E. Lloyd
M.

Sheldon

H. Hoffman, Jr.

Would Strike Four Counts

The Globe Theater, intending to
Application to dismiss four counts
capitalize on the Hess incident, has of the five set forth in the $5,000,000
booked Warners' "Underground" for damage suit of Konrad Bercovici was
an early showing.
filed by the defendants, United
Artists and Charles Chaplin, yesterRites for B. K. Hart
day. The defendants claim that the
Providence — Last rites for Bert- four counts which claim plagiarism
rand K. Hart, 49, drama critic of the in the film "The Great Dictator" and
Providence Journal, were held in failure to pay for other writing services failed to state a cause of action.
Fall River, Mass., yesterday.

said that Libert;.

dent
or co-operative
production
M_
National
would encourage
ind^'^X"
would act as a clearing house toi
such pictures. He added that the company would assist or participate ii
production or release of worth-while
pictures and would not limit some ol>
its producers to low budget products
New York headquarters have beer
set up in the RKO Bldg. and the appointment of a sales manager wil.
be announced shortly. Temporary.
Hollywood headquarters are at 9124
Sunset Blvd.
Hoffman said that he and a smal|
staff have been working quietly f 01 1
the last several months, buying sto-,
ries and preparing scripts. Severa,..
pictures are ready to go into pro- ,
duction. Distribution has been set;
in a number of territories, Hoffman
said, only a few spots being open. J

New Clearance Cases
Looming in Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

after general release, while two competitive houses, the Palace and Vil-I
las,
play one week after national
availability.
It also is reported that several
North Shore exhibitors plan to file
cases land
involving
Park area. clearance in the High-

Teamsters May Extend
Picketing to Radio

The latest development in the un- If
usual dispute between the teamsters
and musicians unions, which brought
about picketing by the teamsters of
theaters where musicians are playing, was a threat yesterday by the
teamsters to extend their picketing I
activities to studios in radio stations
where bands are playing. The teamsters want traveling bands to hire
union drivers and also want the
bands to use union chauffeured
vehicles while traveling around the '
city.ber ofMeanwhile,
picketing of a numtheaters continues.

Sports Promoters Blaming
Films for Tax Extension
Toronto — Sports promoters, blaming film interests for the extension
of the new 20 per cent amusement
tax to their attractions,
hit back
yesterday.
Conny Smythe, hockey U
mogul and general manager of Ma- pie Leaf Garden here, said his or
ganization would discuss the matter .t
further with the Government, adding,
"We're
not like the movies.
Our
money

stays in Canada.

It doesn't

go to Hollywood."
Butterfield
Opens House
Traverse City, Mich. — New Butterrow.
field Michigan Theater opens tomor-

jesday. May 27, 1941

IPTOA Meet Drawing London Withdraws Complaint Montreal Favored
For Pascal Studio
rom 20 Slates, D. C. Distribs. Promise Midtown Consideration
(Continued from Page 1)

RKO and Warner Bros, were named
d the MPTOA
convention
here in the complaint.
Case is regarded as a settlement.
ne 9-12.
Sessions will combine
K^terests of both the MPTOA and Basis of agreement is that relief can
acific Coast Conference of In- be obtained under the consent decree
■.endent Theater Owners.
only on next season's contracts and
The hotels committee announces the hearings came too close to the
: at the following states are included new selling season to make any new
- I the present list of reservations: schedule practical.
Settlement was reached in a con,! ew York, Tennessee, Mississippi,
ference among all parties in the local
2-:>rth Carolina. Oregon, Washing- arbitration
chambers.
it, California, Arizona, Illinois,
: klahoma,
Missouri,
Ohio, West
Routine Testimony Marks
rginia, Pennsylvania, Kansas, Mas: chusetts,
Nebraska,
Arkansas. Weist Arbitration Hearing
ontana, Idaho and the District of
Philadelphia — Arbitration case of Bryant
>lumbia.
Wiest, Elizabethville, charging unfair clearwas heard here yesterday. Briefs were
Ben Levin and Rotus Harvey, PCC asked ance,
for by Arbitrator Roland Christy. Heard
aders from
San Francisco,
are were Wiest, S. E. Applegate, Metro sales
re to set the convention program. chief here; R. J. Budd, Sr. and R. J.
and a business man from Elizaiey indicated that the principal is- Budd, Jr., bethville.
Testimony was routine. George P.
11 |e would be to determine how to Aarons represented Budd, Stanley Thompson,
Metro, and James E. Snyder, Wiest.
: It action out of the consent decree.
(Continued from Page 1)

oew Out-of-Town Houses
une in FDR in Lobbies
(Continued from Page 1)

ant to hear President Roosevelt's
eech. Same policy is not conmplated
in Loew's New York theers.
i

RKO and other circuits had not defied on a similar policy last night.
st Coast

r

Bureau

of THE
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Hollywood — "Curtain raiser" for
DR's radio address tonight will be
ovided by Hollywood in the guise
a CBS program for United China
elief.
Arranged by John HouseCarroll O'an and producedtakesby the
air from
eara, program
NX here at 6:15 p.m., PST. Tyrone
>wer will emcee, and appearing will
Shirley Temple,
Claudette Colrt and the Hall Johnson Choir.

tudio Laborers Union
iles NLRB Complaint
'est
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Bureau
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Rariton, Somerville, Files
New York's 13th Complaint
New York's 13th demand for arbitration has
been filed by the Rariton Theater, Somerville,
X. J., which asks that 21 days clearance now
granted the Cort Theater, Somerville, be
changed to seven days. Complaint was filed
against the five consenting companies.

Fred Rowlands of Columbus
Files Two Arbitration 'Plaints

Cincinnati — Fred Rowlands, operator of the
Parsons and Main Theaters, Columbus, has
filed two arbitration cases here. The five
consenting distributors were named in both
complaints.
In the case of the Parsons Theater, Rowlands claims that the seven days clearance
granted to the Markham Theater is unfair.
The Eastern Theater, he charges, has seven
days clearance over the Main, which, he contends, is unreasonable.

Guy Bagwell to Arbitrate
Aiken, S. C, Complaint
Charlotte — Guy Bagwell has been named
arbitrator in the case of the Patricia Theater,
Aiken, S. C. which asks for day-and-date
availability with the Rialto and Imperial Theaters in the same town. Case names all five
distributors.

First Portland, Ore., Case
To Arbitrator for Decision

Portland, Ore. — Hearings on the first arbiLos Angeles— Local 727, IATSE,
tration case in this territory have been comis filed a complaint with the NLRB,
larging major producers with refusg to bargain and asking that it be Philly Allied Names
?signated as sole bargaining agency
>r all studio laborers and utility Secret Policy Com'tee
orkers. Union charges producers
(Continued from Page 1)
ith refusing to hire Local 727 memsu.ltants
to the business manager on
;rs carrying work permits.
matters of policy.
The members of the committee will
hey Like "Love Crazy"
to prevent reprisals. Varii "Love Crazy," M-G-M's new Wil- be secret
ous types of theaters will be consid=im Powell-Myrna Loy starring
ered in selecting the members to
-hide, opened to 128 per cent of
prmal business in its first 19 key secure proper representation and all
proposals of the committee will be
ty engagements.
reported to the board of governors
or to the general membership by
the business manager before any
plan designed to alleviate the hardships of independent exhibs. is undertaken. Whenever required both
Tyree Dillard, M-G-M attorney, majority and minority reports of
ill be married to Miss Mary Beers the policy commitee will be presented.
i June 12.
Meeting also discussed buying out-

WEDDING

BELLS

pleted and Joseph K. Carson, Jr., arbitrator,
is to make a decision from briefs within the
next 30 days. Case was that of P. R. Henderson, who charged that he was unable to get
product for his Rialto Theater, Albany, Ore.

Marlowe Theater, Buffalo,
Case to be Heard on June 4
Buffalo — Complaint of M. M. Konczakowski,
operator of the Marlowe Theater here, will be
heard June 4, with Richard H. Templeton,
former U. S. district attorney, as arbitrator.
Complainant contends that his theater is entitled to pictures ahead of Shea's Niagara on
the grounds that the Marlowe has been operating more than nine years while the Niagara
has been open only 10 months.

Willis Vance Arbitration Case
To be Heard in Cincy June 4
Cincinnati — Willis Vance's arbitration case
against Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, RKO
and Warner Bros, has been postponed from
tomorrow to June 4.

Biordi Bros. Arbitration
Case to be Heard in June
Pittsburgh — At the request of the complainants, the hearing of the arbitration demand by Biordi Bros., Majestic, Ellwood City,
has been deferred from May 29 to some time
between June 3 and June 15.

Mission Playhouse Case
Dismissal Up on June 3
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seventy-five per cent
of theaters in the United States now
pay less for rental than print cost
vecause print usage is staggered so
that numerous theaters can and do
make use of the same prints for
showing, was the statement made by
attorneys for the major distributors,
defendants in 0. W. Lewis's Mission
Playhouse clearance case before
Arbitrator Cameron.
Attorney Rufus Bailey representing Lewis, stated that 68 per cent
of rental revenue in this territory
is paid by Fox West Coast and results
in an economic situation for the independent. He contended that each
circuit theater, in clearance cases,
should be considered individually for
booking purposes.
Motion for dismissal of the case
on the ground of non-jurisdiction by
arbitration board is being held in
abeyance until June 3 so that briefs
may be filed thereon.

(Continued from Page 1)

nitely widewould
market. be an "A" for world-

Gabriel Pascal Continues
Canadian Production Talks
Gabriel Pascal and members of
his party are continuing to explore
the possibilities of Canadian production, with Pascal expected to
return to New York, probably tomorrow or Thursday, it was said
yesterday
by Harry Buckley, Ua
exec.
Buckley, who accompanied Pascal
on the trip, returned to his New
York desk yesterday. The Pascal
party visited, in addition to Toronto,
mentioned as the possible studio site,
Ottawa
and Montreal.

"Billy" James, Ohio Dean
Of Exhibitors, Is Buried
Columbus, O. — Funeral services for
William M. "Billy" James, 63, dean
of Ohio exhibitors, and retired since
1927, were held yesterday. Death
occurred in Grant Hospital Saturday
after a long illness. His widow, a
daughter and a sister survive.
For 12 years James was president
of the Ohio Motion Picture Theater
Owners, organization being the forerunner of the ITOO. He also served
as president of the National Amusement Managers' Association, and was
a charter member of the Variety
Club, Tent 2.
In 1907 he leased the Great Southern Theater from Lee Boda, and in
1910 took over the Broadway. At
one time he owned the Kentucky and
Ada Meade, Lexington, Ky., and the
Tivoli, Toledo, selling out to the Gus
Sun in 1918. Other Columbus theaters
included: the James, Grand, Eastern,
State and Vernon (Cameo). The
Loew's circuit bought the James, renaming it the Broad, and the Broadway in 1927 for $1,350,000. J. Real
Neth, general manager of the James
organization, acquired the other
four; later RKO leased the Grand.

League Writ Names Graves

STORKS!

Writ of mandamus, secured by the
Anti-Nazi League in its fight on
"Victory in the West," is directed to
Commissioner of Education Frank P.
"Bob" Hadley, of the "Hap" HadGraves and not to Irwin Esmond,
ley Studios, is the proud father of a
head Division,
of the Education
Department's son, born Friday night at Fifth Ave.
MP
as published.
Hospital. The mother, Dorothy, and
look under the consent decree; the son are doing well. This makes "Hap"
shorts situation; attitude of ex- Hadley a big uncle.
changes toward industry exhibits,
and tax bills now facing the House
Cleveland — Jack Essick, associated
of Representatives.
with his father, P. E. Essick, in the
A secret defense relief investigat- Scoville, Essick & Reif circuit, is
ing committee authorized at a prev- enthusiastically announcing the birth
ious meeting has been appointed. of twins, a boy and a girl. Combined
Full co-operation is being given to weight of the pair born at University
state, city and national drives, but Hospital, was ten pounds. Proud
private or motion picture industry- parents are open to suggestions for
sponsored drives will be investigated names, as the double feature was a
and recommendations submitted to surprise and caught them unprethe membership.
pared.
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Allied Board Tackles
Box Office Slump
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State Anti-Ascap Laws Upheld Jury Summons
Society Withholds

Statement, Pending Study

the many questions involved(Continued
in each
case, holding that cases under the
although Col. H. A. Cole, Allied pres- separate sections and paragraphs of
ident, said: "If Hollywood will cut
production cost and make entertain- the acts can be tried as they arise —
preferably in state courts. "Any
ment instead of spectacles then ex- Federal
questions that are properly
hibitors can live." Nathan Yamins
added that the industry has lost a the
presented
Court can
said.then be brought here,"
potential audience of about 3,000,000
Black Writes Opinion
via the draft, figuring 1,500,000 servicemen and an equal number of
Associate Justice Hugo Black
girls whom they took to the movies
wrote the court's opinion in both
prior to induction into the service.
eases. The high Court ordered the
How arbitration boards are work- injunctions granted by the Federal
ing in different territories was also District Court dismissed.
discussed. Informality of the pro(Anti-Ascap statutes also are
cedure was praised and court formon the law books of the states
ality as maintained in some sections
of Kansas,
Washington
and
was described as not the intent of
North Dakota.
In Florida, a
arbitration. The consent decree
new anti-Ascap
measure
was
should be given a fair trial, unhoppered on May 21).
hampered by obstructive state legisUnless constitutionally valid, Fedlation, Cole stated, expressing the
eral legislation has granted to indiopinion that no further obstructive
vidual copyright owners the right
state legislation would be introduced
to combine, the state's power validly
anywhere.
Colonel Cole said he would make to prohibit the proscribed combinations cannot be held non-existent
a complete statement of the action
of the board at the conclusion of the merely because such individuals can
preserve their property rights better
meeting today.
Attending the meeting of the Al- in combination than they can as individuals, the Supreme Court stated.
lied board besides Colonel Cole,
"We find nothing in the copyright
were Abram F. Myers, Sidney Samto grant to
uelson, Nathan Yamins, Fred Her- laws which purports
owners
the privilege of
rington, Pittsburgh; Ray Branch, copyright
Pearl Sprott of Detroit, Martin Smith combining in violation of otherwise
of Toledo, Bill Ainesworth of Wis- valid state or federal laws."
The high Court has decided to the
consin, Don Russell, Roy Harold of
Indianapolis; Jack Kirsch, prexy of contrary in other copyright cases,
Allied of Illinois; Christ Phister, Justice Black said, citing the Interstate Circuit-Dallas Film case.
Troy, O.; Henry Greenberger, George
Erdmann, Cleveland; Pete Wood, CoAscap's Contention
lumbus; Joe Trunk, Youngstown; L.
Ascap's contention that the presS. Rosenthal, New York; M. Levenent cases can be distinguished from
thal, Baltimore; John Kalafat, Cleveland.
previous holdings because "from the
asserted necessities of their situaYesterday's business meeting endtion Congress intended to grant this
ed with a banquet for board memextraordinary privilege of combinabers at the Cleveland Hotel.
said. tion" cannot stand, the high Court
Raymond J. Binder Dead
"We are pointed to nothing either
Chicago — Raymond J. Binder, 58, in the language of the copyright
stage and film actor, died at his laws or in the history of their enactment to indicate any Congressional
home here.
purpose to deprive the states, either
in whole or in part, of their longrecognized power to regulate combiDouble Policy Try
nations in restraint of trade" the
In Milwauhee N. G.
opinion asserted.
The
Court
specifically
held
Milwaukee — An attempt to operthat the Florida law does not
ate its Strand, 1,400-seat downtown
contravene the copyright laws of
continued run house, as the A. M.
the Federal Government.
News Theater in the morning and as
The District Court was in error
a regular twin-feature policy run
house in the afternoon and evening,
in overruling the states' contention
that the various provisions of the
faiied to click for Fox here.
The house ran newsreel shows one
acts were separable, the high Court
said. The Supreme Court found that
hour in length from 9 a.m. to 12 noon
section one of the 1937 Florida act
at 25 cent admissions and its regular
was complete in itself as a distinct
feature show went on at 1 p.m. inlegislative plan for the suppression
stead of 11:30 under the policy to
of combinations declared to be unwhich the house has again reverted.
lawful.
Morning front carried plugs for the
{Continued from Page 1)

newsreel programs, with the changeover made shortly before the first
regular afternoon show. Lack of a
sufficient transient population is one
of the reasons given for the lack of
success in Milwaukee.

IATSE Coast Exec.

from Page 1)

Hold Injunction Wrongfully Issued
The injunctions were wrongfully
issued, the Supreme Court said, because Federal injunctions against
state criminal statutes, either in entirety or in part, are not to be
granted as a matter of course, even

if such statutes are unconstitutional.
The Court found that the prosecuting
officers of the state had made no
threats but merely stated their intention to perform their duties under
the law.
In sending the cases back, the
Supreme
Court said, "no one
can foresee the varying applications of these separate provisions
which
conceivably
might
be
made. A law which is constitutional as applied in one manner
may still contravene the constitution as applied in others."
The lengthy decision in the Florida case
equally to the Nebraska applied
law.
Ascap May Seek Rehearing
Under
the decision Ascap
may
seek a rehearing but it is unlikely
that this would be granted in view
of the unanimous decision.
As interpreted here, the states
may begin enforcement of the
laws against Ascap in event of
a violation. Then Ascap can allege unconstitutionality of the
statute when brought in to court
for the violation. This issue may
reach the U. S. Supreme Court
eventually if there is a substantial Federal question involved.
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Hollywood — Fred Billingsley, iij
ternational
vice-president
of tlj
IATSE, and Harold Z. Smith, >r$
ness representative of Sound (
nicians Union, have been sumnkr
to appear June 4 before the countd
grand jury which is making an irj
vestigation to determine
if thei[
had been any perjury in a inter
union suit in Superior Court grow
ing
out of alledged
c
Technicians'
Local court
37 in "seizure"
1940 by in
ternational organization of IATSSl
It is believed they will be ques
tioned in connection with the claii
of President George E. Browne thai
he placed telephone calls to securj
consent of all members of the IA exf
ecutive board before declaring
"special emergency" when he sen
representatives
here to take over
Local 37.

Frisco Manager

Quits in

Row Over "Citizen Kane'

San Francisco — Manager Hal D

Neides quit Geary Theater here ii'
row over the showing of "Citizei
Kane," it is rumored. Neides has fo
many years been associated witl
Louis R. Lurie, until recently th
owner of the theater, and a close per
sonal friend of W. R. Hearst.
Emil O. Bondeson, in charge o:
Ascap Withholds Statement
free entertainment during the Sai
Pending Study of Decision
Francisco Exposition, has replacec
Ascap officials in New York yes- Neides and the Orson Welles pic
terday stated that until the actual ture opens tomorrow. Present ownei
language of the Supreme Court de- land.
cision was interpreted, they could if Geary is a woman living in Irenot make a clear statement on the
|{
matter. On the face of it. however
eral.
the
revenue
to
the
Comptroller-Gen
the decision appeared complicated.
Offhand, E. C. Mills, chairman oi
the Ascap administrative committee, said it seemed that they were Coast Exhibs. Plotting
I
right back where they started from Suit to End Ascap Levy
in Nebraska and that the Court apSan Francisco — Rotus Harvey is
parently refused to hand down a defi- back here with account of plans for
nite decision.
the Pacific Coast independent theater
In reference to the Florida bill, it group to sue Ascap. The music or-,
appeared that the Court upheld th^ ganization has been collecting from
20 cents per seat yearly from1
first paragraph of the measure anc1 10he totheaters
for use of music in thealet the rest go. No "insurmountable
ters. Kick is that Ascap also coldifficulties" were foreseen by Ascap
as a result of the decision, and if
lects in Hollywood when picture is
"Ascap has to operate in accordance made and theater owners figure they
with new Supreme Court decisions it are paying twice.
Attorney Albert J. Law will hanwill simply obey the law."
dle suit. Idea is not only to cut out,
future payments but make Ascap
New 3% Tax Confronts Ascap return past collections.

In S. C; See $300,000 Yield

Columbia, S. C. — This state's new
3 per cent tax on gross royalty receipts collected in South Carolina by
Ascap is expected to yield between
$200,000 and $300,000. Measure was
enacted late last week prior to adjournment.
The measure would require Ascap
to file copies of its copyrighted
compositions with the ComptrollerGeneral. Theaters, radio stations
,and public places with phonographs
which pay the royalty would deduct
the tax from the charge and forward

Strictly Business
At Ohio Exhib. Meet
In emphasizing the fact that the
exhibitor meeting in Cleveland today will be
"strictly
business,"
Pete Wood,
secretary
of the
ITO of
Ohio, announced in large letters in
a bulletin that there would be "no
entertainment, no golf, no crap shooting, no banquet and no long-winded

speeches."

Execs. Flock to Glen Oaks For Golf Tournament
(See Pages 3, 6, 7 and 11)
KsKJI-
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VLLIED TO POLL PATRONS ON PIX FAVORED
leport U.S. Interests Seeking Maxwell UK Chain
ii

ondon Hears Americans
fould Buy from Estate;
Majors Assert No Talks
London (By Cable) — It is strongly
nored here that an American film
oup is negotiating to buy the invest of the late John Maxwell in
e Associated British Cinemas. Cirit includes more than 300 theaters.
Reports that the John Maxwell
tate's interest in ABC would be
Id to American interests have been
(Continued on Page 12)

DR Keeps Theater
atrons at Radios
.
With radio time extended from the
heduled half hour to 45 minutes,
rl with all networks covering, the
.pact of President Roosevelt's mo■ntous address to the nation, outcountry's
Jsing this
(Continued
on Page international
11)

Earner Bros, to Have 15
J
for Season's Debut
Teady
hst Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

i Hollywood — Warners
in all probility will have approximately
15
atures, enough
to provide three
(Continued on Page 12)

Steffes Dedicating
His Private Canal
Minneapolis — Theater men of the
Twin Cities and of the entire Northwest will be guests of Al Steffes,
former president of Allied Theater
Owners of the Northwest, at his
Summer home on Aitkin Lake in
Northern Minnesota tomorrow when
he dedicates a canal he has dug to
connect two bays on the lake. Steffes
also will take the 40 or 50 theater
men on a trip around the lake on his
new "Judy Ann," purchased while in
Florida recuperating from an illness.
Steffes plans to spend the Summer
at his lake home, returning to Florida
next Fall.

20th-Fox

to Hold \<-u York Sales Parley;
Opens at the Waldorf-Astoria on July 9

Annual sales convention of 20th-Fox has been set for the Waldorf-Astoria,
New York, on July 9-11, it was announced yesterday by Herman Wobber, general sales manager. Approximately 350 district managers, branch managers,
salesmen
andattend.
bookersLast
of local
the company's
offices in the U. S. and
Canada will
convention 37
wasbranch
in 1934.

To Quiz with
Exhibs.
What's
Wrong
Pix; on
Criticize
Arbitration Technicalities
By ELSIE LOEB

FILM DAILY

Staff Correspondent

Cleveland — Allied board
members voted to poll theater
patrons in typical theaters

throughout the land in an effort to
determine what kind of pictures they
want as a diagnosis of the present
box-office illness. With this poll, together with a survey of exhibitors
as to what is wrong with the indusA number of important pictures
Motion picture companies owning
try, Allied will offer cure suggesoriginally slated for immediate re- music firms, such as Metro, Parations.
lease will be held back until later
mount, Warners and 20th-Fox, will
Sidney Samuelson
heads12) the com(Continued on Page
dates, reportedly because of the cur- suffer a loss in revenue from music
rent slump in theater business.
activities as a result of Monday's
It is reported that RKO has or- Supreme
Court
decision
against
dered the termination of all "FanFirst film musical score to be plugged
road show will
engagements.
over a national radio hookup since the
of the tasia"
contracts
be fulfilledSome
but
networks- Ascap break on Jan. 1 mill be
heard next Tuesday when IVOR and
the laTge majority will be cancelled
Mutual carries the Ascap tunes of
until later in the Summer or early
Para.'s "Kiss the Boys Goodbye." MorFall, according to reliable reports.
ton Gould's ork will play, Jimmy Shields
Chicago — George E. Browne,
will vocalise.
It also (.Continued
is reported
IATSE president, surrendered to
on Pagethat
12) "Citizen
Federal
authorities here yesterday
Ascap in the Florida and Nebraska
afternoon
and was released on $25,cases,
informed
sources
predicted
License Arrangement for
000 bail signed by the U. S. Fidelity
yesterday.
Levey Television System
Company.
The Chicago operators
It was ipointed
outPagethat
Continued on
11) the de(Continued on Page 12)
Levey system of television production, a patented process invented Studio Will Remain Open, Rep. to Bare First Quart.
by Lawrence Levey, New York City,
Titles at Meeting Today
and claimed to be the first practical Disney Assures Employes
method of staging television proTitles of the eight features, seven
grams with a purely tele basis, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY westerns
and serial which Republic
Hollywood
—
In
face
of
a
strike
! rather than a stage or motion picture treatment, will be offered to called for today by Screen Cartoon- will release during the first quarter
of the new(Continued
season onwill
Page be
11) disclosed
networks and other firms telecasting
ists Guild, Walt Disney informed his

B. 0. Dip to Cause
Withholding of Pix

Pix (o.'s Face Loss
By Ascap Decision

Confidence Vote

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 12)

U. S* Filing New Crescent BUI
Gov't to Move

for Additional Particulars

Nashville, Tenn. — George H. Armistead, Jr., chief counsel for the
defendants, has been notified that
Government counsel will file a supplemental bill of particulars in the
Ottawa — Establishment of a Min- Federal anti-trust
suit against the
istry of Information following the
Crescent Amusement Co. and affiliadjournment of Parliament is indiates. In order to give the defendants
cated. Ministry would embrace the the legal period of 30 days in which
present National Film Board, about to make reply before the hearing set
(Continued on Page 11)

Ministry of Information
Anticipated in Dominion

(Continued on Page 12)

RKO Discs to Local
S.A. Radio Stations
RKO radio programs to South
America over the international facilities of NBC are recorded each week
for use by local stations in the Southern Hemisphere. Ten records are
sent out regularly labeled in Spanish.
RKO was surprised on Friday when
it learned that the duty assessed in
one of the Latin-American countries
would have been considerably less if
lish. labels had been printed in Engthe

Wednesday, May 28, 19^
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Admission Tax Charges
Coast's Studios Starting
Seven Features This Week Vs. Hirsch, Katz Dropped
West
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, May 27)
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
Chg.

High
Low
Close
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 23 Vi
23]/2
23 Vi
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
121% 121
121%+
%
do pfd
Gen.
Th.
Eq
HVs
"
H
—
Vs
Loew's, Inc
283/g
28
28% +
%
do pfd
Paramount
10%
10%
10%
+
Vz
Para. 1st pfd
Para.
2nd
pfd
10%
9%
10% +
%
Pathe
Film
8%
83/g
8% +
l/2
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
...
5'A
5%
5%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
3%
3%
3%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6546.101%
101% 101% —1-32
Loew's
deb. 3%s46
Para.
B'way
3s55 ... 52%
52%
523,4
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4S47 95%
95%
95%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
8%
8%
8% —
l/4
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp. vtc
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb.
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

'45..

64
52

67
56

Heads Housing Authority
Nashville, Tenn. — Tony Sudekum,
president of the Crescent Amusement Co., has been appointed chairman of the Nashville Housing Authority by Mayor Thomas L. Cummins, making him the responsible
head of more than $5,000,000 worth
of local federal housing property.
It's Sudekum's first public office.
Metro, Robinson Negotiating
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M is negotiating
with Edward G. Robinson to appear
in one picture for that studio.

Coast

Bureau

of
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DAILY

Minneapolis — Charges of failing to
Hollywood — Seven new pictures pay the Federal admission tax while
are scheduled to go into production operating a vaudefilm policy in the
this week. The check-up:
Alvin theater here last Fall, filed
At Columbia: Ten shooting, no against Harry Hirsch and Harry
new ones to go until after June 1.
Katz, local theater operators, by a
At M-G-M: Six shooting, including Federal grand jury, were dismissed
on motion of the U. S. District
"Young Americans," youth drama, here
Attorney.
with Bonita Granville, Ray McDonald and Dan Dailey, Jr. Robert SinFollies Amusement Co., however,
claim directin gfor Producer Fredactual
operatorcareer,
duringpleaded
the house's
erick Stephani.
brief vaudefilm
guilty
At Paramount : Six shooting.
to
a
similar
charge
and
was fined
At RKO-Radio: Six shooting, including
Sam Goldwyn's "The Little Foxes" ; "Lord $500. All delinquent taxes have
Epping Sees a Ghost," (temporary title), been paid, it was announced.
comedy, starring Lupe Velez and Leon Errol,
with Charles "Buddy" Rogers in the romantic
lead, supporting cast include ZaSu Pitts, Elisabeth Risdon, Jack Arnold, Lydia Bilbrook,
Fritz Feld and Marion Martin. Producer,
Cliff Reid and Director Leslie Goodwins;
Untitled Tim Holt western with Bert Gilroy
producing and David Howard directing; "The
Gay Falcon" has been changed to "The Gay
At Republic : Three shooting, including
Viking."
"Under Fiesta Stars," musical western, with
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette and Maris
Wrixon.
At 20th Century-Fox : Four shooting.
At Universal: Eight shooting, including
"Mob Town," drama. Associate producer,
Ken Goldsmith ; "Raiders of the Desert," action picture, with Richard Arlen and Andy
Devine.
Associate Producer Ben Pivar.
At Warners : Three shooting.
At Monogram : Lindsley Parsons' "City
Limits," melodrama, with Frank Albertson,
Lorna Gray and Jed Prouty. Jean Yarbrough directing.
Alexander Korda's "Illusions" and Edward
Small's "International
Lady' still shooting.

"Fantasia" Spurts Here;
Closing Date Uncertain
As "Fantasia" went into the 29th
week at the Broadway Theater, the
house announced that the Walt Disney picture was in its "last weeks"
but terminat
ion of the run has not
been decided. Business took a spurt
oyer the last week-end and indications are picture will remain several
more weeks.
While "The
Dragon"
been hinted as Reluctant
the next attraction has
at
the Broadway, the booking has not
been set definitely.

Midwest Decision In June
Detroit — Decision in the longdrawn suit brought by Midwest Theaters against Co-Operative Theaters
of Michigan alleging "conspiracy,"
etc., as a result of film buying difficulties, isnot likely until some time
in June. Time set for filing of briefs
has been extended.
Martha Scott as Mrs. Spence

Brandt Shutters Flatbush;
May Abandon Vaudeville
The Flatbush Theater, Brooklyn,
run by the Brandt interests, had
booked "Charley's Aunt" direct from
its Broadway run, to open last night,
but was forced to shutter and return
a $4,000 advance sale. Reason was
the transfer union refused to deliver
the show because of teamsters' dispute with the musicians union over
the handling of musical instruments
and props.
It was reported last night that the
Brandts may stop the showing of
vaude and pix for a straight pix
policy.

Kaufman Denies He Ever
Borrowed Money from Fox

EDGAR

BERCEN

arrives in Evanston,

14 to receive
an honorary
western
University.
CHARLES
Coast.

M.

BUTTERWORTH

A.

III., Ju

from

Nor' I

is here from HJ

LEO MORRISON, here from the Coast, rerurl
in about three weeks.
LEWIS
ploiteer,
PHIL

ALLEN

arrived on the Coast yesterd;

has returned
to NewEastern
York
ENCEL,
Warners'

fron.^
distfj'^J^

LEE BLUMBERC of the Warner home offi
-eJ"
swings.
his periodical staff
exploitation
is back from Florida.
G. L. CARRINGTON,
vice-president and ge
eral manager of Altec Service, has returned
New York from a two months' stay on the Coa^j
NORMA SHEARER leaves the Coast next Mo-<
day for New York and Montreal.
LOU
SCHAEFER,
manager
of the Paramour
New
Haven,
leaves June 9 on a motor trip
Camp Blanding to visit with his soldier son, Bo
SAMUEL GOLDWYN arrived from the Coa
yesterday, accompanied by Lynn Farnol and Wi
Ham Schneider.
ARTHUR
W.
KELLY,
United
Artists
sales manager, is on the Coast.

gener

,

WILLIAM A. SCULLY flew to Galveston la
night to attend the annual Interstate conventio
SAM SPEWACK has arrived on the Coast.
VIRCINIA CRUZON and MYRNA DELL, Met]
players, are at the Warwick.
MAX CORDON returns from the Coast arour
June 10.

UFA Finds Rosario Outlet
For 15 Nazi Productions

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)— A,
a result of a deal just closed by Han
Philadelphia — Morgan S. Kaufman, Biester, UFA rep. here, 15 Nazi fee
a co-defendant with former Judge tures will go into the Astral in Re
sario, Argentina's second large;
J. Warren Davis charged with "sell- city.
Pix are to be played durin
ing" justice in connection with the the current season. Astral is cor [
so-called William Fox case, testified
that he had loaned $10,000 to a cou- trolled by Mario Osella.
sin of Judge Davis at about the time
he had four lawsuits pending before
Judge
Davis's
court.however, that he
Kaufman
denied,
had ever borrowed money from Fox
either for himself or for Judge Davis.
Loews, Inc.
"Modern Merry Widows" to RKO

CHARLES G. MOSKOWiTZ

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO has bought
"Modern Merry Widows" by Adele
Rogers St. Johns and Charles Belden as a vehicle for Lucille Ball and
Ann Shirley.

saeysthe— 194
to hav
Film Daily Yea

Gish Sisters in Film?
West Coast Bureau of THE

"I am very happ

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Major studio is reported mulling a plan for a picture
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Dorothy and Lillian Gish.
Hollywood — Warner Bros, has en- reuniting
Latter is due here today from Chi.
gaged Martha Scott to play Mrs.
Spence, the wife of the minister, in 1-B Class for Welles
"One Foot in Heaven." Irving Rap- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
per will direct.
Hollywood— Draft Board No. 245
yesterday issued a statement to the
Para. Adds 2 to Schedule
effect that bronchial-asthma had put
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Orson Welles in Class 1-B.
Hollywood — Para, has added "The
Forest Rangers" and "The Man in Renoir on "Swamp Water"
the Street" to its production sched- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ule. The latter is a radio play by
Hollywood — Jean Renoir will diWilliam Bowers and Robinson Holrect Versen Bell's "Swamp Water"
bert.
for 20th-Fox.
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mpa Shatters Metro's
Two -Year Execs/
GolfDesks Reign
at Film
TEAM PLAY

jjiree Teams, Eastman,
arners and Trade Press
=d for Second Place

itro's two-year hold on the tralonal Albee Trophy, emblematic
m pre-eminence in filmland cirthe East, was broken yestera scrappy Ampa aggregation
the feature event of the 29th
M Daily Golf Tournament on the
irse of the Glen Oaks Club, Great
tk, L. I.
The Ampa foursome's personnel
;isisted of Monroe Greenthal, Herb
tke, Paul Lazarus, Jr., and Herb
rg, each of whom played steady
i at times inspired golf over the
fectly conditioned links.
• . Three Teams Deadlocked
[t had to be quality play, for an
■urrence unprecedented in the tourannals scores
outcropped
the
iouser'steam
were when
examined
the Committee. Three teams,
: on the heels of Ampa, were reeled as tied for second honors,
mely the Eastman Kodak quarte. and those representing Warner
as. and the Trade Press. Captains
the deadlocked runners-up agreed
! toss coins to settle the situation.
is resulted in Eastman Kodak
iding the second slot, followed by
■ WB and Trade Press outfits, recti vely.
Make-up of the locked teams were
follows: Eastman, Richard Brady,
m Hyndman,
George
Blair and
k Cunliffe; Warners, Joseph Hum■1, Leonard Palumbo, Abe Kronen's and Bob Williams; Trade Press,
ul Greenhalgh, Al Dwyer, Pearce
auncey and James Cron.
Attendance Unusually Large
Well over 200 golf and tennis enTLsiasts
attended
the
tourney,
^iich was acclaimed by the entrants
of record stature not only in point
numbers, but in prizes, smooth
eration, and features arranged by
: Committee. An unusually large
•itingent hied up from local Film
w toward the day's end to kibitz
id be present at the gala evening
(Ai nquet.
It was not only the Albee Trophy
npetition which brought dead■ks, but also the putting contest
M the battle to bag birdies.
Both
classifications likewise witM these
sed moves to break deadlocks in
e form of matching cards.
The Bill Ferguson Trophy, posted
r presentation to the best leftnded golfer, went to Ed Gaylor,
, while the golf-clubs-and-bag raffound Milton Getinger the winjr, with Arthur Sachson grabbing
E runner-up slot productive of a
st of golf balls.
Hap Hadley roared out on the fairlys and greens in such sartorial
rfection that he annexed the
veted designation, "Best Dressed
.lfer."
While no direct comparisons can
made 'twixt golf and tennis, it

;-

-,

M

Offices Deserted in

Winning Team — (Albee Memorial Cup; Ross Federal Service Co., radios).
AMPA
Monroe Greenthal, Herb Fecke, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Herbert Berg.
First Runner Up — (Alexander Film Co., golf balls).
EASTMAN KODAK CO.
Richard Brady, Don Hyndman, George
Second Runner Up — (Schieffelin & Co., Don Q rum).
WARNER
BROS.

Blair, Jack

Cunliffe.

Joseph Hummel .Leonard Palumbo, Abe Kronenberg, Bob William.
Third Runner Up — (Schieffelin & Co, Don Q rum).
TRADE PRESS. . .Paul Greenhalgh, Al Dwyer, Pearce Chauncey, James Cron.
INDIVIDUAL

PLAY

Low Net— (Leg on Film Daily Cup; Variety Trophy) .... PAUL GREENHALGH
Low Net, First Runner Up— (RKO Radio Pictures Trophy)
HERB FECKE
Low Net, Second Runner Up — (DuPont Film Manufacturing Corp. Trophy)
GORDON W. HEDWIG
Low
Low

Net, Third Runner

Up — (Boxoffice, U. S. Defense

Gross — (Quigley Publication Trophy; American
Chairs and Table)

Stamps)
PAUL N. LAZARUS,

JR.

Seating Co., Bridge
HAROLD RINZLER

Low Gross, First Runner Up — (Columbia Pictures Trophy)
BOB WOLFF
Low Gross, Second Runner Up — (Mitchell May, Jr. Co. Trophy
LEONARD PALUMBO
Low
Low

Gross, Third Runner Up— (Altec Service Co. Trophy) .. .GERALD BARRY
Gross, Fourth Runner Up — (Monogram Pictures, Golf Balls)
JOHN
MURPHY

Low Gross, Fifth Runner Up— (Golf Balls)
JACK
BOWEN
Low Net-Exhibitor— (United Artists Trophy)
IRVING DASHKIN
Low Net-Exhibitor, Runner Up — (Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co., 6x9 Rug)
MAX A. COHEN
Low

Gross-Exhibitor — (Jay Emanuel
Sons Carpet Co., 6x9 rug)

Low

Goss-Exhibitor,

Runner

Publications Prize; Alexander Smith &
EDWARD L. HYMAN

Up — (AMPA,

Putting Contest, Winner — (Consolidated

Waring

Mixer)

GEORGE

P. SKOURAS

Film Industries, Gold Putter)
J. J. ALTERMAN

Putting Contest, First Runner Up — (Radio Corp. of America,
Radio-Phonograph)
DR. HENRY BROWN
Putting Contest, Second Runner Up — (Eastman Kodak Co., Camera)
CHARLES H. MOSES
Driving Contest, Winner — (National Theater Supply Co. Trophy) . .PHIL SANTRY
Driving Contest, First Runner Up— (A. J. Powers, Set of Woods) . . RAY KEENAN
Driving Contest, Second Runner Up — (Electrical
Research Products, Watch)
NORMAN
NICHOLSON
Birdies, Winner— (Warner
Bros. Trophy)
E. M.
HARTLEY
Birdies, Runner Up — (Producers Releasing Corp., Golf Balls)... BOB WILLIAM
Best Dressed
Golfer— (Nat Lewis,
Robe)
"HAP"
HADLEY
World's Worst Golfer — (Metro Premium Co., Glassware)
WILLIAM SCHNEIDER
Best Left-handed

Golfer— (Bill

Ferguson Trophy)
FOURSOME PLAY

E. S. GAYLOR,

JR.

Winners received the J. E. Brulatour, Inc. Bags.
Runners Up received the National Screen Service Co. Golf Umbrellas.
TENNIS

TOURNAMENT

Singles, Winner — (City Photo Engraving Co., Watch)
TIE: Arthur Loew and Orton H. Hicks — to be played off this Summer.
Singles, Runner Up — (General Electric Co. — Lamp Division, Radio)
To be played off this Summer
Doubles,

Winners — (J.

Doubles, Runners

E.

Brulatour,

Inc., Bags)
EDWARD SCHREIBER,

MORGAN

Up — (National Screen Service Co., Umbrellas)
JACK LEVIN, MYRON

remained for the racqueteers to supply just as much drama as the bitterly contested links play. Yesterday's brand of tennis was decidedly
better than that flashed at any previous tourney of the two-decade-old
series. The highlight was the stirring singles play with Arthur Loew
pitted against Orton Hicks in the
finals. With games one-all in the
initial set, Loew sustained a painful injury, — a torn tendon in his
right leg after a hair-raising return
of a difficult cross-court drive by
Hicks, — and was forced to stop play.

HOBART
SIEGEL

Favor of Day's Golfing
Among
those attendingyesterday's
tournament
were :
Al Adams, Charles A. Alicoate, Jack Alicoate,
J. J. Alterman, L. B. Alterman, Winfield Andrus, Ralph
B. Austrian.
Gerald Barry, Herbert S. Berg, Mick Bernard,
George A. Blair, Dave Bodner, John A. Borst,
Charles Bloom, Jack Bowen, Lee Blumberg, Richard Brady, Mort Blumensrock, Louis Brandt, Syd
S. Braunberg, Dr. Henry Brown, A. C. Bryan, H.
golf
H. Buxbaum.
Dave Canavan, Joe A. Castellano, Pearce
Chauncey, Max A. Cohen, Julius Colby, Lincoln Conner, James Cron, John J. Cunliffe.
Irving Dashkin, Lou Davis, Al Dawson, Harvey
B. Day, George F. Dembow, A. S. Dickinson,
Howard Dietz, Albert R. Dwyer.
Charles M. Eckman, Dr. Max Eisenstat, A. D.
Erickson,
Henry
Eysman.
John A. Farmer, Herb Fecke, James Frank, Jr.,
Louis M. Frick, George Friedl, Jr., Em. Frisch,
Louis Frisch, Walter Futter.
Ray Callagher, Paul Garst, Lou Gaudreau, Dick
Gavin, E. E. Caylor, Jr., Thomas W. Gerety,
Milton Gettinger, Paul Gettinger, Gilbert Golden,
Milton Goldstein, Larry Golob, Paul J. GreenGrimm. halgh, Monroe Greenthal, David Griesdorf, Ben
Adolph Haas, Hap Hadley, Roy H. Haines,
Dan Halpin, J. A. Hammond, George Stuart
Harding. E. M. Hartley, Gordon W. Hedwig, W.
J. Heineman, Orton H. Hicks, Morgan Hobart,
Walter Hoffman, Ed Hollander, Joe Hornstein,
Wally Howes, Richard M. Huber, Dick Hyland,
Edward L. Hyman, D. E. Hyndman.
Morris H, Jacks, H. 0. Jones, W. W. Jones,
Leo G. Justin.
Morris J. Kandel, Herbert Kahn, Irving Kaplan, A. J. Kearney, Ray Keenan, Bernard Kleid,
Kutinsky.
Nick Kenny, Sam Krivit, Abe Kroenenberg, Morris
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., Jack

Level, Jack H.

Levin, Arthur
Marty Loew,
Levine,EmilDavid
Levy, "Chick"
Lewis,
Lustgarten.
Eddie McAvoy, John McDermott, David McDonough, James McGovern, Milton Maier, Joe
Rice Malcolm, Albert Mannheimer, Anthony Marino, Joseph Mazzola, Mitchell May, Jr., Don
M. Mersereau, Dr. George Miller, Capt. Harry
W. Miller, Louis H. Miller, Rudy Montgelas,
Norman H. Moray, Oscar Morgan, George H.
Morris, Charles
H. Moses,
J. F. Murphy.
Frank J. Neubert, Norman C. Nicholson,
U. J. Nolan.
Charles
L. O'Reilly, William
A. Orr.
David Palfreyman, Leonard Palumbo, B. C.
Pepper, Frank N. Phelps, Cary J. Piccione,
Louis Pollock.
A. J. Rademacher, Forrest Read, Dr. M. L.
Reiffel, Henderson M. Richey, Paul D. Ries, Harold Rinzler, Samuel Rinzler, Roland Robbins,
Harold Rodner, Charles A. Rogers, Edward N.
Rugoff.
Arthur Sachson, Morris Sanders, Phil Santry,
L. Satz, R. M. Savini, William Schneider, E.
M. Schnitzer, Murray Schoen, Edward Schreiber,
Harry Schwartz, William A. Scully, Walter W.
Seaton, Louis Semels, Jack Servies, Sam Shain,
A. J. Sharick, Dr. Sam Shecter, Bernard Sholtz,
Leslie Schwartz, Myron Siegel, George P. Skouras,
Dan Smolen, Morris Smolen, Homer B. Snook,
J. R. Springer, Sam Stern, Max Stuart, Ted
Sullivan, William
Sussman.
taub.
Paul H. Terry, Vincent Trotfa, John J. TurtelDon Veldo.
L. E. Wagar, Bernie Walsh, Ernest J. Warner,
A. P. Waxman, Sydney B. Weill, William M.
Weiss, R. M. Weitman, William A. White, Bob
William, E. A. Williford, Earl W. Wingart, Robert
S. Wolff.
J. B. Zabin.

It was agreed that the match will
be continued sometime after July 4
when Loew has recovered. Both Billy Brandt, Harry Brandt, Monroe Greenthal, Jim Cron, Bill Ferfinalists'
sportsmanship
was as fine Kenny.
as their best
play.
guson, George Dembow and Nick
The last
gala night
banquet
the club's
lounge
was ainjammed
and
enthusiastic affair, many more being
present than the Committee had figured on. Presiding was Ole Colonel
Jack Alicoate, tournament chairman, who was assisted in the awarding of prizes by Don Mersereau,
tourney manager. Others on the dais
included Dick Brady, Bernard Sholtz,

Sustained applause and cheers
greeted the premiere showing of
Walt Disney's latest Mickey Mouse
vehicle, titled
"Canine
Caddy,"
rollicking
travesty
on golf,
and aa
like reception was accorded other
shorts supplied through the courtesy
of Paramount, Warners, and Columbia.
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Jluchtj, Showmen
. . to get this smash campaign

right in the pressbook, set to go

to work for you! One of the year's most complete exploitation
set-ups, tying in this fast-action comedy with the Pennsylvania
Railroad's own fast-action train.
National ads in Saturday Evening Post, Life and Collier's reaching
a guaranteed circulation of 10,000,000! Newspaper ads in every
major city! Rotogravure ads in 80 leading newspapers! 3-sheets
and 1 -sheets in every railroad station serviced by the Pennsylvania!
Millions of time-tables, millions of folders, millons of menu
. . all telling audiences everywhere about "BROADWAY

cards

LIMITED"!

Jlucmt, Stab
. . zoomed to fame overnight as Life discovers her . . as Pic discovers her . . as national magazines discover her . . as the Variety
Clubs Atlantic City Convention discovers her . . and as the Harvard
Lampoon

fetes her until MARJORIE

WOODWORTH

copy in syndicated stories in newspapers

is red-hot

everywhere. She's the

year's most publicized personality!

Jlucky Qtisie 13tU

is the National Release Date. It
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Block of 18 Pictures Recounts Action YestercU

Waiting For The Invasion: Early morn finds the
tourney committee all set for the oncoming shock
troops. Seated at the table are Winfield Andrus
and Bob Litzberg, while the standing gentry (also
left to right) are George Morris, Herb Birdie Berg,
Ole Colonel Alicoate, and Don Mersereau.

Four Sharpshooters: Andy Sharick, Jim Cron, W. W.
Jones and J. A. Hammond gave good accounts of
themselves. Jim captained the Trade Press Team
which got third runner-up spot only because the
Fates made a tossed coin turn the WTOng side up.
His scribe legions were one of the big surprises via
fine play.

Morning's Singles Winners: Jack Levin (center),
chairman of the tennis end of the tourney, is pictured with (1. to r.) Orton Hicks, Leslie Schwartz,
Arthur Loew and Morgan Hobart. The court game
was a high spot of yesterday's big doin's. Golfers
got sleepy watching the racqueteers burn up energy.

The Red Dandy-Lions: Sons of powerful Leo line up
in their jaunty red berets which were sensational
bits of raiment and ultra prominent in contrast to
the green landscape. They're John Murphy, Bill
Orr, — then Tourney Chairman Jack Alicoate — ,
Howard
Dietz and Captain Tom Gerety.

The Lucky Seventh: It's a "natural" picture 'cause
there are 11 in it, too. Here's mass putting featuring
Rudy Montgelas, Ben Grimm, Jack Level, Charles
Moses, Lou Gaudreau, Norman Moray, J. E. McDermott, Paul Ries, James Frank, Jr., Al Adams, and
J. B. McGovern.

Between 'em they couldn't win
the prize.

Ready To Project Their Talents: National Carbon
Co.'s team is poised for some high-intensity pyrotechnics. Note the classy new top-type shutters
to keep out Old Sol's rays. Reading from left to
right ,as usual, are the Messrs. Vincent J. Nolan,
E. A. Williiord, J. A. Hammond and A. C. Bryan.

Next To Godliness: Ralph Austrian, George B
Sam Stern and Eddie Schnitzer concentrate on
job of keeping pellets white and shining for t
easier detection as they fly down fairways, ye
and rough. Well, anyway, it's all a part of gc
clean sport even if the caddies coudln't find

Appearances Are Deceiving: The boys in the cei
are not mixing
games.
They're
just ofW
Heineman
and up
Loutheir
Pollock
wearing
some
Brooklyn Dodgers' old headgear, possibly to doi
the blasts of a following foursome. On the
left and right, are Don Hyndman and P
Greenhalgh.

Delight And Amazement: George Skouras and )"■
Scully register these emotions respectively as tr ^
examine some of the loot which was on tap in
form of prizes.
Trophies and awards
genera
eclipsed in value and usefulness those of any pre
ous tournament in the long, long series.

All Tournament

Ph(

CF^PSuy
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i: 29th Film Daily Golf Tourney at Glen Oaks

: :5s Of Bunker Hill! With many an old bunker
ng in the immediate distance, this foursome
. s a bead on the cameraman on the first tee.
ja, re Dan Halpin, V. J. Nolan, R. V. Keenan
'. .Id Hartley. The cameraman, however, shot first,
and here's result.

Garbed In Simple Accessories: You look upon the
National Screen Service aggregation made up of
Boots Mareno, Phil Sanford, Don Velde and George

Come And Get It! Back from the sun-baked links
these warriors have plodded to find fodder and a
chance to tell one another of woes and triumphs of

Dembow. The boys went out in the right "frame"
of mind, and consequently came home with efficient

the morning round. In other words it's lunch time
at the tournament. This is but a corner of the Glen
Oaks Grill.

and

effective

"displays"

of the

ancient

game.

Ready

To Take Off: Herb Berg, George

Dembow,

s Afraid Of The Big Bad Links?
Carefree and
1 Hent,
lack Level, Pearce
Chauncey,
Monroe
nthal and Rudy Monteglas face the 18 holes of
t Unknown.
This quartette took home a very
r^i hare of the spoils in the form of prizes. Maybe
confidence pays.

Selecting The Weapons: Just pipe all the heavy
ordnance clinging to the rail, and then realize what
a great field the sporting goods biz must be. The

Jack Servies and Bill Orr rarin' to go. Mister
Dembow finds a cap handy as well as finding a

gunners are Walter Futter, Charles L. O'Reilly,
Tom Ellsworth, and Bob Wolff. With such weighty
equipment, who wants to be a caddy.

handi-cap. Professor Berg doesn't need a driver
like the because
rest of his
playing
companions.
That's
he finds
driving
a pipe.

i Before The Storm: Before flying into headlong
n, George Blair, John Farmer, Herb Fecke and
ard Sholtz relax on the turf hard by the initial
Some of the best golf of the day was turned
(y members of this foursome, all of whom received awards at the big banquet.

Pause That Refreshes: Max Cohen quaffs the cooling column of water at the take-off. The idea was
not at all original in the sun of yester morn. To
prove it, you can witness for yourself a pair of
thirsty divot-diggers, Harry Buxbaum and Ed Rugoff.
C'mon Max, you'll drink the darn thing dry.

With Accent On The W-a-r: Herewith we present
the Warner club swingers who put up such a scrap
that they deadlocked for runner-up slot with Eastman Kodak and the Trade Press teams Step right
up and try your grip on Bob William. Len Palumbo,
Abe Kronenberg and Jolting Joe Hummel.

2 By Cosmo-Sileo Co.
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The show event of the year -a new Disney
FEATURE! And what a show! ... A million wonf^J|A|rs to hold you breathless - and a laugh with
! . . . A novelty picture that becomes
one of the>inrtstgnding attractions of the screen!

RELEASE DATE... JUNE 6
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sequences

in

MULTIPLANE

DISTRIBUTED

BY RKO RADIO
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Birdies

Putts & Takes
By DON

By CHARLES

MERSEREAU

'pHERE were many big "hits" during- the day, but the biggest
were the array of prizes; the young
bottles of Ballantine's 10-year-old
Scotch, — donated by "21" Brands,
Inc., — which went to all golfers
whose drives reached the 12th green;
the swell beer sent along by Brewmeisters George Kelly and Charles
Adler of LaHiff's Tavern; and the
trim and useful burgundy and cream
flashlights furnished by National
Carbon Co.
Joe La Vaux, the genial troubadour of the accordion, was on hand
as usual to entertain in the clubhouse. He's as firm a fixture as the
fairways.
Mort Blumenstock came
cheer for his Warner team.

up

to

Heard on the 14th hole: "You
need a caddy who's half hound."
Lou Pollock warmed up for the
warfare by *
chasing
* a butterfly.,
*
Fancy hats were the vogue. The
A;mpa bunch wore sailor chapeaux;
National Carbon's sleek contingent,
trtopical sun hats; the Trade Press
delegation, appropriately working
men's headgear; National Screen
Service, baseball caps (to inspire
slugging)* the Warner lads, straw
hats; and the Metro team flashy red
berets* which earned for the team
the title, "The Red Dande-lions."

▼

T

T

• • • HIGHLIGHTS of yesterday's scintillating 29th FILM DAILY
Golf Tourney
were as many and varied
as the host of sportsmen who attended the big doin's. . . • Larry Golob was the first
contestant to arrive
— drawing up to the swank clubhouse shortly
before 8:30 in the morn
and Frank Neubert was the early birdi
runner-up
following Trail-Blazer Golob by a few chassis lengths.

was worried lest his lads wouldn't get good golfers
and his fears
were justified. . . • Homer (RCA) Snook, as might be expected, put in
an appearance with perfect equipment. . . • Lou Gaudreau came
packing a bag which was a runner-up foursome prize he annexed in
the '39 tourney
▼
T
T

and prefers the Van Cortland Cour'
try Club, which, he says, is the onli
course in the country where you ca j
lose a ball on the green.
*
*
*

•

•

•

EDDIE

Schnitzer

sought

out

the

committee

to find

out if they knew of a couple of weak players
who'd fill out
the quartette he was recruiting for play
The committee set
his mind at ease fast
for the supply was terrific. . . « Norman Moray went to the battle in a businesslike fashion
—
dedicating himself .to playing a "short" game. . . • Morris
Kutisker made Herb Birdie Berg select a number for him in the
golf set raffle
figuring that if he picked out a number himself
and then didn't win. .... .he couldn't
start an
• "Chick" Lewis announced on the first tee
travel to the Coast' next week
A by standing
"You should just about get around the course
whereupon "Chick" socked a whale of a drive
alley

argument.
. .
that he's set to
wag cried out:
by then!"
right down the

Hap Hadley, the veteran U. S.
Marine, asked promptly on his arrival: "Which
front?"
* way* to the
*

a ball
and made a hole in one. .... ."I'm through for the day," he
shouted
It was prophetic. . ,. •Jack
Bowen
was arrayed
in
bright canary
for the purpose
of attracting other birdies. . .

Spencer Murphy, the Glen Oaks
Club's phenomenally popular "pro,"
was a big help to the committee and
contestants all
* day* long.#

• Oscar Morgan's
Shantung
shirt was a knockout ...... what with
initials embroidered thereon
and surmounted by a li'l fine needlework representing Fuji, the Sacred Mountain. . . • Mugs who finished
early
parked
on the flag-flecked terrace
cheering
(?) the
late-comers home on the 18th. . . • Joe Homstein appeared in full
Technicolor
and almost spoiled the day for Morgan Hobart
Latter thought it was a walking infringement
and vowed to report
it all to Dr. Herb Kalmus

Golf, In Absentia
Up from Lakehurst, N. J., yesterday flashed a message from Lieut.
Bert Kulick, U.S.N. R., — motion picture solon and veteran of many FILM
DAILY Golf Tournaments, — now attached to the U. S. Naval Air Station. "So as to ease my disappointment at not being able to attend the
tourney this year, I intend to play 18
holes at the Lakewood course, while
your big battle is under way at Glen
Oaks."
He did.

goin' in for "bicycling."
*
*
*
Max Cohen says he's not used t;
playing
on such
coursescrowd
(we'
admit there
waspublic
a helluva

'• ' • • MONROE Greenthal took some tape from his sporty brown
ensemble ...... and bound
up a cut on his left paw. . . • Eddie
Schreiber walked on the putting green
nochalantly tossed down

had everything to perfection for the
day's play and banquet.

Arthur Loew didn't hit er
way in the tennis competition. The
crossed the net with dividends ai :
lots of pace. He had Jack Levi,

• Efficient joe Di Steffano, Glen Oaks' caddymaster, was thinking in just
the opposite terms from the golfers in the locker rooms
The latter
were wondering if they were going to get good caddies
while Joe

The puny shower which started
and quickly ended in the afternoon
was just enough for the boys to
test out their Grenfell cloth raiments.
*
*
*

Billy Brandt was the tournament's
local host, inasmuch as he is one of
Club's activiin the
the top
ties. Hegents
and the
Glen Oaks staff

ALICOATE

£OUIS FRISCH, sparkplug of tij
Randforce circuit, was again i
hand for the big tourney. Lou i
one of the most popular guys in tlf
industry 'round this section of tit
East, and a sportsman de luxe.
*
*
*

T

T

T

• •
•
WALTER Futter re-enlisted in the tournament
for the first time in several years
having been absent in
England
He was winner of the best dressed golfer award in
1936
spending $135 for his outfit
only to have a careless
quaffer spill a beverage on it. . . « Attorney Benjamin Pepper
played hookey from the courts long enough to spend a day on the
links. . . o Dick "Soundies" Hyland attended the tourney for
the first time
and caught on quickly
His three companions in the foursome told him their respective handicaps

One foursome went in for bettin '
a la pinochle. Fifty cents a hurl
dred.
*
*
*
The putting tourney was cor
ducted on the honor system, whic
pleased the exhibs. They figured tha
if the exchange man got any notions
the whole contest would land in th
lap of an arbitration
*
*
*board.
On the eve of the tournament, th
committee screened all evening th
shorts to be shown at the giganti
climax banquet. They got an eye
ful. Warners sent up "Carl Hoff am
His Orchestra" and Leon Schlesiri
ger's Merrie Melody, "Hollywoc
Steps Out"; Columbia dispatchei
"Canvas Capers" and "Savini
Strokes With Sammy Snead"; Para
mount, "Speaking of Animals"; ani
Walt Disney a new Mickey Mous*
for its premiere showing, which i
an annual feature of the tourney. A
midnight the committee was stil
"reeling." They're all slick tab reels
*
*
<■*
George Skouras was one of tin,
last to arrive at the tournament.

Bill Scully found the putting i
green so congested when it cam
time for him to strut his stuff tha
he yelled "Fore!" Some of the boys
thinking Bill was announcing hit
score,
was 14 couldn't
under par.understand how hi

Speahing of Records
Tom established
Gerety, captain
of theyesterday
M-G-M
team,
a record
for a FILM DAILY Golf Tournament,
— by attending the same event twice.
Tom drove in the early morning hours
from Rockville Center to Glen Oaks,
parked his car and clubs, called a

Dick asked plaintively: "Which one of you is honest?". . . • Many
of the golf bags and clubs were more elaborate than the Music

taxi, drove to the Great Neck station, and went into New York for a
bit of work. At noon, he drove out
again to the tourney with Howard

Hall
A wide-eyed caddie exploded: "That's more and better
leather than all the guys who fought Joe Louis have ever seen!"

Dietz,

in

the

latter's

car.
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S. Filing New
ill Against Crescent
{Continued from Page 1)

July 7, the Government must file
| supplement by June 7.
#riror to the deadline of May 26,
1 :iorney Armistead filed supplemenunswers to Government interrogs in the suit in behalf of CresKnte
-^Lmusement Co. and four other
answers
Supplemental
, _ ..dants.
"'Question 15, concerning the finan"f I interest of Crescent Amusement
, Tony Sudekum and other prinEils to the suit, in other defendant
vie corporations and to Question
concerning the financial interests
Trescent Amusement Co. and prinfels in other theaters, were filed
Amusement!
behalf of Cherokee
Rockwood Amusement Co., and
' -scent Amusement Co., with supion emen
on
15 t
to Quest
■f'men
Amus
Cumberrland
of answe
lalf tal
and to Question 17 on behalf of
ijand Amusement Co.
were
answers
i?he supplemental
ie specific in contention of defenns that neither they nor principals
:he suit at any time since Aug. 11,
^4, owned or controlled more than
per cent in any theater or corpoe group of theaters as charged in
monopoly suit filed Aug. 11,
■-■•r 9.antiThis suit charges Crescent and
liates with "monopolizing exhibii of pictures and operation of thers" in Tennessee, Alabama, MisIsippi, Arkansas, and Kentucky.

Jiine Interrogatories
ipulations Filed
Juffalo — Stipulations with regard
In , interrogatories propounded by the
| jvernment to United Artists and
Columbia Pictures, defendants in
Schine anti-trust suit, were filed
t-terday in Federal
Court here.
ree of the interrogatories
were
t'ised.

es for Otis Garrett
Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services for
is Garrett, 36, director, were held
^terday in the Little Church of the
fcwers.

Defense Savings Clubs Devised by Warners
In Cleveland to Build Juvenile Attendance
Cleveland — Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager, is pioneering Defense Savings
Clubs in some of the Warner theaters in this territory, to stimulate kiddy matinee
attendance.
Starting next Saturday, the Uptown, Variety, Colony theaters in Cleveland,
the Madison, Mansfield and the Palace, Lorain, will give each kiddy patron a
Defense

Saving Book, and two 10 cent saving stamps. Thereafter, the participating theaters will have varying contests with saving stamps as prizes.

Pix Companies Face Loss , License Arrangement for
Through Ascap Decision
Levey Television System
(Continued from Page 1)

cision will prevent Ascap from acting as an agent for a large group of
songwriters and publishers in selling
music to commercial users in these
states, with further state legislation
expected as a result of the decision.
IIn effect it will force the Society to
work new methods of doing business
to conform to the laws in these
l states.
Economically, the music men point
out that by making music available
under a blanket agreement, the users
receive their requirements at a much
lower cost than if they had to go out
and make individual deals with different music publishers and composers.
Some states, however, have char|
acterized Ascap's operations as having the effect of price fixing, and
on this theory the states have been
[able to put through laws enabling
them to achieve the basic purpose of
such legislation, namely, to compel
Ascap to incorporate in the respective states so they can take a percentage of the Society's receipts.
General opinion was that the entire music publishing' industry will
j have to reorganize its methods of
operations, this time from the standpoint of State regulation instead of
Federal supervision. It was also expected that negotiations between
Ascap and the radio chains would
be delayed as a result of the current
situation.

(Continued from Page 1)

on a license arrangement, it was
learned yesterday.
Levey has developed commercial
plugs for some 50 different national
products, which will be made available for sponsorship prior to the
inauguration of commercial tele on
July 1.
Levey is now scheduled to build
the stages, produce programs suitable for both home and large screen
theater use, and engage in the sale
of package shows — both of a live
talent and film nature.
Under present plans, the Levey
System will be shown shortly, for
the first time, to NBC, CBS, DuMont,
Balaban & Katz and all other tele
station operators who will actively
engage in the presentation of tele
shows.

FDR Keeps Theater
Patrons at Radios
(Continued from Page 1)

policy, was felt at virtually every
box-office in the U. S., bulletins from
Film Daily staff correspondents last
night indicated.
FDR went on the air from the
White House at 10:30 p.m., EDST.,
after working on the final draft of
the script during the day. More than
500 radio stations broadcast it. In
its preparation, the President had
assistance from Robert E. Sherwood,
dramatist, among others.
Reports from the field indicated
that film patrons by the tens of
thousands were staying at home to
listen in, the situation prevailing
in all time belts and regardless of
whether communities were on standard or daylight saving time.
On Broadway, most of the film theaters had their radios in the lounge
rooms tuned into the address. Loew's
State, Music Hall and others informed their patrons of the service and
large crowds assembled around the
radios during the talk.
In some situations out-of-town,
exhibs. interrupted the screen performances to send the Presidential
talk through their public address
systems.

!ii£i«ft0NHr;ir«K

Rep. to Bare First Quart.
Titles at Meeting Today
(Continued from Page 1)

today at the final sessions of the New
•ome Offices Moved
York regional sales parley at the
lerome J. Jerome, Inc., insurance New York A. C. Both H. J. Yates,
icialists, is now located at 225 CFI prexy, and J. R. Grainger, Rep.
34th St.
prexy, are on the regional's speaking
program.
In attendance also are:

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
Scott W.

Darling

Morris Epstein, New York branch manager;
Sam Seletskv. New
Haven branch manager;
Nat
L. Lefton,
Cleveland
and
Cincinnati
franchise holder ; Sam
P. Gorrel, Cleveland
manager; and G. C. Schaefer, Republic vicepresident
and general manager ; S. Bonis.
contract department head ; Jack Bellman, Buffalo branch manager ; Jake Flax, Washington
franchise holder; M. E. Morey, Boston branch
manager ; Lloyd Rust. Dallas branch manager ;
Max
Gillis, Philadelphia
branch
manager;
George Flax, of the Washington branch; Geo.
H. Kirby. Cincinnati branch manager;
and
Walter Titus, home office rep.; J. J. O'Connell, accounting department head ; Sam Seplowin. Detroit branch manager; Sidney Picker,
New York office manager;
Sam A. Fineberg.
Pittsburgh franchise holder; Arthur Newman,
Albany branch manager; A. L. Pindat, home
office special rep. ; Al Gregg, Cleveland branch
publicity man ; John P. Curtin, home office
special rep.

,
j
j
j
\
j

BINNIE BARNES • GILBERT ROLAND
MARY

LEE

BfUY GILBEHT - JANE FRAZEE • EDWARD NORRIS
KATHARINE ALEXANDER • LEO GORCEY • WIS
RANSON • IENI IYNN ■ MARILYN HARE
BtRNARD V0RH4US, DireOor • Str.m ploy br G««iw C«tf>on
:&ro«n ond erod'erd Boo*, * O'iginot ,»ory by Geo'ae Coitlw. flrown
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Say U. S. Interests
Seek Maxwell Chain
(Continued from Page 1)

in circulation for some time. A
canvass of major companies in New
York yesterday indicated that no
deals had been discussed, although
executives of one company hinted
that they might be interested if
overtures were made.
According to reports, basis for
any deal for the Maxwell interest
would be the use of "frozen" money
in Great Britain in acquiring the
control. This procedure, however,
was said to have been rejected by
British authorities several months
ago, although the London cable would
seem to hint that the Exchequer
may now not be opposed to such an
arrangement.
In some circles, the reported Maxwell story was regarded as a "feeler"
by the Maxwell family which seeks
to dispose of the stock.
Budd Rogers, who represents the
Maxwell interests in this country,
said that he knew of no such negotiations although there had been discussions with "certain parties" some
months
ago.

Mrs. James West Dead
Detroit— Mrs. James (Mary Lou)
West, whose husband, affiliated with
the Burriss Studios, is also Variety
Club photographer, died after a
week's illness. Interment will be at
Cleburne, Tex.

Nan Cohen with Metro
Nan Cohen, former
Paramount's Western
department, has joined
licity staff under Art
licity director.

WEDDING

secretary in
division sales
M-G-M's pubSchmidt, pub-

BELLS

Chicago — Wanda Dale, B & K
will be marUnited Artists cashier, Urthiel.
ried June 15 to Steven

Buffalo — Minna Rosen, Republic
booker and widow of Ted Rosen,
young exhibitor who died about three
years ago, was married toagoDavid
she
Zachem. Until about a year
was in the exhibition field herself,
g the Oakdale and Artistic,
operatin
houses.
nabe

Sheboygan, Wis. — Henry Udovich,
at Warners' Sheboygan
projectionist
married to Hermine Jenko.
Theater,
Chicopee, Mass. — Adele P. Gurka,
Rivoli cashier, was married to Max
Janik, non-pro.

Chicago — Erv. Janot of the Warners' Venetian Theater will be married on June 7.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Charles Ray will wed
Yvonne Guerin.

7,000-Seat Canadian Army Theater, Largest
In North America, Opens at Camp Borden, Ont.
Toronto — With the opening of the 7,000-seat Lee Hall at Camp Borden, Ont.,
the armed forces of Canada are operating 179 theaters in various camps, comprising the largest circuit in Canada. The 118 feet wide by 250 feet long auditorium issaid to seat more than any house in Canada or the U. S. Equipment,
including Cincinnati Time Recorder sound and projectors, Morelite Suprex lamps
and Baldor rectifiers, was installed by Perkins Electric Co. Screen and speakers
are counter-weighted so they can be raised to clear for stage presentations.

Warner Bros, to Have 15
Ready for Season's Debut

Studio Will Remain Open,
Disney Assures Employes

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

"five blocks", ready when the new
season starts, it was learned here
yesterday. The size of Warner
"blocks", however, remains to be determined; ithas been already indicated the company may sell some
productions
singly.
Nine of the 15 titles, largely representing pix already finished or in
work, are definite: "The Bride Came
C.O.D.", with Bette Davis and James
Cagney; "Dive Bomber", Technicolor
Errol Flynn vehicle; "Navy Blues,"
with the Oakie-Healy-Sheridan combo; "Sergeant York", Gary Cooper
starrer; "Three Sons o' Guns", "Smiling Ghost", "King Rubber", "Nine
Lives Are Not Enough", and "All
Through the Night."

personnel that in event of a strike
the studio will remain open and full
protection will be given all employes
desiring to continue woi'k.
"No blacklist, fines or other
threatened measures could possibly
be made effective except through
agreement on the part of our company in event of a strike, and such
conditions will never be agreed to
Disney.
by
our company or by me," said

Three Lavenes 111
Buffalo — Phil Lavene, manager
of the Embassy Theater, and Lena
Lavene, wife of Jake, operator of the
Academy, are ill. Jake himself is
recuperating from a long illness.

Anticipated in Dominion

Allied to Poll Fans
On Films Favored
(Continued from Page 1)

mittee to work out details of t'
poll and survey which he will ha
in operation within eight weel.
Others on
committee
Pe'
Wood,
DontheRussell
and areA^hi
Howard. Allied plans to get fin '
press book
with suggestions toV •>'
ulate
business.
Colonel Cole's canvass of boa
members on the consent decree sit]
ation indicated sharp criticism
the technicalities employed in t)
arbitration procedure. He attribute
the high cost of legal representatid
at these hearings as the reason f(|
few cases filed to date. At the san
time Cole said it is too early to pa:
judgment on the decree.
Approves Defense Committee
The board approved motion pi
ture committee for co-operatio
for national defense as named t
the president.
Allied's convention was set f<Sept. 16-19 in Philadelphia. It
slogan will be "Let's Get Down V

Walter P. Spreckels, labor conciliator for Disney, said the studio
wants the NLRB to hold an election
to determine whether the Guild or
the American Society of Screen Cartoonists should be recognized. This
One hundred and fifty Ohio indt
proposal was rejected by the Guild. Business."
pendent exhibitors attended a ma?
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY meeting at the Cleveland Hotel ui
Box Office Dip to Cause
Hollywood — Threat of a new strike on conclusion of the Allied boar
Withholding of Pictures
at the Leon Schlesinger studio was meeting with Martin G. Smith, pres
dent of the ITO of Ohio, in tlr
averted late yesterday when a three(Continued from Page 1)
Subject of the meeting wa
year agreement between Schlesinger chair.
Kane" will be withdrawn until pat- and the Screen Cartoonists Guild was "What's Wrong With the Busines
ronage warrants the release of such signed. It provides that negotiations
and What to Do About It." Tron
an important production. However, can be reopened annually.
bles were listed as poor picture
the "Kane" situation has not been
good pictures of the wrong type
fully determined.
Hollywood scandals, adverse radi
Unions
Give
Geo.
Browne
"Major Barbara" also is said to
be scheduled for a later general re- A Vote of Confidence
previews.
"Enormous Profits" Day Over
lease date and may not be made
available to theaters until Fall.
J. Meyer Schine, who came espe^
(Continued from Page 1)
cially to attend the meeting, said th
It is reported that distributors
a special meeting voted enfeel they cannot get the best returns uniontireatconfidence
in Browne and backed day of enormous profits is over bui
from their top pictures at this time the bond issued for his release.
"we should not be unduly discour*
and will await the return of normal
Other unions in this territory are aged and if we keep a stiff uppe
business before releasing them.
lip I am sure in the Fall busines,
holding
meetings and votingconfidencespecial
in Browne.
will improve."
Schine said produc:
Ore. Amusement Parks
ers can't do everything
to restoi\
Browne and Willie Bioff, his Coast business, the exhibitor must put hi;
Turning to Pix Shows
studio rep., are under indictment by house in order by curtailing expen
a New York Federal Grand Jury ditures.
Urged to say how, he sugj
Portland, Ore. — Amusement parks charging them with extorting $550,in this area are adding films to their 000 from four major producers to nation of giveaways.
,
outdoor attractions. Opposition to avoid having a studio strike called. gested limitation of duals and elimi1
Samuelson
also
addressed
thr
mass meeting.
establish theaters is further beingstepped up via night dog races.
Ministry of Information
(Continued from Page 1)

to take over control of the Motion
Picture Bureau, thus extending the
activities of Director John Grierson.
Albany — A daughter was born
Mentioned for the new Ministerial
Beathere Sunday, to Mrs. Schuyler
nost are Brooks Claxton and Doug- tie, wife of the Paramount booker.
GTEC to Pay 25 Cents
las C. Abbott, both Montreal memGTEC directors yesterday declared
E. S. Hawes, Altec engineer at
bers of the House.
a dividend of 25 cents per share on
Memphis, is the proud pappy of a
the capital stock, payable June 16 F. A. Schneider Recovering
daughter, Cynthia Jane.
to stockholders of record June 9.
Detroit — F. A. Schneider, owner
Chicago — E. R. Erickson, managei
of the Stratfoi'd Theater, is recov- of Warners' Rhodes Theater reports
Nazi Pix in Two Rio Spots
ering from a stroke suffered at At- the birth of a baby girl.
lantic City during the Variety Club
Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail) —
John
Bryan
of of
the a Avalon
ThePalacio and the Pirija, Ipanema convention. Doctors have ordered baby
aterboy.
is the
father
seven pound
nabes, are showing Nazi pix.
a complete rest and "no visitors."
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ilLVERSTONE QUITTING TOP SPOTJIT UA
Harmon Reveals Industry
Speed in Natl Defense
Editorial
ix's Co-Ordinator Lists
/hat Has Been Achieved
t Luncheon of Ampa
The speed and efficiency with which
o film industry has moved to meet
e demands upon it incident to the
.tional defense program, and the
agnitude of its present activities,
?re strikingly disclosed yesterday
' Francis S. Harmon, coordinator
the Motion Picture Committee
D-operating for National Defense,
Hotel Edison
U >eaking
ncheon. at Ampa's
J Introduced by Howard Dietz of
etro, who also read telegrams from
eorge J. Schaefer, chairman of
m National Co-ordinating Commit•e. and from Y. Frank Freeman,
lairman of the Production Division,

The Course is Charted

To Actively Produce With
Mary Pickford; Fairbanks
Stock to UA for $400,000

. . . for both the nation and industry
—

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, in his "fireside" radio address to the country and the dramari' cally announced proclamation of an unlimited national emergency, embodied in it,
charted the course for the nation.
To an extent scarcely less, he charted the course for the motion picture industry, not
only today but tomorrow and the days to follow.

West

Coast

By RALPH
WILKFILM
Bureau
of THE

world - wide
o p e r a t ions
upon the appointment of
his successor, it was nounced
an-here
yesterday b y

The Government's policies, national and international alike, are to be keyed to action.
So, too, must this industry's, if it is to play the highly important, essential role in
which it is by its very nature cast: The building and sustaining of American morale through
the providing of mass entertainment.
There are other duties, other services awaiting the industry, to be sure, but none more
vital, indeed probably none so vital, than that.
Think back, if you are old enough, to
(Continued on Page 2)

E. L. Alperson Named Dietz Chairman of
Defense Air Shows
ep. Biz 20% Ahead, To RKO Buying Berth
Charles W. Koerner yesterday anAppointment of Howard Dietz,
nounced the appointment of Edward Metro's advertising, publicity and exales Meet is Told
L. Alperson as general manager of
ploitation chief, as chairman and co-

DAILY

Hollywood — Murray Silverstone will
step down
as UA'sof
general
manager
in charge

(Continued on Page 7)

MURRAY

SILVERSTONE

Mary Pickford.
Miss formPickford's
al statement
asserted
that the UA
satt ockholders
a meeting

(Continued
on Page
y 3)
e request
s t e r today granted
Silverstone's

Pascal Will Produce
Next Pic in Montreal

RKO's Film Buying and Booking Deordinator ofa new radio series, "Milpartment. Max Fellerman's
status
lions for Defense," was announced
Republic's business is approxi- remains unchanged
and
he
continues
by Secretary of the Treasury Henry
mately 20 per cent ahead of the
S. Morgenthau
when he accepted the
Drresponding
period last year, it as Chief Film Buyer and Booker.
(Continued on Page 4)
Alperson,
who
assumes
his
RKO
as stated yesterday by James R.
(Continued on Page 4)
rainger, president and general
ales manager, at the closing sesGabriel Pascal has decided defiNewsreels
FDR's
on of the two-day Eastern regional Mich. Anti-Five Block Bill
Radio Talk Rush
to Exhibs.
ales
meeting.
nitely to produce his next picture
':
Killed by Senate Committee
in Montreal.(Continued
The on producer
of the
At the same time, Republic anPage 8)
All five newsreel companies, fol(Continued on Page 3)
Lansing, Mich. — The Snow antilowing night-long vigils in the wake
five block measure was killed by the of President Roosevelt's momentous See No Pix Curtailment
:09 Out of 1,214 Disney
State Affairs Committee of the Sen- radio address to the nation, yesterDue to F.D.R. Proclamation
Vorkers Cross Picket Line
day rushed footage to theaters.
ate as the Michigan Legislature adPathe
and
Paramount
met
the
sitjourned.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The bill, which passed the House
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
uation(Continued
by including
the4) "Fireside
on Page
(Continued on Page 3)
Hollywood — Studio representatives
Hollywood— Only 309 out of 1,214
do not believe
thereon will
(Continued
Page be
4) any curlembers of studio personnel reported
or work when a strike was called
t the Walt Disney plant yesterday
FDR Radio Address
lorning, according to studio repre- n
entatives. Spokesmen also declared
R. O. Dip at 10-60%
America Will Not Fail You", Circuit Wires
hat normal
production
schedules
(Continued on Page 4)
As final reports from up and down
Florida, Ascap Parley
Galveston, Tex. — President Rooseand across the country were received
velt, in Washington yesterday, had
On Amendment to Law
in New York yesterday, it was estabthe telegraphed pledge of "our lives,
IV© FILM DAILY as
lished that Tuesday night's broadcast
our
fortunes
and
our
sacred
honor"
by
the President sent grosses down
America Remembers
Tallahassee, Fla. — Representatives in support of his leadership from
from 10 to 60 per cent. Majority
of Florida and of Ascap began con- managers and executives of InterIn observance of Memorial Day, no
of dips were somewhere in between.
ferences here yesterday for the pur- state.
edition of THE FILM DAILY will be
Spot
to report the maximum decline
pose
of
arranging
an
amendment
The telegram, signed by President
published tomorrow.
of. 60 per cent was Rochester, N. Y.
Karl Hoblitzelle, was authorized by
to the Florida
law
which
would
per(Continued on Page 4)

Interstate in Pledge to F.D.R*

(Continued on Page 7)
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1917 and 1918. And if you are not, look across the Atlantic to the brilliant performance
of the British industry, bulwarked by that of the United States.
The industry will deliver; let there be no doubt about that, for, in the words of Francis
S. Harmon, co-ordinator of the Motion Picture Committee Co-operating for National Defense, speaking before Ampa yesterday, "The American motion picture industry is not
content simply to say that it is surviving during
the present crisis."
0
DUT

in order to do so, it would be well that some things be borne in mind. First, this

^ is no time for the jitters in any branch of the trade. The handicap of uncertainty
no longer exists. And it is obvious from the reports which, for a period of weeks, have
been pouring in from THE FILM DAILY'S corps of staff correspondents, that the effect
of uncertainty has been felt by the box office, with quick and understandable exhibitor
repercussions.
A public, waiting for Washington to speak, is more apt to be found at the radio than
in the motion picture theater.
Yes, to be sure, there are numerous other explanations for the decline in business recently experienced, and undeniably they influenced the drop in different territories, yet
it must be evident that the radio, with its many forums, its commentators and analysts
and its newscasts, took a heavy toll as tension and uncertainty mounted.
Radio opposition, of course, remains!, and its formidability is not to be discounted.
Nevertheless, radio as a competitive entertainment medium, possesses certain obvious
disadvantages, due to limitations peculiar to it. These will be emphasized rather than
minimized in the public's mind "if."
IT SHOULD
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Billingsley Boomed for
IA Head if Browne Quits

cominc and come

Or perhaps
the word should be "when."
0

be borne in mind, too, that it is not enough to provide mass entertainment

■ that American morale may be built and sustained. That entertainment, to achieve
the goal, must be sold. Sold, first, to the exhibitor, and then sold, by the exhibitor, to the
man in the street and his kin. Distribution, with its complements of advertising, publicity
and exploitation, of necessity, has its work cut out for it as never before.
This is due, in part, to the selling situation arising from the New York consent decree.
With blocks-of-five the maximum deals for five companies, with their pictures to be tradeshown before selling, with territorial selling to go hand-in-hand with territorial merchandising, and with this just a matter of weeks away, time is of the essence.

FRITZ
Monday

LANG, 20th-Fox
from Hollywood.

director,

arrives

JOHN
PAYNE
was here for a one-day
this week, flying to the Coast from here fol
ing a stay at his home in Roanoke, Va.
DOROTHY LAMOUR sails today from the^

|

for Hawaii.
BURGESS inMEREDITH
is expected her£U,
Hollywood
the near future.
RAE HENIGSBERC, secretary to W. D. K
head ot Metro's film department, leaves Jut
for a three-week vacation on the Coast.
JOE STOUT, B & K short subject booker,
returned from a vacation trip to New Orle
CHARLES DAVIDSON.
a Southern motor trip.

B & K film booker,

MURRAY SILVERSTONE
leave Hollywood for New
tomorrow.

and MARY PICKFC
York either todai |

Hearing Mon. on Date oi
Browne's N. Y. Appearand
Chicago — Hearing of George
Browne, IATSE prexy, indicted by
New York Federal grand jury on
extortion charge, will be held he
on
the date
his appearance
Monday
before for
Commissioner
Walk I;' (
New York City.
Browne's bond was reduced to $21 *
000.

Illinois Minimum

Wage

Whatever else decree selling will bring, this much is clearly indicated: It will Measure is Shelved
require sustained selling of each picture. The long-existing advertising practice of
dropping a picture like a hot potato because it failed to come up to expectations in,
Springfield, 111. — The Daly mir
sav. New York or Chicago or some other metropolitan city is doomed.
mum wage bill which the state Legi
You can't afford that extravagance under the decree selling when distribution revenue lature has had before it for son
is not guaranteed in advance.
time, has been shelved by the Hou:
Industrial Affairs Committee.
The measure would have increase
Tom Terriss Talkina Deal
NBC Selling Talent Biz
the minimum wages of theatrical en
To Wm. Morris Agency

For Shorts with a Major

Tom Terriss is talking a deal with
a major company for a series of 24
one-reelers, to be released as Tom
Terriss Thrillers. Subjects would be
of the adventure type, drawing on
Terriss' own experiences in foreign
parts. At present, Terriss is doing
a Sunday morning radio show, originating with WEAF here, and carried
by the Red network. Program also
<roes to Canada and, by short wave,
to England.

Release
'Reluctant
Dragon'
Tune 27 Instead
of June
6
Release date of Walt Disney's
"The Reluctant Dragon" has been
moved back from June 6 to June 27
by RKO.

Travis Rites Held on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Last rites for Norton
C. Travis, 60, pioneer cameraman,
who started with Vitaerraph in New
San Francisco — Local IATSE mem- York in 1900, were held here yesterbers are discussing a campaign to
day. Travis filmed "The Perils of
boost Fred Billingsley, stage hands Pauline," amonsr others. Three sisters survive in Brooklyn.
international vice-president, whose
headquarters are in San Francisco,
for IA president if George E. Browne,
Special "U" Rep.
indicted head of the organization, Schlank,
Chicago — Irving Schlank, formerly
steps out. Billingsley refuses to UA district manager, has joined the
comment.
Universal exchange as special rep.

National Broadcasting Co., which ployes.
last year, upon dissolving its Artists
Service, formed a Program Talent
Sales Division, is in the final stages
of negotiations to sell that division
to the William Morris Agency.
Paramount Pictures, inc.
Meanwhile, the Columbia Broadcasting System officiallv confirmed
the sale of its Artists Bureau, Inc.,
to Music Corporation of America,
and added that negotiations were
"This book has al
nendine for the sale of its stock in
says —
Columbia Concerts Corp. to the managers who own the balance of the
ways been a grea
stock.
The Morris Agency deal with NBC
will put that aeencv on a par with
m¥nhelp to me and
find it very use
MCA in the radio talent field.

ARTHUR ISRAEL, JR,

Reel Fellows to Fete
New Exchange Managers
Chicasro — The Reel Fellows Club
will hold its last luncheon meeting
for the season at the Congress Hotel,
June 15. Bill Baker, former UA
salesman, now Republic manaeer
here; Bennie Eisenberg, former UA
salesman, now UA branch manager;
and Jack Armgardt, now Milwaukee
exchange manager, will be guests
of the club. The Fall season will
open with a meeting, Sept. 7.
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Silverstone to Quit

ip. Biz 20% Ahead,
Jes Meet is Told

Top Spot at UA
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page \)

* ;nced eight features, seven west> and one serial for the first
ter of the 1941-42 season,
'Cjtei
es of the 15 features
and
rns are "A Lady for a Night,"
mntain Moonlight"
(completed),
jj'arricane
Smith"
(completed),
\vy Blue Eyes." "Argentine Holi" "Pardon
My Stripes," "The
I Pays Off" and "Gobs in Blue."
he westerns include Gene Autry
Smiley
Burnette
in "Sierra
<£;"; Roy Rogers and George "GabHayes in "Jesse James at Bay"
"South
of Santa Fe."
The
ee Mesquiteers in "Empty Sad0|te" and "Gauchos
of Eldorado."
_„! "Red" Barry in "Death Valley
B"laws" and "The Apache Kid."
he serial is described as a streamil 12-episode
production
with
;n' Sammy Baugh titled "King
m the Texas Rangers."

ch. Anti-Five Block Bill
led by Senate Committee
(Contiirucd from Page 1)

h nullifying amendments, had
n sponsored in the Senate by Sen.
les Burns.

^■ttaner Suit Motion Denied
% letroit — Motion to remand the
« ic affecting possession of the KraTheater, from Federal Court
k to the County Circuit Court,
| denied by Federal Judge Edward
-^Moinet, according to Ralph Rouattorney for the Kramer inter-

CD Promotes Bonnem
^)etroit — Fred Bonnem,
who was
1 0 salesman here for 21 years, is
ing over the Eastern
Michigan
ritory, replacing Bert Tighe, rened.
unny," Music Hall's Next
*KO's "Sunny"
follows "Penny
renade" into the Music Hall.

T
•

•

•

BECAUSE

T

T

films are image-books

which millions read

each week
irom their theater chairs
the gist of James Hilton's
recent talk before the some 2.200 delegates to the initial National Conference of the Authors' League of America at U.C.L.A
— sponsored
by the Screen Writers' Guild —
packs import of no small proportions for the motion picture industry
The noted author of "Random
Harvest"
"Lost Horizon," "Goodbye
Mr. Chips," et al
observes
that world-wide misgivings in the future of humanity
due to the
current international upheaval and the streamlined pace set by the
mechanized era of today
may point to a decline of the novelreading public
and, indeed, the novelist himself

• • • DISCUSSING the economic and creative problems of
the writer from the point of view of the novelist
Hilton explained that no great writer
and not even many second-rate
writers
could escape preoccupation with events
as they
are happening today
This corner can appreciate the Hilton
thesis
but there appears no precedent for the alarm
Turmoil, it seems in light of past human experience, only serves
to sharpen the pen of all writers
who have something worthwhile to say
True, the novel may be suffering currently for
want of audience
but isn't that because the public has temporarily transferred attention
by reason of its stake in world
events
to matters more realistic than the novel?
There
is nothing the first-rate writer has to fear
as to the form of
his expression
or the opportunity to have his worth-while say
Hundreds of great writers
who on occasion have derided the "celluloid" medium
have come to know it as their
most effective form of expression
This situation has been as
happy for the movies as for the writers
There is no reason
why even greater fruit should not come forth in the future
T

T

T

• •
•
ANNUAL
cruise of the Warner Club
up the Hudson
River to Bear Mountain
is set for Wednesday,
June
18
Jaunt will be made aboard the S. S. Alexander Hamilton
leaving
West 42nd St. at 9:30 a.m
and 125th St. at 9:50 a.m
Arrangements for the cruise are in the hands of Ralph Budd

T
•

•

•

V

▼

RKO Radio figured in the sombre war news this week

via photographs of battle-scarred England
PM's issue
on Tuesday showed a mass of debris of a London movie house
with a one-sheet reading, — "Kent Taylor, Linda Hayes in
'I'm Still Alive'"
as the only memento of the theater
The Journal-American of the same date showed two kiddies in a
nursery in Hempstead, England
absorbed in a Mickey Mouse
magazine
The caption read, "Mickey Still Tops"
RKO
Radio distributes the Mickey Mouse films and other Walt Disney
shorts
T

JUNE l
William A. Seiter
Frank Morgan
Clive Brook

MAY 29
Hugh F. Herbert
Douglas Rothacker
Paul Kohner
MAY 30
Frank C. Walker
William R. Ferguson
MAY 31
Ann Christy
Fred Allen

T

T

• •
• FRED T. McLendon, owner of some 15 stands in Alabama,
Florida and Georgia
called in his managers to the h.o. in Union
Spas.. Ala., to discuss screen advertising t'other day
with Charlie
Lester of National Screen Service's Atlanta branch
The huddle
finished, Fred took the whole shebang out for a big ole fashioned
south'en barbecue

«

All confabs should have such a climax

«

«

»

»

»

be relieved of his contract "in order
to enable him to carry out his desire of forming a company for the
production of important motion pictures to be distributed
by Miss
UA." PickSilverstone
added that
ford would be interested in, and
identified with, his new producing
company which also will have associted with it "one of the industry's
foremost
whose
he
declined toproducers,"
reveal. Name
for name
the new
company has not been decided on, nor
the first story selected.
It is believed here that Arthur W.
Kelly
is a likely choice to succeed
Silverstone.
Bid for Fairbanks'
Stock
Simultaneously, it was disclosed
that the Bank of America, as executor of Douglas Fairbanks' estate, has
accepted a
$400,000
from
UA bid
for
UA stock.
the
estate'sit
The bid,
was said, was
the only
active one, and
will
bef o r come
e the
Court for acceptance— or
a hearing
rejection — at
June 12.

MARY

PICKFORD

with the Fairbanks stock deal,
In tionconnecit was reported that it may be acquired, in turn, from UA by Eddie
Cantor. It is known that negotiations have been pending between Cantor and UA by which Cantor would
become an active producer and star
in one or more pictures. Cantor was
under the UA banner at one time as
a Goldwyn star.
No Cash Settlement
That Silverstone might step down
as UA's top exec, had been rumored
for some time, with producer differences attributed as the reason.
Silverstone's contract, said to call
for $3,000 weekly, has two years to
run, it is reported. Silverstone said
there was no cash settlement of his
contract.
Silverstone, who has been here
with his counsel, Charles C. Schwartz,
will leave for New York Saturday,
accompanied by Miss Pickford.
Time and place of the stockholders' meeting
Silverstone's
successor
will atbe which
designated
will be
announced later.

Students Pick GWTW,
"Rebecca" and NWMP
A poll of 16,000 high school students sponsored by the Camp Fire
Girls of America revealed that the
tep ranking pictures of the last year,
in order of preference, were "Gone
With the Wind," "Rebecca" and
"North West Mounted Police."
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Diefz Chairman of
Defense Air Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

donation by the Texas Company of its
regular Star Theater time to the
U. S. Treasury in behalf of defense
bond sales.
The series will make its debut on
July 2 from 9 to 10 p.m. E.S.T. over
the Columbia network and will be
heard every Wednesday thereafter
throughout the Summer.
Radio, stage and screen stars will
appear on the programs which will
originate
CBS'sMcGill
New York
Playhouse 3.atEarle
will be
in
charge of production. Al Goodman's
"Star Theater" orchestra will supply
the music, aided by a special 12-voice
chorus under the direction of Ray
Block.

rV. Y. Times Critic Urges British War Shorts
Serve as Model for U. S. Industry Program
Bosley Crowther, New York Times film critic, writing in the Sunday Times,
urged the American film industry to adopt the current British war shorts at
the Museum of Modern Art as a model for a national defense film program.
Crowther penned, in part:
"Now, the significant thing about these pictures is that they are wisely
designed to bolster morale, to stimulate confidence and solidarity in the people
by showing them exactly what is being done. There is no vainglory, no triumphant
insistence of invincibility such as runs throughout the Nazi propaganda film,
'Sieg im Westen' ('Victory in the West'), which is also now showing in New
York. And, for this reason, it certainly seems to be the most intelligent and
democratic policy on which to base a broad film program in a time of national

Pix Crafts to Air Problems
crisis."

Union-Guild Committee
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Arrangements aie being concluded for coast to coast
broadcasts to be participated in by
See No Pix Curtailment
the newly formed Union and Guild
Due to F.D.R. Proclamation committee representing 8,000 film
workers, on which economic and bargaining problems of these crafts will
(Continued from Page 1}
be aired.
tailment of production due to the
As soon as time can be arranged
President's declaration of unlimited for with the networks, a series of
national emergency. They believe broadcasts will be presented as part
the Government will regard the industry as essential, due to the important part it plays in morale work. Florida, Ascap Parley

Free Pix for Aussies Win
Praise for Distribs. Ass'n
Canberra (By Air Mail) — The Minister for Information, Senator Foil,
praising the work of the Motion Picture Distributors Association in providing films and entertainment for
the fighting forces, disclosed that
since the outbreak of the war, the
association has supplied 3,652 miles
of film, free of charge, and 1,638
programs have been shown to more
than 3,000,000 men.

Kate Condon Dies

On Amendment

to Law

(Continued from Page 1)

mit Ascap to continue to do business
in the state without violating the original intent of the statute. If the
conferees agree on such an amendment it will be introduced in the Legislature at once.
Attorney General Tom Watson and
other officials represent Florida at
the conferences and Ascap is represented by Herman Finkelstein of
Schwartz & Frohlich, general counsel, and I. T. Cohan, local Ascap rep.

Newsreels
FDR's
Radio
Talk Rush
to Exhibs.

Chicago — Kate Condon, contralto
in grand and light opera about the
(Continued from Page 1)
time of the first World War, died
in their regular Tueshere yesterday at her home after Chat" daymaterial
releases, while Fox Movietone
a long illness.
News, News of the Day, and Universrapidlyto compiled
sentalthem
outlets. "specials" and
Closing for the Summer
Because of the Roosevelt proThe Little Carnegie Playhouse and
nouncement's importance to Latinthe Cine Roma will close Sunday America and other
foreign lands, the
night for the Summer.
companies bent every effort to expedite shipments, particularly by air.

Open Tent Theater
For Army Trainees
Tullahoma, Tenn. — In a rush to
provide adequate entertainment for
the 30,000 soldiers in training at
Camp Forrest, Cumberland Amusement Co. has erected a 1,200-seat
tent theater near the Camp. The
theater offers stage attractions only,
two shows a day, with bookings being
handled by Russell Parham, manager
of the Princess Theater, Nashville.
Bert Howell, of Chicago, is manager.

Plans Radio Hookup
of a large publicity campaign to
acquaint all Guilds and the general
public with problems confronting the
craft groups and unions in Hollywood. It is a move unique in labor
annals.
The Union and Guild Committee,
made up of 12 craft and labor organizations, was formed last week as the
culmination of a meeting by all negotiating film groups called by the
Screen Writers' Guild.

Philly Hill Theater Files
Demand on Clearance
Philadelphia — Arbitration case
No. 6 was filed here yesterday when
the Hill Theater entered a complaint
against Paramount, Warner Bros,
and RKO, naming the Rialto and
Stanley-Warner Sedgewick as interested parties. Complaint was signed
by Ed. I. Singer, who claimed that
the seven-day clearance granted to
the Sedgewick over the Hill was unfair.

E. L. Alperson Name
To RKO Buying Bert.
(Continued from Page 1)

duties on Monday, has been in
branches of the theater and film bu
ness.
He was general sales ma I
ager of Warner Brothers and |fUI'
eral
to Spyros film
Skouraki"
many assistant
years, supervising
buyir
Later, he was prexy of Grand N
tional Films and vice-president a:
sales manager of GN Pictures, ij
signing in 1939.

309 Out of 1,214 Disney
Workers Cross Picket Line ,
(Continued from Page 1)

were being met and that union st j
dio musicians, cameramen and cu
ters crossed the picket line.
Aubrey Blair, A F of L organize
claims that electricians, teamstei
actors, labor, culinary workers, pain j
ers and machinists were among tl j
crafts observing the picket lines.
The Society of Motion Picture Ed
tors will hold a meeting June 3 to d>
termine whether their members wij
join the walkout at the Disney plan !

Soviet Studios Making
Two-Color Productions
Leningrad (By Mail) — Soviet sti
dios are working on several tw<
color films, one of which "Ma
Night," based on the story by Gogo
has been completed. Under way ar<
"The Swineherd," after Andersen
fairy tale, and "Heaven and Hell,
by Prosper Merimee. These will i
followed by "The Bluebird," "Th
Hunchback Horse" after the oper
by that name and "The Snow Queen.

Two Hearing Dates Set
In Pittsburgh Tribunal

York Ice Hearing Continued
Wilmington, Del. — Suit to enjoi
Pittsburgh — David N. Green's ar- merger of York Corp. into York Ic
bitration complaint involving clear- Machinery Corp., which has bee
ance will be heard here on June 23. scheduled for hearing yesterday i
Green charges that the five consent- U. S. District Court has been con
ing companies and United Artists tinued to June 13.
refused to sell him pictures for his
Beacon Theater on the run requested Craig Funeral Saturday
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAIL
by him
The Biordi Bros.' complaint conHollywood — Funeral of Godfre
cerning the Majestic Theater, Ellwood City, Pa., will be heard June Craig, 26, who at one time appeare
urday.
"Our Gang" comedies and late
11 instead of May 29 as originally in
played in features, will be held Sat
announced.

24,500,000 Pix Attendance

Jack
Otterson Gets New "U" Pact In Buenos Aires in 1940
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Otterson, head of
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — This
Universale art department, has been capital's 177 film theaters had a
total 1940 attendance of 24,500,000,
signed to new one-year contract.
according to municipal statistics
just released.
Try Singles Two Days Weekly
Chicago — Extension of the Indiana- Dime Drop for Summer
Illinois circuit's experiments with
St. Louis — New Summer price
single feature programs two days
weekly is announced by Jack Rose, scale at Fanchon & Marco's 5,000Fox effective tomorrow drops
chain's prexy. Plan thus far is being seat
the scale a dime.
used here.

Slot Machine Movies
Flop in Montgomery
Montgomery, Ala. — Slot-machine
pix are no big shot in this city. Installed within the past month, their
reception has been lukewarm.
"Too little margin between a slotmachine movie for a dime and a full
length feature and newsreel and short
at a popular-priced movie house for
15 cents," the public is saying.
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Harmon Reveals Pix's
ipeed in Defense
(Continued from Page 1)

-Tarmon told his large and attenive audience that —
ect 2.000 More Theaters to Sign
The Theater Division expects
j Increase its present 10,000 signed
•xhib. pledges of co-operation by at
east 2,000.
2. While the first list of 31 _ exchanges is still busy with initial
ilms distributed and exhibited under
i:he committee's auspices, a second
ist of exchanges has undertaken to
landle the Treasury's four-minute
jailer, "America Preferred." From
;ime to time, the Distributors' Divison will make new allocations of exchange responsibilities Film Carriers, Inc., is transporting the Comrittee's films without cost.
3. Films thus far released via the
Committee include 12 one-minute
Army recruiting trailers; "Power
for Defense," a TVA 10-minute
short; "Calling All Workers," Social Security Board-National Screen
trailer and "America Preferred."
The Defense bonds-savings stamps
are to be plugged by seven sets of
26-65 foot tags to be attached to
prints of important features shortly.
170-Foot Trailer Ready
4. Films to come from the Committee will include a 170-ft. trailer,
"Where Do We Go?", produced by
United Service Organizations for
National Defense; 1,000 prints will
'be shipped for June 3 release. The
Committee is also considering three
trailers forwarded by the Advisory
Commission to the Council of National Defense.
5. The Program Committee, headed by R. B. Wilby, has been augmented by Lee Newbury (Allied) and
Max Cohen (MPTOA).
6. One-sixth of all newsreel subjects during the last half of 1940
related to national defense, and at
present, more than 25 per cent of
clips bear on the defense effort.
Discussing production's part, HarI mon said that some of the most important work of the Division was
in the commercial field. He commented that while no individual exhib. was obligated to play such pix,
shorts, they "were
largely patriotic
recognized by the Government as
constituting important factual picturizations."
Non-Theatrical Activities
Harmon called attention to the
Production Division's non-theatrical
activities, including 50 Army training films, and disclosed the Public
Health Service had asked for the
production of a non-theatrical on
venereal disease. Harmon also disclosed the Division was remaking
the 1928 "Cadet Days," a threereeler, for the War Dept.
Said Harmon at this point:
"It thus appears that important agencies of the Federal
Government are turning to the

K

"How? Can We, As an Industry, Best Serve
Our Country?" Keys Trade FDR Reaction
The industry yesterday pondered the possible effect of the unlimited national emergency, proclaimed by the President, on its future operations, but executives generally were inclined to await further White House clarifying steps
before making forecasts.
Typical of executive reactions to the momentous pronouncement of Administration policy was that of Prexy Barney Balaban of Paramount, who said:
"The effect and importance of the President's speech so far transcends dollar values that no one of us has yet considered the effect on box offices of the
country. Our uppermost thought at this time is: How can we, as an industry,
best serve our country?
"Paramount has made available its entire production, distribution and exhibition facilities to the Motion Picture Committee Co-operating for National
Defense."

motion
picture industry
itself
for the production of such films
where
quality
counts
and
a
wealth of technical and artistic
experience and a vast amount of
stock shots are available.
At
the moment when American producers and distributors
have
suffered grievously through loss
of a substantial portion of the
world market, it is not without
significance that governmental
agencies are thus adding to studio volume by such contracts
for commercial
production, instead of relying upon Government-made films."
Turning
to the industry's part
in the program to strengthen LatinAmerican
ties, Harmon
saw indicated "A firm resolve on the part
of the industry to see to it that
future releases . . . will be constructive contributions to hemispheric solidarity."
He cited moves to
assure accuracy in South American
subjects, more adequate S.A. newsreel coverage and — the result of an
important Coast producer meeting —
Hollywood's
resolve to "achieve a
more
discriminating
portrayal
of
the North American scene upon the
screens of our sister republics."

TO THE

Pix Part in Maintaining
Morale
Harmon, in conclusion, dwelt upon the part films are playing in
maintaining British morale, upon
the results of a recently completed
study, "Motion Pictures in a Democracy," and the continuing exhibition of "Land of Liberty," expected
to play at least 5,000 more U. S.
screens.

Interstate Pledges
Support to F.D.R.

(Continued from Page 1)

the circuit's convention at a special
session following the annual dinner,
during
over thewhich
air. FDR's
Text of talk
the was
wire heard
read:
"The
200 delegates
of the
Interstate
circuit of theaters
convention
in session here at
Galveston have just heard your
courageous,
inspiring, patriotic
appeal and hasten to commend
you
for your leadership
and
pledge our lives, our fortunes
and our sacred honor. America
Hoblitzelle
will
not failtold
you."his managers that
regardless of personal feelings or
political opinions, "We
must
put
forth every concerted effort to back
our Government."
He told the manto goendback
to their
communities atagersthe
of the
convention
and
to do a good job in that community
in spreading
the message
of confidence and support.
"As far back as history goes,
intolerant legions have never
triumphed,"
said.
are serene in Hoblitzelle
our confidence
that "We
the
forces dominated by Hitler will be
annihilated by the legions that are
spiritually right. This country is
going to help England set the world

Dietz prefaced his introduction of
Harmon by stressing the morale importance of films and declaring he
was proud that the industry was assisting the Government He praised
the co-operation extended by the
newsreels.
On the dais were: Prexy Vincent
Trotta, Dietz, Harmon, Barney
Balaban, Herman Wobber, Walter
Vincent, Ned Depinet, Miss Ampa
No manager is a good manager
(Frances Dyer), Joseph Bernhard, unless he is also a good citizen. That
Sam Morris, Martin Quigley, George is the dictum of Interstate as expressed by Hoblitzelle before the
Dembow, Harry Brandt, Ed Schrei- biennial conclave.
ber and Blanche Livingston.
right."
Boy Scout color guard and bugle
Hoblitzelle praised Interstate manand drum corps was in attendance.
agers for their civic activities in the
various communities in which they
live.
He likened the theater to a
Atlantic Exchange Moves
football team, in which the concerted
San Francisco — Atlantic Film Ex- co-operation of every member is essential to success. Asserting that the
will be 125changes'
Hyde(Astor)St.new headquarters
theater is an effective medium by
which the policies and aims of the
national Government can be brought
forcibly to the public, Hoblitzelle
stressed the part of theaters in building up the morale of the people.

COLORS!

Andrew L. Gold, Movietone News
Plymouth, Pa. — John Hanovsky,
cameraman, and Victor Carlson, a assistant
manager of Shawnee TheArmy.
ater, has been inducted into the
member of the 20th-Fox exchange
staff in Chicago, have been called
to the colors.
Chicago — Bob Haley, formerly
It is also reported that 79 members of the company's British or- RKO publicity director here, is now
ganization are now serving in the at Camp Custer with the 46th ArtilBritish forces.
lery Regiment. He expects to be
transferred to Camp Forrest.
Chicago — Noel B. Gerson, director
of the WGN talent bureau has been
Chicago — Morton Lang of the
called to active duty by U. S. Army. Telenews Theater has been called to
He will be attached to Intelligence Army service.
at the Sixth Corps Army headquarters here.
Montreal — Leslie Trevor, former
boy film star in New Zealand, now
Seattle— Ed Kelly, of the Hamrick- training as an aviator, received his
Everett Theaters, and assistant to wings at the Royal Canadian Air
Vic Gauntlett, ad exec, has been Force gunnery school near Brantford.
called to the colors.

Other
speakers were:
R. J. O'Donnell,
vice-president
and general
manager; John R. Moroney, general counsel; John Quincy Adams, executive
secretary; and Frank O. Starz, advertising and publicity manager, all
of Dallas.
Starz emphasized the importance
of advertising space in newspapers
as
against
of lettinpthe
public
knowother
of forms
attractions
playing
theaters.
Tribute was paid to A. Martini,
veteran Galveston theater man, in
whose honor the biennial convention
is held here.

New Time As Defense Aid

Muscle Shoals, Ala. — Muscle
Shoals City, Sheffield and Tuscumbia
will go under daylight saving time,
city officials decree. Action was taken
on request of H. L. Charlton, viceChicago — Earl Baker, of the Kero- president of Reynolds Metals Co.,
Rochester — Joe Farrell of Eastman
sotes circuit, has enlisted in the who said the change in time would
Kodak, has stepped into Uncle Sam's Army Air Corps and is now sta- expedite the work of defense industogs
in
the
draft.
He's
now
at
Ft.
tries at Muscle Shoals.
tioned at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
Sill, Okla.

Tffltt:
Pasta! Will Produce
Next Pic in Montreal
(Continued from Page 1)

George Bernard Shaw plays said
yesterday upon his return from Canada that he had received encouragement from the Canadian government
and that he was laying his plans to
launch an extensive production program in the province of Quebec.
Details, he said, would be announced
shortly.

"Citizen Kane," "Sunny"
Open in San Francisco
San Francisco — RKO Radio Pictures staged a big theater "doubleheader" here with the local premiere
of Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane" at
the Geary on Tuesday night and the
world premiere of "Sunny" at
the Golden Gate last night. Orson
Welles, Dolores Del Rio and Dorothy
Comingore, were here for the former,
Anna Neagle and Herbert Wilcox for
the latter.

Two Pa. Theaters Closing
Summerhill, Pa.— The Long's Theater here, operated by J. A. Hoover
and J. W. McCall, will close indefinitely after May 31.
Holsopple, Pa. — The Vernon Theater, one of the Scott Circuit houses,
will close after May 31 until Sept. 1.

Goldstein Joins Decker
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Louis Goldstein, of
Astor Pictures of Southern California, has joined forces with Sam
Decker of Majestic Pictures, and the
two will operate jointly under the
name of Majestic Pictures Dist.
Corp. at 1928 S. Vermont Ave.

Johnson Leaves Columbia
Cleveland — ■ J. K. Johnson, head
shipper for Columbia for the past
nine years, has resigned to become a
member of the statistical department
of the Federal Reserve Bank in
Cleveland. His assistant, Leonard
Steffens, succeeds.

Jack Hays With Joe Trunk

»
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"The Bride Wore
with

Lynne
Roberts, Ted
Edgar Kennedy
20th-Fox

Crutches"

IMPLAUSIBLE
PASSES
ING.

MUSTER

NEWSPAPER
AS

North,
55

Mins.

YARN

JUST

PROGRAM

OFFER-

This offering just about makes the grade
due to able direction, a fair number of
laughs and a hard-working cast. The story
concerns a cub newspaper reporter, but any
resemblance living or dead would be a libel.
The old chestnut about the reporter apoligizing for being late because of the train
wreck is incorporated into the picture to
give you a rough idea. However, the picture has some value as a program offering
to fill the lesser half of double bills.
Lynne Roberts, a newcomer, is an attractive young lady who shows promise. Less
promising is Ted North, good looking, but
many leagues away from being a polished
actor. First-rate support is afforded by
a number of seasoned players, including
Edgar Kennedy, Robert Armstrong, Lionel
Stander, Richard Lane and Grant Mitchell.
Considering the material, the directorial job
of Shepard Traube is highly capable. The
screenplay was written by Ed Verdier from
an original story by Verdier and Alan Drady.
North gets a job on a paper published by
Mitchell, and edited by Lane, through the
influence of Mitchell's wife. He strikes out
immediately due to his own mistakes and
connection that got him the job. But, Miss
Roberts takes him in hand and sets him on
the trail of some bank bandits that he eventually rounds up with some police assistance
to redeem himself.
CAST: Lynne Roberts, Ted North, Edgar
Kennedy, Robert Armstrong, Lionel Stander,
Richard Lane, Grant Mitchell, Harry Tyler,
Edmund MacDonald, Horace MacMahon, Anthony Caruso, Billy Mitchell.
CREDITS: Associate Producer,
Hubbard; Director, Shepard Traube;
play, Ed Verdier; Original Story, Ed
and Alan Drady; Cameraman,
Clarke; Editor, Nick De Maggio.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Able.

Lucien
ScreenVerdier
Charles

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Havana (By Air Mai!) — Believe ir
or not, three bull fights staged here
by the National Sports Commission
were a complete flop while GWTW,
"The Letter" and "Back Street"
packed sition
'emwhichin.
theOther
films current
licked oppocame
from the Opera and the Russian ballet.

JUNE 9-12
TO SUNNY
CALIFORNIA!
Wherever you go they're talking about the
big party! Treat yourself to a good time
and join the gay gang that will meet in the

merry

*

SHORTS

*

"Those We Love"

Youngstown, O. — Jack Hays, formerly with Universal as Far Eastern Paramount (Headliner)
11 Mins.
representative, is now associated
with the Joe Trunk theater circuit.
Good Entertainment

Havana Prefers I/. S.
Pix to Bull Fights

WELCOME
MPTOA

This behind-the-scenes story of the
popular radio serial, "Those We
Love," will be of distinct interest to
that program's large following, as
well as film audiences. Featuring the
radio cast of screen names, including
Nan Grey, Richard Cromwell, Donald Woods, et al, plus an introduction and narration by Jimmy Fidler,
the subject details the preparations
for the program, shows early rehearsals, and winds up with an actual
broadcast. Properly sold, this Ted
Lloyd production will be a real attraction on any program.

movie

capital.

Plenty

of

important

matters to attend to — and lots of fun, tool

Do it now:

Write for Reservations

direct to

Ambassador

Hotel, Los Angeles.
Mention MPTOA to get special rates

IT'S THE 21st MPTOA
CONVENTION {Best yetl)
AMBASSADOR

HOTEL,

LOS

ANGELES

Sponsored by Pacific Coast Conference of Independent
Theatre Owners. (The Perfect Hosts!)

'.
•
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"Caught
in the Draft'
Starring Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour
with

l*

Lynne
Overman,
Eddie Bracken,
Clarence
Kolb, Paul Hurst
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

ramount

82

Mins.

HOPE, LAMOUR. "DRAFT" STARRER
1ILARIOUS: DeSYLVA RATES PRAISE:
OWS
DUE
BUTLER.
FILM
TIMELY,
UN NY.

show "Caught in the Draft"
Thebedaya you
field day for Bob Hope fans,
•ill
here are probably more belly-laughs in this
ilarious screen play by Harry Tugend than
i any film you've seen in years, and master
lugger Hope, the artist of split second timi?, didn't fumble a line. A bow to Wilkie
'. Mahoney for his clever additional _dia•eue.
The yarn although having a tremendously
unny
not asDavid
plotty
as Hope's
arlier theme,
releases.is With
Butler
at the
legaphone, there is plenty of visual action
-runaway tanks and the comedy drill roune — sure fire since Chaplin's "Shoulder
.rms."
Responsible for many merry moments are
lope's agent and chauffeur played by
•ynne Overman and Eddie Bracken. Dorothy
amour, the love interest, is adequate in
ne little she is given to do. With "Caught
i the Draft" in the can, producer Buddy
and let Paramount's
can relax clip
•eSylva
nancial department
the coupons.

Of

"Billy The Kid"

with Robert Taylor, Brian Donlevy,
Ian Hunter
Metro
95 Mins.
SUPER-SUPER WESTERN WITH MAGNIFICENT TECHNICOLOR SHOULD BE
A STRONG B.O. ATTRACTION GENERALLY.

Very Good.

PHOTOGRA-

who
with Clive Brook and Diana
Columbia

Wynyard
83 Mins.

EFFECTIVE BRITISH PROPAGANDA
FILM BASED ON ANTI-NAZI ACTIVITIES IN GERMANY.

has been a Nazi sympathizer, are

trapped and machine-gunned. Dramatic
highlight comes as the police head starts
to announce the end of the station only
to be interrupted by an announcment from
an emergency outlaw station that Freedom
Radio would be on again the following night.

Night"

CAST: Clive Brook, Diana Wynyard, Donald Squire, Joyce Howard, Derek Farr, John
Penrose, Raymond Huntley, Bernard Miles,
H. Marion-Crawford, Reginald Beckwith, M.
Graham, Abraham Sofaer, Clifford Evans,
Katie Johnson, Muriel George, Gibb McLaughlin, George Hayes.
CREDITS: Director, Anthony Asquith;
Story, Louis Golding and Gordon Wellesley,
from "Freedom Radio," by Wolfgang WilAnthony Asquith's direction is smoothly
and George Campbell; Scenario, Ropaced and takes good advantage of the helm land
Pertwee, Bridget Boland; Screenplay;
story's possibilities. Clive Brook and Diana Jeffrey Dell, Basil Woon, A. DeGrumwald;
Wynyard handle their roles well and a cou- Music, Nicholas Brodszky; Art Director,
ple of fine performances are turned in by Paul Sheriff; Cameraman, Bernard Knowles;
Derek Farr, the station builder, and Raymond
Editor, Reginald Beck.
Robert Taylor fills the title role adequate- Huntley,
a Storm Trooper
leader.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY.
ly, giving a proper amount of menace to
Based on the Wolfgang Wilhelm-George
Good.
the part and handling his gun and horse in
Campbell original, "Freedom Radio," the
the best western fashion. A splendid sup- script
tells how a German doctor (Brook)
porting cast helps the picture tremendously. and a radio repair man band together with
Ian Hunter, Brian Donlevy, both of whom other freedom sympathizers and attempts to Al D. Kvool HI
have key roles, Gene Lockhart, Henry awaken the German populace by means of
Chicago — Al D. Kvool, general
O'Neill, Guinn Williams, Frank Puglia and an outlaw radio transmitter. The small band manager of Warner Saxe theaters
Cy Kendall, give vivid life to the character is forced to keep on the move because of has been confined to his home by
roles they fill. Mary Howard attractively the Storm Troopers, but they are able to illness for several weeks.
fills the bill in a relatively unimportant
feminine role.
Most audiences like adventure, they like
westerns and they like fabulous historical
characters like Billy the Kid, so this release
should be right down the alley as a box
office bell-ringer generally. The Technicolor is magnificent and the photography
is superb. The picture itself is just an
extra special western with big names, Technicolor and a big production budget. There
is plenty of action, there is plenty of drama,
but the picture lags in the middle from a
lack of action. However, this should be a
natural for exhibitors to exploit and sell,
and their efforts should reap rewards at the
b.o.

Direction of David Miller is okay. Miller
achieves sweeping action on a grandiose
of Hollywood's glamorous
Bob Hope, one is
deathly afraid of guns scale where the script allows, and his more
•ovie stars, who
tid shooting, reads with terror the news intimate scenes are well played. The screennat Congress is considering a draft bill,
play was written by Gene Fowler. As a
le decides to marry in order to escape in- screenplay it is a good job, but as a westthe
her
considers
he
because
uction, and
ern vehicle, which this definitely is, it
•sser of the feminine evils, he has en- lacks action in the middle sequences where
Lamour,
ountered, he proposes to Dorothy
a speedup would have helped considerably.
ie daughter of an Army Colonel. She The magnificient photographic job is
marry
to
refuses
credited to Leonard Smith and William V.
iscovers his motive and
im. Because he really begins to like her, Skall, and it is truly outstanding.
ope attempts to get back in her good
The story opens with Taylor riding into
races by showing her he is not afraid of town to get Puglia, his guitar-strumming
ie Army and hires an actor to pose as a Mexican friend, out of jail. Recognized as
;cruiting sergeant so he can offer to Billy The Kid, Lockhart, boss of the town,
nlist and be rejected. Accompanied by offers him a job which he accepts. He
orothy, he goes to the recruiting station later discovers that Lockhart is trying to run
nd enlists only to discover his trick has Hunter, an English rancher, out of the counin the draft."
try, and also finds out that Donlevy, a boyack-fired and hebe isa "caught
good soldier, but his
He wants to
hood chum, works for Hunter. After a dislly
continua
=ar of guns and his habit of
agreement with Lockhart and some advice
etting into scrapes is rapidly gaining him from Hunter he goes to work for the rancher. Death of Hunter at the hands of Lockia reputation of the man least likely to gain
romotion. He wants to be a corporal so
hart's killers brings on the long pending
e can marry the colonel's daughter and war between the ranchers and Locknally by saving his company from an- hart's gang, with Taylor wiping out the
ihilation in an artillery firing ground, gains murderers before he himself is killed by
is commission and a wife.
Donlevy in a dramatic climax.
CAST: Robert Taylor, Brian Donlevy, Ian
"Caught In the Draft" is timely— funny
nd will be profitable.
Hunter, Mary Howard, Gene Lockhart, Lon
CAST: Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Lynne
Chaney, Jr., Henry O'Neill, Guinn Williams,
iverman, Eddie Bracken, Clarence Kolb, Cy Kendall, Ted Adams, Frank Conlan,
aul Hurst, Ferike Boros, Phyllis Ruth, Frank Puglia, Mitchell Lewis, Dick Curtis,
Loft, Edgar Dearing. Grant Withers, Joe Yule, Earl Gunn, Eddie
ving Bacon, Arthur
CREDITS: Producer, B. G. DeSylva; Direc- Dunn, Carl Pitti, Kermit Maynard, Ethel
Griffies, Chill Wills. .
:r, David Butler; Author, Harry Tugend;
CREDITS: Producer, Irving Asher; Direccreenplay, same; Additional Dialogue by
»'ilkie C. Mahoney; Cameraman, Karl
tor, David Miller; Screenplay, Gene Fowler;
truss, ASC; Art Directors, Hans Dreier and Story, Howard Emmett Rogers and Bradbury Foote; Based on a novel by Walter
aldane Doublas; Editor, Irene Morra; MusNoble Burns; Cameraman, Leonard Smith
a! Score, Victor Young; Song "Love Me and William V. Skall; Editor, Robert J. Kern.
s I Am" by Louis Alter and Frank Loesser.
DIRECTION,
HY. Good.

-

■'<
flLfllS
interrupt a Hitler speech and make nightly
"The IKUJ
Voice in the
broadcasts before the doctor and his wife,

TH6

DIRECTION,
cellent.

Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Ex-

From Britain's Two Cities studio comes
another dramatic anti-Nazi film, this one
based on an outlaw radio station which attempts to expose Nazi methods and rouse
the German people to revolt. Picture is
effective propaganda, is full of drama and
action, and features some good performances
when one gets used to players with British
accents taking the parts of Germans.
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"Adventure in
Herbert
Marshall,
Wash
ingtVirginia
on" Bruce
Gene Reynolds
(HOLLYWOOD
REYNOLDS

and

PREVIEW)

Columbia
GENE

"Men of the

SCORES

84

Mins.

IN EXCEL-

LENT PATRIOTIC CHARLES R. ROGERS'
FILM! WASHINGTON SALVED IN "ADVENTURE."
Although it stars Herbert Marshall and
Virginia Bruce, top-acting honors in "Adventure in Washington" go to young Gene
Reynolds, who gives as great a performance
as any moppet ever has on the screen.
Young Reynolds has a remarkable sincerity,
a boyishness, and the ability to make his
audience like him in his "heaviest" scenes.
This is the second Charles R. Rogers
production for Columbia. Rogers, as
well as presenting the studio with an artistic and commercial hit, should also be
thanked for helping relieve some of the
feeling in Washington, resulting from Senate

Timberland"

with Richard Arlen and Andy
Devine
Universal
61 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
ARLEN-DEVINE OUTDOOR MELLER
SHOULD PLEASE KIDS. LINDA HAYES
LOOKS GOOD.
Another of the Richard Arlen-Andy Devine outdoor series for Universal "Timberland" is perfect for the market for which
it has been made. There is the proverbial
hero, friend, girl and villain, and all the
action the most avid fan could ask for.
John Rawlins, under the guidance of associate producer Ben Pivar, has turned out
a smooth product. Particularly noticeable
in the film is the work of Linda Hayes who

hasn't been seen much of late. The screenplay by Maurice Tombragel and Griffin Jay.
from an original by Paul Jarrico, is well
done.
Richard Arlen, forest ranger, is dispatched
to a lonely section of the country to check
ud on some susoected timber thieves. He
scenes in "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington."
The upper house has never been so well arrives and finds Willard Robertson and
"sold" to the nation. The screenplay by Francis McDonald well under way on a plan
Lewis R. Foster and Arthur Caesar, from to strip the forest of an illegal number of
the original story by Jeanne Spencer and trees.
Albert Benham is excellent in entertainHis predecessor in the territory, Hardie
ment value and powerful in educational Albright, disaDoears, murdered by McDonald.
value to the youth of the nation. Younger As Arlen and his assistants go on with their
audiences will relish watching the mis- survey, which they hone to use to obtain an
chievous antics of the Senate page boys, injunction to stop the thievery, the asand should absorb a lot of patriotism as they
sistants drop out, one by one — killed by
see these boys express their love of country McDonald.
and its ideals. These difficult scenes
Devine's pal, who has been helping him
showing the many sides to the boys' charac- in getting out the lumber for Robertson, is
ters, are beautifully directed by megger killed in a saloon fight and he joins forces
Alfred E. Green.
with Arlen to capture the killer. Thev set
Herbert Marshall and Virginia Bruce, with a trap — catch the crooks and Miss Haves
a minimum of romance, expertly depict the takes over and runs the company according
roles of Senator and Washington reporter
"Hoyle."
fans who have followed this series
sponsors of a .Senate page. Particularly to The
fine work is done by Vaughan Glaser as the will not be disappointed in this one. It
has everything they want, with a minimum
pages' director.
Gene Reynolds, orphaned son of a former of love-stuff for the younger audiences.
politician, is sponsored as a Senate page by
CAST: Richard Arlen, Andv Devine, Linda
Herbert Marshall, a member of that august
body. He arrives in Washington, a young Hayes, Francis McDonald, Willard Robertson, Paul E. Burns, Gaylord Pendleton, Harthing, refusing to go to school or do anyRice. die Albright, Roy Harris, John Ellis, Jack
thing he considers "sissy." He is taken
in hand by Virginia Bruce who sees in him
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;
a diamond in the rough. Gradually, as the
Director, John Rawlins; Author, Paul Jarrico;
story progresses and he gets in and out of
scrapes, he begins to love his job and is Screenplay, Maurice Tombragel, Griffin Jay;
Cameraman, John W. Boyle, ASC; Art Diproud of his responsibility. A false accusarector, Jack Otterson; Associate, Ralph M.
tion that he "talked" of Senate secrets DeLacy; Editor, Milton Carruth; Musical
brings about his expulsion and in anger
Directors, Maurice Wright,
H. J. Salter.
he exposes the contents of a secret naval
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
appropriations bill to a rascally lobbyist.
He flees Washington, but when it looks Good.
as though Marshall, his sponsor, is about
Dickie Jones, Pierre Watkin, J. M. Kerrigan,
to be disgraced as a "leak" in his committee, he returns, and in a dramatic sequence Tommy Bond, Billy Dawson, Charles Lind,
clears Marshall's name. His trial by his Mary Currier.
CREDITS: Producer, Charles R. Rogers,
peers, (pages) is beautifully done. Reynolds' acting, and the superb writing and Assistant to Producer, William A. Pierce;
direction in the final scene will long be Director, Alfred E. Green; Authors, Jeanne
remembered by young and old alike. It's Spencer, Albert Benham; Screenplay, Lewis
one of the strongest bids for patriotism R. Foster, Arthur Caesar; Cameramen, Henry
ever used in a film.
Sharp, Allen G. Siegler, ASC; Art Director,
Exhibitors; "Adventure in Washington" Lionel Banks; Editor, James Sweeney; Spewill be a profitable venture and a definite
cial effects by Donald Starling; Music by
service to your country.
W. Franke Harling; Musical Director, M.
CAST: Herbert Marshall, Virginia Bruce, W. Stoloff.
Gene Reynolds, Samuel S. Hinds, Ralph
DIRECTION, Swell. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Morgan,
Vaughan
Glaser, Charles
Smith, Fine.

"Desert Bandit"
Merrick,

with Don "Red" Barry, Lynn
William Haade

Republic
56 Mins.
ACTION FANS WILL GET A FULL
MEASURE OF ENTERTAINMENT FROM
THIS ONE.
Easily the best to date in Republic's western series starring Don "Red" Barry, this
release will provide the action fans with
a full measure of entertainment. There
is plenty of action, an able cast, fast
direction, good locations and a plausible and
well-paced story all in one basket. The
picture should help increase the popularity
of the Barry series and it further enhances
Republic's
reputation
as a producer of action pictures
of this type.
Barry improves from picture to picture
as an actor, and as a western player he
fills the bill neatly, looking the part, riding
expertly and massaging the villains with
abandon. Lynn Merrick, who bears a startling resemblance to Jean Arthur, is a pleasing feminine touch, and William Haade,
principal villain of the piece, and a good
supporting cast help matters along considerably. Speedy direction is credited to
George Sherman, and Bennett Cohen and
Eliot Gibbons
are responsible for the ably
contrived
screenplay.

"Repent
At Leisure"
with Kent Taylor, Wendy Barrie,
George Barbier
RKO
66 Min
SMART DIRECTION AND ABLE PLAY
ERS MAKE THIS COMEDY AMUSW"
SCREENFARE.
four
General audiences should get a lor 'c
entertainment from this new RKO offering
The players are able, the direction smari
the pace is brisk and there are lots o
laughs. The story itself is not new or par
ticularly novel, but situations and dialogu
are on the amusing and bright side an
director Frank Woodruff makes the mos
of the material at hand. Exhibitors shouli
find this a handy item. It will stand oi
its own feet or serve neatly as a support
ing
forbilling.
some big "name" offerini
that feature
grabs top
Kent Taylor and Wendy Barrie are fini
in the lead roles. They are both person
able and able performers, with Miss Bar
rie's good looks and charm a definite asse
for any picture. Expert support is contribu
ted by George Barbier, Thurston Hall an
Charles Lane. The well-geared screenpla]
was written by Jerry Cady from a story b]
James Gow and Arnaud D'Usseau.
Miss Barrie is running away from marriage with a prince, secretly abetted by hei
father, Barbier, when she meets Taylor on ;
bus. She discovers he is a clerk in hei
father's store and tells him she is a model
The next day Taylor discovers he will lose
his job because he is single and lies thai
he has been married for some time. He explains his troubles to Wendy and they are
married. Later they are forced to adopt a

Barry, a member of the Rangers, finally
sees his friend James Gillette enter the
service. However, Gillette runs afoul of a
compromising situation shortly afterwards
and is put in jail. He is murdered, apparently by the sheriff, but without evidence nothing can be proved. Barry is discharged bythe Rangers in a secret agreement with the captain in order to join a Saby to cover another lie. Taylor's risei
n the store is rapid, but when he discovers
smuggling band. Barry cleans things up in
customary fashion in a wild and wooly climax. Miss Barrie's identity he leaves her and
quits the store, going to a rival concern.
CAST: Don "Red" Barry, Lynn Merrick, A number of complications ensue before
William Haade, James Gillette, Dick Wessel, Tom Chatterton, Tow Ewell, Robert everything is ironed out satisfactorily.
CAST: Kent Taylor, Wendy Barrie, George
Strange, Charles R. Moore, Ernie Stanton.
CREDITS: Associate Producer and Direc- Barbier, Thurston Hall, Charles Lane, Nella
Walker, Rafael Storm, Ruth Dietrich, Cecil
tor, George Sherman; Screenplay, Bennett Cunningham, Rufe.
it
Cohen and Eliot Gibbons; Story, Bennett
CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Director,
Cohen; Cameraman, William Nobles; Editor, Frank Woodruff; Screenplay, Jerry
Cady;
Ray Snyder.
DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Story, JamesN. Gow
and Arnaud
Cameraman,
Musuraca;
Editor, H.D'Usseau;
Marker
Good.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SERIAL

*

"Jungle Girl"
Republic 18 mins. per episode
Exciting Jungle Meller
Serial fans should approve this
new epsodic jungle meller from Republic. Ithas all the approved secret
passageways, perils, hokum and
skullduggery expected in an issue of
this type. The cast fills the bill, and
judging from the first two episodes
audiences will be kept hanging on
their seats and coming back for more
from week to week until all 15 chapters have been unfurled and hero gets
girl and disposes of villains. Frances
GifFord, Tom Neal and Trevor Bardetta have the principal roles. Direction is by William Witney and John
English. Story concerns a fabulous
store of diamonds hidden in a secret
cave deep in the African jungles.

* SHORTS

*

"The Forgotten Man" 11 Mins.
Paramount
Mild Comedy
Latest of the Robert Benchley
comedies fails to be nearly as funny
as earlier subjects. Detailing the
uselessness of the bride's father before the wedding, the film shows how
he is pushed around by the girl's boy
friend's mother, and assorted relatives and his very small part in the
ceremony. The gags, however, fall
flat and the picture just isn't funny.

MLT to Pay 3V2% Dividend
Montreal — Directors of Marcus
Loew's Theaters, Ltd., have declared
a dividend of ZVz per cent on pre;
ferred, payable June 30 to shareholders of Record June 14.

r
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ALL OUT" EFFORT TO GROOM NEW STARS
II. Allied Plans "War Council" on Gross Decline
rsch, Prexy, Reported in
love to Rally Exhibs. for
iz Stimulation Campaign
First organized attempt to stimure business and to overcome the
u-rent slump in theater grosses
ill be undertaken by Allied of IInois about the middle of June.
Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied presimt, is reported to be planning a
feting of all Chicago independent
jhibitors to devise methods of
costing patronage. Meeting will
e a "council of war" against ebbing
•osses and all suggestions will be
(Continued on Page 5)

More Entertaining"
ix Needed— Kirsch

NEWS
ASCAP

DECISION

FLASHES
NO

HELP

Ruling by the U. S. Supreme Court
upholding the constitutionality of
anti-Ascap laws in Nebraska and
Florida does not excuse exhibitors
in those states from paying the
music tax, industry attorneys pointed out over the holiday week-end.
The Society, it was said, can still demand a fee for a composer, author
or publisher whose works have been
performed for profit.
"NEW TIME" NATIONALLY?
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Adoption of national
daylight saving, originally suggested
by New York business interests, was
urged Thursday by Secretary of the
Interior Harold Ickes. A national
daylight saving bill is pending in
Congress.

' While Hollywood has been deliver- HAYS TO QUIT HOSPITAL
ig product of fair quality, what
Chicago— Will H. Hays, MPPDA
■chibition urgently requires today
prexy, hospitalized here since late
• combat the dip in biz are "more April, is expected to leave the hosfitertaining" films, according to
pital sometime this week.
Whether
(Continued on Page 7)
^rexy Jack Kirsch of Illinois Aled, who spent several days here
st week, following the Allied board Interstate Convention
meting in Cleveland.
J As an example of the type of pix Ends With Service Vow
(Continued on Page 4)

Galveston, Tex. — More than 200
showmen attending InterKnickerbocker's Seven
state Theaters' convention here, afAcquired by Harry Brandt
ter a rousing defense talk and bond
by Karl Hoblitzelle, with a
Knickerbocker Playhouse Theaters, appeal
rousing cheer took the following
ith seven Manhattan houses, has
pledge:
'een acquired
by Harry
Brandt,
"I am proud and thankful that
resident of Brandt Theaters.
AcI am an American;
I believe
(Continued on Page 5)
quisition raises the number of houses
Jjperated by Brandt
to about 90.
onsideration was not disclosed.
Belle
Theaters,
Inc., has been
(Continued on Page 5)

Nazi Pressure Ends
"17" Pix in Norway
The Norwegian Government, acting
on Nazi orders, has banned Universal
pictures from Norway, thus eliminating the last American company operating in the country.
It was rumored at the week-end
that American pictures may also be
banned in Denmark.

Major and Independent Producers Lineup 120 Personalities As Timber to be Developed; Warners, 20thFox and Paramount Have the Longest Lists of Talent
By RALPH

WILK,

West Coast Bureau of THE

7 Circuits Bid for
RCA Theatrical Tele

New 20% Tax Hitting
Nabes in Toronto

Former Gets Tioga, Chelten

Philadelphia — Lewen Pizor and
Charles Segall are settling their
differences. Pizor Thursday acquired
the ace Tioga and Chelten from the
an unparntership, paying Segallretaining
specified sum, with Segall
had.
always
has
he
the Apollo which
Trade rumor
for the past few
(Continued on Page 6)

Does Not Plan to Sell Doug Fairbanks Stock

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Association of Motion Picture Producers will act as
hosts in arranging visits to the
studios for the delegates to the
MPTOA-Pacific Coast Conference
(Continued on Page 5)

DAILY

Survey by The Film Daily reveals that no less than 120 personalities are on the constantly expanding lists of star prospects.
Warners, 20th Century-Fox and
Paramount have the longest lists of
hopefuls, listing 25, 24 and 23 respectively, followed by M-G-M with
At least seven leading circuits 15; RKO, 10;
Republic, six; Univershave made concrete overtures to
al and Columbia, each five; Monogram, (Continued
three; Davidon O.
Selznick and
RCA in regard to large screen thePage 7)
ater television, it was learned over
the week-end. All the offers are the
result of demonstrations at the
New Yorker theater and, at the
present time, the seven are under
study by RCA.
While the majority of the circuits desire equipment for their
own theaters, Fox West Coast has
Toronto — At the conclusion of the
asked for an exclusive deal, it was
first
week of operation under the
learned, with the circuit offering to
new 20 per cent Government tax on
(Continued on Page 5)
movies, theater men in this city are
Pizor and Segall Settling; scanning the ledger with wide differences
of opinion.
In the down(Continued on Page 7)

Kelly Temporary Head of VA
AMPP to Be Hosts at
MPTOA's Studio Visits

FILM

Hollywood — Season of 1941-42, it is indicated, will see the
beginning
an "all out" effort to groom new talent as stars
and featuredof players.

Hollywood — United Artists stockholders Thursday voted Arthur W.
Kelly temporary head of the company succeeding Murray Silverstone.
Current picture conditions and other
matters were discussed.
United Artists whose $400,000 bid
estate stock
Fairbanks'
for
will Douglas
be acted upon
at a court hearing,
has no plans to sell that stock to
Eddie Cantor or anyone else.

Fewer Early Summer Pix,
Majors Weighing Re-Issues
With the total number of pictures
available during June and July expected to be less than last year during the same
period, major compa(Continued on Page 7)

Cuban Newsreel Co.
Organized in Havana
Havana (By Air Mail) — Cuba is to
have its own newsreel, produced by a
new corporation formed by the
R. H. C. Cadena Azul, broadcasting
company; the Royal Advertising News
and the Pais, latter the Havana newsowned by Sen.
Alfredoby Hornedo. paper
Corporation
is headed
Luis
R. Molina, with Oscar Abasolo as
general manager and Sergio Miro as
director.
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(QUOTATIONS
NEW

MAY

OF THURSDAY,

YORK

STOCK

29)

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Piers, vtc. (214%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
■■•
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
123V2 1223/4 1223/4 +
1/4
do pfd
170
170
170
Cen.
Th.
Eq
11
11
11
—
Vf
Loew's,
Inc
28 V8
28
28
—
Va
do pfd
•■
Paramount
10%
10%
10%
+
Va
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
10V8
10'/8
10V8
Pathe
Film
83/4
83/4
83/4 —
Vs
RKO
23/4
2%
23/4 +
Va
RKO $6 pfd...-20th Century-Fox
. . 514
5V4
5% —
14
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
150
150
150
Warner Bros
33/8
314
314 —
Va
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's
deb. 3Vis46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
Monogram
Picts.
..
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc...
Universal
Picts

....
■•.
CURB
Vi

MARKET
7-16
Vi +

8V8
%
5%

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

8'/8
%
5%

8Va
%
5%

Picture and Distributor
A Woman's Face (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — 3rd week
Major Barbara (United Artists-Gabriel Pascal) — 3rd week
I Wanted Wings
(Paramount Pictures)— 3rd week
(b)
Penny Serenade (Columbia Pictures) — 2nd week
Biood and Sand (Twentieth Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Shining Victory
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
Power
Dive
(Paramount
Pictures)
The Voice in the Night (Columbia Pictures) — 2nd week
I'll Wait
for You
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Border Vigilantes (Paramount Pictures)
(a)
■•
House of Mystery (Monogram Pictures)
(a)

♦ TWO-A-DAY

Va

—

Va

SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63y2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
52

661/2
55

Para. Sets Com., Pfd. Dividends
Paramount's
boardon Thursday
declared a dividend
its common
stock of 20 cents per share together
with a quarterly dividend of $1.50
on its first preferred stock, and a
quarterly dividend of $.15 on its
second preferred stock, payable July
1, to common stockholders of record on June 11 and preferred stockholders of record on June 13.

RUNS

Theater
Capitol
Astor
Paramount
Music Hall
.....Roxy
Strand
Criterion
Globe
Rialto
New York
New York

♦

Fantasia
(Walt
Disney
Productions)— 29th week
Citizen Kane (RKO Radio Pictures-Orson Welles)— 5th week

♦ FOREIGN

LAUGUAGE

♦ FUTURE

Broadway
Palace

FEATURES

Pepe le Moko (Mayer & Burstyn) — 14th week
Volga-Volga
(Artkino
Pictures) — 3rd week
Africa (Cinespano Corp.)

There's
Magic
in Music
(Paramount
Pictures) — June 5
Love Crazy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — June 5
Million Dollar Baby (Warner Bros. Pictures) — June 6
One
Night
in Lisbon
(Paramount
Pictures) — June
18
Sunny
(RKO Radio-Herbert Wiicox)
(c)
Man
Hunt
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
The Nurse's Secret (Warner
Bros. Pictures) — June 7
Devil Dogs of the Air (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(c)
The Spider (Artkino Pictures)
(c)
(a)

Dual bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

Concord, N. H. — Indications are
that the biennial session of the Legislature cannot be adjourned before
the third week of June.
House Bill No. 287, proposing
regulation of outdoor advertising in
this state, has been "indefinitely
postponed" by a House vote of 255
to 61.
The Senate bill to extend the legalization of pari-mutuel horse race
betting in this state has been passed
by the House.
A new bill introduced in the Senate by Sen. Joseph B. Perley would
require public carnivals to obtian
local licenses and pay a local fee,
plus a $100 state fee.

20th-Fox toSells
Product
Fox Next
West Year's
Coast

♦
World
Miami
Playhouse
48th St. Theater

••

OPENINGS

N. H. Legislature Kills
Billboard Regulation

FINANCIAL

Parade m

♦
Criterion
Capitol
Strand
Paramount
Music Hall
Roxy
Rialto
Globe
• ■ Miami Playhouse

Follows current bill.

'In the Navy" Topping
'Buck Privates" Records
Success of "Buck Privates" is being out-classed by the new Abbott
and Costello picture, "In the Navy,"
in the first five openings, Universal
reported at the week-end. Opening business on the navy picture has
topped "Buck Privates" openings by
an average of more than 50 per
cent, it was reported.
In San Francisco, "In the Navy"
exceeded "Buck Privates" in gross
by 76 per cent. A 30 per cent increase over the previous comedy
team's picture was recorded at the
•Reading, Pa., opening, where it
opened at 6 P.M. and came within
eight per cent of beating the entire
opening day's gross of "Buck PriIn New London, Harrisburg and
New
the Navy"
bested
their Haven,
previous"Inopenings
by 52,
34
vates."
and
109 per cent, respectively.

Product deal with Fox West Coast
Continuing NTSC's
has been closed by 20th-Fox for RMA
Tele Engineering
Work
next season's lineup, it was announced at the week-end. Deal was Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in work for some time.
Washington — The Radio Manufacturers Association engineering deCanadian deals the company is
making with indies are expected to
partment has taken over and is continuing the engineering work on
bo better than 50 per cent set by
television,
formerly handled by the
the time the sales convention starts
in New York in July. Twentieth-Fox National Television Systems Committee. The RMA has created a subis selling its full lineup across the
committee to handle various subborder.
jects, including color television and
synchronization. There is a speFBI Chief In WB Shorts
cial subcommittee on color televisWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ion, under the chairmanship of Dr.
of CBS.
Washington — J. Edgar Hoover, Peter Goldmark
FBI chief, is scheduled to appear in
a series of shorts dramatizing actual Waldhoz Moves Offices
Offices of William Waldhoz, in
cases which Gordon Hollingshead
will produce for Warners. Owen charge of distribution for FHA Technicolor shorts, were moved over the
Crump of Warners is here from the
Coast to discuss the series with week-end from 90 Church St. to 2
Hoover.
Park Avenue.

COmillG and OOlflG
HOWARD DIETZ left for the Coast Thurs:
ABRAM
F. MYERS
is visiting Al Steffe:
Minnesota.
ART
SCHMIDT,
M-G-M
publicity
mana|
left for the Coast Saturday by Stratoliner.
JACK
KIRSCH,
Illinois Allied head, retu
to Chicago Thursday after a few todaysh!^_ .,
York.
WALTER
PIDGEON
returned
over the week-end.
CAREY WILSON
is in town.
Friday.
BARRET
McCORMICK
returned

to New

Y

HERB BERG is vacationing in North Carolij
SAMUEL GOLDWYN is at the Waldorf.
MARY

PICKFORD

is expected today from

Coast.
MURRAY SILVERSTONE
from Hollywood.
SID ZINS,
Washington.
FRANK

of

the

CRAVEN

is due in this morn|

Disney

organization,

is |

arrived here Friday from I

Coast.
BABS SAVAGE
is on the Coast to start wj
under a Republic term contract.
JACK KIRSCH,
to Chicago from

Illinois Allied prexy, return]
New York Thursday night. I

ABRAM F. MYERS, Allied general counsel, v^
scheduled
to return
to his Washington
he;
quarters today from Minneapolis.

Swedes and Swiss to See
"London Can Take It"
Walter
Gould, foreign head i|
United Artists, announced Thursdf
that the company would distribu
"London Can Take It" in Sweden ai
Switzerland.
Short was handled
the U. S. by Warners.

David Miller Gets New Metro Pa I
WestHollywood
Coast Bureau
of TFIE
FILMhasDAIL*'
— David
Miller
bee
given a new directorial contract ;
Metro.

H. H. BUXBAOM
Twentieth

Century-Fox

"There

I|

Film Corp.

is no

dout

i

that it will be of re
value to me during tl

says —

1941
YEAR BOOK
of

Motion

Picture:

Now

Being

Distribute

FREE
To Subscribers of
THE
FILM
DAILY
1501 Broadway
New York

year."
Hollywood Office
6425 Hollywood Blvd
Hollywood, California

AMERICA'S ACE EXPERTS
GIVE YOU THEIR SENSATIONAL ANSWER!
r-., n

They faeeeast the ufor's future!
nk!
irless!

cinating!
and

m

2

RALPH

Major GEORGE

HELDING ELIOT
Military expert, N. Y. Herald Tribune
. . .CBS commentator

I
Editor, PM... famous writer just returned
from "inside" tour of Britain

LINTON

WYTHE

.WILLIAMS

gl

Celebrated CBS newscaster

MBS commentator... famed foreign correspondent

A William Rowland Production
Burnet Hershey ... Supervising Editor

4lfcwWU**~uie 0t TheScreen_j A COLUMBIA SPECIAL
£KftS~ ,iR°on4J?--------1-:^SHORT SUBJECT PRESENTATION
( IN TWO

REELS )
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Million for Greeks
Raised by Industry
More
than
$850,000
was
raised
by the Amusement Industry Division
of the Greek War Relief Association, Inc., according to a
statement released today
by A d o 1 p h
Zukor, chairman of the
committee.
Voicing
pride in the
work of his
a s s o c iates,
Zukor said:
"W h i 1 e we
haive collected $850,000,
ADOLPH
ZUKOR
we know that
many thousands of dollars were
turned over to local Greek War Relief Association Committees. This
money was in addition to that raised
on the West Coast by a committee
headed by Sam Goldwyn. I am confident that our industry raised directly more than $1,000,000 for Greek
Relief.
"Of this amount more than $600,000 was cabled to Greece and was
used to buy medicine, clothing and
food for the helpless women and
children of that country. A great
deal of the money was also used in
the evacuation of more than a million women and children before the
Axis powers arrived.
"More than 8,000 theaters participated in the Drive. This was
the largest number of theaters ever
enrolled for a charity drive in our
industry, and the amount collected
far exceeds that of any similar cause
in our industry.
"I want to personally thank every
one of the people who were instrumental in making this result possible."

Vidor on "The Yearling",
Replacing Victor Fleming
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — King Vidor takes
over direction of Metro's "The Yearling" from Victor Fleming. Unit had
recently returned from Florida location to shoot interiors.

IGJHI

ningh"
ed—rtaiKirsc
NeedEnte
PixMore

iff
•
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•

• MOSES A. Leavitl, secretary of the Joint Distribution Committee, will be guest speaker
at tomorrow's
luncheon
meeting
of the Amusement Industry Division of the United Jewish Appeal
in the Hotel Edison at 12:45 p.m
it was announced
by
David
Bernstein
co-chairman
of the Division
along
with
Barney Balaban
and Major Albert Warner
Actual operations of
the JDC will be described
by Leavitt
Bernstein said that he
and the other co-chairmen were glad to announce that an active organization in the industry
working in behalf of the JDC, United
Palestine Appeal
and National Refugee
Service
for which the
United Jewish Appeal
is tht combined fund-raising agency
had
been formed
and reports of progress in the campaign would be
made at the luncheon
An all-out effort, Bernstein said, will have
to be made

to achieve

the Amusement
T
T

Industry's
▼

quota

of S300.000.

•

• • AMONG those co-operating in the Amusement Division are:
Independent Theater Owners, Harry Brandt (chairman) ,William Brandt, Leo Brecher, Max Cohen, Si Fabian, Louis
Frisch, Arthur Mayer, Louis Nelson, Hyman Rachmil, Walter
Reade, Sam Rinzler, Sam Rosen, Max Rudnick, Ed Rugoff, Rudy
Sanders, Fred Schwartz, Joe Seider, and Sam Straussberger
Legitimate Theaters, Marcus Heiman (chairman) , Sam Forrest,
Moss Hart, and George S. Kaufman
Motion Picture Accessories, B. S. Moss, committee chairman
Laboratories, Alan
E. Freedman, committee chairman
Motion Picture Exchanges,
Harry
Buxbaum,
committee
chairman
Broadcasting,
Bert
Lebhar
(chairman) , Donald Flamm, Jerome A. Danzig, Henry
Greenfield, and Herbert Rosenthal
Motion Picture Operators,
Joseph D. Basson, committee chairman

v
•

•

•

AT

Perth

y

Amboy,

N.

▼
J

M-G-M's
singularly successful "Ziegfeld
which has covered some 15.000 miles
every sector visited
lavish fashion
the Ziegfeld gals who appeared in the
The caravan
started in mid-April from
the line
grabbed a helluva lot of

will

for customers of "The Friendly Company"

▼

•

•

•

STUFF:

This

T

used

wind

up

today

Girl" costume
caravan
in a nation-wide
tour
In
shows
featuring two of
picture
were held
Chicago
and all along
publicity
and buit up biz

T
to

be

the

picture

business

but now it's gettin' more and more associated with "pin
money"
as evidenced by this flash from Richmond:
Neighborhood Theater, Inc., will open a building in Newport
News about Aug. 1 with 24 bowling alleys. . . • On Friday, next,
the first of the Hal Roach Streamlined Features, "Niagara Falls,"
goes into production
To gild the lily of a technical staff
Hal has signed Irene Saltern to do the costume designing for
this and subsequent pix of the group. . . * Harold Eskin of
Stamford and Newark theaters
has bought a new home in

From
THE FILM
DAILY
to
Harry C. Arthur, Jr.
Benjamin Goetz
Hedcfa Hopper
Frank
Melford
Johnny
Weissmuller
Joseph
H. Nadel

the first-mentioned
spot
and is moving
there from
New
York. . . • Louella Parsons will be a guest of honor
and
address the MPTOA Convention at Hollywood's Hotel Ambassador,
June 10
She will be the only radio star and columnist to

speak

The gang's gonna hear her program, "Hollywood Premiere," on June 13 at CBS
when she'll present Bob Hope
in "Caught in the Draft".

«

(4
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»

»
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(Continued from Page 1)
he had in mind, Kirsch cited Ur
versal's "Buck Privates."
The Illinois Allied exec, declar
that business
in his territory^v
down about 25 per cent, withC?u
ing factors involved.
Commenting on the Allied boa
meeting, Kirsch said he felt th:
its results had been constructive. I
expressed confidence that the p<
of theater patrons on film likes,
be undertaken by a committ
headed by Sid Samuelson of Phil
delphia, would be extremely ben
ficial.
The pending Illinois measure
restrict programs to 135 minut
has wide support, Kirsch declare
He pointed out that a simili
"health" bill passed the Legislatu
last year, although it was knock
out by veto.

Training Film Contracts
Awarded Eight Companic
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAI1\
Washington — Government
circl :
are pleased
by the interest mar
tested by producers in its progra
which
calls for making
of soui
films for visual
education
in tl
training
of students
taking
voc
tional courses
given by the U.
Office of Education.
Five of su<
films are reported to have been con i
pleted during May.
Eight film companies were awar
ed contracts out of 37 bids reservi
for final consideration. The cor
panies receiving nod from the Trea
ury Department's Office of Edue
tion were, together with data: A
dio Productions, New York, frH
films at $5,000 each; Caravel Film
Inc., New York, five films, $4,0(
each; Jam Handy Productions, D\
troit, five films, $4,000 each; Erne
son Yorke Studio, five films, $4,0<
each; West Coast Sound Studio
Inc., New York, five films, $4,0(
each; Ray-Bell Films, Inc., Minnea]
olis, five films, $4,000 each; Loucl
& Norling, New York, five films, $4
000 each; and Calvin Co., Kanss
City, Mo., five films, $2,000 eac
All but the latter, which was f(
10 mm., were in the 35 mm. catt U,
Bids were invited on qualificatic
basis with bidders invited to b
goryon any or all of three price levels,$4,000, $5,000, and $6,000 per rec
and Government reserved the rig!
to make the award on a $2,000 bas:
for 16 mm. production.

"Way of All Flesh"

Manchester, N. H.— This sad story
was told on the marquee at the Empire Theater here:
"A Man Betrayed" — "Six Lessons
from Madame

La Zonga."

::

j
t
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g'Hans "War Council
i In Gross Decline
(Continued from Page 1)

msidered and the best ones will be
ut into action.
It is reported that other groups
planning similar "war" meetZ later in the month. Basis for
-he activity may be outlined at the
illied Eastern regional conference
o be held in conjunction with the
allied of New Jersey convention in
Atlantic City June 11.

nterstate Convention
Ends With Service Vow
(Continued fiom Page 1)

J with all my heart in the demoI cratic form of Government
of
! the United States and in the
great liberties for which its Flag
stands; I am prepared to make
whatever sacrifices my country
lj|j might require of me to maintain
its honor and its freedom; and
I believe that by being a Godfearing man, a good citizen, and
a good worker that I can best
promote the unity and strength
of my country;
I, therefore,
pledge my loyalty to the ideal
of community,
state and national service, to the Flag of my
country and all that it represents; to the Constitution, the
fountainhead of my freedom and
blessings; and to the United
States of America.
And, finally
to the Interstate organization in
order that it may contribute its
part to our great country."
This came at the end of the final
-business session of the convention
'and was followed by talks from invited guests from various branches
'of the industry.
Delegates wound up their fourday gathering Thursday night with
a gala party at the Hollywood Dinner Club and Friday left for their
homes.
The international situation overshadowed technical matters in discussions by the group, although
these came in for detailed attention.
Plans of the newly created personnel department, headed by Bill
Mitchell, formerly business manager of the Dallas Journal, were
outlined. Mitchell said that although headquarters of the department would be in Dallas, local managers would still have the prerogative of engaging employes. The object of the department, he said,
would be to aid employes in finding
the tasks to which they were best
suited.
Several managers reported depletion of usher and other positions by
defense requirements would compel
them to fill the places with women.
A number of Paramount officials
; attended the convention.

TUt

WEtK

IN EtVIEW

Silverstone Quits UA Post — Indict Browne, Bioff
By L. H.
UNITED ARTISTS: Acceptance
of Murray Silverstone's resignation
from top spot in UA was announced
on the Coast by Mary Pickford with
whom Silverstone will be associated
in producing films for UA release.
One of country's "foremost producers" will be associated with them,
Silverstone stated. He added that no
cash settlement had been made in
the termination of his UA contract.
Coast speculated on possibility that
Arthur W. Kelly, head of UA distribution, might be named Silverstone's successor. . . . Gabriel Pascal
announced he would produce his next
film for UA in Montreal.
BIOFF AND BROWNE: Federal
Grand Jury in N. Y. C. indicted
George E. Browne, IATSE prexy,
and his Coast rep., Willie Bioff, on
charge of extorting $550,000 from
four major producers to prevent calling of a studio strike. . . . Bioff extradition hearing was set for June 5,
at the Coast; Browne's for today in
Chicago. Chi. stagehands' and other
unions gave Browne a vote of confidence.

*

*

*

ALLIED: Allied board at Cleve.
meeting discussed b.o. slump without
finding a cure, but decided to issue
questionnaire to fans on the kind of
films they favor, and another to exhibs. on what they think is wrong
with the industry. Arbitration technicalities came in for criticism. . . .
Allied of Illinois called for a year's
protection against drive-in theaters.
. . . Philly Allied appointed a secret
committee on policy.

MITCHELL

(Continued from Page 1)

and Florida are parleying on an
amendment which will let the Society do biz in that state without
violating spirit of the new statute.
Film companies with music subsidiaries were seen facing loss as a result of the Supreme Court's Ascap
ruling. . . . U. S. filing new Crescent
Amusement Co. bill, asking additional particulars. . . . Current b.o.
slump will cause distribs. to hold off
— "Fanbig pix
theirKane"
on releasing
tasia" and "Citizen
from RKO,
for example. . . . M. H. Hoffman
enters production again, having
formed Liberty National Pictures
with a schedule of 26 films set for
the season. . . . Consolidation of RKO
theaters and the K-A-0 houses within six months was announced by
Charles W. Koerner, RKO's new theater head, who named E. L. Alperson
to the post of general manager of
RKO's film buying and booking department. .. . Howard Dietz was
named chairman and co-ordinator of
new series of air shows, "Millions
for Defense" on the Wednesday "Star
Theater" time donated by the Texas
Company to the U. S. Treasury in
behalf of defense bond sales. . . . Dip
in b.o. attendance on Tuesday night,
due to President Roosevelt's "fireside chat," was estimated at from 10
to 60 per cent, varying in various
parts
of the
. . . Interstate,
Karl Hoblitzelle,
on country.
behalf of

THIS AND THAT: U. S. Supreme
Court upheld Nebraska and Florida
state laws against Ascap.
Ascap

pledged that circuit's support to the
President's defense program. . . .
Francis S. Harmon, speaking at
Ampa luncheon, revealed the speed
with which the film industry is meeting the demands upon it incident to
the national defense program. . . .
MPTOA's Coast convention will attract delegates from 20 states and
the District of Columbia, it was stated early in the week.

Knickerbocker's Seven
Acquired by Harry Brandt

AMPP to Be Hosts at
MPTOA's Studio Visits

*

*

*

7 Circuits Bid for
RCA Theatrical Tele

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

operating the Knickerbocker houses
June 9-12. A special luncheon
which include the Clinton, Clinton here
and studio visit for ladies also has
St.; Harlem Grand, E. 125th St.; been arranged.
New Delancey, Delancey St.; PalesA dinner dance at one of the stutine, Clinton St.; Star, Lexington
dios and a special "personality paAve.; Palace, Second Ave., and Birade" for ladies, at which Mary
jou, Avenue B.
Pickford is to be the hostess, are
among the other activities planned
Virginia Grey Gels New Met. Pact by
the AMPP.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY
The final convention banquet is
Hollywood — Virginia Grey has
to be held at Earl Carroll's where
been signed by Metro to a new long- prominent
stars will act as masters
term contract.
of ceremonies.

either buy or lease exclusive rights
to the projector.
RCA is hesitant in releasing any
information on the bids received
from the firms, including the identity of the other circuits, and the
basis of their negotiations.
In the meantime, problem of programming the large screen theater
television has been side-stepped until more definite plans have been
made regarding the placing of the
projectors. Several of the major radio production offices, as well as
motion picture firms, are studying
the possibilities of the medium, and
attempting to reach a basis for figuring costs of the building and
transmission of live programs, motion picture and newsreel pick-ups,
and special event showings.

Telecasters Rush Preparations
For Commercialization Advent
Telecasters are moving ahead at
full speed to prepare for the advent
of commercial transmissions on July
1, it was learned over the week-end,
with CBS and DuMont both holding
full-time rehearsals of programs and
testing equipment. It is now apparent that the television operators are
determined to offer as technically
perfect a service as is humanly possible at this time — and that an "all
out" campaign will be started to
acquaint the public with the advantages of the audio-visual medium coincidently with the commercial
"green light" on July 1.
While pessimistic attitude has
been displayed by some of the manufacturers as to their ability to supply the public with television sets
because of the national defense program, it is believed that some 25,000
sets will be available to the public
at a moderate figure. The sets
would conform with the RMA standards, and would utilize the FM pickups.In the meantime, the RMA held
a regular committee meeting in New
York last week, with the entire session devoted to a discussion of color
television. Dr. Peter Goldmark, CBS,
was named chairman, the only action
taken, while the balance of the meeting was confined to an informal discussion of the possibilities of color
television, and attempts to set up
ture. sort of procedure for the fusome

Benny Rubin Returns to Screen
West

2 Oth -Fox to Have 18 for Next Season Ready
Or in Work by July 1 for Record Backlog
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With all companies stepping up production schedules, 20th-Fox
will apparently have one of the largest backlogs of completed productions for
next season by the time the New York consent decree becomes operative. Company expects to complete all work, on this season's releases by the middle of
June and have 18 of next season's features completed or in work by July 1.

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Benny Rubin returns
to the screen after a five years' absence to play a featured role in Columbia's "Heaven Can Wait."
Hold "Kane" in 6 Spots
Orson
hold
over Welles'
for an "Citizen
additionalKane"
week will
in
all six situations in which it has
opened to date.

3*fc
Plan Innovation for
20lh-Fox Sales Meet
With more than 400 company
reps, expected to be on hand for the
20th-Fox sales convention at the
Waldorf-Astoria July 9-11, company executives were busy last week
setting plans for the meeting. One
of the convention innovations will
be a specially made subject, produced at the Coast studios, which
will introduce all the producers,
who, from the screen, will outline
their plans for next season. It is
possible the convention may run four
days.
A number of features will be
shown at the convention and rushes
from uncompleted specials will be
shown also. Several new Terrytoons and Movietone shorts will also
be screened at the convention.
Company is pushing sales in order
to clean up everything possible before the convention, with bookings
on features and shorts said to be
about 10 per cent ahead of last year.

Pizor and Segall Settling;
Former Gets Tioga. Chelten
(Continued from Page 1)

days has been that the Apollo may
pass to the affiliated circuit.
Other matters involved in the
bills of equity will be arbitrated
before Judge L. E. Levinthal, it has
been indicated. Pizor left Sunday
with his wife for the MPTOA convention in Los Angeles.
The latest development in the Pizor-Segall tiff was hailed by local
theatermen as the most sensible way
of adjusting the differences. Both
were complimented by the trade
for their foresight in acting as they
did.

Teamsters Stop Picketing
First-Run Pix Theaters
Local 817, Theatrical Teamsters
Union, on Thursday withdrew its
pickets from first-run film and legitimate theaters employing members of
Local 802, musicians union, a contract with the theaters having been
signed.
According to the teamsters' announcement, local film theaters
recognized the sole jurisdiction of
Local 817 "in transporting and handling all scenery, costumes, trunks,
musical instruments," etc., to and
from and into and out of their theaters.

STORKS!
Memphis — - Arthur Groom announces the birth of a daughter,
Mildred Frances, at the Methodist
Hospital. Groom is assistant manager of the Loew's Palace.
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.V REVIEWS OF THE flEUJ fILfllS A
"In The Navy"

with Abbott and Costello, Dick Powell,
Claire Dodd
Universal
85 Mins.
SOCKO LAUGH SHOW; TUNEFUL,
TIMELY AND FUNNY, SHOULD BE BIG
AT B. 0.
Using the same formula that reaped rich
rewards in "Buck Privates," Universal puts
Abbott and Costello in our Navy in this release. The picture is timely, tuneful and
highly amusing screenfare for all audiences.
It should definitely be a strong box office
attraction everywhere. Co-operation of the
Navy allowed Universal to film a great deal
of material in and around Coast bases and
ships, giving the picture an authentic background for the two comedians to caver in.
The story itself is nothing much, but it
serves as a framework to introduce musical
numbers and create situations for Abbott and
Costello to get laughs from so it achieves
its purpose one hundred per cent. As for
Abbott and Costello, they are just as funny
if not better than in their last picture. Dick
Powell fits into the picture nicely as a
singer who joins the Navy to escape a horde
of female admirers. Claire Dodd neatly
fills the role of the newspaper woman that
follows him. Dick Foran, The Andrews Sisters, and Shemp Howard are effective supA nice pace is given the picture by Diport. rector Arthur Lubin and he makes the utmost of every funny line of dialogue and
amusing situation. Credit for the amusing screenplay goes to Arthur T. Horman
and John Grant, with Horman responsible for
the original story.

"Time
Out for Rhythm"
Ann
Miller, Rudy Vallee, Rosemary

with

Lane, Allen Jenkins
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Columbia
74

Mins.

VALLEE, COMEDY AND MUSIC COMBINE FOR FIRST-RATE SHOW; SALKOW
GETS TOP PERFORMANCES.
Director Sidney Saikow and Producer Irving Starr show well as a team with this Columbia release. Salkow's direction gets top
performances
out every
of the
castin and
Starr's
production makes
dollar
the budget
show. Edmund L. Hartman and Bert Lawrence concocted a fine screenplay from Bert
Granet"s original story.
If you like light comedy, music, pretty
women and slapstick, you'll like "Time Out
for Rhythm." It's also a showcase for some
promising talent, particularly Joan Merrill
and Bob Hope's Brenda and Cobina. Any
mental reservations your reviewer may have
made concerning Rudy Vallee's ability to play
a straight role, are straightened out now.
Rudy does a neat job here. He is loose
and free in his performance and plays with
sincerity.
Ann Miller pleases greatly with her fine
dancing and singing. Her youth and those
gams make a pretty eyeful. Unseen for some
time, Allen Jenkins proves he hasn't been
forgotten by rating a spontaneous ovation
from the preview audience as soon as his
face showed on the screen. It wasn't a
preview claque either. Richard Lane and
Rosemary Lane turn in creditable performances in their roles as the secondary love
interest. This fellow Lane seems able to

play anything. The musical numbers executed by LeRoy Prinz, and the words and
In addition to everything else, the picture does a nice bit of flag waving which music, by Sammy Cahn and Saul Chaplin are
registers. Musical score and all technical well above average.
work are praise-worthy.
The gowns and costumes by Irene Saltern
Costello is a pastry cook at the San came as quite a surprise — a pleasant one.
Diego training station, and he is mad about Miss Saltern has heretofore done only period
Patty Andrews. Abbott is an electrician pictures. Her dressing of the principals
who spends most of his time trying to keep in this was extraordinarily good.
Costello out of trouble with very ineffective
Rudy Vallee, Richard Lane and Allen
results. With that setup as a starter, Powell Jenkins, three small timers in show busijoins the Navy to escape his female adness, band together as agents and producers
mirers and after several sequences built to beat the toughest racket in the world.
around the training station the trio gets Lane, because he has lost his girl, Rosemary
shipped to Hawaii on a battlewagon, with Lane, to another man, gives everything he
Miss Dodd still pursuing Powell, getting has to the venture and over a period of a
aboard the boat disguised as a sailor. Need- year it prospers. When the trio are on the
less to say, Abbott and Costello are con- top of the heap, Rosemary shows up again
tinually inhot water, with one laugh piling and causes a breach between the boys and
up on top of the last one in rapid-fire fash- Lane goes on his own. Separated, the boys
ion from start to finish. Powell finally gets go down the ladder. When things look hopehimself engaged to Miss Dodd to safeguard
less, Vallee has a chance to sell a show to
himself against the female race.
a Hollywood producer and he induces RoseThere are some noteworthy sequences in
mary to have her boy-friend give his Club
the picture for humor, one in which Cos- for one night for an audition performance.
stello dreams he is the captain of the battle- The catch is that Vallee's girl friend, Ann
ship being a honey. All in all, it's fun for Miller, can't appear in the show. Ann, for
everybody, and it should be a box office Vallee's sake, goes away, but everything
tonic for exhibitors and a surefire money rights itself in the end.
winner for Universal.
If you can imagine all this and the Three
CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Dick Stooges and Brenda and Cobina, too, running in and out of every scene, you can see
Powell, The Andrews Sisters, Claire Dodd,
Dick Foran, Butch and Buddy, Shemp How- why you'll like this film. You can't go wrong
on "Time Out for Rhythm."
ard, Sunnie O'Dea.
CAST: Ann Miller, Rudy Vallee, Rosemary
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Alex Gottlieb; Director, Arthur Lubin; Screenplay, Lane, Allen Jenkins, Joan Merrill, Richard
Arthur T. Horman and John Grant; Original Lane, The Three Stooges, Brenda and CoStory, Arthur T. Horman; Cameraman, Jobina, Six Hits and A Miss, Eddie Durant's
Rhumba Orchestra, Glen Gray and His Casa
seph Valentine; Editor, Philip Cahn.
Loma
Band, Stanley Andrews.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
CREDITS: Producer, Irving Starr; DirecGood.

"Proud Valley"
with Paul Robeson
Supreme Productions,
Inc.
72 Min
LOOSELY CONSTRUCTED BRITIS
ICAN
AUDIENCES.
FILM HAS
LIMITED APPEAL FOR AMEF
gj

Aside from
from England
the so-called
Art little
houses,appe
,',-_
import
will have
for American filmgoers. Loosely made an
featuring music, authentic Welsh back
grounds and an amateur cast with accent
so thick that much of the dialogue is hat
to follow, the appeal will be to music lovei
and followers of unusual films.
Choral singing and several solos by Pai
Robeson are fine and some shots in th
Welsh coal mines are very effective, bi
the picture generally is spotty with onl
occasional good moments. Robeson handle
his role well and the balance of the cast i
as good as can be expected from a grou
of folk not trained for motion picture wort
Story relates the trials of a town i
Wales when a cave-in closes the coal min
that has supported the village. To end th
long period of depression that follows,
delegation goes to London to entice the own
ers to reopen its damaged property. In
dramatic series of scenes the local miner;
assisted by the company's engineer, man
age to break through the blocked area a
the expense of several lives, including Robe
son who sacrifices himself to save his com
panions. Interspersed in the script at
several
miners. numbers sung by the choir o
CAST: Paul Robeson, Edward Chapman
Simon Lack, Rachel Thomas, Edwan
Rigby, Janet Johnson, Charles Williams, Jaci
Jones, Dilys Davies, Clifford Evans, Alai
Jeayes, George Merritt, Edward Lexy.
CREDITS: Producer, Michael Balcon; Di
rector, Pen Tennyson; Screenplay, Low
Golding; Cameramen, Roy Kellino, Glei
Mac Williams.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Spotty. PHOTOGRAPHY

NLRB Order Probe
Of SCG's Disney Charge
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI Li

Hollywood — NLRB has ordered an
investigation of the charges made by
the Screen Cartoonist Guild that the
American Society of Screen Cartoonductions.
ist is dominated by Walt Disney ProThe company denies this, and declares that although the Guild or-i
iginally was designated no supervisory or miscellaneous studio classification were to come under the membership jurisdiction. It is now claim-,
ing seven supervisory classifications
as well as departments including
comic strip, messenger department
and training school employes.
tor, Sidney Saikow; Author, Bert Granet;
Based upon a play by Alex Ruben; Screenplay, Edmund L Hartmann, Bert Lawrence;
Cameraman, Franz F. Planer, ASC; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Editor, Arthur Seid;
Musical Numbers directed by LeRoy Prinz;
Lyrics and Music by Sammy Cahn and Saul
Chaplin; Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff.
DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

Very Good.

PHOTOGRA-
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Studios
in "All Out" Effort to Groom
Major and Indie Producers
As\ 120 Personalities As
Timber to be Developed
(Continued from Page 1)

Toward Hughes, each two. Samuel
•fchvvn shares the contracts of two
Wers on the 20th-Fox list.
Observers believe that various
actors are influencing- the move.
)ne, admittedly, is the indicated inention of many free-lancers to furher curtail their picture engagenents for tax reasons; this has been
lioted in the past, and with the asurance that stiffer income levies will
lit the high earning brackets, that
endency is expected to become
neater.
Seek B. O. "Sparkplug"
But there is more to it than just
he tax angle. With exhibs. cryinghat grosses are down, there is the
nevitable casting about for possible
»ox-office sparkplugs in the guise of
new faces." Too, the shortage of
outstanding masculine players long
ias plagued the studios, and they
itre hopeful that the crop of possialities lined up will pan out in this
espect.
Still another factor is the dollarind-cents problem which refuses to
tay in the background. The New
fork consent decree, plus the war,
Sresent production with its own
leadache. If lesser lights and newomers can be developed to stellar
iroportions, obviously there will be
ippreciable studio salary savings.
WB Leads With 25
Survey showed the players being
ifroomed by each company
as folows:
Warner Bros. — Joan Leslie, Peggy Diggins,
[ildred Coies, Lucille Fairbanks, Joan Perry,
'usan Peters, Jean Ames, Byron Barr,
leorgia Carroll, Lucia Carroll, Marguerite
'hapman, Jane Randolph, Faith Doran,
'harles Drake, Fay Emerson, Lorraine Gettlan, Jackie C. Gleason, William Justice,
Audra Lindley, Juanita Stark, Alice Talton,
'eter
Whitney,
nd Alexis
Smith. Joan Winfield, Nan Wynn,

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

JEFFREY BERNERD. Production executive ar>d partner with Edward Golden's
* University Film Productions, Inc., organization. For eleven years he was
general manager of Gaumont-British and during that time was in charge of
producing Gaumont-British News. Before coming to the United States was
co-producer of "Pastor Hall." Also negotiated for
its American release through United Artists. Was
directly associated with the production of "Stars
Look Down," which was released through M-G-M.
Such well known screen personalities as Alfred
Hitchcock, Victor Saville, Victor McLaglen, Basil
Rathbone, Merle Oberon, Nigel Bruce and Alexander Korda have been associated with him during
his activity as the head of Gaumont-British and his
company was also directly responsible for bringing
to the British cinema such well known American
stars as Constance Bennett, Richard Arlen and
George Arliss. His first American film enterprise,
"No Greater Sin," will be released on a roadshow
basis. He served in the former World War and
has a son now in service with the British forces.

Fewer Early Summer Pix,
Majors Weighing Re-Issues
(Continued from Page 1)

nies last week were looking closely at the re-issue situation. A number of "service" and some other
pictures have already been re-issued
because of their timeliness, and with
a some product shortage likely, it is
expected that all majors will reissue suitable product this summer.
First company to stress the situation is 20th-Fox, with Herman
Wobber, general manager of distribution, last week writing to all
branches instructing the managers
to check their territories closely for
all extra playing time that can be
grabbed. Home office also stands
ready to supply prints whereverneeded if the branches don't have
them in their vaults.

Hollywood — Engagement is anounced of Judy Garland and Dave
Jose, ork leader and composer.

North, George Reeves, Edward Smith, Shepperd Strudwick, Basil Walker, Robert Weldon,
and Anne Baxter.
Paramount Has 23
Paramount — Katherine Booth, Barbara Britton, Betty Brewer, William Cabanne, Rod
Cameron, Don Castle, Catherine Craig, Eva
Gabor, Frances Gifford, Helen Gilbert, Margaret Hayes, Susan Havward, Veronica Lake,
Dolly Loehr,
Martha
Robert
Paige, Ella
JeanNeal,
Phillips,
JuneO'Driscoll,
Preisser,
Keith Richards, Phillip Terry, Richard Webb,
and William Wright.
M-G-M — Veda Ann Borg, John Carroll,
Dan Dailey, Jr., Bonita Granville, Kathryn
Grayson, Darryl Hickman, Mary Howard,
MarshaRutherford,
Hunt, Larry
Virginia
Ann
JohnNunn,
Shelton,
Red O'Brien,
Skelton,
Robert Sterling, and Lana Turner.
RKO
Radio — James
Craig, Michele
Morgan, Signe Hasso, Philip Reed, Joseph Cotten, Jack Briggs, Robert Smith, Joan Carroll,
Dorothy Comingore, and Ruth Warwick.
Republic Grooms Six
Republic — Mary Lee, Leni Lynn, Lois
Ransom, Marilyn Hare, Lynn Merrick, and
Carol Adams.
Universal — Anne Gwynne, Peggy Moran,
Broderick Crawford, Bud Abbott, and Lou
Costello.
Columbia — Kay Harris, Aileen O'Hearn,
Glenn
Carty. Ford, William Holden, and Patti Mc-

Drew, Miss.— C. H. Collier, owner
f the Globe Theater here, was marled yesterday to Clara Mae Viner,
heater cashier.

Monogram — Jackie Moran, Marcia Mae
Jones and Frankie Darro.
David O. Selznick — Don Alden King and
Alan Marshal.
Howard Hughes — Jane Russell and Jack
Buetel.

20th Century-Fox — Virginia Gilmore and
)ana Andrews (with Samuel Goldwyn sharlg the contracts) ; Carole Landis, Lynne
(oberts, Sheila Ryan, Elana Verdugo, George
•lontgomery, Cobina Wright, Jr., Gene Tierey, John Sutton, Mary Beth Hughes, Robert
'onway,
Robert Gumm,
Cornell, Robert
Alan Curtis,
)err, Herbert
Lowery,Richard
Ted

iWEDDING

BELLS

Winnie Friedman, secretary of the
TOA, was married Saturday to Leo
Schultz. Couple is honeymooning
t Grossinger's, Ferndale, N. Y.
'est Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

NEWS

FLASHES

(Continued from Page 1)

he will go to his New York headquarters or leave for the Coast at
that time, however, is uncertain.
RESTRICTIONS ON POWER?
Wa-kington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — First Administration
hint that as a defense measure, the
U. S. may have to resort to gasless
Sundays and restricted use of electricity came Thursday from Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes.
Ickes, mentioning power priorities,
cited night baseball as one possible
sacrifice. Simultaneously, a Federal
Power Commission official forecast
a grave power emergency.

Detroit Police Censor
Bans Col.'s "Under Age"
Detroit — Lieutenant Charles W.
Snyder, Detroit police censor, rejected Columbia's "Under Age" on
grounds that picture is immoral.
This was the first blanket rejection for any major in over one year,
and it is upheld by Police Commissioner Frank D. Eaman who personally reviewed the film. There's believed to be no chance of passing the
film even with cuts.

New Stars

New 20% Tax Hilling
Nabes in Toronto
(Continued from Page 1)

town deluxe houses trade has dropped to little below normal with biggest dent hitting the more expensive
loge sections. But in the suburban
and neighborhood
a different tale, wherehouses,
lowerit'sbracket
wage earners are finding they can
take their movies or leave them
strictly alone.
First week's weather, perfect for
out-of-doors, is a poor criterion, however, and once the initial shock of
increased prices has worn off, business is expected to rally considerably. Movie men who were irked by
the Government taxing picture theaters and allowing legitimates, concerts, and sports events to go scot
free, rejoiced the other day when
Ottawa ordered the tax applied to
those entertainment fields also.

Dominion Sports Promoters
Would Reopen Tax Question
Ottawa — Despite an appeal made
to J. L. Ilsley, Minister of Finance,
by a delegation representing sporting interests in Montreal, Toronto
and Ottawa, the new 20 per cent
wartime tax on spectator amusements will apply to sporting attractions as well as theater attractions,
and the tax will be passed on to
the spectator.
The Minister said the motion picture industry had protested being
singled out in connection with the
new tax, so he had decided to extend it to all amusements where
spectators take no part in the game.
While the new tax will be paid
by the spectator, the sports promoters feel that increased prices will
reduce attendance to a point where
it will be unprofitable to operate.
One promoter charged the theater
people, to whom the tax applied only
when the Budget was brought down,
with lobbying, and said that sport
will retaliate with an organized effort to have the question reopened.

Metro Changes Title
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — "They Met in BomNew Lamour, Overman Pacts
bay" is announced as final title of
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Just before she sailed the new Clark Gable-Rosalind Russell picture, formerly called "Unfor Honolulu Thursday for a month's
vacation, Dorothy Lamour was given
holy Partners."
a new one-year contract by Paramount. Lynne Overman, the same
"Said the Spider. . ."
day was given a new two-year contract.
Irvington, N. J. — Hospitality car"In Navy" in Reading Debut
Reading, Pa. — World premiere of
Universal's "In the Navy," starring
Abbott and Costello, was held at the
Astor Theater here last night.

ried with it an unusual note of frankness, as evidenced by this marquee

message at Warners' Sanford Theater
here:

"Come Live With Me" —
"The Bad Man."

BEHIND
THE SCENES
BACK

of the arresting beauty of modern

screen productions stands the unvarying
high quality of Eastman negative films.
Each does its specific work surpassingly
well. From long experience, directors and
cameramen

take for granted this vital con-

tribution to each scene's success. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

Chicago

PLUS-X
for general studio use

INC., Distributors
Hollywood

SIJPER-XX
when little light is available

RACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN

NEGATIVE

FILMS

DO
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rENN. EXHIBS. ACT IN POWER SHORTAGE
ichine Circuit Target in Ky. War on Bank Nights
ate Files Suit, Demanding
00,000 Penalty, Forfeiture

Charleston, S. C, Theaters Cut Shows,
Saving 40% of Power for NaVl Defense

f Company's

Charleston, S. C. — Albert Sottile, of the Pastime Amusement Co., is giving
his co-operation to the converting of power for national defense work by cur-

Franchise

Lexington, Ky. — Attorney General
tbert Meredith cracked down for
; first time on motion picture their Bank Nights in a suit demand» a $100,000 penalty and forfeiture
the Kentucky franchise of the
hine Lexington Co., operator of 20
waters in Kentucky.
"It is a suit to clarify the law,"
;redith explained. He has contently supported opinions by his
(Continued on Page 8)

Canadian Tax Cuts
Small Town Biz 50%

Ottawa — During discussion of the
new 20 per cent motion picture theater tax in Parliament, G. J. Tustin,
conservative member for Prince Edward-Lennox, said the tax on moving
picture entertainment would be a
St. John, N. B. — Odeon invaded the heavy blow to the small town picture
stern provinces, with Clarence houses. The tax on this form of
bson, of Toronto, recently ap- entertainment had been in effect
inted vice-prexy, in command. As since May 19 and Tustin said he had
reports from a number
of small
•esult of surprise conferences held
(Continued on Page 4)
St. John, Moncton, Halifax and
dney, Odeon comes up with the
sino, Halifax; Capitol and Em- Tele Jurisdictional Row
9ss, Moncton;
Strand,
Sydney;

Up to Internat'l Unions

iami Exhibitor
les Arbitration Cases

Chicago — Settlement of a jurisdic^
tional dispute here between the
stagehands and electricians over
servicing of television equipment has
First demands for arbitration in been referred to the headquarters
1 Atlanta tribunal have been filed of both international unions for
Aaron Courshon, operator of the study. The dispute may have farrkway Theater, Miami. Courshon reaching implications when a final
made so far as televi•d two cases, one against Para- decision is( Continued
on Page 7)
■unt, Warner Bros, and Loew's,
:h 16 Publix theaters named as
(Continued on Page 8)

To Arraign Browne
In Blew YorU June 20
Chicago — George E. Browne,
IATSE prexy, under indictment by a
Federal Grand Jury in New York,
along with his Coast rep., Willie
Bioff, on charges of extortion, waived
extradition at the hearing here yesterday before Commissioner Walker.
He will be arraigned in New York
on June 20. Charles Lounsberry
appeared as counsel for Browne.

Throughout the industry, and particularly in the exhibition field, yesterday there was speculation as to
what the future held should the
Government determine to meet the
impending power emergency with
mandatory restrictions on the use
of electricity. Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes, who brought the
power problem into the spotlight
late last week, hinted that extensive
commercial illumination might go.
The trade awaited clarification.
First theater move to cope with
United Artists is still able to get
shortage
was reported
money out of Rumania, Bulgaria, the power (Continued
on Page 6)
Turkey, Switzerland, Portugal, Sweden, Egypt, Iraq, Palestine and a
few other countries, it was said here
yesterday by Lacy W. Kastner, European sales manager, who arrived
on the S. S. Excalibur.
Kastner explained that the company's offices in Paris, Bordeaux,
Brussels and Lille were closed but
ITOA board of directors yesterday appointed a committee of three
that the office in Lyons in unoccu(Continued on Page 7)
to study
theengines
advisability
of installing Diesel
to supply
light

tailing the number of shows at the company's Gloria and Riviera. Instead of
opening at 1 P. M. daily, they have been curtailed to 5 P. M. with three daily
shows instead of five, five days a week. Five shows will be run off on Saturdays.
It was estimated that the reduced schedule will save 40 per cent of power at
these two places.

K Loses Theaters
) Odeon in East

(Continued on Page 8)

Chattanooga Houses Curtail Electricity Use; Trade
Awaits Ickes Clarification

European Revenue
Still Coming to UA

ITOA Considers Use
Of Diesel Engines

and power in all ITOA theaters.
Expect RKO to Have First
ITOA
for several years has conFive Ready for Sales Meet
tended that the power and light
rates for theaters have been too
(Continued on Page 7)
RKO's first block of five pictures
is expected to be ready for showing
at the company's sales convention Memorial Week-End Biz
which opens in New York on June
16. Production is reported to be On Broadway Up 10-35%
so far advanced that RKO will have
Theater business on Broadway
several blocks ready for trade show- over the three-day week-end just
ing- when the consent decree becomes concluded put a cheerful expression
effective on Sept. 1.
on theater managers' faces yesterday when
box-office
returns
were
(Continued
on Page
7)

Ascap Accepts Amendments

Operating Procedure Complies With Decree
111. 135-Minute Program
Bill To Second Reading

Ascap yesterday approved all of
the proposed amendments to the
articles of association bringing the
set-up and operating procedure of
Springfield, 111. — The Sandquist the
society into line with terms of
135-minute film theater program the consent
decree agreed to on Feb.
bill was advanced to the second
at a spereading in the Illinois Legislature 20. Approval was given
cial general membership meeting at
yesterday.
the Hotel Astor where approximateSandquist states that he is rely 400 member authors and pubceiving much support for his bill
lishers voted to accept the amendfrom independent sources.
(Continued on Page 7)

Gov't Files Brief
In Ken Case Appeal
The Government yesterday was reported to have requested the arbitration appeals board for permission
to file a brief as amicus curiae in the
Ken Theater case. Request, it was
understood, was granted by the appeals board which is now considering
the case from briefs filed by both

sides.'
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NSS to Hold National
Sales Meet Here June 16

Pickwick Suit Motions
Argued in New Haven

First national sales convention
of National Screen Service, National
Screen Accessories and Advertising
Accessories, Inc., will be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria. June 16-19, it is
announced by George F. Dembow,
v.-p. in charge of sales. National
get-together replaces the sectional
meetings formerly held by NSS. District and branch managers, salesmen, field sales execs, from 31
branches and home office department
heads will attend the gathering.

New Haven — Motions of the eight
majors, defendants in the Pickwick,
Greenwich $5,000,000 anti-trust suit
in the U. S. District Court here,
to make the complaint more definite
and secure extension of time to answer, were heard here yesterday.
Also heard at the same time were
the motions of the Skouras interests
and Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
Inc., to quash the summons and dismiss the complaint with respect to
them. The latter alleged improper
out-of-state service upon them, and
lack of jurisdiction of the U. S.
Court for the District of Connecticut
over them.

Paper-Core Record Blank
To Save Aluminum

A 16-inch fire-resistant, paper-core
recording: blank has been announced Majors Said Selling Only
by W. W. Early, RCA Victor mana- Three Films in Minnesota
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Califger of recording and record sales.
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- Thinner and lighter than the alumPending clarification of the tangled
inum-core blank, the paper product
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue is being sold at half the price of the legal situation in Minnesota, all majors have ceased selling operations
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— Marco- former. Many tons of aluminum will
in the state with the exception of
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindi- be freed for the National Defense
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
three pix.
Program through use of the papercore blank which is designed for use
RKO is said to be booking "FanWarners are making deals
where sound is recorded for "refer- on "Johntasia,"
Doe," and United Artists
ence" purposes.
is making deals on "The Great DicState Film Delivery
All the companies otherwise are
—
(.Monday, June 2)
PSC Hearing on Friday
restricting their operations to liquidating existing contracts.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
tator."
Albany
—
The
Public
Service
ComHigh
Low
Close
Chg.
Net
mission will hold a final hearing
Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%)
here Friday on proceedings by the Martin Mullin's Mother
Columbia
Picts.
pfd.
8
8
8
Commission to determine whether Dead; Rites Tomorrow
Con.
Fm.
Ind
State Film Delivery. Inc., has transCon. Fm. Ind. pfd
Jersey City — Funeral services will
East. Kodak
1225/8 121 3^ 122% + l'/s
ported unauthorized property bedo pfd
■ tween points not included in its be held here tomorrow morning for
Gen. Th. Eq
1 1 V4
1114
1114+
V4
Mrs. James P. Mullin, mother of
certificate of public convenience.
Loew's, lnc
28'/2
28 V4
28 V4 +
V4
Martin Mullin of M & P Theaters,
do pfd
•
■•
Paramount
10%
lO'/i
lO'/z —
14
whose death occui'red at her home,
Para. 1st pfd
38 Fleet St., Sunday night. Besides
Para.'s "Hatter's Castle"
Para. 2nd pfd
10\4
lO'/s
10%—
Vs
her husband and son, three daughters
Pathe Film
Starts
in
U.
E.;
Rose
Coming
RKO
and three sisters survive.
20th Century-Fox
. . 5V4
514
514
Paramount
started
the
production
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
of "Hatter's Castle" in England on K-A-O Stockholders to Vote
Warner Bros
314
3 '4
314
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Mav 26, it was learned here yes- On Reorganization June 12
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.
terday. Picture is to be an impor101 13-32.101 13-32 101 13-32 —1-32
tant quota production.
Loew's
deb. 3 V2s46 . 1 04% 104% 104%
A special meeting of K-A-0 stockholders has been called for June
Para. B'way 3s55
David Rose, Paramount's managPara. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 95%
95%
95% —
%
ing director in Great Britain, is due 12 for the purpose of voting on a
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
to arrive in New York in mid-June. plan for reorganization. Plan calls
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Sonotone Corp
for the consolidation of RKO and
Technicolor
•■•
K-A-0 under one management.
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Chaplin
Victory
is
Upheld
Bid
Asked
San Francisco — Plagiarism case in Sir Hugh Walpole Dead
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 65
68
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
52
55
Which Michael Kustoff charged CharLondon (By Cable) — Sir Hugh
lie Chaplin with theft of the story
in "Modern Times" was decided Walpole, 57, eminent British novelOpen Forums, No Speeches used
ist, is dead.
favor by U. S. CirAt PCC of ITO Convention in thecuitcomedian's
Court here. Twenty-page deciSir
Hugh served as Metro's litersion upheld verdict of the Federal
ary adviser
for understood
"David Copperfield."
Metro
is also
to have
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Court in L.A.
purchased
his
most recent novel,
i Hollywood — There will be no
"The Bright Pavilion," for a respeeches at the second annual con- William G. Murphy Dead
vention of the PCC of ITO which
ported $25,000.
Richmond, Va. — William G. Murwill be held in conjunction with the
MPTOA convention.
Four
Serials
for Rep. Set
nhy,
68,
veteran
doorman
at
Loew's
The PCC business sessions will be Theater died suddenly. Murphy at West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
one
time
managed
the
Broadway,
Isis
in the mornings with the initial and Odeon for the late Jake Wells.
Hollywood — Republic's serial promeeting on June 9 and final gathergram for 1941-1942 season will ining June 12. Open forums will be
clude two 12-episode serials, "King
Henry Haag Dead
conducted June 10 and 11.
of the Texas Rangers," starring
Detroit — Henry Haag, pioneer Sammy Baugh, and "Robin Hood"
suburban
exhibitor,
who
ran
the
old
starring Roy Rogers; and two 15"Penny Serenade" Stays Third
"Penny
Serenade"
has been set Rialto Theater at Wyandotte, retir- episode serials, "Fu Manchu Strikes,"
for a third week at the Music Hall.
ing a number of years ago, is dead. and "Dick Tracy's Revenge."

FINANCIAL

COminG and GGIflG
GEORGE

J. SCHAEFER

has returned from t

Coast.
JEAN RENOIR and IRVING PICHEL, 20th-F
directors,
are
in Georgia
surveying
locatic
for the
company's
forthcoming
production
the Vereen
Bell novel "Swamp
Water."
FRITZ
LANG
is here from the Coas
vacation.
MARIA M. GARRETT,
tioning in Cuba.

screen writer, is vac

ARTURO TOSCANINI flies to South Am
ica Friday via PAA. He will conduct a ser
of concerts in Argentina. MRS. TOSCANI
accompanies him.
BARRET

McCORMICK

has returned from H

DAVID ROSE, managing director in Engla
lywood.
for
Paramount, is due here the middle of t
month from Europe.
PHIL
turned

REISMAN.
yesterday

RKO
foreign
chieftain,
from South America.

EDDY DUCHIN and his orchestra fly to Bra
June 15 via PAA.
LACY W. KASTNER, European sales mana
for
United Artists, arrived here yesterday fr
Lisbon.
SAM ROSEN of Rosen Film Deliveries, N
Haven, is on his fifth trip to Miami Beach t

Stabilization of 16 mm.
Industry Planned by ANF
year.
A campaign to stabilize the 16 m
industry was planned at the rece
convention of the Allied Non-The;
rical Film Association. Campai
will be highlighted by a brochure
be published by ANF A describi
the service rendered the commun:
through schools, clubs, churches a
hospitals. ANFA will also str(
that 16 mm. films are not in com]
tition with 35 mm. theaters, claimil
that 16 mm. operates in heretofci
untapped fields.

BARNEY BALABAN
Paramount

Pictures, Inc.

says — j

"I. have

always
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Canadian Tax Cuts
Small Town Biz 50%

Heavy Talent Demand
Via Commercial Tele
Advent of commercial tele July 1
will mark a new era in the talent
f.eld, it was stated yesterday by
leading producers of Broadway
shows, who feel that the new medium will create a heavy demand for
dramatic talent, as well as musicians, singers and dancers. Of special import is the fact that most of
the new talent, which has been trying to crack the legit productions,
will be given an opportunity to
show themselves via the visual medium, and thus audition for radio,
stage and screen at the same time.
Now practically ready for initial
program tests, telecasters estimate
an increase in casts of from three
to 10 actors per program, as doubling will be practically impossible
during regular dramatic presentations. Average budgets will include
from 12 to 18 artists per show it
was estimated.
It was pointed out that unions
controlling the activities of the artists should attempt to meet the operators half-way in setting up salary
minimums, not only because of the
initial expense which will be necessary, but because of the many
opportuniites to be offered to unemployed actors and actresses.

B. A. BansTRKO Film
Before Print Arrives
Buenos Aires (By Cable) — City
censor of Buenos Aires has banned
RKO's "They Met in Argentina" despite the fact a print has not yet
arrived. Censor stated that he had
been informed certain scenes in the
picture were not authentic and were
"contrary to reality."
Phil Reisman, vice-president of
RKO, returned yesterday from a sixweek South American business trip,
during which he conferred with
company representatives in Buenos
Aires, Rio de Janeiro and other important cities.
Drop Richmond Slage Shows
Richmond, Va. — Wilmer & Vincent's National Theater has discontinued stage shows for the Summer
months. Present policy is secondruns with two changes weekly.

(Continued from Page 1)
towns
reporting a drop of 50 p(;
cent in attendance since that date. «
▼

V

T

• •
•
BROADWAY doesn't seem like Broadway any more
since that champ of all legit marathoners
"Tobacco Road"
folded its well-worn tent on the Decoration Day week-end
which
marked
the 3,180th and last performance
Not the least of the
many

amazing facets
which commenced

in

associated with the piece's long, long trail
December,
1933
was the fact that

"Tobacco
Road"
reached
the screen under 20th-Fox auspices years
after its footlights opening
and yet the screen and stage versions
were contemporaries
in the Great White Way sector
Stranger
yet is the fact that the screen version was long outlived by its footlight
"pappy"
The latter, on the other hand, couldn't begin to match
"junior"
in the number of theaters played
despite the hatching
of lots of road companies
What
the flesh version's actors did
in all those
3,180
performances
cannot
be duplicated
exactly from now on
But what the film players did
can't help
being duplicated precisely
— as long as a print is in existence
It all brings home once again
the vast differences in the
stage and screen media
Glory be to the Wizard of Menlo Park!
▼
T
T
• •
•
MANAGER Harry Botwick's opening publicity stunt
for Paramount' s "I Wanted Wings"
at the State Theater in
Portland, Me
had a mild but amusing
kick-back
He
arranged for a demonstration of powerful 800,000 candlepower
anti-aircraft lights from the Portland Harbor
— said lights to
"play" in front of the State
Well, Sir, some 500 feet away
.atop a five-story
building
was
a billboard
advertising
M-G-M's "Ziegfeld Girl"
playing at the opposition "Strand"
Both lights flooded around the night sky for a moment
then settled smack on "Ziegfeld Girl"
mained until Botwick and John Divney

where they resprinted about 100

feet
yelling the while
to the searchlight
operators:
"Tilt
those up a little!"
The crowd got a big wallop out of the
incident
(Editor's Note:
Dear Leo The Lion, — How
about
sending Harry Botwick one of those Honor Roll Buttons? Look
at what he did for you all!)
T
•

•

•

GEORGE

▼

T

Gomperts, on special publicity assignment for

"Citizen Kane" at the local RKO Palace, will address the Executive
Women's Association of New York on June 12
His subject 11 be:
"Behind the Scenes With 'Citizen Kane' "...
• Publicity committee
for the United Jewish Appeal
campaign's
Amusement
Division
which will have an important luncheon meeting at 12:45 p.m., in the
Hotel Edison today
comprises Maurice "Red" Kann, Mike Vogel,
Syd Silverman, and Sam Shain. . . • Employes of Aaron Goldberg,
veteran San Francisco pic circuit owner, "kidnapped" him t'other night
after a preview of pix
and carried him to a downtown restaurant
for a surprise birthday supper at midnight
Few theatermen
are
as popular with their staffs as Mister Goldberg
T
▼
▼
•

From
THE FILM
DAILY
to
J. H. Hoffberg
E. M. Orowitz
Sylvia Sanders
Dick Pritchard

•

•
REMINDERS of THE FILM DAILY Golf Tournament
(which is still being played conversationally along local
Film Row)
are the pencils donated for the big event by
Morris Kandel
Rank and file of pic folks hereabouts
reach into their pockets for a writing instrument
and invariably come out with Kandel pencils in their paws. . . # Jack
Walsh, Metro's Albany exploiteer, is vice-chairman of the State
Convention of Elks
to be held there the latter part of this
week

urgedscale
the of minister
?—"
a He
sliding
rates, soto sn^^l
theaters
would
not bear the satfi
burden
as the large metropolis
houses.
A wide range of entertainment, ii
eluding horse racing, will be subje
to the new amusement tax of 20 pi
cent, itthewasSpecial
revealed
a bill A ■ ,\
amend
Way in
Revenue
introduced in the Canadian House < j
Commons by J. L. Ilsley, Minister i
Finance.
The general amusement tax w:
not become effective until the bill
passed. It will be collected fro
those who operate the amusemer
and may or may not be passed alor
to the patron. It will be placed upc
the gross receipts. Persons liable
payment < f the tax will be requirt
to take out a license annually at
cost of not more than $2.
Meanwhile, there are indicatioi
that the Canadian industry may a:!
the Government to alter the ta
Suggestions are heard that in li<
of the straight 20 per cent impo
the Government collect a 10 per ce
levy on a graded scale, starting wi
admissions above 25 cents.

Warners Launch Student
Talent Training Program
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'BAIL
Hollywood — A plan to offer scre«
training to school and college studei
talent during Summer vacations hi
been put into effect by Warners wii
the signing of Barbara Barton, nie*
of Congressman Bruce Barton, ai
a student of Christian College, C
lumbia, Mo. Development plan cal
for optional contracts under whi<
screen possibilities will be brougl
to the studio during vacation, teste
and, if the tests are satisfactor
employed at the studio for the ba
ance of the Summer.
Warners will waive any call on tl
students during the school year, fee
ing that a thorough education w:
round out the general eqnuipment i
any player possibilities. Contrac
will call for the students' return aft
graduation at the company's option

Was It War (ner) fare?
Those bombing planes that roared
back and forth over Times Square
yesterday brought a flock of congratulatoryof
phone calls
to Mort
Blumenstock, chief
Warner
advertising
and publicity in the East. The callers said it was a great exploitation
stunt
"Diveaerial
Bomber"!
P.S. —forThe
display actually
launched the U. S. O. campaign to
raise funds for 360 service clubs for
men in the armed forces.

Damon Runyon introduces "Speedy", a
pedigreed man down
to his fingerprints (on
police file anywhere),

u« »«a6„i?slS"<l

Written by DAMON

RUNYON

whose "Tight Shoes" follows
a grand list of box-office pictures, which includes "Little
Miss Marker", "A Slight Case
ofMurder"and"LadyforaDay'

*
*
?
s
as
LOOKING

MR. EXHIBITOR! Today's business is being done
by action -comedies . . . People want to laugh at
slam-bang fun! . . . "TIGHT SHOES" is just that!

DATE

NOW

FOR IMMEDIATE BOOKING!
Prints
Universal

!>.

IPS^S
s

present

HO^oVo

Directed WWU

/,

as gentle a Broadway
mug as ever made his
racket customers behave— and the dice
misbehave.
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Tenn. Exhibs. in
Power Shortage

"Angels With Broken

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday from Chattanooga, Tenn.
Several hundred theaters in the area
supplied with electric current from
the Tennessee Valley Authority have
indicated their immediate readiness
to co-operate in a program of current saving to avoid a shortage of
power for defense projects.
Marquee Signs In Blackout
The Tivoli, State, and Rialto Theaters in downtown Chattanooga, according to Manager Emmett Rogers of the Tivoli, have already extinguished the large upright signs.
Abe Borisky, manager of a Chattanooga nabe chain including the Cameo, Park, Capitol, Rivoli, and Riveria Theaters, has ordered a blackout of marquee signs.
Threatened shortage of electric
current has been brought about by
an unprecedented drought in the
watersheds of streams that flow
behind TVA dams.
Few Tennessee cities or smaller
towns have daylight saving time but
it is indicated that time will be
moved forward an hour soon in order to save current in the homes.
Officials of the Crescent Amusement Co., owners and operators for
most of the movie theaters in Nashville and Middle Tennessee, stand
ready to co-operate to the fullest
in the matter of current saving for
National Defense purposes, Nashville
dispatches to The Film Daily
stated.
Priorities Bill Signed
Its eventual effect on the film industry still to be ascertained, President Roosevelt, at Hyde Park yesterday, signed the mandatory priorities bill which gives the Federal
Government legal authority to subordinate civilian needs completely to
the defense program.
Industry, under the law which
gives priority power to the Office of
Production Management Priority
Division, will be required to produce first the things the Government
tells it to, and without protest. It
is indicated that additional priority
systems will be set up as the defense production program is speeded
up.

Hal Roach, Jr., Directing
War Dept. Training Short
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — A War Dept. training
film on physical training and military calisthenics went into production yesterday at the Hal Roach studio. Hal Roach. Jr. is directing, assisted by Al Woods. Art Lloyd
is director of photography, assisted
by Wallace Chewning. Maj. John
W. Harmony has been sent from
West Point to act as technical advisor on the subject, being made for
the Research Council of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

with

Binnie

Barnes,

Gilbert

Roland,

Mary Lee
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Republic
72 Mins.
TIP-TOP LOW BUDGET PICTURE IS
GAY AND BRIGHT ENTERTAINMENT FOR
KIDS AND ADULTS ALIKE.

Wings"

"Angels with Broken Wings" is probably
one of the best low-budget program pictures
that will be released this season. It has
comedy, good plot and a fine cast, who give
excellent individual performances as vocalists, actors and comics. Director Bernard
Vorhaus keeps things moving at a fast pace
and twines the drama and comedy into a
neat film. Associate Producer Albert J.
Cohen can be proud of his production — and
he may discover he has something really
good for a series in the "family" deoicted
in this story. George Carleton Brown and
Bradford Ropes turned in an excellent
screenplay.
Republic's little Mary Lee wasn't
mitted to use her pipes very much in
but her vocalizing and that of the
of the moppet crew was well received.
dependable performers in the cast saw
the

perthis,
rest
The
that

story wasn't allowed
to lag.
Jane Frazee and Sidney Blackmer are

about to be married when Blackmer's former wife, whom he thinks he has been
divorced from for twelve years, returns and
informs him their Mexican divorce was
illegal.
Jane's children, Katharine Alexander, Leni
Lynn and Marilyn Hare, plot to compromise
Blackmer's former wife so he can marry
their mother, and induce Edward Norris to
pose as a South American millionaire and
win her affections until Blackmer can obtain
a quick divorce.
The plans are working perfectly until the
real South American, Norris has been posing as, shows up and very nearly upsets the
apple-cart. However, everything turns out
all right in the end.
It's gay and bright — and kids and grownups will enjoy it alike.
CAST: Binnie Barnes, Gilbert Roland,
Mary Lee, Billy Gilbert, Jane Frazee, Edward Norris, Katharine Alexander, Leo Gorcey, Lois Ranson, Leni Lynn, Marilyn Hare,
Sidney Blackmer, Tom Kennedy.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert J.
Cohen; Director, Bernard Vorhaus; Author,
George Carleton Brown; Screenplay, George
Carleton Brown, Bradford Ropes; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Supervising Editor, Murray Seldeen; Editor, Edward Mann; Art Director, John Victor Mackay; Musical Director, Cy Feuer; Songs by Jule Styne and
Eddie Cherkose.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Very

Check Air Conditioning
Havana (By Air Mail) — All air
conditioning plants in theaters are
to be inspected by members of the
Department of Health to see if they
are properly adjusted. Action is
due to complaints that children
catch colds in the cooled theaters.

Combine 5 "Info. Please" Pix

Five "Information Please" units
have been combined for a supporting program for the World Theater.

"Border
Vigilantes"
with William Boyd,
Russell Hayden,
Andy Clyde
Paramount
62 Mins.
TOP - NOTCH SAGEBRUSH OPERA;
ERNS.
RANKS WITH BEST OF SHERMAN WEST-

"Thieves Fall Out"

with Eddie Albert, Joan Leslie, Jane Darwe
Warners
72 Min:
FEEBLE COMEDY EFFORT FALTER
WASTED.
/pj
THROUGH WEAK STORY; ABLE CAS'

A number of able players are compijuy
wasted in this feeble comedy effort froi
Warners. Picture suffers principally froi
a weak story that gets nowhere in an ur
interesting fashion with nothing novel <
new about it that might get any recom
best of Sherman's efforts, and the "Hopalong" Cassidy series starring William Boyd mendation. Ray Enright, a capable directo
is just about par for the course for this does the best that could be expected wit
the material at hand. Picture has som
type of film. The action is fast and plentiful, the cast is fine and the locations are well-known "names," but its scope of ex
excellent. Story, direction and photography hibition is limited to supporting spots o
are first-rate. Any exhibitor looking for a dual bills in nabe houses.
Eddie Albert fills the role of a bashfi
good supporting feature for some big
"name" offering would please his customers young man neatly. Attractive and charmin
with this one.
Joan Leslie is a bright spot in the pictun
Boyd is fine as Cassidy, walloping the Jane Darwell and Minna Gombell, both sea
villains with abandon and shooting down soned performers, are miscast, and Ala
everything in his way. Russell Hayden fits Hale, John Litel, Edward Brophy, Edwar
Gargan, Hobart Cavanaugh, William T. Oi
smoothly
accustomed
as Boyd's
romantic into
pal.his Andy
Clyde, role
Victor
Jory, and Anthony Quinn, all able players, ai
Frances Gifford, Morris Ankrum, Ethel Wales lost in non-productive supporting roles. R;
and Tom Tyler handle supporting roles with Enright directed and the screenplay w.
assurance, Jory making a smooth leader for written by Charles Grayson and Ben Mark
the villains. Derwin Abrahams directed son.
from a screenplay by J. Benton Cheney.
Albert is in love with Miss Leslie, bi
Abrahams' direction is fast and surefire in
can't
marry her because his father, Hal
getting a maximum amount of action and
drama.
won't give him a raise in salary due to th
The miners in a small western city are fact that Miss Leslie's father operates
ing. mattress spring business. Jane Dai
rival
being systematically robbed by a well-orwell,
Eddie's aunt, encourages him to se
ganized gang of bandits, with Jory, leader
and gangsters, marriage, troubl
of the Vigilantes, secretly head of the gang. aandpolicy,
more trouble ensue before a happy enc
Ankrum, father of Miss Gifford, confides
to Jory that he suspects one of the VigilCAST: Eddie Albert, Joan Leslie, Ala
antes is tipping the silver shipments and
has sent for Boyd to help out. An attempt Hale, William T. Orr, John Litel, Anthor
to kill Ankrum fails, and a further attempt Quinn, Edward Brophy, Minna Gombel
to ambush Boyd fails, with Boyd and his Vaughan Glaser, Nana Bryant, Edward Gai
men cleaning things up with a bang after gan, Hobart Cavanaugh, Frank Faylen, Wi
liam Davidson, Etta McDaniel.
they swing into action.
CREDITS: Produced by Warners; Direc
CAST: William Boyd, Russell Hayden,
Andy Clyde, Victor Jory, Morris Ankrum, tor, Ray Enright; Screenplay, Charles Gray
Frances Gifford, Ethel Wales, Tom Tyler, Hal son and Ben Markson; From a play by Irvin
Gaumont and Jack Sobel; Cameraman, Si
Taliaferro, Jack Rockwell, Britt Wood.
Hickox;
Editor, Clarence Kolster.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; DiDIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Goo.
rector, Derwin Abrahams; Original Story
Exhibitors that get a big play with westerns have a top-notch bit of screen merchandise in this new Harry Sherman-produced Paramount release. It ranks with the

and Screenplay, J. Benton Cheney; Based
on characters created by Clarence E. Mulford; Cameraman, Russell Harlan; Editor,
Carol Lewis.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Able.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Goldenson Promotes
Ben Griefer to Newark

Ben Griefer, first assistant man
ager at the New , York Paramoun
Lewis Named Sales Chief Theater for the past seven years
Of Football Newsreels
has been promoted to the positio;
of manager of the Paramount The
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
ater in Newark, effective immed
Hollywood — Myke Lewis has been
appointed general sales manager of iately, Leonard Goldenson, head o:
the Paramount Theater department
Football Newsreels, which is pro- announced.
ducing and distributing "Football
Is News," a new short subject, starWith the promotion of Griefei
ring Norman Sper, gridiron expert,
who will predict the outcome of the the personnel at the New York Par
under the managership o
important college games of the com- amount
ing season. Lewis plans to start a Robert M. Weitman has been ad
vanced in position. Robert K. Sha
country-wide tour on June 20.
piro, with the company for 13 years
Milt Weiss Joining Orsatti
becomes first assistant manager
Resignation of Milton Weiss from Eugene Pleshette assumes the du
the Metro home office publicity staff ties of second assistant manager
is announced. Weiss, who has been DeWitt Celsor becomes treasure
with Metro 15 years, will join the and Joseph T. Conti is now assistan
Frank Orsatti Agency on the Coast. treasurer.

uesday, June 3, 1941
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uropean Revenue
till Coming to UA

Ascap Accepts Amendments
Operating Procedure Complies With Decree
(Continued f

ments to the constitution and bylaws as proposed by a special byied France was still operating for
laws committee which had been workdistribution
of old pictures.
ing on them since March 6. Tomorhe said, was out of the picf;e,
row is the deadline for full complifor the time being.
ance with the consent decree.
Kastner makes his headquarters
Of principal interest were the proposals
relative
to the "weighted ballot" system
1 Lisbon where he can contact Eu- of determining
individual voting strength in
opean offices by mail. He explained elections of directors and the method of namiat letters mailed from Portugal
ing the nominating committee.
Election of Directors
each any place in Europe without
ifficulties.
In the former category, and this proposal
appeared to have produced the greatest
Import permits in Spain, Kastner amount of fireworks at the closed meeting,
the membership approved voting rights in
lid, have been revoked temporar- elections
of directors as based on the amount
y. Under a proposed plan, an of revenue
each individual member draws
.merican company might apply to from the society during the previous calendar year. In the case of composer-author
nport five pictures but it must members,
one vote will be alloted for each
lake one picture in Spain. Revenue $20 or major
fraction thereof received durtorn the five pictures must remain
ing the year as participation in distribution
of
domestic
royalties.
One vote for each
i the country although revenue
$500 participation was alloted to publisher
torn the Spanish-made picture, members.
All members in good standing,
•hich can be exported, may be re- however, are guaranteed at least one vote.
In the case of setting up nominating comained. United Artists is considermittees, of which there will be one each
ig such a proposal but no deal has for authors
and publishers, the meeting ac.een accepted.
cepted the proposal that the board of directors
appoint
groups, although directors
American pictures are still the are ineligible such
to serve on these committees.
aost popular in most European There will be three members on the publisher nominating committee and six on the
ountries. They are preferred in
author committee.
ipain over German and Italian proBoard
to Appoint
Six
uctions. Business, Kastner said, is
In order to insure a full representation
looming in Portugal, Switzerland of all classifications of author members on
nd Sweden. The two outstanding the author nominating committee it will be
composed of six members to be appointed by
;its in Portugal last year were "Re- the board, one each for six classifications of
■ecca" and "Wuthering Heights."
royalty participation in the society. Based
Kastner will be here about three on the maximum amount received by any
writer member during the previous calendar
Ir four weeks for important con- year, this figure will be divided downwards
erences with Walter Gould, foreign into six groups, i.e., $1 to $3,000, group
one; $3,000 to $6,000, group two, etc.
department head.
(Continued from Page 1)

TOA Considers Use
Di Diesel Engines
(Continued from Page 1)

'tigh and efforts have been made to
Jiave them reduced.
The committee is to get all data
•btainable on the operation of Dielel engines and make a report to the
mtire membership when the information has been gathered. Comnittee is headed by Dave Weinstock
md includes J. J. Goldberg and Sam
Hohnheimer.

Thomas B. Findlay Dead

For each vacancy to be filled on the board
of directors, the nominating committee will
select two candidates for listing on official
ballots
along
with
the incumbent.
There

Memorial Week-End Biz
On Broadway Up 10-35%
(Continued from Page 1)

tallied and business generally was
reported to be up anywhere from
10 to 35 per cent
"I Wanted Wings" at the Paramount was said to have given the
house a week-end biz 35 per cent
better than last year. "Blood And
Sand" boosted the Roxy business
20 per
Face"
gave
the cent;
Capitol "Aa 20Woman's
per cent boost;

was strong
Alymer, Que. — Thomas Bruce "Penny at Serenade"
the Music Hall to hold
Findlay, 67, New York stage and enough
screen actor, died at his Summer over a third week, and the Strand
iome here.
reported its biggest week-end business in some time, with last year's
business topped substantially.

TO THE

COLORS!

RKO Sets Two Films
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

rom Page 1)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
will also be space provided for write-in votes.
Hollywood — Twelve new pictures
In addition to these and other changes
in the Articles, the meeting also approved are scheduled to go into production
a number of additional proposals relating to this week. Metro, with seven, is the
general operation of the society, designed to most active. The checkup:
"streamline" its work. These included reAt Columbia: Six shooting.
definition of duties of various committees,
At M-G-M: Seven shooting, includsetting up of particular machinery whereby
the executive committee hereafter will suing "Honky Tonk," melodrama, with
pervise the activities of the society during
intervals between meetings of the board of Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Claire
directors. Most of the additional amendments Trevor and Marjorie Main. Jack
appeared to be of a routine nature.
Conway directing, with Pandro BerWill
Comply
With
All Laws
Reference to the recent Supreme Court man as producer; "Dr. Kildare,"
decision in the Florida and Nebraska cases feature, eighth in the series featurwas made briefly by Gene Buck, president, in
ing Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore
directing.
Larraine Day. Harold Bucquet
opening the meeting. "The Society," Buck and
said, "will, of course, as it always has in
the past, comply with all laws of the United
«T,At
Six shooting, including
States, both State and Federal."
Reap Paramoi>nt:
The Wild Wind,"
With the business of reorganization of the producer
adventure story,
and director, Cecil B.
DeMille with
society concluded, officers are expected today Ray
Milland, John Wayne, Paulette Goddard,
to begin to put into motion the new pro- Robert Preston, Susan Hayward, Raymond
cedure, with appointment of a nominating
committee, nomination of candidates for the Massey, Lynne Overman, Walter Hampden,
O'Driscoll and Hattie McDaniel.
12 vacancies to be filled on the board, and Martha
At RKO-Radio: Four shooting. "Look
the preparation and mailing of ballots in the
near future.
Whos Talking" has been changed to "Look
Who s Laughing"; "Lord Epping Sees a
All of the new by-laws and amendments
(-.host, has been changed to "Mexican Spitapproved
immediately.at yesterday's meeting take effect tire s Baby'; Tim Holts
picture has been
Gold."
titled "Six-Gun
, At Republic: Three shooting, including
Ice-Capades," skating extravaganza, with
Ascap-Florida Status Quo
Dorothy Lewis, Jerry Colonna and the cast
Prevails as Confabs Go On
of
the "Ice"
show of the same name. Joseph
directing.
Santley
Negotiations between Ascap and
At 20th Century-Fox: Five shooting, inthe State of Florida over the method
cluding "Marry the Boss' Daughter," comof licensing music in the state, pur- directing.
edy, with Brenda Joyce. Thornton Freeland

suant to the recent Supreme Court
decision, are being continued, John
G. Payne, general manager of the
society, revealed yesterday upon returning by plane from Jacksonville.
The status quo will be maintained
for 30 days, Payne said, pending
final arrangement with the state of
new licensing and collection machinery.

Tele Jurisdictional Row
Up to Internat'l
(Continued from Unions
Page 1)

FILM

At Universal: Six shooting, including "The
Masked Caballero," western, with Johnny
Mack Brown and Fuzzy Knight. Ford
Beebe directing.
At Warners: Five shooting, including "Nine
Lives Are Not Enough," mystery drama,
with Ronald Reagan. Edward Sutherland
directing; "The Maltese Falcon" drama,
starring Mary Astor. Director, John Huston. "King Rubber," has been changed to
"Law
of the Tropics."
At Walter Wanger's: "Sundown," African
drama, with Henry Hathaway directing.
Edward Small: Shooting "International
Lady"
and Korda, "Illusions."
At Hal Roach: "Niagara Falls," first
streamline feature, with Marjorie Woodworth,
Tom Brown, ZaSu Pitts and Slim Summer.
ville.
Director, Gordon
Douglas.
At Monogram : Three shooting, including
"Arizona Bound," western, starring Buck
Jones with Tim McCoy. Director, Spencer
Bennett; "Fugitive Valley," starring Tom
Keene. Producer, Robert Tansey. Director,
Robert
Hill.

sion goes, since whichever union wins,
the decision is certain to play an
important role in the new entertainment medium's future.
Attempts to reach high union officials here for statements on the matter were unavailing yesterday. Morton Downey Heads AGVA
George E. Browne, president of the
American Guild of Variety Artists
IATSE, was said to be en route to yesterday
elected Morton Downey
New York.
president. Other officers elected
were: treasurer, Henry Dunn; execuParamount Buys Two
tive secretary, Gerald Griffin. The
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
following were added to the national
Hollywood — Paramount has bought board
of 25: Lucio Christiani for
two stories — "Fire by Night," by the circus, Skippy Baxter for the
Thelma Straubel, to be published
ice skaters; Dave Fox, Hal Sherman,
serially, and "Shutterbugs," by Rob- Jimmy Hollywood and Joe Smith as
ert Kent, dealing with Army camera- members at large.

DAILY

Planning Re-Make
Hollywood — RKO yesterday set Metro
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
two
pictures
for.
Summer
producCincinnati — Bob Lahman, ColumHollywood — Rachel Crother's old
tion— "Passage to Bordeaux" by
aia shipper, joins the Army June 11.
play,
"When Ladies Meet," is beWarners' Charley Schroeder was Budd Schulberg, and A. A. Milne's
ing considered by Metro as a relonor guest at an exchange dinner old play, "The Dover Road."
make in which to co-star Greer Garson and Joan Crawford.
at the Alms, preceding his deparTarkington Suit Settled
;ure for training.
West Coast Bureau of THE

12 More Starling
In Coast Studios

DAILY

Hollywood — Booth Tarkington's
Chicago — Wallace Immerman, son suit against Warner Bros, over "Penof Elmer Immerman, director of road's
Double Trouble," has been setB & K personnel, has been called to
tled out of court, it was announced
Army service.
here.

City to Sell Theater on Block

Rochester — The Rose Garden theater will be included among properties sold by the city at public auction here tomorrow.

Pass Paradise
Janesville, Wis.— Mid-West

Photo

Service here is advertising "all the
free tickets you can use" good for
Fox's Beverly Theater. A five-cent
service charge is payable on the tickets at the theater, but the photo service pays this charge when a roll of
film is left for finishing or a purchase
is made.
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Ky. Bank Night War
Aimed at Schine's
(Continued from Page 1)

assistant, Jesse K. Lewis, that giving
cash prizes by drawings to patrons
of theaters violates the state constitution's anti-lottery section.
Wally Allen, in charge of Schine
interests here, declined comment on
the suit, pending service of papers
on the corporation.
Claims Franchise Violated
The petition, filed in Circuit Court,
charged the New York corporation
had violated the terms of its state
franchise by conducting Bank Nights.
It added that Bank Night is "tied
up with and constitutes a material
part of the business" the company
conducts under its Kentucky franchise, which carries an obligation to
conduct the business "in a lawful
manner and without offending the
provisions of the constitution." The
suit charged the constitutional ban
against lotteries had been "openly,
notoriously and continuously violated
at least once each week during the
last five years" in the Ben Ali Strand,
Kentucky and State Theaters of the
company here.
Silent on Other Actions
Meredith declined to say whether
he intends to follow up the suit with
similar action against other theaters
and chains. "Once the case has been
clarified,
he said. local prosecutors may act,"
The 1940 General Assembly placed
a 15 per cent tax on movie Bank
Nights which has brought in $47,003
since last June 12, when it became
effective, records of the Kentucky
Revenue Department showed. Meredith contends the tax law does not
legalize Bank Nights.

Louisville Exhibs. Blame
Bank Night on Bingo Lure
Louisville, Ky. — Local exhibs,
would be "tickled to death" to eliminate Bank Night provided —
The bar, as the exhibs. see it, is
Bingo, which, they claim, cut into
pix attendance to the extent that
Bank Night became a necessity as a
counter attraction.
"No theater man in town wants
any of this Bank Night business, but
what can we do?" said Louis F.
Steuerle, prexy of Ideal Amusement
Co.
"We have to pay a state and Fed-

STORKS!
Christy Wilbert, of the 20th-Fox
advertising and publicity department, became the father of a daughter Sunday. Mrs. Wilbert and the
baby are at the Yonkers Hospital.
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Errol Flynn and his
wife, Lily Damita, are the parents
of a son born over the week-end.
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SYRACUSE U.
HONORS RUBIN
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Miami Exhibitor
Files Arbitration Cases
(Continued from Page 1)

interested parties; the other against
Metro Exec. Presented George
20th Century-Fox with the Wometco
circuit as an interested party.
Arents Pioneer Medal
Courshon charges that his theater
is forced to play product from 120
Syracuse, N. Y. — J. Robert Rubin, to 150 days after downtown firstvice-president and general counsel run and wants the clearance schedule
of Metro, was presented with reduced.
a George
Arents "pio-1
neer medal"
b y Chancellor William
P. Graham of
Syracuse
University as
one of the
feat ures of

FWC Files Intervention
In Rita Arbitration Case

San Francisco — Fox-West Coast
filed an intervention with Charles B.
Chambers, local arbitration clerk.
They declare themselves an interested party in the case of the Rita
Theater, near Vallejo, vs. RKO,
Warners, and Paramount. William
and Pauline Symfy, owners of the
S y r a cuse's
annual
comm e n cement.
yet unopened house have charged
Rubin is an
that the exchanges have refused to
Orange
sell them pictures until the films
alumnus.
have cleared the Strand, Marcel,
J. ROBERT RUBIN
Senator, and Valmar. Senator and
The
citation accompanying the bestowal of Strand are Fox-West Coast propthe medal read:
erties. Arbitrator is expected to be
selected Saturday.
"Alumnus of Syracuse and native
of our city, you have had a memorable career. As a student you were
active in many ways and you were Danville Enterprises
noted for leadership. You were a Intervenes in Lee Case
pupil of that peerless teacher, Dr. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
William H. Mace.
Washington — Danville Enterprises,
"Admitted to the bar, you chose Inc., Charlotte, N. C, has intervened in the two arbitration cases
New York City as your place of
residence, and for a time you en- filed by L. W. Lee of Danville, Va.,
gaged in the political life of that operator of the Lea and the Schoolcity. You became assistant district field. Danville Enterprises operates
attorney. But your chosen profes- the
ville.Dan, Rialto and Capitol in Dansion of law. called you into its active service and with that relationship you have become one of the
Bid to Take RKO,
country's outstanding leaders in the Highest
"U" Films for Chi. Loop
motion picture industry.
"Your loyalty to your alma mater
has long been known. As an underChicago — With the closing for the
graduate you helped to pilot the Summer of the RKO Palace theater
football team, and your interest in this month, it is reported that both
athletics has been sustained.
Universal and RKO will sell their
"You have been chosen as a wor- first-runs in the Loop to the high:s
thy son of Syracuse to receive a bidder.
George Arents medal for excellence
There are two outlets, the Ess°
in public service which I now be- ness Woods theater, after its "Citi
zen Kane" run is completed and the
stow on you."
Oriental Theater, that could use
these films, besides several legit,
George C. Jackson Stricken
houses, which are usually closed for
Springfield, O. — George C. Jack- the Summer months. The managers of
son, colored operator of The South- the air-conditioned Orchestra Hall, a
ern, and Lincoln theaters, died sud- class house of 2,500 seats, have also
considered films for the Summer
denly, following a stroke.
The Blackstone theater and the
eral tax on our tickets and when we huge Auditorium will also be availhave prize nights we have more
able for films, but both have high
overhead
tickets
to
pay
on.
The
Bingoes
don't
have to pay any tax on tickets and
While there are several Army and
they give away many more times the Navy camps near Chicago and a
money
he
said.we could afford to give away," couple of large training schools
Out of 33 theaters in Louisville, 10 located in the city, soldier and sailor
not been large, acnabes — none downtown — have give- patronagecording tohas
a leading manager.
aways.
Air conditioned bowling alleys
Steuerle said he'd be glad if Meredith got a ruling from the courts are taking quite a draw from the
holding Bank Nights to be illegal, Chicago theaters, both in the Loop
but that if "Bank Nights are against and the residential districts; tourthe law, Bingoes ought to be against mer.
naments run throughout the Sumthe law, too."

FPC Loses Theaters
To Odeon in East
(Continued from Page 1)

Capitol,
John's,
Newfoundland.
All of St.these
except
the Sydne 1
houses have been in the Fam^u
Players Canadian
circuit, an<L«~1
which
Robson
was20Eastern
supervisor
about
years. theas}U'.'
As sucj
he toured the East two to five time
yearly, and his present trip is hif
first in his new job. He left FPi!
when N. L. Nathanson gave up thl
presidency.
The Casino, Halifax, was owned bj .
built to order for, and managed unti>
about a year before his death recent"
ly, by Ronald J. McAdam, a Vetera
theaterman.
It was acquired fror
his estate. The Capitol and Empres
in Moncton
join the Odeon
on ,
tieup with their owner-manager, F
W. Winter, a veteran exhib.
Th
Strand at Sydney ditto, with E. R*
Lynn, also a veteran, as owner
manager.
The Capitol
at by
St. John'
has been owned
in part
M. A
Milligan, of Toronto, now with Odeo.
and formerly Canadian general man
ager for Paramount distribution.
At least one theater will link u;
with Odeon in St. John, where Rob I
son conferred with J. M. Franklir
top man of the Franklin & Hersch
orn houses. Two of these, the May
fair and Regent, are in St. John.

Holds City Council Can
Regulate Bank Night
Des Moines, la. — Power to regu
late Bank Night is invested in th
City Council, according to an opin
ion handed down by City Solicito
Fred T. Van Liew in answer to
petition filed by a patron seeking
new registration list.
The petition asked the Council t»
pass an ordinance requiring locaj
theaters to destroy all existing Ban!.
Night registration lists and set u;
regulations for operation of thj
awarding
of the awards.

Col. Signs Ccd Shrum
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL)

Hollywood — Cal Shrum and hi
Rhythm Rangers have signed to d<
a series of eight pictures at Colum
bia,
the starring
first willCharles
be "TheStarrett.
Medici ■•
Riders"

WEDDING
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

BELLS
FILM

DAIL}

Hollywood — Gene Tierney an(
Count Oleg Cassini were marriee
over the week-end at Las Vegas.
Hammond, Ind. — Stephen Stanis o:
the Orpheum Theater staff, was mar
ried to Mary Zablocki.
Chicago — Phil Tague, independen
theater owner, and Hallie Sullivai
of the Chez Paree night club, elopec
and were married at Corning, Ark.

Majors' Records Demanded
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[)" Executive Sales Setup RealignedB. O. Rate
by of Scully
Gain Behind

eineman Named His Aide;
leyers in Eastern Berth;
ew Division for M'Carthy

,William J. Heineman, Universal's
?rn sales manager, becomes as:t general sales manager under
realig
J ent
of nthe
x e c u tive
.les setup
n n o unced
•sterday by
i 1 liam A.
(C u 1 1 y, the
o m chief.
pany's
.les
Fred Meys, until rently genial manager
RKO Film
o o k i n g WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN
o r p., b esales
mes
Universal's
Eastern
(Continued on Page 4)

rr

Flexible Selling
or WB in Canada!

O'CONNOR
NAMED UNIVERSAL V.-P.
Becomes Executive Assistant to Nate J. Blumberg,
Assuming His Sew

J. J. O'Connor today takes over
his new position as vice-president
of Universal and executive assistant
to
Nate
Blum berg,
p r e s i dent.
His appointment was announced yb
Blum berg
f ol lowing a
meet ing of
the board of
directors.

r

b eBoth
r g Blumand
O'Connor for
many years
were associated in the
operation of RKO

J. J.

O'CONNOR

theaters.

When

Defense Boom Ups
Honolulu Grosses

Toronto — Warners may adopt a
lexible selling" policy in Canada,
•cording to reports current here.
Policy said to be receiving seriBy EILEEN O'BRIEN
;- consideration would permit the FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Honolulu, Hawaii (By Air Mail)
ompany to mix full program selling
kh the block selling plan devised — Box-office receipts are soaring in
every Honolulu theater due to the
(Continued on Page 11)
boom being created by the defense
emergency.
Honolulu(Continued
has theon Page
largest
concenExpect Jackson Will
4)

Be Netv Chief Justice

Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Attorney General
Robert H. Jackson, in the film
industry's spotlight since 1937 when
he became head of the Department of Justice's anti-trust division
as Assistant Attorney General, is
regarded here as an almost certain
choice as successor to Chief Justice
Charles Evans Hughes who retires,
at his own request, on July 1.
In turn, it is reported that Solicitor
General Francis Biddle will replace
Jackson.

Duties Today

Blumberg: resigned as the RKO theaters chief to become president of
Universal, O'Connor succeeded him
as vice-president and general manager.
Blumberg said yesterday that
"O'Connor will bring the exhibitor's
viewpoint into distribution — a viewpoint Universal has always found
extremely valuable in all of our opO'Connor's affiliation with Univererations."
sal was forecast by The Film
Daily on April 25 when his resignation from the RKO theater post was
disclosed.
The Universal board yesterday in
addition to electing O'Connor to a
vice-presidency ratified a term employment contract.

Subpoena Top Execs.
In Crescent Action

General Business in Some
Towns, Ahead in Others
The rate of gain at the boxoffice as general business reacts
to the national defense program
continues spotty, according to further field reports from staff correspondents of The Film Dally ensurvey.
gaged in a progressive country-wide
The general situation is pointed
up by the results of a checkup in
the Louisville territory, where defense projects entailing large expenditures include a new powder
plant at Charlestown, Ind., an adjacent (Continued
powder bag-loading
plant, a
on Page 9)

Kelly Will Address
N. J. Allied Meeting
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in
charge of distribution of United Artists, will be one of the principal
speakers at the Allied of New Jersey convention
in onAtlantic
(Continued
Page 11) City next

Hal Roach Adopts Series

Nashville, Tenn. — Indicating that
the Government intends to proceed Idea for His Streamliners
with the trial of its anti-trust action
Hal Roach plans to release the
against the Crescent Amusement
first
10 of his new streamlined feaCo. here July 7, 0. W. Hughes, spetures(Continued
between August
and April,
on Page 11)
cial assistant to the Attorney General, who will prosecute for the
D of J, yesterday
issued subpoenas
(Continued on Page 10)

"Revolutionary" Metro Policy
May Reveal New Sales Plan by Mid-June
A new sales policy, reported to
be "revolutionary," is being devised
by M-G-M and may be revealed by
mid-June. Discussions of the plan
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
are being held with branch managHollywood — Bud Abbott and Lou
ers by division managers who are
Costello will make one picture an- covering their territories with their
district heads for the purpose of
M-G-M.
The comedians'
contract nually forwith
Universal
permitted
setting up the new policy national(Continued on Page 4)
ly and regionally.

Abbott and Costello Will
Do "Rio Rita" for Metro

~l J

Pix Leaders Pledge
826,430 lor Appeal

Forty leaders of the industry, at a
luncheon yesterday in the Hotel
Edison, pledged a total of $26,430
toward continuance of the programs
of the Agencies represented by
the United Jewish Appeal. Luncheon was given under the auspices
of
of that
whichbody's
DavidAmusement
Bernstein, Division
Barney
Balaban and Major Albert Warner
are co-chairmen. It was decided to
hold eonanat aArtists
and Musicians'
Lunchdate soon
to be announced.
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"Neutral" Newsreel Order
Issued by Censor in B. A.

Albany — With the Memorial Day
week-end ushering in heavy Adirondack and Catskill Mountain summer
resort business, many of the parttime theaters in those sectors opened
or are lighting up again this week.
Only two theaters in the territory
to close in the last few days are
the Uptown, Eensselaer. operated by
Bill Petherlee and the Grand, Hudson, a Lamont Circuit house. Lamont also operates in Philmont, Berlin. Greenville and Athens.
Theaters in the summer amusement sector opened already or getting the shutters off this week are:
Silver Theater, Fort Covington;
Strand, Schroon Lake, operated by
Rossi Brothers, who also run in
Saranac Lake; The Scaroon Manor,
Schroon Lake; Dave Katz' Totem
Lodge, Burden Lake; Saranac Inn,
Saranac Lake; The Lake, owned by
exhib. Bob Yates, Lake George; The
Adirondack at Lake Speculator,
owned by Harry Gallup and Carl
Millman's Playhouse, Manchester
Center, Vt.

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — The
Municipal Censor Commission here
which sets the pace for censorship
in the provinces has issued a new
order banning newsreels which attack or ridicule any of the belligerent
nations. Additionally, exhibs. are
now required to run a clip before the
newsreels warning patrons against
any manifestation of sympathy or
antipathy, the stated penalty being
the closing of the house.
Order follows outburst of applause
for President Roosevelt and Churchill, booing Hitler and Nazi leaders
and laughter, plus some applause, for
Mussolini.
Censor Commission which originally ordered Hess clips scissored
from newsreels later permitted their
restoration, but with the deleting of
the sub-title, "Hess Stabs Germany

Tarkington's Settlement
Gives WB "Penrod" Rights

{Tuesday, June 3)
NEW

Mountain Summer Season
Brings Rush of Openings

68
55

Name DeWalt Arbitration
Clerk in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — E. M. DeWalt has
been appointed to succeed William A.
Livingston as Clerk of the local
tribunal of the AAA, effective yesterday. Livingston resigned as of
May 31 to return to the insurance
business, with which he was formerly connected.

Warner Bros. Pictures will have
the right to produce films based on
Booth Tarkington's Penrod stories
under a settlement of Tarkington's
suit against Warners which is nearing completion, it was learned yesterday. Tarkington will receive a
money settlement. Suit sought $100,000 damages and an injunction
against Warners. Action was started in the Federal Court on the plaintiff's charge that the film "Penrod
And His Twin Brother" was a conversion of the plaintiff's literary
property in the use of the name
Penrod and stories based on that
character.

"Mystery of Faith" to Be
Filmed by Johnnie Walker

in Commission
the Back." offers the official explanation for these and other moves,
including the banning of "The Great
Dictator" and several additional U. S.
films, that they are designed to safeguard Argentina's neutrality.

Uncover Move by Nazis to
Control Argentine Films
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — Further evidence of German efforts to
control Argentine film production
through extension of credits was disclosed during the bankruptcy proceedings of Luis Sandrini, actor, who
tried his hand at indie producing.
It was disclosed that Sandrini
owed Agfa 28,000 pesos, Gevaert,
14,000 pesos, and Siemens-Schuckert,
6,000 pesos. In contrast, he was
indebted to Kodak to the extent of
only 3,000.
Additionally, Sandrini had 13,000
Descs in credits from the Argentine
State Bank.

WMCA and RKO Theaters
In New York in Tie-up
Radio Station WMCA has closed
an exploitation deal with RKO Theaters in New York whereby the
station's drama critic, Julius Colby,
whose Hollywood program is heard
on week nights, will be given lobby
space and a trailer.
The trailer, while primarily calling attention to the RKO program
on WMCA, will devote considerable
footage to the station and will be
shown in 48 theaters nightly.

"Mystery of Faith." based on the
story of the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass, will be produced in Technicolor by Johnnie Walker at Fox
Movietone Studio. Scenario is by
the Rev. Vincent Connors and the
picture will be made with the co-operation of the Very Rev. Colman
Byrne, Father Provincial of the
Passionist Congregation, Union
City, N. J. Monsignor Fulton J.
Sheen, radio priest, will appear in Finkel Has Appendectomy
a leading role. Bert Ennis prePittsburgh — Morris Finkel. who
Dared the screen treatment for the
10-reel film which goes into pro- operates the Capitol and Hilltop
Theaters, South Hills, is in St. Franduction in mid-July.
cis Hospital here where he has just
undergone an emergency operation
William A. Roberts Dead
for appendicitis.
Plymouth, Pa. — William A. Roberts, 70, veteran theater man, died
in Wilkes-Barre General Hospital Adkins to Join Disney
from pneumonia. Roberts had been
Boston — New England Town Hall
connected with film biz for more has given up the ghost and will fold.
than 25 years; at the time of his Dave Adkins, executive director, may
death, he managed the Vaudette join the Walt Disney organization
Theater here.
within the next fortnight or so.

commc and come
NATE BLUMBERC leaves for the Coast Fr
WILLIAM
A. SCULLY and JOHN
JOSEPH
tomorrow.
ARTHUR W. KELLY is due here today by
from the Coast.
DAVE LIPTON, Columbia advertising^-]
ager,
left last night for Chicago.
BOB
SAVINI leaves for Boston
tonigV.turning Sunday to leave immediately for H 1
tion.
wood
by plane to attend the MPTOA
cot |
WALTER

HAMPDEN

is

on

the

Coast.

BREEZY EASON, Warner director
and FF
WILCOX,
GEORCE
TOBIAS,
BYRON
BARR
WILLIAM
JUSTICE,
members
of the cas»
the
forthcoming
Warner
preparedness
I
"The
Tanks
Are
Coming,"
arrived
in
Knox,
Ky., yesterday
to start shooting or ;
subject.
BURCESS
Coast.

MEREDITH

has returned frorr

WALLY VAN, in town for a few days. I
return to Miami later this week.
FRITZ

LANG

is at the Waldorf.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., and his wif
in Santiago, Chile.
RICHARD
KRAKEUR
leaves by plane to |
for the Coast.
CHARLES AARON, Metro traveling au
is in New Haven for a theater and excl
audit.
MORRIS
NUNE,
Progressive
Premium
o
New
Haven,
MEYER
and
MAURICE
B/
of the Whalley,
Westville,
and Whitney
aters, will leave next week for a fishing
to Moose
Lick Meguntic.
eralCARL
sales LESERMAN,
manager,
is Warners'
vacationingassistant
in Ca

Clarence Eynon Arbitra
In the McDonald Case
Denver — Clarence Eynon, law
was named
arbitrator in the
Donald case asking better dead
for the Nile Theater, Mitchell, l|
Hearing was set for June 12.

LEON FROMKESS
Producers Releasing Cor||
"You

have

excellent

don<

job, be

says—

fully bound in at
five colors. I fine
very
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boot
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BOYS, here's the picture that's brine
the people BACK TO THE THEATRE!
UNIVERSALE
Bud ABBOTT <™d Lou COSTELLO
Dick POWELL

f

IN THE NAVY
with THE ANDREWS

U

r

SISTERS, Claire Dodd, Condos Brothers

OFFICIAL!
i. Orpheum

Theatre, San Francisco, Calif.

2.

Warner Theatre, Milwaukee,

3.

Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven,Conn.

4.

Rialto Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

Wisconsin

5. Orpheum Theatre, Seattle, Washington
6. Capitol Theatre, Scranton, Pa.
7. Majestic Theatre, Providence, R. I.
8.

Orpheum

Theatre, Davenport,

Colonial Theatre, Elmira, N.Y.

Iowa

10. Durfee Theatre, Fall River, Mass.

20. Capitol Theatre, Hazelton, Pa.

11. Senate Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.

21. Palace Theatre, Lawrence,

12. Strong Theatre, Burlington, Vt.

22. Roxy Theatre, Springfield, III.

13. Capitol Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.

23. Penn Theatre, Wilkes

14. Opera House, Newport, R. I.
15. Astor Theatre, Reading, Pa.

24. Palace Theatre, Stamford, Conn.

16. Bijou Theatre, Springfield, Mass.
17. Ohio Theatre, Canton, Ohio

26. College Theatre, Bethlehem,

18. Earle Theatre, Allentown,

27. Garde Theatre, New

Pa.

19. Poli Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.

25. State Theatre, New

Mass.

Barre, Pa.

Bedford, Mass.
Pa.

London, Conn.

28. Ellaney Theatre, El Paso, Texas

r
r
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Defense Boom Ups
Honolulu Grosses

mirr

U" Executive Sales
Setup Realigned
(Continued from Page 1)
manager with the following branches under his direct supervision; Boston. New Haven, Buffalo, New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Albany,
Cleveland
and Pittsburgh.
F. J. A. McCarthy heads a newly
created division and becomes Southern and Canadian sales manager in
charge of the following branches:
Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Memphis,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
and the Canadian offices of Calgary,
Montreal, St. John, Toronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg.
A new Western sales manager will
be appointed to fill the vacancy left
by Heineman's advancement. The
Western sales manager's territory
will include Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
Omaha, Des Moines, Denver, Salt
Lake City, Los Angeles, Portland,
Seattle and San Francisco.
The nesw sales
nounced, would
appointments and
disclosed shortly.

setup, Scully annecessitate other
promotions, to be
Said Scully:

"We feel certain that this realignment will greatly increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Sales Department in meeting the
demands of Universal's continued
growth and expansion.

Abbott and Costello Will
Do "Rio Rita" for Metro
(Continued from Page 1)
one outside picture a year. First
picture
MetroWheeler
will be and
"Rio Robert
Rita"
in
whichforBert
Woolsley appeared for RKO in 1929.
Metro acquired the rights from RKO
some time ago.

Illinois Allied Sets
Single Feature Drive
Chicago — Illinois Allied's board of
directors met yesterday. Jack
Kirsch, prexy, says a drive for single features was discussed and plans
made to push the campaign hard.
Abram F. Myers, who was here yesterday, left for Washington last
night.

• •
• IN sharp contrast to the emotional and dramatic
was
the clear, factual picture
which Moses
A. Leavitt, secretary of
the Joint Distribution Committee, presented via his address yesterday
at the luncheon meeting of the United Jewish Appeal's Amusement Division
in the Hotel Edison
It was a picture of the
tremendous suffering
being endured by hundreds of thousands of
victims
of Hitler's hate and hand
It was a picture, too, of
the tremendous job which is being done
and must continue to be
done
to save those victims from death
and the ravages of
hunger and disease

V

V

▼

• •
• AMONG those who attended yesterday's Amusement
Division
luncheon
were
Co-Chairmen
David
Berns*ein
and Barney Balaban; Nate Spingold, Harry Buxbaum, Max Seligman, Eugene Picker, Charles Moses
Sam Rinzler, A. P. Waxman, Max A. Cohen, Harold Rodner, Marvin Schenck, Herman
Robbins,
Charles Sonin, Ben Abner, Max Blackman
Leon
Goldberg, Arthur Isreal, Jr., Sam Shain, Harry Kalcheim, A.
Schreiber, Joseph R. Vogel, William Sussman, Joseph Lee, Hyman Rachmil, Emil Friedlander, and Bertram Lebhar, Jr

V

V

• •
•
IT looks decidedly
going to have a nice long run

as

▼

though "Major Barbara"
at the local Astor Theater

is
with

attending husky "take"
According
to our sleuths
the opus
did $1,000 more in its third week than in its second
which eloquently bespeaks its pulling power. .... .No small factor in the Shaw
socko to date
has been the publicity grabbed
Just this past
Sunday
in the institutional and audience-creating New York Times
the pic got a terrific play in the dramatic section
under the
by-line of Brooks Atkinson
Another blast, worth many admissions,
was gleaned via the same newspaper's 'tough-to-crash" Sunday Magazine which revealed G.B.S. in nine different attitudes
delivering the "Major
• •
next

•

Barbara"

▼

prologue

▼

▼

THE Inventors of America
will meet on Tuesday
in the Hotel Edison
to see and hear Al Burns

billed as "The Nation's Gadget Chief"
who'll tell you just
what to invent
If Mister Burns can stand a suggestion him-

ills

self

— how 'bout some ingenious creation to end all filmland's
(or does that come under the miracle heading?)

• •
•
the Havana

▼

V

AT its regular luncheon
Rotary Club will present

T

tomorrow
down
in Cuba
Paramount Pictures, Inc

a

trophy signalizing the producing org.'s friendship and good-will represented in "The Ghost Breakers"
During its making
Producer
Arthur Hornblow,
Jr., exercised meticulous care to see that the opus
in no way libeled or misrepresented Cuba
Trophy'II be sent by
Havana Rotary to Hollywood Rotary
Latter will then present it to
a high Para, studio solon at a special luncheon
Jasper D. Rapoport,
Para.'s manager in Cuba, will be present at tomorrow's luncheon in
Havana

▼
From
THE FILM
DAILY to
Rosalind
Russell
Jack Arnold
Richard Tucker
Marvin
Kirsch
l.ane Chandler

▼

▼

• •
•
TOMORROW, RKO's Fordham Theater will celebrate
its 20th Anniversary
which is gonna in fact be a week-long
affair
studded with ceremonies, parades, and all sorts of big
doin's
James A. Brady, a weekly patron of the stand since
its opening, will cut a ribbon
then tear off the cellophane
from the new box-office
and thereupon will be presented
with the first admish ticket
Borough big-wigs and celebs
will attend the evening whoopee

(Continued from Page 1)
tration of Army and Navy persd
nel of any city in the U. S., ev
in normal times, and the popula^il
of the city has increased by t^
sands during the last six mores]
with the arrival of civilian deferJ
workers and their families, and tj
stationing of the Fleet in Hawaii
waters.
Motion picture houses are gettii
a lion's share of the resultant prd
perity due to the fact that movj
are the chief form of entertainmej
here. There is no legit, theal]
here, there are few night clubs a]
no amusement park or similar a
traction to provide entertainment ita
service men. As a result, SRO bul
ness is refreshingly frequent at I
motion picture houses.
Theaters in Honolulu have bei
fited chiefly from the boom, becaJ
defense spending is concentratf
here, but houses on outside isla:
also report satisfactory increase
box-office receipts due to the gene
prosperity in the Territory.
More than $13,000,000 in payro
and $7,000,000 for materials a!
supplies were spent during 1940
the Navy here. In addition, expen
tures for the U. S. fleet here wd
estimated at more than $10,000,0(1
There is at present an unexpendj
balance for Navy building projects
Hawaii in excess of $62,000,000.
The Army spent more than $3
000,000 in Hawaii during 1940 a|
that figure will be greatly increa
this year. The government is n|
building 3,062 family dwelling unf
for defense workers and milita1
personnel, a Pearl Harbor barracj
for 1,400 unmarried civilian woi
ers and 512 family housing unl
for "overflow" personnel at scj
tered points throughout Honolulu
Unemployment is practically nq
existent and it is difficult to a
WPA workers to finish projects nd
under construction.
i

|

First Tim Holt Western
For 1941-42 Completed

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI. j
Hollywood — "The
Outlaw
TraiH
first in the 1941-42
series of V
westerns in which RKO Radio
star Tim Holt, has been completed
Director Edward Killy. Bert Gilri

vM

produced.

TO THE

COLORS!

Lynn Farnol reports for acti|
service in the U. S. Army Air Cor
on June 16. Farnol, who holds
captain's commission, will spend t\
weeks in Washington before repoi
ing for duty at Mitchell Field, L
His public relations service will
conducted
his
absence. by his associates durii

■&£, :"= r

&
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PARAMOUNT'S
product for the first 9 months
of the current season is the talk of the industry!
We're

now
swinging
into Summer
smash hit after another.

PARAMOUNT
you

gives
need

you
them

the big
most!

with
ones

one
when

In thre
Now piling up terrific
grosses
in Pre-release engage
ments!

11

I WANTED WINGS

It

*-, Ray Milled , William H.lden • Woy
n. Morris • Brian Donlevv
- C»nSt0„ce
Moore . Veronico loke . Harry
Davenport . OiretM byJ^g

"Sure-fire!"-Box Office. "Top-notch V'-M. P. Daily.
Every other critic echoes this applause.

ONE NIGHT IN LISBON

If

M Fred MacMurray • Madeleine Carroll „» pm. ^^ • m* Burke
John Loder • Dame May Whitty • Edmund Gwenn

m
II

• Reginald Denny • Billy Gilbert

Screen Play by Virginia Van Upp • Based on a Play by John Van Druten * Produced and Directed by EDWARD

H. GRIFFITH

grand outdoor thriller from the
best!
company that knows how to make them

Another

THE PARSON OF PANAMINT
Joseph Schildkrout
N DREW • PHILLIP TERRY •
- CHARLIE RUGGLES • ELLE
Porter Hall • Henry Kolker - iane^^JZT'
Directed by Wiffion, McGA HARRY

SHERMAN

Production

•

A Paramount.

Kf

mount
ecracker...and Para
Hope's hot as a f,r
natural.
for a showman's
times the release

«•

T
r
A
W
«
H
T
N
I
4AU6HT

\\ "" \ \

eenp:!_pe^-';

.he reo.es. «r
0„..« Terb
7a"«,per-selling ««"P<"9"
1
°"e

f
U
.
H
E
H
T
F
O
D
R
E
H
P
SHE

MlJohn Wayne- Betty Field- I^S'-ltstarring

es Barton
en Play byBon
Scre
• Jam^^
di ov
*Wi Beu
^ ^^ Hafhaway
loh *r
• Based on
Bell Wright
s and Stuart Anthany
the Novel by Harold
. _n Pla¥by Graver Jone

>/

that will make
The big musical comedy smash good
bye!
America kiss the blues

new THE80VS GOODBYE
.taring Doll Ameche

• Mary

Martin

Dale • Barbara Allen • Raymond Walburn
Connie Boswell .nd ROCHESTER

w

^ Oscar Levant • Virginia

• Elizabeth Patterson • Jerome Cowan

• Based on a Play by Clare Boothe • Directed by Victor Schertiinger

The stars ... the thrills ... the spectacle of
"Hurricane". . . PLUS the ticket-selling
power of gorgeous %C//JV/C0£OK!

Wm

9f

Of THE SOUTH SEAS

~--^i3?TR&£

.tamn9 Dorothy Lamour • Jon Hall • Lynne Overma
n

Cecil B. DeMille's Greatest!

"REAP THE WILD WIND"
PRODUCED *ND D1
RKTSD „ ^

fi ^

M TeCXH /COLOR /

■tMiiWMWUiiiwiwiM»MJI*IJ>lllilil*IMiMBr^WHH»WBBHPi^i^^MBMaMi^BI

**

t - '?
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PARAMOUNT

OlVtS YOU IT!

TO
GIVE
YOU
Y
&L*.
,
:.,^V .-,, Ay '%*.
I
ft

I

•

Nothing held back ... no schedules switched . . . every
picture ready for release! No wonder the word is out!
PARAMOUNT

SPRING,

is "The Hottest Company

SUMMER,

P£P£NP

AUTUMN,

in the Business!

WINTER

...

ON PARAMOUNT/
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Spotty Reaction to Defense Money is Continuing
B. O. Rate of Gain Behind
General Business in Some
Towns, Ahead in Others
(.Continued from Page 1)

3n-proving range at Madison, Intl.,
. naval ordnance works in Louisville, and an airport expansion program as well as a defense housing'
program of 5,000 units.
Theater operators in Louisville
report b.o. business up from 15 to
50 per cent over a year ago, with
a 10 to 15 per cent jump in a month
as against a 19.7 per cent rise in
general business activity in the 30r]ay period.
In the rest of Kentucky:
Hopkinsville — Business up 20 per
cent, b.o. up five per cent.
Owensboro — Business up 10 per
cent, b.o. up slightly.
Henderson — Site of new anhydrous ammonia plant for manufacture of explosives, business up 15
per cent, b.o. up 30 per cent.
Bowling Green — General level of
business up five per cent, b.o.
shows no change.
Danville — Business level
unchanged, b.o. up five per cent.
Mayfield — Little change in business or b.o.
Paducah — Some improvement in
business, b.o. up five to 10 per cent.
Ashland-Catlettsburg — New American Rolling Mills construction
boosted business about 20 per cent,
b.o. gained up to 25 per cent.
Lexington — Business up 2.1 per
cent, b.o. steady to 5 per cent better.
Covington-Newport — Business up
5.2 per cent, b.o. showing- 3 to 8
per cent gain.

Boston Box Offices Soar;
Best Biz Since 1927-29
Boston — Boston's industrial area,
with its two and one-half million
population, is giving the motion picture theaters of this territory the
greatest boom they have had since
the halcyon days of 1927-28-29.
Within an hour's ride of Boston,
too, there are now several great
military and naval camps. Over the
holiday week-end, there were on pass
in Boston more than 24,000 soldiers
from Camp Edwards and Camp Dev■ens. Theaters did a land-office business.
Cool weather, of course, has contributed. It has been just sufficiently cool to prevent people going
to the beaches. It was so cool Memorial Day that less than 75,000
persons were at Revere and Natkasket beaches where ordinarily on
a holiday half a million would have
been at each beach. And that crowd
instead went to the theaters.

Nebraska-Western Iowa Area
Sees Increased "Takes" Due

Omaha — National defense so far
has created only a slight, spotty
upswing in b.o. "takes" in the Nebraska-Western Iowa area for ex-

Patronage from Camp Forrest Aids Nashville
II. O. and May Offset I sua I Summer Decline
Nashville, Tenn. — That patronage from the 30,000 soldiers in training at
Camp Forrest is lifting b.o. receipts perceptibly and may completely counteract
the usual summer slump is contention of manager of local and Middle Tennessee
theaters.

hibs, but indications point to quite
a rise during the next few months.
Over $20,000,000 worth of defense contracts have been let in
Nebraska, and about 75 per cent of
that amount is for Omaha and immediate area. Construction of a
$15,000,000 bomber plant at Fort
Crook, just south of Omaha, is going full blast.

Minnesota Box Offices
Adversely Affected by
National Defense Spending
shows to accommodate flying cadets
on leave. S. R. O. signs are the rule
at Sunday showings.

is some months away, with current
extra money being used to clean up
old debts, new cars and home improvements. Defense orders for Fort
Lewis and Camp Murray total $25,000,000 and January industrial payrolls jumped to $4,710,000 compared
with $2,750,000 in January, 1940, but
theater receipts have not increased
proportionately.

Miami Better B. O. Biz
Held Due to Tourists

felt no good effects from defense
spending in this area, said Frank
Weatherford, Interstate Circuit city
manager, who believes that operators
will benefit this fall when local concerns will be in the midst of their
Government orders. Over $1,000,000
in defense contacts are held by
Fort Worth manufacturers and this,
plus 20,000 jobs to be filled at the
Consolidated bomber assembly plant
now being completed, are expected to
hypo attendance, he said.

costs, local workers, including thousands of men recently added to
Schenectady payrolls, are saving
their money except that spent for
actual needs. With family incomes
depleted by the loss of drafted members' incomes and many people fearful of next year's tax bill, theater
box-offices have felt no good effects
from defense spending. A prominent
banker estimates that it will take at
least three months for conditions to
adjust themselves and people to become accustomed to gains in employment.

Miami — Defense spending plays a
small part in box-office returns in the
resort locality and increased business
in the first third of the year is attributed to a better tourist season
rather than to better payrolls.

Increased Living Costs
Alliance, O., B.O. Business Just Defense Spending No Hypo
Kayo
Albany B. O. Biz
Yet for Ft. Worth Houses
Albany — Wary of increased living
Fair Despite Peak Employm't
Fort Worth — Theaters as yet have

Alliance, O. — Athough employment here has attained an all-time
high, the increased industrial activity has not been reflected in theater grosses, according to Ray Wallace, managing director of Tri Theaters, Inc., operating the Morrison,
Columbia and Strand, three of the
town's four movie theaters.

Defense Program Coin Holds
No Benefits for Grand Rapids

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Although
there is much defense work under
way here, b.o. receipts not only Interstate, Texas, Reports
for Grand Rapids, but for the state Steady Attendance Gain
as a whole have slumped. In this
San Antonio — A steady attendance
area, grosses are down approxi- gain, starting last August, is reported by Interstate Circuit officials
mately 15 per cent, exhibitors assert.
who attribute it to building trades
employment incident to Army camp
and flying school construction work.
Payroll Jumps of 35-55 P.C.
Manufacturers report no increases
Fail to Hike Frisco B. O.
in employment as a result of defense
San Francisco — Defense contracts orders.
totaling $649,580,694, with consequent payroll jumps of 35 to 55 per Service Men
Give J ax
cent, have not been reflected in
'Frisco box-office returns, except for Capacity Week-Ends
Jacksonville — Three new houses
a small increase in week-end returns.
A ray of light for the territory is the have been completed as a result of a
skyrocketing of theater patronage in population increase with over 100
the industrial and military centers at families a month moving in for each
Vallejo, Richmond, Mare Island, Ala- of the past eight months. Theater
meda, South San Francisco, Napa, operators report capacity week-end
Salinas, Monterey and Santa Rosa business from thousands of soldiers
where new houses have been built and sailors on leave, and say that attendance throughout the week is
to take up the overflow from existing
operations.
good. Military base expenditures in
Florida totaled $82,845,070 with more
Seattle Theaters Fail
than half of this sum spent in the
Jacksonville trade area.
To Benefit from Defense
Seattle — Chamber of Commerce
has estimated that $7,000,000 will be Montgomery Box Offices
spent at box-offices during the next Reflect Business Boom
three years but local theaters have
Montgomery — An increase of apyet to feel any increase, it is reproximately $4,000,000 over last year
ported by Hamrick Evergreen The- in the Army payroll at the Southeastern Air Base, an additional payaters, Seattle's largest circuit.
roll of $750,000 with the opening of a
new veteran's hospital and swollen
Tacoma B. O. Up Slightly
payrolls in private industry, due to a
But Lags Behind Other Lines building
and construction boom, are
Tacoma — - Box-office revenues are being happily reflected in box-office
up somewhat but still lag behind receipts. Several new houses have
other lines of business. Downtown been completed and one house has
Saturday midnight
1operators believe that the "harvest" inaugurated

National Defense Adversely
Affects Minn. Box Offices
Minneapolis — National defense has
had an adverse effect throughout this
territory. With few defense contracts let in Minnesota, skilled workers have gone to other sections of the
country, in some cases taking entire
families with them. North and South
Dakota and Western Wisconsin are
faced with the same problem. Theaters also lost out when the Minnesota National Guard was moved to
Southern and Western camps. Twin
Cities receipts remain about normal
for this season of the year, but
smaller cities and towns report patronage off from 10 to 30 per cent.

Memphis Feels No Spurt
From Defense Spending
Memphis — Despite tremendous employment gains and $27,000,000 defense money being spent here, theater business has not increased. Millington, Milan and Humboldt, sites
of munitions plants are crowding theaters and one additional house has
been built in each of these towns.

Richmond Exhibs. Hopeful
Of Better B. O. Biz in Fall
Richmond — While some theater
operators report better business than
last year, others report a decrease,
despite a Federal Reserve Bank bulletin claiming a 13 per cent rise in
business in the territory. A couple
of defense (Continued
projects onhave
not materiPage 11)
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Subpoena Top Execs.
In Crescent Action
{Continued from Page 1)

for the appearance of top New
York execs, of the majors, co-defendants with Crescent.
Among those for whom subpoenas
were issued were:
R. W. Perkins, Warner Brothers,
and Vitagraph; Austin C. Keough,
Paramount, and Paramount Film
Distributors; Leopold Freedman,
Loew's; J. Miller Walker, RKO; Felix
Jenkins, Twentieth Century-Fox; E.
C. Raftery, United Artists; Peyton
Gibson, Universal, and Charles
Schwartz,
Columbia.
The summons issued instructed
these men to "bring with you the
documents and data, memoranda,
correspondence and other written
communications, whether inter-office
or otherwise, written or received
during the period between Jan. 1,
1934, and Dec. 31, 1940, which relate to the negotiation or offers to
negotiate for, or refusals to negotiate for, the licensing of feature
pictures for exhibition by the following named individuals, partnerships, or corporations."
Attached to each subpoena was
a list of the names and addresses
of 68 theater owners, theater partnerships, or corporations in Tennessee, Kentucky, North Carolina, Alabama, and Mississippi.
A second memo attached to the
subpoena instructed the same witness to bring into court all memoranda, correspondence, etc., "relating to clearance granted in favor of
or against any of the towns listed
below during one or more of the
motion picture seasons of 1934-35
to 1939-40." Below were listed 23
towns in Alabama, Kentucky, and
Tennessee.

reviews of new turns
"House
Of Mystery"
with Keneth
Kent, Judy Kelly, Peter
Murray
Hill
Monogram
62
FAIRLY INTERESTING MURDER
TERY OKAY AS PROGRAM
FARE.

Mins.
MYS-

An import from England, this Monogram
release is okay as supporting fare in the
nabe houses. It is a fairly interesting and
well-paced murder mystery. There is a
sufficient amount of suspense and the cast
is adequate. However, the picture must
be exploited as a thriller as there are no

Ascap and CBS Officials
Resume Negotiations

West Coast Bureau of THE

to Warrens

Wilmington, Del. — Gloria Mildred
Weiman, 15-year-old Wilmington
girl, is asking the Superior Court
here for permission to change her
name legally to Gloria Warren, under
which she will appear in films. At
the same time, her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Weiman, and her sister, June Violet Weiman, also are
petitioning to change their names to
Warren.

TEST PILOT FILM HAS SUFFICIENT
ACTION TO INTEREST NEIGHBORHOOD
AUDIENCES.
With much of the country air-minded,
this picture showing the building and testing of training planes, should find an audience in the nabe houses. Not nearly as
pretentious as other current airplane films,

the picture's highlights are a number of
air scenes as the pilots put their ships
through test maneuvers. Out of the air,
"names" in the cast that mean anything
at box offices in this country. Technical the story is pretty routine but the test scenes
are thrilling and will hold audiences.
aspects of the picture are adequate.
Richard Arlen as the test pilot and Jean
Cast is headed by Keneth Kent, Judy
Parker as the girl he and his brother
Kelly and Peter Murray Hill, all of whom
(Don Castle) contend for, do as well as
are quite capable although Kent overacts
slightly. Walter Summers directed from a could be expected from a script that offers
screenplay written by Doreen Montgomery. little opportunity for anything but walkSummers handles the characters ably and
through acting. Story also handicaps the direction but James Hogan manages to get
keeps the story moving in a suspenseful
fashion.
some good metier into the air scenes.
Yarn tells of the efforts of Arlen and
Story concerns the murder of a wealthy
French widow, Ruth Maitland. Her com- Castle to develop a plastic training plane
panion, Miss Kelly, is suspected of the designed by Jean Parker's blind father.
crime when she disappears before the crime Failure of another plastic job has made Army
is discovered. However, Inspector Kent officials skeptical but the new design holds
solves the mystery, saves Miss Kelly from together during its tests and is accepted
a watery death at the hands of the vil- after a dramatic finale as Arlen wraps the
lains and uncovers the murder in a well- control cables around his hands, when the
stick jams, and brings the plane back to
played climactic sequence.
earth.
CAST: Keneth Kent, Judy Kelly, Peter
CAST: Richard Arlen, Jean Parker, Roger
Murray Hill, Walter Rilla, Ruth Maitland,
Antoinette Cellier, Clifford Evans, Martitia Pryor, Helen Mack, Cliff Edwards, Don Castle, Billy Lee, Louis Jean Heydt.
Hunt, Ronald Adam, Arthur Hambling.
CREDITS: Producer, William C. Thomas;
CREDITS: Director, Walter Summers;
Screenplay, Doreen Montgomery; Based on Director, James Hogan; Story, Paul Franklin; Screenplay, Maxwell Shane, Edward
a novel by A. E. W. Mason; Cameraman,
Churchill; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos;
Claude Friese-Green.
John Alton; Editor, Bob CranDIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good. Cameraman,
dall.

Officials of Ascap and CBS yesterday resumed talks on resumption of
Ascap music over the CBS network.
Wally Van to Start Four
On Friday Ascap's board of direcFour-Reelers In Miami
tors will select a nominating committee. No board member can serve
on
the
committee.
Wally Van, of Wally Van Productions, will soon start production of
When nominations have been made
four 4-reel "streamliners." Pictures ballots will be sent to the memberwill be made at the Royal Poinsetta
ship at large. Then 30 days must
studios, Miami.
intervene before the ballots are reDeVry Gets Navy Contract
turned and Ascap's annual meeting
held.
Chicago — Herman A. DeVry Co.
has been awarded the Navy contract
Morros to Produce
for 200 portable sound projectors, including illuminants and amplifica- 7-Episode Pic for Para.
tion systems for prompt delivery.

Weimans

"Power Dive"

with Richard Arlen and Jean Parker
Paramount
71 Mins.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Boris Morros will
produce "Tales of Manhattan," a
seven-episode story for Paramount.
He plans to employ seevn sets of
leading men and women as well as
seven different directors each of
whom will direct one of the episodes.

"I Wanted Wings" Goes Third

DIRECTION, Good in the air scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Disney Okays Secret
Election on SCG
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walt Disney representatives have notified Lyman
Sisley, United States labor concili
ator here, that Disney is willing
have an election held with
present and former employes to vo
secretlytion,onwith athe
"yes"
or "no"
proposiScreen
Cartoonists
Guild to be only organization named
on the ballot.
This would enable strikers and
non-strikers to designate whether or
not the Guild should be their sole
bargaining agent. Sisley will also
contact union leaders and make his
report ment to
the Conciliation Departin Washington.

Clearance Case Dismissal
Taken Under Advisement
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Dismissal proceedings claiming lack of jurisdiction by
the
arbitrator
in O.
W. Lewis'
San
Gabriel Mission
Theater
clearance
case were taken under advisement
by Arbiter
Herbertwithin
Cameron.
ings will be mailed
a few Finddays
and in event Cameron overrules the
dismissal motion, hearing it will be
resumed June 11.
It was pointed out by Herbert T.
Silberberg of counsel for distributor
defendants, that the motion for dismissal ispredicated by lack of jurisdiction of the arbitrator whose
power is limited to the authority set
by the Consent Decree. To consign
limitations of arbitration in clearance cases to "award-fixing maximum clearance if it be found un-

AMPP Labor Contacts
Grant Agency Drops Suit reasonable."
To Meet IA Local on Pact
Over Lew Valentine's P.A.'s West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Chicago — Grant Advertising, Inc.,
has dropped its suit against several
West Coast theaters when houses
agreed to cancel personal appearance bookings of Lew Valentine.
Agency suit still pending however
against Valentine to enjoin him from
cashing in on popularity of Doctor
I. Q. Quiz Show. Change in radio
quizmaster spot was made by agency
some time ago, Valentine also severing his vice-prexy connection in
Grant's Chicago office then. Exquizzer said to have been considering a film short offer and had already made several stage appearances when suit was filed. Agency
says that he is no longer with them
and has no right to use Dr. I. Q.
Show or Dr. I. Q. Junior Show,
weekly network features sponsored
by Mars, Inc., candy firm.

Guttman, New Roach Aide

Hollywood — Association of Motion
Picture Producers has notified the
IATSE local negotiating committee
that Pat Casey and Fred Pelton,
studio labor contracts, will arrange
meetings with them regarding their
demands for contract revisions covering wages and conditions.
Union representatives insist on
immediate action and may demand
that the association name one of its
offiicers to act with Casey and
Pelton.

Bioff Waives Extradition
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Willie Bioff, indicted
by a New York Federal grand jury
on an extortion charge, has waived
extradition and will go to New York
for arraignment on the charge.

Shapiro Quits Selznick
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Victor M. Shapiro has
Charles Guttman has joined Hal
Para.'s "I Wanted Wings" starts
the third and final week of its first Roach's studio staff as assistant resigned as pre-production exploitation manager for David O. Selznick
popular price engagement on Broad- producer, after a 14-year associa- Productions and will open his own
way
at
the
New
York
Paramount
tion with Metro's foreign sales detoday.
publicity ploitation
and officesadvertizing
and expartment.
on Sunset Strip.
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Title Short Story

"Flexible Selling"
For WB in Canada!
(.Continued from Page 1)

to meet the requirements
of the
New York consent decree.
Deals under such a setup could
'»j made on the basis deemed most
j-jlvantageous.

Hal Roach Adopts Series
Idea for His Streamliners
(Continued from Page 1)

1942, the 10 to be divided into two
groups, both of which will include
one in Technicolor.
Series idea will be followed, with
these classifications: Romance,
Army, College, Miss Polly and Musical series.
First five will embrace "Niagara
Falls," "Tanks a Million," "All
American Girl," "Miss Polly" and
"Fiesta," latter in Technicolor, while
second will include "Brooklyn Orchid," "Hayfoot," "College Knights,"
"Please
and "Cubana,"
the
latterMiss
also Polly"
in color.
"Fiesta" will have a Mexican setting, "Cubana" will have a Havana
background.

Frontier Films Completing
'Native Land', Documentary
"Native Land," documentary based
on the reports of the La Follette
Civil Liberties Committee, is nearly
completed and will be released by
Frontier Films this Fall. The ninereel subject, in production for the
past two years, has a cast of professional actors, mostly member of the
Group Theater, and some non-professionals. Paul Robeson will speak
the commentary and is recording
songs composed by Marc Blitzstein,
but will not appear in the drama.

WEDDING

BELLS

Pittsburgh — Marriage of Ruth
Flora Shapiro, daughter of M. N.
Shapiro, partner in the ShapiroFineman Enterprises, to David Hadburg, manager of the Hazelwood
Theater here, will take place on
June 15.
Pittsburgh — The marriage of
Marie Rose, of the local Vita graph
exchange, to Adrien Goldbaugh will
take place on June 17.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Lucille Schaefer, candy girl at the Capitol, was
married to Fred Broghamer in St.
Nicholas' Church here.
Scranton, Pa. — Eleanor Crane, secretary to John Roberts, Comerford
film booker, will be married to James
Dempsey this month.
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Marriage of Greta
Nissen and Stuart D. Eckert is announced.

Oakland, Calif. — Marquee of the
Downtown Theater read: "James
Stewart — 'No Time for Comedy' —
'You're in the Army Now'."
Lact picture is an old G-B release.
Timely title said to be pulling surprising business.

Defense Spending
Effect Still Spotty
(Continued from Page 9)

ally increased local employment and
skilled workers are migrating to Norfolk and Newport News to work in
the shipyards. Operators look for
better week-end business in the fall
when the migrating workers come
home for visits.

Arkansas B. O.'s Near
Army Camps Get Hypo
Little Rock, Ark. — Box-offices have
been helped in towns in the vicinity
of Camp Robinson, eight miles from
this city, in the past few months, although small town operators in Arkansas say that receipts are "about
as
usual," with some indicating small
increases.

11

Kelly Will Address
N. J. Allied Meeting

HCLl_y>V€CD

Speaking—

(Continued from Page 1)

week. Other industry executives,
to be announced later, also are
schduled to attend the meetings.
Convention, which will include an
Eastern regional conference of Allied leaders, opens on Wednesday
and will end Friday with a testimonial banquet to Lee Newbury, New
Jersey Allied president.

Theater Owner and Wife
Die In la. Booth Fire
Radcliffe, la.— Clayton Carr, 26,
and his wife, 25, were burned to
death when fire gutted their theater
at Radcliffe shortly after some 350
patrons had left the house.
The couple were trapped in the
projection room and their bodies not
found until an hour later. They had
two sons, two and four, who were
home alone at the time of the fire.

Family, Philly, Reopens
With 24-hr. Grind Policy

Philadelphia — The local Family,
which burned several weeks ago,
has reopened, resuming its 24Madison, Wis., Exhibs.
hour grind policy, thus giving S-W
R^nort Healthy. Stable Biz
two, the other being the Savoy. The
Madison, Wis. — Exhibitors report News, William Goldman house, also
a healthy, stabilized patronage in plays 24 hours a day. All three are
this capital city which is not subject Market St. grinds.
to fluctuation through periods of depression and prosperity. Some operators are fearful of a decline this Indicted on Lottery Charges
Owensboro, Ky. — The MemphisFall when the selective service law
is expected to decrease enrollment at Malco Theaters, Inc., operators of
three local houses; J. C. Tunstill,
the University of Wisconsin.
resident manager of the show firm,
and Jack Kelven, solicitor, were each
Iowa Slump Blamed on
indicted by the grand jury on a lottery charge as a result of a drawing
Skilled Workers' Exodus
Des Moines — Promotion work is for an auto given away at one of the
being extended to turn the trend of theaters here March 20.
box-office receipts, currently down
from 10 per cent to heavy losses. 20th-Fox to Make 4 Zane Greys
Exodus of skilled workers, with lit- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
tle defense money apportioned to
Hollywood — Four
Zane
Grey
Iowa, is blamed for the slump. An
stories will be produced by 20th-Fox
estimated 15,000 workers have de- for
next season, the studio announced
parted for defense centers while only
week. George Montgomery will
$1,500,000 in contracts have been this
be starred in all of them.
awarded locally. Davenport, Rock
Island and Moline report more
normal conditions although increase $9,000 More for GWTW
Havana (By Air Mail)— GWTW in
in receipts is not as heavy as anticipated.
the two weeks of its return engagement at the Fausto grossed $9,000.
Wins Barnard Award
In its original three weeks' run last
Jean Carroll Sawyer, daughter of year, pix did $32,000.
Jeannette Sawyer of the 20th-Fox
ad. and pub. department, has been
awarded the Helen Prince Memorial
prize at Barnard for outstanding
dramatic composition. Prize is a
cash award scholarship of $1,200.
Scranton, Pa. — Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Hoffman, he's the head of the Comerford Theater candy department, are
Fourth for "Major Barbara"
"Major Barbara," which starts its the parents of a baby boy.
fourth week at the Astor Theater
today, in its third week exceeded
Daughter, Nancy Jane, born to
the second week's box-office business Mrs. Betty Tipton in Flushing Hospiby more than $1,000, Memorial Day
tal, makes Universal's Andy Sharick
week-end helping.
a grandpa for the first time.

STORKS!

=

By RALPH

WILK

==

—HOLLYWOOD
IN LINE with Hollywood's intention to
' carry its share of the "Good Neighbor'
policy, Paramount will star Alberto Vila, in
"The Gentleman from Buenos Aires," a
musical film to be produced on lavish scale
this Fall. Vila, a native of Argentine, recently was signed to a long-term contract
by Paramount and will probably also be
starred in "Hula Honeymoon," another
large-scale musical which Arthur Hornblow
will produce.

•

•

DOBERT BALDWIN, in real life the hus'^band of Cecilia Parker, plays his first
romantic lead opposite his wife in PRC's
"Gambling Daughters," which T. H. Richmond is producing at Talisman Studios.
Gale Storm has been borrowed from RKO
for a featured role oposite Roger Pryor
Max Nosseck is directing.

•

•

£>ARY
nextfrom
picture
RKO
^~* will GRANT'S
probably be
an at
untitled
domestic comedy by I. A. R. Wylie, which
the studio purchased before it was started.
The first half of the manuscript has been
delivered.

•

•

JOHN HUSTON, son of Walter Huston,
"* makes his debut as a director on "The
Maltese
Falcon," at Warner
Bros.

•

•

^HARLES
COBURN,veteran
Richardactors,
Carle and
^"^ Henry Travers,
and
Producer Burt Kelly are among the most
ardent baseball fans on the Coast. When
the Hollywood Stars are en the road, Travers
journeys to Wrigley Field (which is almost
a sleeper jump) to see the Los Angeles club
n action. Chico Marx is another regular
attendant at ihe Gilmore and Wrigley
Fields.
•
•
I ARRY DARMOUR, who has produced all
■" the Jack Holt features ma^e for Columbia during the last four years, will star
him in his first serial, "Holt Of The Secret
Service." •
•
CARA BERNER, versatile radio actress,
*^ has been signed for a comedy spot in
the Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy, Fibber McGee and Molly picture, "Look Who's
Laughing," at RKO.
•
•
^HARLIE
RUGGLES
is legitimate
conferring stage
with
^"^
A. H. Woods,
veteran
producer who gave Ruggles one of his first
breaks on the stage several years ago.
Woods is trying to persuade Ruggles to
star in a farce which he plans to produce.
The comedian's acceptance depends
screen commitments.

•

on

•

STANLEY CORTEZ, who photographed
"Moonlight in Hawaili," is now doing
the camera work on "San Antonio Rose" at
Universal.

•

•

LJARRY M. POPKIN, Jack Y. Berman
' ' and Pete Lasher of Eastland Theaters,
Inc., issued a novel invitation for the preview opening of their new Vern Theater.
It showed a marquee, with a picture title,
"We

Hope You'll Be With Us."

Destined to capture considerable quantity of its title dollars
at t^okoWe."

bright, s«a^ '4^6^

-o„W,y

MILLION
OLIAR
BABY
Starring

PRISCILLA LANE -JEFFREY LYNN -RONALD REAGAI
»ithMAY ROBSON-LEE

PATRICK Directed byCURTIS BERNHARD

Warners!

Screen Play by Casey Robinson. Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald

• From a Story by Leonard Spigelgla

]

\/E
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TEN CENTS

LOEW SURVEY TRACES DEFENSE ^PENDING
JUA, RKO

Both Talk Deals for Selznick, Capra

Jnited Artists' Bid Said
To be the Strongest; Pro/ides for Partnerships
Vest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David 0. Selznick
*nd Frank Capra are talking deals
with RKO as well as United Arists, it was learned here yesterSay. It was indicated, however, that
JA had made a strong bid to bring
»oth producers into the company as
partners on such attractive terms
hat UA is likely to get them.
It is said here that arrangements
thereby they can acquire UA stock

5 Motion Picture Arbitration Tribunals
Still to Receive Complaints from Exhibs.
Five motion picture arbitration tribunals still have no cases pending or
filed. Cities in which no demands for arbitration have been submitted are
Seattle, Des Moines, Indianapolis, Kansas City and Omaha. In the 26 other cities
in which tribunals are located a total of 74 cases have been filed to date.

III. Allied Votes
Drive for Singles

Widely Varying Results
Found in 15-City Study
By Statistical Experts
With the slump in theater biz
causing industry concern in all
branches, and with first steps already taken looking to a concerted

AID in "Scientific
Forecasts" on Biz

Chicago — Allied of Illinois, meeting here yesterday, voted to push a
drive for single features and, at
the same time, went on record as
favoring the Sandquist 135-minute
program bill, now pending in the
State Legislature at Springfield.
The meeting at the Congress Hotel was attended by representatives
of 20 theaters, Prexy Jack Kirsch
stated.
Columbus, O. — Ohio theater ownAnother meeting, to be held in two
as are warned by the Ohio ITO to
mmediately discontinue the sale of weeks, will act upon plans for a
survey of business conditions and on
;tudents' tickets at reduced rates remedies to be adopted to overcome
is a result of the tax angle.
the slump in this territory.
Pet J. Wood, secretary, in a buletin points out that the Commis;ioner of Internal Revenue last No- 7,000 Studio Employes
vember definitely advised that tickets sold to students over 12 years Exempt from Wage-Hr. Law
(Continued on Page 4)

3hio ITO Would End
Students' Tickets

producer-distributor-exhibitor
"a 1 1out"
effort to boost attendance,
Loew's statistical experts have completed a survey of how defense
money currently is being spent by
the public.
The survey establishing widely
As part of the service to be rend- varying results from large increases
ered by the Allied Information De- in employments and payrolls, is felt
partment, a plan has been prepared
(Continued on Page 8)
whereby a "scientific forecast" is
made of the expected box-office performance of feature pictures announced for national release late in
May and throughout the current
month.
Forecasts are figured on a basis of
national averages and does not take
A net profit of $274,765 for the
into consideration, occasional terri- nine
months ended March 29 was
torial differences. A prepared chart
reported yesterday by Columbia
ranks the pictures according to ex- Pictures. This compares with a
(Continued on Page 5)
nine-month net of $341,348 for the

$274,765 Columbia
Nine-Months Profit

(Continued on Page 7)

Grainger Sets Rep. Deal
With 100 Sparks Houses

300 Expected to Attend
RKO Sales Conclave Here

Republic has signed a deal for
Approximately 300 RKO represenits entire 1941-1942 product with
tatives and producer affiliates will
the Florida State Theater Circuit
Hollywood
—
Classifications
of
545
attend the(Continued
tenth annual
rree Kid Admissions
on Page 5)sales contypes of employment in the motion (Publix-Sparks), operating approximately
100
theaters
in
the
State
of
picture
industry
as
determined
by
3y Drive-ins Rapped
Florida.
the- Wage and Hour Division of the
General practice of drive-in the- United States Department of LaJ. R. Grainger, Republic president,
Mass., Hub Unable
aters in admitting children free of
bor becomes effective June 16. Merle closed this deal with Frank Rogto Ban Nazi Film
^.arge is under fire, via the ITO of D. Vincent, chief of the hearings
ers, Florida
State'son Page
general
manDhio.
(Continued
5)
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)

Branding
the
practice
"unfair
:ompetition," Pete J. Wood, secre(Continued on Page 6)

Pascal Sets Gallico
Story for Montreal
A story by Paul Gallico will be
Gabriel
in
Montreal.Pascal's
Picturefirst
willproduction
be made at
the National Screen Association Studios, cameras to start in six weeks.
Pascal's second feature probably will
be George Bernard Shaw's "The Millionairess."

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Talk Calif, Anti-Ascap
Move

Law

Coming Up at PCC Meet in L. A.

Charles K. Flint Named
Eastman Vice-President

San Francisco — Local independent
theater owners in this territory are
talking up idea of lobbying the state
lawmakers for an anti-Ascap bill.
Rochester — Charles K. Flint, gen- The Supreme Court's recent decision
eral manager of Kodak Park Works, upholding the Florida and Nebraska
yesterday was elected a vice-presi- anti-Ascap laws put the bee in their
dent of Eastman Kodak Co. at a bonnet. Plan will be presented at
meeting of the directors. The com- the Pacific Coast Conference conven(Continued on Page 4)
tion in Los Angeles next week.

Boston — Demands by war veterans' and other patriotic organizations
that local and State officials ban
further screenings of the Nazi prop-

aganda film, "Victory in the West,"
following its exhibition before a
Christian Front audience of 600 in
Roxbury, brought statements from
the officials that they were powerless to act. The Nazi film was
shown without charge.
The State License Bureau has only
authority over films exhibited on
Sunday; the municipal censor can
only exercise jurisdiction over films
shown for an admission fee.
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FINANCIAL
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NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

MARKET
Low

Net
Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Pets. vtc. (2i/2%)
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm
Ind. pfd.
8
8
8
Fast
Kodak
124
124
124
do pfd
Gen.
Th.
Eq
1 1 V4
11 'A
11 'A
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
105
105
105
Paramount
10%
10%
10%
Para. 1st pfd
Para.
2nd
pfd
10y4
10'A
10V4
Pathe
Film
8'/2
8Vi
°Vl
RKO
23/4
25/8
23/4
RKO $6 pfd..:
"
20th Century-Fox
. . 5'A
5V*
5!/4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
151
150
151
Warner
Bros
3VS
3l/4
3%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46

+1

—

1

+

+

Va

1

Loew's
deb.
3 V2s46 1043,4 1043/4 1043,4 —
l/4
Para.
B'way.
3s55
Para. Picts. cv.3V4s47
95V2
95'/2
95V2
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 94V2
94'/2
94'/2 —
Vi
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts.
..
%
ifa 3/s —
l/8
Radio-Keith
cvs.
. . 8-32
8-32
8-32
Sonotone
Corp.
...
1%
]%
13,4+1-16
Technicolor
8Vs
8
8
—
1/8
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp. vtc.
5%
5%
5%
Universal
Picts
N.

Y.

OVER-THE-COUNTER

SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Paramount Signs Maltz
To One-Pic Writing Pact

Gorelick and Marshall
To Open Dearborn Carmen

Paramount has signed Albert
Maltz to a one-picture writing deal
with options, and Maltz goes out to
the Coast to collaborate with Frank
Tuttle on the script of "This Gun
for Hire," Graham Greene novel.
Screen version, which Tuttle will
direct, will have its locale shifted
from England to the U. S., because
of the international situation.
"This Gun for Hire," rights to
which Para, obtained some time ago,
concerns an actress who becomes involved with a murderer and before
extricating herself from the predicament, foils a munitions baron's
war plot.

Detroit — The Michigan Supreme
Court has handed down a decision
allowing Gorelick and Marshall to
open the new Carmen theater in
Dearborn as soon as arrangement
for lease of neighboring property
for nis
parking
lot from
Joseph Miskiand associates
is voided.
Suit was originally brought by
Joseph Stoia who was formerly partner with Miskinis in other theaters
and Stoia secured an injunction restraining the Carmen from opening
for four years, although the house
was practically completed, because
of an agreement made upon dissolution of the former partnership.
The theater is now expected to
open under Gorelick and Marshall,
and Miskinis is not to be associated
with the house in any way.

Permit Issued for Para/s
New Washington Exch.
Washington — Permit for the construction of Paramount's new
$100,000 exchange building has at
length been issued by the District
Building Inspectors. Delay in getting' the permit was due to the
building boom in the District. Exchange will be located in the 300
block of H Street Northwest, not
far from the Union Station.
Low . bidder on the construction
job was the Mohler Construction Co.
and F. Kemp Mohler is expected to
sign the contract in New York this
week.

Mayor of North Adams
Halves Sun. License Fee
North Adams, Mass. — License fees
for Sunday movie shows have been
slashed in two by Mayor Bowen.
New fees paid by the Paramount will
be $17.50, by the Mohawk $15, and
by the Richmond $12.50.
"The license fee was originally
$50,"
Mayor around
Bowen ever
said,
"and
has
been kicked
since
Mayor

Johnson's time and decreased several times in the process. To settle
the matter definitely, I made inquiry
of 25 cities and towns as to Sunday
Meyer onHeads
H'wood Meet license fees and found their average
Com.
MPTOA-PCC
to be a little over $8 per Sunday.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY I then cut the fee for North Adams
Hollywood — President Y. Frank in half which still leaves it twice the
Freeman of the AMPP has ap- average charged in the rest of the
pointed Fred S. Meyer, Twentieth
Century-Fox labor relations man,
chairman of the Hollywood arrange- Threaten Nation-Wide
ments committee for the combined
MPTOA and PCC conventions.
state."
Boycott
of Disney Pix
Meyer is a former secretary of
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
the MPTOA.
Hollywood — Screen Cartoonist
Guild officers declare a nation-wide
Rex Williams Joins Loew
boycott, by unionists, of Walt Disney pictures will be instituted if
Ad Dept. for Special Work
the Central Labor Council places
Rex Williams, Elkhart, Ind., show- the Disney
organization on the unfair list.
man has joined the Loew advertisThe Society of Motion Picture
ing department to handle special
promotion work. His first assign- Film Editors announces its memment will be in Evansville, Ind., lines. bers will not cross Disney picket
where Loew's has two houses. Williams and Oscar A. Doob, advertisMacklin Arbitration Case
ing manager
of Loew's, flew to
Evansville
yesterday.

67'/2
55

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Rep. prexy, who ar
Monday.
rives in Boston today, returns to New Yorl
NATHAN
today,
is

GOLDEN

with

a

planes

Louisville

EDWARD
L. CAHN,
in Washington.

WILLIAM
MAN
plane

Geo.
Murphy
West Coast
Bureauinof"Panama
THE FILM Hattie"
DAILY

to

stop-over.
Metro

shorts

d

€

A. SCULLY and WILLIAM HEINE
to the Coast via TWA
Sunday.

DENNIS
MORGAN
leaves tonight for a Mil
waukee
p. a., following
which
he will make
brief Mid-west
concert
tour before
returnin
to Hollywood.
JAMES
following
to

E. COSTON arrives in Chicago toda
WB
home
office conferences.

OSCAR A. DOOB and REX
Evansville,
Ind.. yesterday.

WILLIAMS

fle>

GEORGE DEMBOW, CHICK LEWIS, GRA!
SEARS and MONROE GREENTHAL have TW
plane
reservations
for the Coast
today.
MARY PICKFORD left for the Coast las
night.
day.H. M. RICHEY leaves for the MPTO
convention
in Los Angeles
on Saturday.
ROBERT

BENCHLEY

flies to the Coast Sun

Ky.HARRY A. BRUNO, prominent public rela
tions expert, returned to his Radio City head
quarters yesterday morning after attending th
National Aeronautical Convention in Louisvilli
EDMUND GOLDMAN, Columbia's branch mar
ager in the Philippines, arrived in New Yor
yesterday
conferences.for a month's stay and home
SPYROS
week-end.

SKOURAS

offic

flies to Hollywood

th

BRIAN DONLEVY and his wife arrive hei
next week for a vacation.
AL

LEWIS

is on

JAMES CACNEY
a vacation.
LILLIAN HARVEY
from Lisbon.

the

Coast.

is due here the 15th f<
is expected here short

HERMAN W0BBER
20th Century-Fox
"It is, as usual, a gre;
publication. We loc
forward to its arriv
arid refer to it fr«

says —

quently throughout tr

Hearing Over Till June 25

Milwaukee — Because one of the
Hollywood — Metro has cast George defense witnesses will be out of
Murphy opposite Ann Sothern in town, hearing on the arbitration
Grad Sears Coastbound
"Panama Hattie" which goes be- complaint filed by Lee Macklin
For Studio Conferences
fore the cameras next month with against the five majors has been
Norman McLeod directing. Rags postponed from June 11 to the 25th.
Macklin claims unreasonable clearGradwell L. Sears, general sales Ragland of the New York cast will ance.
manager of Warner Bros., leaves come to the Coast for the picture.
today by American Airlines for the Red Skelton is cast for a comedy
Jim Coston Back to Chi.
Coast to confer with Jack L. War- role.
James E. Coston, zone manager
ner, vice-president in charge of production, and other executives at John W. Davis, Jr., Dead
for Warner Theaters in the Chicago,
the Burbank studios regarding new
St. Louis— John W. Davis, Jr., 34, Wisconsin and Indiana territories,
assistant manager of the Arena, died returned to Chicago by plane last
season's
product,
sales
plans
and
convention decisions.
night after home office conferences.
at the Jewish Hospital.

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2d deb. '45 . 64V2
Roxy
Thea.
Bldg.
4slst '57
51
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IS VERY
NKYOU!
26 CITIES
HOLD OVER

PREVIEW OF
CLARK'S NEW
PICTURE!

"ZIEGFELD GIRL"
SETS RECORD FOR
HOLD-OVERS!

Raves! Just raves!
Fox Theatre, Pomona,
rocks audience with comedy
and thrills of Clark
Gable, Rosalind Russell in
"They Met in Bombay."

Three weeks at N. Y.,
Chicago, Frisco, Detroit,
Buffalo, Oakland, Seattle,
Denver, Worcester, Louisville.
Two weeks in dozens of
other spots!

WOW! MARX
COMEDY IS
A HONEY!
/

JOAN'S 3 WEEKS
AT CAPITOL, N. Y.
'A Woman's Face' (Joan Crawford,
Melvyn Douglas) chalks up 3 big
weeks at Capitol. 2 weeks
Hartford, Pittsburgh, Detroit,
Denver, Cleveland, Worcester,
San Francisco, Chicago, etc.

At Huntington Park,
Calif, preview audience
rolled in the aisles at
first showing of
"The Big Store," big
new Marx Bros,
musical comedy with
Tony Martin, romantic
singing star, gorgeous
gals, and song hits!

2ndLOVE
week forCRAZY'!
Bill Powell,
Myrna Loy funniest
film!
Boston, Buffalo,
'Frisco,
Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Atlanta,
Denver, Norfolk, St.
Louis, Los Angeles,
Cleveland, Detroit,
Pittsburgh and 13
more! Just the start.

"BILLY THE KID"
OPENINGS
SENSATIONAL!
HELD OVER!
Terrific business as
Detroit, Buffalo, San
Francisco, Memphis start
off Big with Robert
Taylor's great outdoor
Technicolor production.
Topping the Biggest!

//
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UA, RKO Talk Deals
For Selznick, Capra

DATE

(Continued from Page 1)
are so inviting that it will be difficult for Selznick to reject the offer.
Selznick still has two pictures to
deliver on his current UA contract.
Both Capra and Selznick emphasize that Selznick is merely conducting the negotiations up to the
signing point and that then Capra
and his lawyers will take over the
detailed arrangements of the latter 's contract.
Robert Riskin, Capra's present
partner, is not included in the new
deal but it is reported that Riskin
may later join Capra as a scenarist.

Charles K. Flint Named
Eastman Vice-President

•
•
• WHEN
the "Winged Mercury"
gets to really ilying high
during the next 90 days
there'll be many a beady-browed exhib.
who'll be wishing
that in addition to his cooling system
his
theater had a lotta cold cash comin' into the ole b.o. till
Paradoxically, cold cash in the immediate months of June, July and August
depends
in vital measure upon "hot" product
the power and punch to refresh the most jaded
Paradoxically, too. Mister Barney Balaban
the pioneers in the theater air conditioning field

meaning pix with
entertainment-seeker
who was one of
is the prexy of a

certain film company
which has unusually "hot" product
the Summer joy of Mister Exhib. and all the latter's customers
company is Paramount

for
That

(Continued from Page 1)
pany

also announced the appointment of Edward S. Farrow as production manager. Flint's election
again brings to five the number of
the firm's vice-presidents. William
S. Vaughn succeeds Farrow as assistant production manager, and
Farrow succeeds Dr. Albert K. Chapman who was elected May 7 vicepresident and assistant general manager.
Flint has been general manager
at Kodak Park since 1936.

Soundmen to Attend
Convention of PCC of ITO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Members of the theater sound standardization committee of the Research Council of the
M. P. Academy will participate in
the coming convention of the PCC
of ITO to confer with individual
exhibitors and theater owners who
may wish to consult members of
the committee regarding specific
technical problems of theater and
sound projection.
Members of the committee who
will attend the convention and participate in this work in addition to
John K. Hilliard, chairman, are:
John Allberg, Lawrence Aicholtz,
Daniel J. Bloomberg, J. T. Corcoran,
Lloyd Goldsmith, Russell 0. Hanson,
Elmer Raguse, William Thayer and
S. J. Twining.

•

•

•

THE

June, July and August offerings of Paramount

which will wing to screens in the wake of "I Wanted Wings"
(released May 30)
are further pools of profits for theatermen
These offerings were delineated in this li'l ole trade paper
via a handsome
insert which appeared yes'day
albeit the
release dates thereon had a discrepancy here and there
due
to the always understandable human equation attending the com-

June Chicago.
7-8:
Columbia

sales

executive

Club

dinne
Hot
meetin

June 9: Chorus Equity's annual meeting. ^g*_
June
9-11:
MPTOA-PCCITO
conventions, C r
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Vl/
June 12:
K-A-0
special
July 12:
Boston Cinema
Acres
Country
Club,
City.
June
11-13:
New
Jersey
regional conventions,

stockholders
meetin
Club clam bake, Cre'
Saxonville.
Allied
and
Easte
Ritz-Carlton, Atlant

June 16-19:
National
Screen
Service
conve
tion, Waldorf-Astoria.
June 16-19:
RKO Radio sales convention, Wa
June dorf
18: -Astoria.
Warner Club cruise to Bear Mountai
June home
17:

Paramount
office.

stockholders'

meetin

June 17-19:
ATO of Indiana convention, Pot
watomi
Inn, Pokagon
Park.
June 24:
Boston Variety
Club charity ball.
July 9-11:
20th-Fox sales convention, Waldor
Astoria.
July 13-14:
MPTO of Virginia mid-summer co
vention, Hotel Chamberlin. Old Point Cor
fort.
July 21:
Pittsburgh
Variety Club golf tourn
wood.
ment.
South
Hills
Country
Club,
Brer
Sept.

16-18:
National
Allied convention.
Be
l?>«!n Fr-iklin
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Bi'lings,
Mont.
Sept. 17:
ITO
of
Montana
Fall
conventic

Sept.

19:
Philadelphia
Variety
Club— The
E
hibitor golf tournament,
Philmont Count j

"on the button"
On June 13 is to be unleashed "One Night
In Lisbon" with Fred MacMurray
and Madeleine Carroll
to be followed by one of Harry Sherman's grand outdoor features,
"The Parson of Panamint," with Charlie Ruggles, Ellen Drew and
Phillip Terry
Then on July 4 will explode
an additional

Product Deal; UA Next
FWC Negotiating "U"

"natural"
the Bob
Hope-Dorothy
Lamour
in the Draft"
Next comes forth on July 18
the Hills," starring John Wayne, Betty Field
plus the appeal of eye-filling Technicolor
witness launching of "Kiss the Boys Goodbye,"
and Mary
Martin
in the top roles
and

rouser, "Caught
"The Shepherd of
and Harry Carey
August 1 will
with Don Ameche
August
15 brings

Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall and Lynne Overman

in "Aloma of the

South Seas"
• •
•
theaters of
attendance
it looks like

V

▼

T

PATENTLY, Paramount is shooting the works
Having
their own
they naturally have the same problem of
to meet
as their exhib. clients have
Altogether
a mighty pleasant and profitable Summer for all concerned

There's no mystery
about why
it should be so
Barney
Balaban himself has expressed it in this one sentence: "I want Paramount
to be the dependable
company
every Summer,
Autumn,
Winter
and Spring"
■with
deeds

•

Michael Katzenstein
Garrett
Fort

meeting,

Club.
Nov. 2: Pittsburgh Variety Club banquet.

and he and his associates

•

•

STUFF

Dan

the Embassy Theater in 'Frisco
to walk across the street

THE FILM
DAILY to

June 6: Chicago
Film
Bookers
dance, Sherman
Hotel.
June Astor.
6: Actors
Equity
annual

pilation of all things really worth-while
Now let's examine
the releases
and record as we go along . .... .the release dates

▼

From

BOOK

V
McLean,

are supplementing words

T
who

owns

and

operates

has moved where he has only
to step aboard his cabin cruiser

and put-put out on the bay after striped bass
T'other
morn he and his party landed 134 pounds before breakfast
which should suffice for a helluva lot of subsequents
Dr.
George
Washington Carver, noted Negro scientist of Tuskegee
Institute
will receive an honorary degree this month from
Rochester
University
He played his own role in the biographical picture, "George Washington Carver"
Ferguson tells us that he has in his office the
Billy the Kid
and that it's unloaded
of a unique situation these days

Bill (M-G-M)
original gun of

which is something

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAII
Hollywood — Fox West Coast h;
started negotiations with Univers
for the company's 1941-42 produ
and plans to huddle with Units
Artists in the near future. Ove
lapping
deals with
lumbia assure
those M-G-M
lineups and
for Ctl
circuit, which has already lined i
its California 20th Century-Fox pro<
uct. Negotiations with Warner
Paramount and RKO await design,
tion the
of those
companies' selling plai
for
new season.
Spyros Skouras, president of N
ticnal Theaters, FWC parent cor
pany, is expected to arrive this wet
to sit in on the Universal negoti:
tions and possibly the UA talks. Re
ignation of Eddie Alperson has he
up 20th-Fox negotiations with tl
National Theaters Northwest su
sidiary, Evergreen Theaters, but
successor will be named shortly, ai
the deal completed.

Passed By Scent-sor
England's current onion shortage
is being accepted with the usual
"thumbs up" attitude of the British
people and, indeed, has resulted in
at least one humorous film ad. A
May issue of the Daily Film Renter,
which has just reached the U. S.,
carries an M-G-M
The

product

line-up.

ad is topped by a photo of sev-

eral onions, with copy reading: "Very
rare . . . but — there's no shortage
from M-G-M — and they're not on-

ions, either!"
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55
Writers Adding to 20th -Fox's Story Backlog
1 Completed Scripts Now
fit Studio; As Many More
Jetting Finishing Touches
»!'i>VCoast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

-__,)llywood — Unprecedented script_ activity at 20th Century-Fox
the first of the year has built
p a backlog of 11 scripts entirely
ompleted.
With as many more in
he final stages of preparation, it
! expected this backlog will increase
espite a heavy production program
eginning this month.
Most important
of the finished
f creen plays is, of course, "How
Jieen Was My Valley," the Richard
.lewellyn novel over which Philip
)unne labored for eight straight
wnths to establish a long distance
cripting record on the Westwood
Others include the Claudette
lolbert
starrer,
"Remember
the
"; William
LeBaron's
story,
Week-End
in Havana";
Nunnally
J ohnson's script of "The Night the
Vorld
Shook";
"The
Light
of
I leart," "Falling Star," "Down
to
a he Sea in Ships," "Marry the Boss's
daughter," "Hearses Don't Hurry,"
We Go Fast" and "Man at Large."
Among the screenplays in the final
»hase of preparation and which will
robably be completed in the next
wo weeks are "The Bucharest Balerina Murders,"
"Flight Surgeon,"
Delayed Action," "Ten Gentlemen
^'rorn West Point," "The Black Swan"
rid "Confirm or Deny."
There are now 55 writers working
20th Century-Fox, only two off
The all-time record set a month ago.
riters and their assignments folJV
: tw:
Jack
Andrews,
"Whispering
Vires"; John
Balderstone,
"Fifth
ivenue";
Edwin
Blum
and
Don
flttlinger, "Song
of the Islands";
,ou Breslow,
"Forward
March";
Villiam Bruckner and Robert Metz,er, "Riders of the Purple Sage";
Salter Bullock, "Duchess
by Apiointment"; William Conselman Jr.
»nd Irving Cummings
Jr., "Lone
itar Ranger"; Warren Duff, "Flight
?urgeon"; Philip Dunne, "Benjamin
Slake"; Robert Ellis and Helen Loan, "Right to the Heart"; Samuel
J. Engel, "Young
America";
Ken
]nglund,
"Falling
Star";
Francis
'^aragoh, "Not for Children"; Steve
i'isher, "Delayed Action"; Ladislas
rodor, "Man
from
Brazil"; John
Faintor Foote, "The Black Swan."
. Marcus Goodrich, "Sioux City";
oan Harrison, "Bucharest Ballerina
/Iurders"; Lillie Hayward, "Green
Sntry"; Sam Hellman, "Blindman's
louse"; Ethel Hill, untitled orignal; Brown Holmes, "Song and
3ance Man"; Robert Hopkins, "Helo, Frisco, Hello"; Arthur Kober,
Improper Relations"; Ben Grauman
Cohn, "New York Nocturne"; Lee
joeb and Harold Buchman, "Beween the Devil"; Herman Mankievicz, "My Life and Hard Times";

Hollywood Masquers
Honor Benny Tuesday

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Benny will be
"it" at the Masquers Tuesday "pan
roast" in his honor. Robert Armstrong, president, will preside with
William Collier, Sr., acting as toastmaster.

300 Expected to Attend
RKO Sales Conclave Here
(Continued from Page 1)

vention at the Waldorf Astoria starting June 16. It will be the largest
convention in point of attendance in
the history of the company.
Ned Depinet, vice-president, has
named a committee to work out
final details, with A. A. Schubart
as chairman. Others on the committee include M. G. Poller, S. Barret McCormick, Leon Bamberger, L.
A. Gaudreau, Rutgers Neilson and
Harry Gittleson.
Bob Wolff, New York exchange
manager, heads the welcoming committee consisting of Frank Drumm,
Phil Hodes, Jack Ellis, Lou Kutinsky, Harry
John
Dacey. Zeitels, Ed Carroll and
John Meehan, "The Bowery Nightingale"; Seton I. Miller, "My Gal
Sal,"; Dudley Nichols, "Swamp Water"; John O'Hara, "Moon Tide";
Robert Pirosh and Joseph Schrank,
"Double or Nothing"; Maurice Rapf
and Jack Jungmeyer Jr., untitled
original; Stanley Rauh and W. H.
Hanneman, "Cadet Girl"; Morrie
Ryskind, "Charley's Aunt"; George
Seaton, "Coney Island"; Adrian
Scott, "We Go Fast"; Jo Swerling,
"Confirm or Deny"; Dwight Taylor,
"I Wake Up Screaming."
George Templeton and Margaret
French, "Fraternity"; Lamar Trotti, "Rise and Shine"; Dale Van
Every, "Ten Gentlemen From West
Point"; Darrel Ware and Karl Tunberg, "Miss Pilgrim's Progress";
John Wexley, "Law and Order, Inc.";
Lester Ziffren, "Between You and

"Motion
Me."

AID in "Scientific
Forecasts" on Biz
(Continued from Page 1)

pected box-office performance in the
nation as a whole.
Meanwhile, the AID is preparing
to launch Allied's poll to determine
the motion picture preferences of
the public. Details of the poll's operation is expected to be one of the
highlights of the New Jersey Allied
convention in Atlantic City next
week.

Grainger Sets Rep. Deal
With 100 Sparks Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

ager, who is in New York. Previously, negotiations were started
in Jacksonville between Grainger,
Rogers and Arthur C. Bromberg,
Republic southeastern franchise holder.
Grainger left last night on a short
trip to Boston, returning to New
York on Monday.

First AFM Executives
Reach Seattle for Meet
Seattle — First executive group arrived yesterday to prepare for the
American Federation of Musicians'
convention at the Olympic, beginning Monday. Registration is scheduled for Sunday and Monday morning, with the convention opening
Monday afternoon after a concert
by the Seattle Symphony.
Social affairs, including dancing,
a cruise, and a banquet Tuesday
night, will be followed by business
sessions for the rest of the week.
Downtown houses have offered free
admission to delegates and their
families every day until 5 o'clock.

Rites for J. H- Phillips
Pittsburgh — Funeral services were
held yesterday for Joseph H. Phillips, sound engineer, who died in
Hollywood last week.

Picture Indigestion" Blamed for
Box Of ice Drop by Ohio ITO's Pete Wood

Columbus, O. — "Motion picture indigestion" — meaning the result of multiple features — is suggested by Pete J. Wood, secretary of the ITO of Ohio,
as the possible explanation for the current biz slump.
Says Pete:
"Any time I consume too much caviar, too many baked beans or too many
pieces of pumpkin pie topped with whipped cream, I get me a violent attack
of indigestion and as a consequence I lay off of caviar, baked beans and pumpkin
pie for a considerable length of time.
"Perhaps the drop in our business can be attributed to a 'motion picture
indigestion,' especially when we consider the quantity served up at the Majestic
Theater, Springfield, O., according to the Springfield Daily News: 'Meet John
Doe,' 'So Ends Our Night,' 'Rookies On Parade.'
"The patrons will certainly leave the Majestic burping up 'Meet Rookies on
Parade,' 'So Ends John Doe,' and 'Our Night.'"

HCLLyWCCD

Speaking-=

By RALPH

WILK
=
—HOLLYWOOD

DARTON MacLANE, currently working in
" "Wild Geese Calling," at 20th CenturyFox, has been approached by the Theater
Guild to play the "heavy" in Maxwell Anderson's new, untitled play, which will star
Helen Hayes and for which Rouben Mamoulian is being sought as director.

/*^UR
PassingRudy
Show:
— Bob Henry
Hope, Fonda,
Fred Mac^■^
Murray,
Vallee,
Ian
Hunter, Johnny Weissmuller, Jimmie Fidler,
Robert C. Sherwood, Jerry Colonna, Frank
Borzage, John Wayne, Louis Shurr, Al Melnick, Jerry Riley, Edith Craig, Skinnay Ennis, Jack Hope, Robert Emmett Keane,
Johnny Burke, Dick Purcell, Claire Whitney
at the Pirates' Den first anniversary party.

/^EORGE
STEVENS,
recently
elected Guild,
pres^"' ident of
the Screen
Directors
started his film career as a cameraman.
Among directors who are former cinematographers are Victor Fleming, Josef von Sternberg, Phil Rosen and Ted Tetzlaff.

KJATALIE THOMPSON, newest Metro
' ' find, is scheduled to make her screen
debut in "Ringside Maisie," the newest in
the Maisie comedies starring Ann Sothern.

•

•

WilKE FRANKOVICH, announcer of the
,v' local baseball games on radio station
KFAC, joins Republic Pictures' production
department.

•

•

"DILLY the Kid in Santa Fe," sixth west" em in the PRC 1941-42 series with
Bob Steele in the title role, went into
production this week with Director Sherman
Scott at the helm. Marin Fais has been
signed for the feminine lead, with Al St.
John and Rex Lease in important supportducer.ing roles. Sigmund Neufeld is the pro-

•
DETTE

DAVIS

•

returned to the Samuel

•^ Goldwyn studios yesterday after a three
week's illness, to resume work on her starring role in "The• Little

• Foxes."

LJEADED by Buck Jones, Tim McCoy and
' ' Director Spencer G. Bennett, the cast
and crew of Monogram's "Arizona Bound,"
first western in the company's new "Rough
Riders" series, leave Hollywood tomorrow
for Prescott, Ariz., where production will
start on the picture Monday.

•
CRANK

MORGAN

•
will appear as Lana

' Turner's father in "Honky Tonk" in
which she will be co-starred with Clark
Gable. Jack Conway will direct this new
M-G-M production which deals with a
fast-talking confidence man who rose to
wealth and power during the famous Leadville silver strike.
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Free Kid Admissions
By Drive-ins Rapped
(Continued from Page 1)

tary of the Allied affiliate, is bringing the subject to the attention of
the general sales managers of all
distribs. and urging that they do
what they can to correct it.
Wood comments that the rapid
growth of drive-ins means that all
of the distribs. will furnish them
pictures, and adds, "As competition
between these drive-ins becomes
keener, we can visualize some of
them charging admission on a 'percar' basis rather than upon the present 'adult-person' basis."

Equity Election Tomorrow
Follows Red-Hot Campaign
Actors Equity members tomorrow
at the Astor will vote for 10 council
members in the most bitterly contested election the theatrical union
has had in many years. A regular
ticket will be opposed by a strong
independent slate which has among
its candidates one man who has been
charged by a member of Congress
with having Red leanings. Alan
Hewitt, candidate on the Independent ticket is the Equity member
who drew the fire of Rep. William
P. Lambertson. Hewitt issued a
prompt denial.
Electioneering has been intense,
and backers of both tickets have
been canvassing all members for
votes with every means at their disposal including broadsides sent
through the mails, and paid ads. The
conservative group in Equity is
reported to be solidly behind the
regular slate.
Candidates on the regular slate,
15 in all, are: John Alexander, Beverly Bayne, E. J. Blunkall, Louis
Calhern, Reynolds Dennison, Lillian
Gish, Robert T. Haines, Arthur Pierson, Maida Reade, Cornelia Otis
Skinner, Vivienne Segal, Calvin
Thomas, Richard Taber, Margaret
Webster and Ethel Waters.
Nominated on the Independent
ticket are: Alan Hewitt, Philluo
Bourneuf, Mady Christians, Aline
MacMahon, Myron McCormick, Theodore Newton, William Post, Jr.,
and Joanna Roos.

"Citizen Kane" Up 5-30%
"Citizen Kane" has again been
held over for additional weeks in all
its roadshow engagements. The
gross for the New York Palace for
the fifth week ending yesterday exceeded that of the fourth by 30 per
cent. In other situations, the latest
holdover closing week has topped
the previous week by margins of
5-25 per cent.

Chi. Film Bookers to Dine

:< REVIEWS Of THE DEW fILfRS :
"Naval
Academy"
Freddie Bartholomew, Jimmy Lydon,

with

Billy Cook
Columbia
67 Mins.
YARN ABOUT ADOLESCENT BOYS AT
A NAVAL ACADEMY IS FAIRLY INTERESTING.
There are a number of commendable
things about this picture and it should fit
as a program offering for nabe houses.
The story does little flag waving, moralizes
and emphasizes a number of principles of
living that every young man should be
guided by. On the minus side of the ledger
is a cast with Freddie Bartholomew as the
strongest "name"
sentiment.

and slightly too much

Bartholomew does a nice job, but he is
at an awkward age where he is no longer
a handsome lad and has not reached the
stage of manhood. An excellent performance is contributed by Jimmy Lydon as a
hard-boiled product of a reform school, and
Billy Cook, cast as an overbearing prig of
wealthy parents, and the other members
of the cast are more than adequate. Erie
C. Kenton turns in a creditable directing
job and the screenplay was written by
David Silverstein and Gordon Rigby.
Bartholomew, son of a naval family,
Lydon, taken out of a reform school because
his father had attended the Academy, and
Cook, academy
a fresh youngster,
at a boys'
naval
as plebes. arrive
The three
boys
bunk together and their troubles and successes comprise the remainder of the story.
Needless to say that Lydon turns out to
be a first class cadet, after having difficulties, Bartholomew gets in trouble and
gets out, and Cook does the same thing.
Picture is better suited to the adolescent
trade than the adult.
CAST: Freddie Bartholomew, Jimmy Lydon, Billy Cook, Pierre Watkin, Warren
Ashe, Douglas Scott, Warren Lloyd, James
Butler, Joe Brown, Jr., David Durand, Tommy
Bupp, John Dilson, William Blees.
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace MacDonald;
Director, Erie C. Kenton; Original screenplay, David Silverstein and Gordon Rigby;
Based on a story by Robert James Cosgriff;
Cameraman, John Stumar; Editor, William
Lyon.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Pommer-RKO Deal Off;
Garnett to Make Two
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Deal between RKO
and Erich Pommer has been called
off, due to the producer's illness.
"Weekend for Three" and "Unexpected Uncle," scheduled for Pomnett. mer, will be produced by Tay Gar-

4- Year Pact for Ray Jones
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ray Jones has been
Chicago — The Film Bookers Club signed to a new four-year pact as
of Chicago will hold its first annual head of the Universal still department. Jones, who has been with
dinner dance at the Panther Room
of the Sherman Hotel, tomorrow Universal for 10 years, won first
night. Stage and screen celebrities prize at the first annual still phowill be present and the music will be
tography show of the Academy of
furnished by Cab Calloway and ork. Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

"China Fights Back" 18 mins.
RKO-MOT
Impressive Subject
This subject, latest from the March
of Time, is timely, impressive and
intensely interesting. It has special
appeal to U. S. audiences as the
Government's
policy swings
and further toward
all out further
aid to

"Stranger Than Fiction"9 mi
Universal
Highly Interesting
Subject matter
in this reel
highly interesting.
A woman w|
uses the bark of redwood trees
make ofnovel
dolls; afrom
picket
^1~
made
rifle barrels
Civi^r^

muskets;
an amazing
method
making flower paintings by imprr,
ing the flowers on paper; the worl
largest private collection of bil
eggs and birds; a girl who wrii
with both hands, backwards or f<
wards;
and a shepherd
dog tlj
those countries resisting Axis ag- practically runs a gas station i
seen in the subject.
gression.
The subject flays the Japanese as
a wanton and destructive aggressor
"The Modern Way Down East
nation. China, resurgent, is shown
at work industrially, educationally
Fair Travelogue
9 2/3 mi'
and militarily under the leadership Universal
Dealing
with
Connecticut,
\
of Chiang Kai Shek and his aides.
cradle of a number
of industr
It is an incredible subject in many
and birthplace of a number of tj
ways. It shows crack Chinese troops
noted men, this reel isj
marching with a goose step taught country's
fairly interesting travelogue,
them by former German military ad- would have been more absorbing
visers, now aligned with Japan. It
it had dealt more extensively w<
shows heavy industrial plants literal- personalities,
famous
landmai
ly carried piecemeal thousands of and historical events
instead of ;
miles on the backs of coolies to in- tiques.
Making
of stained gla
terior fastnesses. But above every- felt hats and other articles are se;
thing else it is a living testimonial as well as some famous landmar
to a great nation which refuses to be mentary.
beaten, and is making itself stronger Graham McNamee provides the co i
every day by sacrifice, greater effort,
and a united and undying will to be
a free nation.
"Father Kino"
Universal
9 mi
Excellent Short Subject
"Football This Week"
Dealing with the founding
Football Newsreels ix/i mins.
Christian missions in the southwe
New and Different
err: part of North America by Fatl
Here is something new and dif- Kino, a Jesuit priest, this reel
ferent in short subjects and should novel and highly interesting,
be welcomed by exhibitors. It has depicts the travels of the pri
Norman L. Sper, gridiron expert,
by donkey some 20,000 miles c
making predictions as to the out- a period of years, preaching £
come of important games and shows teaching the Indians, suffering w;
college teams in action. Sper re- and attack by hostile savages. Fatl
veals intimate knowledge of the pig- Kino established 29 missions
skin art and explains defensive and tween 1687 and 1711, some of j
offensive tactics. The reel has many
thrills and is certain to create much old shrines still standing, oth
rebuilt by the Franciscans that i
interest.
lowed in his path.
"Jumpin' Jive"
Universal
17 1/3 mins. Honorary S. U. Degree
Fair Musical Number
Conferred on Bel Gedde
A jive orchestra, some jive song
numbers and a variety of acts are
Syracuse, N. Y. — Syracuse
U
put together in this two-reel musical versity, at its annual commenceim
with fairly entertaining results. exercises, conferred
the honor;
degree ofBelDoctor
Judy Starr sings a couple of num- Norman
Geddes.of Fine Arts
bers, aSunnie
dances,
Maxellos,
fineO'Dea
acrobatic
team, the
go
through their paces, Rita and Rubin,
an acrobatic dance team, and a group Newton
"Hatter's
West Coast for
Bureau
of THE Castle"
FILM DAI
of singers fill out the bill.
Hollywood — Paramount receii
advices yesterday from London tl
Robert Newton, currently seen
"Salt Water Daffy"
Universal
7 mins.
NewBarbara",
York in has
Bernard
Shaw's to "5sj
Amusing Cartoon
jcr
been signed
A satire on the Navy, this car- in Dr. A. J. Cronin's "Hatter's C
toon has a lot of laughs. It depicts
Daffy, one of many young recruits, Photocrome Week for WB
learning Navy life the hard way.
National 40x60 Photocrome W<
The characterizations are good and
the gags are funny. Walter Lantz has been set by the Accessoi
was the producer of this Technicolor Sales Department
of Warners
short.
June 22-28.

0'^uu.t
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274,765 Columbia
line-Monlhs Profit

CUT/IDE

LOCKING

Editor's Note: The opinions expressed
in this resume of critical and columnar
comment
on industry matters are esu responding
period ended March
sentially those of the writers quoted;
E 1940.
they do not necessarily reflect those of
J-balance sheet shows that Colum- THE FILM DAILY.
,7 current assets total $12,558
BOSLEY CROWTHER (New
5tT while liabilities amount to $1,York
: "They are making no
Company's working capi- bones Times)
00.
about it in film industry cir»1 totals $10,749,000.
cles hereabouts: business is generFrom present indications, Columally off— alarmingly off — in picture
quarter should be profita's fourth nt
Harry Cohn declared theaters throughout the country. . .
Preside
Something has happened to the pubI a letter to the stockholders.
lic, something unpredictable and perverse. The boys simply can't undercan. . stand
. it. Let's try to see if we
(Continued from Page 1)

'irst Quarter Amusement
ax Receipts in la. Off

Des Moines, la. — Sales tax collecons in Iowa from theaters and
:her amusement establishments
lowed a general decline in collec■ons up to April 1, it was reported
•sterday by the state tax commis-on.
Collections from 1,383 amusement
;tablishments in the state for the
rst three-month period amounted to
^9.82. Returns for the pr-evious
nee-month period were $70,019 and
jring last Summer three-month
eriod, $71,535.
In addition to the some 500 theams the collections included ball)oms, shows and other amusement
nots where more than a 15-cent
large is made. The sales tax in
>wa is two per cent starting at
5 cents.

Metro's 12 Shorts in June
Jets Record for Company
Metro will release a record numer of 12 shorts during June. The
st includes two Pete Smith Speialties, two Carey Wilson Miniajres, one Our Gang Comedy, two
; ohn Nesbitt Passing Parades, one
ames A. FitzPatrick Technicolor
raveltalk, two two-reel Crime Does
lot Pay shorts, and two M-G-M
artoons.
Edward L. Cahn, M-G-M shorts
ubject director, is in Washington
) confer with national defense ofcials in connection with Metro's
Ian to trace the progress of the
. S. Defense program in a special
»vo-reeler. The film would show the
roblems of defense, what has acjally been done, what is planned
i the near future and what a crossection of the American public
ninks should be done.

WEDDING

BELLS

"This is just a theory which a
psychologist might tear to shreds,
but we have a sneaking suspicion
that grim realities have rather
turned the average mind against
romantic make-believe. A person
who, two years ago, could swallow
a fluffy little tale of domestic disturbance, say, or a drama loaded
down with soulful suffering has
been so much upwrought of late by
real drama that the frivolous or
phony sticks in his craw. A rich
and racy comedy, sure, like 'Road
to Zanzibar' or 'Buck Privates' or
'The Lady Eve' — that will always
afford acceptable entertainment,
because it doesn't pretend to draw
a parallel to life. Likewise, an honest drama played with simple dignity is pretty sure to click, no matter what the state of the world.
But the brand of synthetic honey
which the films have traditionally
spread — well, that is much too
sweet to soothe a cynical customer
these days. . .
"In short, we are strongly convinced that the people throughout
the land, shaken out of their complacence and blue-sky credulity by
Europe's war, are much more demanding of pictures than they were
even a year ago. Escape cannot be
found in the all-too-familiar 'escapist' fare. And because the industry
has devoted itself rather obviously
to that sort of thing, a slump is the
fatal consequence. Or could it
simply be that the run of pictures
these past few months has been
uncommonly *weak?"
* *
HOWARD BARNES (N. Y. Herald Tribune) : "It is no ouside guess
that this Summer is going to be lean
on screen entertainment. . . It seems
to me that all the studios have forgotten the all-important fact that
dynamic dramatic material must be
the final test of cinematic excellence.
Great directors can make rather acceptable purses out of sow's ears, but

IN

Ohio ITO Would End
Students' Tickets

they can do no more than that. The
(Continued from Page 1)
screen, for all its undefined esthetic
and its unpredictable gestures of of age were subject to the Federal
triumph, is essentially a dramatic admission tax. Wood continues:
art form. . .
"Notwithstanding this advice,
"Certainly this is the time of all many theaters have continued to sell
times for a really honest and cine- these student tickets without collecting the Federal tax and, as a
ma-loving producer to cut loose and
remedy one of the worst drawbacks consequence, now find themselves in
of a great industry and art form. the position of having to pay the
All that he would have to decide tax out of their own pockets.
would be to do something genuinely
"As a matter of fact, a special
entertaining and fine in the vocabu- drive is now being made by the Internal Revenue Department in conlary of the photoplay and see that
nection with this matter and, for
his enterprise went through on a
straight line of artistry and compe- ycur information, I quote from a
tence. There are fine writers in Hol- letter sent to the Deputy Internal
lywood. Some of the greatest authors Revenue Collector in this district: —
" 'In checking theaters therefore,
of our day are aching to create
something splendid on the screen. it is requested that you give special attention to the method employEven old George Bernard Shaw, who
ed in computing the tax on reduced
knows very little about the cinema,
showed that he could write a brilliant rate admissions. You are further
advised that the tax attaches on
scenario in 'Major Barbara.' The free admissions and on reduced rate
producers of films are challenged at
admissions in the same amount as
this particular moment in the de- that due on the established charge
velopment of the motion picture.
They have a chance to break loose of admissions where a person adfrom a lot of outmoded conventions
mitted is over 12 years of age.' "
and stupid stories and test the magnificent latent strength of their medium. They can only do this if they "Billy the Kid" Clicking
give writers a chance to give the un- In First Four Key Dates
derlying substance to films which
makes the difference between good
"Billy the Kid" registered grosses
and entertaining films and the dull well
above normal in its first four
pictures which we have been seeing
key city openings, M-G-M reported
for the last ♦
few ♦
months."
yesterday. At the United Artists,
♦
Detroit, the picture topped the first
JIMMIE FIDLER (.V. Y. Mirror) : five days' grosses of "The Philadel"You may have seen the new jukephia Story," "Babes in Aims" and
box 'Soundies' and formed an opin- "Northwest Passage."
ion. I've just previewed 24, proM-G-M's "Love Crazy"
duced by Composer Sam Coslow. is Meanwhile,
being held over in 26 situations.
I'm convinced that movie moguls,
instead of contempt, should give
Daniels Succeeds Crone
them attention.
"These three-minute miniatures In RKO Production Spot
are well photographed and recorded. They parade youngsters West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
denied studio opportunities, and
Hollywood — J. R. Crone, RKO prothey're GOOD. I spotted some
duction manager for better than 10
who looked like better prospects
years, has resigned. Successor is
than most publicized 'discoveries' Walter Daniels, who has been assisnow getting build-ups.
tant production manager, and Argyle
"Soundies as good as these can Nelson, an assistant director, takes
be invaluable to the picture in- over Daniels' spot.
dustry, if the producers will use
sense. Here is the medium for discovery and development of new talent, 'tests' which give perfoimiers
opportunity to display their wares
andeach.
offer a check on public reaction
to
Youngstown, O. — Clarence E.
Wire, who was house manager of
"Hollywood disapproves soundies the
State Theater here until he
as it did radio. If soundies are
joined the Army, has been placed in
good entertainment, they'll build in- charge of entertainment of the 13th
terest in fresh personalities and Battalion, Coast Artillery, at Ft.
create desire to see full-length mov- Eustis, Va.

TO THE COLORS!

Canton, O. — Phillip Miller, manager of the State Theater, has reIndianapolis — Shirley Ten-Eyck, WB Buys "Remember Tomorrow" Jimmy Irving Hospitalized
signed for Army service.
ontract clerk at Warner Bros, ex- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
St. Louis — Jimmy Irving, manager
hange here, and Luke Snyder will
Hollywood
— Warner Bros, has of the Maplewood Theater, one of
e married June 27 at a candlelight
Houston, Mo. — Frank E. Scheets,
theies."
St. Louis Amusement Co.'s fleet,
bought "Remember Tomorrow," mys- is bedded
30, local showman has reported for
down
at
the
Jewish
Hospiredding
in
St.
Paul's
Episcopal
'hurch.
tery story by Marion Parsonnet.
tal following a major operation.
Army service at Jefferson Barracks.
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Loew's
15-City Survey Traces Defense Spending
Widely Varying Results
Pay

From Employment and
Payroll Gains Are Found

Loew's Charts Gains in 15
Cities in Defense Checkup
up

(Continued from Page 1)

to hold the answer to the industry's
failure, thus far, generally to benefit from the nation's vast defense
program, entailing the expenditure
of billions. The study, and an accompanying chart, is published in
Loew's company publication, the
Distributor.
Benefits Will Show Later
It is pointed out that in the larger
situations, sufficient time has not
elapsed for theater benefits to manifest themselves. Increases spread
over whole cities are not evident in
any one theater, but the reflection
may be greater in suburban or adjoining towns, especially if workers
have had to seek housing accommodations in neighboring communities.
It is important to note, however, that
the Government still has paid out
very little of its appropriated defense money and that workers, many
of whom have been unemployed for
a long time, need time to adjust
themselves to the improved conditions.
A study of the accompanying tabulation suggests a variety of answers to the question of what people are doing with their money in
defense-benefited cities. For example, Newark, with increased bank
clearings and decreased deposits, is
said to be paying for the past out
of the present, while residents of
Milwaukee appear to be "salting
their money down."
Can't Monopolize Benefits
"Very few of the cities listed are
sble to monopolize
the benefits of

28 Metro Employees
Serving Uncle Sam
Military service has called 28
M-G-M employees from their jobs.
Roll includes: Douglas Johnston,
Memphis; Arthur Krohn, home office;
Lawrence Schmidt, Cincinnati; Frank
Willey, Detroit; Sidney Eckman, Milwaukee; Orville L. Nicholas, Los
Angeles; James Utterbach, home office; John S. Kearns, home office;
Edward Gelfand, home office; Joseph
Kelliher, Chicago; Joseph Rahilly,
Boston; Robert Cuming, Jr., Cincinnati.
Norman Love, Omaha; Irving Stern,
home office; Otis Johnson, Atlanta;
Jerry Adams, Indianapolis; Harold
Marshall, Indianapolis; Charles
School, home office; Arthur Goldsmith, Los Angeles; Thomas J. Robinson, home office; Edward Frank
McGee, home office; A. Byron Kantack, home office; C. B. Nickison,
Pittsburgh; Charles Lepley, Pittsburgh; Dan Bruce, Atlanta, Phil Levene, home office; R. J. Mack, Los
Angeles, and Harry Allegrezza, Chicago.

CITY
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Detroit
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee
Newark
Newport News
New York
Philadelphia
San Diego
San Francisco
Washington

Employment

%

36
15
22
25
12
33
30
13
19

Rolls
43

%

49
99
big
27

New

15
95
tion
%
strucbig
Con-

Bank
Clearings
%18
14

20
44
160

20
55

Bank
Deposits

%

10
19
16

24
20

9
33

(Continued from Page 1)
Store
Sales
%
8-10
big
20
12
13
17
7

Sales
Car

%

24
30
57
15
101

2
down
33

15
14

Dept.

21
30
11
27

7,000 Exempt Under
Wage-Hour Law

30
7
8
27
8

12-20
41
80
40
36

50
56
51
Other increases: RETAIL TRADE: San Diego 30%, Philadelphia 18%, Buffalo 16%, Milwaukee 12%. HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE SALES: Cleveland 63%,
Newport News 55%, Los Angeles 51%, San Diego 25%. LOW RENTALS:
Newark 10 to 15%, Louisville 3%, Buffalo and Detroit 1%. BUSINESS OF
DRINKING PLACES: Newport News 245%, San Francisco 14%. FOOD SALES:
Louisville 14%, Newark 20%, San Francisco Vi%. USED CAR SALES: Cincinnati 36%, Washington 33%, Cleveland 30%. FURNITURE SALES: Washington
36%, Chicago 15%, San Francisco 11%, Philadelphia heavy.

the defense work which is being in certain instances very importantly so. Food sales sometimes have
done in their respective areas," the
Distributor article asserts, and goes not made gains proportionate to
on to say:
population increases and while department store business has improv"For instance, York, Pa., has had
a larger increase in employment
ed, its gain is hardly in the ratio
(19 per cent) and in wages (46 per which might be expected.
cent) than Philadelphia and the lat- Workers Improve Living Conditions
tei city also is dividing defense bene"Workers in many sections are
fits with Williamsport, Altoona,
or building homes, which
Johnstown, Harrisburg, Reading, buying
naturally has tended to stimulate
Wilkes-Barre, Allentown and other
cities. Government workers in the market for furniture and household appliances. Generally, there
Washington, whose pay is up 5 mil- is an inclination among workers to
lions a year, have been forced to improve their living conditions, but
live outside of town by lack of lo- this seems to be along practical
cal housing facilities and presum- lines — washing and other machinery
ably are spending much of their for the home, radios, automobiles.
money in these other places.
The silk shirt urge, typical of the
"New York, of course, is in a last previous era of prosperity, has
class by itself. It has about 12 not yet seriously developed. Nor
per cent of the nation's defense con- is there anything reminiscent of the
tracts, but the money is only rip- public's previous mad scramble to
pling the surface of business. It is get
rich quick in the stock market.
building enough living places to In most respects, investment rather
house the population of South Bend, than gambling reflects the mood of
Ind., yet remains the least out- workers.
wardly affected of the communities
"With the probable exceptions of
which have benefited from prepared- Washington and San Diego, the valness contracts.
ues which eventually will be realTrends in Defense Spending
ized have hardly begun to manifest
themselves. None of the cities has
"While there is no general rule
of spending in the 15 listed cities, yet begun to deliver substantially on
certain trends are evidenced in most its millions of dollars of contracted
of them. Demand for quality prod- business. Employment and payrolls
ucts has increased, the business of have increased but will go far bespecialty stores usually showing conyond present figures."
siderably larger gain than that of
department stores. Various types of Warners Sign Irwin Shaw
establishments which sell liquor re- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
port gains nearly everywhere.
Hollywood — Warner Bros, has
"Increased buying of automobiles signed Irwin Shaw, whose "Gentle
seems to be common to all 15 listed People" Warners filmed under the
cities, although not in the same de- title of "Out of the Fog," to prepare the scenario for the Ida Lupino
gree. Household appliance sales also are generally trending upward, vehicle, "The Hard Way."

and exemptions
section, estimat
that
23,000
studio
employes
aj
non-exempt and 7,000 exempt fro
mate
the wage and hour law.
General Fleming, Wage-Hour A<
ministrator, has approved recon
mendations regarding 31 classific;
tionshave
overpreviously
which unions
sti'
dios
failed and
to agre
They include nurses, electrician
property men, detectives, acto
and others. Actors who play par
law.
are exempt from the wage and hot'
It was pointed out by Vincei
that although present findings a?
final, in event of later dispute <
dissatisfaction as to classificatioi
in formal applications for reconsi'
eration, further evidence may 1
presented. Fleming approved tl
recommendation that the Divisic
make no inspections of studio re
ords prior to June 16. Vincent d
clared that this in no way affec
the right of employes to bring su
against their employers under tl
Standard Labor Act.

U. S. C. Offers Defense
Photography Courses
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIP

Hollywood — Courses on basic eng
neering photography and motion pi
ture processes, covering still ai
motion picture photography, edith
and sound recording, are being o
fered by the University of Sout
ern California Cinema Departmer
Courses, tied in with the defen
program and under the direction
the U. S. Office of Education, ha'
an advisory committee consisting
Col. Jason S. Joy, Sol Lesser, Jol
Considine, Kenneth Macgowan, Ke
neth McKenna, Harrv M. Warne
Walter Wanger, and Cecil B. deMil]

Directs Designs, Preview
Vyvyan Donner, fashion direct,
of 20th Century-Fox Movieto:
News, is co-ordinating and will dire:
the Preview of American Designs f
the Fall and Winter of 1941-42,
roomheld
of the
Ritz-Carlton
Hotel. ba'
be
today
in the grand

Lantz Planning Four
Based on sPop' Songs
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Four subjects based on
popular songs will be included in the
13 cartoons Walter Lantz, head of
Universal's cartoon department, plans
for 1941-42. With the shipping of
"Andy Panda's Pop," Lantz has completed the scheduled 13 for the
current season.
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CIRCUITS BATTLE ILL 135 -MINUTE BILL
French
Gov't Assumes
New Vichy Decree Covers

MORE TOP-BRACKET PIX FOR COL.

Virtually All Phases of
Trade; Provisions Drastic

Company

to Announce Increase in Program
Chi. Sales Meet Tomorrow

Vichy (By Cable)— Virtual Govern-nent control of the French film industry is seen as a result of a new
Columbia will meet the competidecree which covers practically all
situation arising from the New
ohases of the business. Part of the tive
York consent decree which requires
ong debated Film Statute, the defive of the
tree orders that Nazi officials in
majors to sell
°aris must approve all scripts before
in five-blocks
Production is started; the French
jovernment is authorized to advance
after
showingstradeb y
ap to 65 per cent of production costs;
i n c r easing
all actors must possess identity cards
the number
jefore appearing before the camo f features
eras; double-features are eliminated;
(Continued on Page 6)
for
1941-42
and stepping

Menagh Loses Two,
Wins One Demand
HARRY

Denver — Two of the three arbitra, ion complaints filed by E. K. Menigrh. operator of the Star Theater,
Fort Lupton, Colo., were dismissed
)y Arbitrator John Carroll. A third
tomplaint, involving clearance, was
ipheld.
Menagh had asked for a some run
idjustment with the five consenting
-ompanies and also had charged that
)rints were withheld from his the-

Control of Pix
Industry
Majority of Theatergoers

of

the

COHN

program

and

for 1941-42 at

Want

Double Features,

Managers' Wires Declare
By JOSEPH ESLER
FILM DAILY
Staff Correspondent

1 strength will be disclosed at the
jfirst of the company's two national
\ sales conclaves which opens tomorrow at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
The first convention, which marks
a radical departure from the usual
I Columbia policy in that it is a national executive sales meeting, will
be attended by home office executives
and sales heads, as well as by Columbia division and branch managers.

Harry Cohn, president of Columbia Pictures, is flying in from Holber of itsnumtop
up the
lywood to attend the two-day sales
bracket pro- meet. Jack Cohn, Columbia viceductions, it
president, and A. Montague, general
was learned sales
manager, will head the home
yesterday.
n leaving this afteroffice delegatio
noon on the Commodore Vanderbilt
Complexion
(Continued on Page 8)
its numerical

"All-Out" Biz Drive
Parleys at Studios

MPTOA Meet to Hear
25 Regional Execs.

Chicago — Circuit theater
managers yesterday laid down
a barrage of telegrams calling

on members of the State Legislature
to defeat the Sandquist 135-minute
program measure, which the House
Public Health Committee by a six
to one vote recommended for passThe measure, designed to eliminate
age.
triple features and curb duals, has
the support of Allied of Illinois, but
is opposed(Continued
by the ondown-state
exhib.
Page 7)

RKO Will Inaugurate
Trade Shows in July
RKO plans to start trade showing
its 1941-42 program early in July.
The first block-of-five will be shown
to the sales representatives at the
company's annual convention in New
York during the week of June 16
and arrangements will be made to
tradeshow the pictures shortly after
the convention ends.
The manner in which tradeshows

Following an earlier meeting this West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — One of the highlights
week between theater circuit heads
(Continued on Page 3)
of the MPTOA convention here next
"all-out"
an
for
plans
week
will
be
short
talks
to
be
given
discuss
to
Start Crescent Suit
drive to jack up box office receipts
Harmon Will Confer
nationally, Spyros Skouras and other by 25 officers of various regional orDepositions June 16
With
Branch Managers
showmen will travel to the Coast this
ganizations on local conditions, exhibitor
problems,
organization
acweek-end
to
attend
the
MPTOA
con(Continued on Page 8)
Nashville, Tenn. — Alan N. Doby,
(Continued on Page 8)
Francis Harmon, co-ordinator of
•epresenting the D of J, will begin
the Motion Picture Committee Coaking the depositions of Antony
operating for National Defense, will
Sudekum,
president,
and
R. E.
hold the first of a series of meetings
'Baulch, secretary
of the
with exchange
managers on nation(Continued -treasurer,
on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 3)

Slump Problem Before Allied

Myers, Cole, Samuelson

GWTW Presents Tax
Problem in Chicago
Chicago — Municipal tax collector's
demand for higher fees on GWTW
showings is now up for adjustment
between the collector, exchanges,
and operators. City licenses are
based on seating capacity and prices
charged, and higher GWTW scales
have caused the difficulty.

Metro Trio Attacks SPG
Stand; Membership to Act
New York Screen Publicists Guild
at a general membership meeting
next Thursday night is expected to
debate two letters from home office
publicists critical of reported Guild
policies. Second letter, signed by
Bill Danziger, Perry Charles and
(Continued on Page 7)

to Speak at A. C.

An effort to determine what is
wrong with theater business will be
the keynote of the New Jersey Allied
convention and Eastern regional conference which will be held Wednesday through Friday at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City. According
to the convention committee, all
branches of the industry will be present to offer constructive ideas.
Hotel reservations to date indicate
(Continued on Page 7)

20th-Fox Conclave
Now Set July 14-16
Dates of the Twentieth CenturyFox's annual sales convention in New
York City have been changed to
July 14-16 from the previously announced July 9-11, it was stated yesterday by Herman Wobber, general
manager of distribution.
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YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
43/8
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
43/8
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
,
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .8
8
8
East. Kodak
125
124
124
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
11%
1H/2
11%
Loew's,
Inc
285/g
28%
28%
do pfd
Paramount
10%
10%
10%
Para. 1st pfd
Para.
2nd
pfd
10V4
10'/4
10V4
Pathe
Film
8%
8%
oVs
RKO
23/4
2%
23/4
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
154
151 Vz 153%
Warner
Bros
3%
3%
3%
do pfd
62
62
62
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YORK
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MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
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Chg.
—

y4

+
+
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+ 2%
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Loew's
deb. 3V2s46.105
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MARKET
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Picts.
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%
%
%
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8-32
8-32
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Corp
Technicolor
8
8
8
Universal
Corp. vtc.
6%
6
6% +
%
Universal
Picts
16y2
16'/2
16V2 + iy2
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
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Jacksonville Opens New
St. Johns Theater

Studio Execs. Discuss
Rising Costs, B. O. Slump

Jacksonville — St. Johns Theater,
owned by Arthur J. Siegel and Al
Leeds, opened here last night with
a big local fanfare and a five-blockslong line an hour before opening.
Mayor George Blume and Chamber
of Commerce Manager Johnson dedicated the theater in two ceremonies,
one out front and the other on the
stage, both broadcast over WJHP.
All locally prominent citizens
turned out for the opening, staged in
gala Hollywood kleiglighted style.
Local papers carried much ballyhoo, the Journal staging a "Miss St.
Johns Theater" contest, while the
Times-Union carried a contest to
select the Warner Bros, pictures the
fans wanted shown.
"The Great Lie" was the opening
picture.
This 900-seat house now firmly
establishes Warner pictures back in
Florida. The list now includes Orlando, Daytona, Ft. Lauderdale, Tampa, St. Petersburg, exclusive of
Miami where Warners has always
been.
Major Albert Warner and R. L.
McCoy of Atlanta were present.
Sheldon Mandell will manage the
house. Jack Goldsmith of Warners'
Atlanta and Lee Blumberg of Warners' New York office handled the
opening.

West Coast Bureau of THE

Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb.
Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

'45..

65
51

68
54

Two Close In Indianapolis
Indianapolis — The Indiana and
Fox Theaters, downtown houses,
have closed for the Summer.

DAILY

Hollywood — Rising production
costs and current theater situation
in the United States in reference to
box office receipts was discussed at
a meeting of studio executives yesterday, but no details were made
Fred Pelton, ministrator,
producers'
adpresented labor
proposals
public.
sought by Screen Actors, Writers and
Directors Guilds as well as other
labor organizations.
Executives attending were Y.
Frank Freeman, Louis B. Mayer,
William Mannix, Joseph M. JSchenck,
William Goetz, Harry Conn, B. B.
Kahane, Sol Siegel, E. H. Goldstein,
Harry M. Warner, Jack L. Warner,
Samuel Goldwyn, Cliff Work, Hal
Roach, J. R. McDonough and Fred
W. Beetson.

60,000 Hear Norma Shearer
Speak for Canadian Drive

Montreal — Norma Shearer returned by plane to Hollywood yesterday
following a visit to her home town
in which she received a welcome
which eclipsed any ever given here
to a screen star. Approximately
60,000 gathered in Westmount Park
to hear her make an appeal for support for Canada's Victory Loan, to
which she herself subscribed genPromote Mullen as Aide
erously. A reception was given her
at the home of G. W. Spinney, joint
To Clarence Eiseman
general manager of the Bank of
Montreal and chairman of the VicEd Mullen, office manager of
tory Loan Drive. Guards of honor
United Artists' New York exchange, were furnished by Mounties, Fronhas been promoted to the post of
tiersmen and members of the Royal
assistant to Clarence Eiseman, Canadian Air Force.
branch manager. Herbert Reichek,
chief booker, has been moved up to
office manager.
Gomersall and Gottlieb

MP Relief Fund Elects
New Officers June 24

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS arrives from I
Coast today to attend the annual Technicc
board meeting Tuesday.
CLORIA SWANSON is due from the Coast,
a Chicago stopover, today for the annual bo
meeting
C. C.
sel, is
through

of Multiprises,
Inc. which
she hea '
PETTIJOHN,
Hays office gener^
due in Hollywood
today and
the MPTOA convention.

HAROLD COHEN, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette f i
editor, is going to the Coast next week j
his annual
trip.
LUISE RAINER is motoring East for the Stra ,
Hat season.
She opens at Cape Cod.
FREDDIE BRISSON is in town from the Co;
LEO SPITZ returns to Chicago
from Hollywood.
vacation.
BRIAN

DONLEVY

this w<

arrives here Monday

foi

BUD ABBOTT and LOU COSTELLO are (|
in today from the Coast.
SAM HADELMAN of the Capitol and Colon
Bridgeport, Conn., is back at the theaters at
a trip to Washington.
B. B. KREISLER returns Monday from a Coa
to-Coast visit to 31 Universal
branches.

AFM Loses Reargument
In Opera on Tour Plea
Albany — Court of Appeals yestt
day denied the application by Jose;
N. Weber, former president of t
American Federation of Musiciai
for reargument of the Opera
Tour, Inc. vs. Weber decision in fav
of Opera on Tour. On April 24, t
Court held that stagehands had
right to stop work in protest agair
the use of mechanical music inste
of A F of L musicians in upholdii
the N. Y. Supreme Court injuncti
against the stagehands. The Appi
late Division reversed the Suprer
Court decision but was itself i
versed in the Court of Appeals n

Advance to New Posts

M. M. Gottlieb, Universale Chicago branch manager, has been appointed Chicago district manager,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Election of all officers succeeding E. T. Gomersall who replaces William Heineman as Westand 11 of the 33 board members if
division manager. Heineman has
the Motion Picture Relief Fund is beenern made
assistant general sales
scheduled for the annual meeting, manager.
June 24, at the Roosevelt Hotel.
Gomersall has been in the motion
Jean Hersholt will preside.
Dicture business since 1916 when he
joined the Goldwyn Co. He has been
with Universal since 1930. Gottlieb
has served with a number of distribChicago Exhibitors Cut
uting companies since 1915.
Prices as Biz Declines

Chicago — With business down
markedly here, exhibs. in some sections are cutting admissions in an
Gold's Yacht Looted
attempt to stem the tide. Drop genThe 77-foot yacht of Harry Gold,
erally sees matinee prices at 15
vice-president of United Artists, was cents,
with evening prices a nickel
more.
looted to the extent of $2,000 at
Kings Point, L. I., it was reported
yesterday. Everything movable was
taken by the thieves as the boat, the
Haliglo II, was anchored off Kings Panorams Headquarters
Point.
Leaving Coast for Chi.
Met.
Roxy

FILM

COminG and GOiriG

C. J. SCOLLARD
Paramount

Pictures,- Inc.
"This is certainl)
worthwhile ad(
— ry
ys libra
tion sa
to any

:
1941
YEAR BOOKi

Auerbach Sues for $14,805
Suit for $14,805 damages was filed
yesterday in the New York Supreme
Court by Joseph Auerbach against
Grand National Pictures, Ltd., charging the defendant with failing to
pay a loan. According to the complaint Auerbach made a loan of 3,500
pounds to Grafton Films, Ltd., and
Isidore Goldsmith in 1939 and GN
took over the obligation in 1940.

New Kramer-Anderson Co.

Chicago — Panorams headquarters
Chicago — Kramer Brothers and B.
will be moved from Hollywood to Anderson have organized the Chateau Amusement Co. with offices at
this city, with Gordon Mills con6315 Artesian Ave.
tinuing as general sales manager.
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RKO Will Inaugurate
Trade Shows in July

s 'linimum Wages for
Montreal Theaters
Montreal — Minimum
rates of pay
employes of motion picture the? in Montreal are guaranteed by
\v ordinance
of the Minimum
Ol Commission.
n — mder the set-up, managers must
i iw a minimum of $30 per week,
1 l o.iectionists will receive
60 cents
lour, qualified maintenance men,
""5 cents an hour; non-qualified main>ance men, 40 cents; and ushers
nd porters. 25 cents an hour.
Stagehands
and
musicians
em_ loyed for at least four days in a
Teek will be rated at 60 cents an
our and if employed less than four
in a single week, must be paid
i #om $2 to $5 per day.
The rate for all other employes
2(i cents an hour.
: The ordinance provides that tips
re to be in the exclusive property
f the employe and that uniforms
| lust be provided and kept up by
employer.
It also provides that
ith certain exceptions, the regular
k week is limited to 54 hours and
employe
is entitled to a full
r's rest per week or instead of a
ell day, two rest periods
of 18
rs each.

-udwig Transfers Ad
contract to Ray-Bell

(Continued from Page 1)

• •
of buck
Ala

cily's most comely debutantes
The soldier lads were spending
dough far more along the lines of the proverbial balmy sailor
They and the gals dined and wined at the Tutwiler's Continental Room
danced at the hottest night spots
and followed the gayest
social whirl
Finally the whole community was talking
and
mystified
— wondering if the Army had raised privates' pay
Whole
affair was just 'nother publicity stunt hatched
by Manager
Russell Morgan
of the Alabama Theater
to plug Paramount's
"Caught
In The Draft"
which will ride into Birmingham
in the
not-too-distant future
▼
T
▼
•

1 Icreen Advertising Co., in the fu' ure will be serviced directly to the
; ircuit by Ray-Bell,
under
an arangement whereby
L. J. Ludwig,
ormer
Minnesota
Amusement
offiial, has transferred
his exclusive
ontract to Ray-Bell. Ted Hays has
-een made Ray-Bell sales manager
f circuit theater sales and E. J.
)onahue
is now
sales representaive for North anl South Dakota.

1KO Boston Drops Vaude
Boston — For the Summer season,
he RKO Boston will play straight
Liictures, two features each week,
" bandoning
vaudeville
until
Fall.
■love leaves the Hub without vaude.

•

•

MANAGER

Gilbert

Josephson

of

the

local

World

Theater is decidedly "block of five" conscious
At this week's
outset
he booked into his house five "Information Please"
shorts
and put 'em on the program all together
This
happy brain-wave resulted in a 10 per cent boost in biz
over
the previous week's take
Josephson is always giving new
ideas a whirl
Fortune favors the bold
and it would be
a better industry
with a bigger measure of boldness
•

I St. Paul — Screen advertising sub•jsets, formerly
serviced to Minne' ota
Amusement
houses by
Rayii 11 Films,
Inc., Co.through
Ludwig

•
EACH week-end for the past four weeks
a quartette
privates from Fort McClellan
breezed into Birmingham,
and were seen chronically with an equal number
of that

•

•

ANOTHER

T
T
T
sign of the growing determination to give short

subjects
their deserved place on the nation's screens
is the
advent of RKO Radio's new monthly publication
christened "Short
Subject Showmanship"
and compiled under the discriminating and
showman-wise
eye of S. Barret McCormick
Outlets will find in
the initial and subsequent
issues
a lot of valuable
info and
suggestions
of a practical
nature
to assist them in boosting
revenues
▼
T
T
• •
•
RKO's Annual Outing and Boat Ride
will be
held on Monday
with all employes of RKO Theaters, RKO
Radio Pictures and RKO Pathe News
as guests of the company Steamer Alexander Hamilton
leaving West 42nd
St. at 9:30 a.m.; West 129th St. at 10:00 a.m.; and Yonkers at
10:40 a.m.
will transport the RKOlians up to Bear Mountain
for a day of high glee
climaxed by a dinner at the Inn
W. B. England is general chairman of the committee in
charge
and his co-workers in staging the big day are James
T. Dolan, Harry Mandel, Sol Schwartz, J. H. Smith
Andy
Cmiel, Fred Lakeman, Clara Trieste, Rosalie Piatt, Frank Howard,
Joseph
DiLorenzo,
William
Kernan
Morton
Siegel, Clara
Gimbel,
Warren
Angus,
George
Ronan,
Lawrence
Gross
Herman Silverman, Fred E. Herkowitz, Edward Smith, Jr., George
O'Heron, and Jean Slade
T
▼
T
• •
•
TWO of the most unusual happenings of the now waning

From
THE FILM
DAILY to
JUNE 6
Tyler Brooke
Maurice Hanline
Frank D. Ferrone
Zac Freedman
JUNE 8
JUNE 7
Jacob
Wilk
Meyer P. Beck
Ernest B. Schoedsack Nancy E. Rothacker

week:
showing
Harvard

The Boston Post's full-page ad in Editor & Publisher
Marjorie Woodworth,
pic starlet, on the knee of the John
statue up Cambridge,
Mass., way
— said ad asking,

"Who Packs The WHAM
In Boston?"
and, secondly, the terrific
publicity "break" the same gal got
via front page editorial in all
the Hearst newspapers
Both smashes
were aftermaths
of her
recent appearance in Beantown as guest of the Harvard Lampoon
It's another promotion
Hal Roach find

feather

in the U A

cap

in behalf

of the

will be conducted in the various exchange centers will be determined at
the convention. Opinions of the field
men will be considered so that a decision can be made as to whether the
product will be shown to exhibitors
in theaters or in screening rooms.
By showing its first group of pictures in July, RKO will be ready to
sell its new program blocks almost
two months before the consent decree becomes effective.

One Menagh Complaint
Upheld, Two Dismissed
(Continued from Page 1)
ater. Both these complaints were
dismissed, but Menagh received relief on his clearance request. The
21-day clearance granted to the Rex
Theater, Brighton, six miles away,
was reduced to a maximum of three
days.
Costs were ordered equally shared
among three companies and the complainant. Charges against 20th Century-Fox were dismissed early in the
hearing. M-G-M previously had negotiated a settlement.

New Arbitration Cases
Filed in N. Y., Philly
The number of arbitration cases
filed in the various tribunals was increased to 76 with the submission
of two demands yesterday; one in
Philadelphia
and the other in New
York.
The New York case was the 14th
docketed in the local tribunal and
was filed by Cornwall Amusements,
Inc., operator of the Storm King
Theater, Cornwall - on - the - Hudson,
against the five consenting companies. It asks that the 30-day clearance now given to the Broadway and
Ritz Theaters in Newburgh be reduced to seven.
In Philadelphia, N. Herman Bornstein, owner of the Hatboro Theater,
Hatboro, Pa., filed a complaint, asking that the seven-day clearance of
the Grove Theater, Willow Grove, be
reduced so that the Hatboro can play
immediately following the Grove.

Rites for Mrs. Chadsey
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Funeral services for
Mrs. Jetta Chadsey, mother of Don
Roberson, of M-G-M, were held
Heather.
yesterday at the Wee Kirk o' the

TO THE

COLORS!

Cleveland — Jack Warfel, Press reporter and assistant movie critic,
reports next week for military duty.
Chicago^ — Jack Wohl, Great States
Circuit Corps.
booker, has enlisted in the
Marine

The Film Daily's Calenda

A list of English-speaking features released since Jan. 16, 1941, by companies.
Arrai
of FILM. DAILY review. Names are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts and

COLUMBIA
Face Behind the Mask, The, 69 mins. 1-16-41
FD: 2-10-41.
Peter Loire, Evelyn Keyes,
Don Beddoe
Phantom Submarine, The, 70 mins. 12- 16-40
FD: 2-13-41.
Anita Louise, Bruce Bennett
Devil, Commands, The, 65 mins.. . . . .2-1-41
FD: 2-14-41.
Boris Karloff, Richard Fiske,
Amanda Duff.
This Thing Called Love, 98 mins.. .. 1-2-41
FD: 2-17-41.
Rosalind Russell, Melvyn
Douglas, Binnie Barnes
Adam Had Four Sons, 81 mins
2-6-41
FD: 2-24-41.
Ingrid Bergman, Warner
Baxter, Susan Hayward
Ellery Queen's Penthouse Mystery, 69 mins.
3-24-41
FD: 2-26-41.
Ralph Bellamy, Charley
Grapewin, Margaret Lindsay
Blondie Goes Latin, 69 mins
2-27-41
FD: 2-27-41.
Penny Singleton, Arthur
Lake, Larry Sims
Meet Boston Blackie, 61 mins
2-20-41
FD: 2-27-41.
Chester Morris, Rochelle
Hudson, Richard Lane
Outlaws of the Panhandle, 69 mins.
2-27-41
FD: 3-26-41.
Charles Starrett, Frances
Robinson, Norman Willis
Lone Wolf Takes a Chance, The, 76 mins.
3-6-41
FD: 4-9-41. Warren William, June Storey,
Eric Blore
Submarine Zone (Escape to Glory), 74 mins.
11-28-40
FD:

4-10-41.
Pat O'Brien, Constance
Bennett, John Haliiday
Penny Serenade,
125 mins
4-24-41
FD: 4-16-41.
Irene Dunne, Cary Grant,
Edgar Buchanan
Missing Ten
Days, 77 mins
3-8-41
FD: 4-24-41.
Rex Harrison, Karen Verne,
C. V. France

WALT

DISNEY

'Fantasia, 120 mins
FD: 11-14-40.
Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra

M-G-M
Philadelphia Story, The, 112 mins.. . 1-17-41
FD: 11-26-40.
Katharine Hepburn, Cary
Grant, James Stewart
Come Live With Me, 86 mins
1-31-41
FD: 1-30-41.
James Stewart, Hedy Lamarr, Ian Hunter
Trial of Mary Dugan, The, 90 mins.. 2-14-41
t-O: 2-11-41.
Robert
Young,
Laraine
Day, Tom Conway
dionde Inspiration, 72 mins
2-7-41
l-U: 2-17-41.
John
Shelton,
Virginia
(jray, Albert Dekker
Andy Hardy s Private Secretary, 1012-21-41
mins.
FD: 2-20-41.
Mickey
Rooney,
Lewis
Stone, Fay Holden
Rage in Heaven,
82 mins
3-7-41
tO: 3-13-41.
Robert Montgomery,
Ingrid Bergman, George Sanders
Men of Boys' Town, 106 mins
4-11-41
FD: 3-14-41.
Spencer
Tracy, Mickey
Rooney, Bobs Watson
Penalty, The, 81 mins
3-14-41
FD: 3-14-41.
Edward
Arnold,
Lionel
Barrymore, Robert Sterling

City of Missing Girls, 73 mins. (Select)
3-1-41
FD: 4-9-41.

H. B. Warner, Astrid All-

wyn, John Archer
Pirate of the Seven Seas (Film Alliance)
62 mins.
FD: 4-17-41.
John Lodge, Judy Kelly,
Kenneth Kent
Buzzy and the Phantom
Pinto (Arthur
Ziehm, Inc.) 55 mins
5-1-41
FD: 4-30-41.
Buzzy Henry, Dave O'Brien,
Dorothy Short
Law of the Wolf (Arthur Ziehm, Inc.)
55 mins.
FD: 5-1-41.
Dennis Moore, Luana Waiters, Geo. Chesebro
Proud Valley (Supreme Productions, Inc.)..
FD: 6-2-41.
Paul Robeson, Edward Chapman, Rachel Thomas

MONOGRAM
Young
Invisible Ghost, The, 64 mins
FD: 4-17-41.
Bela Lugosi,

Flying Wild, 62 mins

4-25-41
Polly Ann

2-19-41

FD: 4-17-41.
Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jordan,
Donald Haines

Roar of the Press, 72 mins
4-30-41
FD:Jed4-28-41.
Prouty Jean Parker, Wallace Ford,
Tumble-Down

Ranch in Arizona, 604-20-41
mins.

FD: 4-29-41.
Ray Corrigan, John King,
Max Terhune

Free and Easy,, 56 mins
2-28-41
FD: 4-3-41.
Robert
Cummings,
Ruth
Hussey, Judith Anderson
Bad Man, The, 70 mins
3-28-41
FD: 4-4-41. Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore, Laraine Day

King of the Zombies, 67 mins
5-14-41
FD: 5-9-41.
Dick Purcell, Mantan Moreland, Joan Woodbury

Ziegfeld
Girl, 131 mins
4-25-41
FD: 4-16-41.
Judy Garland, James Stewart, Hedy Lamarr, Lana Turner
Washington Melodrama, 78 mins
4-18-41
FD: 4-23-41.
Frank Morgan, Ann Rutherford, Kent Taylor

House of Mystery, 62 mins
FD: 6-4-41.
Keneth
Kent,
Peter Murray Hill

Dead Men's Shoes, 69 mins
1-15-41
FD: 5-14-41. Leslie Banks Wilfred Lawson, Judy Kelly
Judy

5-7-41
Kelly,

Wildcat of Tucson, The, 59 mins.. 12-31-40
FD: 4-30-41.
Bill Elliott, Evelyn Young,
Stanley Brown
PARAMOUNT
Beyond the Sacramento, 58 mins.. .11-14-40 People vs. Dr. Kildare, The, 78 mins.. 5-2-41
FD: 5-8-41.
Lew Ayres, Lionel BarryFD: 5-8-41.
Bill Elliott, Evelyn Keyes
more, Laraine Day
Victory, 78 mins
1-17-41
Great Swindle, The, 54 mins
4-10-41
FD:
12-26-40.
Fredric March,
Betty
FD: 5-4-41.
Jack Holt, Jonathan Hale, A Woman's Face, 105 mins
5-9-41
Field,
Sir
Cedric
Hardwicke
Henry Kolker
FD: 5-12-41.
Joan
Crawford,
Melvyn
Douglas, Conrad Veidt
They Dare Not Love, 76 mins
5-30-41
-Virginia, 110 mins
2-22-41
FD:
5-16-41.
George
Brent,
Martha Wild Man of Borneo, The, 78 mins.. 1-24-41
FD: 1-29-41.
Madeleine
Carroll, Fred
Scott, Paul Lukas
MacMurray, Carolyn Lee
FD: 5-14-41.
Frank Morgan, Mary Howard, Billie Burke
Big Boss, The, 70 mins
4-28-41
Life With Henry, 81 mins
1-24-41
FD: 5-20-41.
Otto Kruger, Gloria DickFD: 2-7-41.
Jackie Cooper, Leila Ernst,
I'll
Wait
for You, 71 mins
.5-16-41
son, John Litel
Eddie
Bracken
FD: 5-14-41.
Robert Sterling, Marsha
She Knew All the Answers, 85 mins.
Hunt, Virginia Weidler
5-15-41
You're the One, 83 mins
2-7-41
5-23-41
FD: 2-24-41.
Bonnie Baker, Orrin TuckFD: 5-20-41.
Joan
Bennett,
Franchot Love Crazy, 100 mins
FD: 5-16-41. William Powell, Myrna Loy,
er, Jerry Colonna
Tone, John Hubbard
Gail Patrick, Jack Carson
Under Age, 60 mins
4-24-41
Lady Eve, The, 97 mins
3-21-41
5-30-41
FD: 2-27-41.
Barbara Stanwyck, Henry
FD: 5-21-41.
Nan Grey, Tom Neal, Mary Billy the Kid, 95 mins
Anderson
FD: 5-29-41.
Robert Taylor, Brian DonFonda, Charles Coburn
levy, Mary Howard
The Voice in the Night, The, 83 mins.
Mad Doctor, The 90 mins
2-14-41
5-20-41
FD: 3-4-41.
Basil Rathbone, Ellen Drew,
John Howard
FD: 5-29-41.
Clive Brook, Diana WynMISCELLANEOUS
yard, Derek Farr
Hard-Boiled
Canary, The, 80 mins
3-7-41
Adventure in Washington, 84 mins.. 5-30-41 Chinese Den, 73 mins. (Film Alliance)
FD: 3-11-41.
Allan Jones, Susanna FosFD: 5-29-41.
Herbert Marshall, Virginia
3-25-41
ter, Lynne Overman
Bruce, Gene Reynolds
FD: 3-27-41.
Paul Lukas, Jane Baxter, Las Vegas Nights, 89 mins
3 28-41
Time Out for Rhythm, 74 mins
6-12-41
FD: 3-20-41.
Phil Regan, Bert Wheeler,
Kay Walsh
FD: 6-2-41.
Ann
Miller, Rudy Vallee,
Constance Moore
King of the White Elephant (Pridi-King of
Rosemary Lane
White Elephant), 66 mins.. .4-5-41 Monster and the Girl, The, 65 mins.. 2-28-41
Naval Academy, 67 mins
5-22-41
FD: 3-24-41.
Ellen Drew, Robert Paige,
FD: 4-4-41.
Renu
Kritayakprn,
Suvat
FD: 6-5-41.
Freddie Bartholomew, JimNilsen
Paul Lukas
my Lydon, Billy Cook

I Wanted Wings, 131 mins
7-18FD: 3-27-41.
Ray Milland, William Hoi
en, Wayne Morris, Brian Donlev)^k i
Road
Zanzibar, 92
minsCrosby, Bob 4\Jj
FD: to 4-10-41.
Bing
hojT.
Dorothy Lamour
In Old Colorado, 66 mins
3-14FD: 4-30-41.
William Boyd, Russell Ha
den, Andy Clyde
Reaching for the Sun, 90 mins
FD: 5-9-41.
Joel McCrea,
Eddie Bracken

Ellen

5-2Dre

One Night in Lisbon, 97 mins
5-16FD: 5-14-41.
Fred MacMurray,
Mad
leine Carroll, Patricia Morison
Pirates on Horseback, 69 mins
5-23FD: 5-20-41.
William Boyd, Russell Ha
den, Eleanor Stewart
Caught in the Draft, 82 mins
]
FD: 5-29-41.
Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamoi
Lynne Overman
Border Vigilantes, 62 mins
4-18FD: 6-3-41.
William Boyd, Russell Ha
dem, Andy Clyde
Power Dive, 71 mins
4-25FD: 6-4-41.
Richard Arlen, Jean Park*
Roger Pryor

PRODUCERS RELEASIN
CORP.
Secret Evidence, 63 mins
1-31FD: 2-6-41.
Marjorie Reynolds, Char
Quigley.
Caught in the Act, 62 mins
1-17FD: 2-13-41.
Henry Armetta, Iris Mer
dith
Outlaws of the Rio Grande, 52 mins.
FD: 2-26-41.
Tim McCoy, Virginia C;
penter, Charles King
2-15Billy the Kid's Fighting Pals, 62 mins.
FD: 4-10-41.

Bob Steele, Al St. Jol

4-18Phyllis Adair
South of Panama, 68 mins
4-18FD: 4-23-41.
Roger Pryor, Virginia V.
Federal Fugitives, 66 mins
3-29FD: 5-9-41.
Neil Hamilton, Doris D
Victor Varconi
Lone Rider in Ghost Town, The, 64 mins.
FD: 5-9-41.

George Houston, Al St. Jo

RKO

RADIO

5-16Let's Make
Music, 84 mins
1-17-.
FD: 12-11-40.
Bob Crosby, Jean Re
ers, Elizabeth
Risdon
Playgirl,
75 mins Kay Francis, James
2-14-El:
FD: 1-21-41.
son, Mildren Coles
Mr. and Mrs. Smith, 95 mins
1-31FD: 1-20-41.
Carole Lombard,
Rob
Montgomery, Gene Raymond
Scattergood Baines, 69 mins
2-21FD:
2-13-41.
Guy
Kibbee,
Ca
Hughes, John Archer.
It Happened to One Man, 82 mins..
FD: 2-26-41.
Wilfred
Lawson,
Swinburne, Marta Labarr

Ni

A FD:
Girl, 3-4-41.
a Guy and
a Gob,Murphy,
91 mins..
.3-14-E
George
Lucille
Edmund O'Brien
Melody
for Three, Jean
67 mins
FD: 3-6-41.
Hersholt,
Walter Woolf King

Fay3-28Wr |

■-

>f Current

Feature

Releases

o -ding to date of review. Dates after titles are distributor release dates: FD: indicates date
tion credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews. ^Indicates Technicolor production.
ootlight Fever, 69 mins
3-21 -41
FD: 3-26-41.
Alan Mowbray, Donald Mcjj 'Ol'de. Elizabeth Rusdon
"'t-r-and Miss Jones, The, 92 mins.. 4-1 1-41
FD: 4-8-41.
Jean Arthur, Robert Cummings, Charles Coburn
:itizen Kane,

120 mins

3-28-41

Country Fair, 74 mins
5-5-41
FD: 5-9-41.
Eddie Foy, Jr., June Clyde,
Guinn Williams

=,; "hey Met in Argentina, 77 mins. .. .4-25-41
FD: 5-14-41.
Maureen
O'Hara,
James
Ellison, Alberto Vila
:iiCattergood

Angels With

FD: 4-11-41.
Orson
Welles,
Comingore, Joseph Totten

Dorothy

Pulls the Strings, 69 mins.
5-23-41
I- FD: 5-14-41. Guy Kibbee, Bobs Watson,
nj
Susan Peters

tunny, 98 mins
FD: 5-20-41.
Anna
"
John Carroll

Neagle,

Ray

epent at Leisure, 66 mins

5-30-41
Bolger,
4-4-41

''_ FD:George
5-29-41.
Kent Taylor, Wendy Barrie,
Barbier
. eluctant Dragon, The, 72 mins
,. FD: 6-6-41.
Robert
Benchley,
Frances
Gifford, Walt Disney, Disney staff.

REPUBLIC
■rkansas Judge
FD: 1-22-41.
viry

72 mins
1-28-41
Weaver Brothers and El-

■ idin' on a Rainbow, 79 mins
FD: 1-24-41.
Gene Autry,
nette, Mary Lee

1-24-41
Smiley Bur-

■' etticoat Politics, 67 mins
FD: 2-7-41.
Roscoe
Karns,
nelly, Spencer Charters

2-7-41
Ruth Don-

."" hantom Cowboy, The, 56 mins
2-14-41
*\ FD:Carroll
2-13-41.
Don "Red" Barry, Virginia
■ rairie Pioneers, 58 mins
2-16-41
t FD: 2-24-41.
Robert
Livingston,
Bob
Steele, Rufe Davis
■Ian Betrayed, A, 83 mins
3-7-41
• tn. 3 1/1 a3-14-41.
John Wayne, Frances Dee,
h\ FD:Edward
Ellis
■-'
. ack in the Saddle, 73 mins
3-14-41
;,J FD: 3-25-41.
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Mary Lee
n Old Cheyenne, 58 mins
6-31-41
^ FD:Hayes,
4-4-41.SallyRoyPayne
Rogers, George
Hr. District Attorney, 69 mins
FD: 4-4-41.
Dennis O'Keefe,
Rice, Peter Lorre
is Hopkins, 98 mins
5 FD: 4-7-41.
Judy Canova,
Bob
Charles Butterworth
■ :'wo-Gun Sheriff, 56 mins
FD:Merrick
4-18-41.
Don "Red"

"Gabby"
3-26-41
Florence
4-12-41
Crosby,

3-29-41
Barry, Lynn

als of the Pecos, 56 mins
4-14-41
FD: 4-24-41.
Robert
Livingston,
Bob
Steele, Rufe Davis
ookies on Parade, 69 mins
4-17-41
FD: 4-28-41.
Bob Crosby, Ruth Terry,
Gertrude Niesen
ady from Louisiana, 82 mins
4-22-41
FD: 4-30-41.
John Wayne, Ona Munson,
Ray Middleton
inging Hill, The, 75 mins
4-26-41
FD. 5-2-41. Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,
Virginia Dale
> heriff of Tombstone, 56 mins
5-7-41
FD: 5-8-41.
Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Elyse Knox

Broken Wings, 72 mins
8-11-41
FD: 6-3-41.
Binnie Barnes
Gilbert Roland, Mary Lee

20th

CENTURY-FOX

Romance of the
FD:

Rio Grande, 73

mins.
1-17-41

1-3-41.
Cesar
Romero,
Morison, Lynne Roberts

Patricia

Girl in the News, The, 77 mins.. . 1-31-41
FD: 1-8-41.
Margaret Lockwood,
Barry
K. Barnes, Emlyn Williams
Tall, Dark and Handsome, 78 mins.1-24-41
FD:
1-24-41.
Cesar
Romero,
Virginia
Gilmore, Milton Berle
-Western Union, 98 mins
2-21-41
FD: 2-7-41.
Robert
Young,
Randolph
Scott, Dean Jagger, Virginia Gilmore
Murder Among Friends, 67 mins.. . .2-28-41
FD: 3-6-41.
Marjorie Weaver, John Hubbard, Cobina Wright, Jr.
-That Night in Rio, 90 mins
FD: 3-7-41.
Alice Fay,
Carmen Miranda
Sleepers West, 74 mins
FD: 3-25-41.
Lloyd
Mary Beth Hughes

4-11-41
Ameche,

Don

Nolan,

3-14-41
Lynn Bari,

Golden Hoofs, 67 mins
2-14-41
FD:
4-4-41.
Jane
Withers,
Charles
"Buddy" Rogers, Katherine Aldridge
Scotland Yard, 67 mins
4-4-41
FD:
4-11-41.
Nancy
Kelly,
Edmund
Gwenn, John Loder
Ride, Kelly, Ride, 59 mins
FD: 4-11-41.
Eugene
Pallette,
Stephens, Rita Quigley

2-7-41
Marvin

Dead Men Tell, 60 mins
3-28-41
FD: 4-18-41.
Sidney Toler, Sheila Ryan,
Robert Weldon
Ride On, Vaquero, 64 mins
4-18-41
FD: 4-21-41.
Cesar Romero, Mary Beth
Hughes, Chris-Pin Martin
Cowboy and the Blonde, The, 68 mins.
5-16-41
FD: 4-23-41.
Mary Beth Hughes, George
Montgomery
Very Young Lady, A, 75 mins
6-27-41
FD: 4-28-41.
Jane Withers, Nancy Kelly,
John Sutton
Great American Broadcast, The, 92 mins.
5-9-41
Alice Faye, John Payne,
FD: 4-29-41.
Jack Oakie.
'Blood and Sand, 123 mins
5-30-41
FD: 5-22-41.
Tyrone
nell, Rita Hayworth

Power, Linda Dar-

Bride Wore Crutches, The, 55 mins.. 6-13-41
FD: 5-29-41. Lynne Roberts, Ted North,
Edgar Kennedy

ARTISTS

Dictator,

(Chaplin)

Paul-

Black Cat, The, 70 mins
5-2-41
FD: 4-28-41.
Basil Rathbone, Hugh Herbert, Broderick Crawford
Mutiny in the Arctic, 61 mins
4-18-41
FD:Anne
5-8-41.
Nagel Richard Arlen, Andy Devine,

Cheers for Miss Bishop, 95 mins.. .2-21-41
FD:
1-14-41.
Martha
Scott, William

Double Date, 60 mins
3-14-51
FD: 5-21-41.
Edmund Lowe, Una Merkel,

Great

Great Train Robbery, The, 61 mins. .3-28-41
FD: 5-14-41.
Bob Steele, Claire Carleton, Milburn Stone
Gay Vagabond, The, 66 mins
5-12-41
FD: 5-19-41.
Roscoe Karns, Ruth Donnelly, Ernest Truex
Desert Bandit, 56 mins
5-24-41
FD: 5-29-41.
Don "Red"
Barry, Lynn
Merrick

'

UNITED
The

129 3-7-41
mins..

FD: 10-16-40.
Charles
Chaplin,
ette Goddard, Jack Oakie

So

Gargan, Edmund Gwenn
Ends Our Night, 117 mins.. .2-14-41
FD: 1-27-41.
Fredric March,
Margaret
Sullavan, Glenn Ford

Road Show, 87 mins
FD: 2-20-41.
Adolphe
Landis, John Hubbard

1-24-41
Carole

Menjou,

Topper Returns, 85 mins
3-21-41
rU:
3-13-41.
Joan
Blondell,
Roland
Young, Carole Landis
fhat Uncertain Feeling, 84 mins
4-20-41
Ft): 3-14-41. Merle Uberon, Melvyn Douglas, Burgess Meredith
That Hamilton Woman, 128 mins.. .4-30-41
FD: 3-20-41.
Vivien Leigh, Laurence
Olivier, Alan Mowbray
Pot o' Gold, 86 mins
4-11-41
FD: 4-4-41.
James
Stewart,
Paulette
(joddard, Horace Heidt
Major Barbara, 1 15 mins
FD: 5-5-41.
Wendy Hiller, Rex Harrison,
Robert Morley

UNIVERSAL
Dark Streets of Cairo, 59 mins
2-28-41
FD: 12-4-40. Ralph Byrd, Sigrid Gurie,
George Zucco
Buck Privates, 84 mins
1-31-41
FD: 2-3-41. Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Lee Bowman, Jane Frazee
(Sack Street, 89 mins
2-7-41
FD: 2-5-41.
Charles
Boyer, Margaret
Sullavan, Richard Carlson
Six Lessons from Madame LaZonga, 62
mins.
1-17-41
FD: 2-20-41.
Lupe
Helen Parrish

Velez,

Leon

Errol,

Nice Girl?
95 mins
2-21-41
FD: 2-25-41. Deanna Durbin, Franchot
Tone, Walter Brennan, Robert Stack,
Robet Benchley

Men Peggy
of the Moran
Timberland, 61 mins
FD: 5-29-41.
Richard Arlen,
vine, Linda Hayes
In the Navy, 85 mins
FD: 6-2-41.
Abbott
Powell, Claire Dodd

6-6-41
Andy De-

5-30-41
fir Costello, Dick

WARNER

BROS,

Flight from Destiny, 73 mins
2-8-41
FD: 1-3-41. Geraldine Fitzgerald, Thomas
Mitchell, Jeffrey Lynn
High Sierra, 100 mins
1-25-41
FD: 1-20-41.
Humphrey Bogart, Ida Lupino, Alan Curtis
Honeymoon for Three, 77 mins. ... 1-18-41
FD: 2-10-41.
Ann
Sheridan,
George
Brent, Charlie Ruggles
Strawberry
Blonde, 97 mins
FD: 2-13-41.
James Cagney,
Havilland, Rita Hayworth

2-22-41
Olivia de

Father's
Son, 57 John
mins Litel, Frieda Inescort,
2-1-41
FD: 2-17-41.
Billy Dawson
Footsteps in the Dark, 96 mins
3-8-41
FD: 3-4-41.
Errol Flynn, Brenda
Marshall, Ralph Bellamy, Alan Hale
Meet John Doe, 123 mins
4-28-41
FD: 3-13-41.
Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward Arnold, Walter Brennan
Sea-Wolf, The, 100 mins
3-22-41
FD: 2-24-41.
Edward G. Robinson, Ida
Lupino, John Garfield
Flight from Destiny, 74 mins
2-8-41
FD: 4-2-41.
Thomas Mitchell, Geraldine
Fitzgerald, Jeffrey Lynn
Great
FD:

Lie, The,
4-4-41.

107
Bette

mins
Davis,

Mary

George Brent
Wagons Roll at Night, The, 84
FD:

4-25-41.

Sidney,

Humphrey

4-12-41
Astor,

mins.
4-26-41

Bogart,

Sylvia

Eddie Albert

Meet the Chump, 60 mins
2-14-41
FD: 3-6-41. Hugh Herbert, Lewis Howard, Jeanne Kelly

Strange Alibi, 63 mins
FD: 4-30-41.
Arthur

Dangerous Game, A, 63 mins
3-22-41
FD: 3-13-41. Richard Arlen, Andy Devine, Jeanne Kelly

Perry, Jonathan
Hale
Affectionately
Yours, 90 mins
5-10-41
FD: 5-9-41.
Merle Oberon, Dennis Mor-

Mr. Dynamite, 63 mins
FD: 3-24-41.
Lloyd Nolan,
vey, Robert Armstrong

gan, Rita Hayworth
Shadows on the Stairs, 63 mins
FD: 5-9-41.
Frieda Inescort,
anaugh, Heather Angel

Irene

3-7-41
Her-

Lady from Cheyenne, The, 87 mins.. 4-1 1-41
FD: 4-2-41.
Loretta Young, Robert Preston, Edward Arnold
Horror
Island, 60 mins
3-28-41
FD: 4-4-41.
Dick Foran, Leo Carrillo,
Man Peggy
Who Moran
Lost Himself, The, 72

mins.
3-21-41

FD: 4-8-41.
Brian Aherne, Kay Francis,
Henry Stephenson
Model Wife, 78 mins
4-25-41
FD: 4-17-41.
Joan Blondell, Dick Powell,
Lee Bowman
Flame of New Orleans, The, 78 mins.
4-28-41
FD: 4-24-41.
Marlene
Cabot, Roland Young

Dietrich,

Bruce

4-19-41
Kennedy,
Joan

Paul

3-1-41
Cav-

Singapore Woman, 64 mins
5-17-41
FD: 5-14-41.
Brenda
Marshall,
David
Bruce, Virginia Field
Here Comes Happiness, 58 mins.. . .3-15-41
FD: 5-14-41.
Mildred
Coles,
Edward
Norris, Richard Ainley
Shot in the Dark, A, 57 mins
4-5-41
FD:
5-21-41.
William
Lundigan,
Nan
Wynn, Ricardo Cortez
Shining Victory, 80 mins
6-7-41
FD: 5-22-41.
James
Stephenson,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Donald Crisp
Thieves Fall Out, 72 mins
FD:. 6-3-41.
Eddie Albert,
Jane Darwell

Joan

5-3-41
Leslie,

J.

!

Ws?

France Assumes
Pix Industry Control
{Continued from Page 1)

films released prior to October, 1937
banned, and fixed rentals elimare
inated.
Raoul Ploquin is president of the
Comte d'Organization, set up to administer the decree, and he has announced that only single feature bills
will be permitted in the free zone.
Contracts between distributors and
exhibitors must be on a percentage
basis for films over 600 meters long;
programs are limited to 4,300 meters,
excluding newsreels, and only one
film on a program may exceed 1,800
meters. After Aug. 27, programs
must be held to 3,800 meters with the
longest subject limited to 1,300.
Pre-production authorization must
be obtained from German officials
in Paris who will require that triplicate copies of scenarios be forwarded, one copy in French and two
in German.

Three French Language Pix
Released Since Last Spring
Vichy (By Air Mail) — Only three
new French language films have been
released in Vichy since the Spring of
1940, due to a shortage of raw stock
and lack of financing, and one of
these was made in Italy. Now current is "Return to Happiness," a
Marcel Pagnol production, produced
in the Alps after the armistice and
completed in Marseille. During the
Winter, "Angelica," made in Italy
was considered a failure, while "December Night," a Kurt Bernhardt
production, produced before the war,
was successful.

Lack of Raw Stock Handicaps
Studios in Unoccupied France
Marseilles (By Air Mail) — Lack of
raw stock is handicapping this
French production center, resulting
in the filming of only four pictures in
the nine months of the armistice.
Distribution and exhibition, however, are showing signs of life. Tobis
and Ufa are having considerable difficulty in pushing their Nazi films
due to a boycott of Axis subjects
which has made distributors apprehensive of even trying to sell them.
Theater fare consists of old
French films, with American films,
such as "Dodge City," "Bachelor
Mother," "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
and "Daughters Courageous," in
high favor and being used to open
dark houses.

George Ebey Dies
Oakland, Cal. — George Ebey, local
theater manager and former newspaper man, died at his home after a
long illness. Ebey, 68, managed the
Fulton Theater at his death. In the
past, he had been director of the
Orpheum and MacDonough in Oakland and the Alcazar in San Fran-

reviews of ncisi mms
"The Reluctant

used, with the first introduction of the
Technicolor skillfully devised. Frances Gifford makes a lovely guide and instructress
for Benchley in his wanderings, and Nana
with Robert Benchley, Frances Gifford,
Bryant, Barnett Parker, Buddy Pepper, Claud
Walt Disney and the Disney staff
Allister, Billy Lee and a host of other people
RKO-Disney
72 Mins
including the Disney staff are seen and
COMPLETELY FASCINATING PICTURE; Iheard.
UTTERLY DIFFERENT FROM OTHER DISNEY WORKS, IT COMBINES CARTOONS
Story is developed from Benchley's wife
nagging him to try to sell Disney the idea
AND THE "INSIDE" ON THEIR PRODUCTION.
of producing a cartoon based on the story

Dragon"

As entertainment for general audiences,
this offering is first rate, as an educational
feature on the "inside" of cartoon production, it is a fascinating film, and as a feature attraction exploiting Disney, his studio
and product, it is tops.
Certainly there is no member of any audience that is not curious and greatly interested in the production of films, and more
so about the production of cartoons, as less
is known about them by the public. In
addition, it is a novelty even for Disney, it
bears the Disney stamp and name which give
it box office drawing power, and it also
features Robert Benchley, who has a large
following, although he cannot be classified
as a screen star.
The picture deserves all the effort exhibitors put behind it to sell it to the public, and it offers one of the greatest natural
exploitation angles any picture has ever
had. The idea of selling the public on seeing the new Disney studios, where Disney
produces all his famous characters, seeing
the pictures made and meeting, via the
screen, the people responsible for their production cannot be oversold. On its own
merit the picture is definitely interesting,
entertaining and very amusing.
The cartoon sequence in the film about
the dragon is a corking job, with the dragon
characterization a very funny one. A Pluto
sequence, one with Donald Duck and another with
newfilm.
character,
"Babyof Weems,"
are also
in athe
Remainder
the film
concerns the making of the films, with
Robert Benchley stumbling from one wonder to another in his own inimitable fashion.
The picture, well integrated, never seems
to be disconnected, which usually happens
in a case of this kind.
Technicolor
and
black and
white
are

Stars at Chi. Stadium
Defense Mass Meeting

of "The Reluctant Dragon." After seeing
the sights Benchley finally meets Disney
in the projection room, and much to his
surprise discovers that they are screening
"The Reluctant Dragon," having just completed it. All in all, the picture is another
fine job from a master craftsman, and it
should do well every place, deserving its
earnings richly.
CAST: Robert Benchley, Frances Gifford,
Nana Bryant, Barnett Parker, Buddy Pepper,
Claud Allister, Billy Lee, Florence Gill,
Clarence Nash, Norm Ferguson, Ward Kimball, Jimmy Luske, Alan Ladd, Truman
Woodworth, Hamilton MacFadden, Maurice
Murphy, and the staff of the Walt Disney
Studio.
CREDITS: Producer, Walt Disney; Screenplay, Ted Sears, Al Perkins, Larry Clemmons and Bill Cottrell; Additional Dialogue,
Robert Benchley and Harry Clork; Musical
Score, Frank Churchill and Larry Morey;
Cameramen, Bert Glennon and Winton
Hoch; Directors, Alfred L. Werker, Hamilton
Luske, Jim Handley, Ford Beebe, Erwin
Verity and Jasper Blystone; Editor, Paul
Weatherwax; Production Manager, Earl Rettig; Art Direction, Gordon Wiles; Set Decoration, Earl Woodin; Sound Recording, Frank
Maher; Color Director, Natalie Kalmus;
Story for "Reluctant Dragon" and "Baby
Weems" sequences, Ed Penner, T. Hee,
Joe Grant, Dick Huemer and John P. Miller;
Art Direction on cartoon sequences, Ken
Anderson, Hugh Henesy and Charles Philippi; Background, Ray Huffine and Arthur
Riley; Special Effects, Ub Iwerks and Joshua
L. Meador; Animating, Ward Kimball, Fred
Moore, Milt Neil, Wolfgang Reitherman,
Bud Switf, Walt Kelly, Jack Campbell,
Claude
Smith and Harvey Toombs.
Fine.
DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Bob Eves to Supervise
14 FPC Toronto Nabes

Toronto — Under the new FPC
regime, Bob Eves, manager of the
Eglinton, ace nabe house and closest
this city has to an art theater, has
been raised to supervisor of the
chain's 14 neighborhoods. In his new
job, which takes effect Monday, Eves
OPM May Support Move
moves into head office with special
instructions to keep a paternal eye
For New Time Nationally
on the Eglinton, stamping grounds
Wa-hington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY of long-run English pix, which he
Washington — Move for national has raised from a pup. Managerial
reins of the house will, however, pass
daylight saving as a defense measure may get the support of the Office into the hands of his present assisof Production Management.
tant, J. Rollins.

Chicago — Judy Garland, Dennie
Morgan, Don Ameche and Linda
Darnell will appear tonight at the
Chicago Stadium huge mass meeting
for national defense.

Start Crescent Suit
Depositions June 16
(.Continued from Page 1)

Crescent Amusement Co., and Kei
mit C. Stengell, president of Rocl>
wood Amusement
Co., on June— 1
as the first step in the Go
ment's anti-trust suit.
Trial
start here July 7.
Defense attorneys have been fui
nished with copies of a supplemer
tal bill of particulars to be filed b
United States attorneys on or be
fore tomorrow. This supplements
bill, besides furnishing more con
plete details to charge specificatior
in the original bill, lists 24 othe
situations alleged to be involved i
the suit.
These, giving location, date, nan
of theater, owner or owners, an
name of defendant group or co:
poration involved, follow:
Clarksville, Tenn., 1935, Lillia:
Goldberg Amusement Co., Crescei
Amusement Co.; Tompkinsville, Kj
1939, Uptown, I. B. Dyer and B. 1
Hire, Midstate Theaters, Inc., ar
Rockwood Amusement Co.; Tom]
kinsville, 1939 or 1940, name ui
known, E. J. Sparks, Midstate an
Rockwood; Paris, Tenn., 1936, C. (
Laving, Crescent Amusement Co
Paris, 1940, Princess, Crescen
Gadsden, Ala., 1936, Gadsden, Jac
Crawford, Crescent; Huntsvill
Ala., 1936 or 1937, M. B. Eastma
Lyric Amusement Co.
Manchester, Tenn., 1936, Lyri
Dr. A. A. Womack, Rockwood; Rocl
wood, Tenn., 1936, Lyric Walt<
Howard, Rockwood; Tacy Cit
Tenn., 1936, Dixie Sam Werner, Si
Rockwood; Lumber City, Tenn., 193
Madlyn, Denton Theaters Corpor;
tion, Rockwood; Crossville, 193
Palace, William Garrison, Cumbe
land
Amusement
Co., Crossvill
1935, Mecca, William Garriso
Hugo
land. and Arthur Gernt, Cumbe?
Dayton, Tenn., 1936, Dayton, E. I
Williamson, Cumberland; Frankli
Tenn., 1937, Franklin, Mrs. Cynth
Fleming, Cumberland; Trento
Tenn., 1935, C. P. Washman, Strai
Enterprises, Inc.; Marked Tre
Ark., 1935, Star, Mrs. Harry Le
vitt, Strand, Cleveland, Tenn., 193
Bohemia, Otis G. Remer and Rub
B. Page, Crescent; Lepanto, Arl
1936, Rialto, Paul and M. D. Shafe
Strand; Durant, Miss., 1937, Dixi
Odam Bros., Strand; Louisvill
Miss., Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wes
Strand; Kosciusko, Miss., 193
Strand, B. Carey, Strand; Kosciusk
1937, Amuse-U, Strand; and Ri
ley, Tenn., 1936, Dixie, Bill Hende
son, Strand.

SWG Membership at 950
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Constant Houses Won't Close
Roxy Theater Switching
Canton, O. — George A. Delis, disHollywood — With more than 2
To Friday as Opening Day
trict manager for the A. G. Constant new active and associate membe

chain of theaters in eastern Ohio
and the upper Ohio valley, reports
With the premiere showing "Man that there is no immediate plans for
Jerome J. Cohen, Inc., insurance Hunt"
on June 13, the Roxy Theater
specialists, is now located at 225 will
day. change its opening day to Fri- closing any of 14 houses under his
supervision for the Summer.
W. 34th St.

Cohen Offices Moved

Friday, June 6, 194

taken in between May, 1940 ai
May, 1941, membership roll of tScreen Writers Guild total, 91
history.
highest peak in the organization

: iday, June 6, 1941

Circuit Managers
Shorter Bill Might Be Bar
To Showing of Defense Pix
In State, Wires Declare
{Continued from Page 1)

i 'Otfization,
the United
Theater
In their telegrams,
the B & K
nanagers assert that counsel have
idvised that the bill, as submitted, is
, ^constitutional, destructive and ineres with their business, denyt ng freedom of action.
i It is further contended that the
rroup sponsoring the bill does not
-tpresent the buying
public, that
Native morality is contrary to
l:he American principle.
The circuit managers assert that
m impartial checkup of theatergoers
.5 that the majority want double features.
4 (Actually, it is said, the Sandquist
ill would not necessarily eliminate
luals. One section provides that an
■xhibitor may present a program ex"•leding
"if 60
after
each
1 )iriod of135notminutes
exceeding
minutes
e
ion
)f consecutiv
presentat
of mo: 'ii picture or motion pictures dur( ng such motion
picture program
I here is a period of not less than 15
ninutes of intermission or of presentation of something other than moion picture or motion pictures, or of
)oth such intermission and presen, .ation of something other than motion picture or motion
pictures."
Thus it would be possible to show a
!0 minute feature, observe the inermission requirement and continue
vith a second short feature.)
The telegrams also contend that
; here are no basic facts that the
; Sandquist measure
will safeguard
H alth, no conclusive evidence pro; luced that lengthy
entertainment
■programs are health detriments.
- As a final thrust, it is contended
hat it is impossible to show welloalanced programs under the bill's
ime limit, and that cutting down the
ime may result in the elimination
torn programs of defense reels when
he Government is urgently in need
>f all. co-operation possible.
Henri Elman of the Monogram exhange wired legislators at Springleld that passage of the Sandquist
•ill would seriously affect independent exchanges' business. He urged
t? defeat.
Illinois Allied, at a meeting Wednesday attended by representatives
■f 200 theaters, gave the Sandquist
neasure its blessing.

5unday Pix for Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C. — Sunday movies
mally have been okayed here.

WEDDING

BELLS

Waupun, Wis. — Margaret Anne
'ovter, who has been cashier at her
ather's theater here, was married
ecently to Victor H. Wilson. Bride
3 the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G.
Soyd Porter.

Fight Illinois 135 -Minute Bill

Army Recruiting Service Using Panorams
To Stimulate Recruiting in Ruffalo Area
Chicago — Mills Panorams are being used in Army recruiting in the East.
At Buffalo, the Army recruiting staff is using Army films in the Mills projectors
designed for Soundies, slot machine subjects.
The company, it is learned, will allow the Army recruiting service to use
the machines whenever they will be of help.

Metro Trio Attacks SPG
Stand; Membership to Act

Harmon Will Confer
With Branch Managers
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Kay Bell of Metro, was sent to Prexy al defense during his visit to Hollywood. The Los Angeles meeting will
Joe Gould of the SPG yesterday.
Letters, like that sent some time be the first of the series and a similar conference will be held in New
ago by a group of Paramount em- Orleans
on his return trip.
outlines the writers'
position
on Guildployes,affiliation,
but, unlike
the
Harmon leaves today for Los Angeles where he will address the
first letter,
not ask
the Guild's MPTOA
convention Wednesday
stand
should does
a move
be inaugurated
afternoon on the subject of motion
for an indie publicist union.
pictures and national defense.
Text of the Metroites' letter follows:
During his Hollywood visit, Harmon also will confer with Y. Frank
"The undersigned are members of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's publicity and advertising de- Freeman on activities involving the
partments. As eligibles
we'veGuild,
been but
invited
to join the Screen
Publicists
this production division of the national
we have not done. Nor have we cited rea- committee and will attend meetings
sons for not joining to those who have sug- of the Production Code Administragested this affiliation. It is a common decency
Board, of which he is the Eastto our colleagues which prompts this letter
erntionhead.
making known those reasons that have kept

us from casting our lot with the Guild.
"We believe in the principle of individual
enterprise and initiative and creative effort.
Yet, believing firmly in this, we must recognize the value and perhaps the need of craftsmen banding together in common understanding to attain a common goal. Perhaps by such
unionization can the individuals achieve a voice
in the activities of their respective employments as it affects them and their future.
We believe that a good union can be instrumental in bringing about a happy, harmonious
understanding between employer and eraployes; a relationship that could result in
advantages for both.
"When an individual is asked to join an organization, itis but natural that he give more
than casual inspection to its purposes, the
work it is pledged to do, the work it has done,
and the types of leaders it has selected to
guide it. It is as a result of this inquiry
that certain doubts have arisen precluding
our affiliation with the SPG.
"It is difficult to grant acceptance to a
newly constituted body which announces itself
as for one function and in practice contradicts
itself.
"If our governmental leaders find selective
service essential to National Defense, any individual has a constitutional right to disapprove, if he does disapprove. But the Guild
has seen fit to officially voice its dissent as
the opinion of all of its members.
Why?
"The Guild, or its elected representatives,
has similarly challenged other actions of our
Federal Government. Why has the Guild, or
its elected officers, found it necessary to focus
its energies on matters wholly political in
character and absolutely foreign to the purposes for which the Guild was created? These
actions are ostensibly in bad taste and in
these days of needed national unity examples
of mighty bad Americanism. We must not
forget that only in a Democracy such as ours
can Guilds such as this come into being,
flourish and thrive. While unions should
concern themselves with the attainment of
their objectives, they should guard at all times
any encroachment on the democratic processes.
"We believe that there is a definite place
in this industry for a Screen Publicists Guild.
But that Guild must be a good one, a strong
one, and must be patterned on lines of sincerity. And it must have as a foundation a
constitution that embodies those principles
which have made our Bill of Rights a yardstick for all good government.
"We should like nothing better than to join
with our fellow publicists in a work dedicated
to our mutual betterment. But we cannot
with good conscience lend our support to an
organization which we do not believe is 'minding its business,' which is too easily forgetting its true objectives."

Pittsburgh V. C. Tourney
At South Hills July 21

B. 0. Slump Problem
Up Before Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

the convention will be the largest
ever held by the organization. Sales
executives and other industry leaders are scheduled to address the delegates.
Wednesday's program includes the
directors' meeting, a general session,
committee reports and the selection
of a nominating committee.
A golf tournament at Northfield
Country Club is on the docket for
Thursday morning and business sessions are slated to begin at 2 P.M.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel, is
to address the delegates, as well as
President H. A. Cole and Sidney
Samuelson. A party at the Nomad
Club is the event for the evening.
The Eastern regional conference is
the main event for Friday morning.
A general session, including talks by
distributor executives, is on the
afternoon slate and will be followed
by the election of officers. A testimonial banquet for President Lee
Newbury will wind up the three-day
convention.
A number of social activities have
been arranged for the ladies.

Sunday Shows Clicking

Pittsburgh — Chief Booker C C
Kellenberg has just announced that In Wilmington Houses
the annual Variety Club Golf Tournament will be held at the South
Wilmington, Del. — Sunday films,
Hills Country Club in Brentwood, inaugurated here on April 20, are
Pittsburgh, on Monday, July 21. catching on, with attendance increasArchie Fineman and Art Levy have
ing weekly. Strand, a nabe, however, has discontinued Sunday operabeen appointed co-chairmen of this
affair, and J. T. McGreevey has been tions.
nominated chairman of the prize
committee.
New Pic, Same Title for Metro
West Coast Bureau of THE

Crouch Quits Oriental
Chicago — Will Crouch, has resigned as publicity manager for the
Oriental Theater and is now devoting his entire time, to the Lawrence
Clark Theater. Howie Mayer succeeds at the Oriental.

Aiken Turns Manager

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Due to legal difficulties, Metro has abandoned its proposed picture,
"Honky
Tonk,"
and
substituted
another
scenario
but will
retain the title. Marguerite Roberts
and John Sanford wrote the new
script. Film is now in work with
Jack Conway directing.

Pittsburgh — Charles Aiken, for- WB, Miss Skinner Talk Deal
merly Republic sales rep. here, has West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
been appointed manager of the HarHollywood — Warner Bros, and Corris-Manos Theater, Jeanette, sucnelia Otis Skinner are talking a deal
ceeding H. A. Doman.
whereby the monologist would appear
in 12 short subjects based on her
theatrical sketches.
John Barrymore, RKO Dickering
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO is negotiating
with John Barrymore to appear in the
next Kay Kyser picture.

Rapley In Canadian Service

STO

Chicago — Herbert Rapley, manaCleveland — Bill Gross, Columbia
booker, is rejoicing over the arrival
ger
of
the
Essaness
circuit's
Southern Theater, has resigned to go to of a daughter born to Mrs. Gross at
Canada to become an instructor of Lutheran Hospital. They also have
aviation.
an 11-year-old son.

Kay Kamen Offices Moved
ing.Kay Kamen, Ltd., has moved offices
to the 22nd floor of the RKO Build-

Cleveland — Al Sunshine, salesman
for National Screen Service, announces the birth of a son, Kenneth,
born at Mount Sinai Hospital.
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Columbia's Sales Cabinet Off Today for Chicago Convention

JACK COHN

A. MONTAGUE

"All-Out" Biz Drive
Parleys at Studios
(Continued from Page 1)

vention, continue discussions on the
subject and meet with the Hollywood studio heads to ask for their
co-operation.
Skouras flies to the Coast tonight,
with Leonard Goldenson, Sam Dembow and other theater men also converging on Hollywood this week-end
from different parts of the country.
Although nothing concrete was decided at the first local meeting, a
tentative proposal to try and get
more film stars out on the road for
p.a.'s was one of many ideas on the
agenda for discussion with production heads. That the theater men
will get full co-operation from the
studios is regarded here as a certainty.

Intensified Campaign for
"Kiss the Boys Goodbye"

RUBE JACKTER

LOUIS

ASTOR

LOUIS

WEINBERG

MAX

J. WEISFELDT

DAVID A. LIPTON

More Col. Top -Bracket Films MPTOA Meet to Hear
Program to be Increased for Next Season
25 Regional Execs.
(Continued from Page 1)

for Chicago. Montague will preside
at the sessions.
Among the home office executives
who will leave today for the convention headquarters are Rube Jackter, assistant sales manager; Lou
Astor, circuit sales supervisor; Lou
Weinberg, circuit sales supervisor,
and M. J. Weisfeld, short subjects
sales supervisor. In addition to
these sales executives, the home office contingent will include Hank
Kaufman, Bernard Zeeman, Maurice
Grad, George Josephs, Seth Raisler,
Vincent Borelli and Joseph Freiberg.
David A. Lipton, advertising and
publicity director, who now is in
Chicago, also will be present.
Division and branch managers
present from the field at this first
national executive sales meeting will
be:

Dunas of Chicago; Branch Managers M. H. Evidon, Des Moines, Iowa;
0. J. Ruby of Milwaukee, Wise; H.
J. Chapman of Minneapolis, Minn.;
and J. H. Jacobs of Omaha, Neb.
Central Division Manager Carl
Shalit of Detroit; Branch Managers
W. Guy Craig of Indianapolis, Ind.;
B. C. Marcus of Kansas City, Mo.;
C. D. Hill of St. Louis, Mo.
Mid-East
Division Manager
Sam
Galanty of Washington; Branch
Managers A. S. Moritz of Cincinnati, Ohio; L. Zucker of Cleveland,
Ohio; A. H. Levy of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Western Division Manager Jerome
Safron of Los Angeles; Branch Managers R. C. Hill of Denver, Colo.;
W. C. Ball of Los Angeles; J. R.
Beale of Portland, Ore.; W. G. Seib
of Salt Lake City, Utah; L. E. Tillman of San Francisco; L. N. Walton
Southern Division Manager Sam of Seattle, Wash.
New York Division Manager Nat
Moscow of Atlanta; Branch Managers R. J. Ingram of Atlanta; Joseph Cchn of New York; Branch ManagGins of Charlotte, N. C; J. B. Uners Irving Wormser and Sol Trauderwood of Dallas, Texas; J. J. Rog- ner of New York; Joe Miller of Alers of Memphis, Tenn.; C. A. Gibbs
bany; I. H. Rogovin of Boston,
of Oklahoma City, Okla.; and H. Mass.; Phil Fox of Buffalo; T. F.
Duvall of New Orleans, La.
O'Toole of New Haven, Conn.; H.
Midwestern Division Manager Phil E. Weiner of Philadelphia.

Paramount plans an intensified
campaign on "Kiss the Boys Goodbye," the Don Ameche-Oscar Levant
musical. Because they believe the
picture will be one of the Summer's
high grossers, Paramount executives
have authorized the East and West
publicity forces to launch a large- Fox Midwest Circuses
scale pre-selling drive.
Murphy McHenry, assistant to
George Brown, studio publicity chief, "Wagons Roll at Night'
has been in New York conferring
Kansas City — Fox Midwest Thewith Alex Moss and Al Wilkie of the
aters in the Kansas City and St.
home office.
Louis territories are playing "The
A half-dozen test openings early
at Night," Warner rein July in unselected cities is Wagonslease, asRoll
an exploitation feature in
planned.
circus style. Special press book has
been gotten up by the circuit, carryZiehm Sets Hoffberg Deal
ing out the campaign along circus
Arthur Ziehm, Inc., has closed lines including four big sound trucks
with J. H. Hoffberg Exchanges to completely remodeled as ballyhoo
trucks.
distribute Ziehm's entire product in
the New York, Albany and Buffalo
territories.
Form MP Premium Co.
Albany — Motion Picture Premium
Co., Inc., has been incorporated here
Nazis Hold Sohier,
in the amount of $20,000 for the purpose of motion picture advertising
Col.'s Former Rep.
promotion. Company, which has
Vichy (By Air Mail) — Robert
established offices in Radio City,
Sohier, Columbia representative in
has
deals with a number of publishMarseille before the war, is reported
ing houses whereby it will be in a
a prisoner in Germany.
position to make premium deals with
theaters on books.

85 New British Cinema
Companies Formed in 1940
London (By Air Mail) — Eightyfive private cinema companies and
74 private theater companies were
registered in Great Britain during
1940 as against 175 in 1939. The
85 cinema companies involved a capital of £83,100.

Mangham
In "Last Mile" Deal
John Mangham, president of Mon-

ogram Southern Exchanges, has
closed with Astor for the distribution of the streamlined version of
"The Last Mile" in the Atlanta,
Charlotte, Memphis and New Orleans territories.

Closing Chi.'s Auditorium

Chicago— The 3,000-seat Auditorium Theater will be closed June 30.
John Goodridge, president of the
company, says the theater earnings
were not sufficient to pay the taxes
on the property.

(Continued from Page 1)

tivities and theater operations 6x
ing the three afternoon business S€
sions starting Tuesday.
This is a new feature for MPTC 1
gatherings.
The first session Tut
day will also be marked by repoi^
by President Ed Kuykendall and Se
retary Morris Lowenstein.
Mary Pickford returns here frc
New York Sunday in order to a
dress both the MPTOA and the P(
of ITO conventions. She will appe
before the PCC convention Mond;
at the Ambassador Hotel and befo1
the MPTOA gathering Tuesde
Wednesday afternoon she will 2
as hostess to the ladies at a fashi
show in the Fiesta Room of the Ai
bassador.

Neides, Division Manage
For Golden State Circuit
San Francisco — Golden State Tl
aters' shake-up sees Hal Neides, e
manager of the legitimate Geai,
taking over as division manager. Rs
Cooper will serve as film buyer i
the 16-house chain.

Try Dime Bargain Nights
Akron, O. — Nixon, nabe house, h
introduced a Summer policy of Tuc
day and Wednesday bargain nigl
with dime admission.

Brown Circuit Moves
Detroit — Brown Theater Circ
has moved headquarters from t
Francis Palms Theater Building
the Dime Bank Building.

Canadian Pioneers
Planning War Reel
Toronto — Canadian Motion Picture Pioneers is planning a 10minute newsreel to show in all
Canadian theaters, informing the
public of the work the organization
has done
further are
thein Dominion's
war
effort.to Details
the hands
of Claire Hague, Tom Daley and
Archie Laurie. Work will be done
at the Associated Screen News studios in Montreal.

i/TOl
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Equipment
Maintenance
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TUDHKPRESS MODERNIZATION PROGRAMS
Projector Mfrs. Set to Maintain
PLAIN

TALK

. . . about equipment
By GEORGE

H. MORRIS.=

Equipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY
A/HAT

Leonard H. Goldenson, Paramount

""exec, in charge of theater operations,
ad to say in his recent address before the
tlantic Coast Section of SMPE should be
seded and action taken along the lines he
jggests.
Before commenting upon the Goldenson
seech as it relates to equipment, and, in
jrn, as equipment relates to the profitable
Deration of theaters, let's be frank about
m condition which is all too prevalent in the
tdustry.
No section of American business
. generally more alert than filmland in the
after of promoting its own welfare. But
nfortunately
it has a flare for delay in
± any matters and situations.

—

"NNE of these is the problem of stemming
"'the ebbing tide of admissions, which,
I permitted to recede without the serious
: itiation of corective measures, may leave
:" ie piers of profits somewhat high and dry.
I herefore, we
repeat, Goldenson's
words
ust not be allowed to fade away without
imething being done about them.
He correctly asserts that vast technical
rides have been made
in recent years,
ith the result that Hollywood
curently
bricates product of unprecedented mechanal merit, and that the entire scope of the
" otion picture has widened.
"It was through you gentlemen," he told
s listeners, "that there has been brought
the theater and to the public, air condioning, ventilation, large screens giving
ope to spectacles, luxurious seats, fine
nitation, beautiful lighting, to say nothing
the many other luxuries which are enjoyed
' the public patronizing our theaters today.
. In spite of all these improvements,
e have noticed in the last few years a
ndency for
admissions
to decline."
After
{.Continued
on Page
2)

Latest in "Swing'
Hollywood — With reportedly requisite dough to build their own theater here, the Yale Puppeteers, recently arrived from successful Eastern
tour, have picked out site at 716
N. La Cienga. House will be a
"Turn-About" theater, boasting two
stages. There will be reversible seats
so patrons can see puppet show, then
swing 'round to see live revue.

Brand Drive to Undermine
Strong Trade Position

S. A. Gains

Wood-Cuts in Cuba?
Havana (By Air Mail) — A sweeping bill for the regulation of construction and operation of motion
picture theaters has been formally
introduced in the City Council here,
and observers hold its passage as
virtually certain. Measure, with 150
clauses, provides that wood can only
be used for floors, doors and seat in
theater construction.

As "Clumsy Propaganda"
Spokesmen for leading companies
active in projector sales and maintenance in Pan-American countries
told The Film Daily Equipment
News last night that reports, springing from certain channels in Buenos
Aires to the effect that in post-war
business it would be impossible to
organize a repair service such as
exists in the U. S., are "clumsy
propaganda" and without any vestige of truth.
The reports, they assert, take on
an almost humorous aspect when
weighed
against the fact that for

Large Sums Already Spent
But Much Construction and
Equipment Still Needed
West

By RALPH WILK
Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Some $3,000,000 has
poured into new construction, remodeling and equipment at Coast
studios from the outset of the 19401941 season to date, it is revealed
through checkup of nine of the principal lots. Informing channels reveal that while a largre increment
of the total of improvement budgets
has already been spent, there remains
a considerable sum still earmarked
for building and mechanical installations, with the studios pressing to
(Continued on Page 4)
complete
scheduled modernization.
While no new construction is curCommittee charged with nominatrently planned on the M-G-M lot,
ing SMPE officers and governors for
as recently
1942 must make a report on this that studio(Continued
on Page as
6) last Aumatter to the Board of Governors
at latter's meeting on July 24 in
order that the Society's membership
may consider the proposals. Personnel of the committee comprises
National Theater Supply Co. sales Herbert Griffin, chairman; E. A.
continue to soar with increasing Williford, H. G. Tasker, K. F. Mornumber of exhibitors selecting Simgan, Barton Kreuzer, James Frank,
plex projection and sound, and other Jr., A. C. Downes, E. K. Carver, and
Houston, Texas — Purchase of
National equipment. Super Simplex M. C. Batsel.
projectors have been installed in the
equipment totalling more than $50,Officers and governors Whose terms 000
for modernization of all of the
(Continued on Page 4)
Magic, Barbourville, Ky.; Art CineHorwitz Circle Theaters in the city
ma, Pittsburgh; Tampa, Tampa;
was announced by Will Horwitz,
Edison, Ft. Myers, Fla., and Union Initial Film House
(Continued on Page 6)
president of the organization.
The mosb advanced types of seats
Opens in Jersey Town

Committee Weighing
SMPE Nominations

NTS Equip. Orders
Continue Upswing

Horwilz Houses Put
$50,000 Into Equip.

Air Cond. Clinic Held
By Chrysler Subsidiary

(Continued on Page 7)

Dayton, O. — Chrysler Corp.'s Airtemp Division held a Round Table
Clinic on Air Conditioning here yes(Continued on Page 5)

Motiograph's
Sales

Effected

Livingston, N. J. — This suburban
community's first movie house opened
this week with a theater party arranged by the Volunteer Fire Dept.
and the Kiwanis Club. The theater,
the Colony,(Continued
is in Route
10. It is in
on Page 7)

Coast Biz Big

Through

Chi. Theater Operators
Eye Percentage Rental

B. F. Shearer

Seattle —

Co.

With widespread improvements being made to Coast
theaters, and the boom in new building, B. F. Shearer Co.'s offices here
Chicago — More than 800 downtown report
many sales of Mirrophonic
Loop section tenants paid their land- De Luxe Sound Systems.
lords anywhere from 2% to 50 per
Most recent in the sustained wave
cent of their sales as against mini- of installations of this equipment are
mum rentals. Some of the theater those for the account of Ted Wilowners are considering the plan for
son's Vale, Cashmere, Wash., and
new houses which they have in mind
the State (Continued
of Washington's
(Continued on Page 6)
on Page 5) Custodial

Altec Lists New Pacts
And Sound Installations
The Atlanta office of Altec Service
reports signing service and repairreplacement agreements with Nat
Williams for
his new
theater
in Bos(Continued
on Page
6)

Watch Cohen's Idea
San Francisco — Experiment by Lawrence Cohen in recently opening a
Newsreel Theater in Sacramento, —
the first time the idea has been
tackled in a community of around
100,000 population, — is continuing to
create interest here. Feeling is that
if the house clicks, quite a few white
elephants in Northern California will
install the policy.

f—

EQUIPMENT

Ws?

NEWS

Midwest Theater Supply
Continues Brisk Biz
A Second Section of THE FILM DAILY
comprehensively covering the equipment field,
published every second Friday, except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment
(Continued from Page 1)
exploring some of the reasons for recession,
Goldenson said: "Maybe we in the theaters
are allowing the public to take too much
for granted the things that they are getting
for their money. . . ."

RIGHT here is where Goldenson strikes
very potential pay-dirt, for, undeniably,
so little has been done to "sell" the public
on all that they receive, in addition to entertainment itself, when they step up to the
box-office and purchase tickets. Some
issues back, this corner placed particular
stress on this very point. Are the theaters
going to wait until the admissions-drop issue
takes a grave turn before they recognize
the wisdom of promoting attendance through
equipment, along with their programs?
It's a pretty-well-founded view that one
of the difficulties facing houses sincerely
desirous of getting rid of duals is that
patrons look upon them as "bargain bills."
John Q. Public is a very human guy. Ruling
out the "balmy" exceptions, he will get all
he can for his dough. We have more than a
sneaking suspicion that if theaters were
to tell John that every time he plunked
down his 24-plus-cents average admish
price, he was getting a tangible "bonus"
via theater equipment and appointments,
well, the chances are he'd at least do some
thinking about the situation in bargain
terms.
A

GOOD

fisherman will try out all the

** logical lures. So will a good showman.
Perhaps the theatermen feel that they
are attending to their knitting. But in
failing to tie equipment up with the boxaoffice,
stitch?isn't it possible that they're dropping

The Rialto Reopens

Cincinnati — Midwest Theater Supply Co. continues to maintain volume
sales and installations in the local
and surrounding territory, it is asserted by J. Stallings and J. N. Gelman, company officials.
Among recent contracts, they state,
are for International chairs, together
with draperies, for the Pykro Theater, Pykro, Ky.; International chairs,
Mohawk carpet, Brenkert Senarc
lamps, Benwood Linze rectifiers,
Bausch & Lomb lenses, and rebuilt
Simplex projectors for the Meehanicsburg Theater, Mechanicsburg, 0.;
and International chairs for the
Strand, Portsmouth, 0.
Other orders include International
chairs for the Dixie, Olive Hill, Ky.;
Rialto, Columbia, Ky.; Federation,
Dayton; and the Grand, Frankfort,
Ky. Latter house additionally received Vallen curtain control and
General Register ticket machine.

FWC Deal Significant

Erie, Pa. — New 500-car open air
theater in this sector has been constructed from designs of George E.
Eichenlaub, local film house architect.
The large screen is 40 x 30 ft. and
is of a new kind of self -cleaning, nonstaining, tilted effect type invented
by the architect for this job. The
screen tower is built with huge

TUDIOS

.ALTEC
30J WEST

42nd STREET

I New

York

City

E. BRUCE JOHNSON, General Register C
solon, has returned to New York, following
brief vacation.
JOSEPH MAHARAM, head of Maharam Fal
Corp., arrives this week-end on the Coast
attend the MPTOA convention. Before returr
to New York he will spend some time

;!

company's Los Angeles branch, and alsol
branches in San Francisco, St. Louis and Chie

L. H. WALTERS,
manager
of the Clevel
branch of Nation Theater Supply Co., has
that city for a visit in Arizona.
He is mat
the trip by automobile,
and is accompanied
Mrs. Walters.

Eastown Theater Bows;
Lepovitz Is Manager

OSCAR
NEU,
head
of Neumade
Produ
planed out of New York yesterday for the Ct |
and MPTOA
conclave,
and plans to return
headauarters
after business
visits to keys
the West.

Betters Richmond's Grand

DECORATING
MURALS
. .

comma and coino

wing
walls, taking away the "curse"
of a fence.
It is proposed to cover the whole
with an "envelope" of colored enamel
steel.

San Francisco — Fox West Coast is
Richmond, Va. — Neighborhood
closing deal to build new house in Theaters' Grand Theater auditorium
Richmond, bay town, which is enjoy- has just been redecorated.
ing a shipbuilding boom. Rumor is
that theater marks the start of a
big Northern California building program being considered by the circuit.

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE
.A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

I

Erie's Open-Air Stand
Has Special Screen

Des Moines — The new Eastown
Theater was opened here on May 28
by the Tri-States Theater Corp. of
this city. The house, erected at a
cost of $95,000 is a nabe stand located
in East Des Moines.
Louis Lepovitz, now managing
ATC's Newest Theater
director of the Iowa Theater, will
To Open About Aug. 1
manage the new house. The
calls for double feaToledo — Associated Theaters Corp. Eastown's withpolicy
program changing three
of Cleveland announces it will open times tures
a
week,
Thursday,
Sunday and
its new 1,800-seat house in the Tuesday.
recently - completed Central - Monroe
shopping center in suburban West
Taking Bids on Theater
Toledo about Aug. 1.
This theater was designed by
Tullahoma, Tenn. — The War DeGeorge A. Edeling, Cleveland, in copartment Construction Quartermaster is advertising for bids, closing
operation with the general architects.
It will be air-conditioned and have June 10, on the construction of a
the latest sound equipment. Seats movie theater at Camp Forrest. Dewill be 37 inches back-to-back. Foyer
scribed as Type TH-3, the theater is
will be 80 feet wide and 60 feet deep. designed to seat 1,036. Specifications
may be obtained from the QuarterSet to Build Theater
master on deposit of $25.
Gate City, Va.— Malcolm and Ralph
Taylor, owners and operators of the Two "Drive-Ins" Planned
Scott Theater, have purchased a
Kingsport, Tenn. — Dougherty &
building site and will erect a two
plan two Drive-Ins here this
or three story building with the first Roller
Summer. One will be located on the
floor to be used as a movie theater
Johnson City highway with the site
and the others for offices or apart- to be determined later for the other.
ments.

Kingsport, Term. — The Rialto,
owned by Kingsul Theaters affiliated Columbia, Harbor Get Carpet
Cleveland — L. P. Langford of Oliwith Wilbey-Kincey Corp., has rever Theater Supply Co. sold new caropened after being completely remodpeting for the Columbia Theater,
eled and enlarged to a seating capac- East Liverpool,
and the Harbor Theity of 650. Sound equipment, projecater, Ashtabula Harbor.
tion machines, and screen are new
and the house is air-conditioned. Manager Charles Burns stated that the
An enterprise
house will continue to run first-choice
long with
associated
the best work
second-run pictures and admission
In the field . .
Executing
prices remain the same. "Santa Fe
Trail" was shown for the reopening.
PAINTING
. .

250 West 57th Street • New York City
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EARLE C. HINES, prexy of General Thea
Equipment and IPC, left New York this w
to attend the MPTOA conclave on the Coasi
on

L. W. CONROW, head of Altec, has arri
the Coast from New York.

MERLEto THORPE,
Nation's
returns
Washingtoneditor
todayof from
DaytonBusin
wl
he addressed
air-conditioning conclave.
OSCAR
HOLMES of Holmes Projector Co.
in town this week and has returned to Chic.
JOHN EBERSON left New York last night
Detroit,
for
Texas.and upon his return will leave Mor
DREW
EBERSON
has arrived
his headquarters in New York.

in

F

New Theater at Sheffield
Sheffield, Ala.— Muscle Shoals T
ters, Inc., has begun erection of
new Colbert Theater on Montgorcu
Ave.
The new house, designed
Marr & Holman, Nashville, and
A. Griffith, Sheffield, and being bi
by Daniel Construction Co., is s
to be designed along entirely n
lines, is estimated to cost $120,0
It will show first-run pictures.

The Pacemaker
—MOTIOGRAPH MODEL
PROJECTOR
at better theatre supply
dealers everywhere.

Chicago swings to
push back seats
About 50% of all re-seating jobs in Chicago theaters during past
two years have been Kroehler Push-Back Seats. ^ rite for data
on this revolutionary seat that ends all theater seat annoyances.

KROEHLER £Pu&A-c/j€lCW
KROEHLER
206 Lexington Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
1248 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago. III. _■
201 3 S. Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.

SEATS

MFG. CO., Public Seating Division
Elliott Film Co.,
Export: Roy Chandler, 505
72 Glen wood Ave.,
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Minneapolis. Minn.
4020 E. 116th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Standard Theater Sup6700 Denton Dr.,
Dallas, Texas
plyway,
Corp.,
78 Mass.
BroadBoston,

*%
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COUNSEL
CARPET

COUNSEL

helps you

select the right carpet grades
and patterns for your spaces
. . . at no extra cost per yard
We don't need to tell you the value of smart decorations in present-day theatres. But we can tell you
about carpet and advise you in your selection, because
we have been weaving fine carpets and rugs for over
100 years, and we are experts in designing carpet for
public spaces.
If you are ready to consider carpet, follow the example of hundreds of other successful theatre operators who have selected Bigelow carpet through the
services of Bigelow Carpet Counsel.
This service includes not only guidance in the
choice of weaves, grades, patterns and colors, keeping
within your budget, but also the creation of special
weaves and designs for special spaces.
Consult your dealer, wbo will bring you to one of
our offices . . . Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc., 140
Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

*0f
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CARPET COUNSEL
by BIGELOW WEAVERS
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Projector Mfrs. Set
To Keep S. A. Gains

WHO'S

Three Companies Equip.
Pembroke, Ont., House
Toronto — Chas. A. Bochner, manager of Canadian Theater Chair Co.,
reports installation by that firm of
seating and drapes in the new Center Theater, Pembroke, Ont., owned
by Sam Ulster of Toronto. The projection units were supplied by the
Coleman Electric Co. of Toronto and
the sound aparatus by Dominion
Sound Equipments.
Canadian Theater Chair also has
just installed drapes in the new Midtown Theater, Toronto, and in the
Avalon Theater in Hamilton, Ont.

The ^^P^7^°
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IN EQUIPMENT

E. MEYER. Born in New York City, Feb. 5, 1898. Attended City schools.
After export and traffic experience in various lines, became associated in
1921 with Nichols Power Co. With formation of International Projector Corp.,
be held, in turn, offices of assistant general sales
manager, export manager, and is now general sales
manager. In addition to wide experience at company's headquarters, he has made many extensive
trips which have added to his wide knowledge of
the export field. Toward the end of 1935 he made
round-the-world jaunt mostly by plane, and in 1937
made several journeys to Pan-America, also largely
by plane. Currently he is on a swing through the
U. S. visiting National Theater Supply branches,
attending conventions, and giving talks to IA
Locals in connection with the Simplex E-7 Projector. Despite present chaotic world conditions, IPC,
through his efforts, is effecting fine volume of
foreign sales.
Is a prominent member of several
trade organizations, which he has served with distinction.
Makes his offices at
90 Gold St., New York.

(Continued from Page 1)

mure than a decade U. S. projectors
have been easily and satisfactorily
serviced.
From 1929, it is pointed out, Erpi
has been embarked upon a program
of both sales and service in the
Latin-American marts, and guarantee projectors for three years of
uninterrupted operation. Furthermore, it is added, Simplex is widely
and excellently represented in Central and South America, as is RCA
which maintains a factory in Buenos
Aires and service in many vantage
points throughout Latin America.
U. S. Projectors Tops
Sources delineating the Americanmade projectors position say that
U. S. manufacturers such as Motiograph, International Projector Corp.
and RCA make undeniably better
machines than does Germany, evidently in whose interests the propagandists statements have been
spread from Buenos Aires, and that
South and Central American theatermen give U. S. projectors overwhelming preference. Germany, it
is contended, gets a certain percentage of annual sales, but depends on
price rather than quality for its
trade.
Service facilities are so top-notch
now in Pan-America that no expansion is currently, or in the immediate future, essential.

WHO

A.

G-E Boosts Facilities
Adds Generator Wing
Schenectady — The Schenectady
works, largest of General Electric
■ Co.'s many factories will increase
its six and one-half million square
feet of floor space by approximately
850,000 additional square feet this
Newest of the construction projects
will be an addition, 60 by 600 feet,
to the generator shop now second
year.
largest in the Schenectady factory.
This was started two weeks ago and
is scheduled for completion before
the end of the year.
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Committee Weighing
SMPE Nominations
(Continued from Page 1)

expire Dec. 31, 1941, are: D. II
Hyndman, engineering vice-prex;. !
Arthur S. Dickinson, financial vic»
George Friedl,
Alfred^
prexy;
Paul J.treasurer;
Larsen, secretai"
T.
E. Shea, Arthur
governors.C. Hardy, ™
Goldsmith,
All the above-mentioned offices ai
for two-year terms, except those <l
the secretary and treasurer, whic
are for one-year terms.

Novelty Scenic Studios
Grab Praise for Job
Baltimore — A. J. Kessler of No
elty Scenic Studios is still receivir
trade praise for the stage curtaiD
drapes and decorations installed 1
the company in the Hilton Theate
recently opened in Baltimore by Tor
my Goldberg.
Novelty Scenic Studios also i
stalled the draperies and decoratio:
in the Times Theater, another loc
house.

Chi. Air-Conditioning Big
Chicago — The Commonwealth Ec
son Co.'s reports the greatest nur
ber of air conditioning jobs for ai
Spring months' period in rece
years, among them an installation
a 90-ton job for the Rockne Theat
at 5825 W. Division St.

Mi.ZxluluioA,
Who's Watching Your Cash While You're Attending the Convention??? UNICON?
You Are Meeting to Consider the Problems That
Beset You and to Find Solutions.
One of Your Problems Is the Leaky, Wasteful,
Present Method of Box Office Control.

*»*«*

OH£

iN^KSr*
•saws*1**

x&

1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

1

Investigate At Once the New System of UNICON
Box Office Control. — Stop Those Leaks.
Save That Money. UNICON Will Do It.
See V/oasi SbecUeb, 01 Widie

GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION

1018 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS
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• •
•
MICHAEL
J. DeANGELIS.
pic house
architect
with
headquarters in New York and Rochester
has received the nod to
build two new stands
one of 800 seats for Rudy and Sam Navari
to be put up in Pittsburgh's Eastwood section
and a 1.000seater for Bart Dattola
down in New Kensington, Pa
in which
district Bart is a pioneer exhib. ... • Summer Signals: Coca Cola
lobby dispensers have made

their appearances

territory theaters ...
O Hoarse "Opera":
section of G-E's Bloomfield, N. J., plant
time

in some 25 New

during their lunch hours via makin' music on the heat exchangers in the air conditioning wing
They
call their outfit the

"heat
exchanger
orchestra"
flops from a musical standpoint

T

They
admit
that their concerts
are
but they have a helluva lot of fun.

T

Coast Demand Big
For Motiograph Sound

DAiiy.

Reviving the Odd
Main St. Theater in Gaylton, Pa.,
recently destroyed by fire, will be
rebuilt from plans by Architect Michael J. DeAngelis, of New York and
Rochester. House is one of oddest
in U. S., publicized by Robert Ripley
in his "Believe It or Not." Entrance
is on Main St. level with steps down
to the balcony, and from balcony
entrance are more steps down to the
orchestra floor. J. Albert Nordquist
owns the house.

(Continued from Page 1)

School in Buckley; plus M. H. Alger's Alger, Lakeview, Ore.; Ray
Grombacher's Esquire, Portland; and
E. H. Randall's Rand, Sutherlin, Ore.
B. F. Shearer also personal]^ selected
one of the systems for his Roxy in
Bremerton, Wash.
De Luxe Mirrophonics have likewise gone into seven California
stands, — Bromley & Mounce's CamMohi's
Pic
Fair, pus,
LosLos Angeles;
Angeles; Ben
Harvey
Amuse-

Rural and Modern Merge
In Unusual Mich. House

Haven

The boys in the assembly
have a swell (and how!)

T

• • • YOU gotta hand it to the Eastman gents
They
have such darned little time for anything but biz
yet they
find said time to help in devious good causes
Recent examples
are Frank (Board Chairman) Lovejoy taking chairmanship of the
National Industrial Conference Board
Col. Oscar N. Solbert,
director of public relations for Eastman Kodak, accepting chairmanship of the Rochester United China Relief Committee
Ed Junker acquiring presidency of the Rochester Association of
Credit Men
and Ray D. Kinsella consenting
to serve as
president of the Rochester chapter, National Association of Cost
Accountants
T
T
T

Houghton, Mich. — One of America's most unique film theaters, The
Pines, is now in operation on U. S.
Highway 27, one and a half miles
east of Houghton Lake Heights.
Theater was designed as a combination of Swiss chalet and woodman's cabin. It is constructed entirely of logs, yet equipped with
every metropolitan theater comfort
and convenience, including air conditioning and a de-pollenizer for relief
of hay fever victims.
Stork Theater Re-seated
Cleveland — H. Rosenbluth
seating his Stork Theater with
national chairs bought from
Langford, head of the Oliver
ter Supply Co.

NEWS

ment's Star, Sonora; Gerald Hardy's
Piedmont,
Oakland;
Joe Blumenf
Esquire, San
Francisco;
and eld's
Ed
Levy's Dinuba, Dinuba.
L. F. Long, owner of the Tiger
Theater, Tiger, Ariz., has also ordered Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound.

Air Cond. Clinic Held
By Chrysler Subsidiary
(Continued from Page 1 )

terday. Many prominent trade and
professional publication editors attended to exchange
cenditioning
progress. views on air-

is reInter- Business,
Merle Thorpe,
of Nation's
journey editor
from Washington,
L. P.
D.
C,
to
deliver
the
principal
adThea- dress.

• •
•
CHI Jottings:
The Trane
Co. is building
an addition
to their LaCrosse plant to expand air conditioning dept. as result of big
national increase in biz volume ... • Scott Field, near Belleville,
will have a 1,000-seat theater to cost $136,000 (contracts will be let
June 19) . . . • Radiant Screen Co. has received an order from the
Army

Air Corps at Dayton for 57 large screens and 105 six-foot screens,

'tis said by Harry Eller, org.'s prexy, who's taking all the current activity
like the proverbial duck to water ... • Hammond Instrument Co. has
received an order from the Army for 555 organs for use throughout the
world ... • Electric Testing Labs, report that recently developed
Plastic Molded Screens are high in reflection when new, and retained
this advantage throughout tests which extended over several weeks

T

T

T

•

• • DREW EBERSON, who recently opened his new theater down in Daytona Beach, Fla., made a lotta friends down in that
sunny sector
They even flew over the theater at the time of
the premiere performance ... • National Theater Supply Co.
and the sales promotion department of International Projector
entertained some 200 Cleveland territory projectionists in
the Variety Club there t'other night
at which P. A. McGuire
and J. A. Krulish of IPC
demonstrated the speed with which
a Simplex E-l projection mechanism can be dismantled and reassembled Vic Wellman, secretary of Local 160, IATSE, acted
as chairman
All arrangements were made by L. H. Walters,
manager of the NTS Cleveland branch
T
T
T
•

•

•

CHRISTMAS

doesn't wait until Dec. 25 to come

City, Ala
'cause
Roy
Martin,
circuit, is a perennial Santa Claus
"stocking"
a recreational
park, the

"CAUGHT

IN THE

DRAFT"

You'll never suffer the embarrassment caused
by shabby floor coverings if you install
Alexander Smith Carpets . . . the carpets
used in most of the country's, successful
theatres.

to Phenix

Sr.,

owner
of the Martin
theater
Having already put in the city's
"Idle Hour"
and
a baseball

park costing $20,000 at Central High School
$50,000 football stadium to the school

he's about to give a

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPETS

EQUIPMENT

NEWS

NTS Equip. Orders
Continue Upswing
{Continued from Page 1)
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FIELD NOTES

The David Simkins (Mr. and Mrs.)
will shutter their Arcade Theater in
Gas City, hid., for GO days, during
which time the house will be completely remodeled, enlarged, and seating
William Cassidy will erect a $250,000 theater building in Midland, Mich. capacity increased by 200 chairs. Lobby
will
be streamlined and the entire
It will be a five-story structure and
will offer 16 bowling alleys for public facade widened and modernized. Propentertainment in addition to its film
erty adjoining has been acquired, adding about 40 more feet frontage.
facilities.
DEN SHEARER, well-known equipment and
" theater exec, opened his new theater
in Bremerton, Wash., on May 29.

Hall, Gouveneur, N. Y. Installations
of E-7 projectors include Palace,
Leechburg, Pa., and Schine's Norwalk, Ncrwalk, 0.
This week, eight houses received
National carpeting, and 10 installations were made of Walker screens.
* * *
National Comfort Cooling; Irwin
Mrs. George W. Wolfard, operator of the
chairs, and National marquees were
also in lively demand in various sec- Hamilton, Indianapolis, has completed facade
improvements including new steel enamel
tions of the country.
Simplex Four-Star sound went into front and marquee with fluorescent lighting.
the Police Recreation Center, Platte House also has a new Da-Lite screen and a
Cove, N. Y., and the Lake, Lake General Register ticket machine.
George, N. Y.
Dixie Theater, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Sources close to the company declare that the entire line of equip- is making extensive repairs, including
ment is showing marked strength.
redecoration of the interior.

Chi. Theater Operators
Eye Percentage Rental

Studios Pressing
'40-'41 Modernizing

$

:fe

%

Alex Nielson is re-equipping his Mission
Theater, Solvang, Cal., with new RCA Photophone equipment in a modernization move.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Summer stand, the Strand, Sound View,
Conn., about June 15. Connecticut has
only a few regular Summer theaters. The
400-seat Tower, Walnut Beach, is being
re-equipped with RCA sound preparatory to
a July 1 opening. Albert Smith operates
this, as well as the Colonial, in the aforementioned town.

The Settos Circuit has installed a
pair of Brenkert Enarc lamps in their
Ohio Theater, Oakland City, Ind., and
a Da-Lite silver screen in their Ohio
Theater, Louisville, Ky., purchased
from Indiana Theater Equipment Cor-

The first of the new motion picture
* * *
for Summer construction and remod- theaters planned for Sebring, Fla., has poration.
eling.
Atlanta branch of NTS has delivered a
there with an impressive premiSurvey was recently completed by opened
ere performance. The newcomer is the Hertner Transverter to the Colony, Ft.
the local Building Managers Ass'n. Sebring, managed by Bill Jones, and Lauderdale, Fla.; Walker Plastic Molded
Smallest percentage rentals are in
screen to the Dixie, Sylvania, Ga.; Popcorn
* * pictures.
*
the food field, while largest to date offers only first-run
machine to the Lee, Cuthbert, Ga.; Super
are in the parking lot business.
Louis Schussell will build a new 1,400- Simplex projectors to the Dixie, Jackson,
Arthur Rubloff, well-known to the seater in Melvindale, Mich., at a cost of Ga., and Tuskegee Institute, Tuskgee, Ala.,
film trade, says this system of leas- approximately $175,000. Projection equip- and a Gold Seal Ticket Register to the
ment has been purchased from Carl Bren- Roxy, Commerce, Ga., among many orders
ing provides a hedge against unkert of Detroit.
known factors of the future.
received from the territory.

Two Oklahoma Theaters
Better Their Facilities

Y & W Interests Set
To Construct Two More

Oklahoma City — Harry E. Lawrence, operator of the Majestic Theater at Madill, Okla., recently purchased new Simplex Hi lamps for
the local Majestic.
Mrs. Earl Barrett, owner of the
Ritz, Madill, is completely remodeling that house, to include more seats,
new front and marquee, redecoration
inside and out, a new balcony to be
added and moving of the screen back
to give more auditorium space.

Gary, Ind. — Y & W circuit, with
three houses here, the Palace, Tivoli
and Gary, are going to build another
house, seating 800, on the Bridge
Road, which is expected to be ready
for Fall opening.
Plans are also under way for 600seat house for Crown Point. R. W.
Young is the managing director of
the circuit.

Allen Interests Get Permit

i

{.Continued from Page 1)

ton, Ga., named the Bean; with David
Flexer for the Haberfield and Flexer
in Tennessee and Mississippi; and
the New Daisy Theater, a de luxe
theater for colored patrons on Memphis' famed Beale St.; as well as
for the Colonial, Lawrenceville, Ga.,
the Leon, Tallahassee, Fla., the Park,
Little Rock, Ark., the Wanoca, Wallace, N. C, the Blair, Marshville,
N. C., and the Avon, Geneva, Ala.
Sound
installations were made in
Butterfield House Opens
the
Ritz,
Forest, Miss.; the Bean,
Detroit — Butterfield Circuit has
Ga.; Army and Navy Hospiopened its newest house, the Michi- Boston,
tal, Hot Springs, Ark.; Ken Ten,
gan at Traverse City, a 1,200-seater.
Elmer Keeler of C. Howard Crane Pruden, Tenn.; New Daisy, Memphis; New Franklin, Piggott, Ark.;
Associates is the architect. The
Strand Theater at Lansing is being Star, Cottonport, La.; Drive-In, Pine
closed by Butterfield on June 1 and Bluff, Ark.; and the Jasper in Jaswill be completely remodeled.
per, Ga.

Spartanburg, S. C. — Permit has
been issued by the city building inspector for construction of the new
Ritz Theater on Trimmier St., to
cost $18,699. The J. W. Allen Estate
was listed as owner; Harold E.
Woodward as architect and Potter
& Shackleford, Inc., Greenville, as
contractor.
To Remodel Old Blackstone
Detroit — Milton Jacobson, manaRiley Receives Air System
ger of the Monroe Theater for Sam
is taking over the old BlackGreenfield, Ind.— The Riley Thea- Mintz,
ter, operated by R. R. Boots has stone on Woodward Ave. which has
installed a complete National Washed just been relinquished by Raymond
Air Ventilating system, including Schreiber of Midwest Theaters, after
Sirocco fan and air washer. The being kept closed about two years.
American Blower Corp. will have The theater will be remodeled and
opened in a few weeks by Jacobson.
charge of the installation.
Crystal Improves Projection
Ligonier, Ind. — Crystal Theater,
operated by Phil Schloss, has purchased two Peerless Magnarc lamps
and Superlite projection lenses.

Altec Lists New Pacts
And Sound Installations

Aarons to Build Another
Cincinnati — Albert and Chris
Aaron, operators of the West and
Sunset, Charleston, are planning a
new house to open in early Fall.

(Continued from Page 1)

tumn spent close to $1,000,000 on M
new sound stages.
Paramount is now in the procesf!
of building three new sound stagd
one of which is expected to be conV
within house
the next
weeksApleted
new power
is alsofewgoing
up
RKO Fully Redecorating
RKO Radio is redecorating the entire studio, installing new cooling
system, constructing new dining
rooms at a cost estimated at in excess of $100,000. One of the largest
Process Stages in existence has beer
built at RKO-Pathe Studios.
Twentieth Century-Fox has expended recently some $50,000 which is
apparently a forerunner of far largei
improvements. Company moved theii
writers into a building transferred
from the Western Ave. lot to Westwood Studios; completed a new grip
building; modernized a permanent
New York street; and plans are
under way for a new make-up building, and a structure to be added to
the labor department.
Universal's spending of about
$160,000 includes a new building for
writers and directors; new story
storage vault; and a new school
house.
Warners officials point out that,
following extensive program, the lot
is so well equipped and modernized
that they can now devote most of
their efforts to construction of new
sets.
Columbia is understood to plan no
new construction at this time.
Republic Earmarks $2,500,000
M. J. Siegel,
Republic
president,
states
that Productions'
more than
$750,000 has been poured into an
extensive construction program initiated last October. Ground was then
broken for the $250,000 Mable Normand sound stage. Since then, an
additional $500,000 has been expended on improvement program in
general, and this will amount to
more than $2,500,000 within the next
three years.

Irwin Chairs for Ashford
Ashford, Ala. — New equipment installed at the Ashford Theater includes Irwin chairs and a Walker
PM screen.

IT'S HOT IN HOLLYWOOD
But wait 'till you get home

YOU CAN STILL GET
S.O.S. COOLA-WEATHER
EQUIPMENT
AT LAST YEARS PRICES

Blowers from $24.00
Washers from $20.00
Larger capacities available at low
O EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED

prices.
•

S.O.S. CINEMASUPPLY CORP.
636 Eleventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Catalog?
Did you receive our
new Air Conditioning

J^S carry
Sole the Eastern
full and Distributors,
complete line we
of
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given
Let Us Enlighten You on
Your Lighting Problems

CHARLES

ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

L
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Horwitz Houses Put
$50,000 Into Equip.
{Continued from Page 1)

lill be installed in the Texan The»ter. The plan of modern re-seating
klso will be extended to the Iris, Pal| e and Ritz Theaters. Several samI— e seats have been placed in the lobpies of these theaters. Patrons will
lecide the types of seats to be chosen,
By casting votes in ballot boxes at the
Texan and Iris Theaters.
Horwitz said he would also arrange
o equip his theaters with Simplex
£-7 projectors, the same type that
ire now in use in the Radio City
Music Hall. Peerless high candescent
amps will supply the best possible
screen illumination.

initial Film House
Opens in Jersey Town
{Continued from Page 1)

the modern
Colonial
style, with
videly-spaced
seats, broad
aisles,
ridirect lighting and year-round air
•onditioning.
Sunday movies we*-e approved at
ihe last areneral election after assur. .ce had been given theater would
fee built. Managing Director Edward
tfaillard announced the house will
operate on a seven-day basis, with
■ontinuous showings Saturdays and
Sundays.

EQUIPMENT
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Franklin-Gilred to
Start First Shortly

CHATTER

Pa., has just taken over the opposition
house, the Alpine, heretofore operated West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
by Harry Batastini. Latter has anHollywood — Construction will start
nounced that he will build a new theamonth on the Tepyac, the first of
ter in Marionville, Pa., where there is this
10 neighborhood theaters to be built
no pic stand at present.
in Mexico City by Elbert, son of the
late Harold B. Franklin, and TheoA new 1,200-seater, part of a block-long
dore Gilred, formerly of San Diego.
development, is being erected in Astoria, Each theater will be of earthquakeL. I., by the Croyden Operating Co. No proof construction and will cost apname for the house has yet been selected
proximately $250,000.
* * *
by Jacob Levy.
Each theater will have a seating
* * *
O. W. Martin has joined the AirTite
capacity of between 1,000 and 1,200
The New Palm, indie house, has seats. The second theater of the
Insulation Co. of Chicago in charge of
been opened in Foley, Ala., with L. A. new chain will be known as "Insurtheir acoustical department.
* * *
McLeod as manager. House is equipTwenty thousand dollars will be
ped withscreen.
RCA Photophone sound and
"Spud" Query, general manager of Lin- Da-Lite
the cost of the equipment for each
coln Theater Corp., has opened the Abingof the houses and American equipdon Theater, Abingdon, Va., and expects to
ment will be used. S. Charles Lee,
reopen the burned Zephyr shortly. He says
Sonotone Corp., manufacturers of hearingaid
devices
with
a
factory
in
Elmsford,
N.
Y.,
Los Angeles architect, will design
he will also reopen the Norton, Norton, Va.
10 theaters and will soon comhas leased the seven-story building, 570 the
gentes."
plete the plans for the initial house.
Smoke cutoff device, developed as Fifth Ave., New York City, for a period of
result of Connecticut State Police ex- ten years.
* * *
periments, has been used in Klein
Stand
Jack Korass and Raymond Moon Quandt-Designed
Memorial, Bridgeport; Rialto, BridgeIs Started in San Mateo
port; State, Hartford; and Stamford will build a new 800-seat theater in
Theater,
Stamford,
air conditioning Royal Oak, Mich. Project is scheduled
San Francisco — Ground is being
to be completed in about 60 days.
* * *
systems.
Kroehler Push Back chairs will be broken this week for a 995-seat
installed.
house in San Mateo, fashionable San
Chicago's Vogue and North Center TheaFrancisco suburb, for Rotus Harvey.
ters of the Essaness circuit have been comDesign of the theater will be a
pletely remodeled and refitted with most
A new theater is being built in Rockmodern equipment. Samuel Marx was archi- ford, III., to be operated as a Great States simplified version of Early American
affiliate. W. N. Van Matre, Jr., prexy of architecture. Architect is Frederick
tect in charge of the jobs.
* * *
Auburn Amusement Co., has concluded a W. Quandt. House, to be known as
Warner Bros, circuit which operates pact with RCA Photophone for house's the Avenue, will cost around $150,000.
the Jefferson Theater, Punxsutawney, sound.

THOMAS BELLO, who until several years
operated theaters in Belle Vernon, Pa.,
and has been inactive in exhibition since
disposing of his stands there, has taken the
Family Theater, Nanty Glo, Pa., for many
years operated by Joseph Delisi. Bello has
been a silent partner in operation of the
Capitol, the other theater in Nanty Glo,
and will now operate both houses. The
Family will be remodeled throughout and
will be named New Liberty.

This is where good business is born
GOOD business at the box office begins right in
your projection room. That's where satisfied
patrons are created.
If your box office is puny, ailing and in need of
a business bracer, try the stimulation of Simplex
in your projection room. It's the preferred projection and sound tonic for building business.
Simplex gives you the superior picture quality,
the smooth performance, the long-time economy
no other projector can equal. Simplex engineering is known the world over for continued
advancements in design and many exclusive
features.
When

you think of improving your theatre,

think of your projection room first. That's where
good business is born.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

The Preferred

Projection

& Sound

■■

1881 LEADERS THEN
1941 LEADERS NOW
1941 marks our sixtieth anniversary of continuous service
in the arc lighting field. We
• The new "One Kilowatt" High Intensity arcs really
pour daylight on the screen. Projection is vastly improved
because of the much

higher intrinsic brilliancy of these

arcs — 100 to 120%

higher than Low Intensity. A com-

have grown with the industry
and will continue to apply the
knowledge gained over the
years to the best interests of
the users of our products.

parison will convince you.
Every small theatre needs and can afford this modern
high intensity projection light. Ask your dealer for a
demonstration.

THE NEW "ONE KILOWATT" ARCS
USE "NATIONAL," "SUPREX"

The words "National," "Suprex" and "Orotip" are
trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

AND "OROTIP"

CARBONS

Carbon Sales Division: Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL
CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
DQH3

k

GENERAL

OFFICES

30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
BRANCH

SALES OFFICES

DO

REMOVE

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

vl

FILE COPY

NOT

79. NO. Ill

NEW

YORK, MONDAY.

TEN CENTS

JUNE 9, 1941

VITAL PROBLEMS BEFORE MPTOA
Biz, Columbia's Goal
00 More Domestic
(10,000,0
941-42 Lineup to Have
Joint Convention With PCC Opens Today in L.A.;
argest Number of Top
•racket Pix in History

Chicago— Bidding- for a $10,000,000
jost in its American and Canadian
jsiness, Columbia's 1941-42 proram of 48 features, 16 Westerns,
90 shorts and four serials will inude the largest number of topracket pictures the company has
?t produced, it was announced yes•rday at the national sales convenion at the Drake.
Although next season's lineup will
j diversified, and the company proDses to take advantage of oppormities as may arise for important
isting and the acquisition of aditional stories, the convention was
iformed that Columbia
will give
(Continued on Page 7)

I. C. Theater Files
Arbitration Demand
'ashington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington
— First arbitration
ise in the city of Washington was
led Friday at the local AAA office
K-B Amusement
Co., operator
: the Apex Theater, against Loew's.
he K-B Amusement Co., is owned
• Fred Kogod and Max Burka. The
?mplaint
protests
the clearance
iven the Apex by Loew's.
The Calvert, Uptown and Avalon,

"My Best Wishes. . . ,"
Roosevelt to MPTOA

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Presidential greetings
marked the convening here today
of the MPTOA's
tion, the first
since 1938. I
From the
White House,
P resident
Roosevelt

national conven-

sent this letter to Prexy
Ed Kuykendall:
"Please extend cordial
greetings i n
my behalf to
all who attend
the 21st an- pRES1DENT
R00SEVelt
nual convention of the MPTOA. It is most
appropriate that you are calling this
coming of age gathering 'The All Industry Good-will Convention.' That
spirit should make its own special
contribution in the all-out effort
for national unity which is of paramount importance during these anxious times. My best wishes for a
successful

gathering."

Exchange Managers
In Defense Posts

Record Attendance Expected as Exhibitors Invade
Production Capital; Separate MPTOA-PCC Sessions
By RALPH

WILK

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Problems new to the industry since the last convention will be tackled by delegates to the joint sessions of the
MPTOA and Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theater
Owners which opens today at the
Ambassador Hotel.
The consent decree and its arbitration
the industry's
cooperation insystem,
national
defense, the
new

New Selling Forms
For 20th Cenl.-Fox
Special forms and a manual of
operation under the New York Consent Decree have been completed by
20th Century-Fox and are now being printed. Material is to be rushed
to all the company's exchanges so
that branch managers will be familiar with new operation methods
before the July 14-16 convention
and so be able to concentrate on selling new season product.
Material, approved by Herman
Wobber,
distributionon Page
general
man(Continued
4)

NAB Charges Movies Seek
To Chisel Free Radio Time

system of selling by five major companies and a number of other issues
that have risen since the MPTOA
last convened in 1938 in Oklahoma
City. No convention was held in
1939 or 1940, although the board
convened in White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va., in the Fall of 1939.
for the
arranged
The program
(Continued on Page 6)

Calls Actors, Exhibs.
"Natural Partners"
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Styling Hollywood's
actors and the nation's theater men
as "natural partners in the enterWashington — Charges that the
n public",
America
tainment of the SAG
in a
prexy,
Edward Arnold,
"chisel"
to
trying
is
industry
movie
free time on radio stations is made
(Continued on Page 6)
convenof ITO stressed
the PCC today
to
in NAB Reports, official publication greeting
opening hereon Page
tion (Continued
2)
of
the
National
Association
of
Appointment of exchange managrmy Rail Demands Behind
ers as committee chairmen in each Broadcasters. The Reports carried
witch in 20th-Fox Dates
distribution area to assist in the in- a letter from James L. Howe, manager of WBTM, Danville, to NAB
dustry's national defense program
12 Big Advertisers
Switch of 20th-Fox's national was announced over the week-end by
"I believe if all of the rades convention here from July 9- William A. Scully, chairman of the stating,
dio stations in the country would
Weigh Time on Tele
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 2)
L to July 14-16 was occasioned by
Despite the fact that to date there
(Continued on Page 4)

Allied Seeks Press
Aid in Public Poll
Allied's poll to determine current
public tastes in pictures is expected
to get under way within the next
few weeks. Newspaper co-operation in the campaign is being sought
by the committee in charge, Sidney
Samuelson, Don Rossiter, Arthur
Howard and Pete Wood.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

has been no concentrated effort to
sell television time, at least 12
major accounts, now active in national radio, have expressed interest in the new medium, and are

WB Plans July Sales Parley
Sears, On Coast, to Set City and Dates
Defense Reels Program
For N. Y. World Theater

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners is planning
a July sales convention, it was
learned here following the arrival
Programs
consisting of Govern- from the East of Grad Sears, comment defense reels will be adopted
pany's sales chief, for conferences
by the World Theater, New York, on with Prexy H. M. Warner, Jack
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

studying ways and means of presenting television
shows.
The
interest
has been growing
steadily since the FCC gave tele a
July 1 green light. Main problem
at the present time is to get the
new medium on the air — then present program matter that can show
off television to an advantage.
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FINANCIAL
{QUOTATIONS
NEW

YORK

OF FRIDAY,
STOCK

6)

MARKET

Net
Chg.

High

Loew's deb. 3]£s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 95'/2
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
8%
Trans-Lux
%
Universal
Corp.
vtc.
6%

95%

+

14
14

+

%

+
+
—
+

%
1%
%
1/4

—1-16

95%

MARKET
8%
%
6%

8%
%
6%

♦
Fantasia
Citizen

TWO-A-DAY

(Walt
Disney
Productions) — 30th
Kane
(RKO
Radio
Pictures-Orson

♦ FOREIGN

RUNS

week
Welles) — 6th

LAUGUAGE

♦

FUTURE

+

%

+

%

Grainger Sets Rep. Deal
With Maine-N. Hampshire
Boston — Republic has signed a
contract with the Maine and New
Hampshire Theater Circuit, operating1 30 theaters in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, for Republic's
entire 1941-1942 product, it was announced Friday by Prexy J. R.
Grainger.
John J. Ford, general manager of
the theater circuit, and William Sullivan, chief film buyer, negotiated
this deal with Grainger and M. E.
Morey,
manager of Republic's Boston branch.

Theater
Astor
Paramount
Music
Hall
Roxy
Capitol
Strand
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
New
York
New
York

♦
week

FEATURES

Pepe le Moko (Mayer & Burstyn) — 15th week
Vo ga-Volga
(Artkino
Pictures) — 4th week

OPENINGS

♦

♦
Miami

One Night in Lisbon
(Paramount
Pictures) — June 11
Sunny
(RKO
Radio Pictures-Herbert
Wilcox) — June 12
Man
Hunt
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — June
13
In the Navy
(Universal Pictures) — June 12
The Saint's Vacation
(RKO Radio Pictures) — June
11
Out of the Fog (Warner
Bros. Pictures) — June 20
Billy the Kid
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
The Spider (Artkino
Pictures)
(c)
■•
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run

(c)

Calls Actors, Exhibs.
"Natural Partners"

Follows

Broadway
Palace

World
Playhouse

Paramount
Music
Hall
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Strand
Capitol
Miami
Playhouse
current

bill,

(d)

Re-issue.

pects?
"Most of the actors I know believe that we can. For in the history of the world there was never
a land so rich in dramatic values
hs ours, and that of our neighbors of
North, Central and South America.
By freely presenting this panorama
of rich American life we can at
once — and without subsidized propaganda— interpret our free way of
life and get the great democratic
response you and I enjoy — good box-

HARRY COHN
from Chicago.
JOSEPH
week
from
tomorrow
OSCAR

returns to Hollywood

H. MOSKOWITZ
the Coast.
from
DOOB

is due

tod,

back tf

Evansville,to Loew's
Ind.
returns
home /-"^

JEFFREY BERNERD is due in from the Mi
today by train, bringing a print of Universi
Film Productions' firt picture, "No Greater Sin
CHARLOTTE McGUICAN, secretary to Loe\
Poli division manager Harry Shaw, has return
to New Haven from a short trip to Boston.
MORRIS
GOODMAN,
vice-pre:
dent
in charge
of foreign Republic's
sales, leaves
Hava
today en route to Puerto Rico, on the lar
leg of his annual circuit of the Latin-Americ
branches.
ARTHUR MARX was due over the week-e
to compete in the National Tennis Champio
ship matches.
CARL
LESERMAN,
Warners'
assistant genei I
sales manager, cut short his Canadian vacati
for a Midwestern trip.
GIL
GOLDEN
of Warners'
staff is on the Coast.

home

office

MIKE McGREAL, head of the camera depai
ment at the Warner studios, returns to t
Coast this week after attending the funei
of his father in Washington.

(Continued from Page 1)

that films "have an economic stake Distributors' Division of the Motion
in the maintenance of democracy in Picture Committee Co-operating for
the United States, in the other National Defense.
American republics and in the world
At the same time, Francis S. Harmon, industry defense co-ordinator,
at Arnold
large." said in part:
announced that three additional
"High pressure propaganda pictures lack the spark and spunk of three-minute trailers on national defree entertainment. The puppets of
fense efforts are being shipped to
propaganda pictures are jerky and
unreal. But they serve the purposes exchanges under the Committee's
of those who pay for them — the ty- auspices. They embrace "Bits and
rants who subsidize their production. Pieces", "America Builds Ships" and
They frighten the intended victims "America in Overalls". Exchanges
of aggregation. They bolster the are advised to commence distribution immediately, and to take steps
blind following of the aggressor
peoples. They plant suspicion and to speed up their playing in all theaters in their territories.
hatred among friends. European tyChairmen of the committees of exchange
rants can give the pictures away to
theater men, for their purpose is not managers follow :
Albany, Joe Miller, Col. ; Atlanta, E. B.
the direct and democratic one of en- Price,
Para. ; Boston, I. H. Rogovin, Col.
tertainment.
Buffalo, Syd Lehman, UA. ; Charlotte, J. J
"Can our freely made pictures be
made to serve the purposes of the
free life? Can motion pictures deDiet the free life of America with
our shortcomings and our great
achievements, and yet not call in the
propaganda minister? Can we exemplify in our pictures the great
values for which America stands,
without loss of box-office? Can
motion picture actors and theater
men prosper and yet interpret our
varied American life in its most
melodramatic, comic and tragic as-

COffUflG and G0H1G

MAJ. ALBERT WARNER returned over t
week-end from Jacksonville, where he attend
the opening of the new St. Johns Theater.

Exchange Managers
In Defense Posts

(Continued from Page 1)
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Low
Close
Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%)
43/8
43/8
43/8
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
814
8'/8
814
East.
Kodak
124 14 124
124
do
pfd
Gen.
Th.
Eq
11 V2
1 1 V4
HV4—
Loew's,
Inc
285/8
285/8
285/8
do pfd
105Vs 105
105
Paramount
10%
]03/4
10%
Para.
1st pfd
Para.
2nd
pfd
10%
10%
10%s
Pathe
Film
9
8%
8%
RKO
2%
23/4
2%
RKO $6 pfd
45%
45%
45%
20th Century-Fox
. . 5V4
5%
5%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 1714
17 14
17V4
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
3%
31/4
3%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.
101 11-32 101 11-32 101 11-32

Parade 11

Picture and Distributor
Major
Barbara
(United
Artists-Gabriel
Pascal) — 4th week
I Wanted Wings
(Paramount Pictures) — 4th week
(b)
Penny
Serenade
(Columbia
Pictures) — 3rd week
Blood and Sand (Twentieth Century-Fox) — 3rd week
Love
Crazy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Million Dollar Baby
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
There's
Magic
in Music
(Paramount
Pictures)
The
Nurse's
Secret
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)
Devil Dogs of the Air (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Two-Gun
Sheriff (Republic
Pictures)
(a)
South
of Panama
(a)

Dillon, Rep. ; Chicago, J. J. Donahue, Para.
Cincinnati, P. F. Rosian, "U" ; Cleveland
A. M. Goodman, UA ; Dallas, Sol. M. Sachs
RKO ; Denver, R. J. Morrison, 20th-Fox
Des Moines, M. Evidon, Col. ; Detroit, F
J. Downey, M-G-M ; Indianapolis, L. J
McGinley, "U" ; Kansas City, Geo. W. Ful
ler, 20th-Fox; Los Angeles, Jack Dillon
2Cth-Fox; Memphis, J. F. Willingham, M-G
M ; Milwaukee, J. H. Lorentz. 20th-Fox
Minneapolis, L. J. Miller. "U" ; New Haven
R. Marian, WB ; New Orleans, E. V. Lan
daiche, 20th-Fox; New York, Bob Wolff
RKO; Oklahoma City, R. B. Williams
RKO; Omaha, J. H. Jacobs, Col.; Phila
delphia, W. G. Mansell, WB ; Pittsburgh
H. Seed, WB ; Portland, Ore., A. R. An
derson, Para. ; St. Louis, Hall Walsh, WB
Salt Lake City, S. J. Gardner, M-G-M; San
Francisco, L. G. Wingham, M-G-M ; Seattle
E. A. .Lamb, RKO; Washington, Max Co

JOHN WILLIAMS, English actor in the a
of "Claudia, " left Friday on the Dixie Clipp
for Lisbon, en route to England to report f
military service.
OLIVER A. UNGER, sales manager for Hoi
berg Productions, Inc., left yesterday on a swi
about upstate New York on new pictures a
quired by the company.
BOB SAVINI, Astor Pictures prexy, plan
to San Francisco at the week-end and will ;
tend the MPTOA convention in Los Angeles a
visit Astor franchise holders in Kansas City,
Louis, Dallas, Houston, New Orleans, Atlan
and Washington en route back to New York.
Rev. Dr. NORMAN

VINCENT

PEALE,

past

of New York's Marble Collegiate Church, lea\
within a few days for Hollywood to act as a
viser on the filming of Hartzell Spence's
Foot in Heaven" at the Warner studios.
LINDA DARNELL planed to Chicago fr<
the Coast Saturday night to appear with We
dell L. Willkie
on the Unity Day program.
GEORGE KAISER, German playwright now li
ing in Switzerland, is expected to arrive in tl
country in "six or eight weeks," his New Yo
rep. stated.
LAWRENCE LANCNER of the Theater Gu
and MRS. LANGNER (Armina Marshall) we
due back from a month at the Coast at t
week-end.
AL MARGOLIES

is vacationing on Fire Islam

Four
Cast Bureau
in "Sundown"
West Coast
of THE FILM

<DAII

Hollywood — Walter Wanger h;
cast Bruce Cabot, George Sander
Carl Esmond and Joseph Calleia
"Sundown."

Pasternak
Terminates
"U".
His Universal Contract

hen,

From

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — By mutual agreement
Joseph' Pasternak has terminated
his contract with Universal to take
effect upon completion of the latest
Deanna Durbin picture, "Almost An

office."
Angel."

THE FILM
DAILY
to

Wm&V011
Harry Gribbon
Julius W.J. Gorr
HeGeorge
Ben
Griefer

JUNE BRIDES/

Millions of dollars worth of
high-powered entertainment.
Box-office tunes for June!
Leave it to M-G-M, as usual,
to come to the rescue.
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THE
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New Selling Forms
For 20th Cenf.-Fox

igns Sales

By L. H. MITCHELL

(Continued jroin Page 1)

ager, after consultation with district
and branch managers, includes: New
Form E-46; Contract Register, Booker's Form 15A, Booker's Form 15B,
Notice of Availability, Bookings
Confirmation and Salesmen's Record and Report.
First new season product is expected to be ready for trade showings two weeks after the convention
and initial showings for every
branch are expected to be fixed at
the convention. By Nov. 1, the
studio is expected to deliver 26 productions to the distribution branch
of 20th-Fox.

Fear Nazi Raider Sunk
"Argentine Way" Prints
Foreign department executives of
20th-Fox reported Friday that they
believed prints of "Down Argentine
Way," shipped on a British boat to
Australia, had probably gone down
via a Nazi raider, as no word has
been received of their arrival, past
due by a couple of months. Office
was also anxious over its Egyptian
personnel and branch, with no word
received at the week-end after Alexandria had reportedly been bombed
several times.

Farewells for Milt Weiss

UNIVERSAL:

T
• •
ville

•

▼

▼

IF you can imagine the joy that might have been in Mudif only Mighty Casey had come through in the clutch

then you'll have a mild idea of the happiness
which reigned in the
hearts of 100 underprivileged
youths
as they arrived this past
week-end
in Belton, Tex., to be guests
at the Variety Club of
Texas Boys' Camp
This splendid social and recreational oasis is
sponsored by Dallas Tent No. 17
and is ihe brain child of R. E.
Griffith
who, after conceiving it, brought it into being via donating
540 glorious acres as its site
Well, Sir, next Sunday
the entire
amusement
industry of Texas
will take part in celebration of
"Father's Day" at the camp
with the Variety Club honoring "R. E."
with a gigantic outdoor picnic
whereat, in addition to lemonade,
chocolate cake, fried chicken, and a barbecue
there will be invocation by Bob O'Donnell ...... review of the camp's activities by L. M.
"Mike" Rice
and one of those matchless spiels by William "Bill"
McCraw, former Attorney General of Texas
T
T
▼
• •
•
SPEAKING
of shindigs
— when Ansel B. Sanbord, New
England
circuit operator,
throws
a party
itfs
no puny affair
Nearly 300 members of the New Hampshire
Legislature,
their wives
and guests attended
recently
his
third biennial outing for political associates (Mister Sanborn is a
member of the Governor's Council)
Venue of the blow-out
was Wolfeboro, N. H
Gov. and Mrs. Robert O. Blood and
Mayor and Mrs. Robinson
W. Smith
of Laconia
were
on
hand to enjoy with the other guests.
movies, bowling, dancing, and a boat trip
plus refreshments galore

Luncheon for Milton Weiss was
held Friday at Jack and Franks
restaurant. Weiss, who has resigned
to Direct
from Metro to join the Frank Or- Army Rail Demands Behind Sam Wood
satti agency on the Coast, leaves
shortly for Hollywood. Weiss was Switch in 20th-Fox Dates
"For Whom Bell Tolls'
also tendered a farewell party FriWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY
(Continued
from
Page
1)
day night by personnel of the Metro
Hollywood — Sam Wood has been
the
national
defense
program,
it
ad. and pub. department at the office. i*J was learned over the week-end.
set by Paramount to direct "For
Railroad executives advised the Whom the Bell Tolls" from Ernest
company that transportation facili- Hemingway's best seller novel.
ties would be taxed to such an ex- of even the extra sections many
Hargrave, Eastman's
tent by military and holiday travel roads had planned.
Honored
President,
that it was doubtful whether deleHowever, travel will have been regates in the Far West, Midwest and
stored to something resembling norLincoln,
Neb. — Eastman
Kodak's
new
prexy,
Thomas
J. Hargrave,
South would be able to obtain ademal by July 10 and thus all delewill receive the honorary degree of
quate accommodations to bring them
gates to the convention will be asdoctor
of
to New York on July 8.
sured of accommodations from their
Railroad officials stated that the branches to New York, and return.
his ~~
laws from
alma
mater,
War Department anticipated some
Arrangements to bring Midwestthe
Univers600,000 selectees, now at training
ern and Far Western delegates to
ity of Nebracamps, would be on the move, either New York via special train from
ska, at comgoing to maneuvers or returning Chicago are being completed. Other
m e n c ement
from
Fourth of July furloughs be- delegates will proceed directly from
exercises
totween July 1 and 8. A full month their offices. Special will carry conday.
before the holiday railroads had been
ventioneers from Los Angeles, San
Degree i s
notified by the Government of the Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Salt
bestowed i n
needs of hundreds of extra passen- Lake City, Denver, Minneapolis,
recognition of
Des Moines, Kansas City,
ger cars during that period. Fur- Omaha,
"distinguished
and Chicago.
thermore, defense material will tax Milwaukee
services in the \
Prize
checks
for the 1940-41 Kent
fields of lawM
the railroads' facilities to the limit
at that time and these trains will Drive winners will be presented at
and business."
have the right of way.
the first day session and one day
Univers- T. J. HARGRAVE
The
will be given over to the special
Transportation
Manager
Irving
ity's decision to make the award
was reached before Hargrave had
Lincer, on checking with railroad convention production featuring an
been made president of Kodak.
officials for accommodations for address by Darryl F. Zanuck, proHargrave today expressed himself
duction v. -p., who will introduce asdelegates in and out-bound between
sociate producers with rushes of
July 5 and 12, discovered that in
as "filled
new
honor. with gratitude" for the
many instances reservations al- some of their forthcoming 20th-Fox
i ready
had exhausted
the capacity specials.

Wm.

J. Sculb

U" sales head, announced real^-*
ment
of sales setup, with Wi(\
Heineman appointed as his aide In
Fred Meyers Eastern sales manage
J. J. O'Connor was named a Univei
sal vice-president and executive
sistant to Prexy Nate J. Blumber;&•
SUITS: Schine circuit was mac
the target of Kentucky's war c
Bank Might. State suit demanc
$100,000 penalty and forfeiture (I
the company's franchise to do bus
ness in the state. . . . Majors' tc
execs, were subpoenaed in the Goernment's suit against the Crescei
Amusement Co. and demand mac
that their records be produced.

CONVENTIONS: New feature
MPTOA convention in Los Angel
this week will be addresses on exhi
problems by officers of the 25 r
gional
units
of the organizatio
. . . Mary Pickford returned to Coa
to address both the MPTOA and tl
PCC meetings.
. . . Slump in b.
i eceipts will come
before
the A
lantic City gathering of New Jers<
Allied, which national Allied exec
will attend. ... At Columbia's tw
day Chicago meeting company w J
announce increase in program ai
more top-bracket pictures. . . . ± I
Illinois Allied meeting plans we I
made for a "war council" on the b. |
slump
and voted.
a drive in favor of sing
bills was
MISCELLANY: Tennessee exhib
faced with power shortage, beg;
curtailing electric power in Cha
tanooga theaters, while the ITO
of New York considered the use
Diesel engines for power. . . . Arth
W. Kelly was made temporary he;
of UA. . . . Metro soon to announ
a "revolutionary" sales policy. . .
UA and RKO are both talking r
leasing deals with Frank Capra ai
David O. Selznick. . . . California
talking an anti-Ascap legislati'
move. . . . Aseap accepted by-la
amendments making its procedu
comply with the consent decree. .
Seven circuits reported bidding f
RCA's large-screen theatrical tel
vision. . . . Columbia reported nh
months' profit of $274,765.

Marlene Dietrich Pleads
War as Defense in Suit
Marlene Dietrich on Friday fil<
answer in the Federal Court den
ing all substantial charges made
the $98,450 damage suit of Forre
ter-Parant Productions, Inc. Tl
defendant contends that the 6u
break of war was a "force majeu
which entitled her to refuse to a
pear in the screening of a film
France.

>y
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New Industry Problems Face MPTOA
Consent Decree Effects
Expected to Highlight
Convention Sessions
(Continued from Page 1)

current conckve is an elaborate one
from both the standpoint of business
and social events. Indications last
night pointed to a probable record
for attendance. More than 500 delegates are expected at the PCC confabs, while the MPTOA leaders look
for an unprecedented attendance.
Parleys will be held separately, the
PCC in the mornings and the
MPTOA in the afternoons. Convention adjourns Thursday night.
Decree Claims Spotlight
It is natural that the consent
decree and its effects will be the
keynote of the convention. Studio
executives are prepared to impart
as much information as possible on
what exhibitors can expect in the
way of product for the new season
under the blocks-of-five selling plan.
A round table forum on local problems is expected to be one of the
interesting phases of the convention. Short talks by 25 officers of
regional organizations will be delivered on local conditions, exhibitor
problems, organization activities and
theater operation, as well as taxes
and legislation.
It is reported that a move will
be launched to urge producing
companies to divest themselves
of their music publishing interests. Certain groups are said to
be seeking the backing of the
MPTOA for such action on the
grounds that radio companies
have been forced to give up
their artist bureaus and that a
parallel exists.
J. Noble Braden, executive secretary of the American Arbitration
Association, is here to explain the
workings of the industry arbitration system and answer questions as
to its operation.

Looking In on MPTOA -PCC
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
"DIG, Brawny L. 0. Lukan, of Seattle, one of the PCC trustees, is a
real film pioneer. Several years ago
he managed the Minneapolis branch
of First National and under him,
Bill Heineman, now one of Universal's sales chiefs, got his initial motion picture training.
PCC is one of the jew exhibitor
bodies that has no president. Its
officers and members believe they
can do more efficient work and have
more harmonious dealings without a
prexy.

W1LK

?fc

%

%

AFM Meeting Opens Today Abbott & Costello Arrive
Seattle — The 46th annual meeting
of the American Federation of Mu-

11 Committees Will
Make MPTOA Reports

ties laid out by Robert "Bob" Poole West Coast Bureau of THE FILM d/\
and his PCC gang, that he authorized
Hollywood — Eleven
special cA:
Poole to act as general social chair- mittees will submit reports to th<
man for the MPTOA convention as MPTOA
convention which opens ;
well as his own organization.
four-day
hotel
here run
today.at the Ambassado
Bob White, of Portland, who is a
They are:
Television Fact-Finding — Max A. Cohe
PCC trustee, was one of the "early (chairman).
York; Leonard Goldensor
birds," arriving Thursday for the New York ; New
Arthur Lockwood.
Boston.
convention. !jl %
4*

Fred S. Meyers, now labor relations
man at 20th Century-Fox, was for
several years secretary of the MPTOA.
He operated theaters in Wisconsin
before coming to California and his
first work here was an executive at
The Ambassador Hotel, where the Universal City. His daughter is a
MPTOA and PCC conventions are leading attorney in Los Angeles.
being held, has been the scene of
every important exhib. confab in the
Southland.
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, California and
Montana are the states comprising
William F. Rodgers, MGM's general the PCC.
sales manager, who addressed the
PCC's initial convention last year, is
Mrs. Jenne Dodge, Ventura, Calif.,
on hand for the joint gatherings of
is a member of the advisory board of
the exhib. groups.
the ITO of Southern California and,
affairs.
Judy Garland is very popular with very active in* organization
*
#
the exhibitors of Southern CaliforWalter Vincent, treasurer of the
nia. She and her two sisters comprised a song and dance team and MPTOA, is a brother of Frank Vinplayed several theaters in this terricent, cessful
one of agents.
Hollywood's
mostto sucIn addition
his
tory. Her father, the late Frank
Gumm, was an exhibitor in Grand exhib. activities, Walter is also a
Rapids, Minn., where Judy was born,
playwright.
and later came to California.
Leonard Goldensov, of Paramount
Prexy Ed Kuykendall, who at- theaters, is a member of the board
tended the PCC convention last year, of directors of the MPTOA, and is
was so pleased with the social activi- due to arrive here from Texas.

With 750 in Attendance

Conclave

Radio and Non-Theatrical CompetitionR. R. Biechele (chairman). Kansas City
R. N. Williams. Jr.. Oxford. Miss.; Georg
Nasser. San Francisco ; Louis H. Ansel
St. Louis.
Credentials and Rules — E. M. Fay (chaii
man). Providence; Morris G. Leonard. Ch
cago: S. J. Hyman, Huntington, W. Va.
J. R. Denniston.
Monroe,
Mich.
Resolutions — Herman M. Levy (chairman
New Haven ; Morris Loewenstein, Oklahom
City ; Charles H. Arrington, Rocky Moun
N. C. ; W. F. Ruffin, Covington,
Tenn.
Film Buying Problems and Operating Pol
cies — Arthur H. Lockwood (chairman), Bo
ton ; O. C. Lam, Rome, Ga. ; L. C
Lukan. Seattle; Harold B. Robb, Dallas
James C. Shankin. Ronceverte, W. Va.
Conciliation and Arbitration — A. C. Ha
man (chairman). Buffalo; George P. Aaron
Philadelphia ; William G. Ripley. Longvie\
Wash. ; Benjamin
Pitts. Fredericksburg.
V
Public Relations and Community AffairsMitchell Wolfson (chairman). Miami; H. A
Harvey. San Francisco; Sidney B. Lus
Washington ; M. A. Lightman,
Memphis.
Legislation and Taxation — Roy L. W;
ker (chairman), Lampasas. Tex.; Walt<
Vincent, New York; Joseph H. Brenna
Boston ; Nat M. Williams. Thomasville.
G
Music Tax and Copyright — J. M. Hoi
(chairman). Seattle; A. J. Brylawski. Was
ington ; Irving C. Jacocks. Branford. Conn
M. S. McCord. North Little Rock. Ark.
National Defense Activities — Lewen Piz
(chairman), Philadelphia; Ben Levin. S;
Francisco ; Max A Cohen. New York ; Ji
C. Moore.
Jacksonville. Fla.
Labor Relations — Fred Wehrenberg (cha;
man). St. Louis; L. C. Griffith, Oklahon
City ; Frey Meyn, Kansas City ; R. A. M
Neil!. San Francisco.

Today for "In Navy" Debut D. C. Theater Files
Arbitration Demand
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, stars

The reported tendency to give the public
sicians will get under way here this of "Buck Privates" and "In the
Navy," arrive here this morning on
too much information on forthcoming pictures
morning
at the Olympic Hotel with the
heading
this
Stratoliner at LaGuardia Airport
is slated for discussion and under
750
delegates
in
attendance.
at 11:40. They will make a personal
previews and the "wrong
of sneak is
the question
due for argument.
of pre-selling
kind"
One of the chief matters coming appearance at the New York openTele to be Considered
ingionof "In
Navy" at the CriterOther subjects certain to hold interest are box.
up for
consideration
is thebusiness
"juke"
TheatertheWednesday.
Radio
and its kindred
the potentialities of commercial television and
theatrical television, as well as the proposals will also be up for consideration.
that Nazi, Fascist and Communist pix be James C. Petrillo will give an acbanned in the U. S.
count of his first year as president
Current slump in business and methods of
Metro has signed Paul Gallico to
restoring normal attendance is regarded as of the federation. Meeting will last
five
days.
write originals.
an important subject and probably will be
thoroughly explored, leaders here said yesterday.
and a fashion show for the ladies with Mary costs and its relationship to the box office
will also be thoroughly considered.
The PCC round table discussions are ex- Pickford acting as hostess.
Sales Managers to Speak
The PCC holds its first sessions today. The
pected to be centered on arbitration, consent
decree, theater expansion and Ascap. L. O. MPTOA parleys start tomorrow under the
The consent decree is also very vital and
Lukan of Seattle will lead the discussions on guidance of H. V. Harvey, convention chair- exhibitors
are looking forward to talks by
man. President Ed Kuykendall will preside Sales Managers William F. Rodgers, Neil
"Why I am opposed to double bills."
at most of the confabs.
Sales Execs, to Speak
Agnew, William Scully, Grad Sears and
Seek B. O. Stimulation
Means
possibly Ned E. Depinet. Most theater
The list of speakers at the various sessions
operators consider the decree is the most
include prominent names in both the producWays and means of stimulating theater at- important development since the advent of
tion and exhibition field, among them being
tendance and winning back old patrons who
Walter Wanger. John H. Harris, William F. have stopped going to movies will be one of sound and are hoping for some definite enlightenment from sales heads oij the measure.
Rodgers, Neil Agpiew, Ned E. Depinet, William most important subjects discussed at the
A, Scully, Francis S. Harmon, Austin Keough, MPTOA convention, said President Ed KuyThere is a possibility that Postmaster General Frank C. Walker, formerly general
Nathan Golden, Grad Sears. Frank Capra,
kendall on his arrival here. New ideas in adSheridan Gibney. Mary Pickford and others.
vertising and exploitation will be given much counsel for the MPTOA, may attend the conThe social calendar is an extensive one. attention in this respect. Kuykendall declared
vention and if he does it is likely that he
It includes studio visits, parties, dinners and falling off in attendance is general through- will be accompanied by Jesse H. Jones, head
out
the
United
States.
Television
and
its
of
the
Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation.
receptions.
There will be special studio affairs

Melro Signs Gallico

(Continued from Page 1)

all Warner theaters, are named f
being affected. The Calvert he
seven days' clearance oyer the Ape:
A surprise angle of the case
that Robert
Sher and James
Hayes, formerly of the D of J ar
key figures in the New York Coi
sent case.
Decree, represent the Apex i
the

Laurel, Oakland, Demands
50% Clearance Reduction
San Francisco — The second Nortl
em California Arbitration case w<
filed Friday by A. C. Karski, owni
of the Laurel in Oakland. Karslwho names all five major comp;
nies, wants his clearance, now aboi
90 days, cut in half.
Other houses named as interestt
parties are the Allendale, Hopkin
Foothill, Diamond, Capitol, Eas
mont,
theaters.Palace, Parkway, and Towi

w"daily

bnday, June 9, 1941

Col. to Stress Sophisticated, Romantic Comedies
6 Productions Identified
y Titles; 11 Others Listed
1941-42 Possibilities

r

l'» ^i
(.Continued from Page 1)
later thought to the production of sophisti*ted and romantic comedies.
The studio during the lats six months was
scribed as working at the fastest pace in its
. and
the sales forces
were
assured
Columbia never before has been
so well
d with planned
stories, talent and asr'ments
of stars and
directors
to definite
>oortions.
Screen

Rough

Cuts

of Six

cuts of six "A's",
brought
from
lit by Prexy Harry Cohn, were shown
conventioneers
last night.
Four,
deior current
season
release, are pracally finished, two for 1941-42 partially
so.
inner
are
"Our
Wife."
"Heaven
Can
ait".
"You'll
Never
Get
Rich"
and
\xas";
latter,
"Woman
of Desire"
and
. .dies
in Retirement".
It was
said
to
the first time Columbia's production pace
! permitted
the showing
of such
a large
ruber
of major
pix
at an
initial
sales
-eting.
.
Designed
as outstanding
1941-42
offerings,
was said, are especially "Pal Joey", to be
iluced by George Abbott from the Broady hit : "My
Sister
Eileen",
to be proby
Max
Gordon
with
an
all-star
- from
the Xew
York
stage comedy
sue--; "Ladies
in Retirement".
Gilbert
Milmelodramatic
hit on
Broadway,
which
ster Cowan
and Miller are producing and
arles Vidor is directing with a cast topped
Ida Lupino,
Louis
Hayward.
Isobel
El;n and
Elsa
Lanchester;
"Wild
Is
the
\er". Louis
Bromfield's
newest novel, and
ck London's
"Martin
Eden",
which
B. P.
hulberg
will produce
with
Sam
Bronston
associate.
Planned
Productions

Warners Plan July
Sales Convention

Equipment Companies, Metro and Research
Council Exhibit at MPTOA-PCC Conventions
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Among the organizations with booths at the MPTOA-PCC of
ITO Convention are National Theater Supply Co., National Carbon Co., Inc.,

(Continued from Page 1)

Wagner Sign Service, Chicago; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Research Council of
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences; B. F. Shearer Co., Seattle; Manley,
Inc., Kansas City; Ideal Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.; Kroehler Manufacturing
Co., Heinsbergen
Decorating Co., San Francisco, and RCA.

Defense Reels Program
For N. Y. World Theater

Warner, Hal Wallis and Charlie
Einfeld.

NAB Charges Movies Seek
To Chisel Free Radio Time

Rough

' the

it her planned
ie announced

productions
are :

for

which

titles

'You Belong to Me", with Barbara Stanck and Henry Fonda, to be produced by
eilev Ruggles from Dalton Trumbo's story
scripted by Claude Binyon; "Woman of
. ire," with Loretta Young, Conrad Veidt
i Dean Jagger, to be produced by Gregory
toff from Lady Eleanor Smith's story;
l>ria is Willing", with Marlene Dietrich,
be produced and directed by Mitchell
i>en; "The Things They Do in Rio",
h American romantic musical with Rita
worth. Brian Aherne. William Holden
1 Glenn Ford; "Eadie Was a Lady", with
Hay worth as a fan dancer; "Every
in for Himself," from Milton Lazarus'
Ke comedy ; "Harvard Here I Come", with
ixie Rosenbloom; "Honolulu Lu," with
pe Yelez; "Two Girls from Argentine",
nantic comedy with music; "Harmon of
cliigan". with Tom Harmon and Anita
pise;
"The Boogie
Man Will
Get You".
or story,
lert Andrews
comedy-horr
with
ris Karloff and Peter Lorre.
The convention was also told that the
gram would include, prominently, a George
vens production, second Droductions for
' h Barbara Stanwyck and Loretta Young;
Jo Cary Grant productions, as many for
i! Arthur and for Melvyn Douglas, two
ductions to be directed by Alexander Hall,
econd production to be directed by Charles
lor, two Joe E. Brown productions, two
lie the Toiler productions, launching a new
ies, based on the cartoon strip by Russ
;>tover. with Kay Harris as Tillie ; three
re Blondie productions, produced by RobSparks; two more Boston Blackie pro■tions featuring Chester Morris; two more
me Wolf productions, starring Warren
1 lliam. and a new Larry Darmour-pro:ed series of Ellery
Queen
productions.
More Money for Blondies
t was stated that the Blondies would be
rked by more important tory material and
her production costs and the Tillie seralso allocated to producer Robert Sparks,
uld be backed to the limit.
Other potential story properties listed inded these titles : "Amateur Angel", "Just
other Dame", "A Kiss for Casanova',,
rofessional Model". "Dangerous Curves",
he Man Who Returned to Life", "The
>nde
from
Singapore,'
"Beauty
on
Pa-

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Convention city and dates are expected to be determined during
Sears' huddles to the execs here.
Sales conclave is expected to have
an "educational" slant, with emplaced upon under
the company's
plans forphasisoperations
the New
York consent decree.

June 23, thus becoming' the first the- stick together on this proposition, Buenos Aires Censor
ater in the country to offer such a for once, we might convince the mopolicy. The World probably will be
vie industry they can't play us for Bans "Pastor Hall"
the only theater in which the reels
will be shown in full as other houses suckers any longer." Howe proBuenos Aires (By Cable) — Muniplan to use only condensed versions
tested the attempt of M-G-M to
cipal censors have banned "Pastor
running- two or three minutes.
Hall" but the Nazi "Baptism of
The first program will include place its "Hollywood Radio Repor- Fire" is being shown here.
ter" on the station at other than
"Army in Overalls," (nine minutes) commercial
rates.
George L. Bickel Dies
"Men and Ships," (21 minutes) and
The NAB states that attempts by West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Bits and Pieces" (12 minutes). On
Hollywood — George L. Bickel, 78,
the same
program
will be feature
"Kukan,"to the movies to "chisel free time" have
first
16 mm.
Kodachrome
be shown in a commercial theater. increased manifold since the MBS- retired comedian of the stage and
here Thursday. He reA 16 mm. projector is being installed Ascap rapprochment. The con- screen,tireddied
eleven years ago.
in the World booth.
troversy revolves around the attempt of radio to force the movie
"Kukan" deals with the war in
China and shows actual bombings in industry to spend some revenue on
Picks
"Lydia" will be releasKorda's
"Illusions"
color. Feature now runs 100 minutes radio advertising, instead of news- Korda
papers, billboards, magazines, etc.
but will be cut to 65 minutes. A reel
ed as "Lydia."
showing Carmen Amaya doing her
famous gypsy dance also will be on
the program.
House expects to change its deTHE NEW
fense reels every two weeks.

Zbe U t

Wobber and Skouras Will
Set Fox Theater Deals
Herman Wobber, 20th CenturyFox general manager of distribution, and Spyros Skouras, president
of National Theaters, will leave for
Milwaukee. Kansas City and Denver
next Monday. Deals for 20th-Fox
1941-42 product with National subsidiaries inthose cities will be negotiated.
Wobber will then continue to the
Coast for a production checkup at
the studio and to complete convention arrangements. He is expected
back in New York on July 12, two
days before the 20th-Fox sales convention.

SUPER DELUXE
THEATRE SOUND
PROJECTOR
Features This

PATENTED
PROJECTION
MECHANISM
Unmatched

Next for Bob Hope
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Bob Hope's next Para.
assignment will be in "Louisiana
Purchase."
rade", "It's Tough to be a Hero", "School
Girl"
and "The
Stork
Pays
Off".
As earlier announced, the Western lineup
calls for eight co-starring Charles Starrett
and Russel Hayden and as many co-starring
Bill Elliott and Tex Ritter, while the serials
include "Holt of the Secret Service", "Captain Midnight", "Pirate Gold" and "Perils
of the Royal Mounted". Shorts lineup stands
as published in THE FILM DAILY May 26.
Home office contingent, headed by Jack
Cohn and A. Montague, return to New York
today.

for

simplicity of

design, smoothness of operation
and
its watch-like precision
workmanship.
Sound Head Built Directly
into
Picture
Mechanism
Plate

THE U. S. NAVY
has just favored us
with a contract for
200 sound projectors
embodying this new
DeVry Projection
Mechanism.

Quality features that combine to give brilliant pictures and
true-to-life sound include interchangeable intermittent system,
rotary sound drum, direct scanning, reversible sprockets, one
piece cast aperture plate, trigger type film gate release, exclusive eternal focusing device, silent chain drive, etc.
Amplification

and

for

of

all

types

illuminants
installations.

Write for Low Prices and Specifications.

De Vry Corporation
nil
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Exhibitor and Distributor Get Together at the

good will convention OF the motion picture industry
Under the Auspices of

THE ALLIED THEATRE OWNERS OF NEW JERSEY, INC.
22nd Annual Meeting

Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.

June 11, 12, 13, 1941
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TEN CENTS

DECREE IN EFFECT BUT ONE YEAR, PCC HEARS
"U" Quarter Profit Over Million for First Time
Net Income for First
Half of 1941 $586,332

WARNS PCC OF DECREE DANGERS
Poole Sees Possible Elimination

?lbove Same Period in '40

of Pix Through

Arnold Is Quoted to That
Effect; To Start Anti-Trust
Suit After June 20

"Roadshows" and "Specials"
By RALPH WILK
Universale net profit for the secWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM' DAILY
ond quarter was $1,056,000, marking
Los
Angeles
— The New York
.he first time in the history of the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY has stifled every effort of delivery
consent
decree,
impending FedHollywood
—
Commenting
on
postompany that quai-terly-earnings
eral tax legislation, the Ascap
you of announced
what we wish,"
he an
said.open
sible effects of the consent decree, to Poole
•cached the million dollar mark, it
that at
situation and elimination of double
ivas announced yesterday by J. Chec- Robert Poole, PCC executive secre- forum today efforts will be made
ker Cowdin, chairman of the board.
tary, warned of possible discrimina- to ascertain whether the slump in features — these subjects held the
tion by elimination of pictures being attendance, in some situations being spotlight here yesterday as the PaciEarnings during the first 26 weeks,
fic Coast Conference of Independent
?nded May 3, constituting the first tabbed as "roadshows" and "spe- over 50 per cent, is caused by double
Theater Owners opened its annual
features,
the
draft,
lack
of
money
cials"
from
5-picture
groups.
He
lalf year of the company's current
convention at the Ambassador Hotel.
i>cal year, were
$1,759,334,
after pointed out that the PCC is not in- by families or dearth of good picThe second session will be held
active but militant in its efforts to
(.Continued on Page 6)
tures. The forum will also discuss
obtain equal rights for all motion
this morning, with Bob Poole, exthe dangers(Continued
of moveovers
on Page 5)from firstecutive secretary, introducing Prexy
picture groups.
"The consent decree
Ed Kuykendall of the MPTOA.
The

iVeslway Arbitration
'.omplainl Dismissed

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued on Page 7)

Army, Navy Gel
Pix Equip. Priority

Washington — Arbitrator Sefton
Darr dismissed the complaint of the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Motion picture proVestway Theater, Baltimore, in the
jectors and sound equipment were
jeo J. Homand clearance case heard
nlaced on the priorities critical list
lere in April against 20th Century- by the Priorities Division of the
rox, Loew's, Vitagraph and Dur- OPM yesterday. The critical list
:ee's Lyndhurst Corp., operator of
he Edgewood Theater, in a decision is a compilation of materials on or(Continucd on Page 6)
landed down over the week-end
)arr assessed costs against the
Vestway.
Breen RKO Affiliation
The arbitrator found that the 14(Continued on Page 5)

Arbitration Lass Costly
Than Suit, Says Schaefer
Various expenses which probably
nil be incurred in connection with
rbitration under the consent deree in the New York equity suit are
xpected
to "be substantially
less
(Continued on Page 5)

Consider Costello
As Breen Successor
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It is reported that
Congressman John Costello of Hollywood is being given serious consideration for the post of Production Code Administrator to succeed
Joseph I. Breen.

135-Minute Program
Says Exhibs. Support
Bill Vole This Week
Minn. Anti-5 Law
Springfield, 111.— The Illinois House
this week is expected to vote on the
Sandquist 135-minute program bill,
with passage confidently predicted
by its supporters. Once the House
has acted, a drive for Senate consideration will be pushed.
Meanwhile,
in the
face 4)of opposi(Continued
on Page

Minneapolis — Reports emanating
from this city that exhibitors generally now believe a mistake was
made by Allied Theater Owners of
the Northwest in forcing its antiblocks-of-five
bill through the Legis(Continued on Page 4)

Waits on Hays Return

More Decentralization
For Columbia — Montague

Rosian, "U" Cincy Mgr„
Heads New District

Joseph
his post
manager
H. Hays

Chicago — Pressure of business, incident
to thedecentralize
company's decision tolargely
further
its
sales activities, caused Columbia to

Peter cinnati
F. Rosian,
Universal's
Cinbranch manager,
has been
promoted (Continued
to the post
of
manager
of
on Page 6)

I. Breen will not assume
as vice-prexy and general
of RKO studios until Will
returns to New York fol(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

Survey Points to Selling Mob

It Seems You Can't
Rib Frisco Pichets

N.Y. Study Shows 20% Are Non-Movie-goers

San Francisco — The Esquire Theater, downtown house which features thrillers, is now showing a
triple horror bill. So, for ballyhoo,

Hollywood Variety Club
Headed by Wanger?
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Wanger is reported slated for the post of chief
barker should the move to establish
a local Variety Club prove successful during the present visit of John
H. Harris, of Pittsburgh, national
chief barker.

A challenge to publicity and advertising departments is indicated
in the results of a survey, A Study
of Motion Picture Preferences, by
Dr. Leo Handel, research economist,
of 512 Fifth Ave. Based on 500
street interviews in Manhattan,
Brooklyn, Bronx and Queens, the
study reveals that 20 per cent of
the people queried qualified as nonmovie-goers,
attending
less
(Continued
on Pagetheaters
6)

a guy wearing a fearsome make-up
Made
Monster
Unfair
to "ManUnion
and
carrying
a banner
reading:
Monsters" has been "picketing" the
show house. As a result, Ed Gates,
the manager, got a letter from the
San Francisco Central Labor Council.
Seems that if he doesn't stop ribbing
the fine art of picketing, his place
will be picketed.
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Grainger Sets Deal With
Interstate of New Eng.

Central Labor Council
In Final Disney Confab

J. R. Grainger, Republic prexy,
yesterday announced the closing of
a deal with the Interstate Theater
Circuit of New England, operating
35 theaters in the states of Vermont,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts and
Connecticut,
1942
product. for Rep.'s entire 1941-

West Coast Bureau of THE

Edward Ansin and Harold Stoneman signed for the theater circuit,
and Grainger and M. E. Morey, Republic's branch manager in Boston,
represented Republic.

End of Mo. Tax Exemption
As "Opera Houses" Looms
Jefferson City, Mo. — Gov. Forrest
C. Donnell is expected to sign the
bill passed by the Missouri General
Assembly knocking out an 1885
opera house taxation exemption law
under which the Missouri Supreme
Court has granted tax immunity to
motion picture theaters in many of
the smaller communities of the State.
The bill, introduced by Sen. W.
B. Whitlow, repeals the old law exempting from taxation opera houses
in third and fourth class cities and
unincorporated areas of the State.

Philly MP Associates
Named Epstein Prexy

FILM

COmiRG and GOIDG
DAILY

Hollywood — Central Labor Council
committee which is acting as a mediator between Screen Cartoonist Guild
and Walt Disney in the strike at the
Disney plant conferred with him yesterday in a final effort to reach a
settlement before reporting back to
the Council which threatens to institute a national boycott of Disney
pictures
effected. if a settlement is not
The Guild board of strategy has
been expanded to include representatives of six crafts which joined the
walkout at the plant. Wives of the
strikers and members of the Guild
at other plants are organizing an
auxiliary Guild to do co-operative
buying of groceries and supplies.

Malco-Memphis Lottery
Trial Deferred to Sept.
Owensboro, Ky. — The trial of
Malco-Memphis Theaters, Inc., and
its Owensboro manager, J. C. Tunstill, under indictment for operating
a lottery in violation of the State
Constitution, was continued to the
September term of court, following
a defense plea that the state law
permits functioning of certain games
of chance, such as those sponsored
by the theater.
The theater company was indicted
after an automobile was given away
to the holder of a lucky number in
a theater March 20.
Judge Sidney B. Neal ordered the
defense to file its briefs by July 15
and the Commonwealth by Aug. 15.

Philadelphia — Ely J. Epstein,
4'/2
RKO, is the new president of the
Motion Picture Associates, succeed11-16
% 11-16
ing William J. Karrer, Republic.
8%
83/8
83/8 +
Vs
126
125
126
+2
Other new officers are: Vice-president, W. U. Bethell; secretary, J. J.
Veto of Bill to End Calif.
29'/8
29
29 Vs +
% McFadden, Jr.; treasurer, William
1051A 105V4 105V4 +
1/4 Humphries;
board,
Karrer,
Bill
Secondary Picketing Hurts
10%
10%
10%
+
Va
Doyle, Sam Rosen, Sam Lefko, Mort
Magill, M. Sam Panen.
Son Francisco — State assembly's
One of the new ideas being con- upholding of Governor Olsen's veto
2%
2%
2%
sidered is the formation of a local of a bill designed to stop secondary
5%
5%
5%
fund to handle the cases of needy picketing looks like a serious head17%
17'/2
17%
+
% within the local industry.
ache for exhibs. here.
First effect probably will be to
BOND
MARKET
hit theaters now showing Disney
Party for Abbott & Costello
cartoons. Understood that strikers
Loew's deb. 3Vzs46
■■
Universal is giving a cocktail parPara.
B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/4s47
ty this afternoon for Bud Abbott in Disney's Hollywood plant have
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
support from San Franand Lou Costello at the Hotel As- requested
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
cisco unions.
tor. The comedians were due to arMonogram Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
rive last night from the Coast and Father of Moe Silver
Sonotone
Corp
are scheduled to make two perTechnicolor
8>/4
8I/4
81/4 —
%
sonal appearances tomorrow night Dies in Chelsea, Mass.
Trans-Lux
%
%
%
at the Criterion Theater where
Universal Corp. vtc...
6%
6%
6%
Universal
Picts
Albany — Max Silver, father of
their latest comedy, "In the Navy,"
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Moe Silver, Warner Theaters zone
Bid
Asked
opens its New York first-run.
manager here, died yesterday at
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 65
68
home in Chelsea, Mass. Funeral
Joe Joel Funeral Today
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
53
56
Funeral services for Joseph Joel, services will be held today in ChelPittsburgh V. C. Sponsors 73, of The Exhibitor subscription sea.Silver is survived also by his wife,
department, will be held from his
Pro. Grid Season Opener
home, 257 Linden St., Brooklyn, at who is seriously ill, and three
11 a.m. today. Burial will be in daughters, Mrs. Abe Goldstein,
Pittsburgh — Under the sponsor- Bayside. He died late Friday at Reading; Mrs. Ida Farbish, Chelsea;
ship of the local Variety Club, the
Mrs. Hy Marovitz, Brookline.
pro. football season will open here King's County Hospital.
on Labor Da^ with the Pittsburgh
C. E. Cook Rites Today
Steelers and Di troit Lions clashing George E. Browne 111
Funeral rites will be held today
Chicago — George E. Browne, for Charles Emerson Cook, 71, who
at Forbes Field. Club's split will be
one-third, which will go into the IATSE prexy, is ill at his farm home died Sunday at St. Luke's Hospital
general club fund to be used for
near Woodstock,
111. Browne's
at- after a long illness. Cook, legit protorney said he heard
that Willie
ducer, playwright and press agent,
charitable
purposes.
It's
the
first
time the Club has connected itself Bioff's bail had been raised to $50,- was an associate of the late David
Belasco.
with a sports promotion.
000.
Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
Cast. Kodak
do pfd
Gen.
Th.
Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Para.
1st pfd
Para.
2nd
pfd
Pathe
Film
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
...
20th Century-Fox pfd.
do pfd
NEW
YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
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JOSEPH I. BREEN arrived in New York yes
terday from the Coast, via a Chicago stopover
FRANCIS S. HARMON left Chicago yesterda'
for
the Coast after conferring there with Wil
H. Hays.
NEIL

AGNEW

left

New

York

for

tl

/

3

yesterday.
ARTHUR W. KELLY is expected to leave for
Western
exchange
swing
late in the week.
J. P. MARQUAND
Coast.

is on his way

from rh.

1/

LOUIS BROMFIELD will go to the Coast t<
discuss
the "For
vith Director
Sam Whom
Wood. the Bell Tolls" scenario
LYNN
ROOT leaves the Coast for New Yor
today
to show.
collaborate
with
Lorenz
Hart on
musical
SIDNEY R. KENT has postponed
trip for about two weeks.
HAL
B. WALLIS
was due back
ner lot yesterday.

his Coas

ALLAN JONES arrives at Fort Bragg, Fayette
ville, N. C, today to join the first U. S. Moto
Camp Show sponsored by the Citizens' Commit
camps.
tee. Show is making a 10-state circuit of Arm
CARL A. SCHROEDER, supervising editor 0
Screen Cuide and Movie-Radio Guide, will ar
rive back in Hollywood today from a week 0
staff.
confabs in New York with the Eastern editori;
ANNA STEN, who arrived here from the Coas
at the week-end for a 10-day stay, is a gues
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
BRIAN
DONLEVY
a month's vacation.

is here from

the Coast

LIEUT. HARRY COSTELLO, in charge of th
Chicago police censor bureau, is in Florida 0
a vacation.
LOU ABRAMSON, secretary of the Chicag
offices of Illinois Allied, is on a motor vaca
tion trip to the West Coast.
CARL LESERMAN, Warners assistant gener;
sales manager,
returned to New York yesterda
ED SCHNITZER, Warners' Eastern distric
manager, returns from Buffalo later in the wee!

ED MPTOA
KUYKENDALL
prexy
"I am
most

sure it will b
helpful

in

says —

m

work, and full of ir
formation, as hav
been those of th

1941
YEAR BOOK
of

Now

Motion

Picture!

Being
Distribute I
FREE
To Subscribers of

THE
FILM
DAILY!
1501
Broadway
New

York

Hollywood
past." Office
6425

Hollywood

Hollywood,

Blvc I

Californit I

.so
CAGNEYand O'BRIEN
and DEVIL DOGS
OF THE AIR
ONLY DID IT TWICE!
*

-* the »•

Reissued by Warner Bros.
with

!

MARGARET LINDSAY
FRANK McHUGH
Directed by LLOYD BACON
Screen Play by Malcolm Stuart Boylan & Earl Baldwin
Based on the Story by John Monk Saunders
A Warner Bros. -First National Picture
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135-Minute Program
Bill Vote This Week

Says Exhibs. Support
Minn. Anti-5 Law
(Continued from Page 1)

lature were spiked yesterday by Fred
Strom, executive secretary of Northwest Allied.
Strom announced that at district
meetings of Northwest Allied at
Chatfield, Minn., and Morris, Minn.,
exhibitors who attended voted unanimously to give full co-operation to
the organization's officers in making
the new law stick. Officers and directors of Northwest Allied have been
waiting for some attack on the law
by major distributors but up to now
none has been started, either in Federal or state courts.
Although the five majors agreeing to the New York consent decree
still are refraining from selling seasonal blocks in Minnesota, as required under the anti-five law, other
distributors are complying with the
new act. Universal, Columbia, Republic and Monogram are accepting
contracts for groups of pictures
which comply with the law, and such
companies as RKO, Warner Bros,
and United Artists are making deals
for "Fantasia," "Meet John Doe,"
"The Great Dictator," and "That
Hamilton Woman." These are sold
as single pictures, not as the complete seasonal product of the individual producer.
"It is the contention of Northwest Allied that the Minnesota
law, bearing on all alike, will
not inflict irreparable loss on
the distributors," Strom said. "After
all, the law merely provides for continuance of trade practices which
have long been established in the industry and which the distributors
themselves have voluntarily set up
in the past. Evidence of the truth
of these statements is found in the
fact some companies are proceeding
under the law and having no difficulty in complying with its provisions."

(Continued from Page 1)

tion

Irwin Sherman Promoted
Irwin Sherman has been promoted
in Columbia's exchange operations
department, succeeding Si Bell.

• •
• THIS film capital is making a truly "all out" effort
to show visiting exhibs., their wives and guests
the time of their
lives via real Southern (California) hospitality
A whale of a crowd
started tours of major studios yes'day
literally saw stars
and
featured players in action
Fred S. Meyer, studio chairman of the
local committee; Robert H. "Bob" Poole of PCC; Rotus (MPTOA) Harvey,
and Jock Lawrence, exec, assistant to Prexy Y. Frank Freeman, Ass'n
of M P. Producers
want every exhib. who has come here
to see "lots"
in every sense o' the word
So that the delegates
and others attending the conclave
don't miss a trick in connection
with the big movie plants
two studio publicity gents are on duty
daily in the Ambassador Hotel
to supply info

Neil manager,
Agnew, Paramount's
genera
sales
left yesterday
fc
Hollywood where he will screen con

•

•

THEATER

T

operators should

(and do)

so-called "good ole days" he was secretary of the M. P. Exhibs.
Ass'n of the Northwest
representing Minnesota and the two
Dakotas
and on its board of directors was Harry Sherman
The public relations
solon at 20th-Fox
is the alreadymentioned Fred Meyer
who served
one term as MPTOA
prexy
and was its executive
secretary
for several
years
He was prexy of MPTOA of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan
from 1928 to 1933

T

T

T

pleted
and Frank
discuss Freema
currer'
mattersproduct
with Y.
and
B.
G.
De
Sylva,
productio
chiefs.
Agnew and R. M. Gillham, publii
ity and advertising director, who i
Hollywood, later will attend th
Canadian sales meeting in Toronl
on June 16 and will return to Ne

• •
• TOO, Paramount's Y. Frank Freeman was a theater operator
for many years
Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M's production mogul, started
his theater career in Haverhill, Mass
On the Metro lot also is
Sam (B & K) Katz
Nate Blumberg, Cliff Work, Milton Feld and Jack

York for the company's annual stocl
holders' meeting on June 17.
Shortly
after
the
stockholder
meeting,
Barney
Balaban,
Stantc
Griffis, Adolph
Zukor
and Agne]
will go to the studios to discuss ne
season product.

Gross are Universalites who were former exhibs
And don't forget
that the Warners, — H. M., Jack and Albert, — got their industry start
showing pix in Ohio and Pennsylvania

Ascap Board Meets to Pic]
Nominating Committee

•
•
•
ONE of the dyed-in-the-wool convention veterans is
Fred Wehrenberg
who has been chairman of the MPTOA
board for lo (stet, please) these many years. . . • A garden party
had been planned for the wives of the delegates
but when
the social committee
huddled
Friday
and peered
at the
cloudy skies (.do we hear the L. A. Chamber of Commerce shout
'"Treason!"?)
plans for the fete were quickly discarded
So a luncheon has been subbed for the fair sex ...
• Several
years ago, E. A. Schiller, a biggie in Loew's, Inc., attended an
Ampa luncheon
and brought along with him a distinguished
individual
whom the New York scribes and pic industry set

•

Leichter

Rep. Elroy Sandquist, from indi>
circuit operators and individual ex
hibs.
They include:
Sol Meltzer, Rivoli; Henry Steir
Karlov; Herman Bland, Bland cir
cuit; Oscar Brotman, Vealoe; Nat
Gumbiner, Gumbiner circuit; Ab
Feder, Metro; Will Charhaus, Mont
clair; Van Nomikos, Van Nomiko
circuit; Mort Goldburg, Goldbur:
circuit; Essaness circuit; Si Harri
son, Armitage, all of Chicago, an
Frisina circuit.
The league of women voters als
is on record as supporting bill.

feel right at

•

there's a big welcome
Beverly Hills

Mitchell

a

manag

home
in the film colony
'cause many of their own kind
are on the scene permanently
F'instance, at 20th-Fox the general production manager
is William
Koenig
Back
in the

T

This corner
of his guests

questioned
Mister
the answer was:

"Jesse H. Jones"
Incidentally, Mister Jones, Reconstruction
Finance Corp. head, may attend the convention
and if so

Garland

circuit

Agnew Off for Coast Talks
With Freeman, DeSylva

T

didn't know
at all
Schiller as to the identity

Judy

affiliated

ers, telegrams
and letters
s* yfvc
have
been received
by thein sp
/n
HOLLYWOOD

Mortimer Quits Circle

In a stinging attack on the Film
Critics' Circle, Lee Mortimer, N. Y.
Daily Mirror film critic, yesterday
annonunced his resignation from the
group. Circle holds its first newseason meeting in a few weeks.

from

on the mat of the Schiller home

in

•
• AMONG the former MPTOA presidents attending the confabs is M. A. Lightman ...
• Arthur H. Lockwood, a member

of the org.'s exec, committee,
believes in combining
pleasure
He arrived from Boston via the Southland
spent a brief vacation.

business
and
where he

The board of directors of Ascs
met last night to appoint a nom
nating committee to select cand
dates for the first membership ele |
tion as the principal item of bus
ness.

WEDDING

BELLS

New Haven — Anna Browstei
Paramount inspectress, was marrii
Sunday to George Levine of Ne
Haven. Members of the exchanj
;
staff presented the pair with a radi
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — Marriage
Walter F. Rooney, manager of t)
Hart Theater, to Miss Frances Doy
here.
took place in St. Theresa's Chur*
Another office romance has blooi
ed up at the Altec Service New Yo
office. Herbert Liljefors, in the a
counting department, and Elsie ]
Hill, in the bookkeeping departmei
have announced their engagement

• uesday, June 10, 1941

Vestway Arbitration
omplaint Dismissed
(Continued from Page 1)

clearance given the Edgewood
\e Westway was reasonable.
not discuss or make any find^-'on
the Alpha
and behind
Irvington
rers which
also play
the
_ wood, but ahead of the West., Darr found that the Westway was
J oi built on the promises of the dis. -ibutors to supply pictures to it,
: the Edgewood is the superior
i ater in the neighborhood and that
, le distributors and theaters are
r served financially under the
sent clearance arrangement, than
the clearance were decreased. His
>cision leaves the theaters involved
i status quo.

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY

Cumberland Honors
Crescent's Sudekutn
Lebanon, Tenn. — At the annual
commencement exercises, Cumberland University awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Business
Administration upon Antony Sudekum,
president of the Crescent
ment Co., Nashville.

THE RECORD-BREAKING LAFF-FEATURE HIT!

Amuse-

Poole Warns PCC
Of Decree Dangers
(Continued from Page 1)

run down to fourth-run inclusive as
well as "false gross reports of exhibitors or distributors"; also Army
camp showings and their problems
for exhibitors adjacent to camps.
Hugh Bruen, a PCC trustee, exUnusual interest attached to the
pressed discouragement over the fuway case due to the fact that
ture. "Instead of looking out of the
was a follow-up to Homand's 1939 horn, we are looking into the small
iti-trust action against seven disibs. and the Durkee interests which end of the horn," said Bruen speak« [omand lost both in U. S. District in? for smaller theater operators.
have already inourt and subsequently on appeal. "Some distributors
formed us that 10 picture are on
to hat suit also attacked the 14-day higher bracket listings and we know
clearance.
what that means. Continuation of
these conditions will result in entilbany, Ore., Exhib. Loses
forced raising of admissions to cover our cost," he declared.
yase Against Four Majors
- Portland. Ore.— Complaint of P. R. Hender■vner of the Rialto Theater, Albany,
C re., was declared
unfounded
in a ruling
I inded down by Joseph K. Carson, arbitraHenderson
had charged
that he had
'^fcen denied the right to buy pictures on
i ?-ignated release dates from M-G-M,
20th
enturj'Fox.
Warner
Bros, and RKO.

Arbitration Lass Costly
Than Suit, Says Schaefer
(Continued from Page 1)

than the expenses which would have
^llet Arbitration Deferred
been incurred had the suit been
pending Ken Appeal Decision brought to trial and prosecuted to
|i Cleveland — Arbitration
of
the
clearance
Ve filed by the Ellet Theater, Akron, will be a conclusion," George J. Schaefer,
RKO president, declares in a letter
ti'erred
down to stockholders.
lecision until
on the
the appeals
case of board
the KenhandsTheater,
,hicago.
While RKO and subsidiaries showJudge Dan B. Cull, arbitrator, at the initial
ed a loss for 1940, Schaefer points
?..ring held here April 5, stated that it was
s interpretation of the consent decree that out in his letter that operations
t was restrained from eliminating clearance during the first quarter of 1941, on
etween two theaters, as was sought by the a consolidated basis, were better
llet and the Ken.
I Until the interpretation of the decree in than during the comparable period
lis respect
is made,
Jerome
Friedlander, of 1940 and have resulted in a subjunsel for the complainant, Louis Isreal, said
stantial profit.
"iat
on thewereElletscheduled
case would
be
Net loss of $988,191.20 for 1940
.eld the
up. hearing
Hearings
to reame on June 17.
is reported by RKO, but before taking into consideration a credit to
.». Eugene Kuen, Jr., Named
surplus of $83,766.66 resulting from
^alm Theater Arbitrator
the acquisition of obligations of subPhiladelphia — S. Eugene Kuen, Jr., has been
sidiaries at less than their principal
"irned as arbitrator
in theto Palm
Theater,
Philadelphia,
case scheduled
be heard
June amount. This brings the operating
deficit for the year ended Dec. 31,
Sam and Morris Somerson, owners of the 1940, to $904,424.54.
I aim. charged unfair clearance against WarRKO's consolidated balance sheet
Iter Bros. Circuit Management Corp., Loew's,
JDth Century-Fox and Paramount.
as of Dec. 31, showed total assets
of $67,957,507 and capital surplus
of $15,957,949. Assets, current and
working, including $7,322,086 cash
and $7,955,940 of inventories, totalledand
$17,401,387'
at the
close of
the year
current
liabilities
Seattle is definitely double-feature $5,892,377.
erritory from now on. Barclay W.
Income from theater admissions,
adell, branch supervisor of Altec film rentals and sales amounted to
ervice in Seattle has become the
$54,211,909. Expenses came to $51,loud father of twin boys.
342.931.
Richmond, Va. — Elizabeth QuisenCapital stock of the parent company includes 128,170 shares of 6
erry, on leave of absence from the
per
cent preferred and 2,753,053
tate Theater, gave birth to a baby
shares of common stock.
irl at the Memorial Hospital.
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U" Quarter Profit
Passes Million Mark

Survey Points to

lob

N.Y. Study Shows 20% Are Non-Movie-goers

More Decentralizing
For Columbia

{Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)

than once a month, and that 34 per
all charges but before Federal in- cent of the non-attenders reported
come and excess profits taxes.
that they "just don't care for" or
Profits for the first half-year com- are "not interested in" motion picpared with a profit, similarly com- tures.
puted but after provision of $208,Additional reasons for a not at000 as a special amortization reserve,
tending pictures were: no time — proof $1,173,002 in the 26 weeks ended
fessional reasons, 23 per cent; canApril 27, 1940. No reserve for
not afford films, 17 per cent; picamortization has been deemed nectures poor, see only the best, eight
essary this year.
per cent; bad eyes, ears, sick, seven
After providing a reserve of $390,000 to cover current normal Federal per cent; family responsibilities,
seven per cent; dislike movies, five
income taxes for the period, earn- per cent. Other reasons given were:
ings for the 26 weeks ended May
prefer other things; no theater near
3 of this year amounted to $1,369,334. No provision for excess profits (Queens) mourning; prefer legit,
tax was made because an estimate theater, and "don't know."
Independent Study
of the year's profits is not possible.
Included in the profit for the first
Purpose of the independent study
half of the current year .are reve- was to determine the preference of
nues blocked in Great Britain movie-goers for different kinds of
amounting to $188,950, computing motion pictures; the ratio of moviethis blocked sterling at the official
goers to non-movie-goers; frequency
rate of exchange. As the entire
cash allocation from Great Britain of attendance of movie-goers, and,
the reasons why non-movie-goers do
for the year has already been re- not attend or attend only seldom.
ceived, revenue accruing to Univer- Questions asked the 247 men and
sal in that territory for the balance 253 women were:
of the year will be blocked.
"In the average, how many times
a month do you go to the movies?"
Non-movie-goers were asked, "Why
is it that you go so seldom (never)
Rosian,
"U" Cincy
Heads New
DistrictMgr.,
to the movies?" and movie-goers
were asked, "If you were planning
{Continued from Page 1)
to go to the movies tonight (afterthe newly created district covering
noon), what kind of a picture would
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Oklahoma
you like to see?" Survey, spanning
City and Dallas.
four days was made last month.
Rosian has been with Universal Majority Attend 3-5 Times Monthly
about three years and formerly
Of the 80 per cent who were conwas with M-G-M and Grand Nasidered movie-goers, 20 per cent attional. He takes over his new dutend 1-2 times a month; 49.5 per
ties immediately. A successor to
the exchange managership in Cin- cent go 3-5 times a month; 18.8 per
cinnati will be announced shortly cent, 6-8 times; 5.7 per cent 9-11,
bv William A. Scully, general sales and 6 per cent 12 or more times a
month.
manager.
Sex had little bearing on the fre-

quency of film attendance, 78.5 per
cent of men and 81.4 per cent of
women being classified as moviegoers and 21.5 per cent of men and
18.6 per cent of women indicating
that they are non-movie-goers.
Similarly there was little difference
in sexes by number of attendances
per month.
Call For Good Comedies
While 28.8 per cent of the moviegoers indicated a preference for
comedies as screen fare, 20.5 per
cent had no preference and 15.7 per
cent of those who want comedies
qualified their answers by indicating
good, intelligent comedies while 13.8
per cent want musical comedies. Of
those with no preference, 19.5 per
cent want good, outstanding pictures. Serious stories are preferred
by 12.5 per cent and there were scattered requests for light entertainment, historical, musical, romance,
mystery, educational-factual, warpropaganda, detective-gangster and
western films.
Half of the non-movie-goers who
said they "just don't care" were of
the higher income bracket, 34 per
cent were in the middle income group
and 31.1 per cent in the low income
class. Of those with no time for
films, 25 per cent reported high incomes, 19.2 per cent middle incomes,
and 26.7 per cent low incomes. The
low income bracket accounted for
35.6 per cent and the middle income
2.1 per cent of those who claimed
they cannot afford films. The high
income group included 12.5 per cent
of those who "don't know" why they
shun movies and the same percentage of those who see only the best
films, while the middle incomes made

{Continued from Page 1)

extend its executive sales meeti
day.
to
yesterday was
and planned
today; orf^'al
adjournment
fj /Sim
"Columbia will go a step furtr1
in
policy of decentralization,"
was its announced
by A. Montagi
sales head, "so that local salesm.
may be in a position to handle in<
vidual problems
without red ta]
Plans
for
such
decentralizati
mark an important part of the d]
cussions
now meetings
under way."
Individual
were held y<
terday with members of the Soui
ern, Mid-East and Western divisio:
Today's individual meetings will \
held with the Midwestern and C(
tral districts.
Immediately after today's sessic
are completed, home office executn
headed by A. Montague will lea
for New York. Jack Cohn returr
by plane to New York yesterday, ;
companied by Nat Cohn, New Yc
division manager; Irving Worm;
and Saul Trauner, New York brar
managers, and Jerome Safron, We
ern Division manager.
Harry Cohn and Alexander Hs
director, planed to the Coast, am
ing there yesterday.

"Machine-Like Operation"
Assailed by A. Montague

Chicago — Assailing "machine-1
theater operation," which he declai
could not be successful "in the lo
run" A. Montague, Columbia g<
eral sales manager, called on sal
men at the company's convention
encourage exhibitors to get the m<
out of all product bought, rega:
up
6.4 per centandof 12.8
the "don't
know"of less of reported negative costs. I
classification
per cent
those who prefer the best.
calling his exhibition backgrou:
Montague urged representatives
Army, Navy Get Priority
get exhibs. to use a change of p*
for each picture, as a sign of in
On Film Equipment
vidual showmanship.
{Continued from Page 1)
Reminding that cost does not
ders for which Army and Navy
ways represent merit at the be
office, he advocated consumer selli
contracting officers may automatically assign preference rating cer- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the first member of the local ex- aj diverse in its appeal as the p:
tificates, thus assuring prompt dechange to be called for service.
Hollywood — Wayne Morris, ensign
ducer's variety- of product for ma
livery for military purposes. Army in the Navy, has been called to active
mum box-office results, sayii
and Navy orders for the film ap- service and will report June 26. He
Harrisburg, Pa. — Gene Plank, of "Show business has been built
paratus will henceforth take priority will serve in the pilot procurement Wilmer & Vincent's Rio staff, who the diversified approach in the d
over commercial orders for the division.
recently enlisted in the U. S. Army, ing and individualized publicizi
equipment.
left yesterday for the reception center at New Cumberland.
At the same time Montague wai
Richmond, Va. — Walter ThompCarl Beals Dead
of against
pictures."machine-like operation
ed
son, of Wilmer & Vincent's National,
Bloomington, 111. — Leon Gross of distribution and urged an atten
Detroit — Carl Beals, 55, a charter leaves for Army service Saturday.
the Great States Castle Theater here
member of Local 199, IATSE, died
at diversity in method. "It is i
has joined the Army.
portant that each Columbia sal
at Middletown, O., after two months' West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
man not only sell the compan
illness. His son, Carl W. Beals,
also an operator here, survives.
Hollywood — Garson Kanin reports
Rochester — Henry P. McCurn of product but also become its p
for Army service in a week.
Eastman Kodak is now serving Uncle pagandist in the full sense of 1
Sam.
word," he said, adding that Colurhi
Dulzell Heads Chorus Equity
salesmen must lend exhibitors ev(
Paul Dullzell has been elected
Jimmy Schmidt of Warners New
co-operation, "assured that he v
San
Francisco
—
"Our
Gang's"
Farina is now Pvt. Allan Hoskins, be backed up by the tremendc
chairman of the executive commit- York Exchange received notice Friday to report on Wednesday for his Company D, 47th Quartermaster resources of the entire organi:
tee of Chorus Equity, it was announced yesterday.
gear's Army training.
Schmidt is Regiment, San Francisco Preside

TO THE

COLORS!
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CC to Start Ascap Anti -Trust Suit After June 20
.imination of Double
lis Another Highlight
f First Day's Session
m Page 1)

•tt.
national convention, held in
njuhction with the PCC conclave,
<ms this afternoon. In addition to
ivkendall's appearance, today's
]C session will be featured by an
\en forum on exhib. problems.
The opening session of the Conence yesterday was marked by
'ese developments:
1. Disclosure by Albert J.
Law, PCC general counsel, that
Thurman W. Arnold, Assistant
Attorney General, had opposed a
i suggestion that the New York
i consent decree be modified to
permit full-program selling with
a 20 per cent cancellation privilege. (This is the backbone of
Minnesota's anti-five block bill).
Law said Arnold insisted the decree should be tested and quoted
the D of J official as saying the
decree
would
probably
be in
'effect only for the coming year.
(The decree provides for a three\ear test period, although enforcement of certain important
sections is contingent upon the
successful
prosecution
of the
- pending suit against the "Little
Three" prior to June 1, 1942).
2. Assertion by Law that the
PCC after June 20 will start
an anti-trust action against
Ascap, charging violation of the
and Clayton acts. LawSherman
said
he was awaiting possible
change in the Ascap situation
due to the U. S. Supreme Court
decision in the Florida case.
3. Opinion by Law that the
House Ways and Means Committee, now considering new tax legislation, will not call for a levy
on film, as recommended by the
Treasury Department. Law said
he expected that the admissions
^itax will be changed to apply
either to all admissions or to
those nine cents or more.
4. Declaration by L. O.
Lukan, of Seattle, PCC trustee,
that every exhib., indie and affilniated,
with
the
exception
of
lIFWC, in Idaho, Washington and
Alaska has filed a petition favitoring single bills and
asking
that FWC join in the move.
Lukan blamed double bills for
ifesent small receipts and stated
11st of operations
had
increased
ice last year.
The PCC trustee announced Seatterritory exhibitors will aggresrely support appeal case which inIves the anti-Ascap law passed in
■ate of Washington and which will
j acted upon by the U. S. Supreme
urt. He expressed confidence that
preme Court will uphold the state
v.
ould Prosecute Oppressive Circuits
Law told the convention that
•nold is willing to prosecute any
•cuits oppressing individual exhib•rs under the Sherman Act.
Law

Rotlgers, Freeman and Golden Will Address
Opening Session of MPTOA Convention Today
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — H. V. (Rotus) Harvey, of San Francisco, general chairman,
will call the first session of the MPTOA convention to order at 2 p.m. today
in the Ambassador Hotel. Ilona Massey will sing the national anthem, the Rev.
J. Whitcomb Brougher, Jr., will deliver the invocation, and welcoming addresses
will be given by Mary Pickford, for the industry, and Mayor Fletcher Bowron, for
the city, with Mitchell Wolfson of Miami, Fla., MPTOA vice-prexy, giving the
response.
Prexy Ed Kuykendall and Secretary Morris Loewenstein will make their
annual reports. Three addresses will follow; they are to be made by Nathan G.
Golden of the Commerce Dept., William F. Rodgers of Metro and Y. Frank
Freeman, of Para.

Rogell Wants Merchandise Three Indies Win Places
Trade Names Used in Pix On Actors Eguity Board

San Diego Bids for
1942 MPTOA Conclave
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — San Diego has entered a bid for the 1942 MPTOA
meeting. George Stevens, new
president
the Screen
Directors'
Guild, willof replace
Frank
Capra,
originally scheduled to address the
combined conventions.
Late yesterday afternoon the
MPTOA executive committee was
scheduled to make nominations of
officers for the forthcoming term
with the board of directors meeting
last night to pass on the nominations. Every indication is that Ed
Kuykendall will be re-elected to an
eighth term along with practically
the
entire present set of national
officers.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Ballot count in wake of Actors
Hollywood — A plea for the lifting
of the virtual ban on trade names of Equity's annual election held in the
Hotel Astor on Friday disclosed
merchandise used in motion picture candidates of indie ticket winning
scenes was voiced by Albert S. Rogell, in a letter to Ed Kuykendall, places on organization's 50-man Breen RKO Affiliation
board for the first time. Opposito be submitted to MPTOA convention nominees voted into office are Waits on Hays Return
tion delegates today. The veteran Alan Hewitt, Mady Christians and
(Continued from Page 1)
director claims that the practice of
Myron
McCormick.
lowing
the
latter's rest treatment at
substituting- false names for wellAlso for the first time a Negro
known packages is unnatural, re- player, Ethel Waters, was elected to St. Luke's Hospital in Chicago, it
was learned here yesterday upon the
tards the flow of action, and causes the council.
arrival of the production code diunnecessary expense for the manuOn
the
regular
ticket
Cornelia
rector from the Coast.
facture of props.
Otis Skinner led in the balloting,
Although Breen has not signed
Rogell asks that the convention followed by Margaret Webster, John
the contract with RKO, he denied
vote on the issue and to petition
Alexander. Richard Taber, Louis Cal- reports that he may bow out of
the studios to do away with the hern
and Lillian Gish, in that order.
brand-name limitations, allowing The indies named no candidate for the offer and remain with the Hays
organization. He said he was here
them to use their own discretions
in the interest of economy and the three-year term on the regular strictly on MPPDA business and
slate,
this
post
going
to
E.
John
would not attend the RKO sales connaturalness. The practice, he claims, Kennedy.
vention in New York next week.
is due to exhibitor objections to
En route to New York, Breen conwhat they term advertising tie-ups.
Warner Mt. Vernon Estate
ferred with Hays and Francis S.
Harmon
in Chicago.
To Be Home Development
"Anchorage"
Buys
Balabcm
Barney Balaban has purchased
A 450-family development of 60 MPPDA
Prexy Will Leave Chi.
"The Anchorage," one of Westchester's show places, in Greenhaven, two and three-story buildings is Hospital for Home Next Week
Rye.
Chicago — Will H. Hays plans to
planned
Warner's
estate in for
Mt. Harry
Vernon.M.Woodlands,
Miss Skinner in Shorts?
Inc., a syndicate formed by Warner leave St. Luke's Hospital here next
week for his home in Sullivan, Ind.,
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY and his associates, will build
and will return to New York shortthe
project,
following
action
of
the
Hollywood— Warners is negotiatly thereafter. After a period in
ing with Cornelia Otis Skinner for a Common Council on a petition to
re-zone the estate.
New York, the MPPDA president
series of 12 two-reelers.
will go to Hollywood.
also declared that Arnold said he Roye to plan functions for young
Francisecutive
S. assistant,
Harmon,
Hay's with
exconferred
would take up any reported viola- relatives of delegates to both con- Hays and Joseph I. Breen over the
ventions, pointing out that these
tions with distributors, such as distributors trying to switch pictures, children are the future exhibitors week-end and then left for the Coast
of tomorrow and should be recog- where he will address the MPTOA
forcing short subject and newsreels nized.
on buyers.
convention tomorrow on "Motion
It was announced that the PCC
Pictures
in National Defense."
has been incorporated in California. North Carolina Thea. Owners
to Hear MPTOA Report
Mary Pickford Urges Unity
Bragin, Promoted by WB,
Mary Pickford, official hostess for
A report on the MPTOA conven- To be Feted In Cleveland
both conventions, urged unity betion in Los Angeles will be delivtween all branches of industry and
ered to delegates to the convention
Cleveland — Saul Bragin, head
said that next to the press, the in- of the Theater Owners of North and booker for Warner theaters in this
dustry could be of inestimable value South Carolina at Myrtle Beach, zene for the past three years has
to
Government' in the present S. C, June 29-July 1. Report will been transferred to Pittsburgh where
worldthe conflict.
"There is no box-office recession be made by C. H. Arrington, presi- he will assist in buying for Warner
dent of TONSC, and Ed Kuykendall, theaters in that territory. Personnel
that will not yield to good products,
MPTOA president.
of the local Warner office is planproperly
presented,"
she said.
Convention is to be known as a
ning a farewell party for Bragin
Robert H. Poole, executive secreford. tary of PCC, introduced Miss Pick- "work and play" affair and a variety prior to his departure on June 15.
of social and business sessions have Charles Albert of the Cleveland theBob White, of Portland, who pre- been arranged. A number of imater department takes over Bragin's
portant subjects are on the docket chores, with Nat Fellman heading
sided at the opening session apthe
buying
department.
for
discussion.
pointed O. J. Miller
and
Edward

TREES ARE LEAFING...FLOWERS
LI
....
.
blossoming
in rainbow colors.
Gross growing thick and lush. The
wafers at the seashore . . . in the
mountains take new glory from
the high, bright sun.
THAT'S

NATURE'S WAY Of Displaying her attractions. For
Nature is the originator of display advertising .. .the most
successful advertiser of them all
BE SMART. ..FOLLOW NATURE'S
lead . . . the master window dres

ser.

mti

M'ii*viitA'Bi

. . . appeal to the eye . . . appeal
to the senses . ..let them see that
you've got what it takes to make
life more joyful . . . more lestful
. . . more interesting . . . more entertaining.
LET YOURSELF GO/ SHOW THEM
the way with Lobby Displays .
Posters . . . General Accessories
and Trailers . . . merchandise your/
pictures with the Prize Merchandiser of the Industry . . . the Prize
Baby of the Industry .. .
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{UYKENDALL CALLS FOR INDUSTRY UNITY
Suit Bribing People Into Theater— Mary
Pickfandord
Allied,
MPTOA
Hays
Revalue Our Industry,
Work ToIt Short,"
Kuykendallto MPTOA Office Should
Selling
top Tells
tar
MPTOA
Meet
gether, Convention Told
est

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A plea to exhibitors
stop bribing the public by means
( dual bills, Bank Night and all
ims of giveaways to attend film
' eaters was made by Mary Pick!rd in her address yesterday at the
PTOA convention.
The UA producer-owner declared
(Continued on Page 6)

dvatue Reviews for
rade Press Only
IestCoast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

GOVERNMENTAL INTERFERENCE AND REGULATION: "In many instances, we, as
an industry are continually inviting it because of our own failure to discipline ourselves.
This, in my opinion, is the most vital problem with which we are confronted. . ."
TAXATION: "I feel that almost unanimously all exhibitors would prefer to drop the
exemption all the way down than to have the film rental tax which they cannot pass on
in any way."
THE NEELY BILL: "It was an impossible attempt at regulation that would have torn
us asunder as an industry."
THE CONSENT DECREE: "It is with us so let us be practical. Maybe the Government
would like to have us fail in this attempt at regulation."
BUSINESS

DECLINE:

"Maybe (Continued
we depend ontooPage
much
7) on the press book, and rake the

Eastern Allied to
Tackle Biz Problem

Hollywood — As a constructive
lution to the evils of Hollywood
Iess previews, Presid.ent Ed Kuyndall of the MPTOA
in his adBy AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
ess to the convention yesterday
commended that the trade press
Atlantic City — Allied's Eastern
Dne see and review new pictures in regional leaders and members of the
vance of actual release and at New Jersey unit arrived here last
(Continued on Page 7)
night to open what they consider
one of the most important meetings
ever called by the state organization
en Equity Officers Quit
(Continued on Page 3)

osts Over Election Result

UA's Selznkk, Capra
Deals Near Climax
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Frankel Sues Pathe Labs.

Free Films in Five
Des Moines Parhs
Des Moines, la. — Theater operators here who were wondering what
competition would be coming next,
with box-office receipts down and
the city getting virtually no national
defense contracts, have their answer.
Five of the city parks announce free
movies this Summer.
It has been estimated that at least
15,000 skilled laborers and others
have been taken out of the city
under the national defense program.

South Talks Power Rationing
"Go to Movies, Save Current", Atlanta Plan
SCG Presents 11 Points
To Disney for Agreement
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Four members representing the Screen Cartoonist Guild
met with Walt Disney, Harold V.
Smith and Herbert K. Sorrell at a
session yesterday to present the following eleven points for agreement:
(Continued on Page 5)

By RALPH
WILKFILM
Bureau
of THE

Coast

DAILY

Hollywood — A plea for co-ordination among all phases of
the industry was advanced by
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA

president,

at the openi n g session
of the ornational
con-here
vention
g a nization's
"All exyesterday.
hibitors
should work
tK o ug y e kendall
t her,"
said earnestly,of "regardless
imag-

ED

KUYKENDALL

Hollywood
United0.Artists'
inary differtiations with— David
Selznicknegoand lied, MPTOA
ences — A 1- and the Hays Office.
Frank Capra will reach the climac- We must quit pulling in different
(Continued on Page 7)
tic "yes" or "no" stage within the
next few days, it was said here yesterday by Mary Pickford.
Decision (Continued
cannot on bePage further
de8)

Ten officers of Actors Equity yes"Singing and the Gold"
May resigned their posts on the For "U" Deal Commissions To be Goldwyn RKO Film
verning board as an outgrowth of
;t week's election in which Alan
Claiming to have arranged the
Samuel Goldwyn's third picture
switt, accussed by Representative five-year printing deal between
for RKO release will be "The Singilliam P. Lambertson of Kansas of
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., and Uniing and the Gold," starring Gary
ing a Communist sympathizer, was
versal(Continued
Pictures, Inc.,
Daniel Fran- Cooper and(Continued
directedon by
WyPageWilliam
3)
(Continued on Page 7)
on Page 6)

—

West

Atlanta — With plans for power
rationing talked here, and the city
already virtually on "blackout"
schedule through voluntary co-operative curtailment of the use of
electricity, the Constitution, via Lee
Rogers, pix critic, has opened a
save-power-by - going-to - the-movies
campaign.
Rogers'

thesis ison Page
that 6) Atlantans
(Continued

Consent Decree Up
At PCC Closed Session
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — The Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Theater
Owners at a closed convention ses^sion at the Ambassador Hotel here
(Continued on Page 3)

Arnold Silent on
PCC Decree Report
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Thurman W. Arnold,
Assistant Attorney General and chief
of the D of J's anti-trust division,
yesterday refused to comment on the
statement made by Albert J. Law,
general counsel of the PCC, before
the Conference's Coast convention
quoting Arnold to the effect that the
New York consent decree probably
would be in effect only for the coming year.

V*VlUilY
Mrs. Roosevelt Answers
Criticism of Fairbanks
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Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, wife of
the President, in her syndicated "My
Day" column yesterday answered
the statement by Miss Gizelle Shaw
of Buenos Aires that South America was not flattered to have Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as an envoy from
the U. S.
"I think," writes Mrs. Roosevelt,
"that Miss Shaw must have made
this statement under a misapprehension, for Mr. Fairbanks went only
as an ambassador of good-will to
study the particular subject of the
movie as it affects our relationship with our South American neighbors. He is extremely well fitted
to make this study and, on returning, to put his findings before his
own industry."

Extend Managers' Interest
In Film Rights to Plays
Managers will retain a 40 per cent
interest in motion picture rights to
legit, productions for 18 years instead of 10, under the revised
League of New York Theaters-Dramatists Guild basic agreement which,
on ratification at the Fall meeting
of the Guild, will run until 1946.
After the tenth year, the scale will
range downward to 25 per cent.
It has also been agreed by LeagueGuild conferees that playwrights
will consult managers to a greater
extent on the sale of film rights, and
that foreign playwrights, except
those writing in English, are not required to join the Guild.

Hollywood Correspondents
Name Conference Com.

Wednesday,

COtninG and GOinG

Kalmus Re-elected
Technicolor Prexy
Dr. Herbert

T. Kalmus,

and general manager
Corp.,

and

president

of Technicolor

all officers

were

re-

_ elected terday
yesat a
meeting of
the board of
directors. At
the same time
a dividend of
25 cents per
share was clared,
depayable June 30
, to
er
DR. H. T. KALMUS

June 11, 1941;

stockholdof record

|June 20.
ed
w e r e
Other
officers re-elect-

George Lewis, vice-president and
secretary; L. G. Clark, treasurer, and
L. A. Skinner, assistant secretary.

Paramount Acquires
Short Made by Hammons
Paramount has acquired "Hands
of Destiny," a single reel subject
produced by E. W. Hammons. Short
will be released on July 11 as one
of the Headliners series.
The picture features Dr. Joseph
Ranald, famous authority on hand
analysis, who, in story form, tells
what is revealed in the hands of
President Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, Hitler and Mussolini. Short
is regarded as being unusually timely because of the accurate prophesies
made by Dr. Ranald.
Short was directed by Al Christie and produced at Eastern Service
Studios.

O. HENRY BRIGCS, PRC prexy, returned frc
the Coast yesterday.
.
HARPO MARX,
plans a nation-wide
tour
Army camps in company
with
GEORGE
KAUFMAN.
NAT

WILLIAMS,

Thomasville

tor,
giving a big
next is week-end
for fishing
the
Atlanta
exchanges.

theater

trip
film

oper

onbookth'

-

RALPH McCOY, Atlanta district manager f
Warners, has returned from a trip throu
Florida for new
theater
openings.
S. HACKER,
head
now
in Pittsburgh,
there.

of Film
opening

Audit
Service,
a branch
offi

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE has cancelled
June 26 Clipper passage to Europe.

I

LUTHER DAVIS and JOHN CLEVELAND It
for the RKO Studio yesterday for conferenc
on

their story "The Mayor of 47th Street."
EDGAR
BERGEN,
planes
from
Hollywood
Evanston,
III., Friday, to receive
an honor;
master of arts degree from
Northwestern.
GIL GOLDEN
Coast by plane
BEN

SHLYEN

of Warners
yesterday.
is here

returned from t

from

Kansas

City.

JOSEPH ANSTEAD, of the Elm Street, W<
cester, is visiting his daughter in Montreal.
CHARLES KRANZ. president of Select Atrr;
tions, is on a tour of the Midwest offices.
JINX FALKENBURG, widely photograpr
model, arrives here this morning from 1
Coast where she has just completed her r
in Columbia's "Two Latins from Manhattai
She is on her way to Denis, Mass., to appi
in four plays on the straw-hat circuit.
DAVID BERNSTEIN
and MRS. BERNSTEIN
turned
today on the Grace
Liner Santa
Pa>
from a 12-day cruise to Bermuda.
JULES LEVEY leaves for the Coast tomorrc
JAY GOLDEN
from New York.

returns to

Rochester

tot

Beach Weather Hits Hul
Grosses; Resorts Benefit

Boston — The Hub, brightest sp
on the exhibition map in the cou
Hollywood — The Hollywood correstry during recent weeks, is final
feeling the impact of beach weathe
pondents' group yesterday appointed
a committee to confer with the stuBest biz locally is being done 1
dio publicity directors' committee re- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY "Caught in the Draft" at the M '
garding early preview deadlines
Hollywood — Paramount, continu- P Metropolitan, a 4,500-seater.
needed by magazine writers.
ing its heavy production drive, will
Cape Cod houses opening for fii
The group refused to accept the send five more before the cameras
time this season report record-brea
resignation of Chairman Douglas W.
to augment the antiChurchill and he will continue in during July,
business over the week-er
cipated backing of 18 completed pix ing
office.
much of this due to patronage
bv the end of this month. Five are: service men. North Shore theate
"Louisiana Purchase," "Take a Let- likewise report increased business
ter, Darling," "Sing a Song of HomiSavini Closes Re-Issue
cide," "Mr. Aldrich's Boy" and
Deal for 8 Reliance Pix
"American Empire."
Briggs, PRC Prexy, Back
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Paramount to Start Five
More Features in July

FILM

DAILY

Russell Simpson Named
Para. Vancouver Manager

Hollywood — President Bob Savini
Arnold Blonh Files
of Astor Pictures has closed the deal
with Edward Small for the re-issue
Suit vs. Sentry Safety
of eight Reliance pictures — "Red
Wilmington — Arnold Blonh of Salute," "Her Enlisted Man," "I
Cover
the Waterfront," "Let 'Em
New York yesterday filed suit in
Have It," "Palooka," "The Last of
Chancery Court here against Sentry the
Mohicans," "The Count of Monte
Safety Control Corp., seeking to Cristo,"
"Transatlantic Merry-Goprevent the June 16 annual meet- Round." "The Melody Lingers On."
ing and seeking for the plaintiff the
righters to
list. inspect the firm's stockhold- Switch to Thursday Openings
The complaint alleges fraud inAtlanta — Loew's Grand has
volving Universal Sound System, changed its opening date each week
Inc., Film Circulation Corp., and to Thursday, in line with other "A"
theaters in Atlanta.
Consolidated Theater Supply Co.

Russell Simpson has been appointed branch manager of the Paramount Vancouver exchange, replacing William Hansher, deceased.

Wanger Borrows Gene Tierney
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Under a special loanout arrangement with Darryl Zanuck, Walter Wanger has signed
Gene Tierney to play the top feminine lead in his forthcoming production of "Sundown."

From Coast Conferences

O. Henry Briggs, PRC preside? "
returned yesterday from Hollywa
where he has been in conference i
the past three weeks with Geor
Batcheller, in charge of products
Sigmund Neufeld, supervisor
Western production, Arthur Grefi
blatt, general sales manager, a
the producers who will contribute
the 1941-42 program of PRC.
Greenblatt, who has been vis
ing the PRC exchanges throughc
the country, will return to New Yc
on June
to inaugurate the 1942
sales 20
campaign.
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Eastern Allied lo
Tackle Biz Problem

.'onsenl Decree Up
U PCC Closed Session
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

tsterday considered the New York
nsent decree and arbitration proisions in detail.
Albert J. Law, general counsel of
Conference,
advised
the dele— j=s as to their procedure in pro.jting their particular situation.
Exhibs. affiliated with the Confernce were urged to refer any arbiration complaints to be filed to Law
01 his recommendation as to how
Ech individual case should be precnted to the four AAA tribunals
n the Pacific Coast.

whose annual convention starts today at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel.
With national leaders present, the
New Jersey members intend to get
to the core of the present decline in
theater attendance and attempt to
bolster their own business and advance ideas that may help the industry as a whole. Thoughts along
these lines will be expressed by exhibitors and by executives of distributing companies, according to
present plans.
A new approach to the work done
by the Allied Information Department is expected to be revealed at
the convention. Function of the
AID is to make a comparative study
as to product deals made in various parts of the country.
National Allied's poll to determine public tastes will be given impetus and a report to date on the
campaign is to be presented by
Chairman Sid Samuelson.
The convention, which closes Friday, will include a number of social
events, climaxing with a testimonial

'orum For Exhib. Problems
{gain on PCC Program Today
'est Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Pacific Coast Confernce at its third convention session
oday will hold another open forum
Br the discussion of exhibitor prob,'ins, L. 0. Lukan of Seattle preiding.
r Tomorrow's business session, the
cncluding
one of the convention,
► ill be devoted to the consideration
t resolutions.
Jack
Berman,
of
Jbe ITO of Southern California and
(.rizona, will preside.

Singing and the Gold"
"o Be Goldwyn RKO Film
(Continued from Page 1)

r. It is an original screenplay by
toward Koch and Anne Froelick.
Second Goldwyn picture is to be
jn untitled comedy also starring
ary Cooper and directed by Howrd Hawks.
Goldwyn's first for RKO is to be
The Little Foxes," starring Bette
'avis.

Hellzapoppin" to Start
'roduction on June 23
"Hellzapoppin," with Olsen and
ohnson starring, will go into prouction on the Coast on June 23, it
as said yesterday by Jules Levey,
ead of Mayfair, which will produce for Universal release.
Levey, now in New York, leaves
m the Coast tomorrow.

T
•

T

T

•

•
AS a prelude to this evening's Criterion Theater premiere
of Universal's "In the Navy"
the company tendered to the
Abbott-Costello constellation
a cocktail reception yes'day afternoon
in the East Ballroom of the Hotel Astor
To this corner there were
more reflections
than -were provided by the mere mirrors of the
hostelry
or the flashes of light from glittering glasses
We recalled another Abbott-Costello
shindig quite some months
ago
anent the world premiere of "One Night in the Tropics"
held in
the star's native Paterson, N. J
There is indeed a sharp contrast
'twixt the two occasions
Yesterday's affair was intensely symbolic
of the rapidity with which fame and fortune can be attained
by film players
when talent is accorded the chance for expression
Abbott and Costello had what it takes
And so today
exhibitors and the public
are clamoring to take what Abbott and
Costello have
— the ability to roundly entertain

T
•

▼

T

•

• SINCE the Paterson party
Bwd and Lou have appeared in "Buck Privates"
which was a magic carpet madeto-order for their sensational flight to the stratosphere of celluloid
success
It was and still is a bonanza for theaters of every type
because there is nothing so democratic as laughter
Fun
is fun
whether it's in a snooty key stand.... or an obscure
little nabe
In fact fun is more than fun
It's box office
dollars
and particularly now
when people need a good
guff -haw
to keep on an even keel
Theater owners and
their customers will again be gladdened by a vehicle such as "In
the Navy"
Bud and Lou are
They are the swift "destroyers" of daily cares
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• THOSE present at yesterday's Abbott-Costello reception included J. Cheever Cowdin, Matty Fox, John I. O'Connor, F. J. A.
McCarthy, Fred Meyers
Charles D. Prutzman. Peyton Gibson, Sam
Machnovitch, Lou Pollock, Jules Levey
Jules Lapidus, Dave Levy,
Tom Murray, Jack Bannon, J. J. Jordan, Adolph Schimel, James Miller
B. B. Kreisler, Andy Sharick, Ruth Morrow, Henry Linet, Marion
Orford
Jack Alicoate, Major Leslie E. Thompson, Leo Brecher, Don
Mersereau, Jay Emanuel, Jimmy (Rivoli) Dunn
Chester B. Bahn, Leo
Justin. Morris Jacks, Max A. Cohen, Sam Rinzler, John Nolan, Al Steen,
John Roberts
Sam
Goodman.
Bernie Brooks, Max
Jelin, Oscar
Doob, Harold Rodner, Harold Klein
John Benas, Arnie Emerling,
Eugene Picker, Mori Singer
and some 150 others well-known in
industry ranks

.
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• OUR industry gents sure are in demand
Wilmington, Del., flashes word that A. J. Defiore, prexy of MPTO of

Delaware
and manager
of Wilmington's
Park
Theater
is
among the members of the Press and Public Relations Committee
of the Delaware State Council for Defense
He was just appointed by Chairman Henry T. Claus, prexy of the News-Journal
Co
Film, radio and ad officials are included on the commit e . .. • Another similar hunk of nooze wafts out of Beantown
Harry Browning, publicity solon of M & P Theaters,

Wesley Reuggles
.Jane Bryan
'Wesley
Ruggles

Jane
Bryan
Sam
Schwartzman
Henry
R. Danzigei

is chairman of the publicity committee for the Mayor's Annual
Field Day
Hizzoner Maurice J. Tobin, — a most movie-minded
mayor, — is holding the Field Day at Fenway Park on June 27
It's to raise funds for needy cases outside the jurisdiction
of the Welfare Dept

banquet to the New Jersey unit's
president,
Lee Newbury.

UA Field Staff Suspension
Before SPG Meet Tomorrow
Suspension of United Artists'
permanent field staff has drawn a
protest from the Screen Publicists
Guild's executive council which will
place a resolution before the membership at a meeting tomorrow.
It was learned that UA has no
product for special exploitation untili Aug. 8, although several of the
field staff have assignments for five
or six weeks ahead. Plan is to go
back to a former system of exploiting spot engagements, calling for
the hiring of 30 or 40 field men
instead of the field staff.
The SPG, however, contends that
the work of the exploiteers and
publicists is not seasonal and that
no branch of the industry is seasonal. The resolution, adopted by
the Guild's UA unit and approved
by the Guild Council, calls upon the
executive council to take "immediate action in protest of these dismissals, with a view to securing reinstatements ofall affected and place
the matter before the general membership meeting of June 12, for the
decision of the entire Guild." Resolution also says that the unit rejects the idea that any publicist is
"supported"
by his employer.

WE to Pay 75c Dividend
Directors of Western Electric yesterday declared a dividend of 75
cents per share on its common stock
payable on June 30, to stock of record at the close of business on
June 25.
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.V ft REVICUIS OF TH€ I16UJ FILITIS -V A
"Tight Shoes"

with John Howard, Broderick Crawford,
Binnie Barnes
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Universal-Mayfair
67Vz Mins.
GOOD FUN FOR ALL AGES, WITH DIRECTOR AND PLAYERS CATCHING THE
FULL FLAVOR
STORY.

OF

DAMON

RUNYON'S

This is the first time a motion picture
has ever captured that certain something
that has made Damon Runyon one of America's most popular fiction writers. The
"round table" at "Mindy," the unusual
characters — and their lingo, are all on film
just as Runyon sets them down on paper.
Director Albert S. Rogell working from

with

"Saddlemcrtes"
Robert
Livingston,
Bob Steele,

Rufe Davis
Republic
56 Mins.
FAIR WESTERN ON SOLDIER-INDIAN
THEME, WITH ACTION COMPENSATING
FOR
STORY'S
IMPROBABILITIES.
Perhaps the most impressive aspect of
this offering is the series of scenes toward
the climax. At that stage, Indians disguised as cavalry troops are galloping about
a phalanx of covered wagons in what has
come to be known as the Grand DeMille
Manner.
But aside from this battle sequence, in
which rifles blaze and arrows split the air,
"Saddlemates" is a run-of-the-mine western equipped with an archaic sort of screenplay which could pack novelty only for
youngsters who have reached the age of
reason since the last white settler-Red
Man opus was concocted by Hollywood channels.

Leonard Spigelgass' and Art Arthur's screenplay can count this his best in a long time.
Broderick Crawford is wonderful as the
dumb tool of the racket boss. This sort
of thing is definitely his forte. The comedy
There is a considerable degree of overis broad, almost slapstick. Free-for-all
acting, and, at times, uninspired histrionics
fights are frequent, with all members of
in the piece. However, there is enough
the cast — male and female — taking part.
Binnie Barnes, Leo Carrillo, John Howard, texture to satisfy outdoor drama addicts.
Richard Lane and Anne Gwynne (who will The Three Mesquiteers, whose personnel
probably merit a million lines of publicity apparently fluctuates like a speculative
because of her appearance in one of Joe stock issue, comprise in this instance the
Breen's "banned" sweaters) are "in the Messrs. Livingston, Steele and Davis, — the
latter assigned to handle the bulk of the
groove" in every scene. It's a lot of fun
comedy relief along with Ellen
— a picture with a new twist and should shallow
Lowe.
prove a real hypo for theater attendance.
Considerably greater conviction could
Broderick Crawford, a gentleman who
earns his living by not strictly honest have been given the story and situations
methods, stops on his way to the races to were it not for their strong flavor of improbability, such as the incompetency of the
buy a pair of shoes. The salesman (John
Howard) measures his foot and tells him his Army officers. But if there is a famine of
size — but Crawford insists on a smaller logic, there is enough action in the form
size and limps out of the store stubbornly of brawls, gunplay, conspiracy and horsemanship to help matters along for none too
— to set into motion a series of events of
discriminating moviegoers. Peter George
great civic importance.
Lynn makes a good heavy as the halfHe plays a hunch at the track — "Feet breed who is both an Indian chief and the
First" — because all he can think of are trusted interpreter at the Army post.
his feet — and loses all his own and his
friend's money. Infuriated, he goes to
the shoe store and beats up and fires
Howard, the shoe clerk. In retaliation
Howard leads a raid on one of Crawford's
gambling houses and arouses such a public feeling that he is nominated and elected
councilman.
His success in public office turns his head
and he deserts his sweetheart, Anne Gwynne
for a stage star, Binnie Barnes, and they
become engaged to be married.
Crawford, now a poor shoe clerk in
Howard's former shop, is ordered to deliver his rival a pair of shoes for the wedding
and he takes a pair a size too small. Needless to say the "tight shoes" straighten
everything out and the picture winds up
with some
ever
seen. of the "slappiest" comedy you've
Good fun for all ages and a film that
should earn great popularity for writer
Runyon and actor Crawford.
Art Director Jack Otterson's sets are a
definite asset to the production.
CAST: John Howard, Binnie Barnes,
Broderick Crawford, Anne Gwynne, Leo
Carrillo, Samuel S. Hinds, Shemp Howard,
Richard Lane, Sara Padden, Ed Gargan,
Selmer Jackson, Robert Emmett
Tom Dugan.

O'Connor,

CREDITS: Producer, Jules Levey; Director, Albert S. Rogell; Author, Damon Runyon; Screenplay, Leonard Spigelgass and
Art Arthur; Cameraman, Elwood Bredell,
ASC;
Art Director, Jack Otterson;
Asso-

Les Orlebeck's direction is generally okay,
and William Nobles' photography up to
snuff.
CAST: Robert Livingston, Bob Steele,
Rufe Davis, Gale Storm, Forbes Murray,
Cornelius Keefe, Peter George Lynn, Marin
Sais, Marty Faust, Glenn Strange, Ellen
Lowe, Iron Eyes Cody.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis
Gray; Director, Les Orlebeck; Screenplay,
Albert DeMond, Herbert Dalmas; Authors,
Bernard McConville, Karen DeWolf; Based
on characters created by William Colt
MacDonald; Production Manager, Al Wilson; Cameraman, William Nobles; Film Editor, Tony Martinelli; Musical Score, Cy
Feuer.
DIRECTION,
Ditto.

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Broadway Ass'n Meets Today

Annual membership report luncheon of the Broadway Association,
Inc., will be held in the north ballroom of Hotel Astor today. Robert
K Christenberry, president, will preside. Speakers will include William
Morris, Jr., president of the William
Morris Theatrical Agency, Inc., and
Ray Whittaker, vice-president of the
Shubert Theatrical Enterprises.
ciate, Ralph M. DeLacy; Editor, Otto Ludwig; Musical
Director, H. J. Salter.
DIRECTION, Fast and Clever. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"Out
of the Fog"
with Ida Lupino, John Garfield

"West
Point Widow"
with Anne Shirley, Richard Carlson

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Warners
93 Mins.
EXCELLENT

PICTURIZATION

OF

IR-

WIN SHAW'S PLAY IS GARFIELD'S FINEST ROLE;
FILM RECOMMENDED"DIFFERENT"
FOR ADULT TRADE.
Warner Brothers have taken Irwin Shaw's
play "The Gentle People" and given us a
touching, sincere picture in "Out of the
Fog." Without regard for hide-bound rules
or precedent, Director Anatole Litvak has
painted strong characters. He has captured
the mood and tempo-of-life of Shaw's gentle people and his vicious gangster and
the result, while it is bound to be rather
shocking, is a fine work.
John Garfield has been permitted to re-

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount
63

Min

GOOD, CLEAN
FARE SHOULD
PLEAS
ALL CLASSES AND CREATE A DEly^
FOR TEAMING OF SHIRLEY AND (
SON.
If this film is an indication of the proc
uct Producer Sol C. Siegel is going to tui
out on his new Paramount contract, tl
studio has made a good deal. It's a cleve
well-done little drama about unimportai
people, and should please all classes. Am
Shirley does a masterful job here — the ro
she plays is much longer than usual ar
she has to carry a little too much of tl
burden. However, there is no let dow

It's a fine job by a real little troupe
capturedebut
some of the
"Mickey Borden"
he Richard Carlson, Richard Denning, Franc
made his
in Hollywood
with, and
Gifford and a competent cast are refresl
while a screen star is told a part of this
ng in their parts.
type spells finis for a leading romantic playHugh Herbert and Hans Kraly's screei
er— this will undoubtedly be conceded to playF. nicely
paced by megger Robert Siodma
be the finest work Garfield has done.
deals with the struggle of a young girl
Associate Producer Henry Blanke has keep an Ideal, and the sacrifice of all sL
selected a fine cast. Ida Lupino as the rebel
really
s, for is
heremployed
baby's welfare.
AnnewanShirley
in a big ci
in the gentle people ranks is superb. Seldom have character actors ever performed hospital. S\.e meets a young doctor (Ric
better than Thomas Mitchell and John ard Carlscn) and he falls in love with h
Qualen as the chef and the tailor who plan One d'y he discovers she has a ba
murder to save their freedom.
daugher — and her explanation that h
Excellent are Eddie Albert as the spurned
narrlage to the child's father was a
boy friend and George Tobias with the lulled because he is at West Point ai
philosophical humor. Aline MacMahon, oft Arants to graduate — and that she is keepi
the screen for a long time, returns with this her whereabouts a secret so as not to i
as a hypochondriac housewife.
terfere with his career in the Army
Jerry Wald, Richard Macaulay, and Rob- doesn't lessen Carlson's ardor in the lea
For two years Carlson looks after An
ert Rossen have improved Shaw's work in
modelling this difficult play for the screen. and the baby. When the fateful day i fc
No review of this film should neglect to
and the baby's father is to return
credit Art Director Carl Jules Weyl for his rives
Carlson accepts a job in Panama as
splendid sets or James Wong Howe for Army doctor. Anne goes to meet her forr
his brilliant camera work.
er husband, only to hear he is engaged
:
Into the peaceful wharf district of marry another girl.
Brooklyn, peopled by hard working, gentle
She takes the baby to the home of i
merchants, comes violence in the form of
grandparents and demands the engageme f:
John Garfield. He appoints himself "Ad- be called off, but in the nick of time Cac
miral of Sheepshead Bay" and exacts tribute
from the owners of small boats in return son arrives and in a truly novel manner se>
ties everything his way.
hand.
for protecting them from arson from his
It's good clean fare — and should crea
He meets the daughter, (Ida Lupino) of a desire in your patrons for more pictur
with
Shirley and Carlson.
a poor tailor (Thomas Mitchell) who, with
his friend, the chef of a cheap cafe, (John
CAST: Anne Shirley, Richard Carlsc
Qualen), goes out on the bay for some quiet Richard Denning, Frances Gifford, Mau
fishing four nights a week. Garfield tells Eburne, Janet Beecher, Cecil Kellaw;
them his charge for protection is five dol- Archie Twitchell, Lillian Randolph, Patri<
lars a week, and collects it, because the old Farr, Sharon Lynne, Deanna Jean Hall, E
him.
men are afraid to protect themselves from die Conrad.
Mitchell finally decides, after being beaten by Garfield, that he will stand it no
longer and when he discovers the law won't
help him and that his daughter is going to
run away with this brute, he decides to
murder him. Mitchell and Qualen take him
out on the bay in a boat and are about to
kill Garfield when he falls overboard and
is drowned. Peace returns again to the
people of the wharf.
Seldom has a more vicious character,
without a shred of anything good, ever
been depicted on the screen. It's strong
fare and grown up audiences will patronize
it well.
CAST: Ida Lupino, John Garfield, Thomas
Mitchell, Eddie Albert, George Tobias, John
Qualen, Aline MacMahon, Jerome Cowan,
Odette Myrtil, Lee Gorcey, Robert Homans,
Bernard Gorcey, Paul Harvey.
CREDITS:

Executive

Producer,

Hal

B.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Ass^
ciate Producer, Colbert Clark; Direct^
Robert Siodmak; Author, Anne Wormst
Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert and Ha
Kraly; Cameraman, Theodor Sparkuhl, AS
Art Directors, Hans Dreier and Halda
Douglas;
Editor, Archie
Marshek.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAf
Good.
Wallis; Associate Producer, Henry Blank
Director, Anatole Litvak; From the PI
"The Gentle People" by Irwin Shaw; Scree
play, Robert Rossen, Jerry Wald, Richa
Macaulay; Cameraman, James Wong Hov
ASC; Art Director, Carl Jules Weyl; Ei
tor, Warren Low; Special Effects, R
Wimpy, ASC; Musical Director, Leo F. For
stein.
DIRECTION,
Excellent.

Stirring.

PHOTOGRAPH

L
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"Her First Beau"

"Paper Bullets"

with Joan Woodbury, Linda Ware,
Jack La Rue
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
RC-K-B
Prod.
69 Mins.
PHIL ROSEN SETS MONEY-MAKER
IN
'V PRODUCERS'
LAP; STRONG
CAST
=*IGHT
BY MOONEY STORY.

If proudcers Maurice and Franklin Ko?tnsky had handed director Phil Rosen a
Lirge sum, as picture money goes, to spend
n "Paper Bullets" they wouldn't have been
-i fit-led to more for their money than
L«sen has given them in this little epic
r hich he turned out for a very small fracon of that figure.
| There are six full reels of good producon, acted by a strong cast — expertly di:ted and chock full of drama, action, plot
]nd counterplot, and suspense.
Joan Woodbury,
Linda Ware,
Jack Laue and John Archer carry the major buren and please mightily.
5 Several song numbers,
written
for the
icture, go over nicely and dress Martin
looney's original story and screenplay.
Art
rector Frank Dexter, Sr's., sets are good,
ut Rosen's experience as a cameraman is
rfident in his "angling" of shots which unelievably increase the utility of the sets,
young chap called Allan Ladd, who apears to be a newcomer, can definitely be
beled a "comer" if the right people see
im in this.
Joan Woodbury, an orphan, whose father
as been killed by gangster pals who accuse
im of being a squealer, grows up to disDver that the people of her town are not
sing to let her forget her father's misikes.
She goes to prison as a young girl
) save a weakling son of a western
milonaire from conviction
of manslaughter.
When she gets out, Jack LaRue, a gang] er friend proves to her through letters he
ole from a lawyer's files, that she had
sen double-crossed.
Resentful
at the
orld, she decides to oppose the law and
:3comes a stick-up.
When the net of the law is tightening
!i her, she goes west and gains control of
le rackets in a large city. John Archer, a
Dyhood sweetheart, who had been in the
phanage with her, induces her to marry
m and she thinks she will find hap, ness.
But the law she has broken for so
*'ng catches up with her and she is sent
i prison for a long time.
The film ends
i a sombre yet hopeful note as the pro;eds of Joan's ill-spent life are shown to
ive been used for a playground
for kids
unfortunate as she had once been. This
cture has plenty to offer and
opoint any audience.

won't dis-

' CAST: Joan Woodbury, Jack LaRue,
nda Ware, John Archer, Vince Barnett,
Han Ladd, Gavin Gordon, Philip Trent,
'Mliam Halligan, George Pembroke, Selmer,
ickon, Kenneth Harlan, Bryant Washburn,
Iden Chase, Robert Strange, Alex Callam,
arry Depp.
CREDITS: Producer, Maurice Kozinsky;
ssociate Producer, Franklin Kozinsky; Dictor, Phil Rosen; Author, Martin Mooney;
:reenplay, same; Cameraman, Arthur Marnelli; Art Director, Frank Dexter, Sr.;
litor, Martin G. Cole; Musical Directors,
•finny Lange and Lew Porter; Songs, "I
now I Know" by Vic Knight, Johnny Lange
id Lew Porter; "Blue Is The Day" by
aurice Kozinsky, Lange and Porter.
. DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
I ood.

with

Arthur

Kennedy, Olympe Bradna,
Virginia Field
Warners
73 Mins.
PRIZEFIGHT STORY CARRIES LOTS OF
PUNCH AND QUITE A FEW LAUGHS.
This new Warner production fills the bill
nicely as a program offering for nabe
spots. The film, with a fight background,
nas plenty of punch, quite a few laughs
and a sufficient amount of drama. A highly
capable cast makes the characterizations
believable and the direction, production and
technical work are up to snuff in every re-

spect.
A first-rate characterization of the fighter is contributed by Arthur Kennedy.
Olympe Bradna is fine as his wife, Virginia Field fills the bill neatly as a blond
siren and Anthony Quinn is good as the
manager. Cliff Edwards contributes a good
bit as Kennedy's handler. William Clemens
directed from a screenplay by M. Coates
Webster. Clemens' direction is brisk and
able and Webster has turned out a good
screenplay.
Kennedy wants to quit the ring and with
the help of his wife, Miss Bradna, start a
health farm for wealthy people. Quinn, his
manager, double-crosses hjm so that he has
to keep on fighting. From there on the
story is similar to other fight stories, with
Kennedy getting to the top, neglecting his
wife for Miss Field, getting beaten and
still getting his farm because his wife had
saved some money. However, the players
lift it above the average class by a good
margin to keep it interesting and alive at
all times.
CAST: Arthur Kennedy, Olympe Bradna,
Virginia Field, Anthony Quinn, Cliff Edwards, Cornel Wilde, Richard Ainley, William Edmunds, Ben Welden.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Edmund
Grainger; Director, William Clemens;
Screenplay, M. Coates Webster; Story,
Michael Fessier; Cameraman, Ted McCord;
Editor, Doug Gould.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

SCG Presents 11 Points
To Disney for Agreement
(.Continued from Page 1)

Reinstatement of all employes who
were on the payroll May 15; Recognition of the Screen Cartoonist Guild
as the bargaining agency for all
craft artists employed by the studio;
Membership in Screen Cartoonist
Guild as condition of employment,
new employes to be given 15 days
to join the union or obtain work
permits; A 10 per cent increase in
pay to all employes; Agreement on
wages, hours, working conditions
consummated by collective bargaining within 30 days; Lay-offs or discharges within the next 30 days to
affect only strike breaking employes;
All earned and unpaid balance of
salary or bonuses to be paid within
five days; No discrimination for
union activities; Time lost during
strike not to impair vacation rights;
Payment on regular prior rate for
time lost during strike; Speedy and
equitable adjustment of grievances
under machinery proposed.
Demand
for immediate
payment

with Lee Patrick, Regis Toomey

Warners
65 Mins.
RUN-OF-THE-MINE MURDER MYSTERY
WHOSE APPEAL IS CHIEFLY TO MELLER
ADDICTS SCORNING QUALITY.
This murder-mystery meller follows closely the screenplay pattern of many of its
predecessors, and it seems neither more nor
less exciting than the average opus of type.
Its action is launched with the baying of
a brindle Great Dane dog, the stealthy nocturnal ascent by Clara Blandick of a flight
of stairs, and her immediate discovery that
her nephew has been either a suicide or
murder victim.
From the time the corpse is revealed until
the finale, at which, of course, the killer
and accomplices are collectively unmasked,
there is much hauling of red herrings across
the screen by way of creating doubt in the
onlookers' minds as to who killed Cock
Robin. The chief runners-down of the guilty
are Regis Toomey, in the role of a police
inspector, and Lee Patrick, whose assignment
is that of a nurse who is called in to care
for the shocked
Clara Blandick.
It is almost superfluous to add that Inspector Toomey and Nurse Patrick are in
love. Audiences taking their spine-stimulation neat will doubtless quaff "The Nurse's
Secret" with some relish, but it is not a
well-distilled celluloid concoction. However,
in those situations where fans look on quality as scarcely essential, the picture should
fill the bill, — and that both figuratively and
literally. Noel Smith's direction is satisfactory, and James Van Trees' photography
okay. Not to sign off without recording the
motive for the murder, it was perpetrated
to collect insurance.
CAST: Lee Patrick, Regis Toomey, Julie
Bishop, Ann Edmonds, George Campeau,
Clara Blandick, Charles D. Waldron, Charles

with Jane Withers, Jackie Cooper,
Edith Fellows

Columbia

78 Mins.

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING AND AMUSING OFFERING FOR THE FAMILY TRADE.
Jane Withers gets an adolescent role
with a grownup dress and all the trimmings
in this picture with fairly amusing and entertaining results for the family and nabe
trade. The picture is peopled with the
remnants of a number of movie families,
but the results are on the plus side of the
ledger considering the budget classification
and other matters pertaining to the picWithers
has it
a box
office "name,"
what ture.
itsMissexact
worth
is difficult
to ascertain, and the picture has a number of
other exploitable points that exhibitors can
use to advantage.
Jane is good in the lead role. She gets
excellent support from Jackie Cooper, Edith
Fellows, Josephine Hutchinson, William
Tracy, Martha O'Driscoll, Una O'Connor,
Jonathan Hale and Kenneth Howell, all of
whom are capable players. Smart directorial
job is credited to Theodore Reed and the
screenplay was written by Gladys Lehman
and Karen de Wolfe.
Miss Withers is at "that age," going on
16, with her mind dwelling on being a glamor girl. Her boy friend, Jackie Cooper,
and the dream of becoming a writer take
up all her time. However, a fly appears in
the ointment when Kenneth Howell appears
in town, with Howell a pretty slick article.
All the usual problems of adolescents are
worked into the story, with a satisfactory
ending worked out to make everybody happy.
CAST: Jane Withers, Jackie Cooper, Edith
Fellows, Josephine Hutchinson, William
Tracy, Martha O'Driscoll, Edgar Buchanan,
Una O'Connor, Joanthan Hale, Kenneth
Howell, Addison Richards.
CREDITS: Producer, B. B. Kahane; Director, Theodore Reed; Screenplay, Gladys
Lehman and Karen de Wolfe; Story, Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements; Cameraman, George Meehan; Editor, Charles Nel-

Trowbridge, Leonard Mudie, Virginia Brissac, Frank Reicher, Georgia Caine, Keith
Douglas,
Faye Emerson,
Lucia Carroll.
CREDITS: Director, Noel M. Smith;
Screenplay, Anthony Coldeway; Author,
DIRECTION,
Mary Roberts Rinehart; Director of Photog- Good.
raphy, James Van Trees; Art Director,
Stanley Fleischer; Dialogue Director, Eddie
Blatt; Film Editor, Doug Gould; Sound by
Dolph Thomas; Gowns by Howard Shoup;
Makeup
Artists, Perc Westmore.

Able.

son.,
PHOTOGRAPHY,

WB Production to Hit Peak
With 13 Features Shooting

DIRECTION,
PHY, Okay.

Satisfactory. PHOTOGRA-

Ruggles on Gable Starrer
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — First Wesley Ruggles
assignment at M-G-M will be "Somewhere I'll Find You," Clark Gable
starrer, to be made on completion
of
bia. "You Belong to Me" for Colum-

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners, by the end
of June, will have 13 features in
production simultaneously, it was
announced yesterday by Jack Warner. Five of these are now shooting. Record total will be increased
by several national defense pix being made in co-operation with the
Government.

Under the heavy production schedule, the roster of studio employes is
"Buck's Jungle Cavalcade"
expected to reach the 6,000 mark,
RKO will re-issue Frank Buck's another peak. To meet the demands
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" under the of the program, the studio now has
title of "Frank Buck's Jungle Caval- more actors, writers, directors and
associate producers under contract
than ever before. There are 19 stars,
of approximately $10,000 earned by 64 featured players, 54 writers, 14
striking animators and assistant
artists
by Walt Disney directors and 15 associate producers.
cade." employed
Productions
and yet unpaid were Ascot Theater Shuttered
made at the studio yesterday by
Ascot Theater On Grand Concourse
George E. Bodle, counsel for Screen
has closed for the Summer.
Cartoonist
Guild.
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Power Rationing
Action Deferred

South
Talks Power Rationing
//
Go to Movies, Save Current",
Atlanta Plan
from Page 1)
(.Continued

can save thousands of kilowatt hours
for defense industries by simply
turning off the lights in their homes
and taking the family to a good
movie. "Recreation is health insurance," Rogers points out, adding,
"We can help support the defense
program, while being entertained,
by going to shows. And we can
keep the blackout from hurting
financially the men who have given
us mass entertainment."
Already suffering an estimated 35
per cent cut in box-office grosses,
Atlanta theaters face an even greater slump if power rationing goes
through.

Tenn. — inThe
of Nashville,
electric current
the "rationing"
Tennessee
Valley Area, and in fact throughout
the Southeastern states, is being discussed but any definite action has
been postponed at least until June
16. This would mean putting a
limit on the amount of current to be
consumed for domestic and non-defense uses. Meanwhile heavy rains
are falling throughout this section
and this means more water behind
the power dams and more electric
current.
All movie houses are following the
lead of the Chattanooga exhibs. in
reducing consumption on marquee
signs. Many theaters, especially in
the small towns, are also eliminating
afternoon shows, usually unprofitable.
Local city council has passed on
first reading an ordinance providing
{Continued from Page 1)
for "daylight saving." Other major she is convinced the falling off in
state cities from all indications, are
theater attendance is not due to
ready to respond to any official re- lack of quality in present day proquest for the adoption of advanced
time.
ductions. She said the average "B"
picture of today is so vastly superior
to the majority of Class "A" pictures
of 12 or 15 years ago that there is
kout'
'Blac
Ala.,
ry,
gome
Mont
se
Defen
no
comparison.
r
for
s
Conserve Powe
Miss Pickford said she is firmly
, Montgomery, Ala. — Hardest hit of opposed to double features for three
the electric power economizers in reasons:
this city's "blackout" due to power
"First — -I have to sit through a
shortage are the night theater men picture I don't want to see in order
who gropingly change the program
see a picture I do want to see."
signs on theater marquees with to "Secondly
— If two pictures hapflashlights as their sole aid.
pen to be good I have used up all my
Shortage of power, due to a five- energy in enjoying first feature and
months old drought over the entire am too tired to enjoy the second.
"Lastly — A double feature keeps
Southeast, caused C of C officials to
order a city-wide "blackout" to me Miss
up too
late." says she is conPickford
conserve power for defense operavinced these are the exact reactions
tions. A blanket order for shortenout of 10 adults. She asin business and enter- of nineserted
ing of hours
some of her exhibitor friends
tainment houses now looms.
had told her children demand double
features, but she posed the question
whether theater owners can afford
Frankel Sues Pathe Labs.
to cater to the whims of children
in the majority of cases during
For "U" Deal Commissions who
their school terms, only attend film
shows on Saturday afternoons. Miss
{Continued from Page 1)
Pickford said no producer would risk
York
New
in
suit
filed
kel yesterday
money into a proSupreme Court against Pathe for putting important
duction for the exclusive consump$531,915 damages, of which $460,tion of juvenile audiences.
000 represents Frankel's claim for
is to be hoped that exhibitors
commissions on an estimated $11,- in "It
every corner of the country, on
Uniwhich
work
of
worth
one
and
the same day, will abandon
500,000
versal will give to Pathe.
this vicious practice and at the same
Frankel, who was employed by time desist from B^nk Nights,
Pathe Laboratories and Pathe Film shelling out dishes, vegetables, and
Corp. from 1935 to 1940, has also all means of bribing the people to
named Pathe Film Corp. as defen- come into the theater. Let us revalue our great industry as it so
dant for $29,400 damages. These
damages and • the balance against richly deserves and stop selling it
Pathe Laboratories are claimed due
Miss Pickford suggested that some
on commissions for the sale of film
organized
method to determine what
printing and film rights.
short."
■The plaintiff has petitioned the the public likes and does not like
court to order Robert and Kenneth should be established.
Young, officers of Pathe Laboratories, and George Bonwick, vice-presi- Using "Flesh" In Joliet
dent and treasurer of Pathe Film
Joliet, 111.— The Great States ciris using bands and acts to
Corp. to appear for examination be- boost cuit
business at the Rialto theater.
fore trial.

Quit Bribing People
To Attend Theater

Theater marquees now have only
enough light to announce the feature playing. At the request of
power officials, theaters have reduced consumption of electricity for
air conditioning units, running them
on half force and have cut off the
lights in the theaters except those
actually needed for. safety purposes.
The defense commission is now
debating ordering daylight time to
conserve still further power. If the
daylight time goes into effect, it
would mean the final show in Atlanta each night would begin at
nightfall — 9 o'clock.

Four Arbitration
Cases in Fadeout

Four arbitration cases have been
adjusted or withdrawn during the
last four days.
In Paterson, N. J., the clearance
complaint filed by the Majestic Theater against the five consenting companies was withdrawn when a satisfactory adjustment was made. The
State Theater had been named as
the interested party.
Judge Stanley Matthews, arbitrator in the case filed by the Ohio
and Eden Theaters in Cincinnati,
dismissed the some run complaint
against 20thandCentury-Fox,
Loew's,
Paramount
Warner Bros,
because it came under Section 10 of
the consent decree which does not
become effective until after Sept. 1.
He then declared the clearance complaint was not justified.
A case filed in Memphis by V. D.
Guest of the Camden Theater, Camden, Ark., was withdrawn when
Loew's, Inc., agreed to offer its newT
product to the complainant after
Sept. 1.
The case of N. M. Konczakowski,
Buffalo, against the five consenting
companies under Section 10 was
withdrawn when it was pointed out
that the issues cannot be arbitrated
until after Sept. 1.

Mission Playhouse Case
Dismissal Motion Denied
West Coast Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Arbitration proceedings house
in O. clearance
W. Lewis's
Mission
Playcase were
resumed

yesterday when Arbitrator H. Herbert Cameron denied a motion for dismissal of the case.

Show British Pix at Night
As a special feature of the exhibition "Britain at War," the Museum of Modern Art will present
evening performances of the 15
British documentary films at 6:30
and 8:30 P.M. every Wednesday
night beginning
tonight.

LETTERS
Editor, The Film Daily:
"Where are we going?"
As one of the ole timers in thi
industry, I am forced to ask mysel
this question.
The Box-Office today is not-— «e
sponding to the present-day ene(
expanded to make the Box-Office re'
spond.
Is it possible that we, the ole tim
ers, have gotten into a rut, due onl;
to
the factseem
thattomodern
ideas usdon'
somehow
fit in with
ol
timers ?
Is it possible that the public ha
lost interest, only because they ar
radio-conscious, due to the tryin.
times we are going through a

I
f
j

J
t
J
J

present?
Naturally,
when
the Box-Offic I
suffers, you and I suffer with ifJ
and being an ole timer, I have take
stock and have come to the con
elusion that perhaps a remedy rest
in the following:
Movie critics have been, in m
opinion, of no help to make the put
lie picture-conscious. While it ma
be true that picture appeal mean
individual taste with some, or a
of these critics, still perhaps thes
critics are what we might term a
the higher intellectuals. Their opir
ion, while it may be honest and sir
cere, does not, however, mean the
the average picture goer, the me£
of our business, agrees with thei
opinion or taste.
Perhaps the industry needs a she
in the arm through education of th
critics, who now so readily condem
Hollywood's efforts in a picture th£
does not come up to their intelle<
tual standards.
Perhaps we should strive to hav
the critics build up the glamour th?
really goes into the finished proc
uct in a manner akin to the pres
sheets, and the effort the sales force
put behind the product to the e?
hibitor.
Perhaps the average theater woul
be better off without the varioi
games and giveaways.
But who
there
in
this
great
industry
of oui1
with the courage to cut out this
ui
necessary expense., and to many
theater goer, an annoyance that mu;
be tolerated patiently?
Those wl
are
game-conscious,
I am told, ai
in the
minority.
Perhaps the solution of it all ma 1
lie in a single feature.
How man |
times do each of us go to a theatc
for an evening's entertainment I
see an "A" or "B" picture, and hai
to sit through an associate pictur
that takes all of the good out of tl
major picture, and leaves us with
bad taste as we leave the theater
I am definitely worried about oi
industry- I know that you are wo
ried about our industry. Perhai
somewhere amongst us all there
to be found a solution that will pe
up the Box-Office to the level
rightfully deserves.
JOE HORNSTEIN.
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Kuykendall Urges New Nation -Wide Film Drive

-d

on't Wait for Problems
?o Strike; Anticipate
'hem/' Says MPTOAPrexy

Kuykendall

to MPTOA

Advance Reviews for
Trade Press Only

(Contintted from Page i)

(Continued from Page 1)

itions. If we stay in this busi*, we must
accept this priniple. That is why we are calling
his an All-Industry Good Will contention and that is why I have
rged many who are not affiliated
;>ith the MPTOA
to attend.
We
eed each other.
We owe it to
iirselves.
MPTOA
invites every
Exhibitor, large or small, to join
Evith us for the advancement
of
,hese principles."
Kuykendall, who with his exicutive cabinet was elected for anther term, said he believed it was
iime for another national motion
icture drive of co-ordinated naional scope. While not going into
etail as to a plan, he emphasized
,fte need for immediate action.
Live More in the Future

lazy way, failing in personal effort. ... It seems time for another national motion picture

(Continued from Page 1)

drive of co-ordinated national scope."
THE U. S. SUPREME COURT ASCAP DECISION: "It is the first progress we have
made against this monopolistic organization."
TELEVISION: "The principal angle that strikes me is the cost, and will the boxoffice justify this cost."
THE MINNESOTA ANTI-FIVE BLOCK LAW: "A grievous mistake on the part of

trade showings under the consent
decree and that no advance press
previews be provided or permitted
in Hollywood in advance of first
public exhibition or opening of pictures anywhere in the country.
He asserted reviewing of pictures
should belong to local newspapers in
each locality whose critic knows his
community and is competent to judge
the picture when it opens there. Kuykendall quoted from the consent decree which states that a trade publication means a daily or weekly
newspaper or magazine which is devoted primarily to news concerning
the motion picture industry. He
said their reviews and comments are
written by men of experience in the
trade, not by critics and commentalic. tors who write for the general pub-

The MPTOA prexy contended that
nose in the film industry should
ot wait for perplexing problems to
trike, but "by careful planning and
>resight, anticipate them." He went
r to say that this has not been the
'eneral rule in the past, adding that
it has always seemed to me that
re lived too much in the present
nd not enough in the future."
"It requires friendly understandlg of each other's problems," he
ontinued, "with a sincerity of purose connecting producer, distributer and exhibitor under one banker, working together, pulling toether for the common cause."
Commenting on the proposed tax
il! in Washington, Kuykendall as:rted that most exhibitors would
.refer to drop the exemption all the
/ay down than to have the film renil tax which they cannot pass on in
ny way and will cost exhibitors
12,000,000. He said he was hopeal that the film rental tax would
e avoided.
Exhibs. Killed Neely Bill
As to the Neely Bill, Kuykendall
lid he found himself "wondering
' hat process of reasoning the small
linority
organization
used
that
.3onsored and fought to enact the
ill." He said it would have become
law if the exhibitors had not lined
e against it, regardless of the oposition to the measure by distribujpr interests.

The New York consent decree "has
s all wondering," Kuykendall said,
dding that he would not try to
nalyze the document but would let
len who know more about it pre?nt their views from both the dis•ibutor and exhibitor angle.
Declaring that the Minnesota an-block-of-five
law
would
bring
mch chaos and trouble to the exibitors of that state, Kuykendall
^pressed the hope that Minnesota
xhibitors would
work
it out as

its sponsors."
NEW ORDER OF SELLING: "I, personally, feel that the interest of the so-called
little man will prevail in sales policies."
LABOR SITUATION: "The labor situation is a national disgrace. It is beyond my
understanding why those charged with the responsibility in our national government,
have allowed it to become such."
CONCILIATION: "The most irritating of all our problems, Clearance, is being rapidly
worked out by conciliation."
UNITY:
"All exhibitors should work together regardless of imaginary differences —
Allied, MPTOA and the Hays Office."
NATIONAL DEFENSE: "Without quibbling, without reservation, we stand ready to
contribute the full force of the motion picture industry for national defense."

Straw-hats' Opposition
To be Less This Summer

Ben Cohen Believed Lost
In Sinking of U. S. Ship

Less competition from Summer
Although official confirmation was
stock shows is indicated in a report lacking last night, it was believed
by Walter N. Greaza, assistant ex- that Ben Cohen, who had been asecutive secretary of Actors Equity.
signed to Loew's Durban Theater,
Greaza said that 47 Summer com- Durban, South Africa, had perished
panies had posted bonds and that when the S.S. Robin Moore was beabout a dozen more are expected
lieved to have been sunk by a German submarine.
to. while 78 bonds were posted last
Summer.
Cohen, who formerly managed the
College Theater, New Haven, was
Named Building Agent
accompanied by his wife.
O'Gara & Co., Inc., have been appointed agent for the Century Theater office and store building at RKO Talking Bergen Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
181-189 Second Ave.
Hollywood — RKO is negotiating
Frank Darnell Dead
a three-year deal for one picture
Atlanta— Frank Darnell, 68, dwarf a year with Edgar Bergen and Fibwho played in films, died at his
ber McGee and Molly, now appearheme here.
ing in "Look Who's Laughing."
common
sense
showmen,
keeping MPTOA to protect his interests as
their investments in mind.
leng as Kuykendall is permitted to
Kuykendall touched lightly on have a voice.
arsti-Ascap laws in Florida and NeThe value of criticism by Pabraska, television and national decific Coast reviewers and colfense co-operation and referred furumnists is grealty over-rated,
ther discussion on those problems
Kuykendall declared. He into later speakers.
sisted exhibitors and patrons
The current slump in business is
relied chiefly on the reviews of
their
local
critics.
something to worry about, Kuykendall indicated.
Double Bills a Menace
"To me," he said, "one of the
most important problems is that
The MPTOA prexy branded douof selling your pictures.
It
ble bills as a menace to the indusseems to me that as exhibitors
try and said the twin bills had a
we are sadly lacking in new
cheapening effect which encouraged
merchandising
methods.
Are
the makingof "quickies."
while feature
surrounded Abyworthgood
we in a rut of standardized exploitation? Maybe we depend
shorts, of which ther are many, contoo much
on the press book
stituted the best program, he said.
and take the lazy way, failing
Labor, daylight saving and the
of disputes before reachin
effort."of selling was settlement
The personal
new order
ing the courts were also mentioned
touched
upon, Kuykendall
expres- by Kuykendall. As to the latter situation, he declared that the spirit
sing hope that producer-distributor
interests would go into the new or- of conciliation seemed to be growder with a fair concept of what
ing and that controversies were becan and cannot be done.
The small
ing settled through conciliation.
exhibitor must be kept in business,
"We
are
he said, and it will be the policy of he said. at last on the right' track,"

Kuykendall also asserted that previews for the lay press concern not
only exhibitor but distributor and
producer who are responsible for
such previews and who suffer the
consequences of a ruined market for
their pictures.
Secretary Lowenstein read letters of regret from Vice-President
Henry Wallace, Thurman Arnold,
John Edgar Hoover, Senator Harrison, Mitchell Wolfson who is an
MPTOA vice-president, Treasurer
Walter Vincent, Postmaster General
Frank C. Walker and others.
In his letter Max A. Cohen of New
York urged that a public relations
committee be established so that
news or disclosure of box office
slumps and general injurious news
be withheld.
Rev. J. Whitcomb Brougher^ . Jr.,
said "Thissponsibleindustry
is just
as ; refor the moral
upbringing
of our children as the church is
and to reap full benefits exhibitors
must make friends of neighboring
families so that they know they can
entrust their children's moral future
to his judgment of entertainment."

Ten Equity Officers Quit
Posts Over Election Result
(Continued from Page 1)

,

elected to the Council on an independent ticket.
Resigning
officials hold that the
election of Hewitt and two others
on the independent ticket — Mady
Christians and Myron McCormick —
was a "repudiation" of themselves
and
that which
they can
the
minority
agreesbestwith"serve
us from
the floor rather than from the platThose who resigned their official
post in Equity were: Florence Reed,
second vice-president; Peggy Wood,
fourth vice-president; and William
David, Muriel Kirkland, Lee Baker,
form." Kappeler, Winifred Lenihan,
Alfred
Joseph A. Vitale, Ben Lackland and
Claudia Morgan.
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Urges Selected Entertainment Films for Schools
Drop Objectionable Films
From Export Schedules,
Nate Golden Also Advises
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Taking cognizance of
the- need for increased domestic film
audiences, as well as larger foreign
returns, Nathan D. Golden, Bureau
of
Foreign 1
and Domestic 1
C o m m e rce |
motion
p i c- I
ture
consul- 1
tant, yester- 1
day advocat- 1
ed the show- 1
ing
of
selected enterfilms in classrooms and
NATHAN
D. COLDEN
the elimination of questionable films from export schedules.
Speaking at the MPTOAon convention, Golden called attenti
to the
American Legion baseball team's
plan which, with major league cooperation, isbuilding interest in the
game.and suggested the showing of
entertainment films with educational
value in classrooms, during school
hours. His idea is to "condition"
the students to an appreciation of
screen fare so that they will become regular theater patrons.
Suggests 75c Service Charge
A nominal service charge of perhaps 75 cents per reel is suggested
to cover handling and print costs
and screenings would be restricted
to students to forestall any competition with established theaters. Golden urged exhibitors to co-operate
in such a plan from a civic point of
view, and in order to build their
present and future audiences through
the training of the students.
Turning to foreign market problems, the Commerce Consultant advocated the establishment of a body,
similar to the Production Code Authority, which would eliminate from
export schedules, pictures not suited
for foreign distribution because of
mistakes in portrayals of foreign
life and customs, or because of a
distorted presentation of America.
"There is no use blinding ourselves
to the fact that all pictures produced
in Hollywood are not suitable for
foreign consumption," he said, and
mistakes are liable to "grate upon,
and irritate" theatergoers in Latin
America and what European markets
are still open to U. S. films.
Granting
that slips are the ex-

WOW!

!!!

Today's
marquee
short story
is
via the Washington Theater, Amsterdam Ave. and 149th St.:
"So Ends the Night"
"Caught in the Act"

Decree Mahes Trade Press More Helpful To
Exhibs. Than Ever Before, Says Kuykendall
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Prexy Ed Kuykendall, of the MPTOA, in his annual report yesterday, paid a tribute to the trade press as a "vital and integral part of our inadded: dustry, the co-ordinating influence keeping us collectively informed." Kuykendall
"In the new selling methods brought about by the consent decree, they can
and will be more helpful to the average exhibitor than ever, being able, with
the co-operation of the producer, to intelligently guide the exhibitors' buying
and planning."

Attendance Keeps Up UA's Selznick, (apra
In Montreal Blackout Deals Near Climax
Montreal — Theater and cinemas
continued to function normally in
Montreal during1 the experimental
blackout which lasted from 10:30 to
10:45 r>.m. All advertising and other
outside lighting- was extinguished
as soon as the alert sounded and at
10:30 atersharp,
lobbies. lights went out in the-

(Continued from Page 1)

layed, Miss Pickford explained, inasmuch as UA must set its 1941-42
policies and plans. Thus far, however, no agreement has been reached.
Reports that James Mulvey, vicepresident of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
would succeed Murray Silverstone
as UA's top exec, were discounted
by Miss Pickford, who further added
Few people left their seats during
no decision as to Silverstone's
the blackout and those who wished that
successor had been reached by the
UA
stockholders.
to go outside to see how the restriction was observed, had to find their
It is understood that with Arthur
way out in the dark. Some theaters W. Kelly temporarily in charge of
took advantage of the occasion to UA, no successor to Silverstone may
run the film, "Blackout."
be named for several months — posAttendances were somewhat afsibly four.
fected as many people wished to be
heme in the blackout interval.
Similar conditions prevailed in Special Train Will Bring
Quebec and Three Rivers where alRKO Convention Delegate*so the first blackouts were held.
RKO has chartered a snp"ial train
Wellman Heads USO Drive
to bring its convention dp^^ates to
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY New York. The special, whi^h leaves
Hollywood — William Wellman Chicago Saturday night, will carry
heads the USO contributions drive the staffs from Chicago, Cincinnati.
in Hollywood. Appointment was Buffalo, Cleveland, Dallas. Denver,
made by Edward Arnold, chairman Des Moines, Kansas City, Los Anof the Motion Picture Permanent
geles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis. Oklahoma City. Omaha, Portland, St
Charities Committee.
Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle and Sioux Falls.
To Make B & K Awards
Branch contingents not scheduled
Chicago — A John Balaban cash to arrive on the special will come
award will go to the manager of direct from their respective cities.
Convention is to be held at the
the B & K circuit, who makes the
best quarterly record. The house Waldorf-Astoria Monday to Thursday next week.
will receive a silver plaque.
ception rather than the rule, Golden
urged even more careful research
work in depicting foreign people or
countries.
20,500 Theaters
Statistically
Golden "Lost"
brought out
that since the war, 20 countries with
20,500 theaters have fallen to invaders, and that this is more theaters than exist in the United States
or more than the 15,000 houses in
Latin America, the Far East, the
Near East, Africa, and Canada combined. European screens still open
to American films total 14,000. Income from six additional countries
has virtually ceased, he said, and exchange restrictions in many places
have diminished dollar receipts.

Hollywood Starting
11 More This Week
Hollywood — Eleven
newFILM picL
D(~~of THE
West Coast Bureau
are
scheduled to go into productio
this week
Twentieth -Fox, with nin I
shooting, is tops for activity cm
rently.
The check-up:
At Columbia: Six shooting, including "Tr
Medico Rides," Charles Starrett western, wit
Lambert Hillyer directing under the prodo*
tion .supervision of William Berke. Eilee
O'Hearn has the feminine lead; "The Blonc
From Singapore,"
Dmvtrvk
directing for drama,
Producerwith
Jack Edwai
Fier.
At M-G-M : Seven shooting, includirj
"Chocolate Soldier," musical, starring Nelso
Eddy and Rise Stevens, with Florence Bati
and Nigel Bruce. Roy Del Ruth directini
Producer
Victor Saville.
At Paramount : Four shooting, includin
Harry Sherman's next Hopalong Cassid
film, "Timber Wolves" starring Bill Bo>;
with Eleanor Stewart, Tom Tyler, Vict<
Jory and Brad King.
At RKO-Radio: Four shooting includin; :
"Week-End for Three," romantic corned
with
Jane supported
Wyatt andbyDennis
headin ;
the cast,
PhillipO'Keefe
Reed, Edwat
Everett Horton, Franklin Pangborn ar
Marion Martin. Producer, Tay Garnett, d
rector, Irving Reis.
At 20th Century-Fox : Nine shooting, i:
eluding "How Green Was My Valley,
drama, with John Ford directing for Darr
F. Zanuck ; Cast includes Walter Pidgeo
Maureen O'Hara, Anna Lee, John Sutto
John Loder, Patric Knowles. Donald Cris
and Roddy
Go Fast
comedy,
with McDowall;
Alan Curtis "We
and Lynn
Bai
William McGann directing for Producer Lc
Ostrow; "Riders of the Purple Sage," wes
era, with George Montgomery and Mai
Howard. James Tinling directing; "Man .
Large." comedy-melodrama, with Marjor
Weaver
Ralph Dietrio
roH-^-'i^andand George
EugeneReeves.
Forde directing.
At

Universal : Six

shooting.

At Warners: Six shooting, including "H
\Tocturne," melodrama with music, wi;'
Priscilla Lane, Lloyd Nolan, Richard Whoft
Betty Field and Jack Carson. Anatole Li
vak director.
At Republic : One shooting.
At Monogram: Three shooting, includit
"Rough Riders," first in the new series 3
westerns being produced by Scott R. Dunla
Lady.
Stars Buck Jones and Tim McCoy with Ra
mond Hatton.
Spencer Bennet directing.
Walter Wanger:
Shooting "Sundown."
Edward Small: Shooting "Internation
Hal

Roach :

Shooting "Niagara Falls."

Dhilly Papers Aiding Films

Philadelphia — Allied Independei :
Theater Owners of Eastern Pern
sylvania has tied , in with the Re<
ord's rebus contest. During the fir:
few weeks, sets of puzzles will t
distributed free at the theaters i
exchange for which the houses gt.j
a free listing in the paper.
The Bulletin here has been ruil
ning institutional ads for films.

Speaking of exhibitor responsibilities, he said that responsibility does
not stop with the purchase of film
but that theater operators are under
an obligation to themselves and the
studios to get the maximum return "Swamp Water" Location Trip
from each picture sold. Recalling
wi
Century-Fox
Atlanta — 20th
forthcomin
of the
part
that the industry was built on show- shoot
manship, Golden said, "A return by "Swamp Water" in the famed Ok
exhibitors to more vigorous and in- fenokee Swamp.
ventive ideas of 'showmanship'
would pay increased dividends to
Alt, There, Andy!
both the exhibitor and the studios."
In closing, Golden assured the industry of the support of the Bureau
Rochester — On the Monroe's marof Foreign and Domestic Commerce
"Andy
Hardy's
Secretary"
which is giving increasing attention
"Blonde
inspiration"
to long-range planning in this and
other American industries.
quee:

India's Board of Exchange Cuts U.S. Imports

(See Column 2 Belozv)
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NEW METRO SALES POLICY NIXES BARTER
N. J. Allied May Sponsor 135-Min. Program Bill
Atlantic City Convention
jets Proposal; Exhibitors
Trace Biz Decline Causes
By AL STEEN

FILM DAILY

Staff Writer

Atlantic City — New Jersey
'Allied may sponsor a bill which
vould limit motion picture pro-

rams to 135 minutes, similar to
ie measure introduced in Illinois.
Proposal was made at the openig session of the unit's annual cont ention here at the Ritz Carlton
(.Continued on Page 5)

•chine Ruling Calls
)n Gov't to Explain

Fairbanks' Widow to
Fight I/A Stock Sale
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Counsel retained by
Mrs. Sylvia Fairbanks will appear in
Superior Court here today to oppose
sale of the late Douglas Fairbanks'
holdings in UA to the company for
$400,000, it was reported here last
night. The Bank of America, as
executor of the estate, accepted the
bid, subject to Court's okay, as exclusively reported in THE FILM
DAILY May 29.

India Cuts U. S. Pix
Imports 33 1-3 P. C.

Calcutta (By Cable) — India's
Buffalo — The Government
is re- Board of Exchange, in order to preserve stability of currency, yester',■ uired
to explain
whetheror it separate
charges
day ordered a reduction of 33 1-3
collective
conspiracy
nes between the Schine defendants per cent in U. S. film imports. The
nd eight distributors, as a result of decree govei'ning this step will be
effective as of June 30, at which
(Continued on Page 3)
time the current film import regulations expire.
Move means that U. S. films will
iKO's Quarterly Net

•hows $108,838 Rise

Rentals Will Be Individually Fixed on Gross Receipts
Basis; Salesmen Will Call on Exhibs. But Once;
Tradeshowing of Blocks-of-Five Pictures Begins in July
By RALPH

WILK

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

"

FILM

DAILY

ey policy, exclusively
Los Angeles — Metro's "revolutionary" Th
sales
forecast in The Film Daily on June 4, will be predicated manager,
on two
cardinal points, it was disclosed here yesterday by William F.

Rodgers,
during

Wanger Proposes
5-Year Pix Plan
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

addresssalesbefore
hisgeneral

the

vention.
MPTOA conare: 1,
Fi g o f
filxminre
ntal
DAILY

Los Angeles — In a stirring address
before the MPTOA convention here
yesterday, Walter Wanger urged
that all branches of the industry
establish a five-year plan for the
progress of the industry.
"The public demands service and
we have not given it to them," said
Wanger. "The public does not attend regularly because of the present exhibitor setup which fails to
(Continued on Page 4)

No Power Rationing Seen
For Metropolitan Area

(Continued on Page 3)

dini veaicdh u inal"
sibtauroatmion
by the
eter" of
ceipts, and,
groo ss re2,
neta
-tti
solici
WILLIAM
F. RODGERS
imone
of the hiexbi-tor
customer.
Unless the latter prevails, Rodgers
said, "we (Continued
will be onunable
Page 4) to effect

Production Economy

With power rationing reported
seriously under consideration in
some Southern areas as a defense
; RKO Corp. and subsidiary compa- 20th-Fox Sales Conclave
measure, no such step is in prospect
res showed a net profit of $643,- Shifted to Los Angeles
26.07, after all charges, for the 13
for New York City, it was assured
(.Continued on Page 8)
yesterday.
Twentieth Century-Fox will hold
Officers of Consolidated Edison
its annual sales convention in Los Co. said its plants had a generating West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — In his address to the
Angeles on July 16, 17 and 18, in- capacity of 2,500,000 kilowatts, while MPTOA
For Defense Film
convention here yesterday,
(Continued on Page 2)
(.Continued on Page 5)
A C. Hayman, president of the
On Every Program
MPTO of New York State, urged
Motion Picture Committee Co-

Urged by Hayman

operating for National Defense, at
the suggestion of the Distributors'
Division headed by W. A. Scully of
"U," is adopting the slogan, "A Defense Film With Every Program."
Committee is hopeful that it can be
inserted in press books, in company
advertising, in trade papers. Francis
S. Harmon, Co-ordinator, points out
the slogan is broad enough to include either a trailer under the
Committee's auspices or any other
film or newsreel on the program containing defense material, directly or
indirectly.

Producers Get Questionnaires
Gov't

Building

Backlog

Disney's Secret Ballot
Proposal Nixed by SCG
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Screen Cartoonists Guild has refused to accept Walt
Disney's proposal for a secret election of a bargaining agent for employes of his studio.
Only way the strike can be termi(Continued on Page 3)

of Film

Personnel

Drive by the United States Government, to develop what it terms a
"Roster of Scientific and Specialized
Personnel" for the purpose of providing a comprehensive list of highly trained Americans possessing special abilities in their respective fields,
extended yesterday to the motion picture industry when producers received six-page questionnaires from the
(.Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 4)

Newbury Retiring as
]V. J. Allied Prexy
Atlantic City — Lee Newbury of
Manasquan will not be a candidate
for re-election as President of New
Jersey Allied. Having served five
years, Newbury has informed the
nominating committee that the job
should go to somebody else. His
retirement will be observed tomorrow night at a testimonial banquet.
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FINANCIAL
-.(Wednesday, June 11) I
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2%)
••
Columbia
Picts. pfd.. 23
23
23
—
Vl
Con.
Fm.
Ind
9-16
9-16
9-16—
Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
••
East.
Kodak
130i/2 130
130l/4 +
Vi
do
pfd
172
172
172
+ 3Vi
Cen.
Th.
Eq
12
12
12
+
Vz
Loew's,
Inc
30%
29%
30Vs +
Vs
do pfd
Paramount
10%
10%
10%
Para. 1st pfd
.Para.
2nd
pfd
10%
10%
10% +
%
Pathe
Film
8%
8%
8%
RKO
23/4
23/4
23/4 —
%
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . . 5%
514
53/s +
%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 18
18
18
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
314
3%
3Vs
do
pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.
101 5-16 101 5-16 101 5-16 —1-32
Loew's
deb. 3'/2s46. 104% 104% 104% —
%
Para.
B'way
3s55 . .

Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 9514

9514

9514

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
8-32
8-32
8-32 +1-32
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
83,4
814
8% +
Vs
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp. vtc.
6%
6%
6% —
14
Universal Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met.
Roxy

Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

65
53%

68
56%

Chicago — Sylvia Sugar of Monogram Films was married to ' Leo
Galler of Philadelphia.

Ted Reilly, Comerford
Vet., Dead; Rites Today

Brandt Again ITOA Prexy;
Abe Leff Named Secretary

Avoca, Pa. — Funeral services for
Ted J. Reilly, 65, identified with the
Comerford circuit for more than 30
years and manager of the Palace
here at the time of his death, will
be held today. Reilly was an uncle
of Michael Whalen, film star. Close
friends of the deceased, Postmaster
General Frank C. "Walker and John
J. O'Leary, Comerford general manager, are expected to be present at
the rites today.

Harry Brandt was again chosen to
head ITOA at organization's election
session yesterday in the Hotel Astor.All other officers were re-named,
with the single exception of Francis
Bregman who has been serving as
secretary. This post went to Abe
Leff.
At the meeting, the membership
discussed the availability of product for the summer months, as well
as the question of rentals during the
forthcoming 1941-42 season.

K-A-O Stockholders to Act
On RKO's Stock Offer Today

26 20th-Fox Pix Ready
For Trade Shows by Nov.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood— The 20th-Fox studio
expects to have some 26 feautres
at the exchanges ready for trade
yhowings by November.

Levey to Visit Eastern Keys
Jules Levey, head of Mayfair,
leaves New York today for a visit
to key cities in the East in connection with booking "Tight Shoes,"
released by "U". Pix opens next
Wednesday at the local Rialto.

Chinese Pix Set for World
Rey Scott's Chinese documentarydrama, "Ku Kan," first all-color feature produced in China, opens at the
W7orld June 23.

1600 B'WAY, H. Y. C. - CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

G

Song's Popularity Brings

Special meeting of K-A-0 stockholders will be held at 4:00 p.m. Re-issue of 'Intermezzo"
today in the company's headquarters
Move by UA was initiated yesterin Radio City to act upon a plan of
day to cash-in on the current popureorganization and to approve an
offer of RKO Corp. to purchase
larity of the composition, "Intermezzo," by re-issuing the David O.
shares of the 7 per cent convertible
Selznick production, "Intermezzo: A
preferred stock of K-A-0 Corp. at Love
Story," which was one of the
$114.25 a share.
company's 1939 releases starring
Ingrid Bergman and Leslie Howard.
Name Bertram Block N. Y.
The step is being taken by the
distributing organization specifically
20th-Fox Story Editor
because the song is in the top brackets of public favor, and it is estimated that it is heard via radio
Joseph H. Moskowitz, Eastern repby some 19,000,000 lisresentative of 20th Century-Fox broadcasts
teners daily.
Film Studios, yesterday announced
the appointment of Bertram Block as
New York story editor, succeeding System Beats Bingo to Tune
the late Franklyn Underwood. Block
was formerly associated with Metro Of Three Autos and $1,200
in a similar capacity for nearly 11
Syracuse, N. Y. — Police here nabvears and was also story editor for
bed six persons who, it is charged,
Sam Goldwyn.
evolved an ingenious system of beating Bingo games in local theaters.
Georgia Tech Alumni
Operating locally for the last five
weeks, it is admitted by one memHonor Robert B. Wilby
ber of the gang, police say, that the
Atlanta, Ga.— Robert B. Wilbv. of svstem enabled its players to win
Atlanta, president of the Wilby- three autos and two $600 prizes.
Kincev Corp.. is the new president The sextet, including a Cincinnati
of the Georgia Tech National Alum- couple, are held under investigation.
ni Association.

1°anor Powell, Prom Queen
Eleanor Powell, in absentia, will
be
on Queen
Friday. of Fordham's Senior Prom

RKO Executive Salaries
Reported to the SEC

Thursday, June 12, 1941'

COffilfiG and GOinC
for

HOWARD DIETZ
New
York.

left the Coast last nigl

ARTHUR W. KELLY, acting world-wide he;
of UA, arrives in Atlantic City tomorrow to ac
dress the Allied of N. J. convention, and r<
turns immediately
to New
York.
SPYROS
day from

SKOURA5
the Coast.

is expected

to

return

t(J

ABBOTT and COSTELLO leave New Yo< .
morning
for Philadelphia
where
they tftior i
guests
at an exhibitors'
reception
and
ind
p. a. in the evening.
VYVYAN DONNER, fashion director for 20
Century-Fox Movietone News, will leave Sund
by plane for Hollywood.
AL STEEN of THE FILM DAILY editoria
is in Atlantic City.
OSCAR
A. MORGAN,
MONROE
GOODMA
EARLE SWEICART
and MANNY
REINER go
Washington
tomorrow,
with
Morgan
continuii
to Toronto,

arriving

Monday.

STEVE BROIDY of Monogram planes to Was
ington today
on the first stop on a Southe
exchange
itinerary.
SHEILAH GRAHAM, NANA Hollywood cc
umnist, London
takes the
Clipper next month for a s
weeks'
stay.
nextJERRY
week.BRANDT

returns to the Coast eai

WILLIAM WALDHOLZ, chief of motion pi
ture distribution for Federal Housing Administr
tion, has gone to Washington on business a
will return to New York on Monday.
CAPT. JAMES ROOSEVELT is expected to a
rive in the U. S. by Clipper late this week.
NEIL ACNEW and ROBERT GILLHAM lea
Hollywood
fate in the week for Toronto.
NATALIE KALMUS arrives from the Co£
today, en route to Cape Cod.
WILLIAM CACNEY is en route to New Yo
from the Coast.
HARLAN THOMPSON and MARIAN SPITZ
(Mrs. Thompson) return to Hollywood ne
week for the Summer.
HENRY today.
HENIGSON
Chicago

is expected

here frc

FRED KENT and FRANK ROGERS of the Spar
circuit arrive from Jacksonville tomorrow.
LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, Para, thea)
head, is due from the Coast tomorrow.
MORRIS HELPRIN has arrived on the Co;
from New York.
DAVID ROSE is expected on the next Cli
per; TEDDY CARR, ditto, or if not, on t.
Clipper
to follow.
ANNE BURR, leading lady of Orson Well
Broadway play, "Native Son," who
signed to a long-term contract by
to Hollywood for her film debut at
elusion of the New York run of the

has be
RKO gc
the co
play.

George J. Schaefer, RKO president, was paid $81,808 in salary and
fees, plus an allowance of $250 a 20th-Fox Sales Conclave
week for certain expenses, the company reported to the SEC for the Shifted to Los Angeles
vear ended Dec. 31. 1940. Ned E.
(Continued from Page 1)
Deninet, vice-president, was paid
York City as pr
$55,060 and N. P. Rathvon, chair- stead of New
announced,
according
man of the executive committee, was viously
riaid $28,387.
Herman
Wobber,
general manag<
of distribution.
N. H. Solons Adjourn Tomorrow
Shift will permit Darryl F. Zanu<
Concorn, N. H. — The long biennial and other 20th Century-Fox pr ;
session of the State Legislature will ducers personally to outline the
adjourn tomorrow. Legalized pari- production plans to the branch ma
mutuel horse race betting is assured agers and salesmen, and will alio
in New Hampshire until 1944 by a the screening of rushes of pictur
bill sent to Gov. Robert O. Blood ia work, as well as completed fe
for his signature.
tures.
Special train, carrying Home O
"Moon" at Miami June 13
fice Eastern
personnel
and delegates
the
branches,
will leave fro'
Ne
World premiere of "Moon Over
Miami," new 20th-Fox musical in York City on July 11. The Eastei
Technicolor, will be held in Miami delegation will be joined by repr
sentatives of Midwestern branch
tomorrow. Picture will bow simultan- in
Chicago.
eously at the Lincoln and Miami.
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chine Ruling Calls

India Cuts U. S. Pix

In Gov't lo Explain

Imports 33 1-3 P. C.

ruling: yesterday by Judge John
night in Federal District Court
;re.

enjoy only 50 per cent of their once
100 per cent import volume, because, when the prevailing quota
was established, a 25 per cent reduction was effected during 1939 and

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Judge Knight's opinion constituted
victory for the Schine group in
ne^hase of its defense against the
^rnment's anti-trust suit.
_ ie court granted the Schine demdants' motion for a more definite
latement as to the amended comlaint and for a bill of particulars.
Concerning the question whether
ie Government claims a collective
t separate conspiracy, the Court
^ed: "The defendants are entitled
> an answer to this question and
specially so in view of the stateent made by the Attorney General
hen he referred to the New York
snsent decree and said that the
cvernment had not dropped the
targes in the original complaint
larging
conspiracy
between
each
stributor acting separately and the
•nine defendants."
The Government, Judge Knight
kled, should be required to state
-i ether it claims that the five non■fendant distributors are still conniving with Schine
and, if that
i't the case, when
such alleged
nspiracy ceased. He declared it
[ important that the Schine defennts know
these things
to make
proper defense.
.. Noting
that Paragraphs
42 and
of the amended complaint conrn the percentage of pictures disbuted by the defendant and the
i;-defendant distributors collectiver the Court continued: "I see no
ison why this information should
t be given."

isney's Secret Ballot
•oposal Nixed by SCG
(Continued from Page 1)

sted, according to the SCG, is by
-"liplete recognition of the Guild as
2 collective bargaining agency.

ayer to Address MPTOA Today
st Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

• Los Angeles — Louis B. Mayer,
tro's production chief, is exited to appear before the MPTOA
ivention today. He was originally
yesterday's speaking program.

V

and concluded:
"And is there any reason under the sun
why
national magazines and Sunday newspapers should carry reviews of
pix
a couple of weeks before the trade critics see them?

Los Angeles — Following a closed
session, the PCC at its convention
at the Ambassador Hotel here yesterday issued the following statement: "PCC delegates unanimously
voted immediately to establish a
proper program to oppose any producer or distributor who might take
advantage of the discriminating
practices, perhaps not authorized
but still permitted under the con-

That's happening all too frequently of late
and it strikes Phil M.
as more cart-before-the-horse stuff"
All that, we repeat, was printed
here on April 22
▼
▼
T
•

•

• ON Monday, Eastman Kodak Park's softball team
only two-time world's champions
embark on a twoweek trip through the Mid-West
which'll carry the Kay pees
into five States for a total of 10 games
Later in the season
the Kodak team will travel to Pawling, N. Y
to meet

William Austin

PCC to Fight Discrimination
Under the Consent Decree
West

Coast Bureau

of

THE

FILM

\DAILY

acreage of Harry Carey's ranch near Saugus, Calif
but it'll
have to be large to accommodate all the pic directors associated
with him in his career
and to whom Harry has sent invites

Subjects
also discussed were movedecree."
overs,sentallocation
of pictures, slump
in box office receipts, student reduced admission, commercialized
previews, new arbitration setup
under the consent decree, percentage
pictures and opposition to double
bills.

to the press premiere of "Shepherd of the Hills"
plus the
33rd anniversary party immediately thereafter
which celebrates the tenure of Harry in films
A mere 48 directors are

Conada Names Minister
Of National War Services

expected to participate in the big doin's on Saturday

Montreal — Ottawa yesterday announced the appointment of Joseph
Thorson, Liberal member for Selkirk, Manitoba, as Minister of National War Services.

Lowell Thomas' "Nine Old Men"

•

•

•

DOWN

Havana way

We

don't know

the exact

trade tongues are still wagging

o'er past week-end banquet
tendered to genial and simpatico
Eddie O'Connor
M-G-M's manager
The affair is characterized
as the biggest and most 'thusiastic yet held in film annals of Cuba
and was organized
by the Society of Motion Picture Writers
headed by its prexy, Emilio Castro Chane
It proved, aside from
super-successful, the high regard in which Eddie is held by pic biz
interests in Cuba
and by the Island's officialdom
Too, it
proved how intense is Pan- American good- will
Among the several
hundred guests were Albert Nufer, U. S. Commercial Attache, representing the American Ambassador; the Ambassador from Great Britain, Sir
George Ogilvie Forbes; Maria M. Garrett, president of the Pan-American
Press Club; Fernando Gonzales, president of the Cuban Exhibitors' Union;
and A. Bernard Moloney, chief North American correspondent for
Reuters
▼

Lane

Y

1940. Therefore, the cut of 33' 1-3
per cent which will be instituted on
June 30 is applicable to the extant
75 per cent, and the net result will
be 50 per cent of the original importation of U. S. footage.

•

riscilla

Y

• •
• THOSE forthright remarks
oi Prexy Ed Kuykendall
on the press preview problem
before the MPTOA national convention in Los Angeles on Tuesday
reminds Phil M. that the issue
— later taken up by other trade publications —
was first
deiined in this li'l ole trade paper as long ago as April 22
Phil M.
at that time referred to the problems incident to selling under the provisions of the New York consent decree
pointed out that exhibitors
around the country
are not primarily interested in the Coast preview reaction
but in what is said in the more critical East

•

•

EVERY

▼

T

exhibitor from Havana

and scores from

interior points
attended the O'Connor fiesta
as did 100
per cent representation of the press
A swell floor show was
presented
and Eddie brought down the house via a brief but
magnificent talk
Others who were much in evidence at the
shindig were Charles B. Garrett, director of Mundo Filmico
Cubano; Manuel Pellon, Ernesto P. Smith,
William Heagney,
Peter Colli
Martha Elba Fombellida, Nestor Sanchez, Augusto
Ferrer de Couto, Tony Sastre, Faustino Rodriguez
Manuel
Alonso, Mary Louise Blanco, FILM DAILY staff correspondent;
Ramon Peon, Jack Rappaport, and Justo Suarez

T

T

Premiere King said CBC, the National Film Board and National
Travel Bureau had been transferred
to the National War Services Department.
Hershel Mayall Dead
Detroit — Hershel Mayall, 78,
pioneer film player, recently doing
radio characters here, died Tuesday
at St. Mary's Hospital.

Dropped Censor Hits
Pix Passed by Board
St. John, N. B.— Mrs. A. C. D.
Wilson, of St. John, supplanted on
the New Brunswick Board of Censors, when a change of political
administration followed an election,
has been slapping films passed by
the Board and shown in theaters
in this province. In her capacity as
convenor on films for the New
Brunswick Women's Council, she
reported to the provincial convention at Moncton, "the type of film
depicting heroes living in elegant sin
is not the ideal of life with which
we wish our children to become

T
familiar."

: OF^SklLY

Americanism Pix's
Keynote— Pettijohn

Metro's Policy to Nix Barter
Gross Receipts to Determine Pix Rentals
(Continued

from Page 1)

the principle we feel to be vitally going to be encouraged to expend
necessary at this time." He added: even greater sums to make great
Los Angeles — Charles C. Pettijohn
"In other words, we feel the
pictures, is a matter for you to determine.
time has come when that inof the Hays office keynoted his address before the MPTOA convention
evitable barter, that has unfor"We propose and will outline at
here yesterday
tunately been a part of this
the proper time our plan, which probusiness for so many years,
with the decvides an incentive to give deserving
laration that
should cease and we are going
pictures
extended time — you and
the industry
to offer our best proposal first
your business to be the judge."
must have
and, as heretofore, will stand
Trade Shows in July
A m e ricanism
behind our valuation of our picas its outlook.
Rodgers said Metro would start
Also that it
trade-showing next month and that
"We do not want, much less ex- exhib.
attendance at the trade
must not be
tures."
pect, to overcharge our customers — shows would be encouraged. As to
unmindful O f
expect them to unwhat is owed neither do we
necessarily delay in their buying, shorts, he said that exhibs. will not
the pioneers or to assume more than the ordinary be pressed to buy if their inclinations are otherwise. The full shorts
who started
the industry. business risk," said Rodgers. "We program will be sold at one time,
speculate on the public's taste in Rodgers added.
He said: producing
our pictures and are willC. C. PETTIJOHN
ing to speculate on our ultimate
"Clean, whole"You have a perfect right to exsome recrea- returns on the very same basis.
pect from our company good piction is foremost in necessity at the
tures— and you will not be disapExhorts Exhib. Co-operation
pointed. And just as you have a
present time. In my experience,
"We have never advocated, and right to expect merchandise of merit
which dates back 26 years, I have
now, that American exhibi- from us, so we have a very definite
seen many causes for arbitration do not are
expected to make up the right to expect that you will present
which have been settled within the deficittors as
a result of the foreign
industry.
situation. We do expect, however, it in a manner befitting its quality," the Metro sales head stated.
"Not so many years ago men who
exhibitors to co-opersold and those who bought sat down the American
ate so we can seek and find new
100% Decree Acceptance
at tables for arbitration. Thousands avenues of revenue. Whether this
Rodgers
reiterated
pledge
of cases were settled by themselves takes the form of single bills every- to accept the
consent Metro's
decree 100
per
at a cost that was one-fourth of
where, or of increased admissions cent, recommended that its advanwhat they cost now.
on an individual picture if justitages be utilized, stressed the de"I believe it will go back to the
fied, or whether the conditions merit
sirability ofarbitration, and warned:
same form of arbitration some day — a general advance in prices, or
"As great as this business is, and
perhaps not in our lifetime or busi- whether it will take the form of has been to all of us, I do not know
ness era but some day. There is still extended runs, is a matter for local that it can withstand the attacks
enough decency and integrity in this decision — or whether producers are
made against it."
industry to settle our own difficulties.
"There are three messages I
would like to deliver: First, let's be
good and unafraid in answering the Producer Attacks Radio Commentators
on Pix
needs of the industry; Second, Let's
(Continued from Page 1)
200 new customers an important
appreciate our Government; Thirdly, Let's all be bricklayers, not brick exploit pictures as thoroughly as new clientele would be established
other industries exploit their wares, in as much as there are 17,000 thethrowers."
aters operating. He stated double
Dore Schary said these last few such as radio, photographic magaetc. There are new audiences bills are an evil and have and will
years had seen a change in the atti- waitingzines,and
must find ways to cause a further stagnation if contude of many writers toward Holly- cater to theirweneeds
for recreation.
tinued.
wood. He declared that some years
We must have
F r e e m an
ago many writers came here with a
more courage,
touched o n
contract and they would look forparticularly in
ward to it lasting long enough to
showing of
dustry
is
how
the insecure themselves enough finances to
leave and complete a novel or some
helping the
pictures.
A
G o vernment
new type of
form of literary art as they saw it.
picture
that
in the de"There is art in pictures today,"
may
fail today
in a
showing
f e n s e proSchary asserted. "Any intelligently
f u r n gram
i shing
and in
thought-out plot realistically pormay make
trayed is art. It is up to exhibitors
entertainmoney
ment for the
row and tomorcreate
to tell writers through their superiors what is good screen fare so all
boys
in
new customcan make money."
camps. He
Wanger
Y. FRANK
FREEMAN
urged that
WALTER WANGER
praised hibitors
ex-for
double bills be using their screens when
called on
abolished.
He also attacked radio to help the defense program.
commentators
who
"We haven't lost courage in Holpictures before exhibitorscondemn
can show
lywood and we expect and know that
Joseph F. Reed, Washington and them in their own territories.
ers."
Bantam, Conn., exhibitor, attended
"The sooner we realize our im- we will get help from you," he said^
portance as an industry the sooner "Hollywood offers to you the life line
the engagement party of his son,
keep your theaters open. We
we
will
become
the progressive in- to
Joseph F. Reed, Jr., to Mollie Stewhave a common cause and every
art of Boston in Framingham. Reed
dustry we should
be." pointed out effort will be made to make better
Y. Frank
Freeman
graduated last week from the Bosthat if each theater operator created
ton Museum School of Fine Arts.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Wanger

WEDDING

Urges S 'Year Pix Plan

BELLS

pictures."
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Production Economy
Urged by Hayman
(Continued from Page 1)

producers
to practise economy
the production of pictures.
"The time has come," he sai
"when the studios must inaugura
aproduction
drastic form
of economy
schedule
and bymj^-jt
^tioi
do not mean cheap pictures. For \
past 20 years or more it has be
proven, with but few exceptioi
that spending of large sums
money
doespictures.
not by itself create go j
box-office
"Producers, directors and stuc
executives must stop talking in m
lions of dollars when they make o
the production schedule. Box-offic
of America can no longer pay 1
mistakes made by directors who ha
felt they must spend a million
more dollars in order to maintf
their prestige in directing a pictu
Tremendous sets, thousands of i
tras, hundreds of horses and the
sands of cows though very expe
sive to acquire, do not make a b<
office picture. The main ingrediei
seem to have been forgotter
brains.
Eschew Crack-Brained Ideas
"We feel that men responsible :
making pictures for the theaters
America should have knowledge
what the public will buy and i
jump
ained
submitteatd every
to them crack-br
by people
direci(
or indirectly related or recomme
ed by someone who is supposed i
have a pull. Years ago there \\
some excuse for these experimei j
but with the condition of the ind !
try as it is today, with complet j
of all forms of entertainment ; j
amusement outside of motion j
tures, the load is entirely too hen
for theaters to carry.
Exhib. Must Have Relief
"With numerous burdens now
on the exhibitor by Federal, St
and local Government in the fc
of taxes and license fees, v
heavy burden that distributors
the exhibitors to pay in form
percentages for their product, yl
the evil of double feature sh
which run from three and one-1
to four hours, and with the
price of admission
that is be
charged in a large majority of 1
aters throughout the United Sta
the exhibitor must have relief or
will
beforesurely
long. put him out of bush
"As
an exhibitor for over
years, I have seen these trer
dous burdens increasing every j
and I say to you in all honesty,
men responsible for making pict
must bring about relief to the
hibitor if they want him to cont
in business.
Watchwords
of
ducer-distributor
be 'Help
exhibitor
if you must
are going
to
the industry' ".
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Myers Links Biz Dip With Too Many Gloomy Pix
folume of War Subjects
day Hurt Public Morale,
lllied Exec. Suggests
Atlantic City — Failure of the mov%s to show better form in the race
"or defense dollars may be due to
L 2$act that the theaters today are
"ng "nothing more than a rehash
!
i the gloom and foreboding that
ermeates the outer world," accordAllied gen;g to
counsel. F. Myers,
ial Abram
Myers outlined his views for disussion at the New Jersey Allied
here in the conclave's
invention
: i-ogram under the title, "Are Theaters for Entertainment?"
of a friend,
Citing the example

father of two sons in the Army, who

.as given up the movies for base"There
the explanation,
- ,ust with
be some
retreat from
my
"- 'noughts.
After all, they are taking chorus girls to the training
amps to help the soldiers forget,"
•lyers pointed out that "the loath11 ome details" . . . "of the most beast"y war that has ever been waged"
W|. . "are hurled at us by press and
radio."
iyMyers
continues:
"That is as it should be, for the
public must be informed and they
'ire the proper media.
But it is
.ignificant that the industry leaders
\c\ho formerly
extolled motion picines as a medium of entertainment,
'and an escape from reality, now
.peak of the movies as an instrumentality for the dissemination of information.
Films Hurting Morale?
I "The purpose to aid the Governj hent in its defense program is an
expression
of highest patriotism.
jjLll branches are glad to do whatever
s asked of them by way of co-operiting with the Government
in its
T.ighty task.
Nevertheless,
it is
volthe
whether
inquire
proper to
ume of subjects dealing with war
,'and preparedness
for war is not
♦nurting the national morale by denyj ng to the public one of the few
[.-cmaining avenues
of escape from
r:he horror of war.
"Is it a good thing from the
standpoint of the national interest
| that people who are saddened and

'Mong Their Souvenirs
Atlantic City — Theater owners
usually get animated cartoons, but
United Artists is changing the procedure slightly and uniquely at the
Allied of New Jersey conclave which
opened yesterday in the local Ritz
Carlton Hotel by making it possible
for animated exhibitors to get cartoons. An artist has been firmly
planted in the hostelry's lobby to
sketch the delegates individually and
gratis. The stunt is literally putting the boys "in line." Artist is
Beta Klopfer.

Allied Ready to Co-op With MPTOA, MPPDA
Provided Indies' Interests Are Guarded
Atlantic City — Allied has no objections to working closely with the MPTOA
and the Hays organization on mutual problems provided the interests of the independent exhibitor are guarded, Allied spokesmen declared here yesterday in
commenting on Ed Kuykendall's plea for unity before the MPTOA
conclave.

Los Angeles

N. J. Allied Talking
135-Min. Show Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

Hotel. Opposition to the proposal
In fact, many Allied men said they would like to see only one national exwas slight, and the issue was tabled
hibitor body in the field but such a situation cannot exist as long as affiliated
theaters are dominated by the distributing companies, they added.
for further discussion and consideration by the Board of Directors.
The MPTOA does not have the independent theaters' interests at heart
and until it does there can be no one big organization, it was asserted here
Suggestion for the measure was
made following a discussion of the
during the New Jersey Allied convention.
current decline in business, double
features being blamed as one reason for the slump. It was pointed
No Power Rationing Seen Previews in Trade Press
out that other attempts to eliminate
Only Impracticable, Allied twin bills had failed because of the
For Metropolitan Area
lack of co-operation by all exhibi{Continued from Page 1)
tors, but it was asserted that if
Atlantic
City
—
Ed
Kuykendall's
to date the highest demand has been proposal to restrict advance screen- duals could be banned by the law
about l,700,0u0 kilowatts.
ings to the trade press is good in the problem could be solved.
At the same time, it was pointed theory but would prove impracBlame Weather, Product
cut that C. W. Kellogg, president
ticable, according to Allied leaders
of Edison Electric Institute, had reThe
depression in theater business
convention. the New Jersey unit's
cently declared that, all factors con- attending
was
attributed
by New Jersey exsidered, "an allegation of power
In the first place it was pointed
hibitors to weather and product,
out,
the
producers
are
not
likely
to
snortage
is unwarranted."
Proposals
made about 10 days ago stand for such a plan. There is no with the former being blamed more
by Secretary of the Interior Ickes reason for concealing the merits of than the latter. An unusually early
for gasoline-less Sundays and a a picture and there is no harm in Spring, delegates contended, drove
patrons to outdoor amusements
blackout of night baseball drew fire
of New York Park Commissioner printing a fair criticism from un- rather than into theaters. Some
prejudiced
sources,
according
to
Lee
showmen insisted that product was
Moses, who declared that Ickes had
Newbury, unit president.
below par and that the public was
sprung the suggestions "without
Col. H. A. Cole, national presi- tired of seeing pictures that were
study
or investigation."
dent, said he did not want to make not entertaining.
Reassuring
words came yesterday,
comment until he had had more
Other factors in the decline, it was
too, for those theater operators any
time to study the ramifications of
using fuel oil for heating purposes. the
said, were Drive-in theaters, night
proposal.
R. M. Sherman, chairman of the oil
base ball and the banning of theater games in some localities.
burner industry emergency commitBioff
Will
be
Arraigned
tee on national defense, was quoted
Feel Drop Is Temporary
as saying that talk of a critical fuel Today on Extortion Charge
It was indicated that a remedy
oil shortage is "perhaps the most
treacherous fraud since the MissisArraignment of Willie Bioff, West would not be advanced until it was
Coast IATSE leader, on an extor- determined whether the present desippi Bubble."
cline was temporary or permanent.
tion charge will take place before
Federal Judge John Knox in the There was a feeling that the depression would not last for long, but if
Skouras Cancels MPTOA Talk
District Courthouse at 10:30 a.m.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
today. Bioff is expected to plead it continues, some action would have
to be taken. No business stimulants,
Los Angeles — Spyros Skouras, Na- not guilty.
tional Theaters prexy, scheduled to
His arraignment will be followed however, were suggested.
address the MPTOA convention here on June 20 by that of George E.
As most of the delegates are exyesterday, was forced to cancel his Browne, co-defendant with Bioff.
pected to arrive today, attendance
engagement to permit his immediate Biowne, IATSE prexy, is reported yesterday was light. Many subjects
ill
in
Chicago.
return to New York.
scheduled for discussion, such as arbitration, the New York consent decree and music tax, were set aside
depressed by tragic headlines should during these depressing and soul- for later
sessions.
enter the theater only to have the harrowing times the theaters offer
same headlines served up in letters nothing more than a rehash of the
a foot high?
gloom and foreboding that permeates
Tri-oomph-antl
"Is it going to make our coming the outer world ? . . .
"The exhibitors are the point of
participation in the war — if that has
San
Diego, Calif.— Some 8,000 gabeen decreed — more endurable, or is contact between the industry and
ga gobs were poised here yesterday
it going to strengthen the will of the public. They know better than
to storm girl,
Ann inSheridan,
the people to see it through, if anyone else what pleases and what
"oomph"
order to filmland's
get her
every time they go to the theater displeases their patrons. If they
autograph while on hand to appear
feel
that
a
reduction
in
the
amount
they not only encounter newsreels
in scenes for a picture with a Navy
and short subjects dealing with the of war material on the screen will
background. Ah, but Ray Scott,
apprentice seaman, (who by the way
war but also must sit through fea- bring people into the theater, they
ture pictures made at Army posts should not hesitate to say so. If
is a nephew of Randolph Scott, acand flying fields and on battleships, escapist pictures are needed, the extor), drew the assignment of standnot to mention the many pictures
hibitors should make that need
ing guard o'er La Sheridan. He did,
with service pistol, bayonet, and
dealing with Nazi chicanery and known. The other branches of the
brutality ?
looks of disdain at his fellow-sailindustry should, and I believe will,
ors. The latter abandoned their inContinued Patronage Questioned
be glad to receive the considered
"Last and by no means least, will views of the exhibitors on this most
tended "campaign."
the public patronize the theaters if
pressing problem,"
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Gov't SendingNational
Questionnaires
to Film Producer:
Carbon Sales Head Assures MPTOA

U. S. Setting Up Immediate
Backlog of Film Personnel
On Industry-Wide Scale Set
{Continued from Page 1)

Meet There Will Be No Carbon Shortage
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — E. M. Williford, general sales manager of the National Carbon
Co., yesterday assured the exhibitor delegates to the MPTOA convention that
there would be no shortage of carbon and that no price raises are intended.
He urged exhibs. not to become panicky and cause a synthetic shortage by
stocking up on carbon.

Executive Office of the President,
National Resources Planning Board.
That this is the Administration's
opening gun in setting up an immediate backlog of film personnel
on an industry-wide scale for National Defense is indicated by a
"Technical Check List" accompany- Dietz Returning from Coast Co-Op Confabs
ing the questionnaire and which cov- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Garland will sing the theme song
ers 10 general fields of specializaHollywood — Answering an appeal especially written by Irving Berlin
tion within filmland.
for its services in the interest of na'"Any Bonds Today?"
tional unity, the motion picture in- entitled
Divisions and Sub-Divisions
Charles Laughton will deliver Lindustry promises full co-operation in
coln's Gettysburg address.
These divisions and their sub-divi- the radio program, "Millions for DeThe second show, July 9, will feasions are as follows:
fense," which the United States
ture Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and
PRODUCING: Story film;
Treasury Department inaugurates Dorothy
Lamour from the Coast.
Newsreel; Factual subjects;
July 2, continuing for 13 weeks.
Discussing
industry's
partand
in
Emanating from New York every the
DIRECTING: Story film; Facsale of thedefense
bonds
tual subjects;
Wednesday at 9 p.m., it will have a
stamps,
Dietz
said
that
the
SecrePROMOTING: Newspapers;
Hollywood cut-in.
tary of the Treasury had stated
The producers'
association,
Screen
Trade press; Display; Advertiswith emphasis his satisfaction with
Actors
and
Writers
Guilds
have
ing; Magazine;
agreed to lend every effort to assist the co-operation already extended in
DISTRIBUTING: Feature;
screen trailers
films'
general
Howard Dietz who has been ap- effort.
He addedandthat
at the
end
Newsreel; Shorts; Educational;
pointed by Secretary Morgenthau as of the radio program he was sure a
Industrial;
general chairman of promotion via similar compliment to motion picEDITING: Story film; Newsentertainment for sale of defense
reel; Factual subjects;
earned.ture personalities will have been
savings stamps.
WRITING: Story film; NewsDietz has been here for the past
reel; Factual subjects;
"The idea of the program is to
10 days, combining his M-G-M ac- stimulate
spirit behind the defense
SOUND: Mixer man; Recordtivities with work allotted to him by
ist; Re-recordist;
the Government in the national savings plan," said Dietz. "The national unity we hear so much about
CAMERA: Cameraman; Procemergency. He left yesterday for
ess photographer; Animator;
New York where he will consult can best be achieved when everyone has a personal, sentimental and
with the Columbia Broadcasting
Lighting supervisor; Still phomaterial interest in our way of life.
tographer;
staff.
Writers are asked to contribute
LABORATORY:
Operating
Douglas Coulter is handling proshort playlets. Dramatic players
duction
of
the
series.
The
first
proengineer; Process control engigram will be introduced over the as well as comedians and vocalists
neer; Equipment engineer.
asked to appear. The program
The 10th and final division has air by the Secretary of Treasury are
will represent a cross section of
been instituted in the event that the himself who will also be a guest on
preceding nine divisions do not ade- "Information Please" which will radio, theater and screen."
Dietz's headquarters will be at
quately provide the recipient of the make a special appearance on "Millions for Defense" program. Fred 1540 Broadway. Huntley Gordon has
questionnaire with a heading under
Allen
will
be
master
of
ceremonies
which he or she can describe spe- out of New York and John Charles volunteered to serve as co-ordinator
of talent for motion picture artists,
cialized talent possessed.
Thomas will be vocalist. From Hol- and can be reached at the office of
Radio Experience Asked
lywood Mickey Rooney
and Judy the Screen Actors Guild.
It is interesting to note on the
Technical Check List the Govern- J. O. Brooks' Mother Dead
Suggest
P.A.'s,Attendance
Girl Shows
— Mrs. Elizabeth M. Brooks, To
Stimulate
ment's request to film industry per- 82,Detroit
died
at
her
home
here
after
two
sonnel that they describe any radio
weeks' illness. She was the mother West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
experience they may have had.
of J. Oliver Brooks, chief booker of
— At a special meeting
Examination of questionnaire's the Butterfield Circuit. Interment of Hollywood
the Association of Motion Picture
contents shows that, while the Gov- was at Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Producers
late
Tuesday, Spyros
ernment has not yet dispatched the
Skouras said an elaborate program
document to all the wings of the
of personal appearances by screen
motion picture trade, it patently in- Rites for Mary Kelly
tends to glean all possible informaChicago — Funeral services are personalities and girl shows would
do much to stimulate attendance.
tion from the trade's research forces,
today for Mary "BubA published report that there was
directors, editors or writers; admin- plannedbles" here
Kelly, 46, wife of Ray Myers, much
istrators, producers, and all others, former Orpheum
dissension at the meeting and
booker in New
that they may be on call to serve York, who died on the Coast.
exhibitors were condemned for inthe nation if their help is needed
effective showmanship was denied.
in the interests of National De- piled by the Department of Labor It is stated that the session was
fense.
under the designation, U. S. Public constructive and President Y. Frank
The National Resources Planning Service Reserve.
Freeman is to appoint a committee
Scope of the new questionnaire to study all phases of situation.
Board's National Roster of Scientific and Specialized Personnel is co- is such that the Government can
administered bythe U. S. Civil Ser- gain an unusually accurate picture "Blood on Moon" to RKO
vice Commission.
of the abilities of those filling it in.
Hollywood — RKO has purchased
During the last World War, a tions.
There is a total of 30 principal ques- the Mike Short magazine serial
similar personnel roster was com"Blood on the Moon."

io 's Defense Shows

6 Shows Daily With
His Pix, Says Roach
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI1

Los Angeles — In his address tp.il,
delegates attending the MPTO A §f
vention
declared here
his yesterday, Hal ri°i>
streamlined I
features willl
be condensed!
into never!
less than 451
nor morel
than 6 01
minutes a n dl
are remedy
designed!
to
certain evils J
in double!
feature!
stated his
HAL ROACH
showing.
He'
new product
will enable exhibitors to show s !
shows daily where normally onJ
five could be shown with a long doi
ble feature bill.
Roach said his streamlined fe;j
tures should create new stars arj
pointed out that there is no ovei
time in theater operating expensa
because his product can be suitablj
adapted to any schedule. He saj
they
have
"A" and
qualiti
story would
material,
castfull
names
prd
duction values.

Harmon Asks "Defense
Film
on Every Program"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAIL]

Los Angeles — Francis S. Harmoj
co-ordinator of the Motion PictuJ
Committee Co-operating for Nation
al Defense, addressing the MPTOJ
convention here yesterday urged thl
national exhib. organization to adoq
a slogan, "A Defense Film Wit]
Harmon
outlined the progress i
Every
Program."
the industry's own part in the na
tional defense program, his addrea
covering the same ground as thai
delivered before Ampa at its Ne4
York meeting on May 28. The Fnri
Daily the next day carried a fu]
report.
Harmon called attention to thra
new defense films to come from th
Office of Production Managemeni
and said that 500 prints of each ar
now in exchanges. Titles were firs!
published in The Film Daily Mon
day. "It's in Pieces" is a three-minute trailer stressing importance o
sub-contracting defense orders
"America Builds Ships," shows th
work at Pescagoula, Miss, shipyards
while "Army in Overalls" is th
story of CCC boys' work toward de
fense.
Harmon stressed the fact that th;
motion picture industry is the onl;
American business that has suppliec
so much to Great Britain and ha
received
in
return. only a fraction of mone:
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Hard Work Can Bring Back Lost Patrons, Rodgers
Metro Sales Head Raps
Self-Satisfaction and
Giveaway Showmanship
West

Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

"FIcsli," Double Features, Plus Half Hour
Of Newsreels for 10 and 25 Cents in Hub
Boston — Boston' only vaude house now will be the Gayety which announces
a new policy of stage shows, vaude and stage bands, plus double features for
the Summer. In addition the Gayety also will feature a 30-minute newsreel
program each performance. Prices will be 10-25 cents. The house is E. M.
Loew operated.

Los Angeles — William F. Rodgers,
Metro's general sales manager, addressing the MPTOA convention at
the Ambassador Hotel here yesterday, told an attentive national ex- RKO's Quarterly Net
hib. audience, the conclave's largest, Shows $108,838 Rise
that the motion picture's "regular
audience," weaned away by "other
(Continued from Page 1)
forms of amusement, can be brought
back by the downright hard work weeks ended April 5, 1941, organization channels disclosed yesterday.
that all of us are capable of but
unfortunately some are reluctant to This compares with a net profit of
$535,088.10 for the 13-week span
ended March 30, 1940.
perform."
Rodgers. asserting that "we, as
Profits from operations, after dean industry, are occupying a mns+
ducting depreciation and income
uncomfortable position," said that
the views he expressed were the taxes in the aggregate sum of $548,product of a survey of many terri- 813.48, amounted during the 13
tories, and declared, "I think the week's ended April 5, 1941, to $717,problem is a bigger problem than 119.82. Operations profit, after similar deductions in the corresponding
that of voicing caustic words that
look well in print, but which ac- span of 1940, was $609,538.35.
Provision for dividends accrued
complish little."
during the 1941 period on preferred
Good Pictures Not Enousrh
stock of a subsidiary company,
The Metro exec, warned bis audi- K-A-O, in hands of public, amounted
ence that "good pictures alone will to $73,193.75, whereas it was $74,not bring back your patrons in satis- 450.25 in the aforementioned 1940
factory numbers — good pictures will
help — but your appeals to the pub- period.
For the 52 weeks ended April 5,
lic must be compelling. Presenta- 1941, RKO Corp. and subsidiaries
tion is both important and neces
show a net loss of $879,353.23, after
sary.
all charges, the statement added, and
"I am firm in the conviction that citing that the figures released in
the type of showmanshin that of- the statement are in part estimated
fers a gas range, five bi'r prizes anr1 and subject to audit and adjustment
a second feature with 'Men "f Boys' at the end of the calendar year, as
Town' for 25 cents, is not^ tn» tvrr has been the practice heretofore.
of showmanship that will ultimately
be successful and bring back our pie in our business are too selfpatrons," Rodgers continued. "I am satisfied — possibly the inspiration to
firmly convinced that this is not build as they once built, is gone.
a two-for-one or triple feature busi"I have too much confidence in
the ingenuity, in the showmanship
ness." No Answer on Duals
ability of the American exhibitor, to
Relative to double features, the
that any type of competition,
sales chief said he wished he had feel
whether by radio, dancing, bowling,
the answer. "If you do find your- golf, bridge, or whatnot, can comselves in a situation where you are
pete with an aroused theater owner
playing double bills, then, by all when he realizes that he has a job
means, present them in a manner to do.
and at times best suited to the maHollywood
Conscious of Job
jority of your patrons," he advised.
"We, as distributors, will, how"I am sure that, as never before,
ever, discourage the dissipation of Hollywood is conscious of the job it
outstanding pictures," Rodgers af- must do, whether that is because of
firmed. He pointed out that the the fact that we have to show them
Loew circuit, operating always in before we sell them, or whether it
competition, has never used two- is because of the fact that a lot of
for-ones, triple bills or merchandise genuine folks out here are rather
giveaways, although cash prizes serious about their jobs. I do not
have been used.
know, but of this I am confident —
Pictures Not the Trouble
that possibly you, I, and all of us,
Taking up business situation in have been coasting a little.
which the industry now finds itself,
"In the sheer desire to make more
Rodgers asserted, "Anyone in this money and to give the American
room knows full well what is wrong, public the benefit of a greater entertainment, Ibelieve it is our job
and it is not motion pictures," which,
he added, if anything have shown a to put forth, during the next 12
great improvement this year.
months, the greatest job of showRodgers continued, in part:
manship we have ever been capable
"Fundamentally, some of the peo- of.

Frels' Normana Theater
Complaint is Dismissed
Dallas — L. M. Jordan, arbitrator,
has dismissed the some run complaint
of the Normana Theater in El Compo, brought by house's operator, Ruben Frels, against M-G-M, Warners,
20th-Fox,
RKO Radio and Paramount.

Parsons Sees Radio
As Helpful to B. 0.
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI

Los Angeles — Radio can be (C~~r
tent
ture force
theaterin selling
tickets, ofis motiofctio;'
the vie
point of Louella O. Parsons, INS m
tion picture
editor
and
intern* I
tionally syndicated columnist. Speal I
ing at the MPTOA convention, Mi;]
Parsons
urged exhibitors to adaij
the air waves to their own purpose
rather than trying to fight.

Referring to her program "Ho
lywood
Premiere,"
she said
that si
endeavored
to create
interest
withholding vital parts of the stoi
Dismissal was predicated on the and that she receives many lettei
fact that some run had been offered each week attesting to the intere
to the house, and, therefore Jordan in air previews. "Radio can be hel]
ful to you and assist you in sellir
has
run. no authority to award a specific
tickets," she continued. "In this d;
Costs of the action were divided and age when conditions are so ba
it is important to utilize every sel
between plaintiff and defendants.
ing angle and I feel that previev
like ours are a potent force in ge
McDonald, Denver, Case

Hearing Off Till Monday

ting
into picked
the theaters."
Misspeople
Parsons
the 10 mo
Denver — McDonald clearance promising of the younger scred
hearing has been changed from to- players who, in her opinion, a
potential stars.
dav to next Monday;
They are: Joan Leslie of Warnei
IRNA, Ascap Talk Terms
Katherine Grayson of M-G-M, Edd
Bracken
of Paramount, Glenn Fo:
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Representatives of of Columbia, Sterling Hayden
the Independent Radio Network Paramount, George Montgomery
Affiliates, headed by Samuel R. Ros- 20th Century-Fox, Susan Haywa:
enbaum, chairman, met with repre- of Paramount, Gene Tierney wi'
sentatives of Ascap here yesterday 20th-Fox. Todd Karns under contra
at NAB headquarters to discuss to Leo McCarey, and Anne Gwym
of Universal.
Ascap's offer for releasing its music
to the indie network.
Miss Parsons urged the studi
to pay more attention to the bo
"Forget that the distributor is office opinions of the nation's ei
hibitors, declaring that they aloi
supposed to be a natural enemy — are qualified to pass judgment <
it is not true and you know it. Sure,
there have been injustices and, no production results.
doubt, will continue to be — you are Promote UA Detroit Men
sore and rightfully so, when you
Detroit — Harry Lotz, United Ai
are overcharged — I too am not ists
booker, has resigned to go
pleased when we are short-changed. Buffalo to open a variety store
It is encouraging to know, howpartnership with his mother. As
ever, that such practices are few.
result of this move, Ben Zimner, al
Elements That Need Correction
a booker, was promoted to offi
"Unquestionably there are ele- manager, and Ralph Forman, form
ments in this industry that need shipper, became booker. John Stev
correction, and on this question I formerly with RKO, took Formal
post as shipper.
heartily recommend the use of arbitration as the cheapest, speediest,
;
and most effective method to cor- "Tom, Dick, Harry" Trial June !
rect our differences within the inChicago — Injunction and dama.
dustry because I am thoroughly con- suit of the radio team of Tom, Di<
vinced that the industry cannot stand and Harry against RKO, whose ne
long, expensive litigation, nor do I
feel that dividends can ever be paid Ginger Rogers' picture is titLj
"Tom, Dick and Harry," is sche
out of quarrels.
uled to be heard before Judge Jol
"Every distributor is harassed by Barnes on June 20. Laird & Wi
suits of one description or another, ton represent the plaintiffs.
the majority of which could and
should be settled through arbitration. "Citizen Kane" Leaving Hub
"Costly attorneys are employed
Boston — Final week of "Citiz
for both sides — and with what re- Kane"
at the Majestic has been a
sult— compromise after unnecessary nounced. During the final week hi
money has been spent and unneces- rates will be granted to organiz
sary enmity created.
tions, lodges and service men.

Jury Trial Demanded

in Crescent Anti -Trust Suit

(See Column 3 Belozv)
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MPTOA, PCC ACT TO END DOUBLE^ BILLS
Myers Offers 5 -Point Plan to Meet Trade Crisis
Confidence of Public Must
Je Won Back if Films Are
7o Survive, Allied Warned
By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

I Atlantic City — A five-point
yUan for weathering the crisis
n the motion picture industry

"Have Confidence in
Distribs." — Keough
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "If we in this industry are ever to work out our
problem we must have confidence
in our distributors who are the
fathers of the consent decree,"
Austin C. Keough, general counsel
of Para., told the MPTOA conven-

Resolution Condemning Dual Bills Adopted by
MPTOA Which Pledged Itself to Try to Eliminate
the Practice Within the Next Eight Months
By

RALPH

WILK

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — The long-brewing exhibitor revolt against
double feature programs, assailed both within and without the
trade on a wide variety of grounds, finally crystallized at the

concluding sessions of the MPTOA
and PCC of ITO conventions here
tion yesterday. "We believe decree
yesterday.
enforcement may last one year. This
The stage for concrete action was
industry cannot be ruined in the
set
by the PCC which, at its own
time of that trial period. Before
convention, had given considerable
complaints are sent to the Governattention to the duals situation, with
yesterday at
ment, the matter should be threshed
the MPTOA providing the follow
the second
out within the industry itself via
through on a national basis.
Nashville
—
George
H.
Armistead,
day'ssions ofsesHub of the revolt was the resoluthe
chief defense attorney, has filed a
arbitration."
tion presented
by
New Jersey
(Continuedto onthe
Page MPTOA
6)
motion in Federal Court here deunit's annual
manding ajury trial in the United
c on ve ntion
States anti-trust suit against the
here.
Crescent Amusement Co., and its
principals and affiliated defendants.
In summary the
The privilege of a jury trial is claimed under Rule 39 B of Federal Court
abram F. MYERS plan
volvesin-(1)
Rules of Procedure.
greater regional and national
The probable right of defendant
{Continued on Page 7)
Chicago — U. S. Circuit Court yesterday upheld the Federal District to a jury trial is admitted by local West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Court for the Northern District of Government attorneys, but decision
Los Angeles — That the consent decree should be a great boon for
Illinois in(Continued
the latter's
of will not be made until the motion
on Page dismissal
3)
producing companies caphas been submitted to Assistant At- smaller
able of turning out good pictures
torney
General Thurman
Ar- because theaters will not have a
( Continued
on Page 4) W.
was suggested by Abram
F. Myers,
general
counsel of Allied,

Demands Jury Trial
In Crescent Suit

Circuit Court Okays
Gary Suit Dismissal

tioff Trial Starts
n New York Aug. 18

U. S. District Attorney Mathias
Correa yesterday charged Wilam Bioff and George E. Browne,
ATSE execs., with having threat-

iwi Decree a Boon
For Small Producers

Allied Plans Door-to-Door
(Continued on Page 4)
Canvass on Public's Tastes Files to Restrain Voting
Subversive Pix Imports
Atlantic City — A four-way plan to
Hit
in MPTOA Resolution
RKO's
K-A-O
Stock
in
Reorg.
determine public tastes in pictures

will be launched by national Allied
during the next 12 weeks. Plan for
the poll embodies a door-to-door
Allied to Invite MPTOA
canvass sponsored by Allied members
in their respective localities; quesjteps. to Its Convention
tionnaires at the theaters, newspaper co-operation through inquirAtlantic City — Answers to pleas
ing reporters and questionnaires on
)i national unity on common prob- theater
ads in the newspapers.
■ras as expressed by both MPTOA
Allied leaders
the poll
is jus(Continued on Page 5)
(Continuedfeel
on Page
5)
(Continncd on Page 7)

An application for an order to re- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — A resolution introstrain RKO from voting its 21,761
duced by President
Lewen
Pizor,
shares of K-A-0 preferred stock in
of MPTO onofPage
Eastern
Penn4)
favor of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum president (Continued
Corp. reorganization plan has been
filed in Delaware by Russell Van
Kirk, an RKO stockholder, it was
Studios' Ascap Pact
revealed yesterday following adjournment of theon Page
special
K-A-0
(Continued
4)
Expires September 1

MPTOA Against Sexy
Pix on ./tire Bills

Ken Theater's Appeal Denied

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — MPTOA in convention
here condemned the practice of
certain exhibitors showing non-approved and so-called sex pictures as
part of a double bill with an "approved" picture, with the approved
picture being one which attracts
minors of a tender age.

No Clearance to 'Abolish', Board Declares
Fairbanks UA Stock Sale
Hearing Over to June 19

The Appeal Board of the Motion
Picture Arbitration Tribunals in its
first decision yesterday upheld the
award of Arbitrator Charles P.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY Megan which dismissed, for want
Los Angeles — Hearing before Pro- of jurisdiction, the complaint filed
bate Judge Jess E. Stephens who is by the Ken Theater Corp., operating
to pass on the acceptance by the the Ken Theater, Chicago Southside
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 7)

West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — A. Julian Brylawski,
president of the MPTO of the District of Columbia, warned MPTOA
members that contracts with Ascap
expire Sept. 1, 1941 and inasmuch
as radio is saving $6,000,000 per
year by using non-Ascap music, Ascap
no doubt will try to increase its
revenue from other sources.
He suggested a committee be appointed to investigate the danger of
cost.
a possible increase in per seat music
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House-to-House Canvass
Seeks St. Louis Pix Likes

St. Louis — Seeking to determine
audience tastes in the residential
zones from which his house draws
patronage, Harry C. Riegel, Jr. managing director of the F & M St.
Louis, is launching a house-to-house
canvass. Via questionnaires, his
crew will endeavor to determine patrons' reactions to single feature
programs, duals, triples, types of
films preferred, serials, giveaways,
and short subject programs.
Housewives, neighborhood merchants, and the personnel of large
organizations will be covered in the
first St. Louis poll in over four years.
"Bonus" passes will be given as an
incentive to prompt answering. SurActing
vey, to be completed within five
Hershey. Head of Selective Service,
weeks, is expected to give local exAll other newsreel organizations hibs. an accurate insight into the
accented the strike developments in likes and dislikes of patrons.
their issues because of the national
importance of these events. In most
inrtances. the sequences were some Hear Fight on Nazi Film
200 to 300 feet in length.
In Albany Court Today

Paramount
some
700 feet ofNews
film into "specialed"
its current
release which was distributed a day
ahead of schedule, the special material dealing with the national strike
situation and accenting the news angle and views particularly of the
Los Angeles aircraft walkout, and
the situation involving the lumber
workers in the Northwest; San
Francisco shipping, and the Detroit
and Cleveland aluminum plants.
Also included in the Paramount
News footage in connection with the
labor upheavals were sequences
showing
conferencePresident
and theRoosevelt's
commentarypress
of

Will Seek Dies Probe
Of Reds in Actors Equity
Bert Lytell, president of Actors
Equity, will go to Washington on
Tuesday to seek an investigation
by the Dies committee into charges
that Communists dominate the
Eauity Council.
The ten officers who resigned their
posts as a result of the election at
which Alan Hewitt, called a Communist bv Rep. William P. Lambertson of Kansas, was elected, have
refused to return. They likewise insist that seven other members of
the Council, accused as being reds,
resien raending a Government investigation.

"Kiss the Bovs Goodbye'
Tests Set in Three Keys

Arguments on the court order
filed by William H. Murray, director of the Department of Investigation of the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi
League, asking that the distribution
and exhibition of "Victory in the
West" be restrained, will be heard
bv Supreme Court Justice William
H. Murray, in Albany today.
The League contends that the German-made subject, released by Ufa,
is a feature motion picture rather
than a newsreel, as it was classified
by Irwin Esmond, director of the
motion picture division of the Board
of Regents. Julius L. Goldstein is
attorney for the League.

Name New Chairmen
At AMPA Final Meeting

Appointment of committee chairmen for the coming season were reWashington, Richmond, and San
vealed following the final 1940-41
Antonio, are the first three of the AMPA luncheon yesterday. Chairmen announced by Vincent Trotta,
keys where Para.'s "Kiss the Boys
Goodbye" will have nre-release en- president, included:
Advertising, Maurice Bergman;
casements, Charles Reagan, assistant sales manager, announced yes- Arrangements, Jules Ziegler; Atterday. Pix goes into the Earle The"Hap" Hadley; Auditing.
ater, Washington. July 4 and the Charles F.tendance,
Stark; Constitution and
Colonial Theater, Richmond, and MaBy-Laws, Joel Swenson; Entertainjestic, San Antonio. July 11.
ment, Joseph Zimanich; Publicity,
Snecial ad and publicity campaigns
David A. Lipton; Reception, Aileen
will be tested bv Para, on these pre- St. John Brennon.
releases. Pix is scheduled for national release in mid-August.

Givot Must Pay $20,000
George Givot vesterdav was hit
Mrs. Helen Hughes Breen
with a verdict of $20,000 in the
Named Trustee of Elmira
breach of contract suit brought
against him by his former agent,
Mrs. Eugene L. Breen, the former Herman Bernie. New York Sum-erne
Helen Hughes, has been elected a Court Justice Morris Erler ruled that
trustee of Elmira College, Elmira, Givot has breacherl a five-vear conof which she is a graduate. She is
tract executed in May, 1937.
the youngest trustee ever elected
to the college.
World Takes Polish Film
Prior to resigning in 1938 to be
Forever." produced with
married, Miss Hughes served as the"Poland
co-or>eratirn of the Polish Govsecretary, director and personnel
ernment in exile, is being distributed
manager of Universal Pictures.
by World Pictures Corp.

$46,000,000 Stockholders
Suit vs. Para. Dismissed

Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday dismissed the $46,000,000
stockholders damage suit of Frank
Jablow and Sam Acker against
Paramount Pictures, Paramount officials, Erpi, Western Electric Co.,
A T & T, and Paramount Theaters
Service Corp. The dismissal was for
failure to prosecute the suit. Complaint's six counts had charged a
number of acts claimed to be wastement.ful and as a result of mismanage-

COmiHG and G0IIIG
JOSEPH McCONVILLE and JACK
June
18. plan to sail from Rio for
Columbia

SECAL o
the U.

MARCARET LINDSAY leaves for the Coast b
auto at the week-end.
M. H. HOFFMAN is expected to leave fc
the Coast shortly.
ABE

LYMAN

ED ZABEL

has

arrived

on

the

Coast^flx

has arrived from the Coasl

23

SPYROS
SKOURAS.
^
FRANK CAPRA is coming East for a Thousan
Islands vacation.
HERMAN WOBBER, 20th-Fox distributic
chief,
and
WILLIAM
C.
CEHRING,
divisic,
manager, fly to Toronto today to discuss produ<
week.
deals with FPC; they will return early ne:
REGINALD ARMOUR, J. R. McDONOUG
and PERRY LIEBER, arrive over the week-et
for the RKO
convention.
BRIAN DONLEVY, and MRS. DONLEVY w
leave New York today on a two-week to
through New England in their own static
wagon.
ELMER
to script
WILLIE

DAVIS

arrives on the Coast Mond.

"Holiday Inn"
BIOFF
leaves

for Para.
for the Coast

HERB BERG of Paramount
Tenn.,
vacationing.
WILL
BISHOP

tonigr

is in Elizabethtc

BISHOP. Metro publicist, and MR
have returned to Chicago from t

Coast.
OCTAVIO GOMEZ CASTRO, president of t
Cuban Film Board of Trade, is in Mexico Cil
VINCENTE BLANCO, Latin-American di
trib., has returned to Caracas, Venezuela, frc
Havana.
ing.
hasJAMES
arrived R.
in GRAINGER,
Chicago from Republic's
New York presider
by plar
and returns to the home office tomorrow mor
W. W. SIMONS. Altec service engineer, h
gone to Minneapolis, to attend his Silver Jubil
Anniversary reunion at the University of Mi
nesota.
MR. and MRS. DON SARDINAS, both Warr
home office employes, have returned from
wedding
trip upstate.
MRS. SARDINAS is t.§.
former
Mary
Healy.
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PCC Opposes Further Expansion of Large Circuits
Circuit Court Okays

Indie Exhibs. "Stifled" By
New Theaters Urged to
Communicate with D of J
l\-st

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Gary Suit Dismissal

DAILY

Los Angeles— The PCC of ITO at
^final convention session at the
^assador Hotel here yesterday
v,pted a resolution opposing any
. organizations.
'urther expansion of large circuit
The resolution was bulwarked by a
further decision, that all local individual operators being infringed up;in or stifled unfairly by newly planied theater sites forward such inforhiation to the Department of Jusice.
Another important resolution
Adopted demanded that producer-disJaibutor controlled theaters be presented from showing two "A" pictures on bills with which independents cannot compete because they
ure not able to show two percentage
jictures together, nor one percentage
:iid one "high price flat cost" picture
n competition with them.
A third resolution authorized
a
:cmmittee to act on elimination of
he junior admission price evil.
Question
of establishing
a
small group to represent independent exhibitors as a reviewing board to pass upon pictures
that are "clucks" was discussed,
but no action was taken, after
it was pointed out that many
exhibitors
favored
relying on
trade press previews.
Another PCC resolution provides
Tor payment by PCC of arbitration
,:ases that can be classified as "test
bases'* in order to secure a fair and
mpartial hearing against producer
pr
distributor's array of top legal
:alent.

(.Continued from Page 1)

ATLANTIC
•

•

•

IN his usual friendly manner

putting on a roarin' exhibition

is
Jer-

sey Allied
Truly, — if you'll pardon the paltry pun, — he's the mane
attraction 'mong the display booths
having taken what might be
termed the lion's share, or largest, space
At a location just outside
the convention hall
a miniature reproduction of the M-G-M Culver
City studios
has been erected
and serves as a background
for free photos taken of delegates
— process shots showing 'em "on
the lot"
Photos, in black and white, are ready within one minute
and then attached to an "M-G-M Celebrity Badge"
with life-size cutouts
of Metro
stars
— their

pose

being transposed on
liberally identified

the

players'
not only

"bodies"
P.S.:
as to personalities

The

own

Showmen
features

cutouts
are
but also as

to Leo's forthcoming product line-up

• •
• BUT Leo ain't the whole "zoo" by a jugful
Swell
displays and stuff are here under the institutional banners of
RCA, Price Premium,
American
Seating
Paramount,
UA,
Metro Premium, Universal, Penn Theater Equipment
Heywood Wakefield, Columbia, Vendola, National Screen Service and
Nat Fleisher. ... • That renowned cross-country commuter,
Colonel H. A. Cole, national Allied prexy
arrived at the convention via train
albeit he started out from Dallas by automobile But near Greenville, Tenn., his car collided with another car
turned over in a ditch
Result was a damaged
Cole "wagon" to the tune of some 300 smackers
Luckily, nobody was hurt

▼

Dinema Club to Hold Bake
Boston — The Boston Cinema Club
vill hold a clam bake July 12 at the
jreen Acres Country Club, Saxonrille. William Cuddy of RKO, Robit Levine of Warners and John Gla;ier of Western Massachusetts The\ters are in charge.

ole Leo the Lion

at the current conclave of New

CITY

T

T

• •
•
SOME of the boys attending the conclave
have been
fooled by some hot sunshine
which led them to take a dip in the
briny
They went right back to the "hickory limb" to re-clothe
upon finding that the water's temperature 'was 'bout 45 degrees.

. . .

• During an un-Conventional gabfest
Irving Dollinger was sayin'
that he doesn't believe the chatter
about workers in industrial towns
being too tired to go to movie shows
— a muchrepeated alibi for slow b.o. biz
Irving has a house in Maplewood,
N. J
which community has a number of factories
all working
at top speed
He avers that you should see the workers at quittin'
time
racing each other to the bowling alleys
and passing up
a nice restful
who owns a
her home for
is telling how

•

JUNE
Basil Rathbone
Ian Hunter
JUNE 14
jdaj. Edward Bowes
Gertrude Turtchen
I

13
Tay Carnett
David J. Chatkin
JUNE 15
Max
Stuart
George Barnett
Richard
C. Wilson

•

theater completely. ...
• Mrs. Helen Hildinger
half-dozen theaters around Trenton
had a dinner at
the New Jersey Allied boys a few months ago
She
her house was robbed the next day

• COLONEL Cole allows as how as the next six months
will determine whether the New York consent decree....
is the answer to the indies' prayers
The results, sez he, by
that time
should be giving some evidence
as to whether
or not the remedy prescribed
will get the patient
up
on his feet
or whether the treatment
should be changed
and in what way

the anti-trust action brought by Gary
Theater Co. against exhibitor defendants,— Balaban & Katz Corp.
and Warner Bros. Circuit Management Corp., — and distributor defendants comprising United Artists
Corp., Columbia Pictures Corp., 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp., RKO Radio Pictures,
Loew's, Inc.,
versal Film Inc.,
Exchanges,
Inc., Uniand
Vitagraph,
Inc.
Crux of the action brought by
the plaintiff was the contention that
the defendants conspired to withhold product from the Palace Theater in Gary, Ind., operated by the
Gary Theater Co., and, in instances,
subjected the house to unreasonable
clearance by exhibiting preferentially in competitive stands with adjacent Chicago, principally situations
on the city's South Side.
Considerable film industry interest has been evoked by this antitrust case not only because of the
trade issues involved, but points of
law which, if established as precedents, might readily affect, and
adversely, ensuing actions in which
film interests might be in the defendant slot.
Gary Theater Co. took the case
to the Circuit Court after District
Judge William H. Holly had dismissed the action, coincidentally ruling thatonable,clearance
was not unreasnor was conspiracy
proved.
Determination of these issues was
closely linked to the case's legal asAs to the latter, the defendants
asked in argument: Does a motion
pects.
made under Rule 41 (b) of the Rules
of Civil Procedure raise the question of whether plaintiff's evidence
would be sufficient to overcome a
motion for a direct verdict in a jury
case, or does it present the question of whether, weighing the evidence, the court is of the opinion
that judgment should be entered for
defendant on the merits; and, if it
raises the former question, does
plaintiff's evidence make such a
case?
Co-defendants contended that Gary
Theater Co. did not make a prima
facie case.

After examining the plaintiff's
together with the defenns, showing
allegatiodants'
of cause why the
t
complain should be dismissed, Judge
Holly decided in favor of the latter.
s'
ing defendant
Briefs,ns delineat
g in exand discussin
contentio
tended form the points of law involved, were filed during the proceedings by Warner Bros. Circuit
Management Corp. as well as by B
& K, Another such brief .was filed
by the defendant distributors.
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Depinet to Open RKO Sales Conclave Here Mon.
More Than 300 Delegates
To Attend Four-Day Meet
At the Waldorf-Astoria
More than three hundred delegates to RKO Radio's sales convention will answer the roll call Monday, when the four-day gatheringswings into action in the Sert Room
of the Waldorf Astoria Hotel.
This contingent, perhaps the largest to attend an RKO Radio gathering, represents the 38 exchanges in
the U. S. and Canada, the foreign
department, RKO theaters, home office, studio, the Disney organization,
March of Time, Samuel Goldwyn and
Pathe News. Delegates from other
affiliated companies will check in
later.
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president, will
call the opening business session together and A. A. Schubart, manager
of exchange operations, will make
the roll call.
Delegates
follow:
HOME
OFFICE: (Alphabetically arranged) : Leon J. Bamberger, William H.
Clark, Ned E. Depinet, William E. Dahler,
Walter V. Derham, John A. Farmer, Lou E.
Gaudreau, Harry Gittleson, Ben Grimm, William H. Home. Ken Hallam, Harolde Hendee, Sid Kramer, Phil Keir, Sam Kelly, Jack
Level, Jack Lewis, S. Barret McCormick,
William T. McShea, Harry J. Michalson, Lou
H. Miller, Ed. J. McGuire, Clarence McGeary. Frank Mooney, George Muchnic.
Robert Mochrie, Rutgers Neilson, Michael
G. Poller, Richard C. Patterson, Peter Rathvon, George J. Schaefer, Fred Schaefer, A.
A. Schubart, Andy W. Smith, Jr., Cresson
E. Smith, E. J. Smith, Jr., Stanley Shufford. David L. Stumpf, Terry Turner, Russell Trado. Garret Van Wagner, Herb Wappaus, Arthur Willi, Lewis Wolfe, Gordon
E. Youngman,
William
Zimmerman.
HOME OFFICE REPS.: J. de Waal,
Minneanolis; E. Sedin, Kansas City; J.
Wangberg, Atlanta ; J. E. Cashman, New
Haven; W. A. Burke, Salt Lake City; A. F.
Braeunig, Cincinnati ; J. J. Schmitzer, Albany; D. Nolan, F. Alford, Atlanta.
STUDIO: Jos.eph I. Breen, Reginald Armour, J. R. McDonough,
Perry Lieber.
FOREIGN DEPT. : Phil Reisman, B. D.
Lion. R. K. Hawkinson, V. Lissim, Harry
Ehrreich, Michael Hoffay.
FIELD MEN: Harry Reiners, Boston;
Ted Wynn, Buffalo; Al Selig, Philadelphia;
Don Prince, Atlanta ; Fred Ford, Memphis ;
Bud Grey. Dallas; Bob Hickey, Chicago;
Frank Cronin, St. Louis; William Scholl,
Cleveland ; Eddie Rivers, Cincinnati ; Georgt
Gomperts, New York City; Charles Huy,
Los Angeles; Doc Howe, New York City;
George
Degnon,
Toronto.
THEATER DEPT.: Charles Koerner, Max
Fellerman, Leon Goldberg, Malcolm Kingsberg, Senator J. Henry Walters, Harry Mandei. Major L. E. Thompson, Louis Goldberg,
C. B. McDonald. S. A. Schwartz. H. R.
Emde, Matty Polon, J. Becker, M. Stein,
Tom Gorman. Nat. Holt, J. Brennan, H.
McDonald.
M. Singer, I. Libson.
RKO PATHE NEWS: Frederic Ullman,
Tr
Walton
C. Ament.
MARCH OF TIME: Louis de Rochemont.
John R. Wood, Jr., Albert E. Sindlinger.
I'hil A. Williams.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
PROD.: James
A. Mulvey, Capt. Lynn Farnol, Burt Champion.
WALT DISNEY PROD.: Studio— Roy
O. Disney, Gunther R. Lessing, New York
— Hal Home. Richard Condon. Frank Waldheim, James Finey, Leo Samuels.
KAY
KAMEN:
Chester Feitel.
ALBANY: Max Westebbe, mgr. ; G. F.
Tucker. L. A. Herman; ATLANTA: H. M.
Lyons, mgr. ; F. W. Salley, P. Harrison,
R. C. Price. J. Campbell, I. P. Stone; BOSTON': R. C. Cropper, mgr.; W. H. Gardiner, H. F. Goldstein. F. G. Ross, C. L.
Devizia, M. M. Ames, I. A. Downing; BUFFALO: E. Lux, mgr.; J. G. Chinell, N. Y.
Sper. E. J. Smith;
CHARLOTTE:
J. B.

Demands Jury Trial
In Crescent Suit

National Screen Service's Conventioneers
Will Attend RKO Sales Session on Tuesday
National's Screen Service's home office and field staff, 150 strong, attending the company's first national sales meet here next week will attend the RKO
Radio sales convention Tuesday by invitation of Ned E. Depinet, RKO's distribution chief. RKO will announce its 1941-42 lineup at the Tuesday session.
NSS
handles
RKO's
trailers, posters, accessories.

Subversive Pix Imports
Hit in MPTOA Resolution

{Continued from Page 1)

Sees Consent Decree
Boon to Small Producers

{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

Committee Co-operating for National Defense and that all exhibitors adopt the slogan, "A defense
film with every program."

steady flow of pictures under the
measure, was the statement made by
Arthur H. Lockwood, chairman of
MPTOA committee on film buying
problem and operating policy at the
organization's convention yesterday.
He pointed out that the quality of
pictures should improve under the
decree and that there will be a trend
back to exploitation of pictures that
exhibitors are sold on themselves.
J. M. Hone, Seattle, declared the
State of Washington was the first
place that stopped Ascap and does
not have to pay a music tax. He
advocated that every state should
have an anti-monopoly statute.

sylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware at the MPTOA convention here yesterday condemns continuation ofthe importation and distribution of subversive and sex films
and urges that the State Department
be requested to cause to be enacted
regulations or legislation preventing
the importantion and distribution of
such films.
Pizor also introduced a resolution pledging
hearty
endorsement ofMPTOA's
the Motion
Picture

nold, who is in charge of all-^-;
Government's
anti-trust
suits. 0.t# W:^
Assistant District
Attorney
Hughes is preparing subpoenas foil
72
otherto witnesses
in the suit
in adt( ;
dition
the 10 already
mailed
the Marshal of New York to serv;
on representatives of 10 leading dis
tributors.
Hughes states that the 72 sum
monses to be mailed in a few day:
will go to people now residing al
the way from Maine to California
Admitting the possibility of an?i
witnesses residing more than 10(
miles from Nashville refusing vol
untarily to accept the summons
Hughes states that Judge Elme:
D. Davies, of the Federal Cour
which will try the case, is beinj
asked for an order which will mak
attendance of witnesses compulsory

Warner Biz Sets Record
Columbus Thea. Co. Wins Files to Restrain Voting
$25,275 Balm in UA Action RKO's K-A-O Stock in Reorg. In 7 Foreign Countries

Columbus, O. — Judgment for $25,275 against United Artists was
awarded to the Ardmore Amusement Co., formerly operators of the
neighborhood Bexley Theater by a
Common Pleas court jury here. Suit,
charging breach of contract dated
back to product for delivery in the
Spring of 1938. The twin auditorium house was built by Bert Williams and the Lindenberg interests
but for the past few months has*
been operated by Fred Rowland.
Brecheen, mgr.; R. F. Branon, R. S. Mitchell. F. E. Dyer; CHICAGO: J. C. Osserman, mgr. ; S. Gorelick, H. H. Walders, M.
J. Kassel, J. Cozzi, J. J. Clarke, S. Borde,
R. A. O'Brien; CINCINNATI: S. C.
Jacques, manager; A. L. Sugarman, T. A.
McKnight, A. L. Kolitz, R. Williams, G.
J. Boudot. and —
CLEVELAND: B. G. Granze, mgr.; A.
Goldsmith, Harry La Vine, S. E. Feld;
DALLAS: S. M. Sachs, mgr.; W. V.
Adwell, V. H. Adams, C. J. Wheeler. C. B.
Wilson. D. Desch; DENVER: B. J. McCarthy, mgr.; F. J. Lee, E. E. Sanders, F.
Lind; DES MOINES: L. Elman, mgr.; W.
F. DeFrenne. M. L. Godwin. E. E. Gruenberg; DETROIT: T. F. Sharkey, mgr.;
M. E. Cohen. D. T. McCarthy, E. Lebby ;
INDIANAPOLIS: F. L. Brentlinger, E. J.
Hancock, P. J. Fortune; KANSAS CITY:
T. R. Thompson, mgr. ; E. L. Dyson, J.
Lewis. A. A. Renfro. K. G. Howe; LOS
ANGELES : H C. Cohen, mgr. ; S. W.
Whitehead, J. Rubenstein, J. F. Samuels,
L. Fink, J. P. Smith; MEMPHIS: A. M.
Avery, mgr.; R. V. Reagin, W. G. Wray ;

Warner business in seven foreig;
countries for the 1940-41 fiscal yea
stockholders' meeting until June 24. is breaking all past records, it wa
Meeting, which was to have voted reported at the home office yesterday
on the plan yesterday, was adjourned
From Finland, Manager J. Kamra
after Malcolm Kingsberg, vice- reports that billings for the first 4
chairman of the board, reported that weeks of the present fiscal year al
final drafts of some of the necessary ready have exceeded the entire 1939
documents had not been completed.
40 year, and the full year's opera
tions areforexpected
to set an all-tim
record
that country.
Col. Names Ad Agency
Other countries where new all
Weiss & Geller, Inc. has been appointed advertising agency for Co- time records already have been se
lumbia Pictures.
by WB managers although the fisca
year still has several weeks to gc
ley ; OMAHA : C. W. Allen, mgr. ; N. are: China, A. L. Caplan, mgr.
Xeilsen, W. G. Carmichael, E. Pickler, also —
E. De Leon,
mgr.;
PHILADELPHIA: C. Zagrans, mgr.; S. Egypt,
C. L. Conradsen,
mgr.,
Java,Sweder
J. F
{Continued from Page 1)

Lefko. M. Shulman, J. J. McFadden,

E. J.

Epstein,PITTSBURGH:
O. Tischler, J. Engel,
V. A.
O'Donnell;
H. H.
Greenblatt.
mgr.; D. C. Silverman, R. H. Lange, M. E.
Lefko, I. T. Sweeney, C. Peppercorn; PORTLAND: M E. Cory, mgr.; G. M. Engelman, S. S. McFadden; ST. LOUIS: R. V.
Nolan, manager; M. A. Raymon, T. B.
Williamson, H. Arends; SALT LAKE
CITY: L. S. Gruenberg, mgr.; G. Davidson, A. T. Mabey,
A. K. Shepherd,
also —
SAN FRANCISCO : N. P. Jacobs, mgr. ;
G. R. Seach. E. A. Stein. C. J. Crowley;
SEATTLE: E. A. Lamb, mgr.; J. F.
Burk. L. L. Goldsmith; SIOUX FALLS:
S. W Fitch, mgr.; E. J. Frace, C. H.
Snyder; WASHINGTON: R. J. Folliard.
mgr.; H. E. Kahn, E. W. Grover, O. Knox,
A. P. Folliard, J. Hildebrand ; TORONTO:
Mark Plottel, mgr.; M. L. Devaney; MONTREAL: H. F. Tavlor, mgr.; H. B. Miller.
H. Decker; ST. JOHN: L. Plottel, mgr.;
WINNIPEG: H. Woolfe, mgr.; H. Nachimson; CALGARY: T. McPherson. mgr.; R.
MILWAUKEE: A. N. Schmitz, mgr.; Doddridge; VANCOUVER: W. S. Jones,
M. Anderson. E. Spiers, Wm. Foley, R. G. mgr.
DIVISION MANAGER: Leo Devaney,
Saeger; MINNEAPOLIS: C. J. Dres- Canada.
sell, mgr. • W. C. Winters, J. E. Loeffler,
DISTRICT MANAGERS: David Prince.
R. F. Egner, Fred Horn, C. H. Noodelman,
A. F. Stern; NEW HAVEN: B. Pitkin, Southeastern ; Gus Schaefer. Northeastern ;
mgr.; W. Canelli ; NEW ORLEANS: P. Walter Branson, Midwestern; Charles BoasM Baker, mgr. ; R. E. Pfeiffer, N. J. Col- berg, Eastern Central ; H. C. Fuller, Rocky
quhoun; NEW YORK: R. S. Wolff, mgr.; Mountain ; J. H. Maclntyre, Western ; L.
P. Hodes. E. T. Carroll. J. T. Dacey, J. E. Goldhammer, Prairie; Nat Levy, Eastern.
Others affiliated with RKO Radio who
Ellis. L. I. Kutinskv, H. Zeitels, F. L.
Drumm: OKLAHOMA CITY: R. B. Wil- accepted invitations are W. G. Van Schmus,
liams, mgr.; P. D. Fielding, C. A. Blake- Jack Pegler. G. E. Eyssell, Max M. Kravetz.

E. Lambert, mgr., Yugoslavia, Eich
ard Richter, mgr., Hungary, I
Hodaszy, mgr.

Three Shutter in Detroit
Detroit— The United Artists The
ater, first-run house, closed yestei
day. The Cinema and the Nations
have also closed for the Summer.

STORKS!
Wheeling, W. Va.— John R. Of
borne, general manager of the Dij
son Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., ha
his first grandchild, a nine-poun
boy, born to Mr. and Mrs. John (
Osborne. New papa is manager c
the Court Theater here.
Montgomery, Ala. — Aubrey (
Couch, manager of the Empire Th<
ater, and Mrs. Couch are the parent
of a daughter, Patricia Allen.
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Allied Echoes MPTOA
lyers Suggests MPTOA
eps. Meet With Allied
t Philly Convention
(.Continued from Page 1)

id Allied leaders may be realized
^ptember when Allied holds its
3ial convention in Philadelphia.
is the plan of Allied executives
invite MPTOA representatives and
ose of all organizations, affiliated
:id unaffiliated with national bodies,
go to Philadelphia
on just the
' ings that have been advocated.
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
unsel, said at the New Jersey Al•d convention here yesterday that
had prepared his remarks on in.strial unity before he had read
1 Kuykendall's speech on the same
sue in the trade papers.
He indi, ted that inasmuch as leaders of
th organizations
appear to have
e same convictions as to the need
Jr all-industry harmony, unity and
face the Philadelphia
convention
ould be the right place and time
r such a move.

DAILY

Plea for National Unity
Lacking

Cole Says B. O.

LETTERS

Allied Starts Public Canvass in 12 Weeks
{Continued

from Page 1)

tified inasmuch as the opinion pre- was, "Why?" He asserted that the
vails that producers are not giving public was tired of the general type
the
wants.public the type of pictures it of pictures that were being given
them, especially those with war or
At the New Jersey Allied conven- depressing themes.
tion here yesterday, some of the delSidney Samuelson, chairman of
egates contended that business was the committee in charge of the poll,
off because there are not enough told the convention that the progood pictures. Col H. A. Cole, preshad better "make pictures in
ident of national Allied, disputed line withducersthe
facts that are to be colthat contention, declaring there were
as many good pictures as before
lected or else." out that in the last
He pointed
but not enough box office pictures.
World
War, 85 per cent of the money
Col. Cole cited a number of high
for amusements went for moclass, outstandingly-produced pic- spent tion
pictures. While figures to date
tures which, despite their quality,
are not available, he told the conwere not
vention that motion pictures in 1939
bringing pawere getting only 47 per cent of
trons to the
the money going out for entertainbox offices.
ment.
He then
Samuelson also declared that in
pointed to
Philadelphia bank deposits were at
"Buck Privall-time high while box office revates" which,
ceipts at motion picture theaters
from a criwere hitting an all-time low. There
' anches
Complete and representation
of all
tical standphases of the industry
must be a reason for it, he said, and
point is not
to be the goal of the convention
Allied
reason isis. going to find out what the
mmittee.
It was pointed out at an epic, and
t sessions here that there had been yet is breakCol. Cole discussed the probable
records
vlot of talk about consultations on almost ingeveryeffects of the consent decree and
problems, but no effort had
where it has
COL. H. A. COLE
again predicted that better pictures
en made to bring the three branchwere bound to result from the new
played.
of the business together for a he could All
say as to such a condition system of selling.
''nstructive program,
j;Myers said he was not in favor
Morgan to Washington
one organization for all exhibi- Quiz Nights Exploit RKO
t's, insisting that two groups were Shorts in Two Theaters
Today, Toronto on Mon.
*st as essential as the existence of
o major political parties in the
Shorts exploitation via quiz nights
First of a series of visits to Paralited States.
But co-operation on
mount branch offices for staff sales
mmon
problems
can become
a has been inaugurated by Harry
Lyons, of the RKO Alden and Jack discussions on short subjects and
ality if there is a sincerity of pur- Heinz, of the RKO Flushing. Lyons
news under the New York consent de. se, Myers said.
made a lobby display of scenes
cree will be conducted by Oscar A.
1 Better relations among the indus- from
RKO shorts and patrons filled
J branches and between the indus- in questionnaires before entering the Morgan, general sales manager of the
. and the public can be cultivated,
department, today in Washington. Morgan will be accompanied by
insisted. If the organization house. Queens Evening News tied
in
with
reproductions
of
the
quiz
Monroe Goodman, his assistant;
nnot meet the test, he said, then
along with the correct answers and
is time to throw all exhibitor or- announced the winners. Answers Earle Sweigart, district manager,
nizations out of the window.
totaled 438 for the evening and and Manny Reiner, short subjects
publicity manager.
passes were awarded winners.
astern Regional Leaders
Heinz centered his quiz on the
Morgan will be one of the printnfer This Morning
cipal speakers at the annual convenRKO-Pathe News, with one scene
tion of Paramount Film Service,
^Atlantic City — New Jersey Ai- from each of the reel's 30 years
Ltd.,
which
will be held Monday and
d's annual convention today swings mounted on a display board. Answer
;o the third and final phase of its blanks were filled in by 579 contes- Tuesday at the Royal York Hotel,
Toronto.
tants in one evening.
ogram, with the meeting of the
.stern regional leaders conferring
is morning and talks by sales exatives in the afternoon.
Tonight the members will pay
•mage to Lee Newbury, who is reing as president of the organizan, at a testimonial banquet. Last
ght delegates were entertained
Portland, Me. — William A. Fields,
Pittsburgh — Jack Mervis, manath a dinner dance and floor show
ger of the Roosevelt Theater here, Jr., manager of the new Cinema
the Nomad Club.
and youngest of the Mervis Bros., Theater, has left to enter the Boston
who operate six theaters in Alle- Navy Yard Sound School. He is a
gheny County, leaves this week for member of the Naval Reserves.
oomer Buys Dietz Interest
Army training at Camp Lee, Va.
Chicago — Hugh Ward, formerly
St. Louis — Noah Bloomer, of Bellele, has purchased the interest of
Chicago — James Fennell of War- of Warners' Shore Theater has been
idy Dietz in the local Producers
ners' Hamilton Theater goes to promoted to master sergeant at
Camp Grant for Army service.
leasing Corp.
Camp Forrest.

TO THE

COLORS!

Editor, The Film Daily:
I believe it important to record
with you the splendid contribution
of the motion picture industry
through the Motion Picture Production Defense Committee of which
Y. Frank Freeman is chairman and
the Motion Picture Sub-committee
on Talent and Camp Recreation of
which Edward Arnold is chairman
man.
and Charles Feldman is talent chair-

The film industry on Sunday sent
to Camp Roberts one of the greatest shows in Army history including such talent as Laurel and Hardy,
Red Skelton, Ella Logan, Jane Withers and Buddy Pepper, Helen Parrish, Chico Marx, Donna Reed, Joan
Leslie, the Three Berry Brothers,
Elaine Moray, Virginia O'Brien,
Peggy Moran, Sidney Miller, Dorothy
Morris, Natalie Thomson, Dorothy
Lovett, Margaret Whiting, Martha
O'Driscoll, Jerry Adler and the Universal Studio recording orchestra
under the direction of Nat Young.
The entire command of 20,000
soldiers assembled in an open amphitheater and were treated to two
and a half hours of great entertainment. Icannot amply express my
own gratitude and that of my fellow
officers and of the men in Camp
Roberts.
The motion picture industry deserves the plaudits of all Americans for this kind of rallying to the
cause of keeping the morale of our
Army
boys at a high level.
We
hope that in some manner you may
express to the artists and the leaders
of the motion picture industry our
tribute for their fine contribution.
BRIG. GEN. THOMAS
J. J. CHRISTIAN, U.S.A.
Commanding, Field Artillery
Replacement Training Center,
Camp Roberts, Calif.

Fairbanks UA Stock Sale
Hearing Over to June 19
{Continued from Page 1)

Bank of America, executor of Douglas Fairbanks' estate, of the offer
of $400,000 bid by United Artists
for the estate stock in UA was postponed yesterday until June 19. If
approved, it will be cash deal.

NBC Tele Sports Program
Amateur boxing, swimming lessons and Aqueduct horse racing are
included
nextBoxing
week's
televisionin
schedule.
fromNBC
Jamaica
Arena will be televised at 9:00 p.m.
Monday with the swimming demonstration scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
Thursday. The Tremont and other
Aqueduct races will go on the air
at 2:15 Saturday.
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Hold End of Duals Major Effort to B.O. Recovery
PCC To Arrange Early
Meeting With Execs. Who
Support Their Campaign
{Continued from Page 1)

Herman Levy, chairman of the resolutions committee, condemning
double and triple bills, with the
pledge to try to eliminate the dualing and tripling practice within the
next eight months and calling upon
producer - distributor - controlled
theaters to desist from such practices.
The resolution was adopted by the
MPTOA convention.
At the PCC convention earlier in
the day, L. 0. Lukan, chairman of
the PCC anti-double bill committee
and Robert H. Poole, executive secretary, sent telegrams to Samuel
Goldwyn, Leonard Goldenson of
Paramount Theaters, Al Lichtman
of M-G-M, David 0. Selznick, Walter Wanger, Harry M. Warner,
Charles P. and Spyros Skouras and
Sam Dembow praising them for
sponsoring the elimination of double
bills.
The PCC Telegram
The telegram read as follows:
"We feel with you that elimination of double bills will remedy a
majority of industry problems and
will start a new era in exhibition,
overcoming present critical conditions. We note from the trade press
that Skouras Brothers are now
favorably considering elimination of
double bills. Their recognized leadership will undoubtedly be followed
by all other circuit operators in the
United States. Our organization
pledges you its undivided support.
We have appointed an active committee and will meet with you at
your earliest convenience to recreate a constructive method of putting this plan into early operation.
Therefore, may we request a favorable reply by return wire so that
we can announce this to all exhibitors this afternoon at the MPTOA

Exkibitors Can Lick the Present Situation,
H. M. Rickey Tells Delegates to MPTOA Meet
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — H. M. Richey of M-G-M,
gave a short talk at the MPTOA
convention at the Ambasador Hotel yesterday in which he expressed his confidence that exhibitors can lick the present situation and should not be too
pessimistic.

duced yesterday by the MPTOA
committee, were measures condemning as unfair and inimical to the
best interests of producers and exhibitors of practice of producers in
allowing their pictures to be reviewed by certain columnists and
radio commentators prior to release
of said pictures for trade press reviews: authorizing the appointment
of a committee to investigate unfair
radio competition and 16 mm. competition; thanking Fred S. Meyer of
20th Century-Fox for his excellent
support of the convention.

gan, New Jersey, Texas and Missouri, he said. Ten states showing
the greatest increase in theaters and
amusement places between 1935 and
1939 are Mississippi, up 228 per
cent; Delaware, 120 per cent; New
Mexico, 103 per cent; Louisiana, 100
per cent; Georgia, 94 per cent; Utah,
9S.7 per cent; West Virginia, 87.7 per
cent; Iowa, 81 per cent; Florida,
73.7 per cent and New Hampshire,
12 per cent.
Industry corporate, income, admission, and other taxes totaled
$100,000,000 in 1940. Between 1921
and 1939, $186,848,971 was spent by
Exhibs. Share in Success
California studios, compared with
$18,059,670 spent by New York
Of Consent Decree — Braden
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
plants. Admission taxes paid in the
Los Angeles — Exhibitors have a U. S. during the fiscal year ended
most important share in responsi- July, 1940, totaled $21,887,916. Inbility for the success of the consent
vestment inU. S. theaters was given
decree, said J. Noble Braden, ex- by Judge O'Connor as $1,900,000,000.
ecutive secretary of American ArbiHedda Hopper Defends
tration Ass'n, speaking before the
MPTOA convention yesterday. He Columnists at MPTOA Meet
pointed out that it is the first time West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Speaking before the
iii anti-trust litigation that an industry has been given a judicial MPTOA convention here yesterday,
system of its own — an opportunity Hedda Hopper defended Hollywood
columnists and said they were trying
for self-regulation.
Braden stated that in the first to do an honest job and do not want
three months of operation of tribun- to injure anyone. She pointed out
als average cost for cases com- that over-praise for all pictures
pleted was $23.50 per case for filing would not help exhibitors.
and arbitration fees and $15.54 for
Rep. John M. Costello, Hollywood,
stenographic services, or an average who also spoke, told the conclave
cost of $39.04 to exhibitors, exclu- that exhibitors would be called upon
sive of such fees as parties arranged to provide morale-building enterto pay for counsel. Motion picture
tainment and also to aid in collectpanel numbers approximately 1,100
ing revenue to bear the cost of Govmen.
ernment.

Forms, as far as exhibitors are
principally
concerned, include deconvention.''
mand for arbitration, submission
To Call Early Meeting
agreement, list for selection of arReplies were received before the bitrttor,
notice of hearing and award,
day was over from a number of
those to whom PCC sent the mes- subpoenas if required, and notice of
sage, among those responding being appeal.
Braden reminded exhibitors they
Al Lichtman of M-G-M, Walter
Wanger, Charles P. Skouras, and may appeal from the decision' of the
David 0. Selznick.
arbitrator to the appeal board established for that purpose.
The PCC anti-double bill committee is arranging to meet with
these men and with circuit execs. 67% of Total U. S. Amusement
at any early date to consider ways Income from Film Theaters
and means of ending the duals evil. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM_ DAILY
— Prominent position of
"We are going to push this to an theHollywood
motion picture industry in the
ultimate
end,"
Poole
said.
"Mr.
Lukan and I believe that elimination U. S. amusement scene was highof double bills will be one of the
lighted at the MPTOA convention
major efforts to eliminate the by Federal Judge J. F. T. O'Connor,
present critical condition existing, who pointed out that 67 per cent of
as evidenced by the box office slump, the total annual amusement income
all over the United States. Ed of $1,000,000,000 is derived from theKuykendall, president of the
aters which total but 33 per cent of
MPTOA, is giving us 100 per cent all amusement places in the country.
support in the fight to end double
The 10 states providing the largest motion picture returns are New
Other Resolutions
bills."
York, California, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Massachusetts,
MichiAmong
other resolutions
intro-

"Decree Shoved Down
Exhibs
.' Throats"— White
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — The New York consent decree was assailed as a producer-distributor document condoned
by the D of J by Bob White, PCC
trustee, speaking at the final session
of the Conference convention here
yesterday.
White charged that the decree was
"shoved down exhibitors' throats,"
with the theater operators having
no voice in its drafting.
A. A. Goldstone, Hollywood exhibitor, told the session that Trade
Practice Code, killed by the D of J's
objections, would have given independent exhibitors the relief they
sought and a resolution expressing
PCC's faith in the Code was adopted.
"The Outlaw" for 1941-42?
Twentieth-Fox and Howard Hughes,
it is understood, have agreed to derelease of "The Outlaw" until
next ferseason.

»

REVIEWS
"Man Hunt"

with Walter Pidgeon and Joan Bennett
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th -Fox
105^1;r
FRITZ
LANG'S
ARTISTRY
ANIr^l
USUAL
THEME,
PROVE
A
SURb-,i!
B.O. ATTRACTION.
Because of its theme, the artistry wi f
which it has been directed, and the unusi t
Dudley become
Nichols' one
screen of play,
should
the
about films of the year.
There is a definite plot
terest is held solely by the
the chase. Each individual

"Man
most

Hun
talk

here but i
tenseness
scene has

gasp
audience.
Fritzperform
Lang's ec
rectionforis your
superb.
His players
cellently in every respect. Walter Pidge
has all the strength necessary to make t!
character very believable. Joan Bennett,
a cockney slattern, has never given a b<
ter performance.
Walter Pidgeon, an English big-gai
hunter, who hunts for the love of stalki
his prey, is after the biggest bag of
life. It is Germany, just prior to t
outbreak of the present war. Pidge
crawling, waiting, pushing silently ever c
ward, reaches a spot 500 yards from a b
cony
Hitler's
palace and
at Berchtesgad<
Hitler of
is on
the balcony
Pidgeon sigl
his rifle, and, with his quarry directly
line, pulls the trigger, a dull click on 1
empty chamber and he has accomplished
purpose.
could — have
killed hishis"gam
A
sudden Hethought
he reloads
gur
sights again — and before he squeezes I
trigger, a storm trooper jumps him and I
gun fires harmlessly in the air. Pidgeon
taken before George Sanders, a Gest;
chief, who has him brutally beaten in
effort to make him sign a confession of
tempted assassination involving his counti
government. When Sanders realizes
efforts are hopeless, he has Pidgeon pus!
off a cliff — supposedly to his death. I
Pidgeon lives and the chase goes on ri;
to London.
Pidgeon is rescued
from a tight pinch and
him, she falls in love
safety, he leaves her

by Joan Benne
as she takes care
with him. For
for a cave in I

hills, but she is killed by Sanders' men i
he is eventually
tracked
to his lair.
In a thrilling, dramatic climax, Pidge
kills Sanders but himself is seriously woui
ed on the day war is declared. There is
anti-climax, strong stuff for American au
ences, in which Pidgeon, with a precis
rifle, parachutes back to German soil, oi
again to stalk, this time with murder
his heart, the biggest game in the world
CAST: Walter Pidgeon, Joan Benm
George Sanders, John Carradine, Roddy K
Dowall, Ludwig Stossel, Heather Thatcl
Frederick Worlock, Roger Imhof, Ej
Brecher, Lester Matthews, Holmes Herbi
Eily Malyon, Arno Frey, Fredrik Vogedi
Lucien Prival, Herbert Evans, Keith Hit
cock.
CREDITS: Asociate Producer, Kenn
Macgowan; Director, Fritz Lang; Autl
Geoffrey Household; Screenplay, Due
Nichols; Cameraman, Arthur Miller, A:
Art Directors, Richard Day, Wiard B. Ihn
Editor, Allen McNeil; Music, Alfred Ne
man.
DIRECTION,
Excellent.

Superb.

PHOTOGRAPi
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Court Warns Against Browne - Biof f Case Threats
rial of IATSE West Coast
eader Set for Aug. 18;
50,000 Bail Is Continued
(.Continued from Page 1)

led injury to both the business of
__m picture companies and to the
i3n of film executives in alleged' extorting bribes totaling $550,000
,om film companies.
He made this
tement to Federal Judge John C.
ox during
an arraignment
of
loff who pleaded not guilty to a
deral indictment
which charged
elation of anti-racketeering laws.
After a hot dispute, Judge Knox
eed Aug. 18 as the date for the
ial and continued Bioff in $50,000
I il.

In response to a request by Cora, Judge Knox warned Bioff not to
«lest any Government
witnesses,
iiating: "I want it clearly undei*ood
that if any witnesses
are
olested in any form, either by telelone calls or personal communica3ns, bail will be revoked forthwith
id the defendant incarcerated."
This warning
was met by inignant protest from Bioff's West
oast attorney, Michael Luddy, who
.arged the Government with simitactics and obtained from the
3urt instructions of the same charter directed against the Governent.
Bioff was represented in court by
•th Luddy and Henry Uterhart, the
tter a New York attorney who will
t as his chief trial counsel. Browne,
was learned, will be defended by
her counsel.
Defense to Call 40 Witnesses

Ken Theater's Appeal Denied Myers Offers Plan
No Clearance to 'Abolish', Board Declares

To Weather Crisis

{Continued from Page 1)

nabe, against Paramount, RKO, 20thFox and H. Schoenstadt.
The Chicago arbitrator, in a decision made on March 20, ruled as
the distributors had contended, that
the complaint had been erroneously
filed under Section VIII of the New
York Consent Decree. The complaint, docketed on Feb. 18, raised
the issue of clearance; the distributors contended the issue was one of
run instead.
Pix Demand Was Withdrawn
The Ken Theater Corp. originally
asked that the three majors named
give the Chicago nabe house second
week of general release, coincidental
with the Schoenstadt's Shakespeare
theater and ahead of the same circuit's Pix, which now plays third
week of general release. Subsequently, following the appeal, the demand
for arbitration with respect to the
Pix was withdrawn.
Unusual interest attached to the
findings of the Appeals Board — former Judge Van Vechten Veeder, Albert W. Putnam and George W. Alger— due not only to the fact that
it was the first case to reach the
Board, but that the Department of
Justice intervened, filing a brief as
amicus curiae — friend of the court.
There was no verbal argument on

appeal.
The Board's decision merely refers to the receipt of the latter. It
is understood, however, that the
Government took the position that
an arbitrator has the right to eliminate all clearance between competing theaters, all other factors specified in the decree being equal, when
evidence tends to show the existence
of unreasonable clearance.
Luddy stated that the defense will
Says Counsel Was Confused
11 some 40 witnesses from the
)ast, consisting partly of film
The Board's decision, stressing
:ecs. and partly of labor reps. He that "clearance" and "run" are
clearly
distinguished in the Decree,
so declared that executives stamed in the East would also be says, "we should have supposed that
bpoenaed. Trial will last some they would be clearly understood in
the industry if it were not for the
'e
weeks,The
according
to Luddy's
timate.
defendants
will be fact that various counsel in this
repeatedly
use
them
interady on Aug. 18 to proceed, it was case
id.
Luddy revealed that executives of These unions are infested with Communists, he said, whose sole purpose
]iramount, Loew's, Warner
Bros,
id 20th-Fox would be among
de- was to create disorder and turmoil.
nse witnesses.
The Government He asserted that the motion picture
is inspected IA records in a series unions had cleaned house by thenvisits to the union's New York expulsion last year of 18 Communists.
'Gees,
he said,
added tothat
overnment
was and
welcome
all the
IA
On the question of National Defense, Bioff declared that film union
cords if their inspection was car(3d out in an orderly fashion.
He executives would not allow anything
arged the Government with "be- to stand in the way of the Defense
g apparently interested in disrupt- program. In the event of any disputes, arising between the unions
g our business."
and the film companies, the unions
Says Reds Infest Coast Unions
would resort to mediation, and not
Prior to the hearing, Bioff was to strike. Bioff refused to answer
lestioned by reporters on Commun- questions on alleged gangsterism in
t activity in West Coast unions. film unions.

changeably." The decision concludes:
"Run and clearance alike are
measures of time; otherwise they
are clearly distinguishable. Run
is playing time; clearance is
waiting time. Clearance presupposes runs. But run and priority in playing time may exist
without clearance. The decree
expressly recognizes that clearance, reasonable in time and
area, is essential in the distribution and exhibition of motion
pictures. But the extent to
which it is used is optional, not
compulsory. Under the Chicago
release system clearance is given only from the conclusion of
the Loop first-run through the
third pre-release week. Thereafter, the successive weeks of
general release follow each other
without any clearance interval.
"The complainant hopes ultimately to secure a sixth-run instead of a seventh-run which is
offered. But counsel is careful to disclaim any right to an
award of that run under Section
VIII of the Decree, which expressly prohibits it. What the
complainant seeks is an award
striking
fromits the
Shakespeare's
license for
second
week run
the additional provision that
Ken theater was 'not to play
before third week of Chicago
general release.' The contention
is that this sets up clearance
against Ken. But it cannot possibly refer to clearance. In express terms and effect it refers
to playing time in successive
runs. There is no interval of
time between the ending of second week and the beginning of
third week of Chicago general
release to which clearance could
apply. There is no clearance to
'abolish.' The Arbitrator had
no power to grant any relief
under Section VIII of the Decree, and the complaint was
properly dismissed.
"The award of the Arbitrator
is affirmed with costs."
Argue Defense Motion June 23
Judge Knox fixed June 23 as the
date for defense motions addressed
to the indictment. Correa asked that
trial be set for July 7, claiming that
the trial itself would be very simple
and that it was highly important
that early hearings be held. Uterhart
protested, characterizing the case as
"very complicated," and citing the
numerous witnesses whome he would
require for the defense. He asked for
a postponement of 90 days.
Bioff will return to the Coast tonight. His attorney, Uterhart, will
follow some time later to make neces\ sary investigation.

(Continued from Page 1)

exhibitor co-operation, (2) exertion of showmanship, (3) economy of operation, (4) cultivating of public
good-will and (5)
industrial
unity.
Declaring that the industry was
faced with the most serious period
in its history, Myers said that confidence of the public must be won
back if motion pictures are to survive. At the same time, internal
strife must be overcome and differences ironed out.
Calls for United Effort
Careful adherence to the Five
Points might be one way to bring
order out of a chaotic condition,
Myers said. The confidence and respect of the public is at its lowest
ebb and all within the industry must
get together, he warned.
The industry was able to survive
other crises because it had the public support, Myers continued, but
from all appearances the support
today is lacking.

Lafayette, Winston-Salem,
Hearing Set for Monday
Some run complaint filed by Ellis Blumenthal in behalf of the Lafayette Theater, Winston-Salem, N.
C, against Paramount, RKO and
Warners,
on Monday.will be heard in Charlotte
Another case before the Charlotte
board, which was also scheduled for
hearing on Tuesday, has been postponed until June 25. It is the complaint of H. B. Ram, operator of the
Patricia, Aiken, S. C, against Warners, Paramount, RKO Radio, 20thFox and M-G-M. plus the Miller,
Dreamland and Rialto in Augusta,
Ga.

Counsel's Squawks at Delay
Speed Ellet Hearing

Cleveland— The Ellet Theater case
has been reset for hearing on Tuesday on account squawks over postponement from New York attorneys.
Case is for some run filed before
construction of the theater had been
finished.

Palm Theater Hearing
Deferred to June 23
Philadelphia— The Palm Theater
arbitration case scheduled to have
been heard on Monday has been postponed to June 23.
For Hope and Martin
West

Coast

Bureau
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Hollywood — "The Man in the
Street," radio show, will be a Bing
Crosby-Mary Martin co-starrer.
Two Ad Reels in M & P Met.
Boston — M & P's ace Metropolitan
Theater is using two advertising
reels.
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Cancellation Rights Under Decree, Levj

"Do Not Buy If Refused,"
Conn. MPTO Exec. Urges
Before MPTOA Convention

Chicago Daily News Lambasts 135-Minute
Program Bill as "Meddling" and "Tripe"

West

referring to its "solemn asininity," in referring to duals as menacing "the general
welfare of the State" says, "We can't think how the authors failed to tie the
measure
up, also,
to national defense and the state of our armed preparedness."
Editorial
continues:

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Los Angeles — Pointing out
that there is nothing in the
New York consent decree which
bars the "Big Five" from granting
a cancellation privilege, Herman M.
Levy, executive secretary to the
MPTO of Connecticut, advised exhibs. to demand them, in addressing
the MPTOA convention here yesterday.
"It is entirely a question of bargaining power as to whether or not
you can get it," said Levy, whose
subject was, "An Exhibitor Looks
at the Consent Decree."
"Hold out for that valuable
privilege whenever possible, at
a sacrifice, if necessary. Do not
buy pictures if you are refused
cancellation," he urged.
Levy warned that statements that
there will be increased costs of distribution and production, that aggravation and grief will beset exhibitors in being compelled to negotiate for pictures 10 or 15 times a
year, instead of once, under the decree, is distributor propaganda.

Chicago — Sandquist 135-minute program bill, pending in the State Legislature at Springfield, is assailed by the Daily News in a stinging editorial which,

"This is legislative meddling of the most petty and annoying character.
The health argument is bunk. It's about as 'deleterious' to spend three
hours at a movie as to spend the same time in your living room, reading a
book. If there are people who want to spend 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, going to the movies or reading books, it is strictly none of the business
of the Illinois legislature. If the framers of House Bill 854 can't busy themselves
at Springfield with anything more important than wasting printer's ink and good
paper on tripe like this, they would do the taxpayers and their own constituents
a great favor by staying home."

Syracuse Police Uncover
Slick Bingo Beating Plan

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAH'

Washington — President
Roo-4ft>
yesterday nominated Justice K
F. Stone to be Chief Justice of t)
U. S. Supren
Court, succee
ing
C h a r 1 e»
Evans
Hughe
retiring,
aGef
r
Attorney
eral Robert J
Jackson and
S. Sen. Jam
F. Byrnes to fJ
high court va+
ancies. The la
ter's nominati'

Roy Cooper Named Aide
To Golden State Chief

San Francisco — Roy Cooper, division manager here of the Golden
State Theater Circuit since 1938, has
been made assistant to R. A. McNeil,
general manager of the circuit, effective next Monday, it is announced
by McNeil. Cooper's new post makes
him film buyer for 37 Golden State
nabes in the San Francisco Bay area.
As successor to Cooper, Hal D.
Neides was named San Francisco
division manager for both Golden
State and San Francisco Theaters,
Inc., totaling 21 local houses of the
"Overbuying Problem Stays"
prizes.
System, as outlined to police by two circuits.
"Selling in blocks-of-five may curtail 'overbuying'. It is true exhibi- Silber, called for a variety of blank
tors will still be able to buy all pic- Bingo cards, loose numbers on slips Chi. Palace Stays Open
tures as they come out, but they will of paper, steel type, rubber stamps
Chicago — RKO has changed its
have to be prepared to pay more and various colored inks. One memmind and the RKO Palace will conber
of
the
band
went
into
a
theater
money than their competitors. Curtinue to operate during the Sumto secure a copy of the Bingo cards
tailment of 'overbuying' is, however,
mer instead of closing June 26. Biz
only problematical. You still will used and a similar card, with blank is improving.
spaces instead of numbers was
be
with that problem," forged by confederates headquartersaidconfronted
Levy.
ing in a parked car. When the major the inside operator pasted in the
"The decree allows the distributor prize of an evening was put up, the proper
called. last number when it was
to vary pictures in a block-of-five confederates, parked close enough to
so it will still be possible for him to hear numbers called, pasted their
Silber claimed that similar syssell you one block and a different numbers on the blank. Blank was
tems are operated in other parts of
better block to somebody else. That rushed into the house when the next the country and have been profitable
is not fair play. Refuse to buy the to the last number was called and to several gangs.
next block-of-five and the next, if
necessary, and the practice will soon
stop.
the MPTO official said. "However, for next year's product; refusing to
if you have such a situation you are make prints available under a cur
"Don't Give In"
entitled to seek a run and get it rent contract until an unpaid bill
"I know some of you will say you under arbitration unless the dis- under a previous contract is taken
cannot afford to let even a few pictributor can show that selling his care of.
tures go, especially when some of product to you will reduce his total
Levy posed the question: Since
them are 'hits.' I tell you you must revenue in that area."
branch managers are given authorlet them go even at a personal
ity to determine clearance and runs
sacrifice, if you are to make a long
"Conciliation Badly Needed"
(subject
only to more or less autorun gains. Every time you give in
Levy asserted local conciliation
matic approval of home office), why
you will be encouraging perpetua- boards are badly needed and arbi- shouldn't they be authorized to adtration, while basically sound, is long,
tion of that unfair trade practice,"
the very grievances that arise
he asserted.
tedious and expensive. He said he from justtheir
acts?
Commenting on the Decree's run had amicably adjusted dozens of exHe emphasized the Government
hibitor complaints in conference
and clearance provision, Levy declared the exhibitor is definitely with distributors or their represen- will not permit the decree to be
tative. Among specific instances of used to create hardship and unfairgiven certain rights and remedies
ness for exhibitors. He urged the
he did not heretofore have and grievances being adjusted by conciliation he mentioned unreasonable theater operators to use the unit esshould make most of them. Formerly,
tablished by Department of Justice
unless he could show conspiracy clearances; refusal of some run;
among distributors there was al- refusal to sell product to one the- to receive exhibitor complaints. "If
most nothing he could do about an
ater unless product is sold to an- this decree is used by distributors
unfair clearance.
other belonging- to same buyer; as a weapon against you, time will
"There are not many cases where using unpaid and unplayed pictures come when they will pay dearly for
some run is not given to a theater," as a threat of refusal to contract it," he predicted.
Syracuse — Calvin Silber and Walter Brannon, both of Cincinnati,
pleaded guilty and were fined $500
each by Judge Harry H. Farmer in
Police Court, in connection with the
Bingo cheating arrests. Four others
were released after making statements. Sextet was charged with
working a system to beat the Bingo
games operated by Al Gilbert at the
Riviera and Brighton, resulting in
the gang winning during the past
five weeks, three cars and four $600

Thurman Arnold Ma)
Be Attorney General

was
confirm' [
by the Senate I
Nomination
H minutes
Jackson
revived
that .Assi
W. ARNOLDrumors
THURMAN
tant Attorney General Thurman f,
Arnold may be moved into the t<
spot at the D of J. Solicitor Ge
eral Francis Biddle is regarded
a more likely choice, however.
Under Supreme Court practic
Jackson will not sit in on any cas
coming to the high court as a r
suit of the consent decree or oth
film cases in which the D of J h
a hand while he was Attorney Ge
eral.
Justice Stone, it was recalk
wrote the court's opinion upholdii
the Government in the Intersta
case in 1939. Court split that tin
5-3. Jackson has been in the indu
try's eye since 1937 when he w
named head of the D of J's an
trust division.

AFM to Elect Officers Today
Seattle — The American Fedei
tion of Musicians, in conventi
here, will elect officers today. Resold
tion that officers of the union
elected by referendum was vot
down.

"Navy" Biz, Criterion's Best
Uiversal's Abbott & Costello sti
rer, "In the Navy" is playing to t
best business since the opening
Loew's Criterion, it was said y<
terday by Charles B. Moss, ma
againg director.

"Moon Over Miami" Twice
Miami — Twentieth-Fox's "Mo
Over Miami," will have its woi
premiere tonight, showing sinv
taneously at the Miami Theat
Miami, and the Lincoln, Mia
Beach.

H. M. Tennent Dead in London
London (By Cable) — Henry
Tennent, 62, London
producer a
manager,
is dead. long head of Drury Lai

i
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ALLIED FIGHTS PERCENTAGE FILMSBOOST
WB 26- Weeks Net Up $1,264,047 to $2,782,544
Cash in U. S. as oi Mar. 1
Totalled $10,932,279, Marked Gain Over Aug. '40, Sum

RKO FORCES
HEAR PREXY

Schaefer
Delivers
Convention
Warner Bros, and subsidiaries today reported for the 26 weeks endWelcome This Afternoon
ing March 1, a net operating profit
of $2,782,544 after deducting all
charges including amortization and
George J. Schaefer, RKO prexy,
depreciation and normal Federal in- is scheduled for two speaking ap:ome taxes.
This compares with a
(Continued on Page 4)
pearances before the
company's
four-day
sales
convention
which, with
more than 300
delegatestending,atopens

Ascap to File Suit
Against NBC and CBS

Apparently convinced that further negotiations with NBC and
BS were useless, Ascap's board of
directors late Friday authorized the
lociety's general counsel, Schwartz
& Frohlich, to file suit for treble
damages under the Sherman AntiTrust Act against NBC, CBS, the
(Continued on Page 6)

Brandt "Tirade" Scored
By MPTOA's Kuykendall
West Coast Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Commenting as
^resident of MPTOA, Ed Kuykendall declared Harry Brandt's "On
• lollywood Producers," as printed in
(Continued on Page 5)

Federal Judge Will
Arbitrate 2 Cases
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Judge Bolitha J.
Laws of the U. S. District Court for
the District of Columbia, was named
arbitrator Friday in the two cases
filed by L. W. Lea, Danville, Va.,
operator of the Lea and Schoolfield Theaters. Both cases will be
heard by Judge Laws although the
cases are not consolidated.
Judge Laws has set June 30 to
start the hearing. The refusal to
license run requested and clearance
issue regarding the Lea Theater will
be heard first, to be followed by the
clearance issue in the Schoolfield
case.

Block-of-Five Selling Not a Justifiable Reason for
Such Distributor Move, Eastern Conference's View;
New Jersey Unit Defers 135-Minute Program Measure
By AL STEEN,

FILM DAILY

Staff Writer

Atlantic City — Allied's Eastern Regional Conference here on
Friday went on record opposing any move by the distributors to
increase the number of percentage pictures because of New York

consent decree provisions.
At a meeting conducted by Frank
Lydon of Boston, regional vice-president, it was the unanimous opinion
that the block-of-five sales plan was
not a justifiable reason for an attempt to obtain an increased number of percentage pictures.
Atlantic City — Producers who
The opinion prevailed at both the
spend a million dollars or more in regional conference meetings and the
(Continued on Page 4)
at the Wal- the production of a picture deserve
dorf -Astoria fair exhibitoin deals, Arthur W.
"RKO
dtoday.
i t i o n In
to adan Kelly, vice-president of United ArBids
tists, told the New Jersey Allied
convention
Friday.
talkWelcome"
at the
You
Kelly were
said that
producers'
made UA
as specialties,
first business pictures
(Continued on Page 7)
session this
afternoon,
Schaefer will PCC Anti-Duals Com.
Atlantic City — Allied leaders are
make the prin- Meets Today to Map Drive inclined to doubt the sincerity of
GEORGE
J. SCHAEFER
the MPTOA's move to eliminate doucipal convenble features,
it was indicated here
tion address at a later session, prob- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued on Page 5)
ably that on Wednesday.
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn,
The delegates assemble this mornstrong
opponent of duals, will con- Balaban, Agnew Speak
ing at the Trans-Lux Theater-, Lexfer with PCC's anti-double features
ington Ave. and 52d St., to see first
bill committee headed by L. O. At Canadian Sales Meet
(Continued on Page 6)
Lukan today. Charles P. Skouras
of Fox West Coast has also assured
Barney
Balaban,
Stanton
Griffis
Selznick-UA Deal Nears;
left New York on
PCC officials he is willing to co- md Bob Gillham
(Continued on Page 7)
UA Home Office to Coast?
operate in the drive to eliminate
double bills. Al Lichtman of M-GWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY M is also willing to confer with the
Hollywood — David O. Selznick de- organization on the dual evil.
"Can Pass Pickets,"
clared indications are very good that
PCC trustees conferred Friday on
Petrillo to AF of M
his deal with United Artists involv- the matter and are mapping a conSeattle — Musicians, under certain
ing himself and Frank Capra will
structive program which will be ancircumstances, can cross picket lines,
(Continued on Page 7)
nounced later.
James C. Petrillo, of Chicago, prexy

Need Proper Terms
To Exist— Kelly

Allied Execs. Doubt
MPTOA Duals Stand

"Where Are Good Pix?"- Allied
See Menace

in Holding Back of Product

SPG Declines to Explain
Actions to Non-Members
New
York SPG, at its regular
membership meeting Thursday night
at the Hotel Piccadilly, voted to send
a reply to a letter dated May 19, ad(Continued on Page 7)

Atlantic City — Allied leaders attendinghere
the New
Jersey
unit's that
convention
declared
on Friday
they anticipated the worst product
between now and Sept. 1 in many
years.
While there appears to be
quantity, (Continued
quality ison below
Page 5) par judg-

of the American Federation of Musicians told delegates as the A F of L
affiliate neared the end of its national convention here. His advice
came after he blasted New York
A F of L teamsters' union for demanding privilege of carrying musical
instruments and luggage on short
hauls from curbstone to theater at
$10 a day and $20 a night.
■"Just because someone throws a
picket line around a hotel or theater,
that doesn't mean you can't walk
through it," said Petrillo.
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Picture and Distributor
Major
Barbara
(United
Artists-Gabriel
Pascal) — 5th week
Love Crazy
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 2nd week
Million Dollar Baby (Warner Bros. Pictures) — 2nd week
Sunny
(RKO
Radio-Herbert
Wilcox)
One
Night in Lisbon
(Paramount
Pictures)
Man
Hunt
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
Broadway
Limited
(United
Artits-Hal
Roach)
The
Saint's Vacation
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
Murder
at the Baskervilles
(Astor
Pictures)
(a)
Texas
Marshal
(Producers
Releasing Corp.)
(a)
In the
Navy
(Universal
Pictures)
The
Silver Stallion
(Monogram
Pictures)

♦

Fantasia
Citizen

TWO-A-DAY

^

(Friday, June 13)

NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High

Low

Loew's
deb. 3Vis46
Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 95
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
Monogram
Picts.
Radio-Keith
cvs
Sontone
Corp
Techiicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp.
Universal Picts
N.
Met.
Roxy

Y.

..

vtc.

95

Vl
834
%
6%

Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd
Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st

deb.
'57

+

!4

—

V4

—

Vs

—

Vs

—

%

— 1
+
Vs
+
%
—1
—

♦ FOREIGN

Volga-Volga

(Artkino

♦

LAUGUAGE

Pictures) — 5th

week

FUTURE

(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.
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—
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+

%

834
%
6'/i —

%

Vl
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SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
'45

65
53 Vi
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56 Vi

Casey Confers Tomorrow
With IATSE Studio Reps.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Representatives of
10.000 IATSE film workers who seek
a six-hour minimum call, wage increases and better working conditions will hold a session with Pat
Casey, studio labor representative,
tomorrow.

FEATURES

OPENINGS

(c)

Ottawa, Ont.— Control of the Canadian Government Motion Picture
Bureau, except that section dealing
with production and distribution of
still photographs, has been transferred from the Trade and Commerce
Department and placed with the National Film Board, under an Orderin-Council.
The order said that the commissioner of the Film Board, John
Grierson, advised that the transfer
of motion picture services be made to
the Film Board. In the past, film
production arrangements such as
those dealing with Canada's war effort, have been in charge of the Film
Board while actual photographic and
processing work was done by the
Motion Picture Bureau.

Initial and four-day national sales
conclave of National Screen Service, National Screen Accessories
and Advertising Accessories, Inc.,
swings into action today in the Waldorf-Astoria.
Officials on the week-end had every
detail completed for the conference
which brings together district and
branch managers, salesmen and field
sales executives from 31 branches.
Home office delegation is also to
participate prominently.
Nation-wide huddle of about 150
replaces the NSS sectional meetings
formerly held.
Set V. C. Tourney July 18
Baltimore — Annual golf tournament of Baltimore Variety Club has
been set for July 18, at the Woodholme Country Club. Rodney Collier is chairman of the tournament
committee.

Follows

Theater
Astor
Capitol
Strand
Music
Hall
Paramount
Roxy
Globe
Rialto
New
York
New
York
Criterion
Central

♦

♦

Billy the Kid (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — June 18
Tight Shoes
(Universal
Pictures) — June 18
Out of the Fog (Warner Bros. Pictures) — June 20
Underground
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — June 21
Caught in the Draft (Paramount
Pictures) — June 25
Moon
Over
Miami
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
The Gang's All Here
(Monogram
Pictures) — June 17 (a)
The Pioneer
(Monogram
Pictures) — June 17 (a)
The
Spider
(Artkino
Pictures) — June
21

National Screen Service
Opens; Parley Here Today

1

MARKET

83,4
%
6Vi

OVER-THE-COUNTER

Net
Chg.

Close

Am.
Seat
8%
S3A
*3A
Col. 'Picts. vtc. <2Vi%>
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
8V4
8y4
8V4
East. Kodak
1323/4 1323/4 1323/4
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
11%
"%
"%
Loew's,
Inc
30y4
30
30'/4
do
pfd
Paramount
1 1 Vs
10%
10%
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
10%
10%
105/8
Pathe
Film
RKO
3
3
3
RKO
$6 pfd
49
49
49
20th
Century-Fox
. 5%
5%
5Vi
20th Century-Fox pfd. 18
18
18
Univ. Pict. pfd
149
149
149
Warner Bros
3%
3'/4
3V4
do
pfd
61
61
61
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46

RUNS

(Walt
Disney
Productions) — 31st week
Kane
(RKO
Radio-Orson
Welles) — 7th week

Canadian
MP Bureau's
Control to Film
Board

riNANCIAL

Parade 11

current

♦
Miami

.....Miami

Broadway
Palace
Playhouse

Capitol
Rialto
Strand
Globe
Paramount
Roxy
New York
New
York
Playhouse

bill.

One Defense Reel Weekly
Anticipated, Says Wobber
Calling on all branches to give
maximum co-operation in the handling of U. S. defense subjects, Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox distribution
head, has addressed personal letters
to exchange managers. Letter
stressed the importance of evolving
an efficient method of co-op between
exchanges of all distribs. to the
end that exhibs. may be prepared to
handle the reels regularly. Wobber
said it was anticipated the defense
reels will be released at the rate of
not less than one a week for some
time to come.

Hollywood Cast in First
Pascal Canadian Feature

COminG and G0IHG
ALEXANDER
the Coast.

KORDA

is due here today froi

COLE
PORTER,
song composer,
left at tr|
week-end
for a visit to his native
town
Peru, Ind.
From
there he goes to Hollywool
returning
in August
to his apartment
at tl
Towers of the Waldorf-Astoria. ^^

TEX RITTER and his bride, the fomryAIDf I
OTHY FAY, return to Hollywood W3^vsd.^
following
a four-day
honeymoon.
PAUL
SHORT,
and
branch
managers,
offi
managers
and sales reps, from
his Dallas N
division arrived in New York last night to al
tend the NSS Convention.
BARNEY BALABAN, STANTON GRIFFIS aj
BOB GILLHAM are in Toronto, leaving over tl
week-end.
GRADWELL L. SEARS, general sales managl
of Warners, is due back in New York todT
from the Burbank studios.
GENE CURTIS is back at the Paramour!
Syracuse, after press agenting Sally Rand arou|
the
up-state
Schine
circuit.
JAY GOLDEN arrives from
for the RKO convention.

Rochester tod|

AL STEEN of THE FILM DAILY editorial sta!
returned from Atlantic City over the week-erl
J. R. McDONOUGH, RODNEY PANTACB
REGINALD ARMOUR, LEONARD GOLDMAl
PERRY LIEBER, HERBERT WILCOX and EDGf
BERGEN arrived from the Coast via T\l
Stratoliner
at the week-end.
SAM ROSEN, of Rosen Film Deliveries, N
Haven, has returned from
a trip to Miami
lanta, and Denver.
ZORINA arrives on the Coast June 23 to f
port to Para.
MAJ. ROBERT PRESNELL heads East from |
Coast shortly for Signal Corps duty at Fl
Monmouth, N. J.
WILLIAM DIETERLE and CHARLES
are expected from the Coast today.

L. GLE|

PREXY S. R. KENT and HERMANN G. PLAd
chairman of 20th-Fox exec, committee, arr|
on the Coast July 7.
EARL WINCART has returned from Wichij
where he was called by the death of his fath
L. LICHTENSTEIN, 20th-Fox traveling audit
is in Indianapolis.
HERMAN
WOBBER
and W. C. GEH
turn early this week from Toronto.
bia.
ED LOMBA sailed Friday for Bogota, Colo|
J. R. GRAINGER, returned to New Yl
from Chicago on Saturday and left again I
Sunday night by plane for Dallas, with furtl
stops scheduled at Oklahoma City, St. Lol
and Detroit before returning to New York I
June 23.

Gabriel Pascal, inaugurating his
Canadian production schedule in
Montreal in August with Paul Gallico's story, "The Snow Goose," published last April, will use a Holly- It's "Mary Names the Day"
wood cast, it was learned at the
"Mary
Names
the Day" is tl
week-end.
title
for the
newest of M-G-M's "IB
Kildare"
pictures.

d Kauf
ger, "U"
elanR.
Dies
Manaman,
Clev
Joseph
Cleveland — Joseph R. Kauffman,
Universal branch manager, died Friday following
months'
illness.
His wife,
mother,sixtwo
brothers
and
two sisters survive. Burial took
place yesterday in Pittsburgh.

"Shepherd of the Hills'
Will Open in St. Louis
St. Louis — World premiere of
Para.'s "The Shepherd of the Hills"
will beater at
M's 26.
Ambassador Thehere Fon &June

William K. Howard
Ona Munson
Norman
Kerry
Barry

Norton

Stan Laurel
William
Davidson B.
Lupino
Lane

You've got a year-round business.
Do a year-round selling-job. The percentage isin your favor.
%

%

%

Campaign your house . . . campaign
your lobby . . . display your theatre
as the best place in town to spend
an evening no matter what picture
you've got. But get some enthusiasm
into it ... as though you believed it
yourself.
%
%
%
Bright, colorful display . . . shining
with promise . . . that's how to do it.
%

%

%

For there never has been so much
"come-hither" in Theatre Advertising as you find today in the Three
Best Seat-Sellers.
%

%

%

* Sparkling with showmanship.
* Sparkling with selling-flair.
* Sparkling with sales-appeal.
%

%

%

Go over the line item by item. You'll
find
-selling
-helpsbrought
you'd
never ticket
even think
of unless
to your attention. Many of them
ridiculously low in price . . . but big
in result-getting.
%

%

%

Yes, sir1. . . . The percentage is in
your favor when you buy Trailers
. . . Lobby Displays and General
Accessories from
nHTIOnflL 5CREEI1 SERVICE
nnTIOflRL SCREEN

ACCESSORIES

. . . Prize Baby of the Industry!

i*ffcBm»,
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Allied Fights Boost
Of Percentage Pix

WB 26-Week Net
Up to $2,782,544
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

net operating- profit of $1,518,497
reported for the corresponding period last year.
$27.93 on Preferred Stock
The current earnings are equivalent to $27.93 on 99,617 shares of
preferred outstanding at March 1
and to 70 cents per share on 3,701,090 shares of common, after allowance for the preferred requirements. Preferred dividends in arrears as at March 1 amounted to
$33.6875 per share.
During the 26-week period ending
March 1, there was an additional
provision for contingencies in the
amount of $414,000, increasing the
reserve in respect of net assets of
subsidiaries operating in foreign territories to $750,000.
The net profit from operations for
the 26 weeks ending March 1, before
charges for amortization and depreciation of properties and normal
Federal income taxes, was $6,381,844.
Gross Income of $51,009,860
The gross income, after eliminating intercompany transactions for
the 26 weeks ending March 1, was
$51,009,860. The comparable gross
income for the 26 weeks ending Feb.
24, 1940 was $50,728,842.
Cash in the U. S. as at March 1,
amounted to $10,932,279 as compared
with $7,445,285 as at Aug. 31, 1940.
Company has $293,876 in the British
Isles, and $618,798 in Canada and
other foreign countries.

Posen Loses Second Time
In Cellofilm Corp. Move
Samuel I. Posen, Universal director, on Friday lost his application
to examine the books of Cellofilm
Corp., Universal subsidiary, when
the Appellate Division affirmed a
denial.
Posen is suing Universal, its officers and directors, and a number
of other companies, claiming misuse
of corporate assets.

D'Agostino
Vice of Polglase
West Coast Bureau
THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Albert D'Agostino
succeeds Van Nest Polglase as head
of RKO's art department.
Forster Rites In Buffalo
Buffalo— Funeral of Richard Forster, 55, of Shea's Buffalo stage
crew, was held Friday.

TO THE

COLORS!

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Robert R. Presnell
has been commissioned a major in
the Army Signal Corps, and will go
on active duty at Fort Monmouth,
N. J. Presnell is a World War vet.

An Open Letter to Exhibitors
•

•

•

THE

"song"

(meaning

the MPTOA

conclave) is ended

but the "melody" (meaning a'l that was said and done at the convention) lingers on
One of the most important refrains as far as
the trade in general is concerned

and particularly the well-being

of ALL exhibitors throughout the land

was

sung by the organiza-

tion's prexy, Ed Kuykendall
This was his lyric:
"The trade
press is a vital and integral part of our industry
the co-ordinating
influence
keeping
us collectively
informed
In the new
selling
methods
brought
about
by the consent
decree
they (the trade
papers) can and will be more helpful to the average exhibitor than
ever
let us

being able, with the co-operation of the producer, to intelligently guide the
amplify:

exhibitors'

planning

and

buying"

True, — but

T
▼
▼
• • • UNDER the consent decree
pix will have to be
sold to exhibs
not by just contract numbers
not by
titles tentative or otherwise
and not by promises
but
by actual completed pictures
following trade showings
Now, obviously, with the five majors having to trade-show ALL
their completed pix
a consequent heavy burden is placed on
exhibs
Patently, showmen can't see all trade showings
Bear in mind
that would mean seeing at least 250 full-length
productions
At a very minimum
some 50 trips to such
screenings
would fall to the lot of Mister Showman during
the first year
Yes, and it's dollars to doughnuts
together
with primary horse-sense
that a helluva few companies will
show five pix to customers at any one sitting
So when we
say "heavy burden" placed on exhibs
we mean just that
Physical, time-consuming
burden
to say nothing of
the other factors such as inconvenience and expense
T
T
T
• •
•
WELL, Sirs, here's where the trade papers come in!
They
can bridge
the gap
for you
Clearly,
you are entitled
know not only what's in completed pictures
putting
into them
during
production
stages

film makers are planning to put into product
which you will subsequently be asked to buy
The trade papers are the sole channel
whereby
such
essential
information
can
come
to you
For the
showman
to do business
he must know the business
— not

happen
together
with that which
is likely
influence upon person, playhouse and pocketbook
is his aide
ally
advisor

T

T

to

but NOW
what WILL

occur
as an
The trade press

T

• • • NOW as to THE FILM DAILY:
Its reputation
was established
on a policy of honest, uncolored, unslanted
analysis of pictures from the showman's viewpoint
It has
endeavored to hue to that line
and proposes to do so in the
future when, as a result of the block-of-five selling, such a policy
is
of utmost importance
to the exhibitor
"An unfair
review is a disservice to the producer, to the distributor and to
the exhibitor"
That constitutes the only instruction ever
given to a FILM DAILY reviewer.
T
T
T
•

Table 135-Min. Program Bill
The proposal to sponsor a state
iaw limiting the length of shows to
135 minut--- wes tabled for the time
being. While most of those present
agreed that legislation was the only
way twin bills could be eliminated,
the feeling prevailed that enactm:nt of such a measure was another
step toward
State
Federal
control. However,
thereorstill
are many
delegates who favor the proposal
and may take further action later.
Onlytine flaw
in weather.
the convention's
rouwas the
Although
Wednesday was warm and sunny,
day. kept the delegates inside the
rain
Ritz Carlton on Thursday and Fri-

to

but what producers are
yes, and
what
the

as it was a month ago, a week ago, or even a day ago
And,
what
is of equal import
he must
know

New Jersey sessions that the distributors would increase the number
of percentage deals and delegates
were warned against making th^m.
Urge All Pix Branches to Uio/AIb
In a resolution passed at the effing session of the New Jersey meeting, all branches of the motion picture business were urged to unite
for the purpose of determining the
cause of the present so-called slump
in theater attendance.
Another resolution pledged all
New Jersey members' theaters to
the- Government for the presentation
of defense or patriotic reels.
A special resolution thanking Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president of
United Artists, and its acting top
exec, for coming to Atlantic City
and addressing the organization was
passed. Kelly was the only distrib.
chief to appear.

• • IN conclusion: A sage has said:
"The present interests me more than the past, and the future more than the present"
Mister Exhibitor, that goes for both of us
PHIL M. DAILY

WEDDING

BELLS

Indianapolis — Bryce Henderson,
manager of the Hamilton Theater
here, and Doris Eileen Lyle were
married.
Johnstown, Pa. — Marriage of Har
ry Findley, manager of the Hollywood Theater, to Mary Engelman of
Church,
Tyrone.
place in St. Mathew's
Tyrone, took
Andrew Subbiondo, of the accounting department of Republic Pictures
where he has been employed since
the company's
inception,
and with
Mildred Louise Violante,
formerly
that organization, were married
Astoria, L. inI. St. Joseph's Church,
yesterday
Mary Ransome, vice-president of
University Films, eloped with Jack
Shaindlin,
musical director for Columbia snorts.
Miami — Ralph MacKenzie, of Wo
ried.
metco Theaters accounting department, and Kay Williams were mar-

.
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Hied Execs. Doubt
PTOA Duals Stand
(Continued from Page 1)

day at the New Jersey Allied
vention.
were of the opinion that the
~^?panies
retain duals owning
becausetheaters
it wouldwant
be
nomically unwise to drop them
I, because of MPTOA's alleged
lination by the distributors,
TOA could not honestly camgn for single feature programs,
'ete J. Wood of Columbus, busis manager of the Ohio Allied
t and a national leader, declared
t the five companies receive a
limum of $30,000,000 annually
m twin features.
Let us assume," Wood said, "that
h of the companies produce 15
ookas a year at an average cost
8200,000 for each of those pices. That would be 75 'B' or 'C
tures costing a total of $15,000,Again let us assume there are
)0 producer-owned theaters playeach other's pictures. In other
•ds, the five companies' scratch
h other's backs. Let us say that
average rental in those houses
the second feature on a twin bill
5100. Figure that up, and you'll
I that the gross on 75 pictures in
)0 theaters at $100 each is $15,,000.
^here are at least 10,000 other
aters playing double features,
turning that the average rental
the second feature from the
he five companies is $20, you have
•.ther $15,000,000 coming to the
tributors."
.Yood said that all the figures he
itioned were conservative. Theree, he insisted, how can the
'TOA which is controlled by the
ducers be sincere.

wenstein Succeeds Newbury
President of N. J. Allied
Vtlantic City — Harry Lowenstein
Newark was elected president of
»v Jersey Allied at the closing sesn of the organization's annual
vention Friday. Lowenstein forrly was secretary of the unit.
,ve Mait of Little Falls was electto succeed him. Morris Miller
Passaic was elected a vice-presit and Ralph Wilkins of Pittman
3 re-elected to a vice-president
t. Dave Snapper of New Brunsk was re-elected treasurer.
.lOuis Gold of Newark and Harry
-ht of Passaic were re-elected to
board of directors,
jee Newbury, the retiring presiit, was presented with a complete
of silver table service by the
mbers of the unit as a token of
jreciation for his work in the orlization. Gift was presented at
testimonial banquet Friday
hi,

\\ ul iii Hoives Quits
As Thompson's Aide
Wally
Howes,
assistant to Maj.
of the Trans-Lux
past nine
years, severs
his connection

film
buyer
and
L. E. Thompson
circuit, for the

Brandt "Tirade" Scored
By MPTOA's Kuykendall
(Continued from Page 1)

"Where Are Good
Pix!" Asks Allied

a two-page trade paper ad here, was
a "tirade" and destructive. He said
he personally had given Brandt,
ITOA prexy, a whole-hearted invitation to attend the MPTOA convention.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing bymen said.
advance information, spokesFilm companies were accused of
company
as of
today.
holding back important pictures for
"I am wondering why he did not Fall
release under the new system
come out here and personally presHowes' sociation
as-with
ent the views he placed in a paid of selling. This policy, it was said,
a fallacy, because if attendance
advertisement," said Kuykendall is
Major Thompcontinues to fall off due to product,
son dates back
Friday. "It is a popular pastime
to denounce producers, but that is it is going to be difficult to recapmany years,
ture the fans in the Fall.
both having
not
constructive
criticism.
Brandt's
criticism
is foolish
and carried
no
started with
"We must keep alive the theaterthe original
going habit," one leader said.
worthwhile
argument."
He said the New York exhib.
Keithville vaudeIt was pointed out that in years
circuit at
WALLY
HOWES
leader representtd only one of three past, every company had two or
about the
exhibitor bodies in New York City
same time.
territory. In the advertisement, three big pictures for Summer reHowes intends to take a short
lease and exhibitors could depend
vacation after which time he will
Brandt said present crop of 'big on them. Today, those big pictures,
announce his new affiliation
brains' in Hollywood doesn't know
what the public wants. He charged except in rare instances, are missing.
Hollywood executives with having
gotten into a rut and said double If there are good pictures for SumSkouras Theater Corp.
mer release, the advertising manfeatures are giving audiences movie
agers of the film companies are keepWins Pickwick Dismissal
indigestion. Brandt's remarks were
ing them a secret because there is
published originally in his own orNew Haven — Skouras Theater
gan, The Independent. They were nothing in the trade papers to inCorp.'s motion to have the $5,452,575 picked up here by the Associated
Pi ess and spread nationally by that declared.dicate otherwise, one national leader
Pickwick, Greenwich anti-trust suit service.
complaint dismissed with reference
to it was granted in the U. S. District Court here.
Skouras Theater Corp., Spyros P.
and George P. Skouras, and Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., defendants in the suit, with the eight
major film companies, moved similarly to have the "purported" summons quashed and the complaint dismissed because of alleged improper
service and lack of jurisdiction of the
Connecticut District Court, in motions which were heard on June 2.
Regarding Spyros P. and George
P. Skouras, Federal Judge Carroll
C. Hincks ruled that the service of
the summons and complaint be
"quashed," but that the "complaint
be not dismissed." If the defendants
shall not have been personally served
in Connecticut prior to the beginning of trial, the complaint is then
ordered dismissed at that time.
Motions of the major companies
for more definite statement and extended time in which to plead have
not yet been decided by the judge.
with

that

Herald's Coughlin Dies;
Funeral Services Today
Funeral services for Joseph F.
Coughlin, 30, film critic and editorial staff member of Motion Picture
Herald since 1934, will be held this
morning from his late home, 247
Wadsworth Ave., with a solemn requiem mass to follow at St. Elizabeth's Church. Interment will be
in the Gate of Heaven Cemetery,
Kensico.
Coughlin, an honor graduate of
Fordham, is survived by his mother,
Mrs. Harriet Coughlin and a brother,
Frank. Death occurred Friday in
St. Luke's Hospital following a two
weeks' illness.

"-'— '

EDDIE F0Y, JR. -ASTRID
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RKO Radio

NED

E. DEPINET

ANDY

Assemble tor Sales Convention Today

W.

SMITH

JOSEPH

RKO
Ascap to File Suit
Against NBC and CBS Prexy

I. BREEN

s. barret Mccormick

PHIL

REISMAN

Parley Hears Schaefer
to Make

Two Speaking Appearances

(.Continued
screenings of some of the
early
pictures on the 1941-42 lineup. The
company's first five-block will be
announced and screened during the
conclave.
Slated to preside at all sessions,
Ned E. Depinet, vice-prexy, will rap
the gavel at 2 p.m., with A. A.
Schubart, exoperationschange
manager,
making the roll
call. General
b u s i n e ss on
current season's pictures
will be the
main order of
the
sion. initial ses-

CRESSON

E. SMITH

ROBERT

MOCHRIE

VERY PER/CNAL
ABOUT CrC MEN

from Page 1)

also will be made to one-hundredA . A. SCHUBART, manager of exchang
per cent managers and salesmen. To- ** operations, has been mixing recoverin
National Ass'n of Broadcasters,
night, the delegates will be on
from an appendicitis operation and handlin
Broadcast Music, Inc., and their oftheir own.
the varied details of the four-day powwov
ficers and directors. Long- threatStars and players who will attend "Schubie"
has had this assignment for sev
ened, the suit is understood to have
tomorrow's luncheon and hear Depibeen urged on the board frequently
net's 1941-42 product announcement eral years hand-running.
during- the past month, especially by
include Edgar Bergen, Gloria SwanEditor Ed Luckey of the RKO Clu
publisher members who were conStudio News sent on 30
son, Burgess
Meredith,
Ray
vinced that the two major networks
copies of a swanky convention issu
were "stalling" in their negotiations
Collins, Simone
that mirror's studio activities to a 1
with the society for a new licensing
Simon. Frank
Ed is in the cutting department, bt,
agreement.
Buck and Anne
does such a swell fob of editing the
Burr.
While no specific sum was menhe's liable to be drafted into the regi
tioned in announcement of the imOthers to
lar typewriter brigade.
pending suit, unofficial estimates
speak during
were that with triple damages
Salesman Meyer Nackimson of Winnipe
the conclave
ex-swimmer and track champion, kept
sought the total amount of the acwill include
tion would be close to $20,000,000.
Eastern Sales
business appointment with a feminine e>
hibitor, only to find that the appointe
In this respect, however, it was beManager Bob
lieved that from 10 days to two
meeting place was a Red Cross headquarl
Sales
ManMochrie,
Westers with 200 of the fair sex present. Bi
weeks would be required before filing
ager Andy W.
ern
Sales
Manof the suit in order for counsel to
he kept his mind sufficiently on his wor
Smith will ad- E. Smith,
ager Cresson
dress
the
determine the exact amounts into get the contract.
''Progress
volved.
gathering o n Short SubFREDERIC
ULLMAN, JR.
Jimmie Lewis of Kansas City bi
HARRY MICHALSON
In the brief announcement rejects Sales
Manager
lieves a box lunch concession in th<
leased to the press Friday night, no
short subjects
reason was given for the action and Harry Michalson Made in Sales" Harry Michalson, Capt. Leo Devaney aters would be a profitable busine. j
sales manager, will outline the de of the Ned Depinet Drive forces, venture judging from the spread c ,
other than that "more than 1,000,000
program.of winners of the Frederic Ullman, Jr., vice-president triple features in the territory.
musical numbers controlled by the partment's
Announcements
of Pathe News, and Joseph I. Breen,
society have been banned from the
Armour and Perry Lieber
Branch
Manager
Tommy
Thompson
major radio networks since January Ned Depinet Drive will be made at Reginald
the closing of the session.
Awards of the studio.
Kansas City is said to specialize in trad
shooting and horeshoe-pitching.
That announcement of the suit
1st."
Detroit Theaters Sell
was no mere trial balloon to try to Syra. Lyric on Part-Time
Syracuse — North side Lyric is now Defense Stamps, Bonds
Salesman Jack Ellis of New Yor
force the networks into line was inonly.
has just finished writing a hit (maybt
dicated by Ascap officials who re- operating Friday through Monday
vealed that the move had been under
number with Arthur Gershwi, I
Detroit — The Defense Savings song
brother of the famous George, title J
consideration for some time and that
Stamp and Bond Drive is opening
in the board's authorization to Robin, Howard Dietz, George Whit- here, with Michigan selected as one "Throwing Pebbles in the Millstream j
Schwartz & Frohlich provision had
ing, Jacques Wolfe, Jerry Living- of four test states. Motion picture
days before the convention opene I
been made for bringing in outside
ston and John Redmond, will choose division is being organized under NedA few
trial counsel.
Western
Unioned
to eve F
two candidates from the member- Edgar E. Kirchner, manager of the unclosedDepinet
account in the United States ar
To be filed as a civil suit in Fedat large to run against each Family Theater, as chairman. Thea- Canada to sign up and give the outfit I
eral Court, the action under the of sixshipincumbent
writer directors.
ters are selling stamps in their boxSherman Anti-Trust Law would
offices and displaying posters sup- 100 per cent record when the conf ; j
Under
the
new
by-laws
of
the
charge the proposed defendants with
plied by the Drive Committee.
society, one-third of the 24-man
Film exchange employes have opened.
"conspiracy in restraint of trade."
board, or four writer and four pub- been organized and are contributing
Midwestern District Manager Walt:
lisher directors, must be elected an- weekly to stamp sales practically Branson is reported to be taking
nually.
However,
for
the
impending
Ascap's
Names
100 per cent, Kirchner said.
night school course in architectur
Writers Board
to Nominate
initial membership election one-half
Walt carries second-hand books on tl \
Show business is strongly repre- subject.
of the board, six writers and six
sented on the general committee,
Ascap's
board
Friday
made
public the names of the six members publishers, will stand for re-election. with Frank N. Isbey, former manager of the Michigan State Fair, as
Chicago Manager Jack Osserman has be
of the writers' nominating commit- Incumbent writer board members
tee appointed to select candidates are Deems Taylor, Oley Speaks, Otto state chairman, and Fred Schader, keeping secret appointments with a hai
A.
Harbach,
Raymond
Hubbell,
former
director
of
publicity
at
the
restoring outfit.
Jack will split hairs
for the society's first general memFox Theater, as publicity director.
bership election. The sextet, Leo John W. Mercer and Edgar Leslie.
this phase of his busy life.
(Continued from Page 1)
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ype of Export Pix
Worrying Fed. Govt.

SPG Declines to Explain
Actions to Non-Members
(Continued from Page 1)

dressed to Joseph Gould, Guild president, from seven Paramount publicists.
ishington Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Copies of the same reply were
Washington — The type of Ameri■in motion pictures sent to foreign sent to two of three signers of a
.arkets, particularly the Latin- similar letter from publicists at
.mfrican, is today a matter of defi- Metro, the third having since applied for membership in the Guild.
■ lational concern, Nathan D.
.TSSft, motion picture consultant
Reply of the SPG, signed by Secretary Jeff Livingston, follows:
i the Department of Commerce, deiares in the current issue of the
"Your letter of May 19 has as you know
been referred to the membership of the
fficial Foreign Commerce Weekly.
Screen Publicists Guild for reply. As apthe membership meeting of this
Golden's pronouncement follows date, thatproved at reply
is herewith
made.
is appearance last week before the
"We.
the
members of the Screen Publicists
IPTOA convention in Los Angeles Guild, have not
the slightest intention, either
t which he urged the establishment at this time or at any time in the future, of
.f an industry control agency which exrlaining Guild actions or policy for the
approval of persons who are not within the
<>uld pass on films for export sched- body
of our Guild.
les and eliminate those deemed ob"Those who do enter the ranks of our
?ctionable.
membership automatically avail themselves of
From time to time, Golden states, the power to influence any past, current
before the Guild, by free dis^mplaints have been made that or futurecussionissue
and their right to vote.
merican films not only erroneously
"We. the members of the Screen Publicists
ortray incidents in the life and Guild, are glad to reaffirm to all that our
Guild is operated on a strictly democratic
jstoms of foreign peoples, but also basis.
The floors of its meetings are open
ive these peoples an entirely dis- for discussion on any subject that any member thinks affects his welfare or that of his
'irted picture of our own life and whole.
jstoms. No picture, he said, is I'nit. that of the Guild or of labor as a
jitable for showing abroad if it is
"The majority of the membership rules
all questions of policy or action and
>o "jazzy," if it concentrates on upon
governs
by that decision.
.wlessness or crime, if it depicts
firmly believe that the strength of
vtravagant luxury and idleness, or our"We
organization confirms our adherence to
its comedy is of a type that for- these democratic principles."
! gners cannot understand. Films
Asked what the Guild's position
was on the several issues raised in
" this maximum
sort not only
fail to the Para, and Metro letters, a SPG
roduce
profitswill
in foreign
larkets, but they may easily work spokesman said Friday that the
rave injury to the national pres- Guild letter represented the reply
ge of the U. S.
its members wished to make. It was
"In depicting life and customs of added, "Answers to specific questions
foreign country, motion picture of the persons concerned would have
roducers must be meticulously care- been available to them at Guild
i\ that the picture is accurate, a
latter which involves a considerable nieetings, to which they were in.mount of research," Golden states,
olden makes it clear that the great
'.ajority
of U.judicious
S. film producers
ireful and
and that are
no
:rictures are intended against them,
urthermore, he believes that the
aws and faults in the case of the
'nv
onal.exceptions are wholly uninten"The capacity of the motion picare industry," he says in concluon, "to grapple effectually with un:<pected contingencies such as the
listing situation in foreign marsts, and to make
such shifts or
modifications as new conditions de.and appears to be proved by the
hole course of its evolution, during
' hich
obstacles
have
been
sur• ounted, perplexities dispelled and
accesses achieved."

'Kayos Suit Against Du-Art

[ Dismissal of Standard Picture
reductions' $50,000 damage suit
gainst Du-Art Film Laboratories,
|_c., was ordered on Friday for lack
:' prosecution by Federal Judge
'hn C. Knox. Suit claimed wrongil withholding of the negative and
-cessories of the film "The Headys At Home."

fB Closes In Wilmington
Wilmington,
Del. — Grand
Opera
ouse, WB operation, closed Saturiy night.

Need Proper Terms
To Exist — Kelly
(Continued from Page 1)

warranting the meeting of the producers terms to enable them to break
even.
Expressing the hope that the industry was going through only a
temporary illness, Kelly said there
was hardly a distributing company
that could say its investment in production was secure.
He said that the distributors were
taking a "terrific" gamble in bringing their best pictures out in the
first blocks-of-five and he asked for
co-operation with United Artists as
the distributor of such pictures.
Kelly indicated that in order to
exist, "we must get proper terms,"
pointing out that the dependence on
foreign markets had been destroyed
for profits that were never obtained
from this country alone.

Balabcm, Agnew Speak
At Canadian Sales Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

the week-end for Toronto to attend
Paramount's three-day Canadian
sales meeting which opens today
in that city's Royal York Hotel.
The conclave takes on special significance in that this is the first
huddle
of
Canadian
forces sincethe
Del company's
Goodman succeeded
Morris Milligan as sales manager in
the Dominion.

THE
WEEK
IX REVIEW
Exhibs. to Fight Duals
=

By L. H. MITCHELL

MPTOA-PCC: Joint conventions
of the MPTOA and the PCC of ITO
in Los Angeles fired first round in a
battle against dual bills. PCC primed
the gun, then MPTOA touched match
to the powder by adopting resolution condemning duals and pledging
its efforts to eliminate the evil within the next eight months. Prexy Ed
Kuykendall, re-elected for 8th term,
called for industry unity in meeting
present exhib. problems. He also
urged that advance reviews of pictures be confined to the film trade
press and that a new nation-wide
film drive be started, anticipating
problems to come up, not wait for
them to strike. Metro's sales chief,
William F. Rodgers, announced to
the delegates that Metro's new sales
policy would eliminate all barter —
salesman will call once and name a
"take it or leave it" price for product. Rodgers also stated that patrons could be brought back to theaters by hard work. Mary Pickford
urged exhibs. to quit bribing the public, through Bank Night, giveaways,
etc., to come into their theaters. Walter Wanger proposed a five-year plan
for the progress of the industry. . . .
Albert J. Law, counsel for the PCC,
advised the unit that Thurman W.
Arnold had stated that the consent
decree would probably be in force
for only a year. Robert Poole, executive secretary, warned the Coast
indie exhib. body of dangers under
the consent decree. Unit went on
record as opposing further expansion
of large circuits.
*
*
#

Neil Agnew, Paramount's general
sales manager, will attend and speak
today, in wake of his West Coast
studio visit to cull specific information on forthcoming product. Balavited."
ban
will also be speaking today. Bob Atlantic
N. J. ALLIED:
At N. Abram
J. Allied's
s
Mirror'
in Daily
Winner
City meeting,
F.
y Contest
Theaters Displa
Gillham will talk on advertising tomorrow.
Myers, national Allied's general
counsel, offered a 5-point plan to
The New York Daily Mirror on
Some 150 exhibitors from the To- meet
the present film trade crisis,
Saturday announced the winners in rcnton
and adjacent territories will
that confidence of public
its "American All" display contest attend a special luncheon which Par- warning
must
be won back if films are to
for neighborhood theater managers.
amount will host for them and the
First prize of $500 went to Gilbert Dominion press today in the Royal survive. Agreeing with MPTOA's
Ed Kuykendall, that exhib. organizaYork.
Marbe,
manager The
of Loew's
tions should work in unity, Myers
at
Parkchester.
Mirror American
estimates
that the $1,500 prize contest drew
During the conclave, Paramount's stated that national Allied would invite MPTOA reps, to its Philly conpicture "Skylark" will be shown,
3,000,000 persons to the 138 compet- new
among others.
vention. Unit will likely back a
ing theaters.
Jersey.
Second prize of $250 went to A. E. McNeill
135-minute program bill for New

of the Bronxville Theater; third, $150, to M.
L. Ashman of the Harbor Theater, Brooklyn,
and fourth, $100, to Robert Ungerfeld of
the Park Plaza in the Bronx.
The 10 $50 prizes were awarded to Montague Salmon of the Beacon Theater, New
York City ; Samuel Taub of the Chester,
New York City ; Richard Carnegie of the
Fox. Hackensack, N. J. ; Mrs. Grace P. Niles
of the Lexington, New York City ; Edward
Douglas of the Kings, Brooklyn; L. B. Freund
of the Kingsway, Brooklyn ; Robert McGregor of the New Nemo, New York City ;
C. J. Fuller, Jr., of the Oriental, Brooklyn;
Nate Simons of the Riviera, New York City;
and M. T. Baranco of. the Scarsdale, Scarsdale, N. Y.
Contest began May 18 and ran for 12 days.
Contest was an outgrowth of President
Roosevelt's expressed wish "to impres on all
citizen, native-born and naturalized, the special significance of citizenship in this nation"
as contained in his proclamation of "I Am An
American Day."

"UA Presidency Offered,
Not Interested" — Selznick
(Continued from Page 1)

be signed within a week or two.
He said that attorneys are examining all points involved and pointed
out there's always the possibility of
snags arising.
Selznick admitted a published report that he had been offered the
presidency of United Artists but is
not interested in that office.
He also admitted there is a strong
likelihood of United Artists' home
office being moved to Hollywood.

Drive-in Using Dishes

Agawam, Mass. — The Drive-In
Raton" Signed by Small
Hollywood — Gregory Ratoff will Theater at Riverside Park here has
direct "The Corsican Brothers" for instituted dish giveaways to femmes
Ed Small.
Thursday and Friday nights.

*

*

*

THIS AND THAT: Columbia Chi.
sales meet told the company will
seek $10,000,000 more in domestic
biz. . . . Army and Navy get priority
in film equipment. . . . Warner Bros,
plan a July sales meeting at the
Coast. . . . 20th-Fox shifted its sales
conclave from New York to Los Angeles. . . . Universal reported, for
the first time in its history, a quarter profit exceeding $1,000,000. . . .
Crescent Amusement Co.'s counsel
will demand a jury trial of the Government's anti-trust suit against it.
. . . Court ruling in the Schine circuit anti-trust suit calls on the Government to explain whether it
charges a collective conspiracy or
separate ones between the circuit
and the eight distributors named in
the action.

BEHIND
THE SCENES
BACK

of the arresting beauty of modern

screen productions stands the unvarying
high quality of Eastman negative films.
Each does its specific work surpassingly
well. From long experience, directors and
cameramen

take for granted this vital con-

tribution to each scene's success. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLUS-X
for general studio use

Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when little light is available

RACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN

NEGATIVE

FILMS

!)WG-

Producer

Pact:

nonywooa — indications Derore rne screen wrirers vjuiia general membership meeting last
night were that the membership would endorse "in principle" the agreement that has been
treached between the Guild's negotiating committee and the producers. It is reported that the pact provides for a long-term agreement, probably
seven or eight years, with a minimum wage of $125 per week, virtual Guild shop, elimination of flat deals calling for less than $1,500; giving the Guild
control of screen credits.
^^
fi| ■■■
/
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POWER RATIONING HITS GEORGIA HOUSES
RKO

Wraps Up First 5 -Block; Bare Lineup Today

'Daniel Webster," "Father
Takes a Wife," "Parachute
3attalion" Among Quintet

RKO'S SALES HIT ALL-TIME HIGH

93.8% of Possibilities Sold, Smith Tells Convention; Gain of
924 Contracts Reported

The five pictures which are to comise RKO's first group under the new
An all-time record was established
■filing system were announced yeserday at the 10th annual conven- by RKO Radio for sales and shipments during the last year, Andy
ion of the company's sales staff.
■{KO's complete production plans for W. Smith, sales manager, announced
he 1941-42 season are to be an- at the opening session of the comnounced today by Ned E. Depinet,
pany's convention yesterday at the
Waldorf-Astoria.
'ice-president.
Initial quintet includes William
Of the total possibilities for features in the United States, RKO is
Dieterle's "The Devil and Daniel
Webster," the Menjou-Swanson co- in 10,899 of those situations, or 93.8
tarrer "Father Takes a Wife," "Be- per cent of the total, as of June 6,
"ore the Fact," co-starring Cary Smith said, explaining that this rep(Contiuncd
jrant and Joan Fontaine, "Para(Continucd on Page 6)

5 Regional; for UA
Start in Late June

15 More Features
Starling on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

?ara. Host to Exhibs.
A\ Canadian Convention

Atlanta, Ga. — Power rationresented 924 contracts more than the
ing struckatall6 ofa.m.
Georgia's
331
theaters
yesterday
company had ever written before.
when
industries,
with
certain
speThe best previous year for the comcific exceptions, including radio, were
pany was in 1936-37 when 9,975
contracts were sold in the U. S. and placed on a weekly electricity allotment basis. The move was dictated
Canada.
As to weekly shipments, Smith by the grave power shortage and the
of voluntary power reducexplained that for the first 23 weeks failure
tion to solve the problem although
of the new year, RKO was 54,322 the latter totaled 450,000 kilowatt
shipments over the same period for hours per day.
the 1939-40 season.
(Extension
of power rationSmith6) will discuss the selling unoii Page
ing throughout
entire
(Continned the
on Page
5) South-

ITo Seek N. Y. Stale

Aid in War on Bingo
DAILY

Hollywood — Production steps up a
United Artists is reported to be
notch or two this week, with 15 fearegional
five
of
series
i Dlanning a
tures scheduled to get the gun.
ales meetings. Tentative plans call Metro becomes the most active plant,
'or the sessions to be held in New 10 features being before the camtfork, Chicago, Cincinnati, New Oreras. The check-up:
eans and San Francisco, starting
At Columbia:
Seven shooting, inate this month.
(Continued on Page 4)

Washington, Indianapolis
Win NSS "Beat Par" Drive

Buffalo — Steps to seek State action in the legal dispute over continuation of Bingo games in Buffalo
Theaters were announced yesterday
as Justice David Diamond adjourned
until June 24 the Supreme Court
hearings on show-cause orders and
temporary (.Continued
injunctions
to block police
on Page 7)

Hays Quits Hospital,
Comes Here Shortly
Will H. Hays, MPPDA

prexy left

St. Luke's Hospital, Chicago, yesterday for his home in Sullivan, Ind.,
after a rest of several weeks following a siege of pneumonia earlier this
year. In a few days, Hays will come
to his New York offices and from
| here, leave for California.

NBC Set for Commercial
Asks N.Y., Philly, Washington

Tele

Stations

Planning for commercial television
based upon new rules issued by the
FCC May 3 last, NBC yesterday
announced the filing of applications
We*t Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
for commercial teleHollywood — At a meeting between with thevisionFCC
stations which will operate
Samuel Goldwyn and Bob White,
Portland, Ned Calvi, Los Angeles, in New York, Washington and Philadelphia. These three stations . will
and Robert
H. "Bob"
execu(.Continued on Page 5)
(Continued
on Page Poole,
7)

Goldwyn Asks Definite
Anti-Duals Plan by PCC

Propaganda Action
To Hit Axis Films
Action of the U. S. in ordering
Germany to close all Nazi consulates
in the U. S. by July 10 and the similar shuttering of the German Railway and Tourist Agency, source of
Nazi non-theatrical
(Continiied on pix
Page in4) the coun-

Ellet Case Dismissed
"Dive Bomber" on Aug. 30 At Request of Isreal
To Finish Warner Releases
Cleveland — Louis Isreal yesterday

Warner will wind up delivery of
Toronto — Paramount opened its
Washington and Indianapolis were
irst general sales meeting to be held group winners in National Screen 1940-41 product on Aug. 30 when
n Canada yesterday and more than Service's Beat Par Sales Drive, it "Dive Bomber,'' Technicolor special,
100 exhibitors were guests at a
Flynn and
Fred5) MacMurwas announced
the 5)company's with Errol(Continued
on Page
(Continued ason Page
uncheon at the Royal York Hotel.
Vital problems, including the U.
{Continued on Page 6)

Must Save a Third of the
Electricity Normally Used;
Some Theaters Close Down

asked for the dismissal of his arbitration(Continued
case involving
the 7)Ellet Theon Page

English Ship Saves
Ben Cohen and Wife
Cape Town, Union of South Africa
(By Cable) — Virtually given up for
lost, Ben Cohen, Metro theater manager en route from New York to
take a post in Durban, and his wife
were among the 35 survivors of the
Robin Moor, U. S. ship sunk by a
submarine, to land here yesterday.
The 35 were picked up at sea by a
British vessel, making the rescue
100 per cent. Cohen was transferred to Durban after foreign service
for Metro in Calcutta.
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MPTO A Meet No 'Washout', UA Board to Meet in West
Kuykendall Tells Freeman In Future, Korda Reveals
West
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Hollywood — Prexy Ed Kuykendall
of the MPTOA in a letter to Y.
Frank Freeman, AMPP president
with copies sent to all members of
the latter strikes back at local trade
naper criticism of the MPTOA convention as a "complete bust." Kuykendall says that "while the attendance at the business sessions
were disappointing," this would prove
true of any convention held in competition to "the scenic beauty, the
"ace track and the studio."
Kuykendall's stinging letter points
out more than 6.000 theaters were
represented at the convention by
some 600 delegates, 450 of whom
were members of the MPTOA, with
200 of the 450 also members of the
PCC which held its convention simultaneously.
Kuykendall. highly critical of the
local papers, insists the recent convention was the best ever held from
noint of attendance and representative theater gathering. "Every big
affiliated circuit and the majority of
independent theater owners were at
the convention, in other words, your
largest buyers," he stresses.

Pasternak May Release
Own Pix Thru Universal

16)

STOCK

Coast

—

%

8i/2 —

N. Y. Office for Schines,
But Not Transfer of Hdqrs.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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Hollywood — Joe Pasternak may
form his own company to release
through Universal, although deals
have been tendered by Metro, RKO
Radio and UA, it is reported. Metro
and RKO propose salaried posts,
UA, his own company.

Hal Roach's "Streamlined" features for UA release will be sold
oi* a flat rental basis, it is reported.

Equity Replaces Eight
Who Quit Council Posts
Actors' Equity council yesterday
elected eight new members to replace the eight who resigned last
week charging Communistic control of the governing board. No action was taken to replace the two
vice-tiresidents who resigned. This
will be done after acceptance by the
new council members so there may
be a full board to elect the officers.
The new members elected to the
council are Donald Randolph, Robert
Rcss. Alexander Clark, Jose Ferrer,
Ben Smith. Evelyn Varden, Roy Roberts and Walter Gilbert.

ALAN REEVE and his bride arrive on the Co;
tomorrow.
FRANK
OLSEN,
IATSE
Chicago
rep.,
is
Washington.
THE
REV.
DR.
NORMAN
VINCENT
PEA
arrived
in Hollywood
yesterday
to report
technical advisor at Warners.
OWEN CRUMP, Warner scripter, is in Was
ington to confer with J. Edgar Hoover.
JOHN CECIL GRAHAM who has arrived fr<
stopover.
London plans a Coast trip, with a M'^*' ve
MRS. DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and SOL ROSEI
terday.
BLATT, her counsel, arrived on the Coast ye
SAM LEVENE left yesterday for Hollywood
fill a Metro commitment.
S. HACKER,
head of Film Audit
Service,
now
in Washington,
opening
a branch
offi
there.
GRAD SEARS returned from the Coast ov
the week-end.
BOB
HOPE,
who TWA's from the Coast t I
morrow,
goes to Toronto
for a war relief p
after which he may return here for the premie i
of "Caught in the Draft."
HERB BERG, Para, publicist, returned frc
vacation
yesterday.
LOUIS BROMFIELD arrived on the Coast ye
terday from his Ohio farm.
VIRGINIA
DALE
arrives from Hollywood
t!
morrow.
BARNEY
onto.
W.
from

BALABAN

F. RODGERS
the Coast.

returns

today

and H. M.

from

RICHEY

To i

are bail

GEORGE ARCHIBALD, joint managing direct
for UA in England, leaves tomorrow by Clipp
for London
via Lisbon.

Ban "Great Dictator"
Throughout Argentina

Universal to Pre-release
Two in July and August

Buenos Aires (By Cable) — Th
Government has backed the bannin
of Charlie Chaplin's "Great Diets
tor" throughout all Argentin;
Accion
Argentina, a democratic mas
Universal will pre-release "A Girl
Zanuck In Washington
Must Live" July 18 and "Quiet Wed- organization, has protested the ba
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ding" on Aug. 8. Former will be on "Pastor Hall" while permittin
Washington — Led by Lieut. Col. regularly released Sept. 19, the lat- the Nazi propaganda film, "Victor!
ter sometime in November.
Darryl F. Zanuck, a delegation from
in the West," to be shown.
"U" also has retitled "Maid in
the Research Council of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Manhattan" as "Sing Another Choarrived in Washington yesterday to
rus" and tentatively switched "Oh.
"onfer with War Dept. officials on Charlie" to "Hold That Ghost"; lat20th Century- Fox Film Corp.
ter co-stars Abbott and Costello and
future Army training films. With
Zanuck were Capt. Gordon S. Mit- will be released Aug. 8. "U" will
chell, manager of the Council, and release "Cracked Nuts" Aug:. 1 and
Maj. Charles S. Stodter. Signal "A Dangerous Game" on Aug. 22.
"It is, as usual, a gre
Corps War Dept. Liaison Officer at<~acbr>d to the Council staff in Hollypublication.
says
—Weannuloc
wood.
forward
to its
NLRB Preparing Decision

HERMM

Irene Franklin Dies
Irene Franklin, 65, former stage
star and screen actress, died yesterday in Englewood Hospital, Englewood, N. J., from a cerebral hemorrhage. Two daugthers. Mrs. James
Richardson of San Fernando and
Mrs. William de Cardo, of Burbank,
survive.

Gloversville — While retaining circuit -headquarters here, the Schines
will open a New York office in Radio Harry Brandt Named to CHDC
City during the summer.
Harry Brandt has been named to
the civilian home defense committee
by Commissioner La Guardia.

Roach "Streamliners"
On Flat Rental Basis

United Artists board meetings
henceforth will be held on the West
Coast, it was said here yesterday by
Alexander Korda, following his arrival for a brief stay. Stockholders
of UA in the future will function
actively on the board, Korda stated.
The producer said his trip East
had no particular significance. Proposal to transfer the home office to
the Coast was just in the "talk
stage," Korda commented.
Hisbelatest
production,
will
released
in late "Lydia,"
August,
Korda stated. He will start "Jungle
Book" on the Coast in about 10 days.
Korda yesterday announced the signing of Patricia
O'Rourke,
old unknown,
to play
opposite14-yearSabu.

COmMG and GOIM

Para. Stockholders Meet
Para.'s annual stockholders meeting will be held at the home office
this morning.

In New York SPG Petition

The NLRB yesterday informed the
New York SPG that a decision has
been reached in the Guild's petition
for certification as the proper collective bargaining agent for home
office publicists in the major film
companies. "Decision is in the course
of preparation," letter stated.

Sandquist Bill Survives;
Vote May Come This Week
Springfield, 111. — The Sandquist
135-minute program bill alone of all
industry measures remains alive in
the House here, with a third reading in prospect this week.
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15 More Features
Starting on Coast

Propaganda Action
To Hit Axis Films

{Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

eluding "You Belong To Me," romantic comedy co-starring Barbara
Stanwyck and Henry Fonda. Producer-director Wesley Ruggles.

try; the German Library of Informa I
tion in New York City and th
Trans-Ocean News service is ex J
pected to be followed quickly by Fed I
eral action both against the impor I
tation and exhibition of Axis propaj

At M-G-M : Ten shooting, including the
Garbo production, comedy as yet untitled.
Melvyn Douglas has the male lead. George
Cukor directing and Gottfried Reinhardt producing; "Married Bachelor." comedy, with
Robert Young. Ruth Hussey, Lee Bowman
and Felix Bressart. Edward Buzzell directing. John W. Considine. Jr., producer;
"Whistling In The Dark," comedy murder
mvsterv. with Red Skelton. Ann Rutherford,
Virginia Grey and Rags Ragland. George
Haight producing and S. Sylvan Simon directing.
At Paramount: Six shooting, including
"Glamour Boy," Hollywood comedy, with
Tackie Cooper, Susanna Foster, Walter Abel,
William Wright and Ann Gillis. Director,
Ted Tetzlaff and producer Sol C. Siegel;
"Flying Blind," aviation story being produced by William H. Pine and William C.
Thomas, with Richard Arlen and Jean Parker
in the starring roles, supported by Mane
Wilson, Nils Asther, Roger Pryor, Dick
Purcell. Kay Sutton, Charlotte Henry and
Eddie Quillan.
Frank McDonald
directing.
At RKO-Radio:
Three shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Eight shooting, including "Week-end In Havana," musical,
with Alice Faye. John Payne, Cesar Romero,
Carmen Miranda, Cobina Wright, George
Barbier. Leonid Kinskey. Producer. William
LeBaron
and director Walter
Lang.
At Universal: Five shooting, including
"Arizona Cyclone," outdoor action picture
with Tohnnv Mack Brown and Fuzzy Knight.
Director, Ray Taylor. Associate producer.
Will Cowan ; An untitled story with Dick
Foran, Leo Carrillo and Andy Devine. Director. William Nigh, associate producer.
Ben Pivar.
At Warners: Seven shooting, including
"New Orleans Blues." (This was formerly
titled "Hot Nocturne") ; drama, with Priscilla Lane. Richard Whorf. Betty Field,
Lloyd Nolan, Jack Carson, Elia Kazan and
Billy
Halop. Associate
producer,
Jerry
Wald. Director. Anatole Litvak. "One
Foot in Heaven." drama, starring Fredric
March and Martha Scott, with Sarah Edwards,
Dorothy Vaughn and Tempe Piggott. Irving
Rapper directing.
At Republic: Two shooting, including "Ten
Xights in a Barroom," melodrama, with
Frank Albertson. Linda Hayes, Robert Armstrong and Skeets Gallagher. George Sherman directing. '
At Monogram: Four shooting, including
"The Deadly Game." story based on the
Federal Bureau of Investigation cipher bureau, cast headed by Charles Farrell, June
Lang, John Miljan, Bernadene Hayes. Dixon
Harmon producing with Barney Sarecky as
his .associate. Director Phil Rosen; Lindsley
Parsons' "Sweet Sixteen," romantic comedy;
Sam Katzman's "Bowery Blitzkreig," drama,
starring the "East Side Kids.'
Wanger shooting "Sundown."
Roach
shooting "Niagara
Falls."
Goldwyn
shooting "The Little Foxes."

Roamin' 'Round RKO's Roundup
• • •
oii Astoria
sales

NEW

York's ace hostelry was more accurately the walledas RKO Radio took over exclusively
a consider-

able swatch of the exclusive establishment
conclave
launched yes'day

Prexy

for the org.'s national
George J. Schaefer,

Vice-Prexy Ned E. Depinet, and Sales Manager "Handy" Andy Smith
greeted many o'the delegates at the a.m. screening in the TransLux Theater
before the luncheon and subsequent p.m. biz huddle
Maj. Leslie E. Thompson

loaned the theater to RKO-Radio

for the

screenings
When
the big meeting
in the Waldorf's
Sert Room
opened the SRO sign was really up
The committee has long been
resigned to standing room
so great is tha demand for badges
Members

of the William Dieterle delegation have been arriving in installments Charley
Glett, unheralded,
has been
in town
since

Friday; W. R. Frank, of Associated Amusement Co., Minneapolis, treasurer, arrives today; and Dieterle finally will be on the 20th Century
Limited tomorrow morn

▼
•

T

T

•

• PRODUCER Herb Wilcox is enjoying a double-header
He's at the convention and his "Sunny," starring Anna N eagle, is at Radio City Music Hall
Phil Reisman is nursing a
burn on his left hand, result of tossing some hamburgers around in
an outdoor fiesta
Lanky Bob Mochrie and Gordon E. "Tubby"
Youngman top six feet and both are graduates of Cornell
Military Stuff: Capt. Leo Devaney of the Ned Depinet Drive
forces; Col. Walter Branson, drive head two years ago; and Col.
Herb Maclntyre, last year's drive skipper
cleared yes'day morn and the boys who
suits put 'em on with a vengeance
T
T
T

The weather finally
had nursed ice-cream

• • • SMART Showmanship: The publicity department planted a
whale of a story on Samuel Goldwyn in the New York Daily News
for Sunday and in turn tagged it and planted it in all convention rooms
One of the items which was greeted 'with 'thusiastic cheers:
Seventh week-end for "Citizen Kane" at the Palace topped the sixth,
and Sunday
matinee
biz was one of the biggest to date
Joe
Heppner, official cameraman from Metropolitan Photo Service, goes on
rain or shine (like war and golf)
Harry Gittelson to Branch Manager

"You forgot yqur shoes," said
Barney Pitkin en route from the

Waldorf to the Trans-Lux
"Not me." said Barney, "they may look
like slippers, but up New Haven way they're mighty popular, and we
call 'em floaters"
Handsome
Sam Lefko, Philadelphia
salesman,
passing a "Four Sons" sign on a marquee,
said he could match It
Sam has a quartette of youngsters himself, the youngest being
eight months old
▼
▼
T
• • • FURTHER family angle: Branch Manager "Bernie"
Kranze of Cleveland missed one event always celebrated at home,
his wedding anniversary
Veteran Showman Doc Howe, now
on the field staff, will be watchin' that airmail delivery hourly,
seein' as how he has a youngster, just out of high school, on board
a ship with the U. S. Marines at Singapore
Add Odd Nicknames: "Snaz" Price of Atlanta
They hail Branch Manager
Harry C. Cohen of Los Angeles as "Little Sheriff"
Branch
Chief "Lennie" Gruenberg of St. Louis is said to have the distinction of being the youngest branch manager in the U. S

Louise Fazenda
Ralph Bellamy
Evalyn Knapp

William W. Hawkins
Francine
Kaufmann
Joan
Benny

One Hundred Percenter "Giff" Davison of Salt Lake City was
once a gridiron coach in Idaho
Southeastern District Manager Dave Prince can produce a camera out of nowhere and get
a movie of you

ganda
films.
^ \i I
The State
Department, impoi
by the ITOA and Allied of New York
was reported last night to be con j
sidering such a step, with the firs j
slapdown expected to come on th I
further importing of such films a j
"Victory in the West," now showin. 1
here and in other cities where ther j
is a large Germanic populatioi i
"Victory in the West," distribute j
by Ufa, has been assailed as Na2|
propaganda.
The German Railway and Touris
Agency is reported to have bee
offering about 50 pictures for fre
exhibition to groups, clubs and 01
ganizations.
Nazi film imports in the U.
reported to have increased
1,773 prints to 3,683 in the last
additionally, there have been
newsreel
imports, it is said.

S. ar
froi
year
heav

Mrs. Alice Kent, Mother
Of Sidney R. Kent, Dies
W est

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Mrs. Alice Ken
mother of Sidney R. Kent, died ye;
terday at her home in Burbank afte
an illness of several weeks. She ws
in her 80's and in addition to Ker
is
survived
other
sons. by a daughter and tw
Services will be held at 10 a.n
today at the Tremont Baptist Churc
in Pasadena.
Kent, who is ill himself, has bee
forbidden to attend the funeral I
his doctors.

Disney Studio Strikers
Make Counter Proposals
We-t

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Walt Disney stud
strikers late yesterday endorsed tl
following counter proposals to 1
made to Disney: Full Guild shoj
reinstatement of all employes as •
May 16; and an expression of wil
ingness to hold an election undi
NLRB if the way to such a procedm
is legally cleared.

STORKS!
Phillip Engel of New York Wa
ner Exchange became a daddy f(
the first time last week when h
wife presented him with a gii
Newcomer has been titled Harri
June Engel, and Phil is previewir
her at the Brooklyn Doctors Ho
daily.
pital from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.i
Syracuse — Walt
League
of
Happy Hour has a baby girl.

0"Vu!«:
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ower Rationing
lits Georgia Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

east was indicated last night
with reports that all affiliates
of the Commonwealth & Southern Corp. will adopt the program not only in Georgia, but
in Alabama, South Carolina and
rissippi. Gulf power com^ »es are expected to fall in
line with the move to cut power
r use by one-third. It was also
reported that TVA was giving
the matter the closest study).
8 Theaters, with others put on curiled power use, must now save one■ ird of the electricity normally used.
lese steps are suggested as the apoach by theater operators:
Cut elevator service by one-half;
I more than one lift is used; reduce
i -conditioning to maintain a dif! rence of not more than 5 degrees
P tween outdoor and indoor temperares; eliminate all signs, showcase,
ndow and ornamental lighting; reice interior lighting to safety
pels; save motor power in every

I*
Whiteway

lights are eliminated expt at street intersections. General
reet lighting is cut one-half, where
is is possible without endangering
iblic safety.
William K. Jenkins of Lucas and
L-nkins said yesterday:
"This is a severe blow to the theers in the State for much publicity
Is been given by the Power Comtny to the effect that air-conditiong plants are to be used only spar
gly, and at no time provide a temaature difference between outside
id inside of more than five de
■ees.
"These conditions together with
e fact that there are no large war
dustries in the State, and the effect
the longest drouth in 37 years,
ake the future look very discour:ing."
A number of theaters have already
osed, including the 2,800-seat Roxy
Atlanta, and the 1,500-seat Imrial in Augusta. There is part time
teration of the 1,000-seat Bijou
Brunswick.

Charge Producers Failed to Ash Exhibitors
About Kind of Films Public Wants to View
San Francisco — Exhibitors, drifting back into town after the MPTOA and
PCC conventions in Hollywood, are a little baffled. Producers gave them a
royal reception, entertained them right and left, furnished first-rate speakers
who told them all about film production.
But, say the returned showmen, with around 600 exhibs. from all over the
nation in town, men coming in daily contact w'^h the film-going public's likes
and dislikes, not a single studio made any real attempt to get the exhibitors'
ideas on the kind of films the public wants to see today.

(Continued from Page 1)

eventually form the first tele network, and which are expected to get
under way as soon as FCC grants
are forthcoming.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1},

York station, W2XBS, located at the Empire State Building
will be ready to operate on a commercial basis on July 1, the FCC's
go ahead date. The 15-hour a week
program schedule specified by the
FCC as a minimum will provide for
broadcasts at periods between 2-11
p.m. six days weekly.

first national sales convention opened at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday
with Vice-Prexy George Dembow
presiding. Arthur Jacobson is the
Washington branch manager, while
Ted Liebtag heads the Indianapolis
branch, winner in the second group.
Other winners in the Drive follow:
First Group — 2nd, Seattle, Jack
Flannery, mgr.; 3rd, Atlanta, Charles
Lester, mgr.; 4th, Des Moines, Lou
Patz, mgr.; 5th, St. Louis, Herb
Washburn, mgr.
Second Group — 2nd. Dallas, Wallace Walthall, mgr.; 3rd, Memphis,
R. Conway, mgr.; 4th, Oklahoma
City, Gilbert Clark, mgr.; 5th, St.
Louis, Herb Washburn, mgr.
Convention, attracting nearly 150
°xecs. and sales reps, and scheduled
to remain in session through Thursday, opened on a patriotic note, with
a pledge to the flag and the national anthem. Sessions yesterday
were devoted to special service and
trailers. Last night, delegates saw
"Citizen Kane" at the Palace through
courtesy of RKO.
This morning, the NSS men will
attend a Trans-Lux theater screening after which they will lunch jointly with RKO's conventioneers and
then sit in the RKO convention for
the latter's product announcement.
Later, they will attend the M of T
cocktail party.
NSS Accessories will be to the
fore at tomorrow's sessions which
will be followed by the convention
party at Bill Rose's Diamond Horseshoe. Thursday will be given over
to Advertising
Accessories.

ray goes out, Grad Sears announced
yesterday on his return from Coast
conferences. Warners will release
another special, the Cagney-Davis
"The Bride Came C.O.D." on July 12,
while "Manpower," with RobinsonDietrich-Raft, will go out Aug. 9,
Sears added.
Other July-August releases, Sears
said, will be:

Washington transmitter is expected to start testing in November
and to be ready for commercial service on Mar. 1 next. As to Philly,
NBC says a site has been picked and
it is hoped to have the station operating by July 1, 1942.
NBC's filing letter to the FCC says
that the tele plans are subject to the
demands
the Government's defense of
agencies.

July — 5, "Kisses for Breakfast";
19, "Bullets for O'Hara"; 26, "Bad
Men of Missouri."
August— 2, "Three Sons O'Guns";
23, "Highway
West."

RCA Mfg. Co. will adjust all RCA
tele sets in the New York area to
conform to the new standards without cost to owners, distribs. or dealers, it is stated.

"Maybe," said one veteran theater owner," it might just be possible that
attitude is one of the things wrong with this business."

Washington, Indianapolis
"Dive Bomber" on Aug. 30
To Finish Warner Releases
Win NSS "Beat Par" Drive

urther Ala. Reductions Asked
s Water Shortage Threatens actually needed for safety have been
Montgomery, Ala. — With the city
ready virtually on a "blackout"
„hedule due to voluntary co-operae curtailment of electric power,
S. Colman, president of Alabama
jjwer Co., called on all users of
ore than 25 kilowatts for further
'luntary reduction beginning yesrday as hydro-electric reservoirs
ntinue to face a dangerous shortfce of water.
Local theaters, already co-operatg in the "blackout," may be asked
reduce on air conditioning as anher emergency measure. Marquees
iw have only enough light to
ake visible the title of feature
aying, and all lights except those

NBC All Set for
Commercial Tele

New

■:r\

.

O

r0J

*sr*'i

t

cut off.
Daylight saving time looms as another emergency measure. "If and
when," the final shows will begin at
dusk — or 9 p.m.

Crescent Reduces Lights 75%
As Tennessee Rationing Looms
Nashville, Tenn. — All the theaters
operated by Crescent Amusement
Co. have been ordered by the circuit
headquarters to reduce front lights
by 75 per cent.
With the electric curent situation
acute throughout the Southwest,
some power rationing is in prospect in Tennessee this week.

I
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RKO Wraps Up First
Block-of-Five Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

chute Battalion," service thriller and
"Lady Scarface." All five have
been completed and will be ready
for showing shortly. Two of them,
"Parachute Battalion" and "Father
Takes a Wife," were screened for
the sales forces yesterday. Others
will be screened today.
Smith
and Mochrie
Speak
Cresson E. Smith, Western sales
manager, made a short address on
experimental selling in blocks of
five in his territory in the Mid-West
at yesterday's session.
Touching on the New York consent
decree in his talk on "Liquidation,"
Wednesday afternoon, Bob Mochrie,
Eastern sales manager, predicted
greater prosperity in the Fall and
Winter for theaters since 1929 and
that the new method of selling would
bring a fairer equity to distributors
than ever in the past. Mochrie
stressed dates must be obtained at
the time of selling.

Aluminum Matinees
As Help to Defense
Springfield, Mass. — As a contribution to the program of national defense, the Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., will hold
an "aluminum matinee" in at least
one theater in each city in which
the company operates, Nathan E.
Goldstein, president of the company
announces. At these matinees every
child bringing a worn out or useless
piece of aluminum will be admitted
without charge.

RKO Radio Sales
At Ail-Time High
(Continued from Page 1)

der the New York consent decree
tomorrow, but he referred to it yesterday and declared that greater responsibility than ever before would
be placed in the hands of salesmen,
branch and district managers.

100% RKO Branch Heads and
Salesmen Get Cash Awards

Four branch managers who piloted
their sales staffs into the 100 per
Program of 39 one-reelers will be cent class and 19 salesmen with a
made by Pathe for RKO release, it perfect selling record for their rewas announced by Frederic Ullman,
spective territories were given special cash awards by Ned Depinet
Jr., vice-president of Pathe News,
yesterday at the RKO Radio conwho also told the delegates that vention.
South American coverage had been
Branch Managers R. V. Nolan of
expanded so that spot news and feature stories could be brought to the St. Louis, A. M. Avery of Memphis,
H. F. Taylor of Montreal, and B. Pitscreen on a much larger scale.
kin of New Haven were the exSingle - reel subjects include 13
change chiefs while the salesmen
issues of Information, Please, 13 were:
Sportscopes and 14 units of the PicSam Gorelick, Chicago; Harry Decker, Monture People series. Other shorts
treal; E. J. Epstein, Philadelphia; Mark Raywere announced by Harry Michalson, mon, St. Louis; Tom Williamson, St. Louis;
L.
S.
Gruenberg, (now branch manager, Salt
short subjects sales manager, who Lake City)
St. Louis; Frank Ross. Boston;
said there would be 18 Walt Dis- Morey Anderson, Milwaukee; R. V. Reagin,
W. G. Wray, Memphis; Arthur
ney Technicolor productions, 13 is- Memphis;
Cleveland; Rovy Branon, Charsues of the March of Time, 16 two- Goldsmith,
lotte; H. B. Miller, Montreal; Harry LaVine,
reel subjects and 104 issues of Pathe Cleveland; Jim Lewis, Kansas City; William
News.
Canelli. New Haven; Gifford Davison, Salt

More Money for Shorts
Michalson told the delegates that
RKO was further increasing its short
subject budget and making necessary changes to meet the new interest in shorts. He said that the
program which was announced in
January had been selling according
to expectations in single and double
feature territories. New records for
billings and shipments have been established for the first five months of
1941, while 800 more accounts were
set on Pathe News and a new record
was established on the Louis-Baer
fight pictures.
Background for some of the M. of
T subjects include regional films, the
air arm of the Navy, free France
and the American Red Cross. New
England will be the first locale for
a regional series. Other sections
of the country will be photographed
by M of T cameramen during the
new season, convention delegates
were told.

Lake City; L. L. Goldsmith, Seattle; R. H.
Lange, Pittsburgh and Jack Ellis, New York.

Lefko Named RKO Branch
Manager in Indianapolis
Morris Lefko, Pittsburgh salesman for RKO, has been named
branch manager in Indianapolis, replacing Roy Churchill wso resigned
a few weeks ago. Lefko joined RKO
in 1933 as a booker in Cleveland,
later was promoted to salesman and
was
1939. transferred to Pittsburgh in

ATO of Indiana Convenes
Indianapolis - - ATO of Indiana
opens a three-day convention today
at the Potawatomi Inn, Pokagon
Park, Lake James.
Charles E. Curie Dead
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Charles Edward Curie, 40, State Theater projectionist, and owner of the Curie Radio
and Sound Service, is dead.

New Orleans Branch
Wins Depinel Drive
RKO's New Orleans exchange,
headed by P. M. Baker, took first
place in the Ned Depinet Drive and
awards in the form of salary checks
went to the various classes of branch
employes.
All winners in the drive were announced yesterday at the RKO convention at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Trailing New Orleans for top honors were Atlanta, H. M. Lyons,
manager; St. Louis, R. V. Nolan,
manager; Oklahoma City, R. B. Williams, manager; and Washington
R. J. Folliard, manager.
Dave Prince's Southeastern district led the eight districts, and the
Canadian division, headed by Drive
Captain Leo Devaney, topped the
Western and Eastern divisions.
New Orleans led in the Dr. Christian contest, trailed by Des Moines, Lou Elman, manager; Memphis, A. M. Avery, manager; Cleveland, B. G. Kranze manager; New York, Bob
Wolff, manager, and Kansas City, T. R.
Thompson, manager. Vancouver W. S. Jones,
manager; St. John, L. Plottel manager, and
Toronto, were the trio of winners for Canada.
New Orleans rates number one for tworeel subjects, after which come New Haven,
B. Pitkin, manager; Albany, M. Westebbe,
manager; Omaha, C. W. Allen manager, and
Atlanta H. M. Lyons, manager. Montreal,
H. F. Taylor, manager, and Vancouver finished one-two in Canada.
In the one-reel class, New Orleans again
bobs up in first, with Kansas City, second;
St. Louis, third; Memphis, fourth; Pittsburgh,
H. H. Greenblatt, manager fifth. Montreal
and Toronto are the Canadian
leaders.
St. Louis exchange finished first in the
M of T contest, followed by: Salt Lake City,
L. S. Gruenberg, manager; Memphis; New
Orleans, Chicago, J. C. Osserman, manager;
Milwaukee, A. N. Schmitz, manager. Montreal and Winnipeg, H. Woolfe, manager for
the latter, led in Canada.
Branch Manager Barney Pitkin brought in
the New Haven exchange to lead in the Disney Contest, followed by Atlanta, Oklahoma
City, Memphis; Dallas, S. M. Sachs, manager; and St. Louis. Vancouver and Montreal
were out front in Canada.
Bronze plaques were awarded to the first
three offices.
These salesmen won special prizes given
to an outstanding salesman in each district:
Roy Branon, Charlotte; Jack Chinell, Buffalo; H. Decker, Montreal; W. C. Winters,
Minneapolis; C. J. Wheeler, Dallas; G. Davison, Salt Lake City; Lou Kutinsky, New
York; F. L. Brentlinger, Indianapolis; M.
Lefko, Pittsburgh; M. Anderson, Milwaukee;
J. Rubenstein,
Los Angeles.
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Editor's Note : The opinions expressed
in this resume of critical and columnar
comment
on industry matters are es ]
sentially those of the writers quoted . ,
they do not necessarily reflect those o) \
THE FILM DAILY.
ED SULLIVAN (New York »\lu

News) : "If Ed Kuykendall, MI
A ',
prexy, has his way, only movie trade
paper reporters and columnists will
be allowed to preview
Hollywooc
films in advance of their national release dates. It is his claim that reg- 1
ular newspaper
and syndicate col-j
umnists 'kill' pictures in advance oi
their showing.
I know a better plan 1
than that: Let Hollywood make pictures that don't require panning! In
other
words,
let Hollywood
stoj
passing the buck to everyone else

* slump."
*
*
for the present
JOHN CHAPMAN (New York.
Daily News) : "For the edification oJ
theater operators in convention here
Harry Brandt, New York independent who won fame with his Bo>
Office Poison list, presented anothei
blast at Hollywood in the local trade
papers.
'Why,'
he pictures
queried, 'don'1
they remove
from
those
persons who comprise a greater list
of box-office poison personalities
than ever before?' But the sonofagun didn't list them, and when 1
wired him to name some he replied
'Because of the present state of
business and pending industry conferences Ido not believe it politic tc
reveal names of poison personalities
time.' "to Exhibs.
at this Host
Para.
At Canadian Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

S. consent decree, motion pictures
part in the present world conflict
short subjects and advertising, were
discussed by Paramount executives
Among those who addressed the ex
hibitors were Barney Balaban, Nei
Agnew, Austin Keough, Oscar Mor
Publix-Great States Deal
gan and R. M. Gillham who were in
Closed by Grainger in Chi. troduced by Del Goodman, the com
pany's recently-riamed Canadiai
Chicago — Republic has closed a manager. Stanton Griffis, schedulec
to
speak, was grounded en route tc
deal for its entire 1941-1942 pro- Toronto.
gram with Publix-Great States TheAmong those at the luncheon were
aters, operating 58 houses in Illinois and Indiana. J. J. Rubens and J. J. Fitzgibbons, head of Famous
Henry Sticklemaier, of Great States, Players-Canadian and members of
closed the deal with J. R. Grainger, his staff; Nicholas Genetakos, Unitec
Theaters, Montreal; Jules and Hert
Republic prexy, and Will Baker, Re- Allen,
Toronto; Morris Milligan
public local branch manager.
Hamilton; Simon Moretsky, Windsor
and Jack Ward, Niagara Falls, Ont
Clarke Replaces Hobart
Sales plan discussions will occupj
Morgan Hobart has resigned as today's and tomorrow's sessions.
New York manager of Technicolor,
effective the end of this month. John Warner Outing Tomorrow
Clarke has been transferred from
Warner home offices will be dethe Technicolor Coast research detomorrow when the entire1
partment tosucceed Hobart, who will stac goesserted
on the annual Warner Club
announce new plans within the next cruise up the Hudson. Ralph Budd
few weeks.
is in charge of arrangements.
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o Seek N. Y. Slate
id in War on Bingo

with

(Continued from Pane 1)

iterference, obtained by Jay-Phil
to., Inc., operators of Academy Theter, and Old Vienna, Inc., formerly
ne Gayety Theater, two of six dejndants
indicted
for
operating
ingo.
Xhe District Attorney's office said
' ask the State Attorney Genrs^ if the state can act against
olders of state corporate charters
lleged to be violating gambling or
»ttery laws.
District Attorney Leo J. Hagerty
:lso announced he will move for ininctions retraining Bingo play
ntil the fall trial of the six demdants.
Police Commissioner Austin J.
oche said the move had the sup>rt of theater owners themselves.
e revealed part of a letter from A.
harles Hayman,
president of the
PTO of New York, reading:
'This organization
has gone on
cord and is heartily in accord with
>ur efforts to eliminate all 'games
Junty.
chance'Most
nowof being
played in
in Erie
this
the theaters
ounty have been forced into these
imes to counteract vicious compe;ion by persons not connected with
1 e theater business and the theater
■ands ready to discontinue
these
j^tmes without any legal action on
•ur part, providing these games
e proven to be illegal."

•oldwyn Asks Definite
nti-Duals Plan by PCC
(Continued from Pane 1)

re secretary, representing the PCC
ti-double bills committee, Goldwyn
sured the committee of his suprt and asked that efforts of the
hibitors in PCC disti-icts against
als be correlated and a definite
in established.
i L. 0. Lukan, chairman of the PCC
nmittee, was unable to attend, be» called away suddenly to his home
|i Seattle.
Lukan will appoint two
l.ditional members to the commit-

h
,'s Buy of Fairbanks
;jock Up in Probate Court
" Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Reviews of new

DAILY

3ollywood — It is understood that
! major issue discussed at a closed
sion before Probate Judge Steph. \ in the proposed Fairbanks-United
; 'tists stock transfer matter was
• by-laws of United Artists Corp.,
Delaware
corporation,
which
thibit the sale of corporation
;ck to any individual outside of
corporation.
Tomorrow Judge
phens is expected to hand down
ruling on acceptance of the Bank
America, executor of the estate,
the $400,000 bid by UA
for
ate's stock in United Artists.

"The
Get-Away"
Robert
Sterling, Charles
Winninger,

Donna Reed
M-G-M

Ellel Case Dismissed

"No
Greater Sin"
with Leon Ames, Luana Walters
University

Film

Productions,

89 Mins.
SOCIAL

DISEASE

FILM

Inc.
85 Mins.
IS HANDLED

STRONG, UP-TO-THE-MINUTE CRIME
FILM, PACKED WITH ACTION, THRILLS
AND CAPABLE
PERFORMANCES.

WITH TACT, CARRYING AN
THE-MINUTE MESSAGE THAT
FULL
EXPLOITATION.

One good look at "The Get-Away" is
all that's needed to understand why the
story was re-translated into celluloid at a
time when the crime-pix field has been so
thoroughly covered by predecessors of this
type of entertainment. The crime would
have been the failure not to make it,

"No Greater Sin" is not one of those
"shocker" disease films designed for transient trade without regard for the regular
family patrons. Rather, it is a picture that
can be sold to the regulars with the assurance that they will be entertained, will
appreciate its message and will recommend

because the now
can well do with
rounded and strong
Its quality and

waning '40-'41. season
an attraction as wellas this.
power commend it to

UP-TOMERITS

it to their friends and their friends' older
children. Treating on the dread venereal
disease, syphilis, the handling is tactful
and in line with modern thought on this
discriminating and "rowdy" audiences alike, once hush-hush subject.
Exhibitors can book and sell the subject
and "all stops in between," — which is to
say that it has blanket appeal, except for confident that they will have an engrossing
those whose blood-pressure is extreme. film story for their screens, and a picture
Among its assets, aside from a rapidly- that will have the backing of doctors, health
moving and exciting yarn, are convincing
departments, and public-spirited organizaacting, skillful direction and photography,
tions in any community. This is one of
and dialogue neatly fashioned and utilized.
those rare pictures that will help cement
If the exhibs. of the country are at all good-will between exhibs. and the better
serious about "getting back" of young elements without subjecting patrons to dull
players, they'll do well to start with the entertainment. A carefully planned expretty and capable Donna Reed who has the
ploitation campaign, however, should pretop femme role. Rest of the cast roundly
cede each theater date and the picture
delivers the goods, with particular laurels is a natural for tie-ups with local civic
going to Charles Winninger for his master- organizations.
ful characterization of the gangland doctor.
Story is a modern yarn of a community
J. Walter Ruben-Wells Root yarn, — with enlarged by National Defense contracts and
the latter and W. R. Burnett weaving the faced with the usual influx of migratory
screenplay, — recounts how Robert Sterling, workers, racketeers and prostitutes. A
ambitious young G-Man, goes to prison in newly-appointed public health doctor, ably
order to win the confidence of Dan Dailey,
played by Leon Ames, works with a newsJr., whose assignment in the dramatic happaper in a campaign to control the venereal
penings is that of a high-ranking public disease menace, against the opposition of
enemy. Sterling's superiors arrange a the narrow-minded officials who want to
phony jail-break, "springing" Dailey so hush the matter. He is thwarted until he
that he can lead shadowing G-Men to comes across the case of the boy who had
contracted syphilis and married after being
the gang's headquarters.
Everything goes according to plan except pronounced cured by a fake physician. In
that Sterling finds himself up against the a dramatic court scene, the whole story
old question of love-vs.-duty, because he is unveiled and the situation brought to the
loses his heart to Dailey's attractive sister, attention of the town in a manner to assure
Donna Reed. Justice and romance triumph future co-operation. Case, while lacking
at the finale, which is reached after some in attraction names, is uniformly good.
thrilling action and gun-battling. Showmen
CAST: Leon Ames, Luana Walters, John
should not be guilty of letting "The Get- Gallaudet, George Taggart, Adele Pierce,
Away" do just that from their screens. It's Guy Usher, Bodil Ann Rosing, William
too lively and worth-while.
Gould, Tristram Coffin, Henry Roquemore,
CAST: Robert Sterling, Charles Win- Paul Phillips, Frank Jaquet.
ninger, Donna Reed, Henry O'Neill, Dan
CREDITS: Producer, Jeffrey Bernerd; DiDailey, Jr., Don Douglas, Ernest Whitman,
rector, William Nigh; Story, Mary C. RanGrant Withers, Chester Gan, Charles Wagsone;
Screenplay, Michael Jacoby; Musical
enheim, Guy Kingsford, Matty Fain.
Director,
Edward Kaye; Medical Consultant,
CREDITS: Director, Edward Buzzell; Producer, J. Walter Ruben; Screenplay, Wells H. Manning Elliott, M. D.; Cameraman,
Editor, Robert Golden.
Root, W. R. Burnett; Authors, J. Walter Harry Neuman;
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ruben, Wells Root; Director of Photography,
Sidney Wagner; Musical Score, Daniele Good.
Amfitheatrof ; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;
Associate, Wade B. Rubottom; Set Decora- Court Orders Delivery
tions, Edwin B. Willis; Wardrobe by Kalloch; Film Editor, James E. Newcom.
Of "Great Dictator" Print
DIRECTION,
Fine.

Expert.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Monogram Pays Last
Direct Bank Loan
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With final payment
made on an original loan of $300,000
i Weigel Under Knife
from Guarantee Trust Co., Monogram now has no direct bank loans
Cincinnati — Bud Weigel, Metro ofmanager is confined to the hos- outstanding, President W. Ray
Johnston announced.
il, following an appendectomy.

At Request of Isreal
(Continued from Page 1)

ater, Akron. Complaint, which
named the five consenting companies
and Co-operative Theaters of Ohio,
was to have been heard today.
Isreal had sought clearance relief
against the Norka and Rialto Theaters, but at the original hearing
on March 28, Judge Dan Cull, arbitrator, said that in his opinion the
consent decree provided for a reduction but not elimination of clearance.
Other hearings were postponed
awaiting the outcome of the first
appeals case, that of the Ken Theater, Chicago. Dismissal by the apneals board of the Ken Case may
have been a factor in the request for
dismissal of the Ellet case, although
it was indicated that the complaint
would be re-filed.

Peters Named Arbitrator
Of First N. Calif. Demand
San Francisco — Donovan O. Peters, leading local attorney, is named arbitrator in
Northern California's first case under the
New York consent decree. Pauline and William Symfy, owners of the new Rita Theater,
near Vallejo, have charged that RKO, Warners, and Paramount exchanges have refused
to service them with films until the pictures
have cleared the Strand, Marcel, Senator,
and Valmar. Fox West Coast filed an intervention inthe case. Date of trial will be set
this week.

Saybrook Theater Wants
Elimination of Clearance
Second arbitration demand in New Haven
has been filed by the Saybrook Theater, Saybrook, Conn., which charges that the Essex
Theater, six miles away, has unreasonable
clearance over it.
Naming RKO, Loew's and Warner Bros,
in the case, the complainant asks that all
clearance between the theaters be eliminated.
First arbitration case on the New Haven
calendar, that brought by Michael Cascioli
of the Forest, West Haven, against the "Big
Five" is readying for hearing next Monday,
with Frederick H. Wiggin as arbitrator.

Distribs. Ask Dismissal
Of Biordi Bros. Demand
Pittsburgh — The case filed by Biordi Bros.,
who own and operate the Majestic Theater.
Ellwood City, against RKO, 20th-Fox and
Vitagraph, Inc., has been continued until
Tuly 1 by Horace F. Baker, arbitrator. At
the first hearing, Felix A. Jenkins appearing
for 20th-Fox, and William Zimmerman for
RKO, moved that the complaint be dismissed
due to the fact that it did not come under
Section X or Section XX of the Consent
Decree, which only applied to features released after Aug. 1, 1941. The arbitrator
requested that briefs be filed by the complainant and defendants on this preliminary
question immediately.

Konczakowski Withdraws
Buffalo Clearance Case
Buffalo — Mieczlaw M. Konczakowski
withdrawn his demand for arbitration of
clearance case involving his Marlowe
Shea's Niagara, both nabe houses. No
son for the discontinuance was given.

has
the
and
rea-

Detroit — Federal Judge Edward J.
Moinet issued orders for delivery of
atheprint
"The Great
Dictator"
newof Mercury
Theater
whichto G. J. Herrlinger Dies
Cincinnati — George John Herrlinopened last Wednesday. The film
ger, 80, for 25 years operator of
had been sent to open tomorrow.
Details of the case will be argued The Center, is dead.
in court tomorrow. The case is
apparently similar to the suit George A. Duncan Dead
brought by RKO Uptown Theater
Carlisle, Ky. — George A. Duncan,
some months ago against the new
Royal Theater where clearance of operator of The Lyric, and one of
the New Theater was involved.
Kentucky's oldest exhibitors, died.

A STUNNING

SHOW,

A FIRST

RATE FILM. ..'MAN HUNT' IS AN
UTTERLY ABSORBING THRILLER!
HAS

iiiiflin

ABOUT

TAKES

EVERYTHING

TO MAKE

EXCITING

IT

FILMGOING

AN

ADVENTURE AGAIN!"
— N.Y. Herald Tribune

— N.Y. Times
"EXCITING! SUSPENSEFUL!"

"EXCITING

ADVENTURE FROM
BEGINNING TO END AND IS
HEREBY
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— N.Y. Daily News
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THRILLER!"— N.Y. Post
A HIGH
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KEY

AND

ITS FIN-

ISH. THE HIGH PITCH OF THE MEL— N. Y. Su,
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"AS EXCITING

A FILM AS YOU'LL

SEE ALL YEAR, SO DON'T MISS
IT!"
— N. Y. World -Telegram
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MAN

CAN'T GET A THRILL OUT
HUNT', QUIT MOVIES!"
— Jimmie Fidler
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RKO PLANS 40-45 FEATURES F0RJ941-42
Decree Aids Duals Elimination, Asserts Balaban
941 Theater Operations
lunning Ahead, Company
.tockholders Are Informed
There is a better chance for oust<r double bills under the New York
■nsent decree than there was before
arney Balaan, Paralount presi;nt,
said
esterday at
he co ma n y's anual meeting
stockholdrs. In anw e r in g
uestions put
) him by the
tockholders,
alaban a sBARNEY
BALABAN
rted that
he
new
othod of selling would slow down
e regular flow of product and may
(Continued on Page 5)

5% Guild Shop in
IWG-Producer Pad
est

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A seven-year agreeent between the Screen Writers
uild and the producers providing
(Continued on Page 5)

"VA is Making Survey
)f the Power Situation
Atlanta — With power rationing
• Commonwealth & Southern Corp.
ilities already affecting theaters in
(Continued on Page 5)

Court Permits Biol I
To Leave Jurisdiction
An order allowing William Bioff to
leave the jurisdiction of the Federal Court here was signed yesterday by Federal Judge John C. Knox
with the proviso that Bioff appear
on Aug. 18 for trial. The Court's
action followed the posting by Bioff
of a $50,000 bail bond.

"Sergeant York" to Have JVcit? York Opening
July 2 as Astor Launches Tteo-a-Day Stand
The Hal Wallis-Jesse Lasky Warner special, "Sergeant York," with Gary
Cooper in the title role, will bow in at the New York Astor Theater for a twoa-day run on July 2, it was announced yesterday by Grad Sears. Scoring of the
pix, which will have an extensive newspaper and poster campaign in advance, was
finished on the Coast this week. First print is due at the home office next week.
Astor Theater, Sears said, will have a specially designed animated electric sign,
the largest ever erected on its front.

Late July Conclave
First UA Sales Meet
Planned by Warners In New York Monday
Warners' national sales convention
will be held in the Mid-west in the
last week of July, it was reported
last night. Arrangements are being
completed, it is understood, and announcement of place and dates is
expected before the end of the week.
In addition to the national meeting, it is possible that the company
will hold a second parley, regional
in nature, for the Dominion. Wolfe
Cohen, Warner district manager for
(Continued on Page 3)

PCC Anti-Duals Stand Gets
Calif. Congress Support
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Company to Get 12 to 15
From Indie Producers; Titles
For 31 Films Revealed
RKO Radio for 1941-42 plans a
minimum of 40 and a maximum of
45 features, of which 12 to 15 will
be supplied by outside producers,
Ned E. Depinet, distribution chief,
told the company's annual sales convention at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday afternoon. For the current
season, RKO announced 49 to 53.
More than 500 were in Depinet's
audience, the National Screen Service delegates
joining RKO for the
(Continued on Page 8)

UA will open its twice postponed
series of district sales meetings at
the Waldorf-Astoria here next Monday, with sales personnel from Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Buffalo and New Haven coming on to
join with the New Yorkers, it was
announced yesterday by Arthur W.
Pittsburgh — A decision in favor
Kelly, vice-prexy, who will preside of Warner Bros., Paramount and
at
all meetings. Meeting continues 20th Century-Fox, defendants ill the
Tuesday.
arbitration case of Herman Lorence,
As printed
in The Film Daily Erie, Pa., was awarded by A. V.
(Continued on Page 6)
Murray, arbitrator.
Murray found that Warner Bros,
and Paramount had not refused to
Hays Pays Tribute
license their pictures for exhibition

WB, Para,, 20fh-Fox
Win Lorence Award

To Breen as PCA

Director

(Continued on Page 3)

Hollywood -- Robert H. "Bob"
The resignation of Joseph I. Gillham Says Newspapers
Poole of PCC's anti-double bills
committee has received the following Breen as director of the Production
telegram from Mrs. Leo B. Hedges, Code Administration became effec- Sell 65-75% of Tickets
tive yesterday when Breen, in New
state motion picture chairman of the
Toronto — Newspaper readers buy
York to conclude his negotiations
California Congress:
with
George J. Schaefer, RKO prexy, 65 to 75 per cent of all theater tick"Press (Continucd
indicates on theater
conven(Continued on Page 6)
ets, Robert M. Gillham, director of
Page 7)

Selznick- UA Deal in lO Days
Papers Now Being Prepared on the Coast
Podell to Aid Ascap
In Networks Action
David L. Podell, of Hays, Podell
& Schulman, yesterday was retained
by Schwartz & Frohlich as special
trial counsel in the anti-trust action
to be file din behalf of Ascap against
NBC, CBS, the National Association
(.Continued on Page 6)

David O. Selznick revealed in New
York yesterday that papers for his
becoming an owner-producer of
United Artists were being prepared
on the Coast and may be signed in
10 days. He also may become an
important official of the company.
Selznick said that he planned to
make
about four pictures a year
and that one of his first ventures
would be (Continued
"Tales onof Page
Mystery
and
8)

publicity (Continued
and advertising
on Page 6)for Para-

Kirsch Expects 150
At "War Council"
Chicago — Jack Kirsch, Illinois
Allied prexy, said last night he expects 150 exhibs. to attend Illinois
Allied's meeting today — the "war
council" he announced when he was
in New York that the unit would
hold to fight the b.o. slump and seek
means of stimulating it. Kirsch said
he favors a house-to-house canvass
to find out what patrons want on
their movie bills.
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manager, arrived from the Coast yesterday after
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arrive in
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a tour of the company's
branches.
A. L. PINDAT, Republic traveling auditor is
in New
Haven.

ADOLPH ZUKOR arrives on the Coast from
New York tomorrow.

WILLIAM E. PINE, manager of the Darien
Theater, Darien, Conn., is back from a fishing
trip to Maine.
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SPITZER
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row via the

has

returned

from

SMITH arrives in Hollywood tomorStratoliner.

VERONICA LAKE and her husband, JOHN
DETLIE, are heading East for a Cape Cod vacation.
VICTOR

MATURE

DONALD

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— MarcoAurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Butterfield city manager

in Grand
wood visit.Rapids, has left for a month's Holly-

has

returned

to Hollywood.

FRIEDE is due today from the Coast.

ANITA LOUISE flies to Ann Arbor, Mich., tonight, to be the guest of Tommy Harmon, at
the

University

of

Michigan's

Senior

Ball

Friday.

BOB O'DONNELL arrives today from his Dallas
headquarters.
day.
A-MIKE VOGEL returns from Cloversville toDAVID

O.

SELZNICK

plane yesterday.
ED KUYKENDALL
National
Park.

arrived

from

Hollywood

by

FINANCIAL

WOLFE COHEN, Warner district manager for
Canada, arrived in New York yesterday from
Toronto
for conferences.

(Tuesday, June 17)
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GABRIEL PASCAL plans to leave for England
late in the month to confer with the British
Ministry of Information on his Canadian production plans and with G. B. Shaw on the selection of his next Shavian
pic.
JOHN

W. HICKS

left last night for Hollywood.

PALFREYMAN and HERMAN
Frisco today
by motor.

JOHN HICKS a.nd RUSSELL
the Coast yesterday.

LEVY

HOLMAN

left

BARNEY BALABAN, STANTON GRIFFIS, NEIL
ACNEW and PAUL REIBOURN fly to Hollywood
tomorrow.
NEIL AGNEW leaves again for the Coast late
this week
or early next.
LEON NETTER, Para, theater executive, has
left New York on a 10-day business trip, visiting Asheville, Atlanta, New Orleans and Beaumont.
E. Z. WALTERS,

Altec Service comptroller,

has returned to New York from a two months'
stay in Los Angeles where he set up a new accounting system for Altec-Lansing Corp., Altec's new subsidiary.
VAN NOMIKOS, vice-president of Chicago
Allied and Aheoa Greek Society prexy, goes to
Des Moines
Friday, to address
Ahepa
there.
F. MORIN, manager of Warner's Regal, Harttion. ford will leave next week for a Florida vacaSAM BURGER
this week.

of Metro leaves for the Coast

MURRAY S1LVERSTONE
Coast late in the month.
EDGAR

G. ULMER

pians to go to the

arrives in Hollywood

week to direct Springer Pictures' "Another
Conquer," Indian Bureau tuberculosis pic.

this
to

CAPT. LYNN FARNOL was in New York
from Washington yesterday for the RKO convention; Farnol reports to Mitchel Field for
duty in another 10 days.
day.
W. RAY JOHNSTON returns to the Coast toCAPT. JAMES ROOSEVELT
from Lisbon
Friday.

Canadian Exhibitor Groups
Form Permanent Com.

West Coast Bureau of THE

Edmonton, Alb. — Success of the
joint committee of the Edmonton
Exhibitors' Association, Calgary Exhibitors' Association and Independent Exhibitors' Association in
dealing with the recent bill that
would have stopped prizes and giveaways in Alberta houses has made
the group permanent.
Committee also persuaded the
Government to hold up a tax on
children's 15-cent tickets and is now
meeting on a proposal to put one
man in a booth rather than two.
Members include Walter Wilson
and J. J. Leiberman for Edmonton;
Roy Chown and J. Peacock, for Calgary, and H. G. Stevenson and Nat
Park for Independent.

FILM

DAILY

Documentary Producers
Elect Ivens President
New officers of the Association of
Documentary Film Producers, Inc.
are. President, Joris Ivens; 1st V.-P.
William Welles; 2nd V.-P., John
Ferno; secretary, Elda Keithley and
treasurer, Renee Guthman. Chairmen of committees include: Membership, Mary Losey; Finance, Lee
Dick; and Education, Richard Griffith. New board consists of Hans
Burger, Herbert Kerkow, Leo Seltzer, Helen Van Dongen and Willard
Van Dyke.

Pascal to Montreal Next
Week on Producing Setu
Gabriel Pascal plans to start
his first Canadian-made product:
Aug. 1. Pascal said yesterday tlr
he hoped to leave for Montreal m
week to prepare for his new ent
prise. byFirst
Sn
Goose"
Paul picture,
Gallico, "The
is expect
to be made in Technicolor and m
star Paul Muni.

Service Admission Plan
Will Be Parley Subject

takes the Clipper

Hess Becomes Just Face
On Cutting Room Floor
Hollywood — Rudolph Hess sequence, hastily added to Warners'
"Underground" to cash in on the as
yet unexplained flight of the Nazi
leader to Scotland and his subsequent capture and imprisonment, has
been tossed on the cutting room
floor, with just a single mention of
Hess remaining.
While
Warner
execs, here
are
mum, it is reported that the Hess
deletion was inspired by Uncle Sam.
Frank Wilcox has been added to
the cast to play Hess.

Following the departure of Adol]
Zukor for Hollywood on Monda
John Hicks, Jr., and Russell Holm;
of the Paramount home office head
westward yesterday as the vangua
'eSBFa 1
of an executive trek to the companj j
West Coast studio.
Barney
Balaban, Stanton 1
and Paul Raibourn will fly wel
tomorrow
to screen completed p
tures and to confer with Y. Fra:Freeman and B. G. DeSylva, stuc
heads, on current and new produc
Neil Agnew, who returned to N(
York yesterday from the Canadi
sales meeting in Toronto, plans
join the other company officials
the Coast late this week or ea:
next.

Al Christie Directing
Hammons Canine Short
E. W. Hammons yesterday put another short subject into production
at Eastern Service Studios with Al
Christie directing. New short features C. J. Tryon and his dogs,
known on the stage as Hector and
His Pals. Picture is designed to
show how dog owners can train and
teach their pets.

John Golden has been made che
man of a USO Defense Recreat
sub-committee and will meet w
film and legit, theater operators
work out a plan for lowered,
free, admissions for service men.

J. R. GRAINGER
Republic Pictures Corporatk
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pastthe
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thisvalu
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most
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Late July Conclave
Planned by Warners

B, Para., 20th-Fox
/in Lorence Award

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Pago \)

Lorence's 18th Street Theater on
^sme run in violation of Section VI
the consent decree. Murray also
i;j^L that 20th Century-Fox
was
-V ;l m refusing to license its
~..es in the theater and had not
olated Section VI. Complaint,
erefore, was dismissed against all
fendants.
Costs, including the arbitrator for
ng fee, were apportioned equally
long the parties involved.

olonial Theater, Monroe,
ties Clearance Demand
Claiming
unreasonable
clearance,
Gleason Amusement
Co., operng the Colonial Theater, Monroe,
Y., has filed a demand for arbiiition with the New York tribunal,
lined in the complaint are 20th
ntury-Fox, Warner Bros., RKO
i! Paramount; also the Ritz and
oadway Theaters, Newburgh, N. Y.
Complainant contends that the 14.learance granted to the Ritz
;d Broadway, which are 20 miles
ay, is unjust and asks that the
lonial be given clearance immedely following the run at the two
uses.

B Circuit Management
tervenes in Apex Case
:gton Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington — Warner Bros. Circuit
.nagement Corp. intervened yesday in the clearance case filed by
• Apex Theater. Warner Bros,
urates the Avalon, Uptown and
lvert which will be affected.

_pen Air Theaters Add
> Chicago Competition
Thicago — Arrival of warm weather
$ been heralded by three open air
aters and plans for several more
:door houses.
On the northwest
Je, the Idlywood Park has opened
;h a single feature and P. A. poland the Michigan Shores will be
aned next month with flesh shows,
e $165,000 Barger Drive-In with
ommodations for 1,000 cars, has
:?ned with single features and
n'ts.

m3*,!/ot*
m

4 u e c r a m/
iette MacDonald
a Stuart Kaye
Bruce Gallup

H. Pergament

Ivan B. Lebedeff
Bernard Sholtz

V
• •
•
and Jerome

PURELY Personal:
Friedlander, attorney

▼

V

Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager.
have been named a committee

in charge of Cleveland's annual Variety Club project
for sending underprivileged children to camp in the good

which calls
ole Summer-

lime
Last Summer the Club provided camp vacations
for more'n
500 youngsters
Harry L. Lavietes, operator of the Pequot Theater
up in New
Haven
is chairman
of the Laurelwood
Community
Camp outing June 22
and is planning an exhibitor-distributor baseball game as one of the features
with Dr. J. B. Fishman as captain
of the "givers" team
and Morey
Goldstein as captain of the
"takers"
Earl Holden, manager of the Capitol, Atlanta, has been
made
vice-prexy of the Lions Club there
Chi. headquarters
of
Warner Theaters
has sent a large shipment of books to the 33rd
Division
headquarters
at Camp
Forrest,
Tenn
for use of
the troops in training

T

T

T

• • • STILL
purely personal:
Mitchell Wolf son, coowner of the Wometco Theaters, Inc
chain of pic stands in
the Miami sector
has been re-elected to a seat on the City
Council for Miami Beach
Service is for two years
And
speaking of Wometco
that org.'s Old Guard Club
comprising employes who have been on the roster for seven years or
longer
will be entertained this month
by Wometco Prexy
Sid Meyer
Membership in the Old Guard carries with it
certain desirable privileges
such as extra vacation with pay
Club now numbers about 20
At the ripe age of 22
Charlie Tomasino, son of Michael, operator of the Victory and
White Way in New Haven
graduates from Hartford Law
School
The future legalist did his undergrad work at Yale

▼

TV

• •
•
STILL purely personal, continued:
John G. Schaefer,
assistant chief of service for RKO
Theaters, is prexy of the Young
Artists Opera
Club
recently organized
as an appendage
of a
parent body
— the Young
Artists Opera Co
The Club will
take over various activities connected with production of opera
and each member will have a part in the working organization
Half of the proceeds of each performance will go into the club treasury
to be used for the next production
and at the end of the season
will be divided equally among its members
to further their musical
educations
Five Warner Theater employes
down Wilmington,
Del., way
— namely
Henry J. Lewis, chief of service; Nicholas
Bournias, Joseph Murphy, John Dow and Lawrence Petrucci, ushers —
were graduated from high schools there last week
— Lewis,
Dow and Bournias from Wilmington High School
and Petrucci and
Murphy from Brown Vocational High School
A group picture of
the five on duty at the Warner
appeared on Monday of this week
in the Journal-Every Evening
accompanying feature yarn by
Helen Barrett, pix critic

▼
▼
T
• •
• AND one more personal:
With the sale of her
latest mag story, to Paramount
Thelma Strabel now has three
yarns in process of being converted to the screen
Ben Lyon
and Bebe Daniels are producing in England La Strabel's "You
Can't Escape Forever"
Cecil B. DeMille is shooting her
"Reap The Wild Wind" in Techincolor
By-the-by, Thelma
is said to own the southernmost menage in the U. S
— in
Key West, Fla
She bounced into town about a week ago
on biz
and the inevitable femme temptation
— shopping

Canada, arrived here yesterday from
Toronto for the purpose of discussing the proposal with Grad Sears,
Carl Leserman and Roy Haines, it
is understood.
Canadian meeting would be something of a new departure, and, if
set, probably will be held in Toronto.

Special Cars to Carry
20th-Fox Conventioneers
Delegates to the 20th Century-Fox
national sales convention in Los Angeles will go to the Coast in special
cars attached to crack trains, it is
announced by Jack Sichelman, in
charge of convention arrangements.
A special train will transport home
office and New York area conventioneers to Chicago where they will
change to the special cars. En route
to California, the Easterners will
be joined by groups from other offices and all delegates are scheduled
to arrive in Los Angeles on July 15,
cne day before the opening session.
Representatives from Coast exchanges, the South and Canada will
arrive the same day on other trains.

"Caughtin inFirst
the 9 Draft"
Scores
Spots
In its. first nine pre-release enParamount's
"Caught
in
the Draft" isgagements,
grossing
from
10 to 65
per cent more than other top-grossing pictures, Paramount reported
yesterday. Picture is said to be running well ahead of "Road to Zanzibar" and "North West Mounted Police" in all openings. National release date is July 4.
Columbian

Club Outing Friday

Annual outing of Columbia Pictures' Columbian Club will be held
on Friday at the Glenmere Country
Club in Chester. Attendance of
more than 300 is expected. A full
program of sporting events, including tennis, golf, swimming, baseball,
etc., has been lined up for the club
members and their guests.
Blair Leaves Saenger
New Orleans — Bob Blair, general
manager of the Saenger Theaters
Corp., operators of the Saenger and
Tudor in New Orleans, has resigned
as general manager. Says he plans
fornia.
only to return to his home in Cali-

STORKS!
Glen Lyon, Pa. — Joseph Skonjiecki, . chief projectionist, Family
Theater here, has a baby daughter.

^r
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"The Shepherd of the
with John Wayne, Betty Field, Harry Carey
In Technicolor

Hills"

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
98 MinsParamount

HATHAWAY'S MASTERFUL DIRECTION, JONES-ANTHONY SCREENPLAY
PLUS GREAT PERFORMANCES MAKE
THIS PANACEA FOR B.O. ILLS.
It's difficult to put on paper the beauty
in Paramount's "The Shepherd of the Hills."
It would be libelous to label it just a "good
motion picture." There is drama, action,
in the persuspense— all the ingredients
fect formula — and a cleanness, rugged,
spiritual something that has seldom been
captured on film. The millions who have
read Harold Bell Wright's book will thrill
as they see his characters live and gain
stature in the picturization. The souls of
the hill folk have been miraculously bared.
Their sometimes laughable traits exhibited
as real, important characteristics of simple
people. There is no laughter in a scene
that, read in the vernacular identified with
today's comic strips, brings tears to the
eyes of city-bred movie-goers. Seeing this
you can believe anything possible through
the artistry of the movie-maker. Paramount has a great picture — one that would
have won the plaudits of the hardest-bitten critic of Hollywood producers if it had
been shown to attendees at the recent exhibitors' convention here.
as
Producer Jack Moss' cast is as finewas
has ever been assembled. No actor
he
character
ever for a moment not the

portrayed. Henry Hathaway's direction
should merit him the thanks of the entire industry at this time and also make
him a strong contender for the Oscar they
are going to give to some director for this
year's finest direction.
In Betty Field her studio has, in this reviewer's opinion, the likeliest star material
in years. Her "Sammy"
for films
discovered
will
be talked
about for a long time.
John Wayne, Beulah Bondi, James Barton, Samuel S. Hinds, Marjorie Main and
John Qualen — and only space limitations
are the reason for not mentioning the rest
of the cast — have never given a better
account of themselves before the camera.
Two other elements, the thrilling, natural
Technicolor photography, and the classic
screenplay by the late Grover Jones and
Stuart Anthony is without question the
greatest work of both. Not an easy chore,
their masterful handling of dialogue and
action is a testament to their well recognized artistry.
One particular performer, Marc Lawrence,

with Roy Rogers
ada City"58
Nev
Republic
GOOD

WESTERN

WITH

STORY AND CAREFUL
SHOULD CLICK.

Mins.
ACTIONFUL

PRODUCTION

Full of action, with a good story and
adequate production, the latest in the
Roy Rogers Historical Westerns series will
most certainly please the outdoor fans.
With nary a dull moment in its 58 minutes,
the film, maintaining interest from start to
finish, will embellish the Republic Western
lineup.

MARX
RATE.

BROS. COMEDIES; RIESNER'S DIRECTION OF NEW FORMAT IS FIRST-

'Broadway Limited'

with Victor McLaglen, Dennis O'Keefe,
Marjorie Woodworth
UA-Roach
75 Mil
MILD
COMEDY
CONTAINS
A FE
LAUGHS
IN ITS SERIES
OF F
SITUATIONS.

A series of tried-and-true gags, stru"
together with a weak story, add up to
just fair comedy. A capable cast does
best with the material at hand but come
fans will spot most of the situations befc
No running in and out of rooms — and a de- their time. Initial appearance of Marjo
crease in "huddle scenes." However, this Woodworth, much publicized of late, shoi
is as good, if not a topper to anything they help entice the customers.
Associate Producer-Director Joseph Kane have done before.
Victor McLaglen is as good as ever
and James Webb, writer of the screenplay,
his role of the railroad engineer, and v<
Louis
K.
Sidney's
production
are to be commended for the picture, along is Producer
lavish. His casting excellent. Megger eran comedians, Patsy Kelly, ZaSu Pit
with the personable Roy Rogers who does Charles Riesner, a recognized top-notch and Leonid Kinskey, get all that was pc
sible out of the gags. The attract
his usual fine job in the acting and singcomedy director, doesn't spare the horses
ing division. George "Gabby" Hayes handles in his slapstick scenes, but welds low com- Woodworth girl will probably improve w
the comedy relief; the vivacious Sally Payne
edy and semi-dramatic performers and experience. Action takes place on a C
is far ahead of the usual Western film girls,
cago-New York train after Kinskey, a da
scenes
Tony Martin hasn't a great
and the rest of the characterizations are deal toexpertly.
do, but his chirping is a definite motion picture director, has his prote
well done.
Miss Woodworth, adopt a baby as a pi
asset to the production. Another innovation in a Marx Bros, film — and Song Writers licity stunt.
Yarn, laid in the 1860's, tells of a strugA child is procured by McLaglen but
gle for transportation dominance between Hal Borne, Sid Kuller, Ray Golden and Hal
a coach system, a young railroad, and a Fimberg, and Dance Director Arthur Appell route they get the impression that it v
steamship line. Rogers is driving for the deserve credit for a job well done — is the kidnapped, leading to a wild chase to p
coach line which is being sabatoged by an elaborate musical production number. It the youngster from cne compartment
outlaw band, believed to be working for uncovers talents in the boys heretofore kept another in order to avoid detection. Wii
the railroad. He doubts that the rail comhidden from picture fans. Just a thought, in this slim story are woven the gags, co
pany is guilty and is fired for his lack of but one or two chase scenes are a little prising many oldies, which supply a sir
loyalty, but after going to work with the lengthy. Musical numbers by Harpo and quota of laughs,
railroad, he is eventually able to point out Chico will not disappoint those who see
CAST: Victor McLaglen, Marjorie Wo<
the guilty men. Interest is sustained by
their pictures for these tid-bits.
worth, Dennis O'Keefe, Patsy Kelly, Z
fast-moving action, such as a race between
Tony Martin, a singing band leader, in- Pitts, Leonid Kinskey, George E. Stone, (
a train and a stage coach, train holdups,
herits half share in a department store. His Ellen Dakin, Charles Wilson, John Sheeh
etc., and Rogers provides a couple of inter- aunt, Margaret Dumont, employs Harpo Daniels.
Edgar Edwards, Eric Alden, Sam N
ludes with his Prairie ditties, worked natur- Marx as his bodyguard because of an atally into the proceedings.
tempt on his life.
CREDITS: Producer, Hal Roach; Dir
Douglas Dumbrille, the villain in the piece,
tor, Gordon Douglas; Screenplay, Rian Jam
CAST:
Roy
Rogers,
George
"Gabby"
Hayes, Sally Payne, George Cleveland, Billy is a rascally store manager who must do Art Director, Nicolai Remisoff; Mus
Lee, Joseph Crehan, Fred Kohler, Jr., Pierre away with Martin to cover up his embezzleDirector, Marvin Hatley; Cameraman, He
Watkin, Jack Ingram.
ments. It is at this point that the "any- Sharp; Photographic Effects, Roy Seawrij
CREDITS: Associate Producer-Director,
thing can happen" business starts and the Frank Young; Film Editor, Bert Jordan.
Joseph Kane; Original Screenplay, James plot becomes secondary to comedy routines.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPI
Of course, the hero and heroine (Virginia Good.
Webb; Musical Director, Cy Feuer; Cameraman, William Nobles; Editor, Les Orle- Grey) win out in the end — and of course
nobody cares about the plot.
beck; Production Manager, Al Wilson.
A "laugh docker" could run a high total
DIRECTION, First-rate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
checking this and the preview audience
Good.
seemed to love it.
Here is celluloid verification of Metro's
promise that "anything can happen and
probablyin will"
in "The
It's a
switch
technique
for Big
the Store."
Marx Brothers.

Essaness and Gregory
Deals Closed by Rep.

the help of Betty Field, (who is in love
with Wayne) to drive evil from the people.
Wayne becomes his friend — and after a
dramatic sequence in which he discovers
that Carey is his father — tries to kill him.
The father wounds his son to save him
from the same fate which has ruined his
life, and in a tender wind-up succeeds in
driving the curse from his soul. You can
bank on this film as what is needed for

your box-office ills.
CAST: John Wayne, Betty Field, Harry
who played "Pete" the deaf mute, scored Carey, Beulah Bondi, James Barton, Samuel
heavily with the preview audience.
S. Hinds, Marjorie Main, Ward Bond, Marc
Condensing Wright's tale of "hill Lawrence, John Qualen, Fuzzy Knight, Tom
folk" into synopsis form is not possible in Fadden, Olin Howland, Dorothy Adams,
this space. It's the story of a boy born Virita Campbell,
Fern Emmett.
to hate and raised on venom — sworn to kill
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Moss; Director,
his father who deserted his mother while
Henry Hathaway; Author, Harold Bell
he was a child. The boy is John Wayne —
the father, who returns to his home after Wright; Screenplay, Grover Jones and Stuart
serving a prison term for murder is Harry Anthony; Cameramen, Charles Lang, Jr.,
and W. Howard Greene, ASC; Color Art
Carey. This role marks a third of a cen- Director, Natalie Kalmus; Associate, Henri
tury before the cameras for Carey
Jaffa; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Roland
and it proves time has increased his clever- Anderson; Editor, Ellsworth Hoagland;
ness and possibilities for immortality in the
Musical score by Gerard Carbonara.
industry.
The "Shepherd of the Hills" as Carey is
dubbed by the hill people, campaigns with

'The Big Store'

with the Marx Bros., Tony Martin
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Metro
80 Mins.
SWELL LAUGH SHOW TOPS PREVIOUS

DIRECTION,
PHY, Superb.

Masterful.

PHOTOGRA-

CAST: Groucho Marx, Chico Marx,
Harpo Marx, Tony Martin, Virginia Grey,
Margaret Dumont, Douglas Dumbrille, William Tannen, Marion Martin, Virginia
O'Brien, Henry Armetta, Anna Demetrio,
Paul Stanton, Russell Hicks, Bradley Page,
Six Hits And A Miss.
CREDITS: Producer, Louis K. Sidney;
Director, Charles Riesner; Author, Nat Perrin; Screenplay, Sid Kuller, Hal Fimberg
and Ray Golden; Cameraman, Charles Lawton, ASC; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;
Associate, Stan Rogers; Editor, Conrad A.
Nervig; Musical Director, Georgie Stoll;
Musical Adaptation, Earl Brent; Dance Director, Arthur Appell; Songs by Hal Borne,
Kid Kuller, Ray Golden, Hal Fimberg, Ben
Oakland, Artie Shaw and Milton Drake.
DIRECTION, First-rate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

$75,000 Face-Lifting for Globe

Republic has closed circuit de
with Essaness in Chicago and S.
Gregory in Indiana and Illinc
Will Baker, Rep. branch manager
Chi., signed for the company in
instance of Essaness, with Ed
Sillverman and Jim Booth acting
the circuit. L. W. Marriott of Re
Indianapolis office and Baker clo
the Gregory deal with S. J. Gregc

"The Yearling" Next Year
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA*

Hollywood — Metro has shel I
"The Yearling" until "next yes I
decision being made "in the 1 1
interests
thehave
company."
is reputedof to
already Mel
sp
$500,000 on the pic, a Spencer Tr
starrer.

The Globe Theater, Broadway, is
to undergo a major alteration pro- lames C. Dawson Dead
gram at a cost of $75,000, the Brandt
Louisville — Long associated \
circuit reported yesterday. New the show business in Louisville
lobby, lounge and rest rooms are throughout
the South, James
included in the plans.
Dawson, 57, died at his home h
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ays Decree Aids
uals Elimination
St. Louis — Abie Morris, local rep. plan a trip to the Great Smoky
of The Billboard, was married
to Mountains in Tennessee.
Frances Robinson.
Beaver Dam, Wis. — Gerald McMilMilwaukee— Edward Priedwald of, if n. assistant manager of Fox's
the Warner Theater married Ruby Odeon here, married Norma
FlorTrowbridge.
ence Radtke
Chicago — Rose Pechos of Warners
Owen Lightstone, owner of the
Capitol Theater was married to Lou Orpheum, Montreal, and his bride,
inted out, were $2,475,000 com- Terpinas, called for Army service.
ired to $1,606,000 for the first
the former Beverly Schnitzer. daughter of Edward M. Schnitzer, Warners
ii: barter last year.
Detroit — Ambrose W. Fitzger- Eastern district manager, are honeyald, owner of the Dox Theater, and
L
Theater Operations Ahead
mooning following their marriage
Stockholders were surprised to be Mary Mielock, formerly secretary
•formed
by Balaban
that Para- to John E. Flynn, M-G-M district here Sunday.
mount theater operations for 1941 manager at Chicago, were married
Ruth Goldberg, New Haven RKO
ere to date somewhat better than at Gesu Catholic Church.
exchange cashier, has resigned to
" u- theital previous
a genPrescott, Ariz. — Tex Ritter was wed Maurice Shulman, of the Rivoli,
decline in year,
theaterdespite
attendance
Webster, Hartford, and Plaza, Windjiroughout
the country.
He ex- married here to Dorothy Fay South- sor.
plained, however, that
increased worth, his leading lady in four pix,
by his brother-in-law, the Rev. Bruce
. xes had offset the improvement Power.
Chicago — "Jimmy" Savage, vetM earnings.
It is reasonable to exeran B & K publicity man, married
ect increasing theater receipts as
Cincinnati — Jean Burkart, RKO Dorothy June Morris.
;»e national defense program prog»sses, Balaban said.
employe and daughter of Ed Burk!,: The defense situation, however,
Cincinnati — Bob McNabb, 20thart, 20th-Fox rep., has announced
as caused considerable increase in her marriage of December last, to Fox, married Frances Dwyer of Columbus.
1 ixes, Balaban declared. He pointed Ray Hier.
it that the earnings quoted for the
Indianapolis — Mary Ann McRee,
rrst quarter were after deducting 30
Chicago — Mary Mieluck, secretary
er cent of the net profits, a much to M-G-M District Manager Jack Warner Bros., exchange operator,
dgher rate than was used last year. Flynn, resigned to wed Ambrose has announced her engagement to
Jo excess taxes were believed to Fitzgerald, manager of the Dox the- Robert N. Dewman. Wedding will
take place June 27.
ater in Detroit.
Save accrued last year, but whether
'iere will be any for 1941 depends
Betty Goldberg, of the Pi-ogressive
^i the continued increased earnings
Alan Reeve, son of Arch Reeve, Premium,
New Haven staff for the
I the company, Balaban said,
and his bride, Claudia Louise Silk, past seven years, will be married to
i Balaban reviewed the financial po- daughter of William Silk, well known Herman Sochovit of Bridgeport
' tion of the company and said that builder, owner and manager of large July 4.
ue total current and working assets New York hotels, who were married
!«f the company
were $35,304,371 in New York Saturday, will spend
Des Moines, la. — John Lorenz,
S'nd
current
liabilities
were
honeymoon in Hollywood manager of Marion theater at Mar16 or a ratio of 4.4 to
1. $7,974,- aandmonth's
Santa Barbara.
ion, will be married to Miss MarAll Directors Re-named
garet Ann Stone of Des Moines on
All members of the board of di- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
—
Engagement
is
anJuly
2
at St. Augustin's church in
ictors were elected at the meeting
nounced of Priscilla Lane and John Des Moines.
here 77 per cent of the stockhold- Barry, Victorville publisher.
rs were represented either in perScranton, Pa.— Miss Mary A. GibDn or by proxy.
Percentage
of
Victor Mature, screen actor, and
bons, grandniece of the late M. E.
l tock representation was the high- Mrs. Martha Stephenson Kemp, Comerford, will be married to John
Bt since its reorganization and in- widow of the band leader, Hal Kemp,
Harthere.
Saturday in St. Paul's
icates strong endorsement
of the were married last night at the home E.
Church
management headed by Balaban.
of
the
bride,
957
Park
Ave.,
New
. Re-elected directors are Neil F. York.
Racine, Wis. — Ervin E. Janot, asgnew, Barney
Balaban,
Stephen
sistant manager of Warner's VeneEsther Jablow, secretary to ticn theater,
married Florence John!'ey
allaghan,
Y. Frank
Freeman,
Har- George A. Smith, Western division
D. Gibson,
A. Conger
Goodyear,
son.
. tanton Griffis, Duncan
G. Harris, manager of Paramount, will be married to Abraham Lebowitz at the
ohn D. Hertz, John W. Hicks, AusLa Crosse, Wis. — Joseph Surdick,
r. C. Keough, Earl I. McClintock, home of Dr. A. J. Broder in the an employe of the La Crosse Theater
laurice Newton,
E. V. Richards, Crown Heights section of Brooklyn Company's Wisconsin theater, married Margaret Cline.
For a honeymoon, they
dwin L. Weisl and Adolph Zukor. on Sunday.
1 Directors will meet tomorrow to
Withdraws from RKO Stint
20th-Fox Buys Two Stories
1 lect officers.
They then will leave West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Two stories have just
lor the studios for product conferHollywood — Lewis Milestone has been bought by 20th Century-Fox —
f nces.
withdrawn from his RKO contract to
"The House of Peace," unpublished
direct "Joan of Paris" with Michele
war novel by Charles MorMorgan. Arrangement was by mutual English
gan, as a vehicle for Henry Fonda to
TO THE COLORS!
agreement with no reason stated by be produced by Mark Hellinger, and
either party.
"The Yankee Ostrich," by George
Wilcoxon.
Cleveland — Vernon Hobbs, local Jarvis Hunt, Thea. Architect, Dies
• JTS salesman, is leaving for a two
Chicago — Jarvis Hunt, veteran Name Schneider Vice-Prexy
William H. Schneider, Art direc| 'eek training period at the Officers theater architect died at St. Petersburg, Fla. A son and a daughter toi of Donahue & Coe, Inc., has been
i ieserve Camp, Fort Knox, Ky.
survive.
I lobbs is an ROTC officer.
elected a vice-president.
(Continued from Page 1)

• rce many double feature theaters
" • change to single feature policies.
i Balaban, in his report to the stockJt *"v~'s> said that present indications
-SLnat earnings for the second
r arter of this year would exceed the
! ',478,000
for the
secondearnings,
quarter he
of
140.
First
quarter

85% Guild Shop in
SWG-Producer Pad
(Continued from Page 1)

for 85 per cent Guild shop for the
first three years and 90 per cent
thereafter was approved "in prinmeeting.
ciple," at the Guild's general mass
The pact will provide minimum
nay of $125 per week; a minimum
flat guarantee of $1,500 for features and a minimum flat guarantee
of $1,500 for westerns; elimination
of speculative writing; arbitration,
and the Guild to control screen
credit.

TVA is Making Survey
Of the Power Situation
(Continued from Page 1)

this and several other Southeastern
states, the entire Southeast is being
surveyed by the TVA to determine
how much power has been conserved
under the present voluntary plan,
it is disclosed by J. A. Krug, TVA
power chief.
The allotment plan of Commonwealth & Southern, which went into
effect on Monday, calls for a onethird reduction in current consumption by virtually all non-defense industries. Reports yesterday indicated theater co-op. was 100 per
cent.
Georgia Power Co. hoped the rationing and one-third reductions by
non-industrial consumers will result
in conservation of 1,800,000 kilowatthours of the utility's normal daily
output of 8,000,000 kilowatt-hours.
While rains in the past week
brought some relief to drought-suffering farmers, they were far short
of correcting the shortages of water
in hydroelectric lakes.
The drought was the worst in 30
years in sections of the Southeast
and the water levels in Georgia
Power Co.'s hydroelectric lakes June
5 was sufficient to produce 38,800,000 kilowatt-hours, compared with
a normal level that would produce
136,000,000 kilowatt-hours.
Although all Southeastern states
are not adopting the allotment plan
for the present, utilities serving
them are urging non-defense users
to conserve electric power. Theaters
generally are giving every possible
co-operation.

Doctor's Dye-lemma!
H. —local
Here's
how
theManchester,
marquee ofN.the
Modem
Theater read:
"Strawberry Blonde" —
"Dr. Kildare's Crisis"
And, by a strange coincidence,
here's the marquee of the nearby
Strand, which provides an antidote
for the pride of the top-o'-gold
"Too
Many
Blondes" —
"For Beauty's Sake"
gals:

mm
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First UA Sales Meet
In New York Monday
(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday, sessions in New Orleans,
Cincy, Chi. and Frisco will follow.
Harry L. Gold, vice-prexy and Eastern general sales manager and Haskell M. Masters, Western general
sales manager, will assist Kelly.
Second meeting at the Roosevelt
Hotel in New Orleans on June 26-27,
will be for the Atlanta, Dallas, Charlotte and New Orleans exchanges.
This will be followed by the third
meeting at the Netherland-Plaza Hotel in Cincinnati on June 29-30.
Sales personnel in Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh
will attend.
Fourth will be held at the Congress Hotel in Chicago June 30July 2. Branches participating in
the Chicago meeting are Chicago,
Denver, Detroit, Kansas City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha, St.
Louis and the following exchanges
in Canada: Calgary, Montreal, St.
Toronto, Vancouver and WinJohn,
nipeg.
Last meeting will be held at the
St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco,
July 7-8 for the sales personnel
from the offices in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Salt Lake City and
Seattle.

Podell to Aid Ascap
In Networks Action
(Continued from Page 1)

of Broadcasters and Broadcast Music, Inc.
Podell, former special assistant to
the Attorney General and at one
time personal counsel for Adolph
Zukor of Paramount, is nationally
known both as a trial lawyer and
as an expert in anti-trust law. He
was retained by the Government in
connection with the New York equity
leaving afsuit against the majors,was
signed.
ter the consent decree
Announcement of the appointment
yesterday drew varying reactions in
the radio industry. Some observers
held that the authorization by
Ascap's board of the suit under the
Sherman anti-trust law for treble
damages in the reported amount of
$20,000,000 and the announcement —
even before filing of the suit — of
retention of a former D of J special
assistant were part of a larger plan
to force early signing by the networks with the society. Should this
result, it was believed Ascap would
drop the contemplated suit entirely.
Meanwhile, it was indicated that
negotiations between the society
and the networks had been terminated, at least for the duration of
the Senate hearings in Washington.

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJCTES
Federal

"We Americans"

Housing

Administration
10 mins.
Neat Informative
Reel
How effective informative reels
can be is evidenced via this wellfashioned reel, produced for FHA,
and expertly, by Pathe News, Inc.
Functionally it is to interest Americans in owning and remodeling their
homes. This thesis is clearly and
cleverly "gotten across" by dramatizing it,— tainingly
anddone. it's all pretty enterFrank Craven does an appealing
acting-commentating job. He recounts how he was instrumental in
keeping together the marital happiness of a young couple by advising
them to move from their small living
space into a home of their own. The
Arkwright Pointer, "Duke," who
had the top canine role in "The
Biscuit Eater," is a bright spot in
"We Americans." Another asset
the footage possesses is that it is
instrucin Technicolor. Mighty few this
one.
tional reels are as good as
On all counts it deserves lots of
screen-time, particularly because its
showing is a public service.

"Stars At Play"
(Meet The Stars No. 6)
Republic
10'/2 mins.
Well-Devised
Subject
Harriet Parsons turns the lens on
some 38 Hollywood luminaries in this
issue of her '40-'41 shorts series.
Audience are taken to Jane Withers'
home o'erlooking UCLA's practice
football field, and subsequently to
the house of Cesar Romero. In the
former menage, several of the youthful stars are shown as Jane's guests.
Rita Hayworth supervising construction of he.r new home is the
third scene, and then the camera
hies to Santa Anita Park to record
a bevy of top players attending the
running of the San Antonio Handicap. Those legions who are chronically as well as betimes interested
in
the
doin'swillof like
the this
filmreelcolony's
personalities
which
is well-devised and photographed.
The Harriet Parsons' commentary
id
crispto and
It's
suited
all interest-riveting.
situations.

Grand Jury to Get Kridel
Ticket Swindle Charges

Film Institute, Inc., headed by
Lawrence W. Fox as prexy, has been
organized to produce a series of
shorts, "Gallup Reviews. . .," based
or. surveys and studies of Dr. George
Gallup and the American Institute
of Public Opinion. Each issue will
have as its theme a current subject
of discussion.
Subjects will have a 10-minute
running time, and will be plotted to
cash in on the newspaper surveys.
Releasing deal is yet to set.
Edmund Lawrence Dorfman, producer of the Law Film Classics series, and more recently a shorts group
release by Columbia will produce
the initial Film Institute
and
short.direct
Counsel for the company is John
F. Wharton. Directors include Howard S. Cullman, George Halas, Paul
MacNamara, and Richard S. Goldman.
Film Institute, Inc., will have its
offices at 1270 Sixth Ave.

Newark, N. J. — Essex County
Grand Jury is expected to tackle the
Mayfair theater ticket swindle case
within a few weeks. Bail of $15,000
has been set for Henry A. Kridel,
operator of a chain of Jersey theaters, and from $2,500 to $5,000 for
each of five employes, including two
daughters and a son-in-law. Kridel
and the employes were arrested
over the week-end after an irate
porter had led detectives to uncovering an alleged $20,000 ticket swindle at the Mayfair here.
Kridel on arraignment before
Justice of the Peace Verniero pleaded guilty to a charge of conspiring
to defraud the Stanley Co. and Warner Bros, and the other five pleaded
not guilty. Kridel is president of
the Frances and the Clinton Amusement Co.'s of Newark and operates
a chain of houses here and at Atlantic Highlands.
Mayfair has been operated by
Kridel on a percentage basis with
tickets supplied by Stanley. Kridel
and the five held are accused of selling other tickets without reporting
to Stanley.

Blum Sells Baltimore
Little Theater to Hicks

Fairbanks' Widow Claims
Stock Worth Near Million

Gallup Surveys, Studies,
To Be Basis of Shorts

Baltimore — H. A. Blum, active in
exhibitor circles here for 20 years,
has sold his interest in the Little
Theater, to C. W. Hicks. Maxwell
Weinberg remains as publicity director.
Blum has resigned his three positions, as member of the Board of
UA Premiere in Norfolk
Directors of the Motion Picture TheNorfolk, Va. — "Three Cockeyed
ater Owners of Maryland; as treasurer of the same organization, and
Sailors," produced in England by
Mickey Balcon and released in the as Maryland representative on the
National
Board of Allied States
U. S. by UA, has its American premiere at the Granby Friday.
Ass'n.
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Hollywood — Hearing on acceptance
by Bank of America, as executor of
the United
DouglasArtists
Fairbank's
estate,
of
the
$400,000
bid for
the estate's stock in UA has been
continued
to Monday.by Probate Judge Stephens
At a conference
in Judge
Stephens'
chambers
Monday,
Attorney
Sol
Rosenblatt, representing Mrs. Sylvia
Fairbanks, contended estate stock is
worth between $800,000 and $1,250,000.

Hays Pays Tribute
To Joseph I. Breen
(Continued from Page 1)

assumed his duties as head of tha
company's studios in Hollywood.
Will H. Hays, president of th l)
MPPDA, from his home in Sullivai \
Ind., expressed his deep reg^^^Aatt
Breen's resignation. He said:^^
"Mr. Breen's service as director o|
the Production Code Administrate j
has been an immeasurable contribu>
tion in demonstrating the value an *
success of self -regulation under th Iv
motion picture production code. Hii
signal ability, indefatigable energ i
and complete devotion to the print
ciples upon which the code is base -4
enabled him to perform a very difj
ficult task in a truly masterly mani
ner. The entire industry is unde |
great obligation to him. All wis I
him the greatest success in his ne-\
connection.
"The work of the Production Codti
Administration is so organized thai
it will continue to function effective!ly with its present staff until the pos.ir
of the director is again filled. Th*
Code Administration operates as
board with a director who is the pre
It is understood that Geoffre;
siding
officer."
Shurlock,
senior member of th
board, who has presided at the dail
conference of the board in Holly
wood during
Breen's asabsences,
wr
continue
temporarily
acting direc
tor.

■

Gillham Says Newspaper
Sell 65-75% of Tickets
(Continued from Page 1)

mount, told Para.'s Canadian conven
tion here yesterday. Greater news
paper advertising will be used b
the company during the coming yeai
he said.
The public has had its fill of dou
ble feature programs, according t
Oscar Morgan, general sales man
ager of shorts and Para. News. H
said a has
survey
by Paramount's
force
revealed
a trend on fiel(
th
part of the public toward short sub
jects. The convention is under th
chairmanship of Edlebert Goodmar
managing-director
for Canada, an
will close today.

Kramer Theater Case
Goes to Appeals Court
The Kramerto Theater
cas'
hasDetroit
been— appealed
the Circui
Court of Appeals at Cincinnati b;
Cohen and Shevin, who were to los
possession
of the house
t<
a Fedral District
Court according
decree.
The Cincinnati court issued a tern
porary stay of the decree and als1
of the receivership order which wa
to protect the interests of the Kram
er family until possession by then
was obtained.
Counsel for the Kramers is t<
file a motion to vacate th'
stay which was granted, and to al
low the appointment of a receiver t<
have management of the house pend
ing hearing of the appeal.
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v :< R€VI€UJS Of TH€ "MurdeR6UJ
flLfllS > #
r at the
"Underground"

with Jeffrey Lynn, Philip Dorn,
Kaaren Verne, Mona Maris
•/arner Bros. -First National 95 Mins.
STRONG
DRAMA
OF THE
GERMAN
POWERMOVEMENT,
S AGROUND
. DIRECTED,
WITH
GRAND
PERORMANCES BY THE ENTIRE CAST.
s
I The customer
are going to sit on the
dges of their seats through
all of the
ense, dramatic action of this picture of the
nderground movement in present-day Gerlany. All credit to Warners, Director Vincent Sherman, and the screenplay of Charles
■ rayson from the original story by Edwin
tstus Mayer and Oliver H. P. Garrett, for
tightly knit production
that will leave
udiences slightly limp.
And all credit to
! he cast for as uniformly
swell a set of
1 erformances as one could ask.
i Tempo of the film is grim, dealing with
/ar-time life in Germany, Gestapo brutality,
i nd furtive meetings
as the conspirators
Ian their campaign
against the
Nazis,

"Thewith Saint's
Vacation'
Hugh Sinclair, Sally Gray

RKO

Radio

BRITISH-MADE

PROVIDES

ENTERTAINMENT DESPITE ITS IMPROBABILITIES.
Those who insist on each development
of a mystery story being thoroughly worked
out and explained are going to be annoyed
at the English-produced seventh in the Saint
series. But those who are willing to take
the film for what it is, an action-packed
light yarn, will be
hour's
entertainment.
Therewarded
producerswith
havean chosen
to take the story lightly and to concentrate
on action, with the result that a couple
of killings are glossed over and other details sluffed, in order to keep the story
moving to its not-too-logical conclusion.
However, the Saint and his friends are pleasant people and the picture is an actionful
light divertisement for nabe audiences.
The super-perceptive, super-athletic Saint
in this instance is played by Hugh Sinclair
who does a good enough job in the part.
Others include Sally Gray as the newspaper

-"here's hardly a letup from beginning
to
nd.
Possibly weaker-stomached
patrons
will not like the police beating scenes but
Arthur Macrae, the Saint's traveling
-;.- was intended as strong stuff, and that it girl;
companion, and Cecil Parker, the very sinister international spy.
It would be difficult to single out any
The somewhat confusing yarn has the
j erformance
of the cast.
From
Jeffrey
i ynn, the underground leader, Philip Dorn, Saint on vacation in Europe where he becomes involved in a scrap for a mysterious
j|is wounded-soldier brother, Kaaren Verne
nd Mona
Maris, fellow-conspirators,
and music box. Not knowing what it really
ight down the line, the cast is fine.
is, he gets possession and matches wits
b Story tells of a group of anti-Nazis
in with the spies to hold on to the box.
iermany, lead by Lynn, who are trying to Eventually he manages to get to London —
rganize against the government, via illegal leaving behind him a trail of frustrated
i'.adio stations.
His brother returns after spies, bodies, train holdups, etc. — where it
jsing an arm at the front and, not know- is discovered the box contains a coded
ng of the movement,
complicates
things hook-up for some sort of listening device
y falling for Miss Verne, one of the con- wanted by the government.
spirators. Numerous Gestapo
tricks fail
CAST: Hugh Sinclair, Sally Gray, Arthur
Li) catch up with the group which has Mona Macrae, Cecil Parker, Leueen McGrath,
. Claris as contact
in the
police
office.
Gordon McLeod, John Warwick, Ivor Bar' ventually Dorn blunders
into a situation
nard, Manning Whiley,
Felix Aylmer.
• hich throws suspicion on himself and the
CREDITS: Producer, William Sistrom;
' irl and he undertakes
to convince
the
Assistant Producer, W. V. Henbury; Direcpestapo of their innocence.
Finally realiztor, Leslie Fenton; Author, Leslie Charteris
ing the girl's complicity,
he informs
the • from "Getaway"); Screenplay, Jeffry Dell;
Molice of the gang's whereabouts,
at the Art
Director, Paul Sheriff; Musical Direcante time keeping the girl away, only to
tor, Bretton Byrd; Cameraman, Bernard
earn later that he had sold out his brother,
earning more of Gestapo brutality through Knowles; Editors, Al Barnes, R. Kemplin.
DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
he arrest of his innocent
father, in a
ramatic highlight, he joins the underground Good.
lovement to replace his executed brother
s the voice of the illegal radio.
CAST: Jeffrey Lynn, Philip Dorn, Kaaren
'erne, Mona Maris, Frank Reicher, Martin
osleck, Erwin Kaiser, Ilka Gruning, Peter
Vhitney, Egon Brecher, Ludwig Stossel,
tans Schumm, Wolfgang Zilzer, Lisa Golm,
oland Varno, Henry Brandon, Lotte Palfi,
Louis Arco, Roland Drew.
CREDITS: In Charge of Production, Jack
;.. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B.
Vallis; Director, Vincent Sherman; Story,
dwin Justus Mayer, Oliver H. P. Garrett;
creenplay, Charles Grayson; Musical Diector, Leo F. Forbstein; Music, Adolph
'eutsch; Art Director, Charles Novi;
Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Editor, Thomas
ratr.
DIRECTION,
iood.

Fine.

Qinger, Bloch's Aide

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Bertram Bloeh, newly appointed
tory editor of 20th-Fox in New
'ork,
named editor.
Henry Klinger as
ssistanthas story

PCC Anti-Duals Stand Gets
Calif. Congress Support
(Continued from Page \)

tions are against double bills. California Congress of Parents and
Teachers, membership of 250,000,
asks one good feature and short.
Survey shows families stay away
from shows because of contents and
length unsuitable for children. Four
hours fatigue working people and
cause antagonism, to the whole industry and results in agitation for
legislation."

Wanger-Lubitsch on UA Pic
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

*

60 Mins
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FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Wanger announced he and Ernest Lubitsch
would produce together one picture
for UA release before Lubitsch reports in September at the 20th-Fox
lot. Film will be made from a Melchior Lengyel play not yet titled.

with Arthur Wontner and Ian Fleming
Astor Pictures
66 Mins.
BRITISH SHERLOCK HOLMES YARN IS

Baskervilles"

TOO
ENCES. STODGY

FOR

AMERICAN

AUDI-

Dyed-in-the-wool Sherlock Holmes fans
will probably go for his English-made yarn
basedit is
on much
A. Conan
Doyle's
Blaze,"
but
too placid
and "Silver
talky for
most
filmgoers. Lacking in much real action,
an attempt to create interest is worked out
via Holmes verbal explanations of what has
happened rather than by actual scenes of
the doings. Heavy British accents tend to
add authenticity to the English detective
story but are no help to Americans trying
to keep up with the action.
Holmes is played by Arthur Wontner, a
veteran at the character, who does a good
enough job as Doyle's super-observer. Balance of the cast are unknown in this country and are nothing extra anyway.
Story has Holmes and Dr. Watson on a
vacation at the Baskervilles' estate when a
race horse is stolen and a couple of handlers
murdered. In his usual calm manner, he
collects clues and is able to pin the job
on his old enemy, Moriarty. Most of the
yarn is talked out and it sounds like a
reading of the Doyle novel.
CAST: Arthur Wontner, Ian Fleming,
Lynn Harding, John Turnbull, Robert Horton, Lawrence Grossmith, Judy Gunn,
Arthur
Mascre.
CREDITS: Director, Thomas Bentley;
Author, A. Conan Doyle (from "Silver
Blaze"); Cameraman, Sidney Blythe; Editor, Alan Smith.
DIRECTION, Draggy. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

"Texas
Marshal"
with Tim
McCoy
Producers Releasing Corp.
58 Mins.
ROUTINE WESTERN SUFFERS FROM
AN IMPLAUSIBLE STORY AND NOT
TOO
MUCH
ACTION.
This is just a routine Western film telling of the marshal who breaks up the
gangs of crooks trying to buy up the
ranchers' property, by mostly foul means,
because there is an ore vein running through
the territory. A lack of real action handicaps the picture.
The veteran Tim McCoy plays the marshal who is called in when a series of
unsolved murders and disappearances upset
the town, while Art Davis plays the ranch
foreman and cowboy orchestra singer who
is taken in by a phony League of Patriots.
Leaders of the League are using the organization as a front while their henchmen bump off some of the ranch owners
and buy the properties from survivors.
Object is to get control of a vein of tin
ore but McCoy, via a series of miraculous
guesses keeps ahead of the gang and is
able to clean up the situation. Several
cowboy numbers sung by Art Davis relieve
the story somewhat.
CAST: Tim McCoy, Art Davis, Kav Leslie, Karl Hackett, Edward Peil, Sr., Charles
King, Dave O'Brien, Budd Buster, John
Elliott, Wilson
Edwards,
Byron Vance.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;
Director, Peter Stewart; Screenplay, William Lively; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh;
Editor, Holbrook N. Todd.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

SHORTS

*

"Here Comes the Cavalry"
(Technicolor Special)
Warners
20 mins.
Grand Inspirational Picture
Warner Bros, can be proud of
their latest service short covering
the U. S. Cavalry. Beautifully photographed in Technicolor, and featuring some sham battle scenes that
rival alleged war shots in some other
pictures, the subject in both inspiring and informative.
Showing the part horses play in
the mechanized cavalry of today, the
film includes mass maneuvers and
revues colorfully recorded in detail.
Woven in is the story of a rodeo
rider who joins the outfit to be with
a horse he wanted to buy but that
was purchased by the Army.
Horse and rider have their difficulties with cavalry life until they effect
a rescue of the captain's son. Produced under the auspices of the Motion Picture Committee for National Defense, directed by D. Ross Lederman, from a screenplay by Owen
Crump,
"Here Comes
the screen.
Cavalry"
will
be welcomed
on any
"Sail Ho"
(Sports Parade)
Warners
10 mins.
Fine Sailing Shots
The hosts of sailboat fans will
get a thrill out of Natural Color
shots in this reel. Continuity, supplied by a couple shopping for a
boat, gives an opportunity to show
a number of boat classes but the
feature shots are some grand scenes
ers. a race between several 30-footof
"Hollywood
Steps Out"
(Merrie Melody)
Warners
7 mins.
Caricature Novelty
Latest Leon Schlesinger foray into the realm of caricature will interest and amuse. Scene is a Hollywood night club and the well-done
caricatures include Clark Gable,
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Greta
Garbo, Henry Fonda, and many other
film well-knowns.

20th-Fox and Pressburger
Sign Victor Mature
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Victor Mature has
been signed for an important role
in "Shanghai Gesture," to be produced by Arnold Pressburger for
United Artists.
Mature was also signed by 20th
Century-Fox, through arrangement
with Hal Roach, who owns an exclusive contract, to make two pictures a year for the next five years.
His initial picture will be "Bowery
Nightingale" to be produced by Mark
Hellinger with Alice Faye in the top
feminine spot.
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RKO Plans Minimum
Six Indie Producers Will
Provide Up to 12 or 15
Films, Sales Meet Hears
(Continued from Page 1)

session. Seated on the dais were
Charles Koerner, Malcolm J. Kingsberg, J. R. McDonough, Frederic
Ullman, Jr., Cresson E. Smith, Robert Mochrie, Herbert Wilcox, Anne
Burr, Lunsford P. Yandell, Gloria
Swanson, Joseph I. Breen, George
J. Schaefer, Depinet, Richard C.
Patterson, Louis de Rochemont,
James Mulvey, William Dieterle, W.
G. Van Schmus, Simone Simon, Phil
Reisman, Frank Buck, A. W. Smith,
Jr.; RAF Wing Commander Ernest
McNab, Herman Robbins, Ray Collins.
Titles were announced for 24 of
the studio's own contribution to the
program, which will include six Tim
Holt westerns, and for seven of the
productions to be made by the indie
producing group embracing Sam
Goldwyn, Walt Disney, Herb Wilcox,
William Dieterle, Jerrold Brandt and
Jack Votion.
The Program's Highlights
As outlined by Depinet, the 194142 lineup will be highlighted by
Goldwyn's Bette Davis starrer, "The
Little Foxes" and two others to star
Gary Cooper; three or more Disney
features, including "Bambi"; Alfred
Hitchcock's "Before the Fact," costarring Cary Grant and Joan Fontaine, undesignated Ginger Rogers
and Orson Welles vehicles, and pictures starring Charles Laughton,
Anna Neagle, Kay Kyser. Depinet
also mentioned the signing of Fibber McGee and Molly and Gloria
Swanson.
Miss Rogers will appear in several
pictures, but no number was mentioned specifically. Welles, in addition to "Citizen Kane," which will be
regularly released early in the new
season, will provide a second in
which he again will do a four-man
job — producing, directing, writing
and starring. Miss Neagle will appear on two, Kyser, his College and
Ginny Simms in one. Titles and
stories for the Neagle and Kyser
features were not disclosed.
It was pointed out that Prexy
George J. Schaefer had lined up talent to answer the cry for "fresh
faces," and in this connection Depinet
cited Dorothy Comingore, Ruth War-

Rap of Nazi Film
Brings Suspension
Vichy (By Air Msil) — Les Temps
Nouveau, weekly Catholic magazine,
was suspended for one month because it had criticized "Jew Suss,"
Nazi picture with anti-semitic tendency.
The paper attacked the production
by calling it stupid, anti-Christian
and anti-French! The article concluded, "God, what
picture

is."

stupidity the

Parh

of 40, Maximum

Sports and Free Films, Plus Free
Events for Soldiers No Help in Ft. Worth

Fort Worth, Texas — Local theaters not only have experienced no noticeable
increase in box office receipts from defense spending in this section, but they
also are having rather stiff competition from outdoor events sponsored by the
Fort Worth Recreation Department. A check showed that 13,500 persons took
part in various sports events at parks and pools here last week-end.
Free movies shown in various city parks seven nights a week by the
Recreation Department draw heavily. The department also is sponsoring various
park programs and concerts as free entertainment for soldiers that come here
on week-end passes from Camp Wolters at Mineral Wells, and Camp Bowie
at Brownwood.

rick, Ginny Simms, Michele Morgan,
Signe Hasso, Anne Hunter, Frances
Neal, Joan Carroll, James Craig, Edmond O'Brien, Joseph Cotten, Dennis
O'Keefe,
and
Anne Philip
Burr. Reed, Paul Henrie
Schaefer Going to Studio
Depinet, who said Schaefer would
return to the studio this week to
work with Joseph I. Breen, studio
head, and Reginald Armour, declared
that the program generally would
follow the trail blazed this season —
the stressing of comedy, romance,
music, adventure and human interest
against the American scene.
Analysis of the program shows
seven features will be based on books,
17 on originals, two on plays, three
will feature radio "names." In addition to the Tim Holt westerns, which
Bert Gilroy will produce, there are
three series announced — "The Gay
Falcon," mystery detective dramas
starring George Sanders with Howard Benedict producing and Irvin
Reis directing; "Scattergood Baines,"
starring Guy Kibbee with Jerrold
Brandt producing, and the "Mexican
Spitfire" group starring Lupe Velez
and Leon Errol, with Cliff Reid producing, Les Goodwins directing.
There will be three each of the new
"Baines" and "Spitfires"; number
of "Falcons" was not stated. Holt's
first two of the six will be "Outlaw
Trail" and "Dude Cowboy." First
of the new "Spitfires" will be "Mexican
Spitfire's
Baby."
Other
Studio
Productions
In addition to those already listed,
studio productions will number:

of 45 Pi)

Selznkk May Sign
UA Deal in 10 Days
(Continued from Page 1)

/~

Imagination."
This will coH
a group of stories of varying lengt
which will be presented jointly
a single framework to constitute
full evening's entertainment.
Selznick proposes to follow wil
a second group, "Tales of Passic

Benedict producing and Leslie Goodwins di- andSelznick's
Romance."other production plai
recting; "Gwangi," John Speaks-Willis include "Claudia" and "Jane Eyre'
O'Brien novelty thriller; Eric Ambler's
"Journey Into Fear," David Hempstead to
Papers"
produce and Robert Stevenson to direct ; with
a W. possibly
C. Fields"Pickwick
starrer next
year.
In association with John Hous
Theodore Dreiser's "Sister Carrie," to be
produced
Graham
Baker;byMax
"Powder by
Town,"
produced
CliffBrand's
Reid; man, who will be managing dire
"London House" (tentative title for the long- tor, Selznick has leased the Lober
planned British relief feature), with separate Santa Barbara, for the Hollywoc
groups of players-directors for sequences; Summer Theater. Idea is to ui
"Week-End for Three," with Jane Wyatt,
Edward Everett Horton, Tay Garnett produc- film stars and players in tryouts.
ing, Irving Reis directing; "Army Surgeon,"
to be made by Cliff Reid; "Mayor of 44th
Street," also slated for Reid; "Street Girl,"
John Twist producing from his own original. Stcthl Signs With 20th-Fox
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAI1
Indie producers will contribute as follows :
SAM GOLDWYN:
In addition to "The
Hollywood—
John
M.
Stahl h;
Little Foxes," "The Singing and the Gold"
and an untitled story, both starring Gary been signed to a producer-direct<
Cooper. William Wyler will make "Gold"
as well as "Foxes" ; Howard Hawks will do
the untitled story of a college prof, and a
burlesque queen.
WALT DISNEY: "Fantasia," on regular release ; "Dumbo of the Circus," in addiSalten's "Bambi," with a fourth
featuretion to Felix
possible.
HERB WILCOX:
Two Anna Neagle
starrers ; no titles or stories named.
WILLIAM DIETERLE: In addition to
"The Devil and Daniel Webster," with Edward Arnold, Walter Huston, James Craig,
Anne Shirley and Simone Simon, a second pic
tentatively dubbed, "The Band Plays On."
ner" feature.
JACK VOTION: Second "Lum 'n' AbOriginally, Sam Wood was expected to
make one or more features independently for
RKO ; plan went by the boards when Para,
signed him about 10 days ago to make "For
Whom the Convention's
Bells Toll." Speakers
Others to address the convention in addition to Depinet included Louis de Rochemont
and his guest, RAF Wing Commander Ernest
McNab; J. R. McDonough, William Dieterle,
Herbert Wilcox, Herman Robbins, James A.
Mulvey,
Roy Disney and Gunther Lessing.
Stars introduced by Depinet, who presided,
included Gloria Swanson, soon to be seen
in "Father Takes a Wife"; Simone Simon,
who has just completed "The Devil and Daniel
Webster";
of "Citizen
Kane"
cast,
signed Ray
to a Collins
new RKO
Radio contract;

Dorothy and Herbert Fields' "Father Takes
a Wife," co-starring Adolphe Menjou and
Gloria Swanson, and directed by Jack Hively; Anne Burr, feminine star of Orson Welles'
"Native Son," signed by RKO; and Frank
'Look Who's Laughing," Edgar Bergen-Charlie Buck, who has just completed the editing
McCarthy-Fibber McGee and Molly-Lucille
Ball vehicle, produced and directed by Allan of his "Jungle
Cavalcade."
Greeting recordings from the studio included those from Edgar Bergen, Fibber
Dwan; Ferenc Molnar's "Three Rogues,"
Charles Laughton-Lucille Ball co-starrer, to McGee and Molly and Kay Kyser. Wires
be produced by Graham Baker; "Joan of were received from David Hempstead, who
Paris," American debut vehicle of Michele
produce "Joan of Paris," and Jack VoMorgan, with Dave Hempstead producing, will
comedy.
tion, producer of Lum 'n' Abner's next
Lewis Milestone directing; Eric Hatch's "Unexpected Uncle," with Charles Coburn, James
Craig and Anne Shirley, produced by Tay
Garnett and directed by Peter Godfrey ; Clar- Schaefer to Address Final
ence Budington Kelland's "Valley of the Sun,"
with James Craig and Dorothy Comingore, RKO
General Session Today
produced by Graham Baker and directed
Prexy
George J. Schaefer is exby George Marshall; Budd Schulberg's "Paspected to make the last address of
sage to Bordeaux," Lucille Ball starrer, directed by Robert Stevenson ; "Parachute Bat- the general sessions of the RKO
talion," with Robert Preston, Nancy Kelly,
Edmond O'Brien and Harry Carey, produced sales convention at the Waldorf-Asby Howard Benedict and directed by Leslie
toria this afternoon. His appearance
Goodwins; "Lady Scarface," with Judith will follow a program devoted to
Anderson, produced by Cliff Reid and directed by Frank Woodruff; "Obliging Young consent decree selling, with Sales
Lady," with Joan Carroll, produced by How- Manager Andy Smith the principal
ard Benedict and directed by Richard Wallace; "The Marines Are Ready," Victor Mc- speaker.
Laglen-Edmund
Lowe
co-starrer,
Howard
Also on today's speaking list are

contract by Twentieth-Fox, and w:
report to make H. M. Thorman
"Another Spring" as soon as he fi:
ishes work on "Our Wife," at C
lumbia. The deal eliminates tl
possibility that Stahl will join IL

Barret McCormick, Charles Koern
and Hal Home.
Tomorrow, Bob Mochrie and Cre
son E. Smith, Eastern and Westei
meetings.
sales managers, will hold region' j
Delegates attended the M of
cocktail party in the Park Lai
Hotel's Tapestry Room last nigl
Waldorf's
Empire Room,
a surpri
in t'
dinner
Tonight, following
event is planned.

"Kane" Runs Extended as B
Gains in Both Chi. and Fris*.

Extension of the roadshow engag
ments of "Citizen Kane" at bo
the Woods, Chicago, and the Gear
Frisco, was announced yesterday 1
RKO; decisions stem from gains
biz. The Welles pix also stays
the N. Y. Palace and at the El Ca]
tan, Hollywood.

" —
"Last
At Long
Critic
On The
Level!
Ah!
New Orleans — A pair of pancake
feet took Charlie Lammond, ItemTribune critic, first to the Camp
Livingston induction station, then
sent him back. Lammond penned a
few goodbye pieces for his paper,
forlornly featuring the angle of a
neophyte entering a strange, khakiclad world. After deferment, Lammond wrote more pieces on his close
shave, but in a decidedly different
tone — that of a neutral observer.
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NDECENT PIX NO SLUMP WEAPON-SCHAEFER
ladio Outlawing
2,000,000 Weekly Attendnce Reported to RKO; 51%
'f Audience Said Women
Motion pictures are being badly
■rsted by radio on the basis of
udies made by the Gallup organiza>n, the RKO Radio sales conven' ta at the Waldorf-Astoria
was
: u-ned yesterday by Dr. George Gal, director of the American Insti■-te of Public Opinion.
HDr. Gallup told the RKO delegates
(Continued on Page 7)

. S. Seeks Grounds
or Ban on Nazi Pix
Ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Senator James Mead
>., N. Y.) proposed yesterday the
.owing of Axis-made propaganda
,)vies be prohibited in the U. S.
le Senator said he had asked the
ate Department to find out what
id be done to keep out of the
jntry such
films on
as Page
"Victory
in the
(Continued
5)

riffith Takes Republic
First 1941-42 Deal
Oklahoma City — Republic has
sed a deal for its 1941-1942 prod; with the Griffith Theater Circuit,
arating 138 theaters in Oklahoma
j.i Texas.
This is the first film buy of 1941product by the Griffith Circuit.
T. R. Grainger, president of Re(Continued on Page 5)

Films, Gallup Study Shows

Breen Signs 5-Year
RKO Radio Contract
Joseph
I. Breen yesterday signed
the contract which makes him general manager of RKO studios.
The
deal
is
for
five years, although it originally was
reported as a
two-year pact.
He will
be
elected
executive vicepresident
in
charge ofduction proat the

RKO Prexy Tells Delegates to Sales Meeting
The Film Industry is Organized to Meet Every
Demand That May Arise in Country's Emergency
A flat warning against any attempt to solve the problem presented by dipping grosses through the resort to pictures which
"swerve from the path of decency
and wholesomeness" was
voiced by George J. Schaefer, RKO

Brandt Backs Allied

Radio prexy, in his address before
the company's sales convention at
the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday afternoon.
Schaefer, who declared that the industry is organized to meet every
demand of the country's emergency,
said pointedly:
Interest in making the Allied con"If we have any troubles at the
vention in Philadelphia in September an all-industry affair appears box office, I do not believe that an
under-sized
sweater on an overto be increasing and indications are
sized
girl
is
the
solution. Our trouthat it will receive the support of
bles will be solved by the flexibility
(Continued on Page 8)
affiliated
and independent exhibitors
alike.

"All-Industry" Meet

|
\j

next
meeting
of the board.
Breen is
leaving today
for the Coast.
In addition to
attending the
JOSEPH
I. BREEN
RKO convention here, he has been finishing
his duties with the Hays organization as code seal administrator.
Formerly a newspaper man, Breen
became assistant to Will H. Hays
in 1930 and in 1933 helped to form
the Production Code Administration
of which he has been the head until
his present retirement.

III. Allied Pledged
Aid in Slump Fight

Harry Brandt, ITOA president,
yesterday pledged his and the organization's support to the proposal,
if he can be assured that the purpose
of the meeting
will be fulfilled.
"I am in favor of any meeting at
which important people of the industry(Continued
can get together
on Page 4)and work

Great Northern, Philly,
Files Against 3 Majors

Philadelphia — Columbus Stamper
of the Great Northern Theater here
has filed a complaint with the local
arbitration tribunal charging unfair
clearance against Paramount, 20th
Chicago — "War
council,"
held Century-Fox and M-G-M.
under auspices of Illinois Allied at
The Great Northern now follows
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 5)

Calls for Tele Net

Zanuch Sees F.D.R.
On U. S. Army Films

Trammell

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Here to confer on
progress of the Army training film
program, Lieut. Col. Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman of the Research
Council of the Motion Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences, was a
White House caller yesterday. It is
understood that the President received a full report on the indus-

Declares National Development

try's participation in the training
film program from the 20th-Fox
studio head.

Three Commercial Tele
Licenses Granted NBC
NBC headquarters in New York
learned late yesterday that the FCC,
acting with extreme speed, had issued
commercial licenses for the three
television stations which the network
proposes to operate in New York,
Washington and Philadelphia.
The
(Continued on Page 7)

RKO Trade Shows
Start on July 7
RKO

Radio will start trade showings of its first five-block in all
exchanges the week of July 7, the
company's sales convention here was
informed yesterday by Andy W.
Smith, sales manager. Each picture on the
company's
pro(Continued
on Page40-to-45
8)

U. S. Takes Depositions
In Crescent Trust Suit
Nashville, Tenn. — Alan N. Doby,
representing the D of J is taking
depositions of the principals in the
Crescent (Continued
Amusement
Co. anti-trust
on Page 7)

Requires It

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Declaring that all
that broadcasting has achieved today is dwarfed by the vast possibilities of television, Niles Trammell NBC president, yesterday told
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, that television in the
national sense must begin with a
network.
Trammell,
who appeared
before
(Continued on Page 5)

Scripting Mark Set
By Warners With 38
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — All-time high for
simultaneous scripting activity has
been set at the Warner studios, with
38 screen plays currently in work.
This, entailed an increase in studio
writing staff to a new high of 54.
In the 38 stories are 24 originals
and 14 published works.
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Playhouse,
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Reveal UA Drive Winners
At Conclave Here Monday

CFI Stockholders to Act
On Charter Amendments

Movita Starring in Mono.
Production in England

Consolidated Film Industries has
called a special stockholders meeting for July 8. at Wilmington, to act
on a proposal to clarify the company's power to purchase outstanding preferred stock. Company will
recommend that stockholders approve amendments to the certificate
of incorporation removing a restriction against the purchase of its preferred stock if it is in default on
dividends or if the net current assets of the company have a book
value of less than $2,400,000.
Preferred stock arrearages
amounted to $9.25 a share as of
April 1, and the company does not
believe it will be able to pay the
arrears in addition to the regular
annual dividend requirement. No
purchase of outstanding preferred
stock is planned, the company stated.

London (By Air Mail) — Working
from an original screenplay prepared in Hollywood by John Reinhardt, Movita, Mexican star, is starred in Monogram's "Tower of Terror," now being produced here. One
of Monogram's large-budget features, the picture is the result of a
joint production arrangement between W. Ray Johnston, of Mono.,
and William Gell, managing director
of Pathe Films, Ltd., of London, who
recently returned to England after
a six weeks' American stay.
Married to Jack Doyle, the "Irish
Thrush," Movita joined her husband
in London shortly before the outbreak of the war and has since been
appearing in night clubs and motion
pictures in Great Britain.
John Argyle is producing "Tower
of Terror," which will be released in
the U. S. in the early Fall.

Stanley-Warner Employes
Get Pay Tilt in New Pact

Screen Cartoonists Guild
Signs Up Screen Gems
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

COmillG and GOIftG
HARRY

M. WARNER

are due in New
opening
July 2.
KEN

THOMSON

and CHARLIE

EINFE

York for the "Sergeant Yor
is here

from

the

Coast.

BERT WHEELER is en route to New
motor from Hollywood.
CAREY
row from

York

WILSON arrives on the Coast fjggl
New York.
*\\t

JOCK LAWRENCE leaves the Coast today
Washington and New York.
MONA MARIS goes to Buenos Aires n'
month to make two for Sono Film of Argenti
Monday.
E. J. SPARKS, accompanied by FRANK RC
ERS and FRED KENT, are due in New Y
AUSTIN

C. KEOUCH

ART SCHMIDT
in the week.

goes to Toronto toda

returns from the Coast I

ARTHUR CREENBLATT has arrived from
Coast.
VIRGINIA DALE arrived from the Coast y
terday on vacation.
S. HACKER, head of Film Audit Service,
returned from Washington.
MCRRIS GCCDMAN, vice-president in cha
of
foreign
for Republic, arrives today ft
Puerto
Rico sales
by plane.

Philadelphia — Stanley - Warner
thesigned a deal this week with
ater employes Union B100, IATSE,
for a period of two years, nine
months which included an increase
in pay on a sliding scale for union
members from assistant managers
dewn to cleaners, based on one, two,
three or more years of service. Union
includes only Stanley- Warner employes and as yet no strong effort
has been made to organize employes
of independent theaters, but this
may follow.

Hollywood — Screen Gems, Inc., releasing cartoons through Columbia,
has signed a contract with the
Screen Cartoonist Guild. The contract affects some 60 cartoonists
at that studio.
An increase from 30 to 45 per
cent is gained in the lower brackets
while a general overall of $5 a week
is gained by everyone.
The agreement provides for 100
per cent Guild shop; vacations with
pay; holidays with pay; eight-hour,
five-day week; establishment of a
grievance committee.

Lon Hoss Named Universal
Mgr. in San Francisco

To State Plays for Selznick
eer theater owner, is dead here. T"
Alfred de Liagre, Jr., leaves for daughters
survive.
California today or tomorrow to direct three of the plays which David
O. Selznick will present at the Lobero
Theater, Santa Barbara.

Appointment of Lon Hoss as manal's San Francisco
agereof Univers
was announced yesterday
exchang
by William A. Scully, general sales Joan Bennett Cast
manager. Hoss formerly was city West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
salesman in Los Angeles. He suc— Twentieth Centuryceeds Barney Rose who recently was FoxHollywood
has assigned Joan Bennett to
made Chicago branch manager.
the lead in "Confirm or Deny," a
war melodrama. Fritz Lang will direct. Don Ameche will likely play
Girls Sub for Draftees
the male lead.

On Popcorn Machines

Harry Joe Brown to Quit 20-Fox

Fort Worth, Tex.— The Bowie, Interstate nabe theater, is substituting
girls as popcorn machine operators
to take the place of drafted male
employes. Usherettes probably will
be the next step here.

Hollywood — Harry Joe Brown
has been with 20th Century-Fox
the Coast five years will leave
lot
this Summer, the studio
closed.

"Doc" Banford Recovers

Lead for Betty Field

Chicago — Walter "Doc" Banford,
M-G-M exchange manager is back
after several months' illness. Sam
Shirley continues on the job, however, until Banford fully recovers.

West

At the first session of United
Mary Pickford Aids China
Artists' New York district meeting
at the Waldorf-Astoria on Monday, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mary Pickford has acArthur W. Kelly, UA vice-president,
will announce the winners of the
cepted the chairmanship of the HollySales Drive that started on Jan. 6
wood Women's Division of United
China
Relief.
and ran through April 19.
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Selznick Plans Summer Theater
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI

Hollywood — In association wi
John Houseman, who will be mana
ing director, David O. Selznick h
leased the Lobero, Santa Barba:
for the Hollywood Summer Theat<
Plan is to use film stars and playe
in tryouts.
Benjamin Simbor Dies
Chicago — Benjamin Simbor, pic
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Hollywood — James Ellison and
RKO have settled Ellison's contract
and he goes to Republic for "Icecapades."

R.

of

Hollywood — Betty Field gets the
lead in Paramount's "Tomorrow's
Admirals," a naval training film.
William Holden and Stirling Hayden
will appear in it.
James Ellison RKO

JAMES

York

Bollywood Office
6425 Hollywood E
Hollywood,

Califon

HOW TO
BEAT THE
SUMMER!
Leo's an old hand at competing
with the hot weather and the distractions of vacation-time. As in
previous years he's got a sure-fire
policy: BIG ATTRACTIONS! And as in
previous years it's the lucky M-G-M
showmen who have the shows to
beat the good old summer-time!

Tonight they'll want a gay show
like Powell and Loy in "Love Crazy."
After the game there's a
big thrill ahead: BobTaylor

"And I'm treating the whole
family to 'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy.' Judy Garland's back
with Mickey and the gang!"

in the Technicolor "Billy
The Kid."

The perfect end of
a happy day! An
uproarious comedy
with gals and song!
Marx Bros, and

'Hey mister ! Take me to
see Clark Gable and
Rosalind Russell tonight

Tony Martin in"The
Big Store."

in'They Met in Bombay'."
"After this we'll go to
that new Wally Beery
picture 'Barnacle Bill'."
"Remember! You promised to take me to
'Ringside Maisie.' We
had such fun at the last
Ann Sothern picture!"

FRIENDLY

in the Summer

too!
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Brandt Backs Allied
"All-Industry" Meet

III. Allied Pledged
Aid in Slump Fight

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

the Congress Hotel here yesterday,
brought a pledge of co-operation
from representatives of seven distribs. in the territorial move to combat the business slump which has
sent grosses down at least 30 per
cent.
Meeting, at which Prexy Jack
Kirsch of Illinois Allied presided,
attracted 165 theater managers and
exchange men.
Clyde Eckhardt, 20th-Fox, told the
exhibs. the company was sending a
special publicity man here to aid in
the drive. Rud Lohrenz, Warner district manager, Exchange Manager
Rose, Monroe Rubinger, publicity
director, pledged Warners' co-operation and said the company was using
157 pages in national magazines and
many newspapers to boost theater attendance.
W. E. Banford, M-G-M manager,
said he would try personally to help
exhibitors who came to him. Bill
Bishop, publicity director, said M-GM has 70 services available to boost
business.
James Donohue, Paramount manager, and Fred Bartow, exploiteer,
said Paramount was completing a
film manual which would boost business. They also extended their full
co-operation.
Ben Eisenberg of UA, Manny Gottlieb of Universal and Frank Flaherty
and Jack Thoma of Columbia offered
their co-operation.
Jack Osserman of RKO wired
from the company's New York sales
meeting,
offering
its co-operation.
Kirsch announced an Allied $25
prize to go to the independent exhibitor putting on the best July campaign here.

Scully Heads Coast JSDG
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William Scully is the
new prexy of the Junior Screen
Directors Guild, succeeding Hal
Walker.

Rites Held for Schwalbe
La Crosse, Wis. — Funeral services
were held here for Frank R.
Schwalbe, 77, board chairman of the
LaCrosse Theater Co., operating five
local houses.

Jimmie Carrier

Leo T. Weiss

T
T
Breaking Bread with NSS

• •
•
OSCAR
oi the Waldorf
hospitable hands full this week
National
Screen
Service
conclaves

out common problems," Brandt sai
"but I am opposed to sessions ;j
which personal and political issuH
are given preference over the j»"|L

r

T
has

had his venerable
what with the RKO Radio
running
concurrently

and
and

What's more there'll be no letdown for the Waldorf solon next week
seein' as how the boys of UA are set to sail into the hostelry
for their sales meeting
plus Oscar cuisine
Having effected a noontide feedbag merger on Tuesday
the RKOlians and
the NSS boys
looked positively lonesome
yes'day
around
the lunch hour
— the merger of the previous day being oe'r
There wasn't even much
consolaton
to be derived
through the
happy fact that each culinary camp
was generously
provided
with caches of assorted toothpicks
with which to top-off their respective repasts
T
▼
T
•

•

•

THE

National Screen gang has assembled

from

all corners of the U.S.A
and upon Phil M.'s honor
they're a glamor-studded and sparkle-laden group
including
a lot of real old-timers
who know the film biz in all its
various phases
plus a bunch of youngsters who are geared to
go places in the industry
Yes'day we espied Uncle Joe Estes
the guy who put on a one-man drive for biz in his territory
calling it "Help Old Joe Week"
and the customers
were so tickled that they made special copy
just to suit the
occasion
And we had a close-up of Bob Simril of Charlotte
who's pappy of eight and still goin' strong
The folks
up in Beantown should see the swath
their silver-maned,
handsome and dashing Harry Kirchgessner
is cutting wherever he goes
in the swank Waldorf

T

T

T

• •
• WE
lamped,
too, the sartorially-keerect, champ
milk-fed
Missourian
Paul (Southwest Division Manager) Short
who was
born a showman and is proving it every day and in every way
Also Wally Walthall of Dallas
brother of the famous "Little Colonel Henry B. Walthall"
old-time movie star
and just as
much of a do-er as Frere Henry
Lou Patz
who, you will
recall, is a nephew
of A. H. Blank
is very much in evidence
at the NSS conclave
and is making a name for himself
and
on his own
as manager of the Des Moines branch
Derek
Sydney may be from Hold Hingland
Yankee trader in him
T
T

but he's got a lot of shrewd
T

• •
• MORT
Van Praag climbed out of a sick bed
slipped into a flannel head-to-foot robe and attended the convention to meet the boys and show positively that he's very, very
well on his way to recovery
following those two operations
Jack McPherson would come pretty close to yanking down
the popularity vote among the delegates
Short, stocky Billy
Bein is not only a knobby dresser but a top notch poster man
If you wanna get clipped on the chin, just call George Hoffman "Pop"
One of the big mysteries of the convention is
how Charley Lester can hang up such a helluva sales record
when the baseball season is so long
Art Jacobson of
Washington is winner in the first group Beat Par Drive
and
Jack Flannery finished in the runner-up slot
Max Herschmann of Special Service Fame
created a more than mild
sensation in his electric blue pants and copper shoes
The
whole
shindig
is not only a convention
but a fashion
show

It was indicated by Brandt ^ij
ethers that if personal prejudice
could be laid aside and a progra
pose.
conceived that would help the enti:
industry, a convention such as
planned by Allied would be a we
come event at this time.

AMPP Retroactive Paymei |
May Near Million Mark
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI1 1

Hollywood
— Association
of Moth '
Picture
Producers
will voluntari
make
payment
retroactive
to Oc
24, 1938 to studio workers who we:
in 31 disputed
classifications
the
and who were finally ruled non-e::
empt under the wage and hour law
Accountants
are now
compilir
figures and it is believed amount <]
retroactive pay that will have to a
paid will be between $500,000 ar]
$1,000,000.

Stagger Terms of Membeil
Of Portland Censor Board
Portland, Ore.— Mayor Earl Rik.
has staggered the terms of membe:
of the censor board so as to assur
veterans serving at all times. Mr
B. K. Lawson and Mrs. H. 1
Sichels' terms expire Jan. 1, 194:
those of E. N. Weinbaum, chairma
and William Graeper, Jr., Jan.
1943; and those of Mrs. Leroy 3
Mason, Ted R. Gamble and Allcalways be veteran members now c
Rinehart,
the board. Jan. 1, 1944. There wi'

First Atlantis Pix in August
Seymour Nebenzahl, who enter
American production with Atlant
Films, will start "The America
Consul," his first, in August. Nezer
others.
zahl produced "Mayerling," anion

TO THE

COLORS!

Fort Worth, Tex. — Johnnie Johi
ston, formerly assistant to Be
O'Donahue, publicist for Interstai
Circuit theaters here, is now at tl
Diego.
Naval Training Station at Sa

Yatesbury, Eng. (By Air Mail)John
Justin, in
"Thief
of Bagdad"
lea
now serving
the RAF,
is hospita
ized here for wounds received i
action.
Rochester — Raymond Walsh, Go:
don Connolly, Johnny Meagher an
Norman Otto Zempel, all Eastma
Kodak employes, are now serving i
Uncle Sam's Army.

Ihursday, June 19, 1941
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rammell Calls For
elevision Net

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Riding herd in the Hollywood news roundup: Arnold Pressburger
is seeking Gloria Swanson for the Madame Godam role in "Shanghai Gesture"
which Josef Von Sternberg will direct in early August. . . . Sam Wood still may
close a deal later with RKO although he has commitments at both Para, and

tinned from Page 1)

10 Senate Committee in support of
White resolution, which would
obe into the authority of the FCC
i* promulgate its new rules and regzJons
affecting chain broadcast'4, said that NBC has been doing
ery thing in its power, subject to
iorities of men and materials, to
:ablish local television in both
'ashington and New York.
"'But it is mere moonshine to say,
. has been stated to your commitle, that by limiting television liI rises to three stations for any one
•ensee, the go-ahead signal has been
ven and, presto, change, a najnal service of television is made
tssible."
The NBC president indicated that
je FCC's
new
rules may
work
iainst the best interests of telesuch
"Under
sion development.
cumstances
how
can
any
one
now what to do?", he asked. "We
Annot plan our course until the
ingress has determined, definitely,
:hat it expects of those engaged
i the business and service of broadsting sound and sight."

Title Switches
Cetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
1 "Down In San Diego" is the final
tie of the M-G-M story formerly
- sted as "Young Americans" and
KLife Begins For Andy Hardy" is
'■ e final title for the eleventh of
- e Hardy series now nearing com\ ttion.

Earner Bros.

"olumbia
I \ Columbia will release
1 lan-British-made "49th
-J "Five Men." Columbia's
" world rights outside of
'- |jstralasia.

M.

onogram

the CanParallel"
deal gives
U. K. and

(Continued from Page 1)

West," "Baptism of Fire" and
"Cruiser Emden," German propaganda films which he described as
"calculated to serve the best interests of the military tyrants of

Warners. . . . Twentieth-Fox has purchased Charles Morgan's "The House of
Peace," English war-time story, for Henry Fonda and George Wilcoxon's "The
Yankee Ostrich," saga of John Grumm, early American expansionist advocate
MacDonald Carey, seen on Broadway in "Lady in the Dark," makes his Para, bow
in "Take a Letter, Darling."

Great Northern, Philly,
Files Against 3 Majors

Griffith Takes Republic
In First 1941-42 Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

the Stanley-Warner Strand by 21
days and the complainant asks that public, and Sol Davis, Republic franchise holder in the Oklahoma territhe clearance be cut to 14 days.
tory,
withof HorThe S-W circuit is named as the
ace Fallsnegotiated
and J.the0. deal
Stars,
the
interested party.
Griffith Theater Circuit.

Defer Beacon, Pittsburgh,
Hearings for Six Months
Pittsburgh — Hearings hav been
postponed for six months in the arbitration case filed by David N.
Green, of the Beacon Theater here,
against Paramount, 20th CenturyFox, Warner Bros., M-G-M, RKO
and the Warner circuit. Complaint
also named United Artists, which is
not a party to the consent decree.
Arbitration hearings have been set
back from June 23 to Dec. 8.

Major Bowes in Hospital
Major Edward E. Bowes, until recently managing director of the Capitol Theater, is in Doctors Hospital
for an emergency appendectomy.
At midnight last night the operation had not yet been performed but
it was stated that Major Bowes's
condition was good. His radio amateur hour on WABC will not be
heard tonight.

It is understood from reliable
sources that the State Department
Europe."
has
already prepared its reply to
Senator Mead which will be "prompt
and encouraging." The State Department appears to be in full accord
with
thedetailed
New York
solon's viewsto
and has
a representative
work with the D of J in finding legal
justification for barring German propaganda films.
Under a reciprocal treaty Germany
has the right to send films into the
U. S. and this country may send films
into Germany. The American side
of the treaty has become practically
worthless, however, because of the
German censorship while Germany
still claims the right to send films
into the U. S. without fear of stringent censorship. It is believed the
State Department and D of J may
rule that the American rights under
the treaty are "worthless," thus justifying its abrogation.

It was explained at American Arbitration Association headquarters
in New York that the Beacon case
involved a specific run under Section
X of the consent decree, a situation
which is not subject to arbitration
until after Aug. 31.

War Dept. Will Permit
Training Films Publicity
West

Warners' Technicolor production
sed on the exploits of the Royal
tnadian Air Force has been ehled "Captains of the Clouds" on
switch from "Shadows of Their
Ijings." Company's "Two Steps to
^eaven" has been retitled "Here
.me the Girls."

U. S. Seeks Grounds
For Ban on Nazi Pix

Gloria Sivanson Sought for Mme. Godam;
Sam Wood Still May Close Deal With RKO

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Limited publicity, and
in some cases, photographs from
War Dept. training films, heretofore
banned, will be available to publications in the future, it is announced
by the Academy Research Council.
Specified procedure entails a request
to be submitted to Major General
Robert C. Richardson, Director of
the Bureau of Public Relations, War
Dept., Washington, D. C, specifying
the type of material desired and the
publication in which the information
will appear.
On approval, the War Dept. will
notify the applicant and the Research
Council and further details will be
worked out through the Council. Except for a formal announcement at
the start of production of each training film, to be released by the Council, all publicity will be issued by
the War Dept.

Title of Monogram's
"Arizona
mnd," first western
in the new
ries starring Buck Jones and Tim
-Coy, has been changed to "Rough
ders," title which will be used to
i|signate the entire series.
Title Metro Honor to May Quirk
"Murder By Appointment," has
The first woman manager in the
en altered to "Murder By Invita- entire country to receive a Metro
•n."
Honor Roll award has been announced by W. R. Ferguson, director of exploitation. She is May
oducers Releasing Corp.
"Double Cross" is the new title Quirk, of the Victoria Theater, Mt.
c the PRC's "Motorcycle Squad." Carmel, Pa.

JUDY CANOVAw,,
FRANCIS LEDERER
--*
EDDIE FOY, JR.
JOSEPH

RAYMOND WALBURN • "SUM" SUMMERVILtE

ASTRIO AUWYNploy • AtMA
• HDGH
O'CONNEU
CHANDIER
by Jcclt KRUGER
To "nicy and
Milt Orc»ss
• Original • "CHIC"
Story by .idflV
Towntfiy
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"The Parson of
with

Panamint"

Charlie Ruggles, Ellen Drew,
Phillip Terry
Paramount
84 Mins.
SHERMAN PRODUCTION OF KYNE
NOVEL CERTAIN TO PLEASE ACTION
AND OTHER FANS; RUGGLES SWELL IN
STRAIGHT ROLE.
It should, by this time, only be necessary

'Kansas
Cyclone"
with Don "Red" Barry

Republic
56 Mins.
FAST-MOVING WESTERN CONTAINS
PLENTY OF ACTION FOR THE OUTDOOR
FANS.
Latest in the "Red" Barry series will
amply satisfy the western fans. The fastmoving film, has a sufficiency of riding
and gun-play, plus a logical story idea.
Associate Producer-Director George Sherman can take a bow for another good western.

Opening with an ore-wagon holdup, the
to
Harry Sherman
but say
for "It's
those aunfamiliar
with hisProduction,"
reputation
film moves swiftly and interestingly into
as King of the Westerns, let us say, he has the yarn. Barry plays a marshal, sent to
an excellent meller-horse opera with someBannock City to break up a series of these
thing different to offer.
Director William McGann has captured holdups. Arriving anonymously, he accidently gets mixed up with a holdup and is
the true spirit of the Peter B. Kyne novel. charged with murder. However, the local
Excellently, although daringly cast, with Wells-Fargo agent knows of his coming
Charlie Ruggles playing his first straight and helps him to freedom and with his
role, the story of the rise and fall of the pose as a geologist. Between them they
town of Panamint is expertly told. Cinema- eventually pin the holdups on one of the
tographically, the picture stands out. Phillip local mine owners, and the sheriff, who have
Terry, as a parson, sells himself, and Ellen been working together.
Drew also, in a different type role pleases
Barry's fans will not be disappointed
mightily. The rest of the cast, Joseph with
his performance. Milt Kibbee does a
Schildkraut, Porter Hall, Henry Kolker and good job as the express agent and Lynn
Janet Beecher, are above the average used
Merrick is the "gal" in the story. Dorothy
in westerns, and, of course, the film profits Sebastian
appears in a few brief scenes.
thereby.
CAST: Don "Red" Barry, Lynn Merrick,
Harold Shumate and Adrian Scott, besides
William Haade, Milt Kibbee, Harry Worth,
supplying all the necessities of a splendid Dorothy Sebastian, Jack Kirk, Forrest Tayscript, hand out some very stirring sides
lor, Charles Moore.
of dialogue.
CREDITS: Associate Producer-Director,
No Christian tale could do better than George Sherman; Story, Louis Sarecky;
follow the Life of Christ, this story is that Screenplay, Oliver Drake, Doris Schroeder;
life, in cowboy dress and the locale of a Musical Director, Cy Feuer; Cameraman,
western
mining town.
William Nobles; Editor, Charles Craft.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ruggles, Mayor of Panamint, Cal., comes
Good.
to San Francisco to find a parson for his
town. He engages Terry for the post, and
takes him back to sinful Panamint.
Terry converts most of the town with
his gospel to friendliness and love, only to
find himself friendless and alone, betrayed
by "Judas" he befriended.
Aroused by the crooked bankers, church
deacons, the citizens of the town attempt
ot lynch Terry, but he is saved at the last
minute by Charlie Ruggles, who in a dramatic denouncement explains their chicanery and curses Panamint to destruction for
its citizens' denial of the doctrine of
brotherly love.
The story is told in narrative form with
Charlie Ruggles explaining the rise and
fall of the now "ghost town" to a young
traveler.
The religious theme will not interfere
with the enjoyment of the picture by those
not of a religious trend of mind. It's good
action, solid entertainment for young and

old.

CAST: Charlie Ruggles, Ellen Drew,
Phillip Terry, Joseph Schildkraut, Porter
Hall, Henry Kolker, Janet Beecher, Clem
Bevans, Paul Hurst, Douglas Fowley, Minor
Watson, Frank Puglia, Harry Hayden, Rod
Cameron,
Russell Hicks.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Associate Producer, Lewis J. Rachmil; Director, William McGann; Author, Peter B.
Kyne; Screenplay, Harold Shumate and
Adrian Scott; Cameraman, Russell Harlan,
ASC; Art Director, Ralph Berger; Editor,
Sherman Rose; Musical Director, Irvin Talbot.
DIRECTION,
PHY, Expert.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRA-

*

SHORTS

*

"Will
England Forum
Be Invaded?"
(International
No. 2)
Columbia
19 Vi mins.
Strong, Timely Subject
Timely and enlightening to all
audiences interested in current affairs
and the potential turns they may
take, this second of the series of
shorts being fashioned by Producer
William Rowland presents four experts of the present international
scene whose opinions on the promised
Nazi move to invade England carry
respect and weight. They are Ralph
Ingersoll, editor of P.M.; Major
George Fielding Eliot, military expert; Wythe Williams, war correspondent and commentator for Mutual
Broadcasting System; and Linton
Wells, analyst of foreign news.
Footage is not merely alluring because of what the experts do and
say, but also because showmanship
has been employed to illustrate the
thesis pro and con. Of the quartette,
Wythe Williams appears to be the
only
convinced
the Nazi's
have one
enough
militarythatstrength
and

ingenuity to effect the Channel crossing successfully, — which is to say
both reach and consolidate their objective in face of the British defense
which would certainly make the invader pay dearly.
There are some fine shots of the
British defense instrumentalities, as
well as vivid scenes of the Nazi
British Tars to Attend
equipment which would be employed
for
attack. Few present-day
Norfolk Midnight Preview shortsthehave
more vitality than this,
or possess themes more intriguing
Norfolk, Va. — Officers and crews to the American public. For this
of two English battleships now in reason, assuming that showmen exrepair at the Norfolk naval base
it, "Willstuff.
England Be Invaded"
and U. S. Navy officers will attend is box ploitoffice
a gala midnight preview of the British-made "Three Cockeyed Sailors"
"Willie and the Mouse"
at the Granby theater tonight. A
Metro
11 mins.
15-minute radio program will be
Interesting Educational
broadcast from the theater lobby
An issue in the John Nesbitt Passfollowing the preview and transing Parade series, this subject is
mitted by short wave to Engalnd.
interesting,
entertaining and educaPicture, a UA release, opens regutional. It depicts the efforts of scilarly tomorrow. Skip Weshner of
entists over a period of years in
UA has been here on the premiere. making physiological tests with mice
and the relation of these tests to
human beings. It shows where many
O'Shea, Houseman Step Up
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY revolutionary changes have been
Hollywood — Daniel O'Shea has evolved in educational methods
results obtained by these
been elected executive vice-president through
and John Houseman, vice-president, tests.
of David 0. Selznick Corp.

"The Rookie Bear"
Metro
9 n
Very Funny Gags
A large bear, peacefully hiberna
ing for the Winter, believes that 1
gets a draft notice and forthwit

inducted into the Army. The l-'se1*
are
veryis funny,
the bear
characrei'
zation
excellent,
and the
reel
topped off with a very funny endirr
wherein the bear actually gets
wire with a p. s. that this time it
no dream. Rudolph Ising was tl
producer of the Technicolor short.
"Lions On the Loose"
Metro
9 min
Lots of Laughs Here
Two young lion cubs are the cei
tral characters in this new Pe
Smith novelty number, and they pr
duce a lot of laughs. The two cul
ostensibly get away from a zoo ai.
meet with a number of wild anima
that present problems. An encount
between the cubs and a boa constri
tor is good for solid laughs.
"Meet Roy Rogers"
(Meet the Stars)
Republic
10 mir
Good Promotional Reel
An insight to the private life <
Republic's popular cowboy star, R
Rogers, will be of considerable i
terest to the player's host of fan
Opening with scenes of the trail
he uses for personal appearance
and some shots of his wife ai
adopted daughter, the reel mov
on
the inopening
of the Here
star'sa Tra
ing toPost
Hollywood.
nur
ber of the current Western playe
including Gene Autry, Fuzzy Knigr
et al, make appearances to wi:
Rogers luck. Numbers are sung 1
Roy and by Mary Lee, who appea
in the Autry films.
"Hiawatha's Rabbit Hunt"
(Merrie Melody)
Warners
7 mir
Very Funny
Cartoon
Leon Schlesinger pits his cartoo
Hiawatha against Bugs Bunny
this Technicolor cartoon and the r|
suit is a howl from start to finis
The serious-minded Indian's effor
to catch the screwball rabbit f
stewing
purposes,
makesBunny
a live
and comical
race. Bugs
ge
better and funnier with every scret
appearance.

"A Coy Decoy"
(Looney Tune)
"Yosemire, The Magnificent"
Two Remakes for Metro
7 mir
Metro
9 mins. Warners
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Excellent Travelogue
Amusing Cartoon
Hollywood — Metro will re-make
Book covers form the backgroui
This reel should do much to help
"Whistling in the Dark" with Red foster interest in our national parks for this fast and funny subje
Skelton and "When Ladies Meet" and increase travel to them by peo- wherein the characters step off t)
with Robert Taylor.
ple on vacations. The Technicolor covers and go into their story of II
is magnificent, the material carefully duck who falls for the female dec^ ;
Frank E. Kells Dead
selected, and anybody that has never planted by the wolf. Daffy Du*
Aurora, III.— Frank E. Kells, 56, seen this garden spot has a treat leads the wolf a wild chase over t
former New York voice and- dra- in store for them via the medium of covers until he is able to open
matics teacher, whose pupils included the camera. James A. FitzPatrick copy of "The Hurricane" and get l
of the menace.
was the producer.
many in films, is dead here.
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aking Depositions
in Crescent Action

Interstate Employes
Buy Defense Stamps

■'i Page 1)
.:it, with President Anthony Sudeum as the first questioned. Sudeum will be followed by Kermit C.
^rengell, president of Rockwood
^Lisement Co.
J a. supplemental bill of particulars
'V the Government filed in the Fedlal Court furnishes details about
4 other situations in Tennessee,
wlabama, Kentucky, Arkansas, and
hssissippi. Grounds for charges of
stress methods against indepen.•nt are similar to those listed in
he original bill of particulars.
Assistant U. S. District Attorney
>>. W. Hughes has mailed subpoenas
72 witnesses scheduled to appear
hen the trial open on July 7. These
vople, located all the way from
laine to California, were former
wners, managers, etc., of theaters
Facing the
-u'olved in the suit.
possibility of witnesses living more
an 100 miles from Nashville reusing to come, Hughes has applied
i Judge Elmer D. Davies for an
which will compel their aprder
carance.
The court is yet to rule on the
fense motion for a jury trial.

Northwest Film Aid Service
iearings by FTC Near End
Portland, Ore.— William C. Reeves,
Trade
for the Federal
xaminer
'ommission, has completed taking of
involving
in proceedings
tstimonv
I ctivities of the Northwest Film Ad
Service, Inc., of Portland.
,; A complaint accusing the company
in
f making false representations
. he conduct of its business, the sale
■- nd distribution of advertising films,
ad been filed with the commission.
"he charges were denied by the
Testimony was also taken
ompany.
t Kansas City and Spokane before
Following one
he Portland session.
dditional hearing, facts will be submitted to the Commission in WashDecision is expected early
igton.
July.

Fort Worth, Tex. — The 110 employes of Interstate Circuit Theaters
here have made arrangements to
purchase defense bonds through
weekly deductions from their pay
checks to apply on defense savings
stamps, and later bonds. Local 330,
Operators, already hase purchased
$3,000 in defense bonds.

Three Commercial Tele
Licenses Granted NBC
i t . mtinued from Page 1 )

applications for commercial licenses
had been filed with the Commission
last Monday, and were okayed late
yesterday.
At the same time it was learned
that NBC has completed its program
set-up for July 1 when a minimum of
15 hours weekly will be telecast. The
complete details, along with the
plans governing the immediate future of the New York station, will be
okayed within the next 24-hours
it was believed.
Network will operate its New York
station immediately, and will inaugurate service over the stations in
Phillv and Washington as soon as
possible. The latter may get underway this fall, but the Philly outlet
will not be ready before 1942.
O'Connor Elected President
Treasurers and Ticket Sellers Division of the Stagehands' Union has
elected the "regular" slate including Walter O'Connor, president.
George Ashby, v. -p.; James J. Murphy, secretary-treasurer; Morrie
Seamon, business agent, and Charles
Bowman, Frank Flayer and Hugh
McGauley, trustees. Arthur Wright,
Herman Lewin. Jerome Flynn, Harry
B. Nelmes, Charlie Murphy and
Frank Boga were elected to the executive council.

Laurel Votes to Save Time
Laurel, Del. — Daylight saving time
won by a 146 to 119 vote in a referendum.

MJLY

Radio Ouldraws Pix,
Gallup Study Shows

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Speaking—

{Continued from Page 1)

that the weekly film theater attendance estimate of 80,000,000 was far
too high, and estimated, in turn,
that the approximate total was 52,000,000. This is a drop of 2,000,000 from the Institute's previous figure last year; for the week of July
13-19, 19*40
the Institute
had announced a54,000,000
estimate.
The poll director turned the spotlight on the films vs. radio pulling
power by citing the results of studies
which showed that whereas Sunday
film attendance in the U. S. was apJack stood
Benny'sat
Sunday night proximately
radio11,500,000,
audience
an estimated
36,000,000.
Dr. Gallup bulwarked this with the
further contrast of Monday film attendance and the number of listeners attracted by the Lux Theater of
the Air radio program on Monday
night. Film attendance on Mondays
dropped to 5,500,000, the RKO convention was told, while some 26,000,000 tuned in on CBS for the
Cecil B. De Mille-produced hour
show sponsored by the soap manufacturer.
The poll director challenged a recent statement in Liberty magazine
to the effect that 80 per cent of
film theater tickets were purchased
by women. The correct percentage,
it was said, would be 51 per cent for
femmes, 49 per cent for men.
Dr. Gallup described the typical
film patron as a man or woman 27
years cf aae. with a weekly pay envelope of $28.
Ziehm Opens Detroit Office
Edward Russell has opened a
branch office in Detroit for Arthur
Ziehm, Inc., for the distribution of
Ziehm's product. Ralph Peckham,
formerly of Grand National, will be
sales manager.
Metro Pic Set for Music Hall
Metro's Technicolor Garson-Pidgeon starrer, "Blossoms in the
Dust," follows Columbia's "She Knew
All the Answers" at the Music Hall,
opening June 26.

^Z

By RALPH

WILK
^^.
—HOLLYWOOD

P EPUBLIC has signed Frank Albertson
'Mor the lead in "Ten Nights in a Barroom," Linda Hayes has the femme lead,
Robert Armstrong will play the heavy, and
Skeets Gallagher returns to the screen to
play the comedy role. George Sherman
directs.
OUR Passing Show: Harry Sherman, R.
M. Savini, Elmer Rice, Betty Field,
Lou Costello, Bud Abbott, William Farnum,
Ralph Morgan, Edwin Schallert, Bob Hussey,
Mary Anderson, Beulah Bondi, Marjorie
Main, Alfred H. Werker, Bill Beaudine,
Christy Cabanne, Wallace Fox, W. S. Van
Dyke, Alfred Dekker, Jerry Colonna, Bruce
Gear, Bill Desmond, Robert Preston, James
Kirkwood, Dell Henderson, Joseph Henabery,
Duncan
Renaldo,
Martha
Sill Wright
at the
Paramount
partyO'Driscoll,
in honor
of Harry

Carey's 33 years in pictures.

•

•

PRODUCER David Hempstead has started
' assembling newsreels of Gen. Charles
de Gaulle, which will serve as an introductory theme for RKO's "Joan of Paris,"
Morgan's
initial starrer.

Michele

•

•

DICKSON HARWIN has been assigned
by Monogram to produce "The Deadly
Game," picture based on the activities of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation Cipher
3ureau. Barney Sarecky will act as associate producer.
I ARRY

•

DARMOUR

•

will revive the old

'■" serial, "The Iron Claw," for Columbia
release. Charles Quigley has been set for
the
rect. starring role and James Home

•

CHARLOTTE

will di-

•

HENRY

has been signed

for
a top role
in production
"Flying Blind,"
liam Thomas-Bill
Pine
which Wilwill
star Richard Arlen and Jean Parker. Already cast for important supporting roles
are Gayle Mellott and Mildred Shay.

•

DAYMOND

•

HATTON

"^ by Monogram

has been signed

for a featured role in

the new series "The Rough Riders," westerns, which will star Buck Jones and Tim
McCoy. Hatton will establish a comedy
character in the outdoor dramas to be

iddy as Parsons P.A.
DAILY

) Hollywood — Louella 0. Parsons
: as engaged Arthur W. Eddy to
jindle her personal publicity in coni ction with her "Hollywood Pre- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
vere" program, sponsored by LifeHollywood — Perc Westmore will
■uoy.
wed Mrs. Juliette Novis June 28. It
will be Westmore's third, Mrs. Novis'
•aul Braain Feted
second marriage.
Cleveland — Warner Club staged a
San Francisco — Judy Canova, ari arewell party at the Variety Club
riving from Honolulu by Clipper,
or Saul Bragin, named assis- confirmed
her marriage there to
ant buyer in the Pittsburgh Warner
heater department. He was pre- Corp. James H. Ripley, U. S. A.
ented with a desk set.
Philadelphia — Marriage of Henrietta Varablow, daughter of Sam
4ew Co. to Run Chi. Auditorium
Varablow, operating houses here and
Chicago — A new company is be- in Camden, N. J., to Dr. Charles H.
ng formed to operate the Auditorium Kravitz is set for Sunday.
^heater, which may prevent its closing.
Memphis — Louise Moeller, secre-

HCLLyWCCD

made

during

/"» EORGE

tary at Malco Theaters, Inc., was
married to Leonard Lewis Rupert.
They are honeymooning in Havana.
Providence — Robert Grossman,
manager of the Avon here, weds
Betty Levine Sunday.
Philadelphia — Mary Caldevilla,
secretary to Charles Zagrans, local
RKO branch manager, marries Harold Metz of Washington June 27.
Memphis — Earle Crotchett, Universal Newsreel cameraman, was
married to Evelyn Jean Anderson
of this city.

1941-1942.
•

•

R. BATCHELLER,

PRC feature

^■^ production supervisor has assigned "Mr.
Celebrity," an original by Martin Mooney,
to K. B. Productions and set a tentative
starting date of June 26. Mooney is doing
the screenplay also.

•

•

T. H. RICHMOND, who recently completed
"Gambling Daughters" for PRC, has
been signed to produce "Jungle Siren," an
original by M. Freeman. Film is scheduled
for a July 3 starting date.

•

•

JAMES B. CASSIDY of New York has
announced his purchase from RKO of
film rights to "Green Mansion," by W.
H. Hudson. He plans to arrive in Hollytionwood,
plans.early in July to complete produc-
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Answer to B. O. Dip is in Pictures, Not Word
Promises RKO Pictures
Will Reflect Interests
Of Day in Which We Live

WHO'S
•

Asserting that "pictures rarely
stray far behind the entertainment
demands of the public," Schaefer expressed confidence that the new season will prove that more than ever
before.
He continued:
"The onmighty
heavetoward
the nation
has
taken
the road
national
preparedness and security was bound
to make for dislocation — a dislocation which this, as every other patriotic industry, must accept in its
stride. . . .
"We propose with reference to the
recent consent decree to put our best
foot forward and keep putting it
forward with every block-of-five pictures we shall offer for the new
season. By this we shall be contributing to make successful a new
and revolutionary sales method now
introduced in the industry. By this
we shall help to create that peace and
co-operation among producers, distributors and exhibitors which must
be the basis of the solution of all
cur problems.
Answer Must Be in Pictures
"More
is being
shed
upon what eloquence
is the matter
than what
ought to be done in such problems

•

Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting Personalities • •

•

/^EORGE R. BATCHELLER, JR. In charge of all feature production for Pro^"'ducers Releasing Corporation. Born in Cincinnati, Ohio, the eldest son of
the late George R. Batcheller, president and founder of Chesterfield Pictures
Corporation. Went to primary school in Cincinnati. Family moved to Pelham
Manor, N. Y., where he attended Pelham High School. Broke into picture business with Chesterfield in 1928, as head of contract department. Later became
assistant to Irving Briskin, when he was made general sales manager. In 1932,
became secretary and general sales manager for Chesterfield and Invincible
Pictures. Due to the uncertainty of world-wide conditions, Chesterfield discontinued active production in December of 1936.
He then joined Republic in a production capacity.
In 1939, left Republic to join Roland Reed Productions at Pathe Studios, as assistant to Reed.
After a year and one-half of his association, he
resigned to take charge of featuie production for
PRC. In assuming the position, he becomes the
representative of the fourth generation of Batchellers to figure importantly in American show business. Since joining PRC in January of this year,
he has completed eight films, and is currently at
work preparing the five remaining features on the
PRC 1940-1941 program. Lives with his mother,
one brother, and three sisters, in Hollywood. Hobbies, reading and collecting pipes, has over a
hundred. Weight, 200 lbs. Height, 5 10'/2. Hair,
brown.
Eyes, brown.

(Continued from Page 1)

of the industry and not by the flexibility of the sweater."
More than ordinary significance
was attached to Schaefer's statement in view of the fact that Joseph
I. Breen, former MPPDA Production Code Administrator, officially
assumed his new post as vice-president in charge of the RKO studios
yesterday. Breen, introduced to the
delegates by Schaefer, spoke briefIy.
Facts to Digest
Schaefer, who spoke at length,
told his audience that "from the
doubts and trials and labors . . . .
from which come finished entertainment, these facts emerge to digest":
"1. Every mood or problem that
the movies face at any time in any
crisis must give way, as it always
does, to the energies of an art that
sometimes is in the van, sometimes
in the rear, but is never for long
out of pace with the public demand
which it serves. We have no problem
which creative ability cannot solve.
"2. That whatever successes or
failures any season may score, we
know that pictures look forward, not
backward. The better pictures and
the better grosses are still to come.
"3. That no medium can and does
serve more greatly than the screen in
any period of emergency before our
country. The appeal of patriotism
has found the industry organized,
willing and able to meet every demand upon it.
"4. There never has been a time
when it was more important for the
nation and the industry that pictures
do not swerve from the path of
decency and wholesomeness."
Confident of New Season

•

WHO

"Buddy" Welker Stricken

Two Have Appendectomies
Indianapolis — Dorothy Robbins,
head accountant, Warner Bros., exchange here, and Marie Mclntire,
ledger clerk, Paramount exchange,
both are confined to St. Vincent's
hospital recuperating after an
appendectomy.

WB Borrows Henry Fonda
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners has closed a
deal with 20th-Fox to borrow Henry
Fonda for the lead in "The Male
Animal" and named Priscilla Lane
as feminine star for the picture.

To Make Barbary Coast Saga
West Coast Bureau' of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox will
make a Barbary Coast tale, "Hello,
Frisco, Hello" with Alice Faye, Bettv Grable, Carole Landis and Cobina
Wright, Jr.

Not to Make Cartoons in B.A.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walt Disney denies a
published report that he would make
some cartoon subjects in Buenos
Aires.
as picture attendance as we face
today. I believe that our answer
must be in pictures, not words. The
greatest mistake we could make is
to underestimate the new alertness,
the new interest, the new pre-occupation of our people. I think we can
meet this problem without turning
to propaganda. Our pictures must
and will reflect, I can promise you,
the interests of the day in which
we live, the thoughts that are in
our minds, and the needs of recreation which are increased, not decreased, by the national emergency.
"The mistake which RKO, and I
am sure the industry at large, will
not make in shaping its entertainment appeal for the new season is

RKO Trade Shows
Start on July 7
(Continued from Page 1)

gram will be given a classificati
Smith said.
Smith announced that Walt«
Branson, Midwestern district mail
ap-er. had closed an M of T denf
with B & K and that Leo Devane |
Canadian division manager, had sc
FPC.
Disney's
"Reluctant Dragon" wit
Phil
chief,
New
prove

Reisman, foreign distributio
told the convention that tr
York consent decree woui;
to be a great thing for th,

that
the British
selling
American
industry.
He system
pointed w^
01"
so effective that there film contrac
money.
could be exchanged at banks fc

Dramatic
Story for Neagle
Herbert Wilcox announced at tr
session yesterday that Anna Neag
would drop musicals and next appes :
in a dramatic vehicle. A story s<
lection
shortly. is expected to be disclose

San Antonio
— V.of D.
Welker,
43, manager
the "Buddy"
Empire
Theater of the Interstate Amuse- aterCharles
chief, Koerner.
spoke briefly,
payingth<'
new RKO
ment Corp. chain, dropped dead of a
heart attack while playing golf at tribute to studio executives.
Col. John Reed Kilpatrick, pres
the Breckenridge Park course here.
He is survived by his widow, Mrs. dent of the Madison Square Garde
Mary Houston Welker.
Corp.,
discussed
the The
public's
inte:
esi
in fight
pictures.
conventio
Olsen-Johnson Set Vehicle
delegates, 300 strong, were RKO
Olsen and Johnson, upon the com- suests at the Louis-Conn fight at tl
pletion of Mayfair's version of "Hell- Polo Grounds last night. RKO wi
zapoppin" will return East to start distribute the fight pictures
deemed of sufficient public interes
rehearsals in "Crazy House."
The last fight film handled by th
Pommer Stays With RKO
company
was the Louis-Baer batt
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Erich Pommer stays which Short Subject Sales Manage
on at RKO, with new producing as- Harry Michalson told the conventio
yesterday would play in aporox.
signments slated.
mately
4,500 theaters before it ra
its
course.
Reopen Waterloo Lyric
Waterloo,
Ind. — Mrs. Anabelle
Divisional Meets Today
Hotelry has reopened the Lyric The
After
a morning meeting in th
ater here six nights a week.
The
house has been shuttered during the Sert Room today, the big RKO Re
dio delegation will be broken in d:
past Winter.
visional blocks for separate meet
ings to be conducted by Eastern Sakj q
Cineftects Moves July 1
Cineffects moves to 729 Seventh Manager Robert Mochrie, Wester
Ave. on July 1.
Sales Manager Cresson E. Smit
Devaney.
and Canadian Sales Manager Le
the mistake of going backward not
forward in our policy of clean and
All tonight
the delegates
will be "ontomoi,
thei
wholesome entertainment. There has own"
and beginning
never been a time when the under- row they will check out for theif
taking we have made with the pub- respective home territories.
lic in this respect is more important
than it is today. From whatever Rep. Releasing British Pic
standpoint we may face the situation, the answer is the same. We
Republic
Pen,"
British is
pic, releasing
this month."Poiso
Flor
must make progress, not retrogres- Robson stars.
sion, with our entertainment and social implement, the screen that is
the screen. If we have any troubles
at the box-office, I do not believe that
an under-sized sweater on an oversized girl is the solution.
Memphis — Joe Young, Paramour
"Our troubles will be solved by salesman
for Mississippi and Ten
the flexibility of the industry and not nessee announces
the birth of a soi
by the flexibility of the sweater."
Wayne Nolan.
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40 GOLDWYN-DISNEY-WELLES IN "FIVES"
teport Warners Weigh Exhibition in Australia
rdney Also Hears Ameriin Company Considering
•oduction Possibilities

BARRY NAMED MINOCO PRESIDENT
Mills Subsidiary to Operate Outside the Coin
Machine Field Under New Setup

Sydney (By Air Mail) — Warners,
iose product
commitment
with
Chicago — John F. Barry, former
Paramount executive, has been elected president of Minoco Productions,
Inc., Mills
Novelty Co.
subsidiary, it
is revealed in
announcements from
Fred Mills,
president o f
the automatic
machine
•yts circuit terminates on Nov. 1, manufactory,
reported in trade circles here as and Denitemplating not only the acquisinis W. Don(Continued on Page 11)
ohue, Minoco
vice - presi dent. At the
JOHN F. BARRY
same time it
will
was learned that Minoco
restrict its activities to coin not
Robert
foreign Schless,
department Warner's
exec, leaves
New York next week for San
Francisco where he will take
the China Clipper on June 28
for Australia, it was learned last
night. Efforts to reach Schless,
who recently returned from a
South American trip, for comment on the Sydney dispatch were
unavailing.

U" $etTFir$Tl2

>r Coming Season

Villiam A. Scully, Universal gen1 sales manager, has returned to
w York from the studios where he
ked at forthcoming product for
, balance of the season and dis(Continued on Page 10)

United Artists' new season program, selling plans and policies will
be announced by Arthur W. Kelly,
vice-president, at the Waldorf-Astoria next week when the first of
five district meetings will be held.
^KO branch managers and sales- Sessions will be held Monday and
Lnvention
attending
company'swires
annualto Tuesday.
keptthetelephone
Sales personnel from exchanges
(Continued on Page 3)
in New York, Philadelphia, Boston,
Washington, New Haven and Buffalo

0 Rushes 500 Louis-Conn
ints to U. S. Exchanges

Rio de Janeiro (by Air Mail) — Deal
has been closed here between Companhia Brasileira de Cinema, operator of one of the largest groups of
*:inemas in Brazil, and 20th-century
Fox Film do Brasil whereby the former will take all 20th-Fox product
; -for the coming season. Luiz Severiano Ribeiro, president or Companhia
Brasileira, inked contracts for his
firm and J. Carlos Bavetta represented 20th -Fox.

Production from Samuel Goldwyn,
Walt Disney and Orson Welles will
not be included
in any
of RKO's
chine shorts but would be set up as a blocks-of-five,
it was
reported
yesproducer - distributor - exhibitor of
terday
at
the
close
of
the
company's
standard and sub-standard films.
annual convention at the WaldorfMinoco, in operation since early Astoria. It is understood that the
this year, during the past four pictures from those three producers
months has produced some 250 three- will be sold separately and probably
minute subjects for use in the Mills will constitute the higher bracketed
Panorams. These were produced at percentage groups. This means that
the Eastern Service Studio, New approximately one-fifth of the total
York, and at the Fine Arts studio group will be sold individually.
on the Coast, but with a quota of 500
While the exact number of perSoundies a year, the company is also
(Continued
on Page
centage
pictures in
RKO's3) 1941-42
negotiating for a Chicago studio.
Augmented Minoco plans contemplate other production and the probable use of Soundies on theater
screens. Company claims that two
majors have made offers to distribute the shorts to be made up of
three Soundies in a nine-minute reel,
in vaudeville unit style. Production
(Continued on Page 6)
RKO's new feature license agreement for consent decree selling was
explained to the sales staff during
the company's four-day convention
which closed yesterday at the Waldorf-Astoria.
The new contract is not radically
different from the form used for the
current season's product except
where provisions of the decree must
Monogram franchise holders, to- be adhered to.
the
(Continued These
on Page include
6)
gether with W. Ray Johnston, president, and Trem Carr, head of production, yesterday acquired 65,866
2-3 shares of Monogram stock held Para, to Consolidate Three
Metropolitan Exchanges
by Pathe Laboratories.
Acquisition of the stock gives the
Johnston franchise holders group apParamount's three metropolitan
proximately 50 per cent holding in exchanges servicing New York City,
the Monogram organization.
Brooklyn and New Jersey will be consolidated into a single exchange,
(Continued onthat
Page Monogram's
11)
It is understood
effective July
7, Charles
M. Reagan,
(Continued
on Page 11)

Revise RKO Contract
To Meet Suit Decree

UA 1941 -42 Programma- Monogram Acquires
To Be Bared Monday Own Slock From Pafhe

-

Ribeiro's Brazilian
Circuit In Fox Deal

Approximately Fifth of
RKO 1941-42 Program to
Be Sold Individually

(Continued on Page 7)

Four RKO

Fix for Music Hall

Will Play Successively, Starting July 10
NLRB Orders Bargaining
Election for Publicists

RKO Radio is set to virtually
monopolize the Radio City Music
Hall screen during the summer
months, it was learned yesterday.

nation's
The New York SPG yesterday re- aceBeginning
film houseJuly
will 10,
playthefour
RKO
ceived the NLRB's decision in the
pictures
in
succession,
with
all
exGuild's petition for certification as
pected to play extended runs.
the
proper
collective
bargaining
on Page
First to'Continued
go in will
be 12)
"Tom, Dick
(Continued on Page 10)

Browne, IATSE Prexy,
Pleads Here Today
George E. Browne, IATSE head,
will appear for pleading today before
Federal Judge Edward Conger in connection with the extortion indictment
against him and William Bioff. It is
understood that Browne will enter
a plea of not guilty. Trial of the
case has been set for Aug. 18.
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V^iny
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To Test Special Campaigns
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9V4
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Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 5
5
5
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con.
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Ind. pfd
East.
Kodak
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132% 1323/4 — U/4
do
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12 1/4 12V4
12 1/4
Loew's,
Inc
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107
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Paramount
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10%
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1st pfd
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Para.
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Film
.81/4
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RKO
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RKO
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50
20th Century-Fox . . . 5%
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20th Century-Fox pfd
.
Univ. Pict. pfd
H8T2 H8I/2 148Vi — 1J4
Warner
Bros
3%
3%
3%
do
pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.101'/8 101% 101% —1-16
Loew's
deb. 3V2S46
Para.
B'way
3s55. . . 53%
53%
53%
Para. Picts. cv. 3l/4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95
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Vi
NEW
YORK
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MARKET
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Radio-Keith
cvs
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Universal
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Picts
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Paramount yesterday withdrew
the Harry Sherman production "The
Parson of Panamint" from the scheduled June 27 release in order to give
the picture an intensified advertising
and exploitation campaign, Neil
Agnew said yesterday.
Special exploitation and ad campaigns will be box-office tested in a
few important key center pre-release engagements during the next
few weeks, Agnew added. Results
will determine the final campaigns
and the national release date.
Under consideration at this time is
a world premiere for "The Parson
of Panamint" in Salt Lake City on
July 4 with the probability that Producer Harry Sherman and Charlie
Ruggles, Ellen Drew and Phillip
Terry, the three featured players,
will journey from Hollywood to the
Utah capital for p.a.'s.

Chicago — Arthur Goldberg of Spitz
& Adcock, RKO attorneys, have
obtained depositions from Garson
Kanin, Robert Sisk, Paul Jarrico,
studio execs, concerned in the filming of the Ginger Rogers vehicle,
"Tom, Dick and Harry," to present
at
today's trial of the suit brought
Harry.
by the radio team of Tom, Dick and
The radio team is asking an injunction to prevent the use of the
film title and asks for damages. Case
is set to start today before Judge
John Barnes. Laird & Winton represent the plaintiffs.

"Great Dictator" Tops
Gross on "Gold Rush"

"The Great Dictator" already has
surpassed the top gross achieved by
previous Charles Chaplin picture,
Cuban Exhibs. Ordered to any
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president of
Artists, announced yesterday.
Employ Musicians, Artists United
Having completed its advance price
engagements, the picture is far ahead
Havana (By Air Mail) — All theof
"The Gold Rush," Chaplin's preaters in Cuba must employ Cuban
vious highest grosser,
musicians and artists at least twice
Kelly predicted that the domestic
a month, under a ruling by the Mov- gross on "The Great Dictator" would
ing Picture Industry Co-ordinating exceed "The Gold Rush" by more
Commission, created by Decree No. than a million dollars.
604. Violators will be subject to
penalties.
Louis Krouse to Address
Ruling was adopted at the Commission's organization meeting which New England IATSE Parley
was attended by Dr. Jose T. Ornate,
minister of commerce, who pledges
Springfield, Mass. — The New Enghis co-operation in carrying out the
land district convention of the
decree. Cuban exhibitors have been IATSE will be held Sunday at Hotel
notified by letter.
Highland. Memorial services for the
late John F. Gatelee, organizer of
the latter union, will be held at 11:30
Coast Funeral Services
a.m. at Hillcrest Park cemetery,
Lincoln Bailey deTomorrow for RCA's Burns with Rev.liveringHenry
the eulogy. Louis Krouse,
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
of the
Hollywood — Funeral services will general secretary-treasurer
address a luncheon meetbe held here tomorrow for M. Frank union,ing atwill
1 p.m.
Burns, assistant vice-president of
RCA Manufacturing Co., in charge
of the recording studios here at the Max Wilder Coming Over
time of his death. Burns died early For Warner Conferences
in the week at the Mayo Institute,
Rochester, Minn., where he had arMax Wilder, Warners' managing
rived only three days earlier for
medical treatment. Burns, in his director in England, is understood
to be in Lisbon, awaiting departure
late 40's, had been associated with
RCA for a period of years and was by Clipper for the U. S. Wilder, reported coming over for importance
widely known in both film and radio home office
conferences, is expected
circles.
to reach here during the forthcoming New York visit of Harry M.
The company prexy is
Conn. "Sneak" Gambling Warner.
slated to head East next week, it
Measure Killed by Veto
is said.

Hartford — Gov. Robert E. Hurley M-G-M
Confirms Report
has vetoed the "sneak" gambling
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 62%
65% bill, rushed through the State LegPaster
Has Been Signed
nak
Roxy Thea.
55 , 58
islature on closing day, which, it is
lb....
x54...Bldg. 4s 1st '57
believed would have permitted re- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
sumption of not only gambling
New Time in Indianapolis
Hollywood — M-G-M representawheels at popular beach resorts, but
tives have confirmed reports that
Indianapolis — Daylight saving time games of chance in theaters.
Joseph
Pasternak will join the comwill go into effect here at 1 a.m. Sunpany. He starts his long-term conday.
B & K Employe Drive for USO
tract Sept. 1 but M-G-M spokesman
Chicago— B & K is making a drive denied he would be assigned to handle all Kathryn Grayson pictures.
among its employes for the United
Oman's Sister Dies
It is understood Pasternak had
Chicago — Mrs. Rose Shier, sister Service Organization, getting contributions
for
recreation
clubs
for
also
had very attractive offers from
of Henri Elman, died here. Burial the Army.
20th Century-Fox and RKO.
was in Waldheim Cemetery.

COmiM and GOInG
WILL H. HAYS
Sullivan, Ind.
STEVE

is expected here Monday

BROIDY

ALEXANDER
yesterday

arrives in Memphis
KORDA

by

plane

arrived

from

New

in

fr

today.

Hollywc ||

York.

JESSICA
DRACONETTE
flies Sunday H
waukee via United Air Lines.
ROBERT SCHLESS, Warner foreign departrw
executive, leaves San Francisco on the Ch
C.ipper June 28 for Australia.
MAX WILDER, Warner head in England, is
Lisbon awaiting Clipper passage to New York
ALICE FRANCES of UA's New Haven exchai >
and MARGUERITE
WALLINCER,
20th Centu
Fox, will vacation next week at the Hollywc
Beach
Hotel, Hollywood,
Pa.
BUSTER KEATON
stock commitments.

is en route East for Sumr

LOUISE CAMPBELL
early next week.

arrives from

JACK GOETZ
is expected
Coast
next week.

to return

the Co
from

FRANK FARRELL of the N. Y. World-Te
gram is in Hollywood.
LOUIS KROUSE, IATSE executive, goes

Springfield, Mass., tomorrow.
PENNY
SINGLETON
and
ROBERT
SPAF
arrive
in Kansas
City
today
by plane
fi. \
the Coast.
for

JACK
Ann

COHN
Arbor,

and MRS. COHN
Mich.

leave toni

JOHN F. BARRY, new president of Min
Productions,
left for the Coast
last night.
COL. H. A.
meeting.
to New
York
JACK
W.

COLE, Allied president, retur
yesterday
from the Indiana

LILLY,

Texas

A. SCULLY

exhibitor,

is back

from

is in town.
Hollywood.

JACK SHAINDLIN, musical director for I
versal, and his wife plane to Washington toe
W. RAY
yesterday.

JOHNSTON

?

returned to the Cc

BARNEY
BALABAN,
STANTON
GRIFFIS
PAUL
RAIBOURN
will arrive in Hollywood
plane today for conferences.
WILL YOLEN has arrived from the Coast
resume

at

Warners'

home

office.

CHARLES COHEN. Metro publicist, and IV
COHEN leave tomorrow for a vacation at Wo
bourne.
S. CHARLES
EINFELD,
chief,
is expected
from
week-end.
JESSE LASKY arrives
Coast on Monday.
He

Warners
ad-publi
the Coast
over
in New York from
plans to remain
in

city for at the
premiere July
of 2.
"SERGE/
YORK"
the world
Astor Theater,

~
Short's Division Cops Prizes
Paul Short's division made qu
a record in the National Screen S
vice $18,000 "Beat Par" campai.
Three of Short's offices were in
money, and seven of the 10 top N,
men were in Short's territory.

Colli

ABBYE

CI5314
AIRCLE-6

PROMPT
ACCURA1
SPEEDY
BOY
SERVICE
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No Goldwyn, Disney,

DATE

Welles Pix in "Fives"

Today:

Cleveland Variety Club golf tournament, Aurora Country Club, Aurora, O.
June 23: Boston Variety Club golf and lawn
party,
Pinebrook Valley Country Club, Weston.

(Continued from Page 1)

program cannot be determined because of the new selling method as
r"j>cribed by the consent decree, it
Ks learned that at least one percentage feature will be included in
each block. Terms will be determined
by the product, itself.
The conventioneers today start
their homeward treks after an eventful week in New York. Regional
meetings, scheduled for yesterday,
were cut short to permit salesmen
to call their accounts in the field on
the Louis-Conn fight picture which
RKO is distributing. The entire
delegation saw the fight Wednesday
night as the guests of the company.
Despite the fact that no foreign
contingents were present, the convention was considered the largest
. in point of attendance in the company's history.

RKO Rushes 500 Louis-Conn
Prints to U. S. Exchanges
(Continued from Page 1)

i all parts of the country busy yesterday when deals for the Louis-Conn
r fight picture were made from convention headquarters.
A print of the picture was available at 4 o'clock yesterday morning,
five hours after the fight ended, and
RKO executives decided to turn their
^salesmen loose. Morning convention
session was cut short so exhibitors
could be contacted in the field.
"With the Waldorf-Astoria switchboard, all but swamped, scores of
salesmen dashed to the home office
and commandeered offices and telephones. It was probably the greatest phone selling job in film annals.
m
■<]
(A review of the official LouisConn fight distributed by RKO
appears on Page 11.)
Harry
Michalson,
short subjects
sales manager, said the demand for
I prints was much larger than it was
^■for the Louis-Baer bout which already has played in more than 4,000
theaters.
Five hundred
prints of
Wednesday's fight were shipped to
exchanges by air express yesterday.
-..Posters and photos accompanied the
: prints.
^ Fight film opened at the Rialto
'ion Broadway
1 p.m.
^and
played to at
heavy
biz. yesterday,

'Superman' Cashes In
The

U. S. Army

on Tuesday

will

honor "Superman," new Fleischer
cartoon star, at special ceremonies
at the Ordnance Training Center at
the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen, Md. Company D, known as
the Superman company, will receive
a Superman parade banner at the
graduation exercises.
Paramount is releasing 12 Superman one-reelers in Technicolor.

June 24:
Motion
Picture
Relief
Fund
annual
June Astoria.
23-24: UA regional sales meeting Waldorf-

RKO Radio — SOCKO!!!
•

office

•

•

"SOCKO"

is the word

for RKO

Radio's swell fight films

of the thrilling Wednesday night ring classic
'twixt Challenger Bill Conn and Defending Champ Joe Louis
It is powerful boxstuff
because of the character of the fray
which had

54.487

fans

ga-ga

at

the

Polo

Grounds

- — and

will

do

the

same

for the customers
of showmen
at "screenside"
seats throughout
the land
"Socko" is the word, too, for RKO Radio's enterprise in
getting the footage rapidly to market
Yesterday morn the company's convention delegates were formally dismissed
and hopped
to phones at the Waldorf-Astoria, the home office, and mid-town telephone booths
to see to it that RKO Radio client-exhibs
didn't
miss-up on the attraction
But noontime, org.'s director of publicityadvertising.
Barret
McCormick,
had
a potent
one-sheet
ready
and at 1 p.m. the picture was
on the
bound for thousands of other stands!

T

T

local

Rialto's

screen

and

• •
•
sales meet

"SOCKO" and more of it! —
this week
another
company

— havin'

four pix

roadshowing

During the org.'s national
record
was
established

or first-running

in the

Broadway

sector all at once:
"Citizen Kane" and "Fantasia" baing the roadshows, and "Sunny" and "Saint's Vacation" at the Music Hall and Rialto
respectively
More "SOCKO":
RKO Radio is the first company
to
announce a block of five
and the first to set trade showings under
the consent
decree
The pix:
"Devil
and
Daniel
Webster,"
"Father Takes a Wife," "Before the Fact," "Parachute Battalion" and
"Lady Scarface"!

Y

V

June Lake,
26: Northwest
ClubWash.
outing, Gaffney's
Wilderness Film
Crove,
June 26: Philadelphia industry clambake,
Schwenksville.
June 26-27: UA
velt Hotel,
June 29-30: UA
land-Plaza,
June Blackstone,
30-July 2:

Y

• • • "SOCKO" (continued) :
RKO Radio is pioneering
for the industry
in consent-decree-dictated
selling
—
sort of Beneficient Guinea Pig which is testing the new life-blood
of the entire trade
Yes, "SOCKO"!
for additionally RKO
Radio's executive strategists had the vision to retain the Gallup
organization to make a sweeping survey of trade conditions
Fundamentally it was to help RKO Radio
but in the broad
aspect the survey is of incalculable help to filmland generally
Research, has ever been an industry stepchild
but RKO Radio
took the proverbial bull by the horns!
Y
Y
Y

regional sales meeting, RooseNew Orleans
regional sales meeting, NetherCincinnati.
UA regional sales meeting,
Chicago.

July 7-8: UA regional sales meeting, St. Francis,
San Francisco.
July 8: CFI special stockholders' meeting, Wilmington.
July 12:
Boston Cinema Club clam bake, Green
Acres Country Club, Saxonville.
meeting,
Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
July 13-14: MPTO of Virginia mid-summer convention, Hotel Chamberlin. Old Point Comfort.
July 16-18: 20th-Fox sales convention, Los
July Angeles.
18: Baltimore Variety Club golf tournament, Woodholme Country Club.
July wood.
21:

T

• •
• "SOCKO" is the word, too, for the tremendous action
which is about to take place
namely that four RKO Radio pix
are goin' into the world's standout film theater
— The Radio
City Music Hall —
in succession commencing July 10
Attractions are: "Tom, Dick and Harry," the Ginger Rogers wow;
"My Life With Caroline," starring Ronald Colman; "Before the
Fact," with Cary Grant and Joan Fontaine; and "Little Foxes,"
Samuel Goldwyn's first RKO Radio-release powerhouse!
T
T
T

Pittsburgh Variety Club golf tournament, South Hills Country Club, Brent-

Aug. 9:
Baltimore
Showmen's
Club
Aug. 18: George E. Browne-Willie
starts, New
York.

dance.
Bioff trial

Jack Cohn Leaves Tonight
To Attend Son's Graduation
Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-prexy,
leaves New York with Mrs. Cohn tonight to attend the graduation exercises at the University of Michigan
in Ann Arbor, where their son, Robert, will receive his Bachelor of Arts
degree.
In Ann Arbor, Mr. and Mrs. Cohn
will meet Anita Louise, Columbia
contract leading lady, who will attend the Senior Ball as guest of Tom
Harmon, U of M halfback. Miss
Louise will be Harmon's leading
lady when he makes his screen debut in Columbia's "Harmon of
Michigan," scheduled to go before
the cameras the first week in July.

Cold
June Hits Drive-ins
Boston — Coldest June thus far on
record has given hard blow to the
drive-in and open air theaters in
this vicinity. Tourist influx in July
and August is expected to overcome
this, however.

• •
•
"SOCKO" — and climactic:
Credit for having fashioned
the policy of consent decree selling on a jump-the-gun basis
goes
to George J. Schaefer, Ned Depinet and Andy Smith
And further
proof of sagacity on the part of the company's
leaders
installation, of Joseph I. Breen in the top production spot

is their
For eight

long years, he has read every script the Coast has made
Obviously, as a result, he has the broadest possible knowledge of the job
at hand
Radio sales

Finally, to guild the "SOCKO" lily
presentation book compiled by Barret

sales staff

•

•

there is the RKO
McCormick
for the

It is a powerful, well-conceived and convincing manual

of the company's

•

^

BOOK

forthcoming product

"SOCKO!"

▼

T

T
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We7/ be seeing you about
WALT DISNEY'S

THE RELUCTANT DRAGON"

FRANK BUCKS JUNGLE CAVALCADE"
GINGER ROGERS n TOM, DICK and HARRY"
RONALD COLMAN m"MY LIFE WITH CAROLINE
All-Star PARACHUTE BATTALION
i//

CARY GRANT and JOAN FONTAINE m"BEFORE THE FACT"
All-Star Cast «, "THE DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER' mm!
adolphe MENJOU a„d gloria SWANSON i„ FATHER TAKES A WIFE"
THAT NEW STREAMLINED PATHE

NEWS
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John F. Barry Named
President of Minoco
(Continued from Page 1)

CUT/IDE

LCCIXINC

Editor's Note: The opinions expressed
in this resume of critical and columnar
comment on industry matters are essentially those of the writers quoted;
they do not necessarily reflect those of
THE FILM DAILY.
FRANK P. GILL (Detroit Free
Press) : "The motion picture industry likes to regard itself with lofty
concept as a medium of art; and it
is, but it is art built on two simple
fundamentals, slapstick and melodrama. Those two words are, in a
manner of speaking, a concise history of motion pictures, for from
these two ingredients are contrived
99.9 per cent of the film fare of the
30 years or so. . .

of features is also included among
the plans being finalized, but financing reported already set.
Barry, who has been in New York,
left last night for the Coast where he
will finalize organization and production plans and will issue an announcement early next month. Minoco Eastern offices will be established at 444 Madison Ave., where
the entire 38th floor has been leased.
With Paramount for 16 years,
Barry resigned recently as head of
the company's non-theatrical department. Prior to that position he
headed the Publix theater managers
training school which turned out
many top flight managers now with
"Today, with a long and colorful
Paramount and other theater opera- history of trial and error, success
tors.
and failure behind it, the motion
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY picture business is returning to fundamentals, stripped of that veneer
Hollywood — Sam Coslow, local executive producer of Minoco, sub- of artiness, acquired in the process
sidiary of Mills Novelty Co., stated of expansion from a small novelty
the company is considering making to a mammoth industry, and the
a musical feature and 12 two-reel reason for the regression is simplicity itself. Slapstick and meloshort musicals. He leaves today for
drama are what the public wants
Chicago for conferences with Mills
officials.
and insists upon for entertainment.
They are the simple and direct
Warners Add Five Contract forms of amusement comprehensible
to everyone, and appreciated by the
Players and Two Directors majority.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
"The present crisis in world order has sent the moviegoing public
Hollywood
—
Warners'
new
personsonel list reveals the addition of five of this country in search of entertainment. Laughter and thrills are
contract players and two directors.
Added contract players, boosting the bread and games for which the
total, exclusive of stars, to 65, are public today clamors, and moviedom
Herbert Bosworth, Nancy Coleman, is constrained to offer just such
in order to survive in a chaotic
Diana Dill, Mary Jo James and Har- fare
world.
ry Lewis.
New directors are John Huston,
"In short the school of comedy
elevated from the writing ranks, and which
believes that all hilarity and
A. Edward Sutherland. Huston's in- laughter-creation stems from the
itial directorial effort is "The Mal- original slip and fall on a banana
tese Falcon," co-starring Humphrey peel is having a new day in movies.
Bogart and Mary Astor. Sutherland
effect, this all adds up to just
is directing "Nine Lives Are Not one"Inconclusion;
viz., that no matter
Enough," with Ronald Reagan and how far movies have progressed
Joan Perry. Added directors brings
total to 16.
technically and artistically, they
have never really changed fundamentally. Which is probably why
motion pictures continue to be an
unfailing source
*
*of entertainment."
*

WEDDING

BELLS

AMY H. CROUGHTON (RochesBeaver Falls, Pa. — Mr. and Mrs.
H. Goldberg, who have operated the
ter, N. Y., Times Union) : "Decency
Regent Theater here for more than in motion pictures is just as important as the artistic, the beauti25 years, have announced the enful and the cultural, William G. Van
gagement of their daughter, Lilian,
to Frederick B. Oliker, of Aliquippa. Schmus, managing director of the
The marriage will take place at the Music Hall Theater of Rockefeller
Hotel Schenley in Pittsburgh on Center recently told the Motion PicJuly 6.
ture Department of the International Federation of Catholic AlumRita Connell, radio and screen acnae. Those are brave words. The
tress, will wed Jean Herbert in New catch lies in the fact that the type
York June 23 at the Blessed Sacra- of producers responsible for the
ment Church, the bride is a member
recent letdown in decency in films
of the Mercury Theater Players; the reckons
the importance of all four
groom a popular songwriter and factors at
a very low point.
music publisher.
"The motion picture industry's
Harry Kaplowitz, assistant to Sam Production Code . . . has operated
E. Morris in the Warner Bros, home with varying success, but has, on the
office, will be married to Rose Just whole, given the public a more wholesome type of entertainment.
Just
on Sunday at Mineola, L. I.

IN

who is to blame for the change that
came about nearly a year ago it is
hard to say, but anyone who goes
frequently to the motion picture
theaters knows that there has been
a decline in standards of decency
both in what reached the screen and
in the advertising and exploitation
which frequently endeavors to conis. vey the idea that a picture is much
more dirty and vulgar than it really
"It may have been that with the
sudden shrinking of foreign markets for Hollywood films the producers became panic-stricken and
listened to the advice of the few
to whom indecency, suggestiveness
and plain dirt has always seemed
synonymous with box-office profits.
But it seems strange that the industry, as a whole, should have forgotten what happened when the
screen ran wild with indecency in
the 1930's and drove hundreds of
thousands of former film fans out
of the theater. Some of these were
won back and some of them are
again being driven away. It is imperative that someone be appointed
to succeed Mr. Breen who will have
his courage and determination. . ."
SIDNEY SKOLSKY (New York
Post) : "The producers are greatly
concerned over the drop in picture
business throughout the country, but
they have yet to take one step to try
to better it. (I'm still battling for
the elimination of double features.)
"However, the candy business continues to be good. You may wonder
what candy has to do with pictures.
In the leading theaters of Greater
Los Angeles there are giant candy
stands in the lobbies. A special intermission of three minutes is declared and audiences are instructed
from a slide flashed on the screen,
to stroll into the lobby and buy candy.
Producers may have flop pictures, but
the theater operators don't have flop
candy stands. Theater managers
must sell a specified amount of candy
every week. One theater returns a
dime of your change, when you purchase a ticket of admission, in an
envelope, on the envelope is stamped,
'buy a bar of candy with this change.'
"One of the things to help the picture business is to exhibit the pictures with some taste and dignity.
The picture business, despite a few
box office hits, must suffer if pictures,
an art, are going to play on a mixed
program with candy bars, hardware,
Bank Nite, Bingo and dishes. If the
men making motion pictures and the
people exhibiting motion pictures
have no respect for them, what can
you expect of the customer . . .?"

New Canadian Exhib. Unit

it

Revise RKO Contract
To Meet Suit Decree
(Continued from Page 1)

definition of the releasing season, a
new optional arbitration clause, listing of only five pictures on a single
contract and the elimination of all
references to short subjects. W/^V
ing in some of the sections has rJ^n
changed or sentences omitted to conform with the decree.
The optional arbitration clause
reads :
"The distributor and exhibitor
agree that all claims and controversies arising out of a breach of this
agreement shall be submitted to arbitration inaccordance with the provisions of Section XXII of the consent decree entered in the action entitled United States of America vs.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., et al and
the Rules of Ai'bitration and Appeals
adopted pursuant to said Section
XXII. The power of the arbitrator
shall be limited to findings of fact
that this agreement has been
breached in whole or in part and
to directing specific performance of
this agreement and/or the payment
of damages. The arbitration shall
take place before the Motion Picture
Arbitration Tribunal of the exchange
district wherein the exchange of the
distributor, from which the exhibitor
is served, is located. The distributor and the exhibitor both agree to
abide by and forthwith comply with
the award of the arbitrator and consent that such award shall be enforceable in any court of competent
jurisdiction pursuant to the laws of
such jurisdiction now or hereafter in
force. This article providing for
voluntary arbitration of disputes
shall be deemed excluded from this
agreement unless the exhibitor shall
sign at the place indicated immedi-

Two Small
ately below." Re-issues Aug. 1

"Her Enlisted Man" (formerly
"Red Salute"), featuring Barbara
Stanwyck and Robert Young, and
"Palooka," with Lupe Velez, Stuart
Erwin and Jimmie Durante, two of
the group of Edward Small pictures
recently acquired by R. M. Savini of
Astor Pictures for nation-wide distribution, are scheduled for Aug. 1
release.

Warner Hits High in Cuba
Warner Bros, office in Havana reports that billings in Cuba for the
week of May 24 hit an all-time
high for the company in that island.
Steiner in Clinton St.
Steiner Enterprises, Inc., headed
by Charles Steiner, has opened
offices at 11 Clinton St. Firm will
operate the Palestine Theater.

STORKS!

Regina, Sask.— The North Eastern
Saskatchewan Independent Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association has
Moe Leftoff of Metropolitan Photo
been formed with Fred Falkner as Service
became a daddy yesterday
president and B. R. Johnson of the when Mrs. Leftoff presented him with
Orpheum, Nipawin, as secretary.
a seven-pound baby boy.

:
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& 1941-42 Program
i Be Bared Monday
1

UA Execs, at New York Sales Meeting Monday

{Continued f,orr. Page 1)

attend, in addition to home office
outives and producer representa-

! Jed by Kelly, who will pre(Pke home office executives who
I attend this first meeting will
ude Harry L. Gold, vice-president
Eastern general sales manager;
ssel] M. Masters, Western gen1 sales manager; Harry D. Buckvice-president in charge of corate affairs;
Paul N. Lazarus,
tract manager;
Walter
Gould,
_ngn
sales
chief;
Monroe
W.
enthal, director of advertising
publicity; David E. Weshner, di:or of exploitation; Albert Marlies, publicity director; Phil Dow,
istant to Gold; Seymour Poe, aslant to Masters; Samuel
Cohen,
!;ign publicity director; Len Daly,
u-les Steele and N. A. Thompson,
elling staff at the meeting will
leaded by Arthur Silverstone and
pi J. Dervin, district managers;
Moe
Streimer,
special
home
fee representative,
.'he following will attend from
ir respective exchange cities.
JEW YORK— Clarence Eiseman,
nch manager;
Edward
Mullen,
dd Burkan,
Samuel
Rifkin, Sol
vards, Lawrence Brown, Richard
■rity and Herbert Richek.
HILADELPHIA— Harry G. Bodbranch manager; Morton Magill,
1 Krugman, Horace Wright and
:abeth McCaffrey.
OSTON— A. I. Weiner, branch
nager;
George
Hager, /Joseph
nan, Herbert
Schaefer, Nathan
and Joseph Carroll.
WASHINGTON— Fred A. Rohrs,
nch manager;
Mark
N. Silver,
d M. Sandy, George Jeffrey and
ler McKinley.
EW HAVEN— Lou C. Wechsler,
nch manager;
Lewis
Ginsburg
Mary O'Brien.
UFFALO— Syd Lehman, branch
lager; Joseph Hartman, Harold
■arman, M. V. Sullivan, Jr. and
A Bykowski.
he producers representatives who
attend include Steven Pallos,
ris Helprin and Emanuel Silverle of the Alexander
Korda orization; Lowell V. Calvert repreting David 0. Selznick; Harry
iner representing Walter WangJ. J. Milstein representing Edd Small, Richard Rowland
and
Loew-Lewin organization; Louis
(nan and Fred McConnell repre:ing Sol Lesser; Edward Peskay
Hal Roach, and David Griesdorf
James Roosevelt.

C Asks New Tele
.sadcast Station in N. Y.
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FWC to Institute Special
Prices for Service Men

Robert Ross Refuses
Equity Council Post

I! est

Robert Ross, one of the eight members elected by the Council of Actors
Equity to take the place of the eight
who with two vice-presidents, resigned from the governing board on
the ground that the board was controlled by Communists, has refused
a post on the Council.
Ross stated that he could not take
the post because he approved of the
action of the 10 who resigned, charging Communist control of the actor
organization.
A letter has been sent to Raymond
Massey, now acting in a picture at
the Coast, who was ninth on the list
voted on, offering him the Council
post declined by Ross.
Equity reports acceptances have
been received from Donald Randolph,
Alexander Clark, Jose Ferrer, Ben
Smith, Evelyn Varden and Roy Roberts. Reply has not yet been received
from Walter Gilbert who is now appearing in Indianapolis.
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Hollywood— Effective June 22, Fox
West Coast Theaters will institute
special admission prices for uniformed service men and will effect
savings up to 50 per cent for them
on general admissions to some 200
theaters in California. Price ranges
will be proportionate at all FWC
houses and will vary in accordance
with established admissions of different theaters.
Appreciation of FWC's act was
expressed by Dr. A. H. Giannini,
general chairman of United Service
Organization for Southern California." FWC theaters and its employes," Giannini said, "have already
subscribed $5,000 to the USO fund.
This additional gesture by Charles
P. Skouras, vice-president of USO
here, is giving of his time and money
in aid of the movement, shows his
wholehearted concern for our boys
with the colors. His example is deserving of emulation by all our
citizens."

IA Studio Unions Reject
8-Hour Day Request

Midwest vs. Mich. Co-op.
Decision Believed Near

Detroit — Long-awaited decision in
the
anti-trust suit brought by MidWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY
west Theaters against Co-operative
Hollywood — Representtives of Theaters of Michigan in Federal
Court is expected within a few
IATSE
studio locals
and producers'
labor contact,
Pat Casey
and Fred weeks. Decision is likely to have a
Pelton, will hold another meeting far-reaching effect on the status of
Monday. Yesterday the unionists in- co - operative exhibitor booking
formed Casey and Pelton of their re- groups.
jection of the producers' request for
an eight-hour day with time and a Clarion Pictures Chartered
half for overtime despite the proAlbany — Charter papers were isducers' contentions that due to cursued to Clarion Pictures, Inc., Manrent labor shortage the union should
hattan, to operate a motion picture
agree to this.
business with 100 shares of stock,
However, labor leaders are insist- no stated par value. Subscribers of
ing on continuance of the present
appear as Dorothy Fredman,
six-hour day and also demanding a record
minimum six-hour call instead of 141 W. 73rd St.; Ruth Aronson, 580
Empire Blvd., Brooklyn; and Jeanne
the present three-hour minimum call. Friedberg, 1964 Davidson Ave., The
Bronx.

Sets "Bride" and "Husbands"

Chicago — Albert Dezel of Albert
Dezel Roadshows has closed a deal
with Publix Great States, WarnerStandard, and Alliance Theaters for
hington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY "The Virgin Bride" and "School for
Washington — NBC filed an appli- Husbands," as a combination show.
.ion with the FCC yesterday for Benny in 20th-Fox Remake
.ew television broadcast station
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Tew York to be operated on chanHollywood
— Jack Benny
will
No. 1, 50,000-56,000 kilocycles
remake
of
ssion A5 and special for fre- star in the 20th-Fox
ncy modulation unlimited time.
"Whispering
Wires."

Philly V. C. In New Pledge

GREENTHAL
DAVID

WESHNER

Warners Using 28
Borrowed Players
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Because of Warners
extended production boom, and system of exchanging stars and featured
players with other lots, studio is
using more off-the-lot names than at
any other time in its history.
Twenty-eight outside names now
are or were in prominent roles at
the Burbank studio or are soon to go
before the cameras. Last deal closed
was with 20th-Fox for Henry Fonda's
services for "The Male Animal."
For "Dive Bomber," the studio
secured the services of Fred MacMurray, Ralph Bellamy and Allen
Jenkins. "The Bride Came C. O. D."
brought Stuart Erwin to the lot.
"Sergeant York" accounted for the
presence of Gary Cooper and Walter Brennan,
while Bros,
"Out of
the Fog,"
a current
Warner
release,
saw
Thomas Mitchell and John Qualen
added to the studio roster. Philip
Dorn and Kaaren Verne recently
completed
roles in "Underground."
Barbara O'Neil reported for "Shining Victory," May Robson for "Million Dollar Baby," Marlene Dietrich
and Frank McHugh checked in for
"Manpower" and Constance Bennett
for "Law of the Tropics."
busy Martha
in "NavyRaye
Blues"
areOutsiders
Jack Oakie,
nd
Jack Haley, while Mary Astor,
Gladys George and Peter Lorre have
already reported for their roles in
"The Maltese Falcon." Off-the-lot
players due for films soon to go into
production include Robert Cummings
and Maria Ouspenskaya for "Kings
Row," Fredric March and Martha
Scott for "One Foot In Heaven" and
Betty Field and Lloyd Nolan for
"New Orleans Blues."

Jane
Withers' Next
Pic
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Small Town Deb"
has been set by 20th-Fox as the next
picture for Jane Withers. Director
Harold7. Schuster starts shooting on
July

Philadelphia — In addition to continuing the tent's sponsorship of
the annual President's Birthday Ball,
the Variety Club has pledged $4,000
for treatment of spastic paralysis Wheeler Heads Prudential
victims at the Martin School. A
Hartford — Irwin Wheelev, operastation wagon has also been pledged
tor of the Playhouses, New Canaan
the Board of Education by the Ladies and Ridgefield, is president of the
Auxiliary for transportation of para- new Prudential Connecticut Thealysis cases to the school.
ters, Inc.

THE MOST SENSATIONAL BLOW-i
13 rounds of the fastest fistic
terrific twelfth when the Heavy
balance . . . and the knockout tha
PHONE,

WIRE

OR WRITE

YO

CO]

BILLY

vs.
JOE

■BLOW
THRILLS OF THE YEAR!
ition ever filmed, including the
ight Championship hung in the
aved the Brown Bomber's crown!
I NEAREST RKO EXCHANGE!
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U" Sets First 12
For Coming Season

See Little Worry in B. O. Dip

HCLLyWCCD

Fall and Winter Held Real Trade Problem

Regardless of the present slump have been viewed
as surprisingly
in film grosses in the U. S., the Wall
"The foreign market is chaotic,
cussed the program for the first two St. Journal is of the opinion that
months of the new season.
"there appears to be little worry on good.
but present low selling levels of movie securities undoubtedly have disAmong the top pictures to be re- that
The account."
Journal, via a Robert Laffan
counted all or substantially all of
leased shortly are "That Woman Is
by-liner, "Abreast of the Market," the developments that have mateMine" in July and "Hold That discusses
rialized thus far. Efforts have been
both the domestic and forGhost," an Abbott and Costello comeeign situation confronting the in- concentrated for the past year or
dy, in August. Another is "San Andustry. Article, in part, follows:
more on building a bigger market
tonio Rose" whose national release
date is tomorrow.
"Speculative comment about the in Latin America and much more
movie industry is not so much tied work remains to be done. Steps are
Universal's program for the first
two months of the 1941-42 season, up with current affairs for the Sum- being taken to study the life, habits
mer is traditionally a slack period. and traditions of Latin American
September and October, has been set.
Lineup is as follows:
The real problem is what sort of countries to avoid unfortunate
in depicting conditions
"Bad Lands of Dakota" and an conditions are going to face produc- blunders
ers and distributors this Fall and there.
untitled Johnny Mack Brown feature,
Winter. If Great Britain holds out
Sept. 5; "Unfinished Business," Sept.
Taxation a Powerful Force
12; "Sing Another Chorus," Sept. throughout the Summer there will
be
a
sigh
of
relief
over
what
re19; "Almost An Angel," Sept. 26;
"It is doubtful, however, if Latin
mains of the foreign market for America even under the most suc"Appointment for Love" and "Half
American
films
and
a
revival
of
Way to Shanghai," Oct. 3; "Ride 'Em
cessful kind of exploitation can comCowboy," Oct. 10; "Wild Woman,"
the future. Foreign busipensate for all or a substantial part
Oct. 17; the second Johnny Mack hopes nessforhas been
hurt, of course, but of the losses in Europe. The United
Brown picture and "Juke Box Jen- the industry still has a substantial States market, therefore, is being
given more intensive attention. Even
Oct. 31.nie," Oct. 24 and "Hellzapoppin," equity to look after.
Canadian Experience Cited
though gross revenues here are currently rising, those revenues are no
"Domestically, while there have safe index to the trend of net
NLRB Orders Bargaining
been some expressions that recent
box-office attendance has not been
Election for Publicists
all it should be, there appears tc profits.
Taxation here has exerted a powerful force in the direction of better
be little worry on that account. The
(Continued from Page 1)
defense program is not expected to or worse net income. Thus Paraagent for home office publicists in hurt box-office receipts. In Canada
mount, whose big chain of theaters
the eight majors.
where civilian life has been more only a few years ago was a big headThe Guild won the right to include upset than in the United States
ache to the management, now finds
itself with a comparative advantage
the following categories of publicists
one of the leading theater distribu- through tax exemption. Many of
in the proposed bargaining unit: adtors experienced in the first quarter
vertising copywriters, press book ed- a gain of 18 per cent in its chain of these theaters were built in the late
itors and writers, publicity and fea- theaters over the like period a year '20s at high prices but those prices
ture writers, planters and contact
are now recognized by Government
men, production men, salaried artists ago.
"Even bomb-battered Great Brit- tax authorities as part of invested
and exploitation men. A dissenting
ain has maintained its movie-going capital. Loew's, formerly pre-eminopinion of a board member asked for
ent among the movie issues, has not
the inclusion of foreign publicists habit surprisingly well. While attendance
has
declined
such
figures
been
doing as well earningswise reand piece-work artists.
The board directed that elections as have been sent to executives here
cently as Paramount."
be held within 30 days, the date to be
Lawn
Theater, Chicago
set by the regional director of the Name Com'tee to Ask
Files
on
Clearance
NLRB, second region.
The executive council of the SPG Los Angeles V. C. Charter
yesterday issued the following state- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Chicago — James Steinmeyer, ownment:
er of the Lawn Theater, filed an arbiHollywood
—
Duke
Clark,
Paratration case against Paramount,
"While the NLRB did not sustain
mount branch manager who was rethe Guild's contention that foreign
cently
named
temporary
chairman
to
20th
Century-Fox,
RKO,companies
Loew's
Warners. He alleges those
publicists and piece-work artists are
appropriately within the unit, the appoint a committee of Los An- give Joe Stern's Colony, Highway
geles film and theater men to request and Marquette Theaters second week,
Guild is taking the necessary steps a charter
the Variety Clubs,
to insure the participation of these has namedfrom
John Leroy Johnston, city release, while the best he can
groups in contract negotiations."
Charles Buckley, Robert H. Poole get is from fourth to seventh week.
There will be a special member- and
Earl Collins to the committee
ship meeting of the Guild next Wed- and they in turn will appoint 10 Fred Windemere Joins
nesday to discuss final details for the more committeemen.
approaching negotiations, it was
Liberty National Staff
added.

HOLI^O

RALPH ngWUK -=3
SpeBy aki

(Continued from Page 1)

Fight Ban on Picketing
Memphis — The Trades and Labor
Boston — James Cagney has gone Council will support the fight of the
in for gentlemen racing in a big operators union here to upset the
way. Cagney is driving his own har- anti-picketing injuncton obtained in
ness horses in amateur meets at Chancery Court by the Royal Theboth the Metropolitan Driving Club ater.
locally and at the Brockton Fair
Grounds and is taking an active part Flora Cohn with RKO
in training the horses. Cagney, sumNew Haven — Flora Cohn, former
mering at Martha's Vineyard, will
participate in the big meets held at buyer and booker for Casey & WheeOld Orchard, Boston and elsewhere
ler, has joined the RKO exchange
staff.
in this territory.

Cagney, Gentleman Driver

Fred Windemere has been named
to the executive staff of Liberty
National Pictures Corp., recently
formed by M. H. Hoffman. He will
be in charge of the company's temporary office in Hollywood. Hoffman
is in New York setting national distribution.

Looks As Tho Biz Is Better
Lima, O.— F. C. Focht's Rialto theater, which has been operating on a
week-end policy, is now open full
time.

IRENE

BORDONI

will return to HoTlywc

' after a 10-year absence to star in Pan
mount's
"Louisiana
Purchase"
in the r
she created in the Broadway version of \>
musical.
She will play Madame Bordelai
politically-minded
New
Orleans
restau
teuse.
With the signing of Miss Bordc
Buddy De Sylva, Paramount production chi
got for the screen
version of "Louisi,
Purchase"
the lion's share of the cast
the show he produced on Broadway.
2T
rina,
Victor
Moore
and
Charles
Las
Zorina's dancing
partner, are others v
will repeat their Broadway
roles in
Technicolor screen edition.

•

•

•*JOHN
Geese BRAHM,
Calling" currently
at Twentieth
Centu
directing
"V M .
Fox, has been signed to a one-year contr
by

the

studio.

•

•

DARTON
MacLANE
has been forced J
'■' cancel plans to go to Maine for Sumi
stock.
Press of current and forthcom roles make
it imperative
in Hollywood all Summer.

that he renHe is currei.r

working in "Wild Geese
Century-Fox,
at
Warner Bros.and "The

Calling,"
Maltese

•

at 2 ;
Falcc

•

HOR
what is probably the first time '■■
' history the Army has applauded a sai,
Jack Oakie, on location at Coronado J(
Warner Bros.' "Navy Blues," visited an a.
camp and put on an impromptu song
dance
act for the entertainment
of
draftees.
Although
dressed as a gob
his role in the picture, he was greeted
cheers.

'"'
in rehearsing
-,
kyjARK
SANDRICH the
did Hollywood
a whale of aca J
and actresses, who put on two shows
Camp Ord and Camp Roberts. The noij
ern California soldiers are still singing
piaises of the members of the delega J
who made the trip to their camps.
A
**

NEW

•

example

industry's

•

of the

co-operation

motion
with

pic I
the

C-j

ernment
in making
the nation "def<l
conscious"
is the new
Metro
MiniaH
"The Battle!"
In a manner readily uni I
standable
to any layman,
the one-re*
gives
the first
of al'l
the phases
of complete
a naval picture
engagement
shows
the
preparations
Uncle
Sam
made
just in case an enemy
fleet
approaches these shores.

•

■•

"THE FOREST RANGERS." Paramoil
■ Technicolor drama, went a step ]
ward yesterday with the assignment (
Warren Duff to write a scenario for Th(
Strabel's novel, "Of Fire by Night," i
which the picture will be based.

•

•

CAY
BAINTER,
who
returned
rec<
'
from a trip to Mexico,
will have
Rooney.
important
role in "Babes
on Broadv.
which will co-star Judy Garland and M

11
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CWlSuly

eporl WB Weighs
xhibilion in Aussie

REVIEWS

Of Hew

"Moon
Over
Miami"
Don Ameche,
Betty Grable,
Robert

with

{Continued from Page 1)

Cummings,

Charlotte

Greenwood

on of Australian theaters for "show Twentieth-Fox
91 Mins.
indow" purposes but as weighing ; LIVELY MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA
.s well the possibilities of Australian !
_ action.
SHOULD PLEASE MOST FANS; AMECHE
1 P" is the case with all American AND GRABLE SCORE; HARRY JOE
i stribs. operating in Australia, BROWN RATES BOWS AS PRODUCER.
Earners has a sizeable sum "frozen"
ere under the remittance regulaIt's difficult to imagine anything more
ons. This money, it is pointed out, delightful than a good story, Technicolor,
i ight profitably be invested in both Betty Grable and Carole Landis for the
vhibition outlets and in native pro- gentlemen, and Don Ameche and Robert
Cummings for the ladies, Jack Haley and
motion.
Charlotte Greenwood for the laughs — all
I?rIt home
is reported
here
that
a
Waroffice executive will arrive
[l Sydney in July to survey the sitition, and that his findings may de•rmine the company's policy in this
■spect. Should Warner elect to
iter the exhibition field here, it
ould follow the example set by two
merican distribs. Metro has two
Duses here and two in Melbourne,
hile 20th Century-Fox is interested
t Greater Union Theaters.
There has been some evidence that
Earners has been talking a product
;al with GUT, but whether or not
lis is closed now is expected to
rgely depend
uponoperation
the company's
vision
on theater
in this
rritory.
Other American distribs. are
nderstood to be considering various
mrces for investment of "frozen"
5 in. In the instance of one comany, there is a strong chance it
ay invest in local plane manufacire, the trade here understands.

Vay Paved for K-A-O
.eorganization Proposal
Wilmington, Del. — Dismissal of
le Chancery Court action to enjoin
KO from voting its seven per cent
imulative preferred stock of K-A-0
favor of a proposed reorganizaon now paves the way for the conimmation of the plan.
Dismissal
^s granted by Chancellor W. W.
arrington on petition of the counfel for the J. S. Farlee & Co., New
ork, which brought the original
•mplaint.
The chancellor's order invalidates
i order issued last week directing
KO to appear in Chancery Court
uly 2 and show cause why it should
jot be blocked from voting the stock.

i New Blake Short
; H. V. Kaltenborn, Peggy Wood,
aith Baldwin, Johnnie Green, and
eonard Liebling, with Ted Cott actg as emcee comprise the cast of
le latest short entitled, "So You
hink
KnowWest
Music?"
cometed You
at the
Coastjustservice
udios by B. K. Blake, producer-di•dov, for Columbia release.
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Hollywood — Alexander Korda has
igaged Jerome Cowan for the role
Bildeo, the East Indian hunter,
'.ie"The
Jungle
Book."
Korda sends
picture
before
the cameras
next
onth with Sabu as Mowgli.

stirred into a magnificent plot and served
is never-ending courses by master producerchef, Darryl F. Zanuck.

Walter Lang's direction of this great
cast, and Vincent Lawrence and Brown
Holmes' screenplay, with adaptation by
George Seaton and Lynn Starling, done in
a gay manner, have resulted in a bright
spot on the 1941 cinema horizon.
It costs a lot of money to whip this dish
up, but it has what it takes to please
audiences of all ages. Producer Harry Joe
Brown's new contract with Fox should take
on a new significance with this, his first
under the new pledge.
Grable's singing and dancing have never
been better. Ameche in a light comedy role
vies for the honors heaped on his co-player
Robert Cummings for this type of part and
doesn't come off second
best.
The picture has enough swing and sway
for the youngsters, and beauty of love theme
told believably for the elders. Leo Robin
and Ralph Rainger's music is a definite
standout and their tunes should be responsible for a lot of whistling in the next
few months. The photography throughout
is superb.
Betty Grable, her sister Carole Landis,
and Aunt Charlotte Greenwood, upon inheriting $4,000, desert their jobs at a
Texas hamburger stand, and fly to Miami to
find Betty a rich husband. They arrive at
a swanky hotel, Betty as a wealthy socialite,
Carole as her secretary, and Charlotte their
maid. Things begin happening immediately
when playboy Robert Cummings begins
ing the glamorous Betty — always one
behind Ameche. Eventually Ameche
poses, but admits he wants to marry
for her money, she confesses too, and

rushjump
proBetty
they

call the whole deal off because they "can't
afford love." Betty than accepts Cummings'
proposal, but just before the marriage, a
series of unforeseen happenings change
everything. Ameche marries Betty — Cummings marries Carole — and Haley marries
Charlotte. Its lively, tuneful, active fun —
never presented in a better showcase.
CAST: Don Ameche, Betty Grable, Robert
Cummings, Charlotte Greenwood, Jack
Haley, Carole Landis, Cobina Wright, Jr.,
Lynne Roberts, Robert Conway, George
Lessey, Condos Brothers, Jack Cole & Co.,
Robert Greig, Minor Watson, Fortunio
Bonanova, George Humbert, Spencer Charters, Mel Ruick.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Joe Brown;
Director, Walter Lang; Screenplay, Vincent
Lawrence, Brown Holmes; Adaptation,
George Seaton, Lynn Starling; From a play
by Stephen Powys; Cameramen, Peverell
Marley,
Leon Shamroy,
Allen M. Davey,

*

HLffiS Monogram Acquires
Own Stock From Pathe

SHORTS

*

"Louis-Conn Fight Film"
RKO-Pathe News
22 Mins.
Excellent
Good photography by Pathe News
and intelligent cutting have been
combined to make this official film a
good bet, aside from the action in
the ring. Unnecessary shots of ordinary sparring have been eliminated
in order to give the audience 22
minutes of fast action. Slow motion
shots of Conn's terrific punches in
the later rounds and also of the
knockout by Louis enhance the value
of the film. A brief interview with
Conn in his dressing room after the
fight makes a suitable and effective
inale to the reel.

{Continued from Page 1)

financial setup has been completed.
Production is starting on the 194142 program and an average of one
picture a week is being placed in
work.

Meanwhile, Samuel "Steve" Broidy,
general sales manager, has announced the winners in the Monogram playdate drive, territories having been divided into "American"
and "National Leagues." San Francisco exchange was the winner in the
American division, nosing out Boston and Philadelphia in a 14-team
race. New Orleans branch copped
first award in the National League,
with Memphis and Seattle trailing in
second and third place. Major prizes
of $300, $200 and $100 were given
to the winning exchanges in the drive
which ran from April 12 through
May 30.
Broidy is due in Memphis today
"Coffins On Wheels"
Metro
17 mins. from New Orleans.
Up to Par for Series
Latest release in Metro's Crime Para, to Consolidate Three
Does Not Pay series, this one is up
to par, although it may not have Metropolitan Exchanges
quite as much drama as some of its
predecessors. Attention of the crime
{Continued from Page 1)
reporter is focussed this time on the assistant sales manager, announced
used car racket which racketeers
yesterday.
have built up throughout the counMove is being made1 in the intertry. Old wrecks are given a quick
ests of more efficient operation under
paint job and practically thrown to- the new consent decree selling congether with wire and other cheap
ditions, Reagan declared in announcdevices which make them unsafe on
ing the change. Combined exchangee
the roads. A tragic accident occurs, will be under the direction of M. S.
but it gives a detective a chance to Kusell as district manager of the
finally send the gang to jail.
combined territories with Harry Randel, present Brooklyn exchange man"Poland
Forever"
Timely
ager, as branch manager of the consolidated exchanges. Myron Satler,
World
20 Mins.
New York branch manager, will take
This footage was reported to have over the duties of exchange sales
been smuggled out of continental manager under the new alignment.
Europe by officials of free Poland E. H. Bell, manager of the Jersey
and for that reason something more exchange, will continue with the new
sensational was expected. Scenes of exchange in a sales capacity.
pre-war Poland are shown and finally
the attack on the country from the
air is seen. While not exceptional, "Billy the Kid" Debut
action.
it should receive sympathetic re-

Tops "A Woman's
Booking Co-op. for Dominion

St. John, N. B. — First attempt to
organize a co-operative booking service for Eastern Canadian Independent exhibitors is under way, under
the leadership of A. J. Mason, of
Springhill, N. S., and Jack Butler of
Moncton, N. B.

"Woman's Face" Stays On
For the first time since 1938,
Loew's Metropolitan Theater, Brooklyn, is holding a picture for a third
week. It's M-G-M's "A Woman's
ASC; Art Directors, Richard Day, Wiard
B. Ihnen; Editor, Walter Thompson; Lyrics
and
music by Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger;
Face."
Dznces staged by Hermes Pan; Technicolor
Director, Natalie Kalmus; associate, Morgan
Padelford; Musical Director, Alfred Newman.
DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Face"

Opening ofwestern
Metro'sstarring
Robert vehicle,
Taylor
Technicolor
"Billy the Kid," at the Capitol yesterday topped the recent three-week
hit, "A Woman's Face," and ran
close to the "Ziegfeld Girl" opening,
the Metro home office announced last
night.
The company yesterday stated that
13 additional holdovers for the picture, brings the holdovers to date
to 22 in key city engagements.
The film is playing third weeks
in Cleveland and San Francisco.
Loew-Lewin
West
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Hollywood — David Loew and Albert Lewin have bought "The Mating Call," by Lois Montross, as a
late Summer production for United
Artists. Ben Hecht, in New York,
is making the adaptation. He is set
to come to the Coast within two
weeks.
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Boston Biz Off but Suburbs Experience Spurt
Parking Facilities, Defense
Industries, Army Camps
Help Biz Outside of Hub
By FLOYD

us."Defense Projects Help Lynn
Lynn has been greatly helped by
the new defense projects and the
fact that all of the big textile and
industrial mills and factories are
operating at top speed and full crews
again. In Lynn business is up considerably over last year.
Cambridge and Somerville directly across the river from Boston both
have been up on their business but
Cambridge expects a sharp decline
now due to the closing of Harvard,
Radcliffe and M. I. T., except for
the Summer schools. Defense projects have not helped these towns
since few are located within their
borders.
Watertown
has been immensely

BOOK REVIEWS

Springfield, Mass. — Expressing the hope that parents of Springfield will encourage their children to attend, Mayor Putnam sent a letter to Nathan E. Goldstein,
president of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., commending him for starting

L. BELL

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Boston — The bogging down which
during the last 10 days obviously
has affected Boston's picture theaters has not spread to the suburban
cities, many of which are only across
the river from or even merely across
the imaginary boundary lines from
the Hub.
A check-up of suburban and nearby towns and cities shows, taking a
consensus of reports given in each
instance, these results:
Brookline, business better than
usual at both the Coolidge Corner and
the Brookline Village theaters. According to Manager Markle the increase has been apparent the past
several weeks and his cryptic answer
to those who cry poor business is,
"Give them good pictures and they
will flock to your houses as usual."
Brighton Attendance Up
Brighton reports are splendid, both
the handsome new Circle and the
Egyptian being far above the same
period last year. The Circle has
abundant parking room and that in
part explains the greatly increased
business there. In fact this is one
of the reasons ascribed for the falling off of business in downtown Boston, the lack of parking facilities and
the smart development of these
same facilities in outlying towns.
Revere and Winthrop being adjacent to the biggest horse racing
track in New England, Suffolk
Downs, it was interesting to check
with these towns and discover that
their chief complaint is not against
racing but they pray for inclement
weather to bring people away from
the nearby beach and into their theaters. "Suffolk Downs," said the
managing director of one of _ the
larger houses here, "actually brings
us business. There are some 2,000
horsemen, jockeys and followers of
the tracks quartered in and around
Winthrop and Revere and these people do go to the movies, there is no
complaint on that score. The dog
track on the other hand harms us
tremendously, for it operates at night
and takes much business away from

I

Springfield mayor Commends Goldstein's
"Aluminum Matinee" Plan as Defense Aid

"aluminum matinees" to which children will be admitted upon presentation of
worn-out alumnium articles.
"I heartily commend this activity as a practical and patriotic contribution to
the conservation of aluminum, which is needed in increasing quantities in our
program of national defense," the mayor wrote.
"I note that the first 'aluminum matinee' will be held at the Paramount Theater on Monday and trust that the parents of Springfield will encourage their
children

to attend it."

Four RKO

Fix tor Music Hall

Will Play Successively, Starting July 10
from Page 1)
{Continued

and Harry," Ginger Rogers starrer,
which, the Music Hall management
anticipates, will stay for about four
weeks. Immediately following, the
Music Hall will start "My Life with
Caroline," Ronald Colman vehicle.
Third picture in line will be "Before the Fact," co-starring Cary
Grant and Joan Fontaine.
Directed

by Alfred Hitchcock, this pix will
be the first of the 1941-42 product
to be shown.
Picture is included in
the company's initial five-block.
Immediately after "Before the
Fact," the Music Hall will have "The
Little
Sam the
Goldwyn's
Bette
Davis Foxes,"
starrer, and
first Goldwyn
production going out via RKO.

Penny "Blondie" Singleton
At Beta Sigma Phi Parley

Charles L. Kojan Rites
At Mount Neboh Cemetery
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Hollywood — Penny Singleton left
Hollywood by plane last night with
her producer - husband, Robert
Sparks, to attend the national convention of the Beta Sigma Phi sorority, (of which she is a member)
in Kansas City today and tomorrow.
While there, the star will give a
private screening of her latest picture, "Blondie In Society," for the
5,000 girls expected at the convention. Saturday night she will be
guest of
formal
ball.honor at the sorority's
"Great Commandment" Set
"The Great Commandment," indie
production acquired by 20th-Fox,
starts at the New Amsterdam next
Thursday.
helped by the defense program and
the augmented forces at the Arsenal
and nearby projects. All of the
Watertown and Newton theaters are
doing more business than a year ago.
Watertown Has Spurt
The truly suburban houses in Dorchester, Roxbury, Mattapan, Everett,
Chelsea and points within the Greater Boston area such as these named
are all of the opinion that business
will drop temporarily during the
forthcoming months of July and August, for in this section practically
everyone who can drops all work and
hies to the beaches but on the whole
they say business will be much better for the year than ever before.
Some managers such as Jack Saef
at Shawmut and Harold Friary at
Fields Corner have done an outstanding job in exploiting their theaters
and in rushing to the aid of all de-

DesigningCarrick
for Moving
PictureCraig)
* B
Edward
(Edward
Studio Publications, London and Ne
York. Illustrated.
104 pages. Pric
Edward Carrick (who is Edwari
Craig,
$3.50. son of Gordon Craig, English
theartical designer, and grandson of
Ellen Terry) is well qualified fc
write this book, having for many
years been designer of sets for motion pictures with various British
producing companies. Something of
an idealist, like his father, Carrick
believes that the progress of the mo
tion picture has been put back 20
years by having fallen into the
hands of "a derelict theater with an
underdeveloped something called
cinematography . . . still being
nursed by unscrupulous showmen,"
the result of which "cannot be fore
seen." If the powers of the film are
controlled by artists who understand
the medium it can "become the greatest force in the cultural and artistic

development
author holds, butof ifmankind,"
left in thethehands
'of the "showmen" who control it
Charles L. Kojan, 84, grandfather
"its regenerating effect will
of Budd Getschall, Paramount pub- today,
licist, will be buried in Mount Neboh only be fully realized when a proper
cemetery this morning. Kojan died
impossible."
Withis this
attitude towards the film
at his home, 128 Bay 31st Street, in cure
Brooklyn, after a brief illness. He industry, Carrick treats of the work
was well-known in newspaper circles,
the art director,
or "architect"
"decorateur"
as Euopeans
moreor
had been associated with Hearst en- of
terprises, and was one of the original truly designate his functions, whom
charter members of the International he holds to be responsible along with
Typographical Union, in which he the film director (rather than the
maintained a life-long interest.
scenarist) for the artistic future ofr

Will Yolen Back East
After a year of duty at the Warner Bros, studios on the Coast, Will
Yolen is back in New York doing
publicity work on the staff of Mort
Blumenstock, in charge of advertising and publicity in the East.
fense and war projects.
Downtown theaters in Boston still
off a bit from the optimistic reports
of a month ago but are recovering
somewhat from the pessimistic report of last week when a sudden drop
hit all of them with the exception
of the big Metropolitan where
"Caught By the Draft" continued to
pack the house. But the theaters
registered a distinct comeback this
week and in many places business
was reported much better than for
the past fortnight though still experiencing somewhat of the usual
Summer slump.
The Cape Cod theaters on the other
hand all report greatly increased
business. Due partly to the fact
that there are 24,000 men located at
Camp Edwards and due also to the
fact that there has been a terrific
influx of visitors to the Cape even
thus early in the season.

pictures.
The book is intended for the user
of those proposing to make a career
of designing for the movies rather
than as a popular treatise on the
subject for lay readers. It is pro-:
fusely illustrated from set designs
"art directors" of this
by famous
country
and Europe. Apart from an
introduction and a chapter on "How
a Film is Made," the book contains
two main divisidns, "Designing.
Drawing and Planning," dealing with
technical problems, and "Departments, Materials and Effects," the
means of constructing the
physical
sets
from the drawings and designs
of the "decorateur." — AL. valuable
H. M
volume for those technically interested in designing film sets.
George Sullivan Retires
Huntingdon, Pa.— George W. Sullivan, who managed the Clifton Theater here, a Harris Circuit house
for many years, has resigned anc
will retire from the theater business
He has been succeeded as managei
of the Clifton by Gray Huffman, whc
formerly bridge,operated
a theater in CamO.
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLYJHANNELS KEPT OPEN
'41 New

Building,
Remodelling Hold
Up Well
Manufacturers, Dealers
Number of Projects Dip

PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment
By GEORGE

H. MORRIS =

Equipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY
is said today in this editorial will
WHAT
be of consequence only to those who
have at heart the present and future prosperity of the industry, — and of their own
enterprises which are cogs therein. Others
need read no further.
On a number of occasions during past
months, space has been devoted in this
department to the advocacy of a plan to
increase exhibition and equipment revenues, because we have believed, — and still
do, — that this can be accomplished by logical cooperative action twixt the theater
owners and the manufacturers of, as well
as dealers in, film house equipment. In
one sentence, the thesis is this: Attendance
at motion picture theaters can be increased
by "selling" the public on the advantages
afforded it via the best of equipment and
appointments.

\A/E have been by no means "flying
* * solo" in our belief. It was with keen
satisfaction that we noted this same conviction excellently expressed by Leonard
Goldenson at the recent Atlantic Coast
session of SMPE. And now let us call another witness to the stand in the person
of Bert Sanford of Altec Service Corp. via
a letter directed by him to THE FILM
DAILY Equipment News:
"Our thought is that in many, many cases
the theater is overlooking a potential goodwill builder by overlooking the possibilities
of exploiting to the public the qualities of
the equipment which he (the theaterman)
uses in his theater.
"I would like to cite to you an experience of our in 1936 when the Western
Electric Mirrophonic Sound System was introduced. We in Erpi at that time decided
(Continued on Parte 2)

Only 9%; Expenditures
Recession Is Only 7%
Despite the fact that the nation
has passed through a state of limited emergency to an emergency proclaimed as unlimited, the number of
new building and remodelling projects entailing film theaters, has, during the first five months of 1941,
shown only a very moderate decline,
according to John Eberson, senior
partner of the architectural firm of
John and Drew Ebei'son.
He estimates, from figures compiled, that the recession in the number of such products, without any
(Continued on Pain- 4)

Detroit's Mercury
Introduces New Notes
Detroit — Opening of the Mercury,
Detroit's newest 1,500-seat house, by
United Motion Theaters Co., introduced a number of unique features
to this territory. Architecture of
the house, by Wright & Rogvoy,
marks a trend away from the severe

Pensacola. Fla. — Headquarters for
the Saenger Theater officials who
were to inspect progress of the new
Drive- In Theater in West Pensacola, scheduled for opening this
month, was the
Wind." For a week
moored at the dock
attended to matters

yacht, "North
the yacht was
while officials
of detail con-

nected with theater's opening.

Cleaving To Policy Of
"Balanced Distribution"

EQUIP. EXHIBIT

Investigation of the film theater
equipment field currently, and embracing both manufacture and distribution, reveals that channels of
supply are clear, generally speaking, and that motion picture houses
in all categories and locations face
no immediate problem as to obtaining, aside from temporary delay,
those essentials needed for normal
and satisfactory exhibition nrocesses,
modernization,
and house maintenance.

Manufacturers Reported
Agreeing to Take Part

What is described as "a vast exposition" inwhich all types of equipment for theaters will be on display
by the Independent Theater Owners
Association, of which Harry Brandt
is president. The exposition, under
the organization's direct sponsorship, is slated for the Hotel Astor
Probe, conducted by Film
on Sept. 9-10-11. Manufacturers of Equipment
News this week,
equipment, it was stated on Wed- to light that in the instance
nesday, have already been ap- items of equipment there is
(Continued on Page 4)
proached on a national scale and
have agreed to take space.
Architects and builders as well as
purchasing
men for large circuits
(Continued on Page 5)

Cleveland Will Get
New $350,000 House

Daily
brings
of two
apt to

Plans Are Complete
For Seattle Project

Seattle — Plans have been completed for immediate construction of
a new theater at California Ave. and
Cleveland — A new two-story $350,- Admiral Way by Stirling Theaters,
(Continued on Parte 7)
000 theater building will be erected Inc. This was announcement, today
by the Fairmount Theater building of John Danz, president of the wideWork Beincr Hastened
in an exclusive residential section of
spread Seattle chain of theaters.
On Martin-Davis Stand
It will be built as the first unit of
Shaker Heights and University
(Continued on Page 6)
Heights at North Park Blvd., near
Warrensville
Center
Road.
Property
Dothan, Ala. — Scheduled for opening, work is being hurried on the fronts in Shaker Heights, with the Kent To Open Tonight
construction of a new Martin-Davis rear in University Heights. Both With Johnson as Mgr.
theater on West Main St. To be suburbs have approved the project.
one of the finest in the South, the
Theater (Continued
is to have
1,400 seats, ac(Continued on Page 5)
on Page 7)
Montreal — J. R. Johnson, who for

Army Completes 95 Theaters
$46,000 Average

So Very LuBoreas!

ITOA TO HOLD

the past 20 years has resided in
Notre Dame de Grace, has been appointed manager of the new Kent
Theater, (Continued
to open on tonight
at the
Page 6)

Cost Of 187 Authorized

Natchez House Makes
Extensive Improvements
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Washington — The
Army
has
authorized construction of 187 theaters at its various posts in the
Natchez, Miss. — A new air condi- United States, Alaska, and Atlantic
tioning unit, new seats for the main Base Commands, according to figures
available this week bv the
floor, and new sound eauipment have made
been installed in the Grand Theater War
Department
to Film
Daily
here, Floyd Lyle, manager, said this Equipment
News, and of the 187
week.
authorized. 95 have been completed,
Lyle asserts that a 60-ton air con- 19 of which are for Negro troops.
The War Department said that it
ditioning unit of the type which re(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 5)

Left With The Draft
Daytona Beach, Fla. — Only missing
item tona
fromTheater
Drew
Eberson's
new Dayis the
air conditioning
unit. This was commandeered by
the Government for the defense program,— so the recent gala opening
had to proceed without it. To
■ compensate, the ingenious owneroperator staged a refreshing regatta
on the river, just in front of the new
showplace.

EQUIPMENT
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PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment
(Continued from Page 1)
that if we could get the exhibitor to advertise the fact that he had invested money
in new Mirrophonic equipment or had his
old system modified to Mirrophonic specifications, he could possibly arouse his public to the appreciation that he was investing money to increase the quality of reproduction in his theater, keep abreast of the
times, and give his patrons better sound
which would help them to enjoy more comfort and pleasure in his theater."

advertising appropriation, he said,
was made and that "we in the sales
department had to find a way of return
for this investment." Using tried and true
methods, to every exhib. was supplied, in
addition to trade paper advertising, trailers,
posters, cut-outs, valences, heralds and a
regular line of motion picture advertising
accessories. In more than 50 per cent
of the cases the exhibitor purchased, on
top of the advertising Erpi supplied, as
much advertising again, which he paid for
himself.

AN

D ESULT of this campaign was that Erpi
'^ almost doubled its sales revenue. Not
only in this respect was the move a success, but IT ALSO MATERIALLY HELPED
THE EXHIBITOR. It brought him more
patrons. In other words the deal was ideal,
because everyone involved drew benefits.
As Sanford sees the conclusion: "Which
all goes to prove that whenever an exhibitor purchases new sound or other equipment, he is overlooking the possibilities if
he fails to advertise the fact, and let the
public know that he has made an investment for their comfort."

TO

which we add, "Amen!" with this P.S.:
Has the film theater any fewer or lessappealing "benefit points" to sell to the
public than the automobile manufacturer?
It's time, in the interest of building attendance and profits, that filmland did something about this, — something more than
talking.

Mork-Green Studios Busy
Filling Drape Demand

Start Excavation For
St. Louis Suburban House

Detroit — Installation of theatrical
draperies and furnishings have been
completed by Mork-Green Studios in
the following theaters: Civic, Detroit; Michigan, Traverse City,
Mich.; Fenray, Martins' Ferry, 0.;
East Palestine, East Palestine, O.;
Pines, Houghton Lake, Mich.; Viv,
Corbin, Ky.; Granada and Ohio,
Toledo.
Installations in progress in Michigan are: Carmen, Dearborn; Michigan, Battle Creek; State, Ann Arbor; Strand, aLnsing; Lift, Plymouth; Clawson, Clawson; Main,
Royal Oak; Drayton, Drayton
Plains; and Kent, Grand Rapids.
Installations in progress elsewhere are: Manos, Uniontown, Pa.;
Norwalk, Norwalk, 0.; Alhambra,
Canonsburg, Pa.; Easton, Easton,
Md.; and Columbia, Alliance, 0.

Brentwood, Mo. — Ground has been
broken for the new 700-seat motion
picture theater to be erected on the
west side of Brentwood Boulevard,
near Madge Ave. It is the first motion picture theater for this growing
suburb of St. Louis and will be completed about Dec. 1.
The theater will be owned and operated by a group of St. Louis motion picture business men, who have
applied for a charter for the new
corporation.
General contract for the structure
has been awarded to the Stamm
Construction Company, and the
building will occupy a site 100 by
300 feet. It will be of modern design and equipped with the latest
sound motion picture equipment,
lighting and cooling systems. The
cost will approximate $60,000.

Rites for Geo. McNeir Are
Held in Amsterdam, N. Y.

More Mirrophonic Units
Installed By Wil-kin

Amsterdam, N. Y. — Funeral services were held here on Tuesday, with
Rev. Dr. George Arthur Buttrick,
minister of the Madison Avenue
Presbyterian Church of New York,
officiating, for George McNeir, 80,
chairman of the board of Mohawk
Carpet Mills since 1920, who died
at his local summer home on Saturday, last.
Surviving are his widow, the former Meda Burrows; two sons, Burrows and Thomas S. McNeir; and a
brother, "William NcNeir, of Washington.

Atlanta — Wil-kin Theater Supply,
Inc., announces recent installations
of Motiograph Mirrophonic sound in
George
Wilby and
Associates'
In,
Greensboro,
N. C;
and the DriveDriveins owned by Paramount-Richards
in Jackson, Miss., and Shreveport,
La.
Installations were also made in
J. C. Hester's Florida, Pensacola;
Pal Amusements' Pal, Lyons, Ga.;
North Carolina Theaters' Colony,
Fayetteville, N. C; Alabama Theaters' Clover, Montgomery, Ala.;
Carolina Amusements' Palmetto,
Spartanburg, S. C; Palmetto Theaters' Carolina, Columbia, S. C; North
Carolina Theaters' National, Greensboro, N. C; and Gastonia Enterprises' Temple, Gastonia, N. C.
DSE Reports Installations
Montreal — Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd., report following recent
installations of Motiograph Model
K projectors: Madison Theater, Toronto: Hollywood, Montreal; Cartier,
Shawinigan Falls, Que.; Cartier,
St. Johns, Que.; Avalon, Longueuil,
Que.; and Opera House, Newcastle,
N. B.

Remodelled Maffitt
To Bow In Early Sept.
St. Louis — Maffitt Theater, one of
the St. Louis Amusement Co.'s units
here under Fanchon & Marco management, isto be completely remodeled during the Summer season at
an estimated cost of $35,000. It
probably will be finished in time for
reopening for the 1941-42 exhibition
season on Labor Day.
Plans and specifications for the
modernization program have been
prepared by Lee F. Abrams, architect, and contract for the work has
been awarded to Sol Abrahams &
Son Construction Co.
The improvements are to include
956 new seats, new flooring, reconstruction ofthe projection room, new
projection equipment, installation of
a modern air conditioning system, a
new structural glass front and new
marquee of modern design to extend
across the 48-ft. facade.

Selects Heywood Wakefields
Negro Theater for Berkley, Va.
Norfolk, Va. — B. Zedd is going to
Oklahoma
B. "Warren,
operator of theCity
new— L.
Western
Theater
build a Negro theater in Berkley.
here, recentlv purchased 600 Heywood-Wakefield seats and new carpet
CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE
for installation in his house. Warren
also operates the Ritz Theater at
A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER
Yukon, Okla.

jLTEC

250 West 57th Street ■ New York City

COmiM and GOIDG
L. H. WALTERS, manager of the Cleveland
office of National Theater Supply, has returned there from a two-weeks vacation trip
through
Arizona.
LEROY
P. LANGFORD,
prexy of Oliver Thetucky.ater Supply Co., Cleveland, accompanied by )•
wife, will leave there on Monday
on a n\
which

will

take

EARLE G.
Equip, and
scheduled to
business visit

them

to

Wisconsin

and

Ken*5'

HINES, prexy of General Theater
International Projector Corp., is
arrive in New York today from a
to the Coast.

RALPH B. AUSTRIAN, assistant vice-prexy
of RCA Mfg. Co., left New York on Wednesday
for the Coast for a stay of about three weeks
to confer
with thecompany's
West Coast executives and visit
various studios.
JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect, leaves
New York today by plane for Boston.
JOSEPH MAHARAM, head of Maharam Fabric
Corp., will return to New York shortly, following visits to company's various branches.
C. L. STONG of the public relations departments of Erpi and Western Electric returns to
York on Monday from Baltimore.

New

L. W. CONROW,
Altec Service Corp.'s prexy,
is due back in New York next week from California.
OSCAR NEU,
head of Neumade
Products,
is
expected to return to New
York
on Monday
from the Coast where he has been visiting key
cities.
DREW EBERSON is scheduled to remain in
Daytona Beach, Fla., for several weeks before
returning to his New York headquarters.

U. S. Projectors Still
Being Sold in Shanghai
Shanghai (By Air Mail) — Despite
the Chinese - Japanese undeclared
hostilities, projection equipment of
here.
U. S. manufacture is still being sold
Most recent sales effected are those
by the Cinema Trust Co. to two local
theaters. Equipment consisted of
Motiograph Model K projectors.
Sirica To Build Theater

Thompsonville, Conn. — John Sirica, former manager of the Peter
Perakos Strand Theater here, reports he will erect a new 1,100-seat
balcony house on a newly-acquired
site fronting 430 feet on Enfield St.
here, together with stores and a
Photophone Brisk In Detroit
1,000-car parking space. Sirica was
Detroit — RCA Photophone is in- at the Lido, Waterbury, and Daly
stalling: new equipment in the Chan- Theaters, Lowell, before going to
dler, Detroit, and Pastime, Ham- Thompsonville.
tramck, for the Mellon Circuit in the
Mel, Melvindale, for Louis Schlussel; Outfits Pueblo Stage
Clawson, Clawson, for Mellon & BalDenver — Westland Theaters, Inc.,
insky; Conant, Detroit, for William have purchased asbestos curtain
Szypulski: and Sun at Williamston
and rigging from the local branch of
for S. A. Montgomery.
National Theater Supply Co. for
their Pueblo Theater in Pueblo, Colo.
New Theater for Memphis
Memphis — Clarence Camp & Kemmons Wilson, partners in the Southern Distributing Co. have bought the
building at 870 Ark St. for a 500seat theater at a cost of approximately $20,000, which will be known
as the DeSoto. The house will be
open for business shortly.

Girds for Dog Days
International Chairs Selected
Muskegon, Mich. — Our Theater,
Montgomery, Ala. — The local Clover Theater has received new Inter- owned by Oscar Campbell, has been
air-conditioned.
national chairs.

MODERN PROJECTION
MOTIOGRAPH
at better supply dealers everywhere

MODEL "K"

|
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Globe to Put $75,000
Into Its Remodeling
Plans have just been approved by
the Building Department,
as prepared by Eoche and Roche, architects,
y'-^
a major
alterationandat the
) VCeater,
Broadway
46th Globe
St.
$75,000 has been allocated for the
improvement.
Among the changes to be made,
| are a new lobby, entirely modernistic,
with an additional ten feet of width
added; a new spacious lounge, with
all new rest rooms; and a new mezzanine entrance that architecturally
will be a surprise.
Many of the newest ideas in decoration and comfort have been incorporated in the blue-prints. The Globe
Theater will remain open during the
alteration as work will be done in
off hours.

Production Is Resumed
By Heywood-Wakefield
Gardner, Mass. — Local factories
of Heywood-Wakefield, manufacturers of film theater chairs, resumed
full scale operation on the week-end,
following a 10-day shuttering which
commenced July 3 in order to give
the entire personnel vacation period.
During the span, no shipments
were made; no orders entered, and
1 no correspondence answered.
This rather unique move is again
pronounced as highly successful by
both factory administrators as well
as employes. Few plants in the country boast as close harmony between
executives and workers as the Heywood-Wakefield factory. Aside from
being a benefit to employes, — obviating pressure which inevitably
falls on a curtailed staff as the result of the stagger system of vacations,— the factory can now pitchin 100 per cent strong to fill the
many orders on hand.
Company, prior to shuttering the
plant, notified all dealers, customers
and other commercial contacts, as
well as the film trade press.

CmVdaily

Chi. Territory Forges Ahead
Alert Showmen

Prefer Action To Squawks

Chicago — Despite squawks of lagging business on the part of some
circuits and indie exhibitors in this
territory, wide-awake theater owners and managers continue to grab
satisfactory grosses and effect improvements totheir stands. Further,
some are steadily adding new outlets to their present holdings.
George T. Valos, operator of
houses in nearby Wheaton and Geneva, has taken over the Roxy in
West Chicago from Steve Uvardy
and has retained latter as manager.
Bargen Circuit has opened its big
Drive-In at Waukegan and Golf
Road, which open-air theater has a
1,000-car capacity and operating on
a two-shows-a-night, single feature
policy.
J. R. Klein and Schatz Bros, have
organized the Bothwell Theater
Corp. with headquarters in Palatine,
111., to operate pic houses. Same
men have also formed K & S Thea-

Capitol M. P. Supply
Reports On Installations
Capitol Motion Picture Supply
Corp. disclosed that complete projection equipment consisting of
RCA sound, five-point pedestals,
Ashcraft Suprex Lamphouses, RCA
Magic Screen, Copper Oxide Rectifiers and Rear Shutter Double Bearing Mechanisms, and two Series III
Proj. Optic lenses, have been installed in Starlight Amusement
Park.
The Park Theater in Caldwell,
N. J., has received Ashcraft Suprex
Lamphouses, Rear Shutter Double
Bearing Heads, Presto Changeovers,
Bigelow Lockweave carpet in the
lobby, wall covering and decorating,
and other items.
Capitol has also supplied the
Cinema, Portland, Me., with Air-Loc
DeLuxe chairs.

Drive-In to Debut Soon
Fort Worth — This city's first
Drive-In theater is to be constructed
by
Underwood & Ezell, of Dallas, on
Mitchell Betters Houses
Camp Bowie Blvd. just outside the
Cincinnati — Charles R. Mitchell city limits, in time for the Summer
has purchased Simplex High lamps trade. This will be the second recent
and National rectifiers from the lo- theater for this section, Interstate
cal branch of National Theater Sup- Circuit having opened the Bowie
ply Co. for the Mitchell Theater,
cently. in on Camp Bowie Blvd. reBarbourville, Ky. National Theater closer
Supply Co. has also installed Super
Simplex projectors, Simplex High Alabama House Bettered
lamps, National rectifiers and a
Eufaula, Ala. — Lee Theater has
Walker PM screen in Mitchell's new had a face-lifting and is now set off
Magic Theater at Barbourville.
with a new porcelain marquee and
fluorescent electric sign at the enMercier Installs Simplex Lamps
trance. Inside has been equipped
Fredericktown, Mo. — The Mercier with rubber tile flooring, shadow
Theater, owned by L. A. Mercier, has boxes, redecorated lobby and rerecently installed Simplex intermedipainted auditorium.
ate lamps and rectifiers furnished by
the National Theater Supply Co., Milan Gets Third Stand
St. Louis, Mo.
Milan, Tenn. — May
23 saw the
opening of the third theater in this
ITEC Moves Quarters
town. Fy Steinberg and Don LanIndianapolis, Ind. — The Indiana
ders' "Street Car" will operate on a
Theater Equipment Corp. has moved second-run basis. Chickasaw Amuseto 408 N. Illinois St. C. J. Williams
ment Corp. have two first-run houses
in the town.
is now president of the concern.

ter Corp. to operate houses in North
Chicago. Harold Orlinsky and L.
Kessel have formed the Lakeside
Building Corp., 100 North LaSalle
St., to also operate film stands.
The Idylwood Theater has been
opened recently on the Northwest
side of the city, while Michigan
Shores Theater has just made its
debut near Michigan City. Paramount Theater, Wheaton, 111., has
been modernized with new seats, air
conditioning, booth and marquee

EQUIPMENT
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York Merger Hearing
Continues July 30

York, Pa. — In a letter to stockholders dated June 17th, York Ice
Machinery Corp. announced that the
hearing in the suit to enjoin the
merger of York Ice Machinery Corp.
with York Corporation was held as
scheduled on June 13 in Wilmington, Del.
All testimony was heard and the
court designated July 30 as the date
on which it would hear legal argument. Obviously no decision on corporation recapitalization can be
equipment.
Arthur Davidson has added a fine
new marquee to the Calo, and Oscar rendered until after that date. Stockholders
will be advised promptly
Brotman will modernize the Rio
which he recently acquired. Alliance when this decision is reached.
Theater Circuit has added the new
Moon Theater, Vincennes, to their I. C. Hanson Launches
chain, taking the house on a 50-year
lease from Theodore Childs. B & K His New Coast Project
and the Warner circuits are over- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
hauling and redecorating many of
Los Angeles — Ivan C. Hanson,
their city houses.
owner of the Cairo Theater here, has
started construction on his new theater at 5980 Atlantic Ave., Long
New 1,200 Seater Set
Beach. Project, for which Carl H.
By Alabama Theaters, Inc. Boiler is architect, covers a site
160x115 feet to an alley and consists
Auburn, Ala. — Alabama Theaters, of a 1,000-seat ground floor theater
Inc., of which R. B. Wilby is presi- on the "L" shaped plan with the
dent, will build a new 1,200-seater theater, 62 feet wide, flanking the
movie house at 112 E. Magnolia St., alley and having a 22-ft. foyer at
its second in this "loveliest village the rear extending to a 36 ft. anof the plains," home of Alabama
terior connecting a 40-ft. semi-circuPolytechnic Institute.
lar lobby, surmounted at one side
House will be designed to care for with a 76-ft. tower. The balance of
rising college population, tripled the street frontage will consist of
since Alabama Theaters, Inc., opened shops and stores.
its Tiger Theater here. William J.
The entire structure consists of
Okel, architect, announced plans for reinforced concrete and brick, is coma one-floor building, equipped with
pletely insulated and air conditioned.
International De Luxe seats, air Excepting nine rows of seats down
conditioning, Motiograph projection front spaced 29 inches back to back,
equipment, Mirrophonic Western the balance of the seating is spaced
Electric sound system, and fully 36 and 38, and all are 22 inches wide,
equipped stage.
fully upholstered.
Interior decorations will consist of
The Tiger will continue operation
fluorescent murals, drapes, carpets
under Gus Coats, manager.
and foyer furniture. The theater is
scheduled to open early in September.
Craig Opens New House Soon
Newark, Ark. — O. F. Craig will
open a new theater here within the
next few weeks. Equipment furnish- Equips Union Hall
Gouverneur, N. Y.— Simplex Fourings by the Ballantyne Co., Omaha,
include Sound Master Type S pro- Star sound, Super Simplex projectors. Simplex High lamps, National
jectors, Duo Sound Master sound
Super Cinephor lenses,
equipment, one-kilowatt projection rectifiers,
lamps, rectifiers, screen and booth Walker PM screen and National
Comfort Cooling equipment has
accessories.
been installed in the local Union
Hall Theater by the Albany branch
Owners Better Arcade
of National Theater Supply Co.
Gas City, Ind. — -The new Arcade
Theater, operated by the Simpkins, Two Install Motiograph
will be equipped with new Super
Minneapolis — Don Ruliffson reSimplex mechanisms, heavy pedesinstallation of Motiograph
tals, large magazines, Superlite Model ports
K projectors in the Palace
lenses and lamphouses, new chairs
Antigo, Wis., and installathroughout, and all complete booth Theater,
tion of Mirrophonic De Luxe sound
accessories. Equipment will be in- in the Nor Shore, Duluth, Minn.
stalled as soon as building is ready.
DeVry Develops Army Camera
Army.
Chicago — DeVry Corp. has develEmpire's Outlay $50,000
oped a new aviation camera for the
Daytona Beach, Fla. — Approximately $50,000 will be spent in remodeling the Empire Theater. An Rialto Receives Lenses
air conditioning plant will be inKingsport, Tenn. — DeVry lenses
stalled, new concrete floors laid, new
have been purchased by the Rialto
seats added to equipment, and the Theater
here.
front will be remodeled.
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Equipment Trade Set
To Assure Supply
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Show Strength In '41
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be tardiness of delivery, namely of
motor generators and chairs. However, both these classifications of
equipment cannot, strictly speaking,
be adjudged as "short," inasmuch as
some manufacturers have, as well
as supply dealers, a backlog of both,
although such backlog's are admittedly "somewhat limited."
One high ranking supply dealer
asserts that "anything in the way
of equipment which is needed by
showmen can be delivered now, although chairs are slow and motor
generators subject to some months
delay as a result of the national defense demands which have put
pressure on manufacturers."
For "Balanced Distribution"
An interesting disclosure of the
present probe is the strong action
being taken by manufacturers and
dealers to effect what they term
"maintaining balanced distribution
of equipment." These efforts are
aimed at preventing some few film
exhibition interests from building-up
reserve inventories for an anticipated "rainy day," thereby precipitating among the rank and file of
theaters either a definite shortage
"stalemate" spans
of equipment, orperiodic
but brief
during which
shortages occur.
The angle of "balanced distribution,"— giving a break to all exhibition interests to keep their houses
running as far as equipment supply is concerned, — is motivated by
both patriotism; the necessity of
maintaining a steady flow of manufacture; and the holding of customer
goodwill.
To Serve All Customers
Makers of projectors, booth equipment, lenses, screens, sound systems,
air conditioning, carpet, and other
major items, says that they have
taken all steps within their power
to serve their regular customers.
In the matter of theater carbons,
there is no shortage. Prices are being kept at the level which has prevailed for some time, and this policy
will continue, barring some very unusual contingency which is not
presently foreseen, the probe reveals.
Further, it is understood that supnly will be controlled for the benefit of all exhibitors.

Two More for Wisconsin
Milwaukee — Two new houses have
been announced for the State. One
will be erected at Whitehall at a cost
of about $15,000 by Eskin Theaters,
Inc., and will seat about 400. The
other will be built at Two Rivers by
the Standard Theaters Co., operator
of houses in a number of Wisconsin
cities, and will have a seating capacity of about 700.
International Chairs Chosen
Clemson, S. C— The Clemson Theater has received International chairs
this month, and also the Strand in
Covington, Ga.

Bldg., Remodelling
break-down in the two categories,
amounts to some nine per cent, —
there having been 316 such projects

• •
•
FILE under the eyes have it:
Uncle Sam's defense
program
focused t'other day on Bausch & Lomb Optical Co
as
film cameras ground out the story of vision in the national emergency
Headed by Director J. M. Aichele
a crew from Paramount's
New York studios invaded the firm to make a short feature production
for the Better Vision Institute
which will show the part played by
eyes in defense production and military operations
T

▼

T
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BUILDING up to gala heights
of preparation
via an eight-page
newspaper

from two weeks
section, posters,

parades
and
other
big doin's
the Martin-Davis
theaters
peaked celebration of their eighth anniversary in Dothan, Ala.
and the start of a new $100,000 movie house
with cutting of a giant birthday cake on the stage of the Houston Theater
Prior to the big night
birthday cake was displayed on
a revolving table in the lobby for several days
Participating
in the cake-cutting were Rufus Davis, all the town's big-wigs, and
patrons attending the birthday night showing
of "Cheers For
Miss Bishop"
Topping off the cake-cutting
a patriotic
note was sounded with a 10-minute question and answer period
on the value to the nation of the U. S. Defense Savings
Bonds

T

T

▼
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ONE
of principal speakers at last week's defense clinic
in Rochester
was Adolph Stuber, assistant vice-prexy of Eastman
Kodak
He voiced praise for sincerity and warm interest of Government officials
who negotiated defense contracts
Denying
that undue red tape and indifference mark the attitudes of said officials
anxious

he called them "keen, industrious, patriotic citizens
just as
to see this country properly prepared
in minimum
time
for whatever

is ahead

T

as we

▼

are"

T
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OSCAR Holmes, Holmes Projector Co. prexy, reports
that his org
has ceased to manufacture 16 mm. projectors
and is concentrating on 45 mm. job for the Army and Navy
Factory of the company is working at top speed.
to fill
orders
received
from
official Washington
Mister
Holmes
avers that there is a shortage of skilled workmen currently . . .
• Also from the equipment biz hot-bed of Chi. wafts word
that the Refreshment Vending and machine Corp. has been organized by Thompson Vance and associates
to distribute
beverage vendors to the amusement trade
Two models, 'tis
said, are being offered
the Ace and the Queen
Former
holds 12 cases of bottles and latter eight cases
Distribs. are
being appointed in various parts o' the country
T
T
T
• • • BERT Smith is opening his 350-seat Tower Theater up in
Walnut Beach, Conn., for the summer
and to make matters comfortable has installed a new cooling system. . . • 'Nother New
England
note (speaking of cooling practices!) has it
that Harry
Browning, ad-publicity director for M & P theaters
is again taking
to the water to fulfill his annual craving for boating
Harry is a
dual skipper
owning a sail boat and also a motor boat
He's
Commodore of the Medfod Boat Club, Arlington, Mass
which entertained on Monday night
the officers of the British battlewagon.
"Rodney"

which put the finishing touch on the "Bismark"

recorded
Jan. present
1, 1941, monfe,
to t*'
beginningfrom
of the
whereas in the corresponding period
of 1940, there were 343 projects.
Expenditure for new film theater
construction and remodelling of existing stands during the first five
months of 1941 shows even less of a
proportionate drop, the investment
in the 316 projects this year amounting to $9,196,000, approximately,
compared to $9,536,000 invested in
the 343 projects during the first five
months of 1940. This represents a
decline of some seven per cent.
These figures, he observes, do not
cover the West Coast area where,
in common with several other territories inthe country, a boom in new
construction and remodelling has
been noted. Nor does the survey
embrace either film equipment or the
large sums expended by the Government on theaters in induction centers and cantonments.

Honolulu To Have Two
New Amusement Centers
Honolulu, Hawaii — Two additional
new amusement centers in addition
to that announced recently by the
Royal Amusement Co. will be built
here.
Construction has begun on a bowling casino in Waikiki to cost $100,000 on a site located between the
Moana Hotel and the famous Waikiki tavern. The structure will be
built by Hawaiian Enterprises, a
recently formed organization of
Honolulu businessmen.
A $75,000 building to house 12
bowling alleys will be erected by
the Kaimuki Bowling Alleys &
Amusement Center, Ltd. The building permit was issued to David S.
Nakano, Honolulu contractor, and
present construction plans are in
charge of Mr. Nakano and Henry T.
Lee, president of Pacific Welding &
Machinery Works.

Drape Sales Announced
Atlanta — Wil-Kin Theater Supply's local office reports that company'sRialto,
draperies have
been Tenn.;
delivered to the
Kingsport,
U. S. Navy Air Station, Miami; Empire, Montgomery, Ala.; Roxy, Griffin, Ga.; Empire, Daytona Beach,
Fla.; Reliance, Orangeburg, S. C;
8th Avenue, Birmingham; Emily,
Hartwell, Ga.; State, Elkin, N. C;
Carolina, Southern Pines, N. C; and
Carolina, Raleigh, N. C.

Edison Gets Equipment
Fort Myers, Fla. — Super Simplex
projectors, Simplex High lamps,
Hertner transverters, Super Cinephor lenses, Walker PM screen and
booth equipment have been installed
in the Edison Theater here by the
Atlanta branch of National Theater
Supply Co.
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Army Completes 95
Of Its 187 Theaters
{Continued from Page 1)

was impossible to give a breakdown
of costs, but stated that the average
— »st of each theater is approximately
VO6.000, including equipment. Thus,
on basis of the furnished figures,
the Army's aggregate investment in
post theaters amounts to some $8,602,000.
Theaters completed to date are estimated to have cost in excess of
$4,570,000.
Authorized theaters for
1 Negro troops amount in cost to $874,000.
Last week, the War Department
said, seven new theaters at six Army
posts introduced motion picture service, and at such widely separated
stations as the Base Command at
St. John's, Newfoundland, and Camp
Sibert, Nevada, installation of sound
and projection equipment was begun.
Growth of Army theaters can be
realized strikingly via Film Daily
records which reveal that at the outset of 1938 there were only 81 such
houses.
Some confusion has been brought
about through figures released by
the Morale Division and published
this week because they show discrepancy when compared with those
Constructhe War
byDivision.
cited tion
The Dept.'s
latter, believed to
be authentic, are those included in
this analysis of the situation.
Another For Montgomery
Montgomery, Ala. — A new Negro
theater will be erected at Washington Park, Negro recreational ground,
by John R. Moffett at a cost of $25,000. Theater will seat 700, and will
be constructed of brick on tile with
steel trusses. Clyde C. Pearson is
the architect. New house wil make
fourth Negro movie here and fourth
new theater for Montgomery within
past 12-month.

EQUIPMENT

Large Orders (And For Large Signs) Are Proof
Chi. Showmen Aren't Shy on Showmanship
Chicago — Tom Flannery, of White Way Electric Signs Co., reports strong
Spring biz. B & K ordered large marquee installation for their Paradise on the
West Side; Essaness new Whiteway Canopies for their Crawford, North Center
and Julian Theaters, while Indiana & Illinois circuit has ordered a new marquee
job for their Lex. The Barger Drive-In recently opened with an attractive
Whiteway highway sign, and the Rumba Casino installed one of the finest signs
in the Chicago district. Howard Bowl has installed a unique vertical sign,
while the Cascades has ordered one of the largest and finest signs in the city.

Work Being Hastened
On Martin-Davis Stand
(Continued from Page 1)

theater will feature the latest advances in sound equipment, seating
comfort, spaciousness and architectural perfection, and will cost an
estimated $100,000.
The three-story building will be
44 ft. along the front and will "fan"
in shape to 71 ft. at rear, an overall length of 204 ft. Seating capacity will be 2,000, with air-cushioned seats staggered and love-seats
on aisle-ends of every other row.
Beginning in the foyer and extending down the aisles will be
fluorescent carpet. Stage will be
equipped with automatically - controlled curtains, a screen that is said
will be largest in Alabama, and completely equipped dressing rooms. The
fire-proof building will have sprinkler system, steam heat and air conditioning. Theater front will be
designed of Alabama marble, and
doors will be operated by a "magic

NEWS

ITOA Plans Exhibit
Of Theater Equipment
(Continued from Page 1)

are contributing their ideas towards
making this exposition the largest
and most complete of any yet held.
Everything that goes into a theater
will be on display, arranged so that
those in attendance will start with
the box-office and work toward the
Posthumous Honor Is
rear of the theater.
Accorded To H. A. DeVry
Meetings, talks and lectures will
be given by experts in various fields
Chicago — Lincoln Memorial Uni- and all manner of questions will be
versity, Harrogate, Tenn., bestowed answered. The purpose of this is
on June 2 the degree of Doctor of so that theater men will have a complete and intimate knowledge of
Science posthumously upon the late
quality and price concerning equipHerman A. DeVry, pioneer film pro- ment.
jector inventor, engineer and founder
of the local DeVry Corp. This high
honor was accorded in recognition G-E Has a New Cleaner
of DeVry's distinguished service in For Use In Pic Houses
the field of science and invention,
and for his pioneering in the realm
For strenuous clean service in theof Visual Education
aters, a powerful new portable
Faculty and trustees of the Uni- vacuum cleaner, called the G-E
versity had recommended this honor Lightweight Master- Vac, Model 203,
to DeVry prior to his untimely has been added to the line of heavy
death. As it would be in the life duty cleaners for which the General
of any man, DeVry had looked for- Electric appliance and merchandise
ward to June 2 as a milestone in his department, Bridgeport, Conn., is
successful career.
responsible.
The new device is somewhat
Accepting the recognition in his
honor were Mrs. Ida B. DeVry, smaller than the other two Masterwidow; Mrs. Emma Carlson, daugh- Vac cleaners made by G-E, although
is designed for similar applicater; and E. B. DeVry, son and sec- it
tions.
retary-treasurer ofthe DeVry Corp.

A four-track sound system will be
installed. In outlining plans, Rufus
Davis, co-partner with R. E. Martin,
said
the theater would be named by
eye."
the public. It will employ 20 people.

Scott Ballantyne Lists Orders

Omaha — Scott Ballantyne Co. here
has recently completed the following
installations of equipment: Duo
Sound Master sound equipment at
South High School, Omaha; carpet
at the Rialto Theater, Beatrice; low
intensity lamphouses and rectifiers
at the Wynot Theater, Wynot; low
intensity lamphouses and rectifiers
at the Royal Theater, Axtell, Kan.;
opera chairs at the Phoenix Theater,
COOLING EQUIPMENT: Fedders Neola, la.; Duo Sound Master sound
Mfg. Co., Inc., of Buffalo, N. Y., is heads at the New Theater, Pond
distributing to the trade upon re- Creek, Okla; Duo Sound Master complete sound equipment at the Royal
quest their 1941 Refrigeration CataTheater, Archer City, Tex.
log featuring company's line in this
45th Anniversary year. The catalog
shows and tabulates Unit Cooler Okla. House Ready Soon
models from Fed-R 4-Way, Fed-R
Checotah, Okla. — J. P. Jones and
Ceiling, Fed-R Indirect, Fed-R-Luxe, Jack LeMasters will open a new theFed-R-Kold, Fed-R-Brine, Fed-Rater here shortly, seating approxiZero to Fed-R-Cool.
mately 300. Equipment furnishings,
The following catalogs were reviewed in the including opera chairs, Sound Master
May 23 issue of THE FILM DAILY EQUIP- Type S projectors, Light Master
MENT NEWS and these may be obtained by one-kilowatt high intensity projection
writing to the various manufacturers:
lamps, Duo Sound Master complete
BLACK LIGHTING FLUORESCENT
CARPET: Continental Lithograph . Corp.'s sound equipment, and booth accesConti-Glo Division, Cleveland, has just issued
sories are being supplied by the Balcomplete and thorough handbook, "Conti-Glo
lantyne Co., Omaha.
Black Lights for Activating Fluorescent Car-

New Catalogs

petings."
FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES: Rex Ceder,
New York City, has issued descriptive folder
of its new Triumph Non-Deteriorating Batteries for flashlights.
SOUND APPARATUS: Operadio Mfg. Co.,
St. Charles, 111., has prepared a new folder
on its amplifiers and speakers, illustrating
models and including brief specifications.

"CAUGHT

IN THE

DRAFT"

You'll never suffer the embarrassment caused
by shabby floor coverings if you install
Alexander Smith Carpets . . . the carpets
used in most of the country's successful
theatres.

New Company Chartered
Richmond, Va. — A charter has been
issued to the Newport News Amusement Center, Inc., here, with capital
of $50,000. Morton G. Thalhimer of
this city is president.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPETS

m
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Motiograph Lists Many
New Equip. Sales
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SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen
By JACK SIMONS

Loew's State Theater, Providence, R. I.

Chicago — Unusually large number
of orders are currently reported by
Did you ever stop to consider the difference between operating a theater and a
Motiograph's headquarters here.
Company's projection equipment and fish market? Of course, you haven't, but
De Luxe sound systems have re- there is a difference. More often than
cently been installed in the Naval not, when the fish dealer opens his store
Air Station in Jacksonville, Fla., and in the morning, he puts a sign on his
the Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi, Tex. Former ordered three projec- window reading: "Fresh Fish Sold Here
tion and sound units and the latter
two. The Naval Air Stations in
First, let us analyze the sign for the
Cape May, N. J., San Pedro, Calif., Today."
and in Newfoundland, also received laugh it will offer to the theater operator.
similar equipment, as did the Naval The word "today" seems quite unnecessary
Ammunition Depot, Hingham, Mass.; as anyone passing by will readily see the
the Naval Depot of Supplies, Norfolk, store is open for business. The word "here"
Va., and the U. S. Marine Corps, is equally unnecessary as it is apparent that
the fish are being sold in this store and not
Norfolk, Va.
in the next
block.
As forthat
the the
word fish
"sold,"
Theater Orders Large
common
sense
dictates
are
Theater installations are particu- being sold and not given away. The word
larly numerous. Delta Theater Sup- "fish" is needless, for anybody passing this
ply installed Mirrophonic De Luxe establishment.
The word "fresh" offers
sound in John L. Caldwell's house, our biggest laugh. Certainly the fish dealer
Ruston, La., and Seilers Equipment
wouldn't be expected to sell stale fish. Thus
Co. put Motiograph Projection the
theater operator would get a laugh
equipment into the Manos, Indiana, from this innocent and well meant sign.
Pa.; Manos, Uniontown, Pa.; and
Coyle, Charleroi, Pa., with latter
But with the wily fish monger there is
stand also getting Mirrophonic De
Luxe sound.
another story to tell. He has a very definite reason for wording that sign just that
Falls City Theater Equipment Co.
installed projectors in the Park, way. He doesn't want the passerby to take
for granted. That is it exactly.
Louisville, and the Switow Theatri- anything
He wants you to know, day after day and
cal Enterprises' Cozy, also in Louis- in no uncertain terms, that he sells fish on
ville. Monarch Theater Supply an- the premises and that they are fresh. His
nounces installations of Mirrophonic
De Luxe sound in the Met, Jackson, little sign tells you all that, day in and day
Tenn., and one for the account of
Lexington Amusement Co., Lexing- A Bomb-Proof Cellar
ton, Tenn. Becker Theater Equipment Planned For Theater
in Buffalo put Mirrophonic projectors in the Star, Tonawanda, N. Y. Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
McArthur Theater Equipment Co.
Washington — A modern motion
of Detroit reports installation of Mo- picture theater now being erected in
tiograph projection and sound in Bandoeng, Netherlands Indies, is bethe Civic, Detroit, and the Carmen,
lieved to be the first building of its
Dearborn, Mich.
type anywhere to contain a bombproof cellar, the Department of ComThese installations, Motiograph's
merce reports.
headquarters asserts, represent only
a fraction of recent sales.
Traveling motion picture shows
are becoming increasingly popular
in the Netherlands Indies. Several
local producing companies are now
sending complete portable equipment
throughout the small towns and native villages of middle and East Java
Georgetown, Del. — The second fire for the purpose of exhibiting films
within a few weeks broke out June of the action type. The object of
4 in the Sussex Theater on Market these traveling films is to create a
St. near Railroad Ave. When dis- native demand for motion pictures.
covered, the blaze, believed to be in- One theater has already been erected
cendiary, was burning in two places, and is now in operation as a result
in the balcony and on the first floor. of this project.
Damage was slight in the already
gutted building.
Air Corps Stand Set
Panama City, Fla. — Plans have
Brooksville, Ky. — Lyric Theater been made for a new theater at the
here was recently destroyed by fire, U. S. Army Air Corps flexible gunbelieved to have originated in the
nery school. This is a part of a
balcony via a cigarette. Some 10,000 construction program which will call
feet of film was lost in the blaze.
for more than $3,000,000. Contracts
have been awarded the C. C. Moore
Cincinnati — Fire completely de- Construction Co., Panama City, and
stroyed the Palace Theater, Hamlin, the Paul H. Smith Construction Co.
W. Va. House was operated by D. T. of Tampa for the actual construcShifflette.
tion of the buildings. The Southern
Engineering & Architectural Co. of
Taft, Cal. — Fire has destroyed the Jacksonville has been engaged for
Roxy Theater here with damage architectural and engineering services.
estimated at $20,000.

Theater Fires

out. The value of sustained advertising is
too well known to all of us to go into at
this time.
We, in show business, sell our attractions.
More refined, let us say, than the fish dealer,
we do not point out that our shows are being
presented in nice, clean, comfortable and
inviting theaters. We do not mention this
on our marquees or on our posters. This
fact must be obvious to our patrons from
the minute they set foot on our premises.
It must not be left to their imagination.
They must see it and feel it themselves.
Every place the patron looks, consciously
or in a daze, the floor, lobby, wall frames,
posters, seats, rest rooms, etc., he must
behold a cheerfulness that impresses itself
indelibly on his mind.
This is stressed to all our employes at
all times. They are trained to be as much
on the alert for an untidy condition anywhere as for an outbreak of fire. And, have
it remedied at once. Picking up ticket stubs
from the floor won't give anybody, including
the manager and members of the executive
staff a backache. Flushing toilets or urinals
at frequent intervals won't send an employe
to the hospital from overwork. It's a darn
sight easier to keep ahead of dirt than to
let it sneak up behind you. And in doing
that we don't have to adopt the same tactics
as the fish peddlers. It will be ever apparent.

York Employes Receive
New Increase In Wages

Plans Are Complete
For Seattle Project
(Continued from Page 1)

a $200,000 structure, which, on completion will cover a total of 108 x
300 feet.
«
The new showhouse has not as yl0
been named but will occupy the site I
of the old Portola Theater. Plans
for the structure have been prepared
by B. Marcus Priteca, Seattle archiwho has
designed
terstect,
on the
Pacific
Coast. many theaSpecial attention will be given to
the lighting of the new structure including both fluorescent and incandescent. Topping the structure will
ing.
be a huge West Seattle beacon light
featuring the latest in Neon light-

Kent To Open Tonight
With Johnson as Mgr.
(Continued from Page 1)

southwest corner of Sherbrooke and
Hingston Sts. Johnson has always
shown a keen interest in local affairs
and is popular in sporting circles in
the district.
He was a member of the Royal
Bank hockey team, the De Champetre hockey team, the Maple Leaf
softball team, the Notre Dame de
Grace Softball League and is at
present manager of the Wolves softball team of the Somerjad League.
His appointment as manager of
the new Kent, it is felt by the theater's owners, will assure residents of
Notre Dame de Grace, Westmount
and Montreal West, of a cordial welcome in a theater that will become
a reel community center.
Flight-Lieutenant Hardland Molson will speak at the opening tonight in aid of "Wings for Britain
Fund," the RAF fighter plane fund,
it was announced at fund headquarters. The Canadian war pilot is
one of the heroes of the Battle of
Britain. For opening night at the
Kent, an elaborate ceremony has
been planned, to be preceded by a
parade with floats, bands and marching units. Christopher Ellis will be
master of ceremonies. All proceeds
for the first full week following the
opening have been donated to the
fund by the theater management.

York, Pa. — Approximately 2,300
factory employees of the York Ice
Machinery Corp. have received a
5-cents-an-hour wage increase effective June 8, following conferences
between Ice Machinery Independent
Employes Association and company
representatives.
New aircraft factories for which
the York Ice Machinery Corp. has
recently supplied air conditioning
are those of: The Ford Motor Co.,
the Studebaker Corp., the General
Motors Corp., Fairchild Aviation
Corp., and Vega Airplane Co.,
(controlled by Lockheed Aircraft
Corp.) and six buildings of the
Douglas Aircraft Co.'s factory group
nearing completion at Long Beach, MTE Jobs Are Listed
Calif.
Dallas — Modern Theater Equipment Co. announces installation of
Service House Opens
Motiograph Model K projectors and
Norfolk, Va.— A new $75,000 the- Mirrophonic De Luxe sound systems
ater, fully equipped for pictures and in Jefferson Amusement Co.'s Paramount, Marshall, Tex., also Model K
stage shows, has been opened at
Camp Pendleton, Virginia Beach, for projection equipment in the Alamo
the service men. Plans have also Theater, Bellville, Tex., and Mirrophonic De Luxe sound in the Arcade,
been drawn up for a $600,000 recreation center at the Naval Training Floresville, Tex., and Motiograph
Station, Norfolk, which includes a projectors and De Luxe Mirrophonic
theater seating 3,500.
sound in the Lyric, Terrell, Tex.

Expanding The Magee
Magee, Miss. — The Magee Theater, owned and operated by Herbert
and Mrs. Everett, is being enlarged
to
take care of increasing attendance.

Re-Christened Stand Bows
San Francisco — Metropolitan, nabe
house belonging to San Francisco
Theaters, Inc., modernized throughMetro.out, has reopened under name of
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Detroit's Mercury
Introduces New Notes
(Continued from Page 1)

EQUIPMENT

Cleveland Will Get
WHO'S
JOE

WHO

HORNSTEIN.

IN EQUIPMENT

New $350,000 House

President of Joe Hornstein, Inc., is in the words of George

M. Cohan, " a real live nephew of my Uncle Sam," having been born on
the Fourth of July, 1886, in New York City. Educated in city's schools, later
attending Pratt Institute and specializing in chemistry. Entered the film equipment field in 1905 with Miles Bros., pioneers in rentals. Joined H. A. Mackie,

(Continued from Page 1)

modernism of recent theaters toward a mild ornateness again.
distributor of Edison Kinetoscope, — which machines were mounted on wood
< — Two 98-foot murals, representing
frames. Became sales manager of Picture Theater
VCawn" and "Eve" are on each auEquipment Co., located at 10 East 14th St., next
ditorium side-wall, using black fluoto the famous Biograph Studio. Appointed genrescent lighting so that the murals
eral sales manager of United Theater Equipment
are visible "in the dark." End
Corp. and subsequently formed Howell Cine Equiplounges in the foyer, powder room,
and smoking room are round.
ment Co. Later, became vice-president of National Theater Supply Co. Then, seven years ago,
A waterfall curtain, first in this
formed Joe Hornstein, Inc., which he heads. Is
region, is used, in gold tone. Fiftyone of the most prominent and active members
six brass plates containing etched
of the equipment industry. During his career has
signatures of Hollywood stars are
equipped more than 1,500 motion picture houses
mounted on the foyer walls. House
completely. Among the many noteworthy assigned
has new Kroehler push-back seats.
to him have been the equipment of the Radio
Stage is 28 feet deep, with provision
City Music Hall, the Roxy Theater, and the Parafor addition of dressing rooms. Prinmount Theater, all outstanding Great White Way
cipal contractors are: Saul Sloan,
picture palaces. Is married and a member of
general builder; National Theater
numerous trade and fraternal organizations. Makes his offices at 630 Ninth
Supply Co., projectors, sound, screen,
Ave., New York City.
and vertical sign; Hans Teichert,
Chicago, decoration; Bigelow Sanford, carpeting; Max Levinson, Chicago, draperies; Davidson, Ltd., Chi- Natchez House Makes
cago, furniture.
Mellon's Newly-Acquired
Pastime to be Remodeled
Another new feature, by Wagner Extensive Improvements
Sign Company, is the use of 28 x 36
(Continued from Page 1)
inch colored transparencies of star
Detroit — The Pastime Theater has
pictures in place of names on the quires no water-cooling tower was been taken over by Joseph Mellon,
marquee.
installed. The unit derives its cool- circuit owner, and is to be thoroughing properties from a chemical bearly remodeled. House was acquired in
ing the name dichlorodifluormethane,
Work Has Started On
the
sale" for back taxes
called F-12 for short. Sound equip- and "scavenger
is believed to be the only theater
ment installed was the new RCA, in the State in the sale in active use.
New Para-Richards House
PG-140, High Fidelity type.
Old draperies were replaced with
Greenwood, Miss. — Actual conwhile the candy stand, forstruction has begun on the new Par- new ones
merly located in the inner lobby, has
amount-Richards motion picture the- been moved
to the outer lobby.
ater to cost an estimated $48,000
Parby
here
upon its completion
amount-Richards Theaters, Inc.
The new theater, one of the larg- Navari Bros. Building Another
est in the Delta, is located on the
Pittsburgh — A new 700-seat theacorner of Fulton and Washington
ter, on which work is to begin beSts. and will seat 1,100 persons.
fore the end of this month, will be
Thomas Cooper Van Antwerp, constructed by Rudy and Samuel
architect of Mobile, Ala., and M. T. Navari, who own and operate the
Reed, Belzoni (Miss.) contractor Liberty Theater, Verona, and the
have charge of the job. Building Penn Theater, Universal, Pa. The
Inspector G. T. Haskins recently is- new house will be called the Eastsued the permit for construction of
wood, and is expected to open in the
the new theater.
early Fall.

New Drive-In Opens
Erie, Pa. — The new 15-acre Drivein theater, known as the Skyway,
which accommodates 500 automobiles, which is owned by Carl Guerrein, was formally opened to the
public this week.

ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. Now York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
reports for the five months ended
May 31, net income of $9,998,347
after taxes and charges, equal under
the participating provisions of the
shares to $3.74 a share on the combined 79,974 shares of 7 per cent
participating preferred and 2,592,155 shares of common stock.
This compares with a net income
of $8,392,174, or $3.14 a share on
the combined shares in the first five
months of 1940.
May net income was $2,093,344,
comparing with a net income of
$1,836,612 in May, 1940, and $2,277,740 in April, 1941.
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cording to plans submitted to councils of the suburbs, with 86 foot
frontage and 196 foot depth.
Henry Gottfried, attorney, Hippodrome Bldg., Cleveland, is treasurer
of the Fairmount Theater Co.
George Howard Burrows, who recently completed the Telenews Theater, has prepared the plans, which
will be colonial in design. A prominent local independent circuit is said
to be negotiating for a lease on ths
proposed new theater.
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Incomparable Lighting Equipment
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NEWS
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THE U. S. NAVY
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Mechanism.
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In Equipment Sales

PERMIT for erection of a $23,000 brick
theater on Hillsboro St., Raleigh, N. C,
has just been issued to North Carolina
Theaters, Inc., by Building Inspector Pallie
M. Mangum.

*

*

*

Wenzel Projector Co., Chicago, are
adding more men to their working
forces, according to L. H. Pederson, in
charge of the headquarters staff of the
organization. Demand from the theater trade, as well as national defense
needs, has pushed the facilities of the
company's
manufacturing
division to
peak loads. *
* *
John Eberson is architect of the 1,000seater which Joseph Quittner and Peter
Perakos have set to build.
Stand will be
ready in the Autumn.

*

*

*

Jeff Williams, owner of two suburban Detroit situations, has installed
a new air conditioning system in his
East Detroit theater. Jeff had to dig
a 600-ft. well to get the requisite ivater
supply.

*

*

*

C. M. Butterfield is building a new theater at Opelousas, La., and is going to christen it the Opou.

*

*

♦

Alex Silay, who has recently taken
over the Lido Theater, Philippi, W.
Va,. is re-equipping the house with
new RCA Photophone sound and booth
equipment,
and also an RCA
Magic
Screen.

*

*

*

The Paseo Theater, Kansas City, recently
taken over by Rube Finkelstein, has been
completely renovated, and made its re-debut
a few days ago.

*

*

*

National Theater Supply Co. lists
following among its most recent sales
and installations:
Simplex Four-Star Sound has
gone into the Lake Theater, Lake
George, N. Y., and the Police Recreation Center, Platte Cove, N. Y., and
Super Simplex Projectors into the
Magic, Barbourville, Ky. ; Art Cinema, Pittsburgh; Union Hall, Gouveneur, N. Y.; Edison, Ft. Myers,
Fla., and the Tampa, Tampa, Fla.
E-7 Projectors went to the Palace,
Leechburg, Pa., and Sohine's Norwalk, Norwalk, Ohio. National Carpeting was delivered to Carnegie
Theater, Carnegie, Pa.; Lyric, Gil
City, Pa.; Bell, Fayette City, Pa.;
Rowland, Phillipsburg, Pa.; Dosta,
Valdosta, Ga.; Campus, Milledgeville, Ga.; Monogram Pictures, Denver; Westland Theaters, Colorado
Spas.
Walker

PM Screens: Magic, Barbourville, Ky. ; Municipal Theater,
Millheim, Pa.; Police Recreation
Center, Platte Cove, N. Y.; Capitol,
Whitehall, N. Y.; Union Hall, Gouveneur, N. Y.; Norwalk, Norwalk,
Ohio; Lindale Auditorium, Lindale,
Ga.; and Edison, Ft. Myers, Fla.
Walker Regular Screens were ordered
from NTS by the Paramount, Nashville, and Richard's Theater, Fayette,
Ala.
Rowe Candy machine went to the
Berea, Berea, Ky. ; National Comfort
Cooling to the Royal, Harrisville,
N. Y. ; Paramount, Glenns Falls,
N. Y.; Union Hall, Gouveneur, N. Y.;
Office, Denver; and Paramount's Fox,
Fox International Theaters' District
North Platte, Neb.

Clouse-Pruitt Launch
Their New Ray Theater

Royal Theater, Gulfport, Miss., is
being renovated at a cost of more than
Jackson, Miss. — Second new theaS2,500. It'll get a new screen, proter to be constructed here within a
jection room moved to the balcony,
an increase in seating capacity, and vear, the Ray Theater, located at
installation of a new air conditioning 834 West Capitol St., has been opened
by Rav Clouse and W. A. Pruitt, Jr.,
plant. A. L. Royal owns the house.
with Clouse to be active manager.
The Ray is the first theater in
The Magic Theater, Barbourville, Ky.,
does what a lot more film houses should, Mississippi to introduce "love seats"
natterned after the Radio City Thenamely, advertise to the public the advanater's seats in New York City. It
tages of the theater equipment which makes
the screen program more enjoyable. This is air conditioned, fluorescentlylighted and is decorated in a color
stand recently installed love seats, and im- scheme of red, white and blue.
mediately advertised in community's newspapers asking the swains and maids to come
to the
seats.

house

and "try out"

*

*

*

the

new

love

Old Trails Theater, Mickleville,
hid., operated by Mrs. O. Hack, has
purchased new Benwood Linze rectifiers from Indiana Theater Equipment
Co.

*

*

*

O. C. Hauber is building a new theater
in Pineville, La., to be known as the Hauber Annex, to distinguish it from his present Hauber Theater.

*

*

*

National Theater Supply Co.'s Indianapolis branch reports sale of new
Walker screens to the Kent, South
Whitley, Ind.; the Mode, Columbus;
and the Roxy, Bloomington.

Brenkert Installations Made
Charlotte, N. C. — Brenkert projectors and projection lamps have been
installed in the Carolina, Columbia,
S. C; Palmetto, Spartanburg. S. C;
Colony, Fayetteville, N. C: Florida,
Pensacola. Fla.; and the Drive-Ins
in Greensboro, N. C, and Jackson,
Miss., Shreveport, La. Brenkert proiectors have also gone into the Carolina, Greensboro, N. C, and the Alabama, Birmingham.

Air Conditions Fairmont
New Haven — Sherman Germaine
is installing a new cooling system
and redecorating the lobby at his
400-seat Fairmont, recently leased
by him.
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EQUIPMENT
FIELD NOTES

ENGINEERS
HAVE

AWARD by the Navy Department calling
for 200 semi-portable sound projectors
has been made to the DeVry Corp. after
exhaustive tests, according to that comrs. These mapany'swillChicago
chines
have headquarte
extra parts, and
will be
used on ships of the fleet.

$160,000 in value.

*

*

Award exceeds

IN LOW
*

Work of repairing the Lyric, Brooksville, Ky., which was damaged by fire,
has begun and the house is expected
to open again this coming week.

*

*

*

the three stores.

*

*

*

New American Seating Co. chairs
are being installed in the Roosevelt
Theater, Swoyerville, Pa., it is announced byManager Frank Pepe.

*

*

*

Wigton Theater, operated by Mrs. Florence Wigton in La Grange, Ind., is shuttered for a general overhauling which includes new air conditioning, chairs, redecorating, carpeting and booth equipment.

*

*

*

A

LOT

OF

COST

COMFORT COOLING

*

Montreal reports that a permit has been
issued to James H. Maher, contractor, for
erection of a theater and three stores on
Queen Mary Road near Westbury Ave.
Cost of this development is recorded at
$30,000
for the theater and $10,000
for

MADE

^00®

To date there are over
8,000 USAirCo theater installations, Such a record brings justifiable
pride in having attained the industry's
No. 1 position in theater cooling. But its
real significance lies in the benefits
to be derived by the exhibitor from the
wide and varied experience it represents.
Many of these thousands of installations
presented new and unusual problems to
challenge the skill and ingenuity of
USAirCo engineers. Their solution upset
many an apple-cart of old-time air conditioning theory. New, more practical,
more economical methods had to be devised. As a result, scores of improvements have been perfected by USAirCo
engineers which have brought Kooler-aire
to new peaks of efficiency and costs down
to the lowest level in years.

Five E. M. Loew open-air theaters in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maryland
and Florida, are being modernized via
You, like every other smart operator,
RCA Photophone in-car loudspeakers no longer question the need for comfortwhich hang inside the patrons' cars,
plugging into the sound system. The providing, business-building theater coolOpen Air, Lynn, Mass., is getting 600;
ing. But you are concerned over what
Merrimack Auto Park Theater, Me- type of system will do the job best at the
thuen, Mass., 475: Drive-In, Providence, least cost. Equally important — Who makes
650; Governor Ritchie Open Air Theit?it? Who installs it? Who stands back
ater, Glenburnie, Md., 550, and the of
Drive-In, Miami, 600.

*

^

^

So before you invest in comfort cooling
equipment, get the answers to these important questions. Learn what is new in
theater air conditioning. Get all the facts
* * *
The Minor Construction Co. of about the different types of cooling —
Belleville, III., submitted the lowest blower, evaporative, cold water, refrigerabid ($70,338) for the construction of tive — all of which are made by USAirCo.
a 1,038-seat film theater at Scott Field,
Find out how little Kooler-aire costs —
III . The semi-permanent structure will
ing.
be 75 feet by 140 ft. and calls for how easy it is to buy — why the theater
steel frame with corrugated metal sid- industry has for 17 years made USAirCo
its first choice.
* * *
Work on the new theater in Dalton, Ga.,
has commenced. Stand is being put up on
Crawford St. by Manning & Wink at a
cost of some $30,000.

B. A. Lucas, prexy of Lucas Theater
Corp., is going to modernize the Arlington,
Arlington, III., and boost the seating capacity to 800. Circuit operates houses in
Piano and Sanwich, III., and is completing
plans to build a 1,000-seater at Oak Lawn,
III. Lucas also plans to open Drive-Ins at
Elmhurst, and another near Gary, Ind.

*

*

*

Roxy Theater, Natrona, Pa., recently acquired by Lou Padolf from the
estate of the late Samuel Neaman, will
shutter on June 28 for extensive repairs, alterations, and the installation
of new equipment. When this work
is completed, the Roxy will be one
of the most modern pic houses in this
section.
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NATHANSON TO ENTER U.K. THEATERFELD?
20th- Fox Will Have
THE
WEEK
IN REVIEW

First Five-Block Will Be
Delivered to Sales Dept.
Week After Convention

40 to 45 for RKO
By L. H. MITCHELL

15 Features Ready Sept. 1

=

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — No less than 20 new
RKO SALES MEET: RKO plans season features will be completed,
letween 40 and 45 features for the in the hands of cutters or in production at the 20th Century-Fox
-oming season, sales convention was
old here, with present sales hitting .-tudio by the time delegates arrive
m all-time high.
Tradeshows will for the annual sales confab, July
|.tart on July 7, with titles of the 16-18. Already 15 productions, six
5rst block-of-five announced at the in the cutting department and nine
sarley. Contracts have been revised before the cameras, are in work.
Studio
has
guaranteed
delivery
o meet provisions of the N. Y. content decree.
Prexy
George
J. to the distribution department of five
(Continued on Page 8)
; 5chaefer told the delegates that inlecent pix are not thf remedy for
he present b.o. slump, and that the
i ndustry is organized to meet every
ilemand that may arise in the counry's emergency.
Convention
was
i ilso informed that no Samuel Goldvyn, Orson Welles or Walt Disney
)ix would be included in its blocksif-five. Four RKO pix are booked for
Standing committees of the
' onsecutive
showing
at the Radio MPPDA for the current year were
Ifcity Music Hall, starting with "Tom, announced at the quarterly meeting
I; )ick
Harry,"runs.
all expected to re- of the association on Friday by Carl
eive and
extended
E. Milliken, secretary, who presided.

MPPDA Committees
Appointed by Hays

It was the first time that the standing committees were made public.
Appointments were made by Will
H. Hays, president, who was absent

DUALS: The consent decree will
:>id in the elimination of duals, Para.
(Continued on Page 8)
3rexy Barney Balaban stated at
tockholders' meeting.
Samuel GoldIVyn has asked the PCC of ITO for
. specific program in its projected
ight on double bills, with the PCC
ubsequently appointing a commit ee to take up the matter.
Allied
Chicago — First step in eliminat:xecs. expressed skepticism as to
ing triple bills was accomplished
al the week-end when Jack Kirsch,
•IPTOA's
support
of
the
PCC's
war
(Continued on Page 6)
n duals.

Nine Chicago Houses
To Drop Triple Bills

MISCELLANY: Warner Bros. 26veek net of $2,782,544 is a jump of
■1,264,047 from the net for the same
leriod last year. . . . Allied will fight
•oost in number of percentage films,
■n the part of distribs., in coming
eason. . . . Ascap announced it
vould start anti-trust suit for triple
lamages against NBC and CBS,
vith amount to be asked approxinately $20,000,000. . . . UA will open
irst of its five regionals in N. Y. C.
oday when its 1941-42 program will
»e announced. The UA-David O.
oelznick deal expected to be signed
his week. . . . Rationing of electriity to theaters to conserve power
lits houses in Georgia.

GIANT COAST
SHOW FOR US0
Harry Warner to Confer Here
With Thomas Dewey

London (By Air Mail) — Entry into the British theater field of N. L.
Nathanson, long head of Famous
Piayers Canadian Corp., who recently resigned on the expiration of
Hollywood — Probably the greatest
contract, is reportlineup of stellar talent from films his edemployment
here as a future possibility.
and radio ever whipped together is
Nathanson
is
not
exactly unfamiliar
taking shape
with the English industry; he has,
here for the
for some time, been associated with
giant United
British Lion.
Service
OrAccording
to reports
current
in
(Continued on Page 8)
gan izations
in the Hollywood Bowl
June 29.
One of the
purposes o f
the Eastward
trip to Harry
M. Warner,
who arrives
in New York
this week

WB to Hold Canadian
Meet Ahead of U. S.

HARRY

M.

WARNER

Tononto — Warners Canadian sales
conclave will be held in Montreal
rather than in this city, with the

from the studioshere,
.
is to confer on Warner
talent participation
At(Contiuued onwith
Page District
6)

dates
to be national
prior to the
company'sin
Amercian
convention

Twin City Exhibs.
Endorse Anli-5 Law

Browne Pleads Innocent;
Held in $50,000 Bail

Minneapolis — Exhibitors of Minneapolis and St. Paul are whole-heartedly (Continued
behind the onMinnesota
antiPage 6)

Selznick Pre-Production Tests
Producer Signs Deal With Handel's Bureau

Settlement of Complaint
Dismisses Denver Case

Former Head of FPC Reported to be Eyeing British
Circuit; Could be Maxwell

David O. Selznick will precede future picture making with pre-production tests to be made by a newDenver — All parties concerned in
ly launched research organization,
the clearance complaint filed by W. it was learned at the week-end.
H. and J. L. McDonald, operating
Selznick has closed a commitment
the Nile Theater, Mitchell, Neb., with the Motion Picture Research
have agreed to a settlement and the Bureau, headed by Dr. Leo Handel,
McDonald brothers have asked for research analyst, with offices at 512
a dismissal of the case.
Fifth Ave. Bureau, whose executive
setup is now being
Complainants
had asked for a re- and counsellor
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 8)

Chicago, opening
28, 8)it was re(Continued July
on Page

George E. Browne, IATSE head,
was held in $50,000 bail on Friday
by Federal Judge Edward A.
ger, after pleading not guilty
charge of violating the Federal
Racketeering laws with William
(Continued on Page 6)

Conto a
AntiBioff

FPC Urges New Time
To Conserve Power
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington— The Federal Power
Commission has recommended to
the White House that daylight saving time be adopted in any part of
the nation where it may be needed
to help relieve power shortages.
The recommendation urged adoption
of daylight saving schedules especially for Southeastern states where
curtailment of non-defense power
consumption is necessary because of
droughts.
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Picture and Distributor
Major
Barbara
(United
Artists-Gabriel
Pascal) — 6th
week
One
Night
in Lisbon
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd week
Man
Hunt
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)- — 2nd week
In the Navy
(Universal
Pictures) — 2nd week
She Knew
All the Answers
(Columbia
Pictures)
Billy the Kid
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Out of the Fog
(Warner
Bros Pictures)
Tight Shoes
(Universal
Pictures)
Underground
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)
The Gang's All Here (Monogram
Pictures)
(a)
The
Pioneer
(Monogram
Pictures)
(a)
I Was
a Spy (Caumont
British Pictures)
(a)
North
from
the Star (Columbia
Pictures)
(a)
Red Head
(Monogram
Pictures) — June 24 (a)
Billy the Kid's Fighting Pais (Producers Distributing Co.

♦

Fantasia
Citizen

{Friday,
NEW

YORK

Tune

MARKET
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Am.
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Columbia
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Con.
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Ind
%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East.
Kodak
1333,4
do
pfd
Gen.
Th.
q
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe
Film
RKO
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11
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Net

Low

Close
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50
20th Century-Fox pfd
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Warner Bros
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do pfd
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YORK
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MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3V2S46
Para.
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Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 945/8
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95
NEW
YORK
CURB
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith
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Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
83/8
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp. vtc.
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Universal
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MARKET
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%
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83/8 —
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6

6
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SECURITIES
Bid Asked
65%
57%

Schneider Adds to Col.
Common Stock Holdings
Bureau

of THE

FILM

FUTURE

'DAILY

Washington — Abraham Schneider
has acquired 100 shares of Columbia's common no par value stock
and now holds 1,504 shares it is
reported in the SEC's semi-monthly
summary of security transactions
and holdings. Schneider also holds
7.880 options for common.

♦

week

FEATURES

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

OPENINGS

(c)

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Russell Van Kirk, who sought to
enjoin RKO from voting its seven
per cent cumulative preferred stock
of K-A-O in favor of the reorganization plan, explained to The Film
Daily on Friday why he asked that
his action be dismissed. Van Kirk
said that the first reading of the reorganization plan gave a pessimistic
note, but after certain facts and
figures were explained to him the
plan looked more favorable.

♦
Miami
Miami

Follows

current

Broadway
Palace

bill,

New

(d)

Paramount
Capitol
Music
Hall
Astor
Roxy
Amsterdam
Rialto
Criterion
Strand

Two-a-day-run.

Conn. Allied to Receive
Report on Arbitration
New Haven — Allied Theater Owners of Connecticut will hold a luncheon-me ting at12:30 p.m., tomorrow, with Dr. J. B. Fishman presiding. Lawrence C. Caplan, executive
secretary, A. M. Schuman, Dave
Cherman, and Joseph F. Reed, who
attended the Allied of New Jersey
convention, will report. Arbitration
procedure as revealed in Connecticut's first hearing today will be
discussed.

Dent May Start British
Distrib. Firm in S. A.

IRWIN SHAW has arrived in Hollywood from
New York to work on the screen play of his
original,
"The
Hard
Way."
WOLFE COHEN, Warner Bros. Canadian district manager, returned to Toronto on ^g^lay
following
conferences
at the home
offi<
CHARLES
EINFELD
is due at the Warm
home office today for a stay of several weeks.
JOAN BENNETT arrives from Hollywood by
plane today for a short vacation.
FRITZ
LANG
returned
to the Coast
Friday.,
returns to the Coast late

DOROTHY LAMOUR
Honolulu July 2.

returns to Hollywood from

EDDIE SECUIN of the B & K publicity office,
and his wife have returned to Chi. from a Florida
vacation.
R. M. SAVINI, president of Astor Pictures
Corp., will return to New York tomorrow,
after having completed a tour of the western
exchanges.
July
MARC BLITZSTEIN
from New York.

has arrived on the Coast

HERBERT and DOROTHY
Coast
yesterday.
FRANKLYN

FOX

FIELDS

left I

goes to Louisville early in

DR. J. B. FISHMAN, president of Allied The
ater Owners of Connecticut is enjoying the reunion activities at Yale
with
his
class
of
1916
Sheffield
Scientific,
with
his
daughter
JANET and son, MICHAEL,
also in costume.
HARRY
M. WARNER
in New York from the
on

NEIL
the
VERA

is expected
to
Coast this week.

AGNEW
and
BOB
G1LLHAM
Coast over the week-end.
ZORINA,

planed

to

the

arrive
arrived

Coast

last

night.

LOU
is due

EDELMAN,
20th-Fox
on the Coast
from

associate producer,
Washington.

E. W. HAMM0NS
Educational Film Corp. of Artier

London (By Air Mail) — American
distributors' moves to solidify their
position in the South American market during the war faces a potential British challenge.
Arthur Dent, who resigned from
Associated British late last year, is
contemplating a bid for a position
in the Latin-American market via
a new distributing company.
Crystallization of his plans wait
upon sufficient top quality product
for export, it is understood.

"One cannot hope to

says —

picture
theunless
be in ness
have
they busithis very fine Year
Book handy for con-

1941
BOOK

YEAR
sultati
on."
of

West
Coast toBureau
THE
FILM
DAILY
Nugent
Directof "Animal"
Hollywood — Elliott Nugent has
Calling Dr. Broadway!
been signed by Warners to direct
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Get ready for another "The Male Animal," co-starring
medico series. Para, has bought film Henry Fonda and Priscilla Lane.
Nugent co-authored the stage hit
rights to the "Dr. Broadway" short with James Thurber and played the
stories by Borden Chase.
lead in the Broadway run.

Sidney Stern Hospitalized
Chicago — Sidney Stern of General
Films, broke his leg in an accident
and is confined to the Edgewater
Hospital.

JESSE
L. LASKY, who
produced
"Sergeant
York"
in asscciation with
Hal
B. Wallis
for
Warner Bros., arrives in New York today from
Hollywood.

MACK MILLAR
this week.
World
Playhouse
Playhouse

♦

Caught in the Draft (Paramount Pictures) — June 25
They Met in Bombay
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — June 26
Blossoms in the Dust (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — June 26
Sergeant
York
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — July 2 (d)
Moon
Over
Miami
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
The Great Commandment
(Twentieth Century-Fox) — June 26
Hit the Road
(Universal
Pictures)— July 2
The Stars Look
Down
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Man
Power
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — July 4
Dual

York
York
Central
Central
New
York
New York

(a) — June 24

(a)

Washington — A hearing by the
SEC will be held here today to cony*
sider a joint application for an exemption of certain provisions of the
Investment Company Act by the At1
las Corp., RKO Corp. and K-A-O.
The application seeks an exemption from provisions of the act for
%
certain
purchases and sales of se%
curities and other property among
Vs Atlas Corp., RKO, K-A-O, American Co., Michael J. Meehan and a
proposed company to be known as
% the B. F. Keith Corp. The transactions are in connection with a pro2
posed plan of reorganization of
K-A-O and its subsidiaries.

5-32

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 6ZV4
Roxy
Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
54%

Washington

LAUGH AGE

Hearing Today by SEC
On K-A-O Reorganization

20)

STOCK

♦ FOREIGN

Theater
Astor
Paramount
Roxy
Criterion
Music
Hall
Captiol
Strand
Rialto
Globe
New
New

RUNS

(Walt
Disney Productions) — 32nd week
Kane
(RKO Radio Pictures-Orson
Welles) — 8th

Ku-Kan
(Adventure
Epics
Inc.)
They Wanted Wings
(Artkino
Pictures)
Gypsies
(Artkino Pictures)
(a)

(a)

riNANCBAL

TWO-A-DAY

COfllMG and G0IDG

Parade 11

Two SPG Members Resign
Sid Blumenstock and Jack Thall,
both 20th-Fox employes, announced
on Friday that they had submitted
their resignations to the SPG.

Motion
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Being

Pictures

Distributee
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To Subscribers of
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Selznick lo Start
Pre-Production Tests
(Continued from Page 1)
completed, will be engaged exclusively in film industry research.
Pre-production test devised for
Selznick by Dr. Handel is said to be
a new departure. The initial program is to get
under way immediately, it is
understood.
The new Bureau's activities,
however, will
not be restricted
t o production
research. Advertising research,
surveys for exhibitor organizations and circuits, and audi»..,.»« ,„„,„„
ence
analyses
DAVID 0. SELZNICK
a j g Q w j j f be
undertaken.
Selznick, confirming the engagement of Dr. Handel's Bureau, said
Friday that while he knew that quality is the determining factor in the
success of a picture, he felt that
scientific study of the market could
prove highly beneficial. He pointed
out that the motion picture industry
largely had neglected research,
whereas others made research a
cardinal principle.

New Financing Deal Set
By PRC with Consolidated
New financing arrangement was
completed Friday between 0. Henry
Briggs, president of Producers Releasing Corp., and Herbert J. Yates,
president of Consolidated Film Industries. New deal supplements the
pact made in February when ConI .-^olidated made available to PRC
a sum in excess of $1,000,000 for the
completion of the current program
and the 1941-42 schedule of 42 fea. tures.
With 34 of its 38 pictures on the
1940-41 program completed and the
remaining four in production or
preparation, PRC is said to be well
ahead of schedule and will start the
new lineup in August.
George Batcheller is in charge of
production and Sigmund Neufeld is
supervisor of westerns. Other unit
heads are Jed Buell, John T. Coyle,
Ted Richmond and K-B Productions.

Real Effect of Ga.
Power Plan Awaited
Atlanta — Real effect of the mandatory power rationing plan, with
its restrictions on current consumption for air conditioning equipment,
illumination, etc., on exhibition here
is expected to be established this
week.
©
•
•
TODAY is Milton Berle's 27th anniversary as a theatrical
performer
albeit the lad's but 32 years old
But he got off
to a quick start via his mother takin' him o'er to the ole Ft. Lee Studios
to appear at the age of five
in a chapter of "The Perils of
Pauline"
Milt is now the big marquee name in the current Paramount Theater stage show. . . .and while it doesn't seem such a spectacular jump
from Ft. Lee to Times Square
in the space of a score
and seven years
nevertheless
it's better time than the buses
make
Besides, Milt has during that span
come
from
an
infant-player status
to the stratospheric ranks of comedians
having become
eminent in all three of the major branches
of show
biz
Salute!
T
T
T
• •
•
CERTAINLY the bright spot of the past week
as far as assuring us all
that the great American Way moves
merrily on
was this headline in a metropolitan newspaper:
"Miss Brenda Diana Duff Frazier To Wed 'Shipwreck' Kelly"
By-the-by, what ever did happen to the prospective bride's
rumored movie career?
▼
T
T
• •
•
AMONG the boys now in Uncle Sam's army training camps
is a friend of Dave (Warner ad dept.) Carson
The recruit has been
bragging to his buddies
about his wide personal acquaintance with
film stars
So to prove his claim
he wrote Dave for some
endearingly autographed stills
of Ann "Oomph" Sheridan, Olivia
De Ha vi! I and, Jane Wyman, Bette Davis, et al
— which ain't bad
taste, if you ask us —
and he received by return mail a picture
autographed
Hattie McDaniel!
any day now

"Behave
yo'self, honey chile"
by a frowning
Dave expects the draft board to post his number
T

•

•

•

EVERY

T

ingenuity

scoring a bull's-eye hit.
T
T
•

that
of Loew's.
Pinson
Succeeds

Lowry

Charlotte — T. Pinson has succeeded W. F. Lowry as 20th-Fox adsales manager for this territory.

WEDDING

T

created an "advertising character" by the name of Dexter Fabian
This brain-child has appeared already in the S. I. nooze-

• •
Theater

ported that "Caught in the Draft"
rang up a $1,300 gross in one night
at the Fox.
Details of the theater power rationing plan, heretofore unpublished,
became available at the week-end.
Each theater submitted plans to the
Georgia Power Co. for cutting consumption one-third that used the
corresponding day last year. Significantly, this does not take into
consideration the effect of weather
on biz and how adverse weather
may hit grosses.
The plans were approved for each
theater individually. Thus, if the
current consumed for the week last
year was 27,000 kilowatts, plans for
the use of 16,000 kilowatts this year
were approved. Example cited is

BELLS

now and then it has become incumbent upon

Harry G. Black
Fabian's Staten Island general manager
to address special announcements and messages to theater patrons
in that Borough
Rather than have said commercial proclamations appear under his own sig
the deft Mister Black has

papers

Plan, which became operative a
week ago today, is not regarded as
having had a fair test last week.
Kiwanis International convention,
held here last week, brought thousands into the city and theaters
benefited. As an instance, it is re-

Chicago — Geradine Brown, of
Warners' Beverly Theater, was married to Patrick Neylon.
Chicago — Emil Boehm, Warner
accessories sales manager, was married to Vera Nelson.

▼

LESTER
Pollock, promotional
solon for Loew's Rochester
continues to keep that city in high flux
through his
His mailing-of-postcards-from-New

Chicago — Steve A. Cokins, manager of the Empress Theater, was
married to Angeline Pouloupas.

York-stunt

aimed

at flagging Rochesterites in behalf of M-G-M's "The Big Store"
clicked handsomely
So did his "Special Grab Bag Morning Children's Show"
in conjunction with "Billy the Kid"
Splendid
tie-in was made with the Rochester noozepapers for this attraction, plus
"Pot O'Gold" and "The People Vs. Dr. Kildare". . . • Today's a gala
one up Weston,
Mass., way
where Boston Tent No. 23 of the
Variety Clubs
is holding its first annual celebration at the Pinebrook Valley Country Club
The program includes luncheon, a golf
tourney, tennis, dinner and dancing
ah, and the drawing of the
Grand Raffle
whose prizes range all the way up to an automobile
Committeemen
include Martin J. Mullin, honorary chairman;
Ed
Anson and Al Kane, co-chairmen; Harry Browning, publicity; Hy Fine,
entertainment
Ed Callahan,
raffle; Maurice
Green,
golf; Paul

Baron, exchange contact and transportation; and Boston's Mayor and
Mrs. Tobin, honorary guests

Chicago — Dave Kirchiver, formerly Capaterdaysecre'tary,
was married
yesto Rose Feldman,
of Barnet
Hodes' office.
Gloria Manes, receptionist in MG-M's home office publicity department, is to be married July 4 to
Selwyn Urband in Grand Rapids,
Marriage of Adeline Covello, of
the N. Y. Film Board of Trade, to
Peter Astrello took place yesterday
in Tuckahoe; newlyweds left immediately for a Maine honeymoon.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Brenda Marshall will
wed William Holder, when the former's divorce from Richard Houston Gaines is finalized.
Mich'.

OF THE SCREEN'S MIGHTIES
Combining in the one gigantic show all of the aste
ment of Frank Buck's greatest pictures, including the all -time peaks
from that super-thriller of thrillers, that box-office champion of
champions, "Bring 'Em Back Alive/'. . . THREE tremendous shows
streamlined into ONE! .. . _„_
._-„_ -L..m»m.l ..^...^

THE MOST OUTSTANDING
SUMMER
ATTRACTION
IN THE INDUSTRY

X

r k o
PICTURES
jtADJQ

1

i 1

A
■ANG

AND

C

m

Sequences from "Bring 'Em Back Alive" directed by Clyde Elliott
Sequences
from
"Wild Carqo
directed fay Armand
Denis

•
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Twin City Exhibs.
Endorse Anti-5 Law

reviews of ncui mms
"Kiss the Boys

(.Continued from Page 1)

blocks-of-five bill passed by the last
legislature. At two district meetings
Friday of Northwest Allied, members adopted a resolution indorsing
the bill and instructing Allied's officers and members of its legislative
committee to take whatever steps
deemed necessary to defend the constitutionality ofthe law and resist
any move by distributors to upset
the act in the courts.
Fred Strom, Allied executive secretary, announced that a canvass
of the Twin City territory revealed
that exhibitors are well fortified with
1940 and 1941 product, having
enough bought to complete the year,
and not a single one expressed concern over being caught short before
the new selling season is well advanced.
At both meetings, Allied members
also discussed a proposed poll of
theatergoers to sound out the public on exactly what types of pictures it enjoys most. A three-man
committee was named to seek other
ways and means of stimulating theater attendance.
Allied voted to ask the Minnesota
Amusement Co. to participate in the
survey. While in session, the exhibitors at both meetings discussed
the organization's part in national
defense, labor problems and other
similar problems and pledged full
support to the second annual Minneapolis Aquatennial, which opens
July 12.

Browne Pleads Innocent;
Held In $50,000 Bail
(Continued from Page 1)

allegedly extorting money from the
film industry. Browne was warned
not to attempt persuasion upon
Government witnesses after a plea
by U. S. Attorney Mathias F. Correa,
who claimed that facts known to
the Government warranted "serious
fears for the safety of witnesses."
Martin Conboy, former U. S. District Attorney, retained to represent Browne, urged bail of $20,000
on the ground that Browne had no
past criminal record and had voluntarily submitted to the Court's
jurisdiction. Judge Conger answered
sharply that he saw no reason for
a differentiation between the two
defendants.
Browne has 10 days to move for
an order quashing the indictment.
His trial
set for
Aug. 18', the
same
date was
as that
of Bioff.
Reveal UA Line-up Today
United Artists' program for the
1941-42 season is to be announced
today at the company's Eastern
regional sales convention at the Waldorf-Astoria. Personnel from six
exchanges are attending the twoday conference.

with

Mary
Martin,
Don Ameche,
Oscar Levant, Rochester
Paramount
85 Mins.

Goodbye"

SLICK COMEDY, SONGS AND ACTING
TAG THIS MUSICAL ROMANCE AS HIT
WITH SOLID POP APPEAL.
What's sauce for the goose is sauce for
the gander holds true in the instance of
Paramount's new musical comedy romance.
As a stage offering, the opus enthused audiences, and it is geared to particularly ditto
as a screen piece. It is light, frothy, and
immensely diverting as fashioned by Producer Paul Jones and Director Victor
Schertzinger. Set it down as a potent pop
pic whose capable cast boasts a coterie of
"name" players who mean something to
theater marquees. Mary Martin turns in a
fine and versatile performance as the comely chorine who poses as a belle of the South
to win a top role in a Broadway extravaganza. It is an exacting role calling for
convincing use of Northern accent and more
often of a Southern drawl. The climax of
the picture is spiced by her strip-tease bit
which is executed well within the bounds
of good taste, but is nevertheless lively.
In her "great deceit" of going "all out"
for stardom, she has the support of Virginia
Dale, her roommate, as well as the valuable aid of Oscar Levant who plays in person the role of the Broadway composer. The
fictional producer is Don Ameche who has
promised Barbara Allen the show's femme
lead, but eventually falls in love with Mary
Martin after the latter proves herself roundly worthy to be the star. Among the highI ghts of "Kiss the Boys Goodbye" must
be mentioned the brisk dialogue, frequently of the belly-laugh type. Much of this
rollicking material is assigned to Levant,
and not a little to Elizabeth Patterson.
Rochester (Eddie Anderson) has a relatively small part to play, but his song-andcL:nce specialty adds momentum and interest to the film, as does the work of
Connie Boswell. Music score is excellent,
with one number which looms as a sweeping hit, "Find Yourself a Melody." There
is a lot of good-natured travesty on the old
North-South rivalry, with Dixie coming off
with a good edge on the repartee. Attraction should score in every section of the
land. Current film marts are so plentifully
supplied with doses of heavy problem-play
palliatives that this lilting picture stands
out like a bright, unadulterated bon-bon in
a medicine cabinet
CAST: Mary Martin, Don Ameche, Oscar
Levant, Virginia Dale, Barbara Allen, Raymond Walburn, Elizabeth Patterson, Connie
Boswell, Jerome Cowan, Rochester, John
Scott Trotter, Thelma Long, Minor Watson,
George Reed, Emory Parnell, Tom Fadden.
CREDITS: Producer, Paul Jones; Director,
Victor Schertzinger; Based on the stage
play by Clare Boothe; Screenplay, Harry
Tugend, Dwight Taylor; Director of Photography, Ted Tetzlaff.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Top
Notch.

Lorraine Gratza, Rose's Sec'y
Chicago — Evelyn Lang has retired
as secretary to Sid Rose, Warner
exchange manager, and joins her
husband in Venezuela. Lorraine
Gratza succeeds Miss Lang.

"Blossoms
In the Dust"
with Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon,
Felix Bressart, Marsha Hunt
M-G-M
100 Mins.
POWERFUL

ATTRACTION

SUPERBLY

PRODUCED, ACTED AND DIRECTED. CATNIP FOR EVERY STRATA OF FILMGOER.
AH exhibitors who are currently running
around to film previews in order to condition themselves for the approaching era of
tradeshowings under the consent decree
can save themselves time, effort and expense
by booking "Blossoms In The Dust" sight
unseen. That is how strong this attraction is, and how appealing to every wing
of random.
Loaded with human interest, possessed of
a brilliant and touching story, studded with
excellent acting, and mounted in glorious
Technicolor, the footage is the answer to
the prayer of showmen who have been scanning the highway of the current season for
a sure-fire hit. Mervyn LeRoy is at his
directorial best here, and makes the most
of the fine screenplay fashioned by Anita
Loos.
Basically, the production is biographical,
recounting the great humanitarian work of
Edna Gladney (Greer Garson) in championing the foundling children of Texas, caring
for them, finding them homes with responsible families, and spark-plugging personally
the drive which resulted in the legislators
of the Lone Star State overhauling old and
oppressive statutes which prevented illegitimate and foresaken children from taking
safe and justified places, and without the
handicap of shame, in the social order. The
episodes throughout are dramatic, and heartstring-tugging; generously flecked with romance, nobility and sacrifice.
Greer Garson's performance is rousing,
and that of Walter Pidgeon, as her husband,
as inspiring
will be
in any '40'41
picture.
Too,as there
are found
many notable
pieces
of character acting, more prominently those
turned in by Felix Bressart, as the doctor;
Clinton Rosemond, as the faithful Negro
servant; and Marsha Hunt, as the girl whose
suicide deeply influences the dramatic turn
of events. There is not a man, woman, or
adolescent filmgoer who will not thrill to
the theme and story of "Blossoms In The
One cannot possibly see this film without
feeling that it mirrors much of the noble
work being done by the Variety Clubs of
this industry,
and ofparticularly
one's which
mind
turns
to the deeds
the Dallas Tent,
might well have, as it follows in the footsteps of Edna Gladney, inspired the story.
Dust."
So engrossing is the Gladney saga of charity that one might be excused from being
particularly conscious of the musical score
by
Herbert Stothart, — but it is beautifully
wrought.
All too seldom does a production come
along with the warming qualities of the
present Irving Asher production. If this
be legal treason, make the most of it: this
reviewer would grab this one for showing
if he had to bicycle it.
CAST: Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon,
Felix Bressart, Marsha Hunt, Fay Holden,
Samuel S. Hinds, Kathleen Howard, George
Lessey, William Henry, Henry O'Neill, John
Eldredge, Clinton Rosemond, Theresa Harris, Charlie Arnt, Cecil Cunningham, Ann
Morriss, Richard Nichols, Pat Barker, Mary
Taylor, Marc Lawrence.
CREDITS: Producer, Irving Asher; Director, Mervyn LeRoy; Screenplay, Anita Loos;

Stars for Giant
Coast Show for US0
(Continued from Page 1)

torney Thomas Dewey, who head
the USO drive for funds. Warner1
first engagement following his ail
rival at the home office is under :
stood to be a luncheon with Dewe;
Warner, it is said, will assure Jftv

that his
"shooW'th'
works"
for studio
the USOwill
program.
Representatives of all taler
branches in Hollywood have joine
to mobilize star names from all sti
dios and networks for the show.
A special talent committee coif
sisting of Charles Feldman, Al
Lastfogel, William Wellman, Sher
dan Gibney, Don Gilman, Danr
Danker, Frank Vincent, Bert Allei
berg, Ned Dobson, Nat Wolff ar
George Gruskin are working togethe
with Charles Vanda who is to pre |
duce the Bowl show.
Together they are assemblin i
stars, writers and name bands whk
will comprise
three-hour
formance,
part the
of which
is tope~\\ i:
broadcast over major national ne ;
works beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Members of the group correlatin
program
besidesDona]
Wai ner, are: arrangements
Edward
Arnold,
Thornburgh, CBS vice-prexy; Dr. Jji
H. Giannini,
president,
Bank
c ,
America;
and Earl Gilmore, pres
dent of the Gilmore Oil Co.
Among the stars who have volui
teered for the program are: Mai
Pickford, Ralph Morgan, Gene Ai
try, Edmund Lowe, Melvyn Douj
las, Jack Benny, Mary Livingsta
Bob Hope, Walt Disney, Buddy Roj
ers, Cary Grant, Herbert Marsha?
Brian Aherne, Clark Gable, Carp
Lombard, Frances Langford, Die
Powell, Bing Crosby, Connie Bo;
well, Fibber McGee and Moll iie
Jeanette MacDonald, Alice Fayfi
and Judy Garland.

Nine Chicago Houses
To Drop Triple Bills
(Continued from Page 1)

Illinois Allied president, announce
that nine theaters had agreed i
drop the three-feature programs.
Theaters abandoning triples a
Essaness' giving GCS circuit
Drake, Portage, Admiral, Revue ai.
and
Commodore.
agreed
Fox, the
Meltzer's
MilfordAll and
Rive"
stop 10-cent days except the Fo
which will abandon them later.
Author, Ralph Wheelwight; Diectors
Photography, Karl Freund, W. Howal
Green; Color Director, Natalie Kalmi S
Associate, Henri Jaffa; Musical Score, Her
ert Stothart; Recording Director, Doug
Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Ass
ciate, Urie McCleary; Set Decorations, E
win B. Willis; Special Effects, Warr
Newcombe;
Gowns
by Adrian;
Men'sGeor
C(
Boemler.
tumes
by Gile
Steele;
Film Editor,
Filling.
DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ey
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infeld to Complete
ampaign for "York"
Charles Einfeld, Warners' ad-pub:ty chief, arrived at the home ofe from the Coast today to put the
shing touches on the campaign
» "Sergeant York," which starts
tv— -a-day run July 2 at the New
'i)L. Astor. Campaign is shaping
i as perhaps the most pretentious
Warner annals.
First advertising gun was fired
ei the week-end with special copy
the Sunday dailies.
Poster camign, covering both city and subbs, will break within the next few
.iys. Meanwhile veterans' organitions, patriotic groups, etc., are
.ling up behind the picture to an
precedented extent, it is reported.
Arrangements
are
being
combed to bring to New York from
ashington, as part of the premiere
dience, officials of the War Dertment, members
of the diplo■itic coi-ps, Congressional
leaders
i other prominent Government
rsonages.
Jesse L. Lasky, who produced
e picture in association with Hal
Wallis; Gary Cooper star of the
m, and H. M. Warner, president
Warners, will attend the opening.
A military parade, with ceremonin Duffy
Square, facing the
ater, is set for the opening night,
d a reunion of Sergeant York
d seven of his World War bud's, who are now scattered around
: country, also is being arranged.
dio nets will present York and
isky on various Coast-to-Coast
Dgrams over the next few weeks.

jes Du-World et al.
ver U. S. Distrib'n Pact

'DOCTOR' HAYS
GIVES ADVICE
"Treat Pneumonia

With Proper

Respect," He Tells MPPDA
Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy,
played a new role, that of medical
adviser, at the association's quarterly board
meeting
Friday. Hays,
who arrives
this week
from his Sullivan, In d.,
home, following a "rest
cur e" in a
Chicago hospital — "doctor's orders"
— wrote
the
board as follows:
"I am all

WILL

H.

HAYS

right. I stopped in Chicago for a
check-up indicated after my blitzkrieg of pneumonia because Dr. Joseph A. Capps, who is one of the
great doctors, has been our family physician for 30 years and has
made an examination of me every
six months since 1921. The last
regular one was in December and
was no different from the first one
21 years ago and all the others.
However, this extra one was imperative to be sure that there were
no scars after the pneumonia, and
it was timely.
"Upon completion of the examination, Dr. Capps told me if I didn't
go into drydock for a period and
take the rest I should have taken
after the conclusion of the illness, I
was all kinds of a so-and-so. I did
that job in a thoroughly honest
There are no scars.
manner.
"I have suggested to most of the
folks who will be there — and I ask
all — if they
you to repeat to them they
should
ever have pneumonia,
respect."
proper
with
it
treat

Associated's Cleveland
Doan Goes to Warners

Kodak Reserve Will
Offset Nazi Seizure

Cleveland — Warners have taken
over the Doan, 1,300-seat nabe from
Associated Circuit. Warners now
Rochester — Should the Nazi Govhave seven houses in Cleveland, —
ernment seize two Eastman Kodak
the Hippodrome, Colony, Uptown,
Variety, Lake (closed) and are as- Co. plants in Germany, the loss
more than adequately covsociated with RKO in the Allen, to- "wouldered bybea reserve
contingency set up
talling approximately 17,000 seats.
by Kodak for the purpose of covering extraordinary losses in the EastVan Dyke Gets Assignment
ern Hemisphere," it was disclosed at
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the week-end.
Hollywood — W. S. Van Dyke, on
Kodak owns two plants in Geractive duty with the Marine Corps
many, one the Copenick Works near
for the past year, has returned to Berlin, the other at Stuttgart-Wanthe M-G-M lots. His first direc- gen. Their combined value is estimated at $5,710,000.
torial chore will be "Female of the
"Even should they be seized, and it
Species," for which no cast has yet
been selected.
appears that they might," a Kodak
official said, "Kodak only recently
set up a reserve fund of $22,772,000
Zukor Names Siggy Lane
to cover in full all properties in the
Siggy Lane has been appointed
Hemisphere.
Totalat investdirector of public relations and Eastern ments
abroad are valued
about
personal
Adolph
Zukor's
Mountain host
View ofGolf
and Country
Club at New City.

Metro Gets Two Originals
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Purchase of "Delicate Affair" by Frederick Kohner
and "That Was No Lady" by Paul
Jerrico and Richard Collins, both
originals, is announced by Metro.

The official said that several
months ago half that amount was
$20,000,000."
added to the reserve contingency
fund by company directors "because
of the uncertainty of the future."
In last year's report to its stockholders, the directors ordered the
transfer of $10,000,000 to the reserve
"for the purpose of covering extraordinary losses that might possibly
be incurred."

T. S. Rex Cole on Friday filed an
5,000 damage suit in Federal Court
,ainst Du-World Pictures, World
:tures, Lloyd's Film Storage
jrp., Arthur A. Mayers, and Erwin
apiro. Suit charged the defen- Downtown Detroit to Get
nts with violating a contract unYrs.
which they contracted with Ben- First New House in 15
!tt Pictures Corp., Ltd., plaintiffs
Detroit — New 500-seat Telenews
signor, in 1935 to distribute for
'e years in the U. S. the films, Theater, to be erected by the Michigan News Reel Co., will be started
egong" and "Kliau." Suit alleges
it defendants refused to turn over
1, to open in February, acSept.
Dsses of the films.
cording to Cyril Schley, architect.
Strictly a newsreel house, and the
first of its kind here in 10 years, it
will be the first new theater erected
in the strictly downtown district of
Detroit in 15 years.

ST

Chicago — Louis Miller of the New Secretary for
'and Theater is a father for the
Chicago — Beatrice
been named secretary
•ond time.
It's a boy.
district manager for

Flynn
Lindquist has
to Jack Flynn,
M-G-M.

Dhiladelphia — Two new proud
pas here. Leo Weisz, Warner the- Taif, Country Salesman
Chicago — George Taif has been
irs artist, has a son; Charles
ige, assistant manager of Trans- named country salesman for the
x Theater, a daughter.
Capital Monogram
Exchange.

JUDY CANOVA^
FRANCIS LEDERER
""— "

RAYMOND WAIBURN • "SUM" SUMMERViUE

Qrigihpl♦ "CHIC"
Story by CHANDLER
ia<* TownI*y .
EDDIE F0Y, JR. • ASTRID ALLWYJN
• AIMA KRUSER aod• HUGH
Q'CONKELL
Scfeeh^ pfoy by Joe*: Towntey
Milt Gr<
SEPH

SANTUr-
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Nathanson to Enter
U. K. Theater Field!
(Continued from Page 1)

the trade here, Nathanson is eyeing
a leading British circuit. Whether
that means Nathanson is interested
— or would be interested — in a deal
for Associated British is not clear.
The John Maxwell estate is understood to be casting about for a purchaser.
Several other possible purchasers
of the Associated British circuit of
some 400 houses have been mentioned, among them both American
and Dutch interests. Warners have
been identified as one American company weighing a bid, and Max Wilder's forthcoming New York visit
has been suggested as being at least
partly influenced by that fact.
It is doubtful, however, if the
British Board of Trade would sanction an Associated British transfer
to foreign control merely via investment of "frozen" money here,
as has been suggested. The Government, of course, might feel otherwise were the deal to involve American dollars from the other side.
All things considered, a Canadian
purchaser obviously would find
greater favor, not only with the Government but with at least some segments of the British trade. This
serves to give color to the Nathanson reports, although, according to
n's
Canada, Nathanso
advices fromoperation
s there will be
new theater
under a name identified here as Associated British opposition — Odeon.
It is stated that Oscar Deutsch, who
heads Odeon Theaters, Ltd., is not
interested in the Dominion's new
Odeon setup, although reputedly
British money is associated in the
venture.

Wage Revisions Mean
$300,000 More for Extras
Hollywood — It is estimated that
wage revisions for extras and day
of the Screen Acplayers, membersresult
in a $300,000
tors Guild, will
boost in their annual earnings. If
revisions are approved by Guild
Class A and B members they will
become effective August 1.
A new $10.50 classification will
be created and $8.25 and $11 calls
abolished. Weekly minimum salaries for day players will be increased from $66 to $100 with the
daily scale remaining at $25.

Headache . . . Lesson
San Francisco — Another theater
headache here — but at the same time
a lesson in exploitation. Albert
Samuels, veteran local jeweler, has
taken over Opera house, 3,500 seats,
to stage huge "Good Luck" party
next Sunday. Guests, who will be
entertained by stage and radio stars,
will be some of the 60,000 couples
who have bought wedding rings from
Samuels in the past 30 years.

Playing Bingo? Why, Perish the Thought! !
They Were Just Listening to the Band Play
Elizabeth, N. J.— The 1,500 men and women who sat in the local Elk's Club
last week, with boards and markers in front of them, and merchandise prizes
and resort trips in the offing, were not playing Bingo. They were told so, as
was Prosecutor David, who has banned the game. It was the first in a series
of weekly concerts, featuring "name'' bands, and that business with the boards
and markers, it was explained, was for distribution of some prizes by a "pastime game method during and after the concert." No arrest were made, but
David later said he would investigate and that his ban on Bingo stands.

MPPDA Committees Are
Appointed by Will Hays

WB to Hold Canadian
Meet Ahead of U. S.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

from the meeting. Hays is due in
New York early this week from his
home in Sullivan, Ind., where he
spent last week after being dismissed from St. Luke's Hospital,
Chicago, following a rest treatment.
The standing committees appointed were:
Executive: Will H. Hays, chairman; Jack Cohn, Columbia; Nicholas
M. Schenck, Loew's; George J.
Schaefer, RKO Radio; Sidney R.
Kent, 20th Century-Fox; Nate J.
Blumberg, Universal; Barney Balaban, Paramount; Harry M. Warner,
Warner Bros.; Maurice Silverstone,
United Artists.
Finance: Sidney R. Kent, 20th
Century-Fox; Harry M. Warner,
Warner Bros.; George Borthwick,
MPPDA.
Special Budget: Nicholas M.
Schenck, Loew's, chairman; Barney
Balaban, Paramount; Joseph H.
Hazen, Warner Bros.
Membership: Jack Cohn, Columbia, chairman; Nate J. Blumberg,
Universal; George J. Schaefer, RKO
Radio.

ported at the week-end, following
the return here of Wolfe Cohen,
Warners' Canadian district manager.
Cohen conferred on the Dominion
meeting plans in New York last
week with Grad Sears, Carl Leserman and other home office execs. It
will be the first WB Canadian convention. Announcement of the dates
for the Montreal meeting may be
made later in the week, it was said
over the week-end.
The Chicago convention, which will
follow, is reported scheduled for the
Blackstone Hotel. Some 200 are
expected to be present.

Foreign Relations: David Bernstein, Loew's; Joseph H. Hazen,
Warner Bros.; W. C. Michel, 20th
Century-Fox.
Law: Austin C. Keough, Paramount, chairman; Richard E. Dwight,
20th Century-Fox; Charles Schwartz,
Columbia; Charles D. Prutzman,
Rubin, Loew's;
RobertErpi;
; J.
Universal
Walter L.
Brown,
Robert W.
Perkins, Warner Bros.; Dennis F.
O'Brien, United Artists; Lawrence
E. Morris, RCA Mfg. Co.; Gordon
E. Youngman, RKO Radio.
Title: Albert Howson, Warner
Bros., chairman; Hannah Kass, Columbia; Grace Rosenfield, Hal Roach
Studios; William A. Orr, Loew's;
Irene Scott, Paramount; Sadie Laitas, Edward Small Productions;
George Muchnic, RKO Radio; James
Mulvey, Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.; William N. Weiss, Terrytoons; E. P.
Kilroe, 20th Century-Fox; Benjamin
Pepper, United Artists; Adolph
Schimel, Universal; Hal Home,
Walt Disney Productions; Harry
Kosiner, Walter Wanger Productions; Katherine Brown, David O.
Selznick Productions.
It was explained that Maurice Silverstone, although having resigned
from United Artists, is technically
a member of the MPPDA until a
successor is named.

Milwaukee Hearing Set
Back Until July 17

Settlement of Complaint
Dismisses Denver Case
(Continued from Page 1)

duction in the clearance granted to
two theaters in Scottsbluff and had
sought prior run over theaters in
Gering and Morrill.
Named in the complaint were Paramount, Warner Bros, and 20th Century-Fox and the Midwest Amusement and Realty Co. and the Gibraltar Enterprises.

ill Have
15 Ready Sept. 1
(Continued from Pone 1)

releases within a week after thJ
convention. By mid-August 10 will
bo
delivered
and, selling.
bv Sept. 1, 15 iea'
tures
ready for
"The conventioneers will se
"rough-cuts" of at least fivj^bir
specials
"rushes"
somSjpu*'
others. and
These
will beon production
that will be in the upper-bracket
when the field organization start
operating under the New York cone
sent decree on Sept. 1.
Pictures in work, or soon to b
started, include "A Yank in th
R. A. F.", "How Green Was M,
Valley," "Belle Starr," "Wild Gees:
Calling," "Charley's Aunt," "Sui
Valley
"Week-End
Havana,"Serenade,"
"Riders of
the Purpli
Sage." "Last of the Duanes." "W*
Go Fast," "Man at Large," "Marr
the Boss' Daughter," "Confirm O1
Deny," "Small Town Deb," "Swam
Water." "Dressed to Kill," "Charli
Chan in Rio," and "Private Nurse.

Loew's Loses in First
Screen Test Litigation
N. Y. City Court Justice Frank A
Inc
Loew's,
on Friday
Carlin
after trial
with a hit
$1,500
judgmen
for failing to give a screen test t
Conrad Noles, legit actor. The tes
case filed by Noles for $3,000 dam
a.e'ps. claimed that he had not sough
employment with other film comps
nies for a 10-week period after hi
screen test contract in March, 193||
because he had obligated himself t

Loew's
option
exclusive
give
ng theto decisioil
renderi
The anCourt,
pointed to a curious twist in th
Loew' )
that employ;
refused
conceding
could
by legally
case have
ment to Noles after it made a scree
test on the ground that he did nc
measure up to the requirements fc
employment. The Court went on t
Forest Theater Corp. Case
say that Noles would have been re>
Before Arbitrator Today
sponsible to Loew's on an injunctio
New Haven — Hearing on Forest suit had he signed with another con'
Loew's st
Theater Corp.'s arbitration case pany. The obligation
of regardle
fixed
give the test was
against consenting distributors, ask- of
might take al
they
action
what
ing elimination of Rivoli, West
Haven clearance over the Forest, ter the test.
The opinion indicated that n
will be heard today at the New Ha- previous decision on the question o
ven Tribunal office, in the Second screen tests have been made by an.
National Bank Building, with Oliver U. S. Court.
F. Bishop, clerk in charge, and F.
Cecil A. Citron was attorney fo;
H. Wiggin, as arbitrator.
the plaintiff.
Milwaukee — Arbitration of the
unreasonable clearance charged
filed by Lee Macklin, New London,
against the five consenting companies has been postponed from June
25 to July 17.

Lemucchi & Banducci
File Clearance Demand
West

Coast

Bureau,

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — D. Lemucchi and
James J. Banducci, operating theaters in Oildale and Arvin, Calif.,
have filed complaints with motion
picture arbitration board claiming
unreasonable clearance. Defendants
named are Paramount, Vitagraph,
20th Century-Fox, Loew's, Inc., RKO
and United-West Coast Theaters.

Fictionizing Warners
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dixie Willson, novelist, and magazine writer, is gathering
material for a novel to be published
by Dodd, Mead. Miss Willson, former
scenarist, will build fictional work
around Warner Bros, employes with
whom
or
two.she will talk during next week

'

Springfield, III.— Representative Elmer Sandquist says he will bring his 135T
4
\A
Ril
Kili»»
•j C
JD~fyiin«
Dill
V
OT6
I
OQOy
■
minute
film program bill up for passage in the Illinois Legislature today. Sand•
ist states he is receiving support for his measure from many quarters.
f- • • p- f*£\CAf
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WAFT LEGISLATION TO BAR AXIS^ FILMS
J A Plans No Minimum
941-42 Product Will Be
.nnounced Periodically
.t Regional Conferences
United Artists is setting no
inimum or maximum number
' features for its 1941-42 pro-

am, and is adopting a policy callPhil M. Daly rides herd on
the V A sales regional convention
in today's "Along the Rialto"
column. Turn to Page 3.

? for the announcement of new
oduct at periodic sales meetings
roughout
the year, it was dis(Continued on Page 10)

idia Drops Plan
"Freeze" Coin

or Maximum/

# I Gets Fairbanks Estate Stock;
ExpectWest Resale
to Setznick9 Capra
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With Mrs. Sylvia Fairbanks withdrawing her previous objections, Probate Judge Stephens approved sale of the
Fairbanks estate stock in United Artists to United Artists Corp.
for $400,000.
Judge Isaac Pacht, representing Mrs. Fairbanks, said he understood the stock would be re-sold to David O. Selznick and Frank
Capra. It is believed here that Selznick and Capra had been awaiting sale of the stock and that the approved transaction will hasten
completion of the deal still pending between them and United
Artists.

Iowa 2% State Sales New England IATSE
TaxDes May
be Revamped Backs Browne's Ads
Moines, la. — Possibility of a

revamping of the Iowa ,two per
Bombay (By Cable)— The Indian cent state sales tax was seen yes;vernment has definitely dropped
terday with appropriation by the
I proposal that a portion of U. S. legislative interim committee of $500
for the State Tax Commission to
(Continued on Page 6)
make a study of the system in Ohio,
Indiana and Colorado.
our Columbia Employes
Principal objective of the study
urt in Fatal Car Crash
(Continued on Page 6)

Two Columbia Pictures femme emyes were seriously injured and
>o others suffered
lesser
hurts
Ten the car in which they were
(Continued on Page 12)

Frisco PTA Baching
Anti-Duals Battle
San Francisco — San Francisco Parent-Teacher's Association has stepped
into the current battle against duals
locally. Mrs. Leo P. Hedges, motion
picture chairman, has told independent theater operators here that the
association will back any drive
against the duals 100 per cent. Association is anti-doubles on three
counts, — too much eye strain, duals
keep children out too late, and if
one feature is suitable for children,
the other is not. Parent-Teacher's
pack terrific political weight in California.

Applicants Fail to Appear
At RKO-K-A-O SEC Hearing
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — The hearing on the
application of Atlas Corp., RKO,
K-A-O, the American Company,
Michael J. Meehan and B. F. Keith
Corp. for exemption from provisions of the Investment
Company
(Continued on Page 6)

Hope That Solution Will
Soon Be Reached Expressed by Secretary of State
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Legislation is
now being drafted by the State
Department and the Justice Department to prevent distribution and
exhibition in the U. S. of Axis propaganda films, it was revealed today.
This development in the fight to bar
propaganda films from this country
was contained in a letter sent to
Senator James M. Mead (D., N. Y.)
from Secretary of State Cordell
Hull. The letter from the Secretary
(Continued on Page 3)

Hurry to Bring Tele
Sets Up to Standard

Springfield, Mass. — The IATSE
New England District Convention
here passed a resolution endorsing
Emphasizing that all national deand commending the actions of
fense demands would be given prefGeorge E. Browne, International erance, RCA and DuMont yesterday
'WW
revealed that
work is forging ahead
president.
While the business session, at Ho- to bring all television sets up to
tel Highland was held behind closed standard, and that tests at the NBC
doors, Film
Daily's representative and DuMont television stations are
(Continued on Page 10)
progressing and will be continued
throughout(Continued
the week
to iron out the
on Page 3)

Frisco Attorney Will
Arbitrate Vallejo Case

Film Rentals Unaffected
San Francisco — ■ Clearance case By New Ark. Gross Tax

brought by the Rita, Vallejo, against
Little Rock — No changes in operRKO, Warners and Paramount, will
ation methods will be necessitated
bo heard July 15. Donavan A. Pet- by the 1941 Gross Receipts Tax Act
ers, attorney, will sit as arbitrator.
the Arkansas
sales
William and
Pauline Symfy, opera- which replaces
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 6)

to "U
BankCoin Loan
0,000 More
$5,60Available
for Production

Makes

493 of 521 Mich. Theaters
J. Cheever
Cowdin,
"U" board
chairman,
announced
yesterday
that
the
company
had
concluded
a loan
Sign to Play Defense Films

agreement with the First National
Detroit — A meeting was held yes- Bank of Boston and the Bank of
terday at the Variety Club to start a Manhattan Company, making availplaydate drive for national defense
able to it funds for production and
(Continued on Page 10)

Says Kelly

(Continued on Page 12)

Call to Colors Ends
Arbitration Demand
Clearance action filed with the
New York AAA tribunal by Arnold
Amusement Co. against the five
majors has been withdrawn due to
the calling of Marcus Werther,
brother of the operator, for Army
service. Werther was co-signer of
testify.
the complaint but will be unable to
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100% Gain In Strawhats
To Charge Disney With
Steps up New Eng. Rivalry Violating 42-Hour Week
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Gary Theater Co. Mulls
Appeal to Highest Court

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

COflHIiG and G0IRG

DAILY

Hollywood — Attorney George Bodie, representing the Screen Cartoonist Guild, conferred with the
wages and hour division of the
United States Department of Labor
yesterday and announced he will
charge Walt Disney studios with
violation of the 42-hour week, failure to maintain a record of homework done by employes outside of
working hours, and wages for time
worked in excess of the 42-hour
week.
Guild officials estimate that between $50,000 and $100,000 are due
its striking members.
Bodle also filed an amended complaint with NLRB alleging that
Disney violated the Wagner labor
act in fostering a company union
and that the new animated cartoonists organization former last week
is also dominated by Disney.

H. M. WARNER

65
58 Vi

is here from the Coast.

GABRIEL
PASCAL
leaves New
York
July 8
by
Clipper for Europe.
morning.
JESSE
LASKY
arrives from
the Coast
this
JOSEPH HUMMELL is in Mexico City, leaving
there in about a week to visit a number of
Warner offices in the Caribbean territory.
DAVE EPSTEIN is at the Waldorf.
JOAN
York trip

BENNETT
has
postponed
for the time being.

her

New

E. D. COHEN, 20th-Fox manager in Venezuela
sails Friday on the Santa Paula after a home
office visit.
M. H. HOFFMAN, president of Liberty-National Pictures Corp., has extended his stay
here.
MIRIAM ROSENFELD, now Mrs. Fred Becker,
has returned from her honeymoon and is back
at work as secretary to Ed Peskay of the Hal
Roach office.
BEN shortly.
HECHT
Coast

is scheduled to leave for the

Chicago — Gary Theater Co., headMILDER arrives today from Europe on
theMAX
Clipper.
ed by V. U. Young, is pondering
an appeal to the U. S. Supreme
CHARLES EINFELD arrived yesterday from
Court from the Circuit Court of 20 G-B Re-issues Offered
Los Angeles.
Appeal's decision upholding the trial By 20th-Fox in New Haven
JAMES ROOSEVELT has returned from a globecourt's dismissal of the Gary comcircling trip.
He arrived Sunday
by Clipper.
pany's anti-trust suit against B &
New Haven — Beginning with a list
L. W. CONROW, president of Altec, has
K, Warner Bros. Circuit Manage- of 20 re-issues, 20th-Fox has re- returned to New York after a three-week trip to
ment Corp. and major distribs.
sumed distribution here of the Gau- the Coast, the South and the Southeast.
Young's course of action will be mont British available product. No
JAMES R. GRAINGER, now in Gloversville,
drsclosed shortly, it was said.
goes to Toronto before returning here at the
new imports are included in the week-end.
Gary, Ind. — Gary Theater Co. will list, which features "The Ladv VanENGEL of Warners New York exchange,
ishes," "The Man with 100 Faces," leftPHIL
open a new house st Glen Park on
yesterday for Boston, Providence, Fall River
and other New England
key points.
"The
Girl
Was
Young."
"Climb
Labor Day. A second house is be- High," "Dr. Maniac," "Crime Over
SERGT. ALVIN C. YORK, whose World War
ing built at Crown Point.
London," "The Wife of General
career forms the basis of Warners' "Sergeant
York," is due in New York late this week from
Phil Reisman, Jock Whitney Ling," "I Was a Spy," "Non-Stop, Tennessee
New York." "The Show Goes On," Theater. to attend the premiere at the Astor
To South America in Aug. "Strange Boarders," "Three on a
WILLInd.H. HAYS, is expected today from Sul-j
Week-End," "Sailing Along," "To livan,
Phil Reisman, vice-president in the Victor," and "Look Out for
DAVID ROSE, Para.'s top exec, in the U. K.
charge of the RKO foreign departis due today via Clipper from Lisbon.
ment, and John Hay Whitney plan
a trip to South America in August, Continue Discussions
it was reported yesterday. It was
Sparks-Para. Deal
also reported that one or more big Of
Love."
"name" personalities might accomDiscussions looking to the purpany the two executives.
chase by Paramount of the 40 per
cent interest of E. J. Sparks in the Me tro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures
Kirsch, John Balaban
All-Florida Circuit continued in New
Named Co-Chairmen
York yesterday. Consummation of
"You may be very sure
the deal would leave Frank Rogthat I not only like the
Chicago — Jack Kirsch, president
ers, circuit's general manager, holdnew Film Year Book, but
of Illinois Allied, and John Balaban
ing 10 per cent, it is understood.
that I will refer to it
have been named co-chairmen of the Leonard Goldenson, Para, theater
many times during the
amusement division of the United chief, is acting for Paramount in
corning year. I have all
of
the issues back to 1929
Service Organizations.
and there is not a volume
the negotiations with Sparks, Rogers and Fred Kent.
in the collection which
Rites Held for Altaian
has not had hard use.
Even the older numbers
Buffalo — Funeral services were
still serve current deconducted for Edward H. Altaian, 61, Tohnson Anti-Trust Suit
mands, for a considerable
owner of the Embassy Theater and To be Tried in October
variety
of information."
a charter member of Variety Club
of Buffalo, Tent No. 7. His wife, a
1941
Sioux Falls, S. D. — Arthur R.
son and a sister survive.
YEAR BOOK
Johnson's anti-trust suit against the
Minnesota Amusement Co., the Wellof
Motion
Pictures
Sam Levine Seriously 111
worth Theaters and majors for
•
Chicago — Sam Levine, formerly $523,500 damages is set for trial at
Now
Being
Distributed
Jones, Linick & Schaefer circuit the October term of Federal Court.
FREE
manager,
is
seriously
ill
at
his
home
To Subscribers of
here.
THE
FILM
DAILY
Acquire Delancey Theater
1501
Broadway
Lombroso
and
Tomasino,
partnerMetro Casts Hepburn, Tracy
New York
Hollywood Office
ship, has acquired the Delancey TheHollywood — Metro has cast Kathater from Knickerbocker Theaters,
arine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy Inc., and will open the house about
6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
in "Woman of the Year." Joseph July 1. Albert Strauss handled the
deal.
Mankiewicz will product.

JAY GOVE

.«-__^f

33/8

95 Vi

Boston — The strawhat circuit
looms as formidable competition for
picture houses in this territory. This
season the number of Summer theaters operating-, many of them with
famous "names" as stars, has increased almost 100 per cent.
Chief among the theaters in Greater Boston territory operating with
summer stock are, Village Hall Players at Framingham Center; Red
Barn and Town Hall theaters both
at Westboro, Brattle Hall Players
at Cambridge, North Shore Players
at Marblehead, Cohassett Playhouse
at Cohassett; while there are at
least 20 more summer theaters only
a short distance away.
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Draft Legislation
To Bar Axis Films

Hurry to Bring Tele
Sets Up to Standard

tttinued from Page 1)

of State followed protests by Senator Mead against the Axis films
and his request that the State Deartment investigate the matter.
Secretary Hull wrote Senator Mead
that the matter has received careful
consideration of the State Department and other Government agen:.es. Secretary Hull said that a
:areful watch over propaganda material has been kept by his Department in order to determine whether
the provisions of the Foreign Agent
Registration Act are being complied
Htvith.
"Since it has been felt for some
time that an elaboration and tightening of the statutory restrictions
vould be desirable, proposed amendatory legislation is now being
grafted," the New York Senator
,«vas informed.
"Furthermore,
this
Department,
together
with and in co-operation
with the Department of Justice and
jthe Treasury
Department,
is now
■riving active consideration
to the
iuestion of whether the dissemination of Axis propaganda in this country cannot be prevented
by other
means,
and it is my hope that a
.'solution will soon
be reached
by
(which a proper control over the dissemination of propaganda material
•!may be effected," Hull stated.

Prudential-Sid Jacobson
In Farmingdale Tie-up
Contracts have been signed, effect.ng a joint stock ownership of the
Strand Theater in Farmingdale between Joseph H. Seider, representing Prudential Circuit
and Sidney
i Jacobson,
who
now
operates
the
, Strand
Theater
in
Farmingdale.
: Prudential
will take over the opDration together with Jacobson within the next week or two when the
.egal search, in connection with the
*:-eal estate, has been completed.
John and Drew Eberson, theater
■architects, have already been commissioned to draw the plans for a
.new theater to be constructed on the
jfeorner property adjacent to the
jpresent theater, for completion with1 six months.

(Continued from Page 1)

Riding Herd on UA
•

•

•

UNITED Artists Eastern forces united yes'day at the Waldorf-Astoria to launch a two-day regional
which is the first
of a "block-of-five"
— the other meets to have New Orleans, Cincinnati, Chicago and San Francisco as their locales
Some 72 delegates most of whom arrived in town on the week-end
packed
into the Waldorf's West Foyer
to hear Harry Gold, vice-prexy,
reel-off descriptively the new season product
and recount how it
fits into the sales pattern of each Eastern office
Aside from the
Gold "notes" which the delegates noted on paper and in
conclave was treated to an important "off-the-record"
James Roosevelt
as well as a sensational spiel by
The latter made a dramatic entrance just as Arthur
Pascal-izing
in the best Pascal manner
after

past year's accomplishments and status of the company
T
T
T
• •
•
AT the convention itself
enthusiasm was high ... .
and ditto at the mid-day repast
This corner parked at the
luncheon 'twixt Lowell Calvert
who sported a high percentage tan collected via a week-end of cruising on the briny deep. . . .
and Harry (Philadelphia Branch Manager) Bodkin
who recalled his experiences on a 50-plus-footer up Lake George way
which vessel used wood logs for fuel
Two other veterans of the briny at adjacent tables were Fred (Eastern Representative for Sol Lesser)
McConnell
whose home waters are
Long Island Sound and environs
and Phil Dow, assistant to
Harry Gold
Boss Harry, too, is one of filmland's most ardent
sailors
It was all refreshing conversation on a hot day
T
T
T
•
The
Carr,
from

•
•
THE Chicago regional will be bigger'n this one
'cause
Canadian crew will attend it
Yes'day the boys missed Teddy
co-managing-director of UA in Britain
who couldn't get over
Lisbon via Clipper with Mrs. Carr because of the heavy aerial

traffic
but he's expected in the U. S. soon
Gabriel Pascal
heads out on the Clipper for Europe on July 8
Bob Goldfarb of
the h.o. looked mighty slick sartorially in his mocha suit
Syd Lehman,
Buffalo branch manager, yarn-spinner de luxe, bore a few marks but
no adverse effects pursuant to that auto accident
Manny Silverstone
appeared with his hair parted on the port side
We like duals a lot
better after seeing the femme delegation, — the Misses McCaffrey and
O'Brien

Philadelphia and New Haven office managers respectively.
T
T
T
• •
• A. I. Weiner was the only Arthur W. Kelly Drive
winner at the conclave
This former Pittsburgh exchange-ite,
now using his talented bean in Beantown
knocked off a
"grand" while his cohorts in the Boston office grabbed a two-weeks
salary for the triumph
Rumor has it that a couple of the
exploitation boys may join the sales force
including Maurice
Livingston
Two
good precedents
are Mark
(Washington)
Silver and Dick
(Albany)
Harrity
Latter is now peddling
fillum up around the Catskill Mountains
which should be a
cinch for him after having tackled the mountains of W. Va
T
▼
T
• •
• HARRY
Park Ave. lobby
University crew

Budd Rogers
Irving Pichel

Martha Sleeper
Phil Harris
Harry M. Baldwin

mind
the
talk by Capt.
Gabriel Pascal
W. Kelly was
reviewing
the

D. Buckley held a li'l biz meetin' after lunch in the
Monroe Greenthal was coxswain of a Columbia
and is yet broad-minded enough to concede that

oysters are a balanced food
even when they're on the half shell
Joe (Boston) Cronin says it's awfully cold down here in N. Y
— probably the contrast of so much baking up in New England. . . .Oscar of
the Waldorf has had such a load of film conventions lately that he walked
into yesterday's

luncheon

and

automatically

stood

beside

the screen.

last few wrinkles in the mechanism.
Telecasters estimate that 45 hours a
week of programs will be available
to the public from the cumulative
efforts of NBC, CBS and DuMont
starting a week from today.
NBC will have a regular program
schedule covering the 15-hour weekly
schedule, ready later in the week and
it will be submitted to all the set
owners on record with NBC.
DuMont advised that every effort
was being made to resume production
on tele receivers in the very near
future. Prices will be slightly higher due to an increase in material and
labor costs, it was stated.

CBS Tentative Plans
For Television Program
Columbia Broadcasting System is
setting plans for a 15 hours a week
television program starting on July
1. Operation schedule now under
consideration is comprised of transmissions from 2:30 to 3:30 Mondays
through Fridays, from 2 to 4 on
Saturdays, with evening transmissions from 8 to S:30 Mondays
through Thursdays, and 8 to 10
en Fridays.
Channel No. 2 has been assigned
to CBS tele and as but few tele sets
in New York will be able to receive
the programs on that channel, CBS
has not yet determined when it will
begin sponsored
tele programs.
CBS is continuing work on its
color television system and expects
to submit data on its experiments
to the FCC by Jan. 1, 1942.

New "U" and Metro Branches
day.
Cincinnati — UniversaPs new Indianapolis exchange opened yesterCincinnati — Metro moved into its
new fire proof structure, Central
Parkway, Saturday, with no interruption to business. Formal opening
will be announced later.

Did Broadway Alone
Get That Added Biz?
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Although the admission tax collection for May was $6,955,991.27 compared to $5,627,394.21 for the preceding month of April
for a gain of $1,368,597.06, it is
significant that this national increase
is almost matched by the Broadway
area alone for the same months. The
Broadway collection for May was
$1,846,593.93 compared to $514,220.02 for April for a gain of $1,332,373.91.
The national collection was $5,164,895.51 more than the $1,791,095.76 collection for the same month
of 1940 and the Broadway collection
was $1,334,893.67 more than the
$511,700.26 figure for May, 1940.

o* o*£
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India Drops Plan

American Company to
Produce in Halifax?

To "Freeze" Coin

Halifax, N. S.— Wartime Halifax
may be the locale of a motion picture to be produced by a United
States company, according to Cameramen Walter Lundin and Harry
Marble who are now in Halifax.
Should the city prove inconvenient as
point of operations for such a picture, they said scenes shot here
would be used as a background.

(Continued from Page 1)

film revenue be
the duration.

"frozen"

here

for

Imports of American films into
India, effective June 30, will be reduced from 75 to 50 per cent of the
value of imports from the U. S. in
the base year 1939, as compared
with the 75 per cent base previously Frisco Attorn
ey Will
effective, as exclusively published in
The Film Daily June 12. Presum- Arbitrate Vallejo Case
ably, this was the alternative to the
(Continued from Page 1)
"freezing" plan.
tors of the Rita, charge unfair
clearance under the Strand, Marcel,
Australian Agreem't "Freezes" Senator and Valmar. Fox West
62 1/2 % of Remittable Pix Funds Coast has filed an intervention.
Information was received here
yesterday that the agreement be- Judge Herbert Cook Hears
tween the U. S. distributors and
the Australian government covering Clearance Action Thursday
Cincinnati — Judge Herbert Cook
remittances for this year has been
signed. Pact runs for one year and will hear the clearance action
brought by Fred Rowlands of the
"freezes" approximately 62% per
Parsons, Columbus, against the macent of remittable funds.
jors and the Markham Theater.
Hearing will be held Thursday.

Applicants Fail to Appear
At RKO-K-A-O SEC Hearing Palm Clearance Complaint
Hearing Off Till July 30
(Continued from Page 1)

act of 1940 was only a matter of
minutes yesterday when the applicants failed to make an appearance.
Irving Schiller, counsel for the
SEC, introduced the application in
evidence and the hearing was closed,
subject to any amendments that may
be filed by the applicants. Charles
S. Lobingier was examiner for the
Commission. The hearing was in
connection with a proposed plan of
reorganization of K-A-0 and subsidiaries.
Sack Gets Joe Louis Pix
Dallas — Sack Amusement Enterprises will re-issue "The Spirit of
Youth," Joe Louis starrer, formerly distributed by Grand National.

Cleveland — Ruth Kish, secretary
to P. L. Tanner of Transit Film Co.
will marry Neil James Redmond
Saturday. Ceremony will be performed by the bride's father, Rev.
Julian Kish, pastor of the First
Hungarian Presbyterian Church of
Warren.
Chicago — Marjorie Bacon of Paramount's Chicago Exchange and
George Riley were married over
the week-end.
Chicago — Herbert C. Waschke of
Warners' Avalon theater was married to Eva Hansen of Joliet.
Helen Claire, stage and radio
actress, was married to Dr. Milton
Smith, head of the drama
depart
ment at Columbia
University, last
May, it became known yesterday.

Philadelphia — Hearing of the Palm
theater clearance complaint against
Warner Bros. Circuit Management
Corp., Loew's, 20th Century-Fox and
Paramount has been postponed until
July 30.

"Seventh Cavalry" to be
Filmed In Technicolor
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sam Goldwyn and the
Government are collaborating in
moving forward on his schedule of
the long-planned "7th Cavalry."
This was disclosed when the producer announced that the picture
would be filmed at Fort Bliss, Tex.,
headquarters of the regiment. Gold
wyn's latest plan concerning the
story, include not only shooting at
the Texas location, but filming it in
Technicolor. It will be the third picon Garyhe Cooper's
sheet turewhen
returns assignment
from New
York.
,
Arrangements between Goldwyn
and Lieut. Col. Thoburn K. Brown,
commanding officer at Fort Bliss,
have been progressing quietly for
weeks with Government officials understood urging the making of the
picture as soon as possible. Col.
Brown has already assigned Warren
Weadel, band-leader of the 7th Cavalry, to score special music for the
film. Robert Presnell, whose father
v/as a medical officer with the 7th
Cavalry, and himself was a mascot
of the regiment, is doing the screenplay.
Offer 59 for B & K Common
Chicago -- Balaban & Katz comi mon stock is in demand,
with no
|offerings.
The last bid was 59.
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Iowa 2% Stale Sales
Tax May be Revamped
(Continued from Page 1)

will be the pre-paid system used in
Ohio and which came before the
Iowa legislature at the last session
but died after opposition by theater
operators and retail merchants. The
pre-paid system would work a hardship on the theater men because
they would have to advance the tax
money until paid by the patrons.
The State Tax Commission which
appeared before the interim committee appeared luke-warm to the proposal but agreed to the study after
the insistence of some of the legislators who stated they wanted to
find out if claims the state was losing $2,000,000 annually as claimed
at the last Legislature was true or
not. State Tax Commissioner Murrow replied the figure was far inaccurate and estimated the state was
losing closer to $200,000 than $2,000,000.
Some of the legislators used the
theaters as an example of the state
losing out on the sales tax, claiming
the operators collected a cent tax
on every 15 cent admission and then
under the present law turned over
to the state only two cents on the
gross dollar.
The theater operators previously
have objected to this comparison,
pointing out the adult tax tickets
hardly makes up for the tax paid
on children tickets. They pointed out
they pay tax of two cents on ten
10-cent children tickets which they
cannot collect while most of the
adult admissions run from 25 to 50
cents.
The study of the sales tax brought
up the question whether the tax commission could change the present
setup or whether it would be up to
a future legislature, the next not
coming until 1943. It was generally
agreed that any change would have
to be made by the legislature.

Grainger In Gloversville
On Schine Product Deal
Gloversville — J. R. Grainger, Rep.
prexy, is here to discuss deal for
Republic's 1941-1942 product with
the Schine Circuit.
Jack Bellman, Republic manager
in Buffalo, Arthur Newman, Republic manager in Albany, Nat Lefton,
franchise holder in Cleveland and
Cincinnati, together with Sam Gorrell, and George Kirby, managers
in Cleveland and Cincinnati, respectively, are also on deck for the deal.
Before returning to New York
the end of this week, Grainger will
make a short visit to Toronto.
AFRA Theaters MBS Strike
AFRA, headed by Lawrence Tibbett, yesterday threatened to call a
strike against Mutual Broadcasting
System as an outgrowth of the
union's dispute with station WKRC.
SAG will support the strike, if called,
it was stated.

LETTERS

Editor, The Film Daily:
I have just finished reading the I
story in your June 9th issue in which tt
which Doctor Gallup sets 52,000,00(
as
the weekly attendance figure at,
theaters.

It is so seldom that Pete Wooc1
agrees with anyone that it will b{ I
a real piece of news to your man}
readers to learn that in connection'
with this highly controversial matter I must hand the good Doctor af
bouquet of orchids for coming verji
close to what I believe to be thrj!
correct figure and arrived at in UkA
following manner: —
As you know, in Ohio the collect
tions from the 3 per cent admissions6
tax give the authoritative story ir'f
connection with the amount of monej I
spent for amusements, and I an]
confident that it represents a tru^
cross-section of the national situa-J
tiori.

During 1940, the collections from:
this 3 per cent tax amounted to $1,- J
632,000, of which the breakdown
shows that the motion picture the-,!
aters contributed $1,180,000, which
000.
represents 3 per cent of $39,300,-^

From
all I can ascertain, the*
State of Ohio represents
5,3 peil
cent of the national business, sc
that on this basis we arrive at s< \
national total of $740,000,000
oj
box-office intake.
Based upon an average admissior
of 26 cents, the $740,000,000 represents 2,850,000,000 admissions
which divided by 52 gives a weeklj
attendance of 55,000,000.
And I'm not constituted to quibble with
the good
Doctor over a measly'"
3.000,000
per week.
P. J. WOOD,
Secretary, ITO of Ohio

STORKS
Hollywood
— Members
of M-G-M'si
shorts
production
department
take:
their work seriously. Producer Jack:
Chertok
has produced
three little
shorts of his own, Barbara, Billie
and Vivian in the five years that he
has headed the department.
Production has now hit an all time high
when, in one month, six members oi
the
shorts
department
became
fathers.
Narrator John Nesbitt, director Fred Zinnemann,
writers
Howard Dimsdale, Carl Dudley and
Julian Hochfelder
and production,
man Ted Morris.
Chicago — A son was born to Kenneth Paul Mayers of the Warner
theater in Milwaukee.
A daughter, Diane, was born tc
M. Asenbauers, purchasing managei
for Warners Milwaukee circuit.
boy.
Cincinnati — Art Mannheimer, National Screen, is father of a baby

W&
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:< :< R€VI€UJS Of TH6 n€UJ FILMS .v ,v
L«ith
"They
Met Rosalind
In Bombay"
Clark Gable,
Russell, Peter
Lorre, Jessie Ralph
,1-G-M
86 Mins.
JEWEL THEFT STORY MARKED BY
>lEW TWISTS AND PLENTY OF ACTION
S MARRED BY STILTED DIALOGUE AND
IONFUSED
PLOT.
This is by no means the best movie Clark
jable has made. Stilted dialogue and minor
infusions in the plot are responsible for a
ew lags. However, Gable's fans will find
romfort in the strength of the character he
jortrays — a thief, laughing at danger, who
nadvertently
rehabilitates
himself.
Hunt Sternberg's production leaves lit- —
le to be desired. Many interesting locaions are used, and the chase of the two
ewel thieves develops into quite a trav:logue.
Edwin
Justus
Mayer,
Anita
Loos and
.eon Gordon's screenplay offers some new
wists.
These
three minds
have evolved
ruations no patron can say are worn out
rom use.
Clarence Brown's direction is strong —
with many scenes involving extreme action
ind suspense having an authentic newsreel
:haracter.
Rosalind Russell, possibly because she
las no comedy lines, is a little difficult to
?et used to, but she grows on you and at
i-he curtain you carry away a recollection of
naving liked her in this new type of role.
The rest of the cast, Peter Lorre, Reginald
Dwen, Jessie Ralph and Matthew Boulton
are all very sinister and competent as their
:arrs require.
Cedric Gibbons' sets, and William Daniels'
tensing are greatly responsible for unusual
enjoyment of the film.
Two thieves descend on Bombay during

"San
Antonio Rose"
with Jane Frazee, Robert
Paige,
Lon Chaney, Jr.
Universal

63

Mins.

FEEBLE MUSICAL COMEDY IS THIRDRATE OFFERING FOR NABE CONSUMPTION.
Lacking anything novel, really funny or
entertaining, this would-be musical comedy
is a feeble offering that is third-rate in
every respect but one. There are several
musical numbers that are snappy and tuneful and are ably put over by the Merry Macs
and Jane Frazee. There are no "names" in
the cast worth anything as box office lures,
what story there is falls woefully short of
the mark and there is too much music in
it. Picture may fill in as lower bracket
offering on duals in nabe houses and that
limits its scope.
Jane Frazee, personable, attractive and
tuneful, fills the bill as the love interest.
Robert Paige is adequate, The Merry Macs
are good, Eve Arden is helpful, and some
attempted comedy is attempted by Lon
Chaney, Jr., and Shemp Howard. A couple
of slapstick sequences should get a few
laughs. Direction and script are on the
debit side of ledger. Charles Lamont directed and Hugh Wedlock, Jr., Howard Snyder and Paul G. Smith wrote the screenplay.
bve Arden and Miss Frazee "bum" a
ride to a town where they hope to get a job
in a night club. Howard and Chaney,
working for Richard Lane, a rival club operator, force the club to close. The next
day Paige and his band show up. So the
boys and girls get together to reopen the
club.
Sic Transit Gloria Teatrum.
CAST: Jane Frazee, Robert Paige, Lon
Chaney, Jr., Eve Arden, Shemp Howard,
Richard Lane, Luis Alberni, The Merry Macs,
Mary Lou Cook.

Empire day celebrations to steal a priceess jewel from a tippling duchess. Clark
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Gold■Gable, posing as a detective permits Rosasmith; Director, Charles Lamont; Screenplay,
ind Russel Ito lift the gem from its owner, then he takes it from her. They are Hugh Wedlock, Jr., Howard Snyder and
ooth — in the same taxi — on their way to Paul G. Smith; Original Story, Jack Lait,
Jr.; Cameraman, Stanley Cortez; Editor,
the airport when the theft is discovered.
They become partners and escape by a Milton Carruth.
soat bound for Hong Kong. Peter Lorre,
DIRECTION, Weak. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.
villainous master of the ship discovers their
identity and almost turns them over to
■the police at Hong Kong quarantine. But
they get away and go into hiding.
After six weeks — desperate for money —
Gable poses as a British officer and recruits
a small army of off duty soldiers and robs
ia Chinese merchant. He is forced to return
M. H. Hoffman has extended his
■a the barracks and lead a company of stay in the East pending the choice
soldiers in the evacuation of a group of Eng- and appointment of members of the
lish and Chinese refugees. in a furious
sales staff for his newly-organized
encounter with Japanese, Gable distinguishes
Liberty-National
Pictures. Hoffman
(himself and on his return to base is awardalso hopes to conclude negotiations
ed the Victoria Cross.
The film winds up with Gable and Miss for one or two important properties
for his higher bracket features for
'Russell returning the stolen jewel and he
ipromising to return for enlistment at the th-; second quarter of the 1941-42
conclusion of his prison term.
season. Shooting scripts have alA general analysis shows "They Met In
Bombay" to be slightly under the BrownGable-Russell par, but with good possibilities.
CAST: Clark Gable, Rosalind Russell,
Peter Lorre, Jessie Ralph, Reginald Owen,
Matthew Boulton, Edward Ciannelli, Luis
Alberni, Rosina Galli, Jjy Novello.
CREDITS: Producer, Hunt Stromberg; Director, Clarence Brown; Author, John Kafka;
Screenplay, Edwin Justus Mayer, Anita Loos
and Leon
Gordon;
Cameraman,
William

"The Gangs All Here"

with Frankie
Darro
Monogram
FAIR ACTION FILM SHOULD
ON JUVENILE
PROGRAMS.

61 Mins.
GO OVER

This action picture of truck hijacking will
probably do nicely on kid shows and other
bookings where quality can be subordinated
to speed. A lively, if improbable, yarn involving a truck operator, an insurance
agent, and a rival trucker, in a scheme to
defraud the insurance people by crackups
and phony hijacking, plus the youthful cast,
should put it over with the juveniles.
Frankie Darro is his usual spunky, talkative self and his Negro partner, Mantan
Moreland, supplies some comedy relief.
Marcia Mae Jones, Jackie Moran and Keye
Luke
are the
of theget"gang."
Frankie
and rest
Moreland
mixed up with
the trucking company as drivers when nobody else will take the jobs because of an
epidemic of smashups. They are pushed
around a little by the conspiring competing
line but manage to save their skins until,
with the help of a Chinese detective
(Keye Luke), they break up the racket.
CAST: Frankie Darro, Marcia Mae Jones,
Jackie Moran, Mantan Moreland, Keye
Luke, Robert Homans, Irving Mitchell, Ed
Cassidy, Pat Gleason, Jack Kenney, Laurence Criner, Paul Bryar, Jack Ingraham.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons;
Director, Jean Yarbrough; Screenplay, Edmond Kelso; Cameraman, Mack Stengler;
Editor, Jack Ogilvie.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Regional Showings Set
For "Bride Came C.O.D."

"Thewith Pioneers"
Tex Ritter
Monogram
58 Mins.
OLD-TYPE WESTERN SUFFERS BY
COMPARISON
DOOR FILMS.

WITH

CURRENT

OUT-

A familiar yarn — that of the pioneers
beset by Indian raids framed by the renegade white — plus draggy direction and poor
performances, make this a pretty uninteresting Western. Put it down as something to amuse the kids at a Saturday
matinee.
Based on some of the James Fenimore
Cooper "Leatherstocking Tales," the yarn
relates the trials of a series of wagon trains
trying to cross Indian lands to get to a
new frontier. Indians have been stirred
up by a white renegade, acting for a land
agent trying to acquire the new territory.
Scout Tex Ritter guides the trains and
eventually makes friends with the redskins
only to be crossed by the outlaws who attack in Indian style and massacre the outfit. He is not to be stopped however, so
he joins another wagon train, after exposing
the white's racket, and they proceed to
the promised land.
Performances are poor all around, the
direction is not convincing, and the screenplay too loose and old-fashioned to stand
comparison with other current Westerns.
CAST: Tex Ritter, Arkansas "Slim" Andrews, Red Foley, Doye O'Dell, Wanda McKay, George, Chesebro, Del Lawrence, Post
Park, Karl Hackett, Lynton Brent, Chick
Hannan, Gene Alsace, Jack Smith, Chief
Many Treaties, Chief Soldani.
CREDITS: Producer, Edward Finney; Director, Al Herman; Screenplay, Charles
Anderson; Cameraman, Marcel A. LePicard;
Editor, Fred Bain.
DIRECTION,

Dull.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Five regional showings in the Fair.
West have been set by Warners for
"The Bride Came C.O.D.", the James
Cagney-Bette Davis vehicle which Schenck-Moskowitz File
goes into national release July 12. Their Records on Appeal
The bookings are: Orpheum, Portland, Ore., June 25; Fox Theater,
Joseph M. Schenck and Joseph H.
San Francisco, July 3; Ohpheum,
Moscowitz yesterday filed their recSeattle, July 4; Denver Theater,
ords on appeal from a jury convicDenver, July 8 and Center, Salt Lake
tion for alleged violations of income
Hoffman Extending Stay
City, July 18.
tax laws in the U. S. Circuit Court
Sam Clark and Marty Weiser,
of
Appeals. Argument on the apTo Complete Sales Staff
Warner exploitation men, have been
peals will be heard by the threeings.
assigned to help launch the openjudge court at the beginning of October under the Court's rules. Attorneys for the defendants stated
Exit March for President
that the briefs would be filed at the
San Francisco — President Theater, end of the Summer.
one-time legit house, later a downtown grind, and more recently dark,
will be torn down to make room for Metro Releases Baldwin
a parking lot. It is the fourth one- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Earl Baldwin, who
time legit house to meet that fate
in the last two years here. All four signed a term writing contract at
M-G-M
in March, after nine years
ready been completed for the first tackled talkies after stage tenants
at
Warner
Bros., has asked for and
became
rare,
but
isolated
locations
quarter product and production will
the main drag were too much secured a release from his Metro
get under way immediately upon off
handicap.
contract and is leaving next week
Hoffman's return to Hollywood.
for Maine where he is going to take
a long vacation and write a play.
Daniels, ASC; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Associate, Randall Duell; Special
Effects, Warren Newcombe; Editor, Blanche
Sewell; Musical Score, Herbert Stothart;
Technical Advisor, Major G. 0. T. Bagley.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"
of Buddha
Acquire
"Brides Of"Bride
Buddha"
has been
ac-

"Red" Edinson, Kassel Aide

quired by J. H. Hoffberg for national
distribution in this country, it was
Chicago — "Red" Edinson of the
announced at the week-end. Pic- Essaness Lake theater has joined
ture will be released as a road show the circuit's publicity department
attraction.
,
under Norman Kassel.
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New England IATSE
Backs Browne's Ads
{Continued from Page 1)

was told that the vote of confidence
was unanimous and came after the
69 delegates present slammed newspaper attacks on Browne.
The convention opened with memorial services at the grave of John
P. Gatelee, IATSE organizer at
Hillcrest Cemetery.
Louis Krouse, International general secretary and treasurer presided. Vice-presidents Richard Walsh
and James J. Brennan spoke at the
business meeting and the convention
re-elected Secretary F. W. Newcomb,
only elective office.
Kenneth I. Taylor, secretary of
the State Federation of Labor, and
Charley Caffrey, president of the
Springfield Central Labor Union,
were the guest speakers at the dinner.
Considerable time was taken up
with a discussion of the legislative
committee's report from Massachusetts. The so-called Westboro town
hall bill which was urged by the
state senator from Worcester and
opposed by the union because it
would be an opening that other theaters could use that would have
shows eventually showing in "town
halls in every town and hamlet."
Although the union's objection was
that it would permit unsafe buildings to be used, gist of speeches
seemed to be that if these got
started, they would be run with nonunion employes.
Another discussion was on the
showing of movies in cafes. It was
pointed out that a company in Boston sells 16 mm. projectors on the
basis that "you can earn a good
night's pay showing these at cafes
and dance halls, doing two or three
a night." In Worcester, the union
halted the operations with help from
the license board, because state regulations forbade serving of liquor
in semi-darkness and that the dance
halls were too crowded for safety.
When the Holyoke Valley Arena
started showing free films the Holyoke union ran into trouble because
the Holyoke license board refused
to act in the matter. The union
hired a lawyer and the State ABC
commissioner ruled against the
Arena.
Krouse informed the delegates
that the New York IA office had
sent out bulletins on the subject
of 16 mm. films and warned the
members that they were a menace.
He said it was a job for each local
to police for itself.

Set Miilnight Shows
For Defense Workers
Cleveland — Loew's State Theater
will inaugurate a new policy starting
next week, with a special midnight
show aimed directly to appeal to the
workers on first and second shifts in
plants operating on a 24-hour basis.
Ted Teschner, manager of Loew's
Stillman, secured the co-operation
of the Thompson Products Co.'s recreation club. Approximately 1,500
have indicated a desire to attend
the show. Date of the showing has
not been set yet.

493 of 521 Mich. Theaters
Sign to Play Defense Films
(Contimicd from Page IX

films throughout Michigan. Ninety
per cent of branch managers, bookers, and salesmen attended, plus
representatives of 200 theaters.
Carl Buermele of Co-operative
Theaters and Edward C. Beatty,
president of the Butterfield circuit,
tabulated pledges signed by 493 out
of 521 open theaters in the state to
play the films.
General committees are being organized headed by Frank J. Downey,
M-G-M manager. Chairmen are:
Contacts, Lester Sturm, 20th-Fox,
manager; Screening, James Sharkey,
RKO, manager publicity; Jack Saxe,
Monogram, treasurer; Booking,
Harry Levinson, RKO, office manager; Shipping, Harold Robinson,
Film Truck Service.

Film Rentals Unaffected
By New Ark. Gross Tax
(Continued from Page 1)

tax on July 1. Levy in both cases
is two per cent. No tax is collected
on film rentals under a provision
which exempts taxes on rentals of
anything kept in the state for less
than 10 days.
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UA Plans No Minimum
Or Maximum— Kelly

HCLLyWCCD

(Continued from Page 1)

closed by Arthur W. Kelly, viceprexy and acting company top exec,
at the first of five regional sales
meetings which opened yesterday at
the Waldorf-Astoria.
"Quality, rather than quantity,
will be the keynote of both production and distribution in 1941-42.
We will offer only the best; there
will betold
no the
compromise
Kelly
assembled with
salesmerit."
staff.
For the next quarter, Kelly said
that nine films will be ready for
distribution, including two British
productions and the first two of Hal
Roach's new "streamlined" features.
One of the British features will be
"Major Barbara," now nearing the
close of its Broadway run at the
Astor; it is set for ealy Fall general release. The second is the
Mickey Balcon comedy, "Three
Cockeyed Sailors," which had its
American premiere in Norfolk, Va.,
last week. The Roach pix, with running time between 45 and 60 minbe "Niagara Falls" and
"Tanks utes,awill Million."
Five Already Announced
The five other pictures mentioned
by Kelly all have been already announced at various times. They include Korda's Merle Oberon starrer,
"Lydia"; Wanger's Gene Tieney
," Small's "Interstarrer, "Sundown
national Lady," with George Brent,
Ilona Massey and Basil Rathbone;
Arnold Pressburger's first UA pix,
"The Shanghai Gesture," with VicWilliam Sekely's
Mature and
co-staring Ilona Mas"New torWine,"

sey and Alan Curtis.

nd's
Englathree
thatmake
rated
reiteos
Kelly
would
g Studi
Ealin
UA's 1941-42 lineproductions for
l was now
Cut Operation for Summer
up, and that Gabriel Pascacer.
" UA produ
anent
"perm
a
Youngstown, O.— The Strand TheIt was announced that the next
ater has reduced its operating time
of regionals would start here
series
to
"Friday through Monday weekly.
icy.
This will be the Summer house pol- on Sept. 15, with other meetings to
follow in New Orleans, Cincinnati,
Chicago and San Francisco. At the
UA reseries of Regional meetings,
"Reluctant Dragon" In Canton
leases nearing completion at the time
Canton, O. — George Delis claims will be announced.
that he will play the northern Ohio
g out of the conReports
sessions indicated that there
ventioncomin
premiere engagement of RKO's "Reluctant Dragon" at his Palace The- was some discussion of the comater starting June 27.
pany's future executive base. When
the top spot now temporarily filled
McBride Breaks Shoulder
by Kelly is finally permanently
it is understood that it will
Cuyahoga Falls, O. — E. F. Mc- filled,
Bride, manager of the Falls Theater, call for Coast residence. This would
announcebroke his shoulder playing in a be in line with the recent
ment that all future board meetings
Tentative "Appointment"
strenuous baseball game.
"U" has switched the tentative
would be held in Hollywood, with
owner-directors actively functioning.
title of the new Margaret SullavanIt was also reported that while
there has been some discussion of a
Charles Boyer pix from "Heartbeat" Burrus In Cleveland Post
to "Appointment for Love."
Chicago — Charles Burrus, veteran similar shift of base for the ad-publicity department, no decision for
B & K manager, who retired recentSchines Reopen In Ravenna
ly, is back in harness as manager a transfer has been reached.
The New York regional concludes
the new Telenews theater, Cleve- today.
Ravenna,
O. — Schine's Ohio The- of
land.
ater, long closed, reopened Sunday.

SPEAKING-By RALPH WiLK

HOLLYWOOD

Husband
Holdis Your
"How
WITH
to have
believed
Smith
Pete To
Back,''
set a record for having the largest numbeg
ot pictures in production at one time by any*
more.
rionywood producer. He is working on five i
short subjects as well as scripts tor three

•

•

veteran.
, plans("Bondi
e") the
showmanSON
to enter
play
O. BONDE
E.Coast
producing ranks with a new intimate
musical novelty, "Venus." It is by Higgins
Moore, New Tork playwright, with songs
oy Sterling Sherwin ot San Francisco.

•

•

effort
's initial
ve producer
inEthisJeffrey
country Bernerd
as executi
WHIL
on "No Greater Sin," has been seen by
comparatively few in Hollywood and New
t'ork, he has been approached by a couple
of the majors en production deals.

•

•

NATHAN O. LEVINSON, head of
COL.
Warner Bros, sound department, has
oeen named military advisor on the editorial
board of The American Cinematographer,. ;.
official organ of the American Society of
Cinematographers.

•

•

MARKING what is believed to be the first
time that a mother, son and daughter,n-law have been signed for leading roles
,n the same film, Grace Hayes, Peter Lind
Hayes and Mary Healy, his wife, have been
contracted by Monogram for featured parts
in "Sis Boom Bah!," musical comedy.

•

•

one of Hollywood's
BESSIE
has turned to the execustars, once
greatestLOVE,
tive side of pictures. Her first assignment
was as production assistant on the English-made "The Prime Minister," with John
Gielgud, and Diana Wynyard, being readied
for Warner release in the Fall.
Miss Love, however,
returns to acting
for a small part in the British studio's forth
coming "Atlantic Ferry," soon to go before, .
cameras
at Warners'
Teddington
Studios,
near London.

Shoulder =
"Right
set
has
WARNERS
Arms"
as the new title for "You're!
In the Army
Now," draftee story.
Allen
Rivkin wrote the original.
Picture will go
into production within the next month.

•

•

DON AMECHE has been cast in the lead-Fox'
in Bennett
Twentiethwill
or Deny."ing role
Joan
be "Confirm
opposite,
Fritz Lang will direct.

•

•

EDWRAD G. ROBINSON is scheduled to
star in
"The will
New direct
York this
Story,"
Metro.
Ed Marin
story for
by
Sam
Marx.

•

DANA

ANDREWS

•

and Anne Baxter will

ox'
the Twentieth-F
honors inWater."
share top
g "Swamp
Supporting
forthcomin
cast will be headed by Walter Brennan.

uesday, June 24, 1941
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REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJCTES

>0 More Features
ietling the Gun
,\\-st Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
— Ten pictures are
•heduled to go into production this
.eek.
Checkup shows two plants —
etro and 20th-Fox — with nine feaires shooting, while Universal has
uht before the cameras.
The production roundup:
At
Columbia:
Five
shooting,
including
liree Girls
About
Town,"
comedy
with
.n Blondell.
Leigh Jason directing for
i . >dueer Sam Bischoff.
At M-G-M : Nine shooting, including "When
idies Meet," comedy,
with Joan Crawford,
^bert Taylor, Greer Garson
and Herbert
arshall.
Robert Z. Leonard directing.
At Paramount : Six shooting.
rAt RKO-Radio:
Four shooting, including
bliging Young
Lady,"
romantic
comedy,
' ill Joan Carroll, nine-year-old sensation of
Je Broadway hit, "Panama Hattie," Edmund
t'Brien.
Ruth Warrick
and
Richard
Carlii
Producer Howard
Benedict and Direcr Richard Wallace.
At 20th Century-Fox:
Nine shooting.
.At
Universal:
Eight
shooting,
including
"iide 'Era Cowboy,"
comedy
with Abbott
< Costello. The Merry Macs and Ella Fitzralcf.
Associate
Producer,
Alex Gottlieb,
erector.
Arthur
Lubin ; "Hellzapoppin' ",
medy, Jules Levey Production,
with Olsen
Johnson, Martha
Rave. Mischa Auer and
therine
Johnson. Director.
Henry
C.
>rter; "Badlands of Dakota." western,
ssociate Producer, George Waggner, Direcr. Alfred E. Green.
At
Warners:
Five
shooting,
including
Ifhey Died With Their Boots On." drama,
irring
Errol
Flynn.
Raoul
Walsh
dieting.
'At
Republic:
Two
shooting,
including
Kags
to Riches,"
streamline
melodrama,
h Alan Baxter. Mary Carlisle, Jerome Coan. Eddie Acuff and Michel Adrian Morton. Joe Kane, producer-director.
At Monogram : Two
shooting.
At PRC:
Two
shooting, including "The
• tie Rider
Gallops
to Glory,"
western,
irring George Houston
with Al St. John,
f^mund Xeufeld producing
and Sam NewId directing; "Reg'lar Fellers," being proced by Arthur Dreifuss and Joseph Eudelller. with Billy Lee. Carl (Alfalfa)
Switr. Janet Dempsey.
Buddy
Boles and Mal^m Hutton.
Based on the svndicate carn strip by Gene Byrnes.
Dreifuss is also
reeling.
Goldwyn : Shooting
"The Little Foxes.
.Wanger:
Shooting
"'Sundown."
Roach:
Shooting
"'Xiagara Falls."

"The Battle"
(Miniature)
M-G-M
11 mins.
Swell Navy Film
A mock battle between "Black"
and "Blue" fleets of the U. S. Navy
furnishes a grand opportunity to
show the myriad activities necessary
to back up a naval action and with
interest in the service at its present
high pitch, this M-G-M Miniature
will be well received on any screen.
Opening as the fleet prepares to
leave its base, the subject shows how
supply and repair ships stock and
make last minute repairs on the
boats, and how the fleet moves into
action with its destroyers scouting
ahead, as the submarines, cruisers,
battleships and aircraft carriers fall
into their positions in the line. Then
comes the sighting of the mythical
"enemy" and the firing of the big
guns.
A business-like and exciting picture.
"Memories of Europe"
(Miniature)
M-G-M
8 mins.
Fine Traveltalk
Review
A collection of clips from FitzPatrick Traveltalks of bygone years,
this reel provides a welcome respite
from current European scenes. Opening with shots of the French International Exposition of 1937, featuring
the Fountain of Peace, the Technicolor subject shows Holland's prewar tulip beds, home life in Denmark before the invasion, and closes
with shots of the League of Nations building in Geneva.

rect way to dance the currently popular rhumba and la conga. Dance
enthusiasts will be especially interested in the correct way to do these
oft' "wronged" steps. Narration by
Pete Smith, against scenes of wouldbe rhumba dancers, lends a light
note to the reel.
"Popular Science JO-6"
Paramount
11 mins.
Interesting Material
Containing a number of interesting clips, the subject should be well
received. Coverage includes the
Chester Country, Pa. mushroom industry, source of better than 50 per
cent of this country's mushrooms;
the model building designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright in Racine, Wise; a laboratory in Silver Springs, Fla. which
makes serum from snake venom, and
a dress form for home use, made of
cotton gauze tubing.

Hilarious Highlights
from a

BIG PICTURE
IS it laughter
YOU'RE
looking
FOR?

READY, willing
AND able to
ENJOY a

"Fire Cheese"
Paramount
7 mins.
Fair Cartoon
This quick-paced Technicolor cartoon has a fair amount of laughs.
Gabby butts into the fire department
organization and before they get rid
of him a building is destroyed from
what started out to be a small fire.

"Stars — Past and Present"
(Meet the Stars No. 8)
Republic
10 mins.
Mildly Interesting
Highlight of this subject is the
dedication of Republic's new sound
stage to the memory of Mabel Normand. Stage is on the site of the
old Mack Sennett studio and the
"Hoola Boola"
ceremonies are attended by Sennett
(Madcap Models)
Paramount
9 mins. and many of the old-time comedy
favorites, including a group of the
Good Novelty
Third of the George Pal Madcap Keystone Kops. William Farum
Models has Jim Dandy captured by acts as master of ceremonies and
cannibals in a colorful reel. The morial.
Mack Sennett speaks a short medistinctly novel subject is bound to
go over despite a tendency to subscap Declares Dividend
ordinate action to the backgrounds
"Twinkletoes — Where He Goes —
Ascap yesterday declared a divi- and the characters' posturing. Photographed in Technicolor, the back(Animated Antic)
'nd, to its writers and publishers
grounds and puppets are fine.
R approximately $1,000,000.
Paramount
Nobody Knows" 7 mins.
Weak Cartoon
A not-very funny reel showing the
"Cuban Rhythm"
(Pete Smith Specialty)
adventures of a messenger pigeon
TO TIIE COLORS!
M-G-M
9 mins.
who is engaged to carry a timeA Rhumba Lesson
bomb. Losing the address, the bird
Based on an Arthur Murray book, goes back to the sender where the
Cleveland — Bob
Nero
of Monothe cor- package blows up.
ram Exchange has been inducted this subject demonstrates
to the Army and at present is at Injunction Case Resumes
Silvermans' Son Dead
Drt Hayes, Columbus.
Chicago — Trial of the injunction
Altoona, Pa. — Eddie Silverman, 5,
action instituted by the radio team, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ike Silverman,
Norfolk, N. H. — J. Gagnon, actor, Tom, Dick and Harry, against RKO of the Silverman Enterprises, Inc.,
] now a private at the Cavalry Re- resumes before Federal Judge John who operated the Strand and Logan
acement Training Center at Fort Barnes here today. Radio act would
Theaters here and the Strand Theiley, Kan.
ater, Holidaysburg, died in a Boston
enjoin RKO's use. of "Tom, Dick
and
Harry"
for
the
new
Ginger
tion.
hospital
from a bloodstream infecChicago — Sam Dart of Essaness'
awn Theater, Oak Park, has joined Rogers starrer.
fe Army.
To Delay Copyright Actions
Chicago — Copyright actions Goldwyn Switches Title
Cleveland — Jack Gregg, son of Al
regg who handles the exploitation brought by RKO, Universal, 20th- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
id publicity for Republic Pictures Fox and Columbia against E. L.
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn has
this territory, resigned from the Harris, operating the Princess thechanged
the title of "The Professor
arner Brothers poster department
ater, are expected to go over until
and the Burlesque Queen" to "Ball
the Fall term of Federal Court.
join the R.A.F. in Canada.
of Fire."

Are you

KEEN for
SOME swell
ARE youhits?
SONG

STAR-CROWDED
COMEDY with music?
THEN watch out for
JUDY
CANOVA
IT'S called
IN her newest hit!
"PUDDIN'
"—
AND it's theHEAD
grandest
FUN that this sensational star
HAS ever brought you!...
JUDY sings—
gets
JUDY
HERSELF into
MORE
HILARIOUS
SCRAPES
THAN
you

dances—

CAN count!
...AND
REPUBLIC has

►

PROVIDED
HER with a
M I
SETTING worthy of her
EXTRAORDINARY talents!
THERE'S a heart-warming
STORY told against a background
OF dazzling spectacle . . .
AND the cast is as imposing
AS it is entertaining!
HANDSOME
FRANCISThere's
LEDERER
TO set feminine hearts beating
FASTER. ..and a great group of
COMEDIANS to set everyone
CHUCKLING. To name just a few—
RAYMOND WALBURN . . .

SLIM SUMMERVILLE...
EDDIE FOY,Jr...Whata laugh
LINE-UP! And what a picture!
GET ready for fun now. . .with
JUDY CANOVA in her newest and
BEST— "PUDDIN* HEAD". . . Its

A REPUBLIC

PICTURE

LHAWLIS
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$5,600,000 Bank
Loan to Universal

TTIJOHN
ST

2IST

FL

©UTJJDE

LOCKING

Editor's Note: The opinions expressed
in this resume of critical and columnar
(Continued from Page 1)
general cor]3orate purposes up to comment on industry matters are essentially those of the writers quoted;
$5,600,000.
do not necessarily reflect those of
The loan agreement which pro- they
THE FILM DAILY.
vides for interest at 5 per cent runs
for three years from June 30, 1941
DONALD
KIRKLEY
{Baltimore
and is renewable at the option of Sun) : "For several weeks the film
the company, for an additional year, trade papers have been filled with
it was stated.
shrieks of anguish, the result of a
"The new loan consolidates and totally unexpected slump in busiexpands the credit facilities availness. . . So serious is the situation
able to the company," Cowdin com- that exhibitors have been holding
mented. "The additional working councils of war and racking their
capital provided under the agree- minds to get at the causes for the
ment is important at the present phenomenon. All sorts of fantastic
time since the company's current reasons have been advanced, but
program calls for the manufacture nobody seems willing to face the
of a substantial portion of the prod- most obvious cause, namely, the inuct for the 1941-42 season prior to
creasing poor quality of the picits opening on Sept. 1.
tures over a period of two years.
"Universal production is already
"Why the film men should look
well ahead of any previous year and beyond
the sort of pictures they
it expects to enter the new season have been offering, is not obvious to
with a record number of pictures a layman. They fail to mention
completed and in the hands of its the deadly double feature, with its
exchanges for delivery in accordance insatiable demand for quickies and
with its release schedule."

Four Columbia Employes
Hurt in Fatal Car Crash

"Wings for Britain" Gets
Gross as the Kent Opens

Montreal — Dominion Government's
cent theater tax on admisriding to the Columbian Club out- 20 per
sion tickets was dropped Friday and
ing at Chester last Friday left the will not
be imposed during this week
highway and struck the concrete at the Kent Theater, newly opened
abutment of the bridge crossing the house in Notre Dame de Grace, gross
highway leading from Tuxedo to proceeds of the first week going to
Bear Mountain.
"Wings for Britain" fund. The
The driver of the car. Philip Rand, the
theater opened Friday with a gala
of Brooklyn, sustained a fractured performance at which Fay Wray,
skull and was killed instantly. His film actress, broadcast an appeal for
four companions were removed to support for the fund. Christopher
the Tuxedo Memorial Hospital where Ellis, radio commentator, was emcee.
last night all were said to be doing
well.
They are:
National Headliners Club
Lillian Meyerson, of the print de- Honors Two Newsreel Cos.
partment, who sustained a simple
fracture of both legs, and scalp lacerations.
Atlantic City — Universal Newsreel
Lillian Schneider, stenographer of and Fox Movietone News were honthe sales promotion dept. sustained
ored by the National Headliners'
a fracture of a cervical vertebra and Club here Friday. Silver medallions
are
to
be presented to B. D. Elliott
lacerations of the face.
Ruth Schlein, typist of the sales and T. Harbine Monroe for their
promotion dept. suffered minor cuts Universal News shots of the collapse
and lacerations about the face and of the Tacoma, Wash., bridge, and
to Fox Movietone for pictures showboth legs.
the defeat of the French fleet at
Shirley Samuels, stenographer of the ing
Battle of Oran.
the story department who worked
for Eve Ettinger, sustained multiple
lacerations and cuts about the face "40,000 Horsemen" Will be
and body.
(Continued from Page 1)

"Moon Over Miami" Juke Plugs
Tieing up with Victor, Decca and
Columbia, 20th Century-Fox has arranged for bright identification
labels to be distributed with rec01 ds of songs from- "Moon Over
Miagi" to the "juke" box operators.
Columbia is also supplying stickers
to be pasted on the glass of the machines.
Essaness Buys the Sheridan
Chicago — The Essaness circuit
yesterday bought the Sheridan Theater property for $160,000.
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Scent New Attitude
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the cheapening of the product
whole.
They are conducting
of moviegoers
in an effort to
out what is wrong; the ones
should be polled are the people

In FPC-Taylor Deal

as a
polls
Toronto — Identification of N. A.
find Taylor, Canadian indie circuit opwho
erator and long a leader in the
who Independent Theaters Association,
* to ♦the movies." with Famous Players Canadian on
have stopped* going
July 1 is generally regarded here
BERNIE HARRISON (Washing- as a forecast of a new operating
ton Times Herald) : "Harry Brandt policy by FPC, especially as con. . . accuses the producers with the indies. cerns its attitude towards Dominion '/
responsibility for the movie slump,
Taylor under the deal with the
while bowling alleys, race tracks and
affiliate will take over
baseball are doing great. . . . He Paramount
advocates elimination of double fea- for operation on July 1 a group of
tures, improvement of films over theaters now operated by FPC and '/
their 'mediocre level,' and firing of subsidiaries.
Taylor asserts that his own in- I
an unannounced number of new boxoffice poison stars. . . Give the pub- terests are not affected in any way ■
by the deal.
With his associates,
lic what it wants, he cries.
"We agree with the sentiments, he will continue to operate both 20th
Theaters
circuit and the
but we don't think outbursts like Century
Booking
Association,
this help very much. . . We would Exhibitors'
like to see Brandt rush into print and sale of any part of these two
to FPC is emphatically j
with his conception of what the pub- companies
denied.
lic wants. . . And no glittering genTaylor himself is quoted as sayeralities, such as the improvement
of films over their mediocre level."
ing that it is his "honest belief"
that FPC's attitude towards its smalWrigley Co. Extending
lerselfindie
shape
itin a competitors
more liberal "will
manner
in the

Co-op. Ticket Buying
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — From present indications, the William Wrigley, Jr. Company will make co-operative ticket
buying deals in de luxe theaters
throughout the country in connection with the showings of Jerry
Brandt's second picture for RKORadio, "Scattergood Pulls the
Strings." Wrigley's interest centers
around the "Scattergcod Baines" radio program, which it sponsors.
First deal on this count was the
Palace, Chicago, which opened its
doors to more than 35,000 Wrigley
gum dealers in the past two weeks.
Deal has also gone into effect in Buffalo. Big circuit houses are signifying their intentions cf taking part
in the proposition.

Ft. Totten Army YMCA
To Show New Film Game

The Army YMCA at Ft. Totten,
L. I., will entertain the 4,000 soldiers
stationed there to a new kind of film
entertainment called "Minute Mysteries" tonight. It is an experimental idea in entertainment for
service men and consists of 15
questions asked of individuals in
Distributed in U. S. by "U" the audience concerning a short film
London (By Air Mail)— "40,000 subject which has just been run off.
Horsemen," Australia's most preSpecial scoring cards are distributed to everyone in the audience.
tentious attempt at feature production, made by Dominion Films, will Correct answers are then given.
be distributed here by C. M. Woolf's More than 100 prizes will be awarded
General Film Distributors. Univer- at the first showing of "Minute Mysteries" tomorrow night.
sal is to release it in the U. S.,
20th-Fox in South America.
Kaufman Replaces Levine
Seltzer Quits AMPP for Lasky
Chicago — Ben Kaufman, formerly
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
of the Patio Theater, is now chief
Hollywood — Frank Seltzer, leaving projectionist for the 20th-Fox Exthe AMPP, joins Jesse Lasky this Levine. change, succeeding the late Max
week as an assistant.

future." Taylor adds, "As a result,
indie theaters will be able to obtain benefits for which our Independent Theaters Association has long

Largest
NT Delegation
strived."
To Attend 20-Fox Meet
The largest National Theaters
delegation to attend a 20th Century-Fox convention is expected as
the resultvitation of
Herman
Wobber's
to Spyros
Skouras
and inall
NT division managers. According
to present plans, Skouras will be one
of the speakers. Wobber has also
asked W. J. Hutchinson, overseas
sales director, his assistants, and
visiting foreign managers, to attend
the sales meet.

Loew Managers Promoted
New Haven — Harry F. Shaw,
Loew-Poli division manager reports
that William Reisinger, manager at
the Bijou, New HaVen for the past
fourteen months, has been promoted
to the Loew's Victory, Evansville,
Ind., as manager. At the same time
William Elder, who preceded Reisinger at the Bijou, has been promoted from LoewT's, Harrisburg to
Loew's Indianapolis as manager.

Gilpin Leaving Columbia
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Joseph Gilpin, Columbian production manager, steps out
in mid-July.
"In the Navy's" Precedent
Navy"
is Wilmington,
the first film Del.
to —be "In
heldthea second
week in the history of the Warner
Theater.
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Toronto— warners have dropped tentative plans to sell here

both under the prevailing full program plan and the consent

lacree "block-of-five," it was learned here yesterday in advance of the company's Dominion sales meeting in Montreal. At the same time, it
tas reported in trade circles that the other four companies who signed the New York consent decreepituU nuke no departure from the prevailing
Tominion "full program" sales policy.
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ALLIED APPEALS FOR BIG SUMMER^ FILMS
Selznick's
Contract Completed
In Hands of His Counsel U A"U"Partnership
REVA
Myers Calls for Their Release by Majors "So That
For Study; Frank Capra
To Get Goldwyn's

Stock

MPS
SHORTS PLANS

The Public Will Not Entirely Lose Interest"; Warns
Against Surrendering the Field to Rival Amusements
National Allied in a bulletin issued yesterday by Abram F.
1941-42
Lineup
to
Include
Several New Series
Myers, general counsel and board chairman, called on the major
distribs. to "release a few big pictures during the Summer season so that the public will not enA marked revision in short subtirely lose interest."
Asserting
that certainly that is
ject plans for 1941-42 is announced

Contract between David 0. Selznick and United Artists whereby he
becomes a partner has been completed and a copy is in the hands of
Selznick's attorney for study before
it is signed, it was learned last night.
Selznick, under terms of the deal,
Scully, genwill get the stock of the late Doug- for Universal by W. A. eral
sales
las Fairbanks and Frank Capra will
take over the Goldwyn stock under
manager,
fol-.
lowing a tour
terms of the agreement, which Selzo
f
exchange
nick termed yesterday as being of a
centers by
"complicated
Jesse L. Lasky will continue to
Bernard
Selznick toldnature."
The Film Daily last
(Continued on Page 6)
K r e i s 1 e r, make pictures for Warner release,
he stated yesterday on his arrival
short subfrom the
i
j e c t s manager, Ent e r tainment
Coast.
Ann o uncement
ideas and
spiked r ep r omotional
rent that
needs
of
firstcurLasky
ports might
r u n and
WILLIAM
A. SCULLY
nabe. houses,
At a hearing today in Washinggo
to RltO
or UA.
a s garnered
ton, suggestions aimed at effecting
said
closer film trade relations between by Kreisler in his eight weeks of
h Lasky
e already
with key showmen, are
Argentina and the United States conferences
(Continued on Page 7)
has selected
will be outlined to the Committee
his next
for Reciprocity Information by an Court Dismisses Casanave
story,
industry delegation headed by Carl
will be which
done
{Continued on Page 6)
Suit vs. Herman Robbins
JESSE L. LASKY
on a scale
c o m parable
The Brooklyn Appellate Division
Court Term Prolonged on
to "Sergeant York" made in associaof the Supreme Court this week retion with Hal B. Wallis, and formal
Schenck-Moskowitz Petition
versed a decision of Justice Mor- announcement of his plans will be
timer Patterson and dismissed a suit
An order was signed yesterday by of Charles Casanave which sought a made following the two-a-day premiere of "York" at the Astor TheFederal Judge Edward A. Conger declaratory judgment against Herater on July 2.
man Robbins in reference to funds
on petition of Joseph M. Schenck
(Continued on Page 6)
{Continued an Page 6)
to at(Continued came
on Page East
4)
The producer

Lasky to Continue
Making Pix for WB

Talk (loser Relations
With Argentina Today

BercovicVs Chaplin
Suit is Dismissed
Causes of action aggregating $5,000,000 in damages in the suit of
Konrad Bercovici against Charles
Chaplin and United Artists were dismissed yesterday by Federal Judge
Alfred C. Coxe. Suit still seeks damages of $3,067,000 on the claim that
defendants appropriated plaintiff's
satire for "The Great Dictator" and
used other scripts submitted by the
plaintiff without remuneration.

"Support FDR With Good Will
Films' Pledge Voiced by Hays Office Exec.
NBC May Have Sponsor
For Tele Baseball Game

Gloversville, N. Y.— A pledge that
the film industry "will follow through
voluntarily with a good will" in supNBC has tentatively set up its
port of the President's declaratio
was givenn
television schedule for the first week of an unlimited emergency
DeBra,
H.
here yesterday by Arthur
of operation under the new com- assistant to Carl Milliken, MPPDA
mercial rules of the FCC, it was
an address before repand at the pres- secretary, in resentatives of the Schine circuit
learned yesterday,
{Continued on Page 7)
{Continued on Page 6)

not asking too much, Myers said
that such action by the majors
"would greatly aid the efforts which
the independent exhibitors are making to keep alive the public's
interest in the movies."
The bulletin
pointed
(Continued
on Pageout
8) that Al-

Report Hal Home
Quitting Disney Posts
Hal Home, Eastern representative for Walt Disney since December, 1937, and whose election as
vice-president in charge of distribution and a member of the Board
of Governors of Walt Disney Productions was announced on May 16,
1939, was reported
yesterday
to
(Continued on Page 4)

Illinois House Passes
135-Min. Program Bill
Springfield, 111. — The House of
Representatives yesterday passed the
Sandquist 135-minute program bill
81 to 49. (Continued
Representative
McCabe
on Page 6)

RKO and M-G-M Set
Chi. Tradeshowings
Chicago — The Ellisburg Studio
Theater has been selected by RKO
for block-of-five pix showing the
week of July 7. M-G-M will also
.use the Studio Theater for their
showing starting the week of July 14.
These are the first tradeshowings
to be definitely announced.

TT
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ARTHUR W. KELLY, HARRY GOLD and
ure." "SKIP" WESHNER left last night for
DAVID
New
Orleans.
CHARLES

SKOURAS

is here from the Coast.

DAVID ROSE and MAX MILDER arrived this
morning on the Clipper after a delay at Bermuda which held them
up a day.
ARTHUR
Gloversville.

H.

DeBRA

KENNETH MACCOWAN
from
Washington.
KEN THOMSON
a few days.

returns
is due

BENNETT

Net
Chg.

SERGEANT ALVIN C. YORK arrives here
Friday for a visit and the premiere of the
Warner film framed about his World War experiences.
CARL E. MILLIKEN, acting M'PPDA foreign
department head; FRANKLIN S. IRBY, 20thFcx tax dept. counsel; EUGENE F. WALSH,
"U's" assistant treasurer and controller, and
JOHN NATHAN. Para.'s Argentine head, go to
Washington
today.
GRACIE FIELDS arrives from the Coast this
week to Clipper to Lisbon July 3.
BILLY

GRADY

is here

today

from

back

today

SPENCER TRACY
for a vacation.

is here from the Coast for

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., has arrived in
Panama on his way back to this country after
a South American tour.
JOAN
Coast.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, Central division manager for 20fh-Fox, and his assistant, TED SHAW,
who leaves New York today to join Gehring, will
tour the Midwest
territory for the next week.

GLENDA FARRELL
next month.

arrived yesterday from the

MRS. OSCAR A. DOOB, wife of the Loew ad
head,
has returned from a Mid-western vacation.

(Tuesday, June 24)
YORK

WILLIAM WALDHOLZ, in charge of distribution of FHA shorts, is making a tour of the
Midwest exchanges.

MARLENE DIETRICH is expected here from
the Coast in the near future for a vacation.

FINANCIAL
NEW

West

10 Cents

from

the

Coast.

returns to Hollywood early
is here from

Hollywood

WALTER N. GREAZA, Equity executive, returned to New York yesterday from the Midwest.
CRAHAM BARBEE, District supervisor for the
Lichtman Circuit of Virginia, and MRS. BARBEE
will leave New York on Friday, on the S. S.
Kungsholm
Caribbean.

for a two

week's

cruise on

the

JO and AL LONGO, Loew's Theaters publicity
men in Cleveland and Boston respectively, have
returned
from
the home
office.
JOHN GALVIN, manager of the Penn Theater, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has left for the West
Coast to vacation.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — That Orson Welle I
will produce three or four picture I
annually for RKO and will direct an
act in some of them, was the arl
nouncement by Joseph I. Breen, neT ,
RKO excutive
Radio studios'
and
in chargevice-presider.
of produd
tion, at a press interview yesterdaj
Breen
also
said
that
"Citize I
Kane" will be sold in a block of nkj
tures and not singly and be sir
at increased prices until this is o?e i
Breen declared RKO will trv^l
develop new talent and will lineq:
new directors and producers.
The former Production Code Acl
ministrator said that the PCA had
passed on 3,600 books, novels, storie j
and plays annually from which 60
pictures were made.
He declare
the Code is a great document an
that from 75,000 complaints in 193
against filth in movies, grievance
had dropped off to a point wher
during the past two years there wer I
less than 2,000 protests of any kincj
Breen said that producers have no^
learned the Code thoroughly.
He asj
serted that boys and girls betweeJ
the ages of 16 and 26 are the chiej
movie patrons.
Breen stated that he planned n]
executive
changes at the RKO stul
dios.

RKO Radio to Release
Three August Features

M. P. Society for Americas
Honors Mexican Envoy

Board of Regents Upholds

For the last month of the current
season, RKO has set three releases,
according to the company's latest
schedule. "My Life with Caroline"
is dated for Aug. 1, the sixth Tim
Holt for Aug. 8 and the third "Scattergood Baines" subject for Aug. 22.
For July, RKO has three features
listed: "Tom, Dick and Harry," 4;
"They Meet Again," the third "Dr.
Christian" pix, 11, and "Hurry, Charlie. Hurry," 25. March of Time's
"The Vatican of Pius XII" is down
for the 18th.

West Coast Bureau of THE

N. Y. Censor Ban of "He" i

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Louis B. Mayer, Y.
Frank Freeman, Francis L. Harmon,
Francis Alstock, assistant to John
—
V4
Hay Whitney, and Seymour Alejandro Buelna were among the speakers at the Motion Picture Society
for
Americas dinner honoring
+
Vs
Buelna, official envoy of the Government of Mexico who was here to
—
%
+
Vs
thank members of the Hollywood
party who made the trip to Mexico
—
Vs
City in April for the Mexican mo+
%
tion picture festival.
+ 7
Buelna also made presentations
of gifts to members of the Hollywood party. Wires of regret over
Two Pictures a Month
inability to be present were received
Loew's
deb. 3V2s46
frcm David O. Selznick, Whitney,
From Liberty-National
Para. B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47
D'-ew Pearson, and Nelson Rockefeller.
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
M. H. Hoffman, president of LibNEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
In his talk, Harmon said Adolph
erty-National Pictures Corp., anMonogram
Picts. ...
%
%
% +
Vs
Radio-Keith
cvs
nounced yesterday that he would Zukor, one of the guests present,
Sonotone
Corp
release his pictures at the rate of recollected that in 1922 one of the
Technicolor
first resolutions adopted by the Hays
one every two weeks.
Trans-Lux
15-16 15-16 15-16 +1-16
In the near future, schedules will office was one pledging the industry
Universal
Corp. vtc.
6%
6Vs
6% +
Vs
Universal
Picts
be set for the franchise producers to friendship with Mexico.
N.
Y.
OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked whose pictures will be released under
the Liberty-National banner but Rites for Nicholas Webber
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 62
65
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
55 Vi
58!/2 they will in no way affect the two-aWaterloo, la. — Funeral services
month plan set by Hoffman.
were held here Monday for
Gibbons Joins Law Firm
Nicholas Webber, 69, former theElliott Dexter Dead
Thomas Gibbons joined as of
ater operator and sportsman who
Amityville,
L.
I.
—
Elliott
Dexter,
Monday the law firm of Phillips,
died following several strokes of
71,
silent
screen
and
vaudeville
Nizer, Benjamin & Krim.
He is a graduate of Columbia Law player, died Monday at the Bruns- paralysis.
wick Home. Dexter retired from the
School and subsequently served with
Md. MPTO to Fete Blum
the law firm of James W. Gerard, stage in 1930.
Baltimore — A testimonial dinner
later becoming associated with
Dwight, Harris, Koegel & Caskey Mary Pickford in Clinic
to Herman A. Blum, who has retired after 20 years of activity in
Cleveland — Mary Pickford has enon that firm's defense of its client,
tered Cleveland Clinic Hospital for the industry, will be given here by
20th-Fox, in the Government's equity
action involving the major film a check up. She is expected to stay the MPTO of Maryland on Monday
at the Elks Club.
for five or six days.
companies.

Albany — The Board of Regents ha
denied the appeal of the distributor
of the French film, "He," which wafl
refused a license by the Motion Pic]
ture Censorship division of the Eduf
cation Department.
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Plays to 289% of average in first week at the Granby,
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Lasky to Continue
Making Pix for WB

Report Hal Home
Quilling Disney Posts

(Continued from Page \)

(Continued from Page 1)

have resigned his posts with the
company to assume an as yet undisclosed position in the industry.
It was also reported that Richard
Condon, aide to Home in the promotional aspects of the Disney organization, has also tendered his
resignation, and that announcement
is expected to be forthcoming shortly of the elevation to the Eastern
publicity post of Antoinette ("Toni")
Spitzer, who has been associated
with Walt Disney Productions in
public relations work for a number
of years.

Mexico Prohibits Special
Editing of Pix Imports
An official ruling refusing licenses
for exhibition in Mexico of pictures
that have been specially edited for
distribution there has been handed
down by Government officials in Mexico City, it has been learned here.
Under terms of the ruling all pictures brought into Mexico for distribution must be in the same form
as they are when exhibited in the
U. S. or other countries where they
are produced.
It was pointed out that the ruling
was made primarily to prevent production of pictures which in any
way might be insulting to Mexico.
But, it was also stressed that it
was firmly believed the Mexican
Government would not ban any picture which had footage added, as
in the case of "Blood and Sand,"
a 20th-Fox release which is having
some bullfight sequences added for
distribution in Mexico.
Principal worry of the distribs. is
that other Latin-American countries
will follow suit, and that any deletions made in this country would
cause difficulties in getting licenses
in those countries.

Loew-Poli Starts Cash Game
Waterbury, Conn. — New cash game
to be inaugurated at the Loew-Poli
is Hollywood Movie Quiz, with $100
in prizes each Wednesday. As special inducement, Loew houses in
New Haven, Bridgeport, Springfield,
and Meriden also start five-weeks
bathing beauty contests this week.

George Abbott
Sam
Resnik

Al Selig
Dorothy Shea

T

▼

T
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ON next Sunday night
a grat cause will take to the
air
on the national network
of CBS
from 11:30 p.m. until
1:55 (Eastern Daylight Time)
The cause is the raising of funds for
United Service Organizations
the slogan for whose welfare drive
is properly, "You Can't Say 'No'
to U.S.O."
The program,
which will present what is undoubtedly the greatest array of film and
mike talent in the history of the entertainment industry, will originate
in the Hollywood Bowl
and folk hereabouts can hear the
stirring proceeding on WABC
And you can bet that the night will
be filled with music, drama
and laughter
— and the spirit of
responsiveness on the part of the millions who will be listening-in
T
T
T
•

•

•

TITLE

of the giant air program

in behalf of U.S.O.

is "The Million Dollar Broadcast"
which, if anything,
is an understatement
when you consider the celluloid and
ether performers who'll air their wares
You can't possibly
get the names of them all into the confines of this colyum
A
cross-section shows Jack Benny, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Mary
Pickford, Eddie Cantor, Gene Autry, Connie Boswell, Fred Astaire,
Walt Disney, Melvyn Douglas, Cary Grant
Ralph. Morgan,
Buddy Rogers, Eleanor Powell, Dick Powell, Rosalind Russell,
Fibber McGee and Molly, Carmen Miranda, George Murphy, Brian
Aherne,
Edward
Arnold
Mary
Livingston, Edmund
Lowe,
Herbert Marshall, Irene Dunne, etc., etc
This is a job which
the industry will be forever proud. .... . — a job which brings out
the best in talent
and patriotism
Where you find both
the latter elements
you will find Harry M. Warner
.who
has toiled long and eagerly to make filmland's participation in the
event notable

T
•

•

T

T

•
CERTAINLY the New York regional of UA
which concluded at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday
was a well-photographed

affair
with Morris Leftoff of Metropolitan Photo Service doin' the
shootin'
This master of flash-bulb and shutter was in top form
having spent the better part of the past week making a photo record of
his newly-arrived
son
— Lawrence
Samuel
Leftoff
Radie
Harris leaves the end of this week for Hollywood
Our famous
decoration. The Order of Applause (with two palms) goes to Fred Waring
shepherd of the Lambs
for extending to all officers in all
branches of the U. S. military service
an invite to take advantage
of the Lambs club house at 130 West 44th St
officers during present emergency
T

T

which '11 be open to

T

• •
• JESSE L. Lasky
who breezed into N. Y. town
yesterday from the Coast
for world premiere of his WB release, "Sergeant York"
was the victim of some Hollywood
ribber on the trip East
The practical joker wired every railroad station from San Bernardino
to Chicago
that Gary
Cooper, star of the pic, and Sergeant Alvin C. York
were
on the choo-choo with Lasky
so at every station the train
was met by delegations
of World War vets
American
Legion
officials
autograph
hunters
and
others
who
insisted on seeing their heroes
At one stop, Jesse had to
take autograph books into the train and have them signed by
proxies
before the fans would let the train pull out
But
at Grand Central Terminal an early-bird autograph seeker was
on hand
and the John Hancock he wanted was that of
— Jesse L. Lasky

tend the opening with Gary Coope
star of the film, who is already her
and Serg. Alvin C. York, who
coming up from Tennessee this wee
for his first look at the pictui
based on his life. He will remai
in
New York until the end of ne:
week.
Lasky

conferred

yesterday ^e

Prexy H. M. Warner, of Warner;
Gradwell
L. Sears,
general
&
manager, and S. Charles Einfeld, <*.
publicity
director, who
is here
direct the special "York" campaig

Commercial Advertising
Offered to Soundies, Inc.
Chicago — John T. Barry, pre;
dent of Minoco, Inc., here to attei
the Mills Novelty-Minoco meetin
stated yesterday that offers of coi
mercial advertising had been r
ceived by Soundies, Inc., but th
none has been accepted as yet. Bar:
returns to New York tomorrow.
Sam Coslow, Hollywood executi
producer for Minoco, is also he
for the meeting.

Associated Acquires
Al Ruttenberg's Iris
Detroit — Associated Theate
made its first invasion of the Ea
Side with acquisition of the Iilj
Theater from Al Ruttenberg. TH
marks the retirement of Ruttenber
who formerly had a small circu
from direct ownership of theaters
the present time.
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Washington — Robert Montgoi
ery has volunteered for trainii
duty in the Navy and will repc
next Tuesday for duty in the offi
of the Chief of Naval Operatioi
Montgomery, who holds the rank
Lieutenant in the Naval Reserv
received his commission April
He conferred yesterday with Re
Admiral Arthur J. Hepburn, Chi
of the Office of Public Relations a
Lt. Commander Hal O'Flaherl
managing editor of the Chica;
Daily News, who is on duty in t
office of Public Relations. Offici
did not say what the movie sta:
assignment would be.
St. Louis — Robert Emmett Dor
van,
24, theater usher, has be
drafted.
Scranton,
Pa. — John
P. O'Lea:
son
of General
Manager
Jo
O'Leary of the Comerford circuit a
Mrs. O'Leary, reported to the 7(
Tank Battalion at Fort Bennii
Ga.,
to start active duty as a seco
lieutenant.

LISTEN
AMERICA!
*

to

••

THE MILLION DOLLAR

BROADCAST

in behalf of U. S. O.
Columbia

Sunday, June 29th
11:30 p.m. until 1:55 a.m.
Eastern Daylight Saving Time

Broadcasting

(WABC

System

locally) Direct from
Hollywood Bowl

Among the stars who will definitely appear are:
BRIAN AHERNE
EDWARD

MELVYN

ARNOLD

IRENE DUNNE

FRED ASTAIRE

CONNIE

BOSWELL

BOB HOPE
MARY

BING CROSBY
WALT

DISNEY

LIVINGSTON

EDMUND

EDDIE CANTOR

HERBERT
FIBBER

LOWE

MARSHALL

McGEE

and

CARMEN MIRANDA
RALPH MORGAN
GEORGE MURPHY
MARY PICKFORD
ELEANOR POWELL

CARY GRANT

GENE AUTRY
JACK BENNY

DOUGLAS

MOLLY

DICK POWELL
BUDDY ROGERS
ROSALIND

RUSSELL

And Countless Others

ALL PROCEEDS TO UNITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

Listen! Listen! Listen!
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Seiznkk's Contract
With UA Completed

"Support FDR With Good Will
Page 1)
Films' Pledge Voiced byom Hays
Office Exec.
(Continued ft

and members of the local Kiwanis
night that only legal details which Club.
are being studied by his attorneys
The industry, declared DeBra, is
are holding up signing of the pact, united its determination to "proand that he did not "foresee any
duce a better year's product, with
serious hitch which might halt the the absence
of priorities no alibi.
deal." He and Capra under terms And the resolve is to make the necof the deal will each be a full shareessary sacrifices to meet the tax
holder in the company along with collector gladly not grudgingly.
the other three partners, Mary PickCommends Policy to Kiwanis
ford, Alexander Korda and Charles
Chaplin.
Stating that "I commend the polSelznick said he did not have
icy to you," DeBra added, "But that
any aspirations to take over an ex- is not
to say that we lose sight of
ecutive post in the company, remark- the ultimate
goal. If temporarily
ing that "I am a producer and just wc must voluntarily give up some
want
to
keep
on
producing
pictures."
He also said that he did not believe of our freedoms, it is only to insure
Capra would take an executive post their final permanence."
The MPPDA exec, who appeared
in the company as he was also "a
producer."
This that
statement
tendswasto before the Kiwanians by invitation,
end all rumors
Selznick
gave a comprehensive resume of the
slated to be the next UA president. service the motion picture is renUnder terms of the deal, Selznick
dering in the national defense program, with special attention to its
said, "I will get lower terms on distribution and other benefits, but I role in the new kind of "threeam not being given the stock as a dimensional
war" that has evolved.
bonus." He stated that the purchase
"Your own memory will tell you
plan was very involved and a few that
many of our pictures in the
minor details have to be studied by past three years have contained mahis attorneys.
terial directly related to mental
He said he expected the contract
would be signed within one to two preparation for our national defense," declared DeBra. "These picweeks. Selznick returns to Hollytures are important to us here but
wood next week.
they are just as important to us
Court Dismisses Casanave throughout the South American republics and the dominions of the
Suit vs. Herman Robbins
British Empire.
(Continued from Page 1J

(Continued from Page 1)

of National Screen Service. At the
same time, the Court upset an order
which had consolidated Casanave's
suit with one brought by Robbins in
the New York Supreme Court and
permitted Robbins' action to proceed
to trial separately.
The Court rulings do not affect
a suit brought by Casanave for an
injunction to restrain alleged misconduct on the part of National
Screen's officers, it was said. Robbins' suit charged Casanave with
obtaining secret profits, while the
latter had countered with charges
of misconduct.

Restrict Juve Attendance
Superior, Wis. — The Beacon theater here advertises that it will not
admit children on Wednesday nights
except when accompanied by their
parents, because the show is so
long it does not permit the youngsters to reach home before 9 p.m.

WEDDING

BELLS

Scranton, Pa. — Miss Ann R. Hunt,
cashier at the Globe Theater here,
was married to Francis T. Battle in
St. Paul's Church here.
Richmond, Va. — Keith Caudle, relief manager, Wilmer & Vincent
Theaters, will be married in Virginia Beach on July 5 to Ruby Scott.

Propaganda a Boomerang
"The implications for Democracy
are, I think, quite clear. In the war
of mind, of nerves, we think they
are better anti-toxins for saboteurs
and fifth columnists than the Axis
propaganda pictures. Propaganda
more often than not proves a boomerang; when its threats do not materialize and its promises fail, there
is nothing quite so vindictive or
vengeful as a dissillusioned people."
DeBra said that in filming the
destruction of Poland and dramatizing the carnage, the Nazis "forged
a new type of weapon — celluloid bullets" and made film as important to
war as tanks and planes.
Contrasting the screen in the de-

mocracies with that in the totalitarian countries, DeBra continued, "be
heve me the absence of forthright
propaganda films from our screens
evidences no lack of ability to make
them," and then added:
"I suspect that one reason the Axis
powers closed their doors to our
pictures was their certainty that we
could surpass them at that business.
But we have believed that you do not
want, and certainly we did not wish
to make hate film or shock films to
stir up a mass hysteria or invective
Selection Not Easy Task
or fear."
DeBra touched upon the problems
stemming from pressure groups and
the competition for limited screen
time, upheld the integrity of newsreel editors and said, candidly, that
"selecting national defense subjects
for a theater program has not been
an "Choosing
easy task."
badly or too much or
too little means more than a loss
of customers; it means losing the
very influence you hope the screen
may be for the best interest of
America. The job had to be organized," the MPPDA exec. said.
Turning to morale-building influence of films "on the front of
bombed cities, in the struggle for
extermination or survival," DeBra
asserted:
Promises U. S. Pix for British
"Behind a barbed wire, fortress
coastline bristling with guns and
camouflaged with tank traps, the
Britishers are going to the movies
to see American-made pictures.
Money exchange makes it difficult
but they will get American pictures
as long as they hold out — and they
will hold out because as free men
they have learned to relax; the human cogs in a dictator-controlled
machine have not.
"And it may well be that in the
end the custard pie pictures, the boy
meets girl features, the jungle films
will have proved as important to
National Defense as those designed
to train the Army, the Navy and
Air Raid Wardens behind the lines."

Court Term Prolonged on Illinois House Passes
Schenck-Moskowitz Petition 135-Min. Program Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

and Joseph H. Moskowitz and with
the consent of U. S. Attorney Mathias F. Correa prolonging the term of
the Court in reference to the tax
evasion suit until August 19, 1942.
Correa's office refused to explain
the reasons for the extension order.
However, Federal Court personnel
pointed out that an order of this
type acts as an extension of time
for the trial judge to hear an application for a modification in sentence.
Without this order, it was stated,
the power of the Court would expire
within 60 days of sentence.

(Continued from Page 1)

Talk Closer Relations
With Argentina Today
(Continued from Page 1)

E. Milliken, MPPDA secretary and
acting foreign manager.
Recently, a decree by the government of Argentina
eliminated im- J
port quotas on U. S. films which
had prevailed for a considerable j
span, and distributors had to obtain

import
before
bringi^~\'
films intopermits
the country.
\e i
Sources close to the film industry,
delegation stated yesterday thatf
long list of situations comprises tnv-*
subject matter to be presented by it I
at today's hearing, and that two \
specific objective are sought, name- ij
ly to solidify the bonds of good-will I
between the two countries via film 3
commerce, and to promulgate rea- j
sonable adjustments with respect to 3
films as an item in the proposed I
trade agreement between Argentina I
and the U. S. One of these ad- 1
justments involves taxation and the I
ability of U. S. film companies to I
get exchange out of Argentina.
Some three years ago, negotiations for a reciprocal trade treaty
were under way, but these broke
down due primarily to the fact that
Argentina and the U. S. each had
schedules of commodities which
more or less paralleled one another
and created at that time a barrier
to mutually satisfactory solution of
trade problems. However, with the
advent of the present war in Europe, concessions, it is held, can be
made satisfactorily on the part of
both nations.
In Washington today with Mil- !
liken are Franklin E. Irby, 20th-Fox
tax department lawyer; Eugene F.
Walsh, assistant treasurer and comptroller of Universal, and John Nathan, Paramount's Argentina representative.
Film topics pertaining to Uruguay
will also be presented, a dispatch
from Washington last night stated.

Summer

Theaters Opening

Sound View, Conn. — Adolph G. i
Johnson and Albert Poulton will reopen their New Colony for a second
season with "Buck Privates" SunP. Glackin's
day. John
continues
on S.
a daily
schedule Strand
beginning Saturday.

STORKS

told House members the controversy
was between the circuits and indeCincinnati — Mr. and Mrs. Frank
pendents and should be settled by the
trade rather than by law.
Carnahan, exhibitors of Manchester,
Beattyville and Irvine, Ky., have a
The
ate formeasure
action. now goes to the Sen- new baby girl.

Slot Machine Pix Invasion

Chicago — Will Galligan, manager
St. Louis — Slot machine movies
Esquire, has a baby girl, alhave invaded St. Louis on a big of the ready
named Patricia Jane.
scale. The Olive Novelty Co., franchise holders for the state, have
Richmond, Va. — Garrett Leahey,
already sold 30 of the machines at manager, Westhampton Theater, is
County.
$695
each in St. Louis and St. Louis proud daddy of another baby boy,
named James.
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Jniversal Revamps
Shorts for 1941-42
{Continued from Page \)

o be stressed in new season production.
A new series, "Personality and
N'ame-band Musicals," featuring top
light band names plus screen, stage
ind radio personalities, replaces the
o-reel novelty musicals on the
ent lineup. Four of the sched5 13 in the series will be released
1 is Summer and will feature the
Jan Garber,
Henry King,
Skinnay
Ennis
and Russ
Morgan
o rc h e s tras,
a u g m ented
by
ent. other tal"V a r iety

BERNARD

KREISLER

Vie
a nws," new
othe
r
series of 15
one - reelers,
repl
ac
es
"G
oi
ng

Places." With
ive in color, the series will embrace
Imports, politics, international relations, and comedy. Initial subject
features the Dionne Quintuplets and
pv. Dafoe.
Formerly designated by numbers,
hel5 "Stranger than Fiction" subjects will be indivdually titled for
.he new season. Locations will be
emphasized for possible local pub' icity.
Walter Lantz' contribution to the
Togram will be 13 Andy Panda
Technicolor cartoons and the program is completed with a two-reel
'eaturette of the oustanding thrill
■vents of the past decade.
Two of next season's serials,
Riders of Death Valley" and "Gang
3usters" will be geared for adult
ippeal in an effort to attract the
adio and magazine serial fans to
with
he theater. "Sea Raiders,"
:he Dead End Kids and the Little
Tough Guys, and "Head Hunters of
;he Amazon" complete the serial
schedule.

Australian Theater Operators Reject Plan
For Recruiting Appeals front Their Stages
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Theater operators have vetoed a proposal that recruiting speeches be made from their stages. Claiming they are already cooperating via fund contributions, trailers and slides boosting a number of war
movements, the exhibitors have begged off on the ground that the speeches
would embarrass young men patrons and drive them away from the theaters.

Conn. Arbitration Hearing
Will Continue Today

Social Program Completed
For Va. MPTO Convention

New Haven — Connecticut's first
arbitration hearing, that of the Forest Theater Corp. will continue today
before Arbitrator Frederick H. Wiggin, local attorney. At the first
hearing, Forest Theater Corp., operator of the Forest, asked for reduction of Rivoli 14-day clearance
over it, and suggested 37 days afcer
first-run as a substitute for the
present policy. It was claimed late
dating by the Rivoli causes great
hardship to the Forest. Distributors who testified claimed shortage
of prints, past policy, earning ability of theaters dictated clearance,
submitted that the arbitrator has no
power to grant the complainant
change of run, that the existing
clearance is reasonable and that the
complaint should be dismissed.
Appearances were entered by T.
Holmes Bracken of Goldstein and
Bracken for the complainant, Bernard Kopkind for Massachusetts
Theaters, Inc., operator of the Rivoli, Campner, Pouzzner and Hadden
for Fishman Theaters, Inc., owners
of the Rivoli property, interested
parties, Percy Heiliger, 20th-Fox,
Samuel Boverman, Paramount Pictures, Earle L. Beatty, Loew's, Inc.,
J. R. Mahan, Vitagraph, Inc., Barney Pitkin, RKO. S. S. Perry, assistant executive director of the
moving picture division of the AAA
attended the first hearing.

Norfolk, Va. — Sydney Gates, owner of the Roxy Theater and chairman of the entertainment committee for the MPTO of Virginia MidSummer Convention, has scheduled
a number of social activities to complement the meeting which will be
held at the Chamberlin Hotel, Old
Point Comfort, on July 13-14.
There will be a fishing trip put
into Chesapeake Bay on the morning
cf the 13th. The boat will be captained by Stanley Barr, local manager, with Kopeland Ornoff first mate.
Refreshments, fishing tackle and bait
will all be furnished free. In the
afternoon, golf and swimming has
been arranged. The early arrivals
will be given a cocktail party on
Saturday night before the opening.
On Monday, after the business meeting, other outdoor attractions will be
held to entertain the folks before
the banquet and dance.
Mayor J. V. Bickford, of Hampton, will welcome the convention at
the business meeting. Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, is expected to
speak, maintaining a perfect attendance record. Members of Legislature have been invited to the ban-

Hearing on L. W. Lea Cases
Deferred to July 7
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Convention committee includes in
addition to Gates, Graham Barbee,
quet.
Stanley Barr, Pierre Boulogne, Sidney Bowden, Roscoe Drissell, Leo
Greenwood, Thomas Duncan, Julian
Gordon, Kopeland Ornoff, Leonard
Gordon, Langhorn Weiford and Harl
Weiford.

'DAILY

Washington — Hearing date on the
Lea and Schoolfield cases filed by PRC Little Rock Franchise
L. W. Lea, of Danville, Va., has been
postponed from June 30 to July 7. To Busby-Jones-Lawrence
Federal Judge Bolitha J. Laws will
The Little Rock, Ark., franchise
hear the cases.
of PRC has been taken over by B.
K.
G. W. it
"Dink"
and
FredBusby,
Lawrence,
was Jones
announced
Confiscate
Japs'
Films
Vancouver, B. C. — Confiscation of yesterday by Arthur Greenblatt,
22,200 feet of motion picture film general sales manager.
Mrs. Sturm Recovering
Busby, Jones and Lawrence, who
Detroit— Mrs. Lester Sturm, wife owned by M. Shinkoda, Japanese who
associated as distribbf the 20th-Fox branch manager, is has since left for Japan, was ordered were formerly
utors of Republic pictures, recently
in police court here today by Magis- reunited
under the name of Central
from an emergency
trate H. S. Wood. Three other reels
j-ecovering
ippendectomy.
of film owned by K. Tsuyuki were Film Co. to handle the distribution
of PRC product in the Little Rock
ordered destroyed.
Little Rock has heretoThe reels showed scenes along the territory.
fore been a branch operated by Jack
Loew Division Heads
highway between Vancouver and Adams, PRC franchise holder in
In IV. Y. for Parleys
Oregon.
Dallas.
Loew's out-of-town division managers are in New York attending a
series of conferences called by Joseph
R. Vogel. They are: Charles Kurtzman, Northeastern Division; Charles
Raymond, Great Lakes Division; Miles
Cullen, Western Division; Carter
Barron, Eastern Division; Harry Shaw,
Loew-Poli New England Division, and
William Finney, Southern Division.

Hymes Gets 6V2 to 15 Years
Max L. Hymes, former Movietone
News controller, was sentenced to
six and one-half to 15 years in State
prison on 22 counts of grand larceny and one of third degree forgery in the total theft of $186,000
from the company over a period of
years. He was convicted on June 5
by a General Sessions jury.

William Keighley Gets Plum
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William Keighley has
drawn one of the directorial plums
of the year, Warner Bros, having
chosen him to direct "The Man Who
Came To Dinner." Filming starts
early in July. Monty Woolley may
play the lead in the film as he has in
the Broadway stage version.

UA Ends Its Two-Day
New York Regional
Two-day regional United Artists
sales huddle closed yeterday at the
Waldorf-Astoria. Harry Gold disday.
cussed a number of pertinent matters with the sales staff during the
Gold, Arthur W. Kelly and David
"Skip" Weshner were scheduled to
depart late last night or early today
for New Orleans to attend the next
two-day meeting, scheduled for
tomorrow and Friday in that city
at the Hotel Roosevelt.
Headed by C. E. Peppiatt, United
Artists Southern district manager,
the following branch managers and
salesmen will attend the New Orleans regional meeting:
ATLANTA — T. L. Davis, branch manager;
R. J. Barnes, Lynn E. Dunn, William Shiell,
Jr. and E. H. Hays. CHARLOTTE— Jay
Schrader, branch manager; R. M. Beevy, H.
D. Hearn, and Frank Rule. DALLAS— B. C.
Gibson, branch manager; T. R. Barber, A.
J. Del Cambre, T. E. Laird, Paul L. Chapman
and Roy Sachs. NEW ORLEANS— Floyd
P. Murphy, branch manager; Milton Dureau
and J. S. Moreland.

NBC May Have Sponsor
For Tele Baseball Game
{Continued from Page \\

ent time there is a strong possibility that the first telecast, a baseball game from Brooklyn featuring
the Dodgers and Philadelphia, will
be sponsored. Further details await
signing of a contract.
Included
in the first
week's boxing
schedule are telecasts
of tennis,
and baseball in the sports line, and
several full length films and shorts
for the evening shows. Under present plans, there will be two telecasts
which will
totaland
a minimum ofdaily
i5-hours
weekly,
may
exceed that mark. There will also
be test pattern transmissions during certain periods of the day, usualactual shows.
ly
preceding
Entire
program schedule for the
first week will probably be announced within the next few days.

Rep. Serial In Loew-Poli Spots
"Jungle Girl,"
Republic's serial,
by Loew-Poli for
been booked
has
the Globe
in Bridgeport; the Bijou
in New Haven, and the Palace in
Meriden, Conn.

17 Added to AAA
Panel lit St. Louis
St. Louis — Seventeen additional St.
Louis business and professional men
have been appointed by the AAA
to serve on the St. Louis panel. They
are: Milton R. Stahl, Whitelaw T.
Terry, Edward Clemens, Former Mayor Henry W. Kiel, Robert C. Day,
Richard T. Shelton, George B. Barnett, Fred L. English, J. H. Porter,
Charles H. Morrill, Ingram F. Boyd,
A. Sidney Johnston, W. C. Connell,
L. J. Sverdrup, W. W. Homer, Waltqr W. Head and Former Mayor
Bernard F. Dickmann.
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Pix Losing Ground in Struggle for Public Favor
Distribs., Having Profited
Most, Must Sacrifice Most
To Save the Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

lied itself has embarked on a campaign to re-enlist the interest of
the public and that the campaign
"is as far-reaching as a group of
indie theaters can put forth with
the means at their command."
"The distributors appear to think
it is good business to carry over
all strong pictures until the next
season rather than to release any of
them while business is so bad,"
Myers wrote. "This means surrendering the field for the time being to rival forms of entertainment
with the accompanying risk that
the public may get entirely out of
the movie-going habit."
Winners Must
Sacrifice
"The theaters have little or no
fat to fry out," is Myers' warning.
"If sacrifices must be made to save
the industry, they must be mainly
by those branches of the industry
most in the past."
profited
that
Thehave
bulletin
also is concerned with
the competitive situation confronting
the movies, with the charge made
that pix "are losing ground in the
favor." As
the public's
struggle inforpoint,
the bulletin cites
a case
display copy on the "amusement"
Medford, Wis., Starpage
News. of the
Myers enumerates the ads as follows:
One movie theater in Medford;
One movie theater in the nearby
town of Phillips; One traveling carnival; One roller skating rink; 17
taverns and resorts, offering one
fish fry. two chicken fries, one free
birthday dance, one free married
folks' 'dance, four bands
free includin
weddingg
dances, eight name
Baker,
Bonnie
Orrin Tucker with
shows.
movies"
"talkie
five free
Free Talkies Hurt Most
The bulletin continues:
"The most serious part of the
competition in Medford consists of
movies.'
the many free 'talkie
"We hope this page will be studied
by those general sales managers
who have given the run-around to
Allied committees appointed to protest against the releasing of films
for non-theatricals.
"Of course, all will deny that they
license films for non-theatricals but
the fact is they permit their copyrighted films to be reduced to 16
mm. and then to pass out of their
control so that they can be used in
movies in compefree talkie shed
giving tition
theaters.
with establi
"The day of reckoning will come
when the distributors try to extract
increased rentals from the exhibitors which they, because of this unfair free talkie movie competition
and the dearth of strong pictures,
can not pay."

"Wild Bill" Donovan IVotv a Major General;
Will Supervise U. S. Military Intelligence
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington — Col. William J. (Wild Bill) Donovan has been commissioned
a major general by President Roosevelt and will supervise U. S. military intelligence and ally it with the British secret service.
Indication are that Donovan will head a new military agency to be staffed
by State, Justice, Treasury, FCC, Army, Navy and Marine Corps experts and
aides.
A post on the
newly created staff is in
prospect for Capt. James
Roosevelt, U. S. Marine
Corps,
just
returned
from an intelligence trip
around the world.
Donovan's specific
duties are to be kept
secret.
He will report
direct to the President
and will not be subject
to orders from the Secretary of War or Army
officials.
For some
months personal emissary
GEN.
W. J. DONOVAN
CAPT. JAMES
ROOSEVELT
for Secretary of the
Navy Knox, Donovan recently completed a secret mission in the Mediterranean
and the Middle East.
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M-G-M releases for the balance of
the season were announced yesterday by William F. Rodgers, sales
chief, who expressed optimism for
the immediate future of the motion
picture industry. Ten features, including one re-issue, complete the
company's
program.
Releases 1940-41
are scheduled
as follows:

Two Ritz Brothers Pix
Re-issued by 20th-Fox
Pointing out that "as you probably are aware, there will be a
shortage of pictures during the next
few months (and particularly, good
ones)," 20th-Fox is addressing a
form letter to its customers urging

booking of two re-issues, "One in
a Million," made in 1936 with Son"They Met in Bombay," with Clark ja Henie-Don Ameche-Ritz Brothers,
Gable and Rosalind Russell, June 27; end "On the Avenue," with Alice
"Barnacle Bill," with Wallace Beery Faye, Madeleine Carroll and the
and Virginia Weidler, July 4; "Navy Ritz Brothers, released a year later.
Blue and Gold," a re-issue, starring
James Stewart, July 11; "The Stars
Look Down," July 18; "Ringside LaCossitt, Fiction Editor
Maisie," with Ann Sothern, July 25.
"Life Begins for Andy Hardy," Of American Magazine
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone and the
Hardy Family, Aug. 1; "Mary Names
Appointment of Henry LaCossitt,
the Day," Dr. Kildare film, Aug. 8;
"Blossoms in the Dust," with Greer former Eastern story director of
Garson and Walter Pidgeon, Aug. 20th-Fox, as fiction editor of the
15; "Whistling in the Dark," with American Magazine was announced
Red Skelton, Ann Rutherford, Vir- yesterday by Sumner Blossom, editor. LaCossitt succeeds Lieut. -Com.
ginia Grey, Rags Ragland and Conrad Veidt, Aug. 22; "When Ladies Albert Benjamin, called to active
service
by the Navy.
Meet," Joan Crawford, Robert Taylor, Greer Garson and Herbert Marshall, Aug. 29.
Seek Dancers in Baltimore
Baltimore — Ezra Stone and John
Lonergan, of the George Abbott
office, are holding auditions for
youthful dancers here, to find possible new faces for the new Abbott
musical show, "Young Man's Fancy," which is on his Fall production
schedule. Rosemary Lane, of films,
will have the feminine lead in the
show.

Renten Burial in Conn.

Waverly, N. Y. — Ed Renten, manager of the Capitol Theater here for
the past three years, succumbed to
a stroke. A veteran in the industry,
Renten first was connected with the
Keith circuit in New York. He successfully became general manager
of the Poli circuit and also handled
its Summer stock; general manager
of the William Smalley circuit; and
handled vaudeville for the Comerford
circuit in its New York and Scranton offices before becoming manager
Gorman's Uptown Opening
Baltimore — Lauritz Garman's new of the Comerford house here. His
Uptown Theater, de luxe neighbor- first wife was Grace Huff, well known
hood house, opens to the public, Fri- leading lady. Survivors include his
day. A preview for the industry mother and his second wife. Burial
was in Bridgeport, Conn.
will be held tomorrow night.

Young he

|

•

•

niFTH in the series of short subjects be-.
' ing made by Errol Flynn and Howarc
Hill, featuring Hill, who is an archery champion, "Points On Arrows," showing trick ,
shots,
such and
as shooting
two targets
arrows six
at fee
the"
same time
hitting two
apart, has been completed. Hill is now ir
Florida working on the sixth subject, dealarrow.ing with hunting alligators with bow anc

•

Metro Sets Its Releases
For Remainder of Season

Robert

' * be teamed
in "Married
Bachelors.'V
comedy of a young married couple
O<\r
HOLLYWalvif
two jumps ahead of the sheriff which Edoia
Buzzell will direct for M-G-M.
John Wf
Considine will produce.

•

PARAMOUNT has received some 7.00C
' letters from readers of Ernest Hemingway's "For Whom the Bell Tolls" making
casting suggestions for the picture. Th
letters reveal that Gary Cooper and Stirling
Hayden are the leading nominees for th<
role of Robert Jordan. A test will be made
this week of Paulette Goddard for the rol
of Maria. Others mentioned for the par
include Betty Field, Ingrid Bergman an
Vivien Leigh. Charles Laughton and Aki
T?m:roff are among those being considere
for the role of Pablo, surly guerilla chief.
/^ONRAD VEIDT, the villain in "Escape
^^ and "A Woman's Face," has bee
signed to a new long-term contract b
Metro, which is lining up various characte
parts for Veidt.

•

•

I ESLEY SELANDER will direct "Stick t
*~ Your Guns," the Hopalong Cassidy pic
ture scheduled to start July 7.

•

•

A FTER viewing advance prints of "Th
** Prime Minister," English-made film fo
W-rner Bros, release, in which John Gielgu
and Diana Wynyard are starred, Jack War
ner is trying to make arrangements t
bring Thorold Dickinson, its director, t
Hollywood for work here.

•

•

IANET BLAIR, newly signed Columbi
■^ contract players, has been assigned on
of the trio of top feminine roles in "Thre
Girls About Town." Before coming tDictures, Miss Blair was featured vocalis
with the late Hal Kemp's orchestra. Sh
will play the younger sister of Joan Blon
dell, previously announced as one of th
leads. Leigh Jason is directing the corned
for Producer Sam Bischoff.

•

•

DEPUBLIC
has purchased
"The Corpor,
^
Takes
a Wife,"
by Martin Williair
fo:- Judy Canova.
Story is based on th
actress's marriage this week in Honolulu.

•

JOAN
LESLIE
Flynn in the

•

will play opposite
Ern
long-planned "White Ra

DO

NOT

REMOVE
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TEN CENTS

ALLIED HITS KEN ARBITRATION DECISION
No Formal Request to 'Defreeze7 U.S. Coin in U.K.

I But U. S. Interests Feel
Concessions Should Be
I Made, Says Rose on Arrival
ti

■

By GEORGE

'ff-t ■I balthough
e modified,
the
A m e r ican
end of the
DAVID
E. ROSE
film trade in
the
United
b Kingdom feels it should get some con| cessions, it was asserted yesterday
by David E. Rose, managing director
(Continued on Page S)

$900,000 U. S. Coin
For Cultural Films
Bureau

of THE

FILM

-DAILY

Washington — The House appropriations committee yesterday reported
d out the second deficiency appropriaJtion bill for the fiscal year starting
(Continued on Page 8)

Warners

Special Consideration Due Films Because of Part in Good
Neighbor Policy, Milliken Tells Reciprocity Committee

H. MORRIS

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
'- American film interests in Britain,
despite the pending consideration to
[be given by the Government there
to the "defre zing" of
U. S. funds
in light
of
the LeaseLend
Bill,
have made
no formal request that
the exchange
res frictions

11 Washington

FILM REPS. ON ARGENTINE TREATY

Will Film

"Life of fChurchill"
Warners will follow up "Sergeant
York" with a screen biography, "The
Life of Winston Churchill," it was
revealed yesterday by Max Milder,
Warner British head, on his arrival
aboard the Atlantic Clipper. The
picture probably will be made at the
Warner studios in Teddington. Milder, who is here to discuss the situation in England with H. M. Warner,
will later go to the Coast for production confabs with Jack Warner.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Stressing the importance ofAmerican motion pictures
to hemispheric solidarity, representatives of the MPPDA and two film
companies yesterday presented testimony before the committee on reciprocity information considering a
reciprocal trade treaty with Argentina and Uruguay. Chief recommendations of the industry spokesmen
were:
(1) Provision in the treaty
to cover payment of duties to
Argentina whether the films are

To Compel Crescent
Witness Attendance

passed by the censors or not.
The treaty should provide for a
refund of the duty or a delay in
payment until the film is passed.
(2) Protest on the 5 per cent
tax levied by Argentina on the
65 per cent taken out of Argentina by American distributors.
The 65 per cent considered as
profit by the Argentine Government is not all profit to the
American companies and adjustments should be made.
(3) (Continued
End of discrimination
in
on Page 7)

Omaha Exhibs. Seek
Rehearing on Game

Appeal Board's Decision
Called a "Nail in Coffin"
Being Made for the Decree
National Allied yesterday
opened fire on the major distribs. and the Appeal Board of
the industry's arbitration machinery
on the basis of the Ken theater case
in Chicago, the first arbitration action to reach the Appeal Board for
review.
Allied, through a two page bulletin prepared by Abram F. Myers,
general counsel
chair(Continued and
on Pageboard
8)

Report Single Bar
To WB-Maxwell Deal

London (By Cable) — A single major barrier stands between sale of
the John Maxwell estate holdings in
Associated British Pictures Corp.
Nashville, Tenn. — Orders ad tesOmaha — Attorneys for Tri-States
tificandum which will compel, if Theaters, the Ralph D. Goldberg cir- to Warners, it was learned here yesterday (Continued
as cables advised
on Page 7)of the arcuit and other theater interests filed
necessary, attendance of witnesses
living more than 100 miles from a brief with the State Supreme Court
Nashville at the trial of the Crescent
urging a rehearing on the court's Sidney Wilmer, Vet. Exhib.
anti-trust suit here July 7 have been recent
decision outlawing "Prosper- Dies of Double Pneumonia
obtained by Assistant U. S. District
ity Club" at the Omaha houses.
The
brief claimed the United
Attorney (Continued
O. W. Hughes
from Fed(Continued on Page 5)
on Page 4)
Sidney Wilmer, 64, president of
Wilmer & Vincent Corp., died yesPickwick Theater Victor
111. Senate May Vote
terday at Mt. Sinai Hospital. Double pneumonia caused the death of
In Particulars Decision

Today on 135-Min. Bill

Greenwich, Conn. — Federal Judge
Springfield, 111. — The Sandquist
Carroll Hincks yesterday decided 135-minute program measure, given
the motion of the defendant film its first reading in the State Senate
distributors(Continued
for a on bill
of particu- here yesterday, was referred to the
Page 4)
(Continued on Page 5)

ITOA Would End Duals in N.Y.
Committee

Will Confer With Major Circuits

Army Camp Booths Will
Have Union Operators

The ITOA climbed aboard the single feature bandwagon yesterday

with
Newa "provided."
York exhib. organization,
representing
some 250 houses in
Chattanooga,
Tenn. — About
100 the metropolitan
territory, voted
from Tennessee,
North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, unanimously to drop duals and re
Mississippi and Louisiana attended vert to solo
bills if
first(Continued
on the
Page city's
5)
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 7)

"Business As Usual"
With U. K. Exhibitors
Approximately 500 film theaters
are out of operation in the United
Kingdom, out of some 5,000, David
E. Rose, managing director of Paramount Film Service, Ltd., revealed
yesterday on his arrival from Europe
by Clipper. Operating houses remain
open now until 10:30 p.m. (Britain
has two hours of daylight saving
time.) Max Milder, managing director of Warner Bros., Ltd., who also
arrived on the Clipper yesterday concurred in the theaters-in-operation
estimate and said that movie business
in London is "simply marvelous, in
spite of everything."

:
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With only about 100 late deal possibilities unsold, distributors' loss
from their refusal to sell under the
Minnesota law forcing block sales
is indicated as much less than had
been expected.
Exchanges estimate to home offices
that the approximately 100 possibilities are mostly small accounts
averaging about $600 who buy about
36 features on a lineup. Spot bookings, prohibited under the new law,
would average less than $1,000 a
week for the five companies affected
by the Consent Decree exclusive of
GWTW.
Very little of the late deal and
spot booking possibilities will be
lost, distribs. believe, in the event
sales are continued under Minnesota
law or consent decree specifications.
At worst the "short" deals would be
cut down to 18 to 20 features and
most of the spot bookings picked
up at a later date, it is believed.

Wometco, Martin Deals
Closed by Monogram

Hal Home Leaves Post
With Disney on July 15
Roy Disney, vice-president and
general manager of Walt Disney
Productions, yesterday confirmed
Film Daily's exclusive story that
Hal Home, director of distribution
and Eastern representative, had
tendered his resignation to take effect
July 15.
"It was with extreme regret that
we accepted Hal's resignation,"
stated Disney. "He has done a really
outstanding job for us in the supervision of distribution and promotion
of all our products, from the time
'Snow White' was first released right
Home told
Film Daily last night
through
'Fantasia'."
that he was not privileged to announce his new move but would do
so shortly.
Roy Disney will remain in New
York most of the time in the future
to head the Disney office here, it
was learned yesterday. Disney will
be assisted by James Finney, currently in the Disney sales control
department.

Grainger Sets Schine Deal
For Rep. Pix in 128 Houses

Deals for the entire 1941-42 MonoGloversville, N. Y. — J. R. Grainger,
gram lineup have been made with
the Wometco and Martin circuits. Republic prexy, has closed a deal for
Steve Broidy, Mono, general sales Republic's 1941-42 product with the
Schine Circuit, covering 128 houses
.(Wednesday, June 25)
manager, and John Mangham, presi- in New York, Ohio, Kentucky and
dent
of
Monogram
Southern
ExNEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
changes, concluded the arrangements Maryland.
Net
J. Myer Schine and George Lynch,
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Low
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Vs Universal
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000 by Manager Bob Weitman last 15-16,
Meeting will precede the national
night.
U. S. convention at the Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago, by 12 days. Windy
Peter Colli Conferring
IPC Names A. J. Palmer
City sessions start July 28, run
At Warner Home Office
through Aug. 1.

FINANCIAL

Executive Vice-Prexy

Peter Colli, Warner Bros, supervisor for Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Peru, Panama, and other Central
American countries has arrived in
New York from Havana for home
office conferences with Robert Schless, foreign department executive,
and other company officials. Colli
returns to his territory at the end
of the week.

Arthur J. Palmer, who for the
past five years has been executive
assistant to Earle G. Hines, president of General Theaters Equipment Corp. and for the past year
executive vice-president of CineSimolex Corp., has been elected executive vice-president of International
Projector Corp., it was announced
yesterday.

Writing Stories for Wanger
Hollywood — Walter Wanger has
engaged Sheridan Gibney to write
a story around an idea of his and
Wanger's dealing with an American
family from 1850 to 1910. Wanger
also announced that "To Be or Not
to Be" is the title of the script that
Ernst Lubitsch and Melchoir Lengyel
are writing for him.

COmiDG and G0IDG
F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universal^ Southern
and Canadian division manager is on a twoweek tour of Empire Universal exchanges in
Canada.
C. C. PETTIJOHN is back at his MPPDA
desk after a Hollywood
trip.
LEON
swing

NETTER,

Paramount

theater exec, re-

turns to the home office today from a "
through
the South on company
bi

ALFRED

HITCHCOCK

ry

arrives today from the

Coast.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., is due to arrive
in Miami today or tomorrow from Panama.
DAVID ROSE flew to the Coast yesterday
afternoon after arriving in the morning from
Europe
by Clipper.
PETER COLLI, Warner Central American supervisor, returns to Havana at the week-end.
MORRIS
morrow.

J. SIEGEL arrives from the Coast to-

BOB MUNZNER, assistant at the College,
New Haven, will leave for an annual fishing
trip early in July.
JOCK

LAWRENCE arrived in Washington yesterday from the Coast.

DAVE PALFREYMAN has returned from the
MPTOA convention, with stops en route.
SAMUEL COLDWYN,
is at Lake
Tahoe.

accompanied by his wife,

Experiment With Longer
Versions of Defense Pix
Experiments with longer theater
versions of the three-minute Defense
subjects are under way by the National Defense Committee, Film Unit.
Unit has completed six longer versions and three are currently on the
program of the World Theater. At
present, bookings are being made
from the Unit's office at 1600 Broadway but plans for a national distribution setup are in the offing.

BOB SAVINI
Howard Hughes Productions

"Every year in every

says —

way — the Film Daily
Year Book is better and
better — besides it's invaluable to our entire

office force."
1941
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HOLDING

M-G-M
NOW
MARX

RELEASES FROM
TO THE FALL!

BACK?

In presenting

its major stars

during June, July and August in

JUNE 20th

BROS. & TONY MARTIN
in the big musical comedy
"THE BIG STORE"

a multi-million-dollar production

•

JUNE 27th

CLARK

GABLE— ROSALIND RUSSELL
in Clarence Brown's production
"THEY MET IN BOMBAY"

•

line-up-M-G-M

pridefully calls

industry attention to:

JULY 4th

WALLACE

BEERY

in• "BARNACLE

BILL"

THE CONSCIENTIOUS COMPLETION OF ITS ACKNOWL-

JULY 1 1th

JAMES

STEWART, ROBERT YOUNG
LIONEL BARRYMORE in
"NAVY BLUE • AND GOLD"
JULY

18th

Watch for Announcement
SPECIAL PREVIEW ENGAGEMENT
"THE STARS •LOOK DOWN"
JULY 25fh

ANN

SOTHERN
*

in •"RINGSIDE
AUGUST

lhoow EDGED OBLIGATIONS OF
TOP BRACKET PICTURES
FOR THE YEAR!

MAISIE"

WE HAVE NOT HELD BACK!

1st

"LIFE BEGINS FOR ANDY HARDY"
Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland
and all the folks

*> NO SACRIFICE HAS BEEN
MADE IN PRESENT QUALITY

•

AUGUST

8th

"MARY NAMES THE DAY"
(The New Dr. Kildare Hit)
Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore,
Laraine Day
•
AUGUST

15th

GREER GARSON — WALTER PIDGEON
"BLOSSOMS IN THE DUST"
(Technicolor)
•
AUGUST

•

JOAN
GREER

'TO EXHIBITORS!
OUR
GREAT SUMMER PICTURES
SPEAK
FOR THEMSELVES!

22nd

"WHISTLING IN THE DARK"
All-Comedy Cast of Funsters
AUGUST

^
*■*

29th

CRAWFORD, ROBERT TAYLOR
GARSON, HERBERT MARSHALL
"WHEN LADIES MEET"

THE FRIENDLY
COMPANY

Pickwick Theater
Particulars Victor

To Compel Crescent
Witness Attendance

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

eial Judg'e Elmer Davies, who will
preside at the trial.
The orders, it was said yesterday,
will go, among others, to representatives of the "Big Eight" in New
York City who have already been
served with subpoenas.
Hughes also disclosed that subpoenas will be issued this week for
Anthony Sudekum, president of
Crescent Amusement Co., Kermit
C. Stengel, president of Rockwood
Amusement Co., certain other representatives of these two corporations, and of Lyric Amusement Co.,
Nu-Strand Cor p., Cumberland
Amusement Co., Strand Enterprises,
Inc., Cherokee Amusement Co., and
Kentucky Amusement Co.
Altogether, 20 witnesses will be
summoned from these defendant
corporations, each being required to
bring into the court records of film
clearances, etc., between 1935 and
1940, an order similar to that issued to representatives of 10 distributors in New York.
Judge Davies has advised counsel that sessions of the hearing will
be held morning and afternoon, six
days a week, until the case is completed, which is expected to require
five or six weeks even at this rate.
Heading the legal staff for the
Government will be Alyn N. Doby,
Special Assistant to the Attorney
General, with two Washington staff
members and Hughes,
Although George W. Armistead,
chief attorney for the defense, has
notified Government attorneys that
he will, when the trial opens on
July 7, move for a trial by jury, it
is considered now very unlikely that
Judge Davies will grant this motion.

Industry Gives $53,310
To Greater New York Fund
The motion picture industry contributed $53,310 during the first 55
days of the Greater New York Fund
drive, it was announced at the third
report luncheon of the Fund. J. Robert Ruben is chairman for the industry.

Mitchell Lewis
William Steiner, Jr.
A. J. Blair

A. E. Ames
Bernard Fox

• ©
• ON the eve of
hearths were ablaze with
of folks peacefully read at
the Saturday Evening Post
story
from the pen of

Lincoln's Birthday Eve in 1915
Europe's
war
while in America
thousands
their own firesides
the latest issue of
within whose covers appeared a great
Peter B. Kyne
It was about a clergy-

man in a California mining town
and was titled "The Parson of
Panamint"
The yarn was an intensely dramatic and red-blooded
one
with heroics, gunplay, fisticuffs, and all the other ribald manifestations of life in the up-and-coming West
where gold was
God
Against this background Author Kyne
flung the theme of
the power of good over evil
of brotherly love as the barrier against
hate
and used as his central characters
a minister, a dance
hall girl, a gambler, a thief, a drunkard, and a not-over scrupulous
mayor of a town
— the town of Panamint
T
T
T
• •
• IT was potentially potent screen fare
and moved
the Paramount forces of that day to hurtle it into production
and in mid- August of 1916 it flickered forth on screens
That
was an even quarter of a century ago
and a whole decade
before the screen found its permanent voice
Long, indeed,
was "The Parson of Panamint" vaulted and forgotten
But
this year marks
the story's resurrection. .... .at the hands
of
Producer Harry
Sherman
and the result in ultra-modern
film form
is nothing short of a triumph
To put it briefly
here is one of the very top-flight outdoor attractions yet
made
Within recent memory, "Gone With the Wind" reflected
William Sherman's march to the sea
but "The Parson of
Panamint"
reflects Harry
Sherman's march
to the "A".......
— that most coveted film bracket.
T
T
T
• •
• NO recommendation of this corner anent the worth of this
picture to every type of film theater
could be quite as eloquent
as the action Paramount itself has already taken
namely, scheduling a full-fledged world premiere for the opus on July 4 in Salt Lake
City
Fans there, and subsequently
everywhere,
will really see
some cinematic fireworks via the footage
Critics on both Coasts
have poured out praise after seeing it screened privately
William
McGann's direction is brilliant
and so are the performances of the
entire cast
whose principals are Charlie Ruggles as the mayor;
Ellen Drew, the dance hall gal; and Phillip Terry as the parson
The right way to spell Sherman
is S-h-o-w-m-a-n
T
T
T
• •
• AT the week's outset
The Indianapolis Sunday
Star, under the by-line of Staff Correspondent Robert Tucker,
carried a neat human-interest yarn
dealing with the temporary return of Will H. Hays to his base in Sullivan, Ind
It seems so strange to the home folks to see their native son
resting for a few days
that it is suggested that the citizenry
arrange an annual celebration of this extraordinary event . . .
• Speaking of this Indiana farmer
reminds that J oris Ivens'
RKO Radio release, "Power and the Land," which deals with an
Ohio farmer
and his family
has piled up close to 2,000
bookings as of June 20 ... • Richard Feldman, — son of Will
Feldman, manager of B & K's United Artists Theater in Chicago, —
is now a member of the Detroit company of "Life With Father"
... • George A. Roberts has a wide variety of titles: Cleveland
district manager for 20th-Fox; Kentucky Colonel; and Admiral of
the Flagship Fleet of American Airlines
T
T
T
• •
• SUGGESTED
motto for America:
"all-out" now
than "all-:n" later

It's

better

to

be

lars in the $5,452,575 anti-trust
action brought by Prefect Theaters,
Inc., operators of the local Pickwick
Theater,
20th
et al, by against
allowing
theCentury-*7
defend,
only three of a long list of requests.
The Court also denied the extendants. sion of time asked by the defenDemand of the eight major defendants, filed on May 20 last, was for
a more specific explanation of practically every allegation in the original
complaint,
extension of time
in with
which 30-todays'
answer
the
original complaint after the service
of the more definite statements upon
their attorneys.
The 16-page printed complaint alleged conspiracy to monopolize and
restrain interstate commerce in
films with reference to the clearance schedule of the Pickwick Theater. Counsel for the plaintiffs were
asked whether shipments of films
from the companies crossed state
lines, asked plaintiffs to identify license contracts claimed prepared by
the distributors; and also to distinguish whether various alleged changes,
of policies of the companies with
respect to the Greenwich theaters
were "pursuant to a combination or conspiracy among them,"
"concerted action," or "similarity in
Plaintiffs were also asked to identify each instance in which it was
claimed
action." that the companies persuaded and coerced Monogram and
Republic
or either
themexhibition
to "refuse to license
filmsof for
in the Pickwick, except subject to
clearance and protection in favor
of the theaters in Port Chester operated by the defendant, Skouras
W. S. McKay
tiff.
Theaters."

represents the plain-

"Jungle
At N. Y. Cavalcade"
Palace July Opens
3
"Jungle Cavalcade," Frank

Buck

pix,
replaces
"Citizen
Kane" Welles
at the
Palace
July 3.
The Orson
run
on that
date.
picture
will complete
a nine weeks'

Second "Yorfe" Date
Going to Nashville
Nashville, Tenn. — Second roadshow
engagement
York,"
which of
hasWarners'
its world "Sergeant
premiere
at the Astor, New York, July 2, is
being set for this city, it was learned
yesterday. Local opening will follow shortly the New York bow. House
and dates will be announced within the next couple of days.
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lo Formal Request to *TOA Would End Duals in N.Y. Omaha Exhibs. Seek
Committee Will Confer With Major Circuits
Rehearing on Game
Defreeze' U. S. Coin
from Page 1)

(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount Film Service, Ltd.,
pon his arrival in New York by
;.ns-Atlantic Clipper from Lisbon.
Rqse estimates that by the end of
■ Jhe "frozen" will
funds
U. S.
Iih-^ganizations
have ofreached
sum well in excess of $25,000,000.
Board of Trade Co-operates
The Board of Trade, he declared,
keenly aware
of the problems
hich the industry is called upon to
eet as a result of the current war,
d is co-operating to help film proaction by keeping production and
:her interests supplied with play.5. and technicians, in face of the
emendous casting and studio dif:ulties which have prevented U. S.
;mpanies from meeting the existlg quota.
Rose stated that he left London
. June 16 and was delayed for
ime six days in Lisbon as result of
vceptionally heavy traffic demands
i the Clipper service. His plane
ad to put back some four hours
fter the take-off to lighten its load,
id consequently dropped nine pasngers. Upon his leaving England,
nly three studios were in operaShephercFs
i on, those at Denham,
ush, and Ealing.
London B. O. Biz Good
Theater business in the London
tea is, he said, very good, and even
• ore so in other sections of the
juntry. This, he explained, is due
ot alone to the high morale and
business as usual" concept of the
ritish people, but also to the fact
iat, with the rationing of all es.ntials. the public has money from
I ages to spend for entertainment.
Paramount intends to fill its film
I uota by making three top-bracket
tioductions, one of which, "Hatter's
astle," is now before the cameras
-i a seven-week shooting schedule,
an additional
hich may demand
iree weeks.
A marked amount of
ifficulty has been experienced
in
aiding suitable star and player taint to appear in "Admiral Crichton."
•eborah Kerr, he added, is achievof her abililg wide recognition
es, and is an exceedingly bright
■ar-time luminary.
Only Four Films in Work
Rose said that only four produces of all companies combined are
,ow in work.
1 Paramount's offices in Liverpool,
lanchester and Birmingham have
ken bombed in air raids, and on
'v.o occasions the windows of the
.■ ndon office were shattered. Nev:theless, the full complement of
xchanges is in operation, each
ranch having been visited by Rose
p late May, accompanied by Fred
rutchinson, newly-appointed sales
:anager, and Tony Reddin, direcDt of theaters and publicity.
Following a brief stop-over at the
f me office yesterday, Rose left for
'ftie Coast by plane to participate in
•roduction conferences
there.

run circuits will enter into an agreement to do likewise.
A committee will be named by
President Harry Brandt to confer
with executives of the first-run circuits, it was announced.
(Spokesmen of the first-runs
reached last night by THE FILM
DAILY generally were noncommittal, and without exception, declined to comment on the
ITOA move).
Action of the ITOA yesterday is
in line with the rising tide of industry opposition to duals, and follows denunciation of the policy at
the recent PCC of ITO and MPTOA
conventions on the West Coast.
Moves to eliminate duals there were
initiated by the PCC which named
a committee to confer with producers and distribs.
The ITOA holds that programming
two top feature pictures on one
bill is using up product faster than
Hollywood can replenish it; that
showing a good picture and a bad
picture together harms the good
picture and showing two bad pictures at one time is just bad showmanship.
The independents also claim that
good pictures are used up so fast
in the double feature system that
poor product gets undue prominence
and casts a shadow over the entire
film industry.
If the good pictures were shown
singly, according to the organization, they would last twice as long,

(Continued from Page 1)
the bad pictures would not be shown
in such wide proportions and the States "permits lotteries and gift
picture-makers would be able to con- enterprises on the radio stations"
centrate on fewer — and better — and this fact has diminished the thestories.
ater attendance in Nebraska. They
claim Omaha exhibs, prohibited from
operating similarly, are denied equal
Harry Brandt in "Retort
protection of the law.
Courteous" to Kuykendall
The brief was in support of a
Harry Brandt, ITOA prexy, re- motion of rehearing of a case in
cently assailed by Ed Kuykendall, which the defendants were found
MPTOA president, for his criticism
have violated the court's 1937
of Hollywood producers in a two- to
Bank Night injunction and were
page trade paper ad which appeared fined in contempt of court.
while the national exhib. organization was in session on the Coast,
Murray, Associate Director
makes a "retort courteous" via the
current issue of the ITOA's Inde- Of Treasury Hour Shows
pendent.
William Murray of the William
Editorial in the Independent exhas been named assopresses "pity" for Kuykendall, Morrisciateagency
director of the Treasury Hour
terms the MPTOA convention "a broadcasts which will be heard over
flop all from
around,"
asserts
that and
"it the nation-wide Columbia Broadcastsuffered
lack of
leadership
ing System network from 9 to 10
lack of an adequate program" and nesday.
p.m.,
EDST, beginning next Wedsays that if delegates did not attend the convention "it means that
Murray
will serve as consultant on
the affiliated chains which must take
talent
and
material. His appointthe lead in any industry reforms
ment was announced by Howard
were not interested enough in in- Dietz, managing director and codustry conditions to do anything
ordinator of the Treasury Hour

about them."

programs.

111. Senate May Vote
Today on 135-Min. Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

Efficiency and Economy Committee
for a checkup.
Rep. Elmer Sandquist, sponsor,
told The Film Daily that he expected a Senate vote may come
either today or tomorrow, in the
wake of the House passage, 81-49.

Hears III. Senate Tables
135-Min. Program Bill
Chicago — Al Burne of B & K reported here last night that the
Sandquist bill was tabled by the Senate committee. This would mean
the measure is out for this session.

Army Camp Booths Will
Have Union Operators
(Continued from Page

1)

the Seventh District convention of
the IATSE here. Chief among the
questions discussed was the staffing
of theaters on military reservations.
This discussion followed the reading
of a report by Burton Lowry, president of the local organization, that
union operators are to be hired for
all theaters in the new Army posts
in the South.
W. P. Raoul, of Atlanta, Ga., one
of the Seventh District's 12 International representatives, presided.

UDY CANOVA
FRANCIS LEDERER
""— ""

RAYMOND WAL8URN • "SLIM" SUMMERVILLE

EDDIE F0Y,
JR. • ASTRID AILWYN • ALMA KRUGER • HUGH 0'CONNELL
Original * "CHIC"
Story by CHANDLER
Jack TownJ'ey
SANTteV— D>r«etQ

iOS£PH
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Of TH€ lt€UJ flLftlS & ti<
A R6VKUJS"Ku Kan"
3-"Puddin'head"
with Judy Canova,
Francis Lederer,
Raymond Walburn, Eddie Foy, Jr.
Republic
80 Mins.
AMUSING COMEDY SHOULD GO OVER
SOLIDLY WITH
CANOVA
FANS.

Adventure Epics, Inc.
97 Mins.
STIRRING DOCUMENTARY FILM; INSPIRATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL.

This film is an amazing testimonial to
the indomitable will of the Chinese in continuing their bitter and lengthy struggle
Judy Canova and her hillbilly antics are
featured in this amusing comedy, and it against Japanese aggression; at the same
time, rebuilding their own country into a
should score with the Canova fans and
modern nation at a fast pace despite seemaudiences that like this type of hillbillyingly insurmountable handicaps.
slapstick comedy. There are plenty of
Filmed in Kodachrome by Rey Scott, who
laughs, the story has a basic situation that used a small hand camera on four different
is funny and the gags are rolled out one trips through China, the picture graphically
after another from beginning to end. The
depicts the China of today and its vast
cast is good and technical work and direc- multitudes of inhabitants; guerillas, who are
tion are first-rate.
farmers when not fighting, regular troops,
Miss Canova sings and capers in her own
workers, engineers, countless woinimitable style with a cast of top flight factory
men working at a variety of trades, and
comics that give her support. Raymond
endless scores of coolies determinedly repairing roads, bridges, buildings and snuffing
Eddie Foy, Jr. and "Slim" SumWalburn,
merville score solidly. In the remainder of
out fires as fast as Japanese planes unthe cast are a number of seasoned play- .eash wanton destruction from the air.
ers who are helpful, including Astrid Allwyn,
The film presents some amazing paradoxes, which could only have occurred in
Alma Kruger, Hugh O'Connell, "Chick"
Chandler and Vince Barnett. Francis Led- a nation solidly behind one leader and one
erer provides the romantic interest. Joseph effort. It depicts many factions who have
Santley directed, making the most of the never agreed for hundreds of years bending
material at hand and guiding the players fheir backs in united effort, which is one
smartly. The screenplay was written by of the most important benefits China has
Jack Townley and Milt Gross.
derived from the war, its tremendous forMiss Kruger, boss of a big broadcasting
ward surge into modern methods being ancompany and a terror to her brother, Wal- other.
burn, is at the opening ceremonies of the
Scott also provides the commentary, and
company's new building. Foy discovers like the footage, it is absorbing at all times.
his father, Walburn, about to shoot him- The climactic sequence showing a bombing
self and learns that the building is one
of Chungking is a highlight for sheer drama.
foot across the property line of some broken Exhibitors throughout the country should be
down property next door belonging to Miss able to use this picture advantageously.
Canova. Walburn and Foy try to get the It is readily exploitable, and now, with a
property and there are plenty of laughs Chinese drive being conducted throughout
and skullduggery before everything is ironed the country and world events drawing China
out.
more sharply into focus, it is timely, educational and inspirational.
CAST: Judy Canova, Francis Lederer, Raymond Walburn, "Slim" Summerville, Astrid
Allwyn, Eddie Foy, Jr., Alma Kruger, Hugh
O'Connell, "Chick" Chandler, Paul Harvey,
Nora Lane, Gerald Oliver Smith, Wendell
Niles, Vince Barnett, The Sportsmen.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert J.
Atlanta — Arthur Lucas, president
Cohen; Director, Joseph Santley; Screenplay,
Jack Townley and Milt Gross; Original of Lucas & Jenkins, has been named
Story, Jack Townley; Cameraman, Jack state chairman of the defense savings staff to aid in pushing sales of
Marta;
Editor, Ernest Nims.
defense savings bonds and stamps in
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Georgia.
God.

Lucas Heads Defense
Stamps Drive In Ga.

Will Hold Public Hearing
Of Buffalo Drive-In Plan
Buffalo — Pending a hearing, the
Erie County Board of Supervisors
Tuesday tabled action on the application of Paul Wintner, Cleveland
promoter, to build a Drive-in theater on a 20-acre county-owned tract
in Harlem Road, Town of Cheektowaga, just East of Buffalo. A board
committee recommended a five-year
lease at $2,000 a year, with an option to buy at $750 an acre.

Announcement of the appointment
of Lucas was made by Marion Allen,
collector of internal revenue of Georgia, who is state administrator.
Lucas during the first World War
took active part in helping to sell
Liberty Bonds. He is a veteran of
the Spanish-American War.
Lucas has served as chairman of
the board of control of eleemosynary institutions and as vice-chairman
of the Federal public works administration in Georgia. He also served
as chairman of the state Board of
Public Welfare.

150 Dates for "Dragon"

Bishop Macdonald Ties Knot
Karl Macdonald of the Warner
Bros, foreign department performed
his first wedding ceremony this week.
Macdonald is a bishop in a Long
Island congregation of the Church
of Latter Day Saints (Mormon).

RKO will send off Walt Disney's
"The Reluctant Dragon" to its first
playing time this week-end with engagements now set for 150 key situations for the closing week of June
and the first week of July. The first
Canadian run is set for Loew's Montreal, starting July 4.

"For
with Ned Beauty's
Sparks, MarjorieSake"
Weaver,

Ted North
20th -Fox

62 Mins.

FARCE MURDER MYSTERY FARES
POORLY PRINCIPALLY BECAUSE OF
WEAK STORY.
This offering has some value as a filler
for nabe bills, but that lets it out. The
story is weak, the players with a couple
of exceptions overact all over the screen
and the direction is just adequate. The
original Clarence Budington Kelland story
had a lot of laughs and lots of suspense,
mystery and action, but any resemblance
seems purely accidental in this case. Technical aspects of the film are up to snuff.
The cast is headed by Ned Sparks, Marjorie Weaver and Ted North, one of 20thFox's new masculine hopes. Joan Davis,
Pierre Watkin, Richard Lane, Glenn Hunter,
Lois Wilson, Isabel Jewell and Tully Marshall are also in the cast. Shepard Traube
directed from a screenplay by Wanda Tuchock, Ethel Hill and Walter Bullock.
North inherits a beauty salon from his
aunt. Hating women and preferring astronomy, he finds himself in quite a predicament, but takes over. Miss Weaver, who
has fallen for North at a lecture he gave,
gets Sparks, a crack press agent, to publicize the place, and he does with great
success. Then blackmail, intrigue, murder
and confusion reign until the murderer of
North's aunt and head of the blackmail
ring is unmasked.
CAST: Ned Sparks, Marjorie Weaver, Ted
North, Joan Davis, Pierre Watkin, Lenita
Lane, Richard Lane, Lotus Long, Glenn
Hunter, Lois Wilson, John Ellis, Tully Marshall, Phyllis Fraser, Olaf Hytten, Isabel
Jewell, Nigel De Brulier, Janet Beecher,
Helena
Phillipps Evans, Margaret
Dumont.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Lucien
Hubbard; Director, Shepard Traube; Screenplay, Wanda Tuchock, Ethel Hill and Walter Bullock; Based on a story by Clarence
Budington Kelland; Cameraman, Charles
Clarke; Editor, Nick de Maggio.
DIRECTION,
Good.

*

SHORTS

*

"Army in Overalls"
National
Defense Committee, 7 mins.
'
Film Unit
Interesting CCC Subject
An insight into the defense work
being done by the Civilian Conservation Corps that will be of considerable interest to film patrons.
Highlighting one of their recent jobs,
that of clearing timbered land for
a parachute troop training field, the
reel shows how the CCC boys have
been trained to cut down the trees,
mill the logs and to store the resultant lumber for future use.
Stumps are blasted from the ground
and the land graded under the supervision ofArmy engineers. George
Gercke produced for the Office of
Production Management. Consultants were Robert W. Horton and
A. A. Mercey.
"Farming Defense
Out Defense
Contracts"
National
Committee,
Film Unit
8 mins.
An OPM Appeal
A longer version of one of the
three-minute Defense subjects currently showing in theaters, this film
is primarily an appeal to small factories and shops to apply for manufacturing work in the National Defense setup. Film shows how a small
plant can make a part which is assembled with larger pieces, made in
another plant and finally moved on
to be an integral part of an airplane, tank, or gun. Produced for
the Office of Production Management by A. A. Mercey with Robert
W. Horton and George Gercke as
consultants.

Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Men and Ships"
National Defense Committee,
Film Unit
21 mins. :
Daylight Time May Force
Merchant Marine Training
Milton Theater to Close
Produced by the U. S. Maritime
Commission, this subject details the
Wilmington, Del. — The first pro- merchant marine training course offered by the Maritime Service untest against the adoption of daylight
der Coast Guard administration.
saving time heard from lower Delaware towns came from Milton on the Highlights in the half-year course
eve of the adoption of the advanced are shown including scenes at land
time by Seaford by an overwhelming training stations and at sea on a
majority.
sail ship and a model freighter. PicMilton businessmen, led by E. M.
ture should inspire confidence in the
Scott, manager of the Milton Thea- country's future merchant marine.
ter, owned by the volunteer fire de- George Gercke produced for the
partment, protest that their business Commission.
has been seriously hurt by the adoption of the new time. Scott declared Three Slot Machine Pix
he would have to close the theater
on all but Friday and Saturday Companies Consolidate
nights unless there was a return to
standard time. He said there was a West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
drop of several hundred dollars in
Hollywood — Techniprocess, Feahis business the first week of ad- turettes and Songograph, three coinvanced time.
in-slot producers, have merged and
Milton adopted new time on a vote will be known as Associated Producof 82 to 76.
ing Distributors, Inc. They are proSeaford this week voted 303 to 57
ducing 3-minute musicals for autofor new time.
matic projector use.
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teporl Single Bar
o WB-Maxwell Deal
(Cont;nued from Page 1)

ival in the U. S. via Clipper of Max
'Iilder, Warners British chief.
. The harrier is described as the
Government's restrictions on the ini "\ent of "frozen" remittances
/venue-producing- properties in
ip United Kingdom.
Milder's trip, it is understood
ere, is largely for the purpose of
onferring with President .Harry
T. Warner on a line of action to
e followed by the company.
The deal under discussion with
Earners contemplates the sale by
ie Maxwell estate of about 50 per
;nt of the Maxwell holdings of 4,00,000 5s common shares of ABP.
hus control of the circuit's 400
leaters actually would not pass to
Lmerican interests, presumably
'voiding opposition from nationalisc quarters.
David Rose, managing director of
aramount Film Service, Ltd., when
neried yesterday upon his arrival
i New York on the Clipper from
isbon, said that, as of his departure
•om London on June 16. no deal had
;en consummated for the Maxwell
leater interests in England,
nor
d he know what price the Maxwell
-tate is asking, and added: "It
iust be more than we offered."
Rose said that the theaters pre;nted a speculative problem be9 use of the aerial warfare over
ritain, and that they couldn't be
quired by American interests
irough the medium of frozen curncy, unless by special dispensation
t the Board of Trade.
'urtiz Replaces Keighley at WB
Hollywood — Warner Bros, aniunced that Michael Curtiz will di;ct "Captains of the Clouds," story
f the Canadian air force, instead
f William Keighley who has just
een assigned to direct "The Man
."ho
Came to Morgan
Dinner." will
George
nd Dennis
headBrent
the
ist of the Canadian film formerly
tied "Shadows of Their Wings."

WEDDING

BELLS

Buffalo — Edith M. Leary and W.
. J. (Bill) Martin, veteran movie
-id drama editor of The Courierxpress and secretary-treasurer of
le Variety Club of Buffalo, Tent
o. 7, were married yesterday in the
;ctory of St. Louis' Church. The
>uple will be at home at 415 Norood Ave. after Aug. 1.
Indianapolis — Bette Louise Mcew, RKO Radio exchange stenogipher, and Raymond Patty will be
arried Saturday in the First Meth3ist Church, Anderson, at a candle?ht wedding ceremony. The couple
ill spend their honeymoon touring
ie Northwest.

s Reps. Heard
SHOWMANSHIP V%*Industry
IN LOAN DRIVE
On Argentine Treaty
Halifax
Theaters
Cash
Thanks
to Courtney

CUT/IDE
LOOKING IN

in-,

Halifax, N. S. — Thanks to the
showmanship of a theater manager,
Halifax is one city in Canada, in
which the Victory Loan drive celebration has not slain theater business. Instead, it brought top-heavy
patronage here.
T. J. Courtney, manager of the
local Casino, lately transferred from
FPC to the Odeon circuit, was civilian co-ordinator and as such, held
the celebration in the morning. In
other cities it was at night. By
having the parade in the morning,
Courtney not only filled the theaters for the afternoon and night,
but stimulated business for the local merchants. Incidentally, it was
the biggest celebration ever held in
Halifax, with about 12,000 marching
and 60,000 watching the parade.
The latter being all over before the
theaters opened up in the early afternoon.
Courtney also injected some showmanship in the actual selling of the
Victory Bonds. He parked Army
trucks and tanks at traffic locations in the city before, during and
after the parade. The vehicles, with
plenty of advertising, were used as
bond selling bases for crews of
solicitors, and with splendid results.
Courtney is continuing with Odeon
as the Casino manager.

Sidney Wilmer, Vet. Exhib.
Dies of Double Pneumonia
(Continued from Page 1)

the veteran exhibitor, who had been
in ill health for some time, having
been hospitalized twice during the
Winter. He was taken to Mt. Sinai
last Saturday.
Wilmer is survived by his widow,
the former Zitelda Dolores, and a
sister, Mrs. Antoinette Wright.
Funeral services will be held at
noon tomorrow at the Little Church
Around the Corner. Body, lying at
Cook's Funeral Parlor, 117 W. 72nd,
will be cremated.
The Wilmer & Vincent circuit,
whose first theater was the Orpheum
at Utica, N. Y. taken over in 1901,
was originally a vaudeville chain
and continued to play vaudeville until
that form of entertainment was
superseded by motion pictures,
though it had been playing movies
along with vaudeville since 1906 when
the early Edison pictures were being shown.
A theater in Reading was taken
over in 1905 and the following year
houses in Harrisburg, Allentown,
Altoona, Richmond and Norfolk were
added to the circuit which now embraces 23 theaters.
Associated with Wilmer in the
circuit's operation have been Walter
Vincent, vice-prexy, and Joseph D.
Eagan, secretary-treasurer.

(Continued from Page 1)

rates of exchange caused by the
view of the Argentine Government that the industry is a luxury business.
(4) Clarification of the 20
per cent surtax on duty, later
reduced to 10 per cent and
elimination of the Argentine
Government's view that the tax
should be on the receipts of
American companies rather than
the declared value when the film
is imported into Argentina.
Two Distrib. Reps. Attend
Industry spokesmen yesterday
were Carl E. Milliken, secretary of
the MPPDA, and acting head of the
foreign department, Eugene Walsh,
assistant treasurer and comptroller
of Universal and John Nathan,
Argentine representative of Paramount. All the witnesses confined
their statements to Argentina although Uruguay is also involved in
the proposed treaty.
Milliken told the committee that
the American motion picture industry is entitled to consideration as a
large business and also for the important social implications involved.
The industry is not requesting tariff
protection at all, the secretary said,
as it favors the utmost possible
freedom of circulation of films
throughout the world. At the present time the industry should receive
special consideration because of the
part it plays in the good neighbor
policy, Milliken said. He pointed to
the losses suffered by the industry
in its foreign markets in recent years.
Argentina Offers Compromise
Walsh mademendationsthe
to theindustry's
committeerecomand
stated the Argentine Government
offered to compromise the five per
cent tax so as to levy it only on
profit. The industry accepted this
offer provided the excess taxes previously paid are refunded or credited
on future tax payments, Walsh said.
The problem should be settled permanently in the treaty, he added.
American films need help to combat Axis propaganda films, Nathan
said. Greater distribution of American films will help combat such
propaganda, he testified. Nathan
revealed that Ufa newsreels and
other German films are being dumped
in the Argentine for political purposes. If Argentine duties were reduced by 50 per cent, Nathan said,
American companies could bring in
double the number of newsreels to
effectively counter the Axis propa-

Editor's Note : The opinions expressed
in this resume of critical and columnar
comment on industry matters are essentially those of the writers quoted;
they do not necessarily reflect those of
THE FILM DAILY.
JIMMIE FIDLER (N. Y. Daily
Mirror) : "Echoes from the recent
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
America convention, at which the
double feature evil was a foremost
topic, still reverberate against the
Hollywood hills.
Among the theater men, both the
chains and the independent operators, there was a gratifying unanimity of opinion about double bills.
Just about everybody agreed that
two-picture programs are slowly but
surely strangling the life out of a
great and noble industry.
"The independent theater owners
took the floor first, and said that
they were anxious to put an end
to the practice, by gosh — if the
chain operators would do likewise.
"Whereupon the chain men hastened to agree in principle, if not
in performance. Yes, they said,
twin attractions were a damnable,
unmitigated curse and something
must be done. If the independents
would stop dual programs, then -by
golly, so would the chains.
"And right there is where the
matter was left dangling. Nobody
could
the question:
WHO'S
GOINGanswer
TO TIE
THE BELL
ON
THE CAT? Who, in other words,
will move first.
Somebody must move, that's a
cinch. Seventy-five per cent of the
movie-goers of America are fed
up with the nauseating junk that
must be ground out to satisfy twopicture programs. We're weary of
gulping our dinner, rushing to theaters, sitting uncomfortably for four
hours in order to see one hour (if
we're lucky) of worth-while entertainment.
"We, the public, are paying the
bill, and it is high time for movie
moguls to quit passing the buck
and give us some sort of concerted

Research Council Issues
Theater
Acoustic Bulletin
action."
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Darryl F. Zanuck,
chairman of the Research Council of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, announces issuance of
ganda.
a bulletin on Theater Acoustic Recommendations prepared by the Council's Theater Sound Standardization
Committee under chairmanship of
TO THE COLORS!
John K. Hilliard.
The president of each chapter of
Pittsburgh — John A. Freinstein, of the American Institute of Architects, as well as all other architecthe local M-G-M exchange, is now
tural groups, has received a letter
working for Uncle Sam, having re- from Zanuck pointing out the value
ported to Camp Wheeler, Ga., for to architects of the information conArmy training.
tained in the bulletin.
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Allied Blasts Appeal Board's Ken Case Decisior
Charges That Section VIII
"Emasculated" Insofar as
Chi. Sector is Concerned

SECRET COM. AS DECREE SLEUTHS
Conn.

Allied

Authorizes

Group

to

Report

Violations

for

Investigation by Unit's Counsel
(Continued from Page 1)

man, charges that the effect of the
decision is not only to "emasculate" Section VIII insofar as Chi
cago is concerned, but to threaten
the decree's usefulness in other territories.
"The Appeal Board," reads the
bulletin's
concluding
blast,
driven a nail
in the coffin
which "has
the
distributors are making for the final
interment of a noble experiment.
The way is still open to salvage
some of the loss but the confidence
of the exhibitors is at low ebb."
Based on Weekly
Releases
Myers prefaces the highly critical bulletin with the statement that
the Chicago clearance system,
based on weekly releases, grew out
of conferences looking to the adoption of an improved zoning and
clearance schedule, and says that
"the effect has been to state clearance in all contracts in terms of
weekly release."
Continuing, the bulletin says:
"Thus a contract may read: 'Second week of release with clearance
over the A, B and C theaters.' This
would have the effect to put the latter in the 'third week of release.'
"The Ken Theater wanted its
clearance reduced so it filed a complaint under Sec. VIII of the consent decree. The distributors, in
pursuance of what appears to be a
fixed purpose to discredit the decree as soon as possible, raised the
technical point that the Ken was
not asking for a reduction of clearance but for an improved run.
Technical
Point Sustained
"The Appeal Board in language
even more technical than that contained in the decree itself, has sustained the technical point. The
Board held that in Chicago each
weekly release is a separate and distinct run and that these runs cannot be changed or affected under
Sec. VIII.
"The effect of the decision is to
emasculate Sec. VIII so far as Chicago is concerned. Under the rul-

Ruralites See Pix
29-39 Times a Year
Lafayette, Ind. — Dr. Lynn RobertI son, Purdue University, speaking at
the rural youth leadership training
school at the university, said young
men from rural areas attend an average of 36 movies a year and young
women from 29 to 39.
He said this was revealed by a
study of rural youth recreation in
five Indiana counties.

New Haven — Dr. J. B. Fishman,
president of Allied Theater Owners
of Connecticut, announced yesterday
following a luncheon-meeting Tuesday that appointment of a field committee had been authorized to report violations of the New York
consent decree to the chairman, who
in turn would report them to the
attorneys of the organization for
investigation and suitable action.
The number and identity of the
members
of the committee,
or its

chairman, are unknown to the general membership or the committee
personnel.
Exhibitors interviewed opined
that the approaching buying season
and new methods of selling under
the decree necessitated such action
in order that exhibitors might derive every possible benefit from the
consent decree without suffering
from "false interpretation or

threats."
Warners Spanish Publicist Messerschmitt Plane Off
Honored at Havana Dinner For Atlantic City Date
Bundles for Britain's "MesserHavana (By Air Mail) — The Socischmitt 109 Plane Tour" leaves
ety of Motion Picture Writers gave
today en route for the
a farewell dinner to Maria M. Gar- Broadway
Steel Pier, Atlantic City, first stop
rett,
president
of
the
Pan-American Press Club and director of the on the scheduled cross-country tour.
Spanish publicity department in Playing two weeks at the Hollywood
Theater, the plane and its exhibit
Warners' New York home office.
played to 42,500 adults and children
Guests of honor were four news- for a total "take" of $9,750.
paperwomen, Miss Garrett, Conchita
Bill Blowitz, on leave of absence
Gallardo of Pais, Antonia Sastre of
Bob Taplinger's Coast Warner
Luz, and Mary Louise Blanco, Film from
publicity department, is handling the
Daily staff correspondent.
press for the show. Irving Parker is
Other guests were, Basilio de advance and booking man. Sam BloArmas,
WarnerChane
Bros.'s
witz is company man. Trio will reEmilio Castro
and manager,
Charles
turn to the Coast when the tour is
Garrett.
completed.
ing it is impossible for an arbitrator in Chicago to fix maximum clearance without changing a run, which
he is forbidden to do. Therefore,
the Appeal Board has frozen the
existing clearance and zoning schedule in Chicago.
"The only way in which a Chicago exhibitor can seek relief is under Sec. X, the effective date of
which is clouded in darkness and
under the arbitrary provisions of
which only a few exhibitors can
qualify.
Local Peculiarities Excluded
"The Board is an arm of the
Court to give effect to the decree.
The decree does not take account of
local peculiarities in all sections of
the country. It may be that in
some sections clearance (once called
'protection') is known by still different names. It might reasonably
be expected that the Board would
look through the form to the substance and give effect to the purpose of the decree.
"Aside from knocking out arbitration in Chicago, the decision
threatens the usefulness of the decree in other territories. Given a
literal application the ruling may
preclude arbitrators in many situations from changing any clearance
except that between
the last cir-

cuit 'run' and the independent com"To
plainant.illustrate:
"In a typical town the chain will
buy
houses
on an 'and/or'
basis for
andtwobook
the pictures
to its
own advantage and to the disadvantage of its competitor. It will
operate one or two cheap houses to
which the pictures will then go in
the discretion of the chain. The
clearance expressed in the independent exhibitor's contract may be '14
days
aftersix
third-run'
but this after
may
be from
to nine— months
first-run in the town.
Indie Playing Time Put Back
"The history of clearance in the
area may show that the independent's theater once had a first-run;
that it has been put back in playing
time due to the exercise of monopolistic power by the chain. In reality and substance the time that
elapses between the first-run and the
time the exhibitor gets the pictures
is 'clearance' or 'protection.' If
such conditions cannot be remedied
under the decree, then it will be a
total failure. Yet under a literal
interpretation of the Board's ruling
in the Ken Case, an arbitrator could
only function with respect to the 14
days between the last circuit 'run'
and the exhibitor."

$900,000 U.S. Coin
For Cultural Films
(.Continued from Pagel)

y

July 1 which reveals that I |):
Rockefeller's office for commtxcia:
and cultural relations with Soutl
America will have motion picture ad
tivities calling for the expenditur
of $600,000 and making of contract
for an additional $300,000 to be par
out of the next fiscal year.
The hearing revealed that the col
lection and distribution of non-thea|
trical films for exhibition in th'
American republics will account fo
$125,000; production of non-theatri
cal films depicting this country fo«
exhibition in Latin-America, $50,000"
production of non-theatrical films o:>
Latin- American countries for exhibit
tion in the U. S., $120,000; financial
assistance to domestic producers t< i
make
films
on
Latin- Americai i
themes, $250,000; assistance to pro
ducers for making more films suit
able for South American distribu
tion under contract with the Motior
Picture Society for the Americas!
Rockefeller told the committee hi:-;
$45,000.
office
has contracts with the Marcl ;
of Time for 16 shorts and is nego
shorts. with
The hearings
also disclosee
tiating
Walt Disney
for V, '
that the Office of Government Re
ports now acts as liaison between th.
film industry and the Governmen
but is engaged in no other film ac
tivities.

"Torn,
Dick ngand Harry"
Trial Enteri
Fourth Day |

Chicago — The "Tom, Dick ancl
Harry" suit, brought by the radio? (
team of Tom, Dick and Harry enUJ
tered its third day of trial yesterdaj
before Judge John Barnes.
Jacij
Osserman, RKO exchange manager
was on the stand. Arthur Goldberg
defense attorney, brought out the
fact that the title had been usee
several years ago by another nhr
company.
Hollywood executives testimony
will be introduced today by the defense.

Femme Traffic Chief
At New Fla. Drive-in
Pensacola, Fla. — The new Drivein theater located on the Mobile
highway has a woman in charge of
handling traffic. Mrs. Bessie Kennedy works with Truman O. Graham
in routing the 375 cars which nightly fill the car lot. The theater provides some 400 seats for customers
without cars, and there is also a
special section of the lot set aside
for colored patrons. Johnny Jones
is manager.
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TRADESHOWS TO COST "BIG 5"JIILLI0N

Chances Held Bright for U. S-- Argentine Treaty
Nazi Star Falling Throughout Latin America, Says
Rep.'s Morris Goodman
By GEORGE

FILM DAILY

H. MORRIS

Staff Writer

Decided improvement in Argentina-U. S. relations indicates
that the proposed trade pact
between the two countries, — with
films a prominent item on the schedule of commodities, — will find fertile soil for successful negotiation,
it was asserted yesterday by Morris
Goodman, Republic's vice-president
in charge of foreign sales, following
his return this week to the home
office from a 3 V2 -month business
trip through Latin-America.
He said that although
general
(Continued on Page 6)

UA to Name Peppial
Southern Div. Head
New Orleans— C. E. Peppiat, UA's
', local branch manager, is slated to
j be elevated to the Southern Divisj ion sales managership, it was
learned here yesterday as UA open' ed the second of its initial series of
. regionals.
Joseph
Moreland,
for the past
eight years
booker
and
office man(Continued on Page 8)

Publicists to Vote July 9
On Agency for Bargaining
Home office publicists in the eight
major companies will vote on designation of the Screen Publicists Guild
(Continued on Page 5)

RKO to Tradeshotv
Block, Week Later
First block-of-five scheduled for
tradeshowings by RKO the week of
July 7 has been set back to the
week of July 14 because additional
time to line up theaters has been
found necessary, it was said yesterday.

Erels9 El Compo9 Tex.9 Exhib. Carries
His Arbitrat9n Case to Appeal Board
Second arbitration case to be carried up to the system's Appeal
Board was filed Wednesday by Ruben Frels, operator of the Normana, El Compo, Tex. Frel's original complaint, a some run action
against 20th Century-Fox, was filed with the Dallas AAA board
and dismissed on June 2 by Arbitrator L. M. Jordan, who held that
films had been offered Frels and that the arbitrator had no authority to specify a particular run.

WB Theaters Culling

Universal Resumes

Enlisted Men's Fees

Paying Pfd. Dividend

Expenditure Per Company
To Approximate $200,000;
$10-$90 Theater Rentals
Tradeshows for exhibs., made
mandatory by the New York
consent decree, will cost the
"Big Five," signatories, approximately $1,000,000 for the first year,
it was learned yesterday.
That means that the tradeshows,
shortly to be inaugurated in advance of the Sept. 1 date fixed in
the decree as the official start of
the new season, will entail an excompany. penditure of about $200,000 per
This figure, at any rate, is the
estimated cost of the first of the
(Continued on Page 7)

Board of Directors of Universal
Pictures Co., Inc., at a special meeting yesterday voted the payment on
July 11 of a dividend of $2 a share
on the company's first preferred
stock to stockholders of record at
the close of business July 7.
In announcing the payment, J.
Cheever Cowdin, board chairman,
J. J. Nolan leaves the employ of
pointed out that the action marks RKO Radio Pictures on July 15, afthe resumption
of current dividends
(Continued on Page 5)
ter 21 years and will take an extensive vacation.
Nolan,
who will announce his
Rossi Bros. Win Clearance
Salt Lake City Decision
plans at a later date, joined the orOver Borscht Circuit Hotels
ganization in March of 1920 and
Goes Against Exhibitor
held executive positions in the accounting, advertising and auditing
Schroon Lake, N. Y. — A drive to
(Continued on Page 4)
Salt Lake City— The first arbi- give established theaters clearance
tration action aired in Salt Lake
over Borscht circuit hotels had its
City was dismissed Tuesday by Ar- first success with the granting by
ITOA Names 3 to Hold
bitrator William J. Lowe, Salt Lake
distributors
of 60
days' clearance
attorney.
the
Strand and
Paramount
Theaters.to Parleys on Dual Bills
J. H. Moran, operator of houses Charles
Rossi, who
operates
the
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
ITOA's negotiations with the firstrun circuits in metropolitan New
York looking
to the end, by agree(Continucd on Page 8)

Warners, starting July 7, will inaugurate a policy of reduced admission prices for enlisted men in the
U. S. service as a part of the company's co-op. with the National Defense Program, it was announced
yesterday by Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner Theaters,
following a meeting of his zone
managers, film buyers and home office executives at the Hotel Astor.
Details (Continued
of the lower-price
scales
on Page 5)

J. J. Nolan Leaving
RKO Radio July 15

Dual Selling Plan for Metro

Both %, Flat Rental Deals Are Provided For
Metro's sales policy for selling
Wilcox to Make Neagle Pix
under the New York consent decree
In England and Dominion embraces provisions for both per-

centage deals and others on a flat
RKO's next Anna Neagle-Herbert rental basis, it was disclosed yesWilcox production will be a meloterday by William F. Rodgers, gendrama laid in England and Canada,
eral sales manager in a trade press
and will be produced in England statement which outlined the comand
Canada, it ws announced yespany'sfornew tradeshowings.
selling plan and arrangeterday.
ments
Producer and star will leave for
Declaring that Metro wishes to
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

Metro Sets Three

"Block"

For firstFirst
Metro's
"block" for 1941-42
will include
Good,"Powell,
musical romance"Lady
with Be
Eleanor
Ann Sothern and Robert Young; "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," with Spencer
Tracy, Ingrid Bergman and Lana
Turner, and "Down in San Diego,"
with
Donald.Bonita Granville and Ray Mac-
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RKO's Field Exploitation
Staff Shifted by Turner

Chicago — Minoco
Productions,
which will produce three-minute pictures for Mills Panorams, will have
its production plans ready next
month, John T. Barry, recently elected prexy, stated here yesterday. Fred
Waller will direct Eastern production and Sam Coslow on the West
Coast.
Its pictures will not be in competition with film theaters, Barry said,
but will, instead, co-operate with
them. In fact, he added, some exhibitors have offered to make use
of soundies to exploit their current
film attractions.
Many musicians, actors and other
workers, Barry stated, have obtained
good jobs from this new industry.
Several soundies artists have won
jobs with regular motion picture
companies.

Terry Turner, supervisor of S.
Barret McCormick's field staff of
RKO Radio exploiteers, yesterday
announced the realignment of the
16 reps. The following district assignments covering the U. S. and
Canada become effective as of July 1.
Boston and New Haven, Harry
W. Reiners; Buffalo and Albany,
Ted Wynn; Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington, Al Selig;
Atlanta and Charlotte, Don Prince;
Memphis and New Orleans, Fred
Ford: Dallas and Oklahoma City,
Bud Gray; Chicago and Milwaukee,
Bob Hickey; St. Louis and Kansas
City, Frank Cronin; Cleveland and
Detroit, Bill Scholl; Cincinnati and
Indianapolis, Eddie Rivers; Omaha
and Des Moines, Jimmy Boyle; Denver and Salt Lake City, T. Bidwell
McCormick; Los Angeles and San
Republic Demands $50,000 Francisco,
Charles Huy; Portland,
Seattle and Vancouver, Doc Howe;
In 'Superman' Balm Action Toronto and Montreal, George DegSuit for $50,000 damages was filed ncn; Minneapolis, Sioux Falls and
yesterday in the New York Supreme Winnipeg, Henry Howard.
Court by Republic Productions, Inc.,
against Detective & Superman, Inc., Antoinette Spitzer Takes
owner of the comic strip "Superman." Republic claims that in April, Condon's Spot with Disney
1940, it made a contract with the
Richard Condon, who for the past
defendant which gave it the right
to make a film serial based on the two years has been director of publicity for Walt Disney Prod., has
"Superman" cartoon. Subsequently,
according to the complaint, the de- tendered his resignation to Roy Disfendant breached the contract and
ney, vice-president and general mangave the film rights to Fleischer
ager, to be effective July 15, conStudios.
firming an exclusive Film Daily
story on Wednesday.
While Condon, at this time, is not
Exhibs.' Squawks Block
able to announce his future plans
July 4 Date for Circus
it is understood that he will work
with Hal Home, whose resignation
Sioux City, la. — Theaters here won was
also announced this week, in
a verdict over the circus, but
whatever
enterprise Home will be
whether they can make it stick remains to be seen.
engaged. Formerly in the advertisThe city council denied the Cole
ing field, the Disney publicity directorship was the first motion picture
Brothers circus a permit to show at
work Condon did.
Sioux City on July 4 after an attorAntoinette Spitzer, who for two
ney for the theaters protested the
years handled Disney publicity for
invasion on holiday profits.
Circus officials did not withdraw RKO and who for the past year has
their newspaper advertisements and been with the Disney organization
other publicity, however, indicating assisting Condon, becomes head of
an
effort at adjustment of the diffi- 'the publicity department in the
culty.
East, as Film Daily also exclusively reported Wednesday.

Columbia Foreign Execs.
Due Today from So. Amer.

Joseph manager,
A. McConville,
Columbia's
foreign
and Jack
Segal,
manager
of
foreign
branch
operaCourt Finds for RKO
tions, are scheduled to arrive at the
home office today from Rio de Janeiro
where they attended the annual sales
In "Tom, Dick, Harry" Suit convention
of Columbia Pictures of
Chicago — Judge John Barnes in Brazil held at the Palace Hotel.
Federal Court here, after a threeThe conclave, at which McConville
day trial, found in favor of RKO in nresided, marked the climax of his
the injunction and damage suit business trip through South America.
brought against RKO by the radio
team of Tom, Dick and Harry for
nee of "Tom, Dick and Harry" as the "York" Plugged on Radio
Warners has made a two-week
title of its new Ginger Rogers picture.
deal with WABC for time on the
The Court found in the use of the Arthur Godfrey morning news protitle no unfair competition against
gram, in connection with the openthe radio team.
ing of "Sergeant York" at the AsSpitz & Adcock represented RKO. tor next Wednesday.

John Monroe, Philly Exhib.,
Dies Following Operation
Philadelphia — John Monroe, owner
of Forepaugh's, here, died yesterday
in Abington Hospital, Abington, following an operation a fortnight ago.
Monroe, whose family has been in
the theatrical business for many
years, was one of the most respected members of the local film fraternity and was property man of the
Variety Club at the time of his
death.
Mary Pickford Leaving Clinic
Cleveland — Mary Pickford will be
discharged tomorrow from the Cleveland Clinic where she has been under
observation this week, it was said
yesterday.

COfMfiG and GOIM
JOSEPH McCCNVILLE and JACK SECAL
Columbia foreign dept. execs., return to the
home office Monday from Brazil.
ADOLPH ZUKOR
Coast.
LEE MORTIMER,
the Coast
shortly.

the

PATRICIA
Hollywood.

is due here Monday

COLLINGE

SERGEANT ALVIN
from Tennessee.
W.

from

Mirror film critic, goes to

arrives here Sundi. I'n

C. YORK

arrives Tuesday

RAY JOHNSTON has returned to Hollywood after a short stay in New York.

NEIL
returned

ACNEW and ROBERT
from
Hollywood.

WILLIAM

KEIGHLEY

H. M. RICHEY
Sunday
night.

is here

GILLHAM
from

the

have
Coast.

goes to Myrtle Beach, S. C,

DON HICGINS, publicity director for M of T,
is now vacationing in Puerto Rico for the
sixth time in four years.

"Pastor Hall," "Dictator"
Bans in S. A. Face Appeals
Press services yesterday
carried
reports from South America which i
stated that "The Great Dictator"!
had been banned throughout Argentina and "Pastor Hall" had been
banned throughout Chile.
A United Artists executive said
that the Chile ban had been made
by the governor of a local province
after the James Roosevelt picture rhad been okayed by the Federal
Government.
Ban is being appealed.
The Chaplin picture report was
said to be wrong, with the situation
unchanged in Argentina. If any ban
is slapped on, an appeal will be im- j
mediately made, it was added.

CECELIA
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H
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know
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Second
day's gross
bigger than opening
day! Monday's bigger
than Sunday's!
Man, how it's building!

with
JEFFREY LYNN • PHILIP DORN
KAAREN VERNE • MONA MARIS
Directed by VINCENT SHERMAN
Screen Play by Charles Grayson
Story by Edwin Justus Mayer and
Oliver H. P. Garrett
A Warner Bros. -First National Picture

NEXT WEEK ALL
OVER AMERICA!
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B & K Tele Station
To be Ready in Fall
Chicago — B & K's tele station here
will not be in operation until Fall,
it was learned yesterday.
Delay in the delivery of steel for
the tower and of essential station
equipment, attributable to the demands of the national defense prog-ram, makes earlier operation impossible, according to Lieut. Will
Eddy, B & K station director.
At the same time, it was ascertained that Zenith will not be ready
for commercial operation this Summer. The company reports business
"very good," and is adding 112,000
square feet of factory space.
CBS is asking for the extension
of its Chicago tele permit to Jan.
15, indicating that it, too, will be
delayed in regular station operations here.
Meanwhile, operation of tele "jeep"
sets in the B & K Chicago theater
and Great States circuit houses is
marking time while negotiations to
settle the IATSE-electricians union
jurisdictional fight proceed. An early
amicable
settlement
is indicated.
The Chicago Theater set has been
installed, Great States is waiting
upon delivery of equipment.
Defer "Commandment" Showing
"The Great Commandment," independently-made feature being
handled by 20th-Fox, scheduled to
open yesterday at the New Amsterdam Theater, has been indefinitely
postponed until such time a proper
campaign can be put behind the picture, it was said yesterday.

J. J. Nolan Leaving
RKO Radio July 15
(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

• DOWN in Philadelphia
the esteemed Evening Bulletin
has been doing a good and businesslike job
aimed at increasing its amusement advertising lineage
now that Old Sol is
beating down on the rooftops and pavements of the City of Brotherly
Love
The newspaper has been concentrating its promotional guns
on the film theater classification
which is the most logical target
and the best one, at that, for ringing the revenue bell
The
promotional campaign, we hope, will bring to the Evening Bulletin
the benefits it seeks
because, hand-in-hand with its own interests
being served, film houses throughout
that city
will also benefit
via the drive
You will see instantly what we mean
by our
quoting the headings of some of the promotion ads
and here goes:
"Ever Try a Movie Vacation?"
"To People in Need of a
Vacation: Go To The Movies"
"Starring You, at Your Favorite Theater in the Season's Hit — A Short Movie Vacation"
"Go Over
the Hills and Far Away — Take a Movie Vacation"

T

©

T

T

«

• NOW the body copy of these ads
is powerful, persuasive stuff
and we wish we had room to reproduce it
Suffice to say that it will make many, many folks think of all
the refreshment, diversion, pleasure and relaxation they can get
by attending motion picture houses. .... .Yes, think and ACT
With that action, theater ticket machines get busier
and "takes" grow larger
What the Evening Bulletin has been
doing
brings once more to mind how fortunate filmland is
to have the good-will of the nation's press
Our renowned Order of Applause {with two palms) goes to said Evening
Bulletin
May its tribe (along with its lineage and fan readership) increase
and also b.o. revenues
Any step which
effects the latter
— we're in favor of
▼
T
T

B. A. Critics Rap Censor

•

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — Action of the municipal censor in
branding 20th-Fox's "Tobacco Road"
as "unfit for children below 16" is
rapped by B. A. film critics.

demonstrated by the
new and immensely

•

•

THAT there is something new under the sun
emergence from Warners'
home
effective genus of pressbook

is roundly
office
compiled

of a
and

issued in behalf of WB's opus, "Underground"
The format is novel
and convenient
and the contents practical and profit-producing
for exhibs. who want to get the most out of the pix they book.

Y

T

T

•

• • THOSE hot-weather hurlers in the local Motion Picture Baseball League
should have conditions to their liking
this week-end
Today, International Projector's nine clashes
with Metro at George Washington Stadium
Paramount tackles
NBC tomorrow at Macombs Dam Field
and on Monday the
latter diamond will be the venue of the NBC-Skouras Theaters
battle
A week ago today, NBC ether-ized Paramount to the
tune of 5-2
and last Saturday saw Skouras Theaters beard
Leo the Lion, 7-6 in a close one
This past Monday, Universal
forfeited its scheduled game to International Projector
T
▼
T
JUNE 27

Robert
Ellis
Ira H. Simmons
E. H. Calvert
Walter
J. Lynch

Agnes

Nolan

JUNE 28

June
Preisser
Louis
King

Barney

J. Rubenstein
H. E. Wappaus
A. M.
Manfredi
E. C. Palmer

Fred W.
Elmer

Futter
Lux

Pitkin

JUNE 29
Richard
Batcheller
Robert
Frazer
Harry Lachman
Nelson
Eddy

Sally Weinstein
E. A. Crady
G. A. Schroth
Ross Williams
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SCHEDULED to go on trial July 7 for alleged violation of :he
anti-trust laws
Tony Sudekum, prexy of Crescent Amusement Co.,
is receiving many expressions of the confidence of his friends down
Nashville way
Latest of these was the recent testimonial dinner
given by the Nashville Fire Dept
following his appointment
as
chairman of the Nashville Housing Authority
and his being honored with a degree by Cumberland University at Lebanon
At the
dinner were city officials and prominent citizens
along with Justice D. W. DeHaven, of the State Supreme Court, and Judge R. B. C.
Howell, of the State Court of Appeals
both of whom
spoke in
laudatory terms of the guest of honor

departments. In 1929 he was elected assistant secretary of RKO Radio
Pictures,
Inc., and all its subsidiaries.
studio
executive
V VSincein1934
he hascapacities.
been at/"~~,e
was elected vice-president in charge
of the studio in 1940 but at the
last election of officers, on April 4,
was named assistant secretary.
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — No successor has been
named to J. J. Nolan who resigned
yesterday as assistant secretary of
RKO, but it is believed that Joseph
I. Breen will naturally absorb some
of his duties. It is known that Nolan
had planned to resign for some time
and his leaving was not prompted
by Breen who has announced that
he does not plan any executive
changes.
RKO Corp. yesterday held a meeting of its directors at the home office. The huddle was described as
"routine."

Disney Reps, and Striking
Artists Again Negotiate
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — New efforts to find a
common meeting ground for a settlement of the Screen Cartoonists
Guild strike against Walt Disney
Productions started yesterday at a
discussion between five striking
tives.
artists and two Disney representa"The groups are making an effort
to determine what points can be
stipulated by both sides to clear the
way for discussions upon a minimum
of essential differences," said Presi^'
dent Littlejohn
the Guild.
hope
to continue ofmeetings
until/'They
they
can arrive at a basis on which Dis
ney andmitteethe
negotiating
may beGuild
brought
togethercomfoi
is understood the question oi
theIt negotiations."
recognition of the Guild as the bar
gaining representative for Disney
artists, point on ' which previou:
mediation attempts have deadlockec
at start, is now being assumed by
both sides as an ultimate certainty
if the other points are agreed upon

No Involvements!
Although both anti-war
war groups have sought

and proto enter

into tieups with "Sergeant York,"
Warners are understood to be steering clear of controversial deals. The
company
not for
class
war
film, does
either
or "York"
against, asbuta
strictly as the biography of a great
American
hero. War sequence ocfootage.
cupies only a small part of the
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WB Theaters Cuffing
Enlisted Men's Fees
{Continued from Page 1)

tc be instituted for the soldiers,
sailors and marines are now beingworked out to fit each local situation.
3irry M. Warner, president of
ner Bros., was among those who
essed the
meeting. He
spoke on current problems of the
industry.
Among
those present
were :
James
Coston and
Alex Helperin, Chicago; Nat
Wolf and
JOSEPH
BERNHARD
Nat Fellman,
Cleveland, I.
J. Hoffman, Bert Jacocks and Max
Hoffman, New Haven; Don Jacocks
and Frank Damis, Newark; Moe
Silver and Max Freedman, Albany;
Ted Schlanger and Ed Hinchey,
Philadelphia; Harry Kalmine, PittsFeinstein and Saul Bragin, Pittsburgh; John J. Payette and George
Crouch, Washington, and the following from the home office: Clayton Bond, Harry Goldberg, Leonard
Schlesinger, Frank Phelps, Sam
Morris, Abel Vigard, W. S. McDonald, Harry Rosenquest, Louis Kaufman, Herman Maier and Frank Cahill.

Golden State Theaters
Cut Prices for Service Men

Motion Picture Theater Receipts in Ohio
Flop While Other Amusement Lines Advance
Columbus — Figures released by the Ohio Treasurer of State for the period
from Jan. 1 to June 7, show that, for 1941, collections from the 3 per cent
Retail Sales Tax exceeded the 1940 figures by 24'/2 per cent. A breakdown of
the total shows 1941 auto sales to be 45 per cent ahead of 1940; sales of
radio sets and equipment 37 per cent ahead, and jewelry 34 per cent.
The 3 per cent State Admissions Tax for the same period of 1941 was
5 per cent in excess of 1940 but a breakdown of the total shows all of the
increase was enjoyed by other lines of amusement while motion picture theater receipts were less this year than last, according to Pete J. Wood, secretary
of the Ohio ITO.

Buffalo Court Asks Briefs
In City's "War" on Bingo
Buffalo — Opposing counsel were
ordered to file briefs by today as
Justice David Diamond, in equity
term of Supreme Court reserved
decision on injunction to restrain
police from interfering with Bingo
games at Old Vienna, Academy Theater and Richter's.
Declaring police would seek to restrain only Bingo operations and
not the legitimate amusements of
the theaters, Gerald J. Shields, for
the corporation counsel's office, argued they should not be prevented
from doing their duty.
Justice Diamond remarked there
were two questions to be settled:
whether equity court was being
asked to decide a criminal case and
whether the situation called for an
exception to the general rule that
police should not be restrained in
their duties.

Film Stars to Appear
At Six Camp Shows
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Blum Honored by Allied
As National Councillor
Herman A. Blum, Baltimore exhib.,
who is retiring from the theater
field, has been made an honorary
national councillor of Allied "in recognition of his untiring efforts in
behalf of the organization and of the
independent
it
is announcedexhibitors
by Abramin F.general,"
Myers,
board chairman.
Blum, a charter member of Allied,
and long national treasurer, has also
been made a life member of the
MPTO of Maryland, Allied affiliate,
which will tender him a testimonial
banquet in Baltimore Monday night.
Blum served as prexy of the unit for
several years.
Myers will attend the dinner at
national
to
speak. Allied's unit and is expected
Meyer Leventhal succeeds Blum
on Allied's
unit's
rep. board as the Maryland

Paying Pfd. Dividend
(.Continued from Page

1)

on this class of stock and will represent the first payment since Oct.
1, 1932.
After payment of this dividend
the dividends in arrears on the company's first preferred stock will
amount,
of July 1, to $68 a share.
"U's" aspreferr
ed after advancing
a total of 13% points in two days
yesterday receded two points on the
Big Board here, closing at 158.

Publicists to Vote July 9
On Agency for Bargaining
(Continued from Page

1)

as their collective bargaining representative in elections to be conducted by the NLRB July 9.
Date was decided Wednesday at a
conference between the companies
and the Guild at NLRB regional
headquarters, pursuant to the order
for an election recently handed down
by the Board.
A heavily attended Guild membership meeting Wednesday night heard
details of the election procedure as
H. N. Glickstein, the union's counsel,
delivered the main report on the
NLRB decision, which defined the
bargaining unit. The meeting
launched plans for unanimous participation in the elections by eligible
employes in the industry.

Injunction Dissolved,
Carmen Opens Today

Sol Lesser-RKO Deal
Near Signing Stage

Detroit — Circuit Judge James E.
Chenot handed down a decree in the
Carmen Theater case yesterday dissolving the injunction applying to
Gorelick and Marshall and Greater
Detroit Theaters, so that this new
house in Dearborn will be allowed
to open today. This dismissal is
granted upon proof of compliance
with the earlier Supreme Court
order to dissociate Miskinis interests
entirely from the Carmen. Lease by
Mrs. Mary Miskinis to the theater
of property for a parking lot was
accordingly cancelled.
Injunction still remains effective
for four years against Miskinis inteersts, preventing Joseph Miskinis
from being associated with the Carmen Theater for that period, in
pursuance of agreement made when
he and Joseph Stoia dissolved partnership in opposition theaters. No
damages were granted to Stoia.

West Coast Bureau of THE

DAILY

Hollywood — Six shows will be given this week-end at Camps Callan,
San Francisco — U. S. enlisted men Haan, McQuaid, Hamilton, and Mofwill get reduced admission prices fett fields and the Presido under
at the 21 nabe houses here owned auspices of the Motion Picture Comby Golden State Theaters and San
mittee for Talent and Camp recreation and are expected to play to
Francisco Theaters, Inc. Hal D.
Neides, newly appointed manager, around 100,000.
Kay Kyser, Mai'lene Dietrich, Pat
states price will match "junior" admissions, 10 cent matinees, 20 cents O'Brien, Jimmy Durante, Lucille
Ball,
Judy Canova, Kay Francis,
nights.
Desi Arnaz and Jerry Adler will
appear.
Chi. Indies Weighing Free
• Admission for Service Men
without charge or at nominal prices
Chicago — Move to admit service is being considered by indie exhibs.
15 men in uniform
to local theaters Free admission example was set
some time ago by Ludwig Sussman,
owner of the Adelphia on the north
side.
TO THE COLORS!
The White Sox are admitting the
service men free for weekday games,
while the Field Museum has also
Charlottetown, P. E. I. — Arthur ordered free admissions for boys in
Cooper, for many years manager of uniform.
the Capitol and Prince Edward, in
Charlottetown, of the Spencer cirTenn. — Local theaters
cuit, is now a major in the Canadian areNashville,
admitting service men to night
Army, and detailed to organizing en- shows at day prices on week-ends
tertainments and staging them for when from 3,000 to 5,000 are here on
soldiers through Nova Scotia. Succeedig him at Charlottetown, is J. passes.
Walters.

Universal Resumes

M & P Theaters Outing Held

North Scituate, Mass. — With some
150 staff members and guests in attendance, the M & P Theaters Corp.
annual outing was held at the Cliff
Hotel yesterday. Games, swimming,
Canadian MPDA Moves
tennis, golf, riding and sailing were
Toronto — Motion Picture Distribu- the order of the day, which was highLong. Beach, Calif. — Wayne Mortors Association and Canadian Film
ris, film star, yesterday became an
lighted by a softball match between
ensign in the procurement division of Boards of Trade have moved to 105 the M & P and Standard Theater
the Naval Aviation Reserve.
Bond St.
Supplies teams.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Commenting on a
published report that Sol Lesser
woulder,join
RKO as an "A" said
producRKO representatives
no
deal has been signed as yet. However, it is believed the deal will be
consummated and Lesser will seek
abrogation of his contract with
United Artists which provides that
he make one picture yearly through
to 1945 for UA.
Despite his proposed RKO association Lesser would also produce
"Strange Victory" for UA.

WEDDING

BELLS

Pittsburgh — Art England, of the
England Theater Supply Co., was
married to Helen Abelson of Chicago in the latter city.
Yarmouth, N. S.— The Capitol Theater box office was decorated for the
wedding of the theater cashier, Mary
K. Vickery. Her groom is Leading
Aircraftsman George F. Clarke, of
the Royal Canadian Air Force, whose
home is at London, Ont. The air
force band, of which the groom is a
member played outside the church
and theater, on a parade through
Yarmouth.

V'VillY:

Million Peso Budget
For "Simon Bolivar'
By MARCO-AURELIO

GALINDO

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — After
months of preparation, the most
ambitious undertaking ever attempted by any Mexican producer was
launched as camera work started
at the CLASA studios on Miguel
Contreras Torres' production of
"Simon
screen biography
of the Bolivar,"
South American
liberator
which Contreras Torres is producing
jointly with Grovas y Cia. One million pesos are to be spent on the production, for which Contreras Torres,
producer-director, claims he is assured the support of the Mexican,
Colombian and Venezuelan governments.
Julian Soler plays the title role.
The large supporting cast includes
Carlos Orellana, Pedro Armendariz,
Marina Tamayo, Carlos Lopez Moctezuma, Victor Urruchua, Carmen
Molina, and Francisco Jambrina.
Jack Draper is handling the camera
while Manuel Fontanals is the production's art director.
Grovas y Cia. will distribute
"Simon Bolivar" throughout LatinAmerica.
Three Others in Work
Other native productions currently at work include:
Films Mundiales, S. de R. L.'s "Ay,
que Tiempos Aquellos, Senor Don
Simon," ("Those Were the Days"),
with Arturo de Cordova, Joaquin
Pardave, Mapy Cortes and Miguel
("Lalito") Montemayor heading the
cast. Julio Bracho, stage director,
is making his screen debut with this
costume comedy which also is being
filmed at the CLASA plant.
Producciones Rafael Arzos' "La
Epopeya del Camino" ("Song of the
Road")eras athas
before
the camthe gone
Estudios
Laboratories
Cinematograficos Azteca, with Pedro
Armendariz, Maria Luisa Zea, Miguel Inclan, Dolores Camarillo and
Antonio R. Frausto in the cast.
Francisco Elias is megaphoning.
Raphael J. Sevilla's Rex Films has
"El Ultimo Chinaco" ("The Last
Rebel") on the floor at the Azteca
plant, with Rene Cardona, Jorge
Velez and Gloria Marin in the top
parts.
Sevilla himself is directing.

Tax Water, Light and
Gas as Defense Aid
Dothan, Ala. — There's nothing sure
for exhibs. but death and higher
taxes. . . . This city's board of commissioners announces water, light,
and bottled gas consumers will start
paying a special defense tax of five
per cent on monthly bills when July
accounts become due Aug. 1. Reason: City has to raise $70,000 for
purchase of a plot for Air Corps'
advanced pilot school coming here.
Failure to pay means a $100 fine.

Programming Seen As
Key to Tele Future
Programming was seen as the
keynote to the future of television
last night by the majority of speakers at the first public dinner meeting of the American Television Society at the Hotel Astor. Largely
ignoring for the purposes of the
meeting the more immediate aspects
of the situation such as distribution
of television receivers to the general public and the place of color
television in the development of the
new broadcast service, the seven
speakers of the evening dwelt for
the most part on the opportunities
offered in the development of the
audio-visual medium and its inherentspeakers,
possibilities "after
war."
Several
Solomonthe Sagall,

president of Scophony, Ltd., in particular, expressed the opinion that
defense priority requirements should
not of necessity retard the development of television in this country
and urged that pessimism be discarded in this respect.
All speakers, however, painted a
glowing picture of the future of the
tele industry in terms of eventually
revolutionizing the present means
of communications and saw the development of the art as the "new
frontier" of science and industry.
Of particular interest were the remarks of Thomas Hutchinson, manager of NBC's television program
division, who welcomed the advent
of commercial television July 1 and
the competition which will result
from the entry of CBS into the field.
As of July 1st, Hutchinson said,
NBC's W2XBS will take over the
Posa's First Breaks Record
call letters WNBT. These call letters, he said, might appropriately
Posa Films' initial feature-length
venture, "Ni Sangre ni Arena" stand for: "Why Not Buy Time."
("Neither Blood Nor Sand"), star- Pedro Armendariz, Elvia Salcedo
ring Mario ("Cantinflas") Moreno,
just played three consecutive weeks and Alfredo del Diestro.
Another recent Mexican release
at the Teatro Alameda, Mexico's
chief de luxer, to the biggest grosses is Vicente Saiso Piquer's "Noche de
ever registered by any picture so Recien Casados" ("Wedding Night")
far shown in Mexico, regardless of which enjoyed a two-week run at
origin. With a total intake of close the Cinema Palacio. With Carlos
to 160,000 pesos, it broke by several Orellana, veteran stage and screen
thousands the records formerly held actor, starring, the production is an
out-and-out bedroom farce which has
by Grovas-Oro Films' "En Tiempos Margarita
Mora, Emilio Tuero,
de Don Porfirio" ("Melodies of YesAurora Walker and Jorge Mairoz in
teryear"), and David 0. Selznick's featured
parts. The picture, which
"Rebecca." A farce which had "Canis being handled by Grovas y Cia.
tinflas" starred as an unwilling bull- marked
the directorial bow of Carlos
fighter, "Ni Sangre ni Arena" was
directed by Alejandro Galindo with Orellana.
a cast which includes Susana Guizar,
Producciones Raul de Anda's "La
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Argentine Treaty
Prospects Bright
(Continued from Page
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economic conditions in South and
Central America and the West Indies are currently not as good as
a year ago, for the reason that European trade has been cut off, Republic's business in all of these sectors is nevertheless growing impressively,— a gain of 40 per cent having been registered by the company
during 1940-41. This he said was
due to these factors: (1) wider exhibitor acceptance of Republic product, both in first-run and subsequent
situations; (2) the better product
which his organization has been
turning out; and (3) the efficiency
set-up.
of the company's Latin-American
Franchise Structure for Rep.
The latter, he stated is essentially
a franchise structure incorporating
highly qualified representatives,
with Republic owning outright only
two branches, those in Colon, Panama, and Santiago, Chile. Tnere
are two situations now where the
company may possibly acquire direct ownership, although, he added,
this step is merely under contemplation, and, if it should be taken,
the franchise holder would most
likely be retained.
Goodman said that production in
Argentina is maintaining its pace
and that between 50 and 60 productions would come out of studios
there this year. Mexico's production
has receded, but the Government
is aiding its recovery. There is also
some production in Chile, but not a
great deal.
Theater building is brisk, he asserted, in Mexico and Venezuela, and
Metro is puting up two new suburban stands in Rio de Janeiro.
Admission scales throughout Latin-America are steady, and there
have been no recent changes effected in laws which would be detrimental to U. S. interests.
In discussing international film
competition, Goodman observed that
'Germany's star is falling all
through Latin-America," although
he noted instances of Nazi films being exhibited, with indications that
the pictures were "given away" in
order to get playing time, according to reports.
Goodman said that good-will can
be readily perpetuated between the
U. S. and its Latin good neighbors
if the latter are pictured in the
proper and just light by Hollywood
producers,
and Coast
that it
is most
advisable for the
studios
to seek

CUTJIDE
LCOKING IN
Editor's Note : The opinions expressed
in this resume of critical and columnar
comment on industry matters are essentially those of the writers quoted;
they do not necessarily reflect those of
THE FILM DAILY.

JIMMIE

FIDLER

(N. Y. I)LJ-

Mirror) : "So, Mr. E. L. Kuykendall,
president of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America, thinks columnists shouldn't be allowed to
write film reveiws? In making this
absurd statement, he was attempting to place blame for current bad
business at theater box-offices and,
as usual,belong.
placing it where the blame
doesn't
"I assume he has no antagonism
toward reviews that praise pictures.
His kick appears to be directed at
reporters who criticize inferior
films, and thus warn the reading
public to avoid them.
"I'm afraid the fault lies, not with
columnists, but with the men who
make and exhibit movies. I'm sure
no respectable newspaper critic
would deliberately knock a good picture. So, if movies are being damned,
they must be bad. If they are bad
and a reporter has been invited to
express his opinion, what would Kuykendall have the writer do — lie to
Not this reporter!
his public?
"Throughout the uproar about
poor business, and despite blame
been hurled at this cause and that,
to my mind there is but one basic
reason for lack of attendance: The
public is over-fed with movies and
particularly with bad movies!
"And there will always be bad
movies as long as we have double
features, because the industry,
while quite capable of making good
pictures, isn't equipped to make
ENOUGH good ones to fill dual program demands. Alas, there will always be double features as long as
theater men like Kuykendall blame
bad business on everything except
the inability of the industry to see
that in satiating the public, they're
cutting their own throats. Too much,
even of a good thing, surfeits, when
a thing is not too good, like many

movies, it stifles."

Col. Casts Maxie Rosenbloom
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Maxie Rosenbloom's
first comedy for Columbia will be
"The Stork Pays Off" which goes
into production early next month under the direction of Lew Landers.
and heed good counsel on this point. Rochelle Hudson, Victor Jory and
j oung Danny Mummert will play the
Vuelta del Charro Negro" "The top roles.
Black Charro Returns" has opened
at the Cine Encanto. A regulation
horse opera, the second of a series,
"Swamp
West CoastinBureau
of THEWater"
FILM DAILY
it has Raul de Anda in the title Huston
role with Carmen Conde, Fernando
Hollywood — Walter Huston and
Ferandez and Agustin Isunza in Mary Beth Hughes have been added
support
to the Water."
cast of Twentieth-Fox"
phoning. under De Anda's own mega- "Swamp
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Tradeshows lo Cost
"Big 5" Million
(.Continued from Page

Dual Selling Plan tor Metro

Borsch! Clearance

Both %, Flat Rental Deals Are Provided For

Won by Rossi Bros.

(.Continued
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companies affected by the decree,
and there is reason to believe in
trade circles that the overhead of
th* other four companies will not
Jirt radically from it.
Morning Tradeshows
The "Big Five" generally are understood to be arranging for morning tradeshows in theaters in the
exchange territories, although this
does not preclude use of screening
rooms in branches. Rental charges
for theaters in the instance of the
pioneering major is said to range
from $10 to $90 per day.
This particular company is planning to send out some 20,000 invitations to exhibitors to attend
each series of tradeshows. This
alone, it was pointed out, means
a postage bill of $600 each time a
picture is tradeshown. Incidentally,
the company is electing, for the
present at least, to show only one
feature at a time, spacing the
tradeshows a week apart.
Fifty Trips for Exhibs.
If this plan prevails, exhibitors
will be required to make some 50
trips to screening theaters during
the course of the year to pass upon
the merit of this one company's pix
alone. Unless the screenings of other
companies coincide as to days, with
due regard to time lapses, this could
mean that the exhibitor, to see all
product sold under the decree terms,
would be required to spend five days
weekly away from his theater base.
The exhibitor's alternative, it was
pointed out, is close reading of his
trade paper, particularly those in a
position to meet his buying needs
by day-and-day reviews of the prod, uct tradeshown. With at least one
i of the "Big Five" committed to
one-call selling next season, it was
added that the exhibitor who was
kept advised, day-by-day, obviously
would have a marked advantage in
talking deals.

from Page 1)

encourage exhib. attendance at
trade shows, Rodgers stated that
while the decree requires the holding of one screening in each exchange territory, the company will
hold them in 60-odd spots, using as
many as four towns in some sectors.
"Contrary to rumors that our
company will offer pictures next
season on percentage terms only,
our policy after September 1 will
be even more flexible than in the
past," the Rodgers statement reads.
"We are embarking on a plan for
localized selling on a scale never
before attempted. For the past several months members of our field
sales staff of district and branch
managers together with home office
executives have visited all territories and made a complete study
of every theater and its individual
problems. Based on these findings
we propose to offer pictures on a
basis that takes into account all
the- current requirements and condi-

tions of each individual situation.
We believe we have evolved an advanced method for merchandising
that is the most equitable.
"For those who play largely on
percentage, we pr o p o s e to offer
pictures on a sliding scale whereby
our rental can increase only by an
increase in gross receipts. For
those who play largely on fiat rental,
our policy provides for a reasonable
number of price brackets, and the
designation of pictures to be played
in each bracket will be based only
on the performance of pictures in
the territory in which the theater
is located and not a national designation.
"We hope by this method to eliminate much of the barter heretofore
existing in the buying of entertainment. In the ultimate, gross receipts will be the barometer for
film rental paid for M-G-M pictures,
whether the picture is played on

Salt Lake City Decision
Goes Against Exhibitor

Wilcox to Make Neagle Pix
In England and Dominion

(Continued

from

Page
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in Red Lodge and Lauren, Mont.,
sought to have a "clearance" period
of 150 days set up between the time
his houses showed first-run pictures
and second-run houses operated by
Mary Roman showed the same films.
Lowe ruled Moran had failed to
establish sufficient facts to warrant
establishment of the clearance period.

First New Haven Arbitration
Case In Hands of Arbitrator

New Haven — After two full days
of testimony and argument, hearing
ended on Connecticut's first arbitration matter, that of the Forest
Theater Corp. against the consenting
distributors, asking reduction of the
14-day Rivoli, West Haven clearance over the Forest. Arbitrator is
Coast SMPE Will Meet
Frederick
H. Wiggin, local attorney.
Hollywood — The Pacific Coast Section of the SMPE will hold its next
Complainant's attorneys in summeeting at the Mt. Wilson Obserming up stated that "something in
vatory of the Carnegie Institution the nature of monopoly" occurred
tonight. At 8:30 p.m. promptly, when one house is "artificially prothere will be a lecture by Drs. Nichtected against another," which,
Jc-lson and Hoge of the Observatroy they contended was the case with
reference
to the Rivoli. It was ar*-taff on some phases of the Obsergued that the houses are substanvatory's program. At the conclusion of the lecture, opportunity will
tially the same in size and equipment, located in the same town, and
be afforded to have a look through
drawing from the same area and
the 60 inch telescope.
since the Rivoli's only advantage is
more central location, it is not entitled to the 14-day clearance.
Coll for Usherettes
Complainant asked that distribuBrings Rush by 500
tors try the reduction in clearance,
Rochester — A dearth of workers?
with a view to gaining in rentals
Not here.
from the Forest what they might
When Lester Pollock at Loew's
lose from the Rivoli, and with a
advertised for usherettes, he had 500
further view to returning to existapplicants seeking the posts.
ing conditions under the provisions
of the consent decree if the new ar-

percentage or flat rental."

(Continued from Page
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England as soon as Miss Neagle
concludes a p. a. tour throughout
Canada on behalf of a Royal Canadian Air Force project.
The title of the film has not yet
been decided upon but the story
deals with the North Atlantic patrol and the British Intelligence
Service.
Negotiations are now proceeding
for two top line male stars to enact
leading roles with Miss Neagle.
rangement was found to be economically unsound.
Respondents and intervenors, operators and owners of the Rivoli,
stated that reduction of the clearance to seven days would result in
violation of the contract provision
that no theater may advertise pictures while they are being played
by a prior run. The clearance over
the Park and more recently the Forest was submitted as having a historical background of from 12 to
15 years, and it was stated that
film rentals derived from the Rivoli
were from two and one-half to four
times those of the Forest. It was
also contended that reduction of the
clearance might result in forcing
the Rivoli out of business.
Considerable discussion was caused by the form of film rental schedules of the two theaters offered in
evidence, and later withdrawn on
objection of the Rivoli.

W. A. Wiedersheim Named
Hill Case Arbitrator
Philadelphia — W. A. Wiedersheim
has been named the arbitrator in
the Hill case to be heard July 7.
'

(Continued from Page
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houses with his brother, initiated the
campaign, designed to protect theaters against resort hotels which
have been playing top-flight product
to free audiences, sometimes before
the films are made available to nearby theaters.
Rossi contended that it was unethical and unfair for the exchanges
to pre-release top-bracket pictures
to the Scaroon Manor Hotel, five
miles from his houses, for free
showing to guests. He pointed out
that similar privileges were enjoyed
by Totem Lodge, Saranac Inn, Grand
Hotel, Highmount and other hotels
which sometimes showed films before adjacent theaters.
Exchanges
conceded
60 when
days'
clearance
to the
Rossi the
houses
he threatened arbitration proceedings, arguing that U. S. Army camps
received film 60 to 90 days after
theaters; that the Government was
being deprived of admission tax receipts in hotel screenings, and that
the hotels showed only choice prodshorts.uct, turning down lesser films and

Republic Talking Deal
For Billy Conn in Film
Republic has resumed negotiations with Johnny Ray, manager of
Billy Conn, for the heavyweight
fighter's appearance in a picture to
be made this Summer. Deal with
Conn was first discussed some six
months ago. No contract has as yet
been drafted, but Republic and Ray
are expected to come to terms later.
Probable vehicle is reported as the
Octavus Roy Cohen story, "Kid Tinsel," which appeared in Collier's.

Dietrich to Tour Camps
Marlene Dietrich has changed her
plan of attending the New York
premiere
of Warners'
"Manpower,"
in
which she
co-stars with
Edward
G. Robinson and George Raft, to
make a six-week tour of army camps.

Slaughter Dandelion
Crop for Pix Passes
Des Moines, la. — It was a plenty
green deal but the dandelion crop
was slaughtered in Des Moines when
Tri-State theater managers offered
a free movie for each child who uprooted and brought to the theater a
bushel of dandelions.
So many of the youngsters brought
in the greens that a knotty problem
was created on how to dispose of the
dandelions. Finally the city fathers
came to the rescue and city dump
trucks were used to haul away some
500 bushels of dandelions while
some 500 kids enjoyed free movies.
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UA to Name Peppiaf
Southern Div. Head
(.Continued from Page

1)

ager of the UA exchange here, will
succeed Peppiat, it was also ascertained.
Arthur W. Kelly, UA vice-president and acting top exec, and several head officials from New York
are here for UA's two-day Southern
convention ending tonight.
With Kelly came Harry L. Gold,
vice-president and Eastern general
sales manager, and Bill Dow, Gold's
assistant. Representatives of UA
branch offices at Atlanta. Charlotte,
N C, Dallas and New Orleans are
present.

Kelly Advances Dates
Of Three UA Conclaves
Arthur W. Kelly, yesterday announced a change in the dates of the
last three in the current series of
regional meetings being held for
the company's sales force. The Cincinnati meeting, originally scheduled
for Sunday and Monday, will now be
held at the Netherland-Plaza Hotel
today and tomorrow.
The Chicago district meeting which
was to run from Monday to July 2,
will now be held on Sunday and
Monday at the Congress Hotel. The
San Francisco regional has been advanced from July 7 and 8 to next
Wednesday and Thursday.
Executives from the home office
who will attend the Cincinnati meeting are Kelly, Harry L. Gold, and
David E. Weshner, director of exploitation. The sales staff, headed
bv Bert M. Stearn, district manager,
attending this third regional meeting: are as follows:

Cincinnati — Harris Dudelson. branch manager; James Mendel, Irving Sechin, J. Finberg
and M. Blachschleger. Cleveland — A. M.
Goodman, branch .manager ; Lou Geiger, Nat
Levin. H. Leffert and L. Dowdell. Indianapolis— G. R. Frank, branch manager; E. V.
Donnelly. M. M. Krueger, E. R. Golden and
H. C. Hays. Pittsburgh — Nat Beier, branch
manager ; Harry Rees, William Scott, James
H Nash and Dave Brown.

The regional meeting to be held
in Chicago will include eight of the
Midwest branches in addition to all
the Canadian exchanges of United
Artists. From the company's home
office will go Kelly, Haskell Masters,
Western general sales manager;
Gold, Monroe W. Greenthal, director
of advertising and publicity; Weshner and Seymour Poe, assistant to
Masters. Headed by District Managers Charles Stern, J. D. Goldhar
and Sam Glazer, the following will
attend the Chicago meeting:
Chicago — Ben Eisenberg, branch manager;
J. E. Arngardt, Nat Nathanson, A. H.
Fischer. William H. Levy, Morris Hellman
and Frank Young. Denver — Al Hoffman,
branch manager; P. C. Taylor, Fred P.
Brown, Bern E. Mariner and George H. McCool. Detroit — M. Dudelson, branch manager; S. J. Bowman. L. Greenley, I. Weingardcn and Ben Zimner. Kansas City — W.
E. Truog, branch manager, John Graham,
O. O. Flake. G. I. Bradford and J. M.
Robertson . Milwaukee — J. S. Abrose, branch
manager; M. Provencher, L. Weingarden, D.
E Gould and Abe Chapman. Minneapolis —
R, S. Cramblet, branch manager; Frank Eisenberg, Caspar J. Couinard, Fordyce J. Kaiser,
Howard C. Gould and Edward J. Steller.
Omaha — D. V. McLucas,
branch manager;!

Foreign Films Hot
In Frisco Theaters
San Francisco — This town is probably the hottest spot outside of New
York for foreign films. Larkin and
Clay go in for the arty products,
mostly French and Russian.
Verdi, Palace, and Union, all in
the Italian quarter, are nabe houses
playing regular U. S. product, but
make a policy of showing any Italian
pictures that come along. Verdi
also occasionally plays Spanish stuff.
Grandview and Great China theaters in local Chinatown mix Chinese
films with U. S. output. Princess,
nabe house, regularly handles the
Nazi screenfare and once in a while
the Tivoli, downtown house, also
shows Nazi or Italian films with a

ITOA Names Three to
Hold Duals Parleys
(Continued from Page

1)

ment, of double features will be conducted by a committee composed of
Prexy Harry Brandt, Leo Brecher
and Leon Rosenblatt, it was announced yesterday.
All three men operate independent theaters in and around the
city. They have been empowered
by the ITOA to conduct any negotiations leading to the abolition of
double features and the return of

single feature programs to the city's
theaters.
The committee will immediately
propaganda slant.
endeavor to make appointments
with circuit executives to discuss
the matter. At a meeting of the
Crystal Pictures Appeals
ITOA on Wednesday at the Hotel
Astor,
a resolution was unanimous"Sunset Murder Case" Ban
ly passed calling for the playing of
one feature picture at a time, inAlbany — Appeal on "Sunset Murstead of two, if the circuits would
der Case," refused a license by the agree to do the same.
censors, has been received by the
Education Department from Crystal
Pictures, Inc., present distributors. Oppose Zoning Change for
Originally the film was licensed for
Grand National distribution as Reade Red Bank Theater
"Sunset Strip Case" with the Sally
Rand dance censored out. Later,
Red Bank, N. J.— Walter Reade's
however, seal was relinquished when plan
to build a theater here is running into snags. The Zoning Board
an upstate protest to the censor indicated the theater was using adver- of Adjustment is scheduled to meet
tising indicating the Rand dance was this week to consider an amendment
part of the film.
to the zoning ordinance which would
Two years ago, a revised version allow construction of the house in
was submitted by another distribu- Broad St. on property now owned
tor but was refused a license, the by the First Methodist Church. Leon
Board of Regents subsequently upJr., an attorney, announcholding Censor Esmond's rejection. Reussille,
ed he will fight the proposed zone
The present version is also revised,
behalf of several propbut was turned down as "indecent." changeertyon
owners. He said the site of
Crystal Pictures, through Melvin
Hirsh, assert the film is clean and the proposed theater is principally
that the nation-wide publicity given in a residential zone. House is planned to be named the Walter Reade
some years ago to Sally Rand's fan
Theater.
dance has had prejudical repercus- Community
sions so far as censorship of this
film is concerned.
Lichtman is Benefactor
The regents' sub-committee is expected to screen the film shortly, and Of Freedman's Hospital
report recommendations to the Board
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY
cf Regents at its July meeting.
Washington — A. E. Lichtman, operator of 25 colored theaters in the
T. Gamble, Vice-Chairman Washington area, has donated $6,000
Of Portland Censor Board worth of medical equipment to
Freedman's Hospital. Lichtman's
Portland, Ore. — Ted Gamble, man- gift covers the first premature birth
ager of the Capitol Theater, Port- stations in the city for colored persons to be staffed by Negro personland, and houses in Hood River, Ore.,
nel. Paramount and RKO newsreels
has been elected vice-chairman of covered
the event. The equipment
the Portland Board of Motion Picconsists of seven baby incubators
ture Censors.
and one portable ambulance incubator.
Hoffman Signs Ballew
M. H. Hoffman has signed Smith WB Leases In Torrington
Ballew to a long-term contract for
Connecticut Theatrical Corp., a
Liberty-National Pictures.
Warner subsidiary, has signed a
long-term lease on the Alhambra,
J. E. Schlank, H. R. Barker, E. Restermundt, Torrington, Conn. Berk & Krumgold
P. Monsky and Lee J. Dety. St. Louis — Ben arranged the deal.

J. Robins, branch manager; James Greig, E.
A. Ashkins, Ray Wylie and Ray Curran.
Calgary — A. Iscove, branch manager. Montreal— C. S. Chaplin, branch manager. St.
John — George Heiber, branch manager. Toronto— A. J. Jeffery, branch manager; P.
Myers and H. Kohen. Vancouver — S. Nagler,
branch manager. Winnipeg — V. Rackow,
branch manager, and J. N. Reid.

Mature Opposite Alice Faye
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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" making ' are mulling over plan^ >r

story by Ray Schrock based upon the Peary
Peary ofover
the polar
North discovery
Po\ 'a
vs. Cook controversy
honors. James Stephenson is reported
Warners' potential Admiral Peary.
ERS
ARNdoing
^'/are
=>r°
lyrics and Johnny Mercer
LJAROLD
ARLEN
and music for four
be used
songs to be
used in Warners' "New Ortwo chief numbers,
leans Blues."
The
"Blues in the Night" and "Hang Onto Your ill
Lids, Kids," will be sung by Priscilla Lane
and Betty Field. •
•

"THE
WIZARD
OF ARKANSAS,"
form' erly "Joan of Arkansas,"
a novel by I j
David Garth, has replaced "The Good Fellow" on Bob Burns's schedule at Paramount.

•

•

A L HERMAN has been assigned by Mono- I
**gram to direct "Li'l Louisiana Lady,"
top-budget musical which producer Edward
Finney will send before the cameras early
in July. Film will feature the music of
Stephen Foster. Fred Myton has just turned Lf
n his original screenplay.

IXNOX
Manning, CBS news commentator
■^ on the Coast, has been signed by Larry 11
Darmour for the narrations in the Columbia
serial, "The

Iron Claw."

DEPUBLIC

has signed Jacques Tourneur

' * to direct "Doctors Don't Tell," which
will have John Beal and Florence Rice in
the top roles.

•

TOM

•

TYLER, who was scheduled to co-

" star with Lee Powell in PRC's "Frontier
Marshal" series, has been given a contract
release. Sigmund Neufeld, producer in.
'barge of PRC's three western units, is
looking for a "name" western star to reolace Tyler, but Powell will play the part
originally slated for him.
CAMUEL GOLDWYN has engaged Mel** vyn Frank and Norman Panama to collaborate with Sy Bartlett on the latter's original
for Bob Hope, temporarily titled "Treasure
ANNA

BURR,

who

is playing the role

of Mary
in "Native
Son" on
Broadway,
willDolphin
make her
screen debut
in
RKO's "Gwangi," the fantastic spectacle.
Chest."

Paulette

kijADELEINE drawCARROLL
'"'Goddard
leading

and
roles

in

mount's "Forest Rangers," with Fred MacMurray and Robert Preston. Warren Duff
is writing the script from a magazine serial
by Selma Strabel, purchased by Paramount
as "Of Fire by Night," but which will be
oublished under the screen title "Forest
Para-

•

DAILY

Hollywood — Victor Mature will
co-star with Alice Faye in "The
Bowery Nightingale," Mark Hellinger producing.

—HOLLYWOOD
WTLE

By RALPH

ROSALIND

•

RUSSELL, is to be starred by

■^ Metro in "The Female of the Species,"
:nRangers."
which Don Ameche, Kay Francis and
John
Carrol also will be seen.
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FIND HEADACHE IN TRADESHOW PROBLEMS
Coast/ Midwest Circuit Expansion Squawks Lead
If Volume of Complaints
Rise, D of J is Ready to
Ask Restraining Orders
The bulk of exhibitor com. plaints against theater expansion by the "Big Five" has been
i received by the D of J from the

li West

Coast and middle West districts, Government sources revealed
t Friday.
These
complaints
havje
been directed in the main against
both completed and threatened theiater deals by 20th-Fox
(National
(Theaters) and Paramount, it is unsderstood.
Sources close to the Government
(Continued on Page 3)

Dot J Sending Six
For Crescent Trial
L Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Six members of the
Q staff
D of will
J's Anti-Trust
Division legal
leave for Nashville
this
week to handle the Government's
anti-trust suit against the Crescent
Amusement Co. which goes to trial
(Continued on Page 3)

Six Paramount Publicists
To Join SPG; Urge Unity

One Major Sends Questionnaire to Entire Sales Staff
In Effort to Find Answers; Distribs. to Make Showings Strictly Business; Entertainment Too Costly

SOL LESSER
JOINING RKO
Will Produce One More Feature for UA on the RKO Lot
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Variety of problems arising from the mandatory tradeshow
provisions of the New York consent decree is proving a real
So much of a headache indeed
headache to the "Big Five."
that one of the first companies

3 A's and 2 B's in
20-Fox First Block

Hollywood — Sol Lesser, who will
join RKO Radio next week as executive producer under Joseph I.
Breen has
been granted
his release
from United West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Artists with
Hollywood — "Sun Valley Serethe proviso
nade," "Belle Starr," "A Yank in
that he still
the RAF," "Charlie's Aunt," "Weekdeliver "Any End in Havana" and "How Green
Girl Would," Was My Valley" will be shown in
formervarious forms of completion at the
ly titled
"Strange
Vic- 20th Century-Fox convention opening here July 16, said Herman Wobtory." It will
be made
on ber, sales chief at a press conferthe RKO lot
ence on Friday. Three of these picand will be
SOL LESSER
dire cted by
tures, plus two B's, "Dressed to
Kill" and "Private Nurse," will comReinhold Schunzel.
prise the company's first block-ofLesser's (Continued
appointment
is taken to five pictures.
on Page 3)
Inasmuch as 20th-Fox starts delivering its pictures for the new
season August 1, one month ahead of

Loew's Cuts Prices
For Men in Uniform

(Continued on Page 10)

Carolina Exhibs. Tackle
Many Industry Problems

which will tradeshow next month is
carrying them to its entire field
selling staff via a questionnaire for
advice as to the proper course of
action to be adopted.
Questionnaire covers no less than
nine points, with the queries ranging from,to "Where
tradeshow?"
"What would
local oryounational

trade paper
is best
suited
(Continued
on Page
9) to com-

WB Plans 86 Shorts,
But May Add More
Planning
meet decree
any eventualities under to
consent
selling,
Warners will make 86 short subjects for the coming season, the
same number as this year, but will
be ready to augment that program
greatly if a demand arises. Company will(Continued
also give
its 9)shorts inon Page

Circuits Hold Duals' End

Six members of Paramount's pubReally Up to Studios
licity department who heretofore
Loew's Theaters throughout the
Myrtle Beach, S. C— Scheduled to
have held aloof from the SPG on country will offer U. S. service men embrace a varied assortment of exReaction at the week-end of maFriday addressed a letter to Presi- hi uniform, reduced prices on all hib. problems, business sessions of
jor circuit operators in the New
dent Joseph Gould and the Guild in movie admission tickets.
This an- the Theater Owners of North and York area to the ITOA move to
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 9)
eliminate double features was negative. Execs, of the circuits pointed

Sanborn in Race for
Gubernatorial Honor
Concord, N. H. — Ansel N. Sanborn
of Wakefield, head of a Carroll
County film theater chain, has been
named as a probable candidate in the
1942 primary for the Republican
nomination for Governor.
Sanborn, long prominent in state
politics, is now a member of the
Executive (Governor's) Council. He
is expected to oppose Gov. Robert
0. Blood, who has announced his
candidacy for a second term.

Loew's Loses Earle Decision
Can't Selllts Own Theater Exclusively
Arbitration Handled Okay, Philadelphia — A decision
Wright Tells AAA's Braden
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The D of J's special
unit to which is entrusted supervision of enforcement of the New
York consent decree is satisfied with
the way arbitration proceedings are
(Continued on Page 10)

ordering
Loew's, Inc., to service the Earle,
Newcastle, Del., with some run, to
be designated by the distributor, has
been handed down by AAA Arbitrator Rupert C. Schaeffer, Jr. Ruling has
with considerablebeen
interest awaited
as it involved
one of
the last Loew "exclusive run" situations and has possible applications
(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 3)

K'A'O Stochholders
Act on Reorg. Today
Special holders,
meetings
of K-A-0
for the purpose
of stocktaking
action of the proposed plan of reorganization ofthe company and its
until
today. was adjourned on Friday
subsidiaries,
Certain details of the plan had not
been completed by attorneys, and
this was given as the reason for the
adjournment.
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Hollywood — Guild and labor unions
whose members are employed by independent producers will be asked by
the Independent Motion Picture Producers Ass'n to join in a campaign
to save double bills. Association
officials pointed out single bills would
cause a sharp drop in picture bookings.
The organization elected I. E.
Chadwick, president, William Hackel,
vice-president, Lindsley Parson, second vice-president, Edward Finney,
secretary-treasurer.

Selznick and Capra UA
Deals Said for 10 Years
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Follows

current bill.

Palace
Criterion
Astor
Strand
Rialto
Roxy
Paramount
Capitol
(d)

Re-issue.

Circuit Court Reverses
Kramer Case Stay Order

IMPPA to Ask Unions
To Join Fight for Duals
Coast

(c)

Palace
Broadway

World
• • . . . .Central
Central
Miami
Playhouse
Miami Playhouse

Jungle
Cavalcade
(RKO
Radio
Pictures-Frank
Buck) — July 3 (d)
The Stars Look
Down
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Sergeant York (Warner Bros. Pictures-Jesse L. Lasky) — July 2
Man
Power
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)— July 4
Hit the Road
(Universal Pictures)
(c)
Moon
Over
Miami
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — July 4
Shepherd of the Hills (Paramount Pictures)
(c)
They
Met
in Bombay
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — July 3

West
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Kane
(RKO Radio
Pictures-Orson
Welles) — 9th
Fantasia
(Walt
Disney
Productions) — 33rd week
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Hollywood — It is understood that
the deals between David O. Selznick, Prank Capra and United
Artists, now reaching the signature
stage, are for 10 years and require
Selznick and Capra each to make
two pictures yearly.
It is understood that Selznick is
negotiating with 20th Century-Fox
for the old Fox studio on Western
Avenue and that this property will
be used by Selznick and Capra. The
studio has seven stages.

'Major Barbara's" Astor
Take" Reported $96,000

Detroit— Federal Circuit Court of
Appeals at Cincinnati reversed its
stay order granted about three weeks
ago in the Kramer Theater case and
cancelled the bond given by Cohn &
Shevin, present occupants of theater. This new order allows Herman and Lucille Kramer to appeal
to Federal Judge Edward J. Moinet here for appointment of a receiver until they actually secure possession of house from Cohn &
Shevin, as provided in an earlier
District Court decree.

Fourth UA Regional Sales
Meet Opens in Chi. Today
Fourth of the UA regional sales
meetings opens today in Chicago
to be followed by a huddle in San
Francisco later in the week. Arthur W. Kelly, Harry Gold and David "Skip" Weshner arrived in Chicago ove the week-end from Cincinnati. Monroe Greenthal, ad. and
pub. chieftain, flew to Chicago over
the week-end and will also attend
the San Francisco meet, then going
to Hollywood to look over new UA

COfflinG and CONIC
today.
BARNEY
wood.
CHARLES

BALABAN

returns from the Coast

SKOURAS

has returned to Holly-

STANTON GRIFFIS, ADOLPH ZUKOR, JOHN
W. HICKS, RUSSELL HOLMAN and PAUL RAIBOURN return to the Paramount home ofc
today from the Coast.
CARR
on TEDDY
the Clipper.

arrived here Friday from Eh.

RICHARD DE ROCHEMONT has returned from
Europe by Clipper after a six-week stay in0f*;"?
unoccupied France.
LINDA GREY and BLANCHE CRADY left
for the Coast Friday to report to Paramount
for work in "Louisiana Purchase."
MONROE CREENTHAL flew to Chicago over
the week-end, continuing from there to San
Francisco and Hollywood.
ARTHUR W. KELLY, HARRY COLD and DAVID
"SKIP" WESHNER are in Chicago for a twoday sales
flying to San Francisco tomorrow huddle,
night.
VIRGINIA DALE, Paramount player, is in
Myrtle Beach, N. C, for the MPTO meeting
of N. C. and S. C. members.
MOE J. SIEGEL arrived here Friday from
Hollywood
to confer
with
Republic
execs.
NATE

SPINGOLD

is on

the Coast.

SIDNEY KORNHEISER, general manager of
the Paramount and Famous Music Corps., is
on the Coast.
IRENE

BORDONI

VICTOR

arrives in Hollywood

MOORE

left

the week-end.
CILBERT
MILLER

for

is

in

Closing last night after a sixweek, five-day run at the Astor,
Sergt. Alvin C. York and Gen"Major Barbara," English produceral Duncan, war-time commander
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY toin of Gabriel Pascal being distributed by United Artists, grossed of the 82nd Division in which York
Hollywood — Picture Corporation $9G,000, it was learned.
served, arrive here tomorrow to atof America, headed by William C.
tend Wednesday's world premiere of
Thomas and William H. Pine, has
"Sergeant York" at the Astor. Gov.
signed a new contract with Para- What's Heat to "Dragon?"
Canton, O. — Opening in the face Prentice Cooper of Tennessee armount to furnish six pictures a year,
rives Wednesday, as will a Washthree to star Richard Arlen and of a 98-degree heat wave, Disney's
ington delegation, expected to be
three Chester Morris. The first Arlen "The Reluctant Dragon" gave the
Palace here its best opening day headed by Secretary of War Stimfilm will be "Torpedo Boat," Morris's foi
the last six weeks.
initialer is "No Hands on the Plot."
son.

today.

Coast

over

Hollywood.

MILTON BERLE goes to Chicago this week
for a three-week stage stint.
CAROL WAYNE has arrived from the Coast
to appear
J. NOBLE
is in Myrtle

in Summer

stock.

BRADEN, AAA executive secretary,
Beach for the MPTO huddle there.

JAMES R. GRAINCER returned to New
from Canada
over the week-end.
J. CHEEVER

COWDIN

is on

the

York

Coast.

KEN ANESER of the Warner Bros, advertising
department
returns
today from vacation.

GOWAN H. CALDWELL
Piedmont Publishing Co.
Winston Salem, North Carolina
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D of J Sending Six
For Crescent Trial

Expansion Squawks
Highest in West
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

state that the volume of complaints
has dwindled lately, but that any
renewal in volume would compel the
Government to seek restraining or^/ from
againstthetheFederal
major Court.
film compa-

July 7. The D of J legal delegation
will be headed by Allyn N. Doby and
Robert L. Wright, the latter the

The Crescent anti-trust suit trial
will start on July 17 and is estimated to last approximately eight
weeks, it was said. A Summer recess will be taken during the month
of August and the early part of
September.
The Government plans to bring
the Schine circuit suit to trial in
Buffalo at the close of the Crescent
ease and follow that with the New
York equity suit against the "Little
Three." The suit against the Griffith circuit pending in Oklahoma City
is now scheduled to be the last suit
to be brought to trial by the Government.

Sol Lesser Joining RKO
As Executive Producer
(Continued from Page 1)

mean that Harry E. Edington, whose
contract expires in December, will
leave RKO. It is reported RKO has
offered him a settlement of his contract.

Two Brit. Cameramen Die
While Shooting U. S. Film
London (By Cable)— While filming material for the 20th-Fox production "A Yank In The R.A.F." as
well as footage for the British government, two British cameramen
were killed when their plane was
shot down last week, it was disclosed
at the week-end.

Islen Auster to Make
Signe Hasso's Debut Pic
j West

Coast

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — -Islen Auster, appointI ed producer at RKO, will make Signe
!r Hasso's initial American picture with
story to be selected next week.
He
was
with Joseph
I. Breen
at the
Hays office for five years and was
at one time story editor at Columbia.

V
V
V
THERE has always been a lot of deep-seated rivalry
'Iwixt soldier and sailor
But there are hopeful signs that filmland
is effecting a rapprochement
If this makes headway enough by
next Autumn
you may witness something of an Alphonse-Gaston
gridiron game
between the elevens of West Point and Annapolis
if nothing bobs up to cancel the fray
What makes us think
so
is what has just happened up Toronto way
Those hardboiled clowns, Abbott and Costello, arrayed in army garb in "Buck
Privates"
are directly responsible for doing a whale of a good
turn
for Laurence Olivier, the Lord Nelson of "That Hamilton Woman" for his fellow players
and, indeed for the picture itself — this wise:
T
T
T
• •
•
UNIVERSAL'S "Buck Privates" started off on a run
at Shea's Theater
and the more it ran the "hotter" it got
Back of it on the booking schedule was the subsequent run of
"That Hamilton Woman"
The longer the Abbott-Costello opus
played
the longer the Olivier-Leigh powerhouse was delayed
for said subsequent
Well, Sir, publicity on the latter began
to accumulate so heavily
that Torontonians who hadn't already seen the film developed with each passing week a seven-day
itch to see it
This corner is given to understand
that running "That Hamilton Woman" trailer
through all those "Buck
Private" weeks
cost Shea's Theater a sum approaching that
which is paid for a week's rental
on some of its features

T

•

•

•

TRIUMPH

V

V

of William A. Dillon in winning the national

competition for a "song of the, hour" via his "Me and My Uncle Sam"
which was voted tops among 1,675 entries
is reflected in the
pride which vaudeville feels in his victory
Bill is a former variety
headliner
and played a command performance
before the King
of England
Yeah, and the latest Dillon doin's likewise find a neat
degree of pride
in pic circles
for Bill was an exhibitor up in
Ithaca and Cortland, N. Y
▼
T
T
• • • MPTOA'S prexy, Ed Kuykendall, stopped off in Colorrado Springs
on his way back from the Los Angeles convention and spent a couple of days visiting the J. Don Alexanders,— he the prexy of Alexander Film Co
Ed was accompanied on his trip by his wife and son
and by R. R. Biechele,
prexy of MPTO of Kansas and Missouri
T
T
T
• • •
Washington

PUBLICITY Manager Frank LaFalce of the Earle Theater,
has been awarded a check for 50 smackers for turn-

ing in the best promotion job in a year's period
on Sammy Kaye
and his ork
during Kaye's nation-wide theater tour
In connection with his new theater tour which starts July 11 at the Stanley,
Pittsburgh, Sammy renews the contest
but this time the prize will
be doubled
T
T
T
• •
• METRO'S
Leo, Jr., the "short"
prodigy
avers
that with the entrance of Soviet Russia into the war
the predictions ofNostradamus are coming true faster'n M-G-M can make
tab reels
On April 23, 1941, M-G-M sent out a nooze release
sayin' that their one-reeler based on the Nostradamus predictions
would reveal the seer's prophecy that a nation then neutral
— not the U. S. —
would enter the war and play a de-

Leo Spitz
B. Oliphant

George Chandler
Herman Wobber

cisive role
Further, according to the release, the war's final
battle (quoting Nostradamus)
is to be fought 'twixt land
forces on one side
and combined land and naval forces on
the other
The short, now before the cameras, will be released
under title, "Still More About Nostradamus"

head
the Department's
Consent
Decreeof unit.
Other members
will
include Albert Boggess, Seymour
Simon, John Clagett and Frank Cunningham.
Doby is a newcomer in the Government's film industry litigation,
although he has been with the AntiTrust Division for three years. He
was in charge of the Rubber-Tire
suit, participated in the Detroit
building investigation, the school
supplies equipment investigation and
the Chattanooga News-Free Press
case.
He was formerly in private practice in New York for five years.

Carolina Exhibs. Tackle
Many Industry Problems
(Continued from Page 1)

South Carolina meeting open today.
Recently passed legislation in several states, Ascap relations, the
consent decree and arbitration, possible higher rentals for blocks of
five, current agitation for duals
elimination and the MPTOA effort
to restrict previews to the trade
press, are to be brought up for discussion today and tomorrow.
C. H. Arrington, president of the
group, will wield the gavel. Roster
of speakers includes Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA prexy.; H. M. Richey, M>GM; N. Noble Braden, executive secretary of the American Arbitration
Association; W. F. Crockett, president of the Virginia MPTO; Robert
B. Wilby and Roy Rowe.
Convention opened yesterday at
the Ocean Forest Hotel and continues through tomorrow.
Virginia Dale, Para, actress, arrives today from Charlotte to be
a convention guest.

Circuits Hold Duals' End
Really Up to Studios
(Continued from Page 1)

out that in principle it was a great
idea, and one that would be wholeheartedly welcomed and supported
under some conditions, "but," and
then enumerated a number of reasons why it is not feasible now.
It was stressed that elimination
of double features will have to be
&c the initiative of Hollywood producers, with fewer pictures and consistently better pictures the best
answer to the problem.

WEDDING

BELLS

Maurice Shulman, operator of the
Webster and Rivoli, Hartford, and
Plaza, Windsor, Conn., was recently
married to Ruth Goldberg, former
RKO cashier at New Haven, it was
learned over the week-end.
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"Poison Pen"

Flora Robson, Robert Newton,
Ann Todd, Reginald Tate

Republic
66 Mins.
EXPERTLY-ACTED MURDER YARN
WITH OFF-THE-BEATEN-TRACK THEME.
WILL
FANS.

SATISFY

EXCITEMENT-SEEKING

Here is a murder mystery which has two
relatively unique angles, namely, that the
acting is solid, which is rarely the attribute
of this type of film, and the weapon responsible for the killings is the spreading
of vicious scandal by means of letters.
The murderer accomplishes the nefarious
purpose chiefly by indirection, because those
who receive the missives are moved by suspicion and rage to kill those who are painted
as their enemies. Husbands and wives in
a small English town turn against one another, and neighbor against neighbor, while
all the time the depraved letter-writer, who
enjoys most family confidences in the community, sits back and watches destruction
unleashed.
Flora Robson gives a splendid performance as the sister of the town's minister
whose daughter she does not want to see
leave the household to wed Geoffrey Toone.
The poison letters, to fulfill a purpose, commence to appear and a dressmaker hangs
herself after being accused of their authorship. Following her death, the letters continue, bringing about the killing of Edward
Chapman by Robert Newton. Eventually
the demented guilty-one is found by Scotland Yard.
The picture is heavy with British accents
and atmosphere, but this should be no barrier whatever in the way of exhibitors or
their patrons for the reason that the attraction has enough on the ball to compensate. It will go especially well in
stands where morbid tales and horror are
relished by fans. Paul Stein's direction is
okay, as is Philip Tannura's photography.
CAST: Flora Robson, Robert Newton, Ann
Todd, Reginald Tate, Geoffrey Toone, Catherine Lacey, Belle Chrystal, Cyril Chamberlain, Athole Stewart, Mary Hinton, Edward
Chapman, Jean Clyde.

"Red Head"
June Lang, Johnny Downs,

with
Monogram
THIN STORY MATERIAL
FROM
CAST.

EFFORTS

Eric Blore
64 Mins.
DETRACTS

OF A HARD-WORKING

This program offering has a hard-working
cast of personable players, but their best
efforts are somewhat stifled by thin story
material that has nothing new or novel to
interest an audience to any great extent.
Picture will serve as a filler on the lower
half of nabe duals. Technically the picture
passes muster.
The attractive June Lang and personable
Johnny Downs headline the cast with a
strong supporting role filled capably by
Eric Blore. Frank Jaquet, Weldon Heyburn
and Anna Chandler are also prominent in
the cast. Direction was handled by Edward
Cahn and the screenplay was written by
Conrad Seiler and Dorothy Reid.
Downs, a useless playboy, gets kicked
out of his home by his father, Jaquet. He
meets Miss Lang, out of a job, and dreams
up the idea of marrying her and having her
pose as an adventuress to get some money
from his father. Jaquet sees through the
plan, secretly makes an agreement with
Miss Lang, and then sends Blore, the butler, after them to make sure they don't
get in too much trouble. Remainder of
story concerns Downs reformation with a
few domestic spats thrown in for good
measure, but all ends happily.
CAST: June Lang, Johnny Downs, Eric
Blore, Frank Jaquet, Weldon Heyburn, Anna
Chandler, Harry Burns, Baron Emerson,
Ralina Zarova.
CREDITS: Producer, I. E. Chadwick; Director, Edward Cahn; Screenplay, Conrad
Seiler and Dorothy Reid; Based on a novel
by Vera Brown; Cameraman, Andre Barlatier; Editor, Carl Pierson.
DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Lowe and McLaglen on Air
To Boost Marine Corps
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

"Murder
with Wallace by
Ford,Invitation"
Sarah Padden,
Marian
Marsh
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
67 Mins.
GOOD COMEDY, LOTS OF CHILLS AND
NEVER A LAPSE IN ACTION MAKE THIS
ONE ACE PROGRAM BET.
Director Phil Rosen rings the bell again
with "Murder by Invitation." It has comedy
— lots of chills — and never a lapse in action. Producer A. W. Hackel has assembled
a fine cast and made his budget spread
where it shows in this.
The acting
is goodmerit,
— George
Bricker's
screenplay
has unusual
offering
many
new twists — and the lensing is intelligent.
Wallace Ford and Marian Marsh have the
romantic leads, but writer Bricker has spread
the dialogue around so evenly the half
dozen major players participate evenly in
bows for acting.
An eccentric aged maiden invites all her
relatives to spend a week at her lovely
country estate. She insists that they arrive
at the stroke of midnight, and because they
all suspect treachery, because they tried
unsuccessfully to have her declared incompetent, there is a lack of gaiety in
their acceptance. They arrive in due course
and the first night one of their members
is murdered. Wallace Ford, a New York
columnist, and his secretary (Marian Marsh),
and his cameraman, arrive to get a story.
Murders begin happening all over the place
and no one seems able to stop them. Sliding panels begin opening, bookshelves turn
to secret passageways, bodies fall out of
closets and pandemonium reigns until by a
slick trick Sarah Padden, the spinster, sets
a trap and catches the murderer.
Clever handling of the comedy here adds
much to the film's enjoyment and yet
proves no loss to the mystery tale.
CAST: Wallace Ford, Sarah Padden,
Marian Marsh, George Guhl, Gavin Gordon,
Wallis Clark, Minerva Urecal, J. Arthur
Young, Herbert Vigram, Philip Trent, Dave
O'Brien, Hazel Keener, Isabelle La Mai,
Lee Shumway, John James, Kay Deslys.
CREDITS: Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Phil Rosen; Author, George Bricker;
Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Marcel Le
Picard; Production Manager, Ben Gutterman; Editor, Martin G. Cohn.

Washington — The Navy Department announces that Edmund Lowe
and Victor McLaglen will go on
the air starting July 10 and continDIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAuing weekly thereafter to present
PHY, Good.
a version of present-day Marine
Corps life. The Corps has also se- Museum of Modern Art
cured the co-operation of Bing
Crosby and Bob Bums who have To Show Cycle of 300 Pix
provided a spot on the Kraft Music
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Hall for a Marine representative
Ditto.
First half of a cycle of 300 films
to discuss the opportunities in the
highlighting the history and develCorps for young men.
opment of pictures between 1895
Detroit V. C. Tournament
and 1940 opens at the Museum of
RKO recently signed McLaglen Modern Art Film Library today.
At Brooklands July 21
and
edy. Lowe for a Marine Corps com- Part I, to be concluded Oct. 31, comprises 135 films in 62 programs.
Programs will each be shown on two
Detroit — Variety Club has set its Pa. Referendum Bill Signed
successive days at four p. m. daily
annual Golf Tournament for July 21,
extra showings at two p. m.
Harrisburg, Pa. — Bill providing with
under chairmanship of John HowSundays.
ard, former national Variety cham- for a local referenda on Sunday
Program for today and tomorrow
pion. Event will be at Brooklands movies every year instead of five
Golf Club.
years was signed into law by Gov- is called "The Development of the
John R. McPherson, National ernar James. Measure provides for Narrative" and includes eight subjects. Museum admission, 25 cents
Screen Service manager, has been election on petition of 20 per cent
named chairman of the committee of electorate instead of five per for adults and 10 cents for children,
includes admissions to the screenfoi the first All-Industry Outing, cent
law. provided under the previous ings.
which will be held in August.
CREDITS: Director of Production, Walter
C. Mycroft; Director, Paul L. Stein; Author,
Richard Llewellyn; Adaptation and Screenplay, William Freshman, Doreen Montgomery;
Additional Dialogue, Esther McCracken, N.
C. Hunter; Director of Photography, Philip
Tannura; Settings, Cedric Dawe; Film Editor, Flora Newton.

"Sweetheart of the
with

Keeler, Ozzie
Harriet Hilliard
Columbia
WEAK

Ruby

COLLEGE

YARN

Nelson,
67

Mins.

BEST SUITED

Cam
pus" TO
CATERING

FOR HOUSES
AUDIENCES.

YO(

I-

A college musical with something of a
taint of the 1930 vintage about it, "Sweetheart of the Campus" is not a smashing
vehicle for Ruby Keeler's return to films.
Miss Keeler looks as good as she ever did.
Her singing and dancing has not suffered
by her layoff, but something is not there.
There is entertainment in the film despite
its shortcomings. Fans of bandleader Ozzie
Nelson and Harriet Hilliard will undoubtedly
patronize it and not be disappointed. Miss
Hilliard's vocalizing is a bright spot.
The screenplay by Robert D. Andrews
2nd Edmund Hartmann contains a few gems
although it's run of the mill stuff. Edward
Dmytryk's direction of the troupe is not
on a par with his usual work.
If you have hep-cats and jive hounds
:n
neighborhood
was your
obviously
made forthey'll
them. love this. It
The story concerns the attempt of a
woman chairman of the board of Lambert
College to turn the school into a seminary.
Ozzie Nelson and his band, and their dancing star, Ruby Keeler, enroll in the school
and put on television shows and install a
night club in the gymnasium in order to attract new students. Needless to say they
win out. The plot is light but characters
such as played by Kathleen Howard (the
board chairman), and Don Beddoe, the
comedy sheriff, do much to make the yarn
stick.
This has limited audience appeal but
definite possibilities.
CAST: Ruby Keeler, Ozzie Nelson, Harriet Hilliard, Gordon Oliver, Don Beddoe,
The Four Spirits of Rhythm, Charles Judels,
Kathleen Howard, Byron Foulger, George
Lessey, Frank Gaby, Leo Waton.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Fier; Director, Edward Dmytryk; Author, Robert D.
Andrews; Screenplay, Robert D. Andrews
and Edmund Hartmann; Cameraman, Franz
F. Planer; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Editor, William Lyon; Musical Director, M.
W. Stoloff; Musical Adviser, Paul Mertz;
Dance Director, Louis DaPron; Songs by
Eddie Cherkose and Jacques Press, Jacques
Krakeur, Walter G. Samuels and Charles
Newman.
■
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Nazi Newsreels Cause
Rioting in Argentina
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Riots are reported in Rosario, Santa
Fe when Nazi newsreels are shown.
Police officers and spectators were
hurt and arrests made.
Rosairo's Cine Cervantes is the
first house in the region to show
Nazi propaganda films.

Heart Attack Kills Pinney
Youngstown, O. — A heart attack
proved fatal to Edward J. Pinney,
61, IATSE exec.

")
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in the picture of her dreams . . .
as the girl who could be happy
with any one of the three men
who loved her — if only she could
forget the kisses of the other twoi
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Tradeshows Present Problems Galore to Distribs.
Several Companies Expected to Show Shorts Along
With Blocks of Features

aith

(Continued from Page

1)

provisions of Section 3 of
the consent decree?" First replies
received to the latter are reported
:o show a decided trend towards the
cteily trades, with the time element
stressed.
The
questionnaire
also
poses
these queries to the sales staff:
'"How many
local exhibitors
do you think would attend?"
"How many out of town exhibitors do vou think would attend?"
"Would you invite the local
newspaper critics?"
"Itemize estimated expense
of auditorium."
(One major has found the
daily rental fee to range from
$10 to $90, as reported in THE
FILM
DAILY
Friday).
"In your territory what day
of the week would be best?"
"In your territory what time
of day would be best?"
"Will you screen one feature
each day or sometimes two a
day?"
Policies of the company in question are expected to be determined
by the consensus of replies to the
questionnaire.
"Strictly Business"
Developments thus far establish
that the "Big Five," without exception, will make the tradeshows
strictly business. There will be no
free Seotch-and-sodas, buffet lunches,
dinners or side events of an entertainment nature to lure exhibs. to
the screenings. With companies
likely to have as many as 50 tradeshows in each of up to 60-odd spots
during the course of a year, it was
"on the house"
pointed out that
entertaining
couldanyadd a couple of
million to the distribs.' expenditures.
That, obviously, would be largely
added to rentals.
In this connection, it is reported
that in some instances theater operators approached for the use of
their houses for morning tradeshows
have attempted to obtain fees which
distribs. feel are way out of line.
Where the operators have refused
to cut the asked price, the negotia-

Dishes as Side Line
Fond du Lac, Wis.— Fox's Retlaw
here has been sporting miscellaneous
dinnerware nights with customers
given a choice of cups, cereals, soups,
fruit dishes, saucers, salad forks or
spoons and salt and pepper shakers
as well as large pieces. Admission
is 20 cents without dish tickets, or
30 cents for the premiums.

Wall St. Journal Sees "Trust Busting"
Over, With Industry Being Cartelized
There will be no further film industry anti-trust suits instituted by the D of
J, according to the Wall St. Journal, which asserts that the New Deal's "trust
busting phase" ended with the reorganization of the Office of Production Management.
"OPM is cartelizing industry. New 'industry committees' to deal with OPM
are defense trade associations," the financial paper asserts, adding "Justice Department acquiesced."

WB Plans 86 Shorts, Loew's Cuts Prices
But May Add More iFor Men in Uniform
(Continued from Page

1)

creased
budgets and more exploitation.
In addition to the regular series
there will be a group of shorts that
will be designated as "service specials," all subjects dealing with
some phase of our preparedness
campaign and made with Government co-operation. Leon Schlesinger
will make the same number of cartoons for next year that were made
this year.
Shorts in all categories will go
in more heavily for color than ever
bc-fore, it was said.

(.Continued from Page

1)

nouncement was made Friday by
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc.
It followed similar announcement
by Joseph Bernhard, on behalf of the
Warner circuit, on Thursday after
a Warner zone meeting in this city.
At Paramount, it was said that
decisions as to price concessions for
service men in uniform necessarily
were up to the individual circuits
and theater partners under the comicy.
pany's decentralized operating pol-

Inqury
as the
to RKO
theaters'
icy brought
statement
frompol-a
Para, has set a special ad budget company spokesman that no decision had as yet been reached.
of more than $100,000 for "Aloma
National
Theaters some time ago
of the South Seas" to be spent
largely for color ads in newspapers announced admission reductions for
and magazines, Neil Agnew said service men, it was pointed out FriFriday.
Pix goes out Aug. 29.
day by Prexy Spyros Skouras.

Para, to Use Color Copy

tions have been called off and deals
made elsewhere.
Incidentally, there is said to
be a feeling in some distributor
quarters that, before the first
year is over, attendance at tradeshows will be down to the point
that they can be transferred
from theaters to the screening
rooms in branches, thus cutting
the overhead.
Several companies
are planning
to dress up house lobbies for the
tradeshows,
feeling
that
exhibs.
will respond to an attractive bally.
The "Invitation"
Problem
Not all companies are said to
have reached a decision as yet as
to whether invitations to tradeshows
are to be extended, in addition to
the required advertisements in the
trade press. Some are said to favor a letter of ' notification to customers and potential customers
rather than invitations to be used
as admission cards. The latter, it is
felt, might find their way into the
hands of non-exhibitors, a practice
all too prevalent in the past when
trade previews have been staged
here and elsewhere.
Other problems incidental to the

soon-to-start tradeshows
include:
1. Shall shorts be screened
at the same time as "block" features?
2. Shall the best picture or
pictures first
in each
screened
or last?"block" be
3. Is it necessary or desirable
to have pictures submitted to
state and municipal censors before the tradeshows?
4. Can pictures be tradeshown
or sold in Minnesota, in view of
its anti-five block law?
Several
of the companies
will
show shorts along with their features, although the shorts must be
sold apart from features under the
decree.
There is a lively continuing debate on the second question, while
in the case of the third, it is pointed
out by some that unless the pictures
are okayed by censors before the
tradeshows, distribs. face possible
trouble should the censors later
make cuts before selling starts. Exhibs., it was observed, could claim
that they had been shown one picture, sold another.
The Minnesota problem is said
to have company counsel burning
the midnight oil.

NBC's Tele Rate Card
$120 Evening Hours
First rate card in the history of
television was issued Friday by the
National Broadcasting Co. Rate
covers cost to advertisers for time
on the air and studio facilities.
For evening broadcasts on week
days the cost is $120 per hour; $60
an hour for week-day afternoon
shows, and $90 per hour for Sunday
daytime broadcasts. No prices were
quoted for Sunday evenings as it is
not planned at the present time to
televise programs Sunday evenings.
There will be other charges in
addition to time costs, such as $150
per hour for the use of the main
studio in Radio City; $75 an hour
foi the use of small film studios and
for field pickups. Service spots for
televised programs of news, weather,
time, etc., are priced at $8 per minute in the evening and $4 per minute in the daytime. Production costs
for talent, announcers, effect men,
musicians, for music and script
rights, costumes, properties, etc.,
will also be billed to the client at
NBC rates.
Beginning tomorrow, NBC will
begin its regular commercial television service of 15 or more hours
per week. Several advertisers have
already contracted
for time.

CBS Asks for New Tele
Station in New York City
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Columbia Broadcasting System has asked the FCC for
authority to construct a second
tele station in New York City, operating on Channel No. 1, 60,000 to
66,000 kilocycles, A5 and special
emission for frequency modulations,
unlimited time.

New England Pix for M of T
Newington, N. H. — Louis de Rochemont, March of Time producer
and part-time resident here, has
chosen the nearby town of Exeter as
the typical New England village to
be featured in a new production,
"New England — Eight Million Yan-

"Snapshot Nights"

New Orleans — The Granada and
Clabon, nabe houses of the United
kees."
Theaters, Inc., chain, have instituted
the practice of flashing candid shots
of strollers on the screen, giving
away cash if the person whose picture appears is in the theater. The
idea evolved from the candid movie
photographer idea; now each has a
strolling picture-snapper. Both houses
report big business on "snapshot

nights."
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3 A's and 2 Brs in
20-Fox First Block
(Continued from Page

1)

all other major companies, its sales
operations will serve as a "guinea
pig," Wobber feels. He pointed out
that selling under the consent decree will give producers a much
more accurate check on the pulling
power of stars than at present and
will also gauge the ability of directors and producers. It will also
serve to determine what types of
pictures are popular.
Wobber believes it would be
in restraint of trade if distributors tried to force exhibitors to
show only single bills. He says
that a picture may now establish a high record in one territory and also a low record in
another territory. This has never
happened in former years, he
pointed out.
Wobber said 20th Century-Fox
has increased negative investment
in every branch of production because its experience has been that
higher-budgeted pictures bring better returns.
Wobber said he did not know
whether pictures would be shown
to the trade press ahead of tradeshowings throughout the United
States, but understood the home office publicity and advertising executives would pass on this problem
next week.
On the question as to the effect of publicity from lay columnists and others,
Wobber
said their praise was welcome,
but as a whole the producer
would be much better off without comments by columnists.
The sales chief said exhibitors
are crying for new faces and among
players that will be exploited by
20th-Fox
are -Carole Landis, Gene
Tierney, Dana Andrews, John Sutton, Roddy McDowell, Laird Cregar,
John Shephard,
Anne
Baxter
and
George Montgomery.

Arbitration Handled Okay,
Wright Tells AAA's Braden
(Continued from Page

1)

being handled under the AAA industry setup, it was indicated here
Friday.
J. Noble Braden, AAA executive
secretary, who paid a "friendly
visit" to Robert L. Wright, the
unit's chief, was told that the unit
had no complaint.
Wright refused to comment .on
his talk with Braden but the AAA
official said they talked generally
about the operation of the consent
decree.
Neither one of the conferees would
say if they discussed the Ken decision, assailed by national Allied,
or other specific cases. Braden was
on his way to Myrtle Beach, S. Car.,
to address a meeting of the Carolinas MPTO
today.

"YorJc" as Drama,
Plan of Porterfield
Warners' "Sergeant York" will be
put into stageplay form by Robert
Porterfield, actor-director of the
Barter Theater, Abingdon, Va.

Coast Studios Make
13 Films for Army
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Thirteen United States
Army Signal Corps training films
already have been produced by 10
studios for the War Department by
the Research Council of the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
Made on a non-profit basis, they are:

THE
WEEK
TS REVIEW

UA-SelznicU Pact

—

By L. H. MITCHELL

==

UNITED ARTISTS: Widow of
Douglas
Fairbanks having withdrawn
Six Paramount Publicists
her objections to sale of the FairTo Join SPG; Urge Unity
UA stockthe
to UA
for $400/" "0,
court banks
okayed
transaction,^
II
(Continued from Page 1)
David O. Selznick-Frank Capra negotiations to become UA partners took
which they applied for SPG member20th Century-Fox: "Sex Hygiene," "Basic a spurt. Contract is now in the
ship and called for unity on the pub- Principles
of
Skiing,"
"Personal
Hygiene,"
licity front.
"Military Courtesy, Customs of the Service." hands of Selznick's attorney, he
M-G-M : "Instruction of the Individual In- stated at the week-end, with signBearing the signatures of Jonas
fantry Soldier," "School of the Soldier."
ing likely within a week. It is
Arnold, Budd Getschal, Adolph SilParamount:
"240 mm. Howitzer."
understood that Selznick will get
verstein, Bernard Lewis, Paula Weiss
Republic:
"The 60 mm. Mortar."
Hal Roach: "Conduct of Physical Train- the Fairbanks estate stock and Capra
Fraser and Paul White, the letter
read.
the Samuel Goldwyn stock. . . .
Universal: "Anti-aircraft Search Light Bat"The approach of the elections ordered by
Arthur W. Kelly, UA sales manthe NLRB causes us, the undersigned memWarner Bros.: "37 mm. Anti-aircraft Gun
ager and temporary head of the
bers of the Paramount Pictures Publicity Department, to issue a statement of clarificacompany,
announced at New York
RKO: "Light Machine Gun Platoon, Cavtion on our position on trade unionism.
regional sales meet that the com"It is our conviction that fair wages, hours, Battery."
alry
Rifle
Troop."
Sol Lesser: "Anti-aircraft Machine Gun
pany would have no minimum or
working conditions and security for the pubmaximum number of pictures for the
licists and artists of this industry can be
ing."
tery."
Samuel
Goldwyn: "Engineer Corps Equip- year. . . . Company will name G.
achieved only through negotiations by one,
strong guild.
Battery."
E. Peppiatt Southern division man"We have no faith in dual unionism as a
*
*
*
solution to the problems facing the Guild and
Three
camp by"test
have
beenArmy
supplied
the shows"
M. P. ager.
are opposed to dual unionism in principle.
Distribs.: William F. Rodgers,
"We are therefore resolved to vote for the Production Defense Committee of
Screen Publicists Guild in the election called
Hollywood,
with a sub-committee on Metro's sales chief, announced comment."
for July 9th, by NLRB.
pany would have dual sales plan
"We accordingly make application for full talent and camp recreation, headed
and unqualified membership in the SPG, re- by Chairman Eward Arnold, Vice- under the decree — both percentage
questing that the Guild take final action on
Chairman Bert Allenberg; Talent and flat rentals deals. Metro's first
this application by July 1st.
"We pledge ourselves to work for a com- Chairman Charles Feldman, directly block-of-five tradeshow will be in
pletely democratic Guild in which the majority in charge. It is estimated these Chicago, July 14. . . . RKO first
will of the membership must prevail."
shows played to between 90,000 and block-of-five tradeshow will also be
in Chicago in mid-July. J. J. Nolan,
"Dictator" Ban Denounced 100,000
soldiers. "Test shows" are
designed to gauge the type and who has been an RKO studio exec, :'!
of entertainment that may be for 21 years, has resigned. . . . E*
By Argentina's La Prensa length
Twentieth Century-Fox will have 15
supplied in the future.
features ready by Sept. 1 for blocksBuenos Aires (By Cable)— Conof-five showing. . . . Universal obtrasting "The Dictator" ban with
tained a $5,600,000 bank loan and
the benevolent attitude towards Nazi
its preferred stock shot up 13%
war horror films, La Presna, Latin "Ships with Wings" Being
points in two days. Company also
America's leading democratic daily, Made by Ealing for UA
announced a $2 dividend on the prehas denounced the banning of the
ferred now $68 in arrears.
Chaplin picture as unconstitutional.
Arriving Friday on the Clipper
THIS AND THAT: Will H. Hays
from Europe, Teddy Carr, co-managGoodrich Rites Held
ing director in Great Britain for announced appointments to MPPDA
Funeral services for Arthur Fred- United Artists, stated that the Eal- committees.
Carl E. Milliken of
erick Goodrich, 63, playwright and
ing Studios were producing a fea- Hays
office attended
Washington^
novelist, who died Thursday, were
hearing by Reciprocity
Committee
ture entitled
"Ships With
Wings"
for
UA
distribution.
Carr
and
his
held Saturday at St. George's
on Argentina
and Uruguay
trade
Church.
wife left the airport immediately treaties.
Morris Goodman, Repubfor Westchester. The Ealing film
lic's v.-p. in charge of foreign sales,
Gov't Post for Tom McGuire
reported chances bright for an Ardeals with
the
many
times
"sunk"
Detroit — Tom McGuire, director British
aircraft carrier, H. M. S.
of public relations for Co-Operative Ark Royal, which despite all Nazi gentina-U. S. treaty. . . . Gov't ap-^
totalling
$900,000 U.seen
Theaters of Michigan, has resigned reports has been proven to be very fpropriations
or cultural films
in advancing
S.- ii;
South American ties. . . . Films and
to take a Government post.
much afloat.
radio are joining hands for a giants
show in Hollywood Bowl (part of
which will be broadcast) for USO. . . ..f?
George E. Browne,
IATSE
prexy,
pleaded
innocent
to
extortion
indictNeeded in Latin America, Asserts Fairbanks
ment and was held in $50,000 bail incfc
New England IATSE :;
Miami — Impressed wtih the effi- resident German group is not so New York.
ciency of Nazi propaganda in South great numerically but their efficiency unions endorsed
Browne's
actions k
America, Lieut. Com. Douglas Fair- is tremendous." He noted a "terrific as union prexy. . . . Allied fired a
banks, Jr., U. S. N., on his return desire on the part of the people for broadside at the dismissal of the
Theater
arbitration
case in
from his cultural mission, advocated co-operation with the United States." Ken
The film star, who acted for the Chicago. . . . Gov't will compel atthe placing of good leaders in key
tendance ofwitnesses at its Crescent
spots to disburse effective American State Dept., and Mrs. Fairbanks
suit trial. . . . Esticounter-propaganda. He reported returned via Clipper late last week circuit anti-trust
mated that tradeshows
under the
that the mass of people and the after a two-month air tour of South
consent
decree blocks-of-five will
Latin-American governments gen- America, made at the request of cost
the Big Five $1,000,000 in the
erally feel kindly towards the United President Roosevelt.
States.
of selling under the deAlso arriving on the Clipper were first year
cre . . . . Hal Home has resigned
"I cannot stress too strongly the Edward H. Robbins of the Commit- from Walt Disney Productions and
tee for Co-ordination of Cultural will soon announce
inroads made by Nazi propaganda," Relations
a new affilia- k
tion.
and Mrs. Robbins.
he said. "The Nazi strength of the

Asks U.S. Counter Propaganda

*&%
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Loew's Loses
arle Decision

New Canadian Odeon
To Have 100 Houses

PETE
I. WOOD IN SATIRIST'S ROLE
ITO Exec's Letter Takes a Sock at Re-issues as the

Ohio

Answer to Lack of Big Summer

Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

->ewhere in the territory, it was
aid.
David
Silver,
operator
of the
larle, filed the complaint under Sec6 of the consent decree and
|-o- a for some run on certain M-Gi'l pictures following Loew's Park',ay, Wilmington, which plays most
(If the M-G-M pictures exclusively,
nd has for nearly 10 years.
J Loew attorneys argued that Seclion 17 gave the distributor the
light to sell its own houses as it
nw fit, in this case exclusively.

Quatrano Files for Seven-Day
Clearance for His New Theater
, New Haven — Fred Quatrano, ownrr of the New Newington, Newing,on, to be ready for opening early
§i August, has filed an arbitration
omplaint against the five consentng distributros. Quatrano alleges
ihat he has attempted to buy pic■ures to open and operate his new
: beater, and that pictures have been
offered him with 30 days clearance
•'n favor of New Britain. He asks
:hat this be reduced to seven days,
3ince such "clearance would be detrimental and ruinous." The Strand
*tnd Embassy, New Britain, are
earned as interested parties.
Distributors have suggested that
"Deep River be included as an inerested party in the case of Sayorook Theater
Co. against Loew's
' CKO,
and
Vitagraph,
June 13.
Decision in the firstfiledarbitration
flatter here by Frederick H. Wiggin
s due by July 25. Case is that of
he Forest Theater Corp. against the
■onsenting distributors.

'Seattle Theaters Reduce
Service Men's Prices 50%

Portland, Ore. — Two cuts in admission prices — one for service men
in uniforms, and the other for youngsters between the ages of 12 and
JL6— has been inaugurated in the
^Hamrick-Evergreen
Theaters in Pa; :ific Northwest.
Reductions will be made first in
•jSeattle, and later at other theaters
lis "Washington and Oregon operated
by the Hamrick-Evergreen Co.
Effective at 5th Ave., Paramount,
Orpheum, Blue Mouse and Music
Box, Seattle. From opening until
1 P.M. 20 c. of which 15 cents is
the established price of the theater,
-3c is the federal tax and 2c state
tax. From 1 to 5 P.M.; 25 cents
»of which 19 is established price, 4c
federal tax and 2c state tax. From
r'5 P.M., on; 30c of which 22c is established price, 5c in federal tax
r.nd 3c state tax.
Effective at Coliseum, opening to
5 P.M., 16c of which 15c is established price and lc state tax — Eve.,
]5 P.M. on 25c of which 20c is the
theater price, 3c federal and 2c
state tax.

Columbus, O. — Re-issues, it appears, are no answer to the summer
cry of exhibs. for big pix with which
to fight the current biz slump insofar as letter-writing Pete J. Wood,
secretary of the ITO of Ohio is concerned.

and lack the many fol-de-rols built
into the 1941 styles.
"We suggest that you plaster your
local newspapers with ads to the
effect that our 1940-41 product is so
shoddy that you are offering your
customers the opportunity to purPete has just sent all Ohio exhibs.
chase these discarded 1936-37 styles
a letter which covers two more, one at the same prices as the up-to-therecently circularized by a major dis- minute 1940-41 styles.
"As a sales stimulant, we suggest
trib. calling attention to its re-issues
as a solution to the pix shortage that you offer to give a pair of
problem facing theater operators, scissors to each lady who buys a
pair of these 1936-37 brogans so
the second Pete's own satire.
Latter, which has exhibs. through- that she can cut out the toes and
let in the air, thus giving her the
out Ohio in stitches, reads:
"HEEL AND TOE MANUFACTUR- satisfied feeling that she is wearING CO.
ing a pair of
1940-41 modern-up-tothe-minute
styles.
"Upperlower,
Mass.
"Our office will be open twentyJune 10, 1941.
four hours a day and orders will be
"SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
filled in the order of their receipt,
TO THE TRADE:
if any.
"Our 1940-41 merchandise is lousy
"ALWAYS REMEMBER OUR
but how about stocking some nice
SLOGAN:—
'WHAT THE HELL DO
discarded 1936-37 styles?
WE CARE FOR THE PUBLIC
"We realize that shoes of the
"R. I. KNUTZ,
1936-37 vintage are far behind the AND YOU, OUR DEALER!'
up-to-date and better made 1941
"Promotion Manager."
shoes as they have 'closed* fronts

NBC Counter-Proposal
Submitted to Ascap

Toronto — As the result of deals
already closed and those expected
to be consummated shortly, the new
Odeon circuit, looming up as real
opposition to Famous Players Canadian, will embrace approximately
100 nouses, it was learned at the
week-end.
Sam Firestone, who controls the
Midtown, Esquire, Mayfair and Astor theaters in Toronto, and the
Esquire Theater in Brantford, is
linking up with Odeon, which started a few months ago with one picture house in Vancouver.
Harry Firestone wil supervise operations of the theaters under the
chain in Ontario. Paul Nathanson
is president of Odeon.

H. C. Gipson With Springer
Henry
Springer
producer,
on motion

Van Nomikos Hospitalized
Chicago — Van Nomikos, Allied
exec, is a patient in Woodlawn Hospital.

NBC on Friday made public terms
of a counter-proposal submitted to
Ascap in an attempt to settle finally
the now six-months-old controversy
over music licensing terms. Offering
to the society a somewhat higher
rate of payment than that proposed
last week by CBS, Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, declared that the
NBC proposal "represents our best
efforts to solve the music problem"
and added that he was hopeful that
the proposal would be accepted by
all the parties.
Already endorsed by Samuel Rosenbaum, chairman of the Independent Radio Network Affiliates, Paul
Morency, vice-chairman of IRNA,
and Harold Hough of WBAP-KGKO,
Fort Worth, Texas, the proposal has
been sent to all independent stations
affiliated with NBC for their study
and consideration, Trammell stated.
The circuit in announcing the 50
per cent cut in prices for service
men in uniform said that the new
rates would be permanent.
Seattle — Following the lead of
Hamrick-Evergreen, John Danz of
the Sterling Theaters announces
similar reductions in theater admissions at the Roosevelt or Paramount
theaters and Palomar.
Seattle — Leroy V. Johnson, general manager of Jensen & Von Herberg announces that similar prices
as other first-run Seattle houses will
be inaugurated at the Liberty Theater.

FLORA

ROBERT

ROBSON • NEWTON
ANN TODD • REGINALD TATE

By RICHARD LLEWELLYN
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6Y ESTHER McCRACKEN
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AND N. C. HUNTER

Clay Gipson has joined
Pictures, Inc., industrial
as agency contact man
pictures.

DOREEN
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PAUL L. STEIN DIRECTOR

HIDDEN

VALUES
i

RIGID laboratory control sees to it that
every roll of Eastman negative film has
its full complement of the hidden values
— speed, wide latitude, high resolving
power, unvarying dependability — that
make possible the glowing beauty of
today's screen productions. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

Chicago

PLIJS-X
for general studio use

INC., Distributors
Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when little light is available

RACKGROCND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN

NEGATIVE

FILMS
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